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Trunk and Floor Pan Repair Set
The KBS trunk and ﬂoor pan repair kit allows you to restore your ﬂoor pan,
trunk pan, or pickup truck bed back to new without producing any ugly weld
seams. Our included step-by-step instructions make it easy and simple to use.
After cleaning the area with KBS Klean (an industrial strength water based
cleaner/degreaser), and KBS RustBlast (a powerful rust remover/metal etch),
simply use the included BackBone reinforcing mesh and NuMetal epoxy putty
to ﬁll any small pin holes. Last, ﬁnish it off with a coat of RustSeal® for a
restored ﬁnish without any weld seams. Each set includes 1 gal. KBS Klean, 1
gal. RustBlast, 1 qt. RustSeal®, 1 lb NuMetal epoxy putty, 1 sq. yard BackBone
Reinforcing Mesh, 8 oz. #1 Thinner, KBS paint spout, Nitrile gloves, mask, two
brushes, stir stick, and complete and detailed instructions.
KB590103
gloss black.......................................................... 126.99 set
KB590203
satin black .......................................................... 129.99 set
KB590304
silver................................................................... 129.99 set
KB590504
gray .................................................................... 129.99 set
KB591504
galvanized steel .................................................. 129.99 set

KB70109

Polyester Patch
The KBS Patch is an easy to use, UV/sunlight activated repair patch. The
ﬁberglass reinforced polyester patch is perfect for making watertight, durable
repairs on engine parts, decking, fenders, gas cans, drain pipes, water tanks,
PVC pipes, plastics, Plexiglas, ﬁberglass, metal, wood, concrete and more.
The KBS patch is waterproof, will not rot or rust, requires no mixing, can
be drilled or tapped, sandable and accepts paint in 1 hour. Sold in 3 different
sizes. UV light available separately.
KB70101
KBS patch 3" x 6" ................................................ 18.99 ea
KB70102
KBS patch 6" x 9" ................................................ 29.99 ea
KB70103
KBS patch 9" x 12" .............................................. 44.99 ea
LED UV Flashlight
The KBS UV Light is a lightweight, handheld UV ﬂashlight containing 51
Ultraviolet LED bulbs for greater area coverage and is designed to cure
the KBS Patch when sunlight is not feasible or available. The KBS UV
Light includes batteries, features an aircraft aluminum alloy body and is
water resistant.
KB70109
KBS patch UV light.............................................. 19.99 ea

KB70003

Nu-Metal Epoxy Putty
NuMetal Epoxy Putty is an easy to use, two part putty that mixes like clay but
hardens like steel! No complicated weighing or measuring required. NuMetal
bonds, seals, ﬁlls, insulates, anchors, caulks and waterproofs. It cures without
shrinking or sagging and can be drilled, tapped, sanded, primed and painted.
NuMetal will not only stick to damp surfaces, but it will cure underwater!
Available in black.
KB70003 1 pound
black ................................................... 23.99 ea
KB70013 3.5 ounces
black ................................................... 8.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

M36025

M36026

M36016

M36015

M36017

Heritage Steering Wheels
MOMO Heritage Series steering wheels honor their roots with this line of
performance wheels that combine exceptional quality with retro inspired
design. Heritage wheels feature rotary formed aluminum 3-spoke hub designs
with wood or black leather grips all inspired by past designs and emblazoned
with the original MOMO logo. By melding the past with today’s innovations,
MOMO has created modern day classics for any sports car. Installs with
standard 6 bolt adapters.
Part#
Model
Diameter / Dish Grip / Hub Color
Price
M36018 California 360mm / 40mm black/polished .......... 299.99 ea
M36019 California 360mm / 40mm mahogany/polished .. 299.99 ea
M36025 Grand Prix 350mm / 37mm walnut/silver............. 299.99 ea
M36026 Grand Prix 350mm / 37mm walnut/chrome.......... 299.99 ea
M36015 Prototipo
350mm / 39mm black/black ............... 249.99 ea
M36016 Prototipo
350mm / 39mm black/silver ............... 249.99 ea
M36017 Indy
350mm / 37mm mahogany/silver ....... 299.99 ea

Features:
• 65 watts RMS x 4 channels full-range
@ 4 Ohms
• 225 watts RMS x 1 channel subwoofer
@ 4 Ohms (330 watts RMS @ 2 Ohms)
• Bass Boost
• Full-range Class D digital circuitry
• Advanced protection circuitry
• Built-in low pass (LPF) and high pass (HPF)
electronic crossovers

• Selectable mode switch for 4 and
5 channel operation
• Works with any aftermarket radio with low
level outputs
• Includes wired subwoofer remote
gain control
• Dimensions 8.25" x 5.25" x 2"

Technophonic Radio Ampliﬁer
The RetroSound Technophonic powerful 5 channel ampliﬁer offers
exceptional dynamic range for the best possible sound reproduction from
your audio system. Unique design allow a complete audio system to be built
using a single ampliﬁer.
RS7203
5 channel amp ........................................................... 249.99 ea

Toll Free Order Line 800.854.1280

®
Authentic Quality Reproduction Parts for Classic American Muscle
ORIGINAL QUALITY • ORIGINAL APPEARANCE

Original Fit

Superior Quality

Authentic Appearance

Appearance is extremely
important in reproduction parts,
but just as important is the way
the part ﬁts. You will appreciate
OER ® reproductions. Parts are
designed to ﬁt as closely to the
original as possible. Each part is
checked and rechecked to
ensure proper ﬁt and function.

It’s one thing to manufacture a
reproduction part, it’s another to
duplicate the quality. OER ® uses
the ﬁnest quality materials and
workmanship to ensure the
ﬁnished part meets or exceeds
original equipment speciﬁcations.
In fact, many OER ® products are
superior to the original.

Each OER ® part is manufactured
to original speciﬁ cations, down
to the smallest detail. Consistent
quality control methods ensure
an exact duplicate every time.

OER® Ofﬁcially Licensed
Products
Many OER ® products are
ofﬁcially licensed by the original
manufacturers, assuring the
highest quality reproductions
available.

Manufacturing Authentic Products for The Restoration Industry
Learn more about OER online: www.oerparts.com
®

Look for the OER® symbol of quality throughout this catalog.

®

Classic Industries Has More To Offer!
FREE

ORDER
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Service Excellence
From the Restoration Leaders!

W ITH

Price Match Guarantee
If You Find a Product for Less, We’ll Match the Price!
Cl i IIndustries
Classic
d t ® will match any competitor’s current advertised retail price for an identical
product. Simply send us a copy of the competitor’s current advertised price from a catalog,
advertisement or website (with URL) and we’ll match the price. The price match guarantee
is available at the time the order is placed and for in-stock merchandise only. Price matching
will be determined by a competitor’s most current retail published price and is limited to
competitors within the Restoration Industry.

Money Back Guarantee

Shop On-Line 24/7
www.classicindustries.com
Visit our
website to get
information
about new
products,
order a catalog
or place an
order. Also,
watch our
helpful How-To
videos, builds
of Classic
Industries®
project cars and more. Become a fan
on Facebook, check out our videos on
YouTube, and follow us on Twitter
Email: info-desk@classicindustries.com

100% Satisfaction or Your Money Back!
We take pride in the quality of the products we offer and back it up with a 100% Money Back
Guarantee. If for any reason you are not satisﬁed with a product or purchase, you can return
the product within 30 days of receipt for a full refund, credit or exchange.

Online Instructional Videos
Visit ClassicIndustries.tv to View Our Online Video Library
N d a littl
Need
little guidance to help you install the restoration parts you purchased? Then cruise
over to Classic Industries®’ new video media website, www.classicindustries.tv where you
can watch a library of how-to videos created by our own expert staff, guiding you through the
installation processes for upholstery, headliners and more.

Technical Support
Call 1-800-854-1280, extension 5390 for more information
Our tech representatives are ready to help you with all your restoration questions regarding
parts or accessories, but we don’t stop there, we can help answer questions you may have
concerning the detailed areas of your restoration! Our tech representatives consist of some
of the most knowledgeable restoration experts in the business. We don’t claim to have all the
answers but we’ve been doing it longer than anyone. Chances are we’ve heard the questions
you need answered before. If nothing else, we can probably steer you in the right direction.
We continually train our staff in all aspects of early and late model restoration and pass the
information along to you!

California Residents – Prop 65
Prop 65 requires businesses that manufacture and/or sell products in the State of California
to inform consumers which items contain chemicals known to cause cancer and/or
reproductive harm.

Earn Rewards!
Great Benefi
Great
Benefits
ts with Your Classic Industriess® Simply Rewards Visaa® Card
ard
Visit classicindustries.com/visa to learn more. The all new Classic Industries® Simply Rewards
Visa® card is loaded with extras! Earn points at hundreds of online and neighborhood retailers
plus bonus points at select merchants*. The best part is you’ll receive up to 15% OFF** all
orders placed using the Classic Industries® Simply Rewards Visa® Card.
*Please see Rewards Program Rules for more details.
** NOTE: This discount can not be combined with any other discounts. Some restrictions may apply.

Classic Gift Certiﬁcate
Give the
ultimate
gift to your
automotive
enthusiast!
A Classic
Industries® gift certiﬁcate may be used
towards the purchase of thousands of
parts, literature, accessories or gift items.
A gift certiﬁcate can be redeemed for any
and all products in the catalog of your
choice. The purchase of a gift certiﬁcate
includes 1st class mailing of the most
current Classic Industries® catalog of your
choice (please specify when ordering). Gift
Certiﬁcates must be paid in advance. The
certiﬁcates are redeemable in person, by
phone or with your order by mail.
Available in any denomination.
$25 minimum.
Contact our sales department to
purchase your gift certiﬁcates today!

Give The Ultimate Gift to Your Automotive Enthusiast!
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The leader in quality reproductions is here! OER® stands
for Original Equipment Reproduction®. When you see
the OER® logo, you can be assured that every part
is manufactured to exact factory speciﬁcations and will ﬁt and function just like the
original part. What’s more, many OER® products are ofﬁcially licensed and carry a full
one year warranty against defects and workmanship.
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OER ® Authorized Products
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The OER® Authorized logo represents products
that meet or exceed stringent OER® quality
control standards. These items have been sanctioned and approved by OER®. Most of
these products are prepackaged with the OER® Authorized logo.
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Upholstery, Door Panels, Carpet, Floor Mats, Seat Belts
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OER ® Premier

168-177

Body Manuals, Shop Manuals, General Information

®

Count on the OER Premier logo to denote parts that are outstanding
in ﬁt, craftsmanship, and manufacturing techniques. Each and every
product displaying the Premier symbol is the best the market has to offer, and a cut
above the competition. Order with conﬁdence when you see this symbol, as OER®
Premier is the true sign of originality and quality.

It’s the true sign of originality and quality. You can be
sure that every product you receive will look and ﬁt
exactly as the original did. Parts that display this emblem
are Ofﬁcially Licensed by General Motors as a genuine restoration product. Classic
Industries® is currently licensed for many of the products listed in this catalog. The
same products we’ve been manufacturing for years. We haven’t changed our methods
or quality and the GM Restoration Parts emblem is proof. The GM Restoration Parts
emblem is a registered trademark of General Motors and used under license to Classic
Industries® Inc.
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Security, Detailing, Garage/Storage, Paint
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Interior & Exterior Emblems, Engine Decals, Body Decals
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226-24
226-241
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Weatherstripping, Grommets, Gaskets, Moldings

H Body Components

242-3
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Sheet Metal, Spoilers, Bumpers, Grills, Lamps, Trunk

™

Classic Industriess The Restorer’s Choicee

Count on the Classic Industries® Restorer’s ChoiceTM
symbol whenever purchasing reproduction parts and
accessories. You can be sure that each and every product
displaying this symbol is manufactured correctly to exact speciﬁcations and ﬁts the
way the factory intended. This Classic Industries® symbol is your assurance of quality.

Made in USA
Classic Industries is proud to offer American products for your
American classic. Wherever you see this MADE IN USA symbol, you
know you’re receiving the highest quality parts, sourced from the skilled craftsmen of
the United States of America.

PRODUCT EMISSIONS GUIDE
50-State Legal: These products currently have a California Air Resource
Board (C.A.R.B.) Executive Order (O.E.) number. They meet the emission standard
for use on pollution controlled vehicles in all of the 50 United States for the
vehicles listed on the E.O.
For Racing Use Only: These products are intended to be used on vehicles
that are exclusively designated for racing use only. They are not legal for use on
vehicles that are registered for street use.
For Use On Pre-Pollution Controlled Vehicles (PPCV): These
products are legal for use on pre-pollution controlled vehicles. They can be used
on all vehicles that were manufactured before emissions control regulations were
imposed. These are considered “uncontrolled vehicles”.
1965 and older U.S. manufactured California Certiﬁed vehicles
1967 and older U.S. manufactured Federally Certiﬁed vehicles
1967 and older Foregin manufactured vehicles
Stock Replacement Part: These products are manufactured to exact
speciﬁcations of the Original Equipment (OE) part. They must be used on the
speciﬁc year, make, and model for which it is listed.
Engine Swaps: These products are intended to be used with engines that
have been transplanted or swapped into an uncontrolled or pre-pollution controlled
vehicle, as deﬁned above. They are not legal for use on pollution controlled vehicles.
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Engines, Parts, Covers, Mounts, Chrome Kits, Timing Covers
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540-579

Fuel Caps, Fuel Tanks, Fuel Pumps, Carburetors, Headers
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580-609
580 609

Oil Pans, Flywheels, Shifters, Clutch Components
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610-625

Electrical Components, Wiring Harnesses, Battery Tools
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ex Policies
i i & Order Forms
Policies, General Info, Order Forms, Warranty Info

626-648

The Economical Way to Protect Your Investment!
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Now available

Indoor Use
Single Layer Material

Custom Car Covers

Diamond Fleece

TM

Diamond Fleece fabric

Outstanding protection at a price you can afford! Designed for indoor and occasional
outdoor use, the Diamond Fleece is manufactured using 3 layer material that provides
excellent protection from dust and dirt penetration. Each cover is sewn with double
stitched seams that are strong and durable. Neoprene elastic is sewn into the front and
rear hems to help secure the cover in place. Breathable and lightweight, Diamond
Fleece offers water resistance and guards against damage from the sun’s UV rays.
Mirror pockets are featured on both sides of the cover when applicable, for vehicle
originally equipped with dual sport mirrors. Non-scratch grommets are installed
on each cover to allow the use of your tie strap or lock.
MT2700B
1967
................................................................... 119.99 ea
MT2800B
1968
................................................................... 119.99 ea
MT6683B
1969
................................................................... 119.99 ea
MT1600B
1970-73
................................................................... 119.99 ea
MT1800B
1974-81
................................................................... 119.99 ea
MT3100B
1982-92
................................................................... 119.99 ea
MT3400B
1993-02
without wing ............................................. 119.99 ea
MT3800B
1993-02
with wing .................................................. 119.99 ea

Gust GuardTM Cover Clamps
The Gust Guard™ is the easy
solution for keeping your car cover
in place in windy conditions! If
you need to leave your vehicle
covered for extended periods of
time (airport, vacation, etc.) in
locations where wind gust could be
a problem, this set is the answer. Includes: four adjustable hem clamps, two “Quick
Grip” friction locks and two 7' long white cords. These components clamp to
the hem in front of the front tires and behind the rear tires.
CV7001 .............................................................................................. 14.99 set

4

Custom Car Covers

Plus

Diamond Blue fabric

Protect your Camaro from dust and dirt with Classic Industries®’ custom ﬁt Diamond
Blue car covers. Designed for use indoors, the Diamond Blue is manufactured using
an economical single layer material that provides good protection from dust and
dirt penetration. Each cover is sewn with double stitched seams that are strong and
durable. Neoprene elastic is sewn into the front and rear hems to help secure the
cover in place. Breathable and lightweight, Diamond Blue offers basic protection
and guards against dust, dirt, over spray, and more. Mirror pockets are featured on
both sides of the cover when applicable, for vehicle originally equipped with dual
sport mirrors. Non-scratch grommets are installed on each cover to allow the use
of your tie strap or lock.
MT2700A
1967
...................................................................... 69.99 ea
MT2800A
1968
...................................................................... 69.99 ea
MT6683A
1969
...................................................................... 69.99 ea
MT1600A
1970-73
...................................................................... 69.99 ea
MT1800A
1974-81
...................................................................... 69.99 ea
MT3100A
1982-92
...................................................................... 69.99 ea
MT3400A
1993-02
without wing ................................................ 69.99 ea
MT3800A
1993-02
with wing ..................................................... 69.99 ea

Indoor/Outdoor Use
Triple Layer Material

TM

in gray or tan

Diamond Blue

gray

tan

Outdoor Use
Four Layers of Protection

Our exclusive soft cotton
lining provides added
protection against dings
and scratches.

The ultimate combination of protection and value! Designed for outdoor use, the
WeatherBlockerTM cover is manufactured using a durable non-woven 4 layer material
that provides a high level of protection against outdoor elements. The fourth layer
is a soft cotton backing that further protects against scratches and dings. Each cover
is sewn with double stitched seams that are strong and durable. Neoprene elastic
is sewn into the front and rear hems to help secure the cover in place. Breathable
and lightweight, WeatherBlockerTM offers increased water resistance and protection
from the sun’s UV rays. Mirror pockets are featured on both sides of the cover when
applicable, for vehicle originally equipped with dual sport mirrors. Non-scratch
grommets are installed on each cover to allow the use of your tie strap or lock.
Specify gray or tan.
MT2700G
1967
................................................................... 149.99 ea
MT2800G
1968
................................................................... 149.99 ea
MT6683G
1969
................................................................... 149.99 ea
MT1600G
1970-73
................................................................... 149.99 ea
MT1800G
1974-81
................................................................... 149.99 ea
MT3100G
1982-92
................................................................... 149.99 ea
MT3400G
1993-02
without wing ............................................. 149.99 ea
MT3800G
1993-02
with wing .................................................. 149.99 ea
TM

Indoor Use
Cotton Flannel Material

Softshield
cotton ﬂannel fabric

gray

tan

Favored by classic car collectors that garage their cars, our woven soft cotton
ﬂannel car covers pamper your vehicle’s ﬁnish with a super soft underside nap
that protects even the most delicate surfaces. Designed for indoor use only, the
Softshield is soft on paint providing a dust barrier and protection against nicks and
dings while the vehicle is being stored. Each cover is sewn with double stitched
seams that are strong and durable. Neoprene elastic is sewn into the front and rear
hems to help secure the cover in place. Mirror pockets are featured on both sides of
the cover when applicable, for vehicle originally equipped with dual sport mirrors.
Non-scratch grommets are installed on each cover to allow the use of your tie strap
or lock. Your choice of gray or tan ﬂannel.
MT2700F
1967
................................................................... 249.99 ea
MT2800F
1968
................................................................... 249.99 ea
MT6683F
1969
................................................................... 249.99 ea
MT1600F
1970-73
................................................................... 249.99 ea
MT1800F
1974-81
................................................................... 249.99 ea
MT3100F
1982-92
................................................................... 249.99 ea
MT3400F
1993-02
without wing ............................................. 249.99 ea
MT3800F
1993-02
with wing .................................................. 288.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

The Ultimate In Outdoor Protection for Your Vehicle
FREE

Rain

Lock Kit With
Car Cover Purchase
A

$9.95 Value!

Air
Technalon delivers
the best combination
of water resistant
and breathable
performance.

Add a Storage Bag
Protect your car cover with a
storage bag designed to ﬁt covers
for all years. A storage bag will
help to keep your car cover clean
and safe when not in use.
CC28 ......................... 9.99 ea

Technalon Premium Car Cover

gold

gray

A high tech, 4 layer fabric, Technalon is lightweight, remains pliable in all weather conditions and won’t rot, smell, or mildew. The outside and inside layers are made of
long ﬁbers which make the fabric tough, but very soft and non-abrasive. The middle layer is made of shorter ﬁbers that catch water but allow the air to circulate. Specially
developed for harsh outside weather conditions and will not freeze even in the coldest temperatures. Each cover is water resistant and breathes, keeping your paint free
from unwanted moisture between the paint and the car cover which could ruin your paint. Specify color when ordering.
CV2800
1967-68
.............................................................................................................................................................................................................. 239.99 ea
CV6683
1969
.............................................................................................................................................................................................................. 239.99 ea
CV1900
1970-73
with rear spoiler ................................................................................................................................................................................... 239.99 ea
CV1600
1970-73
without rear spoiler .............................................................................................................................................................................. 239.99 ea
CV1800
1974-81
with rear spoiler ................................................................................................................................................................................... 239.99 ea
CV2000
1974-81
without rear spoiler .............................................................................................................................................................................. 239.99 ea
CV3700
1982-92
with rear spoiler ................................................................................................................................................................................... 239.99 ea
CV3100
1982-92
without rear spoiler .............................................................................................................................................................................. 239.99 ea
CV3800
1993-02
with rear spoiler ................................................................................................................................................................................... 239.99 ea
CV3400
1993-02
without rear spoiler .............................................................................................................................................................................. 239.99 ea

Our exclusive
soft cotton lining
provides added
protection against
dings and scratches.

Lightweight
highly reﬂective
material for added
protection from
harmful UV rays.

Car Cover
This premium fabric offer double protection! Designed for indoor or outdoor use,
Titanium PlusTM has a silver highly reﬂective water repellent 100% polyester top
layer that keeps your interior cool when in sunlight and a soft padded cotton inner
layer that provides extra protection against nicks and dings during storage in tight
quarters. Each cover is sewn with double stitched seams that are strong and durable.
Neoprene elastic is sewn into the front and rear hems to help secure the cover in
place. With it’s silver reﬂective properties, Titanium PlusTM offers the ultimate UV
protection. Each cover includes a free storage bag and lock kit. Mirror pockets are
featured on both sides of the cover when applicable, for vehicle originally equipped
with dual sport mirrors. Non-scratch grommets are installed on each cover to allow
the use of your tie strap or lock.
MT2700H
1967
................................................................. 139.99 ea
MT2800H
1968
................................................................. 139.99 ea
MT6683H
1969
................................................................. 139.99 ea
MT1600H
1970-73
................................................................. 139.99 ea
MT1800H
1974-81
................................................................. 139.99 ea
MT3100H
1982-92
................................................................. 139.99 ea
MT3400H
1993-02
without wing ........................................... 139.99 ea
MT3800H
1993-02
with wing ................................................ 139.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Custom Car Covers
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Custom Car Covers

Car Cover
This durable lightweight fabric is engineered to provide the best protection from
the sun! Designed for indoor or outdoor use, Titanium PlusTM has reﬂective water
repellent 100% polyester top layer that keeps your interior cool when in sunlight and
protects against harmful UV rays. Each cover is sewn with double stitched seams
that are strong and durable. Neoprene elastic is sewn into the front and rear hems
to help secure the cover in place. With it’s silver reﬂective properties, TitaniumTM
covers offer the ultimate UV protection in a material that is extremely lightweight
so it is easy to handle and easy to store. Each cover includes a free storage bag and
lock kit. Mirror pockets are featured on both sides of the cover when applicable,
for vehicle originally equipped with dual sport mirrors. Non-scratch grommets are
installed on each cover to allow the use of your tie strap or lock.
MT6683K
1969
.................................................................... 99.99 ea
MT1600K
1970-73
.................................................................... 99.99 ea
MT1800K
1974-81
.................................................................... 99.99 ea
MT3100K
1982-92
.................................................................... 99.99 ea
MT3400K
1993-02
without wing ............................................... 99.99 ea
MT3800K
1993-02
with wing .................................................... 99.99 ea

1967-69 Camaro Molded Carpet

210004

1967-69 Rear Fold Down Seat Carpet
These 1967-69 rear fold down seat carpets are manufactured from the same highquality carpet as the Superior 80/20 rayon loop carpet sets. This is the revolutionary
new carpet that duplicates the original appearance of the old 80/20 rayon/nylon
carpet, yet eliminates the traditional problems of poor abrasion resistance and
“fuzzing”, shedding ﬁbers. It also provides excellent protection against color fading
and a level of durability previously unavailable.
1967
210001
1967
black ............................................................ 49.99 ea
210002
1967
red ................................................................ 49.99 ea
210004
1967
bright blue.................................................... 49.99 ea
210005
1967
gold .............................................................. 49.99 ea
210006
1967
turquoise ...................................................... 49.99 ea
210008
1967
light blue ...................................................... 49.99 ea
210017
1967
medium saddle – custom color .................... 49.99 ea
210035
1967
gunmetal gray – custom color ..................... 49.99 ea
1968-69
310001
1968-69
black ............................................................ 49.99 ea
310002
1968-69
red ................................................................ 49.99 ea
310006
1968
turquoise ...................................................... 49.99 ea
310008
1968
medium blue ................................................ 49.99 ea
310009
1968
ivy gold ........................................................ 49.99 ea
310012
1969
dark blue ...................................................... 49.99 ea
310013
1969
dark green .................................................... 49.99 ea
310014
1969
moss green ................................................... 49.99 ea
310017
1968-69
medium saddle – custom color .................... 49.99 ea
310035
1968-69
gunmetal gray – custom color ..................... 49.99 ea

Eliminates Fuzzing/Shedding of Fibers
Great Abrasion Resistance
Prevents Color Fading

Molded to Fit Factory Floor Pan
Available in Original Factory Colors
OER® Authorized!

As part of the manufacturing process, a special latex
coating is thermo-bonded to the back of the carpet
to substantially increase the insulating and sound
deadening properties of the
basic carpet set. Thick 36 oz.
jute padding is attached to
the underside of the carpet
for a factory fresh feel after
installed. Available as an
option for molded carpets.
Mass Backing

FAQ:
What Exactly is
Mass Backing?

K626802

A

Interior Components

1967-69 Deluxe Inner Door Panel Carpet
These 1967-69 deluxe inner door panel carpets are manufactured from the same highquality carpet as the Superior 80/20 rayon loop carpet sets. This is the revolutionary
new carpet that duplicates the original appearance of the old 80/20 rayon/nylon
carpet while eliminating the problems of poor abrasion resistance, color fading,
shedding ﬁbers and “fuzzing”. Provides a level of durability previously unavailable.
1967
K626701
1967
black ........................................................... 41.99 pr
K626702
1967
red .............................................................. 41.99 pr
K626704
1967
bright blue .................................................. 41.99 pr
K626705
1967
gold ............................................................ 41.99 pr
K626706
1967
turquoise..................................................... 41.99 pr
K626717
1967
medium saddle – custom color .................. 41.99 pr
K626735
1967
gunmetal gray – custom color .................... 41.99 pr
1968-69
K626801
1968-69
black ........................................................... 41.99 pr
K626802
1968-69
red .............................................................. 41.99 pr
K626806
1968
turquoise..................................................... 41.99 pr
K626908
1968
medium blue............................................... 41.99 pr
K626909
1968
ivy gold ...................................................... 41.99 pr
K626912
1969
dark blue..................................................... 41.99 pr
K626913
1969
dark green................................................... 41.99 pr
K626914
1969
moss green ................................................. 41.99 pr
K626917
1968-69
medium saddle – custom color .................. 41.99 pr
K626935
1968-69
gunmetal gray – custom color .................... 41.99 pr
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01 – black

02 – red

04 – bright
blue '67

12 – dark 13 – dark
blue ‘69 green ‘68-69

05 – gold

14 – moss
green ‘69

06 – aqua
‘67-68

17 – med.
saddle

08 – med.
blue ‘67-68

09 – ivy
gold ‘68

30 – dark 35 – gunmetal
gray
teal ‘68

1967-69 Camaro Passenger Area Molded 80/20 Loop Carpet
This new 80/20 rayon is a revolutionary new carpet yarn utilizing modern textile
chemistry to duplicate the appearance original 80/20 rayon/nylon carpet used in
classic GM cars and trucks. This all new carpet eliminates the problems of poor
abrasion resistance and shedding of ﬁbers, while providing excellent protection
against color fading, offering a level of durability previously unavailable. The 80/20
loop carpet that has been used by competitors in this industry just can’t come close
to the appearance of original 80/20. This 80/20 loop carpet simply looks better and
lasts longer than the original! All carpet sets include a correct reproduction heel pad,
dimmer switch hole grommet and includes jute padding attached to the underside.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

K200
K400

1967-69
1967-69

standard backing ............................................... 144.99 set
mass backing ..................................................... 159.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

1967-81 Camaro Molded Carpet
FAQ:
What Exactly is
Mass Backing?

As part of the manufacturing process, a special latex
coating is thermo-bonded to the back of the carpet
to substantially increase the insulating and sound
deadening properties of the
basic carpet set. Thick 36 oz.
jute padding is attached to
the underside of the carpet
for a factory fresh feel after
installed. Available as an
option for molded carpets.
Mass Backing

Color Keyed Heel Pad
Dimmer Switch Hole Grommet (when applicable)
32 oz. Jute Padding Attached
Molded to Fit Factory Floor Pan
Available in Original Factory Colors
OER® Authorized!

K219002

01 – black

02 – red

23 – silver

05 – gold
‘70 & ‘73

35 –
gunmetal

08 – med.
blue

98 – dk 14 – moss 17 – med.
green ‘70
green saddle ‘70-71

44 – fawn 71 – dark 13 – green
brown ‘72
‘74

99 –
orange

K219201

1970-73 Camaro Passenger Area Molded 80/20 Loop Carpet
This new rayon 80/20 is a revolutionary new carpet yarn utilizing modern textile
chemistry to duplicate the appearance original 80/20 rayon/nylon carpet used in
classic GM cars and trucks. This carpet eliminates the problems of poor abrasion
resistance and shedding of ﬁbers, while providing excellent protection against
color fading, offering a level of durability previously unavailable. The 80/20 loop
carpet that has been used by competitors in this industry just can’t come close to
the appearance of original 80/20. This 80/20 loop carpet simply looks better and
lasts longer than the original! All carpet sets include a correct reproduction heel pad,
dimmer switch hole grommet and includes jute padding attached to the underside.

25 –
01 – black 03 – blue 20 – doeskin 21 – oxblood 23 – silver
37 – buckskin
med. gray
‘74-75
‘78-80
‘74-75
‘80
‘74-77

Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

1970-73 Automatic Transmission
K2191
1970-73
standard backing ............................................
K4191
1970-73
mass backing..................................................
1970-73 4-Speed Transmission
K2190
1970-73
standard backing ............................................
K4190
1970-73
mass backing..................................................

159.99 set
159.99 set
159.99 set
159.99 set

41 – lt. blue 48 – willow 52 –
‘77-79
green caramel ‘77

54 – dk.
carmine
‘78-80

66 – dk.
blue

67 –
doeskin
‘74-77,81

77 –
ﬁrethorn

Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.
3916615

333707

1967-81 Camaro Carpet Firewall Guard
®

This injection molded OER reproduction ﬁrewall carpet guard is correct in every
detail. It mounts to the ﬁrewall below the steering column. Fits all 1967-81 Camaro
models. Ideal to replace when installing new carpet or just making your interior
look new and fresh.
3916615
1967-69
ﬁrewall guard ................................................. 27.99 ea
3764424
1967-69
plastic fastener, 2 required ............................. 3.99 ea
333707
1970-81
ﬁrewall carpet guard ...................................... 34.99 ea
15157
1967-81
rubber dipped screws, pair............................. 5.99 pr

1974-75 Automatic Transmission
K2193
1974-75 standard backing ..........................................
K4193
1974-75 mass backing ...............................................
1974-75 4-Speed Transmission
K2192
1974-75 standard backing ..........................................
K4192
1974-75 mass backing ...............................................
1976-81 Automatic Transmission
K2194
1976-81 standard backing ..........................................
K4194
1976-81 mass backing ...............................................
1976-81 4-Speed Transmission
K2195
1976-81 standard backing ..........................................
K4195
1976-81 mass backing ...............................................

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

OER® Molded Carpet

159.99 set
179.99 set
159.99 set
179.99 set
179.99 set
179.99 set
179.99 set
179.99 set
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1974-81 Camaro Passenger Area Molded Cut Pile Carpet
Manufactured to replicate the original style cut pile, this premium, 100% nylon carpet
is made using 40% more high-quality nylon than standard cut pile and is 50% heavier
in weight for greater durability and a more luxurious feel. This carpet eliminates the
problems of poor abrasion resistance, shedding ﬁbers and “fuzzing”, while providing
excellent protection against color fading. All carpet sets feature a reproduction of the
heal pad, the dimmer switch hole grommet, and jute padding attached to the underside.

1982-02 Molded Carpet & Insulation

K29577

inner quarters

K29393A

kick panel

01A – black

25A – med.
gray ‘93-95

28A – med. 33A – graphite
beige ‘93-95
‘93-99

77A – ﬂame
red ‘93-01

83A –
pewter ‘00

93A –
antelope ‘97

HA510159

01 – black

08 – blue

15 – maroon 21 – oxblood

28 – medium
beige

46 – silver
green/jade

54 – dk red
carmine/
ﬁrethorn

56 – dove
gray

95A – lt. mocha 96A – ebony
‘96-99
‘00-02

68 – medium
silver

71 – dk.
briar brown

66 – midnite
blue

67 –
medium
doeskin

77 – ﬂame
red

92 – almond

A

Interior Components

1982-92 Cut Pile Carpet
This innovative, all-new cut pile carpet has raised
the bar for the Camaro restorer that’s always looking
for new and improved products to upgrade their car
with. Manufactured to replicate the original style cut
pile, this premium, 100% nylon carpet is made using
40% more high-quality nylon than standard cut pile
and is 50% heavier in weight for greater durability
and a more luxurious feel. This carpet eliminates the
problems of poor abrasion resistance, shedding ﬁbers
and “fuzzing”, while providing excellent protection
against color fading. This carpet is for the enthusiast
who wants only the best! All carpet sets include a correct
reproduction of the heal pad, the dimmer switch hole
grommet, and jute padding attached to the underside.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

Standard Backing
Passenger Compartment
K287
1982-84 ..................................
K295
1985-92 ..................................
Hatchback Compartment
HA5101 1982-84 ..................................
HA5102 1985-92 ..................................
Mass Backing
Passenger Compartment
K487
1982-84 ..................................
K495
1985-92 ..................................
Hatchback Compartment
HA4101 1982-84 ..................................
HA4102 1985-92 ..................................
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199.99 set
199.99 set
159.99 ea
159.99 ea
199.99 set
199.99 set
159.99 ea
159.99 ea

OER® Molded Carpet

brown

medium
saddle

maroon

medium
gray

medium
beige

inner rear
panel

94A – med.
sand ‘96-97

97A – opal
‘96-99

1993-02 Cut Pile Carpet
57 – charcoal 59 – cognac

black

This innovative, all-new cut pile carpet has raised
the bar for the Camaro restorer that’s always looking
for new and improved products to upgrade their car
with. Manufactured to replicate the original style cut
pile, this premium, 100% nylon carpet is made using
40% more high-quality nylon than standard cut pile
and is 50% heavier in weight for greater durability
and a more luxurious feel. This carpet eliminates the
problems of poor abrasion resistance, shedding ﬁbers
and “fuzzing”, while providing excellent protection
against color fading. This carpet is for the enthusiast
who wants only the best! All carpet sets include a correct
reproduction of the heal pad, the dimmer switch hole
grommet, and jute padding attached to the underside.

1982-92 Cargo Side Cover Carpet
Reproduction cargo area carpet for 1982-92 Camaro
models. This carpet set is die cut as original and will
ﬁt and function on all 1982-92 coupe models. Installs
with spray adhesive. Made in USA.
A9190601 1982-92 black ..................... 29.99 set
A9190671 1982-92 brown ................... 29.99 set
A9190618 1982-92 medium saddle ..... 29.99 set
A9190615 1982-92 maroon ................. 29.99 set
A9190625 1982-92 medium gray ........ 29.99 set
A9190628 1982-92 medium beige ....... 29.99 set

Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

Coupe – Passenger/Rear Compartment
K293
1993-02 standard backing....
K493
1993-02 mass backing .........
Convertible – Passenger Compartment
K294
1993-02 standard backing....
K494
1993-02 mass backing .........

219.99 set
219.99 set
219.99 set
219.99 set

Heavy Duty 20 Spray Adhesive
3M Heavy Duty 20 Spray Adhesive
forms a powerful, permanent bond
to wood, laminate, metal, plastic and
more. Simply spray the adhesive on one
or both surfaces, wait 15 seconds to 30
minutes, and press surfaces together to
form a tight bond. Our self-contained,
highly portable dispenser allows for
a variable width lace spray pattern to
help ensure precise placement.

1982-92 Under Dash Insulation
This insulation attaches to the ﬁrewall under the dash
on 1982-92 Camaro models. Used as body insulation
to help reduce heat and noise from entering the
passenger compartment.
14604
1982-92 .................................... 18.99 ea

Under Carpet Heat
Shield and Sound Deadener
Make the inside of your Camaro
quieter and cooler with this
under carpet combination heat
shield and sound deadener.
Made from ﬁre resistant and
sound absorbing ﬁbers, then
covered with heat reﬂecting
foil these add a great deal of comfort to your cars
interior. Each heat shield/sound deadener is 4' x 6'
and can easily be cut-to-ﬁt with household scissors.
Makes your car cooler and quieter.

Note: Ships via ground freight only and is
shipped exclusively within the continental
U.S. only,
as no air shipments are permitted on
aerosol spray cans.

Note: This is a recommended addition when
purchasing a new carpet kit.

78617

CMD1003

Heavy Duty 20

20 oz. can ..... 15.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

4' x 6'.................................... 29.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

1967-92 Carpet & Sound Deadening Sets
Rear
Section

R2102
R2101

gold

silver

orange

green

black

dark brown
fawn
sandalwood

med saddle moss green

med. blue

red

dk green

gunmetal

1970-73 Camaro Loop Carpet and Sound Deadener Set
Includes original type 80/20 rayon/nylon blend molded loop carpet with original heel pad, jute padding correct
in every detail. The rear section includes extra carpet for use between the two rear seat bottoms eliminating the
need to replace the original vinyl. Also includes a set of carpet underlay.

Front Section

Important: Add sufﬁx M for 4-speed transmission models.

R2105
R2198
R2199
R2123
R2101
R2102
R2108

1970-81 carpet underlay
(Photo is shown in correct conﬁguration.)

1967-92 Carpet Sound Deadener
Quality carpet underlay used to eliminate noise and
add padded comfort on ﬂoor carpet. Helps protect ﬂoor
pans from rust and acts as a barrier against outside
heat, cold and noise. Originally, the sound deadener
included a paper material attached to the rubber.
Your choice of the OEM style paper wrapped carpet
underlay or the replacement style listed below. If you
are a purist who wants to restore your Camaro back to
exact speciﬁcations, this is the underlay you’ll need.
K24142 1967-69 standard replacement 54.99 set
F262
1967-69 with OEM style paper 72.99 set
K24144 1970-81 standard replacement 64.99 set
F264
1982-92 with OEM style paper 73.99 set

1970
1970
1970
1970-71
1970-73
1970-73
1970-73

lt/med blue

gold

red

ivy gold

dark blue

dark green

blue

oxblood

medium
gray

buckskin

willow
green

midnite
blue

medium
doeskin

ﬂame red

caramel

Note: *Custom color, not original.

bright blue ..............
light blue ................
gold ........................
turquoise.................
black .......................
red ..........................
medium saddle .......
gunmetal gray.........
ivy gold ..................
medium blue...........
dark blue.................
dark green...............
moss green .............

179.99
179.99
179.99
179.99
179.99
179.99
179.99
179.99
179.99
179.99
179.99
179.99
179.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

R2117
R2114
R2144
R2171
R2105
R2113
R2135

1971
1971-72
1972
1972
1973
1973
1973

silver green/ midnite blue
jade

charcoal

dk briar
brown

almond

medium
beige

ﬂame red

oxblood

silver

Includes: original style cut pile molded carpet with
correct heel pad, grommet for dimmer switch, and
jute padding. Each carpet set is produced in one piece
(front and rear). Also includes a set of carpet underlay.
1974-75
R3301 1974-75 black .......................
R3303 1974-75 blue .........................
R3321 1974-75 oxblood ...................
R3325 1974-75 medium gray ...........
R3337 1974-75 buckskin..................
R3348 1974-75 willow green ...........
R3366 1974-75 midnite blue ............
R3367 1974-75 medium doeskin .....
R3377 1974-75 ﬂame red .................
1976-81 with Center Console
R2267 1976-77 medium doeskin .....
R2201 1976-81 black .......................
R2225 1976-81 medium gray ...........
R2266 1976-81 midnite blue ............
R2277 1976-81 ﬂame red .................
R2237 1977
buckskin..................
R2252 1977
caramel ...................
R2241 1977-79 powder blue ............
R2220 1978-80 doeskin/camel tan ...
R2254 1978-80 dk carmine/ﬁrethorn
R2248 1979
willow green ...........
R2223 1980
silver .......................
R2267 1981
medium doeskin .....

202.99
202.99
202.99
202.99
202.99
202.99
209.99
202.99
202.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

193.99
193.99
193.99
193.99
193.99
193.99
193.99
193.99
193.99
193.99
193.99
193.99
193.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

medium saddle ......
moss green .............
fawn sandalwood ...
dark brown ............
gold ........................
dark green ..............
gunmetal gray ........

209.99
209.99
209.99
209.99
209.99
209.99
209.99

medium
silver

blue

medium
doeskin

black

set
set
set
set
set
set
set

dk red carmine/ dove gray
ﬁrethorn

cognac

maroon

1982-92 Camaro
Cut Pile Carpet and Sound Deadener Set
Original style 1982-92 carpet sets designed to replace
the entire ﬂoor carpet area as well as the rear hatch
area. Includes original style molded carpet with rear
hatch carpet and carpet underlay. For models with a
center console.

Important: Slight alterations may be necessary for 1989-92
hatch area.

R2946
R2966
R2968
R2908
R2957
R2971
R2967
R2901
R2992
R2928
R2954
R2956
R2977
R2992
R2921
R2959
R2967
R2915
R2928
R2967
R2928

1982
1982
1982
1982-84
1982-84
1982-84
1982-87
1982-92
1985
1985-86
1985-89
1985-92
1985-92
1987
1988
1988-90
1989
1990
1990
1991
1992

silver green/jade ....
midnite blue ...........
medium silver ........
blue ........................
charcoal .................
dark briar brown ....
medium doeskin ....
black ......................
almond ...................
medium beige ........
carmine ..................
dove gray ...............
ﬂame red ................
almond ...................
oxblood ..................
cognac ...................
medium doeskin ....
maroon...................
medium beige ........
medium doeskin ....
medium beige ........

OER® Molded Carpet

389.99
389.99
389.99
389.99
389.99
389.99
389.99
389.99
389.99
389.99
389.99
389.99
389.99
389.99
389.99
389.99
389.99
389.99
389.99
389.99
389.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
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Includes: original type 80/20 rayon/nylon blend loop
carpet with jute padding, original type heel pad, and
a full set of carpet underlay which ﬁts between the
carpet and ﬂoor pan.
1967
1967
1967
1967-68
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1968
1968
1969
1969
1969

doeskin/ dk carmine/
camel tan ﬁrethorn

Important: 1974-75 models add suffix M for 4-speed
transmission models.

moss green

1967-69 Camaro
Loop Carpet and Sound Deadener Set

R2004
R2008
R2005
R2006
R2001
R2002
R2017*
R2035*
R2009
R2008
R2012
R2013
R2014

set
set
set
set
set
set
set

1974-81 Camaro
Cut Pile Carpet and Sound Deadener Set

turquoise

med saddle gunmetal gray

black

209.99
209.99
209.99
209.99
209.99
209.99
209.99

black

powder
blue

bright blue

gold ........................
green ......................
orange ....................
silver ......................
black. .....................
red ..........................
medium blue ..........

Door Sill Plates/Components
Because the sill plates are so important to your restoration, we offer superb
reproductions. The reproductions feature the correct Body by Fisher emblem
riveted to the sill plate as original. Each
unit is located on the inner lower door
frame section and secures the carpet to the
ﬂoor once installed. The reproductions are
manufactured in bright polished aluminum
and offer a factory fresh appearance.

16742

Riveted Emblem

16744

1967-69 Custom ABS Door Sill Plates
Thermo-formed ABS door sill plates with a choice of simulated brushed aluminum
or simulated carbon ﬁber ﬁnish will replace the originals on 1967-69 models.
16742
1967-69
simulated brushed aluminum sill plates......... 159.99 pr
16744
1967-69
simulated carbon ﬁber sill plates ................... 159.99 pr

1967-69 Door Sill Plate
Reproduction door sill plates for all 1967-69 Camaro models. Manufactured like
the originals and feature riveted “Body by Fisher” emblems.
7644760
1967-69
LH or RH
reproduction......................... 24.99 ea

Door Sill Plate Emblem
Reproduction of the “Body by Fisher”
door sill plate emblem for many GM
models. This embossed emblem features a peel
and stick backing for easy application.
DS300
“Body by Fisher” ................................................................... 5.99 ea

CB47010 – detail

9819034

CB47020

1970-81 Reproduction Door Sill Plate
Reproduction door sill plates for use on all 1970-81 Camaro models. Exactly like
the originals and feature riveted “Body by Fisher” emblems.
9819034
1970-81
LH
reproduction ..................................... 34.99 ea
9819033
1970-81
RH
reproduction ..................................... 34.99 ea

1967-81 Billet Door Sill Plates
Make an entrance with these billet door sill plates! These plates are machined from
durable billet aluminum, anodized black, then machined again to create a one-ofa-kind appearance. These stylish sills replace stock sills and protect your door
jambs from wear. Features an engraved Ringbrothers brand name. Made in USA.
Note: Minor drilling required for installation.

Detail view showing the
honeycomb/hexagon pattern and
Body by Fisher logo.

CB47010
CB47020

1967-69
1970-81

Ringbrothers logo..................................... 359.99 pr
Ringbrothers logo..................................... 359.99 pr

F7003

A
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1983-92 Door Sill Plates
Reproduction door sill plates for 1983-92 models. These sill plates are manufactured
from ABS plastic with the honeycomb/hexagon pattern that is correct for 1985-92
model years. Features the Fisher Coach logo with “Body by Fisher” as original.
Sold as a pair.
Note: Correct for 1985-92 but will ﬁt and function in 1983-84 models. Will not ﬁt 1982 models.

F7003
F7004
F7005
F7006
F7007
F7008
F7009

1983-92
1983-92
1983-92
1983-92
1983-92
1983-92
1983-92

black...............................................................
light blue ........................................................
red ..................................................................
light saddle.....................................................
gray ................................................................
beechwood .....................................................
dark blue ........................................................

129.99
129.99
129.99
129.99
129.99
129.99
129.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

1970-81 Sill Plate Wire Harness Guard

1967-81 Door Sill Plate Screw Set
Original type chrome screws used to mount the sill plates. Includes 8 chrome
Phillips head screws.
R492
1967-81 ................................................................................... 3.99 set
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Door Sill Plates

1967-69 Sill Plate Wire Harness Guard
Reproduction of the stamped steel pieces that run along the door jamb on 1967-69
coupe models. This 4 piece set is located under the door sill plate and the carpet
to protect the wire harness from damage. These often rusted panels are usually in
need of replacing.
K10025
1967-69
coupe ........................................................... 109.99 set

Reproduction of the stamped steel guard that goes under the sill plate and carpet to
protect the wire harness. Found on all 1970-81 Camaro models, this often rusted
out panel is usually in need of replacement. One pair required per vehicle.
K892990
1970-81 .......................................................................... 154.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Interior Insulation
1967-02 Universal
Door Damper/Barrier Insulation
C3

1967-81 Firewall Insulation Pad
These reproduction ﬁrewall insulation pads mount onto the ﬁrewall area of the
interior compartment. Designed to exact factory speciﬁcations and manufactured
using thick jute padding glued to a die-cut neoprene material, each insulation pad
will ﬁt, function and appear exactly as original. Die-cut to the exact dimensions of
the ﬁrewall opening to allow room for the steering column, heater exchanger box,
emergency brake cable, etc. Includes mounting clips for installation when required.

Universal door damper/barrier
insulation set for various 2 door
model vehicles. The aluminum barrier
insulation installs on the structure of the
door frame and interior panel. Prevents
wind, moisture, road noise, and radiant
heat to your vehicle. Includes: 2 sheets aluminum insulation 30" x 40", 6 strips
of Dynamat Extreme material 2" x 24", 1 roll of double sided adhesive foam
tape and illustrated instructions.
AS132
1967-02
universal set ..................................................... 66.99 set

Important: 1967-69 insulation pads not scored for ventilation systems – must be cut for
appropriate system.
Note: The jute material attaches directly to the ﬁrewall. On vehicles equipped without air
conditioning, it will be necessary to cut out the area for the heater box assembly. This is due
to the availability of a factory heater delete option which required a solid ﬁrewall pad.

C3
C3A
K30332
K30333

1967-69
1967-69
1970-81
1970-81

heater only ......................................................
heater delete – cut for fact or aftermarket AC
with factory AC ..............................................
without AC .....................................................

47.99
47.99
47.99
47.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
FW04

Firewall Pad Retainer Clip
Firewall Pad Retainer Clip
Reproduction of the rubber push-in
ﬁrewall pad retainer clip used to attach
the pad to the ﬁrewall. Dimensions
1" head x 7/16" dia. x 1-1/2" length.
Quantities vary by model, use as needed.
Rubber
3868790
each .............. 2.99 ea
KW272A
set of 4 ......... 10.99 set

Reproduction of the
plastic push-in ﬁrewall
pad retainer clips used
to attach the pad to the
ﬁrewall. Dimensions 1" head x 7/16"
dia. x 1-7/16" length. Quantities vary
by model, use as needed.
Plastic
7642589
each ................. .99 ea
K1117
7 piece ............. 5.99 set
K1118
9 piece ............. 7.99 set
K1119
12 piece ........... 9.99 set

Stage 2 Heat Shield/Barrier Panels

Stage 1 Dynamat Damper Pads
®

1967-92 Firewall Insulators and Heat Shield Sets

DM200

1967-92 Xtreme Custom Cut Interior Insulation

Note: AcoustiShield sets are shipped ground only.

Molded Firewall Insulators
With Factory AC
FW01 1967-69 .............. 204.99 ea
FW03 1970-81 .............. 204.99 ea
Without AC
FW02 1967-69 .............. 204.99 ea
FW04 1970-81 .............. 204.99 ea
Without Heater/AC Holes
FW05 1967-69 .............. 204.99 ea
FW06 1970-81 .............. 204.99 ea
Complete Sets
Coupe
AS100 1967-69 .............. 814.99 set
AS101 1970-74 .............. 814.99 set
AS102 1975-81 .............. 814.99 set
AS104 1982-92 .............. 814.99 set
Coupe with T-Top
AS103 1975-81 .............. 771.99 set
AS105 1982-92 .............. 771.99 set
Convertible
AS106 1967-69 .............. 679.99 set
Individual Sets
Floor Insulation Set
AS108 1967-69 .............. 259.99 set
AS109 1970-74 .............. 259.99 set
AS110 1975-81 .............. 259.99 set
AS111 1982-92 .............. 259.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Individual Sets – Cont’d
Roof Insulation Set
AS112 1967-69 .............. 144.99 set
AS113 1970-74 .............. 144.99 set
AS114 1975-81 .............. 144.99 set
AS116 1982-92 .............. 144.99 set
Roof Insulation Set for T-Top
AS115 1975-81 .............. 101.99 set
AS117 1982-92 .............. 101.99 set
Trunk Insulation Set
AS118 1967-69 .............. 144.99 set
AS119 1970-74 .............. 144.99 set
AS120 1975-81 .............. 144.99 set
AS121 1982-92 .............. 144.99 set
Body Panel Set
AS122 1967-69 .............. 144.99 set
AS123 1970-74 .............. 144.99 set
AS124 1975-81 .............. 144.99 set
AS125 1982-92 .............. 144.99 set
Cowl Set
AS126 1967-69 .............. 101.99 set
AS127 1970-74 .............. 101.99 set
AS128 1975-81 .............. 101.99 set
AS129 1982-92 .............. 101.99 set
Two Door Damper Set
AS130 1967-92 .............. 51.99 set

Interior Insulation
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With the new Dynamat Custom Cut sets, you’ll never be left scratching your head.
Each set contains specially cut sections of Dynamat in the proper amounts to ﬁt your
vehicle exactly. Each piece is precision cut by CNC-machine to exact speciﬁcations
for a perfect ﬁt. That means no guesswork when cutting and you’ll receive the right
amount of Dynamat for a quick and easy install. Custom Cut sets feature Dynamat
Xtreme material with patented elastomeric VECTOR chemistry for great sound
deadening. With a .060" butyl layer and a .004" thick aluminum face, Xtreme has
the highest efﬁciency sound deadening properties on the market and is self-adhesive.
DM200
1967-69
coupe/convertible
door ............................. 124.99 set
DM202
1967-69
coupe/convertible
ﬂoor ............................. 309.99 set
DM203
1967-69
coupe/convertible
trunk lid ....................... 44.99 set
DM204
1967-69
coupe/convertible
package tray ................ 44.99 set
DM205
1967-69
coupe/convertible
roof .............................. 84.99 set
DM206
1967-69
coupe/convertible
trunk ﬂoor.................... 124.99 set
DM207
1967-69
coupe/convertible
under rear seat ............. 154.99 set
DM208
1970-81
coupe/T-Top
door ............................. 154.99 set
DM209
1970-81
coupe/T-Top
ﬂoor ............................. 271.99 set
DM210
1970-81
coupe/T-Top
trunk lid ....................... 44.99 set
DM211
1970-81
coupe/T-Top
package tray ................ 44.99 set
DM212
1970-81
coupe
roof .............................. 104.99 set
DM213
1970-81
coupe/T-Top
trunk ﬂoor.................... 124.99 set
DM214
1970-81
coupe/T-Top
under rear seat ............. 154.99 set
DM215
1982-92
coupe/T-Top
door ............................. 154.99 set
DM216
1982-92
coupe/T-Top
ﬂoor ............................. 214.99 set
DM217
1982-92
coupe/T-Top
roof .............................. 69.99 set
DM218
1982-92
coupe/T-Top
trunk ﬂoor.................... 151.99 set
DM219
1982-92
coupe/T-Top
under rear seat ............. 151.99 set

Each ﬁrewall insulator is year, make and model speciﬁc so that it ﬁts just like the
original. They are molded to ﬁt over the transmission hump and into the heater well
and are made with the highest quality materials available and includes mounting pins.
AcoustiShield sets are designed to insulate and control the noise, vibration and heat
in the passenger cabin. Sets include: presized Dynamat® damper pads, pretrimmed
heat shield/barrier panels, spray adhesive and sealing tape, plus fully illustrated
instructions for an easy, painless, two hour installation.

Interior Insulation

silver

black

#1 Rated Automotive Thermal & Sound Insulator
Reduces Firewall/Tunnel Heat By Over 40%
Blocks Exhaust Drone From Entering Interior
Hushmat Ultra Bonds to Every Surface

Creates A 10 dB Barrier to Road & Engine Noise
Performs In Temperatures Up to 550 Degree F
One Step Peel and Stick Application
Flexible in All Climates – Molds & Contours Easily

Ultra Insulation
HushMat has taken the guess work out of your sound and heat insulating project!
We now offer complete vehicle HushMat Ultra sets with sufﬁcient insulation
material designed to cover 100% of the ﬁrewall, ﬂoor pan, tunnel, roof, doors, and
trunk. Each set includes the perfect amount of 12" x 23", 24" x 48", and 18" x 32"
HushMat Ultra sheets to completely insulate the interior of your car.
1967-69 Camaro
1982-92 Camaro
621670 1967-69 full set 729.99 set
621820 1982-92 full set 741.99 set
621671 1967-69 ﬂoor.... 324.99 set
621821 1982-92 ﬂoor.... 295.99 set
621673 1967-69 door .... 116.99 set
621823 1982-92 door .... 106.99 set
621674 1967-69 trunk... 181.99 set
621824 1982-92 trunk... 181.99 set
621675 1967-69 roof .... 249.99 set
621825 1982-92 roof .... 159.99 set
1970-81 Camaro
1993-02 Camaro
621700 1970-81 full set 676.99 set
621930 1993-02 full set 829.99 set
621701 1970-81 ﬂoor.... 324.99 set
621931 1993-02 ﬂoor.... 281.99 set
621703 1970-81 door .... 116.99 set
621933 1993-02 door .... 194.99 set
621704 1970-81 trunk... 181.99 set
621934 1993-02 trunk... 179.99 set
621705 1970-81 roof .... 181.99 set
621935 1993-02 roof .... 189.99 set
Universal Sets
HM250
silver
HM251
black
HM200
silver
HM201
black
HM300
silver
HM301
black
HM400
silver
HM401
black
HM500
silver
HM501
black

1/8"

A
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1/4"
1/2"

starter set
starter set
door set
door set
trunk set
trunk set
ﬂoor/ﬁrewall set
ﬂoor/ﬁrewall set
bulk set
bulk set

4 – 12" x 12" sheets........
4 – 12" x 12" sheets........
10 – 12" x 12" sheets......
10 – 12" x 12" sheets......
10 – 12" x 23" sheets......
10 – 12" x 23" sheets......
20 – 12" x 23" sheets......
20 – 12" x 23" sheets......
30 – 12" x 23" sheets......
30 – 12" x 23" sheets......

32.99
32.99
94.99
94.99
149.99
149.99
179.99
244.99
299.99
299.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

Absorbs High Frequency Airborne Noise
Lightweight Synthetic Rubber Foam
Soft, Flexible and Highly Compressible
Moisture Repellent
Thermal Insulation Up to 300 Degree F
Aggressive Adhesion
One Step Peel and Stick Application

TT1133

Ultra-Lite Insulating Mat
Ultra-Lite insulating mat was designed with the racer in mind. The new Heat
Terminator is made of the highest quality insulating materials available today. The
material is made of a highly textured aluminum composite surface on the one side,
with a high temp silica felt center and a durable Mylar composite facing. The Heat
Terminator uses Thermal Conduction Technology (TCT), developed by ThermoTec, and is available in six popular sizes.
TT1133
8" x 12" ............................................................................ 59.99 ea
TT1134
10" x 18" .......................................................................... 84.99 ea
TT1135
18" x 18" .......................................................................... 104.99 ea
TT1136
18" x 24" .......................................................................... 109.99 ea
TT1137
24" x 24" .......................................................................... 114.99 ea
TT1138
24" x 36" .......................................................................... 121.99 ea

25 Square Feet
of Material!

Boom Mat All-In-One Interior Sets
Boom Mat all-in-one interior set for small to medium vehicles. Set includes 25
sq.ft. of Boom Mat damping material, 6 ft. x 70" roll (35 sq.ft.) of Under Carpet
Lite, and an 18 oz. can of Boom Mat Spray-on. Just apply the Boom Mat, spray
the hard to reach areas, and apply Under Carpet Lite over top.
DE050500
small to medium ............................................................ 229.99 set

Sound Absorbing Foam
1/8" Foam
Includes: two 23" x 36" sheets of 1/8" HushMat Silencer Megabond foam. Great for
glove boxes, kick panels, or pillar trim to eliminate squeaks and rattles.
HMF01
1/8" .................................................................................. 97.99 set
1/4" Foam
Includes: two 23" x 36" sheets of 1/4" HushMat Silencer Megabond foam. Apply
directly on backs of door panels, headliners or under package trays.
HMF02
1/4" .................................................................................. 142.99 set
1/2" Foam
Includes: four 12" x 23" sheets of 1/2" HushMat Silencer Megabond foam. Great
for ﬁrewall, transmission tunnel, ﬂoor, and trunk applications. Makes an excellent
replacement for traditional jute.
HMF03
1/2" .................................................................................. 149.99 set
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Nearly 42 Square
Feet of Material!

Boom Mat All-In-One Interior Sets
Boom Mat all-in-one interior set for full size vehicles. Set includes 41.7 sq.ft. of
Boom Mat damping material, 10 ft. x 70" roll (58.3 sq.ft.) of Under Carpet Lite,
and an 18 oz. can of Boom Mat Spray-on. Just apply the Boom Mat, spray the hard
to reach areas, and apply Under Carpet Lite over top.
DE050499
full size .......................................................................... 359.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Interior Insulation
HiTemp Spray Adhesive
DEI Boom Mat Hi-Temp
Spray Adhesive provides
high strength adhesion that
bonds a wide variety of DEI
Boom Mat Products. Ideal for
the installation of DEI Heat
Screen, D-Mat, Under Carpet,
and UC Lite.
DE050490
10 oz. can .......................... 18.99 ea

Insulating Mat by THERMO-TEC
Battle excessive heat and noise that penetrate the driver
compartment through the ﬁrewall and ﬂoorboards. The
highly reﬂective Mylar reﬂects heat away from surfaces,
while the foil side is orientated away from the heat source
to conduct any penetrating heat across its surface thus
providing the ultimate in heat protection. The silica
blanketing is a dual density composite and is the main
sound insulator. Easy to trim and can be applied with the
push-in fasteners provided or any weatherstrip adhesive.
Two sizes to ﬁt your individual needs.
TT1005
24" x 48" ................................ 31.99 ea
TT1006
48" x 48" ................................ 61.99 ea

Thermo-Guard FR
Thermo-Guard FR is a lightweight, durable shield that
does everything: reduces sound, absorbs vibration,
protects from radiant heat and provides an extra layer of
insulated padding. The product features 100% polyester
ﬁber felt that provides sound and comfort control and
a high tech foil heat barrier that blocks more than 90%
of radiant heat. Easy to apply and can be trimmed to
ﬁt anywhere. Available in two sizes with one or two
foil sides. Designed to be applied with Thermo-Tec’s
Heavy-Duty Spray Adhesive.
TT1055
24" x 48"
1 side .............. 21.99 ea
TT1056
48" x 72"
1 side .............. 51.99 ea
TT1057
48" x 72"
2 side .............. 64.99 ea

Boom Mat Tape
Boom Mat Tape is a 2mm
butyl damping material
with a black aluminum
facing. Use on seams,
gaps, and for spot coverage.
DE050215

20" x 20' roll ...................... 26.99 ea

Boom Mat Spray-on
Acoustic Insulation
adhesive backed

Adhesive Heat Barrier™
Adhesive backed, this Heat Barrier™ protects parts
and components from radiant heat. Made up of woven
silica with a ﬂexible aluminized ﬁnish. The surface
of the material is capable of withstanding radiant
temperatures in excess of 2000 degree F. The adhesive
backed composite construction material can easily be
applied to any surface or wrapped around a hose or wire
to make a clean professional appearance.
TT1003
12" x 12" ................................ 12.99 ea
TT1004
12" x 24" ................................ 19.99 ea
TT1049
24" x 36" ................................ 49.99 ea
TT1050
24" x 48" ................................ 64.99 ea

Suppressor Acoustical and Heat Control Mat
The Suppressor is ideal when both sound and radiant heat
control is needed. In addition to the polyethylene ﬁlm, the
foil surface provides direct protection from radiant heat.
Great for areas like ﬁrewalls, ﬂoorboards or doors. The
Suppressor is also 70 mil in thickness, contains a high
temperature adhesive backing, and is easy to trim and ﬁt.
TT14600 12" x 12" 2 piece............... 14.99 pr
TT14610 36" x 24" .......................... 24.99 ea
TT14620 36" x 60" .......................... 49.99 ea

DM260

DM262

Heavy-Duty
Spray Adhesive
Heavy-Duty Spray Adhesive
is the answer when you need
a quick drying, long-lasting
spray adhesive for a high
temperature application.
Extra strong contact style
adhesive sets quickly,
and lasts even in high
temperature situations. Use
with Thermo-Guard FR,
Cool-It Insulating Mat, Aluminized Heat Barrier
and more. Comes in a large 16 oz. spray can.
Note: Shipped within the continental U.S. only.
Shipped ground only.

Super Sonic Acoustical Mat

Xtreme Bulk Pack

This high-quality mat offers superior sound dampening
control to reduce road noise, rattles, engine noise, and
any other noises that are bothersome. The high density
polyethylene ﬁlm with an aluminum foil composite
is abrasion and tear resistant. The gray ﬁlm provides
structural integrity and strength, allowing the material
to bend, move, and return to shape even under tension
forces. The product is 70 mil in thickness, contains a
high temperature adhesive backing, and is easy to trim
and ﬁt. The rubberized compound is applied with the
high temperature adhesive to absorb all those out of
control noises.
TT14700 12" x 12" 2 piece............... 19.99 pr
TT14710 36" x 24" .......................... 29.99 ea
TT14720 36" x 60" .......................... 54.99 ea

Dynamat Xtreme is the highest efﬁciency energy
conversion sound deadener available. Xtreme unique
chemistry uses a space age self-adhesive synthetic
rubber with a heavy 4 mil aluminum constraining layer
to absorb noise energy. At only 1/16" thick, the super
sticky rubber and foil stretches and contours to ﬁt your
vehicle like a glove. Dynamat Xtreme can be also used
for trunk lids, roofs, quarter panels and under the hood.
The Xtreme bulk pack contains 9 sheets (18" x 32")
or 36 square feet of 1/16" insulation. Made in USA.
Sound Deadener
DM261
Xtreme Bulk Pk ................... 189.99 ea
Installation Accessories
DM262
Dynaroller ............................
9.99 ea
DM260
DynaTape 30' roll ................
9.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

TT12005

16 oz. can ............................ 13.99 ea

Seam Tape
Seam tape consist of a two
layer, highly reﬂective
foil with a special acrylic
adhesion system. This
ﬂame retardant tape is
highly puncture proof, tear
resistant and features superior adhesion even
under the most extreme conditions.
TT1124 2" x 30' roll.............................. 19.99 ea

Interior Insulation
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DM261

Boom Mat Spray-on thermal
acoustic insulation reduces
unwanted noise, vibration,
and heat. It can be applied
in multiples layers and dries
in under 6 hours. Covers
approximately 20 sq. ft. and is
VOC compliant in all 50 states.
DE050220
18 oz. can .......................... 11.99 ea

Custom Vintage Logo Floor Mats
black

dark blue

red

tan

dk green

FMRS67
Camaro RS

FMSS67
Camaro SS

FMCZ67
Z28

Interior Components
A

1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69

FMCA70001
FMCA70007
FMCA70020
FMCA70023
FMCA70057
FMCA70127
FMCA70129
FMCA70132
FMCZ70001
FMCZ70007
FMCZ70020
FMCZ70023
FMCZ70057
FMCZ70127
FMCZ70129
FMCZ70132

1970-74
1970-74
1970-74
1970-74
1970-74
1970-74
1970-74
1970-74
1970-74
1970-74
1970-74
1970-74
1970-74
1970-74
1970-74
1970-74

Camaro by Chevrolet
Camaro by Chevrolet
Camaro by Chevrolet
Camaro by Chevrolet
Camaro by Chevrolet
Camaro by Chevrolet
Camaro by Chevrolet
Camaro RS
Camaro RS
Camaro RS
Camaro RS
Camaro RS
Camaro RS
Camaro RS
Camaro SS
Camaro SS
Camaro SS
Camaro SS
Camaro SS
Camaro SS
Camaro SS
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28

black ..........................
dark blue ....................
red ..............................
dark green ..................
light saddle ................
dark saddle.................
gold ............................
black ..........................
dark blue ....................
red ..............................
dark green ..................
light saddle ................
dark saddle.................
gold ............................
black ..........................
dark blue ....................
red ..............................
dark green ..................
light saddle ................
dark saddle.................
gold ............................
black ..........................
dark blue ....................
red ..............................
dark green ..................
light saddle ................
dark saddle.................
gold ............................

159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
169.99
169.99
169.99
169.99
169.99
169.99
169.99
169.99
169.99
169.99
169.99
169.99
169.99
169.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

FMCA75001
FMCA75007
FMCA75020
FMCA75023
FMCA75057
FMCA75127
FMCA75129
FMCA75132
FMCZ75001
FMCZ75007
FMCZ75020
FMCZ75023
FMCZ75057
FMCZ75127
FMCZ75129
FMCZ75132

1975-81
1975-81
1975-81
1975-81
1975-81
1975-81
1975-81
1975-81
1979-81
1979-81
1979-81
1979-81
1979-81
1979-81
1979-81
1979-81

FMCA82001
FMCA82007
FMCA82020
FMCA82023
FMCA82057
FMCA82127
FMCA82129
FMCA82132
FMCZ82001
FMCZ82007
FMCZ82020
FMCZ82023
FMCZ82057
FMCZ82127
FMCZ82129
FMCZ82132

1982-84
1982-84
1982-84
1982-84
1982-84
1982-84
1982-84
1982-84
1982-84
1982-84
1982-84
1982-84
1982-84
1982-84
1982-84
1982-84

FMCA85001
FMCA85007
FMCA85020
FMCA85023
FMCA85057
FMCA85127
FMCA85129
FMCA85132
FMCZ85001
FMCZ85007
FMCZ85020
FMCZ85023
FMCZ85057
FMCZ85127
FMCZ85129
FMCZ85132

1985-92
1985-92
1985-92
1985-92
1985-92
1985-92
1985-92
1985-92
1985-92
1985-92
1985-92
1985-92
1985-92
1985-92
1985-92
1985-92
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Camaro block lettering
Camaro block lettering
Camaro block lettering
Camaro block lettering
Camaro block lettering
Camaro block lettering
Camaro block lettering
Camaro block lettering
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28

black ..........................
dark blue ....................
red ..............................
tan ..............................
dark green ..................
light saddle ................
dark saddle.................
gold ............................
black ..........................
dark blue ....................
red ..............................
tan ..............................
dark green ..................
light saddle ................
dark saddle.................
gold ............................

159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

1982-84 Camaro Floor Mats

1970-74 Camaro Floor Mats
Camaro
Camaro
Camaro
Camaro
Camaro
Camaro
Camaro
Camaro
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28

FMCZ70
Camaro Z28

1975-81 Camaro Floor Mats

1967-69 Camaro Floor Mats
FMCA67001
FMCA67007
FMCA67020
FMCA67057
FMCA67127
FMCA67129
FMCA67132
FMRS67001
FMRS67007
FMRS67020
FMRS67057
FMRS67127
FMRS67129
FMRS67132
FMSS67001
FMSS67007
FMSS67020
FMSS67057
FMSS67127
FMSS67129
FMSS67132
FMCZ67001
FMCZ67007
FMCZ67020
FMCZ67057
FMCZ67127
FMCZ67129
FMCZ67132

FMCA70
Camaro

FMCA82
Camaro

Note: Only 1967-69 ﬂoor mats have dimmer switch cutout.

gold

FMCA67
Camaro

FMCZ82
Camaro Z28

Classic
Industries®
offers the
latest designs in
custom logo ﬂoor
mats. These die-cut
mats are designed to ﬁt
the ﬂoor pan of each year
offered. Each mat includes
custom logos on front and
rear. Mats include the Patented
Sure-Grip Anti-Skid Backing™ that
keeps the mats where they belong
and eliminates unnecessary movement.
Manufactured in 100% vinyl construction
offering a mat that’s easy to clean with soap
and water. Choose from a variety of colors and
styles for your year and model. See listing below
for availability. Sold in sets of 4 mats (front and rear)

lt. saddle dk. saddle

Camaro block lettering
Camaro block lettering
Camaro block lettering
Camaro block lettering
Camaro block lettering
Camaro block lettering
Camaro block lettering
Camaro block lettering
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28

black ..........................
dark blue ....................
red ..............................
tan ..............................
dark green ..................
light saddle ................
dark saddle.................
gold ............................
black ..........................
dark blue ....................
red ..............................
tan ..............................
dark green ..................
light saddle ................
dark saddle.................
gold ............................

1985-92 Camaro Floor Mats

black ..........................
dark blue ....................
red ..............................
tan ..............................
dark green ..................
light saddle ................
dark saddle.................
gold ............................
black ..........................
dark blue ....................
red ..............................
tan ..............................
dark green ..................
light saddle ................
dark saddle.................
gold ............................

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Camaro block lettering
Camaro block lettering
Camaro block lettering
Camaro block lettering
Camaro block lettering
Camaro block lettering
Camaro block lettering
Camaro block lettering
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28
Camaro Z28

black ..........................
dark blue ....................
red ..............................
tan ..............................
dark green ..................
light saddle ................
dark saddle.................
gold ............................
black ..........................
dark blue ....................
red ..............................
tan ..............................
dark green ..................
light saddle ................
dark saddle.................
gold ............................

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Original Style Reproduction

1967-69 Camaro
Rubber Floor Mats
Protect Your Carpet and
Maintain Originality

K75001 – block letter

B73008

Script Logo

Block Letter

Each set of mats includes a Bow Tie logo
embossed on both front and rear mats as
original. Will ﬁt all Camaro models.

Camaro Logo Mats
Show Quality Reproduction!
Original OEM Colors!
Produced with Original High Grade Rubber!
Carpet Grippers on Bottom of Mats!
Bow Tie Emblem Embossed on Mats!
OER Reproduction!

Our own retro Camaro logo ﬂoor mats! These high-quality mats will protect your
carpet in true vintage style and offer years of long-lasting dependability. Choose from
the Camaro script or Camaro block letter logo in your choice of black, red, or blue.
Early Style Camaro Script Logo
Block Letter Style Camaro Logo
K75801 black ................. 99.99 set
K75001 black ................. 99.99 set
K75802 red .................... 99.99 set
K75002 red .................... 99.99 set
K75808 blue................... 99.99 set
K75008 blue................... 99.99 set

01
black

02
dark red

03
light blue

04
tan

05
gray

06
dark blue

®

07
red

CM65106
GM logo detail

1973-81 Four Piece Rubber Floor Mats
Reproduction rubber ﬂoor mats for 1973-81 Camaro and Firebird models.
Manufactured from automotive grade rubber to factory speciﬁcations and die-cut
to ﬁt the original contour of the ﬂoor pan. Features a GM logo on the front mats,
the correct textures, color and anti-slip carpet grippers on the bottom. Available in
a 4 piece set with 2 front and 2 rear mats.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

CM651

1973-81 ............................................................................ 119.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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If you’ve ever searched for Genuine GM early model accessory ﬂoor mats for your
Camaro then you know how difﬁcult they are to ﬁnd! Classic Industries® has what
you need! OER® manufactures exact reproductions of the original ﬂoor mats which
include the correctly embossed Bow Tie emblem on both front and rear mats. Each mat
is produced to exact dimensions in accordance with factory speciﬁcations. All mats are
die-cut to ﬁt the original contour of the ﬂoor pan. This superior quality reproduction
is manufactured with high grade rubber and original style grains and colors! Also
includes the original type carpet grips on the bottom of each mat allowing the mats
to adhere to the carpet and stay in place without sliding forward or from side to side.
You won’t be able to tell these apart from the originals... Guaranteed!
Will These Floor Mats Fit Any Other Chevrolet Models?
These OEM style reproduction ﬂoor mats were originally available as an optional
accessory. Each mat is die-cut to ﬁt the Camaro ﬂoor pan. They will also ﬁt other
various models in the Chevrolet line including Nova and Corvair. The mats are
conﬁgured for models originally equipped with front bucket seats. The mats are not
recommended for use with front bench seats and column shift models.
B73001
1967-69 black............................................................... 179.99 set
B73002
1967-69 red .................................................................. 179.99 set
B73003
1967
light blue ........................................................ 179.99 set
B73005
1967
gold ................................................................ 179.99 set
B73008
1968
medium blue .................................................. 179.99 set
B73009
1968
ivy gold .......................................................... 179.99 set
B73012
1969
dark blue ........................................................ 179.99 set
B73013
1969
dark green ...................................................... 209.99 set

Lloyd Mats – The Ultimate in Protection...
Lloyd Mats feature densely packed, 2-ply, 32 oz. nylon yarn enhanced by a woven polypropylene
backing, water resistant latex coating and nonslip TractionBac rubber backing for durability
and long-lasting appearance. 4 piece sets that include custom ﬁt front and rear mats available
in a variety of colors to match or complement your Camaro’s interior color. Lloyd Mats are
covered by a manufacturer’s limited warranty for 2 years from date of purchase. Each mat

set is manufactured according to your color speciﬁcations. For that reason, mats cannot be
accepted for return due to incorrect, mismatching color, etc.
Important: All logo’s shown must be year speciﬁc to mats. General Motors Trademarks
licensed to Lloyd Design Corporation.
Note: Please specify carpet color and embroidery color when ordering.

CARPET COLORS

black

graphite

gray

LOGO COLORS

dk. blue

neutral

black

gold

medium blue

red

silver

Bow Tie SS

wine

1968-69

SS
1970-74
SS 350
1977-78
1979
SS 396
1980-81
1982-92

SS 427

1993-02
LM4030RD

1967-02 SS Logo (4 Piece Set)

LM2020SV

LM400
LM410
LM420
LM430
LM440
LM402
LM412
LM422
LM432
LM403
LM413
LM423

1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1970-81
1970-81
1970-81
1970-81
1993-02
1993-02
1993-02

Bow Tie SS ..............................................
SS.............................................................
SS 350......................................................
SS 396......................................................
SS 427......................................................
Bow Tie SS ..............................................
SS.............................................................
SS 350......................................................
SS 396......................................................
Bow Tie SS ..............................................
SS.............................................................
SS 350......................................................

2002

1968-02 Z28 Logo (4 Piece Set)

Important: General Motors Trademarks licensed to Lloyd Design Corporation.
Note: Please specify carpet color and embroidery color when ordering.

164.99
164.99
164.99
164.99
164.99
164.99
164.99
164.99
164.99
164.99
164.99
164.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

Important: General Motors Trademarks licensed to Lloyd Design Corporation.
Note: Please specify carpet color and embroidery color when ordering.

LM201
LM203
LM204
LM205
LM206
LM207
LM202
LM302

1968-69 ...........................................................................
1970-74 ...........................................................................
1977-78 ...........................................................................
1979 ................................................................................
1980-81 ...........................................................................
1982-92 ...........................................................................
1993-02 ...........................................................................
2002 ................................................................................

164.99
164.99
164.99
164.99
164.99
164.99
164.99
164.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

1967-68

1967

1968
1969

1968-69
1969
1970-73

1970-74

A

Interior Components

1980-81
1975-77
1978-81

1982-92

1982-92

1967-02 Camaro Logo (4 Piece Set)
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1967 ................................................................................
1968-69 ...........................................................................
1970-74 ..........................................................................
1975-77 ...........................................................................
1978-81 ...........................................................................
1982-92 ...........................................................................
1993-02 ...........................................................................

Logo Floor Mats

1967-02 RS Logo (4 Piece Set)
Important: General Motors Trademarks licensed to Lloyd Design Corporation.
Note: Please specify carpet color and embroidery color when ordering.

Important: General Motors Trademarks licensed to Lloyd Design Corporation.
Note: Please specify carpet color and embroidery color when ordering.

LM111
LM112
LM113
LM114
LM115
LM100
LM102

1993-02
LM3100SV

1993-02

LM1020RD

164.99
164.99
164.99
164.99
164.99
164.99
164.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set

LM310
LM310
LM311
LM311
LM312
LM312
LM313
LM313

1967-68 ...........................................................................
1968 ................................................................................
1969 ................................................................................
1969 ................................................................................
1970-73 ...........................................................................
1980-81 ...........................................................................
1982-92 ...........................................................................
1993-02 ...........................................................................

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

164.99
164.99
164.99
164.99
164.99
164.99
164.99
164.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Custom Logo Floor Mats
Classic Industries® is proud to offer correct, color keyed Camaro ﬂoor mats. Each set is produced using the same 80/20 rayon
and nylon blend loop as our original molded carpet for the 1967-73 Camaro models and nylon cut pile for 1974-81. This highquality mat offers a luxurious way to protect your new Camaro carpet. Includes front and rear carpet (4 mats).

LOOP CARPET COLORS

CUT PILE CARPET COLORS

01
black

02
red

04
bright blue

05
gold

01
black

02
ﬁrethorn

03
light blue

12
dark blue

06
turquoise

08
medium blue

09
ivy gold

12
dark blue

13
dark green

20
camel tan

23
silver

27
gray

13
dark green

14
moss green

17
light saddle

18
dark saddle

29
red

47
dark gray

Bow Tie Rear Seat Floor Runner
Show your Chevrolet pride with this rear seat ﬂoor
runner. Keep mud, snow, dirt, and water away from
your carpet. This smooth backed rubber mat is 60" x
14" and can be trimmed to ﬁt!
K68214
all years ................................. 49.99 ea

K2706102

K2706001

1967-81 Camaro/Camaro SS Logo
Black embroidered logo on mat color of your choice.
If choosing the black carpet color, logo embroidery
will be silver.
1967-73 Loop Carpet
K27060
Camaro .............................. 139.99 set
K27061
Camaro SS ......................... 139.99 set
1974-81 Cut Pile Carpet
K27760
Camaro .............................. 139.99 set
K27761
Camaro SS ......................... 139.99 set

K2706801

K2706705

1967-81 Early Z/28 Logo
Black or red/silver embroidered logo on mat color of
your choice. If choosing the one color logo option on
the black carpet color, logo embroidery will be silver.
1967-73 Loop Carpet
K27067
Z/28 one color logo .......... 139.99 set
K27068
Z/28 red/silver logo .......... 139.99 set
1974-81 Cut Pile Carpet
K27767
Z/28 one color logo .......... 139.99 set
K27768
Z/28 red/silver logo .......... 139.99 set

Chevy Gold Bow Tie Floor Mats
Heavy-duty design helps protect the interior of your
vehicle from the damaging effects of dirt, snow,
and mud. Made from durable rubberized vinyl,
these universal trim-to-ﬁt ﬂoor mats will ﬁt most
applications. Black mats feature a gold Chevrolet Bow
Tie and a sporty pinstripe.
K113905
all years ............................... 44.99 pr

K2706501
K2777001

1967-81 SS 396 Logo

K2706401

1993-02 Camaro Logo
Black embroidered logo on mat color of your choice.
If choosing the black carpet color, logo embroidery
will be silver.
1993-02 Cut Pile Carpet
K27770
Camaro late style ................. 139.99 set

K2706604

1967-81 Red & Silver SS/RS Logo
Red and silver embroidered logo on mat color of
your choice.
1967-73 Loop Carpet
K27064
SS red/silver logo .............. 139.99 set
K27066
RS red/silver logo .............. 139.99 set
1974-81 Cut Pile Carpet
K27764
SS red/silver logo .............. 139.99 set
K27766
RS red/silver logo .............. 139.99 set

K2777101

K2777109

1993-02 Late Z28 Logo

Chevrolet Bow Tie Garage Utility Mats

Black embroidered logo on mat color of your choice.
If choosing the black carpet color, logo embroidery
will be silver.
1993-02 Cut Pile Carpet
K27771
Z28 late style ...................... 139.99 set

This heavy-duty utility mat can be used in a variety of
ways around the garage. Each rugged rubber mat will
look great on the workbench or the ﬂoor. Mat measures
17" x 14" for maximum coverage.
15768 Chevrolet with gold Bow Tie ..... 14.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Logo Floor Mats
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Interior Components A

Black embroidered logo on mat color of your choice.
If choosing the black carpet color, logo embroidery
will be silver.
1967-73 Loop Carpet
K27065
SS 396 ............................... 139.99 set
1974-81 Cut Pile Carpet
K27765
SS 396 ............................... 139.99 set

1967-69 Camaro Basic Standard Interior Kit
you to replace the upholstery and trim pieces to give your Camaro the look it deserves.
Classic Industries® recommends professional installation of upholstery and other soft
trim replacement products for best results. Note: Shipped oversize.

Why buy an interior kit that doesn’t include the parts you need to restore your interior?
When you buy a kit, you should get everything you need. This kit is just that and includes
virtually every component you’ll need to replace your entire interior! We make it easy for

Authentic Upholstery and Door Panels
OEM equivalent vinyl materials are used to manufacture
the highest quality upholstery

KTCVB69113S – 1969 dark green
convertible interior kit

1968 with Pre-Assembled Door Panels
Coupe with Front Bucket Seats
KTPCB68101S 1968 black ............
KTPCB68102S 1968 red ................
KTPCB68108S 1968 med blue ......
KTPCB68109S 1968 ivy gold ........
Convertible with Front Bucket Seats
KTPVB68101S 1968 black ............
KTPVB68102S 1968 red ................
KTPVB68108S 1968 med blue ......
KTPVB68109S 1968 ivy gold ........
Coupe with Front Bench Seat
KTPCB68401S 1968 black ............
KTPCB68402S 1968 red ................
KTPCB68408S 1968 med blue ......
KTPCB68409S 1968 ivy gold ........
Convertible with Front Bench Seat
KTPVB68401S 1968 black ............
KTPVB68402S 1968 red ................
KTPVB68408S 1968 med blue ......
KTPVB68409S 1968 ivy gold ........

Molded Carpet
Available in all years and colors, Each set is
manufactured to the exact dimensions of the ﬂoor
pan for a perfect ﬁt.

KTB67102S –
1967 red coupe
standard interior kit

Vinyl Colors

black

red

white

light blue

med. blue

dark blue dark green moss green

Kits Include:
1
1
1
2
2

Standard Upholstery Set (front and rear)
Upholstery Installation Kit (Hog Rings and Pliers)
Molded Carpet Set (front and rear)
Standard or Pre-assembled Door Panels (LH and RH)
Rear Inner Side Panels (LH and RH)

A

Interior Components

1967 with Non-Assembled Door Panels
Coupe with Front Bucket Seats
KTB67101S
1967 black ............
KTB67102S
1967 red ................
KTB67103S
1967 light blue ......
KTB67105S
1967 gold ..............
Convertible with Front Bucket Seats
KTCVB67101S 1967 black ............
KTCVB67102S 1967 red ................
KTCVB67103S 1967 light blue ......
KTCVB67105S 1967 gold ..............
Coupe with Front Bench Seat
KTB6710401S
1967 black ............
KTB6710402S
1967 red ................
KTB6710403S
1967 light blue ......
KTB6710405S
1967 gold ..............
Convertible with Front Bench Seat
KTCVB67401S 1967 black ............
KTCVB67402S 1967 red ................
KTCVB67403S 1967 light blue ......
KTCVB67405S 1967 gold ..............

18

OS1

564.99
564.99
564.99
564.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

513.99
513.99
513.99
513.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

569.99
569.99
569.99
569.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

542.99
542.99
542.99
542.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

Camaro Interior Kits

1
1
1
2

gold

ivy gold

Original Style Headliner (coupe only)
Headliner Installation Kit (coupe only)
Rear Seat Shelf (coupe only)
Rear Ashtray and Well Side Covers
(convertible only)

kit
kit
kit
kit

761.99
761.99
761.99
761.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

794.99
794.99
794.99
794.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

789.99
789.99
789.99
789.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

1969 with Non-Assembled Door Panels

1968 with Non-Assembled Door Panels
Coupe with Front Bucket Seats
KTB68101S
1968 black ............
KTB68102S
1968 red ................
KTB68108S
1968 medium blue
KTB68109S
1968 ivy gold ........
Convertible with Front Bucket Seats
KTBVB68101S 1968 black ............
KTBVB68102S 1968 red ................
KTBVB68108S 1968 medium blue
KTBVB68109S 1968 ivy gold ........
Coupe with Front Bench Seat
KTB6810401S
1968 black ............
KTB6810402S
1968 red ................
KTB6810408S
1968 medium blue
KTB6810409S
1968 ivy gold ........
Convertible with Front Bench Seat
KTCVB68401S 1968 black ............
KTCVB68402S 1968 red ................
KTCVB68408S 1968 medium blue
KTCVB68409S 1968 ivy gold ........

OS1

789.99
789.99
789.99
789.99

OS1

567.99
567.99
567.99
567.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

517.99
517.99
517.99
517.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

571.99
571.99
571.99
571.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

546.99
546.99
546.99
546.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Coupe with Front Bucket Seats
KTB69101S
1969 black ............
KTB69102S
1969 red ................
KTB69110S
1969 white (ivory)
KTB69112S
1969 dark blue ......
KTB69113S
1969 dark green ....
KTB69114S
1969 moss green ...
Convertible with Front Bucket Seats
KTCVB69101S 1969 black ............
KTCVB69102S 1969 red ................
KTCVB69110S 1969 white (ivory)
KTCVB69112S 1969 dark blue ......
KTCVB69113S 1969 dark green ....
KTCVB69114S 1969 moss green ...

OS1

564.99
564.99
564.99
564.99
564.99
564.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

515.99
515.99
515.99
515.99
515.99
515.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1969 with Pre-Assembled Door Panels
Coupe with Front Bucket Seats
KTPCB69101S 1969 black ............
KTPCB69102S 1969 red ................
KTPCB69110S 1969 white (ivory)
KTPCB69112S 1969 dark blue ......
KTPCB69113S 1969 dark green ....
Convertible with Front Bucket Seats
KTPVB69101S 1969 black ............
KTPVB69102S 1969 red ................
KTPVB69110S 1969 white (ivory)
KTPVB69112S 1969 dark blue ......
KTPVB69113S 1969 dark green ....
KTPVB69114S 1969 moss green ...

OS1

789.99
789.99
789.99
789.99
789.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

761.99
761.99
761.99
761.99
761.99
761.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

Toll Free 800.854.1280

1967-69 Camaro Basic Deluxe Interior Kit
Each basic deluxe interior kit includes the most common replacement interior components
required to bring your interior back to showroom condition. The quality of each product
is equal to OEM speciﬁcations. We stock each and every color giving you quality along
with fast delivery. We stock more replacement upholstery than any other restoration
parts supplier. Simply call us toll-free and we’ll give you up to the second information

on availability and shipping. Choose from any of the original colors listed below. All
interior components are color keyed to match your original colors.
Important: The seat foam portion of the bucket seats are essential when installing new replacement
upholstery. This will allow the upholstery to ﬁt correctly when installed.
Note: Shipped oversize.

Authentic Upholstery and Door Panels
OEM equivalent vinyl materials are used to
manufacture the highest quality upholstery

KTBCV67206D –
1967 turquoise basic convertible interior kit

1968 with Deluxe Upholstery/Panels

Molded Carpet

KTB69202D –
1969 red deluxe basic
coupe interior kit

Available in all years and colors, Each set is
manufactured to the exact dimensions of the ﬂoor
pan for a perfect ﬁt.

Vinyl Colors

black

red

bright blue

gold

turquoise

parchment medium blue

ivy gold

pearl
parchment

Kits Include:
1 Deluxe Coupe Upholstery Set (front and rear)
1 Upholstery Installation Kit (Hog Rings and Pliers)
1 Molded Carpet Set (front and rear)
2 Deluxe Door Panels (LH and RH)
2 Deluxe Rear Side Panels (LH and RH)

1
1
1
2

Original Style Headliner (coupe only)
Headliner Installation Kit (coupe nnly)
Rear Seat Shelf (coupe only)
Rear Ashtray and Well Side Covers
(convertible only)

OS1

1141.99
1141.99
1141.99
1141.99
1141.99
1141.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1118.99
1118.99
1118.99
1118.99
1118.99
1118.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

Coupe with Front Bench Seat
KTB672401D
1967 black ............
KTB672402D
1967 red ...............
KTB672404D
1967 bright blue ...
KTB672405D
1967 gold .............
KTB672406D
1967 turquoise......
KTB672407D
1967 parchment....
Convertible with Front Bench Seat
KTBCV67401D 1967 black ............
KTBCV67402D 1967 red ...............
KTBCV67404D 1967 brt blue ........
KTBCV67405D 1967 gold .............
KTBCV67406D 1967 turquoise......
KTBCV67407D 1967 parchment....

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1127.99
1127.99
1127.99
1127.99
1127.99
1126.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

red

dark blue

OS1

1154.99
1154.99
1154.99
1154.99
1154.99
1154.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1109.99
1109.99
1109.99
1109.99
1109.99
1109.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1125.99
1125.99
1125.99
1125.99
1125.99
1125.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1118.99
1118.99
1118.99
1118.99
1118.99
1118.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

white (ivory)

dark green

1969 with Deluxe Upholstery/Panels
Coupe with Front Bucket Seats
KTB69201D
1969 black ............
KTB69202D
1969 red ...............
KTB69210D
1969 white (ivory)
KTB69212D
1969 dark blue......
KTB69213D
1969 dark green....
Convertible with Front Bucket Seats
KTBCV69201D 1969 black ............
KTBCV69202D 1969 red ...............
KTBCV69210D 1969 white (ivory)
KTBCV69212D 1969 dark blue......
KTBCV69213D 1969 dark green....

Camaro Interior Kits

OS1

1223.99
1223.99
1223.99
1223.99
1223.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1194.99
1194.99
1194.99
1194.99
1194.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
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1967 with Deluxe Upholstery/Panels

1967 with Deluxe Upholstery/Panels

1137.99
1137.99
1137.99
1137.99
1137.99
1137.99

Comfortweave Colors

black

Coupe with Front Bucket Seats
KTB67201D
1967 black ............
KTB67202D
1967 red ...............
KTB67204D
1967 bright blue ...
KTB67205D
1967 gold .............
KTB67206D
1967 turquoise......
KTB67207D
1967 parchment....
Convertible with Front Bucket Seats
KTBCV67201D 1967 black ............
KTBCV67202D 1967 red ...............
KTBCV67204D 1967 brt blue ........
KTBCV67205D 1967 gold .............
KTBCV67206D 1967 turquoise......
KTBCV67207D 1967 parchment....

OS1

Coupe with Front Bucket Seats
KTB68201D
1968 black ..............
KTB68202D
1968 red ..................
KTB68206D
1968 turquoise ........
KTB68208D
1968 medium blue ..
KTB68209D
1968 ivy gold ..........
KTB68225D
1968 pearl pchmnt ..
Convertible with Front Bucket Seats
KTBCV68201D 1968 black ..............
KTBCV68202D 1968 red ..................
KTBCV68206D 1968 turquoise ........
KTBCV68208D 1968 medium blue ..
KTBCV68209D 1968 ivy gold ..........
KTBCV68225D 1968 pearl pchmnt ..
Coupe with Front Bench Seat
KTB682401D 1968 black ..............
KTB682402D 1968 red ..................
KTB682406D 1968 turquoise ........
KTB682408D 1968 medium blue ..
KTB682409D 1968 ivy gold ..........
KTB682425D 1968 pearl pchmnt ..
Convertible with Front Bench Seat
KTBCV68401D 1968 black ..............
KTBCV68402D 1968 red ..................
KTBCV68406D 1968 turquoise ........
KTBCV68408D 1968 medium blue ..
KTBCV68409D 1968 ivy gold ..........
KTBCV68425D 1968 pearl pchmnt ..

1967-69 Camaro Complete Standard Interior Kit
Each kit is designed to replace all of the cosmetic interior components for your standard interior. You’ll save over
10% off the current list prices if the items were to be purchased separately. In addition to the items offered in our
basic kit, this kit includes the padded dash, the door opening sill plate and the inner windshield pillar moldings.
Important: The pillar moldings supplied with the 1967 standard interior kit are black plastic. Chrome moldings are included in the
1967 deluxe interior kit. The black plastic moldings in the 1967 standard kit may be painted to the desired interior color by spraying
with OER® interior paint, sold separately. Kits for 1968 models include urethane pillar moldings in the correct original colors.
Note: Shipped oversize.

Authentic Upholstery and Door Panels
OEM equivalent vinyl materials are used to manufacture the highest quality upholstery

Molded Carpet

KTC67105S – 1967 gold standard
coupe complete interior kit

Available in all years and colors, Each set is
manufactured to the exact dimensions of the ﬂoor
pan for a perfect ﬁt.

Vinyl Colors

black

red

med. blue

ivy gold

gold

white

Kits Include:
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2

dark blue

dark green

light blue

Plus...

Standard Upholstery Set (front and rear)
Upholstery Installation Kit (Hog Rings and Pliers)
Molded Carpet Set (front and rear)
Standard or Pre-assembled Door Panels (LH and RH)
Rear Inner Side Panels (LH and RH)
Original Style Headliner (coupe only)
Headliner Installation Kit (coupe only)
Rear Seat Shelf (coupe only)
Rear Ashtray and Well Side Covers
(convertible only)

1 Padded Dash
2 Door Opening Sill Plates
2 Inner Pillar Post Moldings

Interior Components
A

Coupe with Front Bucket Seats
KTC67101S
1967
black ............
KTC67102S
1967
red ................
KTC67103S
1967
light blue ......
KTC67105S
1967
gold ..............
Convertible with Front Bucket Seats
CV67101S
1967
black ............
CV67102S
1967
red ................
CV67103S
1967
light blue ......
CV67105S
1967
gold ..............
Coupe with Front Bench Seat
KTC67401S
1967
black ............
KTC67402S
1967
red ................
KTC67403S
1967
light blue ......
KTC67405S
1967
gold ..............
Convertible with Front Bench Seat
CV67401S
1967
black ............
CV67402S
1967
red ................
CV67403S
1967
light blue ......
CV67405S
1967
gold ..............
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OS1

1968 with Non-Assembled Door Panels

897.99
897.99
897.99
897.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

846.99
846.99
846.99
846.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

901.99
901.99
901.99
901.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

856.99
856.99
856.99
856.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

Coupe with Front Bucket Seats
KTC68101S
1968
black ............
KTC68102S
1968
red ................
KTC68108S
1968
medium blue
KTC68109S
1968
ivy gold ........
Convertible with Front Bucket Seats
CV68101S
1968
black ............
CV68102S
1968
red ................
CV68108S
1968
medium blue
CV68109S
1968
ivy gold ........
Coupe with Front Bench Seat
KTC68401S
1968
black ............
KTC68402S
1968
red ................
KTC68408S
1968
medium blue
KTC68409S
1968
ivy gold ........
Convertible with Front Bench Seat
CV68401S
1968
black ............
CV68402S
1968
red ................
CV68408S
1968
medium blue
CV68409S
1968
ivy gold ........

Interior Soft Trim Kits

OS1

1231.99
1231.99
1231.99
1231.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

1202.99
1202.99
1202.99
1202.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

1235.99
1235.99
1235.99
1235.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

1231.99
1231.99
1231.99
1231.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

1969 with Non-Assembled Door Panels
For Coupe Models with AC
W69101S
1969 black ............
W69102S
1969 red ................
W69110S
1969 white (ivory)
W69112S
1969 dark blue ......
W69113S
1969 dark green ....
For Convertible Models with AC
CVW69101S
1969 black ............
CVW69102S
1969 red ................
CVW69110S
1969 white (ivory)
CVW69112S
1969 dark blue ......
CVW69113S
1969 dark green ....
For Coupe Models without AC
WO69101S
1969 black ............
WO69102S
1969 red ................
WO69110S
1969 white (ivory)
WO69112S
1969 dark blue ......
WO69113S
1969 dark green ....
For Convertible Models without AC
CVWO69101S 1969 black ............
CVWO69102S 1969 red ................
CVWO69110S 1969 white (ivory)
CVWO69112S 1969 dark blue ......
CVWO69113S 1969 dark green ....

OS1

1059.99
1059.99
1059.99
1059.99
1059.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1009.99
1009.99
1009.99
1009.99
1009.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1059.99
1059.99
1059.99
1059.99
1059.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1009.99
1009.99
1009.99
1009.99
1009.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1969 with Pre-Assembled Door Panels

CV67103S – 1967 light blue standard
convertible complete interior kit

1967 with Non-Assembled Door Panels

1968 with Pre-Assembled Door Panels
Coupe with Front Bucket Seats
KTPC68101S
1968 black ............
KTPC68102S
1968 red ................
KTPC68108S
1968 medium blue
KTPC68109S
1968 ivy gold ........
Convertible with Front Bucket Seats
CVP68101S
1968 black ............
CVP68102S
1968 red ................
CVP68108S
1968 medium blue
CVP68109S
1968 ivy gold ........
Coupe with Front Bench Seat
KTPC68401S
1968 black ............
KTPC68402S
1968 red ................
KTPC68408S
1968 medium blue
KTPC68409S
1968 ivy gold ........
Convertible with Front Bench Seat
CVP68401S
1968 black ............
CVP68402S
1968 red ................
CVP68408S
1968 medium blue
CVP68409S
1968 ivy gold ........

OS1

1008.99
1008.99
1008.99
1008.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

958.99
958.99
958.99
958.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

1012.99
1012.99
1012.99
1012.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

987.99
987.99
987.99
987.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

For Coupe Models with AC
WAPC69101S
1969 black ............
WAPC69102S
1969 red ................
WAPC69110S
1969 white (ivory)
WAPC69112S
1969 dark blue .....
WAPC69113S
1969 dark green ....
For Convertible Models with AC
CVPWC69101S 1969 black ............
CVPWC69102S 1969 red ................
CVPWC69110S 1969 white (ivory)
CVPWC69112S 1969 dark blue ......
CVPWC69113S 1969 dark green ....
For Coupe Models without AC
WNPC69101S 1969 black ............
WNPC69102S 1969 red ................
WNPC69110S 1969 white (ivory)
WNPC69112S 1969 dark blue .....
WNPC69113S 1969 dark green ....
For Convertible Models without AC
CVPNC69101S 1969 black ............
CVPNC69102S 1969 red ................
CVPNC69110S 1969 white (ivory)
CVPNC69112S 1969 dark blue ......
CVPNC69113S 1969 dark green ....

OS1

1285.99
1285.99
1285.99
1285.99
1285.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1256.99
1256.99
1256.99
1256.99
1256.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1285.99
1285.99
1285.99
1285.99
1285.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1256.99
1256.99
1256.99
1256.99
1256.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

Toll Free 800.854.1280

1967-69 Camaro Complete Deluxe Interior Kit
Each kit is designed to replace all of the cosmetic interior components for your
deluxe interior. You’ll save over 10% off the current list prices if the items were
to be purchased separately. In addition to the items offered in our basic kit, this
kit includes the padded dash, the door opening sill plate and the inner windshield
pillar moldings.

Important: The pillar moldings supplied with the 1967 standard interior kit are black plastic.
Chrome moldings are included in the 1967 deluxe interior kit. The black plastic moldings in the 1967
standard kit may be painted to the desired interior color by spraying with OER® interior paint, sold
separately. Kits for 1968 models include urethane pillar moldings in the correct original colors.
Note: Shipped oversize.

Authentic Upholstery and Door Panels
OEM equivalent vinyl materials are used to manufacture
the highest quality upholstery

Molded Carpet

1968 with Deluxe Upholstery/Panels
Coupe with Front Bucket Seats
68201D
1968 black ............
68202D
1968 red ................
68206D
1968 turquoise ......
68208D
1968 medium blue
68209D
1968 ivy gold ........
68225D
1968 pearl pchmnt
Convertible with Front Bucket Seats
CV68201D
1968 black ............
CV68202D
1968 red ................
CV68206D
1968 turquoise ......
CV68208D
1968 medium blue
CV68209D
1968 ivy gold ........
CV68225D
1968 pearl pchmnt
Coupe with Front Bench Seat
6820401D
1968 black ............
6820402D
1968 red ................
6820406D
1968 turquoise ......
6820408D
1968 medium blue
6820409D
1968 ivy gold ........
6820425D
1968 pearl pchmnt
Convertible with Front Bench Seat
CV6820401D 1968 black ............
CV6820402D 1968 red ................
CV6820406D 1968 turquoise ......
CV6820408D 1968 medium blue
CV6820409D 1968 ivy gold ........
CV6820425D 1968 pearl pchmnt

69WA202D – 1969 complete
red coupe deluxe interior kit

Available in all years and colors, Each set is
manufactured to the exact dimensions of the ﬂoor
pan for a perfect ﬁt.

Vinyl Colors

black

red

bright blue

gold

Kits Include:

ivy gold

medium blue

pearl
parchment

turquoise

Plus...

1 Deluxe Upholstery Set (front and rear)
1 Upholstery Installation Kit (Hog Rings & Pliers)
1 Molded Carpet Set (front and rear)
2 Deluxe Molded Door Panels (LH and RH)
2 Deluxe Rear Side Panels (LH and RH)
1 Original Style Headliner (coupe only)
1 Headliner Installation Kit (coupe only)
1 Rear Seat Shelf (coupe only)
2 Rear Ashtray and Well Side Covers
(convertible only)

black

1393.99
1393.99
1393.99
1393.99
1393.99
1393.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1369.99
1369.99
1369.99
1369.99
1369.99
1369.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1459.99
1459.99
1459.99
1459.99
1459.99
1459.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1476.99
1476.99
1476.99
1476.99
1476.99
1476.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1469.99
1469.99
1469.99
1469.99
1469.99
1469.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

white (ivory)

dark green

1969 with Deluxe Upholstery/Panels

Coupe with Front Bench Seat
6720401D
1967
black ...........
6720402D
1967
red ...............
6720404D
1967
bright blue...
6720405D
1967
gold .............
6720406D
1967
turquoise .....
6720407D
1967
parchment ...
Convertible with Front Bench Seat
CV6720401D 1967
black ...........
CV6720402D 1967
red ...............
CV6720404D 1967
bright blue...
CV6720405D 1967
gold .............
CV6720406D 1967
turquoise .....
CV6720407D 1967
parchment ...

OS1

1406.99
1406.99
1406.99
1406.99
1406.99
1406.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1379.99
1379.99
1379.99
1379.99
1379.99
1379.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

For Coupe Models with AC
69WA201D
1969 black ............
69WA202D
1969 red ................
69WA210D
1969 white (ivory)
69WA212D
1969 dark blue ......
69WA213D
1969 dark green ....
For Convertible Models with AC
CVW69201D 1969 black ............
CVW69202D 1969 red ................
CVW69210D 1969 white (ivory)
CVW69212D 1969 dark blue ......
CVW69213D 1969 dark green ....
For Coupe Models without AC
69WO201D
1969 black ............
69WO202D
1969 red ................
69WO210D
1969 white (ivory)
69WO212D
1969 dark blue ......
69WO213D
1969 dark green ....
For Convertible Models without AC
CVWO69201D 1969 black ............
CVWO69202D 1969 red ................
CVWO69210D 1969 white (ivory)
CVWO69212D 1969 dark blue ......
CVWO69213D 1969 dark green ....

Interior Soft Trim Kits

OS1

1628.99
1628.99
1628.99
1628.99
1628.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1599.99
1599.99
1599.99
1599.99
1599.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1628.99
1628.99
1628.99
1628.99
1628.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1599.99
1599.99
1599.99
1599.99
1599.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
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OS1

red

dark blue

1967 with Deluxe Upholstery/Panels

1967 with Deluxe Upholstery/Panels

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

Comfortweave Colors

1 Padded Dash
2 Door Opening Sill Plates
2 Inner Pillar Post Moldings

CV67206D 1967 – complete convertible
deluxe interior kit turquoise

Coupe with Front Bucket Seats
67201D
1967
black ...........
67202D
1967
red ...............
67204D
1967
bright blue...
67205D
1967
gold .............
67206D
1967
turquoise .....
67207D
1967
parchment ...
Convertible with Front Bucket Seats
CV67201D
1967
black ...........
CV67202D
1967
red ...............
CV67204D
1967
bright blue...
CV67205D
1967
gold .............
CV67206D
1967
turquoise .....
CV67207D
1967
parchment ...

OS1

1488.99
1488.99
1488.99
1488.99
1488.99
1488.99

1968-69 Deluxe Houndstooth Coupe Interior Kit
Get your Camaro interior restoration underway with these comprehensive Houndstooth
interior kits from Classic Industries®! With these kits, you get all the major components
in one convenient package! These kits feature the most authentic materials available,
including correct Madrid grain vinyl trim, molded carpets, deluxe interior panels,
and of course, correct Houndstooth upholstery. Each component of this kit has been

painstakingly reproduced to original speciﬁcations to provide an original appearance.
These are the most complete Houndstooth interior kits offered anywhere!
Important: Rear ashtray panel upholstery for use with fold down or deluxe style rear seat is
not included and must be purchased separately if needed.
Note: Shipped oversize.

HT69311N
HTCV69310N – 1969 deluxe
Houndstooth convertible interior kit
orange

A

Interior Components

1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2

black

Houndstooth Upholstery Set (front and rear)
Upholstery Installation Kit (Hog Rings and Pliers)
Molded Carpet Set (front and rear)
Deluxe Molded Door Panels (LH and RH)
Deluxe Rear Side Panels (LH and RH)
OEM Replacement Headliner
Headliner Installation Kit
Rear Seat Shelf
Padded Dash (black) (specify with or without AC)
Door Opening Sill Plates
Inner Pillar Post Moldings (LH and RH)

1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
1

Houndstooth Upholstery Set (front and rear)
Upholstery Installation Kit (Hog Rings and Pliers)
Molded Carpet Set (front and rear)
Deluxe Molded Door Panels (LH and RH)
Deluxe Convertible Rear Side Panels
Rear Ashtray and Conv. Well Upholstery (LH and RH)
Door Opening Sill Plates
Inner Padded Pillar Post Moldings (LH and RH)
Padded Dash (black) (specify with or without AC)

1968-69 Deluxe Houndstooth Coupe Interior Kit

1968-69 Deluxe Houndstooth Conv. Interior Kit

We now offer complete deluxe Houndstooth interior kits for 1968-69 Camaro models.
These interior kits are available in all original styles and colors. Each upholstery set
is produced with the correct Houndstooth material along with the correct Madrid
grain outer vinyl trim. All soft trim products will replace your original components
exactly. These are the most complete Houndstooth interior kits available from any
restoration parts supplier!

We offer complete deluxe Houndstooth interior kits for 1968-69 Camaro models.
These interior kits are available in all original styles and colors. Each upholstery set
is produced with the correct Houndstooth material along with the correct Madrid
grain outer vinyl trim. All soft trim products will replace your original components
exactly. These are the most complete Houndstooth interior kits available from any
restoration parts supplier!

Important: To ensure you receive the correct dash pad, specify with or without air conditioning.
Note: *Fold down rear seat. Shipped oversize.
OS1

HT68301
HT68310
HT69301W
HT69301N
HT69310W
HT69310WFD*
HT69310N
HT69310NFD*
HT69311W
HT69311N

22

1968
1968
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969

black Houndstooth with black vinyl ...........
black Houndstooth with parchment vinyl ..
black Houndstooth w/black vinyl with AC
black Houndstooth w/black vinyl w/o AC
black Houndstooth w/white vinyl with AC
black Houndstooth w/white vinyl w/AC ....
black Houndstooth w/white vinyl w/o AC
black Houndstooth w/white vinyl w/o AC
orange Houndstooth with AC .....................
orange Houndstooth without AC ................

Interior Soft Trim Kits

1686.99
1686.99
1689.99
1689.99
1689.99
1689.99
1689.99
1689.99
1739.99
1739.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

Important: To ensure you receive the correct dash pad, specify with or without air conditioning.
Note: Shipped oversize.
OS1

HTCV68301
HTCV68310
HTCV69301W
HTCV69301N
HTCV69310W
HTCV69310N
HTCV69311W
HTCV69311N

1968
1968
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

black Houndstooth with black vinyl ...........
black Houndstooth with parchment vinyl ..
black Houndstooth w/black vinyl with AC
black Houndstooth w/black vinyl w/o AC
black Houndstooth w/white vinyl with AC
black Houndstooth w/white vinyl w/o AC
orange Houndstooth with AC .....................
orange Houndstooth without AC ................

1658.99
1658.99
1661.99
1661.99
1661.99
1661.99
1712.99
1712.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

Toll Free 800.854.1280

1970-72 Basic Standard Interior Kits
The basic standard interior kit includes the most common replacement interior
components required to bring your interior back to showroom condition. All interior
products are manufactured to OEM factory speciﬁcations. We stock each and every
color giving you the fastest delivery possible. In fact, we stock more replacement

upholstery than any other restoration parts supplier. Simply call us toll-free and
we’ll give you up to the minute information on availability and shipping. Choose
from any of the original colors listed below. All interior components are color keyed
to match your original colors.

Choose from the largest selection of 1970-72
Standard Interiors in your choice of original colors!
1
1
1
2
1
1
1

KTB71101S –
1971 standard white
interior kit

Standard Upholstery Set (front and rear)
Upholstery Installation Kit (Hog Rings and Pliers)
Molded Carpet Set (front and rear)
Standard Door Panels (LH and RH)
Original Style Headliner
Headliner Installation Kit
Rear Seat Shelf

1971-72 Basic Standard Interior Kit
This kit contains virtually every major soft trim component to replace your standard
1971-72 interior. Each kit is available in all original colors and includes the wafﬂe
style seat upholstery originally installed on 1971-72 Camaro models with standard
interiors. Trim items sold separately.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

black

dark saddle

sandalwood

jade green

1971 Camaro Standard with Automatic Transmission
KTB71101S
1971
black .........................................................
KTB71118S
1971
dark saddle ...............................................
KTB71144S
1971
sandalwood ..............................................
KTB71146S
1971
jade/dark green .........................................

KTB70104S

black

1970 Basic Standard Interior Kit

Note: Shipped double oversize.

black

bright blue

Automatic Transmission
KTB70101S
1970
KTB70104S
1970
KTB70113S
1970
KTB70124S
1970
KTB70144S
1970
Manual Transmission
KTBM70101S
1970
KTBM70104S
1970
KTBM70113S
1970
KTBM70124S
1970
KTBM70144S
1970

dark green

saddle

white

dark blue

dark green

tan

sandalwood

1972 Camaro Standard with Automatic Transmission
KTB72101S
1972
black .........................................................
KTB72110S
1972
white/black ...............................................
KTB72113S
1972
dark green.................................................
KTB72135S
1972
tan/dark saddle .........................................
KTB72144S
1972
sandalwood ..............................................

black

dark blue

dark saddle

sandalwood

OS2

black .....................................................
bright blue.............................................
dark green .............................................
saddle ....................................................
sandalwood ...........................................

752.99
752.99
752.99
752.99
752.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

black .....................................................
bright blue.............................................
dark green .............................................
light saddle ...........................................
sandalwood ...........................................

752.99
752.99
752.99
752.99
752.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

black

white

dark blue

dark green

tan

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

OS2

813.99
813.99
813.99
813.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

sandalwood

1972 Camaro Standard with 4-Speed Manual Transmission
KTBM72101S 1972
black .........................................................
KTBM72110S 1972
white/black ...............................................
KTBM72113S 1972
dark green.................................................
KTBM72135S 1972
tan/dark saddle .........................................
KTBM72144S 1972
sandalwood ..............................................

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

OS2

813.99
813.99
813.99
813.99
813.99

jade green

1971 Camaro Standard with 4-Speed Manual Transmission
KTBM71101S 1971
black .........................................................
KTBM71118S
1971
dark saddle ...............................................
KTBM71144S 1971
sandalwood ..............................................
KTBM71146S 1971
jade/dark green .........................................

sandalwood

kit
kit
kit
kit

Interior Soft Trim Kits

OS2

813.99
813.99
813.99
813.99
813.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
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Interior Components A

This kit contains virtually every major soft trim component to replace your standard
1970 interior. Each kit is available in all original colors and includes the wafﬂe style
seat upholstery originally installed on 1970 Camaro models with standard interiors.
This style was only used on 1970 Camaro models. This was also the last year for
this particular type of bucket seat. GM switched to high back bucket seats in 1971
eliminating the low back Strato bucket seat from the Camaro line. Each soft trim
product carries a full 100% money back warranty. Choose Classic Industries® for
all your restoration needs. Trim items sold separately.

OS2

813.99
813.99
813.99
813.99

Blend Originality & Performance with
Designed for 1967-69 Camaro models, these kits are built for enhanced comfort
and additional support under spirited driving conditions. These seats offer sport
seat performance but allow you to retain an original look. These sport seats utilize
the factory seat frames for simplicity and feature original style standard or deluxe

Seat Kits by
seat patterns for an authentic appearance. Kits are available for convertibles and
coupes with or without folding rear seats. Each kit includes all new Sport front seat
foams and seat upholstery.

TM4900401
TM4902002
01
black

02
red

07
parch.

03
04
05
06
lt. blue brt. blue granada turquoise
gold

08
09
medium ivy gold
blue

25
pearl
parch

1967-68
1967-68
1967-68
1967-68

TM49017
TM49018
TM49019
TM49020

OS1

coupe .................
convertible.........
with folding rear
front only...........

503.99
530.99
530.99
449.99

06
08
turquoise medium
blue

09
ivy gold

1968
1968
1968
1968

coupe ...................
convertible ...........
with folding rear ..
front only .............

TM4902411

25
pearl
parch
01
black

OS1

Note: Shipped oversize.

1967-68 Standard Sport II Seat Kits
TM49001
TM49002
TM49003
TM49004

02
red

1968 Deluxe Vinyl Sport II Seat Kits

32
light
yellow

Note: Shipped oversize.

01
black

683.99
683.99
683.99
568.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

kit
kit
kit
kit

10
white

11
orange

1969 Houndstooth Sport II Seat Kits
OS1

Note: Shipped oversize.

TM49021
TM49022
TM49023
TM49024

1969
1969
1969
1969

coupe ...................
convertible ...........
with folding rear ..
front only .............

922.99
922.99
922.99
674.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

TM7201801
TM4901601

01
black

TM4900810

01
black

02
red

10
12
brt. white dk. blue

13
48
dk. grn med. grn

1969 Standard Sport II Seat Kits
OS1

Note: Shipped oversize.

A

Interior Components

TM49005
TM49006
TM49007
TM49008

1969
1967-68
1967-68
1967-68

coupe .................
convertible .........
with folding rear
front only ...........

530.99
530.99
530.99
449.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

01
black

10
black/white
white houndstooth

TM49013
TM49014
TM49015
TM49016

1968
1968
1968
1968

OS1

coupe ...................
convertible ...........
with folding rear ..
front only .............

922.99
922.99
922.99
922.99

10
12
brt. white dk. blue

13
48
dk. grn med. grn

1969 Headrest Covers

1968 Houndstooth Sport II Seat Kits
Note: Shipped oversize.

02
red

kit
kit
kit
kit

Matching headrest covers designed to ﬁt original 1969
Camaro headrests.
TM72018 1969 headrest covers ........ 44.99 pr

TM9800122

1967-69 Sport II Seat Foams

TM4902802
TM4901201

01
black

02
red

01
black

07
parch.

24

1967
1967
1967
1967

13
48
dk. grn med. grn

1969 Comfortweave Sport II Seat Kits
OS1

coupe ...................
convertible ...........
with folding rear ..
front only .............

10
12
brt. white dk. blue

Bolstered seat foams for TMI Sport R and Sport II seat
upholstery. Features dense side bolstering to help keep
you in your seat during hard cornering. Designed to
work with stock and reproduction seat frames.
Note: Shipped oversize.

1967 Deluxe Sport II Seat Kits
Note: Shipped oversize.

TM49009
TM49010
TM49011
TM49012

02
red

721.99
721.99
683.99
568.99

Sport Seat Kits

OS1

Note: Shipped oversize.

kit
kit
kit
kit

TM49025
TM49026
TM49027
TM49028

1969
1969
1969
1969

coupe ...................
convertible...........
with folding rear..
front only.............

818.99
818.99
818.99
580.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Standard Seat Foam
TM9800121
1967-68 .......................
TM9800122
1969 ............................
Deluxe Seat Foam
TM9800123
1967 ............................
TM9800124
1968 ............................
TM9800125
1969 ............................

OS1

251.99 pr
251.99 pr
251.99 pr
251.99 pr
251.99 pr

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Get Aggressive Styling & Performance with
Get the secure hold of modern super car seats in a sporty package that won’t
compromise the classic look of your interior. With their substantial bolsters to hold
you in your seat, aggressive vintage style designs, and bold contrast stitching, these
Sport R seats make a personal statement. Sport R seat upgrade kits feature custom

TM9140110

TM9440110

Seat Kits by

seat upholstery with suede cloth accents and French seams, and front seat foams
with extra ﬁrm side bolstering. Fits original and reproduction seat frames using
factory attachment points. Available in black with your choice of black, red, white,
or blue contrast stitching.

TM9800122

TM9540110

1967-69 Sport R Seat Foams
01
black

02
red

10
white

01
black

12
blue

1967-69 Standard Interior Sport R Seat Kits

10
white

12
blue

Custom Sport R seat kits for 1968 Camaro models
with a deluxe vinyl or Houndstooth interior.

Note: Please specify 2 digit stitch color when ordering.
Shipped oversize.

1967-68
TM91101
TM91201
TM91301
TM91401
1969
TM92101
TM92201
TM92301
TM92401

02
red

1968 Deluxe Interior Sport R Seat Kits

OS1

coupe ...............................
convertible.......................
with folding .....................
front only.........................

703.99
703.99
703.99
580.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

coupe ...............................
convertible.......................
with folding .....................
front only.........................

703.99
703.99
703.99
593.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

Note: Please specify 2 digit switch color when ordering.
Shipped oversize.
OS1

Vinyl Kits
TM94101
1968
TM94201
1968
TM94301
1968
TM94401
1968
Houndstooth Kits
TM95101
1968
TM95201
1968
TM95301
1968
TM95401
1968

coupe .............
convertible .....
with folding ...
front only .......

814.99
814.99
814.99
629.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

coupe ............. 1007.99 kit
convertible ..... 1007.99 kit
with folding ... 1007.99 kit
front only ....... 728.99 kit

Bolstered seat foams for TMI Sport R and Sport II seat
upholstery. Features dense side bolstering to help keep
you in your seat during hard cornering. Designed to
work with stock and reproduction seat frames.
Note: Shipped oversize.

Standard Seat Foam
TM9800121
1967-68 .......................
TM9800122
1969.............................
Deluxe Seat Foam
TM9800123
1967.............................
TM9800124
1968.............................
TM9800125
1969.............................

OS1

251.99 pr
251.99 pr
251.99 pr
251.99 pr
251.99 pr

Sport R Side Panels

TM6800610

TM9640110

TM9340101

TM9740110

01
black

02
red

10
white

12
blue

1969 Deluxe Interior Sport R Seat Kits

TM6800710

Custom Sport R seat kits for 1969 Camaro models
with a deluxe Comfortweave or Houndstooth interior.
Note: Please specify 2 digit stitch color when ordering.
Shipped oversize.
OS1

TM9380101

02
red

10
white

12
blue

1967 Deluxe Interior Sport R Seat Kits
Note: Please specify 2 digit stitch color when ordering.
Shipped oversize.

1967 Deluxe with White Stripe
TM93101 1967
coupe ...................
TM93201 1967
convertible...........
TM93301 1967
with folding .........
TM93401 1967
front only.............
1967 Deluxe with Black Stripe
TM93501 1967
coupe with ﬁxed ..
TM93601 1967
conv. with ﬁxed ...
TM93701 1967
with folding .........
TM93801 1967
front only.............

coupe ...............
convertible.......
with folding .....
front only.........

904.99
904.99
904.99
710.99

01
black

kit
kit
kit
kit

coupe ............... 1007.99 kit
convertible....... 1007.99 kit
with folding ..... 1007.99 kit
front only......... 728.99 kit

OS1

814.99
814.99
814.99
629.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

814.99
814.99
814.99
593.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

1969 Sport R Headrest Covers
Optional headrest covers
to complement Sport R
Deluxe upholstery. Designed
to ﬁt original your 1969
Camaro headrests.
Note: Please specify stitch color when ordering.

TM68002

02
red

10
white

12
blue

1967-69 Sport R Door Panels
Custom Sport R door and side panels for 1967-69
Camaro models with a standard interior. Features
sporty styling with chrome moldings and suede inserts.
Available in black with your choice of colored stitching,
please specify color when ordering.
Note: Please specify 2 digit stitch color when ordering.
Shipped oversize.

Door Panels
TM68003
1967
TM68006
1968
TM68009
1969
Rear Side Panels
TM68004
1967
TM68005
1967
TM68007
1968-69
TM68008
1968-69

OS1

...................... 261.99 pr
...................... 549.99 pr
...................... 549.99 pr
coupe ............
convertible....
coupe ............
convertible....

169.99
169.99
414.99
414.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

1969 ................................... 84.99 pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Sport R Seat Kits

25

Interior Components A

01
black

Comfortweave Kits
TM96101
1969
TM96201
1969
TM96301
1969
TM96401
1969
Houndstooth Kits
TM97101
1969
TM97201
1969
TM97301
1969
TM97401
1969

Interior Upholstery
01
black

02
red

03
lt blue

05
gold
K1026740202

08
09
med. blue ivy gold

K1006820424

K1026740102

Vinyl Upholstery

1967-68 Standard Pre-Assembled Seats
These pre-assembled bucket seats feature all new parts
including vinyl upholstery, seat foams, seat frames with
adjusting tracks, seat backs, side covers, seat bumpers,
and the adjusting knobs. Just bolt them in and go!
Note: Please add two digit color code when
ordering. Special shipping rate applies.

K10267401

01
black

02
red

03
lt blue

05
gold

1967 Upholstery

08
09
med. blue ivy gold

1967-68 ....................... 1745.99 pr
01
black

02
red

24
saddle

25
56
lt gray dove gray

61
ivory

1967-68 Standard Upholstery

Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

331
blue
1968

501
645
red
wil gold
1967-68 1968

651
gold
1967

1967-68 Standard Upholstery
Reproduction seat upholstery for 1967-68 Camaro
models with ﬁxed rear seat. Made with correct Madrid
grain inserts and skirts.
Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

C91200
C91201
C91202

1967-68
1967-68
1967-68

front ..................... 351.99 pr
coupe ﬁxed rear ... 217.99 ea
conv. ﬁxed rear .... 217.99 ea

04
bt blue

05
gold

06
turq

07
parch

Reproduction upholstery for 1967-68 Camaro models
with deluxe interior. Correct stitching and Madrid
vinyl are used to produce an original appearance. Each
seat features heat sealed stitching and correct color
contrasting accent band as originals.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

Reproduction upholstery for 1967-68 Camaro models
with standard interior. Upholstery sets are also available
with mill pebble grain leather inserts and color matched
vinyl outers. Leather sets include: armrests, armrest
pads, side bracket covers, and seat back panels.

100
325
black md blue
1967-68 1967

02
red

1967 Deluxe Upholstery

Leather Upholstery

SPECIAL
SHIPPING!

C91200100

01
black

1967-68 Standard Vinyl Upholstery
Front Seat Only – with Buckets
K10267001 1967-68 coupe/conv .. 114.99 pr
Front Seat Only – with Bench
K10567001 1967-68 coupe/conv .. 125.99 ea
Full Set – with Bucket Front Seats
K10067001 1967-68 coupe ........... 207.99 set
K10067101 1967-68 convertible... 207.99 set
Full Set – with Bench Front Seat
K10467001 1967-68 coupe ........... 212.99 set
K10467101 1967-68 convertible... 239.99 set
Full Set – with Fold Down Rear Seat
K10067201 1967
coupe/conv .. 207.99 set
K10068201 1968
coupe/conv .. 204.99 set
1967-68 Standard Leather Upholstery
Full Set with Bucket Front Seats
K10067004 1967-68 coupe ........... 1079.99 set
K10067104 1967-68 convertible... 1079.99 set
Full Set with Fold Down Rear Seat
K10067204 1967
coupe/conv .. 1079.99 set
K10068204 1968
coupe/conv .. 1079.99 set

Front Seat Only – with Buckets
K10267002
1967
coupe/conv. .....
Front Seat Only – with Bench
K10567002
1967
coupe/conv. .....
Full Set – with Bucket Front Seats
K10067002
1967
coupe ...............
K10067102
1967
convertible.......
Full Set – with Bench Front Seat
K10467002
1967
coupe ...............
K10467102
1967
convertible.......
Full Set – with Fold Down Rear Seat
K10067202
1967
coupe/conv. .....

219.99 pr
229.99 ea
323.99 set
329.99 set
338.99 set
339.99 set
329.99 set

K1026840201

1968 Upholstery

A

Interior Components

101
black w/
white

211
339
white w/ bt blue w/
black
white

423
turquoise
w/white

531
red w/
white

644
pearl yel
w/white

655
gold w/
white

01
black

K109201

01
black

C91203339

04
bt blue

05
gold

06
turquoise

07
parch

1967 Deluxe Conversion Upholstery

1967 Deluxe Upholstery
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1967
Camaro models. Madrid grain inserts and skirts with
the correct Madrid grain accent band.
Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

front .......................
coupe ﬁxed rear .....
cpe/conv. folding rear
conv. ﬁxed rear ......

02
red

C91203
C91204
C91205
C91206

1967
1967
1967
1967

424.99
265.99
265.99
265.99

pr
ea
ea
ea
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Interior Upholstery

Reproduction deluxe seat upholstery designed to ﬁt
standard interior Camaro seat frames. Manufactured
in Madrid grain vinyl with the correct accenting color
band as original. Set includes front bucket upholstery
and rear bench upholstery designed to ﬁt a standard
interior with a ﬁxed rear bench seat.
Important: Requires deluxe interior front seat foam.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

K1092

1967........................................ 453.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

02
red

06
turq

08
md blue

09
ivy

25
pearl

1968 Deluxe Upholstery
Reproduction upholstery for 1968 Camaro models with
deluxe interior. Correct stitching and Madrid vinyl are
used to produce an original appearance.
Important: 1968 Bow Tie seat emblems are sold separately.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

Front Seat Upholstery – Buckets
K10268002
1968
coupe/conv. ..... 209.99 pr
Front Seat Upholstery – Bench
K10568002
1968
coupe/conv. ..... 209.99 ea
Full Set Upholstery – Buckets
K10068002
1968
coupe ............... 319.99 set
K10068102
1968
convertible....... 319.99 set
Full Set Upholstery – Bench
K10468002
1968
coupe ............... 305.99 set
K10468102
1968
convertible....... 329.99 set
Full Set Upholstery – Buckets Fold Down Rear Seat
K10068202
1968
coupe/conv. ..... 319.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Interior Upholstery
100
black

204
220
parchment frost white

331
blue

424
turquoise

501
red

645
willow gold

C91207220

01
black

02
red

10
white

12
dk blue

13
14
dk green moss grn

C91212100
K1026940102

1968 Deluxe Upholstery
Reproduction seat upholstery for 1968 Camaro models
with a ﬁxed rear seat. Madrid grain inserts and skirts.
Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

C91207
C91208
C91209

1968
1968
1968

front ....................... 396.99 pr
coupe ﬁxed rear ..... 241.99 ea
conv. ﬁxed rear ...... 241.99 ea

1969 Standard Pre-Assembled Seats
These pre-assembled bucket seats feature all new parts
including vinyl upholstery, seat foams, seat frames with
adjusting tracks, seat backs, side covers, seat bumpers
and the adjusting knobs. Just bolt them in and go!
Note: Special shipping rate applies.

SPECIAL
SHIPPING!

Pre-Assembled with Buckets
K10269401 1969
coupe/conv ..... 1944.99 pr

100
black

220
369
frost wht mt blue

432
469
lt green dk green

511
red

1969 Standard Upholstery
Reproduction seat upholstery for 1969 Camaro models
with a ﬁxed rear seat. Madrid grain inserts and skirts.
Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

C91212
C91213
C91214

1969
1969
1969

front ....................... 351.99 pr
coupe ﬁxed rear ..... 217.99 ea
conv. ﬁxed rear ...... 217.99 ea

832
black w/ blk/wht
C91210832

827 – black w/ blk/wht

833
white w/ blk/wht

K1006900424

1968 Houndstooth Upholstery

829 – orange w/ blk/org

Reproduction seat upholstery for 1968 Camaro
models with a ﬁxed rear seat. Made with year correct
houndstooth cloth and Madrid grain skirts.

830 – yellow w/ blk/yel

Note: Made with Legendary Special Run Material. Please
add three digit color code when ordering

C91210
C91211

1968
1968

Vinyl Upholstery

front ....................... 522.99 pr
coupe ﬁxed rear ..... 343.99 ea
01
black

02
red

10
white

K1026800301

12
13
14
dk blue dk green moss grn

1968 Houndstooth Upholstery

Important: The seat back emblem is available separately
(K468151) or (K468154) set of four.

Front Seat Upholstery

coupe/conv. ................

369.99 pr

Full Set Upholstery

coupe .........................
convertible .................

539.99 set
539.99 set

Full Set Upholstery – Fold Down Rear Seat

K10468003

coupe/conv. ................

604.99 set

Pre-Assembled Bucket Seats

Seats feature all new parts including vinyl upholstery,
seat foams, seat frames with adjusting tracks, seat backs,
side covers, seat bumpers and the adjusting knobs.
Note: Special shipping rate applies.

K10268403

24
saddle

56
25
lt gray dove gray

61
ivory

Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

C91219
C91220
C91221
C91222

1969 front............................
1969 coupe ﬁxed rear ..........
1969 cpe/conv. folding rear
1969 conv. ﬁxed rear ..........

522.99
343.99
343.99
343.99

pr
ea
ea
ea

SPECIAL
SHIPPING!

coupe/conv. ................ 1859.99 pr

Order only the front seat upholstery or a full set of
upholstery. All seams are heat sealed using correct
stitching for an authentic ﬁt and appearance. We stock
all the original colors in vinyl! Vinyl sets include
material to recover your original headrests. Upholstery
is also now available with mill pebble grain leather
inserts and color matched vinyl outers in a variety of
colors. Leather sets include: extra vinyl material to
recover your original headrests, armrests, armrest pads,
side bracket covers, and seat back panels.
Important: For the best results, we recommend replacing your
seat foam before replacing the upholstery.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

1969 Standard Vinyl Upholstery
Front Seat Only with Buckets
K10269001
1969
coupe/conv .... 121.99 pr
Full Set
K10069001
1969
coupe ............. 207.99 set
K10069101
1969
convertible..... 207.99 set
Full Set with Fold Down Rear Seat
K10069201
1969
coupe/conv .... 207.99 set
1969 Standard Leather Upholstery
Full Set
K10069004
1969
coupe ............. 1079.99 set
K10069104
1969
convertible..... 1079.99 set
Full Set with Fold Down Rear Seat
K10069204
1969
coupe/conv .... 1079.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

C91215369

100
black

369
mt blue

432
lt green

469
dk green

511
red

1969 Deluxe Upholstery
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1969
Camaro models with deluxe interior. Comfortweave
style inserts and Madrid grain skirts.
Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

C91215
C91216
C91217
C91218

1969
1969
1969
1969

front ........................... 396.99 pr
coupe ﬁxed rear ......... 241.99 ea
cpe/conv. folding rear 241.99 ea
conv. ﬁxed rear .......... 241.99 ea

Interior Upholstery

27

Interior Components A

Reproduction Houndstooth upholstery for 1968 deluxe
interiors. Features a smaller style Houndstooth design
than the 1969 cloth. Manufactured using the highest
quality vinyls available in black or pearl parchment.
The cloth material is sewn in utilizing the same thread
pattern as original.

K10068003
K10068103

02
red

Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1969
Camaro models with deluxe interiors. Made with
accurate Houndstooth inserts and Madrid grain skirts.

1969 Standard Upholstery

10
pearl/parch.

K10268003

01
black

C91219827

1969 Houndstooth Upholstery

Leather Upholstery
01
black

828 – white w/ blk/wht

Interior Upholstery
black

white
C91223683
orange

yellow

K1026940301

1969 Houndstooth Upholstery
OEM manufacturing techniques are utilized giving the
upholstery an original appearance while maintaining
authenticity. The Houndstooth material interior could
be ordered as a factory option in 1969. Each set includes
a set of front and rear buttons. The front seats include
enough buttons for the front seats only.
Houndstooth Upholstery
1969 Coupe/Convertible – Front Seat

K1026900301
K1026900310
K1026900311
K1026900344

black ...........................
white...........................
orange.........................
yellow.........................

319.99 pr
319.99 pr
351.99 pr
399.99 pr

1969 Coupe – Full Set

K1006900301
K1006900310
K1006900311
K1006900344

black ...........................
white...........................
orange.........................
yellow.........................

483.99 set
483.99 set
539.99 set
729.99 set

1969 Convertible – Full Set

K1006910301
K1006910310
K1006910311
K1006910344

black ...........................
white...........................
orange.........................
yellow.........................

483.99 set
483.99 set
539.99 set
694.99 set

1969 Coupe/Conv. Fold Down Rear Seat – Full Set

K1006920301
black ........................... 483.99 set
K1006920310
white........................... 483.99 set
K1006920311
orange......................... 539.99 set
K1006920344
yellow......................... 694.99 set
Pre-Assembled Bucket Seats
These pre-assembled bucket seats feature all new parts
including vinyl upholstery, seat foams, seat frames with
adjusting tracks, seat backs, side covers, seat bumpers
and the adjusting knobs.
Note: Special shipping rate applies.

dark
green
saddle

337
bt blue

100
black

01
black

04
13
bright blue dark green

24
saddle

44
sandalwood

1970 Standard Vinyl Upholstery
Each seat is produced with original style wafﬂe material
in the correct original colors. The 1970 interior was
used exclusively for one year. The 1971 interiors
were changed to high back bucket seats instead of
Strato buckets.

Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

C91223
C91224

1970
1970

C91225100

337
bt blue

100
black

SPECIAL
SHIPPING!

Interior Components
A

bright
blue

13
dk grn

coupe/convertible ....... 256.99 pr

Full Set Upholstery

K10069002
K10069102

coupe .......................... 414.99 set
convertible .................. 414.99 set

Full Set Upholstery – Fold Down Rear Seat

K10069202

28

694
sandalwood

1970
1970

front ....................... 396.99 pr
rear......................... 241.99 ea

black

126
black
01
black

Front Seat Upholstery

K10269002

683
saddle

Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1970
Camaro models. Comfortweave grain inserts and
Madrid grain skirts.
C91225
C91226

Important: The insert material is
similar to the Comfortweave material.
A substitute material is currently being
offered due to the unavailability of
original Comfortweave material.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

12
dk blue

460
mt green

1970 Deluxe Upholstery
Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

This special deluxe upholstery was
designed and used exclusively with
the 1969 model. This upholstery
is a reproduction of the original
style Comfortweave insert material
featuring correct stitching for an
authentic appearance. This interior
included deluxe style door panels
and was optional on all 1969 Camaro
models. Features correct Madrid
grain outer trim vinyl. Each complete
set includes a full set of front and
rear buttons.

10
white

front ..................... 396.99 pr
rear ....................... 241.99 ea

Front Bucket Seats
K10270001
1970 ............................ 259.99 pr
Complete Set (Front and Rear)
K10070001
1970............................ 411.99 set

black ........................... 2021.99 pr
white........................... 2021.99 pr
orange...................... 2021.99 pr

02
red

694
sandalwood

Important: Classic Industries® recommends replacing the
seat foam before installing upholstery.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

1969 Comfortweave Upholstery

01
black

683
saddle

Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1970
Camaro models. Diamond wafﬂe grain inserts and
Madrid grain skirts.

1969 Coupe/Convertible

K1026940301
K1026940310
K1026940311

460
mt green

1970 Standard Upholstery

coupe/convertible ....... 414.99 set

Interior Upholstery

04
13
bright blue dk met green

24
saddle

44
sandalwood

1970 Deluxe Vinyl Upholstery
Original style low back bucket seat upholstery with
reproduction Comfortweave inserts. Upholstery may
be purchased in complete sets, front bucket seats or
rear seat only. Each set features Madrid grain outer
vinyl along with the woven Comfortweave inserts in
the center of each seat.
Important: Classic Industries® recommends replacing the
seat foam before installing upholstery. The insert material is
similar to the original Comfortweave material. A substitute
material is currently being offered due to the unavailability
of original Comfortweave material.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

Front Bucket Seats
K10270002
1970 ........................... 299.99 pr
Complete Set (Front and Rear)
K10070002
1970 ........................... 509.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

129
black/white

304
blue/black

445
green/black

C91227126

1970 Deluxe Cloth Upholstery
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1970
Camaro models. Salt and Pepper cloth inserts and
Madrid grain skirts.
Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

C91227
C91228

1970
1970

front ..................... 771.99 pr
rear ...................... 541.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Interior Upholstery
126
black

100
black
1971-72

129
black w/white

443
305
green w/black blue w/black

415
jade grn
1971

707
saddle w/black

C91233129

K1027000401

1971 Deluxe Cloth Upholstery

1970-71 Custom Upholstery

Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1971
Camaro models. Salt and Pepper cloth inserts and
Madrid grain skirts.

If your 1970-71 Camaro was originally equipped with the
checkered Custom upholstery and it looks a little ragged,
Classic Industries® can help. We offer replacement
upholstery in black vinyl with the correct pattern black
and white checkered cloth. This upholstery is correct
for all models with the black Custom interior option.
Front Seats
K1027000401 1970 low back seats ... 384.99 pr
K1027100401 1971 high back seats.. 381.99 pr
Complete Set (Front and Rear)
K1007000401 1970 low back seats ... 675.99 set
K1007100401 1971 high back seats.. 675.99 set

Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

C91233
C91234

1971
1971

230
white
1972

front ..................... 939.99 pr
rear ....................... 579.99 ea

465
green
1972

670
tan
1972

697
690
695*
saddle sndlwood sndlwood
1971
1971
1972

C91229100

1971-72 Standard Upholstery
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1971-72
Camaro models. Elk grain inserts and Madrid grain skirts.
Note: *SRM = Legendary Special Run Material. Please
add three digit color code when ordering.

C91229
C91230
C91231
C91232
C91231*
C91232*

Features Correct Cloth Material
with Madrid Grain Vinyl

380
blue
1971-72

1971
1971
1972
1972
1972
1972

front .................... 396.99 pr
rear ..................... 241.99 ea
front .................... 396.99 pr
rear ..................... 241.99 ea
front sandalwood 1234.99 pr
rear sandalwood 1069.99 ea

126
black with black

127
black with blk/blue

1972-73 –
dark green

1971 Standard Vinyl Colors

01
black

12
18
44
46
dark blue dark saddle sandalwood jade green

1972 Standard Vinyl Colors

442
green with blk/green

705
sandalwood with blk/sdlwd

1972 Deluxe Cloth Upholstery
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1972
Camaro models. Salt and pepper cloth inserts and
Madrid grain skirts.
Note: *SRM = Legendary Special Run Material. Please
add three digit color code when ordering.

01
black

10
white

12
13
dark blue dark green

35
tan

44
sandalwood

1973 Standard Vinyl Colors
1971-72 – black

01
black

These Custom Interior Upholstery Sets Are
Designed to Replace the Original Cloth and
Vinyl Style Upholstery.

10
12
white/black dark blue

24
saddle

46
jade green

1971 Custom Cloth/Vinyl Upholstery
These 1971 Camaro custom bucket seat covers and
rear seat covers feature Madrid grain vinyl outers
with beautiful pleated checker board cloth inserts.
Handcrafted and made in the USA, these unique custom
interior upholstery sets are designed to replace the
original worn out upholstery. Features Madrid vinyl
covered seat buttons
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

Front Bucket Seats
K10271003
1971 ............................ 447.99 pr
Complete Set (Front and Rear)
K10071003
1971 ............................ 779.99 set

18
dark saddle

44
sandalwood

1971-73 Standard Vinyl Upholstery
Correct style high back standard upholstery for all
1971-73 Camaro models are manufactured using
the correct grain vinyl materials and colors. Each
seat is professionally reproduced using the original
factory speciﬁcations for an exact appearance and
ﬁt. We offer all original colors. We recommend
replacing your original seat foam before installing new
upholstery. You’ll get the results you want cosmetically
while retaining originality and a comfortable seat.
Professional installation is recommended for the best
results. Sewn on style upholstery buttons are included
separately in each complete set.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

Front Bucket Seats
K10271001
1971 ...........................
Complete Set (Front and Rear)
K10071001
1971 ...........................
Front Bucket Seats
K10271001
1972 ...........................
Complete Set (Front and Rear)
K10071001
1972 ...........................
Front Bucket Seats
K10271001
1973 ...........................
Complete Set (Front and Rear)
K10071001
1973 ...........................

344.99 pr
479.99 set
344.99 pr
479.99 set
344.99 pr
479.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1972
1972
1972
1972

front .................. 939.99 pr
rear ................... 579.99 ea
front sandwd..... 1234.99 pr
rear sandwd ...... 1069.99 ea

01
black
12
dark blue

13
dark green
35
covert

1972 Custom Cloth/Vinyl Upholstery
These 1972 Camaro custom bucket seat covers and
rear seat covers feature Madrid grain vinyl outers
with beautiful pleated checker board cloth inserts.
Handcrafted and made in the USA, these unique custom
interior upholstery sets are designed to replace the
original worn out upholstery. Features Madrid vinyl
covered seat buttons.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

Front Bucket Seats
K10271003
1972 ............................ 447.99 pr
Complete Set (Front and Rear)
K10071003
1972 ............................ 779.99 set

Interior Upholstery
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Interior Components A

01
black

13
dark green

C91235
C91236
C91235*
C91236*

Interior Upholstery
119
black and white

121
black and blue

1973 Standard Cloth Upholstery
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1973 Camaro
models. Plaid cloth inserts and Madrid grain skirts.
Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

C91239
C91240

1973
1973

front ...................... 939.99 pr
rear ....................... 579.99 ea
C91237684

KV1007100120

black light blue dark blue camel

buckskin dark red

1971-79 Velour Seat Upholstery
Custom seat upholstery for 1971-79 Camaro models
with standard interior. Features the correct seams
and stitching along with buttons and outer seat vinyl.
Velour upholstery is a custom replacement, designed
to reﬂect the original design, however, the materials
used are intended for a custom appearance.
Note: This upholstery is designed for 1971-79 Camaro models
except 1978-79 LT, 1978-79 Berlinetta, and models with
zipper back front seats.

Front Bucket Seats
KV1027100101 1971-78 black .........
KV1027100103 1971-79 light blue ..
KV1027100112 1971-78 dark blue...
KV1027100120 1971-79 camel ........
KV1027100122 1973-76 buckskin ...
KV1027100129 1975-76 dark red ....
Complete Set (Front and Rear)
KV1007100101 1971-78 black .........
KV1007100103 1971-78 light blue ..
KV1007100112 1971-78 dark blue...
KV1007100120 1971-78 camel ........
KV1007100122 1973-76 buckskin ...
KV1007100129 1975-76 dark red ....

314.99
314.99
314.99
314.99
314.99
314.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

604.99
604.99
604.99
604.99
604.99
604.99

set
set
set
set
set
set

100
209
403*
black
white dk green
1973-76 1975-76
1973

123
black/white

404*
lt green
1974

510
red
1974

528
ﬁrethorn
1976

629
630
684
685
687
694
chamois sandstone buckskin saddle saddle sandalwood
1973
1975
1976 1973 & 75 1974
1973-74

124
blue/black

1973-76 Standard Upholstery
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 197376 Camaro models. Oxen grain inserts and Madrid
grain skirts.

401
green/black

1973 Deluxe Cloth Upholstery
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1967-81
Camaro models. Zig-Zag cloth inserts and Madrid
grain skirts.

Note: *SRM = Legendary Special Run Material. Please
add three digit color code when ordering.

C91237
C91237*
C91238
C91238*

1973-76
1973-76
1973-76
1973-76

front, other colors 396.99 pr
front, SRM colors 1154.99 pr
rear, other colors 241.99 ea
rear, SRM colors 865.99 ea

Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

C91243
C91243401
C91244
C91244401

1973
1973
1973
1973

front, black or blue 939.99 pr
front, green .......... 1044.99 pr
rear, black or blue 579.99 ea
rear, green ............ 694.99 ea

100
black

687
saddle

118 *black

661 *saddle

664 *taupe
C91247100

1974 Deluxe Upholstery
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1974 Camaro
models. Available in all vinyl or with vinyl outers and
knit grain inserts.
Note: *SRM = Legendary Special Run Material. Please
add three digit color code when ordering.

A

Interior Components

K1027300223

black
C91241694

C91241100

100
black

694
sandalwood

1973 Deluxe Upholstery
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1973
Camaro models. Comfortweave grain inserts and
Madrid grain skirts.
Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

C91241
C91242

30

1973
1973

front ..................... 396.99 pr
rear ....................... 241.99 ea

Interior Upholstery

sandalwood

1973 LT Vinyl Upholstery
Comfortweave upholstery was originally installed on
1973 models with the optional deluxe interior. This
upholstery features Comfortweave patterned solid vinyl
inserts with the correct grain outer trim vinyl. Replacing
your upholstery can add new life to your interior while
increasing the value of your Camaro. Classic Industries®
recommends professional installation if you are not
familiar with the replacement procedure.
Front Bucket Seats
K1027300201
1973 black .............. 283.99 pr
K1027300223
1973 sandalwood ... 283.99 pr
Complete Set (Front and Rear)
K1007300201
1973 black .............. 533.99 set
K1007300223
1973 sandalwood ... 533.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Front Buckets
C91247
1974
C91247* 1974
C91247* 1974
Rear
C91248
1974
C91248* 1974
C91248* 1974

119
black/white

black/saddle vinyl .. 411.99 pr
blk or saddle – SRM 939.99 pr
taupe – SRM .......... 1044.99 pr
black/saddle vinyl ..
blk or saddle – SRM
taupe – SRM ..........

414
black/green

241.99 ea
579.99 ea
694.99 ea

703
saddle/black

1974 Standard Cloth Upholstery
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1974 Camaro
models. Plaid cloth inserts and Madrid grain skirts.
Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.
front, black or saddle 939.99 pr

C91245
1974
C91245414 1974
C91246
1974
C91246414 1974

front, green .......... 1044.99 pr
rear, black or saddle 579.99 ea
694.99 ea

rear, green............

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Interior Upholstery
149
black ribbed

667
taupe ribbed

669
saddle ribbed

701
sandalwood ribbed

1974 Deluxe Cloth Upholstery
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1974
Camaro models. Ribbed cloth inserts and Madrid
grain skirts.

634
sandstone

696
saddle

1975 Deluxe Upholstery

01 – black

Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1975 Camaro
models. Knit grain inserts and Madrid grain skirts.
C91253634 1975 front, sandstone 1044.99 pr
C91253696 1975 front, saddle...... 939.99 pr
C91254634 1975 rear, sandstone .. 694.99 ea
C91254696 1975 rear, saddle ....... 579.99 ea

1974
1974
1974
1974

K1027600202

1976 LT Custom Cloth Upholstery

Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

C91249
C91249667
C91250
C91250667

02 – red

front, other colors 939.99 pr
front, taupe .......... 1044.99 pr
rear, other colors .. 579.99 ea
rear, taupe ............ 694.99 ea
523
red

628
graystone

637
sandstone

711
saddle

Restore your Camaro Type LT Luxury Touring as
“personal luxury in the grand touring tradition”. The
1976 Camaro interior has upholstery made of Empress
cloth fronts and Madrid grain vinyl skirts and back.
Sewn in a grid pattern with horizontal and vertical lines.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

Front Bucket Seats
K10276002
1976 ............................ 279.99 pr
Complete Set (Front and Rear)
K10076002
1976 ............................ 523.99 set

1975 Deluxe Cloth Upholstery
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1975 Camaro
models. Plaid cloth inserts and Madrid grain skirts.
Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

C91255
C91255
C91256
C91256

1975
1975
1975
1975

front, red or saddle...... 939.99 pr
front, grystn or sdstone 1044.99 pr
rear, red or saddle ....... 579.99 ea
rear, grystn or sndstone 694.99 ea

1976 ﬁrethorn
K1007400121

02
red

17
44
light saddle sandalwood

1975 Standard Vinyl Colors
01
black

10
white

302 – blue

533 – ﬁrethorn

1976 Deluxe Cloth Upholstery
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1976
Camaro models. Empress cloth inserts and Madrid
grain skirts.
Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

1974 Standard Vinyl Colors

01
black

137 – black

18
44
dark saddle sandalwood

1976 Standard Vinyl Colors

131
black and gray

C91261
C91261302
C91262
C91262302

623
sandstone

1976
1976
1976
1976

front, blk or frthorn 939.99 pr
front, blue ............ 1044.99 pr
rear, blk or frthorn 579.99 ea
rear, blue.............. 694.99 ea

1975 Standard Cloth Upholstery
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1975
Camaro models. Striped cloth inserts and Madrid
grain skirts.
C91251131 1975 front, black........ 939.99 pr
C91251623 1975 front, sandstone 1044.99 pr
C91252131 1975 rear, black ......... 579.99 ea
C91252623 1975 rear, sandstone .. 694.99 ea

133
black and white

530
red, black, and white

1976 Standard Cloth Upholstery
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1976 Camaro
models. Plaid cloth inserts and Madrid grain skirts.

01
black

10
white

21
ﬁrethorn

Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

24
saddle

C91257
C91258

1976
1976

front ..................... 939.99 pr
rear ...................... 579.99 ea

1974-76 Standard Vinyl Upholstery
100
black

112*
black

209
white

212*
white

Important: Front upholstery is designed for use with plastic
seat back panel. Not for use in cars with type LT interior.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

652*
buckskin

684
buckskin

Front Bucket Seats
K10274001
1974 ............................
Complete Set (Front and Rear)
K10074001
1974 ............................
Front Bucket Seats
K10274001
1975 ............................
Complete Set (Front and Rear)
K10074001
1975 ............................
Front Bucket Seats
K10274001
1976 ............................
Complete Set (Front and Rear)
K10074001
1976 ............................

C91259209

291.99 pr
406.99 set
291.99 pr
406.99 set
291.99 pr
406.99 set

100
black

209
white

319
lt blue

684
buckskin
C91275209

1976 Deluxe Upholstery
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1976
Camaro models. Knit inserts and Madrid grain skirts.
Note: *SRM = Legendary Special Run Material. Please
add three digit color code when ordering.

C91259
C91259*
C91260
C91260*

1976
1976
1976
1976

front, other color ......
front, SRM colors ....
rear, other color........
rear, SRM colors ......

411.99
939.99
234.99
619.99

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

pr
pr
ea
ea

1977 Deluxe Upholstery
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1977
Camaro models. Plisse inserts, Wallaby collars and
Sierra grain skirts.
Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

C91269
C91270

1977
1977

front ..................... 411.99 pr
rear ...................... 234.99 ea

Interior Upholstery
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Superb quality reproduction of the original 1974-76
seat upholstery. Each set is manufactured by hand
using the ﬁnest craftsmanship for an exact ﬁt. We
offer most original colors for the standard interior
for your year and model. You’re assured of getting
the highest quality available, an original appearance
and long-lasting durability. A complete set of presewn
upholstery buttons are included with the purchase of
each full set of upholstery.

Interior Upholstery
01
black

336
blue/lt blue

537
ﬁrethorn

713
buckskin

143 – black

1977 Deluxe Cloth Upholstery

21
ﬁrethorn

Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1977
Camaro models. Ribbed cloth inserts and Sierra
grain skirts.
Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

10
white

C91271
C91272

1977
1977

front ....................... 939.99 pr
rear......................... 579.99 ea

346 – blue/lt blue

541 – carmine

717 – camel tan

24
saddle

C91285100

K1027700121

1977 Standard Vinyl Upholstery

1978 Standard Cloth Upholstery

Superb quality reproduction 1977 seat upholstery.
Each set is manufactured by hand using the ﬁnest
craftsmanship for an exact ﬁt. We offer most original
colors for the standard interior for your year and model.
You’re assured of getting the highest quality available,
an original appearance and long-lasting durability. A
complete set of presewn upholstery buttons are included
with the purchase of each full set of upholstery.

Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1978 Camaro
models. Plaid cloth inserts and Sierra grain skirts.
Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

C91273
C91274

Note: Ordering a rear seat will include the back and
bottom upholstery. Front upholstery is designed for use
with plastic seat back panel. Not for use in cars with type
LT interior. Please add two digit color code when ordering.

Front Bucket Seats
K10277001
1977 ........................... 279.99 pr
Complete Set (Front and Rear)
K10077001
1977........................... 479.99 set

1978
1978

front ...................... 939.99 pr
rear ....................... 579.99 ea

KZ287700272

03
lt blue

01
black

29
carmine

08 & 12
dk blue

41
oyster

23
silver

20
camel tan

61
beige

72
charcoal

01
black

1977-78 LT Custom Cloth Upholstery

03
lt. blue

Finally, a reproduction of the highly sought after and
often worn out 1977-81 LT Custom style upholstery.
Features correct cloth inserts and outer Sierra grain
vinyl outers. Manufactured using top grade vinyls and
cloth material inserts.

K1007801220

Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

Standard Back Upholstery Front Bucket Seats
KZ2877022
1977-78
black ........ 319.99 pr
Standard Back Upholstery Complete Set
KZ2877002
1977-78
black ........ 523.99 set

10
white

14
20
willow green camel tan

29
dark
carmine

Chevrolet labeled Camaro Type LT Luxury Touring
as “personal luxury in the grand touring tradition”.
Restore yours with new custom upholstery, made of the
exact Sierra grain vinyl outers and Rattan grain inserts
found in 1978 Camaro models with Type LT interior.

K1027700437

1977 LT Custom Vinyl Upholstery
Chevrolet labeled Camaro Type LT Luxury Touring
as “personal luxury in the grand touring tradition”.
Restore your 1977 Camaro with a Type LT interior
with this new custom upholstery made of Sierra grain
vinyl outers and Plisse grain inserts sewn in a grid
pattern with horizontal and vertical lines.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering

Interior Components

10
white

1978 LT Custom Vinyl Upholstery

37
buckskin

A

01
black

Front Bucket Seats
K10277004
1977 ............................ 279.99 pr
Complete Set (Front and Rear)
K10077004
1977 ............................ 523.99 set

100
209
black
white
1977-79 1977-78

440
green
1978

319
lt blue
1979

402*
green
1979

Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

Front Bucket Seats
K10078012
1978............................. 308.99 pr
Complete Set (Front and Rear)
K10078002
1978 ............................ 523.99 set

504
528
carmine ﬁrethorn
1978-79
1978

684
688
buckskin camel tan
1977
1978-79

C91263688

137 black
empress cloth

351 blue
plaid cloth

543 carmine
plaid cloth

719 camel tan
plaid cloth

1977-79 Standard Upholstery
539
ﬁrethorn striped

715
buckskin striped

1977 Standard Cloth Upholstery
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1977
Camaro models. Striped cloth inserts and Sierra
grain skirts.
Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

C91267
C91268

32

1977
1977

front ................... 939.99 pr
rear ..................... 579.99 ea

Interior Upholstery

Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 197779 Camaro models. Oxen grain inserts and Sierra
grain skirts.
Note: *SRM = Legendary Special Run Material. Please
add three digit color code when ordering.

C91263
C91264
C91264*
C91265
C91266
C91266*

1977-78
1979
1979
1977
1978-79
1979

1978 Deluxe Cloth Upholstery

front, green SRM 1154.99 pr

Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1967-81
Camaro models. Empress or Plaid cloth inserts and
Sierra grain skirts.

rear ................... 234.99 ea
rear ................... 234.99 ea
rear, green SRM 929.99 ea

C91277
C91278

front .................
front .................

396.99 pr
396.99 pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

1978
1978

front .................... 939.99 pr
rear ..................... 579.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Interior Upholstery
100
black

209
white

440
green

504
carmine

688
camel tan

147
black

355
blue/lt blue

547
carmine

723
camel tan

1978 Deluxe Upholstery
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1978
Camaro models. Rattan inserts, Wallaby collars and
Sierra grain skirts.

zippered
upper seat,
as original

Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

C91275
C91276

1978
1978

front ..................... 411.99 pr
rear ....................... 234.99 ea
KZ1007800103 –
KZ1028000101 –
headrest with pleats headrest without pleats

1979 Standard Cloth Upholstery
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1979 Camaro
models. Plaid cloth inserts and Madrid grain skirts.
Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

C91279
C91280

01
black
1978-81

02
bright red
1978-81

03
lt blue
1979

10
white
1978

12
dk blue
1980-81

20
camel tan
1978-81

23
silver
1980-81

24
lt saddle
1980-81

29
dk carmine
1978-81

31
oyster
1980-81

1979
1979

front .................... 939.99 pr
rear ..................... 579.99 ea

1978-81 Standard Zipper Back Upholstery
KZ287900229

K1027900403

Empress Cloth
01
black

20
camel tan

03
lt blue

23
silver

Important: Not for use in cars with type LT interior.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

08
dk blue

29
carmine

Original style standard upholstery with zipper backing
on the rear of the front seat upholstery. Each seat is
manufactured to OEM speciﬁcations using correct
vinyls and patterns. Available with or without pleats.
Front Bucket Seats
KZ10278001 1978-79 with pleats ......
KZ10280001 1980-81 without pleats
Complete Set (Front and Rear)
KZ10078001 1978-79 with pleats ......
KZ10080001 1980-81 without pleats

344.99 pr
344.99 pr
479.99 set
484.99 set

03
lt blue

20
camel tan

K1008111248

Millport Cloth

41
oyster

Rattan Vinyl

01
black

K1008011218

Empress Cloth

218
dark blue

218
dark blue

248
camel tan

For the discriminating person who wants to have his
prized 1980 or 1981 Camaro to have the original style
standard zipper back cloth seat upholstery. The 1980
upholstery has the original Sierra grain vinyl with
Empress cloth insert. The 1981 upholstery has the
original Sierra grain vinyl with Millport cloth.

1978-79 Berlinetta Custom Upholstery

Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.
C91283209

504
carmine

100
black

319
lt blue

688
camel tan

Front Bucket Seats
K1008011
1980................................
K1008111
1981................................
Complete Set (Front and Rear)
K1008010
1980................................
K1008110
1981................................

344.99 pr
344.99 pr
524.99 set
524.99 set

1979 Deluxe Upholstery
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1979
Camaro models. Rattan inserts and Sierra grain skirts.
Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

C91281
C91282

145
black

1979
1979

208
oyster

front ..................... 411.99 pr
rear ...................... 234.99 ea

353
lt blue

447
green

545
721
carmine camel tan

1979 Deluxe Cloth Upholstery
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1979
Camaro models. Ribbed cloth inserts and Sierra
grain inserts.
Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

C91283
C91283447
C91284
C91284447

1979 front, other color 939.99 pr
1979 front, green ......... 1044.99 pr
1979 rear, other color .. 579.99 ea
1979 rear, green........... 694.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

100
black
1980-81

102
sliver
1981

200
oyster
1980

366
dk blue
1980-81

504
carmine
1980

514
red
1981

671
camel tan
1981

688
camel tan
1980

1980-81 Standard Upholstery
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1980-81
Camaro models. Oxen grain inserts and Sierra grain skirts.
Note: Please add three digit color code when ordering.

C91285
C91286

1980-81
1980-81

front ................ 396.99 pr
rear ................. 234.99 ea

Interior Upholstery
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Finally, a reproduction of the highly sought after
and often worn out 1977-81 Berlinetta style custom
upholstery. Available with either Empress cloth or
Rattan vinyl inserts and Sierra grain vinyl outers.
Manufactured using top grade materials.
1978-79 Cloth Upholstery
Front Bucket Seats
KZ287902201
1978-79 black ...... 308.99 pr
KZ287902203
1978-79 lt blue ..... 308.99 pr
KZ287902208
1978-79 dk blue ... 308.99 pr
KZ287902220
1978-79 camel tan 308.99 pr
KZ287902229
1978-79 carmine .. 308.99 pr
KZ287902241
1978-79 oyster ..... 209.99 pr
Complete Set (Front and Rear)
KZ287900201
1978-79 black ...... 523.99 set
KZ287900203
1978-79 lt blue ..... 523.99 set
KZ287900208
1978-79 dk blue ... 523.99 set
KZ287900220
1978-79 camel tan 523.99 set
KZ287900229
1978-79 carmine .. 523.99 set
KZ287900241
1978-79 oyster ..... 523.99 set
1978-79 Vinyl Upholstery
Reproduced with the same Sierra vinyl outers and
Rattan grain vinyl inserts.
Front Bucket Seats
K1027900401
1978-79 black ..... 279.99 pr
K1027900403
1978-79 light blue 279.99 pr
K1027900420
1978-79 camel tan 279.99 pr
K1027900429
1978-79 carmine .. 279.99 pr
Complete Set (Front and Rear)
K1007900401
1978-79 black ...... 523.99 set
K1007900403
1978-79 light blue 523.99 set
K1007900420
1978-79 camel tan 523.99 set
K1007900429
1978-79 carmine .. 523.99 set

248
camel tan

1980-81 Standard Cloth Upholstery

29
carmine

Interior Upholstery
366
dk blue
1980-81

504
carmine
1980

514
red
1981

616*
beige
1981

01
charcoal

12
blue

20
camel tan
C91287366

K109902

K119912

Sierra Vinyl and Empress Cloth

688
camel tan
1980

1980-81 Berlinetta Deluxe Upholstery
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1980-81
Camaro models. Manufactured with Derma grain
inserts, Sierra grain skirts and correct headrest belting.

black

camel

red

silver

Note: *SRM = Legendary Special Run Material. Please
add three digit color code when ordering.

dk blue

carmine

oyster

Sierra and Derma Vinyl

01
black

02
red

C91287
C91288
C91288*
C91289
C91290
C91290*

23
silver

carmine

Interior Components

151
blk cloth
1981

oyster

1980-81 Berlinetta Upholstery

A

1982-85 Camaro Cloth Upholstery
Classic Industries® offers the original style standard seat
upholstery for 1982-85 Camaro models. This upholstery
is designed and manufactured to exact speciﬁcations
and includes cloth inserts with vertical pleats that will
replace the original exactly We offer a variety of colors
for these years. Each seat is manufactured to OEM
speciﬁcations using correct vinyls and patterns.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

12
dark blue

Reproduction upholstery set for 1980-81 Camaro
Berlinetta style custom models. Available in either
cloth or vinyl. Cloth features Sierra grain outers and
Empress cloth inserts. Vinyl features Sierra grain outers
and Derma grain vinyl inserts. Both include two-tone
accent stripe on headrest.
1980-81 Cloth Upholstery
Front Bucket Seats
K109901
1980-81
black ............. 341.99 pr
K109902
1980-81
red ................. 341.99 pr
K109912
1980-81
dark blue ....... 341.99 pr
K109920
1980-81
camel ............ 341.99 pr
K109923
1980-81
silver ............. 341.99 pr
K109929
1980-81
carmine ......... 341.99 pr
K109941
1980-81
oyster ............ 341.99 pr
Complete Set (Front and Rear)
K109801
1980-81
black ............. 535.99 set
K109802
1980-81
bright red ...... 535.99 set
K109812
1980-81
dark blue ....... 535.99 set
K109820
1980-81
camel ............ 535.99 set
K109823
1980-81
silver ............. 535.99 set
K109829
1980-81
carmine ......... 535.99 set
K109841
1980-81
oyster ............ 535.99 set
1980-81 Vinyl Upholstery
Front Bucket Seats
K119901
1980-81
black ............. 341.99 pr
K119902
1980-81
red ................. 341.99 pr
K119912
1980-81
dark blue ....... 341.99 pr
K119920
1980-81
camel ............ 341.99 pr
K119923
1980-81
silver ............. 341.99 pr
K119929
1980-81
carmine ......... 341.99 pr
K119941
1980-81
oyster ............ 341.99 pr
Complete Set (Front and Rear)
K119801
1980-81
black ............. 535.99 set
K119802
1980-81
red ................. 535.99 set
K119812
1980-81
dark blue ....... 535.99 set
K119820
1980-81
camel ............ 535.99 set
K119823
1980-81
silver ............. 535.99 set
K119829
1980-81
carmine ......... 535.99 set
K119841
1980-81
oyster ............ 535.99 set

34

front .................... 446.99 pr
front .................... 446.99 pr
front, beige SRM 1254.99 pr
rear ..................... 234.99 ea
rear ..................... 234.99 ea
rear, beige SRM 929.99 ea

Front Bucket Seats
K10282002
1982-85 ........................ 331.99 pr
Complete Set (Front and Rear)
K10082002
1982-85 ........................ 519.99 set

134
blk ribbed
1980
20
camel

1980
1981
1981
1980
1981
1981

29
carmine

K1028200201

Interior Upholstery

365
549
blue cloth carmine rib
1981
1980

152
362
199
silver cloth oyster ribbed blue ribbed
1981
1980
1980

550
red cloth
1981

620
619*
beige cloth camel rib
1980
1981

1980-81 Berlinetta Deluxe Cloth
Legendary reproduction seat upholstery for 1977-79
Camaro models. Manufactured with cloth inserts,
Sierra grain skirts and correct headrest belting.
Note: *SRM = Legendary Special Run Material. Please
add three digit color code when ordering.

C91291
C91292
C91292*
C91293
C91294
C91294*

1980
1981
1981
1980
1981
1981

front .................... 979.99 pr
front .................... 979.99 pr
front, beige SRM 1099.99 pr
rear ...................... 579.99 ea
rear ...................... 579.99 ea
rear, beige SRM .. 694.99 ea

K1008200129

01
black

12
dk blue

20
camel tan

29
carmine

1982-85 Standard Vinyl Upholstery

1982 Indy 500 Pace Car Upholstery
Reproduction of the front bucket seat upholstery for
the 1982 Camaro Indy 500 Pace Car models. These
seat covers are available manufactured from silver
leather with correct blue cloth inserts.
K1077223
1982
leather.......... 1253.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Classic Industries® offers the original style standard
seat upholstery for 1982-85 Camaro models. This
upholstery is designed and manufactured to exact
speciﬁcations and includes Sierra grain vinyl inserts
with vertical sewn pleats in the insert that will replace
the original exactly. Each seat is manufactured to
OEM speciﬁcations using correct vinyls and patterns.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

Front Bucket Seats
K10282001
1982-85 ........................ 331.99 pr
Complete Set (Front and Rear)
K10082001
1982-85 ........................ 524.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Interior Upholstery
Vinyl Upholstery Colors

01
black

02
red

08
med. blue

15
maroon

20
palomino

57
charcoal

70
navy blue

Encore Velour Colors

K1008510257 – charcoal

01
black

02
bright red

08
royal blue

15
burgundy

57
dk charcoal

70
navy blue

K1008700201 –
black/silver velour upholstery
1985-86

K1009200201 – black
1987-92

Vinyl Upholstery Colors

1982-84 Camaro Standard Upholstery
Original style standard seat upholstery for 1982-84 standard interior Camaro models.
This upholstery is designed and manufactured to OEM speciﬁcations and includes
correct Madrid grain vinyl or encore velour inserts with vertical sewn pleats. These
sets are available in the original colors and include front bucket upholstery and rear
upholstery for a solid one piece or split two piece rear seat. Each seat is manufactured
using correct patterns for an original appearance. Set includes vinyl covers for both
the front and rear seats on a standard interior Camaro models equipped with a solid
rear seat and is only sold as a complete set. Made in USA.

01
black

02
red

08
med. blue

15
maroon

20
palomino

57
charcoal

70
navy blue

57
black/
charcoal

70
navy blue/
blue

Encore Velour Colors

Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

Vinyl with Solid Rear Seats
K10085001
1982-84 .....................................................................
Vinyl with Split Rear Seats
K10085101
1982-84 .....................................................................
Encore Velour with Solid Rear Seats
K10085002
1982-84 .....................................................................
Encore Velour with Split Rear Seats
K10085102
1982-84 ....................................................................

469.99 set

01
black/silver

02
red

479.99 set

08
royal blue/
blue

15
burgundy/
burgundy

20
toast/
sandstone

529.99 set

1985-86 Camaro Standard Upholstery

529.99 set

Original style standard seat upholstery for 1985-86 Camaro models. This upholstery
is designed and manufactured to OEM speciﬁcations and includes correct Madrid
grain vinyl or encore velour inserts with vertical sewn pleats. These sets are available
in the original colors and include front bucket upholstery and rear upholstery for
a solid 1 piece or split 2 piece rear seat. Each seat is manufactured using correct
patterns for an original appearance.
Important: Red (02) and medium blue (08) encore velour are solid, not two-tone.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

black

red

K109501

brown

1983-85 L/S Conteur Seat Upholstery
Reproduction upholstery sets for 1983-85 Camaro models with the optional L/S
Conteur interior package. Features the exclusive “Camaro” insert material and
Encore velour outers.
K109501
1985
black .......................................................... 914.99 set
K109502
1985
red ............................................................. 914.99 set
K109508
1983-84
blue............................................................ 914.99 set
K109520
1983-84
brown ........................................................ 914.99 set

469.99 set
479.99 set
531.99 set
531.99 set

1987-92 Camaro Standard Upholstery
Original style standard seat upholstery for 1987-92 Camaro models. Designed and
manufactured to OEM speciﬁcations and includes correct Madrid grain vinyl or twotone encore and regal velour inserts with horizontal sewn pleats. Sets are available
in the original colors and include front bucket upholstery and rear upholstery for
a solid 1 piece or split 2 piece rear seat. Each seat is manufactured using correct
patterns for an original appearance.
Important: Red encore velour is solid, not two-tone.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

Vinyl with Solid Rear Seats
K10092001
1987-92 ...................................................................
Vinyl with Split Rear Seats
K10092101
1987-92 ...................................................................
Encore Velour with Solid Rear Seats
K10092002
1987-92 ...................................................................
Encore Velour with Split Rear Seats
K10092102
1987-92 ...................................................................

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Interior Upholstery

469.99 set
444.99 set
519.99 set
489.99 set
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blue

Vinyl with Solid Rear Seats
K10087001
1985-86 ......................................................................
Vinyl with Split Rear Seats
K10087101
1985-86 ......................................................................
Encore Velour with Solid Rear Seats
K10087002
1985-86 ......................................................................
Encore Velour with Split Rear Seats
K10087102
1985-86 .....................................................................

Interior Upholstery

K1008710420 –
sandstone
K1009300201

1987 Vinyl Colors

K1009300117

Encore Velour Colors
01
black

02
red

20
palomino

08
med. blue

57
charcoal

15
maroon

01
red/red

Deluxe Vinyl Colors

1987 Encore Velour Colors

01
black

02
torch red

56
lt. charcoal

08
royal blue

57
charcoal

20
sandstone

70
navy blue

1987 Deluxe Upholstery
Original style deluxe seat upholstery for 1987
Camaro models. Designed and manufactured to OEM
speciﬁcations and features correct Madrid grain vinyl
or Encore velour inserts with diagonal sewn pleats.
Available in the original colors and include front bucket
upholstery and rear upholstery for a solid 1 piece or
split 2 piece rear seat. Manufactured using correct
patterns for an original appearance.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

Vinyl
K10087003
K10087103
Encore Velour
K10087004
K10087104

1987
1987

with solid rear ... 439.99 set
with split rear .... 449.99 set

1987
1987

with solid rear ... 499.99 set
with split rear .... 489.99 set

27
47
57
sandstone lt/dk charcoal lt charcoal/blk

Hampton Vinyl Colors

1988-92 – black/silver front upholstery

70
navy blue

01
opal/ebony
01
black

02
red

20
palomino

08
med. blue

57
charcoal

15
maroon

70
navy blue

Deluxe Encore/Madrid Velour Colors

01
black/
silver

20
toast/
sandstone

02
torch red

56
lt. charcoal/
silver

08
med/
royal blue

15
maroon/
brick

57
black/
charcoal

70
navy/
ocean blue

02
red/ebony

17
saddle

57
granite

1993-96 Camaro Upholstery
Designed and manufactured to OEM speciﬁcations
and features correct Encore velour or Hampton vinyl
material with sewn pleats. These sets are available in
the original colors and include front bucket and rear seat
upholstery for a solid one piece rear seat. Manufactured
using correct patterns for an original appearance.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

Encore Velour Upholstery
K10093002 1993-96 complete set ... 549.99 set
Hampton Vinyl Upholstery
K10093001 1993-96 complete set ... 559.99 set

Deluxe Encore/Regal Velour Colors

01
black/silver

08
royal blue/
blue

15
burgundy/
burgundy

20
toast/
sandstone

57
black/
charcoal

70
navy blue/
blue

K1009700101

A

Interior Components

1988-92 Deluxe Upholstery

black

white

orange

1993-96 Custom Houndstooth Upholstery
Custom seat upholstery for 1993-96 Camaro models.
Made with high-quality Madrid grain vinyl outers and
reproduction Houndstooth cloth inserts.
Front
A9190101
1993-96
black ........... 464.99 pr
A9190110
1993-96
white........... 464.99 pr
A9190111
1993-96
orange......... 464.99 pr
Rear
A9190201
1993-96
black ........... 369.99 set
A9190210
1993-96
white........... 349.99 set
A9190211
1993-96
orange......... 349.99 set
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Original style deluxe seat upholstery for 1988-92
Camaro models. This upholstery is designed and
manufactured to OEM speciﬁcations and features
correct Madrid grain vinyl, two-tone Encore and
Regal velour material or two-tone Encore and Madrid
velour material inserts with sewn pleats. These sets are
available in the original colors and include front bucket
upholstery and rear upholstery for a solid 1 piece or
split 2 piece rear seat. Each seat is manufactured using
correct patterns for an original appearance.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

Vinyl
K10092003 1988-92
K10092103 1988-92
Encore/Madrid Velour
K10092004 1988-92
K10092104 1988-92
Encore/Regal Velour
K10092005 1988-92
K10092105 1988-92

with solid rear .. 469.99 set
with split rear ... 469.99 set
with solid rear .. 508.99 set
with split rear ... 519.99 set
with solid rear .. 508.99 set
with split rear ... 519.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Encore Velour Colors

27
47
57
sandstone dk. charcoal lt. charcoal

Hampton Vinyl Colors

01
ebony

17
saddle

25
42
med. opal lt. sandalwd

1997-02 Standard Upholstery
Designed and manufactured to OEM speciﬁcations using
Encore velour or Hampton vinyl material with vertical
sewn pleats. Sets are available in the original colors and
include front bucket upholstery and rear upholstery for
a solid one piece rear seat. Each seat is manufactured
using correct patterns for an original appearance.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering

Encore Velour Upholstery
K10097002 1997-02 complete set ... 599.99 set
Hampton Vinyl Upholstery
K10097001 1997-02 complete set ... 599.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

1967-81 Touring II Seats

The support, detail and value that the Touring II seats offer is simply unmatched by any
other seat! Touring II seats are manufactured using the proven Procar® seat assembly
and covered in high-quality, restoration grade upholstery that mimics the original
designs and details. The steel seat frame is TIG welded and EDP coated for strength

A9191110

A9191001

A9191844

1967-68 Vinyl Colors

01
black

02
red

03
lt blue

and durability. The seat back offers 20 reclining positions and includes an 18 position
sliding seat track for a whole new level of adjustability and comfort. Seats include
optional headrests (not preinstalled on seats). Rear seat upholstery sold separately.

Important: Requires Procar mounting adapters, sold separately. Add two digit color code when
ordering. Note: Shipped triple oversize.
OS3

A9191307

1977-79 Vinyl Colors

05
08
09
gold med. blue ivy gold

04
blue
1979

01
black
1977-79

10
white
1977-79

20
camel
1978-79

1969 Vinyl Colors

01
black

02
red

10
white

01-black

10-pearl/parchment

1969 Deluxe Houndstooth Colors

14
12
13
dk blue dk green med green

22
green
1978

1971-72 Vinyl Colors

39
green
1979

54
carmine
1978-79

88
dk ﬁrethorn
1977

1980-81 Vinyl Colors

10
13
12
white dark blue dark grn

01
black

A9191501

A9191611

1968 Deluxe Houndstooth Colors

02
red
1980-81

01
black
1980-81

01 – black

10 – pearl/parch

11 – orange

1969 Deluxe Comfortweave Colors

12
dark blue
1980-81

01
black

02
red

10
white

12
dk blue

13
dk grn

1970 Deluxe Comfortweave Colors
18
dark saddle

35
tan

44
46
sandalwd jade grn

76
covert

20
camel
1980

1973 Vinyl Colors

17
camel
1981

69
silver
1980-81

54
carmine
1980-81

1967 Deluxe Vinyl Colors
01
black

18
dark saddle

28
beige

39
green

01
02
04
05
06
07
32
black
red
bt blue gold
turq
parch yellow
w/white w/black w/white w/white w/dk turq w/black w/black
stripe stripe stripe stripe stripe stripe stripe

1974-76 Vinyl Colors

01
black

02
red

10
white

1968 Deluxe Vinyl Colors

18
dark saddle
OS3

24
saddle

28
beige

39
green

88
74
lt buckskin dk ﬁrethorn

pr
ea
ea
ea
ea

1969 Standard Vinyl
1969 front buckets .... 1066.99
1969 coupe rear ........ 109.99
1969 convertible rear 109.99
1969 fold down rear.. 109.99

pr
ea
ea
ea

A91911
K10369001
K10369101
K10369201

1971-72 Standard Vinyl
A91918
1971-72 front buckets .... 1066.99 pr
K10371001 1971-72 rear bench ........ 139.99 ea

02
red

06
turq

08
md blue

09
ivy

25
pearl

1974-76 Standard Vinyl
Madrid Grain Outer w/Oxen Grain Inserts – Vinyl
A91920
1974-76 front buckets .... 1066.99 pr
K10376
1974-76 rear upholstery 139.99 ea
1977-79 Standard Vinyl
Sierra Grain Outer w/Oxen Grain Inserts – Vinyl
A91921
1977-79 front buckets .... 1066.99 pr
K10377
1977-78 rear upholstery 148.99 ea
K10378
1979
rear upholstery 139.99 ea
1980-81 Standard Vinyl
Sierra Grain Outer w/Oxen Grain Inserts – Vinyl
A91922
1980-81 front buckets .... 1066.99 pr
K10379
1980-81 rear upholstery 139.99 ea

1973 Standard Vinyl
Madrid Grain Outer w/Turbo Grain Inserts – Vinyl
A91919
1973
front buckets .... 1066.99 pr
K10375
1973
rear upholstery 139.99 ea

24
44
saddle sandalwd

A91912
K10367002
K10367102
K10367202

1967 Deluxe Vinyl
1967 front buckets .... 1066.99 pr
1967 coupe rear ........ 119.99 ea
1967 convertible rear 119.99 ea
1967 fold down rear.. 119.99 ea

A91913
K10368002
K10368102
K10368202

1968 Deluxe Vinyl
1968 front buckets .... 1066.99 pr
1968 coupe rear ........ 119.99 ea
1968 convertible rear 119.99 ea
1968 fold down rear.. 119.99 ea

1968 Deluxe Houndstooth
A91914
1968 front buckets .... 1137.99
K10368003 1968 coupe rear ........ 159.99
K10368103 1968 convertible rear 159.99
K10368203 1968 fold down rear.. 159.99

pr
ea
ea
ea

1969 Deluxe Houndstooth
A91916
1969 front buckets .... 1139.99
K10369003 1969 coupe rear ........ 165.99
K10369103 1969 convertible rear 165.99
K10369203 1969 fold down rear.. 165.99

pr
ea
ea
ea

1969 Deluxe Comfortweave
A91915
1969 front buckets .... 1066.99
K10369002 1969 coupe rear ........ 184.99
K10369102 1969 convertible rear 184.99
K10369202 1969 fold down rear.. 184.99

pr
ea
ea
ea

1970 Deluxe Comfortweave
A91917
1970 front buckets .... 1066.99 pr
K10370002 1970 rear bench ........ 222.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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1967-68 Standard Vinyl
A91910
1967-68 front buckets .... 1066.99
K10367001 1967-68 coupe rear ........ 109.99
K10367101 1967-68 convertible rear 109.99
K10367201 1967
fold down rear.. 109.99
K10368201 1968
fold down rear.. 109.99

01
black

01
04
13
black bright blue dkgreen

Bucket Seats

10"

12"

Traditional Rally

P801175

New Rally XL wide body
for maximum comfort

P811015MR

BK
black

MR
maroon

BE
beige

DLX Bucket Seats
The Rally DLX series seat features classy stitching and
styling while maintaining the same comfort and lateral
support of the traditional Rally seat. Sold as a pair.
Includes seat sliders. Mounting adapters sold separately.
Important: Please add two letter color code when ordering.
OS2
Note: Shipped double oversize.
P811041

P811001BE

P811015

DLX Series with Headrest
vinyl ................................... 755.99 pr

Rally and Rally XL Bucket Seats

P801161BE

Procar Rally seats start a with durable TIG welded steel
frame, pronounced side bolsters and vertical stitching
for a vintage appearance. Seats features a map pocket
on the seat back and one touch recline. Available with
adjustable headrest or as a low back seat without a
headrest. The new Procar Rally XL series seats have
the same overall dimensions as the original Procar Rally
seats, but features a redesigned bottom seat foam that is
2" wider for maximum comfort. Sold as a pair. Includes
seat sliders. Mounting adapters sold separately.

Vinyl Colors
BK
black

Velour

RD
red

MR
maroon

WH
white

Interior Components
A

GR
gray

BKBK
blk/blk

BE
beige

P814001BK

38

Velour

BKBK
blk/blk

Rally Recliner with Headrest
P811001
vinyl ................................ 719.99
P811003
velour .............................. 827.99
P811007
vinyl/velour ..................... 827.99
P811041*
black vinyl/houndstooth .. 926.99
P811005
black leather .................... 1493.99
P811011
bare/uncovered ................ 593.99
Rally XL Series with Headrest
P811019
vinyl ................................ 755.99
P811021
velour .............................. 872.99
P811023
vinyl/velour ..................... 872.99
P811025
black leather .................... 1565.99
P811027
bare/uncovered ................ 629.99
Rally Low Back without Headrest
P812001
vinyl ................................ 692.99
P812003
velour .............................. 800.99
P812007
vinyl/velour ..................... 800.99
P812005
black leather .................... 1439.99
P812011
bare/uncovered ................ 575.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

Procar Bucket Seats

BE
beige

BK
black

GR
gray

RD
red

WH
BE
white beige

BK GR
black gray

Pro-90 Reclining Bucket Seats
Get modern comfort at an affordable price. Available
with adjustable headrest or as a low back seat. Sold
as a pair. Includes seat sliders. Mounting adapters
sold separately.
Important: Please add the two letter color code when
OS2
ordering. Note: Shipped double oversize.

P814001
P814003
P814011
Pro-90
P815001
P815003
P815011

BKGR
blk/gray

BKRD
blk/red

BE
beige

Velour/Velour
BKGR
blk/gray

Elite 1100 and 1200 Series Bucket Seats

Vinyl/Velour
BKGR
blk/gray

GR
gray

Vinyl/Velour

Vinyl Colors
BK
black

BK
black

P815001WH

Vinyl Colors
GR
gray

MR
WH
maroon white

RD
red

Velour

Important: Please add the two or four letter color code
when ordering.
Note: *Black only. Shipped double oversize.
OS2

BK
black

GR
gray

Pro-90 with Headrest
vinyl .................................. 541.99 pr
velour ................................ 656.99 pr
bare seat ............................ 440.99 pr
Low Back without Headrest
vinyl .................................. 476.99 pr
velour ................................ 593.99 pr
bare seat ............................ 417.99 pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

The Elite series seats feature one touch backrest
adjustment, map pockets, adjustable headrest and a
TIG welded steel frame. For those seeking further
adjustability, the Elite series 1200 seats features an
adjustable lumbar support knob allowing you to adjust the
seat back perfectly to your comfort level. Sold as a pair.
Includes seat sliders. Mounting adapters sold separately.
Important: Please add the two or four letter color code
when ordering. Note: Shipped double oversize.
OS2

Elite Series 1100
P801147
vinyl ................................ 655.99 pr
P801161
velour .............................. 746.99 pr
P801151
vinyl/velour ..................... 746.99 pr
P801153
velour/velour ................... 746.99 pr
P801155
black leather .................... 1485.99 pr
P801157
bare/uncovered ................ 531.99 pr
Elite Series 1200 with Lumbar Support
Note: Elite series 1200 vinyl available exclusively in black,
gray, white, and beige.

P801171
P801173
P801175
P801177

vinyl ................................ 749.99 pr
velour .............................. 845.99 pr
black leather .................... 1529.99 pr
bare/uncovered ................ 611.99 pr

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Bucket Seats

81204

1967-02 Seat Mounting Adapters
P801189GR

12"

14"

P801179BK

Vinyl

Traditional
Sportsman Pro

New Sportsman Pro XL
wide body for maximum
comfort

GR
gray

BK
black

WH
white

Vinyl/Velour
BKBK
blk/blk

BE
beige

Velour
BK
black

GR
gray

Seat adapters are designed to make the transition
from original seats to Pro-Series easy. Each adapter
is designed to allow the seat to be installed for each
year listed.
81204
1967-69
LH ....................... 74.99 ea
81205
1967-69
RH ...................... 74.99 ea
81176
1970-74
LH ....................... 74.99 ea
81177
1970-74
RH ...................... 74.99 ea
81178
1975-81
LH ....................... 74.99 ea
81179
1975-81
RH ...................... 74.99 ea
81168
1982-92
LH ....................... 74.99 ea
81169
1982-92
RH ...................... 74.99 ea
811068 1993-02
LH ....................... 74.99 ea
811069 1993-02
RH ...................... 74.99 ea

Classic 1500 & 1550 Series Seats
The perfect answer for muscle car owners who prefer
a classic stock look. The Classic series seats feature
a TIG welded steel tube frame and injection molded
seat foam along with adjustable headrest, incline and
recline. Available with or without a headrest. Sold
as a pair. Includes seat sliders. Mounting adapters
sold separately.
Note: Please add the two or four letter color code
when ordering. Shipped double oversize.

P816001GR

P816001RD

Vinyl with
Black Vinyl Side Trim
BK
black

GR
lt gray

RD
red

OS2

Classic 1500 with Headrest
P801179
vinyl ................................. 647.99 pr
P801181
velour ............................... 764.99 pr
P801183
vinyl/velour ...................... 764.99 pr
P801185
black leather ..................... 1512.99 pr
P801187
bare/uncovered ................. 607.99 pr
Classic 1550 Low Back w/out Headrest
P801189
vinyl ................................. 593.99 pr
P801191
velour ............................... 710.99 pr
P801193
vinyl/velour ...................... 769.99 pr
P801195
black leather ..................... 1412.99 pr
P801197
bare/uncovered ................. 548.99 pr

Black Vinyl with
Velour Insert

Vinyl

BK
black

GR
gray

WH
white

BE
beige

RD
red

Velour

BK
black

GR
gray

Rally & Pro-90 Coupe Rear Seat Upholstery
BKBK
blk vinyl w/
blk velour

GRBK
blk vinyl w/
gray velour

RDBK
blk vinyl w/
red velour

Complete the interior of your 1967-69 Firebird with rear
vinyl seat upholstery to match your PROCAR Rally
or Pro-90 seats. PROCAR rear vinyl seat upholstery
matches their Rally or Pro-90 style front seats and easily
installs on your existing factory rear seat.

BLBK
blk vinyl w/
blue velour

Pro Bucket Seats

Important: Please add the two or four letter color code
when ordering.
OS2
Note: Shipped double oversize.

P816001
P816009
P818021
P818022

Sportsman Pro
vinyl ...................................
vinyl/velour ........................
Sportsman Pro XL
vinyl ...................................
vinyl/velour ........................

436.99 pr
436.99 pr
455.99 pr
455.99 pr

P817003BL
P817001BE

Vinyl
BK
black

Velour

BE
beige

BK
black

GR
gray

RD
red

BL
blue

Rave Reclining Bucket Seats
Get high tech style and generous lateral support!
These seats are built around a TIG welded steel
frame and feature openings to accommodate 5 point
racing harnesses, an integrated one touch recliner
mechanism, large bolsters, and a ﬁxed headrest. Sold
as a pair. Includes seat sliders. Mounting adapters
sold separately.
Note: Please add two letter color code when
ordering. Shipped double oversize.

P817001
P817003

OS2

vinyl .................................. 721.99 pr
velour ................................ 721.99 pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Note: When applicable add two letter color code when ordering.

Rally Style Rear Seat Upholstery
Upholstery for Deluxe Rear Seat
821071
specify vinyl color................ 139.99 ea
822071
specify velour color.............. 174.99 ea
823071
specify velour/vinyl color .... 174.99 ea
Upholstery for Deluxe 1968-69 Fold Down Seat
821072
specify vinyl color................ 139.99 ea
822072
specify velour color.............. 174.99 ea
Pro-90 Style Rear Seat Upholstery
Upholstery for Convertible or Deluxe Rear Seat
821073
specify vinyl color................ 139.99 ea
Upholstery for Deluxe Rear Seat
822073
specify velour color.............. 174.99 ea
823073
specify velour/vinyl color .... 174.99 ea
Upholstery for Deluxe 1968-69 Fold Down Seat
807451
black vinyl............................ 141.99 ea
807452
gray vinyl ............................. 141.99 ea
807453
white vinyl ........................... 141.99 ea
807454
beige vinyl............................ 141.99 ea
807458
red vinyl ............................... 141.99 ea
807461
black velour.......................... 184.99 ea
807462
gray velour ........................... 184.99 ea

Procar Bucket Seats

39
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The TIG welded steel frames and injection molded
foam offer maximum durability and comfort. Features
pass-throughs for 5 point harnesses and large bolsters
to stand up to hard cornering. A ﬁxed headrest and a
micro recliner mechanism provide maximum comfort,
while a lever release allows easy access behind the seat.
The new Procar Sportsman Pro XL seat has the same
dimensions as the Sportsman Pro but features a redesigned bottom seat foam that is 2" wider for maximum
comfort. Available in vinyl with black vinyl side trim
or black vinyl with colored velour insert. Includes seat
sliders. Fits left or right side. Sold as a pair. Mounting
adapters sold separately.

Performance Seating
Forza Fixed Back Race Seat

Reclining Sport Seat

The Forza racing seat
combines comfort and
safety with affordability.
Features 3, 4, and 5 point
harness capability, thigh
and kidney bolster supports
and a comfortable ﬁxed
back. Made from a strong,
lightweight, tubular steel
frame and high density
injection molded foam for
ultimate comfort. Available
in black, blue, or red cloth
with leatherette high wear
patches. Will ﬁt up to a 36"
waist comfortably. Sold individually.

The reclining Sport Seat
is designed to keep the
stock look but with a
sportier edge and feel.
Features thigh and
kidney bolster supports,
adjustable headrest and
seat recline. Made from
a strong, lightweight,
tubular steel frame
and high density
injection molded
foam for ultimate
comfort. Available in
cloth, vinyl, or vinyl
with cloth inserts.
Comfortably ﬁts up to
40" waist. Sold in pairs.

CB29105

CB29101

Note: Mounting brackets with seat tracks sold separately. Shipped double oversize.

CB29101
CB29105
CB29107

OS2

black cloth........................................................................ 248.99 ea
blue cloth ......................................................................... 239.99 ea
red cloth ........................................................................... 248.99 ea

CR1 Reclining Racing Seat
The CR1 racing seat is an
industry favorite combining
looks, durability, comfort
and style. Features 3 and
4 point harness capability,
multiple bolster supports
and reclining seat back.
Made from a strong,
lightweight, tubular steel
frame and high density
injection molded foam for
ultimate comfort. Available
in cloth with leatherette
CBL20909
high wear patches,
CB20907
microsuede with leather
high wear patches and 100% black leather. The CR1 standard seats will ﬁt up to a
36" waist while the CR1 wide will accommodate up to a 40" waist. Sold in pairs.

Note: Mounting brackets with seat
tracks sold separately. Shipped double oversize.

CB90001
CB90013
CB90090
CB90011
CB90099

CB90011

CB90090

OS2

black cloth........................................................................
black vinyl .......................................................................
gray vinyl .........................................................................
black vinyl with cloth ......................................................
gray vinyl with cloth ........................................................

RRB
CB849011

637.99
617.99
617.99
637.99
599.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

RRX
CB949011

Note: Mounting brackets with seat tracks sold separately. Shipped double oversize.

OS2
CR1 Standard Seats
CB20901
black cloth .................................................................. 829.99 pr
CB20905
blue cloth.................................................................... 829.99 pr
CB20907
red cloth ..................................................................... 829.99 pr
CB20909
gray cloth ................................................................... 829.99 pr
CBS20901
black microsuede ....................................................... 969.99 pr
CBS20909
black/gray microsuede ............................................... 969.99 pr
CBL20901
black leather ............................................................... 1251.99 pr
CR1 Wide Seats
CB20902
black cloth .................................................................. 969.99 pr
CBS20902
black microsuede ....................................................... 1119.99 pr
CBS20910
black/gray microsuede ............................................... 1119.99 pr

A
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A4 Reclining Racing Seat
The A4 racing seat is
designed for smaller
interiors and applications
with minimal headroom.
Features 3 and 4 point
harness capability, multiple
bolster supports and
seat recline. Made from
a strong, lightweight,
tubular steel frame and
high density injection
molded foam for ultimate
comfort. Available in cloth
with leatherette high wear
patches, microsuede with
CB60095
CBS60099
leather high wear patches
and 100% black leather. Fits up to a 36" waist comfortably. Sold in pairs.
Note: Mounting brackets with seat tracks sold separately.
Shipped double oversize.

CB60091
CB60095
CB60097
CBS60091
CBS60099
CBL60091
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OS2

black cloth ................................................................... 777.99
blue cloth ..................................................................... 739.99
red cloth ....................................................................... 777.99
black microsuede ......................................................... 917.99
black/gray microsuede ................................................. 917.99
black leather................................................................. 1157.99

Corbeau Seating

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

RRS
CB749012

RRS
CB749013

RRS
CB749031

RRS
CB749011

Sportline RRB, RRX, and RRS Racing Seats
The new Sportline series of seats by Corbeau have a look and feel that is second
to none. Each seat features superior comfort, style and support, plus top of the line
injection molded foam, bolsters that hold you in the right spots, and harness capability.
RRB seats feature thigh bolsters that come into contact with the back of the seat.
This gives you that racing bucket look of a ﬁxed back seat, while maintaining the
convenience of a reclining seat. The RRX and RRS seats feature a perfect blend of
aggressive lateral bolster support but with the comfort of a daily driver. Whether you
are on the street, the track, or off-road, you can’t go wrong with the RRX and RRS
seats. Each seat has a base height of only 2-1/2" between the ﬂoor and where you
would sit. This is ideal for minimal headroom applications or for drivers wearing
helmets. Choose between cloth, vinyl, carbon vinyl, and diamond stitched patterns.
Seats will ﬁt up to a 38" waist. Sold in pairs.
Note: Mounting brackets with seat tracks sold separately. Shipped double oversize.

RRB
CB849011
RRX
CB949011
RRS
CB749013
CB749012
CB749031
CB749011

OS2

black cloth with carbon vinyl ...................................... 867.99 pr
black cloth and vinyl with black carbon vinyl............. 867.99 pr
black vinyl with black diamond stitch .........................
black vinyl with white diamond stitch ........................
white vinyl with black stitch .......................................
black vinyl with carbon vinyl on rear ..........................

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

867.99
867.99
867.99
867.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Performance Seating
R100 Racing Seats
Sparco R100 street car seats draw
on years of racing experience to
offer the ultimate in comfort
and performance. The R100’s
ergonomic design cradles and
protects the driver against even
the most extreme lateral forces.
They are reclinable via a
double adjuster lever and
feature track style padded
bolsters covered in durable
OEM quality fabric.
Accepts 4 point harnesses.
Mounting brackets and
tracks not included.
SP96101

CBS20309

single locking slider

double locking slider

Note: *Vinyl seat cover construction.
black cloth

gray microsuede

black leather

GTS II Reclining Seat
The GTS II reclining seat combines a stock look with
a sporty edge and feel. Features an adjustable headrest,
thigh and kidney bolster supports and a reclining back.
Made from a strong, lightweight, tubular steel frame,
and high density injection molded foam for ultimate
comfort. Will ﬁt up to a 38" waist comfortably. Sold
in pairs.
Note: Mounting brackets with seat tracks sold
separately. Shipped double oversize.

CB20301
CB20309
CBS20301
CBS20309
CBL20301
CBLS20301
CBLS20309

OS2

black cloth ...................... 797.99
gray cloth ....................... 797.99
black microsuede ........... 897.99
black/gray microsuede ... 897.99
black leather ................... 1177.99
blk leather w/blk microsuede 1177.99
blk leather w/gray microsuede 1159.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

CB649013 –
carbon vinyl
w/red stitching

SP96101
SP96102
SP96108
SP96125
SP96101V*

black with black trim .....
black with red trim ........
black with blue trim .......
black with gray trim ......
black with black trim .....

329.99
329.99
329.99
329.99
329.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

F200 Racing Seats
Sparco F200 street car seats draw
on years of racing experience to
offer the ultimate in comfort
and performance. The F200 is
ergonomically designed to cradle
and protect the driver against
even the most extreme lateral
forces. This racing inspired
seat is crafted from highquality fabric with contrast
stitching and signature
Sparco embroidery. The
F200 is one of the most
popular aftermarket
seats on the market
for a reason, it offers
unmatched comfort, styling
SP91702
and performance all at a great value.
Accepts 4 point harnesses. Mounting brackets
and tracks not included.
SP91701
black with black inserts ...... 409.99 ea
SP91702
red with black inserts .......... 409.99 ea
SP91708
blue with black inserts ........ 409.99 ea

1967-02 Seat Brackets with Sliders
These custom seat brackets will make the installation
of your Corbeau bucket seats a breeze. Unlike universal
seat brackets that may require drilling, these brackets
are designed to use the factory bucket seat mounting
locations. Each bracket includes seat tracks and is
available with single or double locking sliders. Single
locking sliders are recommended for normal use, while
the double locking sliders feature an additional locking
pin, suitable for more aggressive driving or track use.
Sold individually.
Important: Please add sufﬁx to part number when placing
order: A = Single Locking Tracks; B = Double Locking
Tracks. Picture for reference purposes only.

CBD204
CBD205
CBD176
CBC2034L
CBC2034R
CBC2018L
CBC2018R
CBC2024L
CBC2024R
CBD1068
CBD1069

1967-69
1967-69
1970-74
1975-79
1975-79
1980-81
1980-81
1982-92
1982-92
1993-02
1993-02

LH
RH
LH/RH
LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH

Single
123.99 ea
123.99 ea
123.99 ea
123.99 ea
123.99 ea
123.99 ea
123.99 ea
123.99 ea
123.99 ea
123.99 ea
123.99 ea

Double
123.99 ea
123.99 ea
129.99 ea
129.99 ea
129.99 ea
129.99 ea
129.99 ea
129.99 ea
129.99 ea
124.99 ea
124.99 ea

Chrono Racing Seats
CB649011 –
Evolution

CB649014 –
carbon vinyl
w/black stitching

Sportline Evolution Racing Seat

Note: Mounting brackets with seat tracks sold separately.
Shipped double oversize.

OS2
Evolution
CB649011 red stitch ........................... 847.99 pr
CB649012 black stitch ....................... 847.99 pr
Evolution X – Fixed Back Seat (Sold Individually)
CB649013 red stitch – LH/RH ........... 398.99 ea
CB649014 black stitch – LH/RH ....... 398.99 ea

Note: *Vinyl seat cover construction.

Standard Size Seats
SP95901
1967-02
SP95901V* 1967-02
Large Size Seat
SP95901L
1967-02

cloth .......... 509.99 ea
vinyl .......... 509.99 ea
cloth .......... 509.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

SP9036

Seat Brackets and Sliders
Sparco seat bases utilize the factory seat mounting
points on each vehicle’s ﬂoor and provide a stable,
ﬂat surface for mounting your Sparco seat. They are
constructed with 3/16" thick steel and powder coated in
a black wrinkle ﬁnish to provide a strong, long-lasting,
and ﬂex free mount. Sparco recommends combining
their seats with their double locking sliders for street
applications. Sold individually.
Seat Sliders
SP493
1967-02 all ...................... 89.99 ea
Seat Brackets
SP9036L 1967-69 driver side ......... 149.99 ea
SP9036R 1967-69 passenger side ... 149.99 ea
SP9134L 1970-74 driver side ......... 149.99 ea
SP9134R 1970-74 passenger side ... 149.99 ea
SP9058L 1982-92 driver side ......... 149.99 ea
SP9058R 1982-92 passenger side ... 149.99 ea
SP9059L 1993-02 driver side ......... 149.99 ea
SP9059R 1993-02 passenger side ... 149.99 ea
Hardware Kit
SP50001
1967-02 base to seat – all
9.99 ea

Performance Seating
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The new Sportline series of seats by Corbeau have a
look and feel that is second to none. Each seat features
superior comfort, style, and support, plus top of the
line injection molded foam, bolsters that hold you in
the right spots, and harness capability. The Evolution
and Evolution X are the newest additions to the
Sportline series of seats, with the Evolution being
a reclining racing seat and the Evolution X being a
ﬁxed back racing seat. Each seat has a base height of
only 2-1/2" between the ﬂoor and where you would
sit. This is ideal for minimal headroom applications
or for drivers wearing helmets. Seats feature black
vinyl with carbon vinyl accents and are handcrafted
with your choice of red or black offset stitching. Seats
will ﬁt up to approximately a 38" waist.

Sparco has drawn on their years of
racing experience and their
intensive design collaboration
with Lamborghini to develop the
Chrono Road seats. The Chrono
Road features aggressive side
and thigh bolsters and a full
suspension bottom to cradle
and protect the driver
against even the most
extreme lateral forces.
The Lamborghini
inspired design cues
are highlighted by
white contrast
stitching on the
exterior and stylish
SP95901
seat and back padding for
extra comfort. They are reclinable with a double
adjuster lever and accepts 4 point harnesses.
Mounting brackets and tracks not included.
Available in your choice of two sizes.

Seat Components
1967-81 Upholstery Installation Sets

1967-70 Bucket Seat Support Side Springs

These padding sets for
1967-81 Camaro seats
include everything the
professionals use to
insulate and pad seat
frames prior to installing
new upholstery.

The side springs
include two
springs with
attaching clips
K113
for one bucket seat. Will refresh the
support of your bucket seats
Fits standard or deluxe interiors!
K113
1967-69 seat bottom .............. 23.99 pr
K170
1970
................................. 24.99 pr

AK50105

Note: *Shipped oversize.

OS1

Front Bucket Seats
This bucket seat upholstery installation kit includes:
burlap, listing wire, and 2" felt.
AK50103 1967-69
........................ 61.99 set
AK50101 1971-81
........................ 25.99 set
Front Bench Seats
This front bench seat upholstery installation kit
includes: 1-1/2" foam, cotton roll, burlap, listing wire,
muslin, and 2" felt.
AK50104* 1967-69
........................ 235.99 set
Rear Seats
This rear bench seat upholstery installation kit includes:
1-1/2" foam, cotton roll, burlap, listing wire, and muslin.
AK50102* 1967-72
........................ 235.99 set
AK50105 1973-81 foam only ........ 267.99 set

K10010

Upholstery Installation Kits
Classic Industries® offers upholstery installation kits that
include hog ring pliers and enough hog rings to install
one complete upholstery set. The pliers provided with
the deluxe kit are considered heavy-duty and easier to
work with when installing upholstery.
K10000
basic kit .............................. 10.99 kit
K10010
professional kit ................... 28.99 kit
K10010A
60 piece hog ring kit .......... 6.99 kit

Molded to ﬁt a
variety of applications
Each seat foam is molded
with correct contours to give
your seats a quality original
appearance. We recommend
installing new seat foam using
Classic Industries®
reproduction upholstery.
Choose from a variety
of years and models
depending on
your requirements.
SF125

1967-69 Bucket Seat Support Spring
One of the most
commonly
overlooked
items when
replacing your
upholstery
are the seat
springs located
SS202
behind the seat
foam. The seat
bottom springs
include
attaching side
support springs.
The side springs
include 2 springs with
attaching clips for use
with 1 bucket seat. Highly
SS201
recommended to restore
the shape and comfort of your bucket seats. Fits
standard or deluxe interiors.
Note: 1969 models originally included the seat back
springs molded into the foam. Welding is required
when installing complete seat springs. Professional
installation recommended.

SS202
SS212
SS201
SS211

1967-68
1969
1967-68
1969

seat back ...............
seat back ...............
seat bottom ...........
seat bottom ...........

79.99
79.99
79.99
79.99

1970-81 Standard or Deluxe Seat Foam
Reproduction seat foam for 1970-81 Camaro models.
Manufactured using high grade foam completely
molded for an authentic appearance. Includes correctly
molded seams allowing an OEM appearance.
Note: Shipped oversize.

Front
SF124
SF124PR
SF124
SF124PR
SF124
SF124PR
SF125
SF125PR
SF125
SF125PR
SF126
SF126PR
Rear
SF139

OS1

1970
1970
1970
1970
1970
1970
1971-81
1971-81
1971-73
1971-73
1977-81
1977-81

standard ..............
standard ..............
deluxe .................
deluxe .................
Comfortweave ....
Comfortweave ....
standard ..............
standard ..............
LT/deluxe ............
LT/deluxe ............
deluxe except LT
deluxe except LT

149.99
269.99
149.99
269.99
149.99
269.99
174.99
269.99
174.99
269.99
174.99
269.99

ea
pr
ea
pr
ea
pr
ea
pr
ea
pr
ea
pr

1970-81

standard .............. 229.99 set

ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-69 Standard and Deluxe Seat Foam
A8100251

A
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1967-81 Seat Burlap Set
Reproduction seat burlap set for 1967-81 Camaro
models. Originally installed between the seat springs
and the seat foam to help distribute the weight evenly
onto the seat springs. Cut in the correct patterns and
includes integral wires for a direct replacement.
Coupe
A8100251 1967-69 front or rear .... 234.99 set
A8100256 1967-69 front only........ 129.99 set
A8100257 1967-81 rear only ......... 239.99 set
Convertible
A8100252 1967-69 front or rear .... 234.99 set

Universal Seat Foam
Our universal ﬁt seat foam sheet is a high density
sheet foam suitable for all non-molded rear seats,
front bench seats or wagon seats. White in color for
no show through, 1 piece covers one backrest or 1
cushion. Order 2 pieces for a full seat.
OS1
Note: Shipped oversize.

SF119
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universal

68" x 36" x 1.5" ... 59.99 ea

Seat Components

Why waste time
trying to install new
upholstery on top
of old seat foam?
Get a quality ﬁt and
original appearance
by replacing your
seat foam with
Classic Industries®
reproduction
seat foams!
Manufactured as
close to original
density as possible for
or
authenticity and ﬁt. Take
the hassle out of installing
alling
your new set of upholstery
olstery
by adding OEM style seat foam.

SF143

SF101

Important: *Includes support spring installed in the upper
seat foam, which was original on some late 1969 models.
Note: Shipped oversize.

Standard Upholstery
SF101
1967-68
SF101PR 1967-68
SF102
1969
SF102PR 1969
SF115*
1969
SF115PR* 1969
Deluxe Upholstery
SF102
1967
SF102PR 1967
SF104
1968
SF104PR 1968
SF105
1969
SF105PR 1969
SF116*
1969
SF116PR* 1969

SF135

OS1

.............................
.............................
without spring .....
without spring .....
w/built in spring ..
w/built in spring ..

99.99
161.99
99.99
161.99
119.99
215.99

ea
pr
ea
pr
ea
pr

.............................
.............................
no cloth backing ..
no cloth backing ..
without spring .....
without spring .....
w/built in spring ..
w/built in spring ..

99.99
161.99
99.99
161.99
99.99
161.99
129.99
233.99

ea
pr
ea
pr
ea
pr
ea
pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1982-92 Camaro Seat Foam
Reproduction seat foam for 1982-92 Camaro models.
Manufactured using high grade foam completely
molded for an authentic appearance. Features the
correct molded in seams for an exact replacement.
Note: *With adjustable lumbar and thigh support.
Shipped oversize.

Front
SF143
SF143*
SF133
SF134
Rear
SF135

OS1

1982
1982-83
1982-92
1984-92

pace car .................. 299.99 pr
................................ 299.99 pr
standard .................. 149.99 ea
deluxe ..................... 149.99 ea

1982-92

w/folding backrest.. 234.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Seat Components

1967-69 Bucket Seat Frame Assembly
Reproduction seat frames designed to
replace the original worn out assembly
for 1967-69 Camaro models. These
all-steel construction frames include
the seat springs, seat adjustment
slider tracks, chrome seat adjust
knob and the chrome seat back
release knob. Sold individually
for your convenience. Classic
Industries® also offers
seat covers and seat
foam for a complete
seat restoration.

1967-69 Bucket Seat Extender
Driver side bucket seat extender for 1967-69 Camaro
models. Originally a GM accessory, these extenders
set the driver seat back about 2" to provide taller
drivers with more leg room. Manufactured in heavy
gauge stamped steel and includes Grade 8 hardware.
A8100271
1967-69 driver side ........ 84.99 set

Note: One seat shipped
oversize. Two seats shipped
double oversize.

OS1

red

bright blue

dark green

white

dark saddle

dark blue

OS2

409.99 ea
409.99 ea
409.99 ea
409.99 ea
269.99
269.99
269.99
269.99

1971-78 Bucket Seat Back Panels

ea
ea
ea
ea

Replace worn or scratched seat back panels with these
rigid ABS reproductions. Produced with detailed
correct grain for an original appearance.

15453

Note: Will not ﬁt Z28 models.

1967-81 Seat Track Adjuster
Reproduction seat adjusting tracks for 1967-81 Camaro
models. These tracks mount the bucket seats to the
ﬂoor and allow the front seats to slide forward and
backward. Manufactured to OEM speciﬁcations to
replace the original brackets exactly.

14648

Narrow Rear Seat

• 1967-69 coupe with standard • 1967-69 convertible
interior and non-folding rear
with non-folding rear
• 1968-69 coupe with deluxe
• 1967 Camaro with deluxe
interior and non-folding rear
interior with non-folding rear

14488
14489
E386
153205
15453*
15454*

1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1970-74
1975-81
1975-81

1971-78
1971-78
1971-78
1971-78
1971-78
1971-78
1971-78

black .................
red ....................
bright blue ........
dark blue...........
dark green.........
white.................
dark saddle .......

107.99
119.99
119.99
119.99
119.99
119.99
119.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

LH ......................... 99.99 pr
RH ......................... 99.99 pr
lever return springs
8.99 pr
............................... 136.99 pr
LH ......................... 199.99 pr
RH ......................... 199.99 pr

1967-69 Seat Back Retainers

1967-69 Rear Seat Frame
Note: Shipped double oversize.

K7101
K7102
K7104
K7112
K7113
K7110
K7118

Note: Seat track springs are included with track adjustors.
*Not for use with power seats.

Seat back retainers for 1967-69 Camaro models.
These retainers feature the correct gauge steel and
are zinc-plated for longevity. They will work on both
1967 metal style and 1968-69 plastic style seat backs.
Can also be used to install plastic backs on 1967 seat
frames. Metal backs require 1 retainer per seat, plastic
panels require 2. Hardware not included. Sold in pairs.
748775 1967-69 .................................... 14.99 pr

Reproduction rear seat frame and springs for 196769 Camaro models. These 2 piece sets include: the
framework and the springs for both halves of the seat.
14875
14648

black
3958654

Seat Assembly with Seat Tracks
3958653 1967-68
LH ...................
3958654 1967-68
RH ...................
3958655 1969
LH ...................
3958656 1969
RH ...................
Seat Assembly without Seat Tracks
K99001
1967-68
LH ...................
K99002
1967-68
RH ...................
K99003
1969
LH ...................
K99004
1969
RH ...................

Wide Rear Seat

K7101

OS2

1967-69 with wide rear seat 599.99 set
1967-69 w/narrow rear seat .. 599.99 set

K1031 – 1967-70 red
7684910

white

black

medium blue

dark blue

red

light blue

A8100327 – sold as a pair

Note: Use ﬂexible plastic primer before recoloring with
vinyl dye.

7684910
A8100327

1967-70 black OER®......... 21.99 pr
1971-81 black ................... 39.99 pr

1967-70 Bucket Seat Side Cover Fasteners
Correct reproduction fasteners designed to attach the
plastic bucket seat side bracket covers onto the bracket.
Sold in pairs. 2 fasteners are required per bucket seat.
K114
1967-70 ...................................... 4.49 pr

hugger orange dark green

1967-70 Bucket Seat Back Panels
Replace worn or scratched seat back panels with these
rigid ABS reproductions. Produced with detailed
correct Madrid grain plastic for an original appearance.
Mounting holes are precut for easy installation. Features
original type mounting tabs. The 1967 Camaro panels
were originally manufactured in steel materials and
mounted differently from 1968-69 panels. Modiﬁcations
will be necessary to mount these panels to a 1967 seat.
K1010
1967-70
white ................... 99.99 pr
K1021
1967-70
black ................... 99.99 pr
K1031
1967-69
red ....................... 99.99 pr
K1073
1967
light blue ............. 99.99 pr
K1075
1968
medium blue ....... 99.99 pr
K1051
1969
dark blue ............. 99.99 pr
K1011
1969
hugger orange ..... 99.99 pr
K1061
1969-70
dark green ........... 99.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

SH17 – seat heater kit

1967-81 Front Seat Heater
Add comfort and pleasure to your classic Camaro with
these great seat heaters. They are safe and durable, heat
up in seconds and will quickly provide comforting
warmth through the seat cushions long before the cars
heater has a chance to heat the interior. These peel
and stick seat heater elements ﬁt under the seat cover
without detection. Features 2 temperature settings
(high/low), digital electronic controller, built in one
hour safety shut-off and is compatible with remote
start. Each seat heater is individually fused and safely
wired into the cars electrical system.
SH01 1967
deluxe interior....... 119.99 ea
SH01 1967-69
standard ................ 119.99 ea
SH18 1968
deluxe interior....... 119.99 ea
SH17 1971-81
standard interior .... 119.99 ea
SH17 1978-81
deluxe interior....... 119.99 ea

Seat Components
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1967-81 Bucket Seat Side Bracket Covers
Reproduction bucket seat side bracket covers for 196781 models. These covers are manufactured from ABS
plastic and feature the correct grain pattern. Includes
fasteners. Available in black, paint as required. One
pair required per seat.

Seat Headrests
available in all original
Camaro colors

1967 Headrest Assembly
Reproduction headrest assemblies for the 1967 Camaro
models with headrests. Manufactured using durable
urethane, molded in the correct grain for an authentic
appearance. Replace those missing or broken headrests
with new OER® reproduction headrests. Sold as a pair.
Note: Original seats without headrests do not have
provisions for mounting these headrests.

7677884

1967

black ..................... 264.99 pr

dark blue – K11512

black

red

white

hugger
orange

dark
green

moss
green

1969 Headrest Vinyl Covers
Reproduction headrest covers made from Madrid
grain vinyl materials just like our seat upholstery,
available in all 1969 colors. This is a good alternative to
replacing the entire headrest assembly. Headrest covers
feature correct stitching for an exact replacement.
Professional installation is recommended. Includes
vinyl only to recover original headrests. Not required
when purchasing headrest assemblies.
K11501
1969
black ..................... 24.99 pr
K11502
1969
red ......................... 24.99 pr
K11510
1969
white ..................... 24.99 pr
K11511
1969
hugger orange ....... 24.99 pr
K11512
1969
dark blue ............... 24.99 pr
K11513
1969
dark green ............. 24.99 pr
K11519
1969
moss green ............ 24.99 pr

black

red

gold

white

Hugger orange

dark blue

correct Madrid grain

headrests are
available with either
straight or curved
insertion bars

curved
insertion bar

moss green

dark green

straight
insertion bar

1969 Headrest Assemblies
Choose from a variety of original colors allowing quick and easy installation. Modern urethane materials with
correct Madrid grain are used to manufacturer all headrest assemblies. Straight or curved bar will insert directly
into the original seats. Sold in pairs only. The curved bars were normally installed on Camaro models produced
after April 1969. Straight bars were normally installed on pre-April 1969 models.
Straight Bar
Curved Bar
K31001
1969
black ................... 294.99 pr
K31001C 1969
black ................... 294.99 pr
K31002
1969
red ....................... 294.99 pr
K31002C 1969
red ....................... 294.99 pr
K31005
1969
gold ..................... 294.99 pr
K31005C 1969
gold ..................... 294.99 pr
K31010
1969
white ................... 294.99 pr
K31010C 1969
white ................... 294.99 pr
K31011
1969
Hugger orange .... 294.99 pr
K31011C 1969
Hugger orange .... 294.99 pr
K31012
1969
dark blue ............. 294.99 pr
K31012C 1969
dark blue ............. 294.99 pr
K31013
1969
dark green ........... 294.99 pr
K31013C 1969
dark green ........... 294.99 pr
K31019
1969
moss green .......... 294.99 pr
K31019C 1969
moss green .......... 294.99 pr

1969 Headrest Escutcheon/Bracket
The headrest escutcheon is attached to the lock bracket and
8785236
knob assembly which locks or releases the headrest. This highquality reproduction includes the lock bracket and chrome
knob assembly. This escutcheon and bracket assembly was
installed on all 1969 models that included headrests. Designed
to replace the original damaged or missing units. Originally,
8756596
chrome was installed on all Camaro models. However, we do
offer black headrest escutcheons for those who want to modify or customize the interior. Sold in pairs.
8785236
1969
chrome ............................................................................................................ 34.99 pr
8756596
1969
black (paint to match) ..................................................................................... 29.99 pr

K12201 – black

K12202 – red

K12208 – med. blue

K12209 – ivy gold

K12203 – lt. blue K12204 – bright blue

K12223 – pearl parch

K12214 – moss grn K12262 – Daytona yellow K12501 – black

K12210 – white

K12205 – gold

K12206 – turquoise K12207 – parchment

K12211 – Hugger org K12212 – dk. blue

K12213 – dk. green

K12512 – navy blue K12514 – jade green K12517 – lt. saddle K12518 – dk. saddle

Original Grain Vinyl sold by the yard!

A

Interior Components

K468154

K12536 – sandalwood

K12542 – ﬁrethorn K12529 – dk. carmine red

1968 Deluxe Interior Seat Emblems

1967-81 Upholstery Vinyl

Original style seat back emblems for 1968 deluxe
interiors match the originals exactly. Quality painting
highlights this superb reproduction.
K468154
1968 4 emblems............... 63.99 set
152637
1968 4 backing plates ...... 36.99 set
A9100209 1968 emblems and plates 94.99 set

Reproduction of the original grain upholstery vinyl used in 1967-81 Camaro interiors. If you need additional
vinyl for your seats, door panels, or anywhere in the interior, you may want to purchase additional yardage. All
material is 54" wide and sold in yards only.

1969 Yenko sYc Headrest Decals
Replace the original sYc headrest decals that were
unique to 1969 Yenko Camaro models. Sold as each.
SK302
1969 ........................................ 39.99 ea
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Headrests . Covers

Note: Colors may have up to a 10% variation due to differences in production dates.

Madrid Grain
K12201
1967-69
K12202
1967-69
K12203
1967
K12204
1967
K12205
1967
K12206
1967-68
K12207
1967
K12208
1968
K12209
1968
K12226
1968
K12210
1969
K12211
1969
K12212
1969

black ...................
red .......................
light blue .............
bright blue...........
gold .....................
turquoise .............
parchment ...........
medium blue .......
ivy gold ...............
pearl parchment ..
white ...................
hugger orange .....
dark blue .............

44.99
44.99
44.99
44.99
44.99
44.99
44.99
44.99
35.99
44.99
44.99
44.99
44.99

yd
yd
yd
yd
yd
yd
yd
yd
yd
yd
yd
yd
yd

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Madrid Grain – Continued
K12213
1969
dark green ...........
K12214
1969
moss green ..........
K12262
1969
daytona yellow ...
Elk Grain
K12501
1971-73
black ...................
K12512
1971
navy blue ............
K12514
1971
jade green............
K12517
1971-72
light saddle .........
K12518
1971-72
dark saddle ..........
K12536
1971-73
sandalwood .........
K12529
1978-81
carmine red .........
Oxen Grain
K12542
1975-76
ﬁrethorn ..............

44.99 yd
44.99 yd
64.99 yd
35.99
44.99
44.99
44.99
44.99
44.99
33.99

yd
yd
yd
yd
yd
yd
yd

31.99 yd

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Seat Replacement Parts
1967 coupe
includes
correct steel
reinforcement
on bottom

1967-70 Bucket Seat Back Rubber Stoppers
Replace worn out or missing seat stoppers with superb
OER® reproductions. Includes: 2 stoppers and 2
mounting screws.
Note: One pair required per car.

K980

1967-70 ...................................... 7.99 pr

C81

1967-69 Fold Down Rear Seat Partition
1975-81 Seat Release Cables
Reproduction seat cables for 1975-81 front bucket seats.
This cable set installs on the seat tracks and connects
them together, allowing the release mechanism to
actuate both the inner and outer tracks simultaneously.
Designed for manual style seat tracks only. Not for use
with power seats. This item is made of precision formed
high carbon steel wire with the “slip spring retainers” as
original. Sold as a pair. One pair required per vehicle.
748622
1975-81 .................................. 39.99 pr

Rubber stoppers used to keep the rear fold down seat
in the proper position when folded down. Includes 2
stoppers as shown.
C81
1967 ............................................ 8.99 pr
C81A
1968-69 ...................................... 8.99 pr

OS1

Note: Shipped oversize.

K15300
K15501
K15400
K15601

1967
1967
1968-69
1968-69

coupe ................
convertible........
coupe ................
convertible........

16.99
24.99
16.99
16.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-69 Fold Down Rear Seat Partition Holder

C81A

1967-69 Fold Down Seat Back Stoppers

Reproduction fold down seat partition. Will install on
1967-69 models with factory fold down seat. Correct
stitching is utilized for an original ﬁt and appearance.
Available in black.

1993-02 Front Seat Adj. Handle
Handle with black plastic knob allows seat to adjust
forward or backward on track. This is an Genuine GM
replacement part.
G4714
1993-02 ................................... 11.99 ea

Attaches to the vehicle behind the rear seat and holds
the bottom of the rear seat partition in place. This holder
was standard on all 1967-69 Camaro models originally
equipped with fold down rear seats. Also required when
adding a fold down rear seat.
K410
1967-69 ................................... 36.99 ea

1967-69 Rear Fold Down Seat Brackets
1967-75 Seat Back Bumper
Reproduction seat back oval bumper manufactured to
exact speciﬁcations including rubber materials with
a steel core. Applies where back seat rests against
bottom seat.
7712535
1967-70
all ......................... 5.99 ea
7712535
1973-75
with bench seat .... 5.99 ea

K75

7743261

7743260

1968-69 Seat Back Catch
OER® reproduction of the seat catch for 1968-69
Camaro models. This catch mounts to the back of the
seat and latches to the seat bottom. The catch is often
bent or broken and can become a safety hazard if not
repaired or replaced.
7743261
1968-69
LH .................... 49.99 ea
7743260
1968-69
RH .................... 49.99 ea

K15

This fold down rear seat to ﬂoor bracket was originally
found on all Camaro models equipped with a fold down
rear seat. This bracket is required when replacing or
installing a rear fold down seat. This reproduction can
be welded or bolted to the ﬂoor pan.
KS1001
1967-69 ................................. 64.99 pr

1968-69 Fold Down Seat Latch Trim
Reproduction of the rear
seat fold down latch trim for
1968-69 Camaro models with
fold down rear seat. This is a
quality reproduction that will
ﬁt and look like original.
C455251
1968-69 ............................... 29.99 ea

1967-70 Chrome Seat Knob Kit

1970-81 Front Seat
Track Adjusting Knob

G4734

1982-02 Power Seat Switch
Located on the outer portion of the driver seat, the
power seat switch is often burnt out or broken after
extensive use. Replace the switch with a reproduction
and bring the comfort back to your 1982-02 vehicle.
SW4169 1993-02
reproduction .... 98.99 ea
G4734
1993-02
power – GM .... 118.99 ea

1967 Fold Down Rear Seat Latch Catch
Item used for all 1967 fold down seats. Stamped spring
steel is EDP coated for appearance and rust protection.
C465
1967 .......................................... 11.99 pr

Black plastic knob allows seat to
adjust forward or backward on track.
G7538 1970-81
black ....................... 5.99 ea

1976-81 Seat Track Trim Cover
Reproduction of the seat track trim
cover for 1976-81 models. This is
an injected molded plastic cover
that mounts to the seat track to
keep the carpet under the tracks.
Sold individually.
3063230
1976-81 ................................ 10.99 ea

1993-02 Seat Track Adjuster
Genuine GM seat track adjustors for all 1993-02
Camaro models. Each seat track adjustor will replace
the original in every detail.
G4717
1993-02
power inner ....... 323.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1968-69 Rear Folding Seat Latch
Reproduction of the original style seat latch for all
1968-69 Camaro models with rear fold down seats.
This is the bracket assembly which allows the upper
seat to fold up and down when engaged.
CC796681
1968-69 ............................ 74.99 ea

Seat Parts
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Reproduction triple chrome-plated seat knob is
polished to give you the look your interior deserves.
Kit includes 2 chrome seat back locking knobs and 2
seat track lock knobs.
R455
1967-70
4 piece kit ............... 28.99 kit
K75
1967-70
locking knob only .. 7.99 ea
K15
1967-70
adjusting knob only 7.99 ea

Replacement Seat Belts
1967-69 GM Mark
of Excellence

1967
Fisher Coach

1968-69
GM

chrome
lift latch

reproduction seat belt
buckle including
emblem

GM Mark of
Excellence
K316
correct retractor
with molded
retractor casing

K319

1967-69 OEM Seat Belt Assembly

SB5504

chrome
Starburst

These reproduction black seat belt assemblies feature an ABS housing, correct buckle,
seat belt retractor/roller assembly (where applicable) and an original style webbed
design belt with correct patterned stitching. Complete kit includes: 2 front seat belts
and 3 rear seat belts.

Lift Latch Buckle Seat Belt Colors

Note: Seat belts do not include seat belt bolts. Attachment bolts sold separately. Rear seat
belts do not include retractor.

1967-69 Standard Front and Rear Seat Belt Assembly
Features the GM Mark of Excellence emblem found on 1967-69 models.
K319
1967-69
1 front bucket seat ....................................... 159.99
K320
1967-69
1 rear seat belt ............................................. 139.99
R173
1967-69
complete set ................................................ 529.99
1967 Camaro Deluxe Bucket Seat Belts
Features the Fisher Coach emblem found on 1967 models.
K316
1967
1 front bucket seat ....................................... 159.99
K317
1967
1 rear seat belt ............................................. 139.99
R172
1967
complete kit................................................. 529.99
1968-69 Camaro Deluxe Bucket Seat Belts
Features the GM emblem found on 1968-69 models.
K315
1968-69
1 front bucket seat ....................................... 159.99
K314
1968-69
1 rear seat belt ............................................. 149.99
R171
1968-69
complete kit................................................. 529.99

ea
ea
kit
ea
ea
kit
ea
ea
kit

01
black

02
gray

03
red

04
blue

05
tan

06
dk blue

07
green

08
09
turquoise charcoal

GM and Starburst Buckle Seat Belt Colors
01
black

02
red

04
08
brt. blue med. blue

12
dk blue

15
burgundy

25
gray

35
tan

1967-73 Three Point Conversion Seat Belts
Conversion 3 point retractable seat belts. All brackets are designed to ﬁt the factory
seat belt mounting holes for a direct ﬁt. Feature original webbing colors, with
seven panel webbing, and a standard chrome lift latch buckle. Seat belts meet
or exceed FMVSS 209/302 speciﬁcations. Includes buckle sleeves, mounting
hardware, and instructions.
Important: Will not ﬁt convertible models. Some models may require some modiﬁcation.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

Lift Latch Buckles
SB55
1967-73
front ...........................................................
GM Mark of Excellence Buckles
MC01
1967-69
front – all ...................................................
MC02
1967-68
rear .............................................................
MC03
1969
rear .............................................................
MC21
1970-73
front ...........................................................
MC22
1970-73
rear .............................................................
Chrome Starburst Buckles
MC11
1967-69
front – all ...................................................
MC12
1967-68
rear .............................................................
MC13
1969
rear .............................................................
MC31
1970-73
front ...........................................................
MC32
1970-73
rear .............................................................

A

Interior Components

GM style buckle

01
black

02
red

03
tan

04
blue

05
dark blue

08
maroon

09
green

Replacement standard OEM style retractable lap belts for 1967-69 Camaro / Firebird
models. Designed to ﬁt the factory seat belt mounting holes for a direct ﬁt. Feature
original colors, with three panel webbing, and a standard GM style buckle. Seat
belts meet or exceed FMVSS 209/302 speciﬁcations. Mounting hardware not
included, sold separately.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering seat belts.
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1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69

2 front retractable...........................................
2 front retractables and 3 rear lap belts..........
2 front, 2 shoulder and 3 rear lap belts ..........
shoulder belts non-retractable........................

Seat Belts

214.99
299.99
443.99
143.99

set
set
set
set
set

344.99
345.99
342.99
374.99
351.99

set
set
set
set
set

SB215

01
black

02
red

09
dk blue

10
tan

1967-69 Standard OEM Style Retractable Seat Belts

SB60
SB61
SB62
SB63

179.99 pr
364.99
389.99
389.99
379.99
379.99

pr
set
kit
pr

03
gray

04
burgundy

05
dk green

06
green

07
turquoise

08
blue

11
white

12
dk brown

13
silver

14
copper

15
ivory

16
orange

1967-73 Two Point Lift Latch Lap Belt
These non-retractable 2 point lap belts will work on both bucket or bench seats. Feature
original webbing colors, with seven panel webbing, and a standard chrome aviation
style lift latch buckle. Seat belts meet or exceed FMVSS 209/302 speciﬁcations.
Mounting hardware included.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

SB2

1967-73 .................................................................................... 17.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Replacement Seat Belts
black

maroon
SB152
C97103

red

blue

tan

01
black

1967-72 Aftermarket Bucket Seat Belts
The closest thing to a factory installed seat belt yet! These 2 point lap non retractable
belts are designed to offer a later style OE appearance without the high OE cost.
Unlike other seat belts which require assembly, these units are ready to bolt in and
are available in 5 popular colors. Mounting hardware not included.
Note: Sold per seat (order 2 for both bucket seats). Not to be used in conjunction with
factory shoulder harnesses. Not for use with bench seats or rear seats.

SB150
SB152
SB153
SB157
SB158

GM Mark of
Excellence

1967-72
1967-72
1967-72
1967-72
1967-72

black.................................................................
maroon .............................................................
red ....................................................................
tan ....................................................................
blue ..................................................................

Starburst

Bow Tie

21.99
21.99
21.99
21.99
21.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

03
gray

02
red

Note: These seat belts are replacements only. They are not designed to replace the original seat
belts. For original reproduction seat belts, see OER® style original replacements.

Mark of Excellence brushed style ........... 39.99 ea
Starburst brushed style ............................ 29.99 ea
Chevrolet Bow Tie black ........................... 59.99 ea

21
ﬂame red

10
tan

1982-02 OE Style Front Seat Belts
Important: Mounting hardware not included.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

C971
C973

1982-92
1993-02

MCSB2101

These 2 point black non retractable lap belts will work on both front and rear and
include all necessary hardware and installation instructions. Each seat belt is safety
tested at the factory.

09
navy

04
maroon

These OE style belts are a direct ﬁt replacement featuring seven panel nylon webbing
and are upgraded to a reliable single retractor design instead of the OE dual retractor.
coupe.............................................................. 270.99 pr
coupe.............................................................. 270.99 pr

G3588

1967-72 Two Point Seat Belts
Push Button Latch
MCSB2101
1967-72
MCSB2201
1967-72
Lift Latch
MCSB2301
1967-72

end release
buckle

G4481

1992-02 GM Front and Rear Seat Belt
Genuine GM front or rear seat belts are available for 3rd and 4th generation models.
Choose from a selection of styles and colors listed below. Subject to availability.
Front Coupe
G4457
1998-02
beige
RH ............................................ 95.99 ea
Front Convertible
G4461
1997
beige
RH ............................................ 71.99 ea
Rear Coupe
G3588
1992
gray
LH – 2 piece ............................. 48.99 ea
G3587
1992
gray
RH – 2 piece............................. 48.99 ea
G4477
1993-95
beige
RH ............................................ 134.99 ea
G4482
1998-02
beige
LH ............................................ 49.99 ea
G4481
1998-02
beige
RH ............................................ 95.99 ea
Rear Convertible
G4488
1997
beige
LH ............................................ 71.99 ea
G4487
1997
beige
RH ............................................ 71.99 ea
G4490
1998-02
beige
LH ............................................ 100.99 ea
G4489
1998-02
beige
RH ............................................ 100.99 ea

Starburst
buckle
K883F
Fisher Coach
1000
black

2007
red

2008
maroon

3000
tan

4002
blue

4004
navy

6005
gray

1974-81 Standard OEM Style Bucket Seat Belts
Replacement standard style ceiling mounted retractable seat belts for 1974-81
Camaro/Firebird models. Designed to ﬁt the factory seat belt mounting holes for
a direct ﬁt. Feature original webbing colors, with seven panel webbing, and a
standard Starburst buckle. Seat belts meet or exceed FMVSS 209/302 speciﬁcations.
Mounting hardware not included.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

SBF
SBR
SBFR

1974-81
1974-81
1974-81

front ............................................................... 269.99 pr
rear ................................................................. 159.99 pr
front and rear ................................................. 399.99 set

K883G
Mark of Excellenace

9980011
aqua emblem

9980012
blue emblem

1967-72 Seat Belt Buckle Cover and Emblem
Reproduction standard interior seat belt buckle cover includes the button and spring
assembly as well as a reproduction GM “Mark of Excellence” emblem. This is a
plastic cover used to replace front or rear seat belt covers for standard interiors,
unlike the deluxe interior models which included a die-cast buckle cover. Available
in black only, paint to desired color. The emblem features a aqua or blue background,
and a black and polished aluminum border with the “Mark of Excellence” print on
bottom. Adhesive backed and measures 7/8" x 7/8". Use as needed. Sold individually.
K883F
1967................................................................................... 24.99 ea
K883G
1968-72 ............................................................................. 24.99 ea
9980011
1967................................................................................... 5.99 ea
9980012
1968-72 ............................................................................. 5.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Seat Belts
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SBF2008

Seat Belt Accessories
G4701
G9157

G4702

G4201

1968-69 Shoulder Belt Escutcheon

SB6001L

1993-02 Shoulder Belt Bracket

1967-69 Seat Belt Cover
Reproduction front seat belt retractor
molded cover for 1967-69 models.
For both standard and deluxe interior.
Sold individually.
SB6001L 1967-69 LH ... 34.99 ea
SB6001R 1967-69 RH ... 34.99 ea

gray
red

saddle

1982-92 Front Seat Belt Sleeves
Reproduction front seat belt sleeves
for 1982-92 Camaro models. Seat belt
sleeves help hold the buckle up and
prevent it from falling between the seat
and center console. Available in black,
red, gray, saddle and beechwood. Can also
be painted to match other interior colors.
Includes matching hole plugs. Sold in
pairs. One pair required per vehicle.
Note: Colors cosmetically correct for
years listed, but will ﬁt all 1982-92 F-Body
models. Must reuse existing seat belts.

black

1982-92
1991-92
1985-92
1982-87
1988-92

gray

1967-92 Seat Belt Anchor Bolt
These GM and reproduction replacement
bolts are specially designed and heat
treated for seat belt attachment to the
ﬂoor pan anchor plate. The bolts are
for speciﬁc locations on the front and
rear seats.
GM
Front Seat
Note: *With shoulder belt.

beechwood

A930012
A930013
A930014
A930015
A930016

SB195

SB193

red

black ..
red ......
gray ....
saddle
bchwd

59.99 pr
59.99 pr
59.99 pr
59.99 pr
59.99 pr

saddle beechwood

G9157*
G9157
G9157
G4201
G4201
G4201
G4201

1968, 71 inner ...... 17.99 ea
1976
inner ...... 17.99 ea
1978-79 inner ...... 17.99 ea
1972-75 outer ...... 5.99 ea
1985-88 outer ...... 5.99 ea
1989-91 inner ...... 5.99 ea
1992
all........... 5.99 ea
Rear Seat

Note: *Shoulder belt to brace.
G9157* 1968
all .......... 17.99 ea
G9157 1971
lap to ﬂoor 17.99 ea

G9157
G9157
G4201
G4201
G4201

1976
all ..........
1978-79 inner ......
1981
outer ......
1982-88 outer ......
1989-91 inner ......
Reproduction

17.99 ea
17.99 ea
5.99 ea
5.99 ea
5.99 ea

Note: R560 includes bolts for the shoulder
belt buckle side only. It does not include
bolts for the belt side. For use with original
or OER® reproduction seat belts.

8 Piece Sets
Without Shoulder Belts
R559 1967-69 ............... 42.99 set
With Shoulder Belts
R560 1967-69 ............... 42.99 set
Individual Bolts
Front Seat
SB193 1967-69 outer ...... 6.99 ea
SB194 1967-72 inner ...... 6.99 ea
Rear Seat
SB195 1967-72 belt bolt 6.99 ea

1967-69 Inner Seat Belt Bolt Cover
Reproduction
inner front seat
belt bolt cover for
1967-69 models
with bucket seats.
This rubber sleeve
covers the lower portion of the inner
seat belt and the bolt head where it
attaches to the ﬂoor pan tunnel. For
both standard and deluxe interior. 1
required per seat. Sold individually.
15127
1967-69 ............. 12.99 ea

Interior Components
A

34.99 pr
34.99 pr
34.99 pr
34.99 pr
34.99 pr

1987-92 Front Seat Belt Upper Trim

1974-81 Seat/Shoulder
Belt Guide Escutcheon

Reproduction
rear seat belt
lower plastic
trim on 198792 convertible
models. These
mount on the
lower rear interior panel. Available
in black, paint to match.
14642 1987-92 lower .. 69.99 pr

1969-70 Shoulder Belt Retainer Set

1967-69 Seat Belt Retractor
1992 GM Rear Seat Belt Buckle
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1974-02 Seat Belt Retainer

This set is just what you
need to store your shoulder
belts when they’re not in
use. This set includes 4
retainers all manufactured in
polished stainless steel. Fits
1969-70 Camaro models
with optional shoulder belts.
KW732 1969-70 ............ 18.99 set

1987-92 Rear Seat Belt Lower Trim

Reproduction of the front seat belt upper
plastic trim on 1987-92 convertible
models. These mount on top of the rear
pillar where the shoulder belt exits.
Available in black, paint to match.
14641 1987-92 upper .. 79.99 set

Note: Colors cosmetically correct for
years listed, but will ﬁt 1982-92 F-Body
models. Must reuse existing seat belts.

Genuine GM replacement seat belt
buckles for 3rd generation Camaro
models. Gray.
G3589 1992 LH/RH.. 135.99 ea

9737575

152946

20552353

Reproduction seat belt headliner upper
trim guides for 1982-92 Camaro models
(except convertible). Made from ABS
plastic as original with the correct
textured ﬁnish. Sold in pairs. One pair
required per vehicle.

1982-92 black ..
1985-92 gray ...
1991-92 red .....
1982-87 saddle
1988-92 bchwd

1708118

Reproduction seat belt retainer for
1974-02 models. These retainers attach
to the upper outer side of the bucket
seat and allow the seat belt webbing
to be secured.
1974-76 – Reproduction
1708118 1974-76 black ..... 8.99 ea
1708119 1974-76 white ..... 8.99 ea
1708126 1974-76 green ..... 8.99 ea
1708128 1974-76 blue ....... 8.99 ea
1708135 1974-76 ﬁrethorn 8.99 ea
1708137 1974-76 buckskin 8.99 ea
1977-81 – Reproduction
9737575 1977-81 black ..... 9.99 ea
9793576 1977-81 white ..... 9.99 ea
9691911 1977-81 green ..... 9.99 ea
9691906 1977-81 blue ....... 9.99 ea
9732268 1977-81 ﬁrethorn 9.99 ea
9691910 1977-81 buckskin 9.99 ea
1982-92 – Reproduction
152946 1982-92 black ..... 34.99 pr
152947 1982-92 gray ....... 34.99 pr
1996-02 – GM
Coupe – LH
G4474 1996-02 beige ..... 23.99 ea

1982-92 Seat Belt Upper Trim Guides

A9400146
A9400147
A9400148
A9400157
A9400158

Replacement shoulder belt escutcheon
for 1968-69 Camaro models.
K689
1968-69 .............. 19.99 ea

Genuine GM shoulder belt bracket for
1993-02 convertible Camaro models.
G4702 1993-02 LH .... 41.99 ea
G4701 1993-02 RH .... 40.99 ea

These reproduction seat belt retractors
are easily installed on standard seat
belts that were not originally equipped
with retractors, or to replace your
broken or worn out originals. This was
a dealer option designed for models that
were not originally equipped with seat
belt retractors.
986068
1967-69 ........... 39.99 pr

Seat Belt Accessories

1970-71
71 Sh
Shoulder
ld BBeltl RRetainer
i
Reproduction shoulder belt retainers
for 1970-71 Camaro models. These
retainers mount at the headliner and are
usually missing, broken or discolored.
Molded from clear acrylic plastic.
CM6789
1970-71 .......... 36.99 pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Holds the shoulder belt retainer to the
upper portion of the bucket seat back.
This item is commonly overlooked
during replacement of seat upholstery
and seat/shoulder belt related items. For
vehicles not originally equipped with
air bag system.
20552352 LH black ...... 8.99 ea
20552351 RH black ...... 8.99 ea
20552360 LH blue........ 8.99 ea
20552359 RH blue........ 8.99 ea
20552354 LH dk blue... 8.99 ea
20552353 RH dk blue... 8.99 ea
20552362 LH ﬁrethorn . 8.99 ea
20552361 RH ﬁrethorn . 8.99 ea
20552358 LH green...... 8.99 ea
20552357 RH green...... 8.99 ea
20552364 LH buckskin 8.99 ea
20552363 RH buckskin 8.99 ea
20552356 LH white...... 8.99 ea
20552355 RH white...... 8.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Replacement Kick Panels
1968-81 Kick Panel Control Clip
3895927 –
back view

Correct clip used to keep the
kick panel cable control in
place. This clip is designed to
keep the control cable in the appropriate place.
2 required per vehicle.
7783546 1968-81 2 required ............... 3.39 ea

3967981 –
front view

3940283

1967-69 Kick Panel Speaker Grills
A9600173
K4012

8752667

1967-81 Kick Panel Components

1967-69 Kick Panel Insulation
These precut insulation pads will install exactly as the
factory originals. Highly recommended when replacing
your original kick panels.
F270
1967-69 ...................................... 7.99 pr

1967-81 Kick Panel Cables w/o AC
Reproduction kick panel vent control cables designed
for 1967-81 Camaro models without air conditioning.
Manufactured to original speciﬁcations and will replace
your non-operative or missing originals. Comes
complete with cables for both driver and passenger sides
and includes attaching clips and original style knobs.
K4006
1967-68
2 cables ............... 49.99 pr
K4012
1969
4 cables ............... 59.99 set
K4011
1970-81
4 cables ............... 59.99 set
DE050360

1969 Camaro Kick Panel Cables w/AC
OER® reproduction kick panel cables for 1969 Camaro
models with air conditioning. Cables lengths for LH
and RH are different.
3949800 1969 cable & housing – 2 pc 59.99 pr

1967-69 Kick Panel Screws
Reproduction of the original lower screws found on
all 1967-69 standard and deluxe door panels. Proper
#8 x 3/4 chrome drill point countersunk screw with
attached washer. Contains 8 screws.
A11450 1967-69 ...................................... 2.99 kit

Chrome Screw with Integral Washer Set
Replacement chrome sheet metal screw with integral
washer. This screw can be used on many different
components including, interior pillar post moldings,
kick panels, rear side panels, interior door panels, etc.
9414769
#8 x 1"
set of 10 ......... 8.99 set
9414768
#8 x 1-1/2"
set of 10 ......... 8.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

shown with speaker
speakers not included

shown with speaker
speakers not included

Boom Mat Speaker Bafﬂes
Solve the problem of rattles and vibrations caused
by speakers and protect the back of speakers from
damage! Boom Mat Speaker Bafﬂes maximize speaker
performance by isolating the correct frequency responses
while damping reverberation in the sheet metal and
panel to frame resonance. Also forms a water tight
protective shell to prevent moisture intrusion. Made
from a closed cell polyethylene to enhance frequency
response for improved sound clarity. Easy conformably
in tight spaces for a professional installation. Isolates
frequency responses and prevents sound from migrating
to unfavorable areas in the vehicle such as door panels.
Round Bafﬂes
DE050310
4" ..................................... 8.99 pr
DE050311
4" slim ............................. 7.99 pr
DE050320
5-1/4" .............................. 8.99 pr
DE050321
5-1/4" slim....................... 11.99 pr
DE050330
6-1/2" .............................. 11.99 pr
DE050331
6-1/2" slim....................... 11.99 pr
DE050340
6-3/4" .............................. 9.99 pr
DE050341
6-3/4" slim....................... 9.99 pr
Oval Bafﬂes
DE050350
4" x 6" ............................. 11.99 pr
DE050351
4" x 6" slim ..................... 9.99 pr
DE050360
5" x 7" ............................. 9.99 pr
DE050361
5" x 7" slim ..................... 9.99 pr
DE050370
6" x 8" ............................. 11.99 pr
DE050371
6" x 8" slim ..................... 11.99 pr
DE050380
6" x 9" ............................. 11.99 pr
DE050381
6" x 9" slim ..................... 11.99 pr
Speaker Performance Set
DE050199
2.1 sq. ft........................... 21.99 set

Kick Panels
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These OER® 1967-81 inner kick panels are reproduced
to original factory speciﬁcations and include the fresh
air vent grills, inner vent ﬂap door, and the vent door
lever and knob when required. Available in AC and
non-AC versions. Available in black, paint as required.
Ofﬁcially Licensed by General Motors. Also available
are high-quality reproductions of the vacuum actuator
canister and mounting bracket for 1967-81 Camaro
with factory air conditioning. The actuator is required
to allow the kick panel vent unit to open and close
allowing circulation to the ﬂoor.
1967-68 Kick Panels
Without Air Conditioning
K485
1967-68 LH without AC.... 99.99 ea
K484
1967-68 RH without AC ... 99.99 ea
With Air Conditioning
7664685 1967-68 LH with AC ......... 99.99 ea
7664684 1967-68 RH with AC......... 99.99 ea
1969 Kick Panels
Without Air Conditioning
8752667 1969
LH without AC.... 79.99 ea
8752666 1969
RH without AC ... 79.99 ea
R367
1969
screw kit (LH & RH) 3.99 kit
With Air Conditioning
8729023 1969
LH with AC ......... 99.99 ea
8729022 1969
RH with AC......... 99.99 ea
1970-81 Kick Panels
Without Air Conditioning
9816729 1970-81 LH without AC.... 99.99 ea
9816728 1970-81 RH without AC ... 99.99 ea
With Air Conditioning
9816747 1970-81 LH with AC ......... 99.99 ea
9816746 1970-81 RH with AC......... 99.99 ea
1967-81 Kick Panel Components
Actuators
3895927 1967-69 canister with AC.. 54.99 ea
3967981 1970-81 canister with AC.. 59.99 ea
Actuator Bolts
A9600173 1967-69 ............................. 1.99 pr
Actuator Covers
3895954 1967-68 cover with AC ..... 21.99 ea
3940283 1969
cover with AC ..... 23.99 ea
3967980 1970-81 cover with AC ..... 23.99 ea
Actuator Cover Screws
A9600157 1967-69 ............................. 1.69 set

Speaker grills are for 1967-69 kick panels. Exact
duplicate of the original factory offered grill.
Manufactured in natural steel. Paint to match interior
color as desired.
HC27
1967-69 .................................... 49.99 pr

1967-69 Standard Door Panels
1969 Standard Door Panels

Bring back the reﬁned look of your Camaro with these replacement door and rear
side panels. Available in original colors for 1967-69 models with standard interior,
each panel is die-cut and manufactured using dielectrically heat sealed seams.
Features correct Madrid grain vinyl for an authentic appearance and pre-cut window
handle holes for easy installation. Available as non-assembled panels, which are delivered as covered
door panel board, or as pre-assembled panels, which include metal upper door panel rails, inner glass run
weatherstripping*, and moldings. Emblems are available separately.

black

red

white

dk blue

dk green

moss

Important: *1967 Camaro interior panels do not include upper rails and weatherstripping, as original.

1967 Standard Door Panels
black

red

light blue

1968 Standard Door Panels

gold

black

red

med. blue

ivy gold

K64513

1969 Front Door Panels
OS1

Note: Shipped oversize.

K65502

1967 Front Door Panels
OS1

Note: Shipped oversize.

Non-Assembled
Coupe or Convertible
K61701
1967
black ..................
K61702
1967
red .....................
K61703
1967
light blue ...........
K61705
1967
gold ...................
Pre-Assembled
Coupe or Convertible
K65501
1967
black ..................
K65502
1967
red .....................
K65503
1967
light blue ...........
K65505
1967
gold ...................

K63508

1968 Front Door Panels
Note: Shipped oversize.

79.99
79.99
79.99
79.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

168.99
168.99
168.99
168.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

OS1

Non-Assembled
Coupe or Convertible
K61801
1968
black ..................
K61802
1968
red .....................
K61808
1968
medium blue......
K61809
1968
ivy gold .............
Pre-Assembled
Coupe or Convertible
K63501
1968
black ..................
K63502
1968
red .....................
K63508
1968
medium blue......
K63509
1968
ivy gold .............

82.99
82.99
82.99
82.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

229.99
229.99
229.99
229.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

Non-Assembled
Coupe or Convertible
K61901
1969
black ..................
K61902
1969
red .....................
K61910
1969
white..................
K61912
1969
dark blue............
K61913
1969
dark green..........
K61919
1969
moss green ........
Pre-Assembled
Coupe or Convertible
K64501
1969
black ..................
K64502
1969
red .....................
K64510
1969
white..................
K64512
1969
dark blue............
K64513
1969
dark green..........
K64519
1969
moss green ........

79.99
79.99
79.99
79.99
79.99
79.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

229.99
229.99
229.99
229.99
229.99
229.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

K63813CP

1969 Rear Inner Panels
Non-Assembled

K63608CP

1968 Rear Inner Panels

K65602CP

A
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Non-Assembled

1967 Rear Inner Panels
Non-Assembled
Coupe
K64701
K64702
K64703
K64705
Coupe
K65601CP
K65602CP
K65603CP
K65605CP
K65701
K65702
K65703
K65705
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1967
black ..................
1967
red .....................
1967
light blue ...........
1967
gold ...................
Pre-Assembled
1967
1967
1967
1967

black ..................
red .....................
light blue ...........
gold ...................
Convertible
1967
black ..................
1967
red .....................
1967
light blue ...........
1967
gold ...................

64.99
64.99
64.99
64.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

76.99
76.99
76.99
76.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

39.99
39.99
39.99
39.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

Side Door Panels

Coupe
K64801
K64802
K64808
K64809
Convertible
K65801
K65802
K65808
K65809
Coupe
K63601CP
K63602CP
K63608CP
K63609CP
Convertible
K63601CV
K63602CV
K63608CV
K63609CV

1968
1968
1968
1968

black ..................
red .....................
medium blue......
ivy gold .............

64.99
64.99
64.99
64.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

1968
black ..................
1968
red .....................
1968
medium blue......
1968
ivy gold .............
Pre-Assembled

41.99
41.99
41.99
41.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

1968
1968
1968
1968

black ..................
red .....................
medium blue......
ivy gold .............

165.99
165.99
165.99
165.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

1968
1968
1968
1968

black ..................
red .....................
medium blue......
ivy gold .............

165.99
165.99
165.99
165.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Coupe
K64901
K64902
K64910
K64912
K64913
K64919
Convertible
K65901
K65902
K65910
K65912
K65913
K65919
Coupe
K63801CP
K63802CP
K63810CP
K63812CP
K63813CP
K63819CP
Convertible
K63801CV
K63802CV
K63810CV
K63812CV
K63813CV
K63819CV

1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969

black ..................
red .....................
white..................
dark blue............
dark green..........
moss green ........

64.99
64.99
64.99
64.99
64.99
64.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

1969
black ..................
1969
red .....................
1969
white..................
1969
dark blue............
1969
dark green..........
1969
moss green ........
Pre-Assembled

41.99
41.99
41.99
41.99
41.99
41.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969

black ..................
red .....................
white..................
dark blue............
dark green..........
moss green ........

165.99
165.99
165.99
165.99
165.99
165.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969

black ..................
red .....................
white..................
dark blue............
dark green..........
moss green ........

165.99
165.99
165.99
165.99
165.99
165.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

Toll Free 800.854.1280

1967-69 Standard Door Panels
1969 Standard Door Panels
Restore the original appearance of your interior with premium reproduction door and rear side
panels. Available in original colors for 1967-69 models with standard interior, each panel is
die-cut and manufactured using dielectrically heat sealed seams. These premium door panels
feature a layered substrate board to give the panels raised pleats and the correct “dimensional”
look. Panels also feature Madrid grain vinyl for an authentic appearance and precut window handle holes for
easy installation. Available as pre-assembled panels, which include metal upper door panel rails, inner glass
run weatherstripping*, and moldings, or as non-assembled panels, which include only the covered door panel
board. Emblems are available separately.

black

red

white

dk blue dk green

moss

Important: *1967 Camaro interior panels do not include upper rails and weatherstripping, as original.

1967 Standard Door Panels

1968 Standard Door Panels

black

black

red

light blue

gold

red

med blue

ivy gold
B
Beveled pleats for an
ooriginal appearance.

K64512P

1969 Front Door Panels

OS1

Non-Assembled
Note: Shipped oversize.

Rais
Raised pleats provide correct
ddimension and depth.

K65503P

Layered
substrate board
Lay
provides
original depth
pro
and dimension.

1968 Front Door Panels

1967 Front Door Panels
Non-Assembled
Coupe or Convertible
K61701P
1967
black ................
K61702P
1967
red ...................
K61703P
1967
light blue .........
K61705P
1967
gold .................
Pre-Assembled
Coupe or Convertible
K65501P
1967
black ................
K65502P
1967
red ...................
K65503P
1967
light blue .........
K65505P
1967
gold .................

OS1

Note: Shipped oversize.
OS1

Note: Shipped oversize.

K63502P

109.99
109.99
109.99
109.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

209.99
209.99
209.99
209.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

Non-Assembled
Coupe or Convertible
K61801P
1968
black ................
K61802P
1968
red ...................
K61808P
1968
medium blue....
K61809P
1968
ivy gold ...........
Pre-Assembled
Coupe or Convertible
K63501P
1968
black ................
K63502P
1968
red ...................
K63508P
1968
medium blue....
K63509P
1968
ivy gold ...........

109.99
109.99
109.99
109.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

244.99
244.99
244.99
244.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

K61901P
K61902P
K61910P
K61912P
K61913P
K61919P

1969
black ................
1969
red ...................
1969
white................
1969
dark blue..........
1969
dark green........
1969
moss green ......
Pre-Assembled
1969
black ................
1969
red ...................
1969
white................
1969
dark blue..........
1969
dark green........
1969
moss green ......

K64501P
K64502P
K64510P
K64512P
K64513P
K64519P

109.99
109.99
109.99
109.99
109.99
109.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

244.99
244.99
244.99
244.99
244.99
244.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

d t il
panell detail

K63812CPP

1969 Rear Inner Panels
Non-Assembled

d t il
panell detail

K63602CPP

1968 Rear Inner Panels
K65603CPP

Non-Assembled

d t il
panell detail

Non-Assembled
Coupe
K64701P
K64702P
K64703P
K64705P
Coupe
K65601CPP
K65602CPP
K65603CPP
K65605CPP
K65701P
K65702P
K65703P
K65705P

1967
black ...............
1967
red ..................
1967
light blue ........
1967
gold ................
Pre-Assembled
1967
black ...............
1967
red ..................
1967
light blue ........
1967
gold ................
Convertible
1967
black ...............
1967
red ..................
1967
light blue ........
1967
gold ................

69.99
69.99
69.99
69.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

84.99
84.99
84.99
84.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

Coupe
K63601CPP
K63602CPP
K63608CPP
K63609CPP
Convertible
K63601CVP
K63602CVP
K63608CVP
K63609CVP

1968
1968
1968
1968

black ...............
red ..................
medium blue...
ivy gold ..........

69.99
69.99
69.99
69.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

1968
black ...............
1968
red ..................
1968
medium blue...
1968
ivy gold ..........
Pre-Assembled

49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

1968
1968
1968
1968

black ...............
red ..................
medium blue...
ivy gold ..........

189.99
189.99
189.99
189.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

1968
1968
1968
1968

black ...............
red ..................
medium blue...
ivy gold ..........

189.99
189.99
189.99
189.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
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Coupe
K63801CPP
K63802CPP
K63810CPP
K63812CPP
K63813CPP
K63819CPP
Convertible
K63801CVP
K63802CVP
K63810CVP
K63812CVP
K63813CVP
K63819CVP

1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969

black ...............
red ..................
white...............
dark blue.........
dark green.......
moss green .....

69.99
69.99
69.99
69.99
69.99
69.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

1969
black ...............
1969
red ..................
1969
white...............
1969
dark blue.........
1969
dark green.......
1969
moss green .....
Pre-Assembled

49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969

black ...............
red ..................
white...............
dark blue.........
dark green.......
moss green .....

189.99
189.99
189.99
189.99
189.99
189.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969

black ...............
red ..................
white...............
dark blue.........
dark green.......
moss green .....

189.99
189.99
189.99
189.99
189.99
189.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

Side Door Panels
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1967 Rear Inner Panels

Coupe
K64801P
K64802P
K64808P
K64809P
Convertible
K65801P
K65802P
K65808P
K65809P

Coupe
K64901P
K64902P
K64910P
K64912P
K64913P
K64919P
Convertible
K65901P
K65902P
K65910P
K65912P
K65913P
K65919P

1967-69 Interior Door Panels
Matches Our Custom Leather Upholstery!
K67201

01

02

04

05

‘67-69 black ‘67-69 red ‘67 brt. blue

K62701

06

07

‘67-68 aqua

1967-69 Panels to Match Leather
Colors

‘67 gold

08

01

02

24

‘67-69 black

‘67-69 red

‘67-69 saddle

09

‘67 parch. ‘68 med blue ‘68 ivy gold

25
black

red

bright blue gold

aqua

25

1967 Deluxe Door Panels

Note: Shipped double oversize.

1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967

black ....................
red ........................
bright blue............
gold ......................
aqua .....................
parchment ............

10

‘68 pearl

Reproduction molded door panels will replace existing
cracked or worn originals. These ﬁnely crafted original
style panels will ﬁt all 1967 Camaro models with deluxe
interiors. Each panel is produced using correct Madrid
grain and original colors. Includes correct 80/20 rayon/
nylon door panel carpet located at bottom of panel.
Easily installs using original or reproduction door
panel clips. Though these panels do not include the
original horizontal trim molding, we now manufacture
the correct molding which ﬁts either LH or RH panels.
The correct stainless steel moldings are available in
the moldings section of this catalog.
K62701
K62702
K62704
K62705
K62706
K62708

‘67-69 lt. gray

parchment

OS2

549.99
549.99
549.99
549.99
549.99
549.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

11

‘69 white

12

61

56

‘68-69 ivory ‘67-69 dove gray

13

‘69 orange ‘69 dk. blue ‘69 dk. green

1967-69 Deluxe Rear Side Panels
Reproduction deluxe rear side panels for 1967-69
Camaro models. Available in all original colors for
coupe or convertible models. Moldings, trim, and
window handle sold separately.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

Non-Assembled
Coupe
K673
1967 ..........................................
K662
1968-69 ....................................
Convertible
K672
1967 ..........................................
K663
1968-69 ....................................

K61102

69.99 pr
69.99 pr
69.99 pr
69.99 pr

1967-69 Vinyl Standard Front Door Panels
K611
K612
K613

1967
1968
1969

specify color ......... 129.99 pr
specify color ......... 79.99 pr
specify color ......... 129.99 pr

K66412CVP

black

red

Daytona
yellow

turquoise md blue

white

orange

ivy

pearl

1968-69 Deluxe Rear Side Panels
K62912

black

red

Daytona turquoise medium
yellow
blue

pearl
white
parchment

ivory
gold

Hugger dk. blue dk. green
orange

A

Interior Components

1968-69 Deluxe Door Panels
Reproduction deluxe molded door panels were
reproduced for the most discriminating Camaro restorer.
These panels are manufactured with the correct Madrid
grain and original factory colors. Includes correct color
keyed carpet with matching vinyl trim.
Important: Door handles, window cranks, emblems, etc.,
not included. We now offer reproduction style moldings
in stainless steel which are correct for these panels. See
molding section.
OS2
Note: Shipped double oversize.

K62801
K62802
K62844
K62806
K62808
K62809
K62825
K62910
K62911
K62912
K62913
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1968-69
1968-69
1968-69
1968
1968
1968
1968
1969
1969
1969
1969

black ...................
red .......................
Daytona yellow...
turquoise .............
medium blue .......
ivy gold ...............
pearl parchment ..
white ...................
Hugger orange ....
dark blue .............
dark green ...........

499.99
499.99
499.99
499.99
499.99
499.99
499.99
499.99
499.99
499.99
499.99

Side Door Panels

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

K61502

1967-69 Vinyl Std Rear Panels

dk blue dk green

These pre-assembled deluxe rear side panels are
complete with the upper reinforcement preinstalled.
Inner horizontal glass run weatherstrip is also included,
as well as OE style chrome moldings as shown.
Pre-Assembled
Coupe
K66401CPP 1968
black ................ 199.99 pr
K66402CPP 1968
red .................... 199.99 pr
K66406CPP 1968
aqua ................. 199.99 pr
K66408CPP 1968
medium blue .... 199.99 pr
K66409CPP 1968
ivy gold ............ 199.99 pr
K66425CPP 1968
pearl parch. ...... 199.99 pr
K66444CPP 1968
Daytona yellow 259.99 pr
K66401CPP 1969
black ................ 199.99 pr
K66402CPP 1969
red .................... 199.99 pr
K66410CPP 1969
white ................ 199.99 pr
K66411CPP 1969
orange .............. 199.99 pr
K66412CPP 1969
dark blue .......... 199.99 pr
K66413CPP 1969
dark green ........ 199.99 pr
K66444CPP 1969
Daytona yellow 259.99 pr
Convertible
K66401CVP 1968
black ................ 199.99 pr
K66402CVP 1968
red .................... 199.99 pr
K66406CVP 1968
aqua ................. 199.99 pr
K66408CVP 1968
medium blue .... 199.99 pr
K66409CVP 1968
ivy gold ............ 199.99 pr
K66425CVP 1968
pearl parch. ...... 199.99 pr
K66444CVP 1968
Daytona yellow 253.99 pr
K66401CVP 1969
black ................ 199.99 pr
K66402CVP 1969
red .................... 199.99 pr
K66410CVP 1969
white ................ 199.99 pr
K66411CVP 1969
orange .............. 199.99 pr
K66412CVP 1969
dark blue .......... 199.99 pr
K66413CVP 1969
dark green ........ 199.99 pr
K66444CVP 1969
Daytona yellow 253.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Coupe
K615
1967
K620
1968
K623
1969
Convertible
K616
1967
K621
1968
K624
1969

specify color ............. 68.99 pr
specify color ............. 64.99 pr
specify color ............. 63.99 pr
specify color ............. 39.99 pr
specify color ............. 41.99 pr
specify color ............. 64.99 pr

K63001

Vinyl Ashtray & Well Upholstery for Conv.
Classic Industries® uses only the highest grade mill
pebble grain color matched vinyl for the best possible
appearance, similar to the original 1967-69 standard
ashtray and well upholstery. You’ll get an OE ﬁt, and
quality equal to or better than the original. Each set
is presewn to install exactly as originals. Covers the
ashtray and well section directly above the rear ashtray
armrest section. Old upholstery must be removed, then
this upholstery is installed directly onto original or
reproduction armrest and well panel metal framework.
For 1967-69 convertible models with standard interior.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

K630

1967-69

specify color ......... 71.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Interior Panels/Rear Upholstery

K68102

01
black

02
red

04
brt. blue

05
gold

06
turquoise

9816817

1970-77 Camaro Lower Door Panel

K505
07
08
parchment med. blue

11
orange

12
dark blue

09
ivy gold

13
dark
green

25
pearl

14
moss
green

10
white

44
daytona
yellow

1967-69 Ashtray & Well Upholstery
Coupe Models
Includes LH and RH upholstery used to cover the
ashtray portion of the 1967-69 rear side panels. For
coupe interiors only. Covers the ashtray section.
Note: Please add 2 digit color code when ordering.

K683

1967-69
specify color ....... 49.99 pr
Convertible Models
Includes LH and RH ashtray and well cover upholstery
to replace that portion of the rear. Each unit is presewn
to install exactly as originals. Covers the ashtray and
well section directly above the rear ashtray armrest
section. This upholstery is installed directly onto
original or reproduction armrest and well panel metal
framework. For 1967-69 convertible models that
include a rear armrest section.

1967-69 Rear Armrest Panel
Reproduction rear armrest panels, for 1967-69
convertibles, deluxe interiors or Camaro models with
the fold down rear seat option. The panels are located
next to the rear seat and houses the rear ashtrays (sold
separately). Zinc-plated for rust prevention.
Coupe Models
For models with deluxe interiors and/or fold down
rear seats only. Mounting brackets sold separately.
Note: Some 1968 deluxe coupe models came equipped with
a wide rear seat.

K505
1967-69 LH
K504
1967-69 RH
C95135 1967-69 LH/RH
Convertible
Fits all convertible models.

armrest ....... 69.99 ea
armrest ....... 69.99 ea
brackets (4) 13.99 set
Models

1967-69

K507
K506

1967-69 LH
1967-69 RH

armrest ....... 69.99 ea
armrest ....... 69.99 ea

K77201
K77210
K77212
K77213
K77235
K77244

Note: Foam backing is required between the
upholstery and the panel. Upholstery and foam
material not included.

LH
RH

sandalwd

1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972

black ......................
white ......................
dark blue ................
dark green ..............
tan ..........................
sandalwood ............

131.99
131.99
131.99
131.99
131.99
131.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

K70904

1970 Camaro Standard
748628
01
black

1972-77 Lower Door Panel Kit

Note: *Metal clips are included with the lower door panels.

369.99 kit
249.99
44.99
44.99
18.99
16.99
6.99

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

24
saddle

44
sandalwood

1971 Camaro Standard

Reproduction lower door panel kit with 2 lower door
panels, 2 pull handle inserts and 2 armrest pads.
Includes: 12 small metal clips that hold the lower
panel to the upper panel and the 8 lower metal clips
that hold the plastic installation clips as well as the 8
plastic installation clips.
Buy the Kit and Save!
881133 1972-77 ................................
Components
881134 1972-77 lower panels – pair..
881135 1972-77 handle inserts – pair
9600968 1972-77 armrest pad – 2 req
748627* 1972-77 metal clip – set 12 ...
748628* 1972-77 metal clip – set 8 .....
R386
1972-77 plastic clip – set 12

04
13
bright blue dark green

pr
pr
ea
set
set
set

01
black

12
18
44
dark blue dark saddle sandalwood

46
jade

1970-71 Standard Door Panels
Reproduction door panels for 1970-71 Camaro models
with standard interiors. Features correct OEM colors
and materials. Seams are dielectrically heat sealed as
original. All mounting holes are prepunched.
Important: The plastic upper and lower panels are
sold separately.
Note: Please add two digit color code
OS1
when ordering. Shipped oversize.

K709
K709

1970
1971

specify color .............. 131.99 pr
specify color .............. 131.99 pr

Interior Upholstery

53

Interior Components A

GM – Plastic
G7571
1972-81 LH – paint to match 225.99 ea
G7570
1972-81 RH – paint to match 200.99 ea
Reproduction – Black Plastic
9875005 1970-71 LH – paint to match 124.99 ea
9875004 1970-71 RH – paint to match 124.99 ea
20189752 1972-81 LH – paint to match 79.99 ea
20189751 1972-81 RH – paint to match 79.99 ea

tan

748627

1970-81 Rear
Inner Side Panel

Note: This item must be primered before painting.
Shipped oversize.
OS1

dk blue dk green

881133

convertible..... 64.99 ea
convertible..... 64.99 ea

OER® reproduction
1970-81 rear inner
side panels for Camaro.
Each injection molded panel
is manufactured to exact
speciﬁcations to ensure a perfect
ﬁt. You can now replace the entire
inner rear side panel for your 1970-81
20189752
Camaro with this superb injection molded
reproduction. Includes correct grain for an authentic
appearance. Ofﬁcially Licensed by General Motors.

white

1972 Standard Door Panels

Important: The plastic upper and lower panels are
sold separately.
OS1
Note: Shipped oversize.

Reproduction steel rear
convertible inner side well panels
located directly behind the
armrest section. These panels
curve around the area where the
convertible top frame folds down
K509
into. Includes the entire metal
section behind the rear side armrests. Each panel is
manufactured to exact factory speciﬁcations. Now
zinc-plated for rust prevention.

1967-69
1967-69

black

Each panel is reproduced to exact speciﬁcations
including correct OEM colors and materials. Seams
are dielectrically heat sealed as original. All mounting
holes are prepunched for easy installation of door
handles, window cranks, lower plastic trim panel, etc.

specify color ....... 64.99 set

1967-69 Rear Convertible
Side Well Panel

K509
K508

K77235

Note: Use G7663 ashtrays. Original 1967 ashtrays will not ﬁt.

Note: Please add 2 digit color code when ordering.

K681

Each injection molded panel is manufactured to exact
speciﬁcations to ensure a perfect ﬁt. Features correct
grain for an authentic appearance and provisions to
install armrest pads as original. Available in black
only. Paint as required.
9816817 1970-71 LH ......................... 119.99 ea
9816816 1970-71 RH ......................... 119.99 ea
9600955 1972-76 LH ......................... 129.99 ea
9600954 1972-76 RH ......................... 129.99 ea
9600955 1977
LH – w/std interior 129.99 ea
9600954 1977
RH – w/std interior 129.99 ea

Interior Door Panels
K77302

02
10
01
black brt. red white

13
dk. grn

17
18
44
light dark sandalwd
saddle saddle

K78801

Non-Assembled

1973-75 Standard Door Panels

K109720

Reproduction door panels for 1973-75 Camaro models
with standard interiors. Each panel is reproduced
exactly as original using correct grains and colors.

01
black

Important: Lower plastic insert, armrest pad and upper
trim not included.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.
Shipped oversize.
OS1

K773

1973-75

specify color ....... 141.99 pr

10
white

21
ﬁrethorn

Reproduction door panels for 1976-77 Camaro models
with standard interiors. Each panel is reproduced
exactly as original using correct grains and colors.
Important: Lower plastic insert, armrest pad and upper
trim not included.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.
Shipped oversize.
OS1

F729
K791

1976-77
1976-77

10
white

black

01
black

03
lt blue

10
white

12
dk blue

20
camel tan

21
ﬁrethorn

23
silver

29
dk carmine

1978-81 Standard Door Panels

Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.
Shipped double oversize.
OS2

1978-81
1978-81

non-assembled ....... 134.99 pr
pre-assembled ........ 269.99 pr

non-assembled ..... 139.99 pr
pre-assembled ...... 264.99 pr

LT78601
LT78929
black
black

white

willow grn camel tan dk. carmine

Interior Components
A

Note: Shipped oversize.

OS1

Non-Assembled
The carpet inlay and vinyl inserts must be removed
from the old panel and reinstalled on the new panel.
LT78801 1978-81 black .................... 329.99 pr
LT78810 1978-81 white .................... 329.99 pr
LT78820 1978-80 camel tan.............. 329.99 pr
LT78829 1978-80 dark carmine red .. 329.99 pr
Pre-Assembled
These pre-assembled panels also include carpet inlay
at bottom of panel and Rattan vinyl insert of the
top of the panel which are not included on the nonassembled panels.
LT78901 1978-81 black .................... 439.99 pr
LT78910 1978-81 white .................... 439.99 pr
LT78920 1978-80 camel tan.............. 439.99 pr
LT78929 1978-80 dark carmine red .. 439.99 pr
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light dark camel oyster dark
blue carmine tan
blue

silver bright
red

1978-81 Custom Cloth Door Panels

1978-81 Type LT Door Panels
Reproduction of the original Type LT interior door
panels. Each door panel is manufactured to duplicate
the original in every detail including correct grain
vinyl and materials.

Interior Door Panels

dk carmine

camel tan

oyster

1980-81 Berlinetta/Custom Door Panels

Each panel is produced to original speciﬁcations and
includes the correct grain vinyl and OEM colors. All
reproduction door panels are sold in pairs only. Preassembled panels include the upper mounting backing
plate, molding and door lock ferrules.
K787
K788

bright red dark. blue

silver

Pre-Assembled

24
saddle

1976-77 Standard Door Panels

03
lt blue

12
29
14
20
dk blue willow green camel tan dk carmine

K79124

01
black

02
ﬁrethorn

Panels are manufactured with correct color cloth
material for each year. These door panels match the
custom cloth interior upholstery available separately.

Reproduction door panels for 1980-81 Camaro Berlinetta
and Custom models. Door panels feature Sierra grain
outers and either Derma grain vinyl or Empress cloth
inserts. Non-assembled includes carpeted bottoms and
the correct vertical accent stripes. Pre-assembled door
panels include the metal top rails, inner window felts,
carpeted bottoms and the correct vertical accent stripes.
Non-Assembled
Vinyl
K119701 1980-81 black ................. 359.99 pr
K119702 1980-81 bright red .......... 359.99 pr
K119712 1980-81 dark blue........... 359.99 pr
K119720 1980-81 camel tan .......... 359.99 pr
K119723 1980-81 silver................. 359.99 pr
K119729 1980-81 dark carmine..... 359.99 pr
K119741 1980-81 oyster ................ 359.99 pr
Cloth
K119601 1980-81 .......................... 359.99 pr
K119602 1980-81 bright red .......... 359.99 pr
K119612 1980-81 dark blue........... 359.99 pr
K119620 1980-81 camel tan .......... 359.99 pr
K119623 1980-81 silver................. 359.99 pr
K119629 1980-81 dark carmine..... 359.99 pr
K119641 1980-81 oyster ................ 359.99 pr
Pre-Assembled
Vinyl
K109701 1980-81 .......................... 472.99 pr
K109702 1980-81 bright red .......... 472.99 pr
K109712 1980-81 dark blue........... 472.99 pr
K109720 1980-81 camel tan .......... 472.99 pr
K109723 1980-81 silver................. 472.99 pr
K109729 1980-81 dark carmine..... 472.99 pr
K109741 1980-81 oyster ................ 472.99 pr
Cloth
K109601 1980-81 .......................... 472.99 pr
K109602 1980-81 bright red .......... 472.99 pr
K109612 1980-81 dark blue........... 472.99 pr
K109620 1980-81 camel tan .......... 472.99 pr
K109623 1980-81 silver................. 472.99 pr
K109629 1980-81 dark carmine..... 472.99 pr
K109741 1980-81 oyster ................ 472.99 pr

Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.
Shipped oversize.

Custom Cloth Non-Assembled Panels
LT78601 1978-81
black ................
LT78603 1978-79
light blue .........
LT78629 1978-80
dark carmine....
LT78620 1978-80
camel tan .........
LT78610 1980
oyster ...............
LT78612 1980-81
dark blue..........
LT78623 1981
silver................
LT78602 1981
bright red .........
Custom Cloth Pre-Assembled Panels
LT78701 1978-81
black ................
LT78703 1978-79
light blue .........
LT78729 1978-80
dark carmine....
LT78720 1978-80
camel tan .........
LT78710 1980
oyster ...............
LT78712 1980-81
dark blue..........
LT78723 1981
silver................
LT78702 1981
bright red .........

OS1

329.99
329.99
329.99
359.99
329.99
329.99
329.99
329.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

439.99
439.99
439.99
439.99
439.99
439.99
439.99
439.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

Reproduction 1982 Camaro Pace Car door panels
feature original style Sierra grain silver section with
vertical dielectric pleats and correct dark blue door
panel carpet on bottom of panel.
OS1

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

1982 Pace Car Door Panels
Note: Shipped oversize.

K828523

1982

silver/blue........... 197.99 pr

Interior Door Panels
1968-81 Modern Style Door Panels

K92257
K829029

black

gray

dark blue

camel

These door panels are manufactured in hand laid
ﬁberglass with a gel coat ﬁnish. Includes: speaker covers
and spring loaded door handles with cables. These
panels require the use of power windows as there is no
provision for window cranks. Factory or reproduction
door pulls and window felts will ﬁt, but are not included.

carmine red

1982-85 Standard Door Panels
K87220

Reproduction standard interior door panels for 198285 Camaro models. Each door panel is manufactured
to duplicate the original with correct grain vinyl and
materials. Pre-assembled panels include the upper
mounting backing plate with the weatherstrip attached.
Note: Shipped oversize.
OS1

Non-Assembled
K829001
1982-85
K829002
1982-85
K829012
1982-85
K829020
1982-85
K829029
1982-85
Pre-Assembled
K8290011 1982-85
K8290021 1982-85
K8290121 1982-85
K8290201 1982-85
K8290291 1982-85

black ...............
gray .................
dark blue .........
camel ..............
carmine red .....

149.99
149.99
149.99
149.99
149.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

black ...............
gray .................
dark blue .........
camel ..............
carmine red .....

288.99
288.99
288.99
288.99
288.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

K92823

Vinyl Door Panel Colors
01
black

02
red

08
med. blue

20
palomino

57
charcoal

70
navy blue

1968-69 Door/Rear Side Panels
Paint to match your interior. Will not warp with moisture
and can be installed with basic hand tools.
Important: Will not accept factory upholstery.
Note: Shipped triple oversize.

15
maroon
(excludes ‘87)

OS3

MD1021 1968-69 front & rear, white 1394.99 set

Regal Velour Door Panel Colors
08
blue
K109401

1985
01 – black

1985
02 – red

1983-85 L/S Conteur Door Panels
Note: Please add two digit color code
when ordering. Shipped oversize.

1983-85

20
sandstone

23
silver

57
charcoal

01
black
(only '87)

02
torch red

20
sandstone

56
lt. charcoal

08
blue

15
burgundy
(excludes ‘87)

57
charcoal

70
navy blue

1983-84
1983-84
08 – blue 20 – brown

Reproduction door panels for 1983-85 Camaro models
with the optional L/S Conteur interior package.
Features the exclusive “Camaro” material and Encore
velour uppers with a carpeted lower panel.
K1094

15
burgundy

Encore Velour Door Panel Colors

OS1

1970-81 Front Door Panels
These door panels are a direct replacement that can
be upholstered in any material and color combination
of your choice. Includes left and right hand panels.
Important: Will not accept factory upholstery.
Note: Shipped triple oversize.

MD1022

1970-81

OS3

white.................. 1174.99 pr

Madrid Velour Door Panel Colors
08
royal blue

15
brick

20
sandstone

24
silver/black
‘88-92 only

57
charcoal

70
ocean blue

23
silver

specify color ........ 399.99 pr

1982-92 Camaro Door Panels

01
black

02
red

24
saddle

57
charcoal

1986 Camaro Door Panels
The 1986 Camaro door panels feature Sierra grain vinyl
with matching carpet. Diagonal dielectric seals accent
the body of the panel and a horizontal sloped accent
stripe divides the vinyl from the carpet. Pre-assembled
panels include the upper mounting backing plate with
the weatherstrip attached.
Note: Please add two digit color code when
ordering. Shipped oversize.

K864
K865

1986
1986

OS1

non-assembled ........ 197.99 pr
pre-assembled ......... 311.99 pr

Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.
Shipped oversize.

1982-86 Door Panels
K921
1982-86
K923
1982-86
K922
1982-86
K924
1982-86
1987 Door Panels
K871
1987
K877
1987
K872
1987
K878
1987
1988-92 Door Panels
K925
1988-92
K927
1988-92
K926
1988-92
K928
1988-92

OS1

vinyl ...................
Regal velour ......
Encore velour.....
Madrid velour ....

207.99
216.99
216.99
216.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

vinyl ...................
Regal velour ......
Encore velour.....
Madrid velour ....

254.99
254.99
264.99
264.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

vinyl ...................
Regal velour ......
Encore velour.....
Madrid velour ....

207.99
216.99
216.99
216.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

FB2115C

1969 Custom Door Panels
Pro-Touring style door panels for 1969 Camaro
models. Manufactured in ﬁberglass and gel coated.
Paint to match your interior. Requires the use of power
windows as there is no provisions for window cranks.
Will ﬁt 1967-69 doors without wing windows only.
1968 models must use 1969 back seat. Will ﬁt a 6"
speaker. Door handles and armrests sold separately.
Note: Shipped double oversize.
OS2

Door Panels Only
FB2114
1969
front and rear (4)
FB2116
1969
front only (2) ......
Complete Door Panel Kit
(Door Panels, Handles, Armrests)
FB2115P
1969
polished ..............
FB2115B 1969
black ...................
FB2115S
1969
brushed ...............

1939.99 kit
1939.99 kit
1939.99 kit

Interior Door Panels
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1449.99 set
1149.99 pr

Interior Components A

K86401

Classic Industries® offers the original style door
panels for 1982-92 Camaro models. Designed and
manufactured to OEM speciﬁcations.

Interior Door Panels
C91309100

C91317661

C91295651

1967 Standard Door Panel Colors
100
black

325
lt blue

501
red

651
gold

1967 Deluxe Door Panel Colors
100
black

210
white

501
red

338
brt blue

640
pearl yellow

100
black
1968-69

651
gold

Interior Components
A

100
black

118 SRM
black

661 SRM
saddle

664
taupe

687
saddle

432
lt green
1969

469
dk green
1969

511
red
1969

641
yellow
1969

500
orange
1969

501
red
1968

Manufactured with dielectrically heat sealed knitted
and Madrid grain vinyl. Panels come pre-assembled
with top rail, window felts, and door lock ferrules.
Note: SRM = Legendary Special Run Material.

C91317
C91317
C91317

645
willow gold
1968

black and saddle ................... 569.99 pr
black and saddle SRM .......... 719.99 pr
taupe ..................................... 781.99 pr

1968-69 Camaro Deluxe Rear Panels
Manufactured with dielectrically heat sealed Madrid
grain vinyl. Fold down and ﬁxed rear panels come
pre-assembled with rail and window felts.
C91307 fold down rear....................... 252.99 pr
C91308 ﬁxed rear ............................... 252.99 pr
C91309 convertible rear ..................... 87.99 pr
C91299 coupe armrest well covers .... 64.99 pr
C91300 conv. armrest well covers ..... 64.99 pr

100
black
1970-71

645
willow gold

1968 Standard Door Panels
Manufactured with dielectrically heat sealed Madrid
grain vinyl. Front, fold down, and ﬁxed panels come
pre-assembled with top rail, window felts, and door
lock ferrules.
C91303 front ...................................... 387.99 pr
C91304 fold down rear....................... 279.99 pr
C91305 ﬁxed rear ............................... 279.99 pr
C91306 convertible rear ..................... 111.99 pr
C91299 coupe armrest well covers .... 64.99 pr
C91300 conv. armrest well covers ..... 64.99 pr

337
brt blue
1970

683
saddle
1970

380
blue
1971

690
saddle
1971

415
460
jade green met green
1971
1970

684
697
sandalwood sandalwood
1970
1971

1970-71 Standard Door Panels

1968 Standard Door Panel Colors

501
red

369
dk blue
1969

1974 Camaro Deluxe Door Panels
424
turquoise
1968

1967 Standard Door Panels
Manufactured with dielectrically heat sealed Madrid
grain vinyl.
C91295 front ...................................... 224.99 pr
C91296 coupe fold down rear ............ 135.99 pr
C91297 coupe ﬁxed rear .................... 135.99 pr
C91298 convertible rear ..................... 102.99 pr
C91299 coupe armrest well covers .... 64.99 pr
C91300 conv. armrest well covers ..... 64.99 pr
1967 Deluxe Rear Panels
Manufactured with dielectrically heat sealed Madrid
grain vinyl.
C91301 coupe rear ............................. 121.99 pr
C91302 convertible rear ..................... 90.99 pr
C91299 coupe armrest well covers .... 64.99 pr
C91300 conv. armrest well covers ..... 64.99 pr

331
blue

331
blue
1968

424
lt turquoise

1967-69 Camaro Door Panels

100
black

204
220
parchment frost white
1968
1968-69

Manufactured with dielectrically heat sealed Madrid
grain vinyl.
C91314
.............................................. 224.99 pr

C91318523

149
1974 – black ribbed

523
1975 – red plaid

628 SRM
1975 – graystone plaid

637 SRM
1975 – sandstone plaid

667 SRM
1974 – taupe ribbed

669 SRM
1974 – saddle ribbed

701
1974 – sandalwood ribbed

711
1975 – saddle plaid

1974-75 Deluxe Cloth Door Panels
100
black

230
white

380
blue

465
green

670
tan

695 SRM
sdlwood

1972 Standard Door Panels
Manufactured with dielectrically heat sealed Madrid
grain vinyl.
Note: SRM = Legendary Special Run Material.

C91315
C91315

all other colors.................... 224.99 pr
SRM sandalwood ............... 681.99 pr

Manufactured with dielectrically heat sealed Madrid
grain vinyl, plaid or ribbed cloth inserts. Panels come
pre-assembled with top rail, window felts, and door
lock ferrules.
Note: SRM = Legendary Special Run Material.

C91318
C91318

any other colors .................... 719.99 pr
SRM colors ........................... 781.99 pr

1969 Standard Door Panel Colors

100
black

220
ft white

369
dk blue

432
469
lt green dk green

511
red

1969 Standard Door Panels
Manufactured with dielectrically heat sealed Madrid
grain vinyl. Front, fold down, and ﬁxed panels come
pre-assembled with top rail, window felts, and door
lock ferrules.
C91310 front ...................................... 417.99 pr
C91311 fold down rear....................... 303.99 pr
C91312 ﬁxed rear ............................... 303.99 pr
C91313 convertible rear ..................... 139.99 pr
C91299 hardtop armrest well covers.. 64.99 pr
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Interior Door Panels

100
black
1973-75

209
white
1975

403 SRM 404 SRM
green
green
1973
1974

510
red
1974
C91390685

629 SRM 630 SRM
685
chamois sandstone saddle
1973
1975
1973 & 75

687
saddle
1974

694
sandalwood
1973-74

sandstone

saddle

1973-75 Standard Door Panels

1975 Camaro Deluxe Door Panels

Manufactured with dielectrically heat sealed Madrid
grain vinyl.

Manufactured with dielectrically heat sealed Madrid
grain vinyl. Panels come pre-assembled with top rail,
window felts, and door lock ferrules.
C91319630
sandstone ....................... 781.99 pr
C91319685
saddle ............................ 553.99 pr

Note: SRM = Legendary Special Run Material.

C91316
C91316

all other colors ...................... 224.99 pr
SRM colors ........................... 459.99 pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Interior Door Panels

C91320684
C91326514
C91324319
100
black

209
white

528
ﬁrethorn

684
buckskin

1976-77 Camaro Door Panels
1976 Standard Door Panels
Manufactured with dielectrically heat sealed Madrid
grain vinyl. Panels come pre-assembled with top rail,
window felts, and door lock ferrules.
C91320
.............................................. 364.99 pr
1977 Standard Door Panels
Manufactured with dielectrically heat sealed Sierra
grain vinyl. Panels come pre-assembled with top rail,
window felts, and door lock ferrules.
C91323
.............................................. 364.99 pr

100
black

209
white

684
buckskin

319
lt blue

100
black
1978-81

102
silver
1981

200
oyster
1980

209
white
1978

319
lt blue
1979

366
dk blue
1980-81

402
SRM green
1979

440
green
1978

504
carmine
1978-80

514
red
1981

671
camel tan
1981

688
camel tan
1978-80

1977 Camaro Deluxe Door Panels
Manufactured with dielectrically heat sealed Sierra grain
vinyl with Plisse insert. Panels come pre-assembled with
top rail, window felts, and door lock ferrules.
C91324
............................................ 553.99 pr

1978-81 Camaro Standard Door Panels
100
black

112 SRM
black

209
white

212 SRM 652 SRM 684
white
buckskin buckskin

C91327100

100
black

209
white

all other colors ..................... 553.99 pr
SRM colors .......................... 699.99 pr

319
lt blue

all other colors................. 411.99 pr
green SRM ...................... 869.99 pr

504
688
carmine camel tan

440
green

1978-79 Deluxe Door Panels

Note: SRM = Legendary Special Run Material.

C91321
C91321

Note: SRM = Legendary Special Run Material.

C91326
C91326402

1976 Camaro Deluxe Door Panels
Manufactured with dielectrically heat sealed Madrid
grain vinyl with knit grain insert. Panels come preassembled with top rail, window felts, and door
lock ferrules.

Manufactured with dielectrically heat sealed Sierra
grain vinyl. Panels come pre-assembled with top rail,
window felts, and door lock ferrules.

Manufactured with dielectrically heat sealed Sierra grain
vinyl with Rattan insert. Panels come pre-assembled with
top rail, window felts, and door lock ferrules.
C91327
............................................ 553.99 pr

102
silver
1981

504
366
dk blue carmine
1980-81 1980

514
red
1981

616
beige
1981

688
camel tan
1980

1980-81 Berlinetta Deluxe Door Panels
Manufactured with dielectrically heat sealed Sierra
grain vinyl with Derma grain insert. Panels come
pre-assembled with top rail, window felts, and door
lock ferrules.
Note: SRM = Legendary Special Run Material.

C91322302

C91330
C91331
C91331616

137
black

351
lt blue

543
carmine

719
camel tan

1980
1981
1981

.......................... 588.99 pr
.......................... 588.99 pr
SRM beige ....... 854.99 pr

1978 Deluxe Cloth Door Panels
137
black

302
blue

533
ﬁrethorn

1976 Deluxe Cloth Door Panels

336
blue

537
ﬁrethorn

713
buckskin

1977 Deluxe Cloth Door Panels
Manufactured with dielectrically heat sealed Sierra
grain vinyl with Ribbed cloth insert. Panels come
pre-assembled with top rail, window felts, and door
lock ferrules.
C91325 ................................................ 719.99 pr

145
black

208
oyster

353
lt blue

545
camine

721
camel tan

447
green

1979 Deluxe Cloth Door Panels
Manufactured with dielectrically heat sealed Sierra
grain vinyl with Ribbed cloth insert. Panels come
pre-assembled with top rail, window felts, and door
lock ferrules.
C91329
all other colors................. 719.99 pr
C91329447 green................................ 781.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

C91332199

134
199
362
620
549
1980-black 1980-oyster 1980-blue 1980-carmine 1980-tan

151
152
365
1981-black 1981-silver 1981-blue

619 SRM
550
1981-red 1981-beige

1980-81 Berlinetta Deluxe Cloth Panels
Manufactured with dielectrically heat sealed
Sierra grain vinyl with ribbed cloth insert.
C91332
1980
........................ 759.99 pr
C91334
1981
........................ 759.99 pr
C91334619
1981
SRM beige ..... 854.99 pr

Interior Door Panels
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Manufactured with dielectrically heat sealed Madrid
grain vinyl with Empress cloth insert. Panels come
pre-assembled with top rail, window felts, and door
lock ferrules.
C91322 black or ﬁrethorn .................. 719.99 pr
C91322 blue ....................................... 781.99 pr

Manufactured with dielectrically heat sealed Sierra
grain vinyl with Plaid cloth insert. Panels come
pre-assembled with top rail, window felts, and door
lock ferrules.
C91328
............................................ 719.99 pr

Interior Door Components
K356 – installed

end cap

end details
one piece
strip

windlace

R5410

K515

K514

1967-69 Door Jamb Windlace
Exact reproduction interior door jamb windlace originally installed on 1967-69 coupe and convertible Camaro
models. This reproduction is the ﬁrst to capture the OEM appearance and ﬁt. Manufactured using rigid steel
inserts for a more original and easier installation. The 1967 style includes the upper windlace end caps built
right into the windlace so there’s no need to purchase them separately! The windlace comes in black and may
be painted to any color.
OE Style
K514
1967
includes end caps ............................................................................................ 99.99 pr
K515
1968-69
includes clips .................................................................................................. 99.99 pr
Replacement Style
R5410
1967-69
includes clips .................................................................................................. 39.99 set

WL208 – detail

K356

K356A

1967-69 Interior Door Jamb Rubber
Reproduction molded rubber seal that attaches to the
door jamb section directly below the rear side window
vertical weatherstrip. Manufactured to exact factory
speciﬁcations which features a stamped steel insert
molded directly into the rubber. Screws sold separately.
K356
1967-69 door jamb u-seals .... 19.99 pr
K356A 1967-69 4-pc screw set .......... 2.79 set

installation detail

1967 Door Jamb Windlace End Caps
Reproduction end caps for 1967 Camaro door jamb
edge moldings. The caps ﬁnish off the upper area of the
door jamb edge molding. Each end cap will ﬁt exactly
as original. The caps are available in black but may be
painted to match the desired color of the interior. Paint
as required using correct interior color spray paint.
K516
1967
black ........................ 24.99 pr

installation detail
end detail
00
black

01
brt red

02
dk red

03
brt blue

04
gold/fawn

gold

A

Interior Components

black
06
dk blue

07
moss green

10
dk saddle

08
tan

09
silver

11
12
13
dk brown parch/off-wht brt white

Universal Snap-On Windlace by the Foot
Replacement style snap-on vinyl windlace, sold by
the foot. Often used to seal interior rear door jamb
edges to sill plates and much more. Featuring authentic
vinyl grain texture, positive gripping power and rapid
application, this ﬂexible snap-on vinyl trim is ideal for
classic car applications. Available in a variety of colors.
Important: This windlace is sold by the foot and cut to your
measurement, therefore it is non-returnable. Please double
check your measurements before ordering.
Note: Please specify 2 digit color code when ordering.

WL2

58

parch.

brt blue

red

brt red

05
aqua/turq

specify color ............................... 2.99 ft

Interior Door Parts

1967-69 Door Jamb Windlace Retainers
brt white

dk blue

Reproduction door jamb edge welting retainer clips
for 1967-69 Camaro models. These clips are a direct
replacement for the commonly damaged or missing
originals. Sold in pairs.
748776 1967-69 black ........................ 9.99 pr

moss grn

1967-69 Interior Door Jamb Windlace
Replacement door jamb windlace molding sets for
1967-69 Camaro models. Manufactured in replacement
style vinyl material with rigid steel inserts for ease of
installation. Available in a variety of colors to match
your factory door panels as closely as possible.
Note: Some trimming may be required. Sold as a pair.

WL310008
WL310007
WL310002
WL310000
WL310001
WL310005
WL310006

1967
1967
1967-68
1967-69
1967-69
1969
1969

gold .............
parchment ...
bright blue...
black ...........
red ...............
dark blue .....
moss green ..

19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Chrome Screw with Integral Washer Set
Replacement chrome sheet metal screw with integral
washer. This screw can be used on many different
components including, interior pillar post moldings,
kick panels, rear side panels, interior door panels, etc.
9414769
#8 x 1"
set of 10 ......... 8.99 set
9414768
#8 x 1-1/2"
set of 10 ......... 8.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Interior Panel Moldings
1967 Standard Interior Panel Molding Sets

1968-69 Deluxe Interior Panel Molding Kits

Each molding is
produced in correct
stamped stainless steel
as original. Coupe
without rear armrest
set is an 8 piece set.
R1101
Convertible or coupe with rear armrest set is a 6 piece set. Fits all 1967
Camaro standard door panels. Buy the individual components as needed or
purchase a complete set and save.
Complete Set – Upper and Center Trim
R1100
1967
8 piece
coupe without rear armrest ............ 209.99 set
R1101
1967
6 piece
conv/coupe with rear armrest ........ 184.99 set
Components – Upper Trim Only
7639888
1967
front
coupe or convertible – 2 required .. 42.99 ea
7639889
1967
rear
coupe only – 2 required ................. 39.99 ea

Each molding is
produced in correct
stainless stamped
steel as original. Kits
R1112
include: 2 door upper,
2 door lower front,
and 2 rear side panel
upper moldings. Fits
all 1968-69 Camaro deluxe door panels.
Complete Kit – 2 Upper and 2 Lower Front with 2 Upper Rear Moldings
R1112
1968-69 coupe
front and rear
6 piece ...... 242.99 kit
R1113
1968-69 convertible front and rear
6 piece ...... 242.99 kit
Components – Front Only
7742919
1968-69 all
upper LH
1 piece ...... 59.99 ea
7742918
1968-69 all
upper RH
1 piece ...... 59.99 ea
7743242
1968-69 all
lower – 2 req.
1 piece ...... 54.99 ea
R8433
1968-69 all
front
4 piece ...... 174.99 kit
Components – Rear Only
7752953
1968-69 coupe
upper rear
1 piece ...... 34.99 ea
7752954
1968-69 convertible upper rear
1 piece...... 34.99 ea

1968-69 Standard Interior Panel Molding Sets
Each molding is
produced in correct
stainless steel as
original. Fits all 1968
Camaro standard
door panels.

R1102

Note: Armrest base molding sold separately.

Complete Set – Upper and Lower Trim
R1102
1968
10 piece
R1103
1968
8 piece
Components – Upper Trim Only
7737762
1968-69
front
7752625
1968-69
rear

coupe .................................... 219.99 set
convertible............................ 184.99 set
coupe and convertible ..........
coupe only ............................

74.99 pr
69.99 pr

1969 Standard Interior Panel Molding Sets
Each molding is
produced in correct
stainless steel as
R1104
original. Sets include: 2 front door upper and 2 rear side panel
upper moldings. Fits all 1969 Camaro standard door panels.
R1104
1969
4 piece
coupe ................................................ 149.99 set
R1105
1969
4 piece
convertible........................................ 119.99 set

1967-69 Economy Standard Door Panel Chrome Molding Sets
K6046
Replacement of the
various moldings that
attach to standard
door panels from 1967-69. Studs are attached to molding, making installation
simple and easy. This set is considered an economical alternative to a true
reproduction molding.
K6044
1967 front only
2 piece
coupe or convertible .. 34.99 set
K6045
1967 front and rear
4 piece
coupe ......................... 37.99 set
K6046
1968 front only
6 piece
coupe or convertible .. 37.99 set
K6047
1968 front and rear
10 piece coupe ......................... 46.99 set
K6048
1968 front and rear
8 piece
convertible ................. 46.99 set
K6049
1969 front only
2 piece
coupe or convertible .. 34.99 set
K6050
1969 front and rear
4 piece
coupe ......................... 37.99 set
K6051
1969 front and rear
4 piece
convertible ................. 37.99 set

Each molding is
produced in correct
stainless stamped
steel as original. Kit
includes: 2 door upper,
R1111
2 door lower and 2
rear side panel upper
moldings. Fits all 1967 Camaro deluxe door panels.
Complete Set – 2 Upper and 2 Lower Front with 2 Upper Rear Moldings
R1110
1967
6 piece front/rear set
coupe ................... 269.99
R1111
1967
6 piece front/rear set
convertible ........... 269.99
Components – Front Only
7669267
1967
1 piece lower front
all – 2 required ..... 64.99
7669268
1967
1 piece upper front
all – 2 required ..... 69.99
R149
1967
4 piece front set
all ......................... 199.99
Components – Rear Only
7669269
1967
2 piece upper rear
coupe ................... 74.99
7669270
1967
2 piece upper rear
convertible ........... 74.99

kit
kit
ea
ea
kit
pr
pr

These fastener sets include fasteners to attach
air outlet bezels, air
vents in door jamb,
armrest base and
pad, ashtray retainer,
coat hooks, console
door, hinge and lamp,
courtesy lamps, dash
pad, dimmer switch,
dome lamp, door
panels, door handles,
door pull straps,
ﬁrewall insulation,
F500112
glove box door, latch and liner, grab bar, heater control, instrument
cluster, kick panels, mirror, name plates, pillar moldings, quarter glass
weatherstrip, quarter trim panels, radio trim panel, radio control shafts, rocker
panel cover plates, scuff plates, seat back stop bumpers and strikers, seat back
cables, seat back panels, rear seat body, seat pivot clips, covers and seat tracks,
ﬂoor shifter plate, shoulder harness retainers, steering column cover at dash and
ﬁrewall, steering wheel shroud, sun visor brackets and clamps, turn signal
lever, window cranks, vent window channels.
F500111
1967
coupe
standard interior 350 piece .... 202.99 set
F500112 1967
coupe
deluxe interior
361 piece .... 189.99 set
F500113 1967
convertible
standard interior 348 piece .... 175.99 set
F500114 1967
convertible
deluxe interior
324 piece .... 179.99 set
F500115 1968
coupe
standard interior 388 piece .... 205.99 set
F500116 1968
coupe
deluxe interior
405 piece .... 199.99 set
F500117 1968
convertible
standard interior 347 piece .... 193.99 set
F500118 1968
convertible
deluxe interior
360 piece .... 194.99 set
F500119 1969
coupe
standard interior 389 piece .... 213.99 set
F500120 1969
coupe
deluxe interior
437 piece .... 248.99 set
F500121 1969
convertible
standard interior 348 piece .... 193.99 set
F500122 1969
convertible
deluxe interior
391 piece .... 189.99 set

1967-78 Interior Screw Sets
Comprehensive interior screw sets
for 1967-78 Camaro coupe and
convertible models. Each interior
screw set contains most of the visible
essential screws used for the brake
release handle, center mirror, pillar
post moldings, coat hook, dash panel,
dome light, door frame, door seal,
kick panels, light switch, quarter
seals, seat latch, sill plates, sun visor
bracket, interior windshield molding
and more! Screw count will vary with
year and model.
SK1170
1967
86 screws
SK1700
1967
107 screws
SK1230
1968
78 screws
SK564
1968
103 screws
SK518
1969
87 screws
SK531
1969
100 screws
SK1885
1970-73
61 screws
SK1970
1974-76
60 screws
SK1965
1978
66 screws

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

SK1885

coupe ...............................
convertible .......................
coupe ...............................
convertible .......................
coupe ...............................
convertible .......................
.........................................
.........................................
.........................................

Interior Moldings

29.99
39.99
29.99
39.99
29.99
39.99
24.99
24.99
24.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
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1967 Deluxe Interior Panel Molding Kits

1967-69 Camaro Interior Master Fastener Set

Interior Door Components
1967 Deluxe Door Panel Brackets
Reproduction door panel mounting brackets for 1967
Camaro models with deluxe interiors. These special
brackets are correct reproductions that install as
original. Sold in pairs only.
KW420
1967 ....................................... 29.99 pr

R4801

01
black

02
red

03
lt. blue

05
gold

06
turquoise

R4902

1967 Armrests and Components
1968-69 Front Standard Door Panel Top Rails
Classic Industries® offers quality reproduction door
panel top rails for 1968-69 Camaro models with
standard interiors. They are die-stamped steel and
feature rolled edges on the ends, correctly spaced
mounting holes, and lock knob holes. Sold in pairs.
KW775
1968-69
LH and RH ......... 49.99 pr

Replace your missing or broken armrest and bases with
these new reproduction armrest pad and base kits for
1967 Camaro models. Kit includes 2 armrest pads in
your choice of colors and 2 armrest bases. Purchase
the individual components or buy the armrest pad and
base kit and save!
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering
armrest pad.

Armrest Pad and Base Kit
R48
1967
black pads ................ 82.99 kit
Armrest Bases Only
K7953
1967
chrome ..................... 35.99 pr
Standard Interior Armrest Pads Only
K6950 1967
LH or RH................. 24.99 ea

1970-73 Front Standard Door Panel Top Rails
Classic Industries® offers quality reproduction door
panel top rails for 1970-73 Camaro models with
standard interiors. They are molded plastic and
feature rolled edges on the ends, correctly spaced
mounting holes, and lock knob holes. Sold in pairs.
Clips not included.
K302 1970-73 LH and RH ............ 124.99 pr

C67065G

1970-73 Carbon Fiber Upper Door Panel Trim
Give your interior a race inspired look with these real
carbon ﬁber upper door panel trim moldings. Designed
to replace the original exactly, these lightweight, carbon
ﬁber pieces feature correct mounting holes to ﬁt and
install like original. Available in glossy or satin carbon
ﬁber ﬁnish. Sold as a pair.
C67065G
1970-73
glossy ............. 484.99 pr
C67065S
1970-73
satin ............... 484.99 pr

Interior Components
A

K304 – chrome bead

1982-92 Upper Door Panel Top Rails
Reproduction of the molded top rails for your door
panels on all 3rd generation Camaro models. Made of
ABS plastic they include the window felt weatherstrip
in either original black bead or a custom chrome bead.
K303
1982-92
black bead ........... 159.99 pr
K304
1982-92
chrome bead ........ 173.99 pr
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Door Panel Parts

red

med.
blue

ivy
gold

white

dark
blue

dark
green

1968-69 Armrest Pad & Base Kits
Reproduction armrest pad and base kits for 1968-69
Camaro models. Each kit includes 2 urethane armrest
pads and 2 armrest bases for standard interiors.
Purchase the individual components or buy the armrest
pad and base kit and save!
Important: Armrest base molding is original for 1968 models.
However, can be installed on 1969 models.

R4901
R4902
R4908
R4909
R4910
R4912
R4913

1968-69
1968-69
1968
1968
1969
1969
1969

LH/RH
LH/RH
LH/RH
LH/RH
LH/RH
LH/RH
LH/RH

black ..........
red .............
med. blue ..
ivy gold .....
white..........
dark blue....
dark green..

84.99
84.99
84.99
84.99
84.99
84.99
84.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

K40210

black

lt. blue

red

gold

white

K695108

1967 Vinyl Wrapped Front Armrest Pad
Premium quality reproduction armrest pads in the
correct Madrid grain for 1965-67 models. These vinyl
wrapped armrests feature foam core over steel base
construction, as original, for an authentic appearance
and superior ﬁt. White pads can be painted to match
your interior.
K40210
1967
black ...................... 58.99 pr
K40212
1967
light blue ............... 58.99 pr
K40230
1967
red ......................... 58.99 pr
K40243
1967
gold ....................... 58.99 pr
K40237
1967
white...................... 58.99 pr

FB1114N

K303 – black bead

black

1967-69 Custom Billet Armrests
Complete your Fesler custom door panels with these
great looking interior door armrests or use them on
their own, as they will ﬁt most door panels, including
your existing door panels (some modiﬁcation required).
Each armrest features a solid T-6061 aluminum center
milled to perfection, and each set of armrests includes
a reverse mold for the upper and lower sections to
allow you to wrap them in leather, suede, or whatever
material you want.
FB1114N
1967-69
natural ............ 349.99 pr
FB1114P
1967-69
polished ......... 349.99 pr
FB1114B
1967-69
black .............. 349.99 pr
FB1114S
1967-69
brushed .......... 349.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

black

red

med.
blue

ivy
gold

white

dark
blue

dark
green

1968-69 Standard Armrest Pad
Reproduction armrest pads for 1968-69 Camaro
models. Your choice of our economical urethane
replacement or our more authentic vinyl wrapped
reproduction pads.
Urethane
K695201 1968-69 LH
black ........... 24.99 ea
K695101 1968-69 RH
black ........... 24.99 ea
K695202 1968-69 LH
red ............... 29.99 ea
K695102 1968-69 RH
red ............... 29.99 ea
K695206 1968
LH
turquoise ..... 29.99 ea
K695106 1968
RH
turquoise ..... 29.99 ea
K695208 1968
LH
med. blue .... 29.99 ea
K695108 1968
RH
med. blue .... 29.99 ea
K695209 1968
LH
ivy gold....... 29.99 ea
K695109 1968
RH
ivy gold....... 29.99 ea
K695225 1968
LH
pearl ............ 29.99 ea
K695125 1968
RH
pearl ............ 29.99 ea
K695207 1969
LH
parchment ... 29.99 ea
K695107 1969
RH
parchment ... 29.99 ea
K695210 1969
LH
white ........... 29.99 ea
K695110 1969
RH
white ........... 29.99 ea
K695212 1969
LH
dark blue ..... 29.99 ea
K695112 1969
RH
dark blue ..... 29.99 ea
K695213 1969
LH
dark green ... 29.99 ea
K695113 1969
RH
dark green ... 29.99 ea
Vinyl Wrapped
K695401 1968-69 LH/RH black........... 61.99 pr
K695402 1968-69 LH/RH red .............. 61.99 pr
K695410 1969
LH/RH ivory white 61.99 pr
K695408 1968
LH/RH med. blue ... 61.99 pr
K695409 1968
LH/RH ivy gold...... 61.99 pr
K695412 1969
LH/RH dark blue .... 61.99 pr
K695413 1969
LH/RH dark green .. 61.99 pr

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Interior Door Components

bright blue – K695304

8769943

black

red

med.
blue

ivy
gold

white

dark
blue

dark
green

1968-69 Standard Armrest Base
We are pleased to offer these OER® reproduction that
will match Classic Industries® interiors, offering a great
ﬁt at a reasonable price. Our reproduction original
type armrest bases will install as originals and feature
the correct grain.
Note: Armrest base molding is sold separately. Armrest
base molding is original for 1968 models. However, can be
installed on 1969 models

8769927
8769926
8769935
8769934
8769939
8769938
7756009
7756008
8769929
8769928
8769943
8769942
8769945
8769944
8769947
8769946

1968-69
1968-69
1968-69
1968-69
1968
1968
1968
1968
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969

LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH

black ..........
black ..........
red ..............
red ..............
med. blue ...
med. blue ...
ivy gold......
ivy gold......
ivory white
ivory white
dark blue ....
dark blue ....
dark green ..
dark green ..
parchment ..
parchment ..

19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

01 black
1970-71

02 red
1970-71

12 dk blue
1971

17 lt saddle
1970

04 brt blue
1970

07 parchment
1970-71
carmine – K74129

18 dk saddle 43 sandalwood
1970-71
1971
black

stamped, stainless steel
armrest base molding

lt blue

camel tan

carmine

1970-71 Standard Interior Armrest Pad
Reproduction armrest pads are produced using modern
urethane materials and offer an original appearance.
Features correct Madrid grain material with factory
interior colors.
Note: Please add two digit color code
when ordering. Shipped oversize.

K6953

1970-71

OS1

LH or RH .............. 34.99 ea

ﬁrethorn

dark blue

white

1974-81 Armrest and Door Pull Handle
OER reproduction armrest and door pull handles for
1974-81 Camaro models. These armrests are OEM
quality and will replace your broken or missing armrest/
pull handle correctly.
®

Note: Black is available individually or in a pair. All other
colors are available in pairs only.

1972-77 Armrest Pad
Reproduction armrest pad for 1972-77 Camaro models.
Features correct grain as original. This armrest installs
on the lower door panel and ﬁts on the LH or RH side.
Available in black, paint to desired color.
9600968
1972-77
LH or RH .......... 44.99 ea

1967-69 Standard Armrest Base Screws
All the screws required to replace
both LH and RH armrest bases for
1967-69 Camaro models.
7768477
1967
4 screws ............ 4.99 set
7768478
1968-69
6 screws ............ 6.99 set

black – 9674364

OER® Reproduction Individuals
9674365 1974-81
black – LH ........
9674364 1974-81
black – RH ........
OER® Reproduction Pairs
K74101
1974-81
black .................
K74103
1977-79
lt blue ................
K74120
1978-80
camel tan...........
K74129
1978-80
carmine red .......
K74121
1976-77
ﬁrethorn ............
K74112
1974-81
dk blue ..............
K74110
1974-81
white .................
Genuine GM Individuals
G7556
1974-81
black – LH ........
G7555
1974-81
black – RH ........

86.99 ea
86.99 ea
169.99
169.99
169.99
169.99
169.99
169.99
169.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

161.99 ea
223.99 ea

1970-77 Armrest Door Bracket
Door panel armrest support bracket for all 1970-73
Camaro models and 1974-77 Camaro models with
standard interiors. This “L” bracket features all the
correct prestamped holes and will directly replace the
often rusted or damaged factory brackets on either side
of the vehicle. Sold individually.
748790 1970-77 .................................... 21.99 ea

1708751

1708752

K247

K248

A11774

1972-77 Lower Door Panel Mounting Clip
Reproduction lower door panel mounting clip for 197277 models. K247 is the push-on style clips that attach
the upper door panel to the lower plastic panel. K248
is the lower retaining plates that attach to the bottom
of the door panel and they hold the plastic insert clips
when installing the door panels. For use with door
panels part numbers #9600954 and 9600955.
Note: Quantities listed are number needed per door.

1972-77 Door Pull Handle Insert

Reproduction armrest base molding strip installed
on 1968 Camaro models with standard interiors. The
original armrest bases for 1968 were manufactured
with two locating holes drilled out for attachment of
this polished stainless steel molding. The molding is
designed to match the correct conﬁguration of the
additional door panel trim moldings. Genuine GM
part #7745078.

Reproduction pull handle inserts for 1972-77 Camaro
door panels. These hard to ﬁnd door panel inserts are
injection molded and ﬁt perfectly on the lower door
panel. Will ﬁt original or reproduction door panels.
1708752 1972-77
LH ..................... 24.99 ea
1708751 1972-77
RH .................... 24.99 ea

Mounting Clips
K247
1972-77
K248
1972-77
A11774 1972-77
Kits
R385
1975-81
881124 1972-77

3/4" x 5/8" – 6 req.
2" x 1-1/2" – 4 req.
push-in clip – 4 req.

1.99 ea
2.99 ea
.89 ea

set of 12 ................. 7.99 set
28 piece.................. 38.99 kit

Note: Armrest bases sold separately. Replacement armrest
bases require drilling for molding installation. Sold in
pairs only.

K967

1968

moldings only ............. 29.99 pr

1982-89 Armrest Sleeve
Reproduction armrest sleeves for 198289 Camaro models. This plastic sleeve
installs between the door pull and the door panel.
F9314
1982-89 ..................................... 7.99 pr

1967-69 Door Panel Screws
1982-92 Armrest Mounting Screws
Original style Torx head screws to install the armrest/
pull handle. Set includes 6 screws. 1 set does both sides.
KW411 1982-92 ................................... 10.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Reproduction lower screws found on all 1967-69
standard and deluxe door panels. Proper #8 x 3/4"
chrome drill point countersunk screw with attached
washer. Contains 8 screws. Can also be used for kick
panels, ashtray, and well cover lower assembly.
A11450
1967-69
8 screws................ 2.99 kit

Door Panel Parts
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1968 Stainless Armrest Base Moldings

Interior Door Components
Door Panel Remover

1968-72 Door Lock Knob Kit
1967 Color Keyed Interior Lock Knobs

Includes: 2 OE style door lock knobs as shown above
and 2 ferrules.
R9813799
1968-72 ............................. 17.99 kit

Remove your
doors panels
easily with
this door panel
removal tool. No
more trouble trying to
get the door panels off.
Removes the door panel fasteners allowing the
door panel to come off easily.
Y35350
............................................. 11.99 ea

Reproduction ﬂat head design interior color keyed
lock knobs originally installed on most standard
interiors in 1967.
CLK701
1967
black ...................... 4.99 pr
CLK708
1967
medium blue .......... 4.99 pr

4468414
K587

R2589

1967 Interior Door Lock Knobs
Replace your old knobs with these excellent
reproductions! The 1967 lock knobs are the correct
style including the ﬂuted top with the indention for
pressing down the knob to lock the door. Kit includes
2 knobs and 2 ferrules.
K588
1967
2 knobs ....................... 10.99 pr
R2589
1967
2 knobs and 2 ferrules 14.99 kit

7729591

1967-72 Door Lock Knob Ferrules

1967 Standard Inner Door Handle

Reproduction door lock knob ferrules mount to inner
door panel top metal frame where door lock knob ﬁts
into. Reproduction door lock knob ferrules for 1967
Camaro models are clear plastic. 1968-72 OEM door
lock knob ferrules feature the correct narrow ring with
appropriate felt lining.
K587
1967
clear plastic ........ 5.99 pr
7729591 1968-72
felt lined ............. 10.99 pr

Genuine GM or reproduction inner door handles will
replace pitted or worn out originals. For 1967 Camaro
models with standard interiors.
4468414 1967 LH or RH OER® .. 11.99 ea
G7567
1967 LH or RH GM...... 76.99 ea

7712036

1982-92 Door Lock Knob

1967 Deluxe Inner Door Handle

Genuine GM inner door lock knob for 1982-92 Camaro
models. Features the correct knob ribs and orange decal.
20632681
1982-92 ............................... 22.99 pr

Excellent reproduction inner deluxe door handles for
1967 Camaro models with molded door panels. This
item is reproduced exactly as originals including bright
triple chrome for an original appearance. Attachment
screws not included.
7712036
1967
LH ......................... 23.99 ea
7712035
1967
RH ........................ 23.99 ea

1968-81 Die-Cast Ribbed Lock Knobs
These heavy-duty die-cast reproduction ribbed style
door lock knobs are manufactured in zinc and chromed
to a highly polished appearance. Will install on many
GM vehicles between the 1968-81 model years. Sold
in pairs.
K546
1968-81 .................................... 11.99 pr

CP50038A

CP500391

CP500401

CP50041C

CP500420

CP50043B

CP500402
7743520

A9100203

A9100205

A
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A9100201
A9100207

Billet Door Lock Knobs
Machined from aluminum and available in 4 styles
with either a machined or polished ﬁnish. Knobs
have 10-24 threads that ﬁt majority of GM vehicles.
Large OEM Style
A9100201 1968-81 polished ﬁnish ..... 26.99 pr
A9100202 1968-81 machined ﬁnish ... 22.99 pr
Small OEM Style
A9100203 1967
polished ﬁnish ..... 26.99 pr
A9100204 1967
machined ﬁnish ... 22.99 pr
Custom Radius Style
A9100205 1967-81 polished ﬁnish ..... 21.99 pr
A9100206 1967-81 machined ﬁnish ... 21.99 pr
Custom Grooved Style
A9100207 1967-81 polished ﬁnish ..... 21.99 pr
A9100208 1967-81 machined ﬁnish ... 21.99 pr
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Custom Door Lock Knobs

1968-69 Standard Inner Door Handle

Want to draw attention to your interior? These custom
lock knobs will add a truly personal touch! Choose the
design that suits your style. Sold in pairs.
Deluxe “Swarvoski” Diamond Style
CP50038A
blue................................. 12.99 pr
CP50038B
clear ................................ 12.99 pr
CP50038C
green............................... 12.99 pr
CP50038D
purple ............................. 12.99 pr
CP50038E
red .................................. 12.99 pr
CP50038F
amber.............................. 12.99 pr
8 Ball Style
CP500391
chrome............................ 7.99 pr
Pointed
CP500401
chrome............................ 10.99 pr
Bullet Style
CP500402
chrome............................ 4.99 pr
Dice Style
CP50041A
red with white dots ......... 4.99 pr
CP50041B
white with black dots ..... 4.99 pr
CP50041C
black with white dots ..... 4.99 pr
CP50041D
blue with white dots ....... 5.99 pr
CP50041E
green with white dots ..... 5.99 pr
CP50041F
purple with white dots.... 6.99 pr
Piston Style
CP500420
chrome............................ 8.99 pr
Skull Head
CP50043B
chrome............................ 6.99 pr

Genuine GM or reproduction inner door handles will
replace pitted or worn originals. For 1968-69 models
with standard interiors.
7743521
1968-69
LH OER® ...... 12.99 ea
7743520
1968-69
RH OER® ...... 12.99 ea
G7568
1968-69
LH GM ......... 80.99 ea
G7569
1968-69
RH GM ......... 94.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

C2492

1968-69 Deluxe Inner Door Handles
Excellent reproduction inner door handles for 1968-69
Camaro models with deluxe door panels. These are
reproduced exactly as original including bright chrome
for an original appearance. Available as a complete
assembly with the handles attached to the mechanisms.
K60089 1968-69
handles only ........ 34.99 pr
C2492
1968-69
complete assys .... 44.99 pr

Interior Door Components
1967-69 Custom Inner Door Handles
Complete your Fesler custom door
panels with these great looking
interior door handles or use
them on their own (some
modiﬁcation required).
Door handles and cups
machined from T-6061
and feature Delran
bushings for years of
FB1113S
smooth operation. Sold in pairs.
Solid Color
FB1113N 1967-69 natural ............. 354.99
FB1113P
1967-69 polished ........... 354.99
FB1113B 1967-69 black anodized 354.99
Two-Tone with Black Cup
FB1113C 1967-69 chrome............. 354.99
FB1113S
1967-69 brushed ............ 354.99

K470

4812932

1964-81 Interior Handle Removal Tool
20220728

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

16628402

1982-02 Inner Door Handle
Reproduction of the inner door handles for 1982-02
Camaro models. Each handle is manufactured as
original and includes the rubber bumper.
20220728
1982-92 LH or RH .......... 9.99 ea
16628403 1993-02 LH ..................... 17.99 ea
16628402 1993-02 RH .................... 17.99 ea
Replacement Rubber Bumper
4812932
1982-92 handle bumper .. 6.99 ea

K486

1970-74 Door Handle Escutcheon
Reproduction inner door handle escutcheons, also
known as ﬁnger guards. Manufactured from injection
molded material that can be painted to match your
original interior color. Inner door handle escutcheons
snap into the die-cast portion of the handle with integral
clips that are molded into the escutcheon. Standard
and deluxe escutcheons ﬁt 1970-74 Camaro models.
Sold in pairs.
K470
1970-74 standard ................. 29.99 pr
K486
1970-74 deluxe .................... 17.99 pr

Door Unlocking Tool
The BigEasyTM actuates the lock button, door handle
or electric locks on 98% of all cars and trucks. Fast,
easy, with no training required. High visibility pink
powder coating. 55" long. Includes a wide, long and
smooth non-marring wedge and a lock knob lifter for
cars with ﬂat lock knobs at the top of the door.
S32900
............................................... 35.99 set

1970-74
1970
74 Interior Door Handles
These correct die-cast inner door handles (without
escutcheon) are manufactured to exact speciﬁcations
for an original appearance and correct ﬁt. Fits 1970-74
Camaro models with deluxe interior.
9825239 1970-74
LH ..................... 24.99 ea
9825238 1970-74
RH .................... 24.99 ea

1967-81 Window Crank Handle Spring

9836342

LH .................... 34.99 ea
RH ................... 34.99 ea
K361

1975-81 Standard Inner Door Handle
Genuine GM or reproduction inner door handle
assembly for 1975-81 models.
K361
1975-81 LH
reproduction.. 8.99 ea
K362
1975-81 RH reproduction.. 8.99 ea
G8625 1975-81 LH
GM................ 86.99 ea

1968-69 Deluxe Door Handle Screw
Original style door panel screw
for 1968-69 deluxe interior door
handles. Screws into the door handle
mechanism. 4 required.
E273
1968-69
deluxe interior........... .99 ea

1967-92 Interior
Door Handle “C” Clip
Correct replacement spring
designed for the front door window
handle for 1967-92 models.
A9886 1967-92 reproduction .............. .89 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

20037597

1967-69 Deluxe Window Handle
Replace your damaged, pitted or missing original
window crank handles with these reproduction
handles. For deluxe 1967-69 Camaro models. Each
handle is chrome-plated and includes inner clip for
easy installation. The deluxe interior handles feature
a wider curved arm allowing easier turning due to
thicker style deluxe door panels.
20348200 1967-69 black knob (deluxe) 12.99 ea
20037597 1967-69 clear knob (deluxe) 12.99 ea

KW0001

1982-97 Door Window Handles
Reproduction door window crank for 1982-97 models
without electric windows.
KW0001
1982-92 black .................... 4.99 ea
16600094 1993-97 black .................... 7.99 ea

1968-81 Window Crank Knob Set
Each knob is manufactured using
high-quality ABS plastic with special
UV chemicals to help prevent fading
from the sun’s ultraviolet rays. Each
set comes complete with two knobs
and stud retainers.
WCK30
1968-81 red ......................... 6.99 set

Interior Door Parts
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These correct die-cast
reproduction inner
door handles are
manufactured to exact
speciﬁcations for an
original appearance
and correct ﬁt. Features
black escutcheon with
chrome edge.
9836343
1970-74
9836342
1970-74

Reproduction door handle mechanism for 1967-69
Camaro models. The inner door handles attach to this
component. Choose from standard or deluxe models.
KW479 1967
LH and RH std. int. ...... 35.99 pr
K526 1968-69 LH & RH std. int. OER® 38.99 pr
KW480 1967
LH and RH dlx. int. ..... 41.99 pr
KW444 1968-69 LH deluxe int. .............. 34.99 ea
KW443 1968-69 RH deluxe int. ............. 34.99 ea

Correct replacement window
handle spring. Fits directly
behind the door panel keeps
tension on the panel where
the window crank attaches.
Recommended replacing when
changing window cranks or
replacing door panels.
4078002
1967-81 ................................. 1.50 ea

1970-74 Die-Cast Inner Door Handle

Reproduction window crank handles for 1967-81
Camaro models with standard interior. Die-cast and
chrome-plated and available with black or clear knob
as original. An all black handle is also available.
Includes clip.
K037597
1967-81
with clear knob ... 8.99 ea
K348200
1967-81
with black knob .. 8.99 ea
748723
1967-81
all black .............. 9.99 ea

KW444

1967-69 Door Handle Mechanisms
9825239

K037597

1967-81 Standard Door Window Handle

20348200

KW443

9825238

Handy tool to use for removal of all window cranks
and standard inner door handles. Can be used for most
GM vehicles from 1964-81.
T16000
1964-81 ................................... 7.99 ea

Interior Door Components
1967 Vent Window Handle Mount Stud
Fix your broken or loose vent
window handle. Exact reproduction of
the original.
KW741
1967........................................ 21.99 ea

P125

1967 Vent Glass Handle Spacer

1967 Vent Window Handles
Reproduction
chrome vent window
handles for all 1967
Camaro models to
replace your pitted or
damaged originals.
Set includes: left and
right vent window handles
and 2 roll pins for installation. Plastic washer set
used to keep the handles from making contact with
the window glass is available separately (1 set
required per handle).
KW100
1967
handles..................... 44.99 pr

1967 Vent Window Handle Washers
Reproduction inner and outer
spacer used to keep the vent
glass handle from making
contact with the window
glass. This will keep your
glass from getting damaged or scratched.
9708138
1967 ........................................ 2.99 set

P110

This is the correct spacer used to keep the vent glass
handle from making contact with the window glass.
This will keep your glass from damage or scratches.
KW742
1967 ......................................... 6.79 ea

P126

P127

1967-69 Pro-Touring Handles
Door, window, and vent window crank handles for
1967-69 Camaro models. Machined from billet
aluminum, powder coated, and then remachined to
create dynamic highlights.
P125 1967-69 door handles ........... 127.99 pr
P126 1967-69 window cranks ........ 132.99 pr
P127 1967-69 vent window cranks 116.99 pr

1967-92 Window Handle Washer Plate
Each plate ﬁts directly under
window crank handle and
prevents damage that may
occur on door panel due to window
handle rotation. Sold individually.
20393850
1967-81 4 required .......... 1.99 ea
20393850
1982-92 2 required .......... 1.99 ea

P1112 –
with carbon ﬁber insert

1967-81 Modern Style Handles

A
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Paul Atkins Signature Series modern style handles for
your standard interior models. Chrome-plated, drilled
I-beam styling with inserts that can be either painted
or upholstered to give your interior that modern look.
Includes 2 black and 2 carbon ﬁber inserts.
P110
1967-69
door ................... 106.99 pr
P111
1967-81
window ............. 100.99 pr
P112
1967
vent ................... 100.99 pr

K74302

K74303

K74304

K74305

K74306

K74307

KP4301

black

red

oyster

dk. blue

slate gray

doeskin

silver

dk carmine

camel tan

saddle

LK2008

1967-81 Billet Aluminum Handles
Billet aluminum interior handles will give your car
a custom look. These handles have splined arms for
ﬁne adjustment with no unsightly set screws. Offered
in a brushed, polished, or black anodized coat ﬁnish.
Door
LK2008
1967-69
brushed ............. 98.99 pr
LK2009
1967-69
polished ............ 98.99 pr
LK2008B 1967-69
black ................. 98.99 pr
Window
LK2014
1967-81
brushed ............. 98.99 pr
LK2015
1967-81
polished ............ 98.99 pr
LK2014B 1967-81
black ................. 98.99 pr
Vent Window
LK2020
1967
brushed ............. 98.99 pr
LK2021
1967
polished ............ 98.99 pr
LK2020B 1967
black ................. 98.99 pr
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1968-69 Deluxe Door Panel Cups
Reproduction door panel cups are inserted where
door handle opening is located. Produced to exact
dimensions for easy installation. Available in black
only, paint as required using OER® interior paint.
K179
1968-69 deluxe interior........ 34.99 pr

P111 –
with black insert

LK2020B

1967 Deluxe Door Panel Cups
Reproduction inserts used to replace cracked originals.
Each cup is injection molded in black, ﬁt perfectly and
can be painted as required with OER® interior paint sold
separately. Will ﬁt original or reproduction door panels.
K120
1967
black ........................ 36.99 pr
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K74308

K74309

1974-81 Door Panel Emblem Assembly

1975-81 Door Handle Escutcheon

Reproduction interior door panel emblem assemblies
for 1974-81 Camaro models. These emblems were
factory equipment on models with power windows and
can be installed in the window crank opening in the
door panels on models converted to power windows.
Sold in a pair.
K74302 1974-78 Type LT ................. 89.99 pr
K74303 1974-81 SS .......................... 89.99 pr
K74304 1974-81 black Bow Tie ....... 89.99 pr
K74305 1974-79 red/wht/blue badge 89.99 pr
K74306 1977-79 red Z28 .................. 99.99 pr
K74307 1977-79 black Z28 .............. 99.99 pr
K74308 1979-81 red Berlinetta......... 99.99 pr
K74309 1979-81 orange badge ......... 99.99 pr
K74310 1980-81 black Z28 .............. 99.99 pr

Reproduction door handle escutcheon that installs on
the door panel behind the release handle. Choose from
a variety of original colors.
KP4301 1975-76 black ..................... 24.99 pr
KP4302 1975-76 red ........................ 24.99 pr
KP4310 1975-76 oyster .................... 24.99 pr
KP4312 1975-76 dark blue............... 24.99 pr
KP4327 1975-76 slate gray .............. 24.99 pr
KP4329 1975-76 doeskin ................. 24.99 pr
K541
1975-76 silver..................... 24.99 pr
K537
1977-81 dark carmine red .. 24.99 pr
K482
1977-81 black ..................... 29.99 pr
K536
1977-81 camel tan .............. 24.99 pr
K539
1977-81 dark blue............... 24.99 pr
K543
1977-81 saddle ................... 24.99 pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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CA112 – front

1968-69 Deluxe Door Grab Handle Bezels

C95201

Reproduction chrome bezels used to mount the door
grab handles on 1968-69 deluxe interiors with molded
door panels.
K207
1968-69 2 pair required ........ 26.99 pr
C95202

1982-02 Door Trim Panel
The trim panel around the handle is often cracked
or damaged when removing door panels. Replace
damaged trim panels with these quality reproductions.
C95201 1982-92
all....................... 79.99 pr
C95202 1993-99
graphite ............. 139.99 pr
C95203 1999-02
ebony ................. 139.99 pr

1968-69 Deluxe Grab Handle Screws
The correct screws used to install the deluxe door grab
handle on all 1968-69 Camaro models with deluxe
interior option. Set of 4.
9428078
1968-69 .................................. 5.99 set

Reproduction door panel water shields designed to
help keep water and other elements from damaging
the back side of door and side panels. This item should
always be replaced when installing new door panels.
Features holes for door handles and window cranks.
Available for 1967-92 models.
Coupe
CA112 1967
front and rear ........ 12.99 set
CA114 1968-69
front and rear ........ 12.99 set
CA122 1970-81
front only .............. 9.99 pr
CA266 1982-92
front only .............. 29.99 pr
Coupe and Convertible
CA113 1967
front only .............. 9.99 pr
CA115 1968-69
front only .............. 9.99 pr

7696122
4500027

4853962

Door Panel Installation Clips & Plugs
1982-92 Door Lock Switch Panel
Reproduction door lock switch panel for 1982-92
models. This panel mounts to the door handle trim in
models equipped with power door locks.
C95205
1982-92 .................................. 29.99 pr

These door panel installation clips are designed to
install 1967-74 front door panels or 1967-69 coupe rear
quarter sail panels. For standard and deluxe interiors.
Clips
748562
1967-74 set of 12 clips ....... 9.99 set
4500027 1967-74 individual clips ..... 1.49 ea
Plugs
R894
1967-74 set of 12 plugs ...... 9.99 set
4853962
1967-74 individual plugs.... .99 ea
Includes correct 80/20 rayon/
nylon blend carpet.

1982-92 Inner Door Handle Escutcheons
Includes correct color
matched vinyl binding.

black

red

med. blue

brt blue

ivy gold

gold

dark blue

turquoise

dk green

1967-69 Deluxe Door Panel Carpet
red

white

Hugger
orange

med. blue

ivy gold

dark blue dark green

1968-69 Deluxe Door Grab Handle
Reproduction deluxe door grab handle. Will replace
cracked or missing originals and will install using
existing mounting bezels.
Note: The door grab handle is of different dimensions then
the dash grab handle and cannot be installed on the dash.

7770614
8744896
7770619
7774100
7770615
8744901
8744898
8744900

1968-69
1968-69
1968
1968
1969
1969
1969
1969

black ...................
red .......................
medium blue .......
ivy gold ...............
white ...................
Hugger orange ....
dark blue .............
dark green ...........

28.99
32.99
32.99
32.99
32.99
32.99
32.99
32.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Exact reproduction emblems found on all 1967-69
standard door panels. All emblems are reproduced
exactly as original. Includes double side tape for
easy installation.
7696122 1967
block lettering ..... 25.99 pr
7746554 1968-69 script lettering ..... 24.99 pr

1967 Deluxe Door
Panel Emblems

Door panel carpet for deluxe interiors is produced using
high-quality 80/20 rayon and nylon blend with original
loop design. Exact factory patterns are used along
with correct factory matched vinyl trim. Ready for
installation! The 1967 carpet includes correct binding
which separates the lower portion of the door panel
from the upper section. The 1968-69 carpet does not
include binding due to the upper section of the carpet
being hidden by a polished stainless trim molding.
K626701 1967
black .................. 41.99 pr
K626702 1967
red ...................... 41.99 pr
K626704 1967
bright blue.......... 41.99 pr
K626705 1967
gold .................... 41.99 pr
K626706 1967
turquoise ............ 41.99 pr
K626801 1968-69 black .................. 41.99 pr
K626802 1968-69 red ...................... 41.99 pr
K626806 1968
turquoise ............ 41.99 pr
K626808 1968
medium blue ...... 41.99 pr
K626809 1968
ivy gold .............. 41.99 pr
K626812 1969
dark blue ............ 41.99 pr
K626813 1969
dark green .......... 41.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1968-69 Deluxe Door
Panel Emblems
Reproduction Camaro
script door panel
emblem. Includes
correct studs for mounting. For 1968-69 Camaro
models with deluxe interiors.
7754200
1968-69 ................................. 29.99 pr

1978-81 Deluxe Door Panel Emblems
Correct
reproduction
door panel
emblems installed on 1978-81
Camaro models equipped with
the deluxe interior option. Sold in pairs. Ofﬁcially
Licensed by GM.
20092045
1978-81 ............................. 47.99 pr

1968-81 Front Door Access Hole Plug
Plug used to cover the locking assembly mounting
bolt hole.
G6903
1968-69 ..................................... 5.99 ea
G6904
1977-81 ..................................... 5.99 ea
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black

7746554

1967-69 Standard Door Panel Emblems

Excellent reproduction
door panel emblems
installed with 1967 Camaro
deluxe door panels. Includes correct
mounting clips.
7698289
1967 ..................................... 27.99 pr

Reproduction inner door handle escutcheons for all
1982-92 Firebird models. These attach behind the
inner door handles and act as a scratch guard. Sold in
a pair. One pair required per car.
F2680
1982-92 .................................... 23.99 pr
black

CA112 – rear

1967-92 Side Panel Water Shields

Inner Rear View Mirrors
25872 – ball milled
early mount

918583
27394 – ball milled
late mount

1967-68 8" Inner Rear View Mirror

1982-02 Original Rear View Mirror

Reproduction 8" inner day/night mirror for 1967-68
Camaro models. Each mirror is reproduced to exact
speciﬁcations featuring a stainless casing and a rubber
cushion edge. Includes mounting bushing. Mounting
screw not included. For mounting screw use #565842.
916177 1967-68 stainless housing .... 49.99 ea

Reproduction and Genuine GM replacement mirrors
for 1982-02 Camaro models with standard inner rear
view mirrors.
Note: *Must use original harness, or GM part #88892597.

Reproduction
918583 1982-86
AG002 1982-86
GM
G7705 1987-89
G3514* 1988-02
G4308 2001-02

standard mirror ........
mounting plate .........

52.99 ea
3.99 ea

standard mirror ........ 64.99 ea
with lamps, manual.. 168.99 ea
standard, with lamps 173.99 ea

8" Ball Milled Billet Rear View Mirror
Manufactured from 6061-T6 aircraft quality aluminum,
this mirror measures 8" in width and features a ball
milled design on the backside of the mirror. Tinted
glass reduces the annoying glare often associated with
bright headlights following you during night driving.
Available in your choice of brushed or polished ﬁnish.
Custom ﬁt for your 1967-02 Chevrolet.
25872P
1967-69 polished ............... 76.99 ea
25872B
1967-69 brushed ................ 69.99 ea
27394P
1970-02 polished ............... 76.99 ea
27394B
1970-02 brushed ................ 67.99 ea

Y1054

1967-69 Black Rear View Mirror
Reproduction 8" or 10" day/night inner rear view
mirror for 1967-69 Camaro. Each mirror features a
textured black paint ﬁnish, black rubber cushion edge,
a matching black day or night switch and polished
mounting stem. Mounting screw not included. For
mounting screw use #565842.
Y1055
1967-68
8" ......................... 54.99 ea
Y1054
1969
10" ....................... 54.99 ea

Bow Tie Rear View Mirror
Manufactured from 6061-T6 aircraft quality aluminum,
this mirror measures 8" width and features a Chevy Bow
Tie shaped billet aluminum housing and mirror glass
for a great custom look. Features tinted glass for less
glare. Available in polished or black ﬁnish. Includes
mounting tab (adhesive not included).
87394P
polished ................................ 76.99 ea
87394B
black ..................................... 76.99 ea

1972-02 Ball Milled Rear View Mirror
Add a custom look to the interior of your Chevrolet with
this fully polished and machined 9" billet aluminum
inner mirror. Utilizes late style windshield mount.
T8974
1972-02 billet aluminum ..... 39.99 ea

Dakota
akota Dig
Digital
D
Digital

BR1021
BR1024

Rear View Mirror with VFD Temp & Compass
1969 10" Stainless Rear View Mirror
Reproduction of the 1969 polished stainless steel
backed mirror including a bright mirrorlike ﬁnish on
the rear casing as original. Also features correct “Guide”
lettering. Includes mounting bushing. Mounting screw
not included. For mounting screw use #565842.
911366
1969..................................... 52.99 ea

This rear view mirror features an outdoor temperature
indicator and a Path Point Compass System to
add modern convenience to any classic vehicle.
Displays both compass and temperature readings
simultaneously. Night vision safety feature provides
auto dimming feature to reduce dangerous glare. VFD
compass/temperature mirror uses a universal glue on
style mount.
DD10601
with temp and compass ... 214.99 ea

A
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Take It to The Extreme!

1970-81 Inner Rear View Mirror
Correct replacement mirror for 1970-81 Camaro models.
These are quality reproductions of the discontinued
mirrors used with 2nd generation models. Standard
style mirror used with standard or deluxe interiors. The
mounting plate (AG002) glues to the windshield and
the mirror attaches to the mounting plate.
911582
1970-81
10" mirror ............ 52.99 ea
AG002
1970-81
mounting plate .... 3.99 ea
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Inner Rear Mirrors

97415P –
Manufactured from 6061extreme style
T6 aircraft quality
aluminum, this mirror
measures 8" in width
and features your
choice of an extreme
ﬂame billet aluminum housing
design, an oval head design or a rectangular head
design with ﬂames milled into the back side of the
mirror. Tinted glass reduces the annoying glare
often associated with bright headlights following
you during night driving. Available in your choice
of brushed or polished ﬁnish. Custom ﬁt for your
1972-02 Chevrolet factory bracket.
Extreme Style
97415P
1972-02
polished .............. 98.99 ea
Oval Head Style
97315P
1972-02
polished .............. 76.99 ea
97315B
1972-02
brushed ............... 65.99 ea
Rectangular Head Style
27315P
1972-02
polished .............. 76.99 ea
27315B
1972-02
brushed ............... 67.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Stem Mount Billet Rear View Mirror
Billet Rides stem mount rear view mirrors feature all
6061-T6 aluminum construction and convex glass
providing a superior ﬁeld of view. The OE style stem
mount will attach directly to the factory mount on
1967-69 Camaro models. Dimensions of the face of
the mirror are 9" x 2-1/2"x 1".
BR1021
polished aluminum ............. 184.99 ea
BR1022
gloss black .......................... 199.99 ea
BR1023
brushed aluminum .............. 189.99 ea
BR1024
ﬂat black ............................. 209.99 ea

BR1015

BR1016

Universal Billet Rear View Mirror
Billet Rides universal convex rear view mirrors
blend style and elegance with craftsmanship and
functionality. These mirrors feature a glue-on design,
all 6061-T6 aluminum construction and convex glass
providing a superior ﬁeld of view. Dimensions of the
face of the mirror is 9" x 2-1/2" x 1".
BR1015
polished ............................. 189.99 ea
BR1016
gloss black ......................... 204.99 ea
BR1017
brushed .............................. 194.99 ea
BR1018
ﬂat black ............................ 214.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Inner Rear View Mirror Parts
71000 – oval stubby
glue-on mount
71001 – oval stubby bolt-on mount

3921833

Billet Aluminum Oval Rear View Mirror
Manufactured from 6061-T6 aircraft quality aluminum,
this mirror measures 8" in width and features a unique
oval shaped head. Tinted glass reduces the annoying
glare often associated with bright headlights following
you during night driving. Available in your choice
of brushed or polished ﬁnish. Custom ﬁt for your
1967-02 Chevrolet.
8" Early Mount
95872P
1967-71
polished ............. 76.99 ea
95872B
1967-71
brushed .............. 69.99 ea
8" Late Mount
97394P
1972-02
polished ............. 76.99 ea
97394B
1972-02
brushed .............. 67.99 ea
6" Late Mount (Stubby)
71005P
1972-02
polished ............. 76.99 ea
71005B
1972-02
brushed .............. 65.99 ea
6" Bolt-On (Stubby)
71001P
bolt-on
polished ............. 72.99 ea
71001B
bolt-on
brushed .............. 62.99 ea
6" Glue-On (Stubby)
71000P
glue-on
polished ............. 72.99 ea
71000B
glue-on
brushed .............. 62.99 ea

7729476

8752692

9711724

7740300

1968-81 Remote Mirror Bezel Retainer
1967-69 Rear View Mirror Bracket

BR1025

BR1026

Billet Universal Rear View Mirror Mounts
This mount will adapt a Billet Rides universal mirror
to the stock windshield bracket on most GM vehicles
produced after 1970. Crafted from 6061-T6 aluminum
and available in 4 ﬁnished to match Billet Rides’ mirrors.
BR1025
polished ............................... 24.99 ea
BR1026
gloss black ........................... 29.99 ea
BR1027
brushed ................................ 29.99 ea
BR1028
ﬂat black .............................. 34.99 ea

Reproduction inner mirror brackets for all 1967-69
Camaro coupe and convertible models. Manufactured
by OER®, these excellent reproductions will mount
mirrors exactly as original. All chrome brackets are
triple chrome-plated with correct mounting holes for
easy installation.
Coupe
7729476
1967
coupe ................ 42.99 ea
8752692
1968-69
coupe ................ 39.99 ea
Convertible
9711724
1967
convertible........ 42.99 ea
7740300
1968-69
convertible........ 42.99 ea

K34B

1994-02 Mirror Switch

G1101

K22B

1967-69 Rear View Mirror Bracket Boot

1967-02 Inner Rear View Mirror Screws
OER® reproduction mounting screw for all 1967-69
standard inner mirrors. This chrome head screw will
mount the 8" mirror on 1967-68 models or the 10"
mirror on 1969 models. Also available is an Genuine
GM screw for 1987-02 F87 and F67 models.
565842 1967-69 standard interior 1 req 2.99 ea
G1101 1987-02 F87, F67, 1 req. ......... 5.99 ea

Rearview Mirror Adhesive

G2137

1970-02 Inner Rear View Mirror Support
Replacement inner rear view mirror support for 197002 Camaro models. This is the short ﬂat style that
adheres directly to the windshield using adhesive.
The mirror attaches to this support.
AG002
1970-86
OER® .................. 3.99 ea
G2137
1987-02
GM...................... 18.99 ea

1993-02 Door Mirror Inner Bezel
Genuine GM replacement outer door mirror bezel for
1993-02 Camaro models. For use with power windows.
A9400138 1993-02 LH power...... 34.99 pr

1967-68 Rear View Mirror Bushing
Reproduction of the metal bushing needed to help
keep the inner mirror in place. Located in the mirror
stem where the screw for the mounting bracket and the
mirror meet. Sold individually. One required.
565801
1967-68 .................................... 3.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Approved by General Motors,
Ford and Chrysler! Permanently
remounts mirror brackets to
windshields. Achieves handling
strength in seconds. Mirror
mounting strength in 15 minutes.
This is the best product on the
market to mount inner rearview
mirrors on vehicles requiring a glue
mounted bracket for the mirror.
S11067

.................................................. 3.99 ea

Inner Mirror Parts
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Reproduction inner mirror boot which applies directly
over the mirror bracket. The 1967 boot is offered in gray
(paint to match) or black depending on your preference.
Applications available for coupe or convertible.
Coupe
K25B
1967
black .................... 29.99 ea
K24B
1968-69
black .................... 29.99 ea
Convertible
K34W
1967
paint to match...... 29.99 ea
K34B
1967
black .................... 29.99 ea
K22B
1968-69
black .................... 31.99 ea

AG002

Reproduction remote mirror bezel retainer for 196881 Camaro models equipped with factory remote
outer mirrors.
C274481
1968-81 .................................. 8.99 ea

Genuine GM electric mirror control switch for 1994-02
Camaro models. This switch will allow the mirror to
adjust properly to the drivers speciﬁed desire.
G4525 1994-02 LH .......................... 51.99 ea

565842
K34W

1968-81 Remote Mirror Inner Door Bezel
This OER ® reproduction remote mirror bezel
includes bracket, mounting clip and screws as shown.
Applications are available for 1968-81 Camaro models.
3921833 1968
standard interior .. 31.99 ea
3927450 1968-69 deluxe interior..... 32.99 ea
3921833 1970-81 all ........................ 31.99 ea

Dome Lamps

1967 Deluxe Interior Dome Lens

63057

OER® reproduction dome lens for 1967 deluxe interior
Camaro coupes. This round lens is often discolored,
cracked or disintegrated. This model requires one lens
on each side. Fits on the rear side quarter sail panel.
Will ﬁt original or reproduction dome bases. 2 required.
K585
1967 ............................................ 4.99 ea

63051

1967-92 LED Dome Lamp
This is the latest in interior illumination technology.
Add a level of safety and security with increased
visibility. These high intensity, ultra bright lamps are
easy to install and feature state-of-the-art LED circuitry.
They are energy efﬁcient, will last longer and are 2-3
times brighter than stock incandescent bulbs. Light
up your interior in a whole new way!
63053 1967
deluxe interior.......... 69.99 pr
63057 1967-69 teardrop .................... 39.99 ea
63051 1970-81 round ........................ 49.99 ea
63104 1982-92 w/o overhead console 29.99 ea

1967 Quarter Dome Lens & Bezel Kit
Convenient kit designed to replace the original dome
lenses and reﬂectors for 1967 Camaro models with
deluxe interiors. Replace the original rear quarter lenses
with the ultimate in quality. Lenses were originally
installed in place of the teardrop shaped lens in the
center roof section.
R357
1967 .......................................... 79.99 kit

8732777

1970-81 Interior Dome Lens
OER® reproduction dome lens for 1970-81 Camaro
models. This round lens is often discolored, cracked
or disintegrated. This lens installs in the center of the
headliner. For use with 20030351 dome base.
8732777
1970-76 ................................. 7.99 ea
20013679
1977-81 ................................. 9.99 ea

1970-76 Dome Lens and Bezel Kit
Correct replacement lens and reﬂector installs on the
center roof area. Originally installed in all 1970-76
Camaro models.
R358
1970-76 .................................... 19.99 kit

1982-92 Interior Dome Lens
Reproduction square dome lamp lens for 1982-92
Camaro models. Manufactured to exact speciﬁcations
and replaces the standard dome lamp lens installed in
the center of the headliner. For dome lamps with or
without dome reading lamps.
Note: Not for use with overhead consoles.

A

Interior Components

20191635

1982-92 ................................ 9.99 ea

1967-69 Standard Dome Lens & Bezel Kit
Replace your original dome lens with these highquality OER® reproductions. Also includes correct
base mounting screws. Dome lens will match the
original in every detail. This teardrop shaped lens
was originally installed in all 1967-69 Camaro coupes
with the exception of 1967 deluxe models, equipped
with rear quarter sail panel dome lamps. Order with
or without the dome lamp harness.
R356
1967-69 w/o wiring harness.. 14.99 kit
R356A 1967-69 with wiring harness 29.99 kit
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Dome Lamps

1967-69 Dome Lens
OER® reproduction dome lens for 1967-69 standard
Camaro coupes. This teardrop shaped lens is often
discolored, cracked or disintegrated. This lens installs
in the center of the headliner. Will ﬁt original or
reproduction dome bases.
K35
1967-69
standard lens .............. 4.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1984-87 Dome Lamp Lens
Replace your missing or damaged overhead console
dome lamp lens cover with this quality reproduction.
Designed for 1984-87 models, this lens replaces GM
part #20453691.
15201
1984-87 overhead console ... 14.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Dome/Console Lamps

1967 Console Rear Lamp Lens
1967 Deluxe Rear Quarter Lamp Bezel
Reproduction dome bezel for 1967 deluxe interiors.
This reﬂector installs on the rear side sail panel.
K586
1967
bezel only (2 req.) ....... 34.99 ea

1982-92 Dome Lamp Housing
Center housing originally installed in all 1982-92
Camaro models. This is the lens housing unit which
installs in the center of the roof area.
20277539
1982-85
all..................... 19.99 ea
20277539
1986-89
w/o map lamps 19.99 ea
20277539
1990-92
all..................... 19.99 ea

Exact injection molded translucent polypropylene.
Replace your melted, bubbled, or discolored original
with this excellent reproduction. Includes correct
black painted trim.
3893869
1967 ..................................... 10.99 ea

1967-69 Dome Lamp Reﬂector Screw Kit
1967 Quarter Dome Lamp Socket

Correct replacement screws needed
to install the dome lamp reﬂector.
This kit includes the essential
screws for a complete installation.
R309
1967-69 ...................................... 1.49 kit

1968-69 Console Rear Lamp Lens
Injection molded reproduction rear courtesy lamp
lens. Installs on original or reproduction consoles.
Original lenses can melt, bubble, or discolor. Improve
the appearance of your interior console area by simply
replacing the lens.
3919077
1968-69 .................................. 8.99 ea

OER® reproduction quarter dome lamp sockets for
1967 deluxe interior dome lamp bezels. This exact
reproduction socket is necessary for bulb installation.
Sold individually.
4234956
1967
2 required ............... 13.99 ea

Dome Lamp Dimmer
1967-69 Dome Reﬂector
Reproduction standard dome reﬂector for 1967-69
standard coupe interiors. This teardrop reﬂector installs
in the center of the headliner.
4866918
1967-69 ............................. 10.99 ea

Soften the interior lighting of your Muscle Car. This
dome light dimmer keeps the dome light on an extra
three seconds then slowly fades off, instead of simply
switching off. This device is easily installed and can be
mounted in any location where electrical connections
are easily accessible.
RE13001
dome light dimmer ............. 54.99 ea

1967-69 Courtesy Lamp Brackets
Reproduction brackets which were installed under
the dash and housed the courtesy light sockets. OE
part #3935929.
K387 1967-69 3/4" lamp socket hole 14.99 pr

SW101

1967-97 Door Jamb Switch
Replacement door jamb switches for 1967-97 models.

Reproduction OER® dome reﬂector for 1970-81
models. Includes bright chrome trim. This reﬂector
installs on all 1970-81 Camaro models.
20030351
1970-81 ............................... 12.99 ea

1967-81 Dome Lamp Harness
This is a reproduction dome lamp harness for 1967-81
Camaro models.
CA77049
1967
sail panel .......... 35.99 ea
CA77043
1967-69
dome lamp ....... 20.99 ea
CA09472
1970-73
dome lamp ....... 26.99 ea
CA48098
1974
dome lamp ....... 35.99 ea
CA56725
1975-77
dome lamp ....... 35.99 ea
CA86077
1978-81
dome lamp ....... 26.99 ea

CA33809

1967-81 Dome & Console Lamp Bulb

1973-81 Courtesy Lamp Switch Harness

This bulb is a direct replacement for burned out or
missing originals in either the center dome lamp or
the console rear lamp locations.
B2122
1967-81 ....................................... 2.99 ea

Correct replacement for commonly broken or missing
door jamb lamp switch harness.
CA33808 1973-81
LH .................... 11.99 ea
CA33809 1973-81
RH .................... 7.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1970-81 Dome Lamp Wiring Harness Clips
Dome lamp wiring harness clip set designed for ﬂat
ribbon dual wire. Each set includes 9 clips.
152719
1970-81 9 piece..................... 9.99 set

Dome Lamps
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1970-81 Dome Reﬂector

These switches are service replacement parts which
may differ slightly from the original in appearance but
are completely functional.
SW101 1967-71
1 terminal
.......... 5.99 ea
SW90
1968-84
2 terminal LH ..... 6.99 ea
SW98
1976-84
1 terminal RH .... 8.99 ea
SW90
1985-92
2 terminal LH ..... 6.99 ea
SW98
1985-92
1 terminal RH .... 8.99 ea
SW104 1993-95
2 terminal LH ..... 5.99 ea
SW98
1993-95
1 terminal RH .... 8.99 ea
SW98
1996-97
1 terminal
.......... 8.99 ea

Reproduction Headliners
black

red

light blue

bright blue

gold

turquoise

1967 Line Dot Grain Headliner
In 1967 a special grain material was used for all models.
More commonly known as Line Dot, this material is
available in virtually all OEM factory colors. Each 1967
reproduction headliner includes the correct grain and
original color. We stock a large supply of headliners in
all colors. Each headliner includes the rear inner sail
panel material as well as the material for the visors.
This allows a complete replacement. Each headliner is
pre-cut to exact dimensions making installation easy.
K14001
1967
black ....................... 76.99 ea
K14002
1967
red ........................... 76.99 ea
K14003
1967
light blue ................. 76.99 ea
K14004
1967
bright blue............... 76.99 ea
K14005
1967
gold ......................... 76.99 ea
K14006
1967
turquoise ................. 76.99 ea

black

red

med. blue

light blue

dark blue

white

parchment

dark green

1967-69 Premier Grain Headliner
Produced from exact factory patterns using premier
grade vinyl. The material is similar to the ribbed design
for 1968-69 Camaro models which is a non-perforated
design. Each headliner includes replacement visor
material and rear sail panel material for a complete
replacement of your original.
K12003
1967
light blue ............ 76.99 ea
K12001
1967-69
black .................. 76.99 ea
K12002
1967-69
red ...................... 76.99 ea
K12012
1967-69
dark blue ............ 76.99 ea
K12008
1968
medium blue ...... 76.99 ea
K12007
1968-69
parchment .......... 76.99 ea
K12010
1969
white .................. 76.99 ea
K12013
1969
dark green .......... 76.99 ea

black

red

parchment

turquoise

ivy gold

white

dark blue

dark green moss green

Authentic Grain and Texture
Correct Original Color
Precut to Exact Dimensions

black

red

Interior Components

1968-69 OEM Bedford Headliner

A

dark blue

1970-73 Reproduction Headliner

A92102

Produced from exact factory patterns using premier
grain grade vinyl. The 1970-73 is a perforated
material as original. If you are not concerned with
originality, then you may choose these replacement
style headliners. Headliners include visor material
for a complete replacement of your original. For late
1973 2nd design cardboard reinforced headliner, see
1974-81 listings.

1967-68 Madrid Vinyl Colors

01
black

02
red

03
lt. blue

Note: The headliners listed may also be used with 1974-81
models using 1970-73 headliner bows available separately.

Non-Perforated Premier Grain
K19001
1970-73
black ..................
K19002
1970-73
red ......................
K19008
1970-73
medium blue ......
K19010
1970-73
white ..................
K19012
1970-73
dark blue ............
K19013
1970-73
dark green ..........
K19017
1970-73
light saddle ........
K19018
1970-73
dark saddle .........
K19023
1970-73
sandalwood ........
Perforated Premier Grain
K13001
1970-73
black ..................
K13002
1970-73
red ......................
K13008
1970-73
medium blue ......
K13010
1970-73
white ..................
K13012
1970-73
dark blue ............
K13013
1970-73
dark green ..........
K13017
1970-73
light saddle ........
K13018
1970-73
dark saddle .........
K13023
1970-73
sandalwood ........

69.99
76.99
76.99
76.99
76.99
76.99
76.99
76.99
76.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

79.99
79.99
79.99
79.99
79.99
79.99
79.99
79.99
79.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

med blue

This is an exact reproduction ribbed grain headliners.
These headliners are produced using exact factory
matched colors. Each 1968-69 reproduction headliner
features the correct grain and original color. We
stock a large supply of headliners in all colors. Each
headliner includes the rear inner sail panel material
as well as the material for the visors. This allows a
complete replacement. Each headliner is precut to
exact dimensions making installation easy. For do-ityourselfers we offer a convenient headliner glue kit
which includes the correct headliner glue and brush.
K16001
1968-69
black ................... 76.99 ea
K16002
1968-69
red ....................... 76.99 ea
K16007
1968-69
parchment ........... 76.99 ea
K16006
1968
turquoise ............. 76.99 ea
K16008
1968
medium blue ....... 76.99 ea
K16009
1968
ivy gold ............... 76.99 ea
K16010
1969
white ................... 76.99 ea
K16012
1969
dark blue ............. 76.99 ea
K16013
1969
dark green ........... 76.99 ea
K16019
1969
moss green .......... 76.99 ea

Headliners

white

dark green light saddle dark saddle sandalwood

07
parch.

06
04
05
brt. blue granada turquoise
gold

08
09
medium ivy gold
blue

25
pearl
parch

32
light
yellow

1969 Madrid Vinyl Colors

01
black

02
red

10
12
13
48
brt. white dk. blue dk. grn med. grn

1967-69 Unisuede Cloth Colors

01
black

02
red

15
mocha

29
dark red

56
gray

1967-69 Molded 1 Piece Headliner Set
black

70

med blue

off white

med blue

sandalwood

buckskin

lt blue

red

1974-81 Bow Style Conversion Headliner
Classic Industries® is pleased to offer a replacement for
the one piece type cardboard headliners. This headliner
is designed to take the place of the cardboard headliner
completely. Unlike the originals, these reproduction
headliners do not require use of a foam backing which
often disintegrates and causes the headliner material
to drop. This kit allows you to eliminate the cardboard
and foam assembly completely! Includes: 2 bows,
plastic bow attachment clips, and 2 rods. Headliner
glue kit available separately. Does not include visor
or sail panel material.
1413X7069
1974-81 black .............. 91.99 ea
1413X7218
1974-81 off-white ........ 91.99 ea
1413X7307
1974-81 sandalwood ... 91.99 ea
1413X7517
1974-81 light blue ....... 91.99 ea
1413X7570
1974-81 medium blue.. 91.99 ea
1413X7608
1974-81 buckskin ........ 91.99 ea
1413X7881
1974-81 red ................. 91.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Custom molded headliner sets for 1967-69 Camaro
models. These molded headliners are manufactured
in ﬁberglass and covered in either Unisuede cloth or
Madrid grain vinyl. This custom headliner will give
your Camaro a sleek, contemporary look and create
additional head room for your interior. Sets include:
pre-assembled headliner, sail panels, and A-pillars
covers. Sun visors sold separately
Note: Please specify color when ordering.
Shipped triple oversize.

OS3

Molded Headliner Set
A920
1967-68 unisuede cloth ....... 309.99 set
A921
1969
unisuede cloth ....... 309.99 set
A914
1967-68 Madrid grain vinyl 334.99 set
A922
1969
Madrid grain vinyl 334.99 set
Unisuede and Madrid Sun Visors
These custom sun visors are designed to perfectly
match your custom one piece headliner sets. Direct
ﬁt and made just like your original sun visors, except
these are covered in either Unisuede cloth or Madrid
grain vinyl. For coupe models only.
Note: Please specify color when ordering.

A915
A916
A917
A918

1967-68
1969
1967-68
1969

unisuede cloth .......
unisuede cloth .......
Madrid grain vinyl
Madrid grain vinyl

81.99
81.99
71.99
71.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Reproduction Headliners
black

graphite

carmine red

saddle

maple

medium
briar brown
beechwood

dark blue

royal blue

russet

claret

med. dk gray sand gray

1982-92 Cloth Headliner
AFH2103

01
black

03
blue

10
white

17
buckskin

18
brown

20
neutral

29
maroon

1973-81 Board Style Original Perforated Vinyl Headliner

Foam backed cloth fabric to recover the headliner and sail panel boards on 1982-92
Camaro models. Excess fabric is supplied so that the same headliner can be used for
both solid roof or T-Top models. Includes headliner fabric and instructions.
82141301
1982-92
black ............................................................ 94.99 ea
82141302
1982-92
graphite ........................................................ 94.99 ea
82141303
1982-92
saddle ........................................................... 94.99 ea
82141304
1982-92
medium beechwood ..................................... 94.99 ea
82141305
1982-92
briar brown .................................................. 94.99 ea
82141306
1982-92
russet ............................................................ 94.99 ea
82141307
1982-92
claret ............................................................ 94.99 ea
82141308
1982-92
carmine red .................................................. 94.99 ea
82141310
1982-92
maple ........................................................... 94.99 ea
82141311
1982-92
dark blue ...................................................... 94.99 ea
82141312
1982-92
royal blue ..................................................... 94.99 ea
82141313
1982-92
medium dark gray ........................................ 94.99 ea
82141314
1982-92
sand gray...................................................... 94.99 ea

These replacement headliner boards come complete with the single perforated
material that can be installed in all 1973-81 Camaro models. Also available are
uncovered replacement boards that come without material that you can use if you
desire a custom material or color not offered in these listings. If your car is equipped
with T-Tops, trimming will be necessary to obtain proper ﬁt.
Important: Select color by adding two digit color code to end of part number when ordering.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

Vinyl Covered Board Style Headliners
AFH21
1973-74
models with lap belts only ........................
HLB
1974-81
models with shoulder belts........................
Uncovered Replacement Boards Only
AFH2100
1973-74
models with lap belts only ........................
HLB00
1974-81
models with shoulder belts........................

OS2

214.99 ea
181.99 ea
K82111

154.99 ea
154.99 ea

black
black

off-white

buckskin

med. blue

carmine

ginger

med. dk. gray

charcoal

burgundy

1973-81 Perforated Vinyl Headliner

camel

sage

light blue dark blue

maple

light gray

russet

light saddle

royal blue briar brown

beechwood

navy blue

1993-02 Color Swatches

oyster

red

1977-81 Cloth Headliner
Soft foam backed cloth material in your choice of colors for 1977-81 Camaro models.
Each headliner is designed to install with minimal cutting. Excess fabric is supplied
so that the same headliner can be used for both solid roof or T-Top models. Includes
headliner fabric and instructions.
73141310
1977-81
black .......................................................... 79.99 ea
73141311
1977
light tan ..................................................... 79.99 ea
73141312
1978-81
camel tan ................................................... 79.99 ea
73141314
1977-78
sage green.................................................. 79.99 ea
73141316
1977-79
light blue ................................................... 79.99 ea
73141317
1980
dark blue.................................................... 79.99 ea
73141318
1979
oyster ......................................................... 79.99 ea
73141319
1978-81
carmine red................................................ 79.99 ea

black

graphite

beige

med. gray

natural
beige

dark gray

medium charcoal
dark gray

1982-02 T-Top Sunshades
The solution for too much sun glaring through your Camaro’s T-Tops! These top
quality removable T-Top sunshades are manufactured using foam backed cloth that
matches interior colors.
1982-92
K82101
1982-92
black ............................................................ 84.99 pr
K82110
1982-92
medium dark gray ........................................ 84.99 pr
K82111
1982-92
carmine red .................................................. 84.99 pr
K82114
1982-92
maple ........................................................... 84.99 pr
K82126
1982-92
light gray...................................................... 84.99 pr
K82133
1982-92
russet ............................................................ 84.99 pr
K82155
1982-92
light saddle .................................................. 84.99 pr
K82157
1982-92
charcoal........................................................ 84.99 pr
K82166
1982-92
burgundy ...................................................... 84.99 pr
K82185
1982-92
royal blue ..................................................... 84.99 pr
K82187
1982-92
briar brown .................................................. 84.99 pr
K82189
1982-92
beechwood ................................................... 84.99 pr
K82192
1982-92
navy blue ..................................................... 84.99 pr
1993-02
K93101
1993-02
black ............................................................ 84.99 pr
K93107
1993-02
graphite ........................................................ 84.99 pr
K93106
1993-95
beige ............................................................ 84.99 pr
K93103
1993-96
medium gray ................................................ 84.99 pr
K93105
1996-00
natural beige ................................................ 84.99 pr
K93102
1997-99
dark gray ...................................................... 84.99 pr
K93104
1997-02
medium dark gray ........................................ 84.99 pr
K82127
1993-02
charcoal........................................................ 34.99 pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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light tan

red

light gray camel tan

Foam backed perforated vinyl for 1973-81 Camaro models. Exact color matches are
not available for all years. Excess fabric is supplied so that the same headliner can be
used for both solid roof or T-Top models. Includes headliner fabric and instructions.
73141301
1973-81
black .......................................................... 79.99 ea
73141302
1973-81
off-white .................................................... 79.99 ea
73141303
1973-81
buckskin..................................................... 79.99 ea
73141304
1973-81
medium blue .............................................. 79.99 ea
73141305
1973-81
carmine red ................................................ 79.99 ea
73141306
1973-81
ginger brown.............................................. 79.99 ea
73141309
1973-81
light gray.................................................... 79.99 ea
73141321
1973-81
camel tan.................................................... 79.99 ea

black

K82114

1982-92 Color Swatches

Reproduction Headliners
1967-69 Headliner/Sail Panel/Sun Visor Set
Complete set includes:
headliner,
rear sail
panels, and
sun visors
for 1967-69
standard
or deluxe
interiors.
Ordering the set
6714136769QV
ensures that all materials
with match exactly. Order the set and save!

AFH19C1611

1977-81 Headliner Colors

1967 Line Dot Grain Colors
black

tan

camel sage grn
black

red

lt. blue brt. blue

gold

turq.

1968-69 Bedford Grain Vinyl Colors
lt. blue dk. blue oyster carmine

AFH2550

1982-92 Headliner Colors

black

red burgundy maple

light
saddle

royal
blue

beechwd med. dk. russet charcoal medium sand
gray
beige gray

black

1982-92 T-Top Headliner Colors

briar
brown

black

carmine red

navy
blue

royal blue

briar
brown

claret

maple

medium med. dark
beachwood
gray

saddle

russet

1993-02 Headliner Colors
graphite
black graphite beige medium natural
gray
beige

dark med. dk.
gray pewter

1977-02 ABS Plastic Headliners w/Cloth
Classic Industries® offers the latest in original style
headliners for 1977-02 Camaro models. Each headliner
is designed to replace the original complete assembly.
Features a molded ABS plastic substrate and foam
backed cloth.

A

Interior Components

Note: Shipped double oversize.

1977-81
C95410
C95411
C95412
C95414
C95416
C95417
C95418
C95419
1982-92
AFH19
AFH19C1559
AFH19C1611
AFH19C1666
AFH19C1714
AFH19C1755
AFH19C1785
AFH19C1787
AFH19C1789
AFH19C1810
AFH19C1833
AFH19C2001
AFH19C2004
AFH19C2126
AFH19C2092
1993-02
AFH2800
AFH2801
AFH2833
AFH2828
AFH2825
AFH2850
AFH2847
AFH2856
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1977-81
1977
1978-81
1977-78
1977-79
1980
1979
1978-81

black ................
tan ....................
camel ...............
sage green........
light blue .........
dark blue..........
oyster ...............
carmine............

OS2

199.99
199.99
199.99
199.99
199.99
199.99
199.99
199.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92

uncovered ........
black ................
carmine red......
burgundy .........
maple ...............
light saddle ......
royal blue ........
briar brown ......
beechwood ......
med. dk. gray ..
russet ...............
charcoal ...........
medium beige..
sand gray .........
navy blue .........

154.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1993-02
1993-02
1993-02
1993-95
1993-96
1996-00
1997-99
1997-02

uncovered ........
black ................
graphite............
beige ................
medium gray ...
natural beige ....
dark gray .........
med. dk. pewter

134.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Headliners

dark blue med. beige sand gray

1993-02 T-Top Headliner Colors

black

graphite

natural
beige

beige

med. gray

red

med.
blue

1967 Models
6714136769QV
6714136777QV
6714136717QV
6714136715QV
6714136775QV
6714136706QV
1968 Models
681413969LQV
6814136805LQ
6814136877LQ
6814136846LQ
6814136971LQ
1969 Models
691413969LQV
6914136970LQ
6914136919LQ
6914136904LQ
6914136877LQ
6914136846LQ
6914136971LQ

ivy parch. dark
gold
blue

dark moss
green green

1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967

black ...........
red ...............
light blue.....
bright blue ..
gold .............
turquoise ....

189.99 set
189.99 set
189.99 set
189.99 set
189.99 set
189.99 set

1968
1968
1968
1968
1968

black ...........
med. blue ....
red ...............
ivy gold.......
parchment ...

189.99
189.99
189.99
189.99
189.99

1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969

black ...........
dark blue .....
dark green ...
moss green..
red ...............
ivy gold.......
parchment ...

189.99 set
189.99 set
189.99 set
189.99 set
189.99 set
189.99 set
189.99 set

set
set
set
set
set

dark gray med. dark
pewter

1982-02 T-Top Headliners w/Cloth
Classic Industries® offers the latest in original style
T-Top headliners for 1982-02 Camaro models. Each
headliner is designed to replace the original complete
assembly. Features a molded ABS plastic substrate and
foam backed cloth.

829203 – doeskin set

Note: Models with factory installed T-Tops only. Shipped
double oversize.

1982-92
AFH12
AFH12C1559
AFH12C1611
AFH12C1666
AFH12C1714
AFH12C1755
AFH12C1785
AFH12C1787
AFH12C1789
AFH12C1810
AFH12C1833
AFH12C2001
AFH12C2092
AFH12C2004
AFH12C2126
1993-02
AFH2500
AFH2501
AFH2533
AFH2528
AFH2525
AFH2550
AFH2547
AFH2556

OS2

1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92

uncovered .......
black ...............
carmine red.....
claret...............
maple ..............
saddle .............
royal blue .......
briar brown .....
med. beechwd
med. dk. gray..
russet ..............
graphite ..........
dark blue.........
med. beige ......
sand gray ........

134.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1993-02
1993-02
1993-02
1993-95
1993-96
1996-00
1997-99
1997-02

uncovered .......
black ...............
graphite ..........
beige ...............
med. gray........
natural beige ...
dark gray ........
med. dk. pewter

134.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99
194.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

01
black

02
graphite

03
saddle

04 med.
beechwood

05 briar
brown

06
russet

07
claret

08 carmine
red

10
maple

11 dark
blue

12 royal
blue

13 med.
dark gray

14 sand
gray

1982-92 Coupe/T-Top Headliner Sets
Restore your headliner and sun visors back to original
condition with this headliner restoration set. This set
includes foam backed headliner cloth that is matched
to the original GM interior colors. Set also includes
pre-assembled sun visors and original style sail panels
for a simple installation.
Important: Please specify two digit color code when ordering.
Note: Includes material only for headliner, must reuse
original board. Coupe style sun visors are ﬂat; T-Top sun
visors curve upward.

8293
8292

1982-92
1982-92

coupe .................... 199.99 set
T-Top .................... 199.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Headliner Components
15153

15148

1982-92 Headliner Molding Clip Sets
Reproduction clips to attach headliner trim moldings
or headliner on 1982-92 Camaro models. Includes
correct number of clips for a complete installation.
Headliner Trim Molding Clips
15153
1982-92
hardtop .................. 12.99 set
Headliner Attaching Clips
15148
1982-92
coupe/hardtop ....... 9.99 set

Original style inner headliner moldings now
available for front, rear and sides.

1967-73 Camaro Interior Headliner Moldings
Reproduction headliner moldings for 1967-73 coupe models. We offer the windshield, side and back glass
moldings separately, or as a complete kit. Each molding is manufactured as original including steel inserts when
required. Available in black, paint to match with OER® interior paint.
Note: *Does not include headliner corner trim moldings.

Complete Molding Kits – Includes Front, Rear, and Sides
1967
all models
6 piece ..................................................................
1968
standard interior
6 piece ..................................................................
1968
deluxe interior
6 piece ..................................................................
1969
standard interior
6 piece ..................................................................
1969
deluxe interior
6 piece ..................................................................
1970-73
all models
4 piece ..................................................................
Individual Headliner Moldings
Windshield Moldings
K884
1967
all models .................................................................................................
K885
1968
all models .................................................................................................
K886
1969
all models .................................................................................................
P856590
1970-73
with bow style headliner ..........................................................................
Inner Side Moldings
K853
1967
standard interior .......................................................................................
K854
1968-69
standard interior .......................................................................................
748560
1968-69
deluxe interior ..........................................................................................
P856601
1970-73
all models .................................................................................................
Back Glass Moldings
K887
1967-68
3 piece (all models) (includes center connector) .....................................
K887A
1967-68
center connector .......................................................................................
K852
1969
1 piece (all models) ..................................................................................
P856592
1970-73
with bow style headliner ..........................................................................
R346*
R347*
R342*
R345*
R343*
R344

143.99 kit
161.99 kit
269.99 kit
164.99 kit
272.99 kit
229.99 kit
42.99 ea
42.99 ea
42.99 ea
49.99 ea
49.99 pr
69.99 pr
199.99 pr
149.99 pr
69.99 set
14.99 ea
69.99 ea
49.99 ea

1967-69 Headliner Trim Molding
Reproduction inner rear corner metal trim for 1967-69
Camaro models. Manufactured with steel and stamped
to ﬁt exactly as the original trim. The trim moldings
install in the lower LH and RH rear inner corner section
of the vehicle where the rear seat shelf and headliner
meet. The originals are usually rusted out and need
to be replaced. The trim metal is available in black.
Use OER® interior paint to paint to the desired color.
K4351 1967-69
black ..................... 29.99 pr

1967-69 Rear
Headliner Mount Strip Clips
Reproduction steel clips to retain
the rear headliner mounting strips.
These specialty clips are made from
a original speciﬁcation steel and
come packaged in set of 14.
A9100110 1967-69 14 piece............... 31.99 set

Headliner and Upholstery Tool
Great for tucking headliner
or upholstery material into
tedious channels without
damaging the material. Easy to use around
curves and near corners.
A7672
................................................ 9.99 ea
GM350

1967-78 Headliner Bows

Headliner Installation Glue
This is specially designed for early
style headliners. Contains 4 ﬂuid
ounces with a handy brush for easy
application of glue. You will need this
special glue if you are installing the
headliner yourself.
K17000
................................................. 8.99 ea

Resistant to Heat and Plasticizing Oils!

3M® Super Trim Adhesive
1970-73 Headliner Retainers
Reproduction headliner retaining strips for 1970-73
Camaro models. These strips install at the front and the
rear edge of the roof panel and secure the headliner.
Manufactured in stamped steel as original.
C95250
1970-73 .................................. 76.99 pr

1982-92 Headliner Trim Panel
Reproduction headliner trim panel for 1982-92 models.
This panel mounts along the roof of the interior to
secure the rear of the headliner.
C95206
1982-92 ................................. 99.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

This is a fast acting, high strength
aerosol contact adhesive designed for
two surface application. This adhesive
is resistant to heat and plasticizing
oils and is excellent for attaching
vinyl tops, headliners, vinyl trims,
insulation, foam padding and rubber
parts to metal and other surfaces.
Note: Due to current FAA regulations all aerosol
spray cans must be shipped ground delivery.

39187

18 oz. aerosol ........................... 25.99 ea

Headliner Components
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Replacing your headliner is hard enough without ﬁguring out what your going to do about missing bows. Classic
Industries® has the answer! These new headliner bows are speciﬁcally manufactured to eliminate problems associated
with missing or bent originals. Bows are color coded when necessary. Available for 1967-78 models.
Headliner Bow Sets
GM350
1967-69
5 piece .......................................................................................................... 59.99 set
GM351
1970-78
5 piece .......................................................................................................... 46.99 set
Headliner Bow Mounting Clips
K667
1967-69
4 piece .......................................................................................................... 15.99 set
K591
1970-74
20 piece ........................................................................................................ 34.99 set

Sail Panel/Visor Components
7647137
825400

825409
EM68109
black

charcoal doeskin beechwood

Line Dot Grain Vinyl Colors
russet
black

red

lt blue

brt blue

gold

claret

turquoise

carmine
red

briar
brown

maple

Bedford Ribbed Grain Vinyl Colors
black

red med blue ivy gold white

dk blue dk grn

1967-69 Grain Sail Panels
Reproduction inner rear sail panels for 1967-69 models.
These die-stamped panels include the cardboard portion
with the correct headliner material attached. If you are
purchasing an original style headliner, the sail panel
material is included. Original metal attachment ﬂange
will need to be transferred from back of original sail
panels for correct installation.
1967 Line Dot Grain (Original Style)
EM67101 1967
black ................. 53.99 pr
EM67102 1967
red .................... 53.99 pr
EM67103 1967
light blue .......... 53.99 pr
EM67104 1967
bright blue ........ 53.99 pr
EM67105 1967
gold .................. 53.99 pr
EM67106 1967
turquoise........... 53.99 pr
1968-69 Bedford Ribbed Grain (Original Style)
EM68101 1968-69
black ................. 53.99 pr
EM68102 1968-69
red .................... 53.99 pr
EM68108 1968
medium blue..... 53.99 pr
EM68109 1968
ivy gold ............ 53.99 pr
EM68110 1969
white................. 53.99 pr
EM68112 1969
dark blue........... 53.99 pr
EM68113 1969
dark green......... 53.99 pr
1967-69 Uncovered Sail Panels
SP1
1967-69
sail panel set ..... 37.99 pr

dk blue royal blue med dk
gray

lt sand med beige
gray

1982-92 Cloth Quarter Sail Panels
Correct reproduction sail panel for 1982-92 Camaro
models. Each sail panel comes with foam backed cloth
material that matches our headliners. You can now
replace the headliner and sail panel for a complete
replacement. Sail panels are located below the headliner
at the rear and include cutouts for speakers and seat
belt retainer. Note: *Without speaker holes.
825401
1982
black .................... 74.99 pr
825401
1985-92
black .................... 74.99 pr
825402
1985-92
charcoal................ 74.99 pr
825403
1982-92
doeskin................. 74.99 pr
825404
1988-92
beechwood ........... 74.99 pr
825405
1983-84
briar brown .......... 74.99 pr
825406
1985-92
russet .................... 74.99 pr
825407
1982-92
claret .................... 74.99 pr
825408
1982-92
carmine red .......... 74.99 pr
825410
1983-92
maple ................... 74.99 pr
825411
1982-92
dark blue .............. 74.99 pr
825412
1983-84
royal blue ............. 74.99 pr
825413
1985-92
medium dark gray 74.99 pr
825414
1983-84
light sand gray ..... 74.99 pr
825415
1982-92
medium beige ...... 74.99 pr
825400
1982-92
uncovered ............ 59.99 pr
14602*
1982-92
uncovered ............ 35.99 pr

7758560

1967-69 Conv. Visor Support
Precise reproduction convertible visor supports for
1967-69 convertible models. These die-cast supports
feature provisions to secure the convertible latch
knuckles, as original. Available with a highly polished
chrome ﬁnish for 1967 models and correct satin ﬁnish
for 1968-69 models.
7647137 1967
LH
polished ... 49.99 ea
7647136 1967
RH polished ... 49.99 ea
7758561 1968-69 LH
satin ......... 49.99 ea
7758560 1968-69 RH satin ......... 49.99 ea
K480
1967
PR
polished ... 79.99 pr
K481
1968-69 PR
satin ......... 79.99 pr

1967-69 Sun Visor Support Screws
Repro sun visor support screws for
1967-69 Camaro models. Set includes
3 screws to mount the sun visor
support and the tension screw for the sun visor.
C1120 1967-69 set of 4 screws ........... 2.99 set
C1121 1967-69 sun visor tension screw 1.00 ea

1982-83 Sun Visor Support Screw
Attaches the sun visor
support to the interior. 6
required per car.
G1122
1982-83 6 required .................. .99 ea

1967-69 Sun Visor
Tip and Bushing Set
Replacement sun visor tip
and bushing set for 196769 models. Includes: 2
rubber sun visor tips and 2 plastic sleeves.
K624
1967-69 ...................................... 7.99 set

1970-78 Sun Visor Support
1994-02 Conv. Sail Panel Trim
K419

Reproduction sail panel trim for 1994-02 Camaro
convertible models. Each sail panel trim is
manufactured to original speciﬁcations and features
the correct ﬁnish and texture. Sold as a pair.
A909101 1994-02
convertible........ 139.99 pr

A

Interior Components

1970-81 Inner Sail Panels
OER® reproduction rear sail panels, manufactured
to exact speciﬁcations. Features correct holes for
mounting to the rear inner side. Correct grain material
is used to allow an authentic appearance. Available in
black only. Paint as required.
Bow Style Headliner
748582 1970-73
LH and RH ......... 169.99 pr
Coat Hook in Headliner
K419
1973
LH and RH ......... 129.99 pr
All
748568 1975-81
LH and RH ......... 139.99 pr

1967-69 Coupe Sail Panel Fasteners
Correct fastener used
to attach 1967-69 coupe
rear quarter sail panels.
Each fastener will
install as original. Use
as needed.
4500027
748562

1967-69
1967-69

............................ 1.49 ea
12 piece set......... 9.99 set
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Sail Panel/Visor

A9701342A

A9701342B

1982-02 Sun Visor Delete Plates
Sun visor delete plates for 1982-02 Camaro models.
Made from billet aluminum and available with
either a machined or anodized black ﬁnish. Includes
mounting hardware.
A9701342A 1982-02
brushed ......... 38.99 pr
A9701342B 1982-02
black ............. 38.99 pr

Reproduction sun visor
supports for 1970-78
Camaro models. Can be
installed on either LH or RH
side. 2 required per vehicle.
20057366
1970-78 ............................... 29.99 ea

1982-92 Sun Visor Support
Reproduction
1982-92 sun visor
supports designed to
20424243
replace the originals.
Each support is
manufactured to
exact speciﬁcations allowing a precise and exact
ﬁt. Comes in black (paint if desired).
20370436 1982-92 coupe w/o T-Top 39.99 ea
20424243 1982-92 coupe with T-Top 39.99 ea
20424243 1982-92 convertible.......... 39.99 ea

1967-69 Coupe Sun Visor Support

1967-81 Coat
Hanger Hooks

Reproduction or Genuine GM sun
visor supports for 1967-69 Camaro
coupe models. OER® sun visor
support include 4 mounting screws.
GM supports do not include screws,
sold separately.
7790753
1967-69
OER® ............... 19.99 ea
G7698
1967-69
GM................... 162.99 ea

Hooks used in rear inner section
of interior for hanging coats,
C442
clothes etc. This is an original type
reproduction which can be used in a variety of GM
vehicles for many different years.
C442
1967-72 with screws............ 14.99 pr
9653915 1973-74 with escutcheon..... 9.99 set
1673506 1973-81 ............................... 5.99 ea
A1799
1967-81 screw only .............
.79 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Replacement Sun Visors
1970-73 Perforated Premier Colors
dk met
green

dk blue

black

lt saddle sandalwd

white

dk saddle

1970-73 Non-Perf. Premier Colors

black

med. blue

K22412

1967 Line Dot Grain Colors

1970
1970
dk green lt saddle

black

charcoal doeskin beechwd

briar
brown

russet

claret/ carmine
red
maroon

ﬂame

maple

lt sand
gray

med
beige

sandalwd 1971-73 dk saddle 1971-73
dk green
lt saddle
dk blue

black

red

lt blue

brt blue

gold

turquoise
1971-73 dk blue
sandalwood

1968-69 Bedford Ribbed Colors

red

med blue ivy gold

dk blue

dk grn

1968-69 Madrid Vinyl Colors

black

buckskin sandstone off white

dk saddle ﬁrethorn
black

red

lt blue

br blue turquoise med blue

ivy gold

white

dk blue dk green moss green

dk blue

lt blue

camel dk carmine
tan
red

1970-81 Reproduction Sun Visors
gold

1967-69 Reproduction Sun Visors

Produced to exact factory speciﬁcations including
correct stitching, OEM factory colors, and the original
pin design 1970 used a 2 pin design, while 1971-81
used a 1 pin design.
Note: 1973 1st design only.

1970 Models
With Custom Interior – Perforated Premier Grain
K22601
1970
black ................... 99.99 pr
K22685
1970
medium blue....... 99.99 pr
K22613
1970
dark blue............. 99.99 pr
K22604
1970
dark green........... 99.99 pr
K22617
1970
light saddle ......... 99.99 pr
K22623
1970
sandalwood ........ 99.99 pr
With Standard Interior – Non-Perforated Premier Grain
K22701
1970
black ................... 99.99 pr
K22704
1970
medium blue....... 99.99 pr
K22712
1970
dark blue............. 99.99 pr
K22713
1970
dark green........... 99.99 pr
K22717
1970
light saddle ......... 99.99 pr
K22723
1970
sandalwood ........ 99.99 pr
1971-73 Models
With Standard Interior – Non-Perforated Premier Grain
K22801* 1971-73
black ................... 99.99 pr
K22813* 1971-73
dark green........... 99.99 pr
K22818* 1971-73
dark saddle ......... 99.99 pr
K22817* 1971-73
light saddle ......... 99.99 pr
K22823* 1971-73
sandalwood ........ 99.99 pr
K22812
1971
royal blue ........... 99.99 pr
K22810
1972
white................... 99.99 pr
With Custom Interior – Perforated Premier Grain
K22901
1973
black ................... 99.99 pr
K22910
1973
white................... 99.99 pr
K22917
1973
light saddle ......... 99.99 pr
K22918
1973
dark saddle ......... 99.99 pr
K22923
1973
sandalwood ........ 99.99 pr
1974-81 Models
With Standard Interior – Madrid Grain
K23001
1974-81
black ................... 99.99 pr
K23037
1974-81
buckskin ............. 99.99 pr
K23008
1974
off-white ............. 99.99 pr
K23003
1975-76
light blue ............ 99.99 pr
K23018
1974-76
dark saddle ......... 99.99 pr
K23022
1975-79
ﬁrethorn .............. 99.99 pr
K23012
1974
dark blue............. 99.99 pr
K23020
1977-80
camel tan ............ 99.99 pr
K23029
1977-81
dark carmine red 99.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Replace your old, worn or missing sun visors with these
quality reproductions. Available in most colors, may
not be exactly as original, but they’re a perfect match
for our new headliner recovering sets. Features a soft
foam backed cloth material as original.
Coupe without T-Tops
82141401
1982-92 black ............... 114.99 pr
82141402
1983-84 charcoal .......... 114.99 pr
82141403
1982
doeskin ........... 114.99 pr
82141404
1988-92 beechwood ..... 114.99 pr
82141405
1983-84 briar brown ..... 114.99 pr
82141406
1985
russet .............. 114.99 pr
82141407
1982
claret, maroon 114.99 pr
82141408
1983-89 carmine red..... 114.99 pr
82141410
1983
maple .............. 114.99 pr
82141411
1982
dark blue......... 114.99 pr
82141412
1983-84 royal blue ....... 114.99 pr
82141413
1985-92 med. dark gray 114.99 pr
82141414
1983-84 light sand gray 114.99 pr
82141415
1992
med. beige ...... 114.99 pr
Coupe with T-Tops and Convertible
82141401T 1982-92 black ............... 114.99 pr
82141402T 1983-84 charcoal .......... 114.99 pr
82141403T 1982
doeskin ........... 114.99 pr
82141404T 1988-92 beechwood ..... 114.99 pr
82141405T 1983-84 briar brown ..... 114.99 pr
82141406T 1985
russet .............. 114.99 pr
82141407T 1982
claret, maroon 114.99 pr
82141408T 1983-89 carmine red..... 114.99 pr
82141410T 1983
maple .............. 114.99 pr
82141411T 1982
dark blue......... 114.99 pr
82141412T 1983-84 royal blue ....... 114.99 pr
82141413T 1985-92 med. dk gray... 114.99 pr
82141414T 1983-84 light sand gray 114.99 pr
82141415T 1992
med. beige ...... 114.99 pr

1997-02 Sun Visor
Replace your old, worn out, missing or just plain ratty
looking original sun visors with this original GM
replacement. This is just the thing for the discriminating
restorer who wants concours perfection. This sun visor
will ﬁt 1997-99 coupe models with or without T-Tops
G4312 1997-99 LH
gray .......... 205.99 ea

Sun Visors
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Each visor is produced to exact factory speciﬁcations
including correct stitching, OEM factory colors, and
the original pin design to maintain complete originality.
The 1967-70 visors used a two pin design and 1971
through 1981 used a one pin design. The visors are
offered for coupe or convertible models as well. The
coupe models included Line Dot vinyl as original in
1967 and Bedford Ribbed material for the 1968-69
models. The convertible models were originally a
Madrid grain vinyl which matched the interior color.
Coupe Models
1967 Line Dot Grain Sun Visors
K22301
1967
black ................ 99.99 pr
K22302
1967
red ................... 99.99 pr
K22303
1967
light blue ......... 99.99 pr
K22304
1967
bright blue ....... 99.99 pr
K22305
1967
gold ................. 99.99 pr
K22306
1967
aqua ................. 99.99 pr
1968-69 Bedford Ribbed Sun Visors
K22401A 1968
black ................ 99.99 pr
K22402A 1968
red ................... 99.99 pr
K22408
1968
medium blue.... 99.99 pr
K22409
1968
ivy gold ........... 99.99 pr
K22401B 1969
black ................ 99.99 pr
K22402B 1969
red ................... 99.99 pr
K22410
1969
white................ 99.99 pr
K22412
1969
dark blue.......... 99.99 pr
K22413
1969
dark green........ 99.99 pr
Convertible Models
1967-69 Convertible Madrid Grain
K22501
1967-69
black ................ 99.99 pr
K22502
1967-69
red ................... 99.99 pr
K22503
1967
light blue ......... 99.99 pr
K22504
1967
bright blue ....... 99.99 pr
K22505
1967
gold ................. 99.99 pr
K22506
1967-68
turquoise.......... 99.99 pr
K22508
1968
medium blue.... 99.99 pr
K22509
1968
ivy gold ........... 99.99 pr
K22510
1969
white................ 99.99 pr
K22512
1969
dark blue.......... 99.99 pr
K22513
1969
dark green........ 99.99 pr
K22514
1969
moss green ...... 99.99 pr

med dk
gray

1982-92 Reproduction Sun Visors

1974-81 Madrid Colors
black

royal
blue

white

Interior Pillar Post Moldings

K696001

K696301

K696201

K696101

K903

K902

1967 Injection Molded Inner Pillar Moldings
OER® manufacturers the original style inner pillar post moldings for use on all
1967 Camaro models. Injection molded reproductions include the correct insertion
sleeves for easy mounting onto the pillar unlike other reproductions being offered.
The moldings may be ordered in either chrome or black (paint as required) and
are available for coupe or convertible models. When painting your moldings to the
original interior color we recommend ﬁrst painting the moldings with plastic primer,
then painting the moldings using interior acrylic lacquer. The plastic primer will
allow the acrylic paint to adhere correctly and give you the best possible end result.
Note: *Trim to ﬁt with metal side moldings.

Inner Pillar Post Moldings
K901*
1967
black
coupe .................................................
K902*
1967
chrome
coupe .................................................
K903
1967
black
convertible ........................................
K904
1967
chrome
convertible ........................................
Inner Pillar Post Molding Screw Set
15158
1967
set of 6 – all ...........................................................

69.99
79.99
69.99
79.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

2.99 set

black

red

med. blue

ivy gold

dk. blue

dk. green

1968-69 Urethane Style Inner Pillar Post Moldings
Reproduction inner pillar post moldings for 1968-69 Camaro models. Manufactured
in modern polyurethane in the correct original color material. Features correct Madrid
grain and prepunched mounting screw holes for easy installation.
Pillar Post Moldings
Coupe
K696001
1968
black ................................................................ 99.99 pr
K696002
1968
red .................................................................... 99.99 pr
K696008
1968
medium blue .................................................... 99.99 pr
K696009
1968
ivy gold ............................................................ 99.99 pr
K696201
1969
black ................................................................ 99.99 pr
K696202
1969
red .................................................................... 99.99 pr
K696212
1969
dark blue .......................................................... 99.99 pr
K696213
1969
dark green ........................................................ 99.99 pr
Convertible
K696301
1968
black ................................................................ 99.99 pr
K696302
1968
red .................................................................... 99.99 pr
K696308
1968
medium blue .................................................... 99.99 pr
K696309
1968
ivy gold ............................................................ 99.99 pr
K696101
1969
black ................................................................ 99.99 pr
K696102
1969
red. ................................................................... 99.99 pr
K696112
1969
dark blue .......................................................... 99.99 pr
K696113
1969
dark green ........................................................ 99.99 pr
Pillar Post Molding Screw Set of 4
15159
1968-69 all ..................................................................... 2.99 set

A

Interior Components

15158

R3233

R3235

R3234

R3236

1968-69 “OEM Style” Inner Pillar Moldings

15147

Quality OER® reproduction of the original inner padded pillar post moldings designed
to ﬁt the 1968-69 Camaro. This all new reproduction is designed and manufactured
exactly like original. Each molding features a steel core foundation, foam insert,
and correct “Madrid grain” vinyl wrapping offering an authentic appearance and
superb ﬁt. Each molding also features mounting points that are precisely located in
the correct positions for each speciﬁc year and model. Applications are available
to ﬁt both coupe and convertible models. These quality inner padded pillar post
moldings are sold in pairs only. Available in black, paint as required to desired color
using quality OER® brand interior paint.
R3233
1968
coupe .................................................................... 199.99 pr
R3235
1969
coupe .................................................................... 199.99 pr
R3234
1968
convertible............................................................ 199.99 pr
R3236
1969
convertible............................................................ 199.99 pr

Reproduction hardware sets for 196792 Camaro models. One set required
per vehicle.
All Models
15158 1967 ...................... 2.99 set
15159 1968-69 ................ 2.99 set
15183 1970-81 ................ 3.99 set
T-Top/Convertible
15147 1982-92 ................ 7.99 set
Coupe/Hardtop
15153 1982-92 ................ 12.99 set
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Pillar Post Moldings

1967-92 Pillar Post Hardware
1982-92 Pillar Post Moldings
Reproduction injection molded plastic
pillar post moldings for 1982-92
T-Top models. These are the interior
moldings that mount on either side of
the windshield.
F3000 1982-92 black 139.99 pr
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Rear Seat & Trunk Parts
K19501

1967-69 Fold Down Seat Partition Holder

K15002
black

red

brt. blue

lt. blue

parchment

Reproduction fold down rear seat partition holder
for 1967-69 Camaro models with folding rear seat.
Attaches behind the rear seat and holds the bottom
portion of the fold down rear seat partition in place.
K410
1967-69 .................................... 36.99 ea

gold

turquoise

K15308

1967-69 Vinyl Covered Seat Shelf
Custom seat shelf upgrade for 1967-69 Camaro models.
Features a die-cut, moisture resistant board covered
in heavyweight Madrid grain vinyl for a custom look.
Note: Shipped oversize.
K15429

black

red

turquoise

dk blue

lt blue

gold

med/brt
blue

K19501
K19502
K19503
K19505
K19504
K19507
K19506

1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69

OS1

black .................
red ....................
light blue ..........
gold ..................
bright blue ........
parchment.........
turquoise...........

69.99
69.99
69.99
69.99
69.99
69.99
69.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

K15300

1967-69 Fold Down Rear Seat Partition
Reproduction fold down seat partition for 1967-69
models with factory fold down seat. Correct stitching
is utilized for an original ﬁt and appearance.
Note: Shipped oversize.

K15300
K15501
K15400
K15601

1967
1967
1968-69
1968-69

OS1

black
black
black
black

coupe ........
convertible
coupe ........
convertible

16.99
24.99
16.99
16.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

dk green sandalwood dk saddle
K435

tan

1967-81 Rear Seat Shelf Jute Padding

ﬁrethorn/ camel tan
dk carmine

1967-81 OEM Style Rear Seat Shelf
Reproduction rear package trays installed on all 196781 Camaro coupe models. The standard style shelf is
a direct replacement for the original, or choose the
newer style mesh design with built in 6" x 9" speaker
areas. Each seat shelf includes the correct grain vinyls,
color keyed to factory upholstery.
Note: *Shipped oversize.

OS1

19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
19.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

39.99
39.99
39.99
39.99
39.99
39.99
39.99
44.99
44.99
44.99
44.99
44.99
44.99
44.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

F268

1967-81 Trunk Divider Jute Padding
Original style jute padding can be attached to original
or reproduction trunk divider when being replaced.
Replace the jute to help eliminate noise from coming
into the passenger compartment. Includes jute padding
only. Trunk divider board not included.
F268
1967-69 .................................... 14.99 ea
F269
1970-81 .................................... 14.99 ea

54151D

1967-81 Rear Seat Shelf Protector
Protect your seat shelf from sun damage with Classic
Industries® rear seat shelf protectors. Includes attached
seat protector for upper portion of rear seat. Great way
of protecting your seat shelf!
5109AO
1967-69
black .................. 39.99 ea
54151D
1970-81
black .................. 47.99 ea

K15700

1967-81 Rear Seat to Trunk Partition
This divider ﬁts directly behind the rear seat and
covers area between the trunk and back seat section.
For standard coupe and convertible rear seats. Not
for rear fold down seats. Features hardboard partition
with jute padding.
Important: *Requires trimming to ﬁt convertible. OS1
Note: Shipped oversize.
K15500*
1967-69 coupe ................ 24.99 ea

K15700

1967-81 Custom Rear Seat Shelf
Replacement custom ﬁberglass rear seat shelf for
1967-81 Camaro models. This seat shelf eliminates
the need for external speaker grills because they’re
built right into the seat shelf. Will give your rear shelf
area a unique and custom appearance. Paint to match.
Note: Shipped oversize.

MD1029
MD1042

OS1

1967-69 ............................ 179.99 ea
1970-81 ............................ 179.99 ea
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1970-81

.......................... 22.99 ea

1993-02
Rear Hatch Panel Retainers
Rear hatch panel retainer for 1993-02
GM F-Body vehicles. This hard
plastic pin secures the interior
hatch trim panel to the underside
of the lid. Three required per
vehicle, paint to match.
R3676

1993-02 .................................... 3.49 ea

Rear Seat Components
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Standard Seat Shelves
K15001
1967-69
black .................
K15002
1967-69
red ....................
K15003
1967
light blue ..........
K15005
1967
gold ..................
K15008
1967-69
medium blue.....
K15006
1967-69
turquoise...........
K15012
1969
dark blue...........
K15013
1969
dark green.........
K15201* 1970-81
black .................
K15202* 1970-81
red ....................
K15204* 1970
bright blue ........
K15212* 1970-81
dark blue...........
K15213* 1970-81
dark green.........
K15223* 1971-75
sandalwood ......
K15218* 1970-75
dark saddle .......
K15203* 1976-81
light blue ..........
K15208* 1970-81
medium blue.....
K15220* 1970-81
tan.....................
Deluxe Mesh Seat Shelves
K15301
1967-69
black .................
K15302
1967-69
red ....................
K15305
1967
gold ..................
K15306
1967-69
turquoise...........
K15308
1968
medium blue.....
K15312
1969
dark blue...........
K15313
1969
dark green.........
K15401* 1970-81
black .................
K15402* 1976-77
ﬁrethorn ............
K15412* 1970-81
dark blue...........
K15413* 1970-81
dark green.........
K15418* 1970-75
dark saddle .......
K15420* 1976-79
camel tan ..........
K15429* 1978-81
dark carmine red

Original style material jute padding which attaches
under the rear seat shelf. Eliminates noise and helps
insulate the trunk area.
K435
1967-69 .................................... 12.99 ea
K436
1970-81 .................................... 12.99 ea

Reproduction Dash Pads
1967-78 Urethane Dash Pad

1967-68 Vinyl Wrapped Dash Pad

OER®’s reproduction padded dash is manufactured with modern urethane materials.
Features OEM colors and grain pattern for an original appearance. Includes correct
mounting hardware. Simply remove the screws from under the dash, pull the old
dash pad out, line up the new reproduction dash pad, and tighten screws back into
place. Urethane dashes will not warp under extreme temperatures from the sun and
offer a long-lasting stock appearance and ﬁt.

Vinyl wrapped dash pad featuring a Madrid grain vinyl vacuum formed over a
foam core center with a rigid back allowing the dash pad to install correctly while
offering an original appearance.
Note: *Shipped oversize.

Note: *Shipped oversize.
7642894W
7642895

black

red

bright blue

light blue

turquoise

gold
OS1

black

7642894
7642895
7642896
7642897
7642898
7642899

red

bright blue

light blue

turquoise

gold

1967 Urethane Dash Pads
black ................................................................
red ....................................................................
bright blue........................................................
light blue ..........................................................
turquoise ..........................................................
gold ..................................................................

1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967

149.99
149.99
149.99
149.99
149.99
149.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

7642894W
7642895W
7642896W
7642897W
7642898W
7642899W

1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967

1967 Vinyl Colors
black ............................................................
red ................................................................
bright blue....................................................
light blue ......................................................
turquoise ......................................................
gold ..............................................................

289.99
289.99
289.99
289.99
289.99
289.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

7733950W
7734028
black

red

medium blue

turquoise

ivy gold
OS1

black

red

medium blue

turquoise

ivy gold
OS1

7733950*
7734026*
7734027*
7734028*
7734029*

1968 Urethane Dash Pads
black ...............................................................
red ...................................................................
medium blue ...................................................
turquoise .........................................................
ivy gold ...........................................................

1968
1968
1968
1968
1968

239.99
239.99
239.99
239.99
239.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

7733950W*
7734026W*
7734027W*
7734028W*
7734029W*

1968
1968
1968
1968
1968

1968 Vinyl Colors
black ............................................................
red ...............................................................
medium blue................................................
turquoise......................................................
ivy gold .......................................................

329.99
349.99
349.99
349.99
349.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

3995785 – without factory AC
3950042
3995792 – without factory AC
black

red

dark blue

dark green

OS1

B

Dash & Console Components

1969 Urethane Dash Pads
Without Factory AC
3935941*
1969
3950039*
1969
3950038*
1969
3950041*
1969
With Factory AC
3939653*
1969
3950043*
1969
3950042*
1969
3950045*
1969

black ...............................................................
red ..................................................................
dark blue.........................................................
dark green.......................................................

299.99
299.99
299.99
299.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

black...............................................................
red ..................................................................
dark blue ........................................................
dark green ......................................................

299.99
299.99
299.99
299.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

399590 – with factory AC

399591 – with factory AC

OE style stitching

original style studs

authentic
grain and texture

1969 Camaro OEM Style Dash Pad
3972035

black

ﬁrethorn

light blue

camel tan

carmine red
OS1

1970-78 Urethane Dash Pads
Without Factory Air Conditioning
3972003*
1970-78
black .........................................................
3972004*
1976-77
ﬁrethorn ....................................................
3972005*
1975-77
light blue ...................................................
3972006*
1978
camel tan...................................................
3972007*
1978
carmine red ...............................................
With Factory Air Conditioning
3972032*
1970-78
black .........................................................
3972033*
1976-77
ﬁrethorn ....................................................
3972034*
1975-77
light blue ...................................................
3972035*
1978
camel tan...................................................
3972036*
1978
carmine red ...............................................
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379.99
359.99
359.99
359.99
359.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

379.99
379.99
379.99
379.99
359.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

OER® reproduction of the 1969 Camaro dash pad. Designed and produced to
match the original manufacturing process in nearly every detail. Each dash pad is
manufactured utilizing an injection molded ABS base replicating the original contour
and design. To further ensure total originality, each dash features a correctly molded
foam insert with an injection molded vinyl skin which looks and feels just like the
original GM dash pad. Using modern technology to recreate the OEM design has
produced a much more desirable and reﬁned dash pad that features the original
grain with a consistent crisp stitching not found on any urethane reproduction.
Each dash includes mounting clips, hardware and installation instructions. Truly
the ﬁnest 1969 Camaro dash pads on the market today!
OS1
Without Factory AC
3995785
1969
black ................................................................. 369.99 ea
3995792
1969
red .................................................................... 369.99 ea
3995793
1969
dark blue........................................................... 369.99 ea
3995794
1969
dark green......................................................... 369.99 ea
With Factory AC
3995788
1969
black ................................................................. 369.99 ea
3995789
1969
red .................................................................... 369.99 ea
3995790
1969
dark blue........................................................... 369.99 ea
3995791
1969
dark green......................................................... 369.99 ea
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Dash Components

476641

1967-69 Colors
01
black

02
red

03
08
light medium
blue blue

1970-78 Colors

12
dark
blue

28
beige

01
black

1979-92 Colors

Important: 1979-81 dash pad mounting clip set use R330.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

OS2

476641

1979-81
OEM style ................................................... 439.99 ea
1982-92 Vinyl Wrapped Dash
Replace your original warped or worn out dash pad in your 1982-92 Camaro with
a high-quality OER® reproduction padded dash. Manufactured to OE speciﬁcations
for an original ﬁt and appearance.
OS2

Note: Shipped double oversize.

1982-92

08
20
medium camel
blue
tan

54
dark
red

12511119

1979-92 Camaro Dash Pad

Reproduction dash pads for 1979-92 Camaro models. Manufactured to OE
speciﬁcations. Available in black, paint as required using OER® interior paint.
1979-81 OEM Style Dash
Our OEM style dash features a correctly conﬁgured injection molded base with
OEM style screws and hardware. Dash pad is manufactured using injection molded
vinyl with correct grain and stitching just like original.

12511119

02
red

1993-99 Colors

vinyl wrapped.............................................. 649.99 ea

01
black

02
red

12
57
13
dark charcoal dark
blue
green

27
gray

01
black

02
red

12
57
59
dark charcoal cognac
blue

1967-99 Form Fitted Padded Dash Cover
Replacement form ﬁtted padded dash covers for 1967-99 Camaro models. Produced
from 100% solution dyed polyester material. Contoured to the shape of the dashboard.
Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

21200
21400
21500
21600
21700
21800
22100
22600
22700

1967-68
1969
1970-78
1970-78
1979-81
1982-83
1984-92
1993-96
1997-99

all .....................................................................
all .....................................................................
without AC.......................................................
with AC ............................................................
all .....................................................................
all .....................................................................
all .....................................................................
without factory alarm.......................................
all .....................................................................

39.99
39.99
39.99
39.99
39.99
39.99
39.99
39.99
39.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1968 Deluxe Dash Pad Trim Moldings
G4322

1993-02 Camaro GM Replacement Dash Pad
The sun can take its toll on your fourth gen Camaro dash pad. Available exclusively
in black, these Genuine GM dash pads for 1993-02 offer an OE solution to the
problem. Paint as required.
OS2

Note: Shipped double oversize.

G4322
G4357
G4358

1993-96
1997-99
2000-02

GM ............................................................... 453.99 ea
GM ............................................................... 670.99 ea
GM ............................................................... 670.99 ea

Reproduction deluxe
dash pad trim moldings
for 1968 Camaro
models with deluxe
interior. Designed
and manufactured to
replace the originals
exactly using the same
fastening system as the
factory pieces. Includes LH, RH, and center connector molding as shown.
Note: Designed for original GM dash pads and vinyl wrapped dash pads. Will not ﬁt
OER® urethane dash pads.

K156

1968 ...................................................................................... 129.99 set

1982-92 Dash Pad Support Block

1969-81 Camaro Padded Dash Clip Kits
Individual clips or kits of clips used to install reproduction or Genuine GM padded
dash. 1970-78 GM dash pad installs with 3 clips (1 long and 2 short). OER®
reproduction dash pads install using 6 clips (3 long and 3 short) resulting in a more
uniform ﬁt and secure mounting of the dash pad.
Dash Pad Clip Kits
R849*
1969
6 piece......................................................... 8.99 kit
K814
1969
16 piece....................................................... 12.99 ea
R310*
1970-78
6 piece with OER® pad ............................... 11.99 kit
R311*
1970-78
3 piece with GM pad .................................. 8.99 kit
R330*
1979-81
3 piece......................................................... 14.99 kit
Individual Clips
K1433
1968
.................................................................... 12.99 pr
12338152
1969
6 required .................................................... 2.29 ea
3980355
1970-78
short style – RH .......................................... 3.79 ea
3980361
1970-78
long style – LH ........................................... 2.99 ea
3980355
1979-81
1 required .................................................... 3.79 ea
K1440
1979-81
2 required .................................................... 4.69 ea

Reproduction center dash pad support
block for all 1982-92 Camaro models.
Glued to the underside of the dash pad
near the center to support the pad and
prevent sagging.
14046089 1982-92 2 req. 18.99 ea

1979-81 Dash Pad Bracket – LH

15214

This dash pad retainer bracket is
required to retain the driver side portion
of the dash pad to the instrument dash
panel on 1979-81 Camaro models.
Mounted on the upper left side of the
dash pad where the instrument cluster
is inserted, this bracket helps to line the
dash pad properly and secure it in place.
K7904 1979-81 LH .... 11.99 ea

K814

K1433

3980361

K1440

3980355
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A9701308

1982-02 Fuse Panel Cover
Reproduction fuse panel cover for
1982-92 and 1998-02 Camaro models.
Reproduced in ABS plastic with the
correct texture, details, and markings.
15214
1982-89 all ..... 29.99 ea
15249
1990-92 all ..... 34.99 ea
152952 1998-02 w/LS1 34.99 pr

Dash Components
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Dash & Console Components B

1969 Dash Molding Retainer
Correct reproduction dash panel molding
retainers for 1969 Camaro models.
These retainers attach the molding to
the dash panel.
3922826 1969 .................. 1.99 ea

Dash Components
19797 –
1981 Camaro dash insert set

R157

19791

6480760

1969 Cherrywood Dash Plate Sets
OER® reproduction Cherrywood dash plates for 1969
Camaro models with special interior group (Z23) or
custom interior (Z87). Dash section with holes for emblem
and moldings, glove box door, and ashtray sections.
Available with or without radio and windshield wiper
plate. Will match OER® console shift plates and other
woodgrain products manufactured by OER®.
Note: Includes a protective seal over the woodgrain that
must be removed before installing on vehicle. Glove box
lock sold separately.

Dash Plate Set
K153 1969 w/o radio & wiper plate .. 209.99 set
R157 1969 w/radio & wiper plate ..... 229.99 kit

3945971

K152

19799

1979810

1979-81 Z28 Brown Brushed Dash Insert
This insert set exactly replicates the original 1979-81
Chevrolet Camaro “Z28 Brown” brushed aluminum
dash insert. Dash insert sets will apply to both original
Camaro Z28 models and Z28 clones. Each piece is
precision laser cut and has 3M double sided tape
preapplied on the back of each piece. Also includes
step by step instructions, glue, extra double sided tape,
brushes and steel wool, and a silver “argent” paint pen to
redo the silver lining on the original plastic dash bezel!
Dash, Shifter, and Radio Inserts
19793
1979-80 .......................... 397.99 set
19797
1981
.......................... 397.99 set
Dash and Shifter Inserts
19792
1979-80 .......................... 397.99 set
19796
1981
.......................... 397.99 set
Dash and Radio Inserts
19794
1979-80 .......................... 397.99 set
19798
1981
.......................... 397.99 set
Individual Inserts
19791
1979-80 dash insert ........ 397.99 ea
19795
1981
dash insert ........ 397.99 ea
19799
1979-81 shifter insert ..... 46.99 ea
1979810
1979-81 radio insert ....... 50.99 ea

K6701

1967-68 Dash Carrier Assembly
Reproduction dash carrier assembly for 1967-68 Camaro
models. Injection molded to exact speciﬁcations. Houses
the speedometer and fuel gauge on the dash. Includes
correct heat stamped silver rings where required for an
original appearance.
6480760 1967-68 dash carrier ........ 124.99 ea
K6701
1967-68 carrier screw set
4.99 set

C67048S

1969 Cherrywood Trim Plates
Reproduction Cherrywood wiper and headlamp switch
and radio trim plates for 1969 Camaro models. Stamped
steel plate with woodgrain covering to match other
trim plates. Radio plates include volume control plate
and tuning plate.
3945971 1969 wiper/headlight plate 19.99 ea
K152
1969 radio plate ................. 29.99 pr

1970-78 Lower Steering Column Cover

B
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OER® reproduction lower dash steering column cover
for 1970-78 Camaro models. This quality plastic
reproduction features the original grain texture and
chrome trim that matches the other sections of the dash.
3972011
1970-78 ............................... 139.99 ea
R8090

1969 Dash Grab Handle & Molding Kit
Reproduction 1969 Camaro dash panel grab handle and
molding kit that is located above the glove box door on
the dash. Includes: the black plastic molding with silver
trim, grab handle with chrome bezels, Camaro script
emblem, and all necessary retainers and hardware.
Complete Kit
Dash Grab Handle Kit
R8090
1969
complete kit ......... 124.99 kit
Components
Instrument Panel Molding
3939692 1969
............................. 24.99 ea
Dash Grab Handle
3925430 1969
............................. 39.99 ea
Dash Grab Handle Chrome Bezels
K206
1969
............................. 19.99 pr
Dash Grab Handle Retainer Plates
3948552 1969
............................. 24.99 pr
Camaro Instrument Panel Emblem
3950003 1969
............................. 23.99 ea
Dash Panel Molding Clip
3922826 1969
3 required .............
1.99 ea
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C67048P

1967-68 Carbon Fiber Dash Carrier
Real carbon ﬁber instrument carrier panels for 196768 Camaro models. Instrument panels feature holes
for two 3-3/8" or two 5" gauges. Mount as original
and are available in glossy or satin carbon ﬁber or
paintable ﬁberglass.
C67048G 1967-68 glossy .................... 429.99 ea
C67048S 1967-68 satin ...................... 429.99 ea
C67048P 1967-68 paintable ﬁberglass 324.99 ea

1973-76 Dash Panel Instrument Trim Panel
This is an OER® reproduction lower dash panel section
that houses the in-dash radio, glove box section and
air vent assembly. The trim panel is manufactured to
exact speciﬁcations for 1973-76 which is known as
the ﬁrst design in 1976 Camaro models. However, this
panel can be used as a service replacement on 197072 models with only a cosmetic difference being that
this panel is equipped with the seat belt warning lens
found on the later 1973-76 style panel. Additionally,
this panel will also ﬁt 1976-81 models with slight
modiﬁcations to the radio holes.

1967-68 Dash Carrier Chrome

1st design .......... 199.99 ea

Make your original dash carrier look new again with this
reproduction chrome trim. These high tech, ultra thin
chrome Mylar ovals are precisely die-cut and adhesive
backed for a simple installation. Instructions included.
KW604
1967-68 ................................. 26.99 pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Note: 1st design has dimension between radio holes of
6.25", the 2nd design has dimension between radio holes
of 5.75".

6264754 1973-76

Dash Components

1970-72 Dash Carrier Bezel
1969 Steel Dash Insert
1969 Dash Instrument Carrier
Reproduction dash instrument bezel for 1969 Camaro
models which matches the original in quality and ﬁt.
Dash variation provisions including clock or fuel gauge
are incorporated allowing easy replacement depending
on the cars options. Includes correct wording in original
lettering. Without Tell-Tale.
Note: Must be modiﬁed to install convertible top switch.

6482249

1969

instrument carrier.... 279.99 ea

Bolt-in steel dash insert for 1969 Camaro models.
Fabricated from 18 gauge steel and available with
or without provisions to bolt in the stock heater/AC
controller. Includes mounting studs for the stock
windshield wiper switch and a hole for the stock
headlight switch. An AC duct is also available on the left
upper panel. Accommodates gauges up to 5" diameter,
sold separately. All gauge and radio holes must be cut
by purchaser.

OER® reproduction dash carrier bezel for 1970-72
Camaro models. Injection molded as original each
dash carrier features trim rings around gauges and other
areas which were originally chromed. Manufactured to
exact speciﬁcations. Hardware not included.
K968
1970-72 with chrome trim ... 184.99 ea
K999
1970-72 hardware set ..........
8.99 set

Note: Special order, non-returnable.

Dash Insert without Hole for Vent
D104012
1969 w/o heater and AC 794.99 ea

1976-78 Dash Carrier Bezel
C67047G – (shown with C67049G insert)

1969 Carbon Fiber Dash Carrier Panel
3943616

3961554

1969 Center Dash Bezels w/Lens
Correct injection molded reproduction dash bezels for
1969 Camaro with center dash clock or center dash fuel
gauge. Each bezel is designed to match the original in
every detail and includes correct lens for each bezel.
Clock Bezel and Lens
3943616
1969 ..................................... 32.99 ea
Fuel Gauge Bezel and Lens
3961554
1969 ..................................... 29.99 ea

Real carbon ﬁber dash instrument carrier panels for
1969 Camaro models. Instrument panels feature holes
for two 3-3/8" or two 5" gauges as well as an optional
gauge panel to accept two 2-1/6" gauges. Mount as
original and are available in glossy or satin carbon ﬁber.
Dash Carrier Panels
C67047G 1969 glossy ..................... 429.99 ea
2-1/16" Gauge Insert Panels
C67049S 1969 satin ....................... 99.99 ea

Reproduction dash carrier for 1976-78 Camaro models
with deluxe interior woodgrain package. Features the
correct woodgrain pattern. The words lights and lighter
are also printed in the correct font style. Hardware
not included.
365645 1976-78 woodgrain ........... 249.99 ea
K999
1976-78 hardware set ........
8.99 set

C67066G

C67066S

748683
6482854

1969 Center Dash Carrier Clips

OER® reproduction instrument panel lamp socket
plate for 1969 Camaro models. This EDP coated plate
attaches to the back of the instrument housing, above
the gauges, to provide access to mount the instrument
panel lamp sockets. 2 plates required per vehicle.
Includes hardware (2 screws and 1 wire retainer clip).
6482854
1969
lamp socket plate ... 19.99 ea
748683
1969
hardware ................ 2.99 set

1970-73 Carbon Fiber Instrument Panel
Real carbon ﬁber instrument carrier panels for 1970-73
Camaro models. 1970-73 instrument panels feature
holes for two 3-3/8" gauges and four 2-1/16" gauges
and will accept original or aftermarket light and wiper
switches. Mount as original and are available in glossy
or satin carbon ﬁber.
Instrument Panels with Switch Provisions
C67066G
1970-73
glossy ............ 429.99 ea
C67066S
1970-73
satin ............... 429.99 ea

C69200

1967-69 Dash Carrier Clips
Reproduction dash carrier clip set for 1967-69 Camaro
models. These clips mount the dash carrier assembly
to the dash. These specialized clips are manufactured
by OER® to factory speciﬁcations for an original ﬁt.
Replace those old bent, broken or missing clips with
brand new ones with correct contours to mount the
dash carrier more easily. Clips for 1967-68 sold in
pairs, 1969 sold as a set of 10.
C68200
1967-68
pair ..................... 5.99 pr
C69200
1969
set of 10 ............. 16.99 set

1969 Instrument Lens Assembly

1970-78 Dash Carrier
Assembly Screw and J-Nuts

Stamped steel dash instrument lamp lens assemblies
for 1969 Camaro models. These highly accurate
reproductions feature the correct green lens and the
same black and white painted surfaces as the originals.
748774
1969...................................... 22.99 pr

Reproduction dash carrier bezel assembly screw and
J-nut set for 1970-78 Camaro models. Each set includes:
4 black oxide #8 screws and 4 phosphate #8 J-nuts to
mount the dash carrier assembly to the dash.
K999
1970-78 ...................................... 8.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Reproduction of the correct center dash clip that
holds the bezel and lens on vehicles equipped with
the optional center dash fuel gauge or dash clock.
HC293 1969 .......................................... 17.99 pr

1969 Instrument Panel Lamp Socket Plate

Instrument Panel Components

1967 Speedo and Fuel Gauge Lens
Reproduction speedo and fuel gauge lens for 1967
Camaro models. Manufactured to exact dimensions
allowing installation in original or OER® reproduction
instrument carriers.
6459869
1967 .................................... 34.99 ea

LEN27

LEN28

25021020 – detail

1969 Center Dash Lens
Reproduction center dash clock and fuel gauge lenses.
The clock lens features the correct hole location to allow
the dash clock stem to come through. The fuel lens
was used on 1969 Camaro models with a tachometer
but without console gauges.
LEN27
1969
clock ...................... 10.99 ea
LEN28
1969
fuel ......................... 10.99 ea

25021020

25021021

1970-80 Instrument Cluster Case

6481576

1968 Dash Speedo Gauge Lens
Reproduction speedometer gauge lens for 1968 Camaro
models. Features a hot stamped, chrome style ring
around each gauge opening. Manufactured to exact
dimensions and will ﬁt original or OER® reproduction
instrument carriers. For cars with optional console
gauges and a Tic-Toc-Tach, the lens includes the small
hole for the clock reset knob.
Without Console Gauges
6481576
1968 without tachometer .. 39.99 ea
With Console Gauges
6481587
1968 with tachometer ....... 39.99 ea

1969 Instrument Panel Center Lamp Lens
Reproduction instrument panel center lamp lens
assembly for 1969 Camaro models. This lens assembly
covers the center fuel gauge or clock lamp. Includes
correct luminous green lens as shown.
3951214
1969........................................ 7.99 ea

25047802

Dash & Console Components

25021020
25021021

1970-80 with gauges ......... 119.99 ea
1970-80 w/warning lights .. 119.99 ea

1970-81 Fuel & VVoltlt GGauge Mounting Plate

K493

1967-68 Instrument Panel Lens

B

Note: Replacement for 1981 models. If using on 1981 models
a non-speed warning speedometer is required.

OER® reproduction fuel and Volt gauge mounting
plate for 1970-81 Camaro models. Manufactured to
factory speciﬁcations, right down to the correct ﬁnish.
9743001
1970-81 ................................ 14.99 ea

K494

K492

Reproduction instrument cluster cases for 1970-80
Camaro models as listed above. These injected molded
instrument cluster cases are designed to replace a
cracked or damaged original.

Reproductions of the instrument panel warning lamp
lenses for 1967-68 Camaro speedometers. Lens covers
the lamps at the bottom of the speedometer and features
the correct lettering for the applications listed.
K494
1967
fuel/brake ............. 12.99 ea
K492
1968
oil/brake ............... 12.99 ea
K493
1967-68
gen/temp .............. 12.99 ea

25018346

1970-81 Dash Lens Assembly

1969 Dash Cluster Brace

Reproduction cluster case for 1970-81 Camaro models
with or without gauges. The turn signal location is
changed on 1979-81 models to the center of the lens
as opposed to the bottom as on 1970-78 models. This
is an injected molded reproduction instrument cluster
lens assembly designed to replace the original cracked
or damaged unit.
6493584
1970-78 without gauges ... 119.99 ea
25047802 1979-81 without gauges ... 99.99 ea
25018346 1970-78 with gauges ........ 129.99 ea
25020370 1979-81 with gauges ........ 129.99 ea

Reproduction rear dash cluster brace for 1969
Camaro models.
HC449
1969....................................... 12.99 ea

25045478
6482842

1982-89 Dash Gauge Lens

6482843

1969 Speedometer/Fuel Lens Assembly
Exact reproduction speedometer lens assembly
for 1969 Camaro models. Installs directly into the
instrument carrier assembly. Speedometer lens
includes: LH turn signal indicator, fuel, brake and bright
lights indicators. Fuel lens includes: RH turn signal
indicator, generator, temp, and bright lights indicators.
6482842
1969
speedometer lens .... 69.99 ea
6482843
1969
fuel lens .................. 69.99 ea
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Reproduction dash gauge lenses 1982-89 Camaro
models. When installing a 140 speedometer it will
be necessary to replace your dash gauge lens due to
variation of trip odometer location.

1970-81 Dash Gauge Lens

Important: 140 MPH speedometer lens features trip hole at
10:00 position or 6:00 position.

Reproduction dash gauge lens for 1970-81 Camaro
models. Manufactured to exact factory speciﬁcations
Fits original or reproduction dash cases with or without
factory dash gauges.
3999485
1970-81 ................................ 62.99 ea

With 85 MPH, 120 MPH Speedometer
25045324 1982-88 without trip, no hole 59.99 ea
With 140 MPH Speedometer
25045478 1982-86 trip hole on top......... 57.99 ea
25053742 1984-89 trip hole on bottom 64.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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1895
CGF14

1993-02 Color Gauge Face
These pro-style display facings are manufactured in
the United States and replace the original faces, using
your existing gauges! Easily installed, these faces
can be installed by anyone with a moderate degree of
mechanical ability and patience. You must know how
to remove your original cluster from the dash. For
those who don’t have time or mechanical knowledge
for this project, we recommend a competent mechanic,
speedometer shop, or stereo installation service for
this quick and inexpensive project.
CGF11 1993-96 Z28 white overlay 140.99 ea
CGF12 1993-96 V6 white overlay .. 129.99 ea
CGF14 1997-98 Z28 white overlay 148.99 ea
CGF15 1999-02 Z28 white overlay 178.99 ea

1997 Instrument Cluster Lens
Reproduction instrument cluster lens for 1997 Camaro
models. Replace your hazy or discolored original with
this crystal clear reproduction.
C95131
1997 ..................................... 29.99 ea

194

168

1967-71 Replacement Clock Bulb

1968 Tic-Toc-Tach Circuit Board

Correct replacement bulb for Camaro clocks. Each
bulb will replace the original.
1895
1967
console mounted ....... 1.99 ea
194
1968
dash mounted ............ 1.99 ea
168
1969-71 dash mounted ............ 1.99 ea

Reproduction circuit board installed on 1968 Camaro
models that included the optional Tic-Toc-Tachometer.
This special tachometer included a clock built into the
tach commonly known as the Tic-Toc-Tach. Installed
originally on 1968 models only.
6290093
1968..................................... 69.99 ea

A9100304

Instrument Cluster LED Upgrade Set
6290070

Replace the stock bulbs in your instrument cluster with
direct replacement, super bright LEDs. These LEDs
operate 75% cooler than traditional bulbs and bring
crisp, vibrant light to your dash. Each 1/2" bulb features
5 light emitting diodes for 360 degree illumination.
Installation is easy, just twist out your old bulb sockets
and twist the new LEDs into your cluster. Fits select
Camaro, Firebird, Nova, and Impala models. These
dimmable LEDs are available in white, red, green,
and blue for bright vibrant gauge illumination. Sets
include 6 LED lamp assemblies.

6290093

Note: Please verify that your printed circuit/cluster accepts
1/2" bulb sockets.

A9100301
A9100302
A9100303
A9100304

white
red
green
blue

6 piece .................
6 piece .................
6 piece .................
6 piece .................

59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99

set
set
set
set
8901670

1967-89 Printed Circuit

1967-81 Clock Reset Knob
Note: This replacement part may differ slightly from the
original in appearance.

14053344

1967-81 .............................. 8.99 set

S3015

Reproduction of the instrument cluster lamp
bayonet style socket for GM dashes. Each socket is
manufactured to exact speciﬁcations. Includes socket
and correct 194 style bulb.
CX1807
socket with bulb.................... 3.49 ea
A9100305 socket only ............................ 2.99 ea
194
bulb only ............................... 1.99 ea

N3085

1967-81 Quartz Clock Conversion Set
Has your classic’s clock come to a halt? Rebuild it
with one of these quartz movement conversion kits!
Each kit can be installed with basic hand tools and
includes hardware and instructions.
Note: *Not for use with Westclox or GT.
S3015* 1967
with or w/o gauges ... 89.99 ea

N3085
T3025
B3115

CX1807

5/8" Dash Instrument Lamp Socket & Bulb

1968
use with tic toc tach.. 89.99 ea
1969
use with dash clock .. 89.99 ea
1970-81 .................................. 89.99 ea

R108

Instrument Panel J-Clips
Replace missing or broken J-clips with these original
style reproductions. Each clip accepts a #8 screw and
measures 5/16" from center of screw hole to the edge
of the clip. Perfect for panels measuring from 1/16"
to 5/32" in thickness. Buy the individual clip or buy
10 clips and save!
A14526
J-clip
each ....................... .99 ea
R108
J-clip set 10 piece ................. 8.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1967-81 Printed Circuit Board Connector
Problems with your circuit board connector? Here is
the solution. This connector includes terminals for
both gauge and non-gauge vehicles.
BW900216
1967-68 ............................ 15.99 ea
BW900216
1970-81 ............................ 15.99 ea
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OER® replacement of the clock reset knob. Includes
knob with retaining nut. Measures: 15/16" long.

Installing aftermarket gauges isn’t your only option
to get the data that you need. Restore the correct
operation of your stock instruments with reproduction
printed circuits for the back of the OE instrument
cluster assembly. Each printed circuit is meticulously
manufactured to exact factory speciﬁcations to work
just like new!
6290070 1967
with or w/o tach ...... 69.99 ea
6290070 1968
without tachometer 69.99 ea
6290093 1968
with tachometer ...... 69.99 ea
8901670 1970-81 with warning lamps 69.99 ea
8901671 1970-81 with gauge package 69.99 ea
25045479 1982-84 with warning lamps 74.99 ea
25045480 1982-85 with gauge package 74.99 ea
25076360 1984-86 with digital dash ..... 74.99 ea
25079868 1985
with warning lamps 74.99 ea
25081606 1986-89 with warning lamps 74.99 ea
25081605 1986-89 with gauge package 74.99 ea

Speedometers

6482888

1967 Speedo w/o Speed Warning
OER® reproduction standard 120 MPH speedometer
for 1967 Camaro models without speed warning.
Speedometer face is designed to duplicate the original in
every detail. Correctly calibrated and ready-to-install.
6480794 1967 standard ................. 269.99 ea

1968 Speedo w/Speed Warning
Reproduction of the desirable and highly sought after
1968 Camaro RPO code U15 (speed warning indicator)
speedometer. Speedometer face is designed to duplicate
the original in every detail. Correctly calibrated and
ready-to-install.
Note: Speed warning control cable sold separately.

6481845

1968

speed warning........ 289.99 ea

6492576

1969 Speedos w/Speed Warning

1967 Speedo w/Speed Warning

6482887

Reproduction of the desirable and highly sought after
1967 Camaro RPO code U15 (speed warning indicator)
speedometer. Speedometer face is designed to duplicate
the original in every detail. Correctly calibrated and
ready-to-install.

Reproduction 120 MPH or 140 MPH speedometers
for 1969 Camaro models with the desirable and highly
sought after 1969 Camaro RPO code U15 (Speed
Warning Indicator). Speedometer face is designed
to duplicate the original in every detail. Correctly
calibrated and ready-to-install. Features the AC decal
at bottom as original.
Note: Speed warning control cable and bracket
sold separately.

6482888
6492576

1969
1969

120 MPH .............. 259.99 ea
140 MPH .............. 229.99 ea

Note: Speed warning control cable sold separately.
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6480796

1967

speed warning........ 289.99 ea

6492575

1969 Speedos w/o Speed Warning
1968 Speedo w/o Speed Warning
Reproduction 1968 Camaro standard 120 MPH
speedometer without speed warning. Speedometer face
is designed to duplicate the original in every detail.
Correctly calibrated and ready-to-install.
6481843
1968
standard ............... 269.99 ea
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8987263

1970-78 Speedometer

Quality reproduction 120 MPH or 140 MPH
speedometers for 1969 Camaro models without speed
warning option. Each unit is cosmetically correct
and duplicates the original in every detail. Correctly
calibrated and ready-to-install. This speedometer does
not include the speed warning option. Features AC
decal on bottom as original. 140 MPH tach installs in
place of 120 MPH easily for a factory ﬁt.
6482887
1969
120 MPH ............. 239.99 ea
6492575
1969
140 MPH ............. 229.99 ea

OER® reproduction speedometers for 1970-78 models.
Manufactured to exact factory speciﬁcations. For
models with or without gauges. 150 MPH speedometer
is only correct for 1970-74 models, but will install in
1975-78 dash carriers as original. Correctly calibrated
and ready-to-install.
8987263
1970-78
130 MPH ........ 329.99 ea
6497236
1970-74
150 MPH ........ 349.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Speedometer Components
6454841

1967-69 Speed Warning Control Cable
Reproduction control cable for all 1967-69 Camaro
models with the desirable and highly sought after RPO
code U15 (Speed Warning Indicator).
6454841
1967-68 ................................. 29.99 ea
6476813
1969 ...................................... 29.99 ea

A8175204

A8175201

Speedometer Gear Housings
Reproduction speedometer gear housings for
Powerglide, TH350 and TH400 transmissions. Each
housing is manufactured as original in either steel or
aluminum. Includes the speedometer gear shaft seals.

G8103

Important: Please verify speedometer gear housing diameter
prior to ordering.

1969 Speed Warning Cable Bracket
A high-quality reproduction of the control cable bracket
for 1969 Camaro models with the desirable and highly
sought after RPO code U15 (Speed Warning Indicator).
3954257
1969 bracket ..................... 28.99 ea

PG/TH350 Transmission
Steel – 7/8" Diameter Speedo Gear Housing
A8175204
18-23 teeth steel ............. 15.99 ea
TH350 Transmission
Aluminum – 2" Diameter Speedo Gear Housing
A8175200
36-39 teeth aluminum .... 39.99 ea
A8175201
40-45 teeth aluminum .... 39.99 ea
TH400 Transmission
Aluminum – 2" Diameter Speedo Gear Housing
A8175202
36-39 teeth aluminum .... 39.99 ea
A8175203
40-43 teeth aluminum .... 39.99 ea

1967-69 Speedo Cable Grommet

Genuine AC Delco replacement speedometer cables.
Originality in all aspects of your restoration is
important. Why replace your original cables with
aftermarket generic cables that may or may not ﬁt your
application when the OEM cables are available. You’ll
be glad you did once you install it. Classic Industries®
offers the widest variety of original speedometer
cables anywhere.
Note: *With console. **Without cruise control.

OER® reproduction speedometer ﬁrewall grommet for
1967-69 Camaro models.
3792008
1967-69 ................................... 3.99 ea

6478125
G8795

G8114

1967-89 Speedometer Cable

G8100

1967-82 Speedometer Cable

Factory GM speedometer driven gears. Replace your
original gear or use a different gear for speedometer
correction when changing rear axle ratios and tire sizes.
G8795
17 tooth
purple .............. 17.99 ea
G8796
18 tooth
brown .............. 7.99 ea
G8797
19 tooth
natural ............. 6.99 ea
G8096
20 tooth
blue.................. 11.99 ea
G8095
21 tooth
red ................... 7.99 ea
G8097
22 tooth
green................ 7.99 ea
G8798
22 tooth
silver................ 6.99 ea
G8100
24 tooth
yellow.............. 9.99 ea
9774413
34 tooth
light green ....... 24.99 ea
1359271
37 tooth
red ................... 17.99 ea
1359272
38 tooth
blue.................. 17.99 ea
1362048
40 tooth
black ................ 18.99 ea
1362049
42 tooth
green................ 18.99 ea
9780470
44 tooth
dark gray ......... 17.99 ea
9775187
45 tooth
light blue ......... 17.99 ea

Speedometer cables without grommet for 1967-82
Camaro models. Various length measurements for
different models.
Note: *Models with cruise control.

24" Thread-On Lower Cable
6454481
1967-69
3-speed.............
6454481
1967-72
4-speed.............
6454481
1974
all .....................
6454481
1973-75
TH350 ..............
55" Thread-On Lower Cable
6478125
1967-69
all .....................
6478125* 1982
4-speed.............
69" Push-On One Piece Cable
6478176
1969-70
Powerglide .......
6478176
1969-70
4-speed.............
6478176
1969-74
3-speed.............
73" Thread-On Lower Cable
6478128
1967-69
all .....................

29.99
29.99
29.99
29.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

26.99 ea
26.99 ea

44.99 ea
44.99 ea

58.99
58.99
66.99
66.99
50.99
53.99
50.99
50.99
50.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

51.99
51.99
51.99
51.99
51.99
51.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

29.99 ea
29.99 ea
29.99 ea
29.99 ea

1969-81 Speedo Cable Retainer Clip
Replacement clip for 1969-81 models.
6491006
1969-81 .................................. 6.99 ea

1971-92 Speedo Drive Gear Clip
Genuine GM speedometer drive gear clip for 197192 models with manual or automatic transmissions.
G7612 1971-92 ...................................... 2.99 ea

1860T
KW877

1967-69 Speedometer Cable
1967-69 Four-Speed Speedometer Cable Clip
The 1967-69 four-speed speedometer cable clip
used to hold the speedometer cable onto the ﬁrewall
transmission tunnel.
HC74
1967-69 ...................................... 9.99 ea

Reproduction speedometer cables for 1967-69 Camaro
models. Includes preinstalled ﬁrewall grommet.
Feature correct ﬁttings, crimp ends, casing, and cable.
KW874
1967-68
37-1/2" .............. 40.99 ea
KW876
1969
62" ..................... 37.99 ea
KW877
1969
71" ..................... 35.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Cable-X Speedo Drive Converter
If you’ve swapped a modern transmission into your
classic, you probably need Cable-X. It’s the easy way
to operate your mechanical speedometer with a vehicle
speed sensor equipped transmission for electronic
speedometers. Available for either snap-on or thread-on
speedometer cable ﬁttings. It’s a snap to install with
only three wires: hot, ground, and signal.
1860S
snap-on cable ........................ 419.99 ea
1860T
thread-on cable ..................... 419.99 ea
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Speedometer Driven Gear

Without Casing
Upper Cables
G8103 1967-68 4-spd w/350, 396 56"...
G8103 1968
4-spd w/o posi 56"...
With Casing
One Piece Cables
G9728 1967-68 automatic
73"...
G9728 1967-68 Powerglide
73"...
G9723 1967-68 4-spd/TH 350 92.5"
G9723 1967-68 Powerglide
92.5"
G9724 1967-68 4-speed
84"...
G8793 1970-72 automatic
........
G8114
1981
all without CC 78"...
G8114** 1982
305H, M24
78"...
G8114
1984-89
78"...
Upper Cables
G8110* 1969
4-spd w/6 cyl.
46"...
G8110
1973-75 AT, F70 x 14 tires 46"...
G8110
1976-81 with cruise
46"...
G8110
1977
4-speed, M20
46"...
G8110
1978-80 4-speed
46"...
G8110
1977-81 3-speed
46"...

1967-69 Tachometers/Gauges

6468909 –
red line at 5000 RPM with 7000 max RPM

6468714 –
red line at 5000 RPM with 7000 max RPM

6468910 –
red line at 5500 RPM with 7000 max RPM

6468713 –
red line at 5500 RPM with 7000 max RPM

6469381 –
red line at 5000 RPM with 7000 max RPM

B
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6469382 –
red line at 5500 RPM with 7000 max RPM

6469384 –
red line at 6000 RPM with 8000 max RPM

6468911 –
red line at 6000 RPM with 7000 max RPM

6468715 –
red line at 6000 RPM with 7000 max RPM

1967 Tachometer

1968 Tic-Toc-Tachometer

Reproduction 5000 RPM, 5500 RPM, or 6000 RPM
red line tachometers for 1967 Camaro models with
original code option U17 (special instrumentation).
5000 red line tachs were originally installed on
models with 327. 5500 red line tachs were originally
installed on models with 350 or 396/325HP. 6000
red line tachs were originally installed on models
with Z28 or 396/375HP. Manufactured to exact
factory speciﬁcations. You can replace your original
tachometer or add a new tachometer to a Camaro that
wasn’t originally equipped with a tach by adding the
necessary wiring and circuit board.

Reproduction 5000 RPM, 5500 RPM, or 6000 RPM
red line tachometers for 1968 Camaro models. 5000
red line tachs were originally installed on models
with 396/325HP and 396/350HP. 5500 red line tachs
were originally installed on models with 327 and
350. 6000 red line tachs were originally installed on
models with Z28 or 396/375HP. Manufactured to exact
factory speciﬁcations. You can replace your original
tachometer or add a new tachometer to a Camaro that
wasn’t originally equipped with a tach by adding the
necessary wiring and circuit board.

Note: Not for use with HEI systems.

Note: Not for use with HEI systems.

6468909
6468910
6468911

1967
1967
1967

6468714
6468713
6468715
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Tachometers

5000 red line ........ 329.99 ea
5500 red line ........ 329.99 ea
6000 red line ........ 329.99 ea

1968
1968
1968

5000 red line ........ 369.99 ea
5500 red line ........ 369.99 ea
6000 red line ........ 369.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1969 Tachometer
Reproduction tachometers for 1969 Camaro models.
5000 red line tachs were originally installed on SS-350
models. 5500 red line tachs were originally installed
on models equipped with 396/325HP or 396/350HP
engines. 6000 red line tachs were originally installed
on models with Z28 package or 396/375HP engine.
Manufactured to exact factory speciﬁcations including
correct AC decal. Originally installed in models with
console gauges.
Note: *With 8000 RPM Maximum. Not for HEI systems.

5000 RPM Red Line
6469381
1969
5500 RPM Red Line
6469382
1969
6000 RPM Red Line
6469383
1969
6469383
1969
6469384*
1969

SS-350 ............... 179.99 ea
396/325, 396/350 179.99 ea
396/375HP, 427 179.99 ea
early Z28............ 179.99 ea
late Z28 .............. 179.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

In-Dash Gauges
1969 Dash Fuel Gauge
Reproduction standard
dash fuel gauge for
1969 Camaro models.
Originally installed
on vehicles that did
not include an in-dash
tachometer. Features
correct faceplate
with AC decal.
Ofﬁcially Licensed by
General Motors.
6431172
1969................................... 149.99 ea

1969 Center Dash Fuel Gauge
1970-78 Camaro Tachometer
Reproduction tachometers for 1970-78 Camaro models.
This reproduction duplicates in every way the original
appearance and functionality. For all Camaro models
with original factory gauges. Originally installed on all
1970-78 V8 models except 1970-74 Z28 or big block
models. 7000 RPM with 5000 RPM red line.
5657040 1970-74 all 5000 red line .. 269.99 ea
5657040 1975-78 V8 5000 red line .. 269.99 ea

1970-78 Camaro In-Dash Clock
OER® reproduction clock for 1970-78 models.
Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations and features
accurate and correct markings. Features a quartz
movement for accuracy.
3980116
1970-78 .............................. 219.99 ea

Reproduction center
fuel gauge for all
1969 Camaro models
originally equipped
with a tachometer but
without console gauges.
Mounts in the center of
the dash area between
the speedometer and
tachometer. Includes the
outer housing for easy
mounting to the dash
carrier assembly.

6473741

Note: Lens and faceplate sold separately.

6431307

1969................................. 159.99 ea

1970-78 Camaro In-Dash Fuel Gauge
Reproduction
1970-78 Camaro
in-dash fuel
gauge. Includes original
style lettering with
correct colors. Will
install and mount as
original. For 1970-78
models that included
factory gauges.

1970-78 Amp and Volt Gauge
OER® reproduction Camaro amp or Volt gauge for all
1970-78 models that included factory gauges. Features
correct markings along with original colored faceplate.
Will ﬁt and install correctly into existing gauge housing.
Note: There may have been minor changes to the face
lettering in later year models. However, gauge will ﬁt and
work as original.

6473741
6474343

1970-75
1976-78

amps................ 119.99 ea
Volts ................ 99.99 ea

Note: There may have been
minor changes to the face
lettering in later year models. However, gauge will ﬁt
and work as original.

6431506

1967 Dash Fuel Gauge

all with gauges .. 99.99 ea

Reproduction center
dash clock, optional
on 1969 Camaro
models. Installs in
the area between the
speedometer and the
fuel gauge or the
speedometer and
tachometer (on vehicles
with console gauges).
This clock can be
installed in all original
or reproduction gauge carrier assemblies.
3951213
1969.................................... 149.99 ea

1970-79 Camaro Temp Gauge
OER® reproduction temperature gauge unit for 1970-79
Camaro models with factory gauges. Features correct
markings along with original colored faceplate. Will
ﬁt and install correctly into existing gauge housing.
6489856
1970-79 ............................... 109.99 ea

1967-69 Low Fuel Warning Module

1968 Dash Fuel Gauge
Reproduction standard dash fuel gauge for 1968
Camaro models. This gauge includes the RH turn signal
and warning light provisions as shown. For models
not equipped with an in-dash tachometer.
6431002
1968 dash fuel gauge ...... 229.99 ea

Originally installed on
1967-69 models with
optional console gauges.
This indicator helped the
driver to make sure he
had fuel in the tank. May
be used for replacement
of existing defective
CG24
modules or when converting
vehicles from no gauges to factory gauges.
Note: Original plugs into backing plate, this
reproduction does not.

CG24
CG25

1967.......................................... 50.99 ea
1968-69 .................................... 73.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1982-89 Camaro Temp Gauge
Reproduction coolant temperature gauge for 1982-89
Camaro models. Replace your faulty original with this
high-quality reproduction.
C95130
1982-89 ................................. 49.99 ea

In-Dash Gauges
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Reproduction standard in-dash fuel gauge for 1967
Camaro models. This gauge includes the RH turn
signal and warning light provisions. For all models
not equipped with an in-dash tachometer.
6457934
1967 dash fuel gauge ...... 229.99 ea

1970-78

1969 Center Dash Clock

Resto-Mod Gauge Panels
Panel Styles to Choose From

black

brushed aluminum

Gauge Styles to Choose From

carbon ﬁber

SPORT-COMP

Phantom

ULTRA-LITE

170100201

16925082

16710104

170201

16924061
167201

1969 Custom ABS Panels with 6 Gauges
These panels feature 5" speedometer and tachometer,
and 2-1/16" oil pressure, water temperature, fuel
level and voltmeter gauges. See AutoMeter section
for gauge details.

167211

1967-68 Custom ABS Panels with 6 Gauges
These panels feature 3-3/8" speedometer and
tachometer, and 2-1/16" oil pressure, water
temperature, fuel level and voltmeter gauges. See
AutoMeter section for gauge details.

B

Dash & Console Components

Important: Sending unit for electric speedometers must be
purchased separately. SPORT-COMP gauge sets feature
mechanical gauges (except Tach, Fuel and Volt) and do not
include a wire harness or LED indicators. Wire harness or
LED indicators may be purchased separately.
Note: Specify panel ﬁnish with the sufﬁx: 1 for black, 2 for
brushed aluminum, 4 for carbon ﬁber.
Part #
Gauge Style
RPM
Price

With 120 MPH Speedometer
1671004 SPORT-COMP 8k RPM ..
With 160 MPH Speedometer
1671002 Phantom
10k RPM
1671000 ULTRA-LITE 10k RPM
1671003 Carbon Fiber
10k RPM
1671007 Phantom II
10k RPM
1671005 SPORT-COMP II 10k RPM
1671006 ULTRA-LITE II 10k RPM
1671008 COBALT
10k RPM
1671011 C2
10k RPM
1671010 AM. MUSCLE 8k RPM ..
With 200 MPH Speedometer
1671012 ES
10k RPM

738.99 kit
983.99
992.99
1090.99
1156.99
1030.99
1156.99
1161.99
1161.99
1226.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1161.99 kit

1967-68 Custom ABS Panels without Gauges
These panels are available to install your choice of
gauges. Conﬁgured with two 3-3/8" holes for Speedo
and Tach and four 2-1/16" holes for auxiliary gauges,
or, two 4-5/8" holes for 5" Speedo and Tach.
Note: Specify panel ﬁnish with the sufﬁx: 1 for black, 2 for
brushed aluminum, 4 for carbon ﬁber.

Dash Panels without Gauges
16720
two 3-3/8" with four 2-1/16" 159.99 ea
16721
two 4-5/8" ............................. 159.99 ea
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Custom Gauge Panels

Important: Sending unit for electric speedometers must be
purchased separately. SPORT-COMP gauge sets feature
mechanical gauges (except Tach, Fuel and Volt) and do not
include a wire harness or LED indicators, sold separately.
Note: *With heater/AC/vent cutouts. Specify panel ﬁnish
with the sufﬁx: 1 for black, 2 for brushed aluminum, 4 for
carbon ﬁber.
Part #
Gauge Style
RPM
Price

With 120 MPH Speedometer
1692404 SPORT-COMP 8k RPM..
1692504* SPORT-COMP 8k RPM..
With 160 MPH Speedometer
1692402 Phantom
10k RPM
1692502* Phantom
10k RPM
1692400 ULTRA-LITE 10k RPM
1692500* ULTRA-LITE 10k RPM
1692403 Carbon Fiber
10k RPM
1692503* Carbon Fiber
10k RPM
1692407 Phantom II
10k RPM
1692507* Phantom II
10k RPM
1692405 SPORT-COMP II 10k RPM
1692505* SPORT-COMP II 10k RPM
1692406 ULTRA-LITE II 10k RPM
1692506* ULTRA-LITE II 10k RPM
1692408 COBALT
10k RPM
1692508* COBALT
10k RPM
1692411 C2
10k RPM
1692511* C2
10k RPM
1692410 AM. MUSCLE 8k RPM..
1692510* AM. MUSCLE 8k RPM..

983.99 kit
983.99 kit
1196.99
1196.99
1196.99
1196.99
1287.99
1287.99
1330.99
1330.99
1178.99
1178.99
1330.99
1330.99
1330.99
1330.99
1330.99
1330.99
1397.99
1397.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1969 Custom ABS Panels without Gauges
These panels are available to install your choice of
gauges. Two 4-5/8" holes for 5" Speedo and Tach, and
four 2-1/16" holes for auxiliary gauges.
Note: Specify panel ﬁnish with the sufﬁx: 1 for black, 2 for
brushed aluminum, 4 for carbon ﬁber.

170202

170204

1970-78 6 Gauge Instrument Panels
These panels feature 3-3/8" speedometer and
tachometer, and 2-1/16" oil pressure, water
temperature, fuel level and voltmeter gauges. See
AutoMeter section for gauge details. Panels are also
available without gauges to customize with the gauges
of your choice.
Important: Sending unit for electric speedometers must be
purchased separately. SPORT-COMP gauge sets feature
mechanical gauges (except Tach, Fuel and Volt) and do not
include a wire harness or LED indicators. Wire harness or
LED indicators may be purchased separately.
Note: Specify panel ﬁnish with the sufﬁx: 1 for black, 2 for
brushed aluminum, 4 for carbon ﬁber.
Part #
Gauge Style
RPM
Price

With 120 MPH Speedometer
1701004 SPORT-COMP 8k RPM ..
With 160 MPH Speedometer
1701002 Phantom
10k RPM
1701000 ULTRA-LITE 10k RPM
1701003 Carbon Fiber
10k RPM
1701007 Phantom II
10k RPM
1701005 SPORT-COMP II 10k RPM
1701006 ULTRA-LITE II 10k RPM
1701008 COBALT
10k RPM
1701011 C2
10k RPM
1701010 AM. MUSCLE 8k RPM ..
With 200 MPH Speedometer
1701012 ES
10k RPM

755.99 kit
1000.99
1016.99
1104.99
1175.99
1175.99
1175.99
1180.99
1181.99
1238.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1180.99 kit

1970-78 ABS Panels without Gauges

With Heater/AC/Vent Cutouts
Panel without Gauges
16929
two 4-5/8" and four 2/1/16" ... 329.99 ea
Without Heater/AC/Vent Cutouts
Panel without Gauges
16928
two 4-5.8" and four 2-1/16" ... 329.99 ea

These panels are available to install your choice of
gauges. Conﬁgured with two 3-3/8" holes for Speedo
and Tach and four 2-1/16" holes for auxiliary gauges.
170201 1970-78 black ..................... 209.99 ea
170202 1970-78 brushed aluminum 209.99 ea
170204 1970-78 carbon ﬁber ........... 209.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Resto-Mod Gauge Panels
Gauge Styles to Choose From

Carbon Fiber

Phantom II

SPORT-COMP II

ULTRA-LITE II

COBALT

C2

ES

AMERICAN MUSCLE

17910122
19020022

18210074

179204

1979-81 Six Gauge Instrument Panels

1982-89 Six Gauge Instrument Panels

These panels feature 3-3/8" speedometer and
tachometer, and 2-1/16" oil pressure, water
temperature, fuel level and voltmeter gauges. See
AutoMeter section for gauge details. Panels are also
available without gauges to customize with the gauges
of your choice.

These panels feature 3-3/8" speedometer and
tachometer, and 2-1/16" oil pressure, water
temperature, fuel level and voltmeter gauges. See
AutoMeter section for gauge details. Panels are also
available without gauges to customize with the gauges
of your choice.

Important: Sending unit for electric speedometers must be
purchased separately. SPORT-COMP gauge sets feature
mechanical gauges (except Tach, Fuel and Volt) and do not
include a wire harness or LED indicators. Wire harness or
LED indicators may be purchased separately.
Note: Specify panel ﬁnish with the sufﬁx: 1 for black, 2 for
brushed aluminum, 4 for carbon ﬁber.
Part #
Gauge Style
RPM
Price

Important: Sending unit for electric speedometers must be
purchased separately. SPORT-COMP gauge sets feature
mechanical gauges (except Tach, Fuel, and Volt) and do not
include a wire harness or LED indicators. Wire harness or
LED indicators may be purchased separately.
Note: Specify panel ﬁnish with the sufﬁx: 1 for black, 2 for
brushed aluminum, 4 for carbon ﬁber.
Part #
Gauge Style
RPM
Price

With 120 MPH Speedometer
1791004 SPORT-COMP 8k RPM..
With 160 MPH Speedometer
1791002 Phantom
10k RPM
1791000 ULTRA-LITE 10k RPM
1791003 Carbon Fiber
10k RPM
1791007 Phantom II
10k RPM
1791005 SPORT-COMP II 10k RPM
1791006 ULTRA-LITE II 10k RPM
1791008 COBALT
10k RPM
1791011 C2
10k RPM
1791010 AM. MUSCLE 8k RPM..
With 200 MPH Speedometer
1791012 ES
10k RPM

With 120 MPH Speedometer
1821004 SPORT-COMP 8k RPM..
With 160 MPH Speedometer
1821002 Phantom
10k RPM
1821000 ULTRA-LITE 10k RPM
1821003 Carbon Fiber
10k RPM
1821007 Phantom II
10k RPM
1821005 SPORT-COMP II 10k RPM
1821006 ULTRA-LITE II 10k RPM
1821008 COBALT
10k RPM
1821011 C2
10k RPM
1821010 AM. MUSCLE 8k RPM..
With 200 MPH Speedometer
1821012 ES
10k RPM

764.99 kit
1016.99
1025.99
1120.99
1185.99
1185.99
1185.99
1190.99
1191.99
1254.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1190.99 kit

698.99 kit
945.99
954.99
1049.99
1114.99
967.99
1114.99
1119.99
1119.99
1183.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1119.99 kit

182301

1990-92 Six Gauge Instrument Panels
These panels feature 5" speedometer and tachometer,
and 2-1/16" oil pressure, water temperature, fuel level
and voltmeter gauges. See AutoMeter section for gauge
details. Panels are also available without gauges to
customize with the gauges of your choice.
Important: Sending unit for electric speedometers must be
purchased separately. SPORT-COMP gauge sets feature
mechanical gauges (except Tach, Fuel and Volt) and do not
include a wire harness or LED indicators.
Note: Specify panel ﬁnish with the sufﬁx: 1 for black, 2 for
brushed aluminum, 4 for carbon ﬁber.
Part #
Gauge Style
RPM
Price

With 120 MPH Speedometer
1902004 SPORT-COMP 8k RPM..
With 160 MPH Speedometer
1902002 Phantom
10k RPM
1902000 ULTRA-LITE 10k RPM
1902003 Carbon Fiber
10k RPM
1902007 Phantom II
10k RPM
1902005 SPORT-COMP II 10k RPM
1902006 ULTRA-LITE II 10k RPM
1902008 COBALT
10k RPM
1902011 C2
10k RPM
1902010 AM. MUSCLE 8k RPM..

859.99 kit
1063.99
1063.99
1154.99
1197.99
1055.99
1197.99
1197.99
1197.99
1264.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

1982-89 ABS Panels w/o Gauges

1990-92 ABS Panels w/o Gauges

These panels are available to install your choice of
gauges. Conﬁgured with two 3-3/8" holes for speedo
and tach, and four 2-1/16" holes for auxiliary gauges.
182201 1982-89 black ..................... 149.99 ea
182202 1982-89 brushed aluminum 149.99 ea
182204 1982-89 carbon ﬁber ........... 149.99 ea

These panels are available to install your choice of
gauges. Conﬁgured with two 5" holes for speedo and
tach, and four 2-1/16" holes for auxiliary gauges.
182301 1990-92 black ..................... 199.99 ea
182302 1990-92 brushed aluminum 199.99 ea
182304 1990-92 carbon ﬁber ........... 199.99 ea

1500836

Electric Speedometer Sending Unit
Speedometer sending unit for all AutoMeter electric
speedometers. This unit is not included with the gauge
packages and must be purchased separately.
AM5291
.............................................. 69.99 ea

Universal Fuel Sending Unit
Universal 5 bolt fuel sending unit for use with
AutoMeter universal fuel gauges. This unit is not
included with the gauge packages and must be
purchased separately.
AM3262
............................................. 44.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1967-89 SPORT-COMP Dash Wire Harness
Dash wiring harness for SPORT-COMP gauges.
Includes complete wiring for fuel, amp and tachometer,
plus, panel illumination and LED lamps for turn signal,
parking brake and high beam indicators.
1500836 1967-89 wiring harness ..... 89.99 set
500626
1967-89 LED indicator set 19.99 set

Custom Gauge Panels
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1979-81 ABS Panels w/o Gauges
These panels are available to install your choice of
gauges. Conﬁgured with two 3-3/8" holes for speedo
and tach and four 2-1/16" holes for auxiliary gauges.
179201 1979-81 black ..................... 219.99 ea
179202 1979-81 brushed aluminum 219.99 ea
179204 1979-81 carbon ﬁber ........... 219.99 ea

Instrument Panels
Dakota
akota Dig
Digital
D
Digital

Dakota
akota Dig
Digital
D
Digital

1967-68
dash gauges
w/black alloy face
DD680021

DD676811

1969 dash gauges
w/silver alloy face

DD690021

DD690012

1967-92 Camaro VHX Instruments
Featuring fully lit needles, backlit faces and easy-to-read LCD message centers, the
VHX series is loaded with features including micro-controlled precision stepper
motors, solid state sensors for unparalleled accuracy and user customizable display
feedback. Mounts directly to the stock dash housing for simple installation. Available
in carbon ﬁber style, silver alloy face, or black alloy, with either blue, red, or white
numeration and backlighting.

DD15891B

Note: Gauge panel/bezel not included. Please specify: 1 = blue, 2 = red, or 3 = white illumination
when ordering. *Carbon ﬁber style gauges are available with blue or red illumination.
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1967-69 VHX Dash Gauges
DD67681*
1967-68
carbon ﬁber ...........................................
DD67682
1967-68
silver alloy.............................................
DD67683
1967-68
black alloy .............................................
DD69001*
1969
carbon ﬁber ...........................................
DD69002
1969
silver alloy.............................................
DD69003
1969
black alloy .............................................
1967-69 VHX Dash and Console Gauges
DD67001*
1967
carbon ﬁber ...........................................
DD67002
1967
silver alloy.............................................
DD67003
1967
black alloy .............................................
DD68001*
1968
carbon ﬁber ...........................................
DD68002
1968
silver alloy.............................................
DD69551*
1969
carbon ﬁber ...........................................
DD69552
1969
silver alloy.............................................
DD69553
1969
black alloy .............................................
1970-81 VHX Dash Gauges
DD70811*
1970-81
carbon ﬁber ...........................................
DD70812
1970-81
silver alloy.............................................
DD70813
1970-81
black alloy .............................................
1982-92 VHX Dash Gauges
DD82891*
1982-89
carbon ﬁber ...........................................
DD82892
1982-89
silver alloy.............................................
DD82893
1982-89
black alloy .............................................
DD90921*
1990-92
carbon ﬁber ...........................................
DD90922
1990-92
silver alloy.............................................
DD90923
1990-92
black alloy .............................................

755.99
755.99
755.99
755.99
755.99
755.99

set
set
set
set
set
set

851.99
851.99
851.99
851.99
851.99
851.99
851.99
851.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

755.99 set
755.99 set
755.99 set
755.99
755.99
755.99
755.99
755.99
755.99

set
set
set
set
set
set

DD1032B
DD1033B

1969 shown with
“Wild Aqua” color theme

1970-81 shown with “Ice & Fire” color theme

Over 30 independent RGB color options
including 12 preset color themes
Wide angle color TFT LCD Message Center(s)
Independent day/night color selections
Illuminated needles and LED backlighting
for the numbers and tick marks

“Ghosted” indicators (Turn signals,
high beam, check engine, cruise control
engaged, parking brake, plus two that
are user deﬁnable) appear only when lit.
Easy to use app allows for quick setup,
modiﬁcations and sensor diagnosis

1967-81 HDX-Series Gauge Sets
Fully customizable HDX series gauge sets rivals what’s offered in today’s modern
vehicles allowing you to personalize your instrument panel to match nearly any vehicle
theme. Each direct ﬁt gauge package incorporates a speedometer, tachometer, fuel
level, Volts, oil pressure and coolant temperature gauges, along with a digital message
center. Matching console gauge packages are also available for 1967-69 models. Sets
are integrated into your vehicle’s systems using the supplied central control box.
Bluetooth connection to tablet/smart phone. Includes necessary sensors. Offered
in black or silver alloy and available with either standard (MPH and Fahrenheit)
or metric (KM/H and Celsius) displays. Available for iPhone and Android systems.
Important: Gauge bezels for the dash and console are not included. Please allow 3-5 week
build time for Metric display gauge sets.
Note: Please specify option codes when ordering: 1 = standard (MPH and Fahrenheit); 2 = metric
(KM/H and Celsius) and then either A = silver alloy gauge face, or B = black alloy gauge face.
Example: DD16011A = 1967 with standard display and silver alloy gauge face.

1967-69 Dash and Console Gauge Sets
DD1601
1967
specify options .............................................
DD1602
1968
specify options .............................................
DD1603
1969
specify options .............................................
1967-81 Dash Gauge Sets
DD1587
1967-68 specify options .............................................
DD1588
1969
specify options .............................................
DD1589
1970-81 specify options .............................................
Dakota
akota Dig
Digital
D
Digital

1294.99 set
1294.99 set
1324.99 set
1294.99 set
1294.99 set
1294.99 set
Dakota
akota Dig
Digital
D
Digital

Dakota
akota Dig
Digital
D
Digital

DD1035B

1967-89 Camaro Digital Instrument System

Dakota Digital Series III instrument systems offers a full 6 gauge instrument system
with the latest technologies and features. Installs into a factory or reproduction
instrument bezel for 1967-89 Camaro. High brightness vacuum ﬂuorescent displays
provide a lifetime of trouble-free use while offering increased accuracy and features!
Note: Please add “B” for blue illumination or “T” for teal illumination to the part number
when ordering. *Gauge panels not included except where indicated.
DD1032*
1967-68
................................................................. 594.99 ea

DD1033
DD1034*
DD1035*
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1969
1970-78
1982-89

gauge panel included............................... 784.99 ea
................................................................. 755.99 ea
................................................................. 641.99 ea

Custom Gauge Panels

Universal Gear Indicator Sending Unit
This sending unit activates the
transmission indicator display, a feature
that all Dakota Digital instrument
systems are equipped with. Includes
mounting hardware to ﬁt Powerglide,
TH350, TH400, 2004R, 700R4, 4L60,
4L60E, 4L80 and 4L80E.
DD1000 auto trans ...... 109.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Panel Light Dimmer
Enhance your digital dash panel
with this rotary dimmer control. This
aluminum knob allows you to adjust
the brightness of your Dakota Digital
instrument system during night time
driving mode. Stock dimming switches
will not work with Dakota Digital
Instrument Systems.
DD1045
........................ 29.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Gauges & Accessories

C95221 – shown installed
(instrument panel not included)

68 Series

69 Series

14955

14957

Hot Rod series – black face w/white needles

C95225 – shown installed
(instrument panel not included)

performance black

G/Stock series – black face w/orange needles

performance white

1967-69 Camaro Gauge Kits
These gauge kits are a tasteful upgrade over your stock gauges without adding
the ﬂashiness of most aftermarket instruments. The exclusive gauges feature glass
faces, shock proof cases, precision movements, and integrated indicator lights.
Gauges include an 8000 RPM tach, 140 MPH speedometer, oil pressure, coolant
temperature, 0-90 Ohm fuel gauge and voltmeter. Kits include two vintage styled,
4-3/8" 3-in-1 gauges and an adapter set that allows installation into your existing
gauge panel. Kits also include wiring instructions. Speedometer sender not included.
Back Lit 3-in-1 Gauges
Perimeter Lit 3-in-1 Gauges
1967-68 Models
1967-68 Models
C95221
69 Series ....... 667.99 kit
C95222
perf. black ..... 622.99 kit
1969 Models
C95223
perf. white ..... 622.99 kit
C95225
69 Series ...... 737.99 kit
1969 Models
C95226
perf. black ..... 750.99 kit
C95227
perf. white ..... 750.99 kit

14956
White Hot series – white face w/black needles

15505

15504

Velocity series – black face w/orange needles Velocity series – white face w/orange needles

1967-68 Dash Gauge Assemblies
Classic Instruments lends its style and quality to the 1967-68 Camaro line. These
are complete retroﬁt units that feature a beautiful OER® dash instrument carrier
with a 5" diameter, 140 MPH speedometer and a 5" diameter gauge cluster that
includes the temp gauge, fuel gauge, Volt gauge and oil pressure gauge. All gauges
are electronic 12 Volt. The speedometer, temp and oil sending units are included.
The fuel gauge will operate on a GM or reproduction, standard 0-90 Ohm fuel
sending unit (not included). All gauges come pre-assembled in the housing with
an OE style mount bracket and wire harness.
14955
1967-68
Hot Rod series ............................................. 989.99 set
14956
1967-68
White Hot series .......................................... 1099.99 set
14957
1967-68
G/Stock series .............................................. 1024.99 set
15505
1967-68
Velocity Series – black ................................ 1099.99 set
15504
1967-68
Velocity Series – white ................................ 1099.99 set

Gen II Series – black

Gen II Series – white

1970-78 Camaro Gauge Sets

Note: Instrument panel not included.

With 4-3/8" Perimeter Lit Gauges
C95242
1970-78
Gen II black................................................ 651.99 set
C95243
1970-78
Gen II white ............................................... 651.99 set
C95114

DP4003B

255 MPH Speedometer with:
Odometer, Tripmeter, 0-60 time,
1/4 mile ET, & Top Speed Recall
9900 RPM Tachometer

100-300 Degree Temp Gauge
0-100 PSI Oil Pressure Gauge
7.0-25.5 Volt Voltmeter
0-99% Fuel Gauge

C95113

Gauge Accessories
Upgrade your New Vintage USA instrument system with these optional accessories.
Speedometer Sending Unit
The GM style Hall-Effect speed sender features a 7/8"-18 threaded input, .104 x
.104 drive tang, wire harness pigtail, and transmits 16 pulses per revolution.
C95113
speed sender...................................................................... 59.99 ea
Gauge Adapter Set for LS Motors
This adapter set allows the use of standard 1/8"-27 NPT threaded senders in the
metric LS sender ports. Includes: one metric 16 x 1-1/2 to 1/8"-27 adapter, one
metric 12 x 1 to 1/8"-27 adapter, brass o-ring seals and a prewired step-up resistor
for tachs that read a signal from the PCM.
C95114
gauge adapter/step set ....................................................... 39.99 set

1982-92 Digital Instruments
Looking to get a fresh, modern look for your gauge panel? The Intellitronix digital
dash gives your Camaro the precision of digital readouts under the elegance of a
smoked gauge lens. This direct ﬁt digital instrument cluster works with your factory
fuel, oil pressure, and cruise control sending units and includes a printed circuit
board, smoked faceplate, temperature sending unit, a speedometer sender (for cars
without electronic transmission), and instructions!
Note: When ordering, please add the correct sufﬁx: “B” for blue, “G” for green, “R” for
red, or “W” for white.

DP4003
DP4005

1982-90
1991-92

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Camaro ........................................................ 399.99 set
Camaro ........................................................ 399.99 set

Custom Gauge Panels
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Upgrade your dash with this Air Core Performance direct ﬁt gauge set from New
Vintage USA! Replace the OE gauge carrier behind the original dash bezel for a
factory installed look, no cutting or modiﬁcations required. This gauge set is a tasteful
upgrade over your stock gauges without adding the ﬂashiness of most aftermarket
instruments. Made in USA.

Performance Instruments

Speed Sensor

AM2238
AM2230

Gauge Mount Panel

DD10701

Dakota
akota Dig
Digital
D
Digital

Universal Digital Gauge Sets
These Odyssey Series II and Odyssey Solarix digital
gauges set give any plain dash an old school design
with a modern digital display. These six piece sets come
with: speedometer, tachometer, oil pressure, water
temperature, voltmeter, and fuel gauge. Includes: oil
pressure, water temperature and speed senders. Fuel
gauge works with most OEM and aftermarket senders.
Available with chrome or black bezels.
Odyssey Series II Teal Display
DD10701
chrome bezels ................ 689.99 set
DD10702
black bezels ................... 689.99 set
Solarix Series Blue Display
DD10703
chrome bezels ................ 689.99 set
DD10704
black bezels ................... 689.99 set

Mount your aftermarket 2-1/16" and 2-5/8" gauges the
old school way on these aluminum mounting plates.
Manufactured in aluminum for strength, these gauge
panels also give your interior a hardcore, no-nonsense
look. Gauge mount brackets sold separately. Gauge
bracket sets include a set of brackets and hardware to
mount 3 gauges.
For 2-1/16" Gauges
AM2236
1 hole panel ......................... 21.99 ea
AM2237
2 hole panel ......................... 21.99 ea
AM2238
3 hole panel ......................... 24.99 ea
For 2-5/8" Gauges
AM3231
1 hole panel ......................... 21.99 ea
AM3232
2 hole panel ......................... 24.99 ea
AM3233
3 hole panel ......................... 24.99 ea
Gauge Mounting Brackets
AM2230
2-1/16" gauge brackets (3) .. 11.99 set
AM3245
2-5/8" gauge brackets (3) .... 11.99 set

A speed sensor is an electrical device that can sense
the rotational speed of a shaft or member and transmit
this information to another device, such as a readout.
Both sensors are 7/8"-18 thread.
60117
late TPI & early LT1 – 4 pulse ... 159.99 ea

AM2234

Gauge Mount Angle Rings
AutoMeter 2-1/16" and 2-5/8". These quality molded
black composite rings angles AutoMeter 2-1/16" and
2-5/8" gauges 15 degrees for easier viewing. Sold in
package of three.
Note: Gauge brackets must be modiﬁed to ﬁt.

AM2234
AM3244

2-1/16" ............................... 16.99 set
2-5/8" ................................. 19.99 set

A8101008

Internal Float Fuel Sending Unit
AM3203

Chrome Cup Gauge Mount Pedestal
AutoMeter 2 5/8" chrome gauge mounting cups. For
electric or mechanical gauges
Note: Will not work with Auto Gage.

B
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AM3201
AM3203

electric gauge ...................... 39.99 ea
mechanical gauge ................ 39.99 ea

Get reliable fuel gauge readings with this internal
ﬂoat fuel sending unit. This advanced design provides
accurate readings without ﬂuctuations due to fuel slosh.
Because this internal ﬂoat design requires no ﬂoat arm,
it is far more resistant to corrosion, even with racing
fuels. All sending units mount to the tank with the
standard 5 bolt mounting ﬂange and are available in
sizes from 4" to 24".
Important: Sending unit should not touch bottom of tank.
When the fuel gauge reads empty, the area below the
sending unit is reserve fuel.
Note: Sending units are available in lengths from 4" to
24" and are sold in 1" increments. Please add the desired
length to the end of the part number, eg. 06 = 6", 11 = 11"

0-90 Ohm
A81010
A81011
240-33 Ohm
A81012
A81013

4-12" sending units ............. 89.99 ea
13-24" sending units ........... 94.99 ea

ST7901

ST7906

Super Tach II
Bosch’s Super Tac II features internal dial lighting,
accurate air coil meters, 250 degree dial sweep, 8000
RPM limit and adjustable red line pointer. Works on 4,
6 or 8 cylinder engines. Functions with breaker point,
electronic and most aftermarket ignition systems except
magnetos. Includes mounting hardware. Available in
3-3/8" or 2-5/8".
3-3/8" Super Tach II
ST7901
black dial, chrome bezel ...... 47.99 ea
ST7903
white dial, chrome bezel ...... 49.99 ea
2-5/8" Super Tach II
ST7904
white dial, black bezel.......... 35.99 ea
ST7906
black dial, black bezel .......... 36.99 ea
ST7911
white dial, chrome bezel ...... 34.99 ea

4-12" sending units ............. 81.99 ea
13-24" sending units ........... 99.99 ea

Sky Drive GPS Speedometer Sender
C95101

1967-68 Billet Gauge Adapter Sets
Add performance instrumentation and give your dash a
stunning look with these custom billet gauge adapters.
These billet aluminum gauge adapters allow you to
install most high-performance aftermarket gauges into
your stock instrument panel. Installation sets include:
polished aluminum faceplates, aluminum backing
plates, hardware, and instructions.
Important: Gauges and gauge panel not included.

C95101
C95102
C95103

1967-68 .............................. 154.99 set
1967-68 .............................. 154.99 set
1967-68 ............................... 154.99 set
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Drive your
speedometer
accurately
and reliably with the Sky
Drive GPS Speedometer
sender. This device quickly
calibrates and accurately
drives any electronic
programmable speedometer.
The Sky Drive updates
10 times per second without any transmission signals,
pulse generators or signal converters and features an
omnidirectional antenna that can be mounted virtually
anywhere and in any position. No more guessing or
recalibrating due to tire or gear changes; this unit
requires a one time setup and you’re done.
280665
.............................................. 244.99 ea

Solid metal casing with a striking reﬂective chrome
ﬁnish. Features a blue shift light. Vibration proof air
core meter construction. 0-10,000 RPM. Internal
settings for 2, 4, 6, and 8 cylinder engines. Pointer
return to zero feature. Adjustable swivel mounting foot
for mounting at any angle. Modern DIS applications
are covered by the 2 cylinder setting.
ST7905
black dial, chrome bezel ..... 108.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Super Tach III

Performance Instruments

MG015044A
MG013092A

MG016964

60’s Muscle Gauges
Marshall Instruments gauges feature high end stepper
motor movement, 2 color (white and amber) through
dial lighting and illuminated pointer. 2-1/16" gauges
feature SCX Pro technology with one touch peak recall
and user programmable high and low warnings. The
fuel level gauge is programmable and works with
0-90, 240-33, 73-10, 20-150, and 0-30 Ohm sending
units. Includes a one-year warranty. Advanced gauge
features at an economy price
5 Gauge Set
Note: Includes MG016921, MG016933, MG016934,
MG016944 and MG016951.

MG016963

5 gauge set..................... 519.99 set
6 Gauge Set

Note: Includes MG016921, MG016933, MG016934,
MG016944, MG016951 and MG016952.

MG016964

6 gauge set..................... 589.99 set
Individual Gauges

Note: *3-3/8" diameter in-dash gauges.

MG016921
MG016933
MG016934
MG016944
MG016951*
MG016952*

Volts, 8-18 Volts ............
oil pressure, 0-100 psi ...
water temp, 100-260F ...
fuel level........................
tach, 0-10,000 RPM ......
programmable speedo ...

104.99
104.99
104.99
104.99
129.99
189.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

MG015033B
MG015096B

SCX and SCX Series Gauges

ST8090

SCX Pro gauges feature one touch peak recall and
programmable high and low full dial warning. There
is also an external alarm output (12V, 500mA) that
can be used to activate an external warning light when
an alarm condition exists. Superior amber and white
through-the-dial lighting and illuminated pointer. All
SCX and SCX Pro fuel senders work with 0-90, 240-33,
73-10, 20-150, and 0-30 Ohm senders. SCX Series 5"
tachometers feature a slimline case design (only 2" deep).
Note: *Pedestal mount. **Pedestal mount with LED shift light.

SCX Pro Series Gauges
MG016048 8-18 wideband A/F ratio .. 89.99 ea
SCX Series Gauges
Note: Must specify dial color sufﬁx SCX Series Gauges:
A-black, B-white, C-silver.

MG015021
MG015031
MG015033
MG015034
MG015035
MG015037
MG015041
MG015043
MG015044
MG015051
MG015052
MG013092*
MG015096**

8-18 Volt ..........................
vac/boost w/MAP sensor
0-100 psi oil pressure ......
100°-260° F water temp ..
170°-300° F oil temp .......
100°-260° F trans temp....
0-1600 psi nitrous ............
0-100 psi fuel pressure.....
programmable fuel level ..
0-10,000 RPM 3 3/8".......
0-160 MPH 3 3/8" speedo
0-10,000 RPM 5" tach .....
0-10,000 RPM 5" tach .....

99.99
149.99
99.99
99.99
99.99
99.99
169.99
169.99
99.99
124.99
179.99
139.99
129.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1-1/2" Mini Triple Gauge Set
Give your ride that classic look with these mini gauge
panels from Bosch. 1-1/2" dial gauges, mechanical oil/
water temperature gauge, voltmeter, mechanical oil
pressure gauge. Includes: 72" capillary tubing with
5/8" NPT thread and 1/4", 3/8", and 1/2" adapters.
Requires hook up wire for voltmeter. Includes 12
Volt internal lighting. Designed for 12 Volt negative
ground systems. Available with black face gauges/
black gauge bezels/black panel, white face gauges/
black gauge bezels/black pane, or white face gauges/
chrome gauge bezels/chrome panel.
ST8090
black face/black panel ........... 36.99 set
ST8091
white face/black panel ........... 31.99 set
ST8092
white face/chrome panel ........ 37.99 set

Dixco Style Hood Tachometer

Note: Tachometer adaptor required for aftermarket ignitions.

A9100101

67005C
ST88R

Retro Tachometer
Legendary ‘60, ‘70’s styling reproduced with modern
electronics inside and Retro looks outside. Carefully
reproduced to match original dimensions. 360 degree
lighting avoids uneven spots for better night visibility.
These tachometers will put the ﬁnishing touches on
your restoration project. Tachometer 3-3/8"
Important: Tachometers operate on 1,2,4,6,8, or 10 cylinder
engines with most factory or aftermarket ignition systems.

8000 RPM Tachometers
ST802
full sweep with adj. redline 143.99 ea
ST88R
short sweep......................... 134.99 ea

all....................................... 199.99 ea

67005BC

Tachometer
This new generation, slim design tachometer is 35%
thinner, offering better clearance for dash and pillar
mounted applications. For all 4, 6, and 8 cylinder
engines. Modern touch pad controls. Includes mounting
bracket. These tachs are available in three versions:
memory recall of highest RPM, memory recall with
adjustable external shift light, and memory recall
with adjustable internal shift light. All tachs are 5" in
diameter with an 11,000 RPM range. Shift lights operate
independently from a tachometer and are adjustable
from 3000-12,000 RPM in 200 RPM increments.
67005C
shift light – black case ......... 47.99 ea
67005BC
shift light – blue case ........... 54.99 ea
67005SC
shift light – silver case ......... 50.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Universal Tachometer Filter
Eliminate tach signal noise and surges caused by your
ignition system with this compact and easy-to-install
tachometer ﬁlter. This ﬁlter installs between the
tachometer and the signal source and modiﬁes the
sharp up and down spikes into a semi-square wave
signal for steady readings and faster response. This
tachometer ﬁlter can be used as a direct replacement
for 1975-89 GM vehicles. Measures: 2" x 3/4" x 1".
Includes instructions.
Important: Recommended for vehicles running an HEI
ignition with a tachometer designed for point style ignitions.

MG019219

........................................... 34.99 ea

Instruments
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These Dixco style 8000 RPM tachometers were
installed by builders for super car vehicles such as
Yenko, Baldwin Motion, and Big Daddy Garlits. Fits
all cars. This tachometer works with factory points
and GM HEI distributors.

ST802

In-Dash Speedos and Tachs
Our In-dash Speedometers and
Tachometers feature our famous highperformance movements and are
designed with seamless dashboard
mount in mind for the ultimate driver
information center. Available in a
variety of conﬁgurations and sizes to
accommodate diverse applications.

Pedestal Mount Tachometers
Mountable in every conceivable position,
the versatility and durability of our
Pedestal Mount Tachometers have made
them a race proven favorite for over 30
years. These tachometers offer a variety
of performance oriented options from shift
lights to memory recall functions, coupled
with a trademarked aluminum and rubber
shock strap design for the best vibration
protection available.

Full Sweep Mechanical Gauges
Bronze bourdon tube 270 degree sweep
movements and durable nylon gearing have
made these rugged and long-lasting gauges
a proven high-performance favorite for
over 25 years. These mechanical gauges
require no electrical power for operation
making them an ideal choice for vehicles
with no or low powered electrical systems.

Full Sweep Electric Gauges

ES gauges feature black satin Super
Bezels and black dials with white
numbering and increments, intense
red “through the dial” patented LED
lighting technology and glowing red
pointers for superior visibility. The light
intensity can be controlled through an LED Lighting Dimmer
(available separately) independent of your OE dash lighting.

Z-Series gauges feature race quality
mechanisms, a black Super Bezel
with black dial, white numbers and
increments, bright orange pointers
and perimeter incandescent lighting
that make this line easy-to-read.

COBALT gauges feature bright
anodized Super Bezels and black
dials with blue accents, white
numbering and increments, cobalt
blue “through the dial” patented
LED lighting technology and glowing orange pointers for
superior visibility. The light intensity can be controlled
through an LED Lighting Dimmer (available separately)
independent of your OE dash lighting.

Phantom II gauges feature black
Super Bezels and white dials with
black outlined, white numbering and
black increments, “through the dial”
patented LED lighting technology and
glowing red pointers for superior visibility.
When illuminated, the gauges display in a reverse conﬁguration
(black dial with white numbers and markings).

Carbon Fiber gauges give your
interior the complete look of rapid
acceleration even when the car
isn’t moving. The clean, racy look
of a crisp anodized aluminum bezel,
an actual carbon ﬁber dial face, silver
pointer and yellow accents with perimeter incandescent
lighting give these gauges high visibility and style for
any application.

NV gauges feature bright anodized
Super Bezels and white dials with
black numbering and increments,
intense green “full dial” patented
LED lighting technology and
glowing orange pointers for superior visibility.

Phantom gauges are race quality
mechanisms featuring a subtle
black bezel with stark white
dials, bright orange pointers and
perimeter incandescent lighting
that make this extensive high-performance line easy-toread with a crisp, no-nonsense modern appearance.

Short Sweep Electric Gauges
Advanced 90 degree air core movements
and three wire installation characterize
these Short Sweep Electric Gauges.
Electric sending units keep hazardous
fluids in the engine compartment,
sending collected data via an electrical
signal to quick reacting, precise air core
movements to give you all the information
that you need.
Important: Electric speedometers operate on
500-200,000 pulse/mile sending units. Use
existing sender if vehicle is originally equipped
with an electric speedometer. Use AM5291
to convert from mechanical drive to electric.
Tachometers operate on 4, 6, or 8 cylinder
engines with most factory or aftermarket
ignitions. Some fuel gauges use the vehicle’s
stock sending unit. Measure resistance using
an Ohmmeter with the sending unit ﬂoat in
the empty and full position to determine the
correct fuel gauge.

B
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Powered by digital microprocessor
controlled, rugged stepper motor drives
and laboratory grade sending units,
Full Sweep Electric Gauges are the best
gauges available. They combine extreme
durability and readability of 270 degree
sweep mechanical gauges with the easy
installation and safe operation of short
sweep electrics. Track tested and race
proven, these units use precision senders
to keep hazardous fluids out of the
driver compartment and perform gauge
calibration and sensor diagnostics at power
up for extreme accuracy, every time.

ULTRA-LITE gauges feature
aluminum construction that greatly
reduces weight while satin anodized
Super Bezels and dials with black
numbering and increments. Perimeter
incandescent white lighting and bright
red ﬂuorescent pointers make them easy-to-read.
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C2 gauges feature bright anodized
Super Bezels and white dials with
black numbering and increments,
intense blue “full dial” patented
LED lighting technology and glowing
orange pointers for superior visibility. The light intensity can
be controlled through an LED Lighting Dimmer (available
separately) independent of your OE dash lighting.

ULTRA-LITE II gauges feature
satin anodized Super Bezels and
dials with black numbering and
increments, white “through the
dial” patented LED lighting technology and glowing red
pointers for superior visibility. When illuminated, the
gauges display in a reverse conﬁguration (black dial with
white numbers and amber accents).

AutoMeter Gauges

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

SPORT-COMP II gauges feature
a satin anodized Super Bezels and
black dials with white numbering
and increments, “through the dial”
patented LED lighting technology
and glowing red pointers for superior visibility. The light
intensity can be controlled through an LED Lighting
Dimmer (available separately) independent from your OE
dash lighting.

The AMERICAN MUSCLE Street
Rod Series features advanced
hybrid dial technology combining
AutoMeter’s signature white Hi-Def
LED illumination and ﬂuorescent
red pointers for maximum readability.
The light intensity can be controlled
through the optional LED Lighting Dimmer independently of
your OE dash lighting (available separately).

SPORT-COMP gauges feature
the trademarked competition
appearance and rugged, reliable
performance of a satin anodized
Super Bezel with black dials with
white numbers and increments,
bright orange pointers and perimeter
incandescent lighting that make this extensive highperformance line easy-to-read with a crisp, no-nonsense
modern appearance.

TRADITIONAL CHROME gauges
feature the trademarked competition
appearance and rugged, reliable
performance of a chrome bezel
with black dial, white numbers and
increments, bright orange pointers and
perimeter incandescent lighting that make this line easy-toread with a crisp, no-nonsense nostalgic appearance.

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Performance Gauges

200 MPH, Electronic Programmable
AM4490 ULTRA-LITE............. 294.99 ea
120 MPH, Mechanical
AM3994 SPORT-COMP............ 205.99 ea
160 MPH, Mechanical
AM5895 Phantom........................ 205.99 ea
AM3995 SPORT-COMP............ 205.99 ea
AM4495 ULTRA-LITE............. 205.99 ea
200 MPH, Mechanical
AM5896 Phantom........................ 205.99 ea
AM4496 ULTRA-LITE............. 205.99 ea
3-3/8" In-dash Tachometers
8000 RPM Electric
AM1298 AMER. MUSC. .......... 254.99 ea
AM3991 SPORT-COMP............ 169.99 ea
AM2499 TRADITIONAL......... 159.99 ea
AM2699 Z-Series......................... 149.99 ea
10,000 RPM, Electric
AM7297 C2 .................................. 239.99 ea
AM4798 Carbon Fiber ................ 204.99 ea
AM6297 COBALT...................... 239.99 ea
AM5997 ES .................................. 239.99 ea
AM7497 NV................................. 239.99 ea
AM5897 Phantom........................ 169.99 ea
AM7597 Phantom II.................... 234.99 ea
AM3697 SPORT-COMP II ........ 234.99 ea
AM4497 ULTRA-LITE............. 169.99 ea
AM4997 ULTRA-LITE II......... 234.99 ea
5" In-dash Tachometers
10,000 RPM, Electric
AM7298 C2 .................................. 269.99 ea
AM4898 Carbon Fiber ................ 259.99 ea
AM6298 COBALT...................... 269.99 ea
AM7498 NV................................. 269.99 ea
AM5898 Phantom........................ 229.99 ea
AM7598 Phantom II.................... 269.99 ea
AM3990 SPORT-COMP............ 229.99 ea
AM3698 SPORT-COMP II ........ 269.99 ea
AM4498 ULTRA-LITE............. 229.99 ea
AM4998 ULTRA-LITE II......... 269.99 ea
10,000 RPM, Electric, with Recall
AM4894 Carbon Fiber ................ 379.99 ea
AM4494 ULTRA-LITE............. 359.99 ea
10,000 RPM, Elec., Dual Range w/Recall
AM4499 ULTRA-LITE............. 359.99 ea
Air Pressure 0-150 psi
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-1/16"
Includes 10' of nylon tubing, 1/8" and 1/4"
NPT ﬁttings.

Speedometer Sending Unit
Speedometer sending unit for use with
all AutoMeter electric speedometers.
This unit is not included with the gauge
packages and must be purchased separately.
AM5291 sending unit .... 69.99 ea

AM4720 Carbon Fiber ................ 89.99 ea
AM5720 Phantom........................ 74.99 ea
AM3320 SPORT-COMP............ 74.99 ea
AM4320 ULTRA-LITE............. 74.99 ea
AM2620 Z-Series......................... 79.99 ea
Air/Fuel Ratio – Narrow Band
Full Sweep Electric Gauges 2-1/16"
If sensor is needed use AM2244.

AM7175
AM4775
AM6175
AM7375
AM5775

C2 ..................................
Carbon Fiber ................
COBALT......................
NV.................................
Phantom........................

86.99
89.99
89.99
89.99
84.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Includes transducer.

AM6390 COBALT...................... 249.99 ea
Amplifier Temperature 0º-250ºF
Full Sweep Electric Gauges 2-1/16"
Includes sender.

AM6392 COBALT...................... 184.99 ea
Blower Pressure 0-60 psi
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-5/8"
Includes 10' nylon tubing, 1/8" and 1/4"
NPT ﬁttings.

AM5802 Phantom........................ 94.99 ea
AM3402 SPORT-COMP............ 94.99 ea
AM4402 ULTRA-LITE............. 94.99 ea
Boost
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-1/16"
Includes 10' of nylon tubing and universal
“T” ﬁtting.

AM2401 TRADITIONAL 0-20 psi 71.99 ea
AM2403 TRADITIONAL 0-30 psi 71.99 ea

0-35 psi, Full Sweep Mech. 2-1/16"
AM7104 C2 .................................. 94.99 ea
AM4704 Carbon Fiber ................ 94.99 ea
AM6104 COBALT...................... 94.99 ea
AM5904 ES .................................. 94.99 ea
AM7304 NV................................. 94.99 ea
AM5704 Phantom........................ 79.99 ea
AM7504 Phantom II.................... 94.99 ea
AM3304 SPORT-COMP............ 79.99 ea
AM3604 SPORT-COMP II ........ 94.99 ea
AM4304 ULTRA-LITE............. 79.99 ea
AM4904 ULTRA-LITE II......... 94.99 ea
AM2616 Z-Series......................... 66.99 ea
0-60 psi, Full Sweep Mech., 2-1/16"
AM7105 C2 .................................. 94.99 ea
AM6105 COBALT...................... 94.99 ea
AM5905 ES .................................. 94.99 ea
AM7305 NV................................. 94.99 ea
AM5705 Phantom........................ 79.99 ea
AM7505 Phantom II.................... 94.99 ea
AM3605 SPORT-COMP II ........ 94.99 ea
AM4305 ULTRA-LITE............. 79.99 ea
AM4905 ULTRA-LITE II......... 94.99 ea
AM2617 Z-Series......................... 71.99 ea
0-100 psi, Full Sweep Mech., 2-1/16"
AM7106 C2 .................................. 94.99 ea
AM6106 COBALT...................... 94.99 ea
AM7306 NV................................. 94.99 ea
AM5706 Phantom........................ 79.99 ea
AM7506 Phantom II.................... 94.99 ea
AM3606 SPORT-COMP II ........ 94.99 ea
AM4306 ULTRA-LITE............. 79.99 ea
AM4906 ULTRA-LITE II......... 94.99 ea
AM2618 Z-Series......................... 81.99 ea
Full Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"
Includes sender, sensor and harness
when required.

AM7160 C2 0-30 psi ................... 249.99 ea
AM7170 C2 0-60 psi ................... 249.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

AM6160 COBALT 0-30 psi....... 249.99 ea
AM6170 COBALT 0-60 psi....... 249.99 ea
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-5/8"
Includes 10' of nylon tubing and universal
“T” ﬁtting.
AM3404 SPORT-COMP 0-35 psi .. 94.99 ea
AM4404 ULTRA-LITE 0-35 psi... 94.99 ea

Boost/Vacuum 30 in. Hg
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-1/16"
Includes 10' of nylon tubing and universal
“T” ﬁtting.

AM7107 C2 20 psi....................... 99.99
AM7103 C2 30 psi....................... 99.99
AM7108 C2 45 psi....................... 99.99
AM4701 Carbon Fiber 20 psi..... 94.99
AM4703 Carbon Fiber 30 psi..... 94.99
AM6107 COBALT 20 psi .......... 99.99
AM6103 COBALT 30 psi .......... 99.99
AM6108 COBALT 45 psi .......... 99.99
AM5907 ES 20 psi....................... 99.99
AM5903 ES 30 psi....................... 99.99
AM7307 NV 20 psi ..................... 99.99
AM7303 NV 30 psi ..................... 99.99
AM7308 NV 45 psi ..................... 99.99
AM5701 Phantom 20 psi ............ 79.99
AM5703 Phantom 30 psi ............ 79.99
AM5708 Phantom 45 psi ............ 79.99
AM7507 Phantom II 20 psi ........ 94.99
AM7503 Phantom II 30 psi ........ 94.99
AM3301 SPORT-COMP 20 psi 79.99
AM3303 SPORT-COMP 30 psi 79.99
AM3308 SPORT-COMP 45 psi 79.99
AM3607 SPORT-COMP II 20 psi .. 94.99
AM3603 SPORT-COMP II 30 psi.. 94.99
AM4301 ULTRA-LITE 20 psi . 79.99
AM4303 ULTRA-LITE 30 psi . 79.99
AM4308 ULTRA-LITE 45 psi . 79.99
AM4907 ULTRA-LITE II 20 psi .. 94.99
AM4903 ULTRA-LITE II 30 psi .. 94.99
AM2601 Z-Series 20 psi ............. 69.99
AM2614 Z-Series 30 psi ............. 69.99
Full Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Note: *With peak and warning.

AM7159 C2 30 psi....................... 249.99
AM4776* Carbon Fiber 15 psi..... 249.99
AM4777* Carbon Fiber 30 psi..... 249.99
AM6159 COBALT 30 psi .......... 249.99
AM5959 ES 30 psi....................... 249.99
AM7359 NV 30 psi ..................... 249.99
AM5776 Phantom 15 psi ............ 239.99
AM5777 Phantom 30 psi ............ 249.99
AM7559 Phantom II 30 psi ........ 249.99
AM3376 SPORT-COMP 15 psi 239.99
AM3377 SPORT-COMP 30 psi 244.99
AM3659 SPORT-COMP II 30 psi.. 279.99
AM4376 ULTRA-LITE 15 psi . 239.99
AM4377 ULTRA-LITE 30 psi . 239.99
AM4959 ULTRA-LITE II 30 psi .. 249.99
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-5/8"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Includes 10' of nylon tubing and universal
“T” ﬁtting.

AM4801 Carbon Fiber 20 psi..... 104.99
AM4803 Carbon Fiber 30 psi..... 104.99
AM7901 COBALT 20 psi .......... 109.99
AM7908 COBALT 45 psi .......... 109.99
AM5801 Phantom 20 psi ............ 94.99
AM5803 Phantom 30 psi ............ 94.99
AM7801 Phantom II 20 psi ........ 104.99
AM7808 Phantom II 45 psi ........ 104.99
AM3401 SPORT-COMP 20 psi 94.99
AM3403 SPORT-COMP 30 psi 94.99
AM7601 SPORT-COMP II 20 psi.. 104.99
AM7608 SPORT-COMP II 45 psi.. 104.99
AM4401 ULTRA-LITE 20 psi . 94.99
AM4403 ULTRA-LITE 30 psi . 94.99
AM7701 ULTRA-LITE II 20 psi .. 104.99
AM7708 ULTRA-LITE 45 psi . 104.99
Full Sweep Electrical, 2-5/8"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Includes MAP sensor, universal “T” ﬁtting
and 8' wiring harness. AM4477 with peak
and warning.

AM5877 Phantom 30 psi ............ 259.99 ea
AM4477 ULTRA-LITE 30 psi 259.99 ea

AutoMeter Gauges
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3-3/8" Speedometers
120 MPH, Electronic Programmable
AM5887 Phantom........................ 269.99 ea
AM3987 SPORT-COMP............ 279.99 ea
AM4487 ULTRA-LITE............. 279.99 ea
160 MPH, Electronic Programmable
AM1288 AMER. MUSC. .......... 331.99 ea
AM7288 C2 .................................. 309.99 ea
AM4789 Carbon Fiber ................ 309.99 ea
AM6288 COBALT...................... 309.99 ea
AM5988 ES .................................. 309.99 ea
AM7488 NV................................. 309.99 ea
AM5888 Phantom........................ 269.99 ea
AM7588 Phantom II.................... 309.99 ea
AM3988 SPORT-COMP............ 269.99 ea
AM3688 SPORT-COMP II ........ 309.99 ea
AM2489 TRADITIONAL......... 234.99 ea
AM4488 ULTRA-LITE............. 279.99 ea
AM4988 ULTRA-LITE II......... 309.99 ea
200 MPH, Electronic Programmable
AM4486 ULTRA-LITE............. 279.99 ea
120 MPH, Mechanical
AM5892 Phantom........................ 139.99 ea
AM3992 SPORT-COMP............ 139.99 ea
AM2492 TRADITIONAL......... 119.99 ea
AM4492 ULTRA-LITE............. 139.99 ea
AM2692 Z-Series......................... 114.99 ea
160 MPH, Mechanical
AM5893 Phantom........................ 139.99 ea
AM2494 TRADITIONAL......... 121.99 ea
AM4493 ULTRA-LITE............. 144.99 ea
AM2694 Z-Series......................... 114.99 ea
5" Speedometers
160 MPH, Electronic Programmable
AM7289 C2 .................................. 319.99 ea
AM4889 Carbon Fiber ................ 314.99 ea
AM6289 COBALT...................... 319.99 ea
AM7489 NV................................. 319.99 ea
AM5889 Phantom........................ 294.99 ea
AM7589 Phantom II.................... 319.99 ea
AM3989 SPORT-COMP............ 294.99 ea
AM3689 SPORT-COMP II ........ 319.99 ea
AM4489 ULTRA-LITE............. 294.99 ea
AM4989 ULTRA-LITE II......... 319.99 ea

AM7575 Phantom II.................... 89.99 ea
AM3375 SPORT-COMP............ 84.99 ea
AM3675 SPORT-COMP II ........ 89.99 ea
AM4375 ULTRA-LITE............. 89.99 ea
AM4975 ULTRA-LITE II......... 89.99 ea
AM2675 Z-Series......................... 89.99 ea
Air/Fuel Ratio – Wide Band
Full Sweep Electric Gauges 2-1/16"
AM7178 C2 .................................. 321.99 ea
AM6178 COBALT...................... 324.99 ea
AM5978 ES .................................. 319.99 ea
AM7378 NV................................. 321.99 ea
AM5778 Phantom........................ 319.99 ea
AM3378 SPORT-COMP............ 304.99 ea
AM3670 SPORT-COMP II ........ 219.99 ea
AM4378 ULTRA-LITE............. 304.99 ea
AM4970 ULTRA-LITE II......... 219.99 ea
Ammeter 60-0-60
Short Sweep Electric Gauges 2-1/16"
AM2586 TRADITIONAL......... 56.99 ea
AM2644 Z-Series......................... 64.99 ea
Short Sweep Electric Gauges 2-5/8"
AM3586 SPORT-COMP............ 76.99 ea
Amplifier Ammeter 0-250 AMPS
Full Sweep Electric Gauges 2-1/16"

Performance Gauges
AMERICAN MUSCLE

C2 Series

Brake Pressure
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-5/8"
Includes “T” ﬁtting, 3'8" o.d. c 1/8"-27
NPT ﬁtting. Use only approved brake lines.

AM4426 Pro Comp 0-2000 psi.. 124.99 ea
Full Sweep Electrical, 2-5/8"
Includes “T” ﬁtting, 3'8" o.d. c 1/8"-27
NPT ﬁtting. Use only approved brake lines.

AM4867 Carbon Fiber 0-1600psi 279.99 ea
Clock
Full Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"
Quartz movement with second hand.

AM5785 Phantom........................ 89.99
AM2585 TRADITIONAL ............ 79.99
AM4385 ULTRA-LITE............. 89.99
AM2632 Z-Series......................... 79.99
Full Sweep Electrical, 2-5/8"

ea
ea
ea
ea

Quartz movement with second hand.

AM5885 Phantom........................ 95.99 ea
AM3585 SPORT-COMP............ 89.99 ea
AM4485 ULTRA-LITE............. 95.99 ea
Cylinder Head Temp 140°-340°F
Short Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"
Includes 1/8" NPT sender.

AM3336 SPORT-COMP............ 69.99 ea
AM4336 ULTRA-LITE............. 69.99 ea
Short Sweep Electrical, 2-5/8"
Includes 1/8" NPT sender.

AM3536 SPORT-COMP............ 79.99 ea
Differential Temp 100°-250° F
Short Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"
AM5749 Phantom........................ 69.99
AM3349 SPORT-COMP............ 69.99
AM4349 ULTRA-LITE............. 69.99
Fuel Level – 0 Ω empty/30 Ω full
Short Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"
AM5717 Phantom........................ 61.99
AM3317 SPORT-COMP............ 61.99
AM2517 TRADITIONAL ............ 64.99
AM4317 ULTRA-LITE............. 61.99
AM2648 Z-Series......................... 64.99
Short Sweep Electrical, 2-5/8"
AM3517 SPORT-COMP............ 69.99
AM4417 ULTRA-LITE............. 71.99
Fuel Level – 0 Ω empty/90 Ω full
Short Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"
AM1214 AMER. MUSC. .......... 89.99
AM7113 C2 .................................. 79.99
AM4714 Carbon Fiber ................ 69.99
AM6113 COBALT...................... 79.99
AM5913 ES .................................. 79.99
AM7313 NV................................. 79.99
AM5714 Phantom........................ 61.99
AM7513 Phantom II.................... 79.99
AM3314 SPORT-COMP............ 61.99
AM3613 SPORT-COMP II ........ 79.99
AM2514 TRADITIONAL ............ 51.99
AM4314 ULTRA-LITE............. 61.99
AM4913 ULTRA-LITE II......... 79.99
AM2641 Z-Series......................... 51.99
Short Sweep Electrical, 2-5/8"
AM4814 Carbon Fiber ................ 84.99
AM7914 COBALT...................... 89.99
AM5814 Phantom........................ 71.99
AM7814 Phantom II.................... 89.99
AM3514 SPORT-COMP............ 69.99
AM7614 SPORT-COMP II ........ 89.99
AM7714 ULTRA-LITE II.......... 89.99

ea
ea
ea

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

COBALT

Fuel Level – 0 Ω empty/280 Ω full
Full Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"
AM7114 C2 .................................. 149.99 ea
AM6114 COBALT...................... 149.99 ea
AM5910 ES .................................. 149.99 ea
AM7310 NV................................. 156.99 ea
AM5710 Phantom........................ 134.99 ea
AM7510 Phantom II.................... 144.99 ea
AM3310 SPORT-COMP............ 134.99 ea
AM3610 SPORT-COMP II ........ 144.99 ea
AM4310 ULTRA-LITE............. 134.99 ea
AM4910 ULTRA-LITE II......... 149.99 ea
Fuel Level – 240 Ω empty/33 Ω full
Short Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"
Use AM3262 sender.

AM1217 AMER. MUSC. .......... 89.99
AM7116 C2 .................................. 79.99
AM4716 Carbon Fiber ................ 69.99
AM6116 COBALT...................... 79.99
AM5916 ES .................................. 79.99
AM7316 NV................................. 79.99
AM5716 Phantom........................ 61.99
AM7516 Phantom II.................... 79.99
AM3316 SPORT-COMP............ 61.99
AM3616 SPORT-COMP II ........ 79.99
AM2516 TRADITIONAL ............ 57.99
AM4316 ULTRA-LITE............. 61.99
AM4916 ULTRA-LITE II......... 79.99
AM2643 Z-Series......................... 54.99
Short Sweep Electrical, 2-5/8"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Use AM3262 sender.

AM4816 Carbon Fiber ................ 84.99
AM7916 COBALT...................... 89.99
AM5816 Phantom........................ 71.99
AM7816 Phantom II.................... 89.99
AM3516 SPORT-COMP............ 69.99
AM7616 SPORT-COMP II ........ 89.99
AM7716 ULTRA-LITE II......... 89.99
Fuel Pressure 0-15 psi
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-1/16"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Carbureted, requires #4 braided line
and mounting cup and must be mounted
outside of vehicle.

Note: *Includes isolator and 4' line.

AM4711 Carbon Fiber ................ 84.99
AM3311 SPORT-COMP............ 74.99
AM2411 TRADITIONAL ............ 64.99
AM2413* TRADITIONAL ............ 169.99
AM4311 ULTRA-LITE............. 74.99
AM4313* ULTRA-LITE............. 194.99
AM2603 Z-Series......................... 64.99
Full Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Carbureted. Includes 1/8" NPT sender and
8' wiring harness.
Note: *With peak and warning.

AM7162
AM6162
AM7362
AM5761
AM3361
AM4367*
AM4961
AM2661

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

C2.....................................
COBALT......................
NV.................................
Phantom........................
SPORT-COMP............
ULTRA-LITE.............
ULTRA-LITE II.........
Z-Series.........................

259.99
259.99
259.99
249.99
249.99
259.99
259.99
216.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
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ES Series

NV Series

Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-5/8"

Full Sweep Electrical, 2-5/8"

Carbureted, requires #4 braided line
and mounting cup and must be mounted
outside vehicle.
Note: *Includes isolator and 4' line. Requires
braided line to fuel source.

Fuel Injected. Includes 1/8" NPT sender
and 8' wiring harness.
Note: *With peak and warning.

AM4811 Carbon Fiber ................ 99.99
AM4813* Carbon Fiber ................ 214.99
AM7911 COBALT...................... 99.99
AM5810 Phantom........................ 81.99
AM5813* Phantom........................ 194.99
AM7811 Phantom II.................... 99.99
AM3411 SPORT-COMP............ 79.99
AM3413* SPORT-COMP............ 194.99
AM7611 SPORT-COMP II ........ 99.99
AM4411 ULTRA-LITE............. 79.99
AM4413* ULTRA-LITE............. 194.99
AM7711 ULTRA-LITE II......... 99.99
Full Sweep Electrical, 2-5/8"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Carbureted. Includes 1/8" NPT sender and
8' wiring harness.
Note: *With peak and warning.

AM7961 COBALT...................... 269.99
AM7861 Phantom II.................... 269.99
AM3561 SPORT-COMP............ 259.99
AM7661 SPORT-COMP II ........ 269.99
AM4470* ULTRA-LITE............. 269.99
AM7761 ULTRA-LITE II......... 269.99
Fuel Pressure 0-30 psi
Full Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Fuel Injected. Includes 1/8" NPT sender
and 8' wiring harness.

AM6161 COBALT...................... 259.99
AM5760 Phantom........................ 259.99
AM4360 ULTRA-LITE............. 259.99
AM2660 Z-Series......................... 254.99
Fuel Pressure 0-100 psi
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-1/16"

ea
ea
ea
ea

Fuel Injected. Requires #4 braided line
and mounting cup and must be mounted
outside of vehicle.

AM4712 Carbon Fiber ................ 84.99
AM5712 Phantom........................ 74.99
AM3312 SPORT-COMP............ 74.99
AM2412 TRADITIONAL ............ 64.99
AM4312 ULTRA-LITE............. 74.99
AM2612 Z-Series......................... 69.99
Full Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Fuel Injected. Includes 1/8" NPT sender
and 8' wiring harness.
Note: *With peak and warning.

AM7163 C2 .................................. 259.99
AM4763 Carbon Fiber ................ 269.99
AM6163 COBALT...................... 259.99
AM5963 ES .................................. 259.99
AM7363 NV................................. 259.99
AM5763 Phantom........................ 249.99
AM7563 Phantom II.................... 259.99
AM3363 SPORT-COMP............ 249.99
AM3663 SPORT-COMP II ........ 289.99
AM4363 ULTRA-LITE............. 249.99
AM4371* ULTRA-LITE............. 259.99
AM4963 ULTRA-LITE II......... 259.99
AM2663 Z-Series......................... 224.99
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-5/8"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Fuel Injected. Requires #4 braided line
and mounting cup and must be mounted
outside of vehicle.

AM4812 Carbon Fiber ................ 99.99 ea

AM4863
AM7963
AM5863
AM7863
AM3563
AM7663
AM4472*
AM7763

Carbon Fiber ................ 269.99
COBALT...................... 269.99
Phantom........................ 259.99
Phantom II.................... 269.99
SPORT-COMP............ 259.99
SPORT-COMP II ........ 269.99
ULTRA-LITE............. 269.99
ULTRA-LITE II......... 269.99
Hour Meter
Short Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Non-resettable with quartz accuracy for up
to 100,000 hours.
AM2587 TRADITIONAL ............ 59.99 ea

Nitrous 0-1600 psi
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-1/16"
Requires #4 braided line.

AM4728 Carbon Fiber ................ 129.99 ea
Full Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"
Includes 1/8" NPT sender and 8'
wiring harness.

AM7174 C2 .................................. 259.99
AM4774 Carbon Fiber ................ 264.99
AM6174 COBALT...................... 259.99
AM5974 ES .................................. 259.99
AM7374 NV................................. 259.99
AM7574 Phantom II.................... 259.99
AM3374 SPORT-COMP............ 249.99
AM3674 SPORT-COMP II ........ 269.99
AM4374 ULTRA-LITE............. 259.99
AM4974 ULTRA-LITE II......... 259.99
Full Sweep Electrical, 2-5/8"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Includes 1/8" NPT sender and 8'
wiring harness.

AM7974 COBALT...................... 269.99
AM7874 Phantom II.................... 269.99
AM3574 SPORT-COMP............ 264.99
AM7674 SPORT-COMP II ........ 269.99
AM4474 ULTRA-LITE............. 269.99
AM7774 ULTRA-LITE II......... 269.99
Nitrous 0-2000 psi
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-1/16"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Requires #4 braided line.

AM5728 Phantom........................ 109.99 ea
AM3328 SPORT-COMP............ 109.99 ea
AM4328 ULTRA-LITE............. 114.99 ea
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-5/8"
Requires #4 braided line.

AM4828
AM5828
AM3428
AM4428

Carbon Fiber ................ 134.99 ea
Phantom........................ 119.99 ea
SPORT-COMP............ 119.99 ea

ULTRA-LITE............. 124.99 ea

Fuel Tank Sender
This universal type fuel sender is used
with gauges that require 240Ω empty
and 33Ω full and can be adjusted for
tanks from 5" to 24" deep.
AM3262 fuel sender ...... 44.99 ea

B
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Includes 1/8" NPT sender.

Carbon Fiber

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Performance Gauges
Phantom

Phantom II

SPORT-COMP
SPORT COMP

Oil Pressure
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-1/16"
Includes 10' nylon tubing, 1/8" and 1/4: NPT
ﬁttings. All oil pressure gauges measure in psi.

AM7121 C2 0-100 psi................. 94.99
AM4721 Carbon Fiber, 0-100 .... 89.99
AM6121 COBALT, 0-100.......... 94.99
AM5921 ES, 0-100...................... 94.99
AM7321 NV, 0-100 ..................... 94.99
AM5721 Phantom, 0-100 ........... 75.99
AM5723 Phantom, 0-150 ........... 75.99
AM7521 Phantom II, 0-100........ 94.99
AM3321 SPORT-COMP 0-100. 79.99
AM3323 SPORT-COMP 0-150. 79.99
AM3322 SPORT-COMP 0-200. 79.99
AM3621 SPORT-COMP II 0-100 .. 94.99
AM2421 TRADITIONAL 0-100 . 65.99
AM2422 TRADITIONAL 0-200 . 81.99
AM4321 ULTRA-LITE, 0-100 79.99
AM4323 ULTRA-LITE, 0-150 79.99
AM4322 ULTRA-LITE, 0-200 79.99
AM4921 ULTRA-LITE II, 0-100.. 94.99
AM2604 Z-Series, 0-100 ............ 64.99
AM2605 Z-Series, 0-200 ............ 64.99
Full Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Includes 1/8" NPT sender and 8'
wiring harness.
Note: *With peak and warning.

AM7153 C2, 0-100 psi................ 259.99
AM6153 COBALT, 0-100.......... 259.99
AM5953 ES, 0-100...................... 259.99
AM7353 NV, 0-100 ..................... 259.99
AM7553 Phantom II, 0-100........ 259.99
AM3653 SPORT-COMP II, 0-100 . 284.99
AM4352* ULTRA-LITE, 0-100 269.99
AM4953 ULTRA-LITE II, 0-100.. 259.99
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-5/8"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Includes 10' nylon tubing, 1/8" and 1/4:
NPT ﬁttings.

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Includes 1/8" NPT sender and 8'
wiring harness.
Note: *With peak and warning.

AM7953 COBALT, 0-100 psi.... 269.99
AM7853 Phantom II, 0-100........ 269.99
AM7653 SPORT-COMP II 0-100 .. 269.99
AM4452* ULTRA-LITE, 0-100 269.99
AM7753 ULTRA-LITE II, 0-100. 269.99
Short Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Includes 1/8" NPT sender and 1/4"
NPT ﬁtting.
AM1226 AMER. MUSC. 0-100 psi 119.99 ea

AM7127
AM4727
AM6127
AM5927
AM1127
AM7327
AM5727

C2, 0-100.......................
Carbon Fiber, 0-100 .....
COBALT, 0-100...........
ES, 0-100.......................
MCX, 0-100 psi............
NV, 0-100 ......................
Phantom, 0-100 ...........

114.99
99.99
114.99
114.99
84.99
114.99
94.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

AM7527 Phantom II, 0-100........ 114.99
AM3327 SPORT-COMP, 0-100 94.99
AM3627 SPORT-COMP II, 0-100 . 114.99
AM2522 TRADITIONAL, 0-100 76.99
AM4327 ULTRA-LITE, 0-100 94.99
AM4927 ULTRA-LITE II, 0-100.. 114.99
AM2634 Z-Series, 0-100 ............ 81.99
Short Sweep Electrical, 2-5/8"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Includes 1/8" NPT sender and 1/4"
NPT ﬁtting.
AM4827 Carbon Fiber, 0-100 psi ... 114.99 ea

AM7927 COBALT, 0-100.......... 119.99
AM5827 Phantom, 0-100 ........... 99.99
AM7827 Phantom II, 0-100........ 119.99
AM3522 SPORT-COMP 0-100. 99.99
AM7627 SPORT-COMP II, 0-100 . 119.99
AM4427 ULTRA-LITE, 0-100 99.99
AM7727 ULTRA-LITE II, 0-100.. 119.99
Oil Tank Temperature
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-1/16"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Includes 4' capillary tubing and 1/2" NPT
ﬁtting. All oil tank temp gauges measure in °F.

AM4346 ULTRA-LITE, 140°-340°. 104.99 ea
Oil Temperature
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-1/16"
Includes 6' capillary tubing and 1/2" NPT
ﬁtting. All oil temp gauges measure in °F.
AM4741 Carbon Fiber, 140°-280° 119.99 ea

AM5741 Phantom, 140°-280° 104.99
AM3341 SPORT-COMP, 140°-280° 104.99
AM2441 TRADITIONAL, 140°-280° 109.99
AM4341 ULTRA-LITE, 140°-280° 104.99
AM2609 Z-Series, 140°-280° 104.99
Full Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Includes 6' capillary tubing and 1/2" NPT ﬁtting.
Note: *Includes 12' capillary tubing.

AM4841 Carbon Fiber, 140°-280° 129.99
AM7941 COBALT, 140°-280° ... 134.99
AM5841 Phantom, 140°-280° 119.99
AM7841 Phantom II, 140°-280° 134.99
AM3441 SPORT-COMP, 140°-280° 109.99
AM3443* SPORT-COMP, 140°-280° 119.99
AM7641 SPORT-COMP II, 140°-280°... 134.99
AM4441 ULTRA-LITE, 140°-280°. 119.99
AM7741 ULTRA-LITE II, 140°-280° 134.99
Full Sweep Electrical, 2-5/8"

ULTRA-LITE

Includes 1/8" NPT sender, 3/8" and 1/2"
NPT ﬁttings.

AM7148 C2, 140°-300° ........... 94.99
AM4748 Carbon Fiber, 140°-300° 84.99
AM6148 COBALT, 140°-300° 94.99
AM5948 ES, 140°-300° ............. 94.99
AM7348 NV, 140°-300° ............ 94.99
AM5747 Phantom, 100°-250° . 69.99
AM7548 Phantom II, 140°-300° .. 94.99
AM3347 SPORT-COMP, 100°-250° 69.99
AM3348 SPORT-COMP, 140°-300° . 69.99
AM3648 SPORT-COMP II, 140°-300°.. 94.99
AM2542 TRADITIONAL, 100°-250° .. 59.99
AM2543 TRADITIONAL, 140°-300° .. 59.99
AM4347 ULTRA-LITE, 100°-250° 69.99
AM4348 ULTRA-LITE, 140°-300° . 69.99
AM4948 ULTRA-LITE II, 140°-300°. 94.99
AM2638 Z-Series, 100°-250° .. 64.99
AM2639 Z-Series, 140°-300° .. 61.99
Short Sweep Electrical, 2-5/8"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Includes 1/8" NPT sender, 3/8" and 1/2"
NPT ﬁttings and 8' wiring harness.
Note *With peak and warning.
AM7956 COBALT, 140°-340° ... 199.99 ea
AM7856 Phantom II, 140°-300° 199.99 ea

AM7656 SPORT-COMP II, 140°-300° . 199.99 ea
AM4440* ULTRA-LITE, 140°-300°. 214.99 ea
AM7756 ULTRA-LITE II, 140°-300° 199.99 ea

Z Series

Trans Temp gauges measure in °F.

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Includes 1/8" NPT sender, 3/8" and 1/2"
NPT ﬁttings.
AM4848 Carbon Fiber, 140°-300° 104.99 ea

AM7948 COBALT, 140°-300° 104.99
AM5847 Phantom, 100°-250° . 84.99
AM7848 Phantom II, 140°-300° 104.99
AM3542 SPORT-COMP, 100°-250° . 84.99
AM3543 SPORT-COMP, 140°-300° . 84.99
AM7648 SPORT-COMP II, 140°-300° ..104.99
AM4447 ULTRA-LITE, 140°-300° .. 84.99
AM7748 ULTRA-LITE II, 140°-300° .104.99
Pressure 0-400 psi
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-5/8"

ULTRA-LITE II

Trans Temperature

Short Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Requires #4 braided line. All Oil Tank Temp
gauges measure in °F.

Includes 1/8" NPT sender, 3/8" and 1/2"
NPT ﬁttings and 8' wiring harness.
Note: *With peak and warning.

AM7156 C2, 140°-280° ........... 189.99
AM6156 COBALT, 140°-280° ... 189.99
AM5956 ES, 140°-280° ........... 189.99
AM7356 NV, 140°-280° .......... 189.99
AM7556 Phantom II, 140°-280° 189.99
AM4340* ULTRA-LITE, 100°-340°. 209.99
AM4956 ULTRA-LITE II, 140°-280° 189.99
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-5/8"

TRADITIONAL CHROME

AM4424 ULTRA-LITE ............. 84.99 ea
Pyrometer
Full Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"
Includes probe and 10" of thermocouple
wire. Probe includes multiple mounting
options, including 1/8" NPT and weld-in
ﬁtting and hose clamp method.

AM7144
AM7145
AM4744
AM6144
AM6145
AM5944
AM5945
AM7344
AM7345
AM5744
AM5745
AM7544
AM7545
AM3344
AM3644
AM3645
AM4344
AM4345
AM4944
AM4945
AM2654

C2, 0°-1600°.............. 229.99 ea
C2, 0°-2000°.............. 229.99 ea
Carbon Fiber, 0°-1600° 229.99 ea
COBALT, 0°-1600°. 229.99 ea
COBALT, 0°-2000°. 229.99 ea
ES, 0°-1600°.............. 229.99 ea
ES, 0°-2000°.............. 229.99 ea
NV, 0°-1600° ............. 229.99 ea
NV, 0°-2000° ............. 229.99 ea
Phantom, 0°-1600° .. 209.99 ea
Phantom, 0°-2000° .. 209.99 ea
Phantom II, 0°-1600° 229.99 ea
Phantom II, 0°-2000° 229.99 ea
SPORT-COMP, 0°-1600° 209.99 ea
SPORT-COMP II, 0°-1600° . 259.99 ea
SPORT-COMP II, 0°-2000°.. 249.99 ea
ULTRA-LITE, 0°-1600° .. 209.99 ea
ULTRA-LITE, 0°-2000° .. 209.99 ea
ULTRA-LITE II, 0°-1600° 229.99 ea
ULTRA-LITE II, 0°-2000° 229.99 ea
Z-Series, 0°-1600° ... 194.99 ea
Temperature
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-5/8"
Includes 8' capillary tubing and 1/2" NPT
ﬁtting. Temperature gauges measure in °F.
AM4435 ULTRA-LITE 140°-340° 124.99 ea

Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-1/16"
Includes 1/8" NPT sender, 3/8" and 1/2" NPT ﬁttings.

AM3351 SPORT-COMP, 140°-280° 109.99
AM2451 TRADITIONAL, 140°-280° . 99.99
AM4351 ULTRA-LITE, 140°-280° 109.99
AM2615 Z-Series, 140°-280° 94.99
Full Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"

ea
ea
ea
ea

Includes 1/8" NPT sender, 3/8" and 1/2" NPT ﬁttings.

AM7157 C2, 100°-260° ........... 189.99
AM6157 COBALT 100°-260° .... 189.99
AM5957 ES, 100°-260° ........... 189.99
AM7357 NV, 100°-260° .......... 189.99
AM7557 Phantom II, 100°-260° 189.99
AM3657 SPORT-COMP II, 100°-260° 209.99
AM4957 ULTRA-LITE II, 100°-260° 189.99
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-5/8"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Includes 8' capillary tubing and 1/2" NPT ﬁtting.

AM4851 Carbon Fiber, 140°-280° 139.99
AM5851 Phantom, 140°-280° 119.99
AM3451 SPORT-COMP, 140°-280° 109.99
AM4451 ULTRA-LITE, 140°-280°. 119.99
Short Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"

ea
ea
ea
ea

Includes 1/8" NPT sender, 3/8" and 1/2" NPT ﬁttings.

AM7149 C2, 100°-250° ........... 94.99
AM4757 Carbon Fiber, 100°-250° 84.99
AM6149 COBALT, 100°-250° ... 94.99
AM5949 ES, 100°-250° ........... 94.99
AM7349 NV, 100°-250° .......... 94.99
AM5757 Phantom, 100°-250° 69.99
AM7549 Phantom II, 100°-250° 94.99
AM3357 SPORT-COMP, 100°-250° 74.99
AM3649 SPORT-COMP II, 100°-250°. 94.99
AM2552 TRADITIONAL, 100°-250° . 56.99
AM4357 ULTRA-LITE, 100°-250°. 74.99
AM4949 ULTRA-LITE II, 100°-250° 94.99
AM2640 Z-Series, 100°-250° 59.99
Short Sweep Electrical, 2-5/8"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Includes 1/8" NPT sender, 3/8" and 1/2" NPT ﬁttings.
COBALT, 100°-250° ... 104.99 ea

AM7957
AM5857
AM7857
AM3552
AM7657
AM4457
AM7757

Phantom, 100°-250° 84.99
Phantom II, 100°-250° 104.99
SPORT-COMP, 100°-250° 84.99
SPORT-COMP II, 100°-250°. 104.99
ULTRA-LITE, 100°-250°. 84.99
ULTRA-LITE II, 100°-250° 104.99
Vacuum 30 in Hg
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-1/16"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Includes 10' nylon tubing and universal
“T” ﬁtting.

AM4784 Carbon Fiber ................ 84.99
AM5784 Phantom........................ 74.99
AM3384 SPORT-COMP............ 74.99
AM2484 TRADITIONAL ............ 64.99
AM4384 ULTRA-LITE ......... 74.99
AM2610 Z-Series......................... 64.99
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-5/8"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Includes 10' nylon tubing and universal
“T” ﬁtting.

AM4884 Carbon Fiber ................ 99.99
AM7984 COBALT...................... 104.99
AM5884 Phantom........................ 84.99
AM7884 Phantom II.................... 104.99
AM3484 SPORT-COMP............ 79.99
AM7684 SPORT-COMP II ........ 104.99
AM4484 ULTRA-LITE ......... 84.99
AM7784 ULTRA-LITE II...... 104.99
Full Sweep Electrical, 2-5/8"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Includes MAP sensor, universal “T” ﬁtting
and 8' wiring harness.

AM4871 Carbon Fiber ................ 259.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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AM4821 Carbon Fiber, 0-100 psi 104.99
AM7921 COBALT, 0-100 ......... 104.99
AM5821 Phantom, 0-100 ........... 84.99
AM5823 Phantom, 0-150 ........... 84.99
AM5822 Phantom, 0-200 ........... 84.99
AM7821 Phantom II, 0-100........ 104.99
AM3421 SPORT-COMP 0-100. 79.99
AM3423 SPORT-COMP 0-150. 79.99
AM3422 SPORT-COMP 0-200. 79.99
AM7621 SPORT-COMP II, 0-100 . 104.99
AM4421 ULTRA-LITE, 0-100 84.99
AM4423 ULTRA-LITE, 0-150 84.99
AM4422 ULTRA-LITE, 0-200 84.99
AM7721 ULTRA-LITE II, 0-100.. 104.99
Full Sweep Electrical, 2-5/8"

SPORT-COMP II

Performance Gauges
Includes 8' harness.

Digital Voltmeter 8-19 Volts

Water Pressure
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-1/16"

AM6391 COBALT...................... 139.99 ea
Voltmeter 8-18 Volts
Full Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"

Note: Includes 10' nylon tubing, 1/8" and
1/4" NPT ﬁttings.
AM4307 ULTRA-LITE, 0-35 psi 74.99 ea

Note: *With peak and warning.

AM7191 C2 .................................. 139.99
AM6191 COBALT...................... 139.99
AM5991 ES .................................. 139.99
AM7591 Phantom II.................... 139.99
AM3691 SPORT-COMP II ........ 139.99
AM4383* ULTRA-LITE ......... 154.99
AM4991 ULTRA-LITE II...... 139.99
Full Sweep Electrical, 2-5/8"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Note: *With peak and warning.
AM4483* ULTRA-LITE ......... 155.99 ea

Short Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"
AM1294 AMER. MUSC. ........... 85.99
AM7192 C2 ................................... 79.99
AM4791 Carbon Fiber ................. 74.99
AM6192 COBALT....................... 79.99
AM5992 ES ................................... 79.99
AM1192 MCX .............................. 59.99
AM7392 NV.................................. 79.99
AM5791 Phantom......................... 59.99
AM7592 Phantom II..................... 79.99
AM3391 SPORT-COMP............. 59.99
AM3692 SPORT-COMP II ......... 79.99
AM2592 TRADITIONAL ............. 49.99
AM4391 ULTRA-LITE .......... 59.99
AM4992 ULTRA-LITE II....... 79.99
AM2645 Z-Series.......................... 51.99
Short Sweep Electrical, 2-5/8"
AM4891 Carbon Fiber ................. 79.99
AM7991 COBALT....................... 85.99
AM5891 Phantom......................... 69.99
AM7891 Phantom II..................... 85.99
AM3592 SPORT-COMP............. 69.99
AM7691 SPORT-COMP II ......... 85.99
AM4491 ULTRA-LITE .......... 74.99
AM7791 ULTRA-LITE II....... 85.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Full Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"
Note: includes 1/8" NPT sender and 8'
wiring harness.
Note: *With peak and warning.
AM4368* ULTRA-LITE, 0-100 psi. 269.99 ea

Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-5/8"
Includes 10' nylon tubing, 1/8" and 1/4"
NPT ﬁttings.
AM4407 ULTRA-LITE, 0-35 psi 94.99 ea

Water Temperature
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-1/16"
Includes 6' capillary tubing and 1/20" NPT
ﬁtting. All Water Temp gauges measure in ºF.
Note: *Includes 12' of capillary tubing.

AM7132
AM7131
AM4732
AM4731
AM6132
AM6131
AM5932
AM5931
AM7332
AM7331
AM5732
AM5731
AM7532
AM7531
AM3332
AM3333*
AM3331
AM3632
AM3631
AM2432
AM2433*
AM2431
AM4332

B

Dash & Console Components

AM7290

C2, 120º-240º................ 124.99
C2, 140º-280º................ 124.99
Carbon Fiber, 120º-240º 124.99
Carbon Fiber, 140º-280º 124.99
COBALT, 120º-240º.... 124.99
COBALT, 140º-280º.... 124.99
ES, 120º-240º................ 124.99
ES, 140º-280º................ 124.99
NV 120º-240º................ 124.99
NV 140º-280º................ 124.99
Phantom 120º-240º ...... 104.99
Phantom, 140º-280º ..... 104.99
Phantom II, 120º-240º.. 124.99
Phantom II, 140º-280º.. 124.99
SPORT-COMP 120º-240º ... 104.99
SPORT-COMP, 120º-240º .. 109.99
SPORT-COMP, 140º-280º 104.99
SPORT-COMP II,120º-240º . 124.99
SPORT-COMP II,140º-280º. 124.99
TRADITIONAL, 120º-240º 89.99
TRADITIONAL, 120º-240º... 119.99
TRADITIONAL, 140º-280º... 89.99
ULTRA-LITE, 120º-240º 104.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

2-5/8" Pedestal Tachometers
6000 RPM
AM2891 Z-Series ............. 131.99 ea
8000 RPM
AM3708 SPORT-COMP ...... 159.99 ea
AM3707 ULTRA-LITE ....... 159.99 ea
3-3/4" Pedestal Tachometers
8000 RPM
AM5780 Phantom ............ 194.99 ea
AM3780 SPORT-COMP ...... 194.99 ea
AM2895 TRADITIONAL....... 164.99 ea
AM3781 ULTRA-LITE ....... 194.99 ea
AM2894 Z-Series ............. 154.99 ea
8000 RPM Short Sweep
AM2897 TRADITIONAL....... 199.99 ea
10,000 RPM

AM3903

10,000 RPM Mini Monster
AM7290 C2 ...................... 304.99 ea
AM6290 COBALT ........... 304.99 ea
AM5990 ES ...................... 304.99 ea
AM7390 NV ..................... 304.99 ea
AM7590 Phantom II ......... 275.99 ea
AM3690 SPORT-COMP II ... 275.99 ea
AM4990 ULTRA-LITE II . 275.99 ea
5" Pedestal Tachometers
8000 RPM
AM3980 SPORT-COMP ...... 211.99 ea
8000 RPM, External Shift Light
AM3905 SPORT-COMP ...... 309.99 ea
9000 RPM, Memory, Two Stage, Shift
Light, Dual Range
AM6854 ULTRA-LITE ..... 379.99 ea

Note: *With remote mount switch.

AM3700 SPORT-COMP ...... 194.99 ea
AM6604* ULTRA-LITE w/recall.. 359.99 ea
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ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

AM4369 includes 1/8" NPT sender and
1/2" NPT ﬁttings and 8' wiring harness.
AM4355 includes 1/8" NPT sender, 3/8"
and 1/2" NPT ﬁttings and 8'
wiring harness.
Note: *With peak and warning.

AM7155 C2, 100º-260º................ 194.99
AM6155 COBALT, 100º-260º.... 194.99
AM5955 ES, 100º-260º................ 194.99
AM7355 NV, 100º-260º ............... 194.99
AM7555 Phantom II, 100º-260º.. 194.99
AM3655 SPORT-COMP II,100º-260º . 209.99
AM4369 ULTRA-LITE, 60º-210º 194.99
AM4955 ULTRA-LITE II, 100º-260º 194.99
Full Sweep Mechanical, 2-5/8"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Include 6' capillary tubing and 1/2" NPT
ﬁtting.
Note: *Includes 12' of capillary tubing.

AM4832
AM4831
AM7932
AM7931
AM5832
AM5831
AM7832
AM7831
AM3432
AM3433*
AM3431
AM7632
AM7631
AM4432
AM4433*
AM4431
AM7732

AM6290

AM6836

AM3690
AM7599

AM4333* ULTRA-LITE, 120º-240º 119.99
AM4331 ULTRA-LITE, 140º-280º 104.99
AM4932 ULTRA-LITE II 120º-240º 124.99
AM4931 ULTRA-LITE II, 140º-280º 124.99
AM2607 Z-Series, 120º-240º ...... 91.99
AM2606 Z-Series, 140º-280º ...... 89.99
Full Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"

Carbon Fiber, 120º-240º 139.99
Carbon Fiber, 140º-280º 139.99
COBALT, 120º-240º.... 139.99
COBALT, 140º-280º.... 139.99
Phantom, 120º-240º ..... 119.99
Phantom, 140º-280º ..... 119.99
Phantom II, 120º-240º.. 134.99
Phantom II, 140º-280º.. 134.99
SPORT-COMP, 120º-240º 109.99
SPORT-COMP, 120º-240º.. 119.99
SPORT-COMP, 140º-280º .. 109.99
SPORT-COMP, II,120º-240º. 134.99
SPORT-COMP, II,140º-280º. 134.99
ULTRA-LITE, 120º-240º ... 124.99
ULTRA-LITE, 120º-240º ... 124.99
ULTRA-LITE, 140º-280º. 119.99
ULTRA-LITE II, 120º-240º 134.99

AM5990

AM2897

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Includes 1/8" NPT sender, 3/8" and 1/2"
NPT ﬁttings and 8' wiring harness.
Note: *With peak and warning.

AM7955 COBALT, 100º-260º.... 199.99
AM7855 Phantom II, 100º-260º.. 199.99
AM3569 SPORT-COMP, 60º-210º 209.99
AM7655 SPORT-COMP II,100º-260º . 199.99
AM4469 ULTRA-LITE, 60º-210º 204.99
AM4454* ULTRA-LITE 100º-260º . 219.99
AM7755 ULTRA-LITE II, 100º-260º 199.99
Short Sweep Electrical, 2-1/16"
AM1236 AMER. MUSC. 100º-250º 104.99
AM7137 C2, 100º-250º................ 94.99
AM4737 Carbon Fiber, 100º-250º 84.99
AM6137 COBALT, 100º-250º.... 94.99
AM5937 ES, 100º-250º................ 94.99
AM1137 MCX, 100º-260º........... 71.99
AM7337 NV, 100º-250º ............... 94.99
AM5737 Phantom, 100º-250º ..... 74.99
AM7537 Phantom II, 100º-250º.. 94.99
AM3337 SPORT-COMP, 100º-250º 74.99
AM3637 SPORT-COMP II,100º-250º. 94.99
AM2532 TRADITIONAL, 100º-250º 61.99
AM4337 ULTRA-LITE, 100º-250º 74.99
AM4937 ULTRA-LITE II, 100º-250º.. 94.99
AM2635 Z-Series, 100º-250ºF.... 64.99
Short Sweep Electrical, 2-5/8"
AM4837 Carbon Fiber, 100º-250º. 104.99
AM7937 COBALT, 100º-250º.... 104.99
AM5837 Phantom, 100º-250º ..... 84.99
AM7837 Phantom II, 100º-250º.. 104.99
AM3531 SPORT-COMP, 100º-250º. 84.99
AM7637 SPORT-COMP II,100º-250º 104.99
AM4437 ULTRA-LITE, 100º-250º 84.99
AM7737 ULTRA-LITE II, 100º-250º. 104.99

AM3781

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

AM5899

AM7499

9000 RPM, Memory, Two Stage, Shift
Light, Single Range
AM6856 ULTRA-LITE ..... 379.99 ea
9000 RPM, w/4 Stage Light & Recall
AM6835 Carbon Fiber ....... 559.99 ea
AM6832 ULTRA-LITE..... 529.99 ea
10,000 RPM, Memory & 2 Stage
External Shiftlight
AM3906 SPORT-COMP ...... 359.99 ea
10,000 RPM, External Shiftlight
AM7299 C2......................... 329.99 ea
AM4899 Carbon Fiber ....... 329.99 ea
AM6299 COBALT ............ 329.99 ea
AM5999 ES ........................ 329.99 ea
AM7499 NV ....................... 329.99 ea
AM5899 Phantom .............. 309.99 ea
AM7599 Phantom II .......... 324.99 ea
AM3904 SPORT-COMP ... 309.99 ea
AM3699 SPORT-COMP II 324.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

AM7731 ULTRA-LITE II, 140º-280º 134.99 ea
Full Sweep Electrical, 2-5/8"

AM4999

AM2894

AM3911 ULTRA-LITE..... 309.99 ea
AM4999 ULTRA-LITE II . 324.99 ea
10,000 RPM, Memory
AM5795 Phantom .............. 319.99 ea
10,000 RPM
AM3900 SPORT-COMP ... 211.99 ea
AM3910 ULTRA-LITE..... 211.99 ea
10,000 RPM, Dial Shiftlight
AM3903 SPORT-COMP ... 309.99 ea
11,000 RPM, w/4 Stage Light & Recall
AM6836 Carbon Fiber ....... 559.99 ea
AM6834 ULTRA-LITE..... 529.99 ea
11,000 RPM, Memory, Two Stage
Shiftlight and Single Range
AM6858 ULTRA-LITE..... 379.99 ea
11,000 RPM, Memory, Two Stage
Shiftlight and Dual Range
AM6855 ULTRA-LITE..... 379.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Gauge Accessories
Distributorless Tach Adapter
AM5331

AM5330

Quick-Lite Shift-Lite
Ultra-Fast response, vibration resistant amber
LED light. Compatible with all external shift light
tachometers and DPSS controllers sold separately.
AM5330
black .................................. 64.99 ea
AM5331
silver .................................. 64.99 ea
AM5329
chrome ............................... 86.99 ea

AM5332

Super-Lite 12 LED Shift-Lite
A brighter LED illuminated version of the Shift-Lite.
This light uses 12 bright amber LEDs and features a
three position brightness switch. Available in black
or silver. Use with external, non-LED based, shift
light tachometers or DPSS controller sold separately.
AM5332
black .................................... 95.99 ea
AM5333
silver.................................... 96.99 ea

MCX Series In-Dash Gauge

This tach adapter is designed
to adapt a standard ignition
tachometer, Pro Shift light,
or RPM activated module to
be used with distributorless
ignition systems.
Note: For use with distributorless ignition
systems only.

AM9117

tach adapter........................ 109.99 ea

Features a domed lens,
bright white dial face, black
numbering and increments
and ﬂuorescent red pointers
and a chrome Super Bezel.
When lit for night time use,
the gauges display “full
dial” white illumination
provided by patented LED
AM1110
lighting technology. The
light intensity can be controlled through
the optional LED Lighting Dimmer
independently from your OE dash lighting
(available separately).
Important: Electric speedometers operate on 500-200,000
pulse/mile sending units. Use existing sender if vehicle
is originally equipped with an electric speedometer. Use
AM5291 to convert from mechanical drive to electric.
Tachometers operate on 4, 6, or 8 cylinder engines with most
factory or aftermarket ignitions. Some fuel gauges use the
vehicle’s stock sending unit. Measure resistance using an
ohmmeter with the sending unit ﬂoat in the empty and
full position to determine the correct fuel gauge.

Copper Tubing Set
For mechanical pressure gauges (except fuel, nitrous, or
brake pressure gauges). Includes: 6 feet of 1/8" copper
line, 1/8" NPT male to 1/8" compression ﬁtting, 1/8"
NPT female to 1/8" compression ﬁtting, grommet, and
1/8" NPT to 1/4" NPT bushing.
AM3224
copper tubing ..................... 16.99 set

Electric Programmable Speedo & Tach Combo 5"
AM1190
120 MPH/8000 RPM ........ 429.99 ea
Electric Quad Gauge Combo 5"
AM1110
fuel/oil/water/volt............. 279.99 ea

A5700251

A5700252

Under Dash Gauge Panel
LE194A

AM3294 AM3296

LED Replacement Bulbs
AM10200

AM12201

1982-02 Gauge Pillars and Pods
Full pillar pods and standard gauge pods are the easiest
way of adding additional gauges to your interior and
maintaining a factory look. They easily attach to your
A-Pillar and cover your existing stock pillar. Each full
pillar pod is designed to exactly match the size and
shape of your stock pillar for unequaled ﬁt and ﬁnish.
These pillar pods are available in black ABS and can
be painted to match the color of your interior. The
pillars are available in triple or dual 2-1/16" gauge
conﬁgurations. The standard pods are available in dual
2-1/16", single 2-1/16", or single 2-5/8" conﬁgurations.
Note: Gauges sold separately.

Light Bulb Covers
For optional lighting color on most gauges. Does not
work with Digital and LED Lit gauges (i.e., COBALT,
C2, NV, Phantom II, SPORT-COMP II, ULTRA-LITE
II). Set of 3.
AM3215
green ................................... 9.99 set
AM3214
red ....................................... 9.99 set
AM3207
blue ..................................... 9.99 set
AM3208
yellow ................................. 9.99 set

Full Pillar with Dual 2-1/16" Gauge Holes
AM12200 1982-92 black hardtop 79.99
AM12202 1982-92 black T-Top .. 79.99
AM12212 1997-02 black T-Top .. 79.99
Full Pillar with Triple 2-1/16" Gauge Holes
AM12201 1982-92 black hardtop 89.99
AM12203 1982-92 black T-Top .. 84.99
AM12213 1997-02 black T-Top .. 84.99
Standard Pod with Single 2-1/16" Gauge Hole
AM10201 1982-92 black ............ 34.99
AM10211 1993-98 black ............ 34.99
Standard Pod with Single 2-5/8" Gauge Hole
AM10212 1993-98 black ............ 34.99
Standard Pod with Dual 2-1/16" Gauge Holes
AM10200 1982-92 black ............ 39.99
AM10210 1993-98 black ............ 41.99
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

30301

Universal Gauge Harness
If you want to keep your under dash area organized
or you think that you need to remove gauges from
time to time then you need to install our universal
gauge harness. It will connect all major brand gauges
including AutoMeter and VDO and works with most
dash layouts and sizes.
Universal Gauge Harness
30301
for cable driven speedometer... 88.99 ea
30302
for electric speedometer .......... 88.99 ea
1/8" Indicator Lamps
80200
amber ....................................... 6.99 ea
80201
red ............................................ 6.99 ea
80202
green ........................................ 6.99 ea
5/16" Indicator Lamps
80203
amber ....................................... 6.99 ea
80204
red ............................................ 6.99 ea
80205
green ........................................ 6.99 ea
80206
blue .......................................... 6.99 ea
1/2" Indicator Lamps
80208
amber ....................................... 7.99 ea
80209
red ............................................ 8.99 ea
80210
green ........................................ 7.99 ea
80211
blue .......................................... 7.99 ea

AutoMeter Gauges
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Upgrade your standard instrument lighting with intense
LEDs. For all AutoMeter gauges (except clocks, A/F
ratio, and Auto Gage), speedometers and tachometers.
Does not work with Digital and LED lit gauges (i.e.
COBALT, C2, NV, Phantom II, SPORT-COMP II,
ULTRA-LITE II). Sold individually.
194 Series Bulbs
LE194R
red ..................................... 9.99 pr
LE194G
green ................................. 9.99 pr
LE194B
blue ................................... 9.99 pr
LE194A
amber ................................ 9.99 pr
LW194W
white ................................. 9.99 pr
Tachometers
Replaces the small twist-in bulb on the front “shield”.
AM3294
red ..................................... 11.99 ea
AM3295
green ................................. 14.99 ea
AM3296
blue ................................... 14.99 ea
AM3297
amber ................................ 14.99 ea

Retro style deep finned gauge panels, beautifully
cast in quality aluminum for 2-1/16" and 2-1/8"
gauges. The deep fins reflect the famous head
designs of the hot rod era. Mounting flange is
undrilled for custom configurations.
A5700250
1 hole panel ........................ 32.99 ea
A5700251
2 hole panel ........................ 39.99 ea
A5700252
3 hole panel ........................ 48.99 ea
A5700253
4 hole panel ........................ 58.99 ea
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RL6701B

RG6768CW

Rear Auxiliary Input
Authentic Push Button Styling
18W x 4 RMS Power Ampliﬁer/
40W x 4 Peak Power Output
AM/FM Tuner with 30 Presets
LCD Display with Enhanced Viewing Angle

Includes Authentic Retro Style Metal Knobs!

RG6768CB RG6768CW RG1969C
RG7081C

Made-For-iPod®/iPhone® or Android Phones
Handsfree Bluetooth Phone Operation
Stream Wireless Audio from iPhone®
or Android®-based Phones
AM/FM RDS Tunner With 30 Presets

1967-81 Long Beach Radios

RG7081B

1967-81 Laguna AM/FM Radios
The Laguna AM/FM radio couples a classic retro appearance with modern electronics and
advanced technology. Features 30 station presets, rear auxiliary input and the exclusive
“Inﬁnimount” shaft bracket system which allows you to adjust the radio shafts to ﬁt virtually any
OE radio opening. Includes authentic retro style metal knobs for a factory original appearance.
Includes: Chrome Radio, Buttons, and Knobs
RG6768CB 1967-68 with black and chrome faceplate ................... 209.99 kit
RG6768CW 1967-68 with walnut faceplate ..................................... 209.99 kit
RG1969C
1969
w/chrome radio bezel & chrome knobs w/blk dot 209.99 kit
Includes: Chrome Radio, Buttons, and Bezel
RG7081B
1970-81 with black knobs ............................................ 209.99 kit
RG7081C
1970-81 with chrome knobs......................................... 209.99 kit

RH6701W

RL6902C

32,000 Color LCD Illumination
25 Watts x 4 RMS/45 Watts x 4 Peak Power Output
Dual RCA Pre-outs plus Subwoofer Output
Rear Mounted USB Ports & Two Auxiliary Inputs for
Apple® or Other Mobile Devices

The new Long Beach radio is SiriusXM-Ready® and the only Apple®-licensed MadeFor-iPod® radio for your classic car! Play and charge your iPod®, iTouch® or iPhone®
through your audio system. The Long Beach also has built-in Bluetooth® for handsfree
calling as well as wireless audio streaming from any Android® -based phone or iPhone®.
Featuring push button styling and a new 32,000 color display, the Long Beach looks like
the original radio but offers the most modern technology available for your classic ride.
Important: *SiriusXM satellite radio requires monthly subscription and radio tuner (sold
separately.) For radio tuner see part number XM300.

1967-68 – Includes: Chrome Radio, Buttons, and Knobs
RL6701B 1967-68
with black and chrome faceplate................. 429.99
RL6701W 1967-68
with walnut faceplate ................................... 429.99
1967-68 – Includes: Black Radio and Buttons with Chrome Knobs
RL6702B 1967-68
with black and chrome faceplate................. 429.99
RL6702W 1967-68
with walnut faceplate ................................... 429.99
1969 – Includes: Chrome Radio Bezel and Chrome Knobs with Black Dot
RL6901C 1969
with chrome radio & buttons ...................... 429.99
RL6902C 1969
with black radio & buttons........................... 429.99
1970-81 – Includes: Chrome Radio and Buttons with Black Knobs
RL7001B 1970-81
with black radio bezel ................................. 429.99
RL7001C 1970-81
with chrome radio bezel .............................. 429.99
1970-81 – Includes: Black Radio, Buttons, and Knobs
RL7002B 1970-81
with black radio bezel ................................. 429.99
RL7002C 1970-81
with chrome radio bezel .............................. 429.99
1970-81 – Includes: Chrome Radio, Buttons, and Knobs
RL7801B 1970-81
with black radio bezel ................................. 429.99
RL7801C 1970-81
with chrome radio bezel .............................. 429.99
1970-81 – Includes: Black Radio and Buttons with Chrome Knobs
RL7802B 1970-81
with black radio bezel ................................. 429.99
RL7802C 1970-81
with chrome radio bezel .............................. 429.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

RH6901C

Built-in Bluetooth® Technology for
Handsfree Phone Operation
Wireless Streaming from
iPhone®/Android®-Based Phones
LCD Display with Selectable
White or Green Illumination

AM/FM Tuner with 30 Presets & RDS
2 Rear Auxiliary Inputs
Two Sets of RCA Low Level Outputs
25 Watt x 4 Channel RMS Ampliﬁer
Plays MP3/WMA Files Via USB Input

B
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1967-81 Hermosa Radios
The RetroSound Hermosa series radio offers modern technology combined with a
classic look, down to authentic push button styling and metal knobs. Now includes
Built-in Bluetooth® wireless technology for handsfree phone operation and wireless
audio streaming from iPhone® or Android®-based phones. The Hermosa plays your
digital WMA or MP3 music ﬁles through its rear USB input, or you can plug in your
iPod® or portable MP3 player through the rear auxiliary inputs. It also features a new
dual color (green or white) display, front and rear RCA pre-outs and a built-in 25
watts x 4 channel RMS ampliﬁer.
1967-68 – Includes: Chrome Radio, Buttons, and Knobs
RH6701B
1967-68
with black and chrome faceplate.......... 344.99 kit
RH6701W
1967-68
with walnut faceplate ........................... 344.99 kit
1967-68 – Includes: Black Radio and Buttons with Chrome Knobs
RH6702B
1967-68
with black and chrome faceplate.......... 344.99 kit
RH6702W
1967-68
with walnut faceplate ............................ 344.99 kit
1969 – Includes: Chrome Radio Bezel and Chrome Knobs with Black Dot
RH6901C
1969
with chrome radio and buttons.............. 344.99 kit
RH6902C
1969
with black radio and buttons ................. 344.99 kit
1970-81 – Includes: Chrome Radio and Buttons with Black Knobs
RH7001B
1970-81
with black radio bezel .......................... 344.99 kit
RH7001C
1970-81
with chrome radio bezel ....................... 344.99 kit
1970-81 – Includes: Black Radio, Buttons, and Knobs
RH7002B
1970-81
with black radio bezel .......................... 344.99 kit
RH7002C
1970-81
with chrome radio bezel ....................... 344.99 kit
1970-81 – Includes: Chrome Radio, Buttons, and Knobs
RH7801B
1970-81
with black radio bezel .......................... 344.99 kit
RH7801C
1970-81
with chrome radio bezel ....................... 344.99 kit
1970-81 – Includes: Black Radio and Buttons with Chrome Knobs
RH7802B
1970-81
with black radio bezel .......................... 344.99 kit
RH7802C
1970-81
with chrome radio bezel ....................... 344.99 kit
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F87691

Original Appearance – Replicates the Factory Radio
Original Feel – Knobs, Buttons and Dial Function
as Original
180 Watt RMS Power Ampliﬁer
Digital AM/FM Tuner with Presets

RCA Inputs for iPod, MP3, or
Satellite Radio
RCA Jacks for Left Side, Right Side, and
Subwoofer
Switch Selectable for 1-4 Speakers
Receives U.S. and European Frequencies

1967-76 Modern Reproduction Radio
These all new radios have the exact look and feel of the original radio, but have
the audio performance you expect from today’s technology. These radios install
without any modiﬁcations to the dash and free up additional space behind the dash
due to its compact size. Radios include die-cast chrome knobs and functioning AM/
FM station presets (where applicable.) Designed and manufactured in the USA.
F87691
1967-68 radio with die-cast chrome faceplate ............ 639.99 ea
F87692
1969
radio with correct knobs and blue light ........ 639.99 ea
F87693
1970
radio with correct knobs and orange light .... 639.99 ea
F87694
1971-76 radio with correct knobs and orange light .... 639.99 ea

Bluetooth Receiver Adapter
®

Now you can wirelessly stream audio and
take handsfree calls from the road in your
Classic Camaro! Simply plug this into your
cigarette lighter, connect the cable to your
radio’s 3.5mm input jack, and pair your Bluetooth®
enabled phone or other device... that’s it! You’ll be ready to wirelessly stream
music from your device to your audio system. Calls and music are routed
through your car’s speakers for excellent sound quality. Includes Bluetooth
adapter and 18" extension cable.
AR9901
Bluetooth® adapter ............................................................. 41.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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SCP04

radio off

radio on

CA02EWC

A Full 200 Watts (4 x 50) of Power
4 Way Fader
Separate Bass and Treble Tone Controls
30 Station Presets (12AM/18FM)
1950’s style

Camaro script

1967-81 AM/FM with Auxiliary

solid Bow Tie w/Chevrolet

Screen Protectors
RetroSound screen protectors feature a vintage appearance, giving your digital
RetroSound radio an added feel of authenticity. Similar to what’s used on cell phone
screens, these clear screen protectors apply without adhesive making them simple
to apply and easy to remove. Available with either a vintage style logo or with a
GM licensed logo. Each set includes 3 screen protectors.
Note: Radio shown for illustration purposes only and is available separately.

Vintage Style Logos
Fits Laguna, Hermosa and Long Beach radios
SCP01
1950’s style ..........................................................................
SCP03
early 1960’s style .................................................................
SCP02
late 1960’s style....................................................................
SCP43
late 1960’s style with “solid state” .......................................
SCP04
AM/FM style........................................................................
GM Licensed Logos
Fits Laguna, Hermosa, and Long Beach radios
SCP19
Camaro script logo ...............................................................
SCP16
Chevrolet block lettering......................................................
SCP17
solid Bow Tie logo with Chevrolet ......................................
SCP20
Bow Tie outline logo............................................................
SCP21
vintage “GM” style lettering ................................................

11.99
11.99
11.99
11.99
11.99

set
set
set
set
set

24.99
24.99
24.99
24.99
24.99

set
set
set
set
set

Electronic Tuner
Auxiliary Inputs
Digital Clock
4 Channel Dual RCA Pre-out

A great look and sound at an awesome price. Now with auxiliary audio input for
iPod®, MP3, or satellite radio. Installation is easy and each system includes detailed
instructions along with installation hardware. Enjoy top of the line sound with
Custom Autosound’s 200 watt stereo.
Chrome Face
CA02EBC
1967-68
black bezel ............................................ 179.99 ea
CA02EWC
1967-68
walnut bezel .......................................... 179.99 ea
CA02MC
1969-77
............................................................... 179.99 ea
CA02LC
1978-81
............................................................... 179.99 ea

CUD601B

A Full 240 Watts of Power (4 x 60)
Auxilary Input for iPod®, MP3, Satellite
Electronic Volume and Tuning Controls

16 Station Presets (4 AM/12 FM)
Separate Bass and Treble Controls
Digital Clock
4 Channel RCA Pre-out

1967-81 AM/FM Radio CD Controller
15202

AM/FM Selector Slider
180 Watts of Power
Scan Button

MP3/iPod® Ready
Remote Control
Original Style Analog Controls

Don’t need a cassette? All radios are supplied with the correct surround bezel for
your Camaro. Enjoy top of the line sound with a 240 watt stereo.
Radio Only
CU601B
1967-68
black faceplate .......................................... 249.99 ea
CU601W
1967-68
walnut faceplate ........................................ 249.99 ea
CU602B
1969-77
................................................................... 249.99 ea
CU630
1978-81
................................................................... 249.99 ea

Classic Style AM/FM/CD Player with USB
Featuring classic inspired
styling with chrome rimmed
dual control knobs and ﬁnned
black or chrome display bezel,
this CD player is designed to
ﬁt ‘DIN’ (approx. 7.2" x 2.11")
radio openings, most ‘84 up
CU809B
models or vehicles modiﬁed for
DIN radios (single CD players). Featuring a fold down, fully detachable front panel,
USB/SD/MMC and Aux-In jack interfaces and offers MP3 and WMA playback
capability as well as an AM/FM radio. The extra large, multi-color screen displays
the artist name and song title. The CD/MP3 deck features electronic
shock protection, 4 x 40 watts of power,1 pair of RCA pre-outs.
CU809C
chrome .......................................................................... 168.99 ea
CU809B
black ............................................................................. 168.99 ea

Direct Fit 1.5 DIN Size for GM Vehicles
Built-in Bluetooth®
25 Watts x 4 Channel RMS Ampliﬁer
Front and Rear with Subwoofer RCA Outputs

Front Mounted USB for iPod® or Flash Drive
Front Mounted Aux Input for Portable Devices
No Mounting Kit Required

1982-02 Newport Radio
The RetroSound Newport is the direct ﬁt modern audio upgrade with a factory style
appearance for 1982-02 models. Designed for 1.5 DIN (3" x 7") dash openings,
the Newport offers the most modern high tech features including an iPod interface,
Bluetooth connectivity, dual USB ports, and 2 auxiliary inputs for portable devices.
Dual color (amber or green) illumination lets you match the Newport to your vehicle’s
backlighting and blend in to your interior.
Important: Factory Delco/Bose sound systems require an adapter to retain the factory
ampliﬁed speaker system.

NR10101
NR10102

1982-89
1990-92

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1.5 DIN radio ............................................ 418.99 kit
1.5 DIN radio ............................................ 419.99 kit
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1969-76 Digital AM/FM Radio
Reproduction AM/FM radios for 1969-76 Camaro models. This new digital AM/FM
radio features an original style look with today’s technology. These radios will install
into any 1969-76 original or reproduction dash without modiﬁcation, features a digital
display that turns black when off, and holds ten station presets.
15202
1969
blue light ...................................................... 344.99 ea
15203
1970
orange light .................................................. 344.99 ea
15204
1971-76
green light .................................................... 344.99 ea

In-Dash Audio

A8100290

SiriusXM Onyx Plus “Plug and Play” Receiver
The SiriusXM Onyx Plus satellite radio receiver lets
you listen to SiriusXM anywhere, anytime. This kit
includes everything you need to add satellite radio
to any RetroSound radio through the auxiliary input.
It also includes a built-in FM modulator to interface
with any radio with FM stereo. The full color display
features album art, channel logos and graphics. You
can store up to 20 of your favorite channels for one
touch access, and you can pause, rewind and replay live
satellite radio and catch up on the latest sports scores
with Sports Ticker. This kit includes a magnetic mount
antenna, aux-in cable and all the mounting accessories
you will need. Monthly subscription required. Start
songs from the beginning when you tune to a smart
Favorite channel. Listen at home, at ofﬁce, outdoors,
or in additional vehicles. Lock and unlock channels
with mature content.
A910107
all........................................ 79.99 ea

RD01

1967-69 Glove Box Radio Mount
Install any aftermarket radio you want while maintaining
the original look of your dash! These direct ﬁt radio
mounts allow you install any single DIN stereo head
unit in your glove box without any fabrication or
modiﬁcations to your car. Manufactured from laser
cut steel and CNC bent for an exact ﬁt. Made in USA.
A8100290 1967-68 without AC ....... 59.99 ea
A8100291 1969
without AC ....... 59.99 ea

RD02

RD03

1967-69 Radio Delete Plate
HC446

512441

1967-69 Radio Support Bracket
Over a multitude of years and vehicle ownerships, the
original radio support bracket is usually removed to
make way for aftermarket radio tastes. A reproduction
of this often discarded bracket is available for factory
original AM or AM/FM radios.

Radio delete plates for 1967-69 Camaro models with
radio delete option. Molded from sturdy black ABS
plastic. The 1967-68 plate includes the “pebble grain”
texture to match the surrounding dash. The 1969
plate has chrome trim like the original. All mounting
hardware is included with each plate.
RD01
1967-68
............................ 89.99 ea
RD02
1969
standard interior .. 119.99 ea
RD03
1969
deluxe interior..... 129.99 ea

Note: Not for use with aftermarket radios.

HC446
512441

1967-68 ................................... 9.99 ea
1969 ........................................ 9.99 ea
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CR601

Wireless Control Up
to 40'
200 Watts 4 x 50
USB MP3/WMA Flash
Drive Player
iPod® Interface with
7' Docking Cable
Alpha Numeric LCD
Display Shows Artist/
Song Titles
Satellite Radio Input
Auxiliary Audio Input

4 Channel 3 Volt RCA
Pre-outs
Subwoofer Pre-out
Electronic Volume,
Bass, Treble, Balance,
and Fader
5 Selectable iEQ
Curves
24 Station presets
(6 AM/18 FM)
Blue LED Illumination

1967-68 OEM Radio Faceplate

1969 Radio Woodgrain Plates

Reproduction radio faceplate bezel for 1967-68 Camaro
models. Die-cast construction and features the correct
black semi-gloss ﬁnish along with original style
chrome outer trim. For original factory radios only.
The aftermarket radios require a different plate due to
differences in the knob spacing. This plate has knob
spacing of 6-3/8" from volume hole to tuning hole.
3886998
1967-68 ................................ 48.99 ea

Excellent reproduction of the correct Cherrywood radio
plates featuring steel backing with the correct mounting
tabs for easy installation. This item includes a volume
control plate and a tuning control plate.
K152
1969 .......................................... 29.99 pr

Sound Systems
SecretAudio systems are an excellent choice for any
project vehicle because they allow you to keep your
original radio intact, or you can hide your audio
system altogether! The tuner/amp unit can be hidden
out of sight and controlled by either the LCD Display/
Controller or a mounted LCD panel with a RF remote
control. Both systems boast excellent audio features
which make them an ideal choice for any street rod,
classic, or custom.
Secret Audio w/LCD Display/Remote
All system functions are controlled by and shown on
the rechargeable remote controller/LCD. Includes
LCD holder (usage is optional) and cigarette lighter
adapter for charging.
CR601 tuner w/LCD display/remote .. 411.99 set
Secret Audio w/Compact RF Remote
Features an LCD display that can be mounted
virtually anywhere and controlled by the compact
radio frequency (RF) remote. Includes ﬂush mount
bezel and mounting bracket for your choice of LCD
display mounting.
S102
tuner with RF remote ............. 328.99 set
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RW200LV
CM2120

1967-68 Aftermarket Radio Faceplate
1969-72 Radio Lens

The original radio faceplates are not compatible with
later AM/FM radios. This faceplate can be used with
virtually any late model radio which feature horizontal
adjusting knob arms. Our new faceplates will eliminate
the need to cut your original faceplate. Choose from
the walnut woodgrain, or black.
1967-68 Black Faceplate
RB100S
1-3/4" x 4" opening ........ 29.99 ea
RB100L
2" x 4" opening ............... 29.99 ea
1968 Walnut Faceplate
RW200SV
1-3/4"x4-1/8" opening .... 29.99 ea
RW200LV
2" x 4-1/8" opening ........ 19.99 ea

Reproduction radio lenses are available for 1969-72
Camaro models with original radios. These lenses
duplicate the originals in every detail and feature the
correct lettering and colors. Available for AM/FM
mono or stereo radios.
CM2120 1969-70 mono white letters 29.99 ea
CM2121 1969
stereo lt grn letters 29.99 ea
CM2120 1970
stereo white letters 29.99 ea
CM4615 1971-72 mono white letters 31.99 ea
CM4616 1971-72 stereo white letters 31.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Radio Color Bar
1969-70 Stereo Radio Knobs
1967-68 Die-Cast Radio Knob Sets

Reproduction tone and fader control knobs produced
in a plastic chrome-plated material as original. For
factory original radios only.
K657
1969-70
stereo ................... 12.99 pr

Radio Power-Off Delay

OER ® reproduction radio knobs for 1967-68
Camaro models with original AM or AM/FM
radios. Manufactured as original in chrome-plated
die-cast metal and black plastic. Available for mono
or stereo applications.
Note: For factory radios only.

K661
K662

1967-68
1967-68

14611

Reproduction color bars made popular on cars from
the 1950’s through the 70’s. This cool accessory can
be mounted anywhere and is run through your stereo
to light up and move to the music. Includes 2 different
interchangeable lenses for different lighting affects.
Mounting hardware and instructions also included.
14611
black .................................... 309.99 ea
14612
chrome ................................. 369.99 ea

mono .................... 21.99 set
stereo ................... 21.99 set

1969-70 Mono Radio Knobs

With this new device, you
can listen to your radio after
you remove the key from the
ignition! It will keep the radio
power active for 15 minutes or
until a door is opened. It can also be wired to control
all accessory power so you still have control of
the power windows after the key is off.
RE12005
............................................. 69.99 ea

Reproduction tone control and dummy knobs produced
in a plastic chrome-plated material as original. For
factory original radios only.
K656
1969-70 mono ...................... 12.99 pr

1967-68 Die-Cast Radio Knobs

RediRad MP3/CD Player Adapter

OER ® reproduction radio knobs for 1967-68
Camaro models with original AM or AM/FM radios.
Manufactured as original in chrome-plated die-cast
metal. Will ﬁt mono or stereo applications.
Note: For factory radios only.

3897313

1967-68 ................................. 19.99 pr

1969-70 Volume and Tuning Knobs
Reproduction volume and tuning control knobs for
1969-70 factory original AM or AM/FM radios.
K652
1969-70 .................................... 16.99 pr

RediRad is the only portable music adapter specially
designed for older vehicles. Music is routed from
any portable music player such as a cassette, CD or
MP3 player, even satellite radio into your AM/FM
radio without modiﬁcation. Designed for simple and
out-of-sight installation, it uses a standard audio plug
on a 6 foot cable to connect to your portable player.
14923
RediRad adapter ...................... 99.99 ea

1971-78 Radio Control Knobs

1967-72 Radio Mount Shaft Nut
Correct radio mounting
nut used to hold radio
in place. This fits all
1967-72 models.
KW107
1967-72
7/16"-28 x 1/8" ..... 4.99 pr

1971-76 Fader/Tone Control Knob
Reproduction inner stereo control knobs. These knobs
go behind the volume and tuner knobs to control the
fader and tone functions.
Y1058 1971-76 without tab .............. 9.99 ea

Blower Motor Capacitor
This item will help to
eliminate static in the radio
from your Camaro blower
motor assembly. For all
AM/FM radios.
G5510
.............................................. 49.99 ea

Bluetooth Interface
Wireless interface for Custom Autosound CD controller
radios (USA-630, Secretaudio (SST and SRMS),
USA-66). This adapter plugs into the CD changer port
of your Custom Autosound radio and gives you the
ability to do handsfree calling from your Bluetooth®
capable phone. Also listen to music stored on your
A2DP enabled bluetooth device.
A910300
............................................ 99.99 ea

SiriusXM Radio Tuner Set

1967-68 Radio Tone Control Knobs

1967-68 Radio Retainer Screws

Reproduction tone control knob and a fader control
knob produced in original black color. For factory
original radios only.
K478
1967-68
mono .................... 7.99 pr
K478S
1967-68
stereo .................... 7.99 pr

Reproduction radio retainer screws for Camaro models
that attach radio to the dash panel under the radio bezel.
This special screw with a unique thread count is for
original radios only.
A9100213
1967-68 ................................ 2.99 pr

The SiriusXM radio tuner set connects directly to any
of the RetroSound satellite ready radios to provide the
signal required. No need for special adapters or cables.
The compact size installs easily and discreetly behind
the dash for a fully integrated look.
XM300 SiriusXM .................................. 69.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Reproduction volume and tuning control knobs for
1971-78 Camaro factory radios. Each knob includes
the correct sound and note markings as shown. Sold
in pairs. AM or AM/FM push button.
330107
1971-78 .................................. 21.99 pr

In-Dash Audio

1967-70 Backseat Driver

S5053

1967-81 Dual Voice Coil Front Speaker
Upgrade your dash speaker to a dual voice coil speaker!
These 140 watt upgrades offer 70% more cone and
dual tweeters. Both stereo channels connect directly
to one speaker.

Add some bottom end and power to your system with
our custom bass speakers panel! Equipped with two
8" woofers and a 400 watt amp. This panel mounts
behind the rear seat from inside the trunk. All cables
and wires are included!
BSD100 1967-70 coupe only ......... 229.99 ea

Note: *Bracket mounted.

Compact Footprint: 9" x 2-3/4" x 13-3/4"
100 Watt Max Power Output
High/Low Level Inputs
Adjustable Crossover Network (50-100Hz)
180 Degree Phase Control
35-100 Hz Frequency Response Range

S5053
S5001V
S5002V*

1967-69
1967-69
1970-81

without AC ...... 54.99 ea
with AC............ 54.99 ea
without AC ...... 54.99 ea

S5003

36559

Powered 8" Subwoofer

1967-81 Dual Front Speaker

Retrosound’s new powered subwoofer is a great way to
add some bass to your audio system. This low proﬁle
subwoofer features a die-cast aluminum enclosure for
optimal heat dissipation and has a compact footprint
for easy mounting under or behind seats. Measures:
9" x 2-3/4" x 13-3/4".
RB450
8" subwoofer ......................... 189.99 ea

Kenwood upgrade replacement for your original
in-dash speaker. This great quality speaker are built
and designed to ﬁt directly under the dash as original.
Each in-dash speaker includes 2 speakers built into 1
assembly with wiring.
21 Watt Speakers
S5003
1967-69
without AC ........... 69.99 ea
40 Watt Speakers
S5004
1967-69
with AC................. 69.99 ea
S5005
1979-81
bracket mount ....... 69.99 ea

CA70068

1967-81 Audio Harness
Reproduction audio and radio harnesses for 1967-81
models. Choose from various harnesses.
Note: *For single mono speakers.

UNDERCOVER Speakers

B

Dash & Console Components

Custom Autosound designed and manufactured these
speakers speciﬁcally for under seat or horizontal wall
installations. They could be used on large parcel shelves
– wherever! Compact unit with one 5-1/2" woofer and
Piezo tweeter in each enclosure. Under seat ﬁt for most
pre-1978 cars and trucks. 120 watt capacity! If you’ve
got the space we have the solution! Each enclosure
measures: 3" x 8-1/4" x 11-1/4". Sold in pairs.

Radio Power Feed Connectors
36559
1978-81 radio power feed ....
Speaker Harnesses
CG50858* 1967-68 rear deck harness ...
CG53526 1967-69 4 speaker stereo .....
CA70068 1967-69 frt stereo speakers ..
CA08210 1967-69 rr deck stereo hrnss
Radio Memory Feed Connector
36560
1981
...............................
Stereo Power Extensions
CA85250 1968
stereo multiplex .....
8-Track Harnesses
CA85249 1967-69 with multi speaker

11.99 ea
35.99
55.99
39.99
35.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

11.99 ea
28.99 ea
39.99 ea
SPUV69

Note: These speakers have a 6 Ohm rating, check for
compatibility with your audio system.

S5060

1967-92 6" x 9" Rear Speaker Sets

............................................. 128.99 pr

Three models to choose from. For 1967-92 coupe
models. Each set includes two 6" x 9" speakers and
grills. The mesh style rear seat shelf includes the 6" x 9"
speaker hole cutout and works great with these speakers.
Custom Autosound Triaxial
SPUV69
1967-92
80 watts............. 88.99 set
Kenwood
SPUV70
1967-92
300 watts........... 74.99 set

UNDERCOVER II Upgrade Speakers
The UNDERCOVER II with an 8" woofer and
2 Piezo tweeters in each box. This system can
be mounted in many of the same locations as the
regular UNDERCOVER. With the 8" woofer in
UNDERCOVER II you get a much fuller deeper sound.
These are a great addition to our Concours series radios
with their 200 watt capacity. Sold in pairs. Measures:
11" x 12-1/2" x 3".
Note: These speakers have a 4 Ohm rating, check for
compatibility with your audio system.

S5064

104

................................................ 164.99 pr
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S5001

Radio Noise Suppressor

These excellent replacement for original front in-dash
speakers offer clear, modern sound. Designed and built
to ﬁt directly under the dash in the original location.
Includes wiring.
S5000
1967-69 w/o AC 100 watt 38.99 ea
S5001
1967-69 w/AC
60 watt .. 38.99 ea
S2003
1970-81 w/mono 60 watt .. 38.99 ea
S5025
1970-81 w/stereo 60 watt .. 38.99 pr

Sometimes after installing
any new sound system, you
may experience bothersome
engine/alternator noise. Be
sure to check all grounds
for good connections (radio,
antenna, amp, etc.). If you
still hear engine/alternator
“whine”, our quality noise
suppressor may eliminate this problem.
NSP1
universal type ........................... 19.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

1967-81 Dual Front Speaker

Audio Accessories

SPUV46

1967-69 Kick Panel Speakers
RB338

1967-81 Ultra Thin Speakers
The RetroSound Ultra Thin speakers are designed
and sized to ﬁt in a OEM or a custom location. These
speakers feature a custom tooled, low proﬁle basket
and ultra thin Neodymium magnet structure. Due to
their ultra thin mounting depth proﬁle, 1.30" and 1.77",
you can mount them in places other speakers can’t
ﬁt. Features include full range speakers with a low
proﬁle Mylar tweeter assembly, single or dual voice
coil system, rigid poly cone, and Santoprene surround.
1967-81 Dual Voice Coil Dash Speakers
1967-69 with AC – 100 Watt Max
RB333 5" x 7" 1.77" mounting depth 64.99 ea
1967-69 without AC – 160 Watt Max
RB332 4" x 10" 1.77" mounting depth 79.99 ea
1970-81 with Factory Mono Stereo – 160 Watt Max
RB332 4" x 10" 1.77" mounting depth 79.99 ea
Universal Speakers Ultra Thin
Single Voice Coil – 100 Watt Max
RB336 6.5" dia. 1.77" mounting depth 89.99 pr
Single Voice Coil – 80 Watt Max
RB338 4" x 6" 1.30" mounting depth 89.99 pr

RB335

1967-81 Replacement Dash Speakers
These RetroSound standard replacement dash
speakers are just what your looking for to ﬁnish your
sound system. These speakers have an acoustically
transparent cone to protect drivers and cone from the
elements. They have a 3 way midrange tweeter to
accurately reproduce midrange and high frequencies.
3.5" Round Single Voice Coil Speaker
1970-81 with Factory Stereo Radio – 30 Watt Max
RB335
1.30" mounting depth ............. 64.99 pr
5" x 7" Dual Voice Coil
1967-72 with AC – 30 Watt Max
RB359
2" mounting depth .................. 49.99 ea
4" x 10" Dual Voice Coil
1967-69 without AC – 40 Watt Max
RB358
2.3" mounting depth ............... 49.99 ea
1970-81 with Factory Mono Radio – 40 Watt Max
RB358
2.3" mounting depth ............... 49.99 ea

1967-69 Kick Panel Speaker Grills
This is an excellent reproduction metal kick panel
speaker grill found on all Camaro models with the
optional kick panel speakers.
HC27
1967-69 speaker grills ......... 49.99 pr

1967-69 Rear Seat Shelf Speaker Grill
KP678

1967-81 Audio Kick Panels
Kick panels with speakers sound great, enhance interior
appearance and offer a “no modiﬁcation” ﬁt. All models
are black ABS plastic that can be left as is or painted to
match your interior.
Custom Autosound
1967-68 kick panels include Custom Autosound’s 4" x
6" 80 watt speakers or you can get the upgraded version
that is ﬁtted with Pioneer 4" x 6" 120 watt speakers.
1969-81 include Kenwood 300 watt 2 way speakers
or without speakers that would be sized to mount your
own 4" x 6" speakers.
Kick Panels with Speakers
KP678 1967-68 80 watt, w/o AC .... 138.99 pr
KP679 1967-68 120 watt, w/o AC .. 189.99 pr
KP680 1969
300 watt, w/o AC .. 199.99 pr
KP682 1970-81 300 watt, w/o AC .. 199.99 pr
Kick Panels without Speakers
KP684 1967-68 w/ 4" x 6" spk hole 107.99 pr
KP681 1969
w/ 4" x 6" spk hole 107.99 pr
KP683 1970-81 w/ 4" x 6" spk hole 107.99 pr
RetroSound
RetroSound kick panels feature 4" x 6" two way 80 watt
speakers that feature neodymium (rare earth) magnets
for enhanced power handling and ultra thin design with
santoprene (thermoplastic elastomer) surrounds for
smooth, natural sound, Mylar tweeters for crisp, clear
highs, for use with or without AC. The kick panels are
injection molded for superior quality.
Kick Panels with Speakers
RS7206 1970-81 80 watt, w/ or w/o AC 247.99 pr
RS7205 1970-81 30 watt w/ or w/o AC 216.99 pr
Kick Panels without Speakers
RS7204 1970-81 w/ 4" x 6" spk hole 179.99 pr

This is an excellent reproduction metal rear seat shelf
speaker grill found on all Camaro models with the
optional rear seat shelf speakers.
HC72
1967-69
2 required .............. 19.99 ea

1967-69 Convertible Rear Speaker Housings
This reproduction of the rear convertible speaker
housing for 1967-69 Camaro convertible. This
housing mounts under the convertible rear well liner
and attaches to the rearward section of the rear seat/
upper rear trunk panel.
F273
1967-69 .................................... 17.99 set

1967-69 Rear Conv. Speaker Screws
OER® reproduction chrome screws used to mount
the convertible rear speaker boxes. 1 set required
per speaker.
K101
1967-69 .................................... 18.99 set

1973-81 Rear Radio Speaker Cover

1970-81 Rear Speaker Enclosure Retainer

This highly insulated cover for 1973-81 models features
a jute padded material that keeps the speaker generating
sound inside the passenger compartment.
K437
1973-81 .................................... 13.99 ea

Correct retainer clip used to hold the rear speaker
enclosure in place. This clip may be used for all Camaro
models from 1970-81.
3973666
1970-81 ............................... 5.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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RB359

Our best 4" x 6" dual mid-range tweeter speaker
assemblies which are great for kick panel speaker
replacement. Will ﬁt as original for all 1967-69 Camaro
models. If your Chevrolet was originally equipped
with the optional kick panel speakers, you can install
them using the original speaker grills. For Chevrolet
models that did not include this option, cutting will
be necessary for installation.
SPUV46
2 way, 80 watt ............. 44.99 pr
KNWSPUV46
Kenwood dual 60 watt 89.99 pr

Antenna Components
1967-81 Reproduction
Front and Rear Antennas

BS264

Reproduction front and
rear mount antennas
for 1967-81 Camaro
models. Assembly
and kits include
mounting hardware
necessary to install
a complete antenna
assembly. Choose from
front or rear antennas
listed below.
E211
Fixed Assembly
ANT2 1967-68 front ... 53.99 kit
ANT1 1967-68 rear .... 112.99 kit
ANT3 1969
front ... 54.99 kit
C95252 1970-81 front ... 79.99 ea
Telescopic Assembly
E209
1967-68 front ... 239.99 ea
E211
1967-68 rear .... 239.99 ea
E210
1969
front ... 239.99 ea
E212
1969
rear .... 239.99 ea
Power Remote Mount
PA02
univ
........... 144.99 ea

B
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88891017

The Smart/Hidden Antenna
The product is totally self-contained
using printed circuit technology and
miniaturized components, coupled with
high-quality manufacturing methods.
You don’t need an external rod, no
drilling to install, no removal prior to
car wash, concealed mounting prevents
theft and also includes a lifetime
warranty! Fits all years!
SA20 OER® Authorized 19.99 ea
RA010 RetroSound®........ 29.99 ea

Reproduction front and rear mount
antenna masts for 1967-92 Camaro
models. Choose from the antennas listed
below. 1967-68 masts thread-on, 1969
are plug-on style.
Fixed Mast Only
Stainless Steel
PR1073
1967-68 ........ 29.99 ea
3943654
1969-70 ........ 17.99 ea
Black
G6119
1999-02 GM 18.99 ea
Telescopic Mast Only
Chrome
F110
1967-68 ........ 109.99 ea
F111
1969.............. 109.99 ea
Stainless Steel
986819
1967 round ... 32.99 ea
A8100250 1967-68 oval 69.99 ea
A8100259 1969 oval...... 69.99 ea

Reproduction power antenna mast
cable repair set for 1982-88 F-Body
models. Includes the rubber grommet
and felt seal.
GN110186 1982-88 ....... 43.99 ea

PA03C – chrome

Universal Power Antennas
Universal fit, service replacement
antennas for classic or late model
vehicles with power antenna option.
Each motor is mounted directly to
the mast assembly and is designed to
mount with the universal ﬁt bracket and
cable that is included. Compact design
is ideal for installations where space is
limited. Operation is fully automatic,
mast extends when radio is turned on
and retracts when radio is switched off.
Note: *Features GM bulkhead connector.

Standard Antennas – Chrome
88891017* OER® ........... 69.99
PA01
RetroSound® 69.99
RetroSound® Mini Antennas
PA03B
black ............ 99.99
PA03C
chrome ......... 99.99

106
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ea
ea
ea

Antenna Nut Tools
Allows you to remove or install your
antenna without damaging the nut on
your Camaro.
Note: *For ﬁrst generation Camaro models
with a smooth antenna nut and 2 notches
on the bottom.
BS264* antenna nut tool 11.99 ea

S21600

1993-02 Power Antenna Mast
Correct GM service replacement
antenna mast for 4th Gen Camaro
models equipped with a power antenna.
This is the replacement mast only.
G6123 1993-02 .............. 59.99 ea

antenna wrench 23.99 ea

F110

1967-02 Antenna Masts

1982-88 Power
Antenna Mast Repair Set
PA03B – black

S21600

SA20

Radio Antenna Mounting Gasket

1967-69 Front Antenna Cable

Correct replacement gasket found on
all 1967-75 AM/FM antennas.
3820672 1967-75 ............. 1.99 ea

Reproduction of the AM/FM assembly.
Designed to ﬁt various 1967-72 GM
vehicles with ﬁxed mast antenna.
469304 1967-69 AM/FM 24.99 ea

3897333 3937665

3863499 3943656

1967-75 Antenna Bezel and Nut

1970-81 Windshield Antenna Cable

Chrome bezel and nut for front fender
mounted antennas.

Reproduction of the antenna cable
for 1970-81 Camaro models with
windshield mounted antenna.
K4424 1970-81 .............. 29.99 ea

Note: *For use with ANT3 antenna only,
not for use with original antennas.

Antenna Bezel
3897333
1967-68 ........ 8.99 ea
3937665
1969.............. 14.99 ea
3937665
1973-75 ........ 14.99 ea
Antenna Bezel Nut
3863499
1967-68 ........ 8.99 ea
3943656*
1969.............. 7.99 ea

1982-92 Power Antenna Relay
1970-78 Antenna Ground Strap

Mounted on the base of the power
antenna motor, this relay may become
inoperative due to excessive heat and
electrical loads leaving your vehicle
without the use of the power antenna.
WE20118 1982-92 ........ 24.99 ea

Cowl to hood antenna ground strap. This
strap grounds the windshield mounted
antenna to the hood.
1253526 1970-78 ........... 12.99 ea

PR1072

1967-69 Rear Antenna Parts
Correct reproduction antenna bodies
and antenna cables for 1967-69 AM
or AM/FM antennas.
Antenna Body
3880695 1967-68 ............ 21.99 ea
Antenna Cable 160"
PR1072 1967-68 ............ 64.99 ea
Antenna Body with 160" Cable
PR2138 1969.................. 44.99 ea

Antenna Components

1967-69 Antenna Location
1967-75 Antenna Ground Bezel
This antenna ground bezel mounts on
the underside of the fender where the
antenna protrudes through.
3863239
1967-75 ........... 6.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Know the exact and correct placement
of the antenna before you drill holes
in your new sheet metal with this full
size template.
KW728
1967-68 ............ 9.99 ea
KW729
1969.................. 9.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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1995147

1967-02 Headlamp Switch
Replace your old non-working headlamp switch with
these OE quality replacements.
Reproduction
1995147 1967-71 standard ............... 18.99 ea
1995154 1972-81 ............................. 14.99 ea
1995226 1982-89 ............................. 19.99 ea
1995226 1990-92 without day lights 19.99 ea
SW822
1993-02 ............................. 45.99 ea
Genuine GM
G6671
1967-71 standard ............... 27.99 ea
G6674
1972-81 ............................. 27.99 ea
G4345
1993-02 ............................. 79.99 ea

1969 Headlamp/Wiper Switch Ground Strap
Reproduction headlamp and wiper switch ground strap
for 1969 Camaro models.
3937657
1969...................................... 10.99 ea

K277

1969 Dash Knob Sets
Complete dash knob set for 1969 Camaro. Includes:
lighter assembly, light switch, radio volume/tuning
and windshield washer knobs. The K276 includes a
tone and dummy knob for mono radios. The K277
includes a balance and fader knob for Camaro models
originally equipped with stereo radios.
K277
1969
stereo ....................... 29.99 set
K276
1969
mono ........................ 29.99 set

1997-02 Headlamp Control Module
Genuine GM headlamp control module will
replace your original and allow the headlamps
to function properly.
G4390 1997-02 .................................. 423.99 ea

3886987

1995191
3954210

1967-69 Rally Sport Headlamp Switch
These 1967-69 Rally Sport headlamp switches will
install and function as original. The replacement
switch will differ cosmetically in appearance from
the original. It will however, allow correct operation
of the headlamps.
Reproduction
1995147 1967
RS ............................ 18.99 ea
1995191 1968-69 w/o console gauges .. 35.99 ea
Genuine GM
G6671 1967
RS ............................ 27.99 ea

1967-70 Headlamp Switch Knob
3919021

Correct reproduction switch knobs for 1967-70
Camaro models. Features a bright chrome ﬁnish as
original. The 1969-70 knobs feature a black center.
3886987
1967-68 ............................... 18.99 ea
3954210
1969-70 ............................... 18.99 ea

10003445

1969-92 Headlamp Switch Mounting Nut
This mounting nut is used for retaining the headlamp
switch to the instrument panel for all 1969-92
Camaro models.
3919021
1969-82
OER® ............... 7.99 ea
10003445
1983-92
OER® ............... 8.99 ea

3986886

T10030

463440

T10040

1967-02 Headlamp Dimmer Switch
Reproduction or original headlamp dimmer switches
designed to replace non-functioning original switches.
Reproduction
12338706 1967-81
reproduction....... 6.99 ea
UD5424 1982-02
reproduction....... 9.99 ea
Genuine GM
G8963
1979-81
GM..................... 40.99 ea
D805A
1991-02
GM..................... 19.99 ea

1967-81 Headlamp/Wiper Nut Tool
This OER® manufactured tool is designed to easily
remove the headlamp or wiper nut on 1967-81 Camaro
models with similar style nuts.
T10030
1967-68 ................................ 19.99 ea
T10040
1969-81 ................................ 17.99 ea

14032053

10098729

10098780
P139

P140

1971-92 Headlamp Switch Knob

Chrome Dimmer Switch Cover
1967-81 Headlamp Dimmer Switch Pigtail
Reproduction headlamp pigtail wiring for 1967-81
Camaro models.
WE339 1967-81 pigtail wiring ........... 4.99 ea

Add a custom touch to your dimmer switch with this
chrome cover. Available with a rubber or chrome
pad. Made to match billet pedals and pedal covers.
Measures: 1-1/4" x 1-1/4".
P139
rubber pad ................................ 20.99 ea
P140
chrome pad ............................... 20.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Reproduction headlamp switch knobs and rod assembly
designed for 1971-92 Camaro models.
3986886
1971-78 ............................. 28.99 ea
463440
1979-81 ............................. 28.99 ea
14032053
1982-87 ............................. 24.99 ea
10098729
1988-89 ............................. 24.99 ea
10098780
1990-92 ............................. 24.99 ea

Headlamp Components
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UD5424
12338706

Instrument Panel
1967 Dash Knob Bezel Sticker Set
Precision die-cut letter labels renew commonly peeling
or lost originals. Includes correct lettering on bright
Mylar chrome.
K151
1967 ............................................ 4.99 set

1967 Camaro Dash Bezel Set
Reproduction dash bezels including the wiper, lights,
lighter and ignition bezels. Each die-cast reproduction
is accurate in every detail. Also includes a sheet of
indicator stickers for application on the bezels as original.
K150
1967 .......................................... 23.99 set

1968 Dash Knob Bezel Set
Outstanding reproduction of the original dash bezels
used in all 1968 Camaro models. Bezels feature
the correct recessed indicator script and each set
includes the lighter, windshield wiper/washer, lights
and ignition bezels. Injection molded plastic with a
bright chrome ﬁnish.
K279
1968 .......................................... 16.99 set

1967-68 Headlamp Switch
Bezel Retainer
This machined nut holds the headlamp
switch in position and retains the
dash bezels in place as well. A perfect
addition to any 1967-68 Camaro.
3904861
1967-68 headlight nut.......... 8.99 ea

B
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3906147

Reproduction chrome wiper knobs for 1967-81 Camaro
models. Manufactured to exact speciﬁcations ensuring
a perfect match with the rest of the dash knobs.
121501
1967-68
billet knob ......... 19.99 ea
3906147
1967-68
chrome knob...... 8.99 ea
K582
1969-81
chrome knob...... 4.99 ea

SW632

1967-02 Wiper Switch

1970-78 Defogger Bezel

Genuine GM replacement or reproduction windshield
wiper switches for 1967-02 Camaro models.
Reproduction
1993395 1967-68 all ......................... 32.99 ea
1993464 1969
all ......................... 34.99 ea
1994148 1972-74 w/non-recessed .... 79.99 ea
SW789 1984-89 with tilt ................ 177.99 ea
SW838 1993-99 all ......................... 91.99 ea
SW883 2000-02 all ......................... 119.99 ea
Delco
SW850 1982-83 with tilt ................ 124.99 ea
G7063
1984-89 without tilt ........... 175.99 ea
G7064
1984-89 w/o tilt – 2-speed 127.99 ea
G3870
1993-99 all ......................... 91.99 ea
G3871
2000-02 all ......................... 121.99 ea

The die-cast reproduction bezel is manufactured in
correct detail and features black and silver ﬁnish and
Hi/De-Fog/Lo markings. Installs in the right side of
the dash instrument panel below the rear defroster
switch as original. Includes mounting nuts.
3973660
1970-78 bezel ................... 25.99 ea

1969 Headlamp/Wiper
Switch Ground Strap
This is a reproduction
headlamp and
wiper switch ground
strap for 1969
Camaro models.
3937657
1969.................................... 10.99 ea

1970-78 Defogger Switch
This quality OER® defogger switch for 1970-78
Camaro models will have you seeing clearly once
again. Installs in the right side of the dash instrument
panel, below the rear defroster switch, as original.
3974093 1970-78 switch.................. 49.99 ea

Intermittent Wiper Module
This intermittent wiper
module adds three settings
to the factory slow and
fast speeds. Uses existing
switch and motor for a
stock look. Installs behind
the dash between the switch
and harness. Fits most
applications with 2-speed
and non-hiding wipers.
RE13009
............................................. 80.99 ea

K582

1967-81 Wiper Switch Knob

1993464

1993395

1993 Defogger Switch
Genuine GM defogger switch designed for 1993
Camaro models.
G4353 1993 .......................................... 47.99 ea

1967-02 Hazard Knob Set
Reproduction hazard knob set for 1967-02 Camaro
models. Each set includes: a knob, release collar,
tension spring, and screw. Manufactured in black
injection molded ABS, the release collar features the
word “Hazard” vertically beside a triangular hazard
icon painted in accenting white paint as original.
748770 1967-02 .................................... 16.99 ea

1969 Conv. Top Switch Bezel
Correct reproduction convertible top switch bezel. For
use without defogger.
K376601
1969 top switch bezel ....... 31.99 ea

1967-68 Headlamp/Wiper Nut Tool
This OER® manufactured headlamp/
wiper tool is designed to easily
remove the headlamp or wiper nut
on 1967-68 Camaro models, Firebird
models or any GM model with
similar style nuts.
T10030 1967-68 .................................... 19.99 ea

1967-68 Wiper Switch Nut
This machined nut for 1967-68
Camaro models holds the wiper
switch in position and retains the
dash bezel as well.
3904859
1967-68 ................................ 9.99 ea
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1969 Coupe Defogger Switch Bezel
Reproduction defogger switch bezel for 1969 Camaro
coupe models.

1969 Conv. Top/Defogger Bezel

coupe .................... 42.99 ea

Reproduction of the rare combination convertible top
switch and defogger bezel.
K376611
1969 top and defogger ...... 82.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Note: The coupe is different than convertible. Be sure to
order the correct bezel for your model.

K402711

1969

Instrument Panel
Ignition Switch Bezel Nut Tool
1967-68 Convertible Top Switch
Reproduction of the convertible top switch for 1967-68
convertible models.
KW080
1967-68 .................................. 54.99 ea

1969-77 Ignition Switch Sector Gear
This is the correct sector gear assembly which installs
directly behind the ignition switch on vehicles with tilt
steering. When turning the key, the sector gear turns the
ignition rack assembly and activates the ignition switch.
G5008 1969-77 with tilt wheel ....... 19.99 ea

You can avoid destroying
your original bezel nut or
install a new nut without
damaging it with this
special tool. It’s designed
speciﬁcally to interlock with
the 3 recessed dimples on the
outside edge of your bezel nut.
T10010
............................................... 14.99 ea

194

168

1967-80 Instrument Panel Gauge Bulb
1967-68 Conv. Switch Mounting Bracket
Correct reproduction under dash bracket for 196768 Camaro convertible models. The bracket installs
under the dash assembly and houses the convertible
top switch. Includes the correct mounting clips for an
easy installation.
KW458
1967-68 ................................. 19.99 ea

1967-68 Convertible Top Switch

G3872

1967-02 Ignition Switch
Be sure your ignition switch is in proper working order
with our selection of original Delco ignition switches.
G8115 1967
................................. 39.99 ea
G8116 1968
................................. 19.99 ea
G8117 1969-83 without tilt wheel .... 22.99 ea
G8118 1969-83 with tilt wheel ......... 20.99 ea
G8117 1984-89 w/o tilt wheel w/MT 22.99 ea
G8118 1984-89 with tilt wheel w/MT 20.99 ea
G8118 1991-92 MT (MB1) (MK6) (M39) 20.99 ea
G3872 1993-02 ................................. 33.99 ea

Reproduction convertible top switch for 1967-68
Camaro models. Black in color with wide paddle
arm as original.
A9100224
1967-68 .............................. 36.99 ea

The “Hot-Dot” All-in-One Ignition Switch
7843451

1967-02 Repro Ignition Switch
A9100225

E331

1969 Power Top Switch
Reproduction power top switch and housing for Camaro
models that is technically correct with chrome wide
paddle switch arm. Features a die-cast switch housing
with a black face. Includes 4 top switch retaining clips.
E331
1969
KW082
1969
A9100225 1969

switch only .............. 44.99 ea
housing only ............ 16.99 ea
complete assembly .. 54.99 ea

Reproduction ignition switches for 1967-02 Camaro
models. In 1967 and 1968 the switch is dash mounted
and in 1969-02 the switch is mounted to the steering
column. Save over the original GM switches and get
the same quality!
LS451
1967
.............................. 24.99 ea
LS435
1968
.............................. 17.99 ea
1990096 1969-83 with tilt wheel ....... 14.99 ea
1990084 1969-83 without tilt wheel .. 11.99 ea
1990096 1984-89 w/tilt wheel, MT ... 14.99 ea
1990084 1984-89 w/o tilt wheel, MT 11.99 ea
LS511
1984-89 w/o tilt wheel, AT 19.99 ea
7843451 1984-89 with tilt wheel, AT 24.99 ea
7843451 1990
.............................. 24.99 ea
7843451 1991-92 AT ......................... 24.99 ea
1990096 1991-02 MT ........................ 14.99 ea
26036235 1993-02 AT ......................... 24.99 ea

1967 Chrome Ignition Indicator Bezel

Convert your separate ignition switch and start button
into one convenient unit with the “Hot-Dot” all-in-one
ignition starter switch. Chrome recessed switch is 3/4"
diameter with a colored LED ring to indicate when the
ignition is “On”. Push and hold the button while the
starter turns over and release when the engine starts.
The ignition stays “On”. Push again to stop the engine.
Includes installation instructions and is available with
your choice of blue, green or red LED ring. Switches
available separately. Can be used for positive or ground
switching, rated 1 amp maximum load.
Hot-Dot Ignition Switch System
T70783
blue.................................. 219.99 ea
T70784
green................................ 219.99 ea
T70785
red ................................... 219.99 ea
Hot-Dot Switches Only
Momentary
T70786
blue.................................. 24.99 ea
T70787
green................................ 51.99 ea
T70788
red ................................... 51.99 ea
On/Off
T70789
blue.................................. 25.99 ea
T70790
green................................ 52.99 ea
T70791
red ................................... 24.99 ea

This reproduction bezel ﬁts behind the
ignition bezel nut and replaces the old
or worn out original ignition indicator
bezel for 1967 Camaro models.
front

A930017

back

G4434

1994-02 Convertible Top Switch
Genuine and reproduction convertible top switches
for 1994-02 Camaro models. Each switch will ﬁt and
function as original. 1994-96 switches include the
switch panel and switch assembly.
Note: 1994-96 models must reuse cigarette lighter assembly.

Reproduction
A930017 1994-96
GM
G4434
1997-02

switch w/panel ...... 49.99 ea
switch only ........... 45.99 ea

Note: This does not include “Ignition”
wording, available separately.

3904860

1967

chrome...................... 8.99 ea

1967-68 Ignition Bezel Nut
Chrome-plated nut which
threads on to shank of switch
housing and locks housing to
dash. All new reproduction
including polished chromeplating. OER® reproduction.
3897349
1967-68 .................................. 8.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

LD3603

1/4" LED Indicator Lamps
1/4" snap-in super bright LED indicator light. Each
lamp features one super bright led mounted in a 1/4"
black plastic housing with a 2 wire pigtail. They
measure approximately 7" in total length and require
a 1/4" hole drilled for installation. Sold individually.
LD3601
amber.................................... 5.99 ea
LD3602
blue....................................... 5.99 ea
LD3603
green..................................... 5.99 ea
LD3604
red ........................................ 5.99 ea
LD3605
white..................................... 5.99 ea
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Note: Switch can be used on 1967-68 Camaro models but
will not be cosmetically correct.

These original replacement gauge bulbs will replace
your originals for the years listed. For use on all
instrument panel gauges.
194
1967-68 ......................................... 1.99 ea
168
1969-70 ......................................... 1.99 ea
168
1971-74 ......................................... 1.99 ea
194
1975-80 ......................................... 1.99 ea

Instrument Panel
Brake Lamp Switch Retaining Clip
Reproduction of the retaining
clip that holds the brake lamp
switch in place. The retaining
clip is designed for 1/2"
diameter switches.
SW652

SW653

3900503

1993494

Neutral Safety/Back-Up Switch Relocation Set

1967-02 Back-Up Lamp Switch

On 1973-81 Camaro, the neutral safety back-up switch
was original mounted to the steering column and
controlled by a rod from the transmission instead of
the ﬂoor shifter. Installation of headers and overdrive
transmissions often leads to malfunctioning reverse
lamps and even accidental starting of the engine with the
transmission in gear. With these relocation sets the switch
can be moved to the ﬂoor shifter, resolving these issues.

Reproduction neutral safety/back-up lamp switch
found on Camaro models. Keep your neutral safety
switch and back-up lamps operating properly by
replacing inoperative originals.
3900503 1967
P/G, TH350............ 34.99 ea
KW373A 1967
TH400 .................... 41.99 ea
E237
1968-72 AT ﬂoor shift.......... 27.99 ea
1993494 1969
manual trans .......... 74.99 ea
DR418
1969-73 AT without console 17.99 ea
DR418
1969-73 AT column shift ..... 17.99 ea
DR419
1974-78 AT .......................... 14.99 ea
1994163 1974-78 AT column shift ..... 17.99 ea
DR423
1979-80 AT without console 11.99 ea
DR440
1987-02 MT ......................... 7.99 ea
DR414
1982-02 AT .......................... 31.99 ea
G6769
1982-02 AT – Delco ............. 28.99 ea

Important: *For correct operation shifter must be
converted for overdrive use.

SW652
SW653*

TH350/TH400 ....................... 51.99 set
all o.d. transmissions ............. 97.99 set

G6771

G6770

Mounted on the driver side of the transmission, the
back-up lamp switch is an open switch that prevents
voltage from being applied to the back-up lamps until
the vehicle is put in reverse. Putting the vehicle in
reverse closes the contact and applies power to the
rear back-up lamps. Fits 1969-02 Camaro models.
All switches listed below are for use on manual
transmission models.

Neutral Safety/Back-Up Lamp Set

Reproduction
3943657
1969-81 ................................ 45.99 ea
DR412
1982-84 ................................ 9.99 ea
DR408
1984-02 ................................ 9.99 ea
Genuine GM
G6770
1982-84 ................................ 15.99 ea
G6771
1984-02 ................................ 15.99 ea

This set is engineered to perform as a neutral safety
switch or a back-up lamp switch by using 1 of 2
trigger levers included. Fits GM Turbo 350 and 400
transmissions as well as the 700R4.
80175
.................................................. 49.99 set

1993413

B
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14586

14584

1967-68 Back-Up Lamp Switch
Back-up lamp switch for 1967-68 models with a
manual transmission. The back-up switch assembly
is manufactured to exact speciﬁcations, including
correct electrical terminals. The mounting bracket,
heat shield, actuating rod and metal wire harness strap
are available individually or in a money saving kit.
Five Piece Kit
14595
1967-68 5 piece ................. 114.99 kit
Individual Components
1993413 1967-68 switch .................. 57.99 ea
14584
1967-68 mount bracket...... 21.99 ea
14585
1967-68 heat shield ........... 11.99 ea
14586
1967-68 actuating rod........
7.99 ea
14587
1967-68 metal harness strap 11.99 ea

1969 Neutral Safety Switch Linkage Rod
This is an accurate reproduction of the
neutral safety
switch linkage rod
assembly. This
satin ﬁnished rod
goes from the clutch pedal arm to the neutral
safety switch and includes a pair of nylon
bushings and all the correct factory type clips. Works
on cars with both 3- or 4-speed
manual transmissions.
KW372
1969...................................... 15.99 ea

1967 Neutral Safety Switch Actuator
This reproduction actuator mounts
to the shifter and will replace the
original one for 1967 Camaro
models with T-handle console shift
and automatic transmissions.
S635
1967 .......................................... 19.99 ea

1967-69 Brake Lamp Switch Bracket
Reproduction brake lamp switch bracket
mounts on the brake pedal and engages
the stop lamp switch on 1967-69
Camaro models equipped with
optional power brakes.
14298
1967-69 .................................... 17.99 ea
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1970-81 Stop Lamp Bracket
Stamped stop lamp bracket for 1970-81 Camaro models
without cruise control. Includes correct nut and bolt.
A9100229
1970-81 ............................. 11.99 set

1967-68 Back-Up Switch Mounting Set

1967-68 High Beam
Indicator Set

Note: Option codes can be found on your Camaros service
identiﬁcation label located in the center console glove box.

14585

1967-81 .................................. 4.99 ea

This is a reproduction back-up lamp switch
mounting set for 1967-68 models equipped with
a Muncie 4-speed transmission.
CA39504 1967-68 Muncie 4-speed .. 40.99 set

1969-02 Back-Up Lamp Switch

14587

1361699

1970-78 Neutral Safety Switch Harness
Correct replacement neutral safety switch harness for use
with all 1970-78 manual transmission Camaro models.
CA01608 1970-73 MT dash to clutch 16.99 ea
CA66363 1976-78 .............................. 19.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Headlamp high
beam indicator bulb
housing, red lens,
ground strap, and
mounting screws for
1967-68 Camaro
models. Mounts on
the upper portion of the
rear section of the plastic instrument carrier. The
ground strap is instrumental in grounding the high
beam indicator light and gauge cluster assembly.
Bulb and wiring not included. For bulb use #1895.
Note: The wire formed ground strap included with this
set, is used for 1967 models only. The ﬂat die-stamped
ground strap is used for 1968 models.

748620

1967-68 .................................. 49.99 set

1967-02 Brake
Lamp Switch
Replacement brake lamp switch for
1967-02 Camaro models.
Note: CC=Cruise Control,
SC = Speed Control.

Reproduction
1261219 1967-69
25524845 1970-86
1261219 1970-72
1261219 1973-79
1261219 1976-79
1261219 1980-81
1261219 1980-86
25504628 1981-86
DR492
1987-92
DR495
1987-92
DR492
1989-92
DR461
1995-98
DR4112 1999-02
Delco Replacement
G8991
1967-69
D850A
1967-86
G8991
1973-79
D851A
1981-86
D1541D 1995-98
D889A
1999-02

DR492

without cc, w/o sc .. 6.99 ea
with cc .................... 7.99 ea
without cc .............. 6.99 ea
without cc, w/o sc .. 6.99 ea
without cc ............... 6.99 ea
without cc, AT ........ 6.99 ea
without cc, MT ....... 6.99 ea
without cc, AT ........ 9.99 ea
without cc, AT ........ 11.99 ea
with cc .................... 9.99 ea
w/o cc, 5-speed MT 11.99 ea
6 terminal ............... 7.99 ea
6 terminal ............... 15.99 ea
without cc, w/o sc ..
with cc ....................
without cc, w/o sc ..
without cc, AT ........
6 terminal ...............
6 terminal ...............

19.99
14.99
19.99
12.99
9.99
13.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Center Dash Trim Panels
1967-68 Center
Dash Bezel Delete Plate

K202

K203

K202R

1967-68 Interior Center Dash Panel

Reproduction center dash bezel delete
plate for 1967-68 Camaro models.
Manufactured from original thickness
material with an accurately stamped
curvature to conform to the dash panel
exactly. Featuring high polished edge
trim, correct pebble grain textured insert
with bonded matte ﬁnish for an authentic
appearance. Similar to factory panel, you
can also use this panel as a blank slate
and modify it to mount gauges, switches,
warning lights or a custom heater control
for aftermarket air conditioning to create
a custom retro look of your own design.
K244
1967-68 ................................................................................. 62.99 ea

Quality reproduction pebble grain center dash panel assembly. Covers the area of
the radio, heater control and ashtray section. Black with chrome trim around edge.
Available for air conditioned and non-air conditioned Camaro models. Each dash
panel includes a similar pebble grain ﬁnish to that of the original. This is a commonly
worn out part that will look great once replaced with these OER® reproductions.
Replace the plastic center dash retainer when replacing the center dash panel. The
original retainers can become brittle or break when removing the center dash panel.
Note: *Models with radio delete option.

1967 All Models
K202
1967
without factory AC............................................
K202R*
1967
without factory AC............................................
K203
1967
with factory AC .................................................
1968 Models with Standard Interior
K202
1968
without factory AC............................................
K203
1968
with factory AC .................................................

62.99 ea
62.99 ea
62.99 ea
62.99 ea
62.99 ea

K204

K205

1968 Deluxe Interior Center Dash Panel
Exact reproduction 1968 Camaro center dash panel with the correct walnut woodgrain
(for deluxe interior). The woodgrain pattern runs in a vertical position allowing it
to match the rest of the woodgrain on your dash. Available for air conditioned and
non-air conditioned Camaro models. Covers the area of the radio, heater control,
and ashtray section. Mounting screws not included.
K204
1968
walnut without AC................................................ 84.99 ea
K205
1968
walnut with AC ..................................................... 84.99 ea
167241

167242

167254

1967-68 ABS Center Panel
Custom center dash panels without gauges for 1967-68 models. Available with
2-1/16" or 2-5/8" holes. Finish matches dash carrier panels.
Note: Specify panel ﬁnish with the sufﬁx: 1 for black, 2 for brushed aluminum, 4 for carbon ﬁber.

1967-68
1967-68

four 2-1/16" .................................................. 159.99 ea
four 2-5/8" .................................................... 159.99 ea

1967-68 Center Dash Panel Retainer
Reproduction retainer for the center dash section to hold the plate onto the dash.
Screws not included.
3893822
1967-68 ................................................................................ 6.99 ea

RD02

RD03

1967-69 Radio Delete Plate

C67051S

C67051G

1967-68 Carbon Fiber Center Dash Panel
Don’t be fooled by imitations with carbon ﬁber “look”, this real carbon ﬁber center
dash panel replaces the factory panel. Available in your choice of glossy or satin
carbon ﬁber. Great mounting point for racing switch gear or additional gauges.
C67051G 1967-68
glossy .......................................................... 219.99 ea
C67051S
1967-68
satin ............................................................ 219.99 ea

These optional equipment delete plates where for vehicles that were ordered
without a radio, for racing applications. The plates are molded from sturdy black
ABS plastic. The 1967-68 plate includes the “pebble grain” texture to match the
surrounding dash. The 1969 plate has chrome trim like the original. All mounting
hardware is included with each plate.
RD01
1967-68
........................................................................ 89.99 ea
RD02
1969
standard interior ............................................. 119.99 ea
RD03
1969
deluxe interior ................................................ 129.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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16724
16725

Cigarette Lighters

1967-70 Lighter Retainer Housing
Correct replacement lighter housing assembly for
all 1967-70 Rochester style lighter assemblies. This
housing will replace the original exactly.
7002184
1967-70 .............................. 11.99 ea

1982-89 Rochester Cigarette Lighter
1967-68 Cigarette Lighter
Reproduction type chrome lighter for1967-68 Camaro
models. Includes the element and knob.
Note: The 7027910 housing and C647002 retainer may be
necessary to complete the lighter assembly.

7031884

1967-68

Reproduction cigarette lighter designed for all 198289 Camaro models. Includes the heating element and
correct knob.
12368373
1982-89
Rochester ......... 39.99 ea

Rochester............. 23.99 ea

1971-91 Dash Lighter Retainer Housing
Reproduction instrument panel/dash cigarette lighter
housing retainer designed for 1971-91 Camaro models
with a Rochester lighter. This housing retainer is
manufactured to exact speciﬁcations assuring proper
ﬁt and authenticity.
17062404
1971-91 ............................ 22.99 ea

1984-02 Cigarette Lighter with Knob
1969 Cigarette Lighter
Reproduction cigarette lighter assembly including
the element and knob. Simply plug it in and it works!

Replace your cigarette lighter with Genuine GM
lighters. Includes Casco 78 heating element and GM
service replacement knob.
G7635
1984-86
Casco ................... 13.99 ea
G7635
1994-02
Casco ................... 13.99 ea

Note: The 7027910 housing and C647002 retainer may be
necessary to complete the lighter assembly.

7027625

1969

Rochester ............... 25.99 ea

1967-79 Cigarette Lighter Heating Element
Replacement cigarette lighter heating element for
all 1967-79 Rochester design lighters. Remove old
element and replace with new one. Will insert in any
original lighter for years listed.
7026520
1967-79 Rochester ........... 12.99 ea

1993 Cigarette Lighter with Knob
Replace your lost or damaged Casco cigarette lighter
with this Genuine GM replacement lighter. Lighter
includes both the knob and a Casco 78 element.
G4396
1993
Casco ......................... 4.99 ea
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blade type

7028056

detail view

stud type

stud type

7027910

1970-78 Rochester Cigarette Lighter
OER® reproduction lighter for 1970-78 Camaro
models. This lighter includes the knob and element,
and features the correct ﬂame style logo. For Rochester
receivers only.
7028146
1970-78
Rochester.......... 34.99 ea

1986-92 Cigarette Lighter with Knob
Original type reproduction of the cigarette lighter
assembly designed for use on 1986 and 1990-92
models. Each lighter assembly is manufactured to exact
speciﬁcations and will install same as original lighter.
10098779 1986
reproduction ...... 29.95 ea
10098779 1990-92 reproduction ...... 29.95 ea

G7640

1967-96 Cigarette Lighter Housing
If your lighter isn’t working, it may be your housing
assembly. These replacement lighter housings will ﬁt
1963-96 full size passenger cars with Casco lighters.
Stud Type
7028056 1970-81 Rochester ............. 24.99 ea
Blade Type
7027910 1967-69
Rochester ............ 29.99 ea
G7640
1967-96
Casco .................. 22.99 ea
7028145 1972-81
Rochester ............ 24.99 ea
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1978-81 Z28 Cigarette Lighter

1999-02 Cigarette Lighter Retainer

Reproduction of the cigarette lighter for 1978-81
Camaro Z28 models. Includes the knob and element,
and features the correct stainless accent on the knob.
14960
1978-81
Rochester............ 36.99 ea

Genuine GM cigarette lighter dash retainer for 199902 Camaro models.
G4436
1999-02 lighter retainer ......... 6.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Ashtrays

3891667

3921861

1967-68 Camaro Dash Ashtray
Reproduction dash ashtray for 1968 Camaro models.
Manufactured for a perfect ﬁt and are cosmetically
correct with a factory smooth ﬁnish. Available for
standard interiors with a black faceplate or for deluxe
interiors with walnut woodgrain ﬁnish. The housing/
mount to dash bracket is not included.
Note: Walnut colors vary depending on the manufacturer.
Matching colors are not guaranteed.

3891667
3927460
3921861

1967
1968
1968

K1104
K1103

1967-74 Rear Quarter Ashtray Insert
Reproduction ashtray receiver for 1967-74 rear quarter
side panel ashtrays. This ashtray was only found on
models with deluxe interiors or convertible models.
The standard interior did not include a rear armrest
assembly. 2 required.
K1103 1967
3-1/16" x 1-1/2" x 1-3/4".. 12.99 ea
K1104 1968-74 2-1/8" x 1" x 1-1/2".......... 14.99 ea

1967 Ashtray Lamp Harness
Correct replacement ashtray light for 1967 Camaro
models. The light will replace damaged or missing
wiring which will allow your ashtray lamps to
work correctly.
CA35125 1967 wire & light socket .. 13.99 ea

black ...................... 49.99 ea
black ...................... 49.99 ea
walnut woodgrain.. 64.99 ea

1967-68 Dash Ashtray Housing
Reproduction of the 1967-68
instrument panel ashtray
mounting bracket. This
unit mounts into the
dash board using 3
mounting screws (not
included) and will allow
correct installation of the
dash ashtray.
3891674 1967-68 ashtray housing ... 21.99 ea

1973-79 Ashtray Lamp Socket
8795489

K4171

Includes the correct lamp socket with cable. The cable
may need to be trimmed to size for the correct application.
G6764
1973-79 .................................. 55.99 ea

1967-76 Rear Quarter Ashtray
Reproduction rear quarter side ashtray assemblies for
1967-74 Camaro models include the chrome ashtray,
insert and lid. Smooth design was original for 1968-69
models with deluxe interior and convertible models.
Manufactured with or without the original rib design
on the lid.
Ribbed Design
8801663 1967
4" x 2-1/2" ........ 44.99 ea
8795489 1968-74
3-18" x 2" ......... 34.99 ea
Smooth Design

1967-70 Ashtray Lamp Bulb
Light the way to your ashtray. Simply replace your
burned out original with this quality replacement bulb.
1445
1967-70 ...................................... 1.99 ea

Note: *Reproduction of service replacement.

Genuine GM Satin Finish
G7663
1968-74
3-1/8" x 2" ........ 105.99 ea
Reproduction Chrome Finish
K813
1968-74
3-1/8" x 2" ........ 34.99 ea
K4171* 1967-76
4" x 2-1/2" ........ 29.95 ea

3965143
3965143A

3965143W

1969 Dash Ashtray Assembly

3893868

10089402

1982-02 Front Console Ashtray Insert

1967-81 Fiber Optic Ashtray Socket

Correct replacement ashtray for 1982-02 Camaro
models. This reproduction will replace the original front
console ashtray. Replace the original burned out ashtray.
10089402 1982-92
.......................... 49.99 ea
G5451
1993-99
.......................... 20.99 ea
G5451
2000-02 MT only ............ 20.99 ea

OER® reproduction ﬁber optic ashtray lamp socket
for 1967-81 Camaro models.
6288601
1967-81 ................................. 14.99 ea

3919076

1967-69 Console Ashtray Inserts
Correct ashtray that inserts into the rear section
of the console for 1967-69 Camaro models with
factory consoles.
3893868
1967 ..................................... 12.99 ea
3919076
1968-69 ................................ 12.99 ea

1982-92 Rear Console Ashtray
Consists of the ashtray receiver and housing. For the
rear console area. Available in black only.
14069107 1982-92 standard interior .. 29.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

A Welcome Addition to your Cockpit!
The Plug-N-Chug dashboard
drink holder installs in seconds
by sliding your ashtray out
and sliding the PlugN-Chug in. Installs
with absolutely no
modiﬁcations to your
vehicle. During the
show, simply unplug the
drink holder and plug the
original ashtray back in
its place for an original
interior appearance. Upholstered in automotive
grade vinyl. Available in assorted colors.
HH1003 1967-68 Plug-N-Chug ...... 56.99 ea
HH1004 1969
Plug-N-Chug ...... 56.99 ea

Ashtrays
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OER® reproduction dash ashtray assemblies for 1969
Camaro models with standard or deluxe interior. The
ashtray door for standard interiors come in black primer
and may be painted as required. The ashtray door for
deluxe interior models feature a laminated Cherrywood
face panel to match the original dash panel and glove
box door. Ashtray receiver sold separately.
3965143A
1969 black .................... 64.99 ea
3965143W
1969 cherrywood .......... 69.99 ea
3965143
1969 receiver only ........ 24.99 ea

1982-02 Ashtray Cover Stopper
This is a correct reproduction console door and console
ashtray cover bumper for 1997-02 Camaro models.
Sold individually, use as required.
17997865 1997-02 2 required ............ 3.99 ea

Glove Box Components

3999446

1982-92 Rear Storage Box Insert
14003615

1970-81 Glove Box Door
OER® glove box doors are available. 2nd generation
models had 2 different lettering styles.
3999446
1970-77
script logo ....... 89.99 ea
14003615
1978-81
block logo ....... 89.99 ea

Reproduction inner storage box insert that installs in
the rear LH corner of the hatch area. Each storage box
insert will replace the original and install correctly.
14599
1982-92 rear storage insert .. 15.99 ea

inner view

1967-68 Glove Box Door
OER® reproduction glove box door for 1967-68
Camaro models. The glove box door for is correct
for 1967 models. Emblem mounting holes must be
drilled for 1968 models.
3891663
1967-68
black ................ 84.99 ea

1972-81 Inner Glove Box Door
OER® reproduction of the inner glove box door for all
1972-81 Camaro models. This inner piece attaches to
the actual glove box door with 8 screws (included) and
will replace a cracked or broken piece.

1967-69 Glove Box Screw Set
Includes all correct screws needed to replace your
glove box.
K553
1967-69 7 piece ....................... 3.99 set

Note: Will ﬁt and function on 1970-71 models although not
cosmetically correct.

3999447

1972-81 .................................. 29.99 ea

A9100210

1967-68 Glove Box Hinge

B
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Reproduction glove box door hinge for Camaro models.
Manufactured with correct gauge steel and includes
mounting screws.
A9100210 1967-68 hinge w/screws .. 21.99 ea
A9100211 1967-68 screws only........ 3.99 pr

G7573

1967-81 Inner Glove Box

1970-81 Glove Box Support Strap

Reproduction glove boxes featuring the correct style
staples. These glove boxes are produced with OEM
quality materials. 1967-68 models include inner ﬂocking
for an authentic appearance. 1969-81 glove boxes did not
feature ﬂocking. 1970-81 glove boxes require assembly.
Assembled Inner Glove Boxes
K30001
1967-68
without AC ........ 12.99 ea
K30002
1967-68
with AC.............. 12.99 ea
CA103
1969
with AC.............. 12.99 ea
CA104
1969
without AC ........ 12.99 ea
Non-Assembled Glove Boxes
G7573
1970-81
without AC ........ 12.99 ea
G7572
1970-81
with AC.............. 12.99 ea

Reproduction glove box support strap for all 1970-81
Camaro models. This steel strap secures the glove box
to the dash. One required.
3975885
1970-81 ............................... 17.99 ea

3945905

1972-81 Glove Box Door Stopper Bracket
Correct bracket for 1972-81 dash glove boxes. Keeps
glove box door level when open.
3994597
1972-81 bracket ............... 11.99 ea
R5041

inner view (includes hinge arm)

1969 Camaro Glove Box Door
OER® has reproduced the original glove box door for
1969 Camaro models with either standard or deluxe
interiors. The glove box door for standard interiors is
black, and can be painted as necessary or desired. The
glove box door for deluxe interior models features a
wood grained face panel to match the dash panel and
ashtray door.
3939659 1969
standard black.......... 69.99 ea
3945905 1969
deluxe woodgrain .... 79.99 ea
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1967-81 Inner Glove Box and Lock Kits
These glove box and lock kits are of the correct
configuration and are designed for an original
appearance and ﬁt. 1967-68 glove boxes include the
correct ﬂocking. 1969 glove boxes include the correct
attachment U-clips. 1970-81 glove boxes require
assembly. Includes: glove box, and lock cylinder
assembly that must be coded to existing key.
R5038
1967-68
without AC ........... 39.99 kit
R5039
1967-68
with AC ................ 39.99 kit
R5040
1969
without AC ........... 31.99 kit
R5041
1969
with AC ................ 31.99 kit
R5042
1970-81
without AC ........... 29.99 kit
R5043
1970-81
with AC ................ 29.99 kit

A frequently damaged piece attached to the upper glove
box area is now available as a reproduction. Burr-free
blanking and exact stamping combined with bright zincplating makes this a reproduction superior to original!
K891
1967-68 ....................................... 4.99 kit

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

1967-68 Glove Box Catch Plate
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3984446

1969-81 Glove Box Striker
This is a reproduction glove box striker for 1969-81
Camaro models. This mounts to the dash in the glove
box opening to secure the door when it is in the closed
position. Use your original hardware and renew the
factory look and function.
3984446
1969...................................... 8.99 ea
3975839
1970-81 ................................ 9.99 ea

CX2043

1970-78 Glove Box Lock Cylinder (Uncoded)
Replace your worn out glove box lock cylinder with
this ready ﬁt reproduction. Cylinder is uncoded so
that you may have a locksmith code them for use with
your original key.
TK616
1970-74
cylinder only ......... 9.99 ea
TK616
1976
cylinder only ......... 9.99 ea
TK616
1978
cylinder only ......... 9.99 ea

1967-81 Glove Box Lamp Harness
The glove box lamp was an option on 1967-81 Camaro
models. If you are replacing or installing a glove box
lamp, you will need this harness.
Note: 1970-79 glove box lamp harness and switch/socket
are sold separately. 1980-81 harness is for use with models
with a dash clock.

Harnesses
CX2043
1967-69 harness with socket
CA01594 1970-79 without AC .............
CA01725 1970-79 with AC ..................
CA05717 1980-81 with dash clock.......
Switch and Socket Only
CA36134 1970-79 without AC ............

17.99
15.99
15.99
29.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

17.99 ea

1970-81 Glove Box Door Arm Bumper
Reproduction glove box door arm bumper. This bumper
was installed on the glove box door arm on 1970-81
models to prevent rattling. Manufactured from rubber
as original. One required per vehicle.
3820023
1970-81 ................................. 5.99 ea

1970-78 GM Glove Box Lock Cylinder
Genuine GM uncoded glove box lock cylinder. A
locksmith can code these blank cylinders to your
original key.
G8083
1970-74
GM ...................... 25.99 ea
G8083
1976
GM ...................... 25.99 ea
G8083
1978
GM ...................... 25.99 ea

Under Dash Courtesy Lamp

K1101

Set positions two lamps under corners of the dashboard.
Controlled by turning the headlight switch knob and/
or door jamb switches. Special sockets/brackets and
bulbs included.
TF900631
........................................... 47.99 set

Glove Box Clip
These OER® reproduction stamped metal clips attach
the inner glove box liner to the dash in various
GM models.
K1101
each .......................................... .99 ea
R5432
10 piece .................................... 8.99 set

A4250

30703
4566397

Courtesy Lamp Set

1967-69 Glove Box Door Stoppers
Rubber stoppers used for dash glove box door.
A4250
1967-69
door, repro ........... 2.00 pr
4566397
1967-69
stop bumper ......... 2.99 ea

GM set includes: GM door switches, wires, and lamp
sockets to install courtesy lamps inside your vehicle.
Universal set includes: universal door switches, wires,
and lamp sockets to install courtesy lamps inside
your vehicle.
30703
GM.......................................... 23.99 set
30704
universal ................................. 20.99 set

TK1029
1895

1967-01 Glove Box Lock
Comes complete with hooks, casing, and mechanism
for installation of glove box lock cylinder.
TK127 1967-68 case and hooks only .... 12.99 ea
TK118A 1967
OE style key ................ 29.99 ea
TK118B 1968
OE style key ................ 24.99 ea
TK118 1967-68 later style oval key....... 19.99 ea
TK119 1969
later style key............... 21.99 ea
3957092 1970-81 OER® without keys ..... 24.99 ea
TK1029 1970-81 with keys...................... 21.99 ea
TK322 1995-01 coded cyl/key, w/o case 21.99 ea

194

1893

1891

1967-80 Glove Box Lamp Bulb
Choose the correct bulb for your year and model. Each
bulb is the correct application for the years listed.
1895
1967-71 ........................................ 1.99 ea
194
1972-73 ........................................ 1.99 ea
1895
1974.............................................. 1.99 ea
1893
1975-76 ........................................ 1.99 ea
1895
1977.............................................. 1.99 ea
1893
1978-79 ........................................ 1.99 ea
1891
1980.............................................. 1.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

CA86237

1967-79 Courtesy Lamp Harness
Reproduction under dash courtesy lamp harnesses for
1967-79 models.
CA72725 1967
convertible ......... 31.99 ea
CA72087 1967-68 coupe ................. 28.99 ea
CA86237 1968
convertible ......... 31.99 ea
CA91554 1969
courtesy lights.... 28.99 ea
CA01542 1970-72 courtesy lights.... 31.99 ea
CA48277 1973-79 courtesy lights.... 35.99 ea

Glove Box Parts
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1969-81 Glove Box Lock Escutcheon Tool
Specialty tool for removing and installing the glove
box lock escutcheon. Simply insert this tool into the
lock escutcheon then turn it to loosen or tighten the
escutcheon. For 1969-81 Camaro models.
T10032
1969-81 .................................. 16.99 ea

Steering Column Components
Column Shift Indicator Sets
SC1268C

1967-69 Tilt Steering Column
Brand new, premium tilt steering columns that include
all levers and knobs and are completely wired for
self canceling turn signals, 4 way ﬂashers, and horn.
A neutral safety switch is included with all columnshift columns. The correct wiring adapter to plug into
your Camaro’s stock wiring harness is included when
required. For 1967-68 models the original under dash
mounting hardware and ﬂoor mount can be used. 1969
models require a new rag joint, offered separately. A
stock steering wheel from 1969 or newer GM vehicles
bolt directly to the column. Most aftermarket wheels
will attach with an adapter. Available in paintable steel,
chrome steel, polished, or brushed billet aluminum.
Floor Shift MT/AT without Ignition Switch in Column
SC1268
1967-68 paintable steel.. 455.99 ea
SC1268C 1967-68 chromed steel .. 601.99 ea
SC1268B 1967-68 black steel........ 601.99 ea
SC1768B 1967-68 brushed alum ... 871.99 ea
SC1768P 1967-68 polished alum .. 871.99 ea
Floor Shift MT/AT with Ignition Switch in Column
SC1261
1969
paintable steel.. 826.99 ea
SC1261C 1969
chromed steel .. 979.99 ea
SC1261B 1969
black steel........ 979.99 ea
Column Shift AT without Ignition Switch in Column
SC1468
1967-68 paintable steel.. 736.99 ea
SC1468C 1967-68 chromed steel .. 955.99 ea
SC1468B 1967-68 black steel........ 955.99 ea
SC1568B 1967-68 brushed alum ... 1339.99 ea
SC1568P 1967-68 polished alum .. 1339.99 ea
Column Shift AT with Ignition Switch in Column
SC1461
1969
paintable steel.. 1116.99 ea
SC1461C 1969
chromed steel .. 1342.99 ea
SC1461B 1969
black steel........ 1342.99 ea

1967-75 Aluminum Steering Column
Pro-Lite lightweight aluminum steering column built
to ﬁt the 1967-75 Camaro. At under 6 lbs, the ProLite still packs all the features of a standard column
including self-canceling turn signals, 4 way ﬂashers,
horn wiring, 3-7/8" wiring plug, and a 1" 48 lower shaft.
It also collapses a full ﬁve inches for enhanced driver
safety and is designed to work with most quick release
steering wheel hubs. Installs easily using your original
dash mount and ididit’s plug-in wiring connectors.
SC680056 1967-68 matte blk microtex .. 472.99 ea
SC790056 1969
matte blk microtex .. 472.99 ea
SC860056 1970-75 matte blk microtex .. 472.99 ea

SC1093

1970-75 Steering Column Installation Sets
If your original steering column components are
missing or broken, these sets will allow you to properly
install your ididit steering column. Each set includes
a collapsible intermediate shaft for safety, a U-joint
to connect the shaft to the column and a rag joint to
connect them to the steering box. Made in USA.
Note: Intended for use with factory steering boxes.

SC1092
SC1093

1970-75
1970-75

manual steering.. 279.99 set
power steering ... 279.99 set

SC62086B

B
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SC62686C

1970-75 Tilt Steering Column
This steering column is designed to replace the
original without special brackets or modiﬁcations. It
was designed with safety in mind and is capable of
collapsing up to ﬁve inches to compensate for structural
damage during an accident. Each column can be used
with original 1970-75 steering wheels. They include a
custom ﬂoor mount and features 8 position tilt, selfcanceling turn signals, 4 way ﬂashers, turn signals, and
tilt levers, and 1970-75 wiring plugs. Available with a
GM style ignition switch or a Touch-N-Go system with
a touch pad ignition switch that uses a programmable
key fob to automatically unlock the doors when it
senses your approach, locking them when you walk
away. Choose from paintable steel, chrome, or black
powder coated ﬁnish. Made in USA.
Important: Designed for vehicles with ﬂoor shifters or
manual transmissions. Columns do not have shift indicator
or neutral safety switch provisions.

Keyed Ignition Switch
SC62086A 1970-75 paintable steel ...
SC62086C 1970-75 chrome ..............
SC62086B 1970-75 black pdr coated
Touch-N-Go Ignition
SC62686A 1970-75 paintable steel ...
SC62686C 1970-75 chrome ..............
SC62686B 1970-75 black pdr coated
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944.99 ea
1098.99 ea
1098.99 ea
1253.99 ea
1381.99 ea
1381.99 ea

Steering Columns

The aluminum indicator
housing attaches with just
two screws. Sets include:
the indicator lens, the lens
housing, and matching pointer.
Choose from, chrome, black
powder coated, brushed, or polished ﬁnish.
Mounting screws included.
SC1051A
3-speed
chrome ..............
SC1080
3-speed
black .................
SC1081
3-speed
brushed .............
SC1082
3-speed
polished ............
SC1053A
4-speed
chrome ..............
SC1083
4-speed
black .................
SC1084
4-speed
brushed .............
SC1085
4-speed
polished ............

SC1080

79.99
79.99
65.99
65.99
79.99
79.99
65.99
65.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

Tilt Column Rag Joints
To complete your column
installation you should also
replace your Camaro’s rag joint.
When installing an ididit column
in your car, you must use one of
the applications below to match
the column output shaft. Available for
manual and power steering applications.
Manual Steering Box
SC1001 1967-68 1"-48 x 3/4"-30 .....
SC1002 1967-68 1"-48 x 3/4"-36 .....
SC1010 1969
3/4"-36 x 3/4"-30 ..
SC1011 1969
3/4"-36 x 3/4"-36 ..
Power Steering Box
SC1003 1967-68 1"-48 x 13/16"-36
3/4"-36 x 13/16"-36
SC1012 1969

SC1001

101.99
101.99
101.99
101.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

101.99 ea
101.99 ea

1955-68 Steering Wheel Adapter Set
The ididit steering wheel
adapter set is needed when
installing a pre-1969 steering
wheel to an ididit steering
column. Set includes the
necessary items for the horn
to function properly and an
aluminum ring used to ﬁll
the gap between the steering wheel and
the column. Some modiﬁcation required.
2612100040
1955-68 .......................... 31.99 set

Tilt Column Universal Joint
These universal joints are used for installation of ididit
tilt steering columns when an adjustment of geometry
is necessary.
SC1017
3/4"-36 spline x 3/4" DD ...... 64.99 ea

SC2931C

SC2231C

SC2131C

Tilt Column Steering Wheel Adapter

These shift cable sets come complete with the shift
cable, the cable bracket, the transmission bracket, all
necessary hardware, and instructions for GM models.
Requires 3" of clearance between ﬁrewall and lower
shift lever with TH350/TH400/700R4/TH200/2004R/4L60 and 4L60E tranmissions (will not work with
early Powerglide or 4L80).
2" Column
SC1065
GM column ........................ 175.99 set
SC1072
ididit column ...................... 144.99 set
2-1/4" Column
SC1073
ididit column ...................... 144.99 set

These ididit steering wheel adapters allow you to bolt
most aftermarket wheels to your new tilt column. They
feature close tolerances and virtually no gap between
the adapter and column. Available in 3, 5, 6, and 9
bolt conﬁgurations.
3 Bolt Conﬁguration – Mullins, Pete & Jake Style
SC2931B brushed with horn cap ..... 110.99 ea
SC2931P polished with horn cap ..... 110.99 ea
SC2931C chrome with horn cap ..... 156.99 ea
3 Bolt Conﬁguration – Grant, Wheel Shoppe Style
SC2831B brushed ........................... 83.99 ea
SC2831P polished ........................... 83.99 ea
SC2831C chrome
........................... 127.99 ea
5 Bolt Conﬁguration – Grant Style
SC2731B brushed ........................... 83.99 ea
SC2731P polished ........................... 83.99 ea
SC2731C chrome
........................... 127.99 ea
6 Bolt Conﬁguration – Lecarra Style
SC2231B brushed ........................... 83.99 ea
SC2231P polished ........................... 83.99 ea
SC2231C chrome
........................... 127.99 ea
9 Bolt Conﬁguration – Grant, Boyd, Budnik, Etc.
SC2131B brushed with horn button 83.99 ea
SC2131P polished with horn button 83.99 ea
SC2131C chrome with horn button 127.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Steering Column Cable Shift Control Set

Steering Components
1970-81 Steering Column Seal

1967-81 Camaro Steering Column
Flaming River direct ﬁt tilt steering
columns with an original look are for
1967-81 Camaro models. These columns
are made with 2" stainless steel tubing
and are designed to ﬁt the original dash mounts.
Each column comes complete with a billet dress-up kit
(tilt/turn signal levers and hazard knob), GM wiring (4-1/4 inch
FR30009B
connector) and an all new canceling cam. 1969-81 columns include
keyed ignition switch. Your choice of paintable mill ﬁnish, black powder coated,
or polished. Made in USA.
1" 48-Spline Shaft
FR21019A
1967-68
mill ﬁnish .............................................. 602.99 ea
FR21019B
1967-68
black ...................................................... 745.99 ea
FR21019C
1967-68
polished ................................................. 728.99 ea
FR30009A
1969-81
mill ﬁnish .............................................. 721.99 ea
FR30009B
1969-81
black ...................................................... 837.99 ea
FR30009C
1969-81
polished ................................................. 960.99 ea
1" DD Shaft
FR21020A
1967-68
mill ﬁnish .............................................. 503.99 ea
FR21020B
1967-68
black ...................................................... 592.99 ea
FR21020C
1967-68
polished ................................................. 634.99 ea
FR30010A
1969-81
mill ﬁnish .............................................. 725.99 ea
FR30010B
1969-81
black ...................................................... 846.99 ea
FR30010C
1969-81
polished ................................................. 952.99 ea

These Flaming River tilt steering columns feature
all-new components including a one piece cast
upper housing design with a keyed GM ignition
that has the standard GM plug. The ignition
switch is located in the 3 o’clock position for
added comfort and convenience. These columns are
manufactured using 2" stainless steel tubing and a high strength,
FR30002S
all steel shaft with Teﬂon coated bearings. They include the tilt and
turn signal levers and hazard knob. The shift lever with the shift indicator
are included on column shift applications. These stainless steel columns are
available in unﬁnished paintable stainless, powder coated black or a polished
stainless ﬁnish. Columns are 33" long, with 1"-48 spline shaft and are a direct
ﬁt for 1969-81 Camaros or a column 33" long with a 1"-DD shaft for rack
and pinion steering. A stock GM steering wheel from a 1969 and newer GM
passenger car will bolt to these steering columns.
Important: Reuse of original column to dash clamp is required for installation, with some
modiﬁcation necessary. or use part #FR20300 column strap clamp if you want to save your old
column. If you do not want to do that you may use FR20114K and not use the OEM mounting.

1" DD shaft .....................
1" DD shaft .....................
1" DD shaft .....................
1" - 48 spline shaft ..........
1" - 48 spline shaft ..........
1" - 48 spline shaft ..........

paintable
black powder coated
polished
paintable
black powder coated
polished

1" DD shaft ..................... 849.99 ea
1" DD shaft ..................... 958.99 ea
1" DD shaft ..................... 1061.99 ea
1" - 48 spline shaft .......... 833.99 ea
1" - 48 spline shaft .......... 942.99 ea
1" - 48 spline shaft .......... 1037.99 ea

These billet
U-joints are
CNC-machined
from aircraft
steel to precision
FR1717DD
tolerances. Features
sealed needle bearings for longer
wear and electroless nickel-plated
for corrosion resistance.
Note: *Universal ﬁt.

1"DD x 3/4"DD
FR1717DD
U-joint ..... 90.99 ea
1"DD x 13/16"DD
FR1758
U-joint ..... 93.99 ea
13/16"-36 x 1"- 48 Spline
FR1744*
U-joint ..... 107.99 ea

683.99
820.99
806.99
683.99
820.99
945.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-69 Comfort Grip/
Wood Wheel Hub
Each adapter is
for factory wood
wheels or OER®
reproduction
wood wheels. Correct
3937896
reproduction will ﬁt as original.
All holes are in correct mounting
positions. Screws not included.
Note: Not for use with aftermarket wood
steering wheels.

Wood Wheel
3930062 1967-68 ............. 49.99 ea
Wood/Comfort Grip Wheel
3937896 1969
black .... 49.99 ea
3937895 1969
chrome 49.99 ea

450036

Key Column Wiring Adapter
The key column
wiring adapter
is designed to
adapt your wiring
harness to
a Flaming
River ignition
style column.
Non-original
column switch.
Important: Not necessary if
your previous column had an
ignition switch.

FR20118

....................... 26.99 ea

30" x 1" DD...... 69.99 ea

1969-81 Camaro
Steering Column/Pigtail Set
K579

1967-69 Deluxe Wheel Parts
This set includes all the necessary
components to install your original or
reproduction deluxe steering wheel on
1967-69 Camaro models.
Note: Hub adapter is necessary for
Camaro models not originally equipped
with wood wheel.

Deluxe Wheel Mounting Sets
K579
1967-68 ............ 29.99 set
K438
1969
w/o tilt 32.99 set
K439
1969
w/tilt ... 32.99 set
Individual Components
Pin, Spring, and Retainer
748740 1967-69 ............ 5.99 set
Mounting Screw Set
E275
1967-69 ........... 6.99 set

Includes: 2 keyed column ignition switch
pigtails, 1 turn signal pigtail with 2
connectors, and 1 dimmer switch pigtail.
12" pigtails include proper crimps
installed on factory connectors for an
OE appearance and GM color coded,
industry certiﬁed high temp wiring
rated at 600 Volts. Ready to plug-in and
splice to your existing harness or to use
as a starting point to building your own.
Easy-to-follow instructions included.
30805
1969-81 ............. 42.99 set

S139

1967 Column Shift Indicator Lens

1967-81
Steering
Column Floor
Mount

FR20101

This swivel ﬂoor mount makes
installing a Flaming River tilt column
in your classic 1967-81 Camaro
simple. The machined aluminum ball
swivels to allow you to easily position
the column at virtually any angle.
Features a polished aluminum
ﬁnish with satin back plate.
FR20101
1967-69 .. 109.99 ea
FR20101CA
1970-81 .. 109.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

This is a column shift indicator lens
for 1967 Camaro that was originally
equipped with a Powerglide transmission.
This clear plastic lens is precision laser
cut with white painted letters.
TH350 or TH400 Transmission
S138 1967 3-spd auto .. 24.99 ea
700R or 200R Transmission
S139 1967 overdrive .... 24.99 ea

1970-75 Steering
Wheel Hub Nut
Special nut used to tighten the steering
wheel to the column assembly.
For all 1970-75 steering wheels.
G6532
1970-75 .............. 4.99 ea

Steering Column Parts
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paintable
black powder coated
polished
paintable
black powder coated
polished

Billet U-Joints

Steering Column Slip Shaft
The slip shaft is a cut-to-ﬁt design
to allow three inches of movement
eliminating binding caused by body ﬂex.
Includes a 30 inch 1" DD shaft (which can
be cut to size) and a protective bellows.
Note: Requires universal joints to be
ordered separately.

1969-81 Tilt Steering Column

Floor Shift
FR30001
FR30001B
FR30001S
FR30002
FR30002B
FR30002S
Column Shift
FR30101
FR30101B
FR30101S
FR30102
FR30102B
FR30102S

1969-81 Steering
Column Strap Clamp
The steering column strap clamp is used
to ﬁt OEM mount features rubber mount
for vibration absorption.
FR20300 1969-81 .......... 51.99 ea

Reproduction steering
column seal for
1970-81 Camaro
models. This piece
is manufactured out
of rubber foam and
is installed between
the steering column
retainer and the ﬁrewall.
152758 1970-81 ............. 11.99 ea

Steering Column Components
1969-75 Steering
Column Bearing
Genuine GM bowl lever bearing for
1969-75 Camaro models.
G6536 1969-75
with tilt wheel ....... 83.99 ea

SC1060

SC1061

14929

1967-81 Steering Column Lock Shoe Spring

1967-69 Steering Column Clamp Plate

Reproduction steering
column spring for the lock
shoe return assembly.
7804912
1967-81 .................................. 9.99 ea

Reproduction steering column to ﬂoor cover and gasket
for 1967-69 Camaro models. This clamp mounts the
steering column underneath the dash board.
HC111
1967-68 .................................. 49.99 ea
14929
1969 ....................................... 46.99 ea

DD100101
SC1062

Universal Cruise Control Units

1969-02 Lower Steering Shaft Bearing Set

Cruise control units to upgrade your driving experience.
Available for both computerized and non-computerized
engines. For computerized engines, this Rostra unit
gathers information from you vehicle’s computer, so
no external sensors are required. Adjustable for 2000,
4000, or 8000 pulses per mile. For non-computer
engines, this Rostra electric servo unit uses solid state
electronics for accuracy and reliability. Servo and
control units are small enough to ﬁt under any dash.
Includes pulse generator and either a black column
mounted handle or black dash mounted control.
Cruise Control Units with Column Mounted Control
SC1059
with electronic speedo .... 274.99 set
SC1060
with cable driven speedo 322.99 set
Cruise Control Units with Dash Mounted Control
CRS20002
with cable driven speedo 322.99 set
CRS30002
with electronic speedo .... 274.99 set
Optional Accessories
SC1061
polished handle cover ..... 35.99 ea
SC1062
brushed handle cover ...... 35.99 ea
DD100101
dash mount cc switch ..... 57.99 ea

Lower steering shaft bearing set for 1969-02 Camaro
models. This set uses a sealed ball bearing to prevent
steering column play caused when the rubber slip-on
seals of the original design wear out over time. Can be
installed with the removal of the lower steering shaft
without removing the main steering column. Includes:
the ball bearing, adaptor, retainer, and clip.
A8100507
1969-02 ............................. 39.99 set

G8078

1982-89 Lock Housing Cover
Correct steering column lock housing which installs
in the steering column. Includes provisions for the
ignition lock assembly. For Camaro models equipped
with tilt steering columns.
G8078 1982-86
with tilt wheel .... 146.99 ea
G8075 1982-89
manual trans ...... 211.99 ea

3914799

3949736

1967-69 Lower Steering Column Cover
OER® reproduction of the 1969 lower steering column
cover. Installs directly below the steering column
assembly and covers the area between the column
and the dash.
3914799
1967-68
2 piece ............ 32.99 ea
3949736
1969
column cover.. 24.99 ea
A9100227
1969
hardware ......... 3.99 set

167504

169502

1967-69 Lower Steering Column Cover
1969 Column Lock Plate Retainer

B
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GM replacement steering column lock plate retainer
for 1969 Camaro models. This piece is a round wire
retainer that holds the lock plate in position. For vehicles
with or without tilt.
G13060
1969 ...................................... 10.99 ea

1967-68 Steering Column Support Rods
Reproduction steering column support rods for 1967-68
Camaro models. Manufactured in steel with the correct
contours and ﬁnished with black EDP.
A9100217
1967-68 .............................. 31.99 set

14928

14744

1967-69 Steering Column Bracket
Reproduction of the steering column dash bracket for
1967-69 Camaro models. Used to mount the steering
column to the brace under the dashboard.
14928
1967-68 ................................... 69.99 ea
14744
1969......................................... 69.99 ea

1967-69 Steering Column Rubber Boot

1970-78 Lower Steering Column Cover

Reproduction boot that slides over the steering column
at the base of the ﬂoor. This rubber part is commonly
cracked or melted from brake ﬂuid exposure. Replacing
your boot will help keep ﬂuids from entering through
the ﬁrewall area.

This is the lower plastic steering column cover which
installs under the steering wheel and acts as a trim
piece to ﬁnish off the lower section of the dash. This
reproduction is for use with all 1970-78 Camaro models.
3972011
1970-78 black ................. 139.99 ea

Note: Installation requires removal of steering column.

7805550

1967-69 ................................ 14.99 ea

1967-75 Steering Column Shaft Sphere
Genuine GM shaft sphere for all 1967-75 Camaro models.
This unit consists of two column shaft centering spheres,
a spring and an instruction sheet for installation.
G6538 1967-70
all ......................... 11.99 set
G6538 1971-75
with auto trans. .... 11.99 set
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These steering column covers are available to complete
your custom ABS dash panel. Available in your choice
of black, brushed aluminum, or carbon ﬁber ﬁnish.
167501 1967-68 black ..................... 39.99 ea
167502 1967-68 brushed aluminum 39.99 ea
167504 1967-68 carbon ﬁber ........... 39.99 ea
169501 1969
black ..................... 39.99 ea
169502 1969
brushed aluminum 39.99 ea
169504 1969
carbon ﬁber ........... 39.99 ea

1967-69 Steering Column Wedge
Reproduction of steering column wedge shim for
Camaro models. Shim is made from steel as original.
A9100212
1967-69 ............................. 17.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1982-83 Lower
Steering Column Cover
Lower plastic steering
column cover that installs
under the steering wheel. For
1982-83 Camaro models with
automatic transmissions.
Note: Not for use with tilt wheel N33 option.

G8074

1982-83 .................................. 25.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Turn Signal Components
3909580
3961517
7812210

7812211

14005066

G4374

1993-02 Lower Steering Column Cover

1967-81 Turn Signal Lever

1967-86 Turn Signal Cancelling Cam

Genuine GM lower dash steering column cover. This
piece is often damaged and in need of replacement.
For all 1993-02 Camaro models.
G4336 1993-96 with switch, coupe .. 182.99 ea
G4337 1993-96 without switch, coupe 85.99 ea
G4336 1994-96 convertible............... 182.99 ea
G4374 1997-99 with switch .............. 214.99 ea
G4375 1997-99 without switch ......... 178.99 ea
G4376 2000-02 with switch .............. 172.99 ea
G4377 2000-02 without switch ......... 175.99 ea

Correct reproduction turn signal lever for 1967-81
Camaro models with or without the tilt wheel option.

Reproduction turn signal cancelling cams for the 1967-86
Camaro model years listed.
399294
1967-68
with tilt ............. 12.99 ea
7812211
1969-81
with tilt ............. 10.99 ea
7812210
1969-86
without tilt ........ 9.99 ea

Note: Without cruise control.

3909580
3961517
14005066

1967 ................................... 16.99 ea
1968-70 .............................. 14.99 ea
1971-79 .............................. 19.99 ea

14639

1982-92 Dimmer
Switch Actuator

Custom Turn Signal and Tilt Levers

Reproduction dimmer switch
actuator for various 1982-92
Camaro models. This piece
ﬁts inside the column and is
manufactured out of plastic as original.
153455 1982-92 ...................................... 3.99 ea

Custom turn signal and tilt steering wheel levers will
give your interior a cool custom look. They have a
sleek tapered design with a beautiful polished ﬁnish
and are manufactured using high-quality stainless steel.
14638
tilt wheel lever
.................... 24.99 ea
14639
turn signal lever with tilt ....... 24.99 ea
14640
turn signal lever without tilt .. 24.99 ea

SM18

1967-92 Turn Signal Cam Activator
Correct replacement cams for listings below.
SM15 1967-68
with tilt wheel ........ 10.99
SM17 1967-68
without tilt wheel ... 9.99
SM18 1969-83
................................ 5.99
SM18 1984-86
without Berlinetta... 5.99
SM18 1987-92
all............................ 5.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

SW2176

1982-89 Cruise Control/Turn Switch
Genuine GM or reproduction turn signal lever for
1982-89 Camaro models.
Note: PS – pulse wipers.

SW2176
SW2174
G4764
G4990

A9100291

Billet Steering Column Lever Set
Billet steering column lever set from Ringbrothers to
ﬁt early GM steering columns and aftermarket ididit
and Flaming River columns. Machined from 6061-T6
aluminum and are available in either a natural aluminum
or a black anodized ﬁnish.
A9100291
natural ............................... 99.99 set
A9100292
black .................................. 99.99 set

1982-83
1984-89
1984-89
1984-89

repro
repro
GM
GM

with ps ..... 259.99 ea
with ps ..... 80.99 ea
with ps ..... 184.99 ea
without ps 143.99 ea

G4759

1982-89 Turn Signal Lever
Genuine GM turn signal lever for 1982-89 Camaro models.
G4759 1982-86 w/o interm wipers .... 52.99 ea
G4760 1982-83 with interm wipers... 36.99 ea
G3876 1987-89 with pulse wipers..... 34.99 ea
G4763 1987-89 w/o pulse wipers ...... 34.99 ea

G8067

1967-02 Turn Signal Switch
Reproduction or Delco replacement turn signal switch
for 1967-02 Camaro models.
Note: G8065 switch may be used with 8 peg connector by
removing column shift bulb, retainer and wire. SM235 not
for use with dash mount switch.

Reproduction
SM211 1967-68
SM226 1967-68
SW327 1969-76
SM220 1977-83
SM220 1984-88
SM235 1984-88
SM273 1989-90
SM276 1991-02
1995963 1989-02
Delco Replacement
G8067 1969-80
G8080 1969-80

9 pin plug............... 45.99 ea
8 peg plug .............. 109.99 ea
............................... 34.99 ea
............................... 24.99 ea
without Berlinetta .. 24.99 ea
Berl. w/crnr lghts ... 43.99 ea
............................... 49.99 ea
............................... 39.99 ea
all w/10 terminal ... 29.99 ea
use w/G8080 adapter

adapter for G8067

44.99 ea
52.99 ea

G3873

1993-02 Turn Signal Lever

3921449

Genuine GM turn signal lever for 1993-02 Camaro
models with or without cruise control.
Note: *Export models only.
G3873* 1993
w/cruise control... 141.99 ea

3832567

G3876
G3874

1994-02
1994-02

w/o cruise control 34.99 ea
w/cruise control... 159.99 ea

459011
KW217

1967-78 Tilt Wheel Release Lever
Correct reproduction tilt wheel release
1967-78 models.
3898283
1967 ....................................
3921449
1968-70 ...............................
3832567
1967-70 ...............................
459011
1976-78 ...............................

lever for
19.99
19.99
14.99
19.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-74 Turn Signal Lever Knob
Correct reproduction turn signal lever knob for 1967-74
models. Each knob is conﬁgured and manufactured
exactly as original
KW216
1967
black .................. 8.99 ea
KW217
1968-74
black .................. 8.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

398165

396256

1967-70 Hazard Switch Knob
Reproduction emergency ﬂasher knob die-cast and
chrome-plated as original.
398165
1967-70 .................................. 9.99 ea
396256
1967-70 .................................. 12.99 ea

1971-02 Hazard Lamp
Switch Knob

411525

Service replacement for the original
hazard switch knob for 1971-02 Camaro models.
411525
1971-77
1st design .............. 6.99 ea
G7645
1977-02
2nd design, inner ... 1.99 ea

Turn Signal Levers
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3898283

SW327

Camaro Steering Wheels

black

3952700

1967-68 Standard Steering Wheel
OER® reproduction standard steering wheel for 196768 Camaro models with standard interiors, without the
deluxe (N30), or wood (N34) wheel option. Available
in black only.
9745977
1967-68 .............................. 249.99 ea

1967-68 Simulated Walnut Steering Wheel
Features correct simulated wood wrapped around
brushed aluminum center spokes. Mounting hardware
and center cap not included. Originally, the wheel was
available as option (N34) part #9746195 in 1967-68
and was referred to by the factory as the woodgrain
plastic rim sport style steering wheel.
9746195
1967-68 ............................ 289.99 ea

K438

1969 Comfort Grip Steering Wheel
Reproduction comfort grip steering wheel which was
optional in all 1969 Camaro models. The cushion grip
wheel includes correctly padded foam wrapped around
brushed aluminum center spokes as original.
Steering Wheel Only
153797 1969
black ...................... 159.99 ea
3952700 1969
silver ...................... 159.99 ea
Steering Wheel Installation Set
K438
1969
without tilt wheel... 32.99 set
K439
1969
with tilt wheel ........ 32.99 set

3939733

black

1967 Deluxe Steering Wheel
OER® reproduction of the optional (N30) deluxe
steering wheel for 1967 Camaro. Features a bright
chrome shroud as pictured. Horn cap sold separately.
Note: Mounting screws for shroud are not included.

B
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9746436

1967 ..................................... 289.99 ea

1968 Deluxe Steering Wheel

Note: Mounting screws for shroud are not included.

9747536

1968.................................... 289.99 ea
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red

dk green

Reproduction of the standard steering wheel installed
on 1969 Camaro models. This wheel is manufactured
to exact speciﬁcations and will ﬁt exactly as original.
Note: Installation hardware, shroud, horn buttons, etc., are
sold separately.

3939731
3939732
3939733
3939735

OER® reproduction of the optional (N30) deluxe steering wheel, also used with deluxe interior packages or
decor groups, on 1968 Camaro. Features a brushed
chrome shroud. Replace a cracked or damaged steering wheel and help bring the interior appearance back
to showroom condition. Horn cap sold separately.

dk blue

1969 Standard Steering Wheel

1969-70
1969-70
1969-70
1969-70

black ...............
dark blue.........
red ..................
dark green.......

249.99
249.99
249.99
249.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

1969 Simulated Rosewood Steering Wheel

1971-81 Four-Spoke Sport Steering Wheel
Reproduction of the 4-spoke Sport steering wheel for
1971-81 Camaro models. This high-quality reproduction
features a soft black padding and a 4-spoke design as
original. Available in a set that includes the steering
wheel, horn cap, horn cap retainer, and mounting set.
Steering Wheel Set
881346 1971-81 .................................. 329.99 set
Steering Wheel
458998 1971-81 .................................. 259.99 ea

simulated rope detail

Features correct simulated wood wrapped around
brushed aluminum center spokes. Mounting hardware
and center cap not included. Originally, the wheel was
available as option (N34) part #3960722 in 1969 and
was referred to by the factory as the woodgrain plastic
rim sport style steering wheel.
3960722
1969................................... 289.99 ea

Reproduction 4-spoke sport steering wheel for 197881 Camaro Z28 models. Features simulated rope
wrapping as original.
9761613 1978-81 ................................ 299.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

1978-81 Four-Spoke Z28 Rope Steering Wheel

Camaro Steering Wheels

walnut
steering wheel

Bow Tie
horn cap

steering
wheel hub

horn/wheel mounting kit

1967-68 Walnut Steering Wheel Kit
Classic Industries® offers this complete steering wheel
kit which includes the reproduction walnut wood
steering wheel, steering wheel hub adapter, horn
mounting kit and Bow Tie horn button. Each component
is manufactured by OER® ensuring the highest quality
part available. The original steering wheels are often
cracked or worn out after years of use. Utilizing this
kit will help improve the appearance of your interior.
If you’re replacing a standard or deluxe wheel, the
hub assembly will be necessary. If you’re replacing
an original wood wheel, then the included hub won’t
be necessary. See individual components.
R6532
1967-68 .................................. 369.99 kit

rosewood
steering wheel

Bow Tie
horn cap

steering
wheel hub

1982-89 Camaro
Leather Wrapped Steering Wheel
horn/wheel mounting kit

1969 Rosewood Steering Wheel Kit
Classic Industries® offers this complete steering wheel
kit which includes the reproduction rosewood steering
wheel, steering wheel hub adapter, horn mounting
kit and Bow Tie horn button. Each component is
manufactured by OER® ensuring the highest quality
part available. The original steering wheels are often
cracked or worn out after years of use. Utilizing this
kit will help improve the appearance of your interior.
If you’re replacing a standard or deluxe wheel, the
hub assembly will be necessary. If you’re replacing
an original wood wheel, then the included hub won’t
be necessary. See individual components.
R6533
1969
without tilt wheel... 369.99 kit
R6534
1969
with tilt wheel ........ 369.99 kit

OER® reproduction of the original style leatherwrapped steering wheel designed for 1982-89 Camaro
models. Each steering wheel is produced to factory
original speciﬁcations with stamped steel center ring
and authentic leather grip. This steering wheel was
originally installed in 1982-86 models with NK3
leather interior option or 1987-89 models with NP5
leather interior option; typically Z28 and IROC-Z
models of the era. Horn cap is sold separately under
part #17983442.
17983441 1982-89 with leather...... 379.99 ea

1982-89 Camaro Leather
Wrapped Steering Wheel Horn Cap
®

OER reproduction of the original leather wrapped
horn button cap for 1982-89 Camaro models with
leather steering wheel. This beautiful reproduction is
manufactured to exact speciﬁcations including correct
grain leather and 1982-89 Camaro emblem.
17983442 1982-89 with leather ......... 69.99 ea

R3493

black

dark blue

red

dark green

1969 Camaro Standard Steering Wheel Kits
Classic Industries® offers this complete steering wheel
kit which includes the reproduction steering wheel,
horn buttons, steering shroud assembly and the horn
button contacts. Each component is manufactured by
OER® ensuring the highest quality parts available. The
original steering wheels are often cracked or worn out
after years of use. Utilizing this kit will help improve
the appearance of your interior. If you’re replacing the
same style wheel, the original steering wheel hub will
ﬁt properly. If you’re replacing a wood wheel, the hub
needs to be replaced (available separately).
R3492 black w/black shroud ............... 299.99 kit
R3493 black w/cherrywood shroud .... 299.99 kit
R3494 red w/red shroud ...................... 299.99 kit
R3496 dk blue w/dk blue shroud ........ 299.99 kit
R3497 dk green w/dk green shroud .... 299.99 kit

Bow Tie
horn cap

steering
wheel hub

horn/wheel mounting kit

1969 Comfort Grip Steering Wheel Kit
Classic Industries® offers this complete steering
wheel kit which includes the reproduction comfort
grip steering wheel, steering wheel hub adapter, horn
mounting kit and Bow Tie horn button. Each component
is manufactured to ensure the highest quality part
available. The original steering wheels are often
cracked or worn out after years of use. Utilizing this
kit will help improve the appearance of your interior.
If you’re replacing a standard or deluxe wheel, the
hub assembly will be necessary. If you’re replacing
an original comfort grip wheel, then the included
hub won’t be necessary. See individual components.
K619B 1969 black w/o tilt wheel.. 269.99 kit
K619
1969 silver w/o tilt wheel.. 249.99 kit
K620B 1969 black with tilt wheel 269.99 kit
K620
1969 silver with tilt wheel 249.99 kit
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1982-89 Camaro Leather Wrapped
Steering Wheel Horn Contact Wire
OER® reproduction horn button contact wire and sleeve
for 1982-89 Camaro models. Each component is an
exact replica of the harness designed to work with the
leather wrapped steering wheel. Installed in 1982-86
models with NK3 leather steering wheel option or
1987-89 models with NP5 leather wheel option;
typically Z28, IROC-Z models of the era.
748730
1982-89 ................................. 12.99 ea

Steering Wheels
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comfort grip
steering wheel

Steering Wheels

Classic

Empire

Octane

ﬁnger indentations on
backside for comfort and grip

Classic Deep Style 15" Wood Wheel
Arcade

10
lt mahogany

Sebring

11
lt mahogany
w/black stripe

12
20
lt mahogany
dark mahogany
w/aluminum rivets

ﬁnger indentations on backside
for comfort and grip

21
dark mahogany
w/black stripe

Forever Sharps’ deep style, dark mahogany wood
steering wheel offers outstanding quality and a classic
design that was popular with muscle cars of the 1960’s.
Each wheel is manufactured from real mahogany wood
and features aluminum rivets, brushed aluminum
spokes, as well as ﬁnger indentations on the backside
for comfort and grip. A urethane coating has also been
applied to give the wheel a longer life and improved
heat resistance for those hot summer days. Features a
3 hole bolt pattern, 15" (14-3/4") diameter with a 4"
dish depth and decorative rivets.
Note: For use with chrome horn button/cap FS120302 and 3
bolt mounting adapter, sold separately.

FS519322

22
30
dark mahogany gray mahogany
w/aluminum rivets

15" ................................... 154.99 ea

32
42
gray mahogany
blk mahogany
w/aluminum rivets w/aluminum rivets

B
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Wood Series Steering Wheel
Forever Sharp’s popular wood steering wheels offer outstanding quality and sleek designs to match your vehicle
and style! Each wheel is crafted from real mahogany wood with ﬁnger grooves on the back and steel spokes
ﬁnished in smooth chrome or textured black. A urethane coating has also been applied to give the wheel a longer
life and improved heat resistance on hot summer days. Wheels feature a 6 hole bolt pattern with a 1-3/4" dish
depth and are available in 14" and 15" diameters. Finishes include either a light or dark hand stained ﬁnish, or
either black or gray wheels painted with high-quality automotive paint.
Important: Steering wheels require mounting adapter and your choice of interchangeable horn button/cap. For use with 6
bolt adapters and horn caps. Each sold separately.
Note: Please add two digit ﬁnish code to part number when ordering.

Empire – 5 Hole

FSA023P

Note: For use with 5 hole adapters and horn caps.

BK401520
CH401511

14"
14"

BK4016
CH4016
BK5016
CH5016
NC501642

14"
14"
15"
15"
15"

CH4046
CH5046

14"
15"

black spokes
chrome spokes

dark mahogany ...............................................................
light mahogany with black stripe ...................................
Empire
black spokes
specify ﬁnish code ..........................................................
chrome spokes
specify ﬁnish code ..........................................................
black spokes
specify ﬁnish code ..........................................................
chrome spokes
specify ﬁnish code ..........................................................
neochrome spokes black mahogany with alum rivets ...................................
Classic
chrome spokes
specify ﬁnish code ..........................................................
chrome spokes
specify ﬁnish code............................................................
Octane – 2.5" Dish Depth

119.99 ea
119.99 ea
119.99 ea
119.99 ea
124.99 ea
124.99 ea
134.99 ea
119.99 ea
124.99 ea

Note: Includes standard horn button (FS120103). Will also work with interchangeable horn caps.

CH4086

14"

chrome spokes

specify ﬁnish code ..........................................................
Arcade – 1" Dish Depth

99.99 ea

Note: Includes standard horn button (FS120103). Will also work with interchangeable horn caps.

CH407620
CH5026
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14"

chrome spokes

15"

chrome spokes

dark mahogany ............................................................... 119.99 ea
Sebring
specify ﬁnish code .......................................................... 124.99 ea

Steering Wheels
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Steering Wheel Adapters – 3 Bolt
Forever Sharp’s unique 2 piece adapter allows their
3 bolt steering wheels to be installed directly to your
vehicle. The splined steering wheel hub adapter is
manufactured from T6061 high grade billet aluminum,
while the cover is 304 grade stainless steel. Available
with a polished or black powder coated ﬁnish for a
classic appearance. Includes mounting hardware and
horn wiring kit.
Note: Please add desired ﬁnish to part number when
ordering: P = polished; B = black powder coated.
Picture for reference purposes. Product will vary
depending upon application.

OE Steering Column
FSA023 1967
3 bolt adapter ........... 29.99
FSA083 1968
3 bolt adapter ........... 29.99
FSA013 1969-94 3 bolt adapter ........... 29.99
For Flaming River or ididit Steering Column
FSA013
3 bolt adapter ........... 29.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Steering Wheels

FSA0156B

Steering Wheel Adapters – 5 or 6 Bolt
Forever Sharp’s unique 2 piece adapter allows their
5 or 6 bolt steering wheels to be installed directly to
your vehicle. The splined steering wheel hub adapter is
manufactured from T6061 high grade billet aluminum,
while the cover is 304 grade stainless steel. Available
with a polished or black powder coated ﬁnish for a
classic appearance. Includes mounting hardware and
horn wiring kit.

FSV109801

FSV109804
polished spokes
blue vinyl

polished spokes
black vinyl

FSV109911
matte black spokes
carbon ﬁber hydrographic

Note: Please add desired ﬁnish to part number when
ordering: “P” = polished; “B” = black powder coated.
Picture for reference purposes. Product will vary depending
upon application.

OE Steering Column
FSA0256 1967
5 and 6 bolt adapter 59.99
FSA0856 1968
5 and 6 bolt adapter 59.99
FSA0156 1969-94 5 and 6 bolt adapter 59.99
For Flaming River or ididit Steering Column
FSA0156
5 and 6 bolt adapter . 59.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ﬁnger indentations on
backside for comfort and grip
FSW109918

FSW109915
matte black spokes
mahogany with brass rivets

FS120103

FS120302

matte black spokes
mahogany w/center burn and aluminum rivets

01
horn delete/cover – no logo

02
horn button/cap – no logo

01
black vinyl

02
gray vinyl

03
red vinyl

04
blue vinyl

05
royal blue vinyl

06
tan vinyl

07
orange vinyl

08
cream vinyl

09
white vinyl

10
carbon ﬁber
vinyl

11
carbon ﬁber
hydrographic

12
burlwood
hydrographic

13
black
leather

14
urethane
coated wood

15
mahogany
w/brass rivets

16
mahogany
w/alum. rivets

17
mahogany
w/center burn
& brass rivets

18
mahogany
w/center burn
& alum. rivets

polished ﬁnish

black powder coated

03
Forever Sharp logo

14" Billet “Muscle” Half Wrap Series Billet Steering Wheel
Forever Sharp’s popular billet “muscle” steering wheel features a interchangeable half wrap allowing you to
match or change your vehicles style at any time. Half wraps are easy-to-install and interchangeable, mounting
from the backside of the steering wheel with the ﬁve included screws. Choose between leather grain vinyl or
wood half wraps made from real wood. The wood half wraps have been urethane coated to give the wheel a
longer life and improved heat resistance. Each billet wheel is 14" in diameter and forged from aircraft standard
6061 aluminum. Wheels feature ﬁnger indentations on the backside, a 1.75" dish depth and 5 hole bolt pattern.
Includes half wrap and billet wheel in either a polished or matte black (powder coated) ﬁnish. Replacement half
wraps also available separately.

Important: *Please add desired ﬁnish: P = polished; B =
black powder coated and then two digit logo code to part
number when ordering.

Important: Steering wheels require mounting adapter and your choice of interchangeable horn button/cap. For use with 5
bolt adapters and horn caps. Each sold separately.
Note: *Please add two digit color code to part number when ordering.

Horn Button without Cap
Note: For use with wood wheels only. Does not ﬁt muscle
wheels. Includes retainer ring.

5 and 6 Bolt – ABS Plastic Button
FS120103 with Forever Sharp logo........ 12.99 ea
Horn Button with Cap
Note: †For use with 3 bolt steering wheel FS519322 only.

3 Bolt – Chrome Stainless Steel Finish
FS120302† without logo .......................... 16.99 ea
5 Bolt – Choice of Finish
FS125*
specify logo code .................. 32.99 ea
6 Bolt – Choice of Finish
FS126*
specify logo code .................. 32.99 ea

FSV1098*
FSV109813
FSV1099*
FSV109913

14"
14"
14"
14"

FSW1098*
FSW1099*

14"
14"

HWV12*
HWV1213
HWW13*

14"
14"
14"

Muscle Wheel with Vinyl Half Wrap
polished spokes
vinyl or hydrograhic half wrap .........................
polished spokes
black leather half wrap ......................................
matte black spokes
vinyl or hydrograhic half wrap .........................
matte black spokes
black leather half wrap ......................................
Muscle Wheel with Wood Half Wrap
polished spokes
wood half wrap .................................................
matte black spokes
wood half wrap ..................................................
Replacement Half Wrap Only
or hydrograhic half wrap ...................................
black leather half wrap ......................................
wood half wrap .................................................

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Steering Wheels

129.99 ea
181.99 ea
128.99 ea
181.99 ea
139.99 ea
139.99 ea
29.99 ea
64.99 ea
64.99 ea
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Horn Buttons/Caps – 3, 5, or 6 Bolt
Finish off the look of your Forever Sharp steering wheel
with an upgraded billet horn button/cap. These CNCmachined, 6061 billet aluminum horn buttons feature
a wired 2 terminal connection and are compatible with
all 3, 5, or 6 bolt steering wheels. Horn buttons/caps
are offered in a variety of ﬁnishes including chrome,
polished or a black powder coated. Available either with
or without a horn along with multiple laser engraved
logos options to choose from. Includes hardware.

Steering Wheels
Bow Tie cap

Bow Tie cap

R30271
cross ﬂags cap
R30194

cross ﬂags cap
R30511B

R304411A

tan

A – red/white/
blue Bow Tie

gray

B – blue/silver
Bow Tie

D – cross ﬂags

tan

red

C – black/red
Bow Tie

14" Padded Leather Steering Wheel Kits

B

Dash & Console Components

Note: Must specify logo sufﬁx on steering wheel kit: A –
red/white/blue Bow Tie, B – blue/silver Bow Tie, C – black/
red Bow Tie, D – cross ﬂags, E – SS logo.

black ...........
tan ...............
gray .............
red ...............

231.99
231.99
231.99
231.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

black ...........
tan ...............
gray .............
red ...............

267.99
267.99
267.99
267.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

X2291

Steering Wheel Puller
Great item to have when replacing your OEM or
replacement steering wheel. Can be used for almost any
models steering wheel. Allows easy removal of steering
wheel. Complete instructions included.
K212
standard puller ....................... 15.99 set
X2291
professional puller ................. 20.99 set

124

red

horn/wheel mounting kit

1967-81 14" Leather Steering Wheel

E – SS logo

Replace the outdated, uncomfortable stock steering
wheel in your Camaro with a modern, padded leather
grip steering wheel and a classic center spoke design!
The 14" diameter wheel is easier to manage and
provides your dash with a unique sporty look available
in black, tan, gray or red. Kit includes everything you
need to mount the wheel including, steering wheel,
mounting hardware kit, chrome or brushed mounting
hub, and choice of horn button and ring with either
red/white/blue Bow Tie, blue/silver Bow Tie, black/
red Bow Tie, crossed ﬂags or SS logo.

Brushed Spoke Wheel
R304411
1969-74
R304412
1969-74
R304413
1969-74
R304414
1969-74
Chrome Spoke Wheel
R304511
1969-74
R304512
1969-74
R304513
1969-74
R304514
1969-74

steering wheel hub

gray

Steering Wheels

Each wheel features a thick padded leather grip for
driving comfort and a classic center spoke design that
is reminiscent of the optional sport wheels from muscle
car era. The smaller 14" diameter wheel is easier to
manage and provides your dash with a unique sporty
look. Each steering wheel kit comes with everything
you need to mount the wheel. Includes: the steering
wheel, mounting hardware kit, mounting hub, and
your choice of a Bow Tie or crossed ﬂags horn cap.
Note: Must specify center type: A – brushed, B – chrome.

Bow Tie Cap
Black Wheel
R30511
1967-68
..........................
R30521
1969-81 without tilt ........
R30531
1969-81 with tilt .............
Gray Wheel
R30611
1967-68
..........................
R30621
1969-81 without tilt ........
R30631
1969-81 with tilt .............
Red Wheel
R30711
1967-68
..........................
R30721
1969-81 without tilt ........
R30731
1969-81 with tilt .............
Tan Wheel
R30811
1967-68
..........................
R30821
1969-81 without tilt ........
R30831
1969-81 with tilt .............
Cross Flags Cap
Black Wheel
R30512
1967-68
..........................
R30522
1969-81 without tilt ........
R30532
1969-81 with tilt .............
Gray Wheel
R30612
1967-68
..........................
R30622
1969-81 without tilt ........
R30632
1969-81 with tilt .............
Red Wheel
R30712
1967-68
..........................
R30722
1969-81 without tilt ........
R30732
1969-81 with tilt .............
Tan Wheel
R30812
1967-68
..........................
R30822
1969-81 without tilt ........
R30832
1969-81 with tilt .............

206.99 kit
245.99 kit
245.99 kit
206.99 kit
245.99 kit
245.99 kit
206.99 kit
245.99 kit
245.99 kit

The Distinctive Look of Wood
Classic styling meets sports car design with these
unique custom steering wheel kits. Wheels feature
a contoured wood only grip or a wood and leather
combination and a classic center spoke design that is
reminiscent of the optional wood wheels from the late
1960’s muscle car era. 14" diameter wheel is easier to
manage and provides your dash with a unique sporty
look. Each kit includes: steering wheel, mounting
hardware kit, mounting hub, and Bow Tie or cross
ﬂags horn cap.
Wood Only Grip/Chrome Center
Bow Tie Horn Cap
R30111
1967-68
......................... 206.99 kit
R30112
1969-74
with tilt ............ 245.99 kit
R30113
1969-74
without tilt ....... 245.99 kit
Cross Flags Horn Cap
R30114
1967-68
......................... 219.99 kit
R30115
1969-74
with tilt ............ 259.99 kit
R30116
1969-74
without tilt ....... 259.99 kit
Wood Only Grip/Black Anodized Center
Bow Tie Horn Cap
R30271
1967-68
......................... 206.99 kit
R30272
1969-74
with tilt ............ 245.99 kit
R30273
1969-74
without tilt ....... 245.99 kit
Cross Flags Horn Cap
R30274
1967-68
......................... 219.99 kit
R30275
1969-74
with tilt ............ 259.99 kit
R30276
1969-74
without tilt ....... 259.99 kit
Wood and Leather Grip/Chrome Center
Bow Tie Horn Cap
R30191
1967-68
......................... 215.99 kit
R30192
1969-74
with tilt ............ 254.99 kit
R30193
1969-74
without tilt ....... 254.99 kit
Cross Flags Horn Cap
R30194
1967-68
......................... 229.99 kit
R30195
1969-74
with tilt ............ 268.99 kit
R30196
1969-74
without tilt ....... 268.99 kit

1969-81 Water Fall Steering Wheel

225.99 kit
218.99 kit
218.99 kit

Flaming River’s unique
steering wheel is very
similar in design to that
of the 2010 Camaro a
great retro modern look.
Featuring billet machine
work wrapped in soft
leather available in your
choice of color. Includes
horn button assembly.
Can be installed on both FR20150BK
original GM steering
columns or Flaming River tilt steering columns with
the required mounting adapter (sold separately).
Measures 13.8" in diameter.
1969-81 Steering Wheel
FR20150BK
black ...................... 409.99 ea
FR20150LT
light tan ................. 476.99 ea
FR20150LG
light gray ............... 480.99 ea
FR20150WH
blizzard white ........ 479.99 ea
FR20150DG
slate gray ............... 500.99 ea
1969-81 Mounting Adapter
FR20150HGAD
Flaming River ....... 115.99 ea
FR201500E
GM Column .......... 125.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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206.99 kit
245.99 kit
245.99 kit

219.99 kit
259.99 kit
259.99 kit
219.99 kit
259.99 kit
259.99 kit
219.99 kit
259.99 kit
259.99 kit

Steering Wheels
NRG’s Steering Wheel Adapter System:

Short Hub Adapter
This short hub unit was
designed to mount an
aftermarket steering wheel/
quick release combination
close to the original orientation.
Manufactured from the highest
quality aluminum using a solid, one piece design for
maximum strength and durability.
Note: Must use with one of our Quick Release or
tilt systems.

152780

black ................................... 129.99 ea

NRG’s modular steering wheel
adapter system lets you choose the
level of security for your classic
vehicle. Pick from a quick release
system that removes the steering
wheel, a tilt lock that unlinks
the wheel from the column, or
for total vehicle security use the
Quick Lock system to prevent a
would-be thief from placing a
steering wheel onto the hub
and driving away.

quick lock unit

short hub adapter

removable steering wheel

NRG steering wheel

Generation 2.0 Quick Release System
These 2.0 quick release units
feature many options that
conventional Ball-Lock quick
release systems do not offer,
such as specially designed raised
sections to prevent hub stretches
and a self-locking mechanism.
These units are manufactured from
152781BK
highest quality aircraft aluminum
with style and function that are designed to last.
Available in black with a carbon ﬁber ring or in a
variety of other colors with titanium chrome ring.

quick release unit

152786GL

Note: Must use in conjunction with the short
hub adapter.

With Carbon Fiber Ring
152781C
black ............................
With Titanium Ring
152782BK
black ............................
152782GM
gun metal.....................
152782GL
silver............................

129.99 ea
129.99 ea
129.99 ea

Generation 2.8 Quick Release System
The Gen 2.8 Quick Release
provides all the beneﬁts of the
2.0 Generation Systems balllocking quick release system
with the added beneﬁt of an
upgraded Diamond Cut ﬂared
ring. This provides leverage and
grip for the pull ring allowing much easier release
of the steering wheel. Perfect for race applications
where gloves are required. Choose from a selection
of colors.
Note: Must use in conjunction with the short
hub adapter.

152784BK
152784GM
152784GL

black ............................. 154.99 ea
gun metal ...................... 154.99 ea
silver ............................. 154.99 ea

Bring your steering wheel
closer with this 1/2" spacer.
Manufactured from CNCmachined aluminum with
counter sunk mounting holes
to the hub and a universal 6
bolt mounting pattern.
152779B
black ................................... 24.99 ea
152779G
silver................................... 24.99 ea

Quick Tilt/Lock System
By allowing the steering wheel
to tilt out of the way in one
quick motion and combining
a patented locking system
to secure the wheel once the
tilt is engaged, this system
provides an added layer of
anti-theft security without
sacriﬁcing convenience.
Note: Requires short hub adapter. Not compatible
with quick lock or quick release units.

black ................................ 259.99 ea
silver................................ 259.99 ea

A perfect complement to the Quick Release Systems,
these units quickly and easily disable the steering hub
by preventing the placement of a steering wheel onto
the hub. Manufactured from solid steel and utilizing
a Ball-Lock design and key mechanism. Available in
various color ﬁnishes.

152773B

Note: Must use with either the 2.0 or the 2.8 quick
release system.

152785GM
152786GB
152786GL
152786MB

gun metal ......................
gloss black ....................
polished ........................
matte black ...................

124.99
119.99
119.99
119.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
woodgrain ﬁnish with matte black center

Rim Sport Style Wheel
NRG Rim Sport
series wheel is
manufactured
from high-quality
materials, providing
the feel of smooth
luxurious wood,
polished aluminum
center spokes and the
old school brushed
metal feel. Mounts
to any six bolt hub or
quick release unit and
measures 14-1/4" in diameter, and
1-1/2" deep.
152778
6 bolt ................................... 199.99 ea

Comfort Steering Wheel
The NRG comfort
grip steering wheel
is manufactured
from high-quality
materials with
a sophisticated
design to provide
luxurious black
wood and the
elegance of chrome
center spokes.
Will bolt-up to any
six bolt hub or quick
release unit. Measures:
14" in diameter, and 2" deep.
152777
6 bolt .................................. 149.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

152773C

Woodgrain Steering Wheel
Add a traditional look to your interior with this 6 bolt
woodgrain steering wheel from NRG. Made from highquality materials with a sophisticated design to let you
feel the smooth luxurious wood and the aggressive
matte ﬁnish. Mounts to any 6 bolt hub or quick release
unit. Measures 13" in diameter, 1-3/4" deep.
152773B
matte black center ........... 159.99 ea
152773C
chrome center ................. 159.99 ea

Steering Wheel Replacement Screws
Replacement mounting screw set for al1 NRG steering
wheels. 6 piece set. Includes Hex key.
152775
black
M5-8.0 screws ......... 5.99 set

Steering Wheels
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1/2" Steering Wheel Spacer

152772B
152772G

Quick Lock System

149.99 ea

Grant Steering Wheels

W5650

W5660

W5661

W5652

W5649

W5899

W5876

W5870

W5871

Club Sport

Classic Series Steering Wheel
Formula GT

Grant version of the popular walnut wood and optional
cushion foam steering wheel. This version of the walnut
wood includes ﬁnger grips and brushed ﬁnish stainless
steel spokes. Kits come complete with chrome center
cap and Bow Tie center emblem. Wheels measure 15"
diameter, 4-1/8" deep with adaptor. Mounting kit included.
Note: For use on models without drivers air bag. Will work
with or without tilt column.

W9673162
W9673193
W9673196
W9693162
W9693193
W9693196

GT Rally

1967
1968
1969-94
1967
1968
1969-90

walnut wood ..
walnut wood ..
walnut wood ..
black foam .....
black foam .....
black foam .....

168.99
174.99
169.99
128.99
132.99
128.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

B
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1967-94 Signature Series Steering Wheel
The Club Sport steering wheel with highly stylized
ergonomic grips featuring hand stitched, matte black
leather look vinyl covered rim with diamond grip
textured vinyl hand grip inserts. The 3-spoke center
is polished aluminum and the wheel rim is accented
with four polished rings for a true luxury sport look.
13-1/2" diameter, 3-1/2" deep with adaptor.
The Formula GT wheel features hand stitched, leather
grained vinyl grip and matte black rubber styling sleeve.
This 3-spoke design with machined racing holes is
available with a silver satin, or black anodized aluminum
ﬁnish. 15" diameter, 3-1/2" deep with adaptor.
The GT Rally steering wheels are patterned after the
popular Rally car look, with a solid 3-spoke design.
The molded cushion grip is contoured to the shape
of the hand with a leather grained ﬁnish for added
comfort, control, and driving pleasure. These wheels
have durable silver, or black anodized aluminum alloy
spokes and includes a matte black rubber styling sleeve.
13" diameter, 3" deep with adaptor.
Mounting kit included!
Note: For use on models without drivers air bag. Will work
with or without tilt column.

Club Sport Style
Polished Aluminum Steering Wheels
W4523162 1967
.........................
W4524193 1968
.........................
W4523196 1969-94 .........................
Formula GT Style
W17603162 1967
silver satin .......
W17604193 1968
silver satin .......
W17603196 1969-94 silver satin .......
W17703162 1967
black anodized
W17704193 1968
black anodized
W17703196 1969-94 black anodized
GT Rally Style
W7603162 1967
silver anodized
W7604193 1968
silver anodized
W7603196 1969-94 silver anodized
W7613162 1967
black anodized
W7614193 1968
black anodized
W7613196 1969-94 black anodized
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118.99 kit
123.99 kit
118.99 kit
151.99
157.99
152.99
151.99
157.99
152.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

109.99
113.99
109.99
109.99
113.99
109.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

Steering Wheels

W5864

W5632

W5640

Signature/Classic Series Wheel Horn Button
These steering wheel horn buttons are optional for the
Signature Series wheels and Classic Series wheels.
Signature Series
Horn button only, or a highly polished aluminum
housing and button. Both styles will only ﬁt Signature
Series wheels.
W5650 button
blue/silver Bow Tie 23.99 ea
W5660 button
black/red Bow Tie .. 22.99 ea
W5661 button
Camaro ................... 22.99 ea
W5652 button
cross ﬂags ............... 23.99 ea
W5649 button
SS............................ 22.99 ea
W5899 button
black blank ............. 12.99 ea
W5870 housing polished aluminum 37.99 ea
W5871 housing black anodized ........ 37.99 ea
W5876 housing Bow Tie .................. 41.99 ea
Classic Series
A chromed steel cap with logo insert, or a polished
billet aluminum housing and button. Fit only Classic
Series wheels.
W5630 chrome blue/silver Bow Tie 13.99 ea
W5640 chrome black/red Bow Tie .. 13.99 ea
W5641 chrome Camaro script ......... 13.99 ea
W5632 chrome cross ﬂags ............... 14.99 ea
W5629 chrome SS............................ 13.99 ea
W5894 chrome chrome, blank ......... 19.99 ea
W5895 chrome matte black, blank ... 6.99 ea

1967-94 Banjo Style Steering Wheels
These versions of the classic Banjo Style steering
wheel available in soft, hand stitched black leather
or hand rubbed Mahogany wood with a deep rich
luster. Features stainless steel spoke and center
hub construction. Each spoke features ﬁve highly
polished stainless wires anchored to the wheel rim
with a sculptured stainless steel spoke retainer. 14-3/4"
diameter, 4" deep with adaptor. Mounting kit included.
Note: For use on models without drivers air bag. Will work
with or without tilt column.

W10505701
W10505702
W10575701
W10575702

1967
1969-94
1967
1969-94

black leather .....
black leather .....
mahogany wood
mahogany wood

422.99
427.99
422.99
427.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

W5196

W51961

1967-94 Signature Series Wheel

45.99 ea

These billet mounting adaptors are optional for the
Signature Series wheels only. Available in two ﬁnishes,
these highly polished aluminum housings will replace
the matte black rubber styling sleeve and plate included
with Signature Series wheels.
W5162
1967
black luster ............ 62.99 ea
W5163
1968
black luster ............ 67.99 ea
W5196
1969-94 black luster ............ 64.99 ea
W51621 1967
polished aluminum 66.99 ea
W51631 1968
polished aluminum 67.99 ea
W51961 1969-94 polished aluminum 63.99 ea
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Banjo Style Wheel Center Caps
These steering wheel center caps are optional for the
Banjo Style wheels. Each cap features a horn button
in a highly polished aluminum housing that ﬁts Banjo
style wheels only. Note: Polished aluminum only. Gold
accents on standard wheel caps only.

W5864

Banjo

smooth ..............

Steering Wheels
GT Performance Foam Grip or Retro Wood Steering Wheels
Each steering wheel kit includes steering wheel, horn button assembly, hub adapter, and Grade 8 hardware. Horn
buttons and hubs are billet 6061 aluminum and are secured using an exclusive o-ring design. Your choice of
black anodized or polished hub and horn assembly.

Horn Cap Styles
polished

polished

polished

black

black

standard
with engraved
Bow Tie

standard
with red
Bow Tie

hi-rise
with red
Bow Tie

standard
with red
Bow Tie

hi-rise
with red
Bow Tie

A8611111

A8111111

A8412223

Performance Foam Grip Steering Wheel

GT Classic Steering Wheel Kits
The GT Classic steering wheels feature a black cushiongrip and a 3-spoke chrome center. The 1010 cold rolled
steel spokes have classic lightening holes and are been
polished and chrome-plated for a perfect appearance.
14-1/2" diameter with 3-1/2" dish.
Polished Horn Button and Hub
Standard Style Horn Button
A8111111 1967-68 w/engraved Bow Tie.. 132.99 kit
A8111113 1967-68 with red Bow Tie ... 136.99 kit
A8121111 1969-79 w/engraved Bow Tie.. 132.99 kit
A8121113 1969-79 with red Bow Tie ... 136.99 kit
High Rise Style Horn Button
A8111123 1967-68 with red Bow Tie ... 136.99 kit
A8121123 1969-79 with red Bow Tie ... 136.99 kit
Black Anodized Horn Button and Hub
Standard Style Horn Button
A8112213 1967-68 with red Bow Tie ... 134.99 kit
A8122213 1969-79 with red Bow Tie ... 134.99 kit
High Rise Style Horn Button
A8112223 1967-68 with red Bow Tie ... 134.99 kit
A8122223 1969-79 with red Bow Tie ... 134.99 kit

A8321111

Retro Wood Steering Wheel
GT Retro steering wheels are perfect complement for
any classic! These steering wheels feature wood with
a unique V-shaped proﬁle and sculpted ﬁnger grips so
they ﬁt perfectly in your hands. The wheel centers are
manufactured from 304 stainless steel with polished
edges and a fully brushed ﬁnish.
Light Walnut Wood Steering Wheel Kits
Grip features genuine wood with hand rubbed light
walnut stain and ﬁnished with a glossy polyurethane
clear coat. 15" diameter with 4" dish.
Polished Horn Button and Hub
Standard Style Horn Button
A8211111 1967-68 w/engraved Bow Tie.. 316.99 kit
A8211113 1967-68 with red Bow Tie ... 241.99 kit
A8221111 1969-79 w/engraved Bow Tie.. 316.99 kit
A8221113 1969-79 with red Bow Tie ... 241.99 kit
High Rise Style Horn Button
A8211123 1967-68 with red Bow Tie .. 241.99 kit
A8221123 1969-79 with red Bow Tie .. 241.99 kit
Black Anodized Horn Button and Hub
Standard Style Horn Button
A8212213 1967-68 with red Bow Tie .. 239.99 kit
A8222213 1969-79 with red Bow Tie .. 239.99 kit
High Rise Style Horn Button
A8212223 1967-68 with red Bow Tie .. 239.99 kit
A8222223 1969-79 with red Bow Tie .. 239.99 kit

Dark Walnut Wood Steering Wheel Kits
Grip features genuine wood with hand rubbed dark
walnut stain and ﬁnished with a glossy polyurethane
clear coat. 15" diameter with 4" dish.
Polished Horn Button and Hub
Standard Style Horn Button
A8311111 1967-68 w/engraved Bow Tie 316.99 kit
A8311113 1967-68 with red Bow Tie .. 313.99 kit
A8321111 1969-79 w/engraved Bow Tie 316.99 kit
A8321113 1969-79 with red Bow Tie .. 313.99 kit
High Rise Style Horn Button
A8311123 1967-68 with red Bow Tie .. 313.99 kit
A8321123 1969-79 with red Bow Tie .. 313.99 kit
Black Anodized Horn Button and Hub
Standard Style Horn Button
A8312213 1967-68 with red Bow Tie .. 313.99 kit
A8322213 1969-79 with red Bow Tie .. 313.99 kit
High Rise Style Horn Button
A8312223 1967-68 with red Bow Tie .. 313.99 kit
A8322223 1969-79 with red Bow Tie .. 313.99 kit
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Inspired by GM’s optional NK4 4-spoke Sport wheel
installed in various models during the 1970’s, this custom
steering wheel offers a modern ﬂair to an already classic
design. The black anodized spoke design features a
leather wrapped grip with “baseball” stitched seam.
The polished spoke design features genuine mahogany
wood outer grip and perforated leather inner. Horn
buttons are machined from 6061 aluminum and are
secured using an exclusive o-ring design that keeps it
from “popping off”. Includes your choice of a black
anodized or polished hub with matching horn button
and grade eight mounting hardware.
Important: For Flaming River and ididit steering columns
use the 1969 and later kits. Not intended for vehicles with
air bag safety systems.

Polished Horn and Hub
This kit includes a 14.5" diameter, 2-3/8" dish, polished
4-spoke wheel with a polished adapter and your choice
of an engraved or red Bow Tie horn button. The horn
buttons cover the wheel mounting bolts for a clean,
custom look.
A8611111 1967
engraved Bow Tie 467.99 kit
A8611113 1967
red Bow Tie .......... 462.99 kit
A8621111 1969-94 engraved Bow Tie 467.99 kit
A8621113 1969-94 red Bow Tie .......... 462.99 kit
Black Horn and Hub
This kit includes a 14-1/2" x 14-1/4" diameter, 2-3/8"
dish, black anodized 4-spoke wheel with black
anodized adapter and a red Bow Tie horn button. The
horn button exposes the bolts that mount the wheel
for a high-performance look.
Note: The dimensions of this wheel replicate the original
NK4 Sport Wheel.

A8512223 1967
red Bow Tie .......... 373.99 kit
A8522223 1969-94 red Bow Tie .......... 368.99 kit

black

gray
SU450

SU550

Steering Wheel Cover
These covers will keep your wheel cooler in the summer
and warmer in the winter. Made of Supertherm™, a
high-quality vinyl material that looks and feels like
leather. Easy lace up installation. Instructions included
with each cover.
Note: Please specify color when ordering.

Wheels Up to 3-1/8" Grip Width
SU450
3-1/4" w and up to 15-1/2" d.... 6.99 ea
Wheels Up to 3-3/8" Grip Width
SU550
3-1/2" w and up to 15-1/2" d.... 9.99 ea

Steering Wheels
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GT Performance foam grip steering wheels set a new
standard in comfort and style!
GT Retro Steering Wheel Kits
GT Retro wheels are the perfect match for any project.
The wheel center is manufactured from 304 stainless
steel with a brushed ﬁnish and polished edges. 15"
diameter with 4-1/8" dish.
Polished Horn Button and Hub
Standard Style Horn Button
A8411111 1967-68 w/engraved Bow Tie.. 218.99 kit
A8411113 1967-68 with red Bow Tie ... 186.99 kit
A8421111 1969-79 w/engraved Bow Tie.. 218.99 kit
A8421113 1969-79 with red Bow Tie ... 186.99 kit
High Rise Style Horn Button
A8411123 1967-68 with red Bow Tie ... 186.99 kit
A8421123 1969-79 with red Bow Tie ... 186.99 kit
Black Anodized Horn Button and Hub
Standard Style Horn Button
A8412213 1967-68 with red Bow Tie ... 184.99 kit
A8422213 1969-79 with red Bow Tie ... 184.99 kit
High Rise Style Horn Button
A8412223 1967-68 with red Bow Tie ... 184.99 kit
A8422223 1969-79 with red Bow Tie ... 184.99 kit

A8211123

A8522223

1967-94 GT Pro-Touring Sport Wheels

Horn Cap Emblems
1967 Camaro Horn Cap
Classic Industries® is proud to
offer this expertly crafted
original style polished
chrome die-cast horn cap
unit for 1967 Camaro
models. This part features
the Camaro emblem
correctly cast into the horn
cap as pictured. Correctly
manufactured with bright chrome
polished ﬁnish for originality.
3905583
1967...................................... 39.99 ea

3939756

3939755
KW85

3939758

KW86

1968 Pre-Assembled RS/SS Horn Cap

cherrywood 3972735

This is a high-quality die-cast reproduction horn cap
with the acrylic emblem assembled and ready-to-install!
Note: Rubber mounting ring sold separately.

KW85
KW86

1968
1968

RS ............................ 26.99 ea
SS ............................ 26.99 ea

black
3939760

dark blue
3961774

red
3961775

dark green
3961778

1969 Steering Shroud Emblems/Shrouds
KW82

KW83

KW84

1967 Pre-Assembled Horn Cap
High-quality die-cast reproduction horn cap with the
acrylic emblem assembled.
Note: Rubber mounting ring sold separately.

KW82
KW83
KW84

1967
1967
1967

RS.............................. 27.99 ea
SS .............................. 26.99 ea
SS-350 ....................... 27.99 ea

KW304

C20

C441

KW302

C475

1967 Horn Cap/Horn Cap Emblem

B
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Reproduction chrome ﬁnish 1967 horn cap manufactured
with bright polished chrome and reproduction horn cap
emblems for 1967 Standard, RS and SS Camaro models
featuring correct ﬁnish, images, and text where applicable.
Horn cap emblem of your choice can be installed onto
cap. Will install easily as original.
C473
1967
horn cap ................ 17.99 ea
KW304
1967
Camaro emblem ... 9.99 ea
C20
1967
RS emblem ........... 9.99 ea
C441
1967
SS-350 emblem .... 9.99 ea
KW302
1967
SS emblem ............ 10.99 ea

1967 Deluxe Horn Cap Emblem
This is a reproduction Bow
Tie logo horn button emblem
for 1967 models with deluxe
steering wheel. Made in the
USA and Ofﬁcially Licensed
by GM.

C443

Reproduction satin ﬁnish cap manufactured with bright
polished chrome and reproduction horn cap and shroud
emblems for 1968 RS and SS Camaro models featuring
correct ﬁnish, images, and text where applicable. Horn
cap emblem of your choice can be installed onto cap.
Will install easily as original.
C475
1968
horn cap....................... 17.99 ea
C445
1968
RS horn cap emblem ... 9.99 ea
C443
1968
SS horn cap emblem ... 9.99 ea

CM6775
C473

C445

1968 Horn Cap/Horn Cap Emblem

CM4475

1968 SS/SS 396 Steering Wheel Emblem
Reproduction SS and SS 396 steering shroud emblem
for 1968 Camaro SS models with deluxe steering wheel
shroud. Mounts to the center of the steering wheel shroud.
CM6775 1968 SS shroud emblem ....... 21.99 ea
CM4475 1968 SS-396 shroud emblem 31.99 ea

1967

Excellent reproduction horn
button cap for 1967-69
Camaro models with the
optional wood or comfort
grip wheel. Includes the Bow
Tie emblem in center with a
black background.
3945461
1967-69 ................................. 39.99 ea

OER® reproduction die-cast
brushed chrome horn cap for
1968 Camaro models. This
cap features the Camaro
emblem properly die-cast
into the horn cap. Correctly
manufactured with a brushed
chrome ﬁnish.
3928354
1968...................................... 39.99 ea
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Emblems
3939755
1969 blue Bow Tie .........
3939756
1969 RS..........................
3939758
1969 SS ..........................
With Silver Accents
3939760
1969 black ......................
3961775
1969 red .........................
3961774
1969 dark blue................
3961778
1969 dark green..............
3972735*
1969 cherrywood ...........
With Chrome Accents
3939760HS 1969 black ......................
3961775HS 1969 red .........................
3961774HS 1969 dark blue................
3961778HS 1969 dark green..............
3972735HS* 1969 cherrywood ...........
Screw Set (Included with Shrouds)
R15386
1969 set of 6 ...................

459003 with horn cap
emblem #14008432

332649

14.99 ea
9.99 ea
12.99 ea
69.99
69.99
69.99
69.99
74.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

89.99
89.99
89.99
89.99
94.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

5.99 set

14008377

459033

329742

340315

352886

3992304

14002866 14020237

1971-81 Horn Cap and Emblems

Reproduction horn buttons for 1969 Camaro steering
wheels. Includes LH and RH horn buttons. Available
in factory colors listed below. Sold as pairs.
K213
1969
black ...................... 19.99 pr
K213R
1969
red ......................... 19.99 pr
K213DB
1969
dark blue................ 19.99 pr
K213DG
1969
dark green.............. 19.99 pr

Reproduction steering wheel horn cap buttons for
various 1971-81 Camaro models. Check listing
description for model type. Horn cap emblems install
into the horn cap, sold separately.
4-Spoke Sport Steering Wheel Horn Cap
459003
1971-81 horn cap.................. 18.99 ea
4-Spoke Sport Steering Wheel Horn Cap Emblems
329742
1971-79 white Bow Tie ........ 29.99 ea
340315
1973-78 Type LT .................. 29.99 ea
352886
1971-81 SS ........................... 29.99 ea
3992304 1973
black Bow Tie ........ 29.99 ea
332649
1974-79 red/white/blue badge 29.99 ea
14008377 1977-79 red Z28 ................... 39.99 ea
459033
1977-79 black Z28 ............... 32.99 ea
14002866 1979-81 red Berlinetta.......... 29.99 ea
14008432 1979-81 yellow badge .......... 39.99 ea
14020237 1980-81 black Z28 ............... 39.99 ea
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blue Bow Tie ........... 37.99 ea

1968 Camaro Horn Cap

Note: *No predrilled holes for emblem on cherry wood insert.
Holes are there beneath the insert on the back of shroud to
use as a guide. Will need to drill 2 holes threw the insert for
the emblem if desired. Colored shrouds have predrilled holes.

1967-69 Horn Button Cap for Wood Wheel

Note: This is the emblem
only. The horn cap is
currently not being reproduced.

CM4465

OER ® reproduction steering shroud emblems
and reproduction center steering shroud for 1969
Camaro models. Emblems feature correct ﬁnish,
images, and text where applicable. The shrouds are
manufactured in four colors with the correct grain
or with a cherrywood insert. Will install on original
GM steering wheels or reproductions. 6 mounting
screws included with shroud. No emblem hardware.

K213

K213R

K213DB

K213DG

1969 Steering Wheel Horn Buttons

Horn Components
G7346

1982-89 Horn Contact
Correct replacement horn contact unit designed to
1971-81 Horn Cap Retainer
Reproduction horn button cap retainer for 1971-81
Camaro models and various Chevrolet models with
the NK4 optional 4-spoke Sport steering wheel.
This retainer is used to mount the horn cap to the
steering wheel.
329738
1971-81
OER® .................... 8.99 ea

replace damaged or defective originals.
G7346 1982-89 ................................. 5.99 ea
G7348 1982-83 AT exc. w/tilt (in shroud) 2.99 ea

1970-97 Universal Style Horns
HR627

G4291

1967-02 Horn Relay
GM service replacement or reproductions are available
1967-68 Standard Horn Cap Mounting Ring
Necessary when installing 1967 or 1968 horn caps.
Provides the necessary interlock between horn cap and
horn contact. This rubber ring is not included when
purchasing a horn cap and is essential for installation.
3931568
1967-68 ................................... 4.99 ea

for the applications listed below. The GM service item
may differ slightly in appearance than the original.
HR627
1967-71 aftermarket............ 37.99 ea
HR015
1969-71 with Delco Remy .. 69.99 ea
3996283 1972-73 reproduction.......... 52.99 ea
HR635
1974-95 aftermarket............ 9.99 ea
D1776
1982-95 Delco replacement 12.99 ea
19265
1996-97 reproduction.......... 17.99 ea
19264
1998-02 reproduction.......... 14.99 ea
G4290
1996-97 Delco replacement 25.99 ea
G4291
1998-02 Delco replacement 9.99 ea

Reproduction horn assemblies for various Chevrolet
models. Each horn is manufactured with the correct
“swirl” body design and features the “Delco-Remy”
logo as original. Includes a universal mount bracket
for easy installation. Sold in pairs with both high and
low note horns.
35198
1970-97
all ........................ 156.99 pr

1967-02 Camaro Horn Unit
GM service replacement for 1967-02 Camaro models.
Each horn mounts on either the radiator support or the
hood lock catch support, depending upon year or model
designation. Available for high and low tone as original.
Note: This is a GM service replacement part which may
differ cosmetically from the original, however will function
as original.

1967-79 Horn Cap Mounting Set
This set includes all the necessary components needed
to install the horn cap on 1967-79 standard or deluxe
steering wheels.
Note: Not for use on 1967-68 vehicles equipped with optional
wood style or comfort grip steering wheels.

K137
K137

1967-68
1971-79

................................ 24.99 set
with NK4 option .... 24.99 set

1974-90 Horn Relay Pigtail

G8692
G4288
G8817
G8817
G4289

1967-96
1997-02
1967-81
1993-96
1997-02

1969 Camaro Horn Button Contact

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Pull the wheel

Put the security cap
on and you’re ready

“No Wheel-No Steal” Security System
35199

1967-69 Repro Horn Assemblies
Reproduction horn assemblies for 1967-69 Camaro
models. Each horn is manufactured with the correct “swirl”
body design and features the “Delco-Remy” logo in the
original font. Includes the correct mounting brackets.
35199
1967-68
all ....................... 124.99 pr
35197
1969
all ....................... 134.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

The world’s ﬁrst security system based on removing
the car’s aftermarket steering wheel. After years of
research and development, this fully patented system
has proven to be virtually foolproof and safe. It’s easy to
install and it’s easy to use. You can remove and replace
your aftermarket Grant steering wheel in less than 5
seconds. A patented lockout cap snaps onto the steering
column to further assure the security of your vehicle.
Unlike conventional alarms, this revolutionary system
cannot be affected by motion. Another big advantage
is that it doesn’t rely on your battery. And it cannot be
bypassed as many of the ignition bypasses can. This
security system can only be used with Grant steering
wheels. Also available is a handy nylon storage bag
to protect your wheel when removed, and to store the
lockout cap when the wheel is installed.
Important: Not for use on factory original steering wheels.

G2001
2010

No Wheel security system..... 144.99 ea
steering wheel storage bag .... 17.99 ea

Horn Components
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1967-70 Horn Cap Mount & Contact

Correct reproduction horn contacts for 1969 Camaro
models with standard steering wheel. These contacts
will assure you get the connections you require to
make your horn buttons functional.
3939746
1969 ..................................... 19.99 ea

52.99
45.99
54.99
54.99
45.99

Wiring is often overlooked as being the cause of
a malfunctioning horn. Replace the corroded horn
relay pigtail in your 1974-90 Camaro model with a
quality reproduction and bring your horn back to full
working order.
WE220 1974-90 ..................................... 4.99 ea

Turn the key

Reproduction horn cap mount and contact assembly for
1967-70 Camaro models with the wood style steering
wheel option, or the cushion or Comfortgrip wheels.
3937897
1967-70 ................................ 15.99 ea

high note ...............
high note ...............
low note ................
low note ................
low note ................

Center Consoles
Shift plate and all components are
preinstalled. Includes correct shift
pattern for your trans.

Inner glove box
section and inner
console lid are ﬂocked
as original.
R757

1968-69 Non-Assembled Console Kits
Console kit for your 1968 or 1969 Camaro featuring virtually every item you need
to replace your cracked or missing console.
Important: Console kits are sold non-assembled (assembly required). Refer to GM factory
assembly manual for additional items which may be required.
Includes complete gauge package and
housing assembly installed and ready to
wire. (wiring sold separately)

R316704 –with gauges

1967 Camaro Fully Assembled Consoles
OER® reproduction consoles are available in manual or automatic transmission
conﬁguration, and with or without console gauges. Each console features correct
ﬂocking on the inner glove box and glove box door as original. 1967 consoles come
fully assembled in a variety of conﬁgurations for automatic or standard transmission.

Manual Transmission Consoles
R752
1968
without gauges
R753
1968
without gauges
R756
1969
without gauges
R757
1969
without gauges
Automatic Transmission Consoles
R750
1968
without gauges
R751
1968
without gauges
R754
1969
without gauges
R755
1969
without gauges

OS1

3-speed............................. 379.99 kit
4-speed............................. 379.99 kit
3-speed............................. 379.99 kit
4-speed............................. 379.99 kit
Powerglide .......................
TH350, TH400 ................
Powerglide .......................
TH350, TH400 ................

379.99
379.99
379.99
379.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

Note: Wiring for gauges or lamps sold separately. Shipped oversize.

4-Speed Manual Consoles
R316706
1967
with ammeter ................................................
R316705
1967
without gauges ..............................................
Powerglide Consoles
R316704
1967
with ammeter ................................................
R316703
1967
without gauges ..............................................
TH350/TH400 Consoles
R316702
1967
with ammeter ................................................
R316701
1967
without gauges ..............................................

OS1

969.99 ea
569.99 ea
969.99 ea
569.99 ea
969.99 ea
569.99 ea

3919081

3938640

1967-69 Camaro Console Body
Injection molded and die-cast reproductions of the 1967-69 Camaro console body.
Manufactured to exact speciﬁcations and featuring correct etched grain on the front
and sides just as original. 1967 console includes entire console base with chrome diecast outer trim and inner glove box features correct style ﬂocking. 1968-69 includes
complete top shell and bottom base sections. Consoles are offered in black and can be
painted to match the interior. See index for OER® interior paint.
OS1
Note: Shipped oversize.

R316905

3918725
3919081
3938640

1967
1967
1968-69

models without gauges............................... 459.99 ea
models with gauges .................................... 459.99 ea
MT or AT.................................................... 169.99 ea

R316902
R316802

3975798

469930

B
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1968-69 Camaro Fully Assembled Consoles
Consoles for 1968-69 models are available as non-assembled kits (without gauges) or
as fully assembled consoles (with or without gauges) that are ready for installation.
1968-69 consoles with gauges are available with your choice of ammeter or voltmeter.
Note: Wiring for gauges or lamps sold separately. Shipped oversize.

3-Speed Manual Consoles
R316807
1968
without gauges ...........................................
R316907
1969
without gauges ...........................................
4-Speed Manual Consoles
R316806
1968
with ammeter .............................................
R316806V
1968
with voltmeter ............................................
R316805
1968
without gauges ...........................................
R316906
1969
with ammeter .............................................
R316906V
1969
with voltmeter ............................................
R316905
1969
without gauges ...........................................
Powerglide Consoles
R316804
1968
with ammeter .............................................
R316804V
1968
with voltmeter ............................................
R316803
1968
without gauges ...........................................
R316904
1969
with ammeter .............................................
R316904V
1969
with voltmeter ............................................
R316903
1969
without gauges ...........................................
TH350/TH400 Consoles
R316802
1968
with ammeter .............................................
R316802V
1968
with voltmeter ............................................
R316801
1968
without gauges ...........................................
R316902
1969
with ammeter .............................................
R316902V
1969
with voltmeter ............................................
R316901
1969
without gauges ...........................................
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Center Consoles

OS1

479.99 ea
479.99 ea
749.99
749.99
479.99
749.99
749.99
479.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

749.99
749.99
479.99
749.99
749.99
479.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

749.99
749.99
479.99
749.99
749.99
479.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1970-81 Camaro Console
Reproduction console for 1970-81 Camaro models. Each part is injection molded
(when required) and pre-assembled. Includes: the upper and lower sections, side
air vents, ashtray lid, console door assembly, and lock assembly. Due to variances
in the transmissions, shift plates are sold separately. Fits all 3-speed, 4-speed, and
automatic models. For 1973-81, original console components can be removed from
the existing console and installed on to the new one. Rear cover plate and console
glove box/lid assembly sold separately.
Important: Some welding may be required to install ﬂoor bracket.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

3975798
469930
469937

1970-72
1973-81
1973-81

OS2

assembled console ..................................... 399.99 ea
MT ............................................................. 389.99 ea
AT – models with map pocket ................... 389.99 ea

1982-92 Camaro Upper Console Plate
Reproduction center console for 1982-92 Camaro. All original console components
can be removed from the existing console and installed onto the reproduction console.
Power windows, power hatch and convertible switch locations are marked on the
bottom of console so they can be trimmed out if necessary. Includes the forward
panel trim plate.
748690
1982-92 ............................................................................ 168.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Camaro Consoles
1968-69 Carbon Fiber Console Gauge Cover

3952635

3952637

1967 Console Gauge Assembly
Reproduction assembly contains the console gauge
bezel, bottom gauge housing, 4 gauges and the clock
ready-to-install. If you had original console gauges,
simply use the original wiring. If console gauges are
being added to a non-console gauge vehicle, new
wiring and modiﬁcation of the console will be required.
Console wiring sold separately.

6461641

Don’t be fooled
by imitations with
carbon ﬁber “look”,
this is the real
deal! This replaces
the original console
mounted Rally gauges
with a REAL carbon ﬁber
gauge pod designed to accept
C67050G
four 2-1/16" aftermarket gauges.
Mounts just like factory panel. Available in your
choice of glossy or satin carbon ﬁber.
C67050G 1968-69
glossy ............ 194.99 ea
C67050S
1968-69
satin ............... 194.99 ea

6431582

Note: Gauge wiring harnesses and bulbs sold separately.

3952637
6458139

1967
1967

assembled w/gauges 539.99 set
gauge housing only .. 199.99 ea
6480876

6480875

A912901

A912902

1968-69 Console Voltmeter
6402807

6291986

6480881

Voltmeter for 1968-69 Camaro models with console
gauges. Available with silver or black gauge face.
A912901
silver .................................. 79.99 ea
A912902
black .................................. 79.99 ea

6402808

6291987

6480877

6480882

1968-69 Console Gauge Assembly
K133

1967 Console Gauges and Lens
OER® reproduction gauges for 1967 Camaro models
with the optional console gauge package. Reproduced
with the correct colors and gauge faces. Console gauge
lens set features precision optical grade clear acrylic.
Molded from a hard chrome mold, they feature the
correct green color lettering on the fuel/temperature
lens and the oil/battery lens. The clock lens includes
the correct diameter hole for the set stem.
6291986
1967
oil gauge ............... 59.99 ea
6291987
1967
amp gauge ............ 49.99 ea
6402807
1967
fuel gauge ............. 39.99 ea
6402808
1967
temperature gauge 49.99 ea
K133
1967
gauge lenses ......... 19.99 set

OER® reproduction console
clock for 1967 Camaro models
with the optional console
gauge package. The clock
face features the correct color
illuminated green dial with
second hand as shown. Will ﬁt
and install in reproduction or
original gauge housings.
Important: Remanufactured with quartz design. Differs slightly
from original clock function but remains cosmetically correct.

3901613

1967.................................... 274.99 ea

1982-92 Console Screw Set
Reproduction of the screws to attach the console on
1982-92 Camaro models. Includes: the correct star head
screws to mount the console, shifter cover, door hinge
and glove box. Also includes screws for the radio cover.
15142
1982-92 .................................... 12.99 set

Note: Gauge wiring harnesses and bulbs sold separately.

Pre-Assembled Console Gauge Set
With Amp Gauge
3952635 1968-69 silver faces .......... 379.99 set
3952636 1968-69 black faces .......... 369.99 set
With Volt Gauge
3952635V 1968-69 silver faces .......... 379.99 set
3952636V 1968-69 black faces .......... 369.99 set
Individual Gauges
Silver Face Gauges
6461641 1968-69 oil gauge ............. 59.99 ea
6473265 1968-69 amp gauge........... 59.99 ea
A912901 1968-69 volt gauge ........... 79.99 ea
6431423 1968-69 fuel gauge ........... 59.99 ea
6489836 1968-69 temperature gauge 59.99 ea
G7609
1968-69 temp gauge NOS 109.99 ea
Black Face Gauges
6462896 1968-69 oil gauge ............. 59.99 ea
6473840 1968-69 amp gauge........... 59.99 ea
A912902 1968-69 Volt gauge ........... 79.99 ea
6431582 1968-69 fuel gauge ........... 59.99 ea
6489896 1968-69 temperature gauge 59.99 ea
Console Gauge Base and Cover
1968-69 Console Gauge Base
6480876 1968-69 ............................ 23.99 ea
1968-69 Console Gauge Cover Bezel
6480875 1968-69 ............................ 43.99 ea
Console Gauge Bezels
6480884 1968-69 fuel/oil bezel ....... 17.99 ea
6480881 1968-69 battery/temp bezel 17.99 ea
Gauge Mounting Plates
6480878 1968-69 front, fuel/oil ....... 15.99 ea
6480877 1968-69 rear, battery/temp 15.99 ea
1968-69 Console Gauge Lens
6480882 1968-69 2 required ............
5.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1968-69 Console Gauge Screw Kit
This console gauge assembly screw kit contains enough
screws and washers to assemble or reassemble a set
of reproduction or original console gauges. Although
not cosmetically correct in appearance, this kit will
function as original.
R2344
1968-69 .................................... 22.99 kit

1968-69 Console Gauge Connectors
Reproduction connectors used to mount the wires to
the back of the gauges. Includes connectors for all 4
console gauges. The gauge mounting connectors are
necessary for the gauges to operate properly. Mounting
connectors are included when purchasing the full
gauge package set.
6480885
1968-69 ................................ 25.99 set

1968-69 Console Gauge Light Bulbs
Correct bulbs for 1968-69 console gauge kits. Includes
4 bulbs.
R454626
1968-69 .................................. 6.99 kit

Console Components
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1967 Console Clock

Reproduction pre-assembled console gauge set for
1968-69 Camaro models. Includes: exact reproduction
oil, temperature, battery, and fuel gauges. Will install
on genuine GM or OER® reproduction consoles.
Normally found on most high-performance models
including Z28s, however, can be installed on any
1968 or 1969 Camaro. Gauges with silver faces were
originally installed on Camaro models.

Console Replacement Parts
center

front
3893861

1967-69 Console Armrest Pad
Reproduction of the armrest pad for console mounted
8-track players in 1967-69 Camaro models. This pads
mounts to the top of the 8-track player on the center
console and acts as an armrest pad.
Note: Paint to match desired color.

3919069 –
features original style ﬂocking on
the inner portion of the lid

14950

1967-69 ................................. 139.99 ea

rear

1970-72 Console Mounting Brackets
We offer correct mounting brackets for all 1970-72
consoles. This set includes front, center and rear
brackets. These OER® reproductions are stamped
exactly as original. Some welding may be required
when installing the brackets to the ﬂoor.
K665
1970-72
AT ......................... 44.99 set

3893889
3972012A – with button and latch assembly

1967-72 Reproduction Console Lid
Reproduction console lids for 1967-72 Camaro models.
Each lid features the correct grain. The 1968-69 lid
features the inner ﬂocking just like original. Lids will
install on original or reproduction consoles. Available
in black only. Paint to desired color.
3893861 1967
............................... 79.99 ea
3919069 1968-69 w/inner ﬂocking .... 39.99 ea
3972012 1970-72 w/o button & latch 99.99 ea
3972012A 1970-72 w/button & latch ... 119.99 ea

1982-92 Camaro Console Lid
Correct replacement lid originally installed on all
1982-92 Camaro console assemblies. Features correct
mounting hinge and latch assembly. This lid is available
in black only. Paint to match the desired color by
ﬁrst spraying with vinyl primer then with vinyl dye.
Following this process will assure not only the correct
color, but the quality you want when ﬁnished.
14035760 1982-92 black ................ 149.99 ea

3919163

153258

1967-81 Console Mounting Bracket
Reproduction bracket used to mount the console
assembly to the ﬂoor. The main bracket assembly which
keeps your console where it belongs can be used with
original GM consoles or OER® reproductions. Console
hardware set includes correct rivet nuts with generic
bolts and washers for console installation.
3893889
1967
OER® ................ 14.99 ea
3919163
1968-69
OER® ................ 14.99 ea
153258
1973-81
reproduction ..... 27.99 set

G4411

1997-02 Camaro Console Door
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Features correct stop
bracket as original.
Injection molded backing in the
same conﬁguration as original lid.

light blue

camel tan

dark carmine red

white

ﬁrethorn

dark blue

Reproduction and Genuine GM console doors for 199702 Camaro models. Console doors can be painted to
match your desired color by ﬁrst spraying with vinyl
primer then with vinyl dye.
GM
G4411
1997-02
black .............. 380.99 ea
Reproduction
A9701355 1997-99
graphite ......... 149.99 ea
A9701348 2000-02
ebony ............. 149.99 ea

1968-69 Console Mounting Set
Console mounting set for 1968-69 Camaro models.
Correct rivet nuts with generic bolts and washers for
console installation.
A9100214 1968-69 ................................. 6.99 set

3899868

3893866

1973-81 OEM Style Repro Console Lid
Correct reproduction console lid for 1973-81 Camaro
models. This superb reproduction is exact in every
detail! Features correct grain vinyl material with plastic
injection molded backing. If you’re looking for a
replacement that is original in appearance and quality,
this is it. Features the original style stop bracket making
this a complete replacement.
10019554 1973-81 black .................. 79.99 ea
10019555 1976-78 ﬁrethorn ............. 79.99 ea
10019556 1973-81 light blue ........... 79.99 ea
10019557 1973-81 camel tan ........... 79.99 ea
10019558 1978-80 dark carmine red 79.99 ea
10019559 1973-81 white.................. 79.99 ea
10019560 1973-81 dark blue............ 79.99 ea
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3919071

3919073

1967-69 Console Lid Spring
OER® reproduction of the console lid spring for 196769 Camaro consoles. The spring allows the console lid
to open to the proper angle. Without this spring your
console door will not function properly.
3899868
1967 ........................................ 2.99 ea
3919073
1968-69 ................................... 1.99 ea

1967-69 Console Lid Hinge
OER® reproduction console lid hinge for 1967-69
Camaro models is authentically manufactured in the
correct gauge metal and comes in a matte black ﬁnish
as original. It is also recommended that the console
rubber stoppers be checked and replaced at the same
time if needed.
3893866
1967................................... 19.99 ea
3919071
1968-69 ............................. 19.99 ea

Replacement spring assembly that allows the console
door opening button to spring back.
478568
1973-81 ..................................... 4.29 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

1973-81 Console Button Return Spring

Console Replacement Parts
1973-81 Console Door Latch
3899867

1967-69 Console Lid Arm
OER® reproduction of the console lid arm for 1967-69
Camaro consoles. This arm limits the opening of the
console lid and provides the mounting point for the
console lid spring.
3899867
1967....................................... 7.99 ea
3919072
1968-69 ................................. 7.99 ea

3898867

3929928

Correct replacement
assembly for the often
broken or missing
original. For all 1973-81
Camaro consoles with push-in
style latches.
478567
1973-81 .................................. 13.99 ea

1967-69 Console Ashtray Lid
Correct reproduction die-cast ashtray lid including
correct grain. Can be painted to the desired color
by using OER® color matched acrylic lacquer
paints (see index). This product may be added to
your existing original console or installed on OER®
reproduction consoles.
3898867
1967
........................ 29.99 ea
3929928
1968-69
black ............... 19.99 ea

2000-02 Console Door Latch
Genuine GM console door latch for 2000-02
Camaro models.
G4413 2000-02 .................................... 63.99 ea

1973-81 Console Lid Arm
OER® reproduction center console lid arm for 1973-81
Camaro models. Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations
and designed to replace a broken original.
K7380
1973-81 ................................... 14.99 ea

1967 Console Seat Belt Clips
These console seat belt
clips are used to retain the
seat belt buckle assembly
when the belts are not in
use. These clips attach to
the side of the factory console. Exact reproductions
are die-stamped steel and triple chrome-plated.
Note: Screws not included.

3913682

15017

1997-02 Ashtray Lid
Reproduction console ashtray lid. Installs between the
shifter and the cup holder. Available in graphite or ebony.
15016
1997-99 graphite – repro MT 29.99 ea
15017
2000-02 ebony – repro MT.... 29.99 ea
152958 2000-02 ebony – repro AT ..... 29.99 ea

1973-81 Rear Console Cover Plate
Reproduction console cover plate designed for 197381 Camaro models. This reproduction will help
make your original or reproduction console look
like new. Features correct grain and ﬁts like a glove!
Manufactured by OER®.
478558
1973-81 .................................. 18.99 ea

1967 ...................................... 16.99 pr

1968-69 Console
Seat Belt Bracket
This is a correct reproduction console door and console
ashtray cover bumper for 1997-02 Camaro models.
Sold individually, use as required.
17997865
1997-02
console door ...... 3.99 ea
17997865
1997-02
console ashtray .. 3.99 ea

1970-72 Console Latch and Button

1967-72 Console Ashtray Lid Hinge Pins

OER® reproduction of the 1970-72 Camaro console
latch and button.
3972993
1970-72 ................................. 36.99 ea

OER® reproduction ashtray lid hinge pins to keep the
ashtray lid in proper alignment and working order.
3893867
1967........................................ 7.99 kit
3919075
1968-72 .................................. 4.99 set

1997-02 Console Door/Ashtray Bumper

3893867

3919075

1968-69 Console Hardware Kit
This console assembly
trim screw kit contains
enough screws, nuts,
and washers to assemble
or reassemble an
OER® reproduction
or original GM center
console. Although not
cosmetically correct in
appearance, this screw kit
will function as original.
Note: Console gauge assembly screw kit
sold separately.

R2343

1968-69 ................................... 14.99 kit

3842306

1997-02 Console Coin Holder
Genuine GM coin holder that ﬁts inside the console
and holds small change.
G4415 1997-02 .................................... 46.99 ea

black

graphite

1997-02 Center Console Storage Tray
Reproduction center console storage tray for 1997-02
Camaro and Firebird models. Each tray will replace a
missing or damaged original.
A930010
1997-99
black ................ 29.99 ea
A930011
2000-02
graphite ........... 29.99 ea

3929942

1967-72 Console Ashtray Lid Springs
Reproduction console ashtray lid springs for 1967-72
Camaro models are used to securely hold the ashtray
lid open or closed.
3842306
1967 ...................................... 6.99 pr
3929942
1968-72 ................................. 6.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1997-99 Console Switch Bezel
Reproduction convertible top switch bezel mounted
on the console for 1997-99 Camaro models.
152959
1997-99 ................................... 34.99 ea

Console Parts
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Keeping your seat belts
where they belong when
not in use and having a
place to put them is what
this part is all about. Fits
directly into the console of a 1968-69 Camaro. The
seat belts attach to this bracket keeping them in
place until they’re used again.
3919198
1968-69 ................................ 12.99 ea

Console Replacement Parts
Add storage to your classic Camaro with
absolutely NO modiﬁcations to your car!

shown with gauges
(sold separately)

1973-81 Armrest w/Drink Holder

shown installed
in console

1968-69 Console Gauge Pod
The easiest way of adding additional gauges to your
interior and maintaining a factory look! It mounts four
gauges to your factory console and angles them slightly
towards the driver. Manufactured in black ABS and can
be painted to match the color of your interior. Features
mounting holes for four 2-1/16" gauges. Gauges and
console sold separately.
AM10002
1968-69 black ................ 54.99 ea

1895

168

1445

HH1001BK

Humphugger Design Colors
BK
black

GL
gold

DBL
dark blue

GN
green

LBL
light blue

RD
red

OR
orange

TQ
turquoise

Add the cup holder that GM left out of the 2nd Gen
Camaro with the HoldsterTM armrest replacement.
This is not a plastic cap, but rather a new padded
armrest and king size drink holder complete with
a new factory hinge. Installation is simple, remove
your old armrest and hinge and mount the HoldsterTM
in its place. Upholstered in black vinyl and includes
a matching black drink holder trim ring to match the
original vinyl of your interior. Want to customize the
HoldsterTM to match your car? Choose from 5 different
color coordinated cup holder trim rings (red, blue,
silver, camel, or gold) to create your own look. Also
available without cup holder.
HH1012 1973-81 .................................. 97.99 ea

1967-71 Console AT Indicator Bulb
This bulb is correct for automatic transmission shift
pattern illumination. Installs under the shift plate and
lights up the shift pattern indicator.
1895
1967.............................................. 1.99 ea
1445
1968-69 ........................................ 1.99 ea
168
1970-71 ........................................ 1.99 ea
HH1002BK

1982-92 Replacement Style Armrest

Saddle Design Colors
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BK
black

OR
orange

DBL
dark blue

TQ
turquoise

inside view

RD
red

BBL
bright blue

VRY
ivory

1973-81 Console Glove Box Assembly

GL
gold

GN
green

GN
med green

OER® reproduction console glove box that ﬁts directly
into console area and provides space for storage.
Includes the plastic top lid portion for easy mounting
of original or reproduction padded console lid.
478562
1973-81 .................................. 39.99 ea

1970-81 Rear Seat Console
OE style rear seat center console manufactured with
black vinyl covering as original. This console includes
a cup holder module with 2 USB connectors which can
be installed in place of the ashtray insert.
Note: A rear console was a rare option for 1972-77 Firebird/
Trans Am and ﬁts all 1970-81 models including Camaro.

F2600
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1970-81 .................................. 284.99 ea
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Make driving more comfortable in your third gen
with this padded armrest replacement for 1982-92
Camaro models. The “armrest” is manufactured
using new foam padding and comes upholstered black
automotive grade vinyl to match your interior. This
is not a reproduction cap, but rather a replacement
style padded armrest that does away with the stock
latching system. Installation is simple, remove your
old armrest from the factory hinge and mount the new
armrest using the 3 enclosed screws.
HH1006
1982-92 ................................ 77.99 ea

1967-73 Cup Holder Consoles
Classic Consoles center consoles are designed and
made speciﬁcally for 1967-73 Camaro models with
bucket seats only. Constructed of automotive grade
vinyl and double stitched with commercial nylon
thread, this accessory console is an extremely durable
and practical way to add storage to your classic Camaro
with absolutely no modiﬁcations to your car. Comes
standard with nicely padded lift up armrest, fully
lined interior and drink holders. Choose between the
Humphugger consoles designed for 1967-73 models
without factory installed consoles, or the saddle console
designed for 1967-69 Camaro models with a factory
installed console. Available in Camaro interior colors.
Please specify 2 or 3 letter color code when ordering.
Humphugger Design
For Models without Factory Console
HH1001 1967-73 without console.... 139.99 ea
Saddle Design
For Models with Factory Console

1982-92 Armrest w/Drink Holder

with console .... 139.99 ea
with console .... 139.99 ea

Add the cup holder that GM left out of the 3rd Gen
Camaro with the HoldsterTM armrest replacement. This
is not a plastic cap, but rather a new padded armrest
and king size drink holder complete with mounting
screws. Installation is simple, remove your old armrest
from the factory hinge and mount the HoldsterTM to the
factory hinge using the 3 enclosed screws. Upholstered
in black vinyl and includes a matching black drink
holder trim ring to match the original vinyl of your
interior. Want to customize the HoldsterTM to match
your car? Choose from 4 different color coordinated
cup holder trim rings (red, blue, silver, or gold) to
create your own look.
HH1011
1982-92 ................................ 97.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Note: Gold and green colors for 1967 models. Medium green
color for 1968-69 models.

HH1010
HH1002

1967
1968-69

Console Replacement Parts
1967 – manual

1968 – manual

1969 – manual

1970-71 – manual

TG8389
3921895
1972 – manual

3921800

3975874

3949537
1968 – automatic

1967 – automatic

1969 – automatic

TG83895

1983-92 Trans Shift Plate
Replace your damaged automatic or 5-speed shifter
plate with these accurate reproduction transmission
shifter plates for 1983-92 Camaro models. 1983-89
plates feature white lettering, 1990-92 plates have
yellow lettering as original. Available for automatic
transmission or 5-speed models.
TG8389
1983-89
automatic ....... 149.99 ea
TG83895 1983-89
5-speed........... 149.99 ea
TG9092
1990-92
automatic ....... 149.99 ea
TG90925 1990-92
5-speed........... 149.99 ea

3991787

3893863

1970-72 – automatic

3921805

1973-78 – automatic

3949591

1979-81 – automatic

1982-92 Leather Wrapped Park Brake Lever
OER® reproduction of the factory original leather
wrapped park brake handle that will ﬁt a wide variety
of 1982-92 Camaro models when a leather grip is
desired. Each handle is manufactured in injection
molded plastic and hand wrapped in genuine leather
for an authentic original appearance. An exact replica
of the handle GM originally installed on 1982-92
Camaro models equipped with the leather wrapped
steering wheel option or when an upgraded leather
feel and cosmetic upgrade is desired.
14089468 1982-92
with leather..... 79.99 ea
3975877

6264779

14015852

1967-81 Console Shift Plates for Manual or Automatic Transmissions

1968-69 Auto Shift Lamp Mounting Plate
K490

K491

1967-81 Console Shift Plate Screws
Includes set of 4 screws used to mount the shift plate to the
console. Each screw is specially designed for mounting
the console shift plate. The early 1967-69 screws are
chrome while the 1973-81 style is black as original.
K490
1967-69
4 screws................. 3.99 kit
K491
1973-81
4 screws................. 4.99 set

Reproduction
stamped steel
plate which
ﬁts beneath
the shift plate.
Lamp plates
are used
to support the shift lens light. Will install
correctly on all 1968-69 automatic consoles.
This quality reproduction is stamped and
zinc-plated.
3919162
1968-69 ................................ 11.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

2000-02 Console Trim Plate Assembly
Reproduction center console trim plate assemblies
for 2000-02 Camaro models. Available for automatic
or 6-speed manual transmissions. For manual
transmissions, choose between either a bare or complete
trim plate. Bare trim plates must reuse their existing
shifter boot, shifter boot ring, ashtray lid, ashtray
insert, and cigarette lighter assembly. Where as on the
complete trim plate, these items are included.
Note: Ashtray light bezel, ashtray lid spring and storage
tray not included with both MT versions.

Reproduction – Manual Transmission
A9400160
2000-02
bare.............. 109.99 ea
A9400161
2000-02
complete ...... 169.99 ea

Console Parts
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Reproduction console shift plates for 1967-81 Camaro models. Available for either manual or automatic
transmissions and feature chrome outer trim. Shift plates will install on original GM or reproduction consoles.
Shift patterns and screws are available separately. The 1968 shift plates feature the correct gunstock walnut
woodgrain running vertically along the insert and the 1969 shift plates feature the correct cherrywood woodgrain
running vertically along the insert.
Automatic Transmission Shift Plates
Manual Transmission Shift Plates
3893863
1967
2 piece .............. 54.99 ea
3921895
1967
.......................... 54.99 ea
3921805
1968
walnut............... 49.99 ea
3921800
1968
walnut............... 49.99 ea
3949591
1969
cherrywood ...... 49.99 ea
3949537
1969
cherrywood ...... 49.99 ea
3975877
1970-72
.......................... 69.99 ea
3975874
1970-71
4-speed ............. 69.99 ea
6264779
1973-78
.......................... 84.99 ea
3991787
1972
4-speed ............. 69.99 ea
14015852 1979-81
.......................... 89.99 ea

Console Shift Plates
1968-69 Console Forward
Panel
Plate
Forward console

CA116

1968-69 Console Shift Plate Insert
Precision die-cut woodgrain insert manufactured with
pressure sensitive woodgrain material. Each insert
features the original walnut or cherrywood pattern.
Renew this commonly peeled or faded original by
simply applying this insert over the original insert
or remove the old insert and reapply. Ready cut for
simple peel off and apply installation.
CA116 1968 walnut auto trans. ........... 6.99 ea
CA117 1968 walnut manual trans. ...... 6.99 ea
CA118 1969 cherrywood auto trans. ... 6.99 ea
CA119 1969 cherrywood manual trans 6.99 ea

plate featuring correct
woodgrain and
mounting studs. Each
console panel plate is
manufactured to exact
factory speciﬁcations
and features the
correct color walnut or
cherrywood
pattern on the
plate. Emblem
available separately.

3893874
3949586

3921826
3949586

1968
1969

walnut.................... 29.99 ea
cherrywood ........... 27.99 ea

1970-72 Console
Forward Insert
Reproduction of the
console shift plate
insert for 1970-72
four-speed models.
This insert will
become faded over
time. Renew this
commonly peeled or
burned original by
simply applying this
over the original or
peel off the original
and reapply.
K031
1970-71
4-speed.................. 14.99 ea
K032
1972
4-speed.................. 14.99 ea

3986833

S121

1967 Auto Shift Plate Lens
Reproduction injection molded clear plastic lenses for
1967 Camaro models with 2-speed, 3-speed or automatic
overdrive transmissions. Features all gear indicator
lettering in the correct translucent green coloration.
3893874 1967 Powerglide, OER®..... 7.99 ea
3986833 1967 TH350/TH400, OER® 7.99 ea
S121
1967 overdrive ................... 14.99 ea

3919160

3919161

C654

1968-69 Console Shift Plate Insert
Reproduction of the console shift plate woodgrain

B
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insert with the original type metal backing. The metal
backing allows the woodgrain plate to be afﬁxed to
your original shift plate eliminating the possibility
of bubbling.
C654
1968
manual trans ............ 11.99 ea
C653
1969
manual trans ............ 11.99 ea

1973-81 Auto Shift
Plate Insert
This is a high-quality
reproduction of the
engine turned shifter
plate insert that ﬁts
1973-81 Camaro
models with an
automatic ﬂoor shifter.
Renew this commonly
peeled or burned
original by simply
applying this over the
original or peel off the
original and reapply.
14605
1973-81 .................................... 48.99 ea

S120

S150

1968-69 Auto Shift Plate Pattern
Injection molded reproduction clear plastic lens
for 1968-69 models with automatic transmission.
Features all gear indicator lettering in the correct
translucent green. The S120 shift plate pattern is
for overdrive transmissions. S150 shift plate pattern
is for a reverse valve body installed in a 3-speed
automatic transmission.
3919160 1968-69 Powerglide .............. 10.99 ea
3919161 1968-69 Turbohydramatic ..... 10.99 ea
S120
1968-69 with overdrive trans 19.99 ea
S150
1968-69 reverse shift ............. 23.99 ea

CA120

1968-69 Console Forward Plate Insert
Each insert is die-cut and includes the original walnut
or cherry woodgrain. These inserts will become faded
over time. Renew this commonly peeled or burned
original by simply applying this insert over the original
woodgrain or remove the old woodgrain and reapply.
Ready cut for simple peel off and apply installation.
The grain runs vertically as original.
CA120
1968
walnut........................ 6.99 ea
CA121
1969
cherrywood ............... 6.99 ea
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1968-69 Forward
Console
Plate Emblem
Small die-cast reproduction

1973-81 In-Dash Shift Plate

chrome-plated emblem that ﬁts
directly on the forward section
of the console. This is emblem
for all 1968-69 consoles which
were not originally equipped
with console gauges.
3918614
1968-69 ................................ 13.99 ea

Replace your faded in-dash shift
plate with one of these peel-andstick plastic reproductions! For
1973-81 Camaro models. This
polished plastic plate is available
for turbo 350/400 or overdrive 15155
15167
automatic transmission.
15155
1973-81
turbo 350/400 ....... 12.99 ea
15167
1973-81
overdrive .............. 12.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Console Shift Plates
1968-69 Camaro
Auto Console
Center Shift Plate
Reproduction of the
original center shift plate
insert designed for 196869 Camaro models with
automatic transmissions.
Includes original type ﬂat
black paint with raised
chrome edges. This center
shift plate will ﬁt original
and reproduction shift plates.
3921804

1967 Shift Plate Slider Retainers
1968 Manual Shift Plate Slider Retainer

1968-69 ................................ 29.99 ea

Reproduction shift plate slider retainers for 1967
Camaro models with automatic or manual trans
consoles. This holds the sliders in place on the shift
plate. Includes 2 retainers as shown.
K754
1967
auto or manual trans .... 8.99 pr

Reproduction shift plate slider retainer which is used
to mount the shift plate slider to the shift plate. This
retainer was originally installed on all 3-speed and
4-speed 1968 Camaro models. Manufactured by OER®.
3919158
1968 ...................................... 10.99 ea

1968-69 Shift Lens
Backing Plate
Stamped steel plate which
ﬁts beneath the automatic
transmission shift indicator
lens on all 1968-69 consoles.
This reproduction is
manufactured by OER® and
will ﬁt original consoles or
reproduction consoles. Each
plate is ﬁnished in the original
black color.
3921803
1968-69 ................................ 10.99 ea

3893869

3919077

191991

1967-69 Rear Console Lens and Reﬂector
Exact injection molded translucent polypropylene.
Replace your melted, bubbled, or discolored original
with these excellent reproductions.
3893869
1967
lens .................... 10.99 ea
3919077
1968-69
lens OER® ......... 8.99 ea
191991
1968-69
lamp reﬂector .... 9.99 ea

3919121

3919122

1968-69 Console Shift Plate Emblem
OER® reproduction 3-speed or 4-speed emblem
originally installed with 1968-69 manual transmission
console shift plates.
3919121 1968-69
3-speed .............. 14.99 ea
3919122 1968-69
4-speed .............. 14.99 ea

1967 Shift Plate Bulb Retainer
Excellent quality reproduction shift plate bulb retainer
originally installed on all 1967 automatic shift plates.
Inserts directly below the shift plate area. The lamp
socket installs directly into the retainer.
3893876
1967...................................... 11.99 ea

1010450

1010453

1968-69 Five-/Six-Speed Shift Plate

1967 Auto Shift Lens Backing Plate
Reproduction black backing plate originally installed
directly below the shift plate lens on all 1967 automatic
transmission console shift plates. This high-quality
reproduction plate will install as original.
3893875
1967 ....................................... 8.99 ea

Have you swapped a modern overdrive gearbox into
your classic? Finish the job with one of these console
shift pattern emblems! Choose from 5- or 6-speed shift
patterns, available in laser etched on polished stainless
steel or in black with white for an OE appearance.
Mounts with high-quality 3M adhesive tape.
Stainless Steel
1010450
1968-69
5-speed ............. 32.99 ea
1010451
1968-69
6-speed ............. 32.99 ea
OE Style
1010452
1968-69
5-speed ............. 29.99 ea
1010453
1968-69
6-speed ............. 33.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

3893871

3893872

3929984

500838

1967-81 Console Shift Plate Slider
Shift plate slider which is precision die-cut from black
polypropylene as original. The die-cut slider features
a precision cut hole for the shifter opening.
3893871
1967
automatic ............. 5.99 ea
3893872
1967
manual ................. 6.99 ea
3929984
1968
with 4-speed ........ 5.99 ea
500838
1973-81
automatic ............. 9.99 ea

Console Shift Plates
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1968-72 Shift Plate Seal Set
Shift plate seal set for 1968-72 consoles with
automatic transmissions. Manufactured with
compression molded neoprene and include molded
in steel inserts as original. The mounting holes are
precut for easy installation.
K51
1968-72 ....................................... 19.99 set

Gearshift Boots

3893855

3893854

152954

1970-81 Lower Shift Boot Seal

1967-69 Shift Plate/Retainer/Boot Kit
Reproduction shift boot, shift plate and retainer for
all 1967-69 Camaro 3- and 4-speed and 1969 Camaro
3-speed manual transmission models without a ﬂoor
console. Kit includes mounting hardware.
3 Piece Kit with Mounting Screws
R671
1967-69 MT, w/o console .. 87.99 kit
Individual Components
3893853 1967-68 4-speed boot only 28.99 ea
3893853 1967-69 3-speed boot only 28.99 ea
3893854 1967-69 retainer only ......... 19.99 ea
3893855 1967-69 shift plate only ..... 44.99 ea

Replace your rotted or missing lower shift boot with
this quality reproduction. It will ﬁt all 1970-81 Camaro
models with manual transmissions.
3990467
1970-81 ............................... 19.99 ea

152955

1982-02 Lower Shifter to Shift Tunnel Boot
Reproduction lower shifter boot for 1982-02 Camaro
models. Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations with
prepunched mounting holes. This is the lower boot
that is bolted to the shift tunnel.
152954
1982-92
T5 – 5-speed....... 49.99 ea
152955
1993-02
T56 – 6-speed..... 49.99 ea

1967-69 Console Shift Boot
Originally installed on 1967-68 Camaro models with
4-speed manual transmissions and 1969 3-speed
models. For Camaro models originally equipped with
factory consoles, Not for use on non-console models.
3974526
1967-68
4-speed .............. 25.99 ea
3974526
1969
3-speed .............. 25.99 ea

C95212

15018

1967-69 Three- and
Four-Speed Boot Retainer Plate
Reproduction shift boot retainer plate for all 1967-68
three-speed and 1969 four-speed with console shift
boots (3974526). Produced in high grade die-cut
steel. All mounting holes are prepunched in correct
diameters and locations.
3893877
1967-68
4-speed .............. 18.99 ea
3893877
1969
3-speed .............. 18.99 ea

1993-02 Manual Shifter Boot Ring
Reproduction manual shifter boot ring. If your ring
was damaged while servicing your shifter, replace it
with one of these reproductions.
C95212
1993-96 ............................... 24.99 ea
15018
1997-02 ............................... 24.99 ea
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9780055

Originally installed on 1969 Camaro models with
4-speed Hurst shifters. This is an exceptional
reproduction which will work well with all original
Hurst shifters. For models with console or without
console applications.
9795407
1969 .................................... 26.99 ea

1970-81 Manual Upper Shift Boot
Originally installed on 1970-81 Camaro models with
3-speed or 4-speed manual transmissions. Shift boot
retainer available separately. It is recommended to
replace the shift boot retainer when installing the
upper shift boot.
3973966
1970-81 ................................. 20.99 ea
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Gearshift Boots

9780054

1969 Hurst Gearshift Boot Retainer Plate

1969 4-Speed Hurst Shift Boot
1967-69 Four-Speed Console Seal Cover
OER® reproduction console seal cover originally
installed on 1967-69 Camaro models with a factory
4-speed manual transmission console.
3903522 1967-69
4-speed.................. 9.99 ea

1968 Four-Speed Upper Shift Boot Seal

Reproduction type shift boot retainer plate for shift
boots. These plates are available in chrome for models
without console or black for models with consoles.
Both retainer plates will ﬁt either application.
9780055
1969
chrome ................ 16.99 ea
9780054
1969
black ................... 12.99 ea

1970-81 Gearshift Boot Retainer Plate

Originally installed on 1968 Camaro models with
4-speed manual transmissions. For Camaro models
originally equipped with factory consoles. This is
the upper seal.
K449 1968
4-speed............................ 7.99 ea

OER® shift boot retainer plate for use with all 3- or
4-speed transmissions. An exact replacement for
virtually all manual transmissions for 1970-81 models.
3973970
1970-81 ................................. 24.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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CA01548
CA6706K

1967-81 Clock Harness

1969 Manual Shift Tunnel
Black plastic tunnel is located directly below the shift
plate and extends downward to the rubber shift boot.
This reproduction is manufactured in a precision
thermal vacuum formed black ABS plastic material.
Note: For use with ﬂoor consoles only.

3949539

1969 ..................................... 24.99 ea

CA70655

1967-81 Console Gauge Wiring Harnesses
Console gauge wiring is made easy with Classic
Industries® console gauge wiring harnesses for 196769 Camaro models. Each harness is produced with
original color wires and correct terminals.
Console Gauge Wiring Conversion Kits
Includes console wiring from gauges to conversion
harness and the conversion harness to the main under
dash harness. Features correct terminals.
Important: There is not a conversion harness from column
shift AT or MT to MT console shift with gauges. Front
lighting, engine and under dash harnesses must be ordered
separately and replaced for this application.

1970-72 Manual Shift Tunnel
This excellent quality reproduction from OER®
duplicates the shift tunnel for 1970-72 Camaro models
with manual transmissions. Manufactured as original
in black ABS plastic material.
3973964
1970-72 ................................. 28.99 ea

Note: For use with ﬂoor consoles only.

478571

1973-81 .................................. 44.99 ea

CA6705K 1967 ﬂoor shift MT ....... 130.99 kit
CA6706K 1967 console shift AT.... 139.99 kit
CA6709K 1967 column shift AT .... 139.99 kit
CA6805K 1968 ﬂoor shift MT ....... 130.99 kit
CA6806K 1968 console shift AT.... 139.99 kit
CA6809K 1968 column shift AT .... 139.99 kit
CA6905K 1969 ﬂoor shift MT ....... 130.99 kit
CA6906K 1969 console shift AT.... 143.99 kit
CA6909K 1969 column shift AT .... 143.99 kit
Console Gauge Conversion Harnesses
Each conversion harness is used to connect the console
gauge wiring to the under dash harness. It must be
used in conjunction with the console gauge harness.
Note: There is not a conversion harness from column
shift AT or MT to MT console shift with gauges. Front
lighting, engine and under dash harnesses must be ordered
separately and replaced for this application.

AT Column Shift to AT Console Shift
CA6709E 1967
.............................. 112.99 ea
CA6809E 1968
.............................. 112.99 ea
CA6909E 1969
.............................. 112.99 ea
AT Console Shift to AT Console Shift
CA6706E 1967
.............................. 99.99 ea
CA6806E 1968
.............................. 99.99 ea
CA6906E 1969
.............................. 99.99 ea
MT Floor Shift to MT Console Shift
CA6705E 1967
.............................. 99.99 ea
CA6805E 1968
.............................. 99.99 ea
CA6905E 1969
.............................. 99.99 ea
Console Wiring Harnesses
These harnesses are manufactured for all Camaro
models with or without factory gauges. Each harness
is noted either with or without factory gauges and
features the correct original color and gauge wires.
Without Console Gauges
CA70654 1967
AT......................... 49.99 ea
CA70656 1967
MT........................ 17.99 ea
CA85113 1968
AT......................... 49.99 ea
CA85112 1968
MT........................ 17.99 ea
CA97578 1969
AT......................... 49.99 ea
CA97580 1969-73 MT........................ 17.99 ea
CA01595 1970-73 AT......................... 40.99 ea
CA93713 1979-81 AT shift indicator 17.99 ea
With Console Gauges
CA70655 1967
AT......................... 76.99 ea
CA70657 1967
MT........................ 58.99 ea
CA85114 1968
AT......................... 76.99 ea
CA85115 1968
MT........................ 58.99 ea
CA97579 1969
AT......................... 76.99 ea
CA97581 1969
MT........................ 58.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1967-69 Console Gauge Oil Line
Correct oil line which is required to allow the oil gauge
to operate correctly. 51" long.
3906192
1967-69 .................................. 6.99 ea

1967-69 Oil Line Block Fitting
Original style oil line block ﬁtting with sleeve and
nut, used to adapt oil line to the engine block for a
console oil gauge.
KW321
1967-69 .................................. 7.99 ea

1967-69 Small Block Oil Line Fitting
Reproduction small block oil line ﬁtting for Camaro
models with correct markings. Includes: tall engine
block coupler ﬁtting, oil line compression bushing,
and nut. Can be used for almost any mechanical oil
gauge. Brass, 3/4" tall.
A9100218 1967-69 ............................... 15.99 ea

1967-69 Big Block Oil Line Clip
Reproduction stamped steel oil line clip for 1967-69
Camaro models with a big block engine. This clip
mounts to the rear exhaust manifold bolt and guides
the oil line to the gauge from the oil ﬁtting on the oil
ﬁlter mounting boss.
GC33
1967-69
big block............... 18.99 ea
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1973-81 Manual Shift Tunnel
Reproduction shift tunnel assembly installed on all
1973-81 Camaro models with 3-speed or 4-speed
transmissions. The tunnel is reproduced to exact
factory speciﬁcations for a precise and snug ﬁt. The
shift opening holes line up exactly. Manufactured
in ABS materials. Features the correct hot stamped
raised chrome trim and metal reinforcements on all
four mounting screw holes.

A correct reproduction clock harness for Camaro
models. May be installed when replacing original
wiring or when installing a factory clock in a Camaro
which was not originally equipped with a clock.
CA70686 1967
cnsle mounted clock 34.99 ea
CA85143 1968-69 cnsle mounted clock 34.99 ea
CA97523 1969
in dash clock ............ 34.99 ea
CA01548 1970-79 in dash clock ............ 17.99 ea
CA05717 1980-81 dsh clk & glve bx lt 29.99 ea

Accelerator Parts

M11012
B199165
B199160

1967-69 Billet Accelerator Pedal Assemblies
K1520
K519

1967-69 V8 Accelerator Pedal Assembly
This is the accelerator assembly from the ﬁrewall
for all V8 cars. Includes the accelerator pedal, pedal
mount pin and spring, accelerator rod, rod to ﬁrewall
support with bushings and throttle arm.
Reproduction Accelerator Pedals
K1520 1967-69 6 cylinder ................... 59.99 ea
K1520 1967-69 V8 with dual carb ...... 59.99 ea
OER® Reproduction Accelerator Pedals
K517
1967
V8 .............................. 54.99 ea
K519
1968-69 V8 w/o cowl induction 54.99 ea
K520
1969
V8 w/cowl induction ... 49.99 ea

Add a touch of class to the interior of your Camaro
with one of these CNC-machined cable style accelerator
pedal assemblies from Billet Specialties. These pedals
convert your old linkage to a more modern cable style
linkage giving you additional ﬁrewall clearance and
smoother operation. They install in the factory location
with the existing hardware.
Note: Throttle cable not included.

B199160
B199165

polished ............................ 129.99 ea
black ................................. 129.99 ea

B199360

B199660

1967-69 Billet Aluminum Pedal Pads

K919

K912

B
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Reproduction accelerator pedal pad and trim for
1967-81 models. Pad features correct ribbed design
and mounts directly to the accelerator arm. 1967 pedal
pad includes a steel back plate. Trim is ﬁnished in
chrome as original.
Accelerator Pedal Pads
3909978 1967
steel backed, OE style 11.99 ea
K919
1968-81 injection molded..... 5.99 ea
Accelerator Pedal Pad Chrome Trim Plate
K912
1967-81 chrome trim ............ 5.99 ea

These aluminum pedal covers are unique to the market,
as they actually bolt-on to your pedal, not clamped.
Manufactured with a hard coat black anodized inner
and a brushed aluminum outer to completely replace
the pedal pads. Includes: the pedals, hardware, and
instructions. The 1967-69 dead pedal has an access
hole to accommodate the dimmer switch.
Note: Use rubber soled shoes for better grip.

B199465

1967-81 Accelerator Pedal Pad and Trim

M10012

1967-02 Aluminum Pedal Cover Set

These CNC-machined pedal pads are speciﬁcally
designed to compliment your Billet Specialties gas
pedal. Each pad includes all the stainless steel hardware
needed for a quick and clean install.
Gas Pedal Pad
B199260
polished ............................. 49.99 ea
B199265
black .................................. 49.99 ea
Automatic Brake Pedal Pad
B199460
polished ............................. 49.99 ea
B199465
black .................................. 49.99 ea
Brake/Clutch Pedal Pad
B199360
polished ............................. 44.99 ea
B199365
black .................................. 44.99 ea
E-Brake Pedal Pad
B199660
polished ............................. 29.99 ea
B199665
black .................................. 29.99 ea

Manual Transmission
M11012
1967-69 ..........................
M11012
1970-72 exc. Z28 ............
M11802
1970-72 Z28 only ...........
M11012
1973-77 3.25" clutch pdl
M13002
1976-81 2.5" clutch pdl...
M15004
1993-02 ..........................
Automatic Transmission
M10012
1967-81 ..........................
M14004
1993-02 ..........................
Dead Pedal
M12010
1967-69 ..........................

149.99
149.99
149.99
149.99
149.99
149.99

set
set
set
set
set
set

144.99 set
144.99 set
54.99 ea

P135

P137

Billet Pedal Covers
Designed to match billet throttle assemblies for 196781 Camaro, Firebird and 1968-74 Nova. Pedal covers
feature an anodized ﬁnish with matching highlights.
Available in black, gray with uniquely designed rubber
inserts. No drilling is required. Available for manual
and automatic applications. Made in USA.
P135
black
automatic ............... 109.99 ea
P137
black
manual ..................... 90.99 ea

P172

Billet Throttle Assemblies
3864740

3864742

4868300

1970-71 Accelerator Pedal Pad
Some 1970-71 Camaro models originally equipped
with a high-performance 350 engine with a ﬂoor
mounted accelerator pedal pad. This pad was only
installed on special Z28 350 high-performance vehicles
and is longer than the standard pad. Features the correct
ribbing on the pedal.
3864740 1970-71 pedal pad ............... 14.99 ea
3864742 1970-71 trim plate ............... 13.99 ea
4868300 1970-71 ball pivot – 2 req. .. 2.99 ea
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These billet throttle assemblies have an anodized ﬁnish
with machined highlights and are available in gray and
black. Throttle assemblies are fully adjustable and
feature uniquely designed molded rubber inserts, with a
spring loaded gas pedal. Sets include pedal covers that
don’t require drilling for installation. Made in USA.
Throttle Assemblies
P145
1967-69
black
................ 211.99 ea
P170
1970-81
black
................ 211.99 ea
Throttle Assemblies with Pedal Covers
P146
1967-69
black automatic 317.99 set
P171
1970-81
black automatic 317.99 set
P147
1967-69
black manual .... 370.99 set
P172
1970-81
black manual .... 370.99 set

Reproduction accelerator pedal pad for 1982-02
models. 1993-02 features correct honeycomb pattern.
Fits all models.
152956
1982-92 .............................. 14.99 ea
C95210 1993-02 accelerator pedal ... 14.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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152956

C95210

1982-02 Accelerator Pedal Pad

Accelerator Parts
3912540

1967-69 Accelerator Pedal Bushings
This pair of bushings will eliminate excessive play in
the gas pedal pad while promoting a smoother, more
even operation.
3798256
1967-69 .................................. 2.99 pr

3923503

1967-69 Accel. Rod Grommet and Sleeve
Reproduction grommet and sleeve unit where rod ﬁts
into the linkage. This grommet routinely deteriorates
due to engine heat or chemical spillage. Replacing the
grommet will keep your throttle rod from becoming
loose or sloppy.
K521
1967-69
2 required ............... 3.99 set

A9700504

403929
3959113

1967-81 Accelerator Pedal Tension Spring
Reproduction original type tension spring that will
enable your gas pedal pad to position itself properly.
The spring attaches under the pedal pad and attaches
to the rod assembly to keep the pedal angled correctly.
368077
1967-81 ..................................... 2.99 ea

1967-69 V8 Accelerator Throttle Lever
Correct reproduction of this long discontinued GM
throttle arm. This item will replace your worn out or
missing original. Available for all 1967-69 V8 Camaro
models with or without cowl induction. Includes the
clamp bolt and nut.
3912540 1967
exc. big block, 6 cyl ... 18.99 ea
3923503 1968-69 all w/o cowl induction 17.99 ea
3959113 1969
with cowl induction ... 20.99 ea

1968-75 Accelerator Control Cable Retainer
®

OER reproduction of the correct retainer used to hold
the accelerator control cable. This retainer slips over
the cable and clips into the hole on the accelerator
pedal arm. Sold individually, one required per car.
403929
1968-69
6 cylinder ........... 4.99 ea
A9700504 1969
with CrossRam .. 1.99 ea
403929
1970
all ....................... 4.99 ea
403929
1971
8 cylinder ........... 4.99 ea
403929
1972-75
all ....................... 4.99 ea

1968 Carburetor Return Spring
3924409

3863501

1967-72 Accelerator Pedal Rod Support
OER® reproduction and Genuine GM accelerator
pedal rod supports for 1967-72 Camaro models. Steel
versions also includes bushings.
OER® Reproduction
3924409
1967
steel .................. 20.99 ea
3863501
1968-69
plastic............... 16.99 ea
Genuine GM
G7181
1970-72
standard models 12.99 ea

1967 Big Block Throttle Arm
Reproduction throttle arm for 1967 Camaro models
equipped with a big block. Includes: the clamp bolt,
washer, and nut.
A9100219
1967 ................................... 19.99 ea

Reproduction carburetor return spring found on Z28
(302), 396, and 427 models. Correct green color.
HC89
1968 ............................................ 8.99 ea
K0154

1969-80 Accelerator Return Spring
Correct reproduction of the commonly missing spring
which inserts between the carburetor and water neck.
K0135
1969
small block .......... 5.99 ea
K0136
1970
big block .............. 7.99 ea
340637
1974-80
V8 outer ............... 4.99 ea
K0154
1974-80
V8 inner ............... 2.99 ea

3923549

3923539
T9756
14318

3909980

1967-69 Accelerator Pedal Rod

1967-91 Accelerator Pedal Mounting Pin
This special mounting pin is just what you need to
correct a loose accelerator pad. Allows the pad to attach
to the accelerator arm correctly and tightly. This pin is
not for 1970-71 Z28 ﬂoor mounted accelerator pads.
368078
1967-91 .................................... 2.99 ea

1967-68 Accelerator Rod w/Swivel
Correct reproduction 1967-68 big block style
accelerator rod and swivel assembly. This piece is
commonly bent or broken after years of use and should
be replaced to maintain maximum efﬁciency.
C848684
1967-68
big block ........... 29.99 ea

AL124

Chrome Accelerator Cable Brackets

1967-72 Accelerator Throttle Rod

Chrome-plated bracket set for your small block with
throttle cable type linkage. May be used with either
round or square mounts.

This is the essential link between the accelerator pedal
lever and the carburetor.
Note: *Not for use on cable operated applications. Bend and
shape as needed.

For Vehicles with 4 Barrel Carbs
3923549 1967-72 with 396 ...............
3923539 1967-69 327,350 w/4 bbl ...
3923551 1969
Z28.......................
Universal
AL124* 1967-72 14-1/2" long .........

29.99 ea
29.99 ea
29.99 ea
14.99 ea

3998633

Note: T9757 bracket is also required when adding the
accelerator cable brackets.

T9756
T9757

with 350 trans............................ 9.99 set
350 trans. kick down bracket .... 4.99 ea

1968-70 Accelerator Spring Bracket
Retainer bracket which mounts
on top of the coil bracket was for
1968-70 Camaro models with
small block engines and
Rochester Q jet carbs.
C307911

1968-70 ................................. 10.99 ea

1967-02 Accelerator Lever Cable
These service replacement accelerator cables extend
from the engine to the accelerator lever to open the
carburetor or throttle body when the accelerator
is pressed.
3998633 1967-69 6 cylinder ............. 22.99 ea
336969
1970
4 barrel ................. 29.99 ea
336969
1971-73 350 with 4 barrel.. 29.99 ea
1248086 1975-79 305, 350 ............... 24.99 ea
1248086 1980-81 267, 305, 350 ....... 24.99 ea
G9775
1998-99 5.7L w/o traction.. 38.99 ea
G11636
2000-02 5.7L w/o traction.. 53.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1970-71 Accelerator Pedal Ball Stud
Reproduction or Genuine GM pivot ball stud
for 1970-71 Camaro/Z28 models with special
high-performance 350 engine. 1/4"-20 x
1-1/2". Studs can break after years of use and
may need to be replaced. 2 required.
Note: May require washer for proper height.

4868300 1970-71
G1691
1970-71

reproduction ........... 2.99 ea
GM ......................... 3.99 ea
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Reproduction accelerator pedal rods for 1967-69
Camaro models. This rod connects between the
throttle arm and the accelerator pedal.
3909980 1967-69
V8....................... 29.99 ea
14318
1968-69
dual carb/6 cyl .... 59.99 ea

T9757

3923551

Brake/Clutch Pads
6 Piece Pedal Pad and Trim Kit

38353

38332
Includes a parking brake, brake,
and accelerator pedal pad with the
appropriate matching trim plates.

R5005

1967-81 Pedal Pad Kit without Trim Plates
This kit is designed to replace pedal pads only on any 1967 through 1981 Camaro
(except 1970-71 Z28 with ﬂoor mounted gas pedal). Some brake pedal pad kits
include a standard style brake pad while others include a brake pad that features a
chrome emblem that says “DISC BRAKES” in the center of the pad. Each 3 piece
auto trans kit includes a parking brake, brake, and accelerator pedal pad. Each 4 piece
manual trans kit includes a parking brake, brake, clutch, and accelerator pedal pad.

8 Piece Pedal Pad and Trim Kit

Note: *Except 1970-71 Z28 with ﬂoor mounted accelerator pedal.

Includes a parking brake, brake,
clutch, and accelerator pedal pad with
the appropriate matching trim plate.

R5006

1967-81 Pedal Pad Kit with Trim Plates
This kit is designed to replace pedal pads and trim plates on any 1967 through 1981
Camaro (except 1970-71 Z28 with ﬂoor mounted gas pedal). Some brake pedal pad
kits include a standard style brake pad while others include a brake pad that features
a chrome emblem that says “DISC BRAKES” in the center of the pad. Each 6 piece
auto trans kit includes a parking brake, brake, and accelerator pedal pad with the
appropriate matching trim plates. Each 8 piece manual trans kit includes a parking
brake, brake, clutch, and accelerator pedal pad with the appropriate matching trim plate.
Note: *Except 1970-71 Z28 with ﬂoor mounted accelerator pedal.
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Automatic Transmission – 6 Piece Pedal Pad and Trim Kit
Drum Brakes
R5004
1967-68
all, with “PARK” on parking brake pedal .......... 29.99 kit
R5002* 1969-81
with drum brakes ................................................ 25.99 kit
Disc Brakes
R5005
1967-68
all, with “PARK” on parking brake pedal .......... 29.99 kit
R5003* 1969-81
with chrome “disc brakes” emblem.................... 28.99 kit
R5002* 1969-81
without chrome “disc brakes” emblem............... 25.99 kit
Manual Transmission – 8 Piece Pedal Pad and Trim Kit
Drum Brakes
R5006
1967-68
all, with “PARK” on parking brake pedal .......... 32.99 kit
R5008* 1969-71
w/o “disc brakes” emblem, w/3" clutch pedal.... 32.99 kit
R5010
1972-81
w/o “disc brakes” emblem, w/2" clutch pedal.... 39.99 kit
Disc Brakes
R5007
1967-68
all, with “PARK” on parking brake pedal .......... 35.99 kit
R5009* 1969-71
with “disc brakes” emblem, 3" clutch pedal....... 35.99 kit
R5008* 1969-71
w/o “disc brakes” emblem, w/3" clutch pedal.... 32.99 kit
R5010
1972-81
w/o “disc brakes” emblem, w/2" clutch pedal.... 39.99 kit

Automatic Transmission – 3 Piece Pedal Pad Kit
Drum Brakes
38332
1967-68 all, with “PARK” on parking brake pedal ........... 13.99
38333*
1969-81 with drum brakes................................................. 13.99
Disc Brakes
38344
1967-68 all, with “PARK” on parking brake pedal ........... 19.99
38334*
1969-81 with chrome “disc brakes” emblem .................... 19.99
38333*
1969-81 without chrome “disc brakes” emblem ............... 13.99
Manual Transmission – 4 Piece Pedal Pad Kit
Drum Brakes
38352
1967-68 all, with “PARK” on parking brake pedal ........... 18.99
38353*
1969-71 w/o “disc brakes” emblem, w/3" clutch pedal .... 18.99
R5009A 1972-81 w/o “disc brakes” emblem, w/2" clutch pedal .... 18.99
Disc Brakes
38359
1967-68 all, with “PARK” on parking brake pedal ........... 19.99
38345*
1969-71 with “disc brakes” emblem, 3" clutch pedal ....... 19.99
38353*
1969-71 w/o “disc brakes” emblem, w/3" clutch pedal .... 18.99
R5009A 1972-81 w/o “disc brakes” emblem, w/2" clutch pedal .... 18.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

A9100251
A9100250

1967-69 Billet Pedal Cover Sets
Billet pedal cover sets for 1967-69 Camaro models. Pedal covers are CNC-machined
from a solid piece of aluminum to ﬁt the curve of your pedals to perfection and are
offered in black, or satin ﬁnishes.
Note: These 3 and 4 piece pedal sets include a emergency brake pedal cover.
Automatic Pedal Covers 3 Piece
Manual Pedal Covers 4 Piece

A9100250
A9100248

black .......... 139.99 set
satin ........... 126.99 set

A9100252
A9100251

black .......... 161.99 set
satin ........... 149.99 set

1970-71 Z28 Pedal Pad Kit with Trim Plates
This kit is designed to
replace pedal pads and
trim plates on 1970-71
Camaro Z28 with ﬂoor
mounted accelerator
pedal. Some brake pedal
R5016
pad kits include a standard style brake pad while others
include a brake pad that features a chrome emblem that says
“DISC BRAKES” in the center of the pad. Each 5 piece auto trans
kit includes parking brake, brake, and accelerator pedal pads with the appropriate
matching brake trim plates. Each 7 piece manual trans kit includes parking
brake, brake, clutch, and accelerator pedal pads with the appropriate matching
brake and clutch pedal trim plates

M16013

M16012

1967-81 Dark Series Billet Aluminum Pedal Cover Sets
Give your cockpit a serious, hard core look with these Dark Series billet pedal
covers for the classic Camaro. Machined from 6061-T6 billet aluminum, these
pedals are then ﬁnished in ﬂat black anodized hard coat and then installed with black
Torx fasteners. Available for automatic or manual transmission, each set includes
hardware and detailed mounting instructions. Dead pedal cover sold separately.
M16011
1967-81
automatic transmission............................... 199.99 set
M16012
1967-81
manual transmission................................... 209.99 set
M16013
1967-81
dead pedal .................................................. 59.99 ea

Note: Floor mounted accelerator pedal trim plate not included and sold separately.

Automatic Transmission – 5 Piece Pedal Pad and Trim Kit
Drum Brakes
R5019 1970-71 Z28 with AT ........................................................... 42.99 kit
Disc Brakes
R5016 1970-71 Z28 with AT ........................................................... 38.99 kit
Manual Transmission – 7 Piece Pedal Pad and Trim Kit
Drum Brakes
R5017 1970-71 Z28 with MT and 3" clutch pedal .......................... 39.99 kit
Disc Brakes
R5018 1970-71 Z28 with MT and 3" clutch pedal .......................... 46.99 kit
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1993-02 Accelerator/Brake Pedal Pad Kit
Reproduction pedal kit for 1993-02 Camaro
models equipped with a manual transmission. The
accelerator pedal is manufactured in rigid ABS
plastic while the brake pad is manufactured in
black rubber, as original. Both pedals feature the
correct hexagonal pattern and textured pedal faces.
R9302

1993-02

with manual transmission ...................................... 29.99 kit

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Brake/Clutch Pads

3930091

1987 AT Brake Pedal Pad
Reproduction brake pedal pad for 1987 Camaro models
equipped with an automatic transmission. This is a
correct replacement for 1987 Camaro models with
MD8 option.
153502 1987........................................... 8.99 ea

K982

1967-81 AT Brake Pad
OER® reproduction automatic transmission brake pedal
pads for various year ranges. Choose disc brake pedal
pad with chrome “DISC BRAKES” emblem in center
of pad or pedal pad without the emblem.
3930091 1968-81 w/disc brakes logo ... 11.99 ea
K982
1967-81 without logo ............ 6.99 ea

3935721

K981

1967-81 MT Brake Pad
OER® reproduction manual transmission brake pedal
pad for various year ranges. Choose disc brake pedal
pad with chrome “DISC BRAKES” emblem in center
of pad or pedal pad without the emblem.
3935721 1968-81 w/disc brakes logo... 10.99 ea
K981
1967-81 without logo ............ 4.99 ea

15011

17174

1993-02 ABS Brake Pedal Pads
Reproduction brake pedal pads for 1993-02 Camaro
models with Anti-Lock brakes. This direct replacement
pad is manufactured in rubber with the correct
honeycomb pattern as original and features the letters
“ABS”. Available for automatic or manual transmissions.
15011
1993-02
with MT................ 14.99 ea
17174
1993-02
with AT ................. 14.99 ea

1982-86 AT Brake Pedal Pad

Reproduction of the original clutch pedal pad that was
installed on 1972-81 Camaro manual transmission
models (except M21 4-speed trans). Each pedal pad is
manufactured to replicate the original in every detail.
For use on 2" pedal assemblies.
Note: 1976-77 Camaro models with M21 4-speed (or
models with 3" clutch pedal) must use part #K981.

748803

1972-81

for 2" pedal ........... 6.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1967-81 Brake Pad Trim Plate
Reproduction brake pedal pad trim for 1967-81 models
equipped with automatic transmission and power
disc or drum brakes. Features original style tabs for
easy replacement. Fits part #3930091 or K982 brake
pedal pads.
K920
1967-81 ...................................... 6.99 ea

1967-71 MT Brake
Pedal Pad Trim Plate
Reproduction brake pedal
pad trim for all manual
transmissions from 196771 where the brake pedal
pad and clutch pedal pad
are the same exact size. On
some models, the brake
pedal was larger than the
clutch pedal to differentiate between the two pedals
and provide a larger area for the foot to connect
with the brake pedal. This trim plate ﬁts when
the two pedals are the exact same size.
K911
1967-71 brake pedal pad trim .. 5.99 ea

1967-81 MT Clutch
Pedal Pad Trim Plate
Reproduction clutch pedal
pad trim for all manual
transmissions from
1967-81. Part #K911 ﬁts
where the brake pedal
pad and clutch pedal pad
K911
are the same exact size.
Part #A9100228 ﬁts when
the clutch pedal is slightly smaller than the brake
pedal. To determine which one you need, measure
the pedal top at the widest point and order the pad
closest to your measurement. Most 1967-71 models
are equipped with a 3" pedal. In 1972, the
pedal size decreased to 2" at the widest point.
K911
1967-71 for 3" pedal ............ 5.99 ea
A9100228 1972-81 for 2" pedal ............ 7.99 ea
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Reproduction clutch pedal pad for all manual
transmissions from 1967-71 where the brake pedal
pad and clutch pedal pad are the same exact size. This
pedal pad measures approximately 3-1/2" wide at the
top of the pad to ﬁt a 3" pedal.
K981
1967-71 for 3" pedal ................ 4.99 ea

1972-81 Clutch Pedal Pad
Correct replacement for all 1982-86 Camaro models
equipped with automatic transmissions. This is a
replacement part which will install as originals.
14038654
1982-86 ............................... 14.99 ea

OE style reproduction or a GM replacement clutch
pedal pads are available for all 1982-02 Camaro models
with manual transmissions. The OE style reproduction
pad has the correct “Honeycomb” pattern design while
the GM replacement pad has a horizontal line pattern.
14038638 1982-02 OE style repro ....... 9.99 ea
G6547
1982-92 GM replacement.... 4.99 ea

1988-92 AT Brake Pedal Pad

1967-71 Clutch Pedal Pad
1982-92 MT Brake Pedal Pad

G6547

1982-02 Clutch Pedal Pad

Replacement for your late model brake pad.
14038654
1988-92 ............................... 14.99 ea

3-1/2" width

Correct replacement brake pedal pad for all 198292 Camaro models with manual transmission. The
brake pedal pad is an exact replacement including the
honeycomb style pattern.
14038655
1982-92 .............................. 14.99 ea

14038638

Brake Pedals/Components

A910210

C2554
A9400139

1982-02 Clutch/Brake Pedal Assembly
Reproduction clutch and brake pedal assembly for
1982-02 Camaro models. Ideal for those who are
converting to a manual transmission, or for those need
a replacement assembly. 1982-92 assemblies include
switches and pigtails, 1993-02 assemblies include the
throttle pedal assembly.
A9400135
1982-92 ........................... 222.99 ea
A9400139
1993-02 ........................... 159.99 ea

A910041

1967-68 Brake/Clutch Pedal Assemblies
Reproduction brake and clutch pedal assemblies for
1967-68 Camaro models. Pedal assemblies include:
brake pedal, clutch pedal (manual trans only,) pedal
support bracket, pedal pad, and trim.
A910210 1967-68
with AT ........... 229.99 ea
A910041 1967-68
with MT .......... 279.99 ea

E339

B
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3918739

KW327
P118

The sets of brake and clutch pedal assemblies contain 2
pedals, 4 nylon bushings, and 1 retainer clip. These pedal
assemblies are available for 1967-81 Camaro models.
Note: This is a prepackaged set and is sold in pairs only.
KW328 requires later style clutch pedal pad #A30961.

C2554
E339
KW327
KW328
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1967-68 ................................
1969......................................
1970-71 ................................
1972-81 ................................

69.99
79.99
89.99
89.99

3950064

1967-69 Muscle Car Pedal Assembly

1967-81 Brake Pedal & Clutch Pedal

set
set
set
set

Pedal Components

Give your interior a fresh look with a Muscle Car Pedal
set. This is a direct bolt-in assembly, manufactured
from lightweight aluminum and features graphite
powder coated arms with silver pedals. Made in USA.
Note: *For drive-by-wire applications. Accelerator arm
not included.
P107*
1967-69
auto – DBW ....... 509.99 set
P108*
1967-69
manual – DBW... 689.99 set

P117
P118

1967-69
1967-69

auto..................... 556.99 set
manual ................ 737.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1967-69 Brake/Clutch Pedal Support Bracket
Reproduction brake and clutch pedal support bracket
for 1967-69 Camaro models. Features heavy gauge
steel stamping as original and ﬁts automatic or manual
pedals. Replaces 1967-68 GM part #3918739 and 1969
GM part #3950064, 3972008, 3999496.
Note: Pedal components not included. Support bracket only.

3918739
3950064

1967-68
1969

AT or MT .......... 99.99 ea
AT or MT .......... 99.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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1967-92 Brake and Clutch Pedal Bushings
OER® reproduction of the nylon brake and clutch
pedal bushing. Bushings ﬁt over the cross shafts to
eliminate excessive side to side movement and pedal
binding at the pivot. Set of four.
K1448
1967-92 ................................... 4.99 set

1967-81 Clutch Pedal Return Bumper
Replace your worn out or missing clutch pedal
bumper with this quality reproduction. This bumper
is correct for all 1967-81 Camaro models with
manual transmissions.
G9296 1967-81 ...................................... 3.99 ea

1967-78 Park Brake Adjustment Nuts
1967-69 Automatic Brake Pedal

Park brake cable adjustment nuts for Camaro models.
Replacement for the right rear cable nuts.
A9500106
1967-78 ................................ 1.99 pr

K1106

Replace your worn out or missing brake pedal with
this quality reproduction. Fits all 1967-69 Camaro
models with automatic transmissions.
KW831
1967-69 ................................. 36.99 ea

1967-69 Park Brake Assembly
This is a quality reproduction of a commonly broken
or missing part from many 1967-69 Camaro models.
This assembly includes: pedal arm, return spring,
release lever, and handle. Fully functional and readyto-install in your car.
K1106
1967-68 ................................... 69.99 ea
K1107
1969 ........................................ 69.99 ea

153661

Brake Pedal Rod Extensions
Universal ﬁt pedal rod extensions are ideal for ﬁrewall
mounted brake boosters or under ﬂoor linkage when
you need a longer rod to reach the pedal. Rods measures
1-1/2" or 2-1/2" overall, hole size is 3/8" on the end.
Comes zinc-plated.
153661
1-1/2" .................................... 9.99 ea
153662
2-1/2" .................................... 9.99 ea

1967-68 Pedal Support Rod Set

1967-69 Master Cylinder Clevis Pin

Brake Pedal Rod Extension
3893181

3945593

1967-81 Park Brake Pad
Correct reproduction of the park brake pedal pads
for 1967-81 Camaro models. The 1967-68 style pad
features the word “PARK”.
3893181 1967-68 with “PARK” logo .... 4.99 ea
3945593 1969-81 w/o “PARK” logo ..... 4.99 ea

Universal ﬁt pedal rod extension is ideal for ﬁrewall
mounted brake boosters or under ﬂoor linkage when you
need a longer rod to reach the pedal. Rod can be cut to
your desired length if necessary. Rod measures 4-3/4"
overall, 3" on the threaded portion, and thread size is
3/8"-24 on the female end, and 3/8"-24 on the male
end. Includes nut. Zinc-plated for corrosion resistance.
153651
4-3/4" ....................................... 9.99 ea

Reproduction master cylinder clevis pin for 1967-69
Camaro models. This pin is used to attach the master
cylinder pushrod to the brake pedal assembly. Can
be used on vehicles with manual or power brakes.
Includes retainer clip. Made in USA.
HC452 1967-69 ...................................... 6.99 ea

3893182
3954594

1967-69 Brake/Clutch Pedal Pin

1967-81 Park Brake Trim Plate

Reproduction brake/clutch pedal pin for 1967-69
Camaro models. This pin holds the clutch and brake
pedals to the housing under the dash.
HC453
1967-69
pin with clip ....... 14.99 ea
PT10
1967-69
clip only ............. 3.99 ea

Reproduction park brake chrome trim plates for 196781 with factory installed deluxe interiors. May be
installed on any 1967-81 Camaro models.
3893182 1967-68 .................................... 4.99 ea
3954594 1969-81 .................................... 5.49 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

3/8"-24 Brake Pedal Clevis
Universal ﬁt clevis for many potential uses, including
connecting a brake master cylinder or power brake
booster pushrod to the brake pedal arm. Measures
approximately 2" long, is tapped for 3/8"-24 ﬁne
thread. Zinc-plated for superior corrosion resistance.
153660Z
universal ............................... 5.99 ea
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Reproduction pedal support rods for Camaro models
with automatic or manual transmission. These rods
support the pedal support assembly and also support
the steering column.
A9100217
1967-68 .............................. 31.99 set

LOKAR Accessories

XL

FR6115

standard

FR6117

FR6116

Billet Adjustable Foot Rest
FM6097

FM6098

FM6099

Eliminator Floor Mount Gas Pedal
The Eliminator ﬂoor mount gas pedal is precision
crafted from billet aluminum and designed to eliminate
routing cables through the ﬁrewall. It includes an
adjustable aluminum splined shaft and stainless steel
under the ﬂoor cable mounting bracket. Can be mounted
in multiple positions for various ﬂoor and toe board
angles, while pedal travel stops are built in. Pedal ﬂoor
spacers are recommended when installing the pedal
on vehicles with thick carpet or under carpet padding.

Fabricated from billet aluminum, these adjustable
precision foot rests feature universal mounting and
adjustable angles for your ultimate comfort. Available
ball milled or with rubber inserts. Includes stainless
steel mounting hardware. Measures: 1-1/2" x 4".
FR6115
with ball milled pad ............... 76.99 ea
FR6116
polished with rubber inserts .. 76.99 ea
FR6117
black, with rubber inserts ...... 76.99 ea

Important: Requires a 36" cut-to-ﬁt Lokar throttle
cable. LS1, Ramjet and Vortec applications require a 48"
throttle cable.

FM6097
FM6098
FM6099
GPS6016
GPS6016B

with ball milled pad ........... 179.99 ea
polished w/rubber inserts ... 179.99 ea
black, with rubber inserts ... 161.99 ea
pedal ﬂoor spacer, aluminum 37.99 ea
pedal ﬂoor spacer, black..... 37.99 ea

BAG6093

XL standard
Ball Milled

XL
standard
Rubber Insert

SG6007

Chromed Steel Throttle Assembly
The ﬁrst spring loaded pedals in the industry! These
chromed steel throttle assemblies are spring loaded
like the OE design, and feature a removable, splined
lower arm for versatile mounting to the right or left
of the bracket mount. Matching chromed steel brake
pedal pad mounts with a 1/2"-20 stud built into the
back of it. Available in standard or extra large pedal
sizes. A matching dimmer switch pad also available.
Pedal ﬂoor spacers are recommended when installing
on vehicles with thick carpet or carpet padding.
Throttle Assembly with Rubber Insert
SG6007
standard size, 1-1/2" x 4" 119.99 ea
SG6016
X-large, 2" x 5"................ 129.99 ea
Brake Pedal with Rubber Insert Pads
SG6008
standard size, 3" x 2" ....... 53.99 ea
SG6017
X-large, 3-3/4" x 2-3/4" ... 61.99 ea
Dimmer Switch with Rubber Insert Pads
SG6009
......................................... 25.99 ea
Throttle Pedal Floor Spacer
GPS6015
chrome............................. 25.99 ea

BAG6094

BAG6001
XL

standard

Polished Aluminum Throttle Assembly

B

Dash & Console Components

BAG6091

BAG6092
acc. pedal assembly
through ﬁrewall

BAG6100

1967-69 Billet Aluminum Pedal Assembly
These 1967-69 Camaro billet aluminum throttle pedal
assemblies are designed to bolt into the stock location
on the ﬁrewall, allowing you to change from rod linkage
to throttle cable. The throttle pad is spring loaded like
the OE design and splined for right or left adjustment
of the foot pad. Brake pad cover is designed to ﬁt over
the stock steel pad. Available in solid billet or with
rubber inserts in pads.
BAG6091 accelerator pedal only ........ 64.99 ea
BAG6092 accelerator pedal w/rubber 64.99 ea
BAG6095 accelerator pedal assembly 170.99 ea
BAG6096 acc. pedal assy. w/rubber ... 170.99 ea
BAG6093 AT brake pad ...................... 64.99 ea
BAG6094 AT brake pad with rubber... 64.99 ea
BAG6101 MT brake/clutch pad .......... 58.99 ea
BAG6102 MT brake/clutch pad w/rbbr 58.99 ea
BAG6100 park brake pad .................... 27.99 ea
BAG6099 park brake pad w/rubber .... 27.99 ea
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Polished billet aluminum throttle assemblies are
the ﬁrst spring loaded pedals in the industry! These
beautifully carved pieces are spring loaded like the OE
design, and feature a splined removable lower arm for
versatility in mounting to the right or left of the bracket.
The shaft and arm are combined in a one piece design
that requires no pins. Matching billet aluminum brake
pad mounts with a 1/2"-20 stud built into the back of
the pad. Available in a standard size or extra large size.
Pedal ﬂoor spacers are recommended when installing
pedal on vehicles with thick carpet or carpet padding.
Throttle Assembly with Ball Milled Pad
BAG6001
standard, 1-1/2" x 4" ........ 165.99 ea
BFG6010
X-large, 2" x 5"................ 169.99 ea
Brake Pedal with Ball Milled Pad
BAG6002
standard, 3" x 2" .............. 53.99 ea
BFG6011
X-large, 3-3/4" x 2-3/4" ... 58.99 ea
Dimmer Switch Pedal with Ball Milled Pad
BAG6003
......................................... 25.99 ea
Throttle Pedal Floor Spacer
GPS6014
billet aluminum................ 25.99 ea
Throttle Assembly with Rubber Insert
BAG6004
standard, 1-1/2" x 4" ........ 165.99 ea
BFG6012
X-large, 2" x 5"................ 169.99 ea
Brake Pedal with Rubber Insert Pad
BAG6005
standard, 3" x 2" .............. 53.99 ea
BFG6013
X-large, 3-3/4" x 2-3/4" ... 58.99 ea
Dimmer Switch Pedal with Rubber Insert Pad
BAG6006
......................................... 25.99 ea
Throttle Pedal Floor Spacer
GPS6014
billet aluminum................ 25.99 ea

Gleaming polish not your style? Then take a look
at these stealthy black billet spring loaded throttle
assemblies that feature a removable lower arm splined
for versatile mounting to either the right or left of the
bracket. The shaft and arm are machined together into
a one piece design requiring no pins. Matching black
billet brake pad mounts with a 1/2"-20 stud built into
the back of the pad. Available in standard or extra
large sizes. Pedal ﬂoor spacers are recommended
when installing pedal on vehicles with thick carpet
or carpet padding.
Throttle Assembly with Rubber Insert
BG6004
standard size, 1-1/2" x 4" 165.99 ea
BG6012
X-large, 2" x 5"................ 169.99 ea
Brake Pedal with Rubber Insert Pad
BG6005
standard size, 3" x 2" ....... 53.99 ea
BG6013
X-large, 3-3/4" x 2-3/4" ... 58.99 ea
Dimmer Switch Pedal with Rubber Insert Pad
BG6006
......................................... 25.99 ea
Throttle Pedal Floor Spacer
GPS6014B black ................................ 25.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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BG6004

Black Billet Aluminum Throttle Assembly

LOKAR Accessories
EC8001B
HR1100

Under Dash Parking Brake Cables
Lokar connector cables are designed to mount directly
to the under dash, foot operated brake and connect
with Lokar universal rear brake cables. These cut-toﬁt 6' long cables are available with either a black or
stainless steel housing.
EC8001
stainless steel housing ...... 146.99 ea
EC8001B
black housing .................... 100.99 ea

DBW6200A
top view

CTS-V Drive-By-Wire Pedal Pad
This direct-ﬁt billet accelerator pedal pad is designed
for applications running an LS-series engine with the
CTS-V drive-by-wire pedal. Features a curved pedal
pad with rubber inserts. Made in USA.
DBW6200A brushed .......................... 133.99 ea
DBW6200B black .............................. 133.99 ea

EC80

Hood Release Cable
Premium hood release come complete with a machined
billet aluminum handle assembly and cables. The cables
are cut-to-ﬁt, designed with a specially extruded liner
for extended life of the cable, aluminum ﬁttings and
stainless steel inner wire. These hood release cables
include aluminum ﬁrewall ﬁttings and cable stop.
The outer housing is 18" inside the vehicle and 6'
under the hood. The inner wire is 9' long. Available
in a black or stainless steel housing with a beautiful
billet cutout handle.
Important: Requires cable operated latches.

HR1100
HR1100B

stainless steel housing ...... 132.99 ea
black housing ................... 95.99 ea

Universal Rear Parking Brake Cables

TC10036A

Lokar universal rear brake cables are designed to
work with the Lokar under dash foot operated brake
cables. The outer housing is designed with a specially
extruded liner for extended life of the cable, and the
stainless cable resists moisture. Features adjustable
cable lock and clevis and come complete with two 8'
cut-to-ﬁt housings, cables, cable bracket, and spacers.
Available with either a black or stainless steel housing.
EC80
stainless steel housing ......... 238.99 ea
EC80B
black housing ...................... 166.99 ea

TC20024A

FB9000

FB9003

401014

401014B

Universal Throttle Cables
All Lokar throttle cables are designed with a specially
extruded liner to extend the life of the cable. Cables
are equipped with aluminum ﬁttings and aluminum
ferrule to eliminate fraying. These cut-to-ﬁt cables are
available in 24", 36", or 48" lengths with a stainless
steel inner wire, and your choice of a stainless steel,
black stainless steel or black nylon housing. Clevis
is designed to eliminate cotter pins and set screws.
Includes installation instructions.

Universal Hi-Tech Throttle Cable – Carbureted
TC10024A 24" stainless steel ............ 61.99
TC10024B 24" black stainless steel .. 67.99
TC10024C 24" black nylon ............... 51.99
TC10036A 36" stainless steel ............ 69.99
TC10036C 36" black nylon ............... 59.99
TC10048A 48" stainless steel ............ 77.99
TC10048B 48" black stainless steel .. 84.99
TC10048C 48" black nylon ............... 67.99
Tuned Port Injection 1985-91 and LT1/LT4
TC20024A 24" stainless steel ............ 61.99
TC20024B 24" black stainless steel .. 67.99
TC20024C 24" black nylon ............... 51.99
TC20036A 36" stainless steel ............ 69.99
TC20036B 36" black stainless steel .. 76.99
LS1/Ram Jet 350
TC30036C 36" black nylon ............... 59.99
TC30048A 48" stainless steel ............ 77.99
TC30048B 48" black stainless steel .. 84.99
Ram Jet 502
TC40024A 24" stainless steel ............ 61.99
TC40024B 24" black stainless steel .. 67.99
TC40024C 24" black nylon ............... 51.99
Vortec
TC50036B 36" black stainless steel .. 76.99
TC50048A 48" stainless steel ............ 77.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

U-Cut-to-Fit Speedo Cables
High-quality speedometer cables
feature machined aluminum
ﬁttings and a premium
housing with a specially
extruded liner to extend
the life of the cable. These
cut-to-ﬁt 7' speedometer
SP1501
cables are designed to work
with factory speedometers
with a 5/8"-18 male thread,
or any cable driven aftermarket speedometers
such as AutoMeter, Stewart Warner, or VDO. The
transmission end is designed to ﬁt most transmission
driven gear adaptors (not included), and the inner
cable and outer housing of these cables can be
cut-to-ﬁt most GM transmissions.
SP1501
stainless steel housing ........ 151.99 ea
SP1500
black housing ...................... 95.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

FB9001B
FB9004

Under Dash Park Brake Pedal Assembly
This foot operated park brake assembly gives you
ease of operation along with a clean, out of the way
appearance. Available in 2 styles and 3 different
ﬁnishes, these pedal assemblies feature dash to ﬁrewall
adjustability, adaptable mounting location capability,
and hidden, heat treated gears and mechanisms for
an uncluttered ﬁnish. They also include a rubber stop
for quiet pedal return, as well as complete hardware
and instructions. Connector cables sold separately.
Billet Aluminum
Solid Ball Milled Arm
FB9000
with ball milled pad ............ 284.99 ea
FB9001
with rubber inserts in pad ... 284.99 ea
CNC Cutout Arm
FB9002
with ball milled pad ............ 284.99 ea
FB9003
with rubber inserts in pad ... 284.99 ea
Chrome Billet Aluminum
Solid Ball Milled Arm
FB9004
with ball milled pad ............ 361.99 ea
FB9005
with rubber inserts in pad ... 361.99 ea
CNC Cutout Arm
FB9006
with ball milled pad ............ 361.99 ea
FB9007
with rubber inserts in pad ... 361.99 ea
Black Billet Aluminum
Solid Ball Milled Arm
FB9001B with rubber inserts in pad ... 284.99 ea
CNC Cutout Arm
FB9003B with rubber inserts in pad ... 284.99 ea

LOKAR Accessories
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Important: Remember to pull inner wire out before cutting
outer housing.
Note: For 1986-93 EFI use TC10024.

Adjustable Hood Props
Constructed of high-quality aluminum and stainless
steel, these adjustable hood props offer great looks as
well as functionality on your ride. There are 2 versions
of this hood prop, a 3 position and a 6 position. This
will allow the hood to be set at various levels without
unsightly objects holding it up. Each level of the 6
position prop increases the opening of the hood by
approximately 6". Each level of the 3 level prop
increases the opening of the hood by approximately
12". They also work great for cooling your engine in
the staging lanes.
401014
3 position
aluminum ...... 86.99 ea
401024
6 position
aluminum ...... 89.99 ea
401014B
3 position
black .............. 86.99 ea
401024B
6 position
black .............. 89.99 ea

A Classic Industries Tribute To
Dick Harrell, Drag Racing Legend
Classic Industries® is proud to salute Dick Harrell, drag racing pioneer and all-around
good guy who earned the title of “Mr Chevrolet” for his profound contributions to
the classic car hobby and muscle car culture.
Dick Harrell, the loving husband and
father, is forever lost except in the private
memories of his family and friends. “Mr.
Chevrolet”, the racing legend behind
everything that made Chevy the major
force that enthusiasts know and cherish
today, will live on in our hearts and
minds forever.
Visit www.dickharrell.com for more
information on “Mr. Chevrolet”.

Dick Harrell, “Mr. Chevrolet”
1932-1971

Dick Harrell Metal Fender Emblem
Dick Harrell Cap

Dick Harrell Performance
Center License Plate Frame
Show your support for one of the pioneers of drag
racing, Dick Harrell, with this beautiful zinc and
chrome license plate frame. Hand engraved with
enamel ﬁlled letters. Dick Harrell Performance Center
in black lettering, plus Dick Harrell® shield logos in
the lower corners.
DH1104
............................................. 29.99 ea

Dick Harrell –
Mr. Chevrolet T-Shirt
Show your support for one of the truly great pioneers of
drag racing. This Dick Harrell – Mr. Chevrolet T-shirt
features Harrell’s famous 1969 World Championship
Camaro AA/Fuel Funny car on the front while the back
details Dick Harrell’s accomplishments and features
both the fuel funny car plus the 1969 ZL1 Camaro
Super Stocker.

Dick Harrell USA-1 License Plate
Dick Harrell nostalgia license plate with stamped raised
blue and red letters on white background. Made of
.021 aluminum and ready to bolt-on. Made in USA.
DH1014
............................................. 14.99 ea

Note: Kids sizes available in small (6-8), medium (10-12)
and large (14-16). Adult sizes available in small, medium,
large, X-large, XX-large and XXX-large.

Dick Harrell Crew Shirt
Show your support for one of the truly great pioneers
of drag racing with this custom made new generation
Dick Harrell 6 oz. cotton peach twill uniform crew
shirt. Features Dick Harrell Design shield on front left
chest and “Mr. Chevrolet” embroidered on the back.
Available in large, X-large, XX-large and XXX-large
in red or black.
DH1017A
red ................................... 59.99 ea
DH1017B
black ............................... 59.99 ea

C
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These caps are a must have for any true Chevy fan!
Features a brushed twill cotton construction and either
an embroidered Dick Harrell shield logo with a ﬂex ﬁt
headband or an embroidered Dick Harrell Performance
Center patch with a Velcro closure.
Dick Harrell Logo Cap
DH1013
black ................................. 24.99 ea
Dick Harrell Performance Center Caps
DH1012A
red .................................... 24.99 ea
DH1012B
black ................................. 24.99 ea

Reproduction Dick Harrell fender emblem. This 4"
x 1-1/3" emblem puts “Mr. Chevrolet” on your race
car, street rod, or toolbox. Attaches with two pins on
the reverse side.
DH1018 ................................................ 59.99 ea

DH1010
DH1011

children’s sizes .................... 19.99 ea
adult men’s sizes .................. 24.99 ea

Dick Harrell Logo Keychain
Let “Mr. Chevrolet”
keep track of your
keys with this
beautiful Dick Harrelll
keychain. Measures:
2-1/4" x 3/4" with 2-1/2"
1/2" chain
chain.
DH1019
.............................................. 17.99 ea

Dick Harrell Decal
4" x 4" full color cling decal or 6-3/4" x 3-1/2" chrome
adhesive decal featuring the Dick Harrell Badge Logo.
Cling decal also features “Mr. Chevrolet” title and
the 1969 Camaro AA/Fuel Funny car. Made in USA.
DH1015
full color cling decal .............. 5.99 ea
DH1016
chrome decal.......................... 3.99 ea

© 2016 Classic Industries®. Dick Harrell is a registered trademark and service mark of Valerie Harrell, her subsidiaries and afﬁliates. All Dick Harrell Images, trademarks and logos used by permission.
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YENKO
Licensed

Yenko® License Plate
License plate with Yenko® bar and shield logo can be
installed on any original Yenko® vehicle. Check the
laws in your state for legal applications.
Y5001
................................................... 8.99 ea

3218

3222

3219

3224

M-XL T-Shirts: $19.99
XXL-XXXL T-Shirts: $21.99

Yenko® License Frame
Ofﬁcial Yenko® license plate frame featuring the
hometown name and what they were all about, “HiPerformance by Yenko®”. This all new license frame
is ofﬁcially licensed by Yenko®. License plate frame
mounting screws sold separately. Sold individually.
Y5002
2 required ............................... 19.99 ea

Distressed Yenko Logo T-Shirt
This T-shirt features the Yenko logo in a popular
distressed look. Choose from a variety of colors and
specify size when ordering. Made from 100% cotton
with logo printed on front of T-shirt.
Note: Please specify size when ordering.

Yenko Logo T-Shirt
For everyone who owns or loves a Yenko, this T-shirt
says it all. The original design on a white T-shirt.
Made from 100% cotton with the logo printed on
back of T-shirt.
3227
white T-shirt
XL .................... 19.99 ea
3227
white T-shirt
(XXL-XXXL) .. 21.99 ea

3218
3219
3222
3224

with original logo ............... White T-shirt
with gray logo .....................Black T-shirt
with tan logo ..................... Cream T-shirt
with gray logo ...................... Gray T-shirt

YF1969

®

Yenko Performance License Frame
Ofﬁcial Yenko® license plate frames featuring the year
of each Yenko®. Available in the years 1967 thru 1970.
Frames include top or bottom mounting holes to ﬁt any
year. Each frame is manufactured in the USA and are
produced in steel and triple chrome-plated. Includes
blue background with bright white lettering. License
plate frame mounting screws sold separately. Sold
individually. 2 required per vehicle (front and rear)
YF1967
1967 ...................................... 14.99 ea
YF1968
1968 ...................................... 14.99 ea
YF1969
1969 ...................................... 14.99 ea
YF1970
1970 ...................................... 14.99 ea

YG13

Yenko® Glassware
front logo

1968 Yenko Power T-Shirt
SYC Logo T-Shirt
Black screen printed SYC logo on a white T-shirt made
from 100% preshrunk cotton material. Large SYC logo
design is printed on back with small SYC logo on the
front left chest. SYC – Yenko Super Coupe.
TS425M
Medium ............................. 19.99 ea
TS425XL
X-large ............................... 19.99 ea
TS4252X
XX-large ............................ 21.99 ea
TS4253X
XXX-large ......................... 21.99 ea

This is a full color T-shirt featuring a beautiful 1968
427 COPO Yenko Camaro over a checkered ﬂag
background with the Yenko shield emblazoned above
the car. This handsome design comes printed on the
back of an 100% cotton T-shirt
3231M
Medium
white .............. 19.99 ea
3231L
Large
white .............. 19.99 ea
3231XL
X-large
white .............. 19.99 ea
3231XXL
XX-large white .............. 21.99 ea
3231XXXL XXX-large white .............. 21.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

YG15

Yenko apparel
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YG12

Yenko® bar and shield logo engraved on the glass.
This glassware is executed in a non-lead crystal which
gives to a solid base and a never ending sparkle with
great stability. Tyrol Crystal designed by Riedel.
Dishwasher safe.
Yenko® Wine Stemware
YG12
12-3/8 oz. glass ....................... 12.99 ea
RYG12
4 piece set ............................... 46.99 set
Yenko® Tumbler
YG13
12-3/8 oz. glass ....................... 14.99 ea
RYG13
set of 4 .................................... 53.99 set
Yenko® Mug
YG15
.25 oz. mug ............................. 16.99 ea
RYG15
4 piece set ............................... 67.99 set

A. Classic Industries Cruiser Mug

Classic Industries® Accessories

®

Fits in virtually every automobile cup holder. Featuring
a closable lid and double wall construction to keep
your beverage hot or cold for hours.
J243
...................................................... 7.99 ea

B. Classic Industries Mechanics Gloves
®

Classic Industries® mechanics gloves offer outstanding
gripping power as well as protection against cuts, burns
and abrasions. They offer great dexterity and ﬂexibility
for intricate work and feature a soft elastic wrist band
with a Velcro closure for ease of use. Each glove features
a high-quality embroidered Classic Industries® logo as
shown. Small, Medium, Large, X-large, and XX-large.
12565
specify size ............................... 17.99 pr

A

B

C. Classic Industries Coffee Mug
®

This classically styled acrylic mug has the look of ﬁne
ceramic but is actually made of thick, durable, chip
resistant plastic. Dishwasher and microwave safe!
J247
....................................................... 5.99 ea

D. Classic Industries Retractable Pen
®

Ever wonder where all your pens go? Why not stock
up on these eye-catching inexpensive retractable pens.
J241
...................................................... 1.99 ea

D

C

E. Classic Industries Foam Mouse Pad
®

Molded in 1/4" thick foam adds the ﬁnishing touch
to any computer work station. Features the Classic
Industries® logo and building.
J244
...................................................... 5.99 ea

F. Classic Ind. Embossed License Plate
®

Full color logo license plate for use on any Classic
vehicle! Each license plate is manufactured in aluminum
and embossed with the Classic Industries® logo.
LP12
white ........................................... 8.99 ea
LP13
black ........................................... 8.99 ea

LP12

F

E

G. Classic Industries Logo Decal
®

LP13

When it comes to quality products, Classic Industries®
can’t be beat! Our new full color decals can be applied to
virtually any clean surface. Comes in a variety of sizes.
CP10A
4" x 1-1/2" ................................ 2.99 ea
CP10B
8-1/2" x 4" ................................ 4.99 ea
CP10C
17-1/2" x 6" .............................. 7.99 ea

G

H. Classic Industries Lapel/Hat Pin
®

H

Features the well-recognized Classic Industries® logo
printed on a quality all metal, epoxy coated pin and
includes a metal retainer.
C106
lapel pin....................................... 2.99 ea

C
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J

K

I
Classic Industries®
web address on back
and trademark slogan
in the sandwich of
the bill.

Classic Industries® logo
is printed on the front left
and sleeve of our T-shirts.

front logo detail

K. Classic Industries Fleece Body Jacket
®

J. Classic Industries Ofﬁcial Logo Cap
®

I. Classic Industries Swirl Logo T-Shirt
®

This is 100% cotton T-shirt features a blue and gold
swirl around the famous Classic Industries® logo. The
swirl logo is on the back of the shirt with the Classic
Industries® logo on the chest and sleeve. Available in
black only.
TS1008
M-XL ..................................... 17.99 ea
TS1008
XXL-XXXL ........................... 20.95 ea
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This great looking cap begins with a super high-quality
reinforced, brushed twill cap in black. It proudly
displays an embroidered full color Classic Industries®
logo on the front and Classic Industries® web address
on the back, along with our trademark slogan in the
sandwich style bill. Fully adjustable cotton strap
with silver buckle and matching silver eyelets.
41307
Classic Industries® cap ............. 12.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Built to charge through mild wind and rain our
Classic Industries® lightweight jacket features a
water resistant shell and warm ﬂeece body lining for
year-round versatility. Elastic cuffs with adjustable
self-fabric tabs and hook and loop closures. Elastic
waistband. Features an embroidered trademark
Classic Industries® pocket-sized logo on the front.
Note: Please specify size when ordering.

J265

S-XXXXL.................................. 49.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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L. OER® Retractable Pen
Ever wonder where all your pens go? Why not stock up
on these eye-catching inexpensive, black and yellow
retractable pens.
J250
......................................................... .99 ea

M. OER® Foam Mouse Pad
This highly functional mouse pad, molded in 1/4"
thick foam adds the ﬁnishing touch to any computer
work station. Features the OER® logo.
J251
....................................................... 4.99 ea

N. OER® Insulated Cruiser Mug

L

This insulated cruiser mug ﬁts in virtually every
automobile cup holder. Featuring a closable lid and
double wall construction to keep your beverage hot
or cold for hours.
J254
...................................................... 7.99 ea

M

O. OER® 11 oz. Stoneware Mug
This classically styled acrylic mug has the look of ﬁne
ceramic but is actually made of thick, durable, chip
resistant plastic. Dishwasher and microwave safe!
Includes the OER® logo in bright yellow with words
“Original Equipment Reproduction”.
J252
...................................................... 5.99 ea

P. OER® Foam Insulator
This foam insulator will keep your 12 oz. beverage
can cold or your coffee hot for hours! The insulator
displays the OER® logo on one side and is microwave
and dishwasher safe.
J253
..................................................... 1.99 ea

Q. OER® Lapel/Hat Pin

N

OER® logo on a quality all metal, epoxy coated pin
and includes a metal retainer.
OER16
3/4" x 1/2"................................. 1.99 ea
OER18
1-1/4" x 3/8" ............................. 1.99 ea

O

P

Q

R. OER® Embroidered Patch
OER® logo embroidered in full color. Measures
approximately: 5" x 1-1/4".
OER21 OER® .......................................... 1.99 ea

OER16

OER18

®

S. OER Ofﬁcial Logo Cap
High-quality reinforced, brushed twill cap in black.
It proudly displays an embroidered bright yellow
and black OER® logo on the front and side. Features
a fully adjustable cotton strap with silver buckle and
matching silver eyelets.
41303
black ......................................... 12.99 ea
41308
black ......................................... 12.99 ea

R

41303

T. OER® Casual Bomber Jacket
Automotive Lifestyle Products C

41303 – bill detail

Black 100% cotton, ﬁne line sanded twill fabric,
unlined, elastic waist jacket features an embroidered
trademark yellow OER® logo, heavy-duty antique
brass zipper and hand warmer pockets.
J255
L-XL........................................... 49.99 ea
J255
XXL ........................................... 59.99 ea

S

U. OER® Quality T-Shirt
Black 100% cotton T-shirt with yellow silk screened
trademark OER® logo. Available in Medium, Large,
X-large, XX-large, and XXX-large.
J259
M-XL ......................................... 14.99 ea
J259
XXL-XXXL ............................... 16.99 ea

V. OER® Badge Holder

T

41308

OER® logo printed on both sides with an attached
chrome-plated clip that will accommodate a clip-on
or pin-on type name badge.
OER15
black ......................................... 1.99 ea

V

U
41308 – bill detail

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Kids
adies & K
Ladies
L

Ladies Pink Camaro Cap

Garment washed chino twill,
unstructured with low proﬁle, adjustable
buckle with comfort tuck away strap.
WB789 ............................ 19.99 ea

TC700

Ladies Camaro Cap

Ladies Camaro Fifty Rhinestone Cap

Black ladies cap with the Camaro Fifty logo in
This 100% cotton cap is made just for the ladies with rhinestone detail. 100% cotton twill, jockey shape
an understated pink and white ﬂoral design and a and unstructured.
sparkle ﬂeck 1968-69 Camaro logo. With this cap’s GF2403BK ............................................ 19.99 ea
adjustable closure, one size ﬁts all!
TC700
black ....................................... 25.99 ea
TC701
pink ........................................ 25.99 ea

Ladies Camaro Side Panel V-Neck

Ladies Camaro Top

Ladies new Camaro side panel
V-neck shirt. Feminine ﬁt,
set-in collar and sleeve
binding, contrasting
side panels. Raglan
sleeves, double needle
stitched bottom hem,
vertical embroidered
Camaro. Panels
available in red with
white printing or black
with red printing.
Available in ladies
sizes S-XL.

This sweet black top for the ladies features the
1968-69 Camaro logo in the center chest with set-in
pink rhinestones.
TC201
S-XL ..................................... 19.99 ea
TC201
XXL ...................................... 21.99 ea

Note: Specify size when
ordering.
WB9092

Automotive Lifestyle Products

Block Style Lettering
WB9092 red panel .......... 32.99 ea
WB9091 black panel ....... 31.99 ea

Ladies Camaro Fifty Slub T-Shirt

Ladies Camaro Fifty Rhinestone T-Shirt

A soft handed tonal Camaro Fifty logo adorns the left
hand side of this papaya colored ladies tee. Features
a plush poly/rayon slub jersey fabric.

Black scoop neck Bella tee with a rhinestone Camaro
Fifty logo. 100% cotton.

Note: Specify size when ordering.

Note: Specify size when ordering.

GF2402
GF2402

GF2401
GF2401

S .......................................... 19.99 ea
XXL .................................... 21.99 ea

S-XL ................................... 32.99 ea
XXL .................................... 34.99 ea

Ladies Jeweled Camaro with Stripes T-Shirt
Grab attention and display your Chevy pride with
this 100% Cotton Bella ladies scoop neck Camaro
T-shirt, featuring high grade jeweled rhinestone stripes
available in 6 vibrant colors. Specify size.

C

RW8191
RW8191XXL
RW8192
RW8192XXL
RW8193
RW8193XXL
RW8194
RW8194XXL
RW8195
RW8195XXL
RW8196
RW8196XXL
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blue
blue
orange
orange
green
green
red
red
silver
silver
yellow
yellow

S-XL ...........
XX-large .....
S-XL ...........
XX-large .....
S-XL ...........
XX-large .....
S-XL ...........
XX-large .....
S-XL ...........
XX-large .....
S-XL ...........
XX-large .....

31.99
33.99
31.99
33.99
31.99
33.99
31.99
33.99
31.99
33.99
31.99
33.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Since 1967 Camaro T-Shirt
Features historical Camaro emblems on front and back
from 1967 to present. Available in sizes M-XXXL.
Note: Specify size when ordering.

RW572
RW572

M-XL ..................................... 19.99 ea
XXL-XXXL........................... 23.99 ea

Toll Free 800.775.0101

KIDS T-Shirts

Classic Industries
Exclusive Designs!
®

Born 2 Cruz T-Shirt

TSK1412M
TSK144T

We have just the item for the little Chevy fans of the
house. This full color shirt features a bright red, blown
69 Z28 and the “Born 2 Cruz” logo. It’s available as a
T-shirt or a onesie for toddlers. Get your little Chevy
enthusiast started early!
TSK1412M
12-month onesie ....... 17.99 ea
TSK1424M
24-month onesie ....... 17.99 ea
TSK1418M
18-month T-shirt....... 14.99 ea
TSK142T
2T T-shirt .................. 14.99 ea
TSK144T
4T T-shirt .................. 14.99 ea
TSK1468
6-8 T-shirt ................. 14.99 ea
TSK141012
10-12 T-shirt ............. 14.99 ea

white
black

front logo

Sunset 69 Pace Car Logo Adult T-Shirt

“When I Grow Up” Chevrolet Kid’s Shirt
“My Daddy” Drives A Chevy T-Shirt
Little Chevy fans can proudly proclaim “My Daddy”
Drives A Chevy And I’m Gonna Too!!! White T-shirt
features a red Bow Tie. Get your kids into the Chevrolet
spirit! Available in X-small, Medium and Large.
Note: Please specify size when ordering.

Kids can also show their enthusiasm for Chevrolet
with this kids only T-shirt! It’s printed with a full color
logo on the front of a 100% cotton T-shirt. Available
in sizes 18-months, 2T, 4T, 6-8, and 10-12.
TSK0418M
18-months ....................... 12.99 ea
TSK042T
2T .................................... 12.99 ea
TSK044T
4T .................................... 12.99 ea
TSK0468
6-8 ................................... 12.99 ea
TSK041012
10-12 ............................... 12.99 ea

These 100 percent cotton T-shirts set the standard
with small graphics up front and full illustrations
on the reverse side. Browse through our collection
of the most popular silk screen designs to ﬁnd the
style that ﬁts your personal brand. Available on
white or black men’s T-shirt. When ordering, please
state men’s size M, L, XL, XXL, or XXXL unless
otherwise speciﬁed.
TS11001 M-XL
white ........... 15.99 ea
TS11001 XXL-XXXL white ........... 17.99 ea
TS11002 M-XL
black ........... 17.99 ea
TS11002 XXL-XXXL black ........... 19.99 ea

My Daddy Drives A Chevy
TS141
white..................................... 17.99 ea

white

black

front logo

Camotion Camaro Logo Adult T-Shirt
Chevrolet and Corvette Cookies
“When I Get Big” Camaro T-Shirt
Kids can show their enthusiasm for the new Camaro
with this kids only T-shirt. Color graphic on the front,
100% pre-shrunk cotton. S (6-8), M (10-12), L (14-16).
Note: Specify size when ordering.

RS827

S-L ........................................ 16.99 ea

Any Chevrolet enthusiast young or old who loves
cookies can enjoy a snack with all of their favorite
Chevrolet or Corvette models.
2.5 oz. Box
CC14950
Chevrolet cookies ............... 2.99 ea
CC14952
Corvette cookies ................. 2.99 ea
Buy a 6 Pack of Cookies and Save!
CC14953
Chevrolet cookies 6 pack.... 16.99 kit
CC14954
Corvette cookies 6 pack...... 16.99 kit
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

These 100 percent cotton T-shirts set the standard
with small graphics up front and full illustrations on
the reverse side. Browse through our collection of
the most popular silk screen designs to ﬁnd the style
that ﬁts your personal brand. Available on white,
black, or gray men’s T-shirt. When ordering, please
state men’s size M, L, XL, XXL, or XXXL, unless
otherwise speciﬁed.
TS11011
M-XL
white ........... 15.99 ea
TS11011
XXL-XXXL white ........... 17.99 ea
TS11012
M-XL
black ........... 17.99 ea
TS11012
XXL-XXXL black ........... 19.99 ea
TS11013
M-XL
gray ............. 17.99 ea
TS11013
XXl-XXXL gray ............. 19.99 ea
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gray

Camaro Fifty Since 1967 T-Shirt

front logo
front logo detail
F2201 – detail

Camaro Fifty Windbreaker Jacket

Heartbeat Of America Satin Jacket

This windbreaker jacket is unlined,
lightweight and easy to pack away
when the sun comes out. Features locker
loop, front pouch pockets, elastic cuffs
and hem. 100% polyester. Available in
sizes S-XXXL.

These beautiful jackets are produced
with high-quality black satin and
include a knit waistband and cuffs for
a tighter, more secure ﬁt. Heavy-duty
pop snap buttons will provide years of
trouble-free use. The “Heartbeat Of
America, Yesterday’s Chevrolet” logo
is embroidered on the front and back
in full color. Specify size.
Yesterday’s Chevrolet
F2201
S-XL............... 67.99 ea
F2201
XXL-XXXXL 71.99 ea
Camaro
F1901
S-XL............... 67.99 ea
F1901
XXL-XXXXL 71.99 ea

Note: Please specify size when ordering.

GF843
GF843
GF844
GF844

mens M-XL ........
mens XXL-XXXL
ladies S-XL..........
ladies XXL ..........

39.99 ea
43.99 ea
39.99 ea
43.99 ea

2017 special edition Fifty logo on the
front of a gray, 100% cotton T-shirt.
Available in sizes M-XXXL.
Note: Specify size when ordering.
JB2190 M-XL ............... 19.99 ea
JB2190 XXL ................. 21.99 ea
JB2190 XXXL............... 22.99 ea

Camaro Fifty “Since 1967” T-Shirt
This 100% cotton T-shirt features
the special edition 2017 Camaro
Fifty with the classic 1967 Camaro
in the background. Available in sizes
M-XXXL.
Note: Specify size when ordering.

JB2200
JB2200
JB2200

M-L ................. 19.99 ea
XXL ................ 21.99 ea
XXXL.............. 22.99 ea

ffrontt logo

front logo

Camaro Fifty with Emblems
This 100% cotton T-shirt features many
of the memorable Camaro emblems
from years past. Available in sizes
M-XXXL.
Note: Specify size when ordering.

JB2220
JB2220
JB2220

M-XL .............. 19.99 ea
XXL ................ 21.99 ea
XXXL ............. 22.99 ea

Early Gen Camaro T-Shirt
This T-shirt was designed with 1st and
2nd generation Camaro enthusiasts in
mind. The back features a bright yellow
1967 SS/RS and a blue wheel standing
1971 Z28, and the front features a
smaller My Generation Camaro logo.
Specify size.
TS122 M-XL ................. 19.99 ea
TS122 XXL ................... 21.99 ea

front logo

Geared up for performance with this
orange heather ring spun T-shirt. 85%
cotton, 15% heather. Available in sizes
S-XXL. Specify size.
RW6200 S-XL................. 21.99 ea
RW6200 XXL ................. 23.99 ea

This 100% cotton T-shirt features a
small Super Chevrolet Service with a
1st gen. Camaro graphic on the front
left chest and a full illustration of three
classic Chevrolet cars on the back.
Specify size.
JB208
M-XL ............... 20.99 ea
JB208
XX-L ................ 22.99 ea
JB208
XXX-L ............. 23.99 ea
back view

Laid-Back Garage Star
This 100% ring spun cotton T-Shirt
features their company mission on
premium garment washed colors.
Large design on back with logo on
front left chest.
Note: Please specify size when ordering.

LB2037
LB2037
LB2037

C
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Super Chevrolet Service T-Shirt

Camaro Geared Up T-Shirt
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S-XL................. 19.99 ea
XXL ................. 21.99 ea
XXXL............... 22.99 ea

LLaid-Back
id B k Cooler
C l T-Shirt
T
This 100% ring spun cotton T-Shirt tells
it like it is with premium garment washed
colors. Large design on back with logo
on front left chest. Specify size.
Chevrolet Design
LB2024 S-XL................. 19.99 ea
LB2024 XXL ................. 21.99 ea
LB2024 XXXL............... 22.99 ea
Camaro Design
LB2025 S-XL................. 19.99 ea
LB2025 XXL ................. 21.99 ea
LB2025 XXXL............... 22.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Laid-Back Halfway Camaro Hoody
This gunmetal/black raglan jersey zip
up hoody features 4.5oz 60/40 cotton/
poly blend. Large design on back with
logo on front left chest. Specify size.
LB2040 S-L..................... 35.99 ea
LB2040 XXL .................. 37.99 ea

Toll Free 800.775.0101

Mens Tees

front logo

front logo

67 Camaro Heaven T-Shirt
This 100% cotton T-shirt features a
small Camaro By Chevrolet script
graphic on the front left chest and a
full illustration of three 1967 Camaros
on the back. Specify size.
JB207
M-XL ............... 20.99 ea
JB207
XXL ................. 22.99 ea
JB207
XXXL............... 23.99 ea

ffrontt llogo

Laid-Back Halfway Camaro T-Shirt
Classic Camaro style on 100% ring
spun cotton T-shirt, featuring premium
garment washed colors. Specify size.
LB2019 S-M .................. 21.99 ea
LB2019 XXL ................. 24.99 ea
LB2019 XXXL............... 24.99 ea

Laid-Back Downrigger T-Shirt
S
Even Detroit’s muscle car legends take
time to kick back on this 100% ring
spun cotton T-shirt, featuring premium
garment washed colors. Specify size.
LB2010
S-XL............... 21.99 ea
LB2010
XXL ............... 24.99 ea
LB2010
XXXL ............ 24.99 ea

A
B

A. Laid-Back Camaro Wheelie T-Shirt

Laid-Back Epic Garage T-Shirt
Laid-Back Camaro 4th Generation

100% ring spun cotton, premium
garment washed colors. Design printed
on front. Specify size.
LB2021 S ....................... 21.99 ea

This 100% ring spun cotton T-Shirt
features 4 generations of Camaro with
premium garment washed colors.
Design on front.
Note: Please specify size when ordering.

LB2026
LB2026
LB2026

B. Laid-Back Fulton Motors T-Shirt

S-XL................. 19.99 ea
XXL ................. 21.99 ea
XXXL............... 22.99 ea

C

C. Laid-Back Pinup Pit Crew T-Shirt
“If it ain’t broke, you ain’t drivin’ it
hard enough”. 100% ring spun cotton,
premium garment washed colors.
Design printed on front. Specify size.
LB2015 S-XL................. 21.99 ea
LB2015 XXL ................. 24.99 ea
LB2015 XXXL............... 24.99 ea

Laid-Back House of Speed

D. Laid-Back Quartz 69 COPO T-Shirt
Legendary style on 100% ring spun
cotton T-shirt, featuring premium
garment washed colors. Specify size.
LB2022 S-XL................. 21.99 ea
LB2022 XXXL............... 24.99 ea

Laid-Back GM Power T-Shirt
D

front logo

GM performance from the Laid-Back
Garage on 100% ring spun cotton
and premium garment washed colors.
Design printed on front.
LB2017 S ....................... 21.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

This 100% ring spun cotton T-Shirt
features the “Smoke ‘em if you got ‘em”
logo with premium garment washed
colors. Large design on back with logo
on front left chest.
Note: Please specify size when ordering.

LB2030
LB2030
LB2030

S-XL.............. 19.99 ea
XXL .............. 21.99 ea
XXXL............ 22.99 ea
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100% ring spun cotton using premium
garment washed colors. Design printed
on back. Specify size.
LB2012 S-XL................. 21.99 ea
LB2012 XXL ................. 24.99 ea
LB2012 XXXL............... 24.99 ea

This 100% ring spun cotton T-Shirt
proves that not all garages are created
equal. Features premium garment
washed colors. Specify size.
LB2011
S-XL............... 21.99 ea
LB2011
XXL ............... 24.99 ea
LB2011
XXXL............. 24.99 ea

Gen 5 Camaro SS Rally Stripe Cap

Camaro SS Ghost Cap
Premium cotton twill. Velcro closure.
WB931 ............................ 19.99 ea

orange

silver

red

blue

yellow

Camaro Rally stripe design on the precurved bill. These great looking caps
are a must have for Camaro enthusiasts.
Features an embroidered gold Bow Tie
and Camaro emblem in the front and
the SS logo on the left side. The 100%
brushed cotton denim cap is available in
black, orange, silver, red, blue, or yellow.
RS676
black ................ 19.99 ea
RS677
orange .............. 19.99 ea
RS678
silver ................ 19.99 ea
RS679
red .................... 19.99 ea
RS680
blue .................. 19.99 ea
RS681
yellow .............. 19.99 ea

SS and RS Embroidered Caps

RS772

Top off your style with these embroidered
logo caps! Black structured twill hats
feature the exclusive new Camaro logo
above the red SS or RS insignia.
RS772 Camaro SS cap ... 19.99 ea
RS774 Camaro RS cap ... 19.99 ea

Camaro Cap
This stylish low proﬁle cotton twill
caps feature the Camaro logo on the
front with a Bow Tie on the bill. Cap
is a must for any Camaro fan. One size
ﬁts all with a Velcro closure on back.
HR2142 .......................... 16.99 ea

Camaro Fifty Neon
Mesh Back Cap
Structured, mid-proﬁle hat featuring a
charcoal cotton twill front with Camaro
Fifty logo and neon orange mesh back.
Six panels, pre-curved visor with
Velcro closure.
GF2409BK .................... 17.99 ea

“Camaro By Chevrolet” Cap
This cap features the early style
Camaro script logo with the wording
“By Chevrolet” proudly embroidered
beneath it. Bow Tie embroidered on
bill. Pick one up today for that special
Camaro enthusiast in your life!
HTC151BKA ................ 15.99 ea

back view

Camaro Fifty Classic Cap

C
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Chevrolet Collegiate Cap

Structured, low profile black cap
featuring a Camaro Fifty logo. Hook
and loop closure. 100% cotton.
GF2408BK .................... 17.99 ea
LB2042

Low profile, brushed cotton cap
with contrast stitching. Adjustable
sliding closure.
RW522A charcoal.......... 19.99 ea
RW522B cream ............. 19.99 ea

Laid-Back Camaro Cap

LB2043 – design

Black soft mesh truckers hat. Features a 100% ring spun cotton sewn patch done in
premium garment washed colors. Choose from the Laid Back halfway Camaro or
Laid Back quartz 69 COPO Camaro sewn patches. Velcro closure on the back.
LB2042
Halfway Camaro ................................................................ 15.99 ea
LB2043
69 COPO Camaro .............................................................. 15.99 ea

“Camaro By
Chevrolet” Cap
Chevrolet Turmoil Cap
Low proﬁle ball cap features a distressed
bill with embroidered design on the
front panel. This orange hat features a
natural cotton hued front panel with a
“CHEVY SINCE 1911” design on the
front that spills onto the bill and the
word “CHEVY” on the hat’s adjustable
Velcro closure.
RS119 ........................... 21.99 ea
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Camaro Fifty
Cool and Dry Fitted Cap
Structured, mid-profile, cool and
dry ﬁtted cap with moisture wicking
technology. Six panels, Permacurv® visor
and 100% polyester. Sold individually.
GF2410BK black S/M .. 19.99 ea
GF2411BK black L/XL 19.99 ea
GF2410GR gray S/M .. 19.99 ea
GF2411GR gray L/XL 19.99 ea

Chevrolet Apparel

These stylish caps
feature the early-style
Camaro script logo
with the wording “By
Chevrolet” proudly
embroidered beneath it.
Z28 stripes embroidered
on bill and cross ﬂags on the
back. Pick one up today for
that special Camaro enthusiast
in your life! Available in blue,
red, yellow, or orange and silver.
RS671
blue................... 18.99 ea
RS672
red .................... 19.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

back view

RS673
RS675

yellow............... 18.99 ea
silver................. 18.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

back view

Yenko Cap

Laid-Back Gear Head Chevy Hat

back detail

This cap features the now famous red, white and blue
Yenko bar and shield. These premium fully adjustable
caps are available in white or black with color matching
bill. Yenko Performance embroidered on reverse side.
Cloth tuck away strap closure. One size ﬁts all.
YC112 black ........................................... 16.99 ea
YC102 white........................................... 16.99 ea

Navy low proﬁle unstructured hat. 100% ring spun
cotton sewn patch done in premium garment washed
colors. Patch features a 69 Camaro backed up with a
Corvette and a Chevelle in the background. Velcro
closure on back.
LB2049
............................................... 15.99 ea

“Camaro” Soft Touch Tumbler
Insulated tumbler has unique soft feel with leak
resistant lid. Camaro logo with Bow Tie are screened
under a clear dome.
GF456 orange ....................................... 17.99 ea

“Chevrolet” Soft Touch Tumbler
Insulated tumbler has unique soft feel with leak
resistant lid. Chevrolet logo screened under clear
dome. Available in purple or smoke colors.
YG20A
purple ..................................... 17.99 ea
YG20B
smoke..................................... 17.99 ea

back detail

charcoal

bone

SS Super Sport Cap
These low proﬁle, all-cotton caps feature the famous
“SS” logo with the words “Super Sport” underlining
them and also a Bow Tie logo on the right hand edge
of the sandwich bill. The reverse side has an SS logo
with “Super Sport” embroidered on the adjustable
Velcro closure.
HR1991
black ...................................... 16.99 ea
HR1992
blue........................................ 16.99 ea
HR1993
charcoal ................................. 16.99 ea
HR1994
bone ....................................... 16.99 ea

HT105
Camaro logo

HT116
Z/28 logo

Liquid Metal Logo Cap

BT1000

BT1003

BT1002

Bow Tie Shape Portable Tool Box
Liquid Metal Logo Cap
This stylish, black low proﬁle cap is made from brushed
heavyweight cotton and features raised “liquid metal”
lettering for a chrome emblem like appearance. There’s
also a checkered ﬂag embedded in the edge on the bill.
One size ﬁts all with a Velcro closure on the back.
HT117
SS .......................................... 17.99 ea

Bow Tie Teddy Bear
Soft and adorable. The T-shirt has a white embroidered
Bow Tie on the chest. Sitting, the bear measures 9"
high. Available in red or blue.
GC861
red .......................................... 33.99 ea
GC863
blue ........................................ 33.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Powder coated portable tool boxes constructed of 20
gauge steel in the shape of the Chevrolet Bow Tie
logo. Comfort grip handle, heavy-duty hinges and two
heavy-duty latches. Plenty of storage for your detailing
supplies or small hand tools. Weighs 11 pounds and
measures 24" x 9" x 6".
Important: Towels and chemicals not included.

BT1003 blue vintage with white logo .... 59.99 ea
BT1002 black vintage with white logo .. 59.99 ea
BT1000 black with red border ............... 59.99 ea
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This stylish, black low proﬁle cap is made from brushed
heavyweight cotton and features raised “liquid metal”
lettering for a chrome emblem like appearance. There’s
also a checkered ﬂag embedded in the edge on the bill.
One size ﬁts all with a Velcro closure on the back.
HT105
Camaro .................................. 17.99 ea
HT116
Z28.......................................... 17.99 ea

logo
detail

BT2000
BT2007

Chevrolet Buckle Purse
Unique seat belt buckles and webbed
nylon accents. Available with black/
silver stripe webbing. Measures: 8" x
6" x 3.5".
B505
........................... 33.99 ea

BT2005

Colorblock Sport Duffel
Large main pocket with D-shaped
zip opening for easy access. Two
front pockets, two large side pockets,
adjustable removable shoulder strap,
padded handle for easy grip and
comfort. Embroidered gold Bow Tie
emblem. 27-1/4" x 13-1/2" x 14-1/2".
RW363 ........................... 39.99 ea

BT2003

Bow Tie Canvas Bag
Constructed from heavy canvas, this useful tote has an embroidered logo, cushioned
loop handles, a double zipper closure, and an elastic holster inside to keep items in
place. Measures: 26" x 10" x 6".
BT2000
black with red border ........................................................... 34.99 ea
BT2003
blue vintage – features “Chevrolet” .................................... 34.99 ea
BT2004
black with silver border ....................................................... 34.99 ea
BT2005
red with silver border........................................................... 34.99 ea
BT2006
black with blue border ......................................................... 34.99 ea
BT2007
black with yellow border – features “Chevrolet” ................ 34.99 ea

Embroidered Fleece Blanket
Camaro Fifty Soft Cooler Bag
This spacious 24 can cooler features
an embroidered Camaro Fifty logo,
front zippered pocket, padded handles,
adjustable shoulder straps and a wide
zipper opening for easy access.
GF857 ........................... 39.99 ea

Soft ﬂeece blanket with nylon carrying
strap and Bow Tie Camaro logo
embroidered on corner. Made of 100%
polyester, this ﬂeece blanket measures
50" x 60".
WB798D
red ................ 29.99 ea

F
BD400

BD100

K

J270
BD500

J

BD200
J245
brown
leather strap
BD401
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BD300

Premium Bow Tie Belt Buckles
red

white

dark green

maroon

silver

olive

These buckles feature your choice of
nostalgic Bow Tie logo. Brushed buckles
measure 2-1/2" x 4", while colored
buckles are 2-1/2" x 3-3/4". Accent
your buckle with a stylish leather strap
(specify size: S-XL). Buckles proudly
made in USA.

E1133

Keychain Flashlight
Lithium Button Cell batteries provide
over 23 hours of continuous light and
years of intermittent light. The batteries
are replaceable and the LED diode lasts
100,000 hours. Compact and reliable,
This keychain ﬂashlight has a convenient
swivel key ring for attaching to keys, belt
loops, purse straps, and more!
J245 Classic Industries® ... 3.99 ea
J270 OER® ....................... 1.99 ea

E1123

Keychain
Our elegant jewelers quality keychains
have an unparalleled look and feel.
Available in three different styles and
14 laser engraved logos to suit you
and your ride.
Important: Logos shown in black for
illustrative purposes only. Logos are
engraved and have no color ﬁll.
Note: Specify logo when ordering.

E1133
E1123

blade style ............ 8.99 ea
pull apart style ..... 8.99 ea

Note: Specify strap size when ordering.

navy blue

brown

Chevrolet Seat Belt Belts
Manufactured with authentic seat belt
buckles. These belts are constructed
from tough nylon webbing that is
fully adjustable from 24" to 40". Made
in USA.
Note: Specify color when ordering.
Seat Belt Buckle

BD100
BD200

with GM ............ 19.99 ea
with Bow Tie ..... 19.99 ea

Flip Belt Buckle

BD300
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Brushed Buckle
BD400
Gen Chevrolet 19.99 ea
BD401
Bow Tie .......... 19.99 ea
Black Buckle
BD500
Blue Bow Tie .. 19.99 ea
Black Leather Strap
BD600S Small ............... 9.99 ea
BD600M Medium .......... 9.99 ea
BD600XL X-large ............ 9.99 ea
Brown Leather Strap
BD601S Small ............... 9.99 ea
BD601M Medium .......... 9.99 ea
BD601L Large ............... 9.99 ea
BD601XL X-large ............ 9.99 ea

with Bow Tie ..... 14.99 ea

Chevrolet Accessories

J257

J242

Soft Key Tag
These soft key tags are made of a sturdy
material that is thick yet pliable, and
comes with a spiral key ring. Makes a
great give away accessory!
J242 Classic Industries® ... 2.99 ea
J257 OER® ....................... .99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1962-79 Chrome Keychain
It’s all about the bling! These highquality chrome keychains are the way
to go. What better way to represent the
year of your vehicle than with this laser
cut fob with woven link chain and a
clamp lock style ring. Choose any year
from 1962-79!
J200
specify year ............ 9.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Counter Stools

High Back Chevrolet Logo
SSwivel Counter Stools
T
These
high back counter stools
ffeature some of Chevrolet’s
most popular logos. Stools
m
sstand 44" high with chromepplated legs and an imprint on
tthe front and back. The swivel
Features Logo on Front
bbase is 14" diameter and is
and Rear of Backrest!
ccovered in rugged vinyl. Great
ffor the garage or game room!
RW424
R
Super Chevrolet Service ...... 169.99 ea
RW425
R
Genuine Chevrolet Parts ...... 169.99 ea
RS578
R
Camaro by Chevrolet........... 169.99 ea

RS578

GF830

GF827
GF829
RW424

RW425

logo detail

Camaro Fifty Table and Stools
A great addition to any home, garage or man cave!
Celebrate 50 years of the Camaro with these pub style
table and stools. The pub table features a hard laminated
wood top with either chrome-plated or black steel legs
and measures 30" wide and 42" high. The stools have
a 14" wide vinyl swivel seat and are available with or
without a back rest. Stools are 30" in height. Tested
to hold up to 160 lbs. Sold individually.
GF827 pub table
chrome............... 397.99 ea
GF828 pub table
black .................. 397.99 ea
GF829 stool
without back ...... 111.99 ea
GF830 stool
with back ........... 158.99 ea

GC495

GC501

SS840

RB160

ST401

RB177

GM Logo Counter Stool
These stools stand 30" high and are topped with a rugged
vinyl covered seat that measures 14" in diameter. Features
a swivel base and chrome-plated legs. These stools will
look great at home, work or even in the garage!
GC494
We Use Genuine Chevrolet 119.99 ea
GC495
Chevrolet Super Service ..... 119.99 ea
GC501
OK Used Cars ..................... 119.99 ea
RB160
red Bow Tie ........................ 119.99 ea
RB177
Chevrolet Racing ................ 119.99 ea
SS840
Camaro script ..................... 119.99 ea
ST401
OER® Logo
g ......................... 89.99 ea

top view

84026
84030
GF930

GF929

Die-Cast Engine Collectibles

Camaro Logo Stool

Camaro Folding Travel Chair

A great addition to any home, garage or man cave!
These stools have a 14" wide vinyl swivel seat and
are 30" in height. Tested to hold up to 160 lbs.
Sold individually.
GV702
Camaro ................................ 119.99 ea
GF930
SS......................................... 119.99 ea
GF929
RS ........................................ 119.99 ea

The perfect folding travel chair for the Camaro
enthusiast. Made from two layers of strong 600 denier
polyester, high-quality steel tubing and webbing
reinforcements throughout. Features cup holder on
armrest, Camaro logo on the back of the chair and a
matching carrying sack.
GF761 .................................................. 64.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

These 1/6 scale engines are the perfect gift for any
collector. All hand assembled with precision and
accuracy. Amazing detail and work was put into
these little engines.
84026 Chevrolet Street Rod ................... 37.99 ea
84030 Chevrolet 427 L89 Tri-Power...... 39.99 ea

Chevrolet Accessories
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GV702

GC494

Man Cave Decor & More!

Chevrolet Clock/Thermometer
Dress-up your ofﬁce, den or garage
with these “Super Chevrolet Service”
or “Genuine Chevrolet Parts” clocks
and thermometers! The 12" face is
easily readable across the room or the
shop. Gives accurate time/temperature
and features dark blue or bright yellow
as shown. Produced with weather
resistant polystyrene.
“Super Chevrolet Service”
GC692 thermometer ....... 33.99 ea
GC693 clock ................... 33.99 ea
“Genuine Chevrolet Parts”
GC191 thermometer ....... 37.99 ea
GC192 clock ................... 37.99 ea

CH100112

GC692

GC693

GC191

GC192

Muscle Car Garage Neon Clock
These 3" x 15" diameter neon clocks feature
two hand-blown glass rings generating 25 watts
of alluring neon light. Time is kept by a quartz
movement clock powered by one AA battery, while
classic style is provided by multi-tiered art deco
style rims. Includes power cord for neon lights.
NS100010
........................................... 59.99 ea
CH100111

Camaro Neon Clocks
CH100101

CH100102

CH100103

CH100104

CH100106

CH100107

CH100108

CH100109

CH100110

Modern neon lighting was ﬁrst demonstrated
at the 1910 Paris Motor Show. It gradually
became part of the automotive landscape. It
reached the height of popularity in the 1950’s as
the distinctive, vibrant glow lured patrons into
establishments like moths to a porch light.
NS100025 Camaro script ...................... 69.99 ea
NS100026 Camaro red, white & blue ... 69.99 ea

NS100025
NS100026

CH200101

Show Off Your Man Cave with Neon!

C
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Measures approximately 48" x 24" x 8". Ofﬁcially Licensed by General Motors.
Proudly made in USA!
OS1

Note: Shipped oversize. Special order only.

CH100101
CH100102
CH100103
CH100104
CH100106
CH100107
CH100108
CH100109
CH100110
CH100111
CH100112

Chevrolet Parts .............................................................
Chevrolet Super Service ...............................................
Chevrolet Parts Garage .................................................
Chevy Super Service ....................................................
OK Used Cars ...............................................................
Last Chance Garage......................................................
Last Chance Service .....................................................
Parts ..............................................................................
Route 66 Garage ...........................................................
Muscle Motors ..............................................................
Camaro .........................................................................

SPECIAL
SHIPPING!

999.99
999.99
999.99
999.99
999.99
999.99
999.99
999.99
999.99
999.99
999.99

CH200102

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

CH200103

Showcase Classic Style with a Neon Clock Sign
The 20" neon clocks feature brass movement with electric motor, a true glass face,
easily adjustable time set knob, and continuous-sweep second hand. Measures
approximately 72" x 26" x 10". Ofﬁcially Licensed by General Motors, Proudly
made in the USA!
OS1
SPECIAL
SHIPPING!

Note: Shipped oversize. Special order only.

CH200101
CH200102
CH200103

Chevrolet Sales and Service ...................................... 1699.99 ea
OK Used Cars ............................................................ 1699.99 ea
Speed Shop ................................................................ 1699.99 ea

Nostalgic Neon Sign

Camaro Neon Sign

These neon signs feature
multi-colored hand-blown
glass tubing. The metal
support grid makes the
whole assembly about
4" deep and allows the
sign to be hung on a wall,
NS100001
NS100003
against a window, or sit on
a shelf. An industrial grade transformer keeps the warm,
mesmerizing glow shining silently and efﬁciently.
NS100001
22" x 24" Super Chevy Service .............................. 379.99 ea
NS100003
31" x 12" Chevrolet Bow Tie .................................. 379.99 ea
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NS100100

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

NS100101

Modern neon lighting was first
demonstrated at the 1910 Paris Motor
Show. It gradually became part of the
automotive landscape. It reached the
height of popularity in the 1950’s as
the distinctive, vibrant glow lured
patrons into establishments like moths
to a porch light.
Camaro Emblem
NS100100
14" x 27" .. 379.99 ea
Dream Garage Camaro
NS100101
29" x 24" .. 379.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

1967-87 Z28 Poster
1967 Camaro Pace Car Poster
Full color rendering of the ultra-rare,
1967 Indianapolis Pace Car leading the
ﬁeld through the ﬁrst turn of the 51st
annual Indy 500! Shipped in protective
tubes to eliminate damage.
KW204 24" x 18" ............. 8.99 ea

1969 Camaro Pace Car Poster

1967-69 Camaro Poster

Reproduction of the 1969 Camaro ad
found on the pages of the highly sought
after May 1969 issue of Life magazine.
Features Chevrolet’s record setting Indy
500 Pace Car. Shipped in protective
tubes to eliminate damage.
KW159 24" x 18" ............. 8.99 ea

12 Camaro images from the pages
of Camaro! From Challenger to
Champion: by Gary Witzenburg. You’ll
ﬁnd an awe inspiring 1969 ZL-1, a 1968
“SS” convertible, and the ultra rare 1967
Camaro prototype!
P275
25" x 38" ............. 12.99 ea

Chevy’s high-performance variant of
the Camaro, aka RPO Z28, in all its
iterations from 1967 through 1987.
In addition to the Z28 and IROC-Z
production cars, the poster also features
the famous SCCA Trans Am Z/28 racer
and the rarely seen Turbo V6 Camaro
GT-Z concept.
P250
1967-87 .................. 9.99 ea

1969 Camaro Pace Car Poster
Classic Industries ® official 1969
Indianapolis 500 Camaro Pace Car!
This photo was shot with a beautiful
California sunset in the Silverado
Canyon just southeast of Los Angeles.
It shows the 1969 Camaro with a perfect
view of the surrounding mountains! This
poster is printed on heavyweight, highquality poster stock with a high gloss
ultraviolet coating which is suitable
for framing.
P745
17" x 22" ............. 9.99 ea

Camaro Tech-Data Poster
This poster includes details of 16 popular 1967-93 Camaro models including the
1993 Z28 Camaro! Posters are shipped in protective tubes to eliminate damage.
P602
25" x 38" ................................................................................ 12.99 ea

Classic Industries 35th Ann. Poster

Camaro Upholding Tradition Poster
The most popular Camaro models from
1974-82 including the original IROC
Camaro! This poster includes eleven
of the most popular Camaro models
from the 2nd generation of production.
Posters are shipped in a protective tube
to avoid damage.
P700 25" x 38"................. 9.99 ea

1967-70 Camaro Poster
The RS, SS, Yenko, Z/28 and even
the Motion are brought together in
this spectacular poster, along with
the engine muscle that powered these
legendary vehicles.
P6770
24" x 36" ........... 19.99 ea

Thom SanSoucie Color Print
Features Thom SanSoucie’s unbelievable rendering technique of light and reﬂections.
Glows and neon have a surreal feeling unlike any other automotive illustrator today.
Measures: 14" x 11".
RW102104
lights, Camaro, action ................................................... 31.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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This poster displays a mosaic history of
Classic Industries® catalog covers dating
back to the early years, showcasing the
impact Classic Industries® has made on
the restoration parts industry.
P160
33" x 18" .............. 7.99 ea

FB1110
FB1111
FB1102
FB1107
FB1116
FB1112
FB1113
FB1104
FB1103
FB1105
FB1106
FB1108
FB1109
FB1114
FB1115
FB1117
FB1118
FB1119
FB1120
FB1121
FB1122
FB1123
FB1124
FB1125

Flash Back Print
Thom SanSoucie’s “Flash Back Prints”
collection is a great way to decorate
your home, ofﬁce or garage. These
elegant black and white prints are truly
unique automotive collectibles that
commemorate Chevrolet’s golden years.
Choose from a large variety of all years
for Camaro including many different
backgrounds! Each illustration is 11"
x 17" and comes mounted on a sturdy
show board ready to matte or frame.
Note: Frame not included.

FB1111 (frame not included)

FB1102

FB1109

FB1125

1967
1967
1967-69
1967-69
1967-02
1968
1968
1968-69
1968-69
1969
1969
1970-72
1970-72
1970-73
1970-73
1978-81
1978-81
1982-92
1982-92
1993-97
1993-97
1993-02
1998-02
1998-02

1967 RS/SS and 1967 conv. ........................
1967 RS/SS and 1967 RS/SS ......................
1968 RS/SS and 1969 Z28 ..........................
1969 Z/28 ....................................................
1987 IROC Z28 and 2000 Camaro SS........
1968.............................................................
1968.............................................................
1969 SS .......................................................
1968.............................................................
1969 Z/28 ....................................................
1969 Z/28 ....................................................
1970 Z28 and 1972 SS/RS ..........................
1970 1/2 Z28 and 1972 SS/RS ...................
1970 Z28 .....................................................
1970 Z28 .....................................................
1978 and 1981 Z28 .....................................
1979 Z28 .....................................................
1987 Z28 IROC...........................................
1991 Z28 and 1992 RS ...............................
1997 SS 30th Ann. Edition..........................
1993 Z28 Pace Car and 1995 SS.................
1999 Camaro Z28 .......................................
2002 Camaro ZL1 .......................................
2000 Camaro SS .........................................

15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Decals
C
RW100106
RW100102
RW100103

A

RW100104
RW100107

D

C. Chevrolet Nostalgia Decal
B

C
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A. Heartbeat Of America Decal
Pressure sensitive decal with classic
“Bow Tie” and “Heartbeat” logo. Simply
peel and apply to any clean surface.
Ofﬁcially Licensed by General Motors.
RW52 6" x 12"................. 6.99 ea

B. Kickin' Asphalt Decal
Display it proudly! Quality pressure
sensitive die-cut decals with the Bow
Tie and Kickn’ Asphalt logos. Simply
peel and apply to any clean surface.
RB6
6" x 12" .................. 8.99 ea

Bring back the 60’s with these colorful
decals depicting some of the favorites
from Chevrolet.
Special Parts Window Decals
DC602
3" ..................... 7.99 ea
DC603
5" ..................... 8.99 ea
DC604
8" ..................... 8.99 ea

D. Genuine Chevrolet Parts Decal
This decal will look great on your
classic Chevrolet, in your shop, or on
your tool box. Measures 8" x 6-3/4"and
features the Chevrolet and GM Genuine
Parts logos.
DC394
8" ....................... 7.99 ea

BS72
BS72A

162

blue Chevrolet Power............................................................. 4.99 ea
red Chevrolet Power .............................................................. 4.99 ea
See the USA in Your Chevrolet.............................................. 6.99 ea

Chevrolet Wall Art

Die-Cut and Embossed
Full Color Metal Sign
Display your pride and enthusiasm for
your favorite brand with these die-cut
and embossed metal signs. Each full
color sign brings style, nostalgia, and
Chevrolet heritage to the walls of your
home, garage, or ofﬁce.
RW100101
Chevrolet Used Cars
RW100102
OK Used Cars
RW100103
Chevrolet wise Owl
RW100104
Chevrolet early Script
RW100106
Genuine Chevrolet Parts
RW100107
Economical Transportation
RW100110
Chevrolet Super Service
73321
40th Anniversary

73321

23" x 15-1/2" .............
28" x 23" ....................
23-1/2" x 19" .............
13" x 7" ......................
12-1/2" x 16" .............
12" x 18" ....................
16-1/2" x 12-1/2" .......
16" x 12-1/2" .............

44.99
44.99
44.99
23.99
19.99
19.99
19.99
15.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Old School Racing
Signs in Steel

Bumper Stickers
BS71
BS72
BS72A

RW100110

Dress-up your garage with these
super cool, all steel reproductions of
old school racing signs. Perfect for
the garage wall, game room or den.
Each piece of art measures 11" x 17"
and features a rough, worn look with
holes painted to look like bullet holes.
14606
All Chevy .......... 24.99 ea
14607
Chevy Bash........ 24.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

14607
14606

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Steel Wall Signs

Your Choice of Logo Here!

Your Choice
of Logo Here!

Carbon Finish

Silver Finish
Bronze Finish

Logo Styles

PS911102

101
75-77 Camaro

PS912102

102
Blue Bow Tie

103
V-Flag

104
396 V-Flag

Vintage Chevrolet
Anniversary

100 Years of
Chevrolet

2010 Bow Tie

Vintage Bow Tie

68-69 Camaro

70-74 Camaro

70-74 Camaro Z28

82-85 Camaro

70 Camaro

71-74 Camaro

74 std Camaro

75-77 Camaro

80-81 Camaro

86-87 Camaro

82 Berlinetta

69 Z/28

Vintage Chevrolet
script

Chevrolet Super
Service

105
79 Camaro

106
93-02 Camaro

110
327/409 V-Flag

111
383 V-Flag

112
427 V-Flag

113
454 V-Flag

114
502 V-Flag

117
57 Chevrolet

121
66/68 Chevrolet

125
Vintage Chevrolet Anniv.

126
100 Yrs of Chevrolet

127
Vintage Bow Tie

128
2010 Bow Tie

129
427 V-Flag

130
1968-69 Camaro

131
1974 Camaro

75-77 Camaro

69 Bow Tie

79 Camaro 93-02 Camaro

Crossed Pistons Sign
132
70-74 Z28

133
82-95 Camaro

134
70 Camaro

135
71-73 Camaro

136
74 Camaro

Note: Please specify ﬁnish or add sufﬁx to part number
when ordering. Example: PS92010A is vintage anniversary
logo with black ﬁnish.
A = Black Finish B = Bronze Finish C = Silver Finish

137
75-77 Camaro

138
80-81 Camaro

139
86-87 Camaro

140
82 Berlinetta

146
Body By Fisher

148
Vintage Chevrolet script

155
Super Sport

156
Chevrolet Super Service

144
69 Z/28

PhotoSteel Garage Sign
Take your automotive passion into your home or ofﬁce with PhotoSteel signs! These signs are corrosion resistant
even in harsh outdoor environments, and are sturdy enough to mount on a wall without framing. Heavy gauge steel
construction provides a substantial feel.
Note: Please specify logo code number when placing order. Example: PS911140 is the 1982 Berlinetta logo man cave sign.

Man Cave Sign
PS911
18" x 14" ........................................................................................................................... 34.99 ea
Private Parking Sign
PS912
18" x 14" ........................................................................................................................... 34.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

PS92010
PS92011
PS92012
PS92013
PS92015
PS92016
PS92017
PS92018
PS92019
PS92020
PS92021
PS92022
PS92023
PS92024
PS92029
PS92025
PS92039
PS92041
PS92042
PS92043
PS92046
PS92047

Vintage Anniversary............
100 Years of Chevrolet........
2010 Bow Tie ......................
Vintage Bow Tie .................
1968-69 Camaro..................
1970-74 Camaro..................
1970-74 Camaro Z28 ..........
1982-85 Camaro..................
1970 Camaro .......................
1971-74 Camaro..................
1974 standard Camaro ........
1975-77 Camaro..................
1980-81 Camaro..................
1986-87 Camaro..................
1969 Z28 .............................
1982 Berlinetta ....................
Vintage Chevrolet Script .....
Chevrolet Super Service .....
1975-77 Camaro..................
1969 Bow Tie ......................
1979 Camaro Z28 ...............
1993-02 Camaro..................

Chevrolet Wall Art

49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
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PhotoSteel sign available in bronze, silver, or carbon!
These signs are corrosion resistant, even in harsh
outdoor environments, and is sturdy enough to mount
on a wall without framing, independently, or hang
freely from the ceiling. Heavy gauge steel construction
provides a substantial feel that will show off your
enthusiasm with GM Ofﬁcially Licensed logos for
years to come. Measures: 25" x 19".

RW101101

RW101102

RW101103

RW101104

RW101106

RW101107

RW101108

RW101109

RW101113

RW101114

RW101117

PS910150

PS91011A

PS91012A

Reserved
Parking Signs

RW101105

RW101110

RW101120
RW101123

Stamped Steel Parking OOnly SSign
PS91013A

Reserve that prime parking spot for your beautifully
restored Camaro with this large and durable 12" x 18"
stamped steel weather resistant sign. Protected by a longlasting baked enamel ﬁnish for indoor or outdoor use.
GC2062 “Camaro Parking Only” ........ 31.99 ea
GC2064 “Chevy Parking Only”........... 29.99 ea

PS91014A

PS91029A
PS91028A

PS91030A

Your Choice
of Logo
Here!

PS91031A

Commemorative Metal Sign

C
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Display your pride and enthusiasm for your favorite brand with these PhotoSteel signs. PhotoSteel is corrosion
resistant and can be used in harsh outdoor environments. It is sturdy enough to be mounted on a wall without any
need for framing, to stand independently, lean against a wall, use as a table top or hang freely from the ceiling.
Heavy gauge steel construction gives it a substantial and rich feel that will continue to impress for years to come.
RW101101
RW111101
RW101102
RW111102
RW101103
RW111103
RW101104
RW111104
RW101105
RW111105
RW101106
RW111106
RW101107
RW111107
RW101108
RW111108
RW101109
RW111109
RW101110
RW101113
RW101114
RW101117
RW101118
RW101119
RW101120
RW101123

2010 Chevrolet Bow Tie, 34" x 11"
2010 Chevrolet Bow Tie, 21" x 8"
1967 427 TurboJet, 28" x 15" ........
1967 427 TurboJet, 14" x 7" ..........
1968-69 Camaro, 24" x 13" ...........
1968-69 Camaro, 12" x 6" .............
1970-74 Camaro, 26" x 13" ...........
1970-74 Camaro, 12" x 6" .............
1970-74 Camaro Z28, 28" x 9"......
1970-74 Camaro Z28, 14" x 5"......
1982-85 Camaro, 24" x 12" ...........
1982-85 Camaro, 12" x 6" .............
1970 Camaro, 24" x 11".................
1970 Camaro, 12" x 6"...................
1971-74 Camaro, 24" x 12" ...........
1971-74 Camaro, 12" x 6" .............
1974 Standard Camaro, 24" x 12"
1974 Standard Camaro, 12" x 6" ...
1969 Camaro Z/28, 24" x 13" ........
100 Years of Chevrolet, 16" x 14"
Vintage Chevrolet Anniv., 24" x 12"
Chevrolet Super Service, 24" x 19"
Chevrolet Super Service, 12" x 10"
Vintage Bow Tie, 32" x 11" ...........
Vintage Bow Tie, 21" x 7" .............
1980-81 Camaro, 24" x 12" ...........

59.99
29.99
59.99
29.99
59.99
29.99
59.99
29.99
59.99
29.99
59.99
29.99
59.99
29.99
59.99
29.99
59.99
29.99
59.99
44.99
44.99
49.99
24.99
49.99
29.99
59.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

RW111123
PS910150
PS910152
PS910153
PS910154
PS910155
PS910156
PS910157
PS910158
PS910159
PS91011A
PS91011B
PS91012A
PS91012B
PS91013A
PS91013B
PS91014A
PS91014B
PS91028A
PS91028B
PS91029A
PS91029B
PS91030A
PS91030B
PS91031A
PS91031B

1980-81 Camaro, 12" x 6" .............
red number “0” emblem, 12" x 5"
red number “2” emblem, 12" x 5"
red number “3” emblem, 12" x 5"
red number “4” emblem, 12" x 5"
red number “5” emblem, 12" x 5"
red number “6” emblem, 12" x 5"
red number “7” emblem, 12" x 5"
red number “8” emblem, 12" x 5"
red number “9” emblem, 12" x 5"
383 V-Flag, 12" x 8" ......................
383 V-Flag, 24" x 15" ....................
427 V-Flag, 12" x 8" ......................
427 V-Flag, 24" x 15" ....................
454 V-Flag, 12" x 8" ......................
454 V-Flag, 24" x 15" ....................
502 V-Flag, 12" x 8" ......................
502 V-Flag, 24" x 15" ....................
1975-77 Camaro Header, 12" x 7"
1975-77 Camaro Header, 24" x 14"
1969 Camaro Bow Tie, 18" x 5"....
1969 Camaro Bow Tie, 34" x 8"....
1979 Z28 Emblem, 12" x 6" ..........
1979 Z28 Emblem, 24" x 12" ........
1993-02 Front Emblem, 12" x 6" ..
1993-02 Front Emblem, 24" x 12"

29.99
14.99
14.99
14.99
14.99
14.99
14.99
14.99
14.99
14.99
29.99
59.99
29.99
59.99
29.99
59.99
29.99
59.99
29.99
49.99
29.99
49.99
29.99
49.99
29.99
49.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Street Sign
As tough and authentic as
real street signs with heavy
embossed letters and bright,
baked-on enamel colors.
These street signs will give you the right direction
every time! Select from our collection of nostalgic
signs, perfect for decorating the workshop,
den or rec room!
DX20063 5" x 24" Chevy Ave .............. 14.99 ea
GC2077 6" x 32" Chevrolet Avenue ... 34.99 ea
GC2080 6" x 32" Musclecar Blvd ...... 34.99 ea
GC2079 6" x 32" Classic Chevy Dr ... 34.99 ea
GC2075 6" x 32" Camaro Drive ......... 34.99 ea
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DX20063

GC2080

AS100117 – SS parking only

AS100102

AS100104

AS100109

AS100103

AS100106

AS100112

AS100107

AS100115

Chevrolet Parking Sign
Reserve your spot in the garage or at the ofﬁce with
these beautiful parking signs. Made from .032" thick
aluminum, 9" x 12", with baked enamel ﬁnish and
screen printed with high-quality enamel paint.
AS100102 Chevrolet w/black Bow Tie 16.99 ea
AS100103 Camaro RS .......................... 16.99 ea
AS100104 Camaro SS ........................... 16.99 ea
AS100106 Camaro parking only ........... 16.99 ea
AS100107 Camaro Z28 (3rd gen) ......... 16.99 ea
AS100109 SS 283.................................. 16.99 ea
AS100110 SS 327.................................. 16.99 ea
AS100112 SS 396.................................. 16.99 ea
AS100115 Chevrolet SS, navy Bow Tie 16.99 ea
AS100116 Chevrolet SS, script ............. 16.99 ea
AS100117 SS parking only ................... 16.99 ea

GC2075

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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A. 3D Acrylic Lazer Tags
The latest rage in personalized license plate technology,
these high impact, laser cut acrylic plates are hand
inlaid with your favorite 3 dimensional Chevrolet
logo. Choose from two logo colors, silver mirror ﬁnish
logo or gold mirror ﬁnish logo, both available on black
acrylic plates. Each plate is carefully crafted by hand in
the USA using the ﬁnest high impact acrylic materials.
Expert craftsmanship. Ofﬁcially Licensed by General
Motors. Specify colors when ordering.
3D Acrylic Lazer Tags™ (specify A-mirror or B-gold)
EU1026 Bow Tie logo .......................... 29.99 ea
EU1029 Chevrolet logo........................ 29.99 ea
EU1030 Chevrolet in Bow Tie ............. 29.99 ea
EU1027 Bow Tie over Chevrolet ......... 29.99 ea
EU1028 Heartbeat of America ............. 29.99 ea
EU1001 Camaro logo ........................... 29.99 ea
EU1002 Z28 ......................................... 29.99 ea

EU1026A – mirror

EU
EU1026B
– gold

EU1029A – mirror

EU1
EU1029B
– gold

EU1030A – mirror

EU
EU1030B
– gold

EU1027A – mirror

EU1
EU1027B
– gold

EU1028A – mirror

EU
EU1028B
– gold

EU1001A – mirror

EU
EU1001B
– gold

B. 3D Stainless Styles Tag
™

Stainless Styles feature 3 dimensional acrylic Chevrolet
logo on gorgeous mirror ﬁnish stainless steel plate.
Logos are available in three colors, black acrylic logo,
silver mirror ﬁnish acrylic logo or gold mirror ﬁnish
acrylic logo, all available on mirror ﬁnish stainless steel
plates. Each plate is carefully crafted by hand in the
USA using the ﬁnest high impact acrylic materials and
true #8 polished stainless steel. Expert craftsmanship
and handcrafted in the USA. Ofﬁcially Licensed by
General Motors.
3D Stainless Style Tags™ (specify color)
EU1032 Bow Tie over Chevrolet ......... 29.99 ea
EU1031 Bow Tie logo .......................... 29.99 ea
EU1033 Heartbeat of America ............. 29.99 ea
EU1003 Camaro logo ........................... 29.99 ea
EU1004 Z28 ......................................... 29.99 ea

EU1002A – mirror

EU1002B – gold

A

D-Bow Tie

F-RS

G-350

H-454

Chrome License Plate Bolt Sets

EU1032A – black

E
EU1032B
– mirror

E
EU1032C
– gold

EU1031A – black

E
EU1031B
– mirror

E
g
EU1031C
– gold

EU1033A – black

E
EU1033B
– mirror

E
EU1033C
– gold

EU1003A – black

E
EU1003B
– mirror

E
EU1003C
– gold

EU1004A – black

EU1004B
E
– mirror

EU1004C
– gold
E

Dress-up your Camaro with these personalized license
plate bolts. The logos are stamped directly onto the
head of the bolts. Set of 4.
56401D
Bow Tie ................................ 12.99 set
56401F
RS ......................................... 6.99 set
56401G
350 ........................................ 6.99 set
56401H
454 ........................................ 6.99 set

Automotive Lifestyle Products C

Flip up to display front
Flips
p
plate
while driving.

Folds down out of view to hide
unsightly plate during car show.

Show & Go License Plate Transport
This retractable license plate holder can be installed
below the bumper or valance panel to display or hide
the license plate on the front of your vehicle.
A400
.................................................. 58.99 ea

B
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1967-92 Camaro License Frames
DX295

DX2431

HB15869

Add the personalized touch to your restoration
with Camaro license frames. Available in
the years 1967 thru 1992. Frames include top
or bottom mounting holes to ﬁt any year. All
license plate frames are manufactured in the USA
SA
and are produced in die-cast zinc with an elegant,
nt,
rust preventive triple chrome-plating. Includes
blue background with bright white lettering and
d the
h
Chevrolet “Bow Tie” Logo!

LF70

Note: To order, simply change the two digits in red to the year desired. For
example, 1967 models would use LF67.

LF00

1967-92

Camaro .............................................................. 24.99 pr

change the two digits with year desired.

DX50090

HB158711

HB15867

Custom License Plate Frame

DX50098

DX159
DX1

DX2161

Flaunt your classic’s pride with a custom
license plate frame that shows off your vehicle
year and model or Chevrolet. Available in 1967-81 Camaro, 1978-81 Z28 with top mounting
holes. All license plate frames are manufactured
d
LF3536701A
in the USA and are produced in die-cast zinc with
th
g.
an elegant, rust preventive triple chrome-plating.
Choose from a black, blue, or red background with bright white lettering.

How To Order Year/Model Frame:
Please select model from the part numbers listed below. Add the two digit year to
the part number followed by two digit style from above for that model and ﬁnally
the alpha color code A – Black, B – Blue, C – Red

$6.99

LF353 67 01 A = Camaro, 1967, Style 1, Black

DX2339

part #

year style color
code code

Camaro Style Codes

Chevrolet License Plate

C

Automotive Lifestyle Products

All aluminum construction and color design make these license plates desirable forr
any Chevy. Choose from any of the license plates listed!
DX295
Heartbeat, red/black/white ................................................ 6.99 ea
HB15869
U-S-A-1 All The Way ....................................................... 6.99 ea
DX50090
polished plate with blue Bow Tie...................................... 6.99 ea
DX50098
polished plate, polished Bow Tie ...................................... 6.99 ea
DX2161
Bow Tie Genuine Chevrolet.............................................. 6.99 ea
DX2431
Bow Tie Genuine Chevrolet.............................................. 6.99 ea
HB15871
U S A-1 See America First ................................................ 6.99 ea
HB15867
Chevrolet USA-1 with red Bow Tie.................................. 6.99 ea
DX159
Bow Tie Chevrolet ............................................................ 6.99 ea
DX2339
Bow Tie/checkered ﬂags ................................................... 6.99 ea

C50381

C50382

C50383

01 B – Blue

01 C – Red

02 A – Black

02 B – Blue

02 C – Red

1967-81

Camaro (specify year) .......................................... 14.99 ea

Z28 Style Code
01 A – Black

LF354

1978-81

01 B – Blue

01 C – Red

Z28 (specify year) ................................................ 14.99 ea

A9200202

C50384

LB2051
A9200203

Fuzzy Dice

Vintage Style Wooden Signs

Remember cruising down the strip
in your classic vehicle and having
the fuzzy dice hanging from the rear
view mirror? Well bring back the past!
These fuzzy dice will be a hit with any
enthusiast. Sold as a pair.
C50381 blue ....................... 5.99 pr
C50382 black ..................... 5.99 pr
C50383 red ......................... 5.99 pr
C50384 white ..................... 5.99 pr

Dress-up your ofﬁce or garage with ourr
rustic automotive wall art. Each vintagee
style sign is printed onto distressed tonguee
and groove 1" thick hardwood panels,,
with knots and texture, giving each signn
the authentic look and feel of antiquee
Americana. Available in a large (20" x
32") print. Limited quantities available.
A9200202 Camaro SS ... 109.99 ea
A9200203 1969 Camaro 109.99 ea
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LF353

01 A – Black

License Plates

LB2059

Laid-Back Wall Art
Laid-Back dream garage Camaro sign is 15-1/2" x 21-3/4" and is embossed. “We’ll
do the ﬁllin’ you do the chillin”. Large pit crew banner states, “If it ain’t broke,
you ain’t drivin’ it hard enough.” Measures 34" x 22" bringing style, nostalgia, and
Chevrolet heritage to the walls of your home, garage, or ofﬁce.
Laid-Back Garage Embossed Sign
LB2051
15-1/2" x 21-3/4" ............................................................... 26.99 ea
Laid-Back Pit Crew Banner
LB2059
34" x 22" banner ................................................................ 39.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

A. Blank License Plate Frame

B
A

Heavy cast solid brass and triple chrome-plated. All
Elite license plate frames are hand painted with UV
stable epoxy enamel to ensure a lasting ﬁnish. Each
license frame comes with matching chrome screw
caps to add the ﬁnal detail.
E9030003
blank, thin border, 2 hole ... 17.99 ea
E9030004
blank, thin border, 4 hole ... 17.99 ea
E9030000
blank, wide bottom, 2 hole 17.99 ea

E9030003

A401

E9030000

B. Clean Plate License Frame w/Lens
This license plate frame attaches to your plate in the
normal manner but has a clear acrylic lens with a rubber
gasket that goes between the frame and plate. Each
plate includes all mounting hardware. Fits all years!
A401
black border.............................. 33.99 ea
A403
red border ................................. 33.99 ea

C. Chevrolet License Plate Frame

E9030004

A403

C

Formed from heavy gauge solid brass, triple
electroplated and highly polished for a mirror like
shine. Available in chrome, gold or black pearl.
UB009 chrome
Chevrolet ................ 39.99 ea
UB309 gold
Chevrolet ................ 49.99 ea
UB014 chrome
Chevrolet script ...... 39.99 ea
UB314 gold
Chevrolet script ...... 54.99 ea
UB008 chrome
Camaro w/Bow Tie 39.99 ea
UB010 chrome
Camaro ................... 39.99 ea
UB012 chrome
Z28 ......................... 39.99 ea
UB013 chrome
Camaro script ......... 39.99 ea

UB009

UB309

UB014

UB314

D. 1958-72 Chevrolet License Frame
Add a personalized touch to your restoration with
these Chevrolet license frames. Available for model
years 1958-72. Featuring the year stamped and painted
white against a dark blue background on the top bar
and “CHEVROLET” stamped, then painted white with
the two stamped blue and white Bow Tie logos on each
side, all against a dark blue background on the bottom
bar. Frames feature top and bottom mounting holes to
ﬁt any year. All license plate frames are manufactured
in the USA and are produced in die-cast zinc with an
elegant, rust preventive triple chrome-plating.

UB008

UB010

UB012

LF64T

LF72T

UB013

D

Note: To order, simply change the two digits to the year
desired. For example, 1971 models would use LF71T.

LF67T

1958-72 model year ................ 12.99 ea
LF58T

change the two digits with year desired.

E. Engraved License Plate Frame
These premium license plate frames bring your
Camaro’s boring license plate to life! These beauties
are cast from solid brass, plated with smooth chrome,
deeply engraved, then hand ﬁlled with UV stable epoxy
enamel for unmatched quality and a lifetime of good
looks. Your choice of Ofﬁcially License Camaro logos.

E

E1903A 2010-14 Camaro

E1903B 1968-69 Camaro

E1903C 1968-69 SS

Note: Specify logo when ordering.

chrome with engraved logo ...... 31.99 ea

F. Chrome License Plate Frame
Each frame is manufactured in highly polished chrome
and available in several different type styles.
E1903S
Bow Tie Chevrolet – block .... 29.99 ea
E9030776 Chevrolet ............................... 29.99 ea
E9031385 Bow Tie Chevrolet – script .... 29.99 ea
E9031386 Chevrolet – script .................. 29.99 ea
E9231100 2 Bow Ties Chevrolet – script 29.99 ea

E1903D 1968-69 Z/28

E1903E 1970-74 Camaro

E1903F 1970-74 SS

E1903G 1970-74 Z28

E1903H 1978-81 Camaro

E1903I 1993-02 Camaro

E1903J 1993-02 SS

E1903K 1993-02 Z28

E1903L SS 454

E1903M SS 396

E1903N Super Sport script

E1903S Chevrolet

Automotive Lifestyle Products C

E1903

F

E9030776

E9031385

E9031386

E9231100

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Automotive Manuals
1967-02 Chevrolet Service and Shop Manual
Factory manuals that give all the information you’ll need for servicing
your Camaro. Each shop manual includes procedures for maintenance
and adjustments, minor service operations, removal and installation of
components and a wealth of General Motors service operations techniques.
If there is one book devoted to the care of your Camaro, this is the one!
Some manuals include the entire Chevrolet line (excluding Corvette).
Whether you own a Camaro or another Chevrolet model, these manuals
will supply the important and pertinent information for correct maintenance
procedures. Written by General Motors. A must for any Camaro owner.

Note: Some books include overhaul, electrical and Fisher body information. See listing
for availability.

L2267
L2268
L2269
L2270
L2270S
L2271
L2272
L2273
L2275
L2276
L2277
L2278
L2279
L2280
L2282
L2283
L2284
L2285

1967
1968
1969
1970
1970
1971
1972
1973
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1982
1983
1984
1985

......................................................................................
......................................................................................
......................................................................................
except Camaro ..............................................................
Camaro Shop Manual Supplement ...............................
......................................................................................
......................................................................................
includes Shop Manual, Powertrain and Wiring Diagram ..
includes ‘75 & ‘74 Shop Manuals & ‘74 Overhaul Manual
includes Shop Manual, Overhaul Manual and Wiring
includes Shop, Overhaul, Wiring and Fisher Body ......
includes Service, Unit, Body, Wiring and Electrical ....
includes Shop/Supp., Overhaul. Body, Wiring and Electrical
includes Shop/Supp., Overhaul. Body and Wiring .......
includes Shop, Diagnostic, Electrical and Turbohydramatic
......................................................................................
......................................................................................
......................................................................................

31.99
31.99
31.99
31.99
19.99
31.99
31.99
49.99
29.99
131.99
179.99
419.99
131.99
131.99
119.99
85.99
101.99
113.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
set
set
set
set
set
set
ea
ea
ea

L2286
L2287
L2288
L2289
L2290
L2291
L2292
L2293
L2294
L2295
L2296
L2297
L2298
L2299
L2200
L2201
L2202

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

includes Electrical Diagram Supplement .....................
......................................................................................
......................................................................................
includes Electrical Diagram Manual ............................
......................................................................................
includes Camaro Shop Manual Supplement ................
......................................................................................
......................................................................................
......................................................................................
......................................................................................
......................................................................................
......................................................................................
......................................................................................
......................................................................................
Camaro/Firebird ...........................................................
Camaro/Firebird ...........................................................
Camaro/Firebird ...........................................................

129.99
106.99
97.99
263.99
128.99
237.99
135.99
167.99
175.99
230.99
208.99
333.99
208.99
208.99
336.99
225.99
459.99

set
set
set
set
ea
set
ea
set
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

The Ultimate Body Manual for Camaro
Covers every essential
body component and
much more!

D
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1967-81 Fisher Body Manual
All Fisher body manuals have the complete
information on the essential removal, installation
and adjustment procedures for servicing each
year Camaro. Information includes interior
trim cleaning, headlining, stationary glass, door
panels, rear seat shelf, convertible top, electrical,
and more. This manual covers the most essential
information pertaining to the body. Unlike
the shop manual, you’ll ﬁnd unique information,
illustrations, and other information found nowhere else.
We recommend this manual for any Chevrolet owner
who intends to keep and maintain their vehicle.

1967-69 Chassis Service,
Fisher Body and Assembly Manual Kits

Note: This book covers the body aspect of the vehicle. For mechanical operations, see the
Chevrolet Service/Shop Manual.

L2367
L2368
L2369
L2370
L2370S
L2371
L2372
L2373
L2374
L2376
L2378
L2379
L2380
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1967
1968
1969
1970
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1976
1978
1979
1980

.........................................................................
.........................................................................
.........................................................................
except Camaro .................................................
F-Body supplement..........................................
.........................................................................
.........................................................................
.........................................................................
.........................................................................
.........................................................................
.........................................................................
.........................................................................
.........................................................................

Automotive Manuals

31.99
31.99
31.99
31.99
12.99
31.99
31.99
53.99
76.99
63.99
61.99
69.99
62.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

This three volume kit includes the most desirable manuals required to completely
rebuild, assemble or restore your 1967-69 Chevrolet Camaro. Both enthusiasts and
professionals alike, will ﬁnd answers to just about any technical question in one or all
three of these manuals. The Chassis Service manual contains information regarding
maintenance and adjustment, minor service operations and the removal and installation
of the mechanical parts of the car. The Fisher Body manual includes information on
body panels, electrical, stationary glass, convertible tops, headlining, and much more!
The assembly manual is a duplicate of the original technical assistance/reference
guide which was used by the original GM assembly line personnel when the cars
were being built. The information is extremely detailed and includes exploded views
of many different areas of the vehicle including original part numbers (which may
have changed due to replacement numerical assignments). This kit is an absolute
must for all 1967-69 Camaro owners! Each manual also available separately.
RK967
1967 ................................................................................... 72.99 kit
RK968
1968 ................................................................................... 72.99 kit
RK969
1969 ................................................................................... 72.99 kit

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Automotive Manuals
Covers the complete line of 1st4th generation Camaro models!
1967-02 Camaro Owner’s Manual

1967-81 Camaro Assembly Manual
The most informative and comprehensive book
available on the assembly of Camaro models. Each
manual is a direct duplication of the original assembly
manual actually used on the assembly line when the
Camaro was being built. Each manual includes detailed
assembly information and exploded views on each
and every major component. Also includes exploded
views of different sections of the car including interior
and exterior parts. Each page includes parts numbered
with the original part numbers for reference along with
special factory notations describing the assembly of
the vehicle. The early 1967-69 assembly manuals
are perfect bound! Available for years listed below!
L1067
1967 ....................................... 21.99 ea
L1068
1968 ....................................... 21.99 ea
L1069
1969 ....................................... 21.99 ea
L1070
1970 ....................................... 21.99 ea
L1071
1971 ....................................... 21.99 ea
L1072
1972 ....................................... 21.99 ea
L1073
1973 ....................................... 21.99 ea
L1074
1974 ....................................... 21.99 ea
L1075
1975 ....................................... 21.99 ea
L1076
1976 ....................................... 21.99 ea
L1077
1977 ....................................... 21.99 ea
L1078
1978 ....................................... 21.99 ea
L1079
1979 ....................................... 21.99 ea
L1080
1980 ....................................... 21.99 ea
L1081
1981 ....................................... 21.99 ea
L1082
1982 ....................................... 29.99 ea
L1106
1986 ....................................... 29.99 ea

1967-72 Factory Shop Manuals on CD Rom

1967...................................
1968...................................
1969...................................
1970...................................
1971...................................
1972...................................

49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Step-by-Step Procedures! Hundreds
of Easy to Follow Photos!

1970-02 Haynes Repair Manual

Note: *Monte Carlo models not on pre-1970 CD-ROM.

CDC6700
CDC6800
CDC6900
CDC7000
CDC7100
CDC7200

1967-02 Chilton Camaro Repair Manuals
These repair manuals cover the complete line of
1st-4th generation Camaro models. Includes heavily
detailed information on just about all aspects of
engine maintenance and repair, tune-ups, lube and
ﬁlters, electrical, troubleshooting, computers, cooling,
suspension and more! The Chilton manuals are well
respected and used by some of the top mechanics for
basic Camaro maintenance, service, and repair.
L576
1967-81 .................................... 35.99 ea
L577
1982-92 .................................... 35.99 ea
L362
1993-02 .................................... 35.99 ea

1967-69 Owners Manual Storage Bag
Quality reproduction of the original type plastic bag
used to store the Owners Manual in the glove box.
L19A
1967-68 ...................................... 4.99 ea
L19B
1969 ............................................ 4.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

This manual is written by Haynes for the “do-ityourselfer” who wants to do the work and maintain
the vehicle without expensive repair shop prices. These
books include virtually all aspects of maintenance
including engine, cooling system, fuel and exhaust,
ignition, transmission, driveline, brakes, suspension,
body, wiring, and more! Includes step-by-step
procedures linked to hundreds of easy to follow photos.
Detailed wiring diagrams and color spark plug diagnosis
are just a few of the features in this comprehensive
manual. 368 pages, softbound.
L563
1970-81 .................................... 29.99 ea
L562
1982-92 .................................... 29.99 ea
L232
1993-02 .................................... 29.99 ea

Automotive Manuals
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The information
provided on each
CD-ROM includes
virtually all the
information you’ll
ﬁnd in a factory shop
manual. Includes
Chassis Service
manual, Chassis
Overhaul manual,
Fisher Body manual,
and Parts and
Accessories information. This unique concept gives
you the ability to view on your personal computer,
complete factory technical information on the make
and model of your vehicle. You can print out just
that portion of the manual that’s needed, or go to the
index and type in the part that you’re trying to locate.
If several manuals are required for a particular make
and model, all are supplied on a single CD for your
convenience. Includes Chevrolet Camaro, Corvette,
Chevy II, Nova, Impala, Biscayne, Bel Air,
*Monte Carlo, and Chevelle models.

1967-73 manuals are excellent reprints of the originals
using exact colors, paper and printing techniques. The
1974-02 manuals are printed by the same manufacturer
GM uses.
L1967
1967 .................................... 12.99 ea
L1968
1968 .................................... 12.99 ea
L1969
1969 .................................... 12.99 ea
L1970
1970 .................................... 12.99 ea
L1971
1971 .................................... 12.99 ea
L1972
1972 .................................... 12.99 ea
L1973
1973 .................................... 12.99 ea
L1974
1974 .................................... 12.99 ea
L1975
1975 .................................... 12.99 ea
L1976
1976 .................................... 12.99 ea
L1977
1977 .................................... 12.99 ea
L1978
1978 .................................... 12.99 ea
L1979
1979 .................................... 12.99 ea
L1980
1980 .................................... 12.99 ea
L1981
1981 .................................... 12.99 ea
L1982
1982 .................................... 12.99 ea
L1984
1984 .................................... 12.99 ea
L1985
1985 .................................... 28.99 ea
L1985A 1985 Berlinetta supplement ..... 37.99 set
L1987
1987 .................................... 29.99 ea
L1988S 1988 Camaro conv. supplement 37.99 ea
L1989
1989 .................................... 29.99 ea
L1990
1990 .................................... 43.99 ea
L1990A 1990 owners portfolio w/cassette 56.99 set
L1991
1991 .................................... 43.99 ea
L1991A 1991 owners portfolio w/cassette 56.99 set
L1992
1992 .................................... 43.99 ea
L1992A 1992 owners portfolio w/cassette 56.99 set
L1993
1993 owners portfolio w/cassette 56.99 set
L1993A 1993 owners portfolio w/CD.... 56.99 set
L1993B 1993 .................................... 37.99 ea
L1994
1994 .................................... 35.99 ea
L1994A 1994 owners portfolio w/cassette 56.99 set
L1995
1995 .................................... 37.99 ea
L1995A 1995 owners manual portfolio.. 56.99 set
L1996
1996 .................................... 47.99 ea
L1996A 1996 owners manual portfolio.. 56.99 set
L1997
1997 .................................... 37.99 ea
L1997A 1997 owners manual portfolio.. 56.99 set
L1998
1998 .................................... 44.99 ea
L1998A 1998 owners manual portfolio.. 62.99 set
L1999
1999 .................................... 44.99 ea
L1999A 1999 owners manual portfolio.. 62.99 set
L2000A 2000 .................................... 62.99 ea
L2000B 2000 owners manual portfolio.. 62.99 set
L2001A 2001 .................................... 44.99 ea
L2001B 2001 owners manual portfolio.. 62.99 set
L2002A 2002 .................................... 44.99 ea
L2002B 2002 owners manual portfolio.. 62.99 set

Automotive Literature

1967-73 Camaro Wiring Diagram
Make it easy to replace your wiring with
Classic Industries® complete wiring
diagrams for your early Camaro. All
general information and speciﬁcations
are listed to help assist you when
replacing your wiring. Diagrams cover
the basic schematic information on your
under dash harness, engine harness,
front light harness, tail lamp harness
and other various wiring depending on
your year and model.
Note: If you have a 1967-69 Rally Sport
and require diagrams on the headlight
system and console gauges, you’ll need to
purchase the Rally Sport wiring diagram
#L83. The information is not included in
the general wiring diagrams listed below.

L3467
L3468
L3469
L3470
L3471
L3472
L3473

1967 ....................
1968 ....................
1969 ....................
1970 ....................
1971 ....................
1972 ....................
1973 ....................

8.99 ea
8.99 ea
8.99 ea
8.99 ea
8.99 ea
8.99 ea
8.99 ea

14268

D
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1967-81 Color Wiring Diagram
Each of these all new wiring diagram
documents include 2 full color drawings
with the dash to rear lights on one side
and the dash to the engine compartment
on the other. All information and color
coding of wires are from the original
shop and service manuals. Each is
laminated back to back in heavy plastic
(no more grease smudges) for durability
and ease of use. They are available in 2
sizes, standard 8-1/2" x 11" or large 11"
x 17" for models up to 1974. 1975 and
up are available only in large 11" x 17".
Note: Add L sufﬁx for large format 11" x 17"

14261 1967
std/RS .....
14262 1968
std/RS .....
14263 1969
std/RS .....
14264 1970-71 ................
14268 1972
................
24268L 1972
w/gauges
14269 1973
................
24269L 1973
w/gauges
14270 1974
................
24270L 1974
w/gauges
14271 1975
................
14272 1976
................
14273 1977
................
14274L 1978
................
14275L 1979
................
14276L 1980
................
14277L 1981
................
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19.99 ea
19.99 ea
19.99 ea
19.99 ea
19.99 ea
21.99 ea
19.99 ea
21.99 ea
19.99 ea
21.99 ea
19.99 ea
19.99 ea
19.99 ea
19.99 ea
19.99 ea
19.99 ea
19.99 ea

1969 Chevrolet Camaro SS:
Muscle Cars In Detail
Provides a comprehensive examination
of the all-time classic 1969 Camaro SS
in Volume No. 4 of CarTech’s Muscle
Cars In Detail series. It delves into the
design, manufacturing, and equipment
of Chevrolet’s premier pony car. For
the ﬁrst time in its history, the 1969
Camaro SS had a full slate of highperformance small blocks as well as big
blocks to conquer the competition on the
street and track. The engines included
several iterations of the 350 and 396.
In addition, the ultimate big block
Camaro, the COPO 427, is proﬁled. The
Camaro SS made such an impression
that it became the Indy 500 Pace Car
once again in 1969. Paperback, 8-1/4"
x 9", 96 pages.
L1292
.......................... 22.99 ea

The Camaro Restoration
Handbook
This Camaro
handbook
includes ground
up or sectional
restoration tips
and techniques for
1967 thru 1981
Camaro models.
Chapters include disassembly, brakes,
suspension, body repair, electrical,
interiors, driveline, engine detailing,
paint tips, assembly and body details.
Other chapters cover choosing the right
project car, repairing “hot rod” damage,
wiring and convertible or vinyl roof
repair are also covered in detail!
Softbound, 8-1/2" x 11", 192 pages,
500 b&w photos, 50 illustrations.
L268
............................ 29.99 ea

1967-69 Camaro RS Headlight
and Console Wiring Diagram

The Camaro Recognition
Guide Volume I: 1967-69

This is the
ﬁrst and only
informative wiring
diagram manual
available for the
RS headlight and
console gauge
cluster for the
1967-69 Camaro
models. Clear and
complete diagram will help you piece
together all wires necessary for
complete installation.
L83
................................. 8.99 ea

This book
240 page
book contains
information
on options,
original
pricing, engine
codes and
very valuable
information of
the Protect-OPlate which
offers a complete guide on how to
“break it down” and ﬁnd out for sure
where your Camaro was built, what
colors were originally installed in
your interior, what date it was
built and more.
L280
............................ 29.99 ea

The Deﬁnitive 1969 Camaro
Z28-SS 396 Fact Book
This facts book
takes most other
books on the subject
one step further
and offers greatly
detailed information
on subjects such
as Muncie 4-speed
transmissions, correct
identiﬁcation on the
Turbo 400 transmission, an in-depth look
at the manufacturers statement of origin
(MSO), learn what they are and what they
mean, Camaro broadcast sheets (learn
how to decode them), also includes a
Camaro trivia index! 235 pages.
L285C 4th edition........... 36.99 ea

1967-69 Camaro Illustrated Facts
Great information
on stripes, emblems,
security features,
interior styles,
Rally Sport, Z28
and SS Camaro
options. Also
includes information
on power teams transmissions,
speciﬁcations and more.
L31
1967 27 pages ..... 8.99 ea
L32
1968 32 pages ..... 8.99 ea
L33
1969 32 pages ..... 8.99 ea

How To Restore Your Camaro
Just about all
aspects are covered,
including interior
replacement of
door panels, carpet,
upholstery, dash
pads, etc. and
exterior replacement
of body panels,
subframe, moldings,
weatherstrip and much more. Eight fully
illustrated chapters covering each step
of total restoration including, planning,
disassembly of engine and drivetrain,
paint and body repair, suspension,
interior and more! Softbound, 8-3/4" x
10-3/4", 120 pages,
300 illustrations.
L95
.............................. 14.99 ea
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Camaro: Fifty Years
of Chevy Performance
Trace the Camaro’s history from
its humble beginnings, through the
height of its popularity early on, its
decline in the 1990’s and ﬁnally, to
the triumphant rebirth in the new
millennium. Hardcover, 224
pages, 9-3/4" x 12".
L1565 ........................... 49.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

New Old Stock (NOS) Brochure
Whether you own a fully restored
classic, or even better, a showroom new
survivor, there’s no better compliment
to the period of the vehicle than that
of, not only a period correct brochure,
but a New Old Stock (NOS) brochure,
printed in the same era your classic was
built. These well preserved brochures
are the ﬁnishing touch to your survivor,
or full restoration.
L7675C 1975 Camaro(+RS) 9.99 ea
L7679C 1979 Camaro ...... 9.99 ea
L7680C 1980 Camaro ...... 9.99 ea
L7681C 1981 Camaro ...... 9.99 ea
L7682C 1982 Camaro ...... 9.99 ea
L7683C 1983 Camaro ...... 9.99 ea
L7684C 1984 Camaro ...... 9.99 ea
L7685C 1985 Camaro ...... 9.99 ea
L7686C 1986 Camaro ...... 11.99 ea
L7687C 1987 Camaro ...... 9.99 ea
L7688C 1988 Camaro ...... 11.99 ea
L7693C 1993 Camaro ...... 14.99 ea
L7694C 1994 Camaro ...... 11.99 ea
L7695C 1995 Camaro ...... 11.99 ea
L7696C 1996 Camaro ...... 11.99 ea
L7697C 1997 Camaro ...... 9.99 ea
L7698C 1998 Camaro ...... 11.99 ea

1967-69 Camaro Accessories
Inside you
will ﬁnd all
the options
listed for
each year
including
fully
illustrated color pictures.
L155
1967 .................... 11.99 ea
L156
1968 .................... 11.99 ea
L157
1969 .................... 11.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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1967-68 Convertible Top Manual
Covers the car and operations of all
GM convertibles for years listed.
Includes information on raising and
lowering the top, cleaning the top,
top boot installation, and care of rear
windows. Excellent manual for all
convertible tops.
SF107
1967 ................... 9.99 ea
SF106
1968 ................... 8.99 ea

302 The Deﬁnitive 1967-1968
Camaro Z28 Fact Book
This 148 page
book includes
complete 1967
Camaro trimtag information,
Complete
Protect-O-Plate
information for
both 1967 and
1968 Z28s. If
you’re looking
for information
on part numbers, body codes and
vehicle identiﬁcation numbers, this
is the book for you!
L269
3rd edition .......... 36.99 ea

Camaro Parts Interchange
Details all ﬁrst
generation
1967-1969
vehicles and
years that
used the same
original part
as well as
those using
a part that
will ﬁt and
function as the
original did, including parts i.d.
by number and description.
L364
............................ 29.99 ea

This book covers
a wide range of
modiﬁcations,
from basic
to complex,
including
supercharger
installs, head
swaps, ignition
and carburetor
mods, brake
upgrades, transmission, differential
and driveline upgrades, engine boltons, multi-link rear suspensions,
and more. This book is an essential
tool for the enthusiast looking
to modify their 2nd generation
Camaro. Softbound, 176 pages,
485 color photos.
L1421 ............................ 26.99 ea

Road & Track 1993-2002
Camaro & Firebird Portfolio
Each portfolio
includes road
tests, model
introductions,
comparisons,
performance data,
long-term reports,
speciﬁcations and
owner surveys.
Softbound, 8" x
10-3/4", 136 pages.
L958
............................ 23.99 ea

Camaro Ads
Take a nostalgic
journey back to
the beginning of
the Camaro. See
the very ﬁrst
Camaro ads as
they appeared
in magazines
back in 1967.
Then follow the evolution of the
“Hugger” right on up to the latest
Z28 supercars. This unbelievable
CD-ROM collection of almost every
(over 150!) Camaro ads released by
Chevrolet will fascinate you for
hours! CD-ROM.
CD1008
........................ 19.99 ea

The Complete Book Of Camaro
This book
covers the entire
production
history of
Chevrolet’s
iconic pony
car, from the
original models
developed to ﬁght
the Mustang in
the late 60’s to the 5th generation that
took the world by storm. Production
vehicles, prototypes, show cars,
anniversary editions, and pace cars
are covered with extensive details,
speciﬁcations, and photographs. Cover
features an RS headlamp door that
slides open when the book is opened.
Hardcover, 288 pages, 11-1/4" x
10", 445 color photos.
L737
............................ 49.99 ea

Camaro Exposed: 1967-69

Fully illustrated
articles from the
world’s leading
automotive
magazines. The
book contains
road tests, driving
impressions, specs,
technical data, new
model reports and
comparison tests. Softbound, 8" x
10-3/4", approx. 100 pages,
180 illustrations.
L596
........................... 24.99 ea

Camaro
Exposed
reproduces
the original
ads used to
promote these
ultra potent
Camaro models
and their racing
conquests.
With ﬁrst hand
interviews and unpublished photos,
this book is a great research tool
and a terriﬁc gift. Over 175 pages
and more than 175 b&w photos.
7-7/8" x 10-3/8".
L101
........................... 29.99 ea

Factory Papers: Camaro
Inside the Factory
Papers book you’ll
ﬁnd copies of
original drawings
and diagrams, preproduction photos,
press briefs, early
exploratory designs
and scores of other
primary factory
documents. 125 pages.
L6782
........................... 33.99 ea

Camaro! Chevy’s Chassis
Originally printed
in 1980, it was, at
that time, the only
real book that a
Camaro enthusiast
could obtain on
the subject of
Camaro. 1125
photographs and
320 pages packed
with information about 196781 Camaro models. Hardbound.
L13
.......................... 59.99 ea

Camaro Photo Archive
The history
of Chevy’s
premier pony
car in this
collection of
photographs
of 1967-00
Chevrolet
Camaro models. Features interesting
and signiﬁcant information such
as production ﬁgures, options, and
pertinent race results. Softbound,
128 pages, 8" x 10".
L260
........................... 14.99 ea

Classic Camaro Restoration
Hundreds
of how to
restoration
techniques
for owners
of pre-1982
classic Camaro
models.
Will teach
you bolt-on
performance
tips, vinyl
top replacement, how to reupholster
bucket seats, how to bring a sixties
small block up-to-date, and more.
Softbound, 8-1/2" x 11",
172 pages.
L643
........................... 23.99 ea

The Deﬁnitive
Camaro Guide
Whether you have
an SS, Z/28, Rally
Sport, Type LT,
Sport Coupe, or
Berlinetta, The
Deﬁnitive Camaro
Guide: 1970-1/21981 showcases
the various cosmetic, interior,
powertrain, and chassis changes that
occurred on all models through the
years. The many images throughout
expertly detail the correct parts and
accessories that differentiated the
second-generation Camaros from
year to year. Hardback, 8-1/2" x
11", 192 pages.
L1497 ............................ 42.99 ea

The Camaro Anthology
This photo safari through the world
of the Camaro contains hundreds of
photos, hundreds of graphics, videos,
ads etc. to guide your tour, starting with
their introduction in 1967, to the latest
and greatest 2001 super cars. CD-ROM.
CD1007
........................ 29.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

2 x 4 Cross Ram Manual
This useful publication provides general
information on procedures that can be
extremely useful when servicing and
tuning your engine.
L2389 ............................ 19.99 ea
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Performance Projects 1970-81

Super Sport Sales Brochure
These reprinted Chevrolet highperformance sales brochures feature
iconic classics. Describes various
appearance details, engine and
transmission features, extra cost options
and custom features offered originally.
L6917
1967 .................. 11.99 ea
L6919
1969 .................. 11.99 ea

Camaro Muscle Portfolio

Engine Manuals
The Chevy Small-Block Bible
Since 1955,
Chevrolet’s
small- block
V8 has deﬁned
performance.
It was the ﬁrst
lightweight,
overhead valve
V8 engine
available to
the masses at
an affordable
price, and remains the performance
engine of choice to this day. A builder
does not have to spend big money to
get big horsepower from the Chevy
small block, and this book provides
the information needed to build
anything from a mild street engine
to a cost is no object dream build.
Includes: multiple build examples
and case studies, parts selection, blue
printing, basic machine work, and
more. Softbound, 8-1/4" x 10-3/4",
240 pages, 278 color and 40
b/w photos.
L1396 ............................ 34.99 ea

Chevy Big-Blocks – How to Build Max
Performance on a Budget

How To Build Chevy
Small-Blocks On A Budget
Know the ins and outs of building
serious horsepower small block Chevy
engines on a budget. Included are details
of factory part numbers, easy do-ityourself cylinder head modiﬁcations,
inexpensive but effective aftermarket
parts, etc. 144 pages, 300 b/w illus.
L857
............................ 29.99 ea

The How to Build Max-Performance Chevy
Big-Blocks on a Budget, takes big block Chevy
engine building to the next level and shows how
to build these extreme high-performance engines
without breaking the bank. It goes well beyond
basic performance techniques and delves into
exceptional detail on each component group of the
engine. It shows you how to build the ultimate big
blocks for the street, engines that are up to 850 HP
on 91 octane pump gas, which is a monumental
achievement. Softcover, 8-1/2" x 11", 144 pages.
L1494
................................................................................................ 29.99 ea

Chevy Big-Block Engine Parts Interchange
Chevy Big-Block Engine Parts Interchange covers
every aspect of the Chevy big-block engine. By
the time you’re ﬁnished with this book, you’ll
be extremely acquainted with the inner workings
of the engine and its components. This reference
manual lets you create entirely unique Chevy
big block engines with strokes, bores, and power
outputs never seen in factory conﬁgurations.
Also included is real world expert guidance on
aftermarket performance parts and even turn-key
crate motors. It s a comprehensive guide for your
period correct restoration or performance build.
Paperback, 144 pages, 8.5" x 11".
L1420

How to Rebuild the Small-Block
Rebuilding the Small-Block
Chevy Step-by-Step Videobook

D
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This is a step-by-step Workbench Book
and DVD combination that shows you
how to build a street or racing smallblock Chevy. Detailed sections show
how to disassemble a used engine,
inspect for signs of damage, select
replacement parts, check critical
component ﬁt and much more! 160
pages, softbound.
L6611 ............................ 42.99 ea

This book covers virtually every
small block engine. Includes easy
step-by-step approach, helps avoid
costly and time consuming mistakes,
select the right parts, master
mechanical tips and the ins and outs
of quality machine work. Softbound,
146 pages, 100 illustrations.
L278
............................ 29.99 ea

How to Rebuild The Small-Block
This is an
excellent
book that will
give you great
information
on rebuilding
your small
block engine.
You’ll get
some of
the greatest
information
on all procedures required to bring
your Chevy engine back to its
original condition. How to remove
the engine, inspect for wear, strip,
recondition, assemble, install and
tune up. Softbound, 8-1/2" x 11"
168 pages, 416 illustrations.
L20
.............................. 29.99 ea
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Small-Block Interchange
Cataloging all 1968 to 2000 small
block Chevy engines, this manual
includes more than 25,000 part
numbers, specs, dates and technical
details on engine blocks, heads,
valves, crankshafts, camshafts,
pistons, manifolds, ignition systems,
emission systems and more. Softbound,
176 pages.
L1024 ............................ 27.99 ea

Automotive Literature

.............................................................................................. 29.99 ea

Chevy Monster Big Blocks

How to Rebuild Your Big-Block

The golden
age for
American
engines must
be from the
mid-1950’s
when the
small block
Chevy made
its debut – to
the early
1970’s when
emission controls brought an end
to the muscle car era. The three
major manufacturers – GM, Ford
and Chrysler each supported at least
one big block and one small block
engine during this period which
subsequently went on to become
legends. Softbound, 132 pages.
L990
............................ 19.99 ea

Comprehensive book
giving excellent information on how
to remove
engine, tear
down and
inspect for
wear, recondition, assemble
and install.
How to identify each part. Includes
casting numbers and speciﬁcations.
Covers all years of passenger cars and
trucks. 396, 400, 402, 427, and
454. 160 pages, softbound.
L41
............................ 29.99 ea

How to HOTROD
Big-block

This step-bystep guide
to big block
Chevy engine
buildups
covers
everything
from low
budget engine
projects for
mild street
performance,
to all-out race motors for drag strip
action. Bolt-on modiﬁcations, engine
block prep, cylinder heads, intake
and exhaust systems, dyno-tested
combinations and more. 8-1/2" x
10-7/8", 192 pages.
L1484 ............................ 29.99 ea

Full coverage
is included
to show and
explain what
it takes to
blueprint
an engine
to the exact
speciﬁcations
which will
provide the best performance. Lots of
photos and illustrations will help make
your task easier. Softbound, 162
pages, 8-1/2" x 11".
L75
............................... 29.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Big-Block Chevy Buildups

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Engine Manuals
How To Rebuild & Modify
Chevy 348/409 Engines

Chevrolet Engine Book
This book covers bolt-ons, tuning tips
and power secrets for the engines of
the 60’s and 70’s. Book includes 180
illustrations in 100 pages and will give
you the information you always wanted
to know about Chevrolet small block
and big block engines.
Chevy 396 and 427 Engines
L351
............................ 23.99 ea

Chevy’s
“W series”
348 and
409 became
legends
on the
street, and
the track.
While these
engines
enjoyed
pop culture
status in the
early 1960’s,
the later Mark IV Chevy big blocks
overshadowed these W-engines by
the end of the decade. This book
provides instruction for rebuilding a
stock W-engine as well as directions
for a sound performance build. Learn
how to select a strong, clean block,
the best heads and camshaft, and
increase the compression ratio. All
options are examined. From mild
to wild, from stock to modiﬁed, the
book covers everything you need to
know about the legendary 348-409
engines. Softbound, 8-1/2" x 11",
144 pages, 400 color photos.
L1403 ............................ 26.99 ea

How To Rebuild Chevy LT1/LT4

Souping the Stock Engine
Reprint of the 1950 classic, this
true hotrodders’ guidebook provides
effective methods for tuning all types
of stock engines from the conservative
road car to full race capability. Includes:
general engine performance, stock
engine characteristics, and basic
planning for modiﬁcations.
L2051
........................... 19.99 ea

Step-by-step
procedures
on how to
rebuild your
Gen II small
block back
to factory,
smog legal
speciﬁcations.
Sections
covered
include
disassembly, cleaning and inspection,
reconditioning the block, crank,
pistons and rods, cylinder head
reconditioning, gaskets and seals,
balancing, engine installation, casting
numbers and much more. 8-1/2"
x 10-7/8", 192 pages.
L1393 ............................ 29.99 ea

How to Use and Upgrade to GM
Gen III LS-Series Powertrain
Control Systems
The
technology
concerning
engine
swaps in
the past
used to be
limited to
whether
to stick
with the
points style
ignition,
or go
electronic. However, these days, you
need to be a computer technician
to address the level of technology
involved in modern powertrain
control systems. GM’s Gen III
powertrain control system is one
such system that has, along with
the introduction of the LS Series
engine, has taken the aftermarket
industry by storm. However, to
take full advantage of your Gen III
controlled engine, this is the book
for you. In How to Use and Upgrade
to GM Gen III LS Series Powertrain
Control Systems, the beneﬁts,
advantages and nuances of this robust
and efﬁcient control system are
thoroughly examined. Also, this book
can be helpful in understanding and
upgrading your Gen III controlled
LT1/LT4. Paperback, 144 pages,
8-1/2" x 11".
L1568 ............................ 29.99 ea

Building The Chevy LS Engine

Chevy LS Engine Conversion
Handbook
Chevy Engine Overhaul Manual
This Haynes manual includes
information on engine identiﬁcation,
tools and equipment, diagnosis, cylinder
head servicing, engine removal and
installation, step-by-step procedures,
tips from professionals, performance
and economy modiﬁcations and more!
Softbound. Approximately 275 pages.
L565
............................ 29.99 ea

LS1 Engine Installation
This useful publication provides
general information on components
and procedures that can be extremely
useful when installing or servicing LS1
engines. Topics include installation
notes, support systems, electronic
engine controls, recommended
accessories, parts lists and engine
specs. Softbound, 36 pages.
G11810 .......................... 18.99 ea

This guide
walks you
through the
process of
installing GM’s
popular LSx
series small
block engine
into just about
any vehicle. Includes: an overview of
the GM LSx series engine, technical
details on swapping transmissions,
drivetrain, fuel system, wiring
and ECU, exhaust & installation.
L1566 ............................ 29.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Complete specs,
and detailed
information so
you can select
and ﬁt an LS
engine. A section
on mounting
kits, explaining
how to install
these engines
into a variety of
cars using readily available
motor mount kits, universal engine
mounts, or fabricated mounts.
144 pages, softbound.
L1021 ............................ 29.99 ea

Chevy LS1/LS6 Performance
A complete
performance
guide for
Chevrolet’s
newest
generation
LS1 and LS6
small block
Chevy engines.
Includes:
sections on
bolt-ons,
cylinder heads,
intake manifolds, camshafts and
valve train, fuel-injection, blockprep, ﬁnal assembly, exhaust and
forced induction. 192 pages,
8-1/2" x 11".
L1407 ............................ 29.99 ea

Chevy LS1/LS6 V-8s
Covered is
everything
you need to
know about
these engines,
including the
difﬁcult engine
removal and
installation,
simple engine
bolt-ons,
electronic controls for the Generation
III engine and detailed engine builds
at four different power levels. 160
pages, 600 b/w photos.
L862
............................ 29.99 ea

How to Rebuild LS Engines
This book
details and
highlights
special
components,
tools, and other
accessories
needed to
get the job
done right.
Appendices
are packed full
of valuable reference information,
and the book includes a Work
Along Sheet to help you record vital
statistics and measurements along the
way. 8-1/2" x 11", 152 pages,
604 color photos, softbound.
L975
............................ 29.99 ea
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This engine
rebuilding and
modiﬁcation
guide includes
sections
on history
engine specs,
disassembly,
cylinder block
and bottom end
reconditioning,
cylinder heads and valvetrain
reconditioning, balancing step-bystep engine assembly, torque
values, and OEM part numbers.
L1559 ............................ 29.99 ea

How To Swap GM LS Engines

Carburetor Manuals
Rebuild & Powertune
Carter/Edelbrock Carburetors

Designing And Tuning High-Perf
Fuel Injection Systems

Contains
photos,
illustrations
and diagrams,
covering
rebuilding,
tuning and
modifying
Carter and
Edelbrock
carburetors. Also features history on
the Carter company as well as the
development of the AFB and the AVS
since the purchase by Edelbrock.
Softbound, 136 pages, 8-1/2" x 11".
L433
............................ 26.99 ea

A step-by-step
guide to rebuilding, modifying
and tuning the
Carter/Edelbrock
carburetors. Carter
history and model
overview, an
overview of carb
parts and how they
work, car selection, rebuilding carbs, installation and
hardware, performance and adjustments, general tuning and troubleshooting, emission, fuel economy
and fuel supply, racing and special
applications. Softbound, 8-1/4" x
5-1/4", 176 pages.
L1034 ............................ 29.99 ea

This book goes
in-depth on the
combustion basics
of fuel injection
as well as beneﬁts
and limitations
of standalone.
Includes glossary
and a special
resources guide
with standalone
manufacturers and test equipment
manufacturers. Softbound, 128
pages, 8-1/2" x 11".
L1062 ............................ 29.99 ea

Holley Carburetor.
How to Rebuild
The legendary
Double Pumper,
the universal
600 cfm 1850
models, the
Dominator, and
now the Avenger
have stood the
test of time and
are the leading
carburetors in the
high-performance engine market.
You often need to replace gaskets,
worn parts, and jets for the prevailing
weather/altitude conditions or a
different engine setup. This book
details how to select parts then
disassemble, assemble, and calibrate
all of the major Holley carburetors.
In an easy-to-follow step-by-step
format. Softcover, 8-1/2" x 11",
144 pages.
L1280 ............................ 29.99 ea

Literature, CDs & Videos

Rochester Carburetors
Here’s the
deﬁnitive book
on selecting,
installing, tuning
and modifying
conventional and
electronic Rochesters. Also details
design, operation
and performance
modiﬁcations of current microcomputer controlled models. Includes
comprehensive coverage of Quadrajet
design and service from early to
electronic models. Sftbnd, 176 pgs.
L191
............................ 29.99 ea

How to Build and Modify
Quadrajet Carburetors

This handbook
covers the fuel
inlet system, idle
system, main
metering system,
power system,
accelerator pump
system, secondary
system, choke
system, metering
blocks, repair and
adjustment and
more! Sftbnd, 6" x 9", 80 pages.
L559
............................ 19.99 ea

The book is a
complete guide
to selecting,
rebuilding, and
modifying the
Q-Jet, aimed
at both muscle
car restorers
and racers. It
includes a guide
to selecting and
ﬁnding the right carb, instructions on
how to rebuild the carb and extensive
descriptions of high-performance
modiﬁcations. 128 pages.
L202
............................ 29.99 ea

Holley Carburetor Manual

Rochester Carburetor Manual

Information
includes
carburetor
identiﬁcation,
basic troubleshooting,
diagnostic checks
for computer
controlled
carburetors, on
vehicle tuning and
adjustments, step-by-step repair and
overhaul, performance and economy
modiﬁcations, professional tips and
tricks along with over 340 step-bystep photos. Sftbnd, 220 pages.
L564
............................. 29.99 ea

This manual
includes detailed
information on
carburetor identiﬁcation, basic
troubleshooting, diagnostic
checks for computer controlled
carburetors, on
vehicle tuning
and adjustments, step-by-step repair
and overhaul, performance and
economy modiﬁcations, professional
tips and tricks along with over
340 photos, 200 pages.
L561
............................ 29.99 ea

Holley Carburetor Handbook
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Street Supercharging
This book will
give information regarding
all facts of
supercharging,
including how
to install
blowers,
buying a kit,
rebuilding
manifolds,
blower drives,
carburetion and accessories. Softbound, 8-1/2" x 11", 128 pages.
L211
............................ 26.99 ea

Fuel Injection 1986 thru 1999
This manual
covers port
injection, TBI,
CIS. Complete
with trouble
codes and
information
for all major
manufacturers
including
BMW,
Chrysler, Ford,
GM, Honda, Mazda, Mercedes,
Nissan, Subaru, Toyota, VW.
L386
............................ 29.99 ea

Turbochargers
How to select
and install
the correct
turbo for
big or small
horsepower
gains, turbo
design, sizing
and matching.
Improve the
performance of
your engine by
simply getting the right information.
Covers all aspects of turbocharging
and includes turbo suppliers list.
Sftbnd, 8-1/2" x 11", 160 pages.
L185
............................ 29.99 ea

Wiring Manuals

AAutomotive
t ti Electrical
El t i l MManuall

Auto Electrical Handbook

The manual
features
comprehensive
information
which
covers basic
electrical
fundamentals, trouble
shooting
and repair
for both
foreign and domestic vehicles.
Includes engine starting and charging
systems, lights, gauges and more!
242 pages, softbound.
L575
............................ 29.99 ea

Learn about
basic electrical
theory, how
various
electrical
works and
drawing circuit
diagrams.
Includes
tips on
electrical test
equipment and
troubleshooting electrical circuits.
350 photos, drawings and
diagrams. Sftbnd, 157 pages.
L187
............................ 29.99 ea

Automotive Wiring & Electrical
The basics
of electrical
principles,
including
voltage,
amperage,
resistance
and Ohm’s
law, are
revealed in
clear and
concise
detail, so
the enthusiast understands what these
mean in the construction and repair
of automotive electrical circuits.
8-1/2" x 11", 144 pgs, 350 photos.
L1019 ............................ 29.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Automotive Wiring
A Practical Guide to Wiring
Your Hot Rod or Custom Car
The book
includes
numerous
charts showing
typical
conﬁgurations
and suggested
installations. A
troubleshooting
section lends
a hand in
tracking down
the inevitable problems that can arise.
Paperback, 144 pages, 8-1/4" x
10-5/8".
L39923 .......................... 26.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Transmission Manuals
Turbo Hydra-Matic 350

Powerglide Transmission

Clear, concise
text leads you
through every step
of the rebuild,
from transmission
removal, tear down
and inspection
to assembly and
installation. Also
covers transmission
identiﬁcation, principles of operation
and maintenance, troubleshooting
and in car repairs. 8-1/2" x 11",
256 pages.
L160
............................ 29.99 ea

This complete
guide to the
Powerglide
covers it all
from a stock
rebuild to an
all-out race
unit. Subjects
covered
include general
transmission
service, basic
operation, in-car service and repairs,
ﬁnal assembly and much more.
Includes 500 photos. 8-1/2" x 11".
L242
............................ 29.99 ea

GM Automatic Overdrive
Transmission Builder's and
Swapper’s Guide
This book
includes
information
about highperformance
modiﬁcations,
both from the
factory and the
aftermarket.
It also covers
common installation issues such as mounting, shifters
and linkages, wiring harnesses and
more. 128 pgs, sftbound.
L996
............................ 29.99 ea

How to Rebuild & Modify GM
TH400 Transmissions
Millions of GM
cars and trucks
have been built
with Turbo
400 automatic
transmissions.
This book takes
readers stepby-step through
the complex
transmission rebuild procedure as
performance upgrade procedures with
a series of full color photos for each
of these models. Softbound,
144 pages, 8-1/2" x 11".
L1413 ............................ 29.99 ea

Transmission Rebuild DVDs
These DVDs walk you through every
detail of a complete rebuild. Watch as
each piece is disassembled, inspected
for wear, and reassembled. Includes
tips for freeing stuck valves, air
testing clutch packs, setting end play,
bolt lengths, torque specifications,
torque converter installation, oil ﬁlling
procedures, and much more! Approx.
running time 90 min.
12350
Turbo 350 ........ 31.99 ea
12460
4L60E .............. 31.99 ea

Weld Like A Pro: Beginning
To Advanced Techniques
Welding is an art and skill that’s
essential for automotive fabrication,
repair, and vehicle upgrades. It is
also an important skill for countless
household projects and industries. Some
books show basic welding techniques
with steel and cast iron. But this isn't
your run-of-the-mill introductory
welding book. Not only will you learn
these basic skills, but you’ll also learn
advanced welding techniques as well
as with the use of aluminum, titanium,
magnesium, stainless steel, and other
specialty materials. Whether you’re
new to welding, a veteran welder
working with special materials, or
involved in a special project, you will
ﬁnd indispensible information within
the pages of this book. Paperback, 144
pages, 8-1/2" x 11".
L1570 ............................ 29.99 ea

Excellent
handbook
detailing all
common and
not so common
techniques
of welding.
Oxyacetylene
welding, cutting,
brazing and
soldering. Also
includes how to weld stainless steel,
aluminum, magnesium and
titanium. Sftbnd, 8-1/2" x 11".
L144
............................ 29.99 ea

Haynes Techbook Welding Manual
This Haynes
Techbook
covers gas
(oxy-acetylene),
arc, MIG and
TIG welding.
Soldering and
ﬂame cutting are
also covered.
Techniques are
discussed as
they relate to automotive and workshop
repairs. Information on selecting
equipment is also included. 176
pages, softbound.
L388
............................ 29.99 ea

Sheet Metal Manuals

The TH2004R,
350, 400 and
700R4 automatic
transmissions
are covered
with complete
overhaul photo
sequences. Also
covered are theory
of operation,
in-vehicle repairs and performance
modiﬁcations. Sftbnd, 8-1/4" x 103/4", 240 pgs, 576 b/w illustrations.
L743
............................ 29.99 ea

Professional Sheet
Metal Fabrication
Dent repair and automotive patch panel
fabrication are covered in detail. This
is truly the most detailed enthusiast
focused sheet metal how-to book on
the market. Paperback, 304 pages,
8-1/4" x 10-5/8".
L44927 ............................ 39.99 ea

Fiberglass & Composite Materials
This informative guide covers FRP
materials, fibers and fiber forms,
resins, gel coats, advanced techniques,
building molds and plugs, structures and
materials, health and safety, tools and
shop equipment. Softbound, 154 pages,
b/w illustrations, 8-1/2" x 11".
L652
............................ 29.99 ea

Differential Rebuilding DVD
Watch nine
of the most
popular differential rebuilds
all in one
DVD! Covered
in detail is
disassembly,
inspection and the setup procedures for
achieving a good pattern. You’ll learn
the different set up techniques for each
unit and see the results as each shim is
changed. The rebuilding and ring and
pinion installation basics covered in
the DVD are universal to all differentials. Approx. 120 minutes.
16160
........................... 31.99 ea

Metal Fabricator’s Handbook
This excellent how-to guide concentrates
on race and custom cars. Covers
everything from adding a hood scoop
or fender ﬂares, to building complete
cars. Includes a tremendous amount of
useful information. 8-1/2" x 11", 176
pages, 560 illustrations.
L42
............................ 29.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Sheet Metal Handbook
Detailed information on how to form
and shape metal for competition,
custom or restoration use. Chapters
include hammer forming tools, terms
and equipment, riveting techniques,
layout, design and pattern making. 144
pages, softbound.
L243
............................ 29.99 ea
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First in a series
of custom
techniques
and tips on all
areas of building a street
rod. Features
designing and
how-to procedures on building the chassis
and suspension
for all types of
street rods. 192 pages.
L248
............................ 29.99 ea

The Welder’s Handbook

GM Automatic Transmission
Overhaul Manual

Chassis & Drivetrain Manuals
Street Rodder’s Chassis &
Suspension Handbook

Welding Manuals

Paint & Body Manuals
Paint Your Car On A Budget

Accessories Parts Price List

Automotive Detailing Techbook

This book reveals
the techniques
and technology
behind automotive
painting through
250 color
photos, detailed
captions and text.
You’ll get the
most up-to-date
information about paint chemistry, the
tools of the trade and safety gear that
every automotive painter must know.
The book covers, in step-by-step
detail, how to properly prepare your
car for paint, including bodywork,
surface preparation and masking.
160 pages, softbound.
L3159 ............................ 29.99 ea

This book unveils
dozens of secrets
that will help
anyone paint their
own car. This book
covers everything
you need to know to
get a great looking
coat of paint on
your car and save lots of money in the
process. 128 pages, 8-1/2" x 11",
400 color photos.
L917
............................ 29.99 ea

Ever wonder
what the
original
prices were
on those
options
that your
Chevrolet car
or truck was
originally
equipped
with? These
accessory
price
L1973A
lists were
printed when the vehicles were new.
Information on each option and the
prices associated with the option.
Everything from the most common to
the most rare of options are included
these car and truck price books.
You’ll be amazed at the prices!
Makes for interesting reading.
L1936A
1936 ................ 4.99 ea
L1937A
1937 ................ 4.99 ea
L1938A
1938 ................ 4.99 ea
L1939A
1939 ................ 4.99 ea
L1940A
1940 ................ 4.99 ea
L1941A
1941 ................ 4.99 ea
L1942A
1942 ................ 4.99 ea
L1946A
1946 ................ 4.99 ea
L1947A
1947 ................ 6.99 ea
L1948A
1948 ................ 4.99 ea
L1949A
1949 ................ 6.99 ea
L1950A
1950 ................ 6.99 ea
L1951A
1951 ................ 6.99 ea
L1952A
1952 ................ 6.99 ea
L1953A
1953 ................ 4.99 ea
L1954A
1954 ................ 6.99 ea
L1955A
1955 ................ 4.99 ea
L1956A
1956 ................ 4.99 ea
L1957A
1957 ................ 4.99 ea
L1958A
1958 ................ 4.99 ea
L1959A
1959 ................ 6.99 ea
L1960A
1960 ................ 6.99 ea
L1961A
1961 ................ 6.99 ea
L1962A
1962 ................ 6.99 ea
L1963A
1963 ................ 4.99 ea
L1964A
1964 ................ 4.99 ea
L1965A
1965 ................ 4.99 ea
L1966A
1966 ................ 4.99 ea
L1967A
1967 ................ 4.99 ea
L1968A
1968 ................ 4.99 ea
L1969A
1969 ................ 4.99 ea
L1970A
1970 ................ 4.99 ea
L1971A
1971 ................ 4.99 ea
L1972A
1972 ................ 4.99 ea
L1973A
1973 ................ 4.99 ea

Everyone
claims to be
an expert at
automotive
detailing. Are
they really
taking care
of your car?
The answer
to these
questions and
more are in
this book. Includes: proper washing
and waxing techniques, bufﬁng
and paint renovation, wheel and
tire care, engine detailing, paint
repairs, rust prooﬁng and long term
protection. 350 full color photos,
softbound, 142 pages.
L567
............................ 29.99 ea

Pro Paint & Body
This is a revised
and updated
edition of one of
the bestselling
paint handbooks
in the industry. It
also has sections
on hammer and
dolly, paintless
dent removal,
patching panels,
spray guns and compressors, paint
prep, shooting paint, color sanding,
plastic bumper repair, and custom
paint tips and tricks. Paperback,
160 pages, 8.5" x 10-7/8".
L1573 ............................ 29.99 ea

Fabricate Automotive Fiberglass
& Carbon Fiber Parts
Learn to fabricate
and repair body
and engine parts
fabricated from
ﬁberglass and
composite materials
(plastic molded or
carbon ﬁber), in your
own garage. Use
glass strand mat, woven ﬁberglass
cloth, carbon ﬁber cloth, and hybrid
fabrics, correctly mix the typical
resins (polyester, epoxy), hardeners,
and gels. Use core materials, such as
wood, foam, and honeycomb Nomex,
are to add strength to various parts.
All the relevant tools, patterns, and
materials are covered in detail. This
book guides the reader through each
critical stage. Softbound, 160
pages, 8-1/2" x 11".
L1096 ............................ 26.99 ea
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How To Paint Your Car

AAuto UUpholstery
h l & IInteriors
i

CCustom AAuto IInteriors
i

A guide to performing basic
upholstery and
interior repairs
on all kinds of
automobiles
written expressly for the home
enthusiast.
Includes helpful
guides on howto replace headliners, lay carpet, repair dashboards,
reupholster seat frames and more.
Sftbnd, 8" x 10", 160 pages.
L1265 ............................ 29.99 ea

More than 800
color photographs
capture every detail
you’ll need to create
your own exciting
and award-winning
custom interiors.
Precise step-bystep instructions
show you how-to turn out completely
professional custom interiors. This
is an advanced level book. 192
pages, 8-1/2" x 11".
L740
............................ 26.99 ea

Automotive Upholstery
The author
teaches you
how to sew like
an expert, and
avoid costly
mistakes. Learn
to recover and
build seats,
make headliners and carpets.
Materials are
described with speciﬁc recommendations for vinyl, cloth, leather, Nimbus,
panel board, etc. 230 pages, 8-1/2"
x 11", 550 b/w photos.
L378
............................ 22.99 ea

176

Automotive Upholstery
& Interior
Restoration
After disassembling
and gutting your
car, it is easy to
feel that you're in
way over your head
when it comes to the
upholstery. Every photo in this book
provides a hands-on approach that
shows you how to repair and restore a
car's interior to concours, show quality
speciﬁcations. Paperback, 8-1/12"
x 11", 192 pages.
L1288 ............................ 32.99 ea

Auto Literature

How To Draw Cars 2nd Edition
Car designer
Thom Taylor
goes back to
the drawing
board with
all-new
illustrations
on such topics
as the use of
computers
in design
today. Taylor
begins with
advice on selecting the proper tools
and equipment, then moves on to
perspective and proportion, light,
shadow, reﬂection, color and even
interiors. 8-1/4" x 10-5/8", 144
pgs, 140 color, 100 b/w photos.
L4434 ............................ 26.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

The Yenko Era
With it’s
humble
beginnings
in the small
industrial city
of Canonsburg,
PA, the cars
produced by
this offshoot
of the family
owned Yenko
Chevrolet
have become
the most prized cars of the so-called
Musclecar Era and Don Yenko, their
creator, has developed a nearly cult
like following. Great information
including invoices, factory info,
pricing, etc.
L976
............................ 29.99 ea

High-Performance Brake
Systems: Design, Selection,
and Installation
A great deal of time, effort, and
money can be invested in raising the
horsepower level, thus increasing the
speed potential, and very little invested
in bringing all of that power under
control in the form of an upgraded
braking system. Granted, brakes
can be intimidating, however, HighPerformance Brake Systems: Design,
Selection, and Installation gives you
the knowledge to upgrade your brakes
the right way the ﬁrst time. You'll learn
how to choose and install the most
effective rotors, calipers, pads, and tires
for your muscle car or classic vehicle.
Paperback, 144 pages, 8-1/2" x 11".
L1580 ........................... 26.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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Automotive DVD

Motorama GM’s Legendary Show & Cars

Muscle Cars

Motorama expert and
experienced author
David Temple has
comprehensively
researched the show,
the cars, and the
personalities to create
a fascinating new story
with many new photos
of these magniﬁcent
cars. Within the pages of
this volume, you get to
relive this glorious era
of automotive history
and revisit the advanced
show cars that inspired so many new models. This
book features fascinating period photography of
Motorama cars at the show, in development, and at
different locales. No other automotive show rivaled
the Motorama for stunning productions and awe
inspiring cars, which makes this a must-have
book. Hardback, 8-1/2" x 11", 208 pages.
L1307
.................................................. 39.99 ea

Muscle Cars explores this
era and the current models
with a broad survey of classic
muscle and today’s new
machines. Each chapter is
organized around a theme
(milestones, factory racers,
etc), each model getting a
multi-page spread of full color
photography, performance
stats, trivia, and more. Photos
and stories from the people who built and raced
these amazing machines make the book a must read
for any fan of American muscle. Paperback, 240
pages, 6-1/2" x 8-1/4".
L38377 .................................................. 19.99 ea

COPO Camaro
Few Chevrolet
cars have captured
the imagination of
enthusiasts quite like
the COPO Camaros,
Chevelles and Novas
from the 1960s and
1970s. They were the
ultimate muscle cars
GM had to offer, being
built through back
door channels to avoid
a stern government crackdown on performance,
racing and speed. The key to unlock the magic of
the Central Ofﬁce process was discovered by racing
enthusiast, Don Yenko, who uses his Canonsburg,
PA dealership to open the doors to getting vehicles
made that ofﬁcially Chevrolet was never going
to build. Author and automotive historian Matt
Avery has captured this wild and high powered
story. Along the way, he’s spotlighted original
owners, interviews with pro-drivers, sales staff
and dealership technicians who were there to see
it ﬁrsthand and witness it all. Features archived
images, advertisements, sketches and 10" x 10"
full color hardcover with 204 pages.
L2203
.................................................. 47.99 ea

1955-75 Chevrolet by the numbers

Any custom automotive
project begins with making
choices. There are choices
under the hood, such as
which engine will match
well with a certain chassis
and transmission. There
are aesthetic choices, like
whether to use custom or
stock wheels, what paint
scheme will look best, and what type of interior
will be comfortable as well as eye-catching. Street
Machines: Classic, Muscle, Modern is the ideal
resource for anyone looking to build a powerful and
stylish modiﬁed street machine. Paperback, 160
pages, 8-1/4" x 10-5/8".
L39077 .................................................. 24.99 ea

Top Muscle: The Rarest Cars
from America’s Fastest Decade
A muscle car book unlike
any other, featuring the
rarest vehicles on Earth.
Top Muscle chronicles the
ultimate collection of these
super rare high-performance
beasts. These cars represent
the absolute zenith of the
most valuable collector
cars in existence, with
fascinating histories that
illuminate the wildest age in
American automotive history. Features over 600
cars. Hardcover, 224 pgs, 9-7/8" x 11-1/4".
L45146 .................................................. 49.99 ea

Detroit Speed’s
How to Build a Pro Touring Car
Learn to install sections cover front subframe and rear
suspension assemblies as well as upgrades to wheel
tubs, brakes, fuel system, driveline, cooling system,
and more. Also includes a LS swap. Paperback, 144
pages, 8-1/2" x 11".
L51379
............................................... 29.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

CCR05

Give The Gift Of Knowledge, KNOWLEDGE
IS HORSEPOWER
A few words from Arron
Johnson: “My ‘Power Building
Video Series’ will teach you how
to get a combination of carefully
matched, properly tuned,
horsepower pumping parts that
all work together to turn your
ride into a mean machine! I
explain everything in simple to
43006
understand, plain English so just about
everyone can understand what I’m talking
about. Topics such as engine blocks, machining,
cranks, rods, pistons, compression ratios, camshafts,
lifters, rocker arms, heads, porting, intake
manifolds, headers, carburetion, superchargers,
nitrous systems, ignition systems, tuning, gearing,
transmissions, torque converters, and even down
to which oil works the best are covered.
43006
Engine Building ....................... 34.99 set
DCARB Performance Carburetor .......... 29.99 set
DSUPR Superchargers .......................... 29.99 set
DNIT
Nitrous Oxide .......................... 29.99 set
DRTAS Rotating Assemblies ................ 29.99 set
DHPV
Heads, Porting & Valve Trains 34.99 set

My Classic Car DVD
Collection
American automobiles have
been around since the early
1900’s, but in the 50’s, 60’s,
and 70’s they became part of
American culture, and they
gave America an identity.
With the help of Dennis Gage
14412
you can take a look at the cool cars of the
ﬁfties and the muscle cars of the 60’s and 70’s.
In Cool Cars of The Fifties, take a nostalgic ride
in such classics as a 1948 Tucker, 1955 Bel Air,
1954 Buick Riviera and 1950 Mercury just to
name a few. Or take a pedal to the metal ride with
such muscle machine manufacturers as Chevrolet,
Ford, Buick, Oldsmobile, Pontiac and the Mopars.
Also available is Jay Leno, Certiﬁed Car Nut.
Dennis takes you inside Jay’s garage to look at his
collection and take some of his favorite cars
and motorcycle for test drives.
14412 Chevy Muscle Cars ...................... 12.99 ea
14413 Ford Muscle Cars ......................... 12.99 ea
14415 Mopar Muscle Cars...................... 12.99 ea
14416 Jay Leno, Certiﬁed Car Nut ......... 12.99 ea
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Chevrolet by the numbers
is the only authoritative
reference for identifying
and verifying the correct
Chevrolet parts by casting
number, for your exact
model. Every engine is
covered from the ultrarare, high-performance
aluminum 427 for the
ZL-1, to the common 283
found in Impala station
wagons. All engine blocks,
cylinder heads, pistons,
connecting rods, crankshafts, camshafts, manifolds
and more, are listed. If you want to know the
original parts for your Chevrolet drivetrain, not
what will interchange or ﬁt, but the correct part that
came with your car when it rolled off the assembly
line, Chevrolet by the numbers has the answer.
Softbound, 8-3/8" x 11".
L508 1955-59 230 pgs, 700 b&w ill... 41.99 ea
L509 1960-64 291 pgs, 200+ b&w ill 41.99 ea
L510 1965-69 335 pgs, 398 ill............ 39.99 ea
L511 1970-75 295 pgs, 250 ill............ 39.99 ea

Street Machines: Classics,
Muscle Cars, Modern

CCR04

Chop Cut Rebuild Season DVDs
Join host Dan Woods on a journey to some of
Southern California’s most renowned restoration
and build facilities.
Season 3: A 1967 Camaro coupe and a 1935 Ford.
Season 4: A 1964 Impala and a Bricklin SV-1.
Season 5: The ﬁrst is a 1953 Chevy Pickup.
The second is a 1970 Plymouth Cuda.
Season 6: A 1969 Yenko tribute and a 1940
Mercury coupe.
CCR04
season 4 ................................. 12.99 ea
CCR05
season 5 ................................. 12.99 ea
CCR06
season 6 .................................. 12.99 ea

Cool Ways to Protect Your Car!

1970-73 Camaro Grill Mask
Manufactured as a 1 piece design which will install
correctly while ﬁtting evenly across the front end.
Applications are available for standard models without
front spoiler or bumper guards.
Note: 1970-73 Grill masks are not intended for vehicles
equipped with a front spoiler or front bumper guards.

M820

1970-73

standard ................... 82.49 ea

1987-97 Conv. Interior Cover

Car Care Products
E

14492

14493

FG2003

FG2042

FG2307

FG2305

Fender Gripper Fender Cover
Manufactured using a cushion soft, non-slip material,
Fender Gripper fender covers will not slide off or move
around when in use. They are impervious to motor oil,
coolant, brake ﬂuid and will not harm the paint and
are easily hand washable.
Note: Dimensions 22" x 34".

UV10066

1967-02 Deluxe Windshield Heat Shield

Protect the windshield and interior from ultraviolet sun
rays, airborne pollutants, dew, light rain, droppings
from trees and birds and other potentially hazardous
elements. Installation is easy – Fabric straps secure the
cover under the trunk lid and Velcro or elastic straps go
around or through the door handles. Available in gray
Polycotton or Evolution 4 material in blue, gray or gold.
TC3004B 1987-92 blue Evolution ... 85.99 ea
TC3004G 1987-92 gray Evolution ... 99.99 ea
TC3025B 1993-97 blue Evolution ... 85.99 ea
TC3025G 1993-97 gray Evolution ... 99.99 ea
TC3025L 1993-97 gold Evolution ... 94.99 ea

1449

1967-02 Custom Fit Windshield Sun Shade
Keep your interior up to 40 degrees cooler by reﬂecting
the sun’s harmful UV rays! Return to a cooler parked
vehicle with both reduced ambient heat and much cooler
steering wheel, shifter and seat surfaces! Custom tailored
to ﬁt the inside of your vehicle’s windshield, ﬁlling
every corner for maximum protection, style and ease of
installation. It’s high tech, incredibly reﬂective, closed
cell foam material prevents costly dash pad and steering
wheel damage, while improving your comfort. Stores
conveniently rolled up with a sewn-in Velcro strap.
WS100
1967-69 .................................. 32.99 ea
WS101
1970-81 .................................. 32.99 ea
WS102
1982-92 .................................. 32.99 ea
WS103
1993-02 .................................. 32.99 ea

1996-97 Camaro Grill Mask
We have a grill mask speciﬁcally designed for your
model. Each mask is a one piece design that is
manufactured for a tight ﬁt.
M2090
1996-97
Rally Sport .......... 82.49 ea

14496

Easy to use UVS100 ultra violet heat shield helps reduce
interior temperature and protect from damaging sun
rays that come through the front windshield. One side
is silver reﬂective fabric and the other side is ﬁnished
in soft Pellon felt. Both fabrics are laminated to a foam
core board which acts as an insulator to help reduce heat
buildup. Produced using presewn panels that quickly
accordion fold for handy storage. There is no hardware
or hassles, simply fold and position across the windshield
surface, then fold the sun visors down to hold the shield
in place. Optional storage bag is available.
UV10070 1967-69 coupe heat shield .. 59.99 ea
UV10066 1970-81 all heat shield ....... 59.99 ea
UV10067 1982-92 coupe heat shield .. 59.99 ea
UV10541 1993-02 coupe heat shield .. 59.99 ea
UVB7
1967-81 storage bag ........... 7.99 ea
UVB3
1982-92 storage bag ........... 7.99 ea
UVB9
1993-02 storage bag ........... 7.99 ea

14496
1449
14492
14493
FG2003
FG2007
FG2005
FG2042
FG2307
FG2301
FG2302
FG2303
FG2304
FG2305

early Camaro ..........................
late Camaro.............................
Chevrolet Bow Tie w/blue ﬁll
Super Sport .............................
Genuine Chevrolet ..................
Chevrolet Racing ....................
Heartbeat of America..............
General Motors .......................
The Money Pit ........................
red/silver ﬂames .....................
blue/silver ﬂames ....................
yellow/silver ﬂames ................
silver/blue ﬂames ....................
orange ﬂames ..........................

26.99
26.99
26.99
26.99
26.99
26.99
26.99
26.99
26.99
26.99
26.99
26.99
26.99
26.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

GM Roadside Assistance Set
Be prepared in case of an emergency with this roadside
assistance set. This set includes everything you might
need. The roadside assistance set includes: Bungee
cords, ﬂashlight, fuse kit, gloves, pliers, tape, rag,
poncho, screwdriver with bits, tire gauge, and roll-up
storage bag with the GM logo.
G149182
roadside assistance ............... 49.99 set

car completely
covered

Locking Hood Pin Set
Touchless Car Cover
The Touchless Car Cover can prevent the growth of
mold and bacteria under the cover in those unreachable
nooks and crannies resulting in a car that smells like
mildew. Just drive in and out to cover your car! Zippered
sides allow access with the cover in place. There are
no metal parts to corrode. Easy to setup and use with
universal front and rear skirts. Fit sedans, wagons and
coupes 196" or shorter.
W34002
............................................ 237.99 ea
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Grill Masks

1967-69 Auto Fender Bib
Hot rodders, classic car owners, and restoration
craftsmen alike will appreciate this product. Make
concerns about paint scratches while working in the
engine compartment a thing of the past. The fender
bib cushions and protects your paint job 360 degrees
around the engine compartment.
BB701106
1967-69
Camaro ....... 344.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

This locking hood pin
set can be used in place
of standard hood pins to
secure your hood with
two barrel locks. Set
includes: 2 chromeplated lock sets, gaskets
and escutcheons, 2 fully threaded lock pins with
nuts and 2 keys. For use in conjunction with
stock hood latch mechanism.
S4062
................................................. 16.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Make Sure Your Vehicle is Safe and Secure!

A9200102

TrackPort GPS Vehicle Tracker
The TrackPort is the easiest way to track a car or truck,
and protect it against thieves. Just plug the device
into your car’s OBD-II (On Board Diagnostic) port.
Normally located under the driver side dash, this port
has been standard on all vehicles sold in the United
States since 1996. Use your vehicle’s existing port to
supply uninterrupted power to your tracking device.
Unlike traditional hard wired tracking devices, an OBD
GPS tracker can be easily moved from one vehicle to
another with no tools and little effort. It’s completely
“Plug and Play”.
• No installation required, just plug in and go
• Move TrackPort instantly from car to car
• Location updates every 30 seconds
• Powered by your vehicle – no batteries needed
• U.S. tracking only
Know where the TrackPort is at any time, view where
it’s been, and run reports on the vehicle’s behavior
from any computer, tablet, or smartphone with a web
connection. Receive customizable location or speed
based alerts via text message or email. Purchase of this
device constitutes agreeing to the monthly service fees
chosen upon sale. The TrackPort requires a $29.99 per
month fee for unlimited GPS tracking, billed every 30
days (billing starts 7 days after purchase).
Note: If service is inactive for 60 days or more, reactivation
will require a new SIM card for your device and may take
up to 5 business days.

A9200102
A9200113

Trackport ............................ 54.99 ea
Trackport 3.0 ...................... 99.99 ea

EL95730

Security System w/Remote Starter
Electric Life full featured security system with remote
start. Both the alarm and remote operate through the
remote from as far away as 600 feet. The included 5
button remotes feature 2 auxiliary channels in addition
to controlling the remote start, keyless entry (lock/
unlock), and trunk release functions. Other features
include remote controlled anti-car jack, panic with
smart lock/unlock and lighting controls. Available with
or without the 2 way FM receiver option. The 2 way
FM receiver can send and receive commands while
monitoring alarm and engine operations.
EL95700
.......................................... 149.99 ea
EL95730
with FM receiver .............. 244.99 ea

Remote Starter System with Keyless Entry
Stand alone remote starter kit with keyless entry from
Electric Life. This kit includes two 5 button wireless
remotes, a built-in parking light relay, a plug-in override
switch, true RPM sensing, reliable smart engine run
sensing, and a programmable cold start timer. They
feature a factory transponder bypass, a starter disable,
two ignition relay outputs, and a stop feature. This
system will get your engine and passenger cabin up
to temperature increasing your vehicles reliability,
performance, and comfort.
Note: For automatic transmissions only.

EL95600

........................................ 119.99 ea

Remote Alarm System
Stand alone premium alarm system from Electric Life.
This kit includes two 4 channel wireless remotes with
three additional auxiliary outputs. It features dual zone
shock sensors, starter disable, R.F. lockout, and a 120
dB 6 tone alarm.
EL95710
......................................... 136.99 ea

EL95720

Alarm and Remote Start Upgrades
for Keyless Entry Systems
Universal add on keyless entry accessories from
Electric-Life. These add-ons will integrate with your
current keyless entry or alarm system. These add-ons
are a great upgrade for vehicles already equipped with
a factory or aftermarket remote entry systems.
EL95715
add-on alarm .................... 71.99 ea
EL95720
add-on remote start .......... 114.99 ea

LED False Alarm
Deter auto theft with a “ﬂashing red LED” that gives the
appearance of a sophisticated alarm system at a fraction
of the cost. In minutes the battery operated Guardian
3000 can be installed anywhere on the dashboard.
G3000
................................................. 19.99 ea

S32900

Lock-Out Tool Set

Starter-Stop Anti-Theft Device
The Starter-Stop is a
low cost theft protection
device that disables the
vehicles ignition. This
works with virtually all
12V cars. Simply wire it
into any on/off switch in
your vehicle and that will
become your personal
kill switch. It automatically arms when the ignition
is turned off. There are no batteries to wear out, no
annoying siren and no transmitters
to lose.
14070
................................................. 19.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

The Ultimate Anti-Theft System!
By immobilizing the brake pedal,
the Pedal Jack makes it impossible
to drive the vehicle. Federal Vehicle
safety standards require brake pedals
to be unbreakable. The Pedal Jack
uses this fact to it’s advantage in
providing tamper-proof security
for your vehicle. Furthermore,
the Pedal Jack itself is
constructed using heavy-duty,
heat treated tempered steel
that is saw proof and cannot
be fractured by Freon gas. It
has a patented high security
lock that is protected by a
tempered steel plate making
it drillproof. Each lock comes
with three keys that cannot be
duplicated. The Pedal Jack is
fully adjustable to ﬁt perfectly
on cars, vans and light trucks.
UN1001A ............................................. 49.99 ea

Auto Security
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S32903

The BigEasy tool set will allow you to actuate the lock
buttons, door handles, or lock knobs on most vehicles
with no special training required! The rod measures
55" long and is powder coated in high visibility pink.
Set also includes: non-marring wedge, paint protector,
and a lock knob lifter. We also offer the BigEasy Loop,
which attaches to the BigEasy rod to provide a ﬂexible,
yet strong, noose for window cranks and door handles.
Carrying case sold separately.
S32900
BigEasy tool set ..................... 35.99 set
S32903
BigEasy loop attachment ....... 9.99 ea
S32935
BigEasy carrying case ............ 31.99 ea

Remote Keyless Entry System
Remote keyless entry system from Electric Life. This
simple system features two 4 button remote transmitters
with designated lock and unlock buttons, and auxiliary
channels for trunk release, power windows, remote
start, or a multitude of other options. These systems
will integrate with any vehicle equipped with factory
or aftermarket power door locks.
EL95121
add-on alarm ....................... 74.99 ea

Inspection Approval Stamps

Body Markers/Paints

Achieve complete authenticity for your vehicle
by applying inspection approval stamps!
The ﬁrst and only kit designed to put inspection
marks on your undercarriage and hood!
A complete set of stamps with specially formulated paint
and crayons are included to truly complete your restoration!
Basic or deluxe kits are available depending on
your restoration requirements!
It’s the details that make the difference!

Y

ou may have seen the letters P.T.B. on the ﬁrewall of your vehicle. The
markings have speciﬁc meanings. We’ve offered a brief explanation to
the most commonly asked questions concerning the replacement of these
markings. The key between a good restoration and a great restoration is how much
detail is put into it. Enter your restored vehicle in the show of your choice and
maintain complete originality by obtaining the correct inspection markings. The
judges will be impressed!

Questions and Answers
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

What does P.T.B. stand for?
P.T.B. means P = Paint, T = Trim, B = Body.
Do they go in any certain order?
No. They can be mixed up in any way you like. PTB, TBP, BTP, TPB, etc.
The most common way is PTB.
Where do they go?
PTB can be on either side of the ﬁrewall but the drivers side is the most
common. They have also been seen on the side of the cowl behind the
fender but it would be useless to put them there since they can’t be seen.
What color should they be?
They can be orange, light green, or a mixture of both. For example
P=orange, T= light green, B=orange, or anyway you like. If your PTB is
still intact before your restoration, do your new PTB’s in the same colors.
Not all vehicles included PTB’s but when restoring yours we suggest
you put them on.

Chassis Inspection Mark Paint
Restore the many colored factory marks found on your suspension, engine and
driveline components. These marks are found on most cars, and were used for
inspection, parts picking codes and alignment marks. These inspection paints are
color matched to original. In many cases they’re supplied with technical bulletins
to help you apply them in the proper locations. Supplied in 2 oz. brush top bottles.
PM03101
dark blue......................................................................... 10.99 ea
PM03101L
medium blue................................................................... 10.99 ea
PM03102
bright yellow #1 ............................................................. 10.99 ea
PM03103
white............................................................................... 10.99 ea
PM03104
original #1 ...................................................................... 10.99 ea
PM03105
green #1.......................................................................... 10.99 ea
PM03106
dark green #2.................................................................. 10.99 ea
PM03107
red .................................................................................. 10.99 ea
PM03108
spindle orange ................................................................ 10.99 ea
PM03109
pitman arm blue ............................................................. 10.99 ea
PM03110
lavender .......................................................................... 10.99 ea
PM03111
orange #2........................................................................ 10.99 ea
PM03112
green #3.......................................................................... 10.99 ea
PM03113
orange #3........................................................................ 10.99 ea
PM03114
yellow #2........................................................................ 10.99 ea
PM03115
light blue ........................................................................ 10.99 ea
PM03116
dark blue......................................................................... 10.99 ea
PM03118
crossmember orange ...................................................... 10.99 ea
PM03120
purple ............................................................................. 10.99 ea
PM03121
dark green....................................................................... 10.99 ea
PM03122
bright green .................................................................... 10.99 ea
PM03123
gray ................................................................................ 10.99 ea
PM03124
blue................................................................................. 10.99 ea
PM03125
pink ................................................................................ 10.99 ea

Firewall and Frame Marking Crayons
These are the correct “grease pencil style” crayons used for marking the factory
inspection marks on your ﬁrewall, subframe and other various sheet metal areas.
Included are a yellow and a white marking crayon.
K0084
............................................................................................ 5.99 pr
CC12

PM0302
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PM0301
PM0303

PM0304

Factory Inspection Marking Kits
Includes the correct P.T.B. stamps with specially formulated paint to give your
vehicle the ﬁnal inspection marks that the factory put on. Also included are the
yellow and white crayons for marking your ﬁrewall with the factory inspection
marks. A must for any true restoration.
CC12
basic kit
2 paint colors, 2 brushes.............................. 72.99 kit
CC13
deluxe kit
7 paint colors, 7 brushes.............................. 129.99 kit
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PM0305

Frame Engine and Body Marker

CC13

Auto makers use these permanent markers to write codes and numbers on frames,
engines and body components. Engine sufﬁx codes were often written on the back
of the cylinder heads. Job numbers were written on the ﬁrewall, frame, engine and
other components to assure the correct car was being built according to the build
sheet. These permanent paint markers will help you exactly duplicate the factory
original marks.
PM0301
white............................................................................... 10.99 ea
PM0302
green............................................................................... 10.99 ea
PM0303
orange............................................................................. 10.99 ea
PM0304
red .................................................................................. 10.99 ea
PM0305
yellow............................................................................. 10.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

MOTHERS ® – High-Performance Car Care Products
Regular Formula Wheel Mist

California Gold Clay Bar Set
The clay bar system has been a closely
guarded secret of professional detailers
for many years. Until now they have
had nearly exclusive access to this
technology. Now Mothers® makes it
available to you so you can gain the
beneﬁts of the system, saving time and
money. Everything you need is included
in this box: one 80 gram Mothers®
California Gold Clay Bar (enough to save
at least three average sized cars), one 16
oz. bottle of California Gold® Showtime®
Instant Detailer (clay bar lubricant) and
one 4 ounce bottle of California Gold®
Original Formula Liquid Carnauba Wax
to provide long-lasting protection.
M07240
........................ 21.99 set

California Gold Original Formula
Paste Wax
Genuine Brazilian
carnauba wax
combined with
cleaners is the secret
to a superb shine and
incredible protection. Original formula
is created with carnauba wax, top of
the line cleaners, the highest quality
polishes and ﬁnish restorers. Works
great on cars, trucks, motorcycles and
airplanes. Is safe for clear coats. Gives
the shine you would expect from a
paste wax and is easy to use.
M05500 12 ﬂ. oz. .......... 12.99 ea

California Gold Natural Formula
Paste Wax

Mothers® Mag & Aluminum Polish
Mothers® secret
formula is world
renowned for
providing the
easiest, brightest
shine for aluminum
wheels, manifolds,
valve covers, brass trim, all alloy parts
and accessories. Tough enough to
tackle the most neglected metals,
yet gentle enough to use every day.
M05100 5 oz. ....................... 5.99 ea
M05101 10 oz. economy size 8.99 ea

California Gold Pre-Wax Cleaner
Cleans like only
Mothers® can. See
incredible results
on clear coat paints,
lacquers, enamels,
pearls, candies,
urethanes and all other
paint types. Prepares
paint for waxing or
glazing by removing
oxidation, dirt, stains
and old wax. Restore
color and luster to your
paint with Mothers®
Pre-Wax Cleaner.
M07100 16 ﬂ. oz. ..........

Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner
Carpet & Upholstery Cleaner is a must
for removing stubborn dirt and stains
from velour, vinyl, cloth, carpets and
sheepskin covers. Safe and effective
on all automotive fabrics, yet works
great for home use too. This special
formula is designed to get out some
of the toughest dirt you’ll ﬁnd. Even
works great on grease, gum and stains
caused from mud.
M05422 22 ﬂ. oz. ............ 7.99 ea

Preserves Protectant
7.99 ea

California Gold Natural
Formula Liquid Wax
This natural formula
wax contains carnauba
wax and just enough
modern chemistry to
let you easily apply it,
remove the light haze
and enjoy the most
spectacular shine you
will ever experience. For
a truly brilliant shine,
accept no substitute.
M05750
16 ﬂ. oz.......... 11.99 ea

Mothers® PowerBall
Mothers® PowerBall
is the ﬁrst foam
polishing tool
designed to
revitalize billet,
diamond plate,
polished aluminum,
stainless steel, plastic
lenses, convertible top windows
and much more. When used with
Mothers® PowerMetal polish, the
power ball is ideal for any uncoated,
polishable metal ﬁnish. Its unique
and durable construction compresses
to ﬁt tight spaces, so polishing
difﬁcult, intricate metal work to a
mirrorlike ﬁnish is fast and easy.
M05140 PowerBall ....... 28.99 ea

Chrome & Glass
Cleaner/Protector

5.99 ea

California Gold Sealer & Glaze
Enjoy the ultimate
brilliance of a show car
shine on all paint types
and colors including
clear coats, blacks,
reds and candies. Fills
and hides scratches,
swirl marks and spider
webbing. Formulated
to achieve spectacular,
professional results by
hand or with a buffer.
Will not streak, smear
or ﬁngerprint and may
be used over existing wax.
M08100 16 ﬂ. oz. ..........

California Gold
Carnauba Cleaner Wax
The alternative to paste wax is this
terrific liquid wax with cleaner.
It contains Brazilian carnauba for
spectacular shine and state-of-theart chemical ﬁlm formers to lock in
durable protection. Great for all paints.
Restores color, removes oxidation and
is detergent resistant. Safe for clear
coats too.
M05701 16 ﬂ. oz............... 7.99 ea

Provides preservation
and protection
for 30 days. This
unique formula penetrates
and bonds to block out
the harmful effects of
ultraviolet rays, ozone,
smog and contaminants
to protect, rubber,
vinyl, plastic and
ﬁberglass. It beautiﬁes
and protects tires,
bumpers, vinyl tops,
dash boards, window
trim, seats, household
items, sporting goods and just
about everything else.
M05316
16 ﬂ. oz. .......... 8.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Ideal for cleaning
and protecting
windows, mirrors,
bumpers, wheels and
chrome trim. Leaves
surfaces clean and
streak free. Unique
protecting agents
resist smears
and ﬁngerprints.
M05208 12 ﬂ. oz. ............ 5.99 ea

Mothers® Back-to-Black
Renews and protects all
exterior trim. Perfect
for all vinyl, rubber,
plastic, ﬂat ﬁnishes,
yet surfaces need not
be black to achieve
superior results. Works
incredibly well on both
smooth and textured
surfaces, bumpers,
protective and
decorative moldings,
louvers, air vents,
window trim and wiper
arms. After applying,
surfaces look new again and will be
protected against further oxidation
or deterioration caused by harsh
elements. To get back to beauty,
get Back-to-Black.
M06108
8 ﬂ. oz. ............. 6.99 ea

Car Care Products
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This natural formula
wax contains carnauba
wax and just enough
modern chemistry to
let you easily apply it,
remove the light haze and enjoy the
most spectacular shine you will ever
experience. For a truly brilliant
shine, accept no substitute.
M05550 12 oz. paste ..... 19.99 ea

California Gold Car Wash
Cleans and shines like only Mothers®
can. This ultra sudsy car wash contains
detergent strong enough to wash away
dirt, road ﬁlm, bugs, bird droppings and
other contaminants, yet its exclusive PH
balanced formula will not remove wax
and resists water spotting.
M05600 16 oz. .................... 4.99 ea
M05632 32 oz. economy size 6.99 ea

Rusty rims? Oxidized
bumpers? Don’t
worry Mothers® will
clean it up for you.
The original, one step
wire and mag wheel
cleaner, formulated for
chrome and rough
cast aluminum. No
scrubbing or elbow
grease needed. Simply
spray on and hose
off dirt, oxidation,
rust and brake dust
for the best shine and
the ultimate sparkle.
Works great on
chrome bumpers, side pipes or any
hard to clean bright metal surface.
M05824 24 ﬂ. oz. ............ 6.99 ea

OER – The New Standard of Excellence in Car Care!
®

Professional Products for the Enthusiast!
Professional grade car care detailing supplies are no
longer just for professionals. OER® is pleased to offer
our complete line of car care products for the auto
detailing professional and/or classic car enthusiast.
Now you can purchase our exclusive “Secret Formula”
car care products in consumer friendly 16 oz. bottles,
and you too can achieve the amazing results that only a
detailer using professional grade products can achieve.
If you detail your car often, take advantage of our bulk
packaging and purchase your favorite products by the
gallon! If you are tired of paying for expensive bottles
with colorful labels and achieving mediocre results,
then do your car’s delicate ﬁnish a favor and order
our complete car care system today. OER® offers the
highest quality car care formulas at any price, without
the hype of expensive advertising and high dollar
packaging. No fancy bottles or labels to pay for, our
product speaks for itself!

Exclusive Formulas
Not Available In Stores!

OER® Secret Formula Wash and Wax Products
®

OER Super Foam
Maxi-Suds Car Wash
This high sudsing,
biodegradable liquid is
concentrated 200:1 for
economy. Mix one cap
full with 4-5 gallons of
water for a daily paint
shampoo. Washes
away dirt, grease
and road grime, and
rinses easily. Its pH
balanced formula will
not harm previously
applied wax or sealant.
A concentrated liquid car wash that offers economy
without sacriﬁcing high-performance cleaning ability.
Whether you use hard or soft water does not matter;
Super Foam produces thick, rich suds that lift away
dirt and oily road ﬁlm. The unique Secret Formula
offers unmatched lubricity to assure that particles
glide gently across surface and are safely rinsed off.
Formulated with OER® Super Foam Maxi Suds –
high suds foaming action. Engineered to simply
be the best wash and gloss at any price.
K89612
16 oz. bottle......................... 6.99 ea
K89613
1 gallon................................ 24.99 ea
®
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OER “Secret Formula” D.A. Polish
This body shop safe, 100%
wax and silicone free polish
will prepare any paint for the
perfect sealant. Available
in your choice of 2
grades to rapidly remove
light scratches, swirls,
key marks, ﬁngernail
scratches, and other
imperfections. Each grade
starts out as a polish then
breaks down to a ﬁnal step
product that produces an
exceptional shine. Use the
Pro-Polish as a ﬁnal product or a superior foundation
for wax, sealant or glaze. To start out with a slightly
more aggressive polish, step up to the medium grit
product Scratch & Swirl B-Gone. For best results use
with a D.A. or rotary polisher.
Pro-Polish - Final Step – Light Cut 3000 Grit
K89607
light to ﬁnal
12 oz. ...... 12.99 ea
K89608
light to ﬁnal
32 oz. ...... 29.99 ea
Scratch & Swirl B-Gone – Med Cut 1500-1700 Grit
K89609
medium to ﬁnal
12 oz. ...... 12.99 ea
K89610
medium to ﬁnal
32 oz. ...... 29.99 ea
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®

OER “Secret Formula” Clay Bar System
Clay pulls out all the contaminants you cannot see, but
that you can deﬁnitely feel, like industrial fallout, rail
dust, and brake dust. Though these contaminants are
K89477
not visible, you can tell they are there because the paint
will feel rough or gritty. These contaminants may cause
patches of paint to appear dull, even after waxing. As
these contaminants oxidize, they create rust spots within
the paint. Once this happens, the oxidation is considerably
harder to remove and will most likely take a good bit of
K89478
paint with it. Clay bar will remove these contaminants and
leave the surface silky smooth with a mirrorlike smooth
ﬁnish. One premium professional duty bar is enough to
do 8-10 vehicles. Our clay will not break or deteriorate
into small particles like inferior low quality clay bars.
K89449
K89444
K89445
Super elastic to remove harmful particles quickly and
effectively. Acts as a magnet to foreign particles, literally
pulling the paint fouling grime away from the surface of the paint. Clay lubricant is essential to the performance
and safety of clay. It provides the necessary slick surface for clay to glide on. Using low quality clay lubes
or cheap detail sprays will deteriorate your bar and lead to poor clay bar performance. Also beware of soapy
water as a clay lube, detergent or surfactant based soaps will cause the clay to deteriorate. OER® Slick-It Clay
Lubricant is available in a 16 oz. bottle or pro-sized gallon.
OER® Slick-It Clay Lubricant
K89444
16 oz. bottle...................................................................................................................... 9.99 ea
K89445
1 gallon............................................................................................................................. 24.99 ea
OER® Secret Formula Clay Block
K89477
yellow block, light duty for regular everyday use ........................................................... 12.99 ea
K89478
blue block, medium duty for moderate oxidation ............................................................ 12.99 ea
K89449
black block, heavy-duty for heavy oxidation ................................................................... 12.99 ea
®

OER “Secret Formula” Acryli-Shine Glaze
Glaze is a polish without
any cleaning properties used
primarily to improve the
shine and clarity of paint.
Primarily used by body
shops for ﬁnishing jobs or
by detail shops to bring
out the brilliance of paint,
glazes are also commonly
used on show vehicles to
achieve a “high-luster or wet
look”. It was developed for
the darker ﬁnishes, using a
slightly moister formulation
to enhance the difﬁcult to wax paint ﬁnishes. The
application process is forgiving, smooth, and dust
free. Your moldings will not turn white. Glazes do
not replace polishing. If a surface has minor swirls
and imperfections, to achieve the best superior
results, the surface should be polished with our
OER® Secret Formula Pro-Polish ﬁrst.
K89620
32 oz. bottle......................... 29.99 ea
K89621
1 gallon................................ 49.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

®

OER D.A. Paint Sealant + 3X Carnauba
Just one coat of this sealant is all you
need to protect your auto’s ﬁnish
for 6 to 8 months. OER® D.A. Paint
Sealant’s 3X Carnauba
creates an anti-static, heat
resistant protective seal
against corrosive elements
such as ultraviolet rays,
salt water, acid rain and
industrial pollutants. Can
be applied in multiple
layers to deepen the shine
and level of protection
without compromising your
paint or clear coat. Coats
your vehicle in a protective seal delivering a glossy, rich,
liquid shimmer that leaps off the paint surface. Anti-static
formula discourages the settling of new dust. Bring
out the depth of the paint color while the shine
enhancers leave a glass-like mirror ﬁnish.
K89601
12 oz. bottle .......................... 14.99 ea
K89602
1 gallon ................................. 24.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Get The OER Advantage... It’s Almost Unfair!
®

®

OER “Secret Formula” Waterless Wash
We care for the environment, and
if you share the same feeling,
try out OER® Secret Formula
Waterless Wash... a
unique product which can
help you conserve water
while keeping your car
sparkling clean. However,
just because our product
doesn’t call for the use of
water, by no means it is
any less effective. In fact,
because there is no water,
it is much easier on the
ﬁnish and other bodywork
in general. It cleans, shines and protects all paints,
clear coats, rubber,vinyl and plastic surfaces. It even
softens and breaks down light surface contamination
while it captures and reduces dirt particles, lifting them
off the surface of your vehicle. For all its cleaning
power, it will not strip or remove wax or sealants and
delivers superior results in the sun or in the shade. It’s
inexpensive, provides outstanding results, and is
so easy to use... It’s almost unfair!
K89605 16 oz. bottle ............................ 9.99 ea
K89606 1 gallon ................................... 24.99 ea
®

OER “Secret Formula” Slick-It Spray Wax
OER® Slick-It Spray Wax is a
quick, easy to use spray wax.
Spray on and wipe off!
Our special high lubricity
secret formula actually
encapsulates dust particles
and enhances a deep
luster without using
water. This innovative
product removes surface
dust, ﬁngerprints and
smudges from showroom
vehicles while leaving
a clean glossy ﬁnish.
Softens and breaks down
light surface contamination while it captures and
reduces dirt particles and lifts them off the surface
of your vehicle. Will not strip or remove wax or
sealants. Good product to upkeep shine on a show
quality ﬁnish or as a ﬁnal product to go over the
vehicle after a good wax or sealant application, It’s
inexpensive, provides outstanding results, and
is so easy to use... It’s almost unfair!
K89444
16 oz. bottle.......................... 9.99 ea
K89445
1 gallon................................. 24.99 ea
®

OER “Secret Formula” Headlight Restorer

K89440
K89828 – sold separately

®

OER Premium Carnauba Hard Paste Wax
This product is a favorite among professionals in the
industry as well as automotive connoisseurs who insist
on the ﬁnest quality. Made from 100% pure Brazilian
Carnauba Wax, this hard paste wax leaves any ﬁnish
with an exceptionally long-lasting, lustrous, clear
shine. Apply by hand with a damp cloth. For precleaned surfaces only. As hard as a brick, yet easy to
apply and remove. For use on any color paint. Bonds
with clean paint, waxes and sealants to offer a deeper
richer shine and longer lasting protection. One coat
is truly all you need, however, layer it as many times
as you want to achieve desired results. Long-lasting
2-3 month protection. Formulated for successful use
even in the sun! Works like a sun block to protect your
paint and deliver an unparalleled show car shine. The
5" round microﬁber applicator pads make it easy to
apply waxes or rubbing compounds without scratching
paint or clear coat. Simply rinse and reuse. Microﬁber
applicators are highly absorbent, strong yet gentle and
the fabric is machine washable.
K89440
7 oz. can ................................ 19.99 ea
K89828
5" microﬁber applicator ........ 2.99 pr

K89623

K89828 – sold separately

®

OER Premium Carnauba Pre-Softened Wax
OER® Secret Formula Pre-Softened Carnauba Paste
Wax is in a class all its own. A pre-softened paste wax
with no cleaners, it leaves a deep, brilliant long-lasting
shine. It protects and beads up with a glass like gloss
that lasts up to 6 months. It works beautifully on all
colors, even on blacks, reds, and burgundies, ﬁlling in
swirl marks. It’s also super easy on and off: just wipe
on in a circular motion, and take off with a microﬁber
immediately. No need to wait for it to dry! Leaves no
white haze at all, there is no white residue to clean
out of the cracks, and no need to be careful around the
exterior trim – it won’t leave white marks! There’s no
trade-off here: the easiest application in the world, and
the best results! Great grape smell. For the enthusiast
who demands the highest and wettest level of shine,
OER® Secret Formula Pre-Softened Carnauba Paste
Wax is a premium blend of genuine carnauba wax
and natural oils that makes paint “drip off of your
vehicle” with a high gloss shine and shimmer that is
sure to impress even the toughest critics. The 5" round
microﬁber applicator pads make it easy to apply waxes
or rubbing compounds without scratching paint or clear
coat. Simply rinse and reuse. Microﬁber applicators
are highly absorbent, strong yet gentle and the fabric
is machine washable.
K89622
15 oz. can .............................. 29.99 ea
K89623
20 oz. can .............................. 39.99 ea
K89828
5" microﬁber applicator ........ 2.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

This is a brand new
technology that consists
of a special blend of
polymers, resins, and
natural carnauba. OER®
Secret Formula Liquid
Carnauba Butter Wet
Wax Creme leaves your
car shining like it was
just washed! Contains
no cleaners or abrasives,
and will not stain plastic or rubber. Suitable for easy
application and removal in the sun or shade, hot or cool
temperatures. Shows best on dark ﬁnishes, but works
great on all colors. Shines and polishes with no cleaners
or abrasives. Long-lasting protection that brings out
the deep shine and luster of all colors. Slippery nonstick protection and gloss. You’ll swear the car is wet.
Available in your choice of 12 oz. bottle or buy the
professional sized gallon jug and save!
K89603
12 oz. bottle............................ 9.99 ea
K89604
1 gallon................................... 39.99 ea
®

OER Liquid Carnauba Cherry Wet Wax Creme
OER® Secret Formula Cherry Wet Wax
Creme Liquid Carnauba will leave your
car shining like it’s still wet! This
liquid Carnauba shines and polishes
with no cleaners or abrasives
and will not stain plastic
or rubber! Suitable for
easy application either
in the sun or shade,
and is easy to use in
hot or cold climates.
This fast and easy one
step cream wax cleans,
polishes and protects in
one operation. Gently
removes ﬁne scratches,
buffer marks and light oxidation. Natural oils restore
gloss and enhance depth. Imported waxes and
copolymers offer long term, high gloss protection.
Safe for all paint ﬁnishes with a pleasant cherry
scent. For hand or machine use. Offering not only
long-lasting protection, it also brings out the deep
shine and luster of all colors. Slippery non-stick
protection and gloss. You’ll swear your car’s still
wet! Available in your choice of 16 oz. bottle or
buy the professional sized gallon jug and save!
K89624
16 oz. bottle ........................... 9.99 ea
K89625
1 gallon .................................. 39.99 ea
®

OER Pro-Seal 109 Carnauba Paint Sealant
OER® Secret Formula Pro-Seal
109 Carnauba Paint Sealant is a
proprietary blend of ﬂuorocarbon
polymer resins that creates a slippery,
slick barrier that accelerates water
runoff and protects auto ﬁnishes
from rain, acid rain, salt, dust, and
water spotting. Easy application by
hand! OER® Secret Formula Pro-Seal
109 provides high gloss protection
in minutes! Cleans, polishes, and
protects new and classic cars, trucks,
vans, and even boats. Contains 100%
pure carnauba wax; the hardest natural wax available.
Quickly cleans, seals and shines all paint ﬁnishes,
vinyl, plastic, rubber and chrome trim. Easily
removes tar, tree sap, road ﬁlm, paint oxidation
and water stains. OER® Secret Formula Pro-Seal
109 contains UV light absorbers to reduce fading,
oxidation, and cracking of paints. Non-abrasive
and safe for all automotive ﬁnishes.
K89626
12 oz. bottle............................ 12.99 ea

OER® Car Care
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OER® Secret Formula Headlight
Restorer Professional Polish for
plastic headlight lenses is not
only affordable, but unlike most
of the other headlight restoration
products available in the market,
is a professional formula that is
remarkably easy to use. However, we
do recommend that you apply it with
the aid of a machine for best results.
Over a period of time, the headlight
lenses are bound to become yellowed
and hazy. In such a situation, you
have two options, spend hundreds
of dollars for replacement, or try restoration. The
latter is what our product is meant for. Save money!
That’s right, you no longer have to replace foggy
headlights. In addition, you do not have to settle
for exorbitantly priced headlight restorer products
available elsewhere. We offer a better alternative for
less. Have a safer ride. When restored, your headlight
will deliver better luminance, yielding up to 30%
more road visibility.
K89628
12 oz. bottle ........................... 12.99 ea

®

OER Liquid Carnauba Butter
Wet Wax Creme

OER ® – The New Standard of Excellence in Car Care!

K89457

shiny ﬁnish

matte ﬁnish

®

OER Top Secret Top Care Formula
OER® Top Secret kits are a complete system for the
care of vinyl or canvas tops. Each consists of a heavyduty cleaner that safely removes the toughest soils and
stains with an exclusive formula that will not harm
automotive ﬁnishes. Included in the vinyl kit is our
cleaner, vinyl UV protectant, elite microﬁber towel,
and applicator. The canvas formula includes the top
cleaner, our exclusive aerosol canvas UV protectant
that repels water and stains, an elite microﬁber towel
and a pair of applicator pads. Both kits also include a
soft wash brush with 18" handle.
OER® Top Secret Kit – Vinyl Formula
K89456 cleaner, protectant & applicator 22.99 kit
OER® Top Secret Kit – Canvas Formula
K89457 cleaner & protectant ................ 22.99 kit
OER® Top Secret Components
K89458 16 oz. bottle top cleaner .......... 9.99 ea
K89468 16 oz. bottle vinyl protectant .. 10.99 ea
K89499 5.5 oz. aerosol canvas protectant 6.99 ea
K89460 applicator................................. 3.99 ea
K89819 elite microﬁber towel .............. 3.99 ea
K89835 soft wash brush with 18" handle 9.99 ea
K89816 microﬁber applicator pad ........ 5.99 pr

®

®

OER Ammonia Free Glass Cleaner
OER® Secret Formula Glass
Cleaner is a streak free, tint
safe window cleaner and
quite possibly the best
window cleaning liquid
ever made. Streak free
formula for glass or
plastic that sprays like
water. No foam and no
harsh smell. Just wipe
and watch dirt, grease,
water spots, smudges,
ﬁngerprints, forehead
grease and just
about anything else
disappear. No streaks
ever! Formulated with
non-ionic surfactants, specialized molecules that are
100% non-toxic and all surface safe, no reactivity,
100% ammonia free and safe to use on tinted
windows, clear plastic instrument panel lenses, and
headlamp and tail lamp lenses! One gallon mixes
with up to 3 gallons of distilled water to make more
product. It’s easy to save money! Available in your
choice of 16 oz. spray bottle or professional
size gallon jug.
K89466
16 oz. bottle .......................... 8.99 ea
K89467
1 gallon ................................. 15.99 ea

®

E
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OER Interior/Exterior Multi-Purpose
Fabric & Upholstery Cleaner
OER® Secret Formula Interior
Exterior Multi-Purpose
Fabric Cleaner is a solvent
based cleaner that works
quickly as a spot cleaner for
all color fast fabrics. Will not
stain or leave a ring around
area cleaned. This product
removes oil, grease, tar,
grime, paint, adhesives,
chewing gum, waxes
and greasy food spots.
Effective on canvas and
vinyl tops, upholstery,
rugs, vinyl interior components, and leather. Cleans
spots and stains on carpet, upholstery, fabric, vinyl
and canvas tops, and just about any other interior or
exterior surface made of cloth, fabric, canvas, or vinyl.
Fast and easy to use, OER® Secret Formula Interior
Exterior Multi-Purpose Fabric Cleaner was speciﬁcally
developed to tackle even the most stubborn stains.
The K89465 is an Industrial Strength version of our
Interior Exterior Multi-Purpose Fabric Cleaner that
should be diluted 100:1 minimum for use as a spray on
interior and exterior fabrics. For a ready to use
formula in spray bottle, use item #K89458.
K89458 16 oz. bottle (ready to spray) .. 9.99 ea
K89465 1 gallon (industrial strength) ... 22.99 ea
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OER Secret Formula Professional Dressings
Finally you can get the level of shine you desire with a
professional grade formula that is not greasy, will not
drip, is dry to the touch and lasts far longer than any
product sold in stores. Additionally, our products soak
in to nourish and protect the surface while repelling
dust and dirt. Your choice of matte ﬁnish for an original
appearance or super shine for a high gloss look.
®

OER Super Shine High-Gloss Protectant
The only 100% super shine, dry to the
touch dressing that works as well on
vinyl, leather, rubber, and tires as
it does on hard plastics, plastic
bumpers and trim. A multisurface shield for your
vehicle’s interior. Dual
action premium dressing
leaves surfaces dry to the
touch and shining better
than new, while protecting
the surface against dirt
and dust. Maintains a
100% dry, never greasy
or oily, fresh texture on
vinyl, leather, plastic,
rubber, tires and more!
Water based emulsion repels dirt and dust while
blocking out harmful UV rays. Surfaces treated with
OER® Secret Agent Shine look shiny longer and
require less cleaning. Extra thick, pure emulsion
will not separate or sling and is easy to apply with
towel or sponge. Industry leading sealant that aids in
protecting seats, steering wheels, door panels,
and dashboards against the elements.
K89468
16 oz. bottle ........................... 10.99 ea
K89469
1 gallon .................................. 29.99 ea
®

OER Natural Shine Matte
Finish Protectant

Full Function Detailing Power Sprayer
Detail your classic car or truck like a pro! Featuring
heavy-duty construction, this full function power
atomizer and pump sprayer operates with no noise, no
electricity and no waste. Features pre-marked measures
in order to mix products correctly. Can be used with
any and all OER® Secret Formula sprayable products
including window cleaners and degreasers. Simply
ﬁll with product, tighten the head, pump it 3 times
and start detailing. One full bottle will easily detail
15-20 full size vehicles with zero waste. This sprayer
system will save you 40-50 minutes when compared
to traditional detailing spray bottles.
K89826
atomizer/pump ...................... 19.99 ea
K89827
replacement nozzle................ 4.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

OER® Natural
Shine Matte Finish
Protectant is a water-based
natural look dressing. It
leaves surfaces supple
and protected against
damaging UV radiation.
Like new matte ﬁnish
lasts weeks and nicely
complements a clean
interior. Cleans, protects
and beautiﬁes in one
easy step. Gently wipes away light traces of dirt
while you apply. Patented UV absorber penetrates
and acts as a protective barrier against harmful rays
that cause premature aging, cracking, fading and
peeling. Engineered to work like a lotion to soak
into new vinyl or dry vinyl to aid in prolonging
and strengthening the surface. Perfect for use on
dashboards, vinyl tops, door panels, consoles, tires,
trim, bumpers, vinyl seats, moldings, and more.
Available in your choice of 16 oz. bottle
or professional size gallon jug.
K89480
16 oz. bottle ......................... 9.99 ea
K89481
1 gallon ................................ 27.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Get The OER® Advantage... It’s Almost Unfair!

K89493

K89494

K89825

K89492

K89496

K89495

Professional Detailing Supplies

®

OER Premium Metal Polish & Sealant
OER® Extreme Shine Metal Polish &
Sealant cuts through layers of dulling
oxides to restore a wet mirrorlike
ﬁnish that outshines chrome. This
outstanding polish makes chrome,
copper, brass, aluminum, stainless
steel, and other metalwork gleam
and look their absolute best. Spreads
on with ease, buffs off with little
effort. Great for oxidized metals
and even light rust. Can be easily
applied in the shade or sun. Leaves
virtually no smear, dust, or powder.
The most innovative metal polish
ever. A 3 step product in one, this
diminishing metal polish cuts fast,
cleans like no other, shines like a
mirror and protects like a sealant.
Utilizing friction and heat OER® Extreme Shine
Metal Polish cleans, restores, revives and polishes.
Friction generates heat that allows the product to
break down into a micro-ﬁne polish that leaves the
surface shining like a mirror. During the ﬁnal
phase, it breaks down to release the durable
protective sealant that bonds to metal surfaces
reducing corrosion and prolonging shine. Use by
hand with a polisher or with your polish ball
and drill.
K89483
16 oz. bottle ........................... 17.99 ea

Professional detailing supplies for the automotive enthusiast. Now you can buy your favorite products in bulk
1 gallon sizes and reﬁll your own professional grade heavy-duty spray bottles! Sprayers are made of Viton® for
superior chemical resistance. The adjustable nozzle sprays from a ﬁne mist to a jet stream. Long-lasting durability
only available from a professional grade sprayer.
HD Bottles with Chemical Resistant Sprayers
“Ketchup” Top for Squeeze Bottle (38/400 Thread)
K89493 package of three 16 oz. bottles 13.99 pk
K89492 package of three....................... 4.99 pk
K89494 package of three 32 oz. bottles 16.99 pk
Hand Pump for One Gallon Bottle
“Ketchup” 12 oz. Bottle
K89496 professional pump ................... 4.99 ea
K89825 12 oz. “ketchup” bottle ............ 2.99 ea
Chemical Resistant Industrial Trigger Sprayer
K89495 for 16 oz. or 32 oz. bottle ........ 2.99 ea
®

OER “Secret Formula” Wheel and Tire Care
OER® Secret Formula Wheel Wax

Over the years, OER® has become the name that
you have come to trust for quality restoration
products. We are dedicated to bringing our valued
customers the absolute best products our industry
has to offer. When it comes to car care, our “Secret
Formula” products are no exception! We know you
have a lot invested in your classic car, so we have
formulated products that not only perform at a level
unmatched by any other brand, but a formula that
keeps your investment in mind. Our formulas are
engineered not only to keep your pride and joy
looking good, but also to protect your vehicle’s
delicate surfaces from the elements without the
use of harsh damaging chemicals.
®

OER Acid Free Wheel and Tire Cleaner

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

®

OER TNT Extended Life Tire & Trim Dressing
This unique formula quickly
penetrates rubber trim and tires to
hydrate and provide lasting
protection. TNT Extended
Life gel by OER® ﬁnally
delivers on that promise.
Simply wipe on using a
pad and TNT gel restores
the look of faded tires,
trim, bumpers, seals and
weatherstrip. What’s more,
OER® TNT gel lasts for
many months, not days.
Our exclusive no-streak,
no-run and non-drip
formula works to repel water and detergents and
helps keep tire walls hydrated and supple as well
as looking brand spanking new. Prepare your trim
for a product unlike any other. A true premium trim
restorer and protectant, that will not drip, dry out or
destroy surfaces. Provides unmatched durability, ease
of application and a superior “new look” shine that
lasts through numerous washes. Non-greasy, nontacky and simply amazing.
K89616 32 oz. bottle .............................. 17.99 ea
K89617 1 gallon ..................................... 29.99 ea

OER® Car Care
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Secret Weapon Polish Ball
The Secret Weapon Polish Ball bends and compresses
enabling it to ﬁt into tight spaces and make the cleaning
and polishing of difﬁcult, hard to reach areas like
wheels, rims and other metal work much easier. Can
be attached to any handheld drill or drill-like device
for fast and superior cleaning and polishing. Great
for cleaning and bufﬁng small items like mirrors,
headlight lenses and trim parts. Space age Dura-foam
and ﬁber soft materials make it the most durable tool
of its kind. Comes in your choice of two sizes: a 2.5
inch or 3.5 inch ball. Ideal for use with your favorite
wax, polish, wheel product or compound.
K89490
2.5 inch polish ball .............. 26.99 ea
K89491
3.5 inch polish ball .............. 28.99 ea

Spray-on and rinse-off!
Easily removes deposits of
brake dust, grease, and road
grime from wheels. Safe
for clear coated, painted,
and polished ﬁnishes. This
strong non-acid formula
is fortiﬁed with a citrus
cleaning agent. This is
an industrial strength 1:1
concentrate. Dilute with
water as needed. Long time
accumulations of brake dust
may need light agitation
with a soft brush. Unlike
many alternative products, OER®
Acid Free Wheel Cleaner dissolves grime and brake
dust without damaging your chrome and alloy wheels.
Non-acidic, spray-on wipe-off formula with no
scrubbing necessary and no harsh scent.
K89614
32 oz. bottle ........................... 9.99 ea
K89615
1 gallon .................................. 17.99 ea

OER® Secret Formula Wheel
Wax is formulated to safely
and effortlessly clean, shine,
protect and prolong all types
of wheels and wheel ﬁnishes.
Wheel Wax delivers a high
gloss durable wet shine ﬁnish
on all chrome, aluminum,
stainless, powder coated, and even painted wheels.
Clean, polish, shine, protect and prolong in one
easy step. Extremely easy to use and apply, utilizing
accurate micro-size synthetic beads that gently and
effortlessly lift and polish away oxidation and road
ﬁlm from wheels to guarantee a scratch free perfect
surface. Wheel Wax not only enhances shine, it
protects your investment. Harmful degreasers and
acids can damage wheels reducing shine and causing
premature oxidation and deterioration of wheel.
Wheel Wax is an acrylic sealant that bonds
instantly to protect against brake dust, heat, acid raid,
water spots, airborne fallout, and
road contaminants.
K89486
8 oz. jar.................................. 16.99 ea

Professional Car Care Products for the Enthusiast!
Bufﬁng Pad Wash Bucket

K89743

Grit Guard insert
keeps the wash water
clean and scratch free!

Grit Guard Wash Systems
This unique wash bucket provides a convenient way to
store or transport all of your car cleaning supplies while
doubling as an extremely effective ﬁnish protecting
wash tool. The Grit Guard insert sits in the bottom of
the pail to extract particles and contaminants from
mitts and brushes. Gravity causes sand and dirt to
settle below the guard so the wash water stays clean
and scratch free.
Basic Wash System
The basic wash system includes a black pail with a
yellow sealing lid and a Grit Guard insert.
K89740 3.5 gallon ................................ 28.99 ea
K89741 5 gallon ................................... 32.99 ea
Grit Guard Deluxe Wash Bucket Sets
This superb washing system features a Grit Guard
insert, a heavy-duty bucket, a seat cushion and a dolly
that turns the washing system into a rolling stool, so
you can sit down and detail your car comfortably.
Five heavy-duty smooth rolling casters roll over
cracks without tipping. 2 locking casters hold your
washing system in place while working on inclines.
The convenient spin-on lid creates a perfectly sealed
storage compartment for all of your favorite cleaning
supplies. Supports up to 250 pounds.
Deluxe Washing System
K89742 3.5 gal. black pail w/yellow top 64.99 set
K89743 5 gal. yellow pail w/black top 67.99 set
Individual Components
K89744 Grit Guard insert ....................
9.99 ea
K89745 5 caster dolly .......................... 36.99 ea
K89746 cushion/kneeling pad.............. 11.99 ea
K89750 Gamma seal lid....................... 11.99 ea
K89751 5 gal. yellow pail w/black insert 26.99 ea
Dual Wash Bucket System
This system includes 2 dollies, 2 Grit Guard inserts,
two sealing lids, a dual bucket connector plate and
a seat cushion. The idea behind a 2 bucket wash is
simple: 2 buckets means double the protection from
swirl marks and scratches. With a designated rinse
bucket, all the dirt and grime from your vehicle stays
out of the clean, soap ﬁlled wash bucket and off your
prized possessions.
K89748 5 gallon dual wash.................. 134.99 set

When you hand wash pads,
the backing pad gets wet,
oversaturating the foam.
The universal pad washer
keeps the backing pads dry
and extends the life of your
pads. No more throwing
away perfectly good pads
because the backing pad
has torn off. Your bufﬁng
pads, bufﬁng bonnets,
polishing tools and
accessories clean up so
well you’ll think
they’re new! Condition, clean,
and dry all in one system. The universal pad washer
extracts contaminants trapped deep inside your
bufﬁng pads. No cross contamination worries
when switching bufﬁng compounds. O-ring seal lid
provides water tight portability. Wash and dry in
under 30 seconds!
K89747
............................................. 134.99 ea

62441
(large duster)

Pickup Layers of Dust w/One Sweep!
An easy way of keeping your vehicle clean and free
of dust, looking like it was just washed. It’s specially
treated cotton ﬁbers lift dust off the surface without
scratching the paint, even delicate lacquers. The
more you use it, the better it works! Regular use can
signiﬁcantly reduce the frequency of washings.
62441
large duster .............................. 17.99 ea
62443
mini duster .............................. 9.99 ea
62444
buy both dusters and save! ...... 23.99 set

K89811
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K89813

Protection from Moisture During Storage
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Fattest, thickest and most
absorbent microﬁber towel. They
are durable and silk banded for
long-lasting use with streak and
scratch free results every time. K89808
K89805
16" x 16"
single ............... 4.99 ea
K89806
16" x 16"
3 pack .............. 13.49 set
K89807
17" x 24"
single ............... 6.99 ea
K89808
17" x 24"
3 pack .............. 18.99 set

Elite Microﬁber Towels
Extra plush, super absorbent,
lint free and 100% scratch free.
The long ﬁber side works great
K89819
in quick detail and waterless car
wash applications. The short ﬁber
side is great for bufﬁng and cleaning windows.
K89819
16" x 16"
single ................ 3.99 ea
K89820
16" x 16"
3 pack ............... 10.99 set
K89824
25" x 36"
extra thick......... 12.99 ea

Wafﬂe Weave Towels
62443
(mini duster)

Super absorbent, ultra plush,
wafﬂe weave towels. Its unique
magnetic charge attracts lint and
dirt, trapping it in the weave so it
K89821
will not scratch the surface.
K89810
26" x 32"
each ................. 9.99 ea
K89821
26" x 32"
3 pack .............. 34.99 set

Premium White Cotton Towels
These thick, super absorbent,
pre-shrunk combed cotton white
towels are manufactured from
100% Supima cotton.
K89809
25" x 16" dozen ................ 24.99 set

Extra Large Chamois
Our synthetic chamois is great
for detailers or those with
large vehicles. This synthetic,
machine washable chamois
glides over surfaces and soaks
up water without leaving any water residue.
K89814
natural 31" x 23" .............. 24.99 ea

K89812

TW9X

Microﬁber Wash/Polish Mitts & Pads

Sta-Dri pouches signiﬁcantly reduce humidity and
moisture inside of your vehicle safely and conveniently.
Pouches can be regenerated up to 3 times. Use 1-2
pouches per vehicle. Depending on humidity level, one
pouch can last up to a year of continuous storage, though
it is recommended that you check every month and
regenerate as necessary. Non-toxic and non-corrosive,
remains dry to the touch even when fully saturated.
BF1001
2 lb pouch.............................. 11.99 ea
BF1002
two 2 lb pouches ................... 21.99 pr
BF1003
four 2 lb pouches................... 43.99 set

Monster Microﬁber Towels

Chenille microﬁber wash mitts and pads are gentle
on your paint and clean great. Chenille is a deep pile,
velvety cord made of durable, woolen microﬁber and are
plush, absorbent, lint free and 100% scratch free. The
“scrubber side” is made from a microﬁber mesh great for
removing bird or bug mess from non-painted surfaces.
The cotton wash mitts superior water absorption and
retention qualities are combined using the right amount
of durable ﬁber. Microﬁber polish mitt puts waxing in
your hands easier. This polish mitt will beautify and
protect your paint or metal surfaces when waxing.
Chenille Microﬁber
K89811
premium Chenille wash mitt .. 7.99 ea
K89812
wash mitt with scrubber side.. 6.99 ea
K89813
wash pad with scrubber side .. 6.99 ea
Cotton Microﬁber
TW9X
wash mitt ................................ 4.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Microﬁber Applicator Pads
Professional grade microﬁber applicator pads are
the ideal choice for applying wax, sealants, glazes,
dressing, or your favorite conditioners.
K89816
................................................. 5.99 pr

Microﬁber Applicator Pads
These 5" round microﬁber
applicator pads make it easy
to apply waxes or rubbing
compounds. Deep penetrating
ﬁbers are lint and streak free.
Won’t scratch paint or clear coat.
They absorb 8 times their own weight
in water and hold dust, dirt, grease, and spills.
Simply rinse and reuse. Machine washable.
Apply dressing and begin detailing!
K89828
.................................................. 2.99 pr

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Professional Car Care Products for the Enthusiast!
13 Piece Set Includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attaches to any
standard drill.

Tire Brush
Wheel Spoke Brush
Interior Brush
Carpet Brush
Ultra Soft Body Brush
Soft Grill/Trim Brush
Heavy-Duty Brush
Wheel Well Brush
10" Handles
20" Handles

K89852

Power Scrub Drill Brush

BS203

K89850
K89851

10 Piece Set Includes:
BS201

•
•
•
•

BS202

Tire Brush
Wheel Spoke Brush
Interior Brush
Heavy-Duty Brush

•
•
•
•

Soft Wash Brush
Gentle Grill/Trim Brush
8" Handles
18" Handles

Professional Detailing Brushes
soft
f rubber
bb edging
d i
prevents paint dings

contoured rubber handle
for comfort and grip

Deluxe Professional Detailing Brushes
These deluxe professional detailing brushes are the ﬁnest
on the market. They feature ergonomically, soft padded
handles for hours of use with less fatigue. A soft rubber
edging surrounding the edges on the bristle portion of
the brush helps to prevent accidental scratches or dings
to your vehicle. Sets are available to meet your needs.
Specialty Small Brush Set
BS201
7 piece
.............................. 29.99 set
Body Wash Brush Set
BS202
3 piece
10" handles ........... 26.99 set
BS203
3 piece
20" handles ........... 33.99 set
Buy the Complete Set and Save!
BS204
13 piece complete brush set 88.99 set

These are professional type brushes that will make
detailing your classic a little easier. They feature
heavy-duty, soft or gentle bristles, depending on the
cleaning job on hand. Handles are made of quality
hard plastic to withstand hours of use. Several sets
are available to meet your needs.
Specialty Brush Set
K89852 4 piece
.............................. 22.99 set
Body Wash Brush Set
K89850 3 piece
8" handles ............. 18.99 set
K89851 3 piece
18" handles ........... 26.99 set
Buy the Complete Set and Save!
K89853 10 piece complete brush set 68.99 set

K89840

K89843

K89844

Power Automotive Waxer
This lightweight,
rechargeable buffer/
waxer features a builtin liquid wax pump
and reservoir for
effortless waxing and
polishing. Runs for
one hour on a single
charge. Includes:
three 10" machine washable bufﬁng pads, two
waxing pads and one ﬁne polishing pad.
800669
waxer/buffer ......................... 58.99 ea

AAutot WWashh Stick
Sti k
The auto wash stick is the fastest and easiest way to
wash your vehicle. Cleaning solution is pulled into
stick by submersing in bucket and then pulling back
on handle. Dispense solution as needed by pushing
forward as you wash.
C800477
............................................. 19.99 ea

Specialty Wash Brush

TW119
TW117

Keep your vehicle shining with these high-quality
specialty brushes. Each brush is specially designed to
ﬁt the telescoping handle, sold separately.
K89840 standard head, soft bristles ....... 14.99 ea
K89843 wrap around head, strong bristles 16.99 ea
K89844 43" - 68" telescoping handle .... 15.99 ea

TW121

TW122

K89497

Specialty Brush
Keep your vehicle shining with these high-quality
specialty brushes. Each brush is specially designed
for the application indicated.
TW119
upholstery brush 6" ................. 4.99 ea
TW117
tire brush 7" ............................. 3.99 ea
TW114
wheel/bumper brush 10" ......... 5.99 ea
TW121
grill/spoke brush 12" ............... 5.99 ea
TW122
grill/spoke brush 16" ............... 6.99 ea
K89497
soft foam wheel/spoke brush .. 9.99 ea

Notchead Shop Grip
The Notchead Shop Grip handle provides a quick and
secure hold on fasteners for polishing, grinding, or
wire wheeling without damaging the threads. It also
makes a great handle for holding hand tools such as
countersinks, taps, and ﬁles. Handle set includes with
two collets to ﬁt 1/4"-3/8" hardware (#4-#10 screws).
Also available separately is a 1/2" collet that ﬁts larger
7/16"-1/2" hardware and a nut polishing attachment
that ﬁts 1/4", 5/16", and 3/8" nuts.
Notchead Shop Grip
A9200108 #4-#10, 1/4"-3/8" ................ 99.99 set
1/2" Collet Accessory
A9200109 7/16"-1/2" ............................ 39.99 ea
Nut Polishing Attachment
A9200110 1/4", 5/16" and 3/8"............. 26.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Industrial Grade Fire Hose Nozzle
Control your spray pattern and pressure with this
industrial grade ﬁre hose nozzle. This nozzle works
just like those used by ﬁre departments. Manufactured
of heavy-duty, anodized aluminum and features a
protective rubber bumper.
K89815
............................................. 12.99 ea

Protect Your Wheels from Harmful Over Spray
The RIM PRO™
wheel protector
is foldable and
comes with a
handy pouch for
easy storage and
accessibility.
Hand washable.
Available in 13",
14", 16", and 18"
sizes, buy one for each of your vehicles.
RM1001
specify size ............................. 9.99 ea
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A9200108
TW114

Use drill brush with any drill to clean carpet, fabrics,
upholstery, seats, wheels and much more. The yellow
brush has soft bristles and can be used to clean carpet,
upholstery, fabrics, door panels, wheels and more. The
red brush is heavy-duty with very stiff bristles and is
meant for intense scrubbing of hard surfaces. Use it to
remove heavy grease, grime or loose paint.
K89817
yellow
light duty............... 9.99 ea
K89818
red
heavy-duty ............ 9.99 ea

Accessories for the Ultimate Classic Car Garage!
MV101
M998071

Powerful Dual Purpose Vacuum/Blowers
The Vac ‘N’ Blo® is an industrial type 200 MPH
indoor/outdoor Vacuum Cleaner/Blower combination
together in one portable lightweight unit. The original
model features a powerful 4.0 peak horsepower motor,
and comes complete with two 20" extension wands,
Powerizer™ Air Maximizer, permanent cloth bag,
and 2-year manufacturer’s limited motor warranty.
The miniature Vac ‘N’ Blo® Jr. models include 1/2
horsepower motor, power unit, one 20" extension wand,
and ﬁve extra reusable/disposable paper bags. Choose
from 110 Volt (household current) or 12 Volt (cigarette
lighter) power source for Jr. models. All models feature
rugged steel construction, baked enamel ﬁnish, ﬂexible
hose, Pik-All nozzle, Magic Air™ inﬂator adapter, dust
brush, crevice tool, and shoulder strap.
Vac ‘N’ Blo Original
MV101
vacuum/power blower ....... 269.99 ea
Vac ‘N’ Blo Jr. 110 Volt
MV102A
household use .................... 125.99 ea
Vac ‘N’ Blo Jr. 12 Volt
MV102B
attaches to car lighter ........ 129.99 ea

MB101

Wall Mounted Wheel/Tire Hanger

Auto Dollys

Free up space by getting wheels and tires off the ﬂoor!
Each heavy-duty powder coated hanger is appx. 21" long
and mounts at a slight angle so wheels won’t slide off.

Move your project around the garage with ease! The
Auto Dollys are manufactured from 1/4" steel plate,
featuring zinc-plated ball bearing castors and 1-3/4"
wide rollers. Each standard dolly supports up to 1500
pounds, and for larger vehicles, the heavy-duty model
supports up to 2500 pounds. Storage is made simple
with the wall mount Dolly Dock, or the convenient
Rolling Rack! Auto Dollys measure 16" long and are
available in 8", 12", and 16" widths. Sold in pairs.
Standard
A8200100
8" x 16" ............................ 71.99 pr
A8200101
12" x 16" .......................... 74.99 pr
A8200102
16" x 16" .......................... 79.99 pr
Heavy-duty
A8200103
8" x 16" ............................ 89.99 pr
A8200104
12" x 16" .......................... 99.99 pr
A8200105
16" x 16" .......................... 109.99 pr
Accessories
M998071
dolly dock ........................ 39.99 ea
M998072
dolly rolling rack ............. 84.99 ea
Adjustable seat provides the
support, leaving your feet free
to control your movement.
Floating, attached
kneepads eliminate
direct pressure on knees,
circulation problems.

Air Force Master Blaster Vacuum/Blower

E
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The Air Force Master Blaster uses twin 4.0 peak HP
motors (8 peak HP) to blow warm, dry, ﬁltered air that
provides safe drying without the chance of scratching
your expensive paint and chrome ﬁnish. It also speeds
up drying time; minimizing water spots and blowing
water out of places you can’t normally get to with
a towel or chamois. Both feature a sturdy all steel
construction, weigh 26 pounds, and are 22" x 8" x 11".
The Master Blaster comes with a 10 ft, 1-1/2" ﬂexile
commercial strength hose, heavy-duty neoprene blower
nozzle, with 5 additional interchangeable attachments.
The Master Blaster Revolution also includes swivel
front wheels, a wall mount bracket, and hose hanger.
MB101
Master Blaster..................... 389.99 ea
MB102
Master Blaster Revolution .. 414.99 ea
MB103
Master Blaster Revolution .. 449.99 ea
MB104
wall mount .......................... 299.99 ea
MB106
Blaster Sidekick .................. 99.99 ea

MB1050

Metropolitan Hand Vacuum/Blower
This lightweight vacuum boasts 500 watts of power,
yet weighs in at just a scant 2.7 pounds. It features all
steel construction with a stainless steel ﬁnish. Available
in 110V powered versions, so you can use it in your
garage or throughout the house, or it’s also available in
a 12V powered version made solely for your vehicle.
Both models include the power unit, crevice tool, and
dust brush. The 12V version will include an adapter and
cord to plug into your car. Includes: 20 inch ﬂexible
hose, Pik-All nozzle, crevice tool, upholstery tool,
ﬂexible strap, dust brush, 30 foot hose. Made in USA.
MV105
hand vacuum
120V ...... 94.99 ea
MV106
hand vacuum
110V ...... 109.99 ea
MV107
hand vacuum
12V ........ 94.99 ea
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M998072

Wall Mount
R
Rolling
lli
R
Rack
k
shown with dollys stored – not included

Note: Each hanger will hold 2 wheels with tires mounted.

M998070

wheel/tire hanger ................. 39.99 ea

Protection for Your Garage Floor
The Clean Park Mat catches all of the ﬂuids and debris
that falls off your vehicle while it is parked. Made of
heavy-duty 20 mil vinyl with raised plastic edges, it
can prevent gallons of liquid from spreading onto the
garage ﬂoor.
ACP115
7-1/2' x 16' ........................ 182.99 ea
ACP116
7-1/2' x 18' ........................ 195.99 ea
ACP117
7-1/2' x 20' ........................ 214.99 ea

Removable tray
holds tools, small.

Aluminum frame is elevated on 2"
casters to eliminate pressure on
toes, ankles and knees.

Speed & Comfort for a Demanding Job!
This seat provides support while taking pressure off knees,
ankles and toes. The caster wheels allow you to move
freely, and the attached ﬂoating kneepads allow your knees
to rest. Attached to the tool is a 7" x 15" removable tray
which is great for holding tools, fasteners, small parts,
etc. Weighing only 8 lbs, the tool is manufactured from
1/8" thick industrial strength aluminum. The comfortable
web spring seat is covered with a soft leather like cover
and adjusts vertically 11-1/2" to 15-1/2" in height. It
also adjusts 3" horizontally and tilts. Backed by a 1-year
manufacturer’s limited warranty.
X99115
............................................ 199.99 ea

Garage Laser Park
Laser shines onto your vehicle to precisely guide you
to the correct spot. Helps prevent damage to your car
and your garage. Easy installation. Simply attach to
your garage ceiling with included hook-and-loop tape
or screws. No wiring necessary. Automatically activates
when your vehicle enters the garage. Powered by 110
Volt AC adapter (included). Park your car in the garage
in the same spot every time!
37310
1 Laser Park ............................. 29.99 ea
37312
2 Laser Park ............................. 34.99 ea

The Kreepstool
Manufactured from
brite dip anodized
aircraft aluminum,
The Kreepstool
features premium
extruded aluminum
wheel carriers with
an increased tool
carrying capacity.
Includes soft yet
durable pads for hours
of use.
14660
The Kreepstool ....................... 174.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

T243

T245

Stainless Steel Magnetic Parts Tray
Put an end to lost parts with these magnetic trays!
Powerful rubber coated magnets keep your parts where
they belong and prevent the tray from sliding on metal
surfaces. Manufactured from durable stainless steel
with a partial lid to keep parts in their place.
T243
circular single parts dish ........... 14.99 ea
T245
rectangular double parts tray .... 22.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Accessories for the Ultimate Classic Car Garage!

H31001C

A9100272

A9100273

Dry Chemical Fire Extinguishers
H31001B

H35001R

H32501C

Chrome Fire Extinguishers

Clean Agent Fire Extinguishers

Ensure the safety of your car while adding some shine
with one of these chrome-plated dry chemical ﬁre
extinguishers. Two models to choose from; a 2-1/2
pound, A,B,C, rated extinguisher that is 3" in diameter
and 16" tall and a 1 pound A,B, rated unit that is 2-3/4"
diameter and 10" tall. Both extinguishers come with a
black powder coated steel mounting bracket.

H3R Performance HalGuard™ premium clean
agent ﬁre extinguisher. These compact handheld
extinguishers feature a powder coated or chrome
steel cylinders and all metal valve construction. They
contain Halotron® 1, electrically non-conductive
“clean” extinguishing agent limits danger of electric
shock or damage to electrical equipment. The liqueﬁed
gas agent extinguishes hard-to-reach ﬁres and has a
discharge range of 6-8 feet.
H31001B
1.4 lb
black .................. 147.99 ea
H31001C
1.4 lb
chrome............... 179.99 ea
H31001R
1.4 lb
red ..................... 142.99 ea
H32501B
2.5 lb
black .................. 186.99 ea
H32501C
2.5 lb
chrome............... 235.99 ea
H32501R
2.5 lb
red ..................... 183.99 ea
H35001R
5 lb
red ..................... 290.99 ea

Important: Type A extinguisher is rated for paper, wood,
textiles, and plastics. Type B rated for oil, gasoline, kerosene,
or paint. Type C is rated for “live” electrical equipment.

Small 1 lb Extinguisher
A9100272 ............................................ 134.99 ea
Large 2-1/2 lb Extinguisher
A9100273 ............................................ 139.99 ea

H32502B

H3R Performance MaxOut™ dry chemical fire
extinguishers. These compact extinguishers are
perfect for mounting under dash or beneath a seat. The
durable powder coated or chrome ﬁnishes will not fade
like anodized units on the market will. This proven
design utilizes free ﬂowing, non-caking siliconized
sodium bicarbonate based agent, U/L rated 2B:C for
common combustibles like wood, paper, rubber, and
some plastics.
H31002B
1 lb
black ................ 84.99 ea
H31002C
1 lb
chrome ............. 134.99 ea
H31002R
1 lb
red .................... 75.99 ea
H32502B
2-1/2 lb black ................ 98.99 ea
H32502C
2-1/2lb chrome ............. 139.99 ea
H32502R
2-1/2lb red .................... 76.99 ea

A9100280

Billet Aluminum Quick
Release Fire Extinguisher Mounts
H3300
A9100278

Billet Fire Extinguisher Brackets

Note: Extinguisher not included.

H3010B
H3025B
H3010P
H3025P

1-1/4"
2-1/2"
1-1/4"
2-1/2"

brushed ................
brushed ................
polished ...............
polished ...............

109.99
109.99
119.99
119.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

Note: Extinguisher not included.

H3300
H3425

3"
4.25"

1, 1.4, 2.5 lb ............. 59.99 ea
5 lb ........................... 61.99 ea

2.5 Pound Fire
Extinguisher
Add a modern
accessory to
your classic car
and be prepared
Keep this ﬁre
extinguisher in
detail
your vehicle in case of any
(ABC) type of ﬁre emergency.
Includes mounting bracket.
G149179

............................................. 44.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

H3012B

Under Seat Extinguisher Mounts
Fully adjustable ﬁre extinguisher seat mount from
H3R Performance ﬁre extinguishers. These universal
brackets attach to the seat rail bolts or above the slider on
most vehicles. This puts the extinguisher at the driver’s
ﬁngertips in case of an emergency. They feature all
aluminum construction in a brushed or black powder
coated ﬁnish and will accept all H3R Performance 1
lb to 2-1/2 lb ﬁre extinguisher brackets.
H3012B
black ................................... 96.99 ea
H3012P
brushed ............................... 74.99 ea
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Billet ﬁre extinguisher mounting brackets for Camaro
models. Brackets are CNC-machined out of 6061-T6
aluminum and are built to mount in any position. The
round mounting bracket fastens permanently to the
extinguisher (sold separately) and is held on its base
with a stainless aircraft quick release pin. The large
brackets work with the 2-1/2 lb (3" o.d.) extinguishers.
The small brackets work with the 1 lb (2-3/4" o.d.)
models and both are available in black, polished or
satin ﬁnishes. The small extinguisher bracket is also
offered in a roll bar mount
Small 1 lb Extinguisher Brackets
A9100276
black ............................ 84.99 ea
A9100275
polished ....................... 84.99 ea
A9100274
satin ............................. 79.99 ea
Small 1 lb Extinguisher Roll Bar Brackets
A9100282
black ............................ 129.99 ea
A9100281
polished ....................... 124.99 ea
A9100280
satin ............................. 109.99 ea
Large 2-1/2 lb Extinguisher Brackets
A9100279
black ............................ 89.99 ea
A9100278
polished ....................... 89.99 ea
A9100277
satin ............................. 79.99 ea

Quick Release Extinguisher Mounts
Quick release brackets for H3R Performance ﬁre
extinguishers. Made for extreme duty, these ﬁberglass
reinforced nylon brackets are designed to withstand
inertia loads in excess of 27G in all directions. They
will install an H3R extinguisher on any ﬂat surface
offering a versatile mounting solution for street, offroad, and racing enthusiasts.

Billet aluminum quick release ﬂat mount brackets for
H3R Performance ﬁre extinguishers. These bracket
kits are available in brushed or polished ﬁnishes.
Kits include mounting brace and extinguisher clamp.

Accessories for the Ultimate Classic Car Garage!
Seasonal Tire Totes

Wheel Cribs
Wall Guard

Hanging Door Guard

2 Ways to Prevent Costly Paint Chips
The wall guard attaches to your garage wall providing
cushioned protection for both your car door and your
wall. Comes complete with hardware needed to attach
to drywall, studs, brick, or concrete. Predrilled holes
are 16 and 24" apart for fastening to stud wall. Our
hanging door guard is ideal for 2 car households. This
rubber like pad hangs from the rafters or drywall ceiling
of your garage providing a protective barrier between
both vehicles. You in effect protect 2 vehicles with one
product. Hardware for hanging the device is included.
Measures: 25" x 6-1/2".
ACP102
wall guard............................. 11.99 ea
ACP103
hanging door guard .............. 19.99 ea

Wheel Cribs are a safe, lightweight alternative to
jack stands. They cradle the tire 10" off the ground,
providing unobstructed access underneath the car.
Each crib supports 1500 pounds (3000 pounds per
set) and weighs only 5 pounds. Wheel Cribs also can
be used for car display.
Note: For increased safety, use Wheel Chocks with all Race
Ramp products.

RR108

15" x 10" x 12" ..................... 104.99 pr

Take the hassle out
of changing your
seasonal tires with
this handy pair of
Seasonal Tire Totes.
Heavy duty shell with
easy to carry handles
protect you and your
KG003
clothes from brake and tire
residue. Tires stay neatly covered and stacked until
the next season. Wheel Felts slide into the Tire Tote
and clip into place to protect wheels from nicks
and scratches.
KG003 Tire Totes
one size ﬁts all... 19.99 pr
KG007 Wheel Felts 20" diameter ...... 12.99 pr

Store Your Tires in the
Tire Garage!
The Tire Garage allows you to
keep tires outside and free-up
needed space in your garage
or storage area. This rugged
weatherproof shell is made
from the same material used to
make boat covers and awnings.
KG005
one size ﬁts all ........................ 49.99 ea

Roll-Ups

Park Perfectly Every Time
The Park Smart Mat helps guide you into your garage
space letting you know exactly when to stop. Perfect
for getting your classic or collectible car into the correct
position in a crowded garage. As you feel yourself
driving over the ﬁrst bump, the second bump tells you
that you have driven far enough forward. Measures:
27-1/2" x 12" x 1-1/2". Comes with a manufacturer’s
limited lifetime warranty. Buy one for each of your cars.
ACP101
Park Smart Mat .................... 19.99 ea

E
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Trailer Ramps
Is your trailer door too steep to get your car to the race track
or autocross? Are you tired of busting up your nose? Race
Ramps has just the solution for you: simply place the trailer
door on the notch of these specially designed trailer and
decrease your angle of approach to as little as 4 degrees.
These hassle free, lightweight ramps work for cars weighing
up to 6000 pounds. Trailer ramps are ideal for low ground
clearance cars with extra wide tires.
Note: For increased safety, use Wheel Chocks with all Race
Ramp products.

RR104
RR105

5" ......................................... 299.99 pr
8" ......................................... 299.99 pr

Wheel Chocks
Wheel Chocks are ideal
for use with all Race
Ramp products, providing
additional safety in the
working environment.
Made from solid rubber
composite with an extra
grip bottom, they each weigh 3 pounds. Set of 4.
Note: For increased safety, use Wheel Chocks with all
Race Ramp products.

RR109

6" x 4" x 5" ............................ 64.99 set
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Designed to be used in conjunction with 56" or 67"
Race Ramps. Roll-Ups raise the opposite end of the
vehicle up 4", allowing even more working room under
the car. Roll-Ups can also raise the front or rear of the
car to allow the use of a standard ﬂoor jack. Roll-Ups
are 14" wide work with tires up to 12" wide.
Note: For increased safety, use Wheel Chocks with all Race
Ramp products.

RR106

10.79 degree incline.............. 149.99 pr

Race Ramps
Race Ramps
are ideal for
vehicles with
tires up to 10"
wide. With an
incline of only
10.75 degrees,
they lift your car up 8" or 10" and hold up to 3000
pounds per set while weighing only 10 pounds per
ramp. Will not slide across a garage ﬂoor, dig into
an asphalt driveway, or scratch or otherwise damage
a cement or painted ﬂoor. They can be used on
grass, dirt, or almost any other ﬂat surface, and they
will never rust. Race Ramps come complete with
straps for easy carrying and storage.
Note: For increased safety, use Wheel Chocks with all Race
Ramp products. *Shipped oversize.

56" x 12" Race Ramp with 8" Lift
RR100
1 piece design........................
RR101
2 piece design........................
67" x 14" Race Ramp with 10" Lift
RR102* 1 piece design........................
RR103* 2 piece design........................

OS1

209.99 pr
234.99 pr
309.99 pr
344.99 pr

Flatstoppers
This product
helps to keep
your tires from
ﬂat spotting
during long
periods of
storage. Once the tires are set in the FlatStoppers,
more of the bottom portion of the tire will be fully
supported, thus dispersing the weight of the car
more evenly onto the tire to prevent any ﬂattening.
FlatStoppers will not conduct heat or cold to your
tires despite changing ﬂoor temperatures.
RR107

4 piece ................................... 259.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Magnetic Door Guard
The MagGuard is a custom magnetic door guard and
is made for use in the car owners personal garage or
parking area. They are 6 inch by 12 inch and 5/8 inch
thick with 4 rare earth magnets that do not touch the
car surface. The MagGuard is made to be modular and
you can use as many as you want for any place that is
steel. The MagGuard will also work over a car cover.
GF301321
........................................... 22.99 ea

Rust Prevention Magic
RPM is a revolutionary breakthrough for auto restorer’s
who desire to keep their metal looking brand new and
factory original. This product is a blend of the ﬁnest
waterprooﬁng polymers known to the automotive
industry. It inhibits and protects against all forms of
oxidation on bare metal components.
RP1001
................................................ 34.99 ea

Automotive Degreaser
Safely remove tire rubber, grease and
oil from your car. Will not harm paint.
Just spray-on and wipe-off. Works
great for cleaning up shop equipment
and tools as well. Professional
strength formula foams away dirt,
grease, and oil from all automotive
parts and surfaces.
JG1310
18 oz. can ....... 5.99 ea
JG1311
case of 12 ....... 64.99 cs

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Spray-On Insulation

PX1901
PX2006

PX2006 Master Tech Set Includes:

Buy the Complete Set & Save!
BEFORE APPLICATION

1 ea. 30g powder – white
1 ea. 30g powder – black
1 ea. 30g powder – clear
1 ea. 50ml liquid
2 ea. molding bar
2 ea. applicator bottle
4 ea. applicator needle
3 ea. powder dish
1 ea. pipet
1 ea. ﬁber reinforcement cloth
1 ea. plastic reusable case
1 ea. instruction CD

Shared Beneﬁts:
Easy spray-on application
Continuous protective moisture barrier
Fast clean up with soap and water
Environmentally friendly solution
Applicable to interior or
exterior of vehicle
Non-toxic and class A ﬁre rated
Both are paintable
Coverage is approx. 50 ft²/2 gallons

1 ea. 250g powder – white
1 ea. 300ml liquid
3 ea. molding bar
1 ea. applicator bottle
2 ea. applicator needle
1 ea. powder dish
1 ea. pipet
1 ea. video CD

PLASTEX Master/Shop Plastic Repair Sets

Sound Control Beneﬁts:
AFTER APPLICATION

PX1901 Shop Set Includes:

Plastex plastic repair sets are just what you need to repair those small plastic parts
that can still be used on the vehicle instead of replacement. Each set includes all
the necessary components required to repair plastic parts.
PX2006
master tech set – 30g ea. powder, 50ml liquid with case 79.99 ea
PX1901
shop set – white 250g powder, 300ml liquid ................... 124.99 ea
PX1902
shop set – black 250g powder, 300ml liquid ................... 124.99 ea
PX1903
shop set – clear 250g powder, 300ml liquid .................... 124.99 ea

Provides non-combustible thermal insulation
Able to withstand temperatures up to 500 degrees F
Interior temperature reduced by 30 degrees F
Offers a protective, seamless membrane

Ceramic Insulation Beneﬁts:
Protects surface from moisture and rust
Dampens annoying rattles, vibrations and road noise
Impressive damping to weight ratio
Coating can withstand temperatures up to 300°F
PX1805

PLASTEX Plastic Repair Sets

LizardSkin Sound Control and Ceramic Insulation

Plastex plastic repair sets are just what you need to repair those small plastic parts
that can still be used on the vehicle instead of replacement. Each set includes all
the necessary components required to repair plastic parts. Available in white, black,
or clear. All sets include: molding bar, bottle, needle, and pipet.
PX2001
standard set, white-30g powder, 50ml liquid ......................... 29.99 ea
PX2002
standard set, black-30g powder, 50ml liquid ......................... 29.99 ea
PX2003
standard set, clear-30g powder, 50ml liquid .......................... 29.99 ea
PX1801
small set white-5g powder, 10ml liquid ................................. 16.99 ea
PX1802
small set black-5g powder, 10ml liquid ................................. 16.99 ea
PX1803
small set clear-5g powder, 10ml liquid .................................. 16.99 ea
PX1805
mini master set 5g ea. wht, blk & clear powder, 10ml liquid 19.99 ea

Important: For 2 stage applications, Sound Control coating should be used as the base. Four
gallons of each coating are required to encapsulate a typical interior and trunk area of 1
vehicle, and 1 gallon of Sound Control when applied as undercoating.

Sound Control
152984
1 gallon pail .....................................................................
152985
2 gallon pail .....................................................................
Ceramic Insulation
152986
1 gallon pail .....................................................................
152987
2 gallon pail .....................................................................
SuperPro Gun
152988
SuperPro gun and stir paddle ...........................................
Mini Sets
R8091
4 gallons of Sound Control with SuperPro gun ...............
R8092
4 gallons of Ceramic Insulation with SuperPro gun ........
Complete Set
R8093
4 gallons of each formula with a SuperPro gun...............

85.99 ea
164.99 ea
89.99 ea
171.99 ea
99.99 ea
386.99 kit
399.99 kit
669.99 kit

PLASTEX Plastic Repair Set Reﬁll
Individual reﬁlls for all the components of the repair sets to replenish your stock.
PX2101
30g powder
white ............................................. 12.99 ea
PX2102
30g powder
black ............................................. 12.99 ea
PX2103
30g powder
clear .............................................. 12.99 ea
PX2110
50ml liquid
...................................................... 9.99 ea
PX2115
molding bars
set of 3 .......................................... 9.99 set
PX2120
applicator needles
set of 4 .......................................... 3.99 set
PX2121
applicator bottles
set of 2 .......................................... 3.99 set
PX2122
mixing cups
set of 2 .......................................... 3.99 set
PX2123
pipets
......................................................
.99 ea
PX2124
ﬁberglass cloth
approximately 1 sq. ft. .................. 2.49 ea
PX1002
instruction CD
...................................................... 2.49 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Get the comfort of premium grade insulation without the extra weight! These
environmentally safe formulas from LizardSkins can be used as a 1 part coating
or as a 2 stage system for a cooler, quieter driving experience. The Sound Control
formula dampens unwanted engine and road and noise, while the Ceramic Insulation
formula cools your vehicle up to 30 degree F or more creating a more comfortable
ride. Designed for ﬂoors, roofs, ﬁrewalls, fenders, transmission tunnels, door panels,
trunks and more, all at a combined cured weight of 52 lbs for four gallons. Insulating
a vehicle has never been this easy, thanks to a custom designed application gun made
speciﬁcally to handle the thick density of the coatings with ease. Order the individual
components or buy a complete kit and save!

Rust Removal & Prevention
Remove Rust

Rust

Inhibit

OER Inhibit Rust
®

OER Dissolve Rust
®

OER® Chemical Restoration
Dissolve Rust returns rusted
surfaces to bare metal without
Dissolve
harming the integrity of the
OER® Dissolve Rust
metal. The viscous formula
removes rust leaving a
is reusable and will not harm
bare metal surface.
plastic, rubber, seal, soft
metals, or non-oxide coatings
such as paint and chrome. OER® Chemical
Restoration Dissolve Rust works like an
acid, but is safe for you and the environment.
OER® Chemical Restoration Dissolve Rust
is ideal for removing rust from any part
rt or
surface that can remain damp with the product
oduct
until the rust is gone!
K86110

quart ................................................................................... 16.99 ea

Treat

Rust

OER® Chemical Restoration
Inhibit Rust is durable clear
coating that protects any
metal substrate from rust
glossy clear coat
and corrosion for up to 7
OER® Inhibit Rust
years. It provides a superior
bonds to any metal subbond to treated and non
strate completely sealing
treated surfaces such as
the area to starve rust
undercarriage, suspension
and oxidation, to prevent
components, wheel wells,
pitting, weathering,
fenders, and more. Easy
abrasion, and protect
to use and safe for use on
against salt spray, fuel,
metal, stainless, copper,
tar, and road debris.
aluminum, and ﬁberglass.
Withstands temperatures up to
190 degree F with 2 or more coats. Clear formula eliminates the need
to mask off areas and it cleans up easily with solvent cleaner. OER®
Chemical Restoration Inhibit Rust also protects and provides added
UV resistance to painted to powder coated surfaces. OER® Chemical
Restoration Inhibit Rust protects against weathering, oxidation,
pitting, salt spray, fuel, tar, road debris, and modest abrasion.
K86113

16 oz. aerosol ..................................................................... 16.99 ea

Your Choice of a Wide
Variety of Sizes and Colors!

OER Etch Metal
®

OER® Chemical Restoration
Etch Metal inhibits rust and
promotes paint adhesion for
Etch
bare metal surfaces. This
OER® Etch Metal
specially formulated liquid
removes light surface
gently etches the metal, then
rust and leaves a coatleaves a zinc coating that
ing that bonds paint to
helps chemically bind paint to
the metal surface.
the surface. OER® Chemical
Restoration Etch Metal is
non-toxic, non-ﬂammable
and reusable. Ideal for application on bare
metal parts after sandblasting or using OER
ER®
Chemical Restoration Dissolve Rust.
K86114

ﬁvee gallon pail

pint ..................................................................................... 16.99 ea

OER Convert Rust

E
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®

OER® Chemical Restoration
Convert Rust instantly neutralizes
rust and converts the rusted
surface, leaving a protective
dark polymer coating. The inert
Convert
coating provides an excellent
primer base that seals out
OER® Convert Rust
moisture to prevent future rust
turns rust into a black,
and corrosion. Protected surface
paintable polymeric
can then be top coated with
coating that’s ready
most paints. OER® Chemical
for primer or top coat.
Restoration Convert Rust can
be applied with a brush, trigger
bottle or a spray gun. Brush – A
common household paint brush or
foam applicator. Spray Gun – HVLP
or conventional spray gun using a 1.01.4 nozzle at low pressure. Available
in quart bottles.
K86112

quart ................................................................................... 32.99 ea
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Rust Removal

one pint

01
gloss black

02
satin black

06
oxide red

08
off-white

one gallon

03
silver

one quart
8 ooun
ounces
unces

thinner

05
gray

09
15
cat yellow galvanized steel

apply over
bare metal

apply over
rusty metal

®

KBS RustSeal Corrosion Barrier Coating
After removing or treating rust on ﬂoors, subframes, or other under car components,
RustSeal® Corrosion Barrier Coating works by isolating the surface from moisture
and oxygen. This single component, high solids, rust stopping coating seals out the
ultimate causes of rust, creating a rock hard non-porous barrier between the metal
and rust promoting elements. Will not crack, chip, ﬂake, or peel, and no hardeners
or activators are needed. RustSeal® is completely unaffected by salt, gasoline, oils,
battery acids, hydraulic ﬂuids, solvents, chemicals, or corrosives.
RustSeal® Coating
Available in your choice of a wide variety of colors and sizes. Select the part number
for the size of the can you need, then add the 2 digit numerical color code to the end
of the part number to specify your desired color when ordering.
KB42
eight ounces
specify color ...................................... 19.99 ea
KB43
one pint
specify color ...................................... 29.99 ea
KB44
one quart
specify color ...................................... 39.99 ea
KB45
one gallon
specify color ...................................... 139.99 ea
KB46
ﬁve gallons
specify color ...................................... 559.99 ea
RustSeal® Thinner
Available in a wide variety of sizes. This product is designed speciﬁcally to thin
our rust preventative coatings for cleanup purposes or for thinning the coating for
use in a spray gun.
KB6200
eight ounces
thinner ................................................
9.99 ea
KB6400
one quart
thinner ................................................ 19.99 ea
KB6500
one gallon
thinner ................................................ 59.99 ea
KB6600
ﬁve gallons
thinner ................................................ 249.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Undercoatings

®

BlackTop Top Coat
BlackTop is a permanent, moisture cured, UV stable coating primarily used for
top coating surfaces previously sealed with RustSeal® or any other paint/primer
application. BlackTop is a high-performance protective coating speciﬁcally formulated
to withstand dulling and fading caused by prolonged sunlight exposure. BlackTop
may be used alone as a resilient coating but offers the ultimate rust protection when
used in combination with the RustSeal® corrosion barrier coating as step 1. For the
best stop rust and ultraviolet protection, ﬁrst apply RustSeal® to permanently seal
the surface and then top coat with BlackTop for an incredibly tough and professional
looking ﬁnish. Like RustSeal®, BlackTop dries to a rock hard yet ﬂexible coating
that can be readily applied to chassis, coil springs and light weight panels. BlackTop
also has high heat resistance and can be applied to almost all automotive applications
except exhaust systems. Blacktop is intended as a ﬁnal ﬁnish for parts that have been
coated with RustSeal®. Blacktop will retain its color and sheen even after repeated or
prolonged exposure to direct UV light and will not degrade.
Gloss Black
KB8101
12 oz. aerosol
gloss black ......................................... 23.99 ea
KB8301
one pint
gloss black ......................................... 32.99 ea
KB8401
one quart
gloss black ......................................... 49.99 ea
KB8501
one gallon
gloss black ......................................... 179.99 ea
KB8601
ﬁve gallons
gloss black ......................................... 649.99 ea
Satin Black
KB8102
12 oz. aerosol
satin black .......................................... 23.99 ea
KB8302
one pint
satin black .......................................... 32.99 ea
KB8402
one quart
satin black .......................................... 49.99 ea
KB8502
one gallon
satin black .......................................... 179.99 ea
KB8602
ﬁve gallons
satin black .......................................... 649.99 ea
Flat Black
KB8112
12 oz. aerosol
ﬂat black ............................................ 23.99 ea
KB8312
one pint
ﬂat black ............................................ 32.99 ea
KB8412
one quart
ﬂat black ............................................ 49.99 ea
KB8512
one gallon
ﬂat black ............................................ 179.99 ea
KB8612
ﬁve gallons
ﬂat black ............................................ 649.99 ea

Frame and Chassis Coater Set
The KBS Frame Coater set is a quart sized, 3 step set that includes enough products
to Klean, Blast and Seal a full size car or truck frame, or any 50 sq. ft. area with 2
coats of paint coverage. Each set includes: 1 qt. of KBS Klean (an industrial strength
water based cleaner/degreaser), 1 qt. of KBS RustBlast (a powerful rust remover/
metal etch), 1 qt. of RustSeal® (chemically bonds to bare metal to form a permanent,
moisture resistant ﬁnish that is ﬂexible, yet won’t crack, chip, or peel), 1 pair of
gloves, 2 brushes, and a stir stick. Detailed instructions included.
KBS Frame Coater Set
KB57001
3 step set
gloss black ........................................ 64.99 set
KB57002
3 step set
satin black ......................................... 64.99 set
KBS All-In-One Chassis Coater Set
This complete set takes our popular Frame Coater set to the next level with the
addition of a pint of BlackTop top coat for a permanent ﬁnal ﬁnish which withstands
dulling and fading caused by prolonged sunlight exposure and 8 oz. of our #1 thinner.
Set includes: the KBS 3 step Frame Coater set, plus 1 pint of Blacktop top coat, 8
oz. #1 thinner, 1 pair of gloves, 2 brushes, and 2 stir sticks.
KB575101
all-in-one kit
gloss black ........................................ 89.99 set
KB575102
all-in-one kit
satin black ......................................... 89.99 set

water based asphalt
undercoat – non-paintable

solvent based asphalt
undercoat – non-paintable

solvent based rubberized
undercoat – paintable

Water Based and Solvent Based Undercoating
with satin
ﬁnish

with Diamond
Finish

®

DiamondFinish Clear Coat

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Deadening/Insulation
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DiamondFinish® Gloss Clear Coat is a permanent, moisture cured, UV stable
coating primarily used for top coating surfaces previously sealed with RustSeal®,
for top coating direct to metal, or to coat over any other paint/primer application.
The clear coat formula can be applied direct to metal or over other coatings. This
high gloss clear coat remains permanently ﬂexible and is able to perform in the
toughest environments without yellowing, cracking or peeling. Apply directly to
painted surfaces with minimal surface prep. Incredibly tough and hard like no other
clear coat on the market. Can be applied with a brush (without leaving any brush
marks), roller and conventional spray gun. Unlike two part coatings, no hardener
is needed with DiamondFinish®. Just stir and go. DiamondFinish® clear coat will
cure without heat or UV lights in temperatures from 50 to 86 degrees Fahrenheit.
Able to withstand the harshest of chemicals including fuels, solvents, battery acid,
brake ﬂuid, Ethanol, Methanol, MEK, Hydrochloric Acid, fertilizers, and Acetone.
Grafﬁti resistant: because of its chemical resistance, graﬁtti just won’t stick and can
be removed simply with a solvent soaked rag. Great for high temperature automotive
applications including the use on cylinder heads, engine blocks, brake components
and even inlet manifolds, without yellowing up to 300 degree Fahrenheit.
KB8114
15 oz. aerosol
gloss clear coat .................................. 23.99 ea
KB8304
one pint
gloss clear coat .................................. 39.99 ea
KB8404
one quart
gloss clear coat .................................. 59.99 ea
KB8504
one gallon
gloss clear coat .................................. 189.99 ea
KB8604
ﬁve gallons
gloss clear coat .................................. 799.99 ea

Whether you choose our water based or solvent based undercoat formulas, each
produces a very tough, yet ﬂexible ﬁlm with excellent adhesion, and helps prevent
road salt from eating away at your car’s metal and/or ﬁberglass. Offers excellent
adhesion to metal or painted surfaces. Provides economical paintable durability,
plus moisture resistance and corrosion resistance, all in a matte black ﬁnish. Also
provides sound deadening by reducing road noise and vibration. You can attach
the quart size can directly to a Schutz applicator type spray gun or contents may
be poured into a clean container pot that ﬁts the applicator gun of your choice. Part
#20018 undercoat gun is offered separately.
Water Based Asphalt Undercoat – Non-Paintable
Our VOC friendly water based undercoating provides protection in wheel wells,
gas tanks, frames, and ﬂoor pans. Being an asphalt base, it is not designed to be
painted over. Dry to touch in one hour, fully cures in 24 hours. Excess coating may
be removed with soap and water.
KB78400
one quart
covers up to 25 square feet.................. 24.99 ea
KB78500
one gallon
covers up to 100 square feet................ 69.99 ea
KB78600
ﬁve gallons
covers up to 500 square feet................ 289.99 ea
Solvent Based Asphalt Undercoat – Non-Paintable
Being an asphalt base, it is not designed to be painted over. Dry to touch in onehour, fully cures in 24 hours. Excess coating may be removed with KBS #1 thinner.
KB76400
one quart
covers up to 30 square feet.................. 19.99 ea
KB76500
one gallon
covers up to 120 square feet................ 59.99 ea
KB76600
ﬁve gallons
covers up to 600 square feet................ 249.99 ea
Solvent-Based Rubberized Undercoat – Paintable
This formula is a superior solvent based rubberized undercoating that is paintable
when dry. Formula dries to touch in one-hour, can be handled in 2 hours. Excess
coating may be removed with KBS #1 thinner.
K89570
16 oz. aerosol covers up to 20 square feet.................. 15.99 ea
KB77400
one quart
covers up to 30 square feet.................. 19.99 ea
KB77500
one gallon
covers up to 120 square feet................ 59.99 ea
KB77600
ﬁve gallons
covers up to 600 square feet................ 249.99 ea

OER® Aerosol Coatings
s

All new quart can
now available!

black

red

light blue

med. blue

ivy gold

dark aqua

dark blue

dark green

bright blue

gold

turquoise

parchment

teal blue pearl pchmnt white (ivory)

orange

OER® Interior Surface Preparation Formulas
moss green light saddle dark saddle

ﬁrethorn dark crmn red dark blue

willow grn

silver gray

lt blue

buckskin

camel tan

Before spraying, be sure to properly prepare the surface for top coat. We offer a
variety of surface preparation products to ready reproduction dash pads, headrests,
door panels, padded pillar moldings, plastic parts, metal components, and other
parts for the application of the top coat.
Note: Shipped within the continental U.S. only. Shipped ground only.

OER® Premium Quality Aerosol Interior Paint

PP1009
PP215
PP618

OER® color bond prep cleaner, 4 oz. bottle ......................... 7.99 ea
OER® paint adhesion promoter, 12 oz. aerosol .................... 15.99 ea
OER® metal and plastic primer, 12 oz. aerosol .................... 16.99 ea

OER’s revolutionary formula provides 40% more coverage than standard dyes and
lacquers, and actually penetrates and molecularly bonds to the surface to permanently
seal in the color. Dries to the touch in 45 seconds, forms a complete bond in just 10
minutes. UV stable and color fast, it will not crack, ﬂake, or peel. For use on vinyl,
leather, ABS plastic, polycarbonate, polypropylene, polyurethane, acrylic, lexan,
ﬁberglass, and recycled plastics. When only the best will do, use OER® Premium
Quality Interior Paint. Available in your choice of convenient 12 oz. aerosol cans
or for bigger jobs where a spray gun is required, we offer quart cans.
Note: Shipped within the continental U.S. only. Shipped ground only.
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Retail Pricing
1962-79
1962-69
1965-67
1966-67
1967-70
1967-68
1967
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1970-76
1975-77
1976-77
1976-81
1977-79
1977-79
1977-79
1978-79
1998-07
2007
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black
red
light blue
bright blue
gold
turquoise
parchment
medium blue
ivy gold
dark aqua
teal blue
pearl parchment
clear top coat
white
Hugger Orange
dark blue
dark green
moss green
dark saddle
light blue
buckskin
ﬁrethorn red
dark carmine rd
dark willow grn
silver gray
camel tan
dark pewter
graphite

Aerosol
$16.99 ea
PP801
PP802
PP803
PP804
PP805
PP806
PP807
PP808
PP809
PP857
PP858
PP825B

Quart
$69.99 ea
PQ801

PQ804
before

after

PQ807

PQ857
black

taupe

gray

dark gray

crimson red

PQ825T
PP810
PP811
PP812
PP813
PP814
PP818
PP822
PP837
PP829
PP830
PP835
PP836
PP820
PP883
PP833

OER® Aerosol Coatings

OER Carpet Restoration Formula
®

PQ811

PQ814

PQ837

PQ835
PQ820

Formulated to enhance and restore faded, worn or stained surfaces, our OER® Carpet
Dyes molecularly bond to carpeting for a ﬁnished result that will not wear off. A
great product for restoring carpet or for spraying carpeted trim panels on consoles,
door panels and other carpeted trim. An easy way to renew worn or stained carpeted
ﬂoor mats as well. Available in a convenient user friendly aerosol spray that dries
in minutes. Available in a variety of colors to match or accent your interior. Order
each color individually in a 12 oz. aerosol can or buy the case of six cans and save!
Note: Shipped within the continental U.S. only. Shipped ground only.

12 oz. Aerosol Cans
PP900
black .....................................................................................
PP901
taupe .....................................................................................
PP902
gray ......................................................................................
PP903
dark gray ..............................................................................
PP904
crimson red...........................................................................
Case of Six 12 oz. Aerosol Cans
PP905
black .....................................................................................
PP907
gray ......................................................................................
PP908
dark gray ..............................................................................
PP909
crimson red...........................................................................

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

91.99
91.99
91.99
91.99

cs
cs
cs
cs

Toll Free 800.854.1280

OER® Aerosol Coatings
OER® Metal Mimic FX Coating
OER® Metal Mimic FX high-performance
coatings were developed to mimic the
appearance of bare metal so that you can
reﬁnish and protect all of the components
that were originally left unpainted by the
factory. Items such as cast iron housings,
aluminum housings, stainless steel parts,
galvanized parts, and even chrome can
now be coated with a “factory correct”
looking ﬁnish that is extremely durable and
amazingly close to the original color.
Note: Ships ground only. No air shipment.

Correct Original Colors
Simple to Use Spray Can
Cost Effective/No Waste

K89110
Chevy blue

K89140
strato blue met.

K89230
slate blue

Heat Resistant to 400 Degrees F
High Hiding Formulation
Manufactured in the USA!

K89115
med. gray

K89120
orange red

K89180
truck red

K89150
spectra red

K89130
corp. blue

K89280
sky blue

K89290
turquoise

K89200
lt. blue met.

K89210
lt blue teal

K89220
blue aqua

K89260
gray primer

K89265
clear

K89543
factory black

®

OER Classic Blend Engine Paint
Classic Industries® is proud to present OER® Classic Blend Engine Paints for
your classic vehicle restoration. Each product offers maximum coverage and
adhesion to air cleaners, engine blocks, heads, intake manifolds, valve covers,
water pumps, oil pans, transmission cases, and more. Effective against rust,
gas, oil, grease, salt, humidity and intermittent temperatures up to 400 degree F.
Extensive factory correct color selection is available with high hiding capability.
Spray gun results without the mess and hassle associated with mixing paint
and cleaning the equipment. Available by the can or buy a case of 6 and save!
Note: Ships ground only. No air shipment.

Case of 6
$89.99

Chevy blue
medium gray
orange red

K89110
K89115
K89120

K89111
K89116
K89121

truck engine red
spectra red
corporate blue
strato blue metallic

K89180
K89150
K89130
K89140

K89181
K89151
K89131
K89141

sky blue
turquoise
light blue metallic
light blue teal
blue aqua
slate blue

K89280
K89290
K89200
K89210
K89220
K89230

K89281
K89291
K89201
K89211
K89221
K89231

gray primer
gloss clear
factory black high gloss

K89260
K89265
K89543

K89261
K89266
K89594

Retail Pricing
Chevrolet
1951-62
1962-prior
1977-prior
GM
1963-79
1966-prior
1977-82
1975-77
Pontiac
1959-60
1961-65
1966-70
1971-73
1973
1973-74
All Vehicles
all
all
all

13.99
13.99
15.99
13.99
15.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

OER® Factory Black Coating
OER® Factory Black
Coating is available
in a variety of sheen
levels to help you
achieve the correct
factory look for your
restoration. Our
Ultra Flat sheen is
an extremely ﬂat
non-glare ﬁnish. The
next level up is our
low gloss formula
followed by the semigloss and ﬁnally our
exclusive high gloss
formulation. Whatever
you are spraying, we
have the correct sheen
for an original factory black look.
Note: Ships ground only. No air shipment.

Factory Black Set – Contains All Four Formulations
Buy the complete OER® Factory Black set and you will have all the necessary
sheen levels for a correct factory look no matter what component you are spraying.
K89550
4 can set, all four sheens .................................................... 59.99 set
Ultra Flat Factory Black
Extremely ﬂat non-glare ﬁnish that is perfect for a variety of uses including underhood
items like hood hinges, latches, carburetor parts, seat adjusters, pulleys, linkage,
nuts, bolts, washers, screws, clips, brackets, and more. Provides a durable ﬂat black
zinc phosphate look without the high cost of black zinc phosphate plating.
K89540
12 oz. can ........................................................................... 16.99 ea
K89590
case of six 12 oz. cans ....................................................... 89.99 cs
Low Gloss Factory Black
A durable low gloss coating that provides a factory fresh appearance on the frame,
transmission crossmember, leaf spring shackles, control arms, ﬁrewall, cowl, brake
components, AC compressor or anywhere else a low gloss, but not quite ﬂat black
ﬁnish is desired.
K89541
12 oz. can ........................................................................... 16.99 ea
K89592
case of six 12 oz. cans ....................................................... 89.99 cs
Semi-Gloss Factory Black
A durable low gloss coating that provides a factory fresh appearance on the underside
of the hood or on inner fender skirts, battery tray, radiator support, master cylinder,
front control arms, brackets, pulleys, fan blade, smog pump tail housing, starter,
power steering assembly, horns, sway bars, wiper motor assembly, and suspension
components or anywhere else a semi-gloss black ﬁnish is desired.
K89542
12 oz. can ........................................................................... 16.99 ea
K89593
case of six 12 oz. cans ....................................................... 89.99 cs
High Gloss Factory Black
A high gloss coating that is perfect for restoration of air cleaner assemblies, valve
covers, radiator tanks and brackets, ignition coils, voltage regulator covers, suspension
springs, wheel inserts, shock absorbers, rear axle housings, differential tubes, brake
backing plates, and any other parts where a durable gloss black ﬁnish is desired.
K89543
12 oz. can ........................................................................... 16.99 ea
K89594
case of six 12 oz. cans ....................................................... 89.99 cs

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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12 oz. can
$16.99 ea

OER® Metal Mimic FX Coatings – Individual 12 oz. Cans
K89500
Aluminum Blast Coating ...................................................
K89502
Cast Blast Cast Iron Gray Coating ....................................
K89501
Galv Blast Zinc Coating ....................................................
K89091
Stainless Steel Coating ......................................................
K0090
Cast Iron Gray High Temp ................................................

OER® Aerosol Coatings
®

OER Rubberized Undercoating
A black, rubberized
undercoating for all
automobile under surfaces.
Sprays evenly and dries
completely to a smooth
consistency. Can be top
coated with any type of
automotive ﬁnish.
Prevents rust, reduces road
noise, seals out water,
fumes, road chemicals
and dust. Special formula
greatly reduces lingering
odor associated with
most other brands of
undercoating. No “bleed
through” when top coated.
Use on undersides of
panels, hoods and deck
lids, trunk interiors,
section repairs, weld
joints, rust holes or on
chassis parts. Buy the case
and save!
Note: Ships ground only.
No air shipment.

K89570
K89669

20 oz. can ......... 15.99 ea
case of six ........ 79.99 cs

®

OER Black Wrinkle Finish
A durable and long-lasting
ﬁnish which has a
unique wrinkled
texture. Excellent
hiding qualities
provides an
excellent ﬁnish
for hiding surface
imperfections such
as pitting, scratches
or chips. Extremely
durable formula
resists oil, gas and
grease. Can be
used where harsh
conditions break
down conventional
coatings. Comes
in 12 oz. aerosol
can. Great for valve
covers, air cleaners,
dash components, and more. Buy
the case and save!
Note: Ships ground only. No air shipment.

K89548
K89549

12 oz. can ......... 13.99 ea
case of six ........ 69.99 cs

®

OER Original Hue Paint
OER® Original Hue paints are specially
formulated to perfectly match the
factory colors of speciﬁc components
installed on your vehicle at the factory.
Unique shades are available so you can
duplicate the OE ﬁnishes on a variety
of parts including Saginaw steering
boxes and Delco shock absorbers from
the 60’s and 70’s.
Note: Ships ground only. No air shipment.

Saginaw Steering Box Blue/Gray
K89531 12 oz. can ........... 16.99 ea
GM Delco Shock Absorber Gray
K89532 12 oz. can ........... 16.99 ea
®

OER Hi-Temp Exhaust Coat
A fast drying coating
designed to withstand
temperatures up to
1200 degrees F on
a continuous basis.
Forms a porcelain
like bond after curing.
Resists blistering,
peeling, discoloration,
or loss of adhesion
Excellent for headers,
manifolds, mufﬂers,
pipes, and more.
Note: Ships ground only.
No air shipment.

12 oz. Can
K89555 silver ................
K89556 black ................
K0090
cast iron gray ...
Case of Six 12 oz. Cans
K89557 silver ................
K89558 black ................
K89559 cast iron gray ...

15.99 ea
15.99 ea
15.99 ea
79.99 cs
79.99 cs
79.99 cs

®
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OER High Solids Detail Coating
A superior professional grade coating
formulated for restorations where maximum
performance is required. These high solid
paints do not run or sag, and provide twice
the coverage of conventional aerosol
enamels. Each 20 oz. can offers the highest
solid content (40%) of any aerosol paint on
the market for maximum coverage. One 20
oz. can of OER® High Solids is equal to four
16 oz. cans of competing brands.
Note: Ships ground only. No air shipment.

20 oz. Can
K89577 gloss black ............................................................................
K89578 ﬂat black ...............................................................................
K89579 aluminum ..............................................................................
K89580 stainless steel ........................................................................
K89581 dark gray ...............................................................................
Case of Six 20 oz. Cans
K89677 gloss black ............................................................................
K89678 ﬂat black ...............................................................................
K89679 aluminum ..............................................................................
K89680 stainless steel ........................................................................
K89681 dark gray ...............................................................................
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13.99
13.99
13.99
13.99
13.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

69.99
69.99
69.99
69.99
69.99

cs
cs
cs
cs
cs

OER Professional Grade PBE Primer
®

OER® is pleased to offer our professional grade primers speciﬁcally formulated to
meet the performance needs of body shop personnel but conveniently packaged for the
automotive enthusiast. Tough and dependable, these primers adhere extremely well,
prevent rust and corrosion and enhance the quality and appearance of the ﬁnished
product. Large fan spray head gives a professional looking application. Eliminates
the need for a spray gun for small repairs, reduces cleanup time. One 20 oz. can will
cover as much area as four 16 oz. cans of a conventional low solids formulation.
Note: Ships ground only. No air shipment.

OER® Self-Etching Sanding Primers
Manufactured with a modiﬁed acrylic resin to give you excellent adhesion to all types
of metal, aluminum and prepared surfaces. Drys to the touch in 10 minutes. Dry to
sand or top coat in 15 minutes. Available individually in 20 oz. cans or in case of six.
Individual 20 oz. Cans
K89560 gray ....................................................................................... 13.99 ea
K89561 black ..................................................................................... 13.99 ea
K89562 red oxide ............................................................................... 13.99 ea
Case of Six 20 oz. Cans
K89660 gray ....................................................................................... 69.99 cs
K89661 black ..................................................................................... 69.99 cs
K89662 red oxide ............................................................................... 69.99 cs
OER® High Solids Sanding Primers
A superior professional grade primer formulated with 40% solids to provide twice
the coverage of conventional aerosol primers. One 20 oz. can will cover as much
area as four 16 oz. cans of a conventional low solids formulation. Fewer cans needed
to complete the job to save you time and money. Protects against rust and corrosion.
Provides excellent adhesion with single coat hiding capability and minimum over
spray. Available individually in 20 oz. cans or in case of six.
Individual 20 oz. Cans
K89575 red oxide ............................................................................... 13.99 ea
K89576 gray ....................................................................................... 13.99 ea
Case of Six 20 oz. Cans
K89664 red oxide ............................................................................... 69.99 cs
K89665 gray ....................................................................................... 69.99 cs
OER® Zinc Phosphate Primers
Specially formulated primer that is chromate free and chemically bonds with iron, steel
and aluminum to form a hard, highly adherent coating. It has exceptional corrosion
resistance. Ideal for spot repair of damaged coatings. Exceptional protection against
rust and corrosion. Compatible under 2 component coatings. Forms a hard, highly
adherent, water resistant coating that can be painted or left as is. Drys to the touch
in 10 minutes. Available individually in 12 oz. cans or in case of six.
Individual 12 oz. Cans
K89565 green ..................................................................................... 15.99 ea
K89566 yellow ................................................................................... 15.99 ea
Case of Six 12 oz. Cans
K89666 green ..................................................................................... 79.99 cs
K89667 yellow ................................................................................... 79.99 cs
OER® Spray Galvanizing Weld-ThruTM Coating
A smooth, cold galvanizing compound that chemically fuses to bare steel and forms
a extremely rust resistant barrier. Perfect for application on the inside of newly
installed panels where rust prevention of new metal is important, but where the
part treated will not be painted. Fast dry, sag free spray that is abrasion resistant.
Stops rust creepage, resists chemicals and is rust inhibitive. Apply it to sheet metal
pieces before installation, then weld as usual. The coating will not affect the quality
of the weld, and will retain is rust preventative properties. Available individually
in 12 oz. cans or in case of six.
Individual 12 oz. Cans
K89567 gray ....................................................................................... 17.99 ea
Case of Six 12 oz. Cans
K89668 gray ....................................................................................... 89.99 cs
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OER Trunk Spatter Paint
Restoration grade spatter paint for the discriminating
restorer who wants to accurately replicate the original
texture and ﬁnish in their trunk. Produced by the original
manufacturer for an authentic texture and color match.
These water soluble paints are designed to be applied
with a paint gun and do not require a clear coat. One quart
required per vehicle. Includes instructions.
Important: GM originally applied trunk spatter paint with a
Binks 2100 gun with a 200 tip and a 66 ﬂuid nozzle with an
internal mix air cap.

OER Factory Wheel Coatings
®

K86130
K86131

quart
quart

K86130

black and aqua ................................................. 99.99 ea
gray and white ................................................. 99.99 ea

OER® Factory Wheel Coatings are available in a variety of original colors so you
can achieve the correct factory look on the restoration of your wheels. Eliminates
the need for expensive custom paint mixing and greatly simpliﬁes the restoration
process by providing spray gun results without the hassle and mess of a spray gun
or the need for an air compressor. Note: Ships ground only. No air shipment.
Rally Wheel Argent Silver
Correct color and sheen for the restoration of Rally I, Rally II, and Super Sport
wheels. Makes your wheels look like they just rolled out of the factory.
K89320 12 oz. can .............................................................................. 16.99 ea
K89321 case of six 12 oz. cans .......................................................... 89.99 cs
Rally Wheel Argent Silver/Green
Correct color and sheen for the restoration of 1968-74 Rally wheels that call for
Argent Silver with a slight green hue.
K89325 12 oz. can .............................................................................. 16.99 ea
K89326 case of six 12 oz. cans .......................................................... 89.99 cs

black/gray

black/aqua

gray/white

®

Low Luster Gray Wheel Paint
Correct color and sheen for the restoration of Rally, Super Sport, Honeycomb, and
Z28 5-spoke mag wheels that call for a unique shade of gray. This gray was used
on the backside and in some cases both sides of steel factory sport wheels. Can also
be used on jack mechanism and jack base on some models.
K89410 12 oz. can .............................................................................. 16.99 ea
K89411 case of six 12 oz. cans .......................................................... 89.99 cs
Rally II Wheel Insert Paint – Charcoal Gray Metallic
Charcoal gray metallic paint for the restoration of the pie-shaped wheel insert area
on Rally II wheels. Correct color, tone, and luster for a factory fresh appearance.
K89330 12 oz. can .............................................................................. 16.99 ea
K89331 case of six 12 oz. cans .......................................................... 89.99 cs
Z28 5-Spoke Mag Wheel Paint – Shadow Gray
Correct color, sheen, and texture for the restoration of 1970-81 Z28 5-spoke mag
wheels also known as “Trans Am”, “high-performance” or “5-spoke Rally” wheels.
Correct for 1970 Chevelle and El Camino 5-spoke factory wheels as well.
K89310 12 oz. can .............................................................................. 16.99 ea
K89311 case of six 12 oz. cans .......................................................... 89.99 cs
Third Gen Wheel Paint – California Gold or Nevada Silver
Ideal paint for the restoration of a variety of 80’s and 90’s factory mag wheels on
Chevrolet and Pontiac vehicles. Your choice of California Gold or Nevada Silver.
California Gold
K89335 12 oz. can .............................................................................. 16.99 ea
K89336 case of six 12 oz. cans .......................................................... 89.99 cs
Nevada Silver
K89345 12 oz. can .............................................................................. 16.99 ea
K89346 case of six 12 oz. cans .......................................................... 89.99 cs
®

®

OER Clear Enamel

The perfect alternative to
expensive zinc phosphate
plating. A variety of choices
are available to correctly
reﬁnish underhood items
such as hood hinges, hood
latch and safety catch,
carbs, pulleys, linkage,
nuts, bolts, brackets, clips,
screws and more with
a durable ﬂat or nongloss ﬁnish that mimics
the appearance of zinc
phosphate plating.

Provide extra durability
and color depth on a
variety of surfaces.
OER® Clear Enamel will
enhance the appearance
of engine components,
wheels, suspension
components and other
painted and unpainted
surfaces where a gloss
clear top coat is desired.
Withstands rust, gas,
oil grease, salt, and
intermittent temperatures up to
400 degrees F.

Note: Ships ground only. No air shipment.

K89540
K89520

factory black .... 16.99 ea
dark gray .......... 16.99 ea

Note: Ships ground only. No air shipment.

K89265

gloss clear ........ 16.99 ea

Note: Ships ground only. No air shipment.

Kit with Standard Gray Primer
K51490 black and gray .. 104.99 kit
K51491 black and aqua .. 104.99 kit
K51492 gray and white .. 109.99 kit
Kit with Self-Etching Gray Primer
K51493 black and gray .. 109.99 kit
K51494 black and aqua .. 109.99 kit
K51495 gray and white .. 109.99 kit

Binks 2100 Spray Gun
This is the
style gun that
was used at
the factory
to apply the
trunk splatter
paint in
the correct
consistency
and pattern.
A9250101
Includes
the correct
ﬂuid nozzle, needle, and air nozzle.
Will spray all conventional coatings,
including those with high solids.
Features a forged aluminum body
that has been precision machined, and
brass air nozzles and knobs that
are nickel-plated.
Note: Pressure pot required and not included.

A9250101
A9250102
A9250103
A9250104

spray gun ....... 299.99 set
2 qt. pot.......... 399.99 ea
5' air hose ...... 45.99 ea
5' ﬂuid hose ... 65.99 ea
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Central Pneumatic General
Purpose Spray Gun
This general purpose paint spray gun
is designed with a rugged lightweight
body that makes it easier to keep a
steady hand while you paint. The
spray gun sprays all light to medium
viscosity materials including lacquer,
enamel, urethane, polyurethane and
primer. This is a great paint spray gun
for a wide range of uses in any home
garage or professional auto shop. Made
from aluminum.
Conventional material transfer
Average air consumption 9-1/2 cfm
@ 50 psi
Lightweight, durable Nylon pistol and
lid construction with spun
aluminum cup
Siphon feed
Working pressure 50 to 70 psi
Fluid and pattern control: 1-1/2" to
9-1/2" fan spread
A9250105 ...................... 34.99 ea

Experience Spray Gun Control!
Transform your aerosol container into
a versatile spray gun. Using it’s unique
“lock-on” device, simply snap-it on and
spray! You’ll experience better control
for applying steady even coats, easy
handling and comfort, all adding up
to reduced fatigue. Use with paints,
lubricants, cleaners, craft sprays, and
more! Universal ﬁt for most aerosols.
81005 aerosol trigger grip 7.99 ea

OER® Aerosol Coatings
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OER Underhood Detail Paint

OER Trunk Reﬁnish Kit
Restore the trunk area of your classic
car to a factory original appearance and
provide the ultimate protection from
the elements. First prime the area to be
painted. On bare metal, you should use
a self-etching primer. Next, spray your
base coat. Then spray your spatter coat
and let dry thoroughly. Finally, coat the
entire surface with our clear topcoat to
seal the surface. Contains everything you
need to reﬁnish the trunk of your classic
vehicle including 2 cans of primer, 3
cans of spatter paint and 2 cans of clear
topcoat. Buy the kit and save!

Exterior Emblems
Make a Big Statement with Die-Cast Air Cleaner Emblems!
Install these beautiful chrome-plated die-cast emblems for an upscale custom
look for your big block Camaro! These emblems capture the appearance
of the air cleaner decals originally installed on big block vehicles of the
era. Manufactured from die-cast metal, these colorful triple chrome-plated
emblems are speciﬁcally designed to ﬁt the contours of the stock 1967-73
big block 14" diameter open element air cleaner lid. Installation is simple!
Each emblem is adhesive backed for easy peel and stick application.

R1067

R1069

1967 Camaro Emblem Kits
Reproduction exterior emblem kits for 1967 Camaro models. Includes: grill emblem,
“Camaro” fender emblems, V-Flag fender emblems, engine size call out fender
emblems, header panel and trunk lid emblems, and other emblems where speciﬁed.
We also include a complete set of barrel nuts to make installation of emblems easy!

3874908

1
2
2
2
1
1
1

3874911

Crossed Flags Air Cleaner Emblem

R1067

These quality die-cast air cleaner emblems are similar in shape and size to the
crossed ﬂag decals used on the air cleaners of various big block equipped vehicles
of the era. Designed with modern adhesive backing for simple, secure application
to our open element air cleaner lid.
Note: This emblem is designed to ﬁt a 1967-73 open element air cleaner for big block
engines. May not ﬁt other air cleaner lids.

F
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3874908
3874909
3874910
3874911

396
427
454
502

crossed ﬂags emblem .........................................
crossed ﬂags emblem .........................................
crossed ﬂags emblem .........................................
crossed ﬂags emblem .........................................

69.99
69.99
69.99
69.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

3874915

R1068

These quality die-cast air cleaner emblems are similar in shape and size to the
Turbo-Jet decals used on the air cleaners of various big block equipped vehicles of
the era. Designed with modern adhesive backing for simple, secure application to
our open element air cleaner lid.
Note: This emblem is designed to ﬁt a 1967-73 open element air cleaner for big block
engines. May not ﬁt other air cleaner lids.
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375 HP
400 HP
425 HP
450 HP

Turbo-Jet emblem ..........................................
Turbo-Jet emblem ..........................................
Turbo-Jet emblem ..........................................
Turbo-Jet emblem ..........................................

Exterior Emblem Kits

R1070
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

Turbo-Jet Horsepower Emblem
3874912
3874913
3874914
3874915

1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

1
2
2
2
1
1
1
R1069

1967 Standard 327 Emblem Kit
Bow Tie Grill Emblem
“Camaro” Fender Emblems
V-Flag Fender Emblems
327 Fender Emblems
“Camaro” Header Panel Emblem
“Camaro” Trunk Lid Emblem
Barrel Nut Installation Kit
1967
327 standard................................................... 176.99 kit
1967 Rally Sport 327 Emblem Kit
RS Grill Emblem
RS Fender Emblems
“Camaro” Fender Emblems
V-Flag Fender Emblems
327 Fender Emblems
“Camaro” Header Panel Emblem
“Camaro” Trunk Lid Emblem
Barrel Nut Installation Kit
1967
327 Rally Sport .............................................. 196.20 kit
1967 SS-350 Emblem Kit
SS-350 Grill Emblem
SS Fender Emblems
“Camaro” Fender Emblems
V-Flag Fender Emblems
350 Fender Emblems
“Camaro” Header Panel Emblem
“Camaro” Trunk Lid Emblem
Barrel Nut Installation Kit
1967
SS 350 engine ................................................ 192.99 kit
1967 SS-396 Emblem Kit
SS Grill Emblem
SS Fender Emblems
“Camaro” Fender Emblems
396 V-Flag Fender Emblems
“Camaro” Header Panel Emblem
“Camaro” Trunk Lid Emblem
Barrel Nut Installation Kit
1967
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SS 396 engine ................................................ 191.99 kit
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Exterior Emblem Kits

R1076
R1080

1969 Camaro Emblem Kits
Reproduction exterior emblem kits for 1969 Camaro models. Includes: grill emblem,
fender emblems, header panel and trunk lid emblems, rear panel emblem, and other
emblems where speciﬁed. We also include a complete set of barrel nuts to make
installation of emblems easy!

R1077

1968 Camaro Emblem Kits
Reproduction exterior emblem kits for 1968 Camaro models. Includes: grill emblem,
fender emblems, engine size call out fender emblems, header panel and trunk lid
emblems, and other emblems where speciﬁed. We also include a complete set of
barrel nuts to make installation of emblems easy!
1
2
2
1
1
1

1968
327 standard................................................... 119.99 kit
1968 Rally Sport 327 Emblem Kit
RS Grill Emblem
“Camaro” Fender Emblems
327 Fender Emblems
“Camaro By Chevrolet” Header Panel Emblem
“Camaro By Chevrolet” Trunk Lid Emblem
Barrel Nut Installation Kit

R1076
1
2
2
1
1
1

1968
327 Rally Sport .............................................. 119.99 kit
1968 SS Emblem Kits
RS Grill Emblem
“Camaro” Fender Emblems
Engine Size Callout Fender Emblems
“Camaro By Chevrolet” Header Panel Emblem
“Camaro By Chevrolet” Trunk Lid Emblem
Barrel Nut Installation Kit

1
2
2
2
1
1
1

SS with 350 engine ........................................ 159.99 kit
SS with 396 engine ........................................ 159.99 kit

SS with 350 engine ........................................ 162.99 kit
SS with 396 engine ........................................ 162.99 kit
1968 Z28 Emblem Kits
RS or Bow Tie Grill Emblem
Z28 Fender Emblems
Rally Sport Fender Emblems (with RS Option)
“Camaro” Fender Emblems (without RS Option)
“Camaro By Chevrolet” Header Panel Emblem
“Camaro By Chevrolet” Trunk Lid Emblem
Barrel Nut Installation Kit

R1077
R1078

1968
1968

Z28 without RS option .................................. 149.99 kit
Z28 with RS option........................................ 149.99 kit

307 standard................................................... 169.99 kit
327 standard................................................... 168.99 kit
350 standard................................................... 165.60 kit
1969 Rally Sport Emblem Kits
RS Grill Emblem
“Rally Sport” Fender Emblems
Engine Size Callout Fender Emblems
“Camaro By Chevrolet” Header Panel Emblem
“Camaro By Chevrolet” Trunk Lid Emblem
RS Rear Panel Emblem
Barrel Nut Installation Kit

R1082
R1083
R1084
1
2
2
1
1
1
1

1969
1969
1969

1969
1969
1969

307 Rally Sport .............................................. 183.99 kit
327 Rally Sport .............................................. 181.99 kit
350 Rally Sport .............................................. 179.99 kit
1969 SS Emblem Kits

SS Grill Emblem
SS Fender Emblems
Engine Size Callout Fender Emblems
“Camaro By Chevrolet” Header Panel Emblem
“Camaro By Chevrolet” Trunk Lid Emblem
SS Rear Panel Emblem
Barrel Nut Installation Kit

With RS Option
R1085
1969
R1087
1969
Without RS Option
R1086
1969
R1088
1969

SS 350 ............................................................ 184.99 kit
SS 396 ............................................................ 189.99 kit
SS 350 ............................................................ 189.99 kit
SS 396 ............................................................ 189.99 kit
1969 Z28 Emblem Kits

Note: Cowl hood emblem is only included with kits speciﬁed with cowl hood.

1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

Z28 Grill Emblem
Z28 Fender Emblems
“Rally Sport” Fender Emblems (with RS Option)
“Camaro” Fender Emblems (without RS Option)
302 Cowl Induction Hood Emblems
“Camaro By Chevrolet” Header Panel Emblem
“Camaro By Chevrolet” Trunk Lid Emblem
Z28 Rear Panel Emblem
Barrel Nut Installation Kit

With RS Option
R1090
1969
R1092
1969
Without RS Option
R1089
1969
R1091
1969

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

without cowl hood ......................................... 215.99 kit
with cowl hood .............................................. 242.99 kit
without cowl hood ......................................... 181.99 kit
with cowl hood .............................................. 215.99 kit

Exterior Emblem Kits
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With RS Option
R1072
1968
R1074
1968
Without RS Option
R1073
1968
R1075
1968

1969 Standard Emblem Kits
Bow Tie Grill Emblem
“Camaro” Fender Emblems
Engine Size Callout Fender Emblems
“Camaro By Chevrolet” Header Panel Emblem
“Camaro By Chevrolet” Trunk Lid Emblem
Bow Tie Rear Panel Emblem
Barrel Nut Installation Kit

R1079
R1080
R1081
1
2
2
1
1
1
1

1968 Standard 327 Emblem Kit
Bow Tie Grill Emblem
“Camaro” Fender Emblems
327 Fender Emblems
“Camaro By Chevrolet” Header Panel Emblem
“Camaro By Chevrolet” Trunk Lid Emblem
Barrel Nut Installation Kit

R1071
1
2
2
1
1
1

1
2
2
1
1
1
1

Grill Emblems
1967-68
Rally Sport Grill Emblem
Correct reproduction front grill
emblem which was installed on all
1967-68 Rally Sport Camaro models.
This reproduction is manufactured to
the highest quality standards just like
original. The “r” and “s” feature the
correct font style. Inside is painted a
ﬂat black while the case has a brushed
appearance offering the highest
quality, most original appearance of
any emblem available.
3907915
1967-68 ................................ 24.99 ea

1967-68 SS-427 Grill Emblem
Reproduction SS-427 grill emblem for 1967 standard
and 1967-68 RS Camaro models. Includes all mounting
hardware. This emblem was not originally installed
on Camaro models however can be used for owner
installed 427 engines.
CM6717
1967-68 ................................. 76.99 ea

Highest quality
standard grill emblem
on the market!
1967 Standard Bow Tie
Grill Emblem
This is a reproduction standard
Bow Tie grill emblem which was
installed on all 1967 Camaro
models without the SS or RS option. Manufactured
from Genuine GM tooling. Backing plate
retainer not included.
3902894
1967..................................... 39.99 ea

1968 SS with RS Grill Emblem
Reproduction Super Sport grill emblem which was
installed on all 1968 Super Sports with the Rally Sport
option. Includes retainer and speed nuts.
3918871
1968...................................... 25.99 ea

1969 Bow Tie Standard Grill Emblem
Reproduction GM blue Bow Tie emblem includes
backing plate and nuts for easy installation. This
emblem was originally installed on all non-Rally Sport
or Super Sport Camaro models.
3958639
1969 .................................... 36.99 ea

1969 Rally Sport Grill Emblem
Reproduction RS grill emblem for Camaro models
with the Rally Sport option. Not for SS/RS or SS
Camaro models with the standard grill. Includes:
backing plate and nuts.
3958641
1969 ..................................... 29.99 ea

1968 Standard Grill Emblem

1967 Super Sport Grill Emblem
This grill emblem was originally installed on all 1967
Super Sport Camaro models. This emblem will ﬁt
either standard or Rally Sport grills.
3918871
1967
emblem................... 25.99 ea

This emblem is a
reproduction satin
brushed chrome ﬁnish
featuring the correct color
red vertical trim line and
a black center Bow Tie. For
all standard Camaro models
without the Z28, Super Sport or
Rally Sport options.
3916655
1968 ..................................... 26.99 ea

1969 Z/28 Grill Emblem
This emblem is a superb reproduction Z/28 emblem
which was installed on all 1969 Z/28 Camaro models.
Includes backing plate. Use 11501047 for speed nuts.
2 speed nuts are included.
Note: The 1967-68 Z/28 did not include a Z/28 grill emblem.

3949517

1969 ..................................... 29.99 ea

CM6766

F
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1967 SS-350 Grill Emblem
An excellent reproduction of the SS-350 grill emblem
which was originally installed on 1967 Camaro
models with the Super Sport 350 engine option.
This reproduction will ﬁt standard or Rally Sport
Camaro models.
3916610
1967 ..................................... 26.99 ea

1968 Super Sport Standard Grill Emblem

1969 SS-396 Grill Emblem

Reproduction Super Sport grill emblem installed on all
1968 Camaro models without the Rally Sport option.
Includes retainer backing plate for easy mounting to grill.
3919194
1968 ..................................... 29.99 ea

Reproduction grill emblem for all 1969 Camaro SS396
models. Available for standard or Rally Sport option.
A complete unit ready-to-install.
CM6766
1969
without Rally Sport 76.99 ea
CM6768
1969
with Rally Sport...... 76.99 ea

1968 SS 427 Standard Grill Emblem
1967-68 SS-396 Grill Emblem
An excellent reproduction of the SS-396 grill emblem
which was originally installed on 1967 standard or RS,
and 1968 RS Camaro.
3927599
1967-68 ............................... 26.99 ea
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3981921

1969-73 Super Sport Grill Emblem

Reproduction SS 427 grill emblem for use on all 1968
standard Camaro models. This emblem is not for
models with Rally Sport grills. Includes all mounting
hardware. This emblem was not originally installed
on Camaro models however can be used for owner
installed 427 engines.
CM6743
1968 .................................... 76.99 ea

OER® reproduction emblems which were installed on
all 1969 thru 1973 Super Sport Camaro models without
the Rally Sport option. Includes backing plate and nuts.
3981921
1969 .................................... 27.99 ea
6263015
1970-73 ............................... 29.99 ea
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1969 SS with RS Grill Emblem
This reproduction emblem was originally installed on
all 1969 Camaro models equipped with 350 or 396
engines and the Rally Sport option. Emblem includes
backing plate and speed nuts.
3943229
1969 .................................... 26.99 ea

1979 Z28 Grill Emblem
1978 Standard Grill Emblem
®

OER reproduction of the original grill emblem
designed for 1978 standard Camaro models. Installed
on all 1978 Camaro models except Z28. Features
correct red/white/blue design with Chevrolet Bow
Tie logo on bottom of emblem. Includes mounting
bracket and hardware.
475527
1978........................................ 69.99 ea

OER® reproduction of the original grill emblem
designed for all 1979 Camaro Z28 models. Features
correct black design with the Chevrolet Bow Tie logo
below. Includes mounting bracket and hardware.
14008892 1979..................................... 79.99 ea

CM6767

1969 SS 427 Grill Emblem
Reproduction SS 427 grill emblem for 1969 standard
or RS grills. Includes mounting hardware. This emblem
was not originally installed on Camaro models however
can be used for owner installed 427 engines.
CM6767
1969 standard ................ 76.99 ea
CM6769
1969 with RS grill ......... 76.99 ea

1978 Type LT Grill Emblem
K9695

1967-69 Grill Emblem Retainer
The 1967-68 retainer is for SS grill emblems with RS
grills. The 1969 retainer is for all Standard or Super
Sport grill emblems. Attaches to the emblem posts
behind the grill and holds the emblem in place.
Note: Not for Z28 grill emblems.
K9695 1967-68
RS .......................... 3.99 ea
C86
1969
all ........................... 4.99 ea

Reproduction of the “Type LT” grill emblem designed
for all 1978 Camaro models that included the Type
LT option. This die-cast emblem is manufactured and
designed to ﬁt exactly as original. Includes correct
color painted areas and font style. Comes complete
with mounting clips for installation.
468595
1978
Type LT ................... 47.99 ea

1980-81 Standard Grill Emblem
A high-quality reproduction standard grill emblem
installed on 1980-81 Camaro models. Features the word
Camaro along with the Chevrolet Bow Tie emblem
on the top portion of the emblem.
14016384
1980-81 ............................. 34.99 ea

F2371

F2373

1980-81 RS Grill Emblem
A high-quality reproduction “RS” grill emblem
originally installed on 1980-81 Rally Sport Camaro
models. Made in USA.
CM6870
1980-81
silver.................. 29.99 ea
CM6873
1980-81
gold ................... 27.99 ea

F2374

1970-73 Z28 Grill Emblem
Reproduction grill emblem for all Z28 Camaro models
including backing plate and nuts.
338239
1970-73 ................................. 36.99 ea

F2375
14024334 – blue
F2376

F2372

1974 Grill Emblem
Reproduction grill emblem which features the correct
acrylic coating over a red, white, and blue background.
This emblem installs on the grill as original. Includes
mounting studs for easy installation
CM6840
1974 ..................................... 62.99 ea

silver

charcoal

green

gold

red

orange

1978 Z28 Grill Emblem

1980-81 Z28 Grill Emblem

Reproduction of the plastic grill emblem for all 1978
Camaro Z28 models. Available in original factory
colors. Includes: backing plate, mounting studs, and
attaching nuts.
F2371
1978
red ............................. 79.99 ea
F2373
1978
blue ........................... 79.99 ea
F2374
1978
green ......................... 79.99 ea
F2375
1978
yellow ....................... 79.99 ea
F2376
1978
light gold................... 79.99 ea
F2372
1978
dark gold ................... 79.99 ea

Reproduction Z28 grill emblems for 1980-81 Camaro
models. Each emblem is manufactured to exact
speciﬁcations including correct colors. Virtually every
original color is available!
14024332
1980-81
silver............... 57.99 ea
14024333
1980-81
charcoal .......... 57.99 ea
14024334
1980
blue................. 57.99 ea
14024335
1980
green............... 57.99 ea
14024336
1980-81
gold ................ 57.99 ea
14024337
1980-81
red .................. 57.99 ea
14024338
1980-81
orange............. 57.99 ea
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F2376

Exterior Emblems

1967 Chevrolet Header Panel Emblem
Header panel emblem which was installed on all 1967
Camaro models. This is 1 of 2 emblems required for
the header panel. This emblem is also found on the
trunk lid for 1967. OER® reproduction.
3910000
1967 ..................................... 14.99 ea

1967 Camaro Header Panel Emblem

1971-73 Header Panel Emblem

OER® reproduction header panel emblem which was
installed on all 1967 Camaro models. This is 1 of 2
emblems required for the header panel. This emblem
is also found on the trunk lid in 1967.
3912192
1967 ...................................... 13.99 ea

This is a reproduction emblem which features the
correct acrylic coating over a red and black background.
This emblem installs on the header panel as original.
3996683
1971-73 .............................. 42.99 ea

CM6992

CM6990

CM6991

CM6985

CM6993

CM6994

1968-69 Camaro By Chevrolet Header Emblem

F
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This is an OER® one piece header panel emblem which
was installed on all 1968-69 Camaro models. This
emblem was also originally installed on the trunk lid if
your Camaro included a factory installed rear spoiler.
The emblem is deleted if your Camaro has a dealer or
owner installed rear spoiler.
3916654
1968-69 ............................... 14.99 ea

Quality header
panel emblem
installed
exclusively on
1970 models!
Highest quality
on the market!
1970 Camaro Header Emblem
Reproduction polished chrome header emblem for
1970 Camaro models. This emblem features the
correct black outline around the lettering. Installs
exactly as original.
3982037
1970 ..................................... 24.99 ea
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CM6843

1982-92 Header Panel Emblem

High-quality reproduction of the original header panel
emblem used with all 1975-77 Camaro models. This
emblem features a blue Chevrolet Bow Tie at the top
of the emblem, red, white, and blue stripes in the
center and the word “camaro” in lower case letters
along the bottom portion, all of white are over a black
background with bright trim. Made in USA.
CM6843 1975-77 red-white-blue ...... 62.99 ea
CM6844 1975-77 orange-black-red .. 62.99 ea

Genuine GM or reproduction header panel emblems
for 1982-92 Camaro models. Features a Chevrolet
Bow Tie at the bottom of the emblem. The emblem
includes mounting studs attached on the rear of the
emblem along with mounting nuts.
Genuine GM Emblems
G7765
1982-84 Berlinetta ............... 60.99 ea
Reproduction Emblems
CM6992
1982
Indy Pace Car .... 31.99 ea
CM6990
1982-85 standard models 31.99 ea
CM6991
1982-84 Berlinetta ........... 31.99 ea
CM6992
1982-85 Z28 .................... 31.99 ea
CM6985
1985
Berlinetta ........... 31.99 ea
CM6993
1986-87 standard models 31.99 ea
14083968 1986-87 IROC ................. 31.99 ea
14083968 1987
RS...................... 31.99 ea
14083968 1988-92 standard models 31.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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CM6844

1975-77 Header Panel Emblem

Exterior Emblems
1985-86 Header Panel Emblem
Reproduction header panel emblem for 1985-86
Berlinetta models.
CM6975
1985-86 ............................... 18.99 ea

1969 302 Hood Emblem
This hood emblem was installed on all 1969 Z28’s
with the ZL2 (cowl induction) hood package. This
emblem also includes the correct short style mounting.
3961496
1969 2 required ................ 14.99 ea

1993-02 Coupe Camaro Emblem Set
Make your coupe even more striking with our laser
cut polished stainless steel emblems. This package
includes: 2 Camaro emblems, individual Camaro
lettering for the rear indentation and a license plate
frame with Camaro logo.
1501314C 1993-02 ............................. 164.99 set

1969 Cowl Induction Hood Emblem
1993-02 Front End Emblem
Replace the faded or weather damaged emblem on
your 1993-02 Camaro. This emblem is located on the
upper portion of the front bumper.
10193494
1993-02 .............................. 49.99 ea

Originally installed on Chevelles with Cowl
Induction, however they can be installed on any
1967-69 Camaro with a cowl induction hood. Order
the reproduction set of emblems and receive 2 “cowl”
and 2 “induction” emblems.
K194
1969
4 piece ........................ 38.99 set

20428336

20544118

20554148

20554149

20336591

10179122

20554150

10179123

1993-02 Camaro Z28 Emblem Set

Plastic Emblem & Trim Adhesive

20615650

1983-92 Z28 Rocker Panel Emblem

Instant Gel Adhesive
Quick drying instant
gel adhesive is great for
all minor automotive
adhesions. This strong
bonding gel is great
for loose interior trim,
emblems, chrome trim and
other items requiring fast
and safe bonding.
G5231
2 grams ...................................... 4.99 ea

Header Panel Emblems
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An excellent emblem or plastic adhesive which allows
you to install your emblem with ease. Can be used
for bonding metal or plastic emblems to the body
without drilling holes into the sheet metal. Also used
for bonding rigid plastic parts, taillight lenses, and
exterior or interior plastic strips and moldings. This
is a clear adhesive which wipes easily after applied.
03601
1 ﬂ oz. tube ................................. 4.99 ea

Bring back the original appearance of your Camaro by replacing the faded OE emblems with these quality OER®
reproduction Z28 rocker panel emblems.
20428336
1983-84
charcoal .................................................................................................... 64.99 ea
20554148
1985-87
silver......................................................................................................... 64.99 ea
20336591
1982-84
red ............................................................................................................ 64.99 ea
20544119
1985
dark blue................................................................................................... 64.99 ea
20554150
1985-86
red ............................................................................................................ 64.99 ea
20615650
1986-87
dark blue metallic..................................................................................... 64.99 ea
20544118
1985-87
gray .......................................................................................................... 64.99 ea
20554149
1985-87
dark gold .................................................................................................. 64.99 ea
20544122
1985-87
dark red .................................................................................................... 64.99 ea
10179122
1991-92
silver......................................................................................................... 49.99 ea
10179123
1991-92
red ............................................................................................................ 49.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Z28 Front Fender Emblems
Z28 Rear Panel
Bow Tie Rear Fascia Emblem
LT1 Emblems
Camaro Rear Panel Emblem
Z28 Rear License Frame

Enhance the cosmetic appearance of your 4th
generation Z28 Camaro. This exciting set includes
all the outer emblems in beautiful laser cut polished
stainless steel. Why pay the high dealer prices when
you can get them at Classic for less!
1502400
1993-02
SS package ...... 229.99 set
1502500
1993-02
Z28 package .... 229.99 set

20544122

20544119

1502500

2
1
1
2
1
1

Fender Emblems
3927484

1967 Camaro Front Fender Emblem
3865834

3905718

This is a reproduction fender emblem for all 1967
Camaro models.
3907901
1967 .................................... 15.99 ea

3927485

1967 Engine Size Fender Emblem
Reproduction of the correct engine size front fender
emblems for 1967 models. The “327” is correct for
standard or Rally Sport models, and the “350” is correct
for SS models. This emblem is installed between the
Camaro and V-Flag emblems between the wheel
opening section and the door.
3865834
1967
327........................ 10.99 ea
3905718
1967
350........................ 11.99 ea

1967 V-Flags Fender Emblem
Reproduction V-Flag emblem for all 1967 Camaro
models with small block V8 engines. Features the
correct red, white, and blue color bands in the center,
the red background LH ﬂag and the black and white
checkered victory ﬂag on the RH side. Speed attaching
nuts available separately.
3840318
1967 ..................................... 15.99 ea

3927487

1968 Engine Size Fender Emblem
1967 SS Front Fender Emblem
Reproduction “SS” emblems for all 1967 SS-350 or
SS-396 Camaro models. This emblem installs on the
forward section of the fender. One set required per
side (set of 2 letters per side).
3917718
1967...................................... 13.99 pr

1968 Rally Sport Front Fender Emblem

1967 RS Fender Emblem
Reproduction “rs” emblems for all 1967 Rally Sport
Camaro models without the Super Sport option. This
emblem installs on the forward section of the fender.
One set required per side (set of 2 letters per side).
3904573
1967 ..................................... 13.99 set

1967-69 Yenko Front Fender Emblems
1967 396 V-Flags Fender Emblem

F
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Reproduction emblem for all 1967 “SS-396” Camaro
models. One piece emblem features the 396 and Turbo
Jet lettering with a satin black background and red
background LH ﬂag and the black and white checkered
victory ﬂag on the RH side. Installs below the Camaro
front fender emblem.
3867312
1967 .................................... 24.99 ea

Reproduction engine size fender emblems for 1968
models. Features correct polished chrome edge with
egg shell white lettering.
3927483
1968
327
LH .............. 14.99 ea
3927484
1968
327
RH .............. 14.99 ea
3927485
1968 350
LH .............. 14.99 ea
3927486
1968 350
RH .............. 14.99 ea
3927487
1968
396
LH .............. 14.99 ea
3927488
1968
396
RH .............. 14.99 ea

Correct reproduction “Yenko” bar-and-shield fender
emblem for Yenko/SC and Yenko Deuce vehicles.
Attaches to the 2 front fenders and the rear panel. Each
emblem features authentic design with blue Yenko
lettering against a silver background on a red, white,
and blue shield. Mounts using two pins. Requires
drilling for installation.
K80013
1967-69
individual ........ 27.99 ea
881250
1967-69
set of 3 ............. 74.99 set

This is a reproduction of the Rally Sport front fender
emblem which was installed on all 1968 Camaro
models without the Super Sport option. This emblem is
produced in polished chrome and features the mounting
studs for correct installation.
3916692
1968
2 required ........... 16.95 ea

1968 SS Front Fender Emblem
Reproduction one piece 1968 Camaro “SS” front fender
emblem. This emblem features the correct eggshell
white paint with a black background. Features correct
locating studs for easy installation.
3919197
1968
2 required ............ 19.99 ea

K677

K678

1967-69 Yenko “427” Emblems
1967 427 V-Flags Fender Emblem
Reproduction 427 Turbo Jet emblem which was not
originally factory installed on Camaro models. For
with owner installed 427 engines or can be used with
most 427 equipped vehicles in the Chevrolet line.
3878607
1967 ..................................... 49.99 ea
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3947011

1968-69 Z/28 Front Fender Emblems

OER® reproduction “427” emblems for Yenko built
Camaro models. These rare emblems were only used
on the 1967-69 427 Yenko Camaro. 2 on fender, 1 on
rear body panel. 3 required.
Individual Emblems
K677
1967-68 with mounting tape .. 26.99 ea
K678
1969
stud mounted ........... 29.99 ea
Emblem Sets
K674
1967-68 set of 3 ..................... 72.99 set
K675
1969
set of 3 ..................... 72.99 set

Reproduction Z/28 fender emblems for late production
1968 and 1969 models. Early model 1968 Z/28’s used
a 302 front fender emblem). Each emblem features the
correct red color “Z” and the silver white “28” numbers.
Each emblem includes the original self-cutting speed
nuts for easy application.
3947011
1968
2 required ............. 28.99 ea
3957935
1969
2 required ............. 29.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Fender Emblems
1970-73 Rally Sport Fender Emblem
Reproduction “Rally Sport” emblem which features
a chrome border with black lettering.
3981852
1970-73 ................................ 27.99 ea

1969-72 SS Front Fender Emblem
1968-69 Camaro Fender Emblem
Reproduction Camaro front fender replacement
emblem featuring the script style lettering. This emblem
was originally installed on all 1968-69 Camaro models
except Rally Sport models. 1 required per side
3916660
1968-69 ................................ 14.99 ea

Reproduction 2 piece “SS” emblem for 1969-72
Camaro models with a 350 or 396 engine. Features the
correct off-white color with a polished outer chrome
border as original.
3953634 1969-72
per side ............... 14.99 ea

1975-77 Camaro Fender Emblem
Reproduction front fender emblem for 1975-77 Camaro
models without the Z28 or Rally Sport options.
358798
1975-77 .................................. 24.99 ea

1969 250 Front Fender Emblems
Reproduction fender emblem for standard and Rally
Sport models with 250 engine. Correct white lettering
with polished chrome edges. Sold in pairs.
K386654
1969
LH and RH ............ 67.99 pr

1970-75 350 Fender Emblem
Correct “350” front fender emblem for all 1970-75
Camaro models without the Z28 high-performance
engine option. Features the correct chrome lettering
on black background.
3984095
1970-75 ................................. 19.99 ea

12369965

3953627

1996-02 SS Front Fender Emblem
1970-72 396 Fender Emblem

3953629

1969 Engine Size Fender Emblem
Reproduction engine size fender emblems for 1969
Camaro models. Correct white lettering with polished
chrome edges. Can be installed on LH or RH side.
Sold individually, 2 required.
3957933
1969
307 ....................... 17.99 ea
3953625
1969
327 ....................... 16.99 ea
3953627
1969
350 ....................... 15.99 ea
3953629
1969
396 ....................... 15.99 ea
C119
1969
427 ....................... 19.99 ea

Correct reproduction big block “396” front fender
emblem which was originally installed on all 1970-72
Camaro models without the Z28 high-performance
option. Features the correct chrome lettering on black
background. Sold in pairs only.
K80049
1970-72 ................................. 44.99 pr

R402

Reproduction emblem for 1970-74 Camaro models
without the Rally Sport option. Features correct
chrome style lettering.
9632310
1970-74 ................................ 24.99 ea

Speed nuts for various GM and reproduction emblems
that feature 1/8", 3/16", 1/4", or 5/16" mounting studs.
Features rubber gasket attached to nut. This speed nut
can be utilized for many of the emblems that don’t
include attaching nuts.
11502547 1967-92 1/8"
............... 1.19 ea
11501047 1967-92 3/16" ............... 1.19 ea
3405
1967-92 1/4"
............... .49 ea
R401
1967-92 1/8"
8 piece ... 9.99 set
R402
1967-92 1/8"
4 piece ... 4.99 set
R403
1967-92 3/16" 4 piece ... 2.99 set
R404
1967-92 3/16" 8 piece ... 6.99 set
R406
1967-92 1/4"
6 piece ... 2.99 set
K423
1967-92 5/16" 4 piece ... 5.99 set
K424
1967-92 5/16" 8 piece ... 9.99 set

R803

1967-69 Emblem Barrel Nut Kits
1969 Rally Sport Fender Emblem
OER® reproduction emblem for 1969 Rally Sport
Camaro front fenders. The die-cast reproduction
is manufactured to exact factory speciﬁcations
and features bright chrome-plating and correct
brushed ﬁnish.
3953633
1969
rally sport .............. 29.99 ea

1970-74 Z28 Fender Emblem
Reproduction Z28 fender emblem for all 1970 through
early 1974 Z28 Camaro models. Includes the correct
self-cutting speed mounting nuts for easy installation.
K4755
1970-74 .................................. 34.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

A kit that will allow you to install emblems for the
fenders, header panel, and trunk lid. The barrel nuts
are a push-on style versus the original twist-on style,
which will not require removal of body panels for
emblem installation.
R801
1967
standard ....................... 8.99 kit
R802
1967
RS or SS ...................... 8.99 kit
R803
1968
standard ....................... 8.99 kit
R804
1968
RS or SS ...................... 8.99 kit
R805
1969
standard ....................... 8.99 kit
R806
1969
RS or SS ...................... 8.99 kit

Front Fender Emblems
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Reproduction of the emblem for models with a
454 engine. Features correct white lettering with
polished chrome edges. Can be installed on LH or
RH front fenders.
C121
1969
454 ........................... 24.99 ea

Correct reproduction emblems for Camaro SS models.
Located on the front fenders, these emblems are made of
molded plastic and feature adhesive backing as original.
12369965 1996-02
black w/red ....... 29.99 ea
12369966 1996-02
black w/silver ... 29.99 ea

1967-92 Emblem Speed Nut Sets

1970-74 Camaro Fender Emblem
1969 454 Fender Emblem

1978-81 Camaro Fender Emblem
Replacement emblem for 1978-81 Camaro models
without the Rally Sport or Z28 options.
468580
1978-81 .................................. 34.99 ea

Fuel Door/Trunk Emblems

1968-69 Camaro By Chevrolet Emblem
9635455

9636429

9637557

1978-81 Fuel Door Emblem

One piece emblem for all 1968-69 Camaro models
without a dealer installed rear spoiler. The emblem
was also installed on Camaro models equipped with
factory installed rear spoilers and was relocated above
the spoiler.
3916654
1968-69 ................................ 14.99 ea

1970 Camaro By Chevrolet Trunk Emblem
This is the correct reproduction chrome 1970 rear
trunk lid emblem.
8704053
1970 ..................................... 25.99 ea

OER® reproduction fuel door emblem on 1978-81
Camaro, Berlinetta, and Z28 models. This emblem is
correct in every detail right down to the color.
9635455
1978-79
standard .......... 59.99 ea
9636429
1979
Z28.................. 59.99 ea
9637557
1980-81
Berlinetta ........ 59.99 ea
8701333

8701110

8701129

8701158

9637805

silver

charcoal

9637809

green

gold

red

1980-81 Z28 Fuel Door Emblem
These are reproduction fuel door emblems for 19801981 Camaro Z28 models. Now available in all
original colors!
9637803
1980-81
silver ................ 54.99 ea
9637804
1980-81
charcoal............ 54.99 ea
9637805
1980-81
blue .................. 54.99 ea
9637806
1980-81
green ................ 54.99 ea
9637807
1980-81
gold .................. 54.99 ea
9637808
1980-81
red .................... 54.99 ea
9637809
1980-81
orange .............. 54.99 ea

1969 Rear Panel Emblem
Reproduction rear panel emblems for 1969 Camaro
models. This emblem applies to the rear panel between
the taillights. Each emblem features the correct colors,
ﬁnishes, and font styles. Nuts included.
8701333
1969
Z28......................... 36.99 ea
8701110
1969
SS........................... 38.99 ea
8701158
1969
Bow Tie ................. 39.99 ea
8701129
1969
RS – without SS .... 26.99 ea

CM6725

CM6726

1969 SS Rear Panel Emblem

Emblems & Decals

1967 Camaro Trunk Lid Emblem
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1970-74 Camaro Rear Panel Emblem
Reproduction emblem for 1974 Camaro models
(except LT). This emblem is also found on 1970-74
front fenders.
9632310
1970-74 ................................ 24.99 ea

Reproduction rear panel emblem for 1969 SS-396 or
SS-427 models. This emblem was not factory installed,
however can be installed on any SS Camaro.
CM6725
1969
SS-396 .................. 26.99 ea
CM6726
1969
SS-427 .................. 78.99 ea

OER® reproduction trunk lid emblem found on all 1967
Camaro models without rear spoiler. This emblem can
also be installed on the front header panel.
3912192
1967..................................... 13.99 ea

1971-73 Camaro Trunk Lid Emblem
Reproduction trunk lid emblem for 1971-73 Camaro
models. This emblem features the correct acrylic coated
face over the large letter “C” in a red background.
9869701
1971-73 ............................... 40.99 ea

1974-76 Type-LT Rear Panel Emblem
Reproduction rear panel emblem for 1974-76 TypeLT Camaro models. This emblem was also located on
1974-76 roof panels. Available with mounting pins for
attachment or adhesive backed.
9633382
1974-76 w/mounting pins 39.99 ea
9633382A 1974-76 adhesive backed 44.99 ea

9630078

9631833

1973-74 Type LT Rear/Sail Panel Emblem
1967 Chevrolet Trunk Lid Emblem
Quality OER® reproduction trunk lid emblem found
on all 1967 Camaro models without a rear spoiler.
This emblem can also be installed on the front header
panel. Installs along with the 3912192 Camaro trunk
emblem listed above.
3910000
1967 .................................... 14.99 ea
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CM6838

CM6839

Reproduction rear panel and sail panel emblems for
1973-74 models with “Type LT” option. These die-cast
emblems feature the correct paint colors and fonts.
Includes mounting clips.
Sail Panel Emblem
9630078
1973 .................................... 39.99 ea
9631833
1974 .................................... 47.99 ea
Rear Panel Emblem
9630078
1973-74 ............................... 39.99 ea

Reproduction trunk lid emblem for 1975-77 Camaro
models. Featuring correct red-white-blue or orangeblack-red stripes, “Camaro” lettering and Bow Tie.
CM6838 1975-77 red-white-blue....... 62.99 ea
CM6839 1975-77 orange-black-red ... 62.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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1975-77 Trunk Lid Emblem

Trunk Lid/Rear Panel Emblems

F2389

blue

red

green

yellow

1985-86 Rear Panel Emblem
dark gold

Reproduction rear panel emblem for 1985-86 Camaro
Berlinetta models. Features gold “BERLINETTA”
typeface and a gold Bow Tie emblem on black.
CM6997
1985-86 .............................. 24.99 ea

1978 Z28 Rear Panel Emblem
Reproduction rear panel emblem for 1978 Camaro
Z28 models. Available in all the original factory
colors listed. Includes mounting studs with adhesive
backing for a sure ﬁt.
F2382
1978
red ............................ 59.99 ea
F2384
1978
blue .......................... 59.99 ea
F2385
1978
green ........................ 59.99 ea
F2388
1978
yellow ...................... 59.99 ea
F2389
1978
light gold ................. 59.99 ea
F2383
1978
dark gold.................. 64.99 ea

3981889

10096306

1988 Rear Panel Emblem

charcoal

blue/
silver

1985-86
red/silver

1985-86
silver

1985-86
blue met.

gray

dk gold

dk red

1991-92
silver/blk

1991-92
red/blk

1982-92 Z28 Rear Panel Emblem
Reproduction rear panel emblem for 1982-92 Camaro
Z28 models. Each precision molded adhesive backed
emblem with a clear lens applique features the correct
font, dimensions and tri-color fade from dark to light
and proper Bow Tie logo.
1982-84
1983-84
1985
1985-86
1985-86
1985-86
1985-87
1985-87
1985-87
1991-92
1991-92

red/silver .........
charcoal ...........
blue/silver........
red/silver .........
silver................
blue metallic ....
gray .................
dark gold .........
dark red ...........
silver/black ......
red/black..........

59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

14499

1993 Pace Car Sail Panel/Bumper Emblem

Rear spoiler emblem or decal for 1970-73 Z28 Camaro
models with a low 1 piece or high 3 piece rear spoiler.
Emblem
3981889
1970-73 ................................ 36.99 ea
Decal
DC92
1970-73 ................................ 5.99 ea

14574

1993-02 Rear Panel Emblem
This is a correct GM service replacement “Z28” emblem
for 1993-02 Camaro RS models which features black
Z28 lettering and a deep red Chevy Bow Tie emblem.
G4705
1993-02
Bow Tie Z28 ....... 60.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

ET69SSA

1967-69 Emblem Location Template
Finally, there’s a way to remove the guess work
involved in mounting emblems and costly body work
caused by misdrilled holes. The most important step is
knowing the exact and correct placement of emblems
before you drill holes in your new sheet metal. It’s
very easy. Simply apply the full size template to the
corresponding panel using referenced body surfaces
for exact location and drill the holes! With these
emblem templates, you can be assured that you’re
mounting all of your emblems in the correct factory
location the ﬁrst time!
1967 Models
ET67S
1967
Standard 327 ......... 22.99 ea
ET67RS
1967
Rally Sport 327 ..... 22.99 ea
ET67SS
1967
SS 350................... 22.99 ea
ET67SSA
1967
SS 396................... 22.99 ea
1968 Models
ET68S
1968
Standard 327 ......... 22.99 ea
ET68RS
1968
Rally Sport 327 ..... 22.99 ea
ET68SS
1968
SS 350................... 22.99 ea
ET68SSA
1968
SS 396................... 22.99 ea
ET68Z
1968
Z28........................ 22.99 ea
ET68ZRS
1968
Z28 w/Rally Sport 22.99 ea
1969 Models
ET69SA
1969
Standard 250 ......... 21.99 ea
ET69SB
1969
Standard 307 ......... 21.99 ea
ET69SC
1969
Standard 327 ......... 22.99 ea
ET69SD
1969
Standard 350 ......... 22.99 ea
ET69RSB
1969
Rally Sport 307 ..... 21.99 ea
ET69RSC
1969
Rally Sport 327 ..... 21.99 ea
ET69RSD 1969
Rally Sport 350 ..... 21.99 ea
ET69SS
1969
SS 350................... 22.99 ea
ET69SSA
1969
SS 396................... 22.99 ea
ET69Z
1969
Z28........................ 22.99 ea
ET69ZRS
1969
Z28 w/Rally Sport 21.99 ea
KW607
1969
302 cowl hood ...... 14.99 ea

Rear Panel Emblems
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Authentic GM service replacement emblem for 1993
Camaro Pace Cars. This injection molded ABS emblem
was applied to both the sail panel and rear bumper on
the Indy Pace Car replicas.
PCD113
1993 ..................................... 39.99 ea

1985-92 TPI Rear Panel Emblem
Correct replacement Tuned Port Injection emblems
now available for 1985-92 Camaro models.
“Tuned Port Injection” Emblem
14499
1985-90
gold ................... 24.99 ea
14576
1987
silver.................. 24.99 ea
14499
1988-90
gold ................... 24.99 ea
14576
1989-91
silver.................. 24.99 ea
“5.7 Tuned Port Injection” Emblem
14574
1987
silver.................. 24.99 ea
14480
1987
gold ................... 24.99 ea
14574
1988-92
silver.................. 24.99 ea
14480
1988-92
gold ................... 24.99 ea

1970-73 Z28 Rear Spoiler

1989-90 RS Rear Panel Emblem
OER® reproduction rear panel emblem for 1989-90
Camaro Rally Sport models. Each precision molded,
adhesive backed emblem with clear lens applique
features the correct, font, dimensions, and tri-color
silver fade from dark to light exactly as original as
well as the correct Bow Tie logo.
10118557
1989-90 silver ............... 42.99 ea

Note: *Features same color Bow Tie as Z28 portion.

14065284
14065280
14083664
14083669
14083662
14090241
14083663
14083667*
14083670
10158545
10158546*

Correct reproduction emblems for Camaro SS models.
Located on the rear panel, these emblems are made of
molded plastic and feature adhesive backing as original.
12369965 1996-02
black w/red ....... 29.99 ea
12369966 1996-02
black w/silver ... 29.99 ea

10096305

OER® reproduction of the emblem that attaches to
the rear panel on 1988 Camaro models. Features the
correct font, color and Bow Tie as original.
10096305
1988
gold .................... 24.99 ea
10096306
1988
silver................... 24.99 ea

14065284

12369966

1996-02 SS Rear Panel Emblem

Custom Exterior Emblems

1501318C

FE502

1968-69 Stainless Camaro Emblems
Enjoy these beautiful replacement Camaro script
emblems for 1968-69 models. The original emblem was
on both the header panel and the trunk lid. Customize
your Camaro with these laser cut polished stainless steel
emblems that attach with high-quality 3M adhesive
tape. Sold in pairs.
14570
1968-69 .................................... 65.99 pr

14571
C38364

14583

C57264

1501315C
C38368

1502505

1968 Stainless SS Fender Emblems
Laser cut polished stainless steel SS fender emblems
for 1968 Camaro Super Sport models. Attach with
high-quality 3M adhesive tape.
14597
1968....................................... 42.99 pr

C38369
1501323C

C50271

C50270

1967-75 Custom Engine Fender Emblem
If you installed an engine in your 1969 Camaro that
wasn’t available from the factory, you can have fender
emblems that are manufactured in the correct style to
match. Sold in pairs.

1967-69 Stainless Steel Fender Emblem
Premium, laser cut, polished stainless steel replacement
Camaro fender script emblems for 1967-69 models will
give you the ultimate custom factory look. Emblems
attach with high-quality 3M adhesive tape. Sold in pairs.
14568
1967-69 .................................. 65.99 pr
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14593

14569B – with Bow Tie cutout

Note: For 1967 V-Flag style emblems, drilling may be
required and when used to replace factory emblems, holes
may need to be ﬁlled.

1967 V-Flags Style – Stud Mount
FE383
383...................................... 34.99
FE427
427...................................... 34.99
FE454
454...................................... 34.99
FE502
502...................................... 34.99
FE572
572...................................... 34.99
1967 Block Style
C38364
383...................................... 29.99
C50264
502...................................... 29.99
C57264
572...................................... 39.99
1968 Block Style
C38368
383...................................... 49.99
C50268
502...................................... 49.99
1969 Block Style
C38369
383...................................... 49.99
C50269
502...................................... 49.99
C57269
572...................................... 49.99
1970-74 Slanted Style – Stud Mount
C50270
502...................................... 49.99
1970-75 Block Style with Black Background
C50270A
502 – stud mount................ 49.99
C50271
502 – tape mount................ 49.99
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Exterior Emblems

High-quality, laser cut stainless steel emblems designed
to enhance the appearance of your Camaro. All stainless
steel emblems allow your Camaro to stand out in a
crowd. Attach with 3M adhesive tape.
Chrome Emblems
1501318C
1993-02
LT-T ................ 35.99 pr
Polished Stainless Steel Emblems
14571
1993-97
LT1.................. 24.99 ea
14572
1993-02
LS2 ................. 24.99 ea
14583
1998-02
LS1 ................. 24.99 ea
1501315C
1993-02
Z28.................. 41.99 ea
1502505
1993-02
“Camaro” ........ 36.99 ea
1501323C
1993-02
RS ................... 29.99 ea
1501313C
1993-02
SS.................... 41.99 pr

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

14575
1

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

solid Bow
Bo Tie

outline Bow
B Tie

pr

1993-02 SS Emblem Kits

pr
pr

These billet fender emblems are the perfect way to
enhance your high-quality paint job. These ﬁnely crafted
emblems are CNC laser cut from T6061 material.
MD1013
1969
350...................... 124.99 set
MD1014
1969
383...................... 124.99 set

Customize your 1993-02 Camaro Super Sport with
this kit of SS emblems. These are laser cut polished
stainless steel emblems that mount with high-quality
3M adhesive tape, to give your car a fresh new look. Kit
includes three SS emblems that mount to both fenders
and the rear panel. A Bow Tie emblem, available in
either a solid or outline style, is also included for the
front panel.
Emblem Kits
E14573
1993-02 w/solid Bow Tie.... 80.99 kit
E14574
1993-02 w/outline Bow Tie 80.99 kit
Individual Components
14575
1993-02 SS emblem ............ 21.99 ea
14581
1993-02 solid Bow Tie........ 17.99 ea
14582
1993-02 outline Bow Tie .... 17.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

1968-74 Stainless Z28 Fender Emblems
Our ﬁnest custom Z28 fender emblems for 1968-74
Camaro models are laser cut from polished stainless
steel, and curve to match the fender contour. For a truly
personalized detail, we offer the Z28 emblem with a
Bow Tie cutout in the “8”. Attaches with high-quality
3M adhesive tape. Sold in pairs.
14593
1968
Z28 ....................... 49.99 pr
14593B 1968
Z28 with Bow Tie 54.99 pr
14569
1969
Z28 ....................... 52.99 pr
14569B 1969
Z28 with Bow Tie 57.99 pr
14790
1970-74 Z28 ....................... 49.99 pr

1501313C

1993-02 Laser Cut Fender Emblem

1969 Billet Fender Emblems

Custom Exterior Emblems

Custom Adhesive Back Number

14580

1969 Stainless Steel SS Rear Panel Emblem
solid Bow Tie

The precision laser cut, one piece SS rear panel emblem
for 1969 Camaro Super Sport models glistens with
unsurpassed quality. Customize your Camaro with
this polished stainless steel emblem that attaches with
high-quality 3M adhesive tape.
14596
1969 ........................................ 41.99 ea

outline Bow Tie

1993-02 Z28 Emblem Kits
This kit of 4th Generation Z28 emblems is a great
way to customize your 1993-02 Camaro Z28. The
kit includes 3 laser cut polished stainless steel Z28
emblems that mount to both fenders and the rear
panel with high-quality 3M adhesive tape. A Bow Tie
emblem for the front panel is also included with the
kit in either a solid or outline style.
Emblem Kits
E14578 1993-02 w/solid Bow Tie.... 94.99 kit
E14579 1993-02 w/outline Bow Tie 94.99 kit
Individual Components
14580
1993-02 rear panel emblem 32.99 ea
14581
1993-02 solid Bow Tie........ 17.99 ea
14582
1993-02 outline Bow Tie .... 17.99 ea

1969 Stainless Steel Rear Panel Emblem
High-quality replacement emblem for the rear panel
on 1969 Camaro models. This polished stainless steel
emblem mounts with 3M adhesive tape to the rear panel
in the same location as the factory blue and chrome
Bow Tie emblem.
14598
1969........................................ 25.99 ea

14552
14577

Announce the engine size of your choice on your
Camaro with these chrome-plated, die-cast numerals.
All of these numerals have a strong self-adhesive
back with no studs, so there is no need to drill holes
in your car. Can be used for the fender, quarter panel,
rear panel, roof panel or virtually anywhere there’s a
surface. Available in black, white, or red painted recess.
Note: Each number is 5/8" tall by varying widths
(approximately 1-1/2" wide).

Black Numerals
CM5185D
# 2....................................
CM5185E
# 3....................................
CM5185A
# 4....................................
CM5185B
# 5....................................
CM5185F
# 6....................................
CM5185G
# 7....................................
CM5185J
# 8....................................
CM5185H
# 9....................................
CM5185C
# 0....................................
White Numerals
CM5186D
# 2....................................
CM5186E
# 3....................................
CM5186A
# 4....................................
CM5186B
# 5....................................
CM5186F
# 6....................................
CM5186G
# 7....................................
CM5186J
# 8....................................
CM5186H
# 9....................................
CM5186C
# 0....................................
Red Numerals
CM5188D
# 2....................................
CM5188E
# 3....................................
CM5188A
# 4....................................
CM5188B
# 5....................................
CM5188F
# 6....................................
CM5188G
# 7....................................
CM5188J
# 8....................................
CM5188H
# 9....................................
CM5188C
# 0....................................

18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

solid Bow
B Tie
14553
outline Bow
B Tie

1993-02 RS Emblem Kits

1993-02 Stainless Steel Rear Letters
High-quality, laser cut stainless steel lettering designed
to enhance the appearance of your 4th Generation
Camaro. These letters are mirror polished and ﬁt
directly into the indentations on the rear fascia of
1993-02 Camaro models. Installation is simple and
secure with 3M adhesive tape.
1501322P
1993-02 ............................. 68.99 set

14557
14577B – with Bow Tie cutout
14565

1968-69 Stainless Z28 Rear Panel Emblem
Stylish Z28 rear panel replacement emblems for 196869 Z28 models are the mark of excellence. Customize
your Camaro with these laser cut polished stainless steel
emblems that attach with high-quality 3M adhesive tape.
14577
1968-69 without Bow Tie ... 35.99 ea
14577B 1968-69 with Bow Tie ........ 38.99 ea

1970-74 Stainless Z28 Spoiler Emblem
High-quality replacement Z28 emblem for the rear
spoiler on 1970-74 Camaro models. This polished
stainless steel emblem mounts with 3M adhesive
tape to the rear spoiler in the same location as the
factory emblem.
14791
1970-74
Z28 ..................... 29.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Cowl Induction Hood Emblems
Let the world see just how many cubes are lurking
under your hood with these engine size emblems
to customize your cowl induction hood! Show your
engine size with these exceptional laser cut polished
stainless steel emblems that attach with 3M adhesive
tape. Sold in pairs.
14553
302 ............................................ 44.99 pr
14554
327 ............................................ 44.99 pr
14787
346 ............................................ 44.99 pr
14555
350 ............................................ 44.99 pr
14788
364 ............................................ 44.99 pr
14789
376 ............................................ 44.99 pr
14556
383 ............................................ 44.99 pr
14557
396 ............................................ 44.99 pr
14558
400 ............................................ 44.99 pr
14559
406 ............................................ 44.99 pr
14561
427 ............................................ 44.99 pr
14562
434 ............................................ 44.99 pr
14563
442 ............................................ 44.99 pr
14564
454 ............................................ 44.99 pr
14565
502 ............................................ 46.99 pr
14566
540 ............................................ 44.99 pr
14567
572 ............................................ 44.99 pr

Exterior Emblems
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This is a kit of RS emblems to customize your 199302 Camaro Rally Sport. These are laser cut polished
stainless steel emblems that mount with high-quality
3M adhesive tape. They will give your car a fresh new
look. Kit includes three RS emblems that mount to both
fenders and the rear panel. A Bow Tie emblem is also
included for the front panel. The Bow Tie emblem is
available in either a solid or outline style.
Emblem Kits
14550
1993-02
w/solid Bow Tie.... 78.99 kit
14551
1993-02
w/outline Bow Tie 82.99 kit
Individual Components
14552
1993-02
RS emblem ........... 22.99 ea
14581
1993-02
solid Bow Tie........ 17.99 ea
14582
1993-02
outline Bow Tie .... 17.99 ea

Air Cleaner Decals
Restore your Camaro back to it’s original condition with Classic
Industries® reproduction Air Cleaner decals. Each decal is reproduced
to exact dimensions including the correct Mylar chrome edging
utilizing pressure sensitive crack and peel backing for easy installation.

Always be sure to clean the entire surface before applying the decal
to air cleaner. Early models equipped with “396” engines require two
decals on the air cleaner, a Cross Flags decal and a Turbo-Jet decal
with the appropriate horsepower rating.

DC103

DC1
DC5
DC28

Turbo-Jet Decal
DC581
DC85

Crossed Flag Decal
Applies to air cleaner lid for models that included a
big block engine.
DC1
396
crossed ﬂags .............. 5.99 ea
DC581
400
crossed ﬂags .............. 6.99 ea
DC616
402
crossed ﬂags .............. 6.99 ea
DC2
427
crossed ﬂags .............. 5.99 ea
DC3
454
crossed ﬂags .............. 5.99 ea
DC1381
502
crossed ﬂags .............. 6.99 ea
DC155

Reproduction Turbo-Jet decals installed on highperformance vehicles. We offer a variety of different
horsepower ratings for various Chevrolet models.
These decals were usually installed directly below the
crossed ﬂag emblem on the air cleaner.
DC290
265 HP
Turbo-Jet.............. 4.99 ea
DC10
325 HP
Turbo-Jet.............. 6.99 ea
DC149
335 HP
Turbo-Jet.............. 4.99 ea
DC291
345 HP
Turbo-Jet.............. 4.99 ea
DC102
350 HP
Turbo-Jet.............. 4.99 ea
DC166
355 HP
Turbo-Jet.............. 4.99 ea
DC113
360 HP
Turbo-Jet.............. 4.99 ea
DC103
375 HP
Turbo-Jet.............. 4.99 ea
DC150
385 HP
Turbo-Jet.............. 4.99 ea
DC24
390 HP
Turbo-Jet.............. 4.99 ea
DC25
400 HP
Turbo-Jet.............. 4.99 ea
DC26
425 HP
Turbo-Jet.............. 4.99 ea
DC27
450 HP
Turbo-Jet.............. 4.99 ea
DC28
460 HP
Turbo-Jet.............. 4.99 ea

Turbo-Fire Decal
DC109

Turbo Thrift Decals

F
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Applies to air cleaner lid for models that included 6
cylinder engines.
DC181 153
Super-Thrift ............... 6.99 ea
DC377 153
Turbo-Thrift 90 HP ..... 4.99 ea
DC182 194
High-Thrift
............... 4.99 ea
DC292 194
High-Thrift 120 HP ... 4.99 ea
DC183 230
Turbo-Thrift curved .... 4.99 ea
DC184 250
Turbo-Thrift ............... 4.99 ea
DC108 230
Turbo-Thrift 140 HP ... 4.99 ea
DC211 250
Turbo-Thrift rectangle 6.99 ea
DC580 250
Turbo-Thrift 145 HP ... 6.99 ea
DC109 250
Turbo-Thrift 155 HP ... 4.99 ea

DC11

Turbo-Jet Decal
Applies to air cleaner lid for models that included a
big block engine.
DC11
Turbo-Jet 427 3 x 2 400 HP ... 4.99 ea
DC12
Turbo-Jet 427 3 x 2 435 HP ... 4.99 ea
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Air Cleaner Decals

This is one of the most common decals found on
early models. These decals can be found on all early
model Chevrolet small block engines. Applies to the
air cleaner lid.
DC572
283
Turbo-Fire
.............. 6.99 ea
DC136
283
Turbo-Fire
170 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC51
283
Turbo-Fire
195 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC76
302
Turbo-Fire
290 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC654
305
Turbo-Fire
.............. 6.99 ea
DC573
307
Turbo-Fire
.............. 6.99 ea
DC124
307
Turbo-Fire
175 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC334
307
Turbo-Fire
200 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC574
327
Turbo-Fire
.............. 6.99 ea
DC165
327
Turbo-Fire
185 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC94
327
Turbo-Fire
210 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC118
327
Turbo-Fire
230 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC286
327
Turbo-Fire
235 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC156
327
Turbo-Fire
250 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC81
327
Turbo-Fire
275 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC4
327
Turbo-Fire
300 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC33
327
Turbo-Fire
325 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC5
327
Turbo-Fire
350 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC575
350
Turbo-Fire
.............. 6.99 ea
DC378
350
Turbo-Fire
225 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC287
350
Turbo-Fire
240 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC167
350
Turbo-Fire
245 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC97
350
Turbo-Fire
250 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC379
350
Turbo-Fire
255 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC6
350
Turbo-Fire
270 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC289
350
Turbo-Fire
285 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC84
350
Turbo-Fire
295 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC7
350
Turbo-Fire
300 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC157
350
Turbo-Fire
325 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC8
350
Turbo-Fire
330 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC9
350
Turbo-Fire
350 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC98
350
Turbo-Fire
360 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC85
350
Turbo-Fire
370 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC576
400
Turbo-Fire
.............. 4.99 ea
DC302
400
Turbo-Fire
255 HP .. 4.99 ea
DC155
400
Turbo-Fire
300 HP .. 4.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1969 Cowl Induction Air Cleaner Decal
Correct reproduction cowl induction air cleaner decal
is designed to be afﬁxed to the inside rear of the air
cleaner base facing the front.
DC409
1969
REAR ........................ 4.99 ea

DC1047

H.O. Air Cleaner Decal
This decal applies to the air cleaner lid. The 5.0 Liter
decal is a replacement decal for 1983-86 models
equipped with the L69 High Output 5.0 Liter engine.
The 5.7 Liter version is for vehicles equipped with the
GM Performance parts High Output 5.7 Liter engine
or on 5.7 Liter engines with the H.O. style air cleaner.
Each decal is pressure sensitive with a “peel and stick”
backing. Simply remove the backing and apply the
decal to the top of the air cleaner lid.
DC1046
5.0 Liter H.O. ...................... 13.99 ea
DC1047
5.7 Liter H.O. ...................... 13.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Valve Cover Decals
Restore your Camaro back to it’s original condition with Classic
Industries® reproduction Valve Cover decals. Each decal is reproduced
to exact dimensions. The larger valve cover decals have a glue backing
for easy application. The smaller decals are a water based application.

We carry a large variety of early Chevrolet valve cover decals for most
engine sizes. See listing below for current availability. Always be sure
to clean the entire surface before applying decals to valve covers.
Note: *Glue backing.

DC119

DD11

1969 Rear Valve Cover Decal

DC780

DC221

Decal is applied to RH rear valve cover. Yellow decal
with black lettering.
DD11
1969
396-375 HP M/T JH .. 2.99 ea
DD12
1969
396-350 HP A/T JI .... 4.99 ea
DD13
1969
396-375 HP A/T JL ... 4.99 ea

DC366

Super- or High-Thrift Decal
DC363
DC780
DC366

DC64

194 Hi-Thrift .......................... 4.99 ea
194 Hi-Thrift 120 HP ............. 4.99 ea
153 Super-Thrift ..................... 6.99 ea

DC65

Orange Decal

DC63

DC64
DC65
DC66

245
250
270

orange........................... 4.99 ea
orange........................... 4.99 ea
orange........................... 4.99 ea

DC114
DC844

Turbo-Fire Decal
DC119
DC221
DC222
DC63
DC36
DC114
DC125

DC223

283
283
283
327
327
327
409

Turbo-Fire
Turbo-Fire
Turbo-Fire
Turbo-Fire
Turbo-Fire
Turbo-Fire
Turbo-Fire

.................
195 HP .....
220 HP .....
.................
275 HP .....
350 HP .....
.................

4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
5.99
6.99
4.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1967 #1 Team Flint Valve Cover Decal
Reproduction of the rare “Built by the Number
1 Chevrolet Flint Engine Team”. Used on 1967
performance engines, this decal is a nice addition to
models with Flint built engines. Originally located on
leading edge of the RH valve cover.
1256650
1967
327/275HP .............. 4.99 ea

DC70

Black and Gold Decal
170 HP
185 HP
195 HP
210 HP
220 HP
230 HP
230 HP
245 HP
250 HP
260 HP
270 HP
275 HP
280 HP
290 HP
300 HP
305 HP
315 HP
320 HP
335 HP
340 HP
345 HP
350 HP
360 HP
365 HP
375 HP
380 HP
400 HP
409 HP
425 HP

black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............
black/gold..............

DC213

4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1969-73 Valve Cover Decal
DC214

Correct replacement round valve cover decal applied
to RH valve cover. Also includes adhesive backing for
easy installation. Normally used on all high-performance
small block ﬁnned aluminum valve covers.
7017247
1969-73 ................................. 9.99 ea

DC293

Turbo-Thrift Decal
Note: *Red and silver color.

DC213
DC214
DC215
DC216
DC293
DC219
DC220
DC384*
DC385

230
230
230
230
250
250
250
250
250

Turbo-Thrift
Turbo-Thrift
Turbo-Thrift
Turbo-Thrift
Turbo-Thrift
Turbo-Thrift
Turbo-Thrift
Turbo-Thrift
Turbo-Thrift

125 HP
140 HP
150 HP
155 HP
............
135 HP
150 HP
155 HP
155 HP

4.99 ea
4.99 ea
4.99 ea
4.99 ea
4.99 ea
4.99 ea
4.99 ea
4.99 ea
6.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1967-74 Tonawanda Decal
Tonawanda Number 1 Team Decal. Correct
replacement decal including mirror like Mylar chrome.
Includes original red and blue lettering. Applies to
RH valve cover
258555
1967-74 ................................... 4.99 ea

Valve Cover Decals
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DC848
DC849
DC850
DC229
DC843
DC844
DC318
DC845
DC228
DC846
DC847
DC227
DC837
DC838
DC223
DC839
DC335
DC840
DC841
DC224
DC842
DC70*
DC294
DC307
DC226
DC146
DC823
DC147
DC148

Restoration Decals
DC930
DC814

Positive Post Battery Tag
A reprint of the warning tag originally attached to the
positive battery post.
DC179
................................................. 8.99 ea
DC134

DC471

1967-92 Caution Fan Radiator Shroud Decal
These decals are applied to the top of the fan shroud and
indicate to keep your ﬁngers clear of the fan. Simply
peel and stick to the fan shroud. Be sure to clean the
surface thoroughly before applying.
Note: Available from 1967 through 1982.

DC423

DC930
DC471
DC458
DC1425

DC1043

1967-69 ..................................
1979-80 ..................................
1981-82 ..................................
1983-92 ..................................

4.99
6.99
6.99
8.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

DC470
DC1147

1967-82 Cooling System Decal
Correct reproduction of the original cooling system
decal found on 1967-79 Camaro models. These decals
apply to the top of the radiator giving a warning of
extreme temperatures. Also includes correct thermostat
rating on earlier decals.
DC144
1967-69
............................. 4.99 ea
DC242
1970-71
#3979912 ............. 6.99 ea
DC814
1971-72
#6274606 ............. 6.99 ea
DC134
1973
#337450 ............... 4.99 ea
DC423
1973-75
#327570 ............... 6.99 ea
DC470
1978-82
............................. 6.99 ea

1969-70 Yenko Fan Shroud Decal
DC732

1969-70

SC 427/425 ............. 8.99 ea

DC1235

1968-82 Air Cleaner Decal
This decal applies to the side of the air cleaner base
and indicates “Keep your GM car all GM”. Each decal
is pressure sensitive with a “peel and stick” backing.
Simply remove the backing and apply the decal to the
side of the air cleaner base. Location of the decal will
vary depending on the year.

DC1038

Note: Open element air cleaners did not use this decal.
DC1239

F
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1967-69 Air Cleaner Service Instruction
Reproductions of the original air cleaner service
instruction decals for use with the applications below.
This decal speciﬁes inspection periods and information
for the air cleaner ﬁlter assembly.
DC724 1967
230/140 ................. 6.99 ea
DC1069 1967
250/155 6423516... 6.99 ea
DC435 1967
327/210 6424492... 6.99 ea
DC646 1967-68 327/275 6221966... 6.99 ea
DC710 1967
350/295 6424483... 6.99 ea
DC771 1967
396/325 6421213... 6.99 ea
DC671 1967-69 396/375 ................. 6.99 ea
DC1239 1968
327/210 6424425... 6.99 ea
DC719 1968
350/295 6484223... 6.99 ea
DC1344 1968
396/325 6423266... 6.99 ea
DC935 1969
307/200 6484580... 6.99 ea

1967-72 Dealer Installed Anti-Freeze Decal
DC462

1967-72 .................................... 6.99 ea
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DC1043
DC52
DC635
DC104
DC145
DC1033
DC403
DC885
DC1045
DC395
DC903
DC371
DC765
DC371
DC634
DC804
DC1064
DC804
DC627
DC1147
DC476
DC628
DC877
DC1235
DC158
DC1252
DC887
DC1264
DC764
DC93
DC949
DC1015
DC986
DC1289

1968
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1970
1970
1970
1970
1970
1970
1971
1971
1972
1972
1972
1973
1973
1973
1974
1975-76
1976
1976
1977-79
1977-79
1979
1979
1980
1980
1981
1982

230/250
230/250
w/cowl ind.
307
350/250HP
350/255HP
350/300HP
350/300HP
250
307
350/250HP
350/300HP
350/300HP
396/350HP
350/270HP
396/300HP
250
350-4V
Z/28
350-2V
350-4V
Z/28
Z/28
250
305
350
250
V6
305
Z/28
305
Z/28
Z/28
Z/28

CE code
C0 code
DG code
CA code
CJ code ..
CN code
CR code
CO code
CE code
CI code ..
CQ code
CK code
CM code
CK code
CR code
CJ code ..
LD code
CJ code ..
CR code
DF code
PF code..
DO code
DY code
ET code
ED code
EH code
GA code
FF code..
CN code
CX code
RE code
EJ code ..
FI code ..
GC code

6.99
6.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
4.99
4.99
6.99
4.99
4.99
6.99
4.99
4.99
6.99
6.99
4.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99

1979-92 Emission System Decal

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

After multiple engine cleanings, or years of vehicle
maintenance, the emission system hoses and routing
decals may be damaged, destroyed or missing. Replace
the decal so your car will meet federal standards.
Installs on radiator support cover towards driver side.
DC1248
1979
305.......................... 8.99 ea
DC1038
1980
305 2 V AT ............. 8.99 ea
DC524
1981
350 AT .................... 9.99 ea
DC1104
1984
305.......................... 8.99 ea
DC253
1984
305 with Cal. .......... 8.99 ea
DC1006
1985
305.......................... 8.99 ea
DC1106
1985
305 MT................... 8.99 ea
DC1110
1986
305 AT .................... 8.99 ea
DC1108
1986
305 MT with Cal. ... 8.99 ea
DC1100
1987
305.......................... 8.99 ea
DC1102
1988
305.......................... 8.99 ea
DC1112
1990
3.1........................... 8.99 ea
DC1114
1990
3.1........................... 8.99 ea
DC1086
1990
5.0........................... 8.99 ea
DC1084
1990
5.0 with Cal. ........... 8.99 ea
DC1088
1991
3.1........................... 8.99 ea
DC1092
1991
3.1 AT ..................... 8.99 ea
DC1090
1991
3.1 MT.................... 8.99 ea
DC1094
1991
3.1 MT with Cal. .... 8.99 ea
DC1096
1991
5.0........................... 8.99 ea
DC1098
1991
5.0 with Cal. ........... 8.99 ea
DC1076
1992
3.1 MT.................... 8.99 ea
DC1080
1992
3.1 MT with Cal. .... 8.99 ea
DC1072
1992
3.1 AT US ............... 8.99 ea
DC1078
1992
3.1 AT with Cal. ..... 8.99 ea
DC1082
1992
5.0 US .................... 8.99 ea
DC1074
1992
5.0 Cal. ................... 8.99 ea
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DC1111
DC383

DC456

1968-92 Emissions Decal

DC252
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These decals were applied to the radiator support and denoted the engine tuning without air conditioning, the decal applies to the radiator support between the center
speciﬁcations and instructions and emission information (when applicable). On vehicles of the radiator support and the driver side radiator support brace.
equipped with air conditioning, the decal is applied to the radiator shroud. On vehicles Note: Location of the decal may vary depending on the year.
DC456 1968 230, 250 AT ...................... 4.99 ea
DC1224 1971 402 CA w/shld after 1/71 7.99 ea
DC1348 1983 Z28 hose routing .............. 8.99 ea
DC453 1968 230, 250 MT..................... 4.99 ea
DC927 1972 250-1V US ....................... 4.99 ea
DC1103 1984 305 US code XJW............ 8.99 ea
DC266 1968 302/290 HP Z28 ............... 7.99 ea
DC1160 1972 250-1V CA ....................... 7.99 ea
DC1104 1984 305 US code XJW hose routing 8.99 ea
DC383 1968 327/210 HP AT ................. 7.99 ea
DC963 1972 307-2V US ....................... 4.99 ea
DC261 1984 305 AT US code XSF ....... 8.99 ea
DC455 1968 327/210 HP MT................ 7.99 ea
DC1180 1972 307-2V CA ....................... 7.99 ea
DC252 1984 305 CA code XSK............ 8.99 ea
DC269 1968 327/275 AT ....................... 4.99 ea
DC504 1972 350-2V US ....................... 4.99 ea
DC253 1984 305 CA code XSK hose routing 8.99 ea
DC663 1968 327/275 MT...................... 4.99 ea
DC1142 1972 350-2V CA ....................... 7.99 ea
DC1005 1985 305 US code UBF ............ 8.99 ea
DC269 1968 350/295 AT ....................... 4.99 ea
DC586 1972 350-4V US ....................... 7.99 ea
DC1006 1985 305 US code UBF hose routing 8.99 ea
DC663 1968 350/295 MT...................... 4.99 ea
DC1150 1972 350-4V CA ....................... 7.99 ea
DC1105 1985 305 MT CA code UNC .... 8.99 ea
DC264 1968 396/325 HP MT................ 4.99 ea
DC566 1972 350-4V Hi-Perf US .......... 7.99 ea
DC1106 1985 305 MT CA hose routing . 8.99 ea
DC269 1968 396/325, 350 HP AT ......... 4.99 ea
DC404 1972 350-4V Hi-Perf CA .......... 7.99 ea
DC1418 1985 IROC code UBX .............. 8.99 ea
DC453 1968 396/350 HP MT................ 4.99 ea
DC1185 1972 402-4V US ....................... 7.99 ea
DC1419 1985 IROC code UBX hose routing 8.99 ea
DC268 1968 396/375 HP ...................... 4.99 ea
DC461 1972 402-4V CA ....................... 4.99 ea
DC1109 1986 305 AT US ........................ 8.99 ea
DC666 1969 230/140 HP, 250 155 HP.. 7.99 ea
DC1227 1972 250 Cal. with shield ......... 7.99 ea
DC1110 1986 305 AT US hose routing ... 8.99 ea
DC439 1969 307/200 HP 327/210 HP .. 7.99 ea
DC1228 1972 350 Cal. with shield ......... 7.99 ea
DC1107 1986 305 MT US....................... 8.99 ea
DC439 1969 350/250 HP ...................... 7.99 ea
DC1226 1972 400 Cal. with shield ......... 7.99 ea
DC1108 1986 305 MT US hose routing.. 8.99 ea
DC153 1969 350/255-300 HP before 7/69 7.99 ea
DC1164 1973 250-1V ............................. 8.99 ea
DC1099 1987 305 CA code ZCX............ 8.99 ea
DC1219 1969 350/255-300 HP after 7/69 7.99 ea
DC650 1973 307-2V ............................. 4.99 ea
DC1100 1987 305 CA code ZCX hose routing 8.99 ea
DC153 1969 302/290 HP before 7/69 ... 7.99 ea
DC503 1973 350-2V ............................. 4.99 ea
DC1101 1988 305 US code CMM .......... 10.99 ea
DC1219 1969 302/290 HP after 7/69 ...... 7.99 ea
DC1009 1973 350-4V ............................. 4.99 ea
DC1102 1988 305 US code CMM hose routing 8.99 ea
DC249 1969 396/325-350 HP ............... 4.99 ea
DC518 1973 350 Hi Perf ....................... 8.99 ea
DC1111 1990 3.1 US .............................. 10.99 ea
DC446 1969 396/375 HP ...................... 7.99 ea
DC1017 1974 250-1V US ....................... 8.99 ea
DC1112 1990 3.1 US hose routing.......... 8.99 ea
DC584 1969 427/425 HP, COPO .......... 4.99 ea
DC1187 1974 250-1V CA ....................... 4.99 ea
DC1113 1990 3.1 CA .............................. 10.99 ea
DC1229 1969 CA fuel vapor ................... 7.99 ea
DC1174 1974 350-2V US ....................... 4.99 ea
DC1114 1990 3.1 CA hose routing ......... 8.99 ea
DC1211 1970 250/155 HP before 1/70 ... 7.99 ea
DC1179 1974 350-4V AT US code AZ ... 8.99 ea
DC1085 1990 5.0 US .............................. 10.99 ea
DC1232 1970 255/255 HP after 1/70 ...... 4.99 ea
DC588 1974 350-4V AT or MT US code ZB 4.99 ea
DC1086 1990 5.0 US hose routing.......... 8.99 ea
DC596 1970 307/200 HP before 1/70 ... 7.99 ea
DC589 1974 350 Hi Perf US ................. 8.99 ea
DC1083 1990 5.0 CA .............................. 10.99 ea
DC437 1970 307/200 HP after 1/70 ...... 7.99 ea
DC873 1975 350-2V US ....................... 4.99 ea
DC1083 1990 5.0 CA hose routing ......... 10.99 ea
DC382 1970 350/250 HP before 1/70 ... 7.99 ea
DC926 1975 350-4V US ....................... 4.99 ea
DC1294 1990 5.7 US .............................. 10.99 ea
DC441 1970 350/250 HP after 1/70 ...... 7.99 ea
DC926 1975 350-4V CA ....................... 4.99 ea
DC1087 1991 3.1 US code LAA............. 10.99 ea
DC1145 1970 350/300 HP before 1/70 ... 4.99 ea
DC999 1976 250-1V ............................. 8.99 ea
DC1088 1991 3.1 US code LAA hose routing 8.99 ea
DC1216 1970 350/300 HP after 1/70 ...... 7.99 ea
DC1091 1991 3.1 CA AT code LAB ....... 10.99 ea
DC813 1976 305-2V AT CA ................. 8.99 ea
DC265 1970 350/300 HP after 6/70 ...... 4.99 ea
DC1092 1991 3.1 CA AT code LAB hose routing 8.99 ea
DC993 1976 350-4V AT code LY ......... 8.99 ea
DC448 1970 350/360 HP after 1/70 ...... 7.99 ea
DC1089 1991 3.1 US MT code LNH ...... 10.99 ea
DC1050 1976 350-4V AT or MT US code LX 8.99 ea
DC248 1970 350/360 HP after 6/70 ...... 7.99 ea
DC967 1977 305-2V US ....................... 4.99 ea
DC1090 1991 3.1 US MT code LNH hose routing 8.99 ea
DC731 1970 396/350 HP MT before 1/70 4.99 ea
DC594 1977 350-4V US ....................... 4.99 ea
DC1093 1991 3.1 CA MT code LNJ ....... 10.99 ea
DC902 1970 396/350 HP AT before 1/70 4.99 ea
DC595 1977 350-4V AT CA ................. 4.99 ea
DC1094 1991 3.1 CA MT code LNJ hose routing 8.99 ea
DC370 1970 396/350 HP MT or AT after 1/70 7.99 ea
DC593 1977 350-4V AT high altitude ... 4.99 ea
DC1095 1991 5.0 US code LAC ............. 10.99 ea
DC381 1970 396/375 before 1/70 ......... 7.99 ea
DC979 1978 350-2V US ....................... 5.99 ea
DC1096 1991 5.0 US code LAC hose routing 8.99 ea
DC445 1970 402/375 HP after 1/70 ...... 7.99 ea
DC872 1978 350-4V AT Hi Altitude ..... 4.99 ea
DC1097 1991 5.0 CA code LAD ............ 10.99 ea
DC386 1970 small block fuel vapor after 1/70 7.99 ea
DC973 1978 350-4V Z28 US ................ 4.99 ea
DC1098 1991 5.0 CA code LAD hose routing 8.99 ea
DC717 1970 big block fuel vapor after 1/70 7.99 ea
DC821 1979 305/130 HP US ................ 8.99 ea
DC1075 1992 3.1 MT US........................ 10.99 ea
DC587 1971 250-1V US before 10/70 .. 7.99 ea
DC728 1979 350/165 HP US ................ 8.99 ea
DC1076 1992 3.1 MT US hose routing... 8.99 ea
DC1222 1971 250-1V US after 10/70 ..... 7.99 ea
DC1037 1980 305-2V AT US .................. 8.99 ea
DC1079 1992 3.1 MT CA ....................... 10.99 ea
DC974 1971 250-1V CA ....................... 4.99 ea
DC1038 1980 305-2V AT US hose routing.... 8.99 ea
DC1080 1992 3.1 MT CA hose routing .. 8.99 ea
DC1200 1971 307-2V US before 10/70 .. 7.99 ea
DC1071 1992 3.1 AT US ......................... 10.99 ea
DC1262 1980 Z28 MT US ...................... 8.99 ea
DC856 1971 307-2V CA after 2/70....... 7.99 ea
DC1072 1992 3.1 AT US hose routing .... 8.99 ea
DC1263 1980 Z28 MT US hose routing 8.99 ea
DC637 1971 350-2V ............................. 4.99 ea
DC1077 1992 3.1 AT CA......................... 10.99 ea
DC1314 1980 Z28 AT US ....................... 8.99 ea
DC422 1971 350-4V/270 HP ................ 4.99 ea
DC1078 1992 3.1 AT CA hose routing .... 8.99 ea
DC1315 1980 Z28 AT US hose routing... 8.99 ea
DC998 1971 350-4V Z/28 ..................... 7.99 ea
DC1081 1992 5.0 US .............................. 10.99 ea
DC523 1981 350 AT US ........................ 8.99 ea
DC500 1971 402-4V/300 HP ................ 4.99 ea
DC1082 1992 5.0 US hose routing.......... 8.99 ea
DC524 1981 350 AT US hose routing ... 9.99 ea
DC386 1971 sm block fuel vapor before 1/71 7.99 ea
DC1073 1992 5.0 CA .............................. 10.99 ea
DC1292 1981 Z28 MT US ...................... 10.99 ea
DC717 1971 big block fuel vapor before 1/71 7.99 ea
DC1074 1992 5.0 CA hose routing ......... 8.99 ea
DC1293 1981 Z28 MT US hose routing 8.99 ea
DC1223 1971 250 CA w/shld after 1/71 7.99 ea
DC1405 1983 V6..................................... 8.99 ea
DC1225 1971 350 CA w/shld after 1/71 7.99 ea
DC1347 1983 Z28 AT.............................. 8.99 ea

Restoration Decals

DC239

1967-74 Rally Wheel Instructions
DC790

This is a factory instruction card which was inserted in
the glove box on vehicles which were equipped with
Rally wheels. The card offers instructions on installing
and removing the wheel trim rings.
DC41
1967-74 ...................................... 6.99 ea

DC321

1967-78 Posi Traction Decal
Correct reproduction Posi Traction decal installs on
the RH indentation on the inner trunk lid.
DC239
1967-71
............................. 4.99 ea
DC730
1971-73
Canada ................. 7.99 ea
DC321
1972-78
............................. 4.99 ea

DC123

DC715

F

Emblems & Decals

1967-92 Trunk Jack Instructions
Applies to center indentation on the inner trunk lid.
Includes a correct peel and stick backing for easy
application. Be sure to clean the area thoroughly of dirt
before applying the decal. Simply remove the backing
from the decal, and apply to the designated area. Select
from a variety of different applications listed below.
These decals are available for 1967 through 1992
models. Replacing your decals can add authenticity
to your restoration and add value to your Camaro.
DC715
1967
coupe ....................... 4.99 ea
DC117
1967-68 convertible............... 4.99 ea
DC795
1967-68 coupe w/space saver 4.99 ea
DC794
1967-68 conv w/space saver 4.99 ea
DC177
1968
coupe ....................... 6.99 ea
DC792
1968
SS coupe.................. 6.99 ea
DC793
1968
SS convertible ......... 4.99 ea
DC176
1969
coupe ....................... 4.99 ea
DC790
1969
convertible............... 6.99 ea
DC272
1969
coupe w/space saver 4.99 ea
DC538
1969
conv w/space saver 6.99 ea
DC791
1969
SS Camaro .............. 6.99 ea
DC375
1970
................................. 4.99 ea
DC502
1971-72 ................................. 6.99 ea
DC429
1973
................................. 7.99 ea
DC497
1973
w/space saver spare 4.99 ea
DC1420 1974
w/space saver spare 4.99 ea
DC329
1974-75 ................................. 7.99 ea
DC330
1976-77 ................................. 4.99 ea
DC331
1978-79 ................................. 7.99 ea
DC332
1978-79 w/space saver spare 7.99 ea
DC1039 1980
................................. 7.99 ea
DC1013 1981
................................. 7.99 ea
DC1349 1983
................................. 8.99 ea
DC1018 1985-86 ................................. 7.99 ea
DC1019 1987
................................. 7.99 ea
DC1020 1988-91 ................................. 7.99 ea
DC1021 1991-92 late 1991 .................. 7.99 ea
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DC241
DC411

1967-69 Spare Wheel Lock Instructions
Correct reproduction spare wheel lock instructions.
Be sure to understand the ins and outs of changing
your spare according to the factory.
DC359
1967-69 ..................................... 6.99 ea

1967-76 Glove Box Tire Pressure Decal

Instruction decal included in Camaro models equipped
with aluminum wheels. For 1980-81 Camaro models.
DC597
1980-81 .................................. 6.99 ea

The early tire pressure decals were installed on the
inner section of the glove box door. The 1967-1968
decals were round and installed in the space provided
on the inner section of the glove box door. The 1969
decals were rectangular as pictured.
DC432 1967
before 11/16/66 ........ 6.99 ea
DC427 1967
after 11/16/66 ........... 6.99 ea
DC433 1967
SS before 11/16/66 ... 6.99 ea
DC1132 1967
SS after 11/16/66 ...... 6.99 ea
DC123 1967-68 735 x 14" .................. 4.99 ea
DC1390 1967-68 with HD suspension 7.99 ea
DC241 1968
Z28 early E70 x 15" 4.99 ea
DC966 1968
with AC E70 x 14" ... 6.99 ea
DC868 1968
Z28 late E70 x 15" ... 6.99 ea
DC621 1968
SS F70 x 14" ............ 4.99 ea
DC411
1969
E78 x 14" ................. 6.99 ea
DC410 1969
SS F70 x 14" ............ 6.99 ea
DC412 1969
Z28 E70 x 15" .......... 6.99 ea
DC796 1970 SS F60 x 14" .................. 4.99 ea
DC625 1970
Z28 F60 x 15" .......... 6.99 ea
DC1137 1970
E78 x 14" ................. 6.99 ea
DC686 1971-72 F78 x 14" .................. 6.99 ea
DC1167 1971-72 E 78 x 14" ................ 6.99 ea
DC317 1971-73 Z28 F60 x 15" ........ 4.99 ea
DC1165 1971-72 F78 x 14", F70 x 14" 6.99 ea
DC1190 1973
E78 x 14" ................. 6.99 ea
DC643 1973-74 Z28 F60 x 15" .......... 6.99 ea
DC1196 1974-76 E78 x 14" ................. 6.99 ea
DC1199 1974-76 FR78 x 14" ............... 6.99 ea
DC1192 1975
E60 x 15" ................. 6.99 ea
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1973-77 Space Saver Spare Warning Decal
Reproduction decal included in early Camaro models
with a space saver spare tire.
DC640 1973-77
with L98 ................. 6.99 ea

1980-81 Aluminum Wheel Instruction Decal

Restoration Decals

DC545
DC642

1967-77 Space Saver Tire Inﬂator Decal
Correct reproduction
tire inﬂation.
DC1124 1967-69
DC1366 1968
DC815
1967-72
DC1062 1967-72
DC642
1973-77

decal included for space saver
inﬂator instruction ..
wheel instruction ....
with 735 x 14 .........
with 775 x 14 .........
with E78 x 14 .........

7.99
7.99
7.99
7.99
7.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-74 Cruise Control Instructions
These instructions offered information regarding the
maintenance and usage of cruise control systems.
DC408
1967-69
tag ........................ 6.99 ea
DC545
1967-69
decal..................... 6.99 ea
DC543
1970-74
tag ........................ 6.99 ea

DC407

1969-78 Headlight Instruction Tag

DC305

The headlight washer tag was strung to the windshield
wiper/washer switch on 1969 Camaro models. The
dimmer tag was strung from the headlamp switch
knob rod.
DC407
1969
washer .................. 6.99 ea
DC778
1976-78
dimmer ................. 6.99 ea

DC609

DC739

1967-82 AC Compressor Decal
This decal applies to the air conditioning compressor
on models originally equipped with AC.
DC601
1967
Fridg. red .................. 7.99 ea
DC605
1968
Fridg. #5910725 red ... 5.99 ea
DC740
1967-68 Fridg. #5910645, grn .. 5.99 ea
DC606
1969
Fridg. #5910745 red ... 7.99 ea
DC774
1969
Fridg. #5910688 red ... 7.99 ea
DC607
1970
Fridg. #5910747 red ... 5.99 ea
DC608
1971
Fridg. #5910782 red ... 5.99 ea
DC738
1969-71 Fridg. #5910741 grn ... 7.99 ea
DC609
1972
Fridg. #5910793 red ... 5.99 ea
DC742
1972-73 Fridg. #1131002 grn ... 7.99 ea
DC739
1974-76 Fridg. #5910741 grn ... 5.99 ea
DC1345 1976
250 Delco #1131076 ... 8.99 ea
DC980
1978
Delco #1131129 ........ 8.99 ea
DC1011
1979
Delco #1131172 ........ 8.99 ea
DC1065 1980
Delco #1131198 ........ 8.99 ea
DC1351A 1980
Z-28 Delco #1131191 8.99 ea
DC943
1981-82 Delco #5910738 ......... 5.99 ea

Seat Belt Instruction Card
These cards were inserted into the glove compartment
by the factory. This card offered instructions on using
the seat belts as well as care and cleaning.
DC305
1967 ........................................ 4.99 ea
DC779
1972 ........................................ 7.99 ea

DC548

1967-68 Antenna Adjust Card
This original style reprinted tag was installed by the
factory behind the RH radio tuning knob and relayed
information to the new buyer regarding antenna and
radio frequency reception modulation adjustments.
Printed in original type styles.
PD8166
1967-68 ................................. 4.99 ea
DC554

1967-79 Harrison AC Evaporator Box Decal
DC721

1968-69 Astro Ventilation Window Decal

DC722

DC760

1969-85 Ignition Starting Instruction Sleeve
This is a correct reproduction ignition starting
instructions which were standard from the factory. The
instructions were inserted onto the sun visor.
DC760 1969
7" sleeve, early style 7.99 ea
DC721 1969-72 6" lock/start sleeve ... 7.99 ea
DC911
1971-72 starter inst. decal ...... 7.99 ea
DC990 1972-73 eng. start inst decal... 7.99 ea
DC722 1973-75 ignition lock sleeve .. 7.99 ea
DC389 1974-76 start instructions ....... 6.99 ea
DC1424 1985
start instructions ....... 8.99 ea

DC235

1967-69 Air Conditioned Window Decal

1967-69 Manual Conv. Top Frame Decal

This decal was applied to the driver side quarter
window on the inside.
DC235
1967.......................................... 4.99 ea
DC396
1968-69 .................................... 6.99 ea

Reproduction of the now virtually extinct manual top
decal for 1967-69 Camaro convertibles without power
tops. Applied to the RH rear convertible top frame rail.
DC968
1967-69 ................................... 6.99 ea
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This is a reproduction Astro ventilation decal which
was applied to the driver side and passenger side door
windows near the front lower edge of the window on all
1968 Camaro models and early production 1969 models.
DC726
1968-69 .................................... 7.99 ea

A reproduction Harrison AC evaporator decal which
applied vertically on the evaporator box case.
DC548
1967 ....................................... 5.99 ea
DC549
1968 ....................................... 5.99 ea
DT218
1969 ....................................... 5.99 ea
DC551
1970 ....................................... 5.99 ea
DC552
1971 ....................................... 5.99 ea
DC554
1973 ....................................... 5.99 ea
DC555
1974 ....................................... 5.99 ea
DC941
1977 ....................................... 8.99 ea
DC1060
1978 ....................................... 8.99 ea
DC1066
1979 ....................................... 8.99 ea

Restoration Decals

Berger Chevrolet Prescribed Power Decal
DC324

DC1016

1967-69 Stereo Operating Instructions

Reproduction of the now rare prescribed power decal
applied on performance vehicles delivered by the Grand
Rapids, Michigan. Chevrolet dealer.
DZ209
................................................. 7.99 ea

These are reprints of the instructions for 1967-69
Camaro models which were equipped with AM/FM
radios and AM/FM stereo multiplex adapters.
DC324
1967 ...................................... 4.99 ea
DC1016
1968 ...................................... 6.99 ea
DC1014
1969 ...................................... 6.99 ea

1967-72 Dealer Aluminum Service Tag

1975-78 Catalytic Converter Decal

This decal showed proof that the dealership mechanics
did all the work they claimed they did! Reproduction
dealership service department decal which was applied
in most cases to the trailing edge of the door on vehicles
which had just received “factory service” repairs.
DC62
1967-72 ...................................... 6.99 ea

This decal is for 1975-78 models. This decal offers a
warning against use of leaded fuel.
DC373
1975-78 .................................... 7.99 ea

PD8000

PD8001

1967-70 Door Jamb Decal
DC336

This decal was originally produced for the driver side
and passenger side door. It is used as a reﬂector to allow
upcoming trafﬁc to see the car door when opened, thus
avoiding a possible accident! You can now choose
between a reproduction decal or a correct licensed
reproduction of the original embossed aluminum decal
which includes the original color.
PD8000
1967
aqua .................... 4.99 ea
PD8001
1967-70
blue..................... 4.99 ea

1971-72 Vehicle Maintenance Decal
Correct reproduction vehicle maintenance decal found
on 1971-72 Camaro models.
DC474
1971-72 .................................... 6.99 ea

DC1119

Number #1 Team Window Cards

1967 Oil Filler Cap Decal

During the height of the original factory muscle car
wars, each production plant held itself in higher esteem
than the other plants. As a sign of this, each vehicle
leaving the assembly line received a “built by #1 team”
window card showing off that plants production pride.
DC336
1969
Norwood ............. 4.99 ea
DC1119
1967-68
Van Nuys ............ 7.99 ea

This decal was applied to the 1967 AC push-on type
oil ﬁller breather cap. Original style reproduction for
anyone who wants to retain originality.
DC210A
1967........................................ 6.99 ea

1967-68 Battery Owners Certiﬁcate

F
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1975-76 Push Start Warning Decal
DC421

Complete factory information on what you should
know about the battery. Originally, this certiﬁcate was
ﬁlled out with the new vehicles owners name, address,
vehicle name, year model, etc.
DC695
1967-68 .................................... 6.99 ea

This decal was used as a warning against towing or
push starting the vehicle when stalled due to possible
damage to the emissions system.
DC613
1975-76 ................................... 6.99 ea

DC425
DC826

Yenko Decals
This decal was applied to various places on all
Camaro models which passed through the Canonsburg
Pennsylvania Chevrolet dealership.
DC421
Yenko Tuned decal .................. 6.99 ea
DC425
Yenko body decal .................... 8.99 ea
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1969 Camaro Can-Am 302 Fender Decal

1965-69 Warranty Certiﬁcate

Reproduction 1969 Can-Am 302 fender decals.
Originally intended to be installed on the front fenders
of the “unofﬁcial/ofﬁcial factory backed” Can-Am
racing vehicles. These front fender decals somehow
never found their way onto the original cars.
DC855
1969 ....................................... 10.99 ea

These are reproduction warranty certiﬁcates which
were included with the new vehicle when sold.
Each certiﬁcate is printed with permission from
General Motors.
DC397 1967
warranty .................. 6.99 ea
DC826 1967-69 warranty card .......... 6.99 ea
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DD662

1971-78 Air Shock Decal
Decal which came with 1971-78 Camaro models
showing maximum capacity, etc.
DC662
1971-74 .................................... 6.99 ea
DC460
1975-78 .................................... 6.99 ea

1969 Steering Box Decal
Correct steering box decal which was originally found
on 1969 steering boxes. This is a yellow oval sticker.
JN299
1969 .......................................... 4.99 ea

1969 Front Coil Spring Tags
DD15

DD16

1969 Front Shock Decals
DD15
DD16

1969
1969

DD17
DD18

1969
1969

.................................... 5.99 pr
with F41 optional........ 4.99 pr

Reproduction
coil springs.
3955720
3955721
3955722YP

tag included with all original front
1969
1969
1969

with high-perf. .... 7.99 pr
with big block ..... 6.99 pr
COPO ................. 7.99 pr

1975-78 Super Air Lift Instruction Card
This card was a notice to the vehicle with
recommendations on pressure levels depending upon
vehicle load conditions for shock air pressure.
DC690
1975-78 ..................................... 6.99 ea

DD17

DD18

1969 Rear Shock Decals
with F41 ...................... 4.99 pr
.................................... 4.99 pr

1967-70 Front Coil Spring Decals
3792039
3932771
3925814
3955726
3982346
3955724

1968-70 Luggage Rack Instruction Tag
Reproduction of the often misplaced or missing
luggage rack instruction tag for 1968-70 Camaro
models equipped with the ultra-rare trunk mounted
luggage rack option.
DC1036
1968-70 ................................... 6.99 ea

DD28

1967
1968
1969
1969
1970
1970

small block ...............
..................................
..................................
B/B, Yenko, COPO ..
..................................
high-performance .....

7.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
8.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

DD4

1967-69 Power Disc Brake Identiﬁer Tag
This tag was placed between the power brake check
valve and the hose on the booster. Includes a 3/8" hole
to slip over the check valve. Available for 1967-69
models. Includes correct letters.
DD28
1967
SR .............................. 4.99 ea
DD4
1968
CH ............................. 5.99 ea
DD5
1969
CU ............................. 4.99 ea

DD25

DD26

DD1

DD27

1967-69 Camaro Disc Brake Shield Decal
DD25
DD26
DD1
DD27

1967
1968
1969
1969

CT...............................
CS...............................
AI ...............................
AD big block ..............

4.99
4.99
5.99
4.99

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

pr
pr
pr
pr

1973-74 Fuel Recommendation Decal
Reproduction decal with information on which type
of fuel to use.
DC475
1973-74 .................................... 6.99 ea

Restoration Decals
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1969 Concourse Detail Decal
All cars from the factory had part tags. Over the years,
rain, snow and restoration have removed most of
them. These paper tags were used to identify the part
or assembly to the factory line worker. The worker
read the build sheet and installed the corresponding
part or option on the car. Usually tags were placed on
parts that were an option or group of options. When
a car came from the factory the tag could have been
anywhere on the part, sometimes not even visible or
straight. This tag set is compiled from original build
sheets using the most common options and components
and are not intended to be an exact match to any
particular car. Set includes: brake and fuel line tags,
shock and spring tags, brake cable tags, sway bar and
many others. There is a total of over 50 tags.
CCD6901
1969.................................... 46.99 set

1967-69 Rear Leaf Spring Decals
Decal that attaches on end of rear leaf spring. Sold
in pairs only.
3925817
1967
high-performance .... 6.99 pr
3925816
1968
standard single leaf .. 6.99 pr
3934894
1969
high-performance .... 6.99 pr

Restoration Decals
DZ8

DZ9

1977-79 Seat Belt Sun Visor Sleeve

DZ13

DC86
DZ10

DZ11

DZ12

DC830

1967-84 New Car Window Sticker
These new stickers include the preprinted information
about GM and Chevrolet. All you have to do is ﬁll in
the correct information about the vehicle.
DC86
1967........................................ 7.99 ea
DC879
1968........................................ 7.99 ea
DC881
1969........................................ 7.99 ea
DC50
1970-71 .................................. 7.99 ea
DC139
1972-73 .................................. 7.99 ea
DC880
1974-75 .................................. 7.99 ea
DC1276
1976........................................ 7.99 ea
DC1275
1977........................................ 7.99 ea
DC374
1978-80 .................................. 7.99 ea
DC905
1981........................................ 7.99 ea
DC1274
1984........................................ 7.99 ea

Unleaded Fuel Only Decal
Reproduction “unleaded fuel only” decals normally
applied to the gas cap or gas tank fuel door.
“Unleaded Gasoline Only” Decals
DZ8
5" straight white........................ 6.99 ea
DZ9
5" straight black ........................ 4.99 ea
DZ13
5" straight black and white ....... 4.99 ea
“Unleaded Fuel Only” Decals
DZ10
3" curved white......................... 6.99 ea
DZ11
3" curved black ......................... 6.99 ea
DZ12
4" straight black and silver ....... 4.99 ea
1970 California Fuel Decal
DC830
gas cap caution decal ................ 7.99 ea

1967-72 Dealer Add-On
Accessory Sticker

F
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Reproduction of the rarely
seen dealer add-on option or
accessory window sticker.
This decal was used to
display a list of the items
added to a vehicle beyond
what the car was originally
delivered with. Included is
space for the option name
and dealer pricing.
DC90
1967-72 ...................................... 7.99 ea

Seat belt operation sun visor sleeve. This sleeve is
applied to the sun visor of all 1977-79 GM models
and offers seat belt usage instructions.
1253553
1977-79 ................................ 19.99 ea

C9802R

C9802N

1998-02 Camaro Front Grill Decals
This is an easy way to dress-up the recessed letters
that spell out the word Camaro on the front grill panel
of all 1998-02 Camaro models. Each decal is die-cut
to ﬁt into each recessed letter perfectly. Available in
a variety of colors, see below.
C9802B
1998-02
black .................. 26.99 set
C9802W 1998-02
white .................. 26.99 set
C9802S
1998-02
silver .................. 29.99 set
C9802R
1998-02
red ...................... 29.99 set
C9802N
1998-02
orange ................ 29.99 set
C9802G
1998-02
gold .................... 26.99 set
C9802C
1998-02
charcoal.............. 29.99 set

C9302B

C9302G

DC861

New Vehicle Factory Build Sheet
For the ﬁrst time since the original production
dates, these reproduction factory build sheets are
now available! Over a multitude of miles and years,
many build sheets turn up either missing, distorted or
destroyed. Reproduce your own vehicles build sheet
by ﬁlling out a blank reproduction.
DC861
1967-69 .................................. 7.99 ea
DC878
1970........................................ 7.99 ea
DC1121
1977........................................ 7.99 ea

1993-02 Camaro Rear Panel Decals
This is an easy way to dress-up the recessed letters
that spell out the word Camaro on the rear panel of
all 1993-02 Camaro models. Each decal is die-cut to
ﬁt into each recessed letter perfectly. Available in a
variety of colors, see below.
C9302B
1993-02
black ................. 39.99 set
C9302W 1993-02
white ................. 39.99 set
C9302S
1993-02
silver ................. 39.99 set
C9302R
1993-02
red ..................... 39.99 set
C9302N
1993-02
orange ............... 39.99 set
C9302G
1993-02
gold ................... 39.99 set
C9302C
1993-02
charcoal............. 39.99 set

1051050B

1051454B

DC325

DC761

1969-80 Pre-Delivery Inspection Sheet
Plastic Detailing Scraper
This 4 side edge, 4 different angle corner plastic razor
blade scraper can be used for many detailing jobs.
For use on most surfaces, excellent for removing
unwanted decals, tags, pin stripes, tar, sap, or adhesive.
For best results spray contained area with appropriate
liquid remover and gently scrape away. Measures:
1" x 3" x 2.5".
K89830
................................................. 1.99 ea
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Correct reprint of the inspection data sheet used by the
factory to clear the vehicles for delivery. This is the
ﬁnal inspection data on the vehicle before they were
sent to the dealers to sell.
DC325
1969 ..................................... 7.99 ea
DC810
1970 ..................................... 7.99 ea
DC660
1971-73 ................................ 7.99 ea
DC924
1974 ..................................... 7.99 ea
DC664
1977 ..................................... 7.99 ea
DC1277
1978 ..................................... 7.99 ea
DC761
1979-80 ................................ 7.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1051057B

1051502B

Custom Engine Call Out Decals
What better way to show the size of muscle under
your hood than with these custom vinyl engine call
outs. Includes a squeegee and installation instructions.
Decals are approximately 3/4" tall x 2-3/4" wide.
Note: Please Specify color sufﬁx when ordering: black
(B), white (W), gold (G), silver (S), charcoal metallic (C),
yellow (Y), blue (L), red (R), or stencil (P).

1051050B
1051057B
1051305B
1051350B
1051427B
1051454B
1051502B

5.0L...................................
5.7L...................................
305 ....................................
350 ....................................
427 ....................................
454 ....................................
502 ....................................

13.99
11.99
11.99
13.99
13.99
13.99
13.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Restoration Decals
14047925

80713

1982-83 Rocker Panel Decal

1982-02 Windshield Decal
473565

Z28 Camaro Front Fender Decal
These reproduction decals are ready to apply! Classic
Industries® makes it easy to replace your original worn
out fender decals with these quality reproductions.
Available for 1977-78 Z28 models. Choose from the
selection of original colors listed. Easy to apply. Will
help make your Z28 look like new!
1977 Z28
468083 1977 dark gold, black, red, orange 31.99 ea
468053 1977 lt gold, black, brown, lt gold 31.99 ea
468081 1977 black, clear, red, orange....... 31.99 ea
468082 1977 black, clear, orange, yellow.. 31.99 ea
1978 Z28
459199 1978 clear, black, red, orange 46.99 ea
473561 1978 gold, black, red, orange .. 42.99 ea
473562 1978 clear, black, dark gold .... 42.99 ea
473566 1978 clear, black, dk green, green 42.99 ea
473568 1978 clear, black, orange, yellow 42.99 ea
473563 1978 gold, black, dark gold, gold 42.99 ea
473565 1978 silver, black, dark blue, blue 42.99 ea
473567 1978 silver, black, dk green, green 42.99 ea

Stamped from 2 mil high-performance vinyl to look
great for years. Choose from solid or outlined letters
and specify color when ordering.
Solid Letters
80700
1982-92
white ..................... 44.99 ea
80701
1982-92
yellow ................... 44.99 ea
80702
1982-92
silver ..................... 43.99 ea
80703
1982-92
gold ....................... 44.99 ea
80704
1982-92
antique white ........ 44.99 ea
80705
1993-02
white ..................... 44.99 ea
80706
1993-02
yellow ................... 45.99 ea
80707
1993-02
silver metallic ....... 44.99 ea
80708
1993-02
gold metallic ......... 44.99 ea
80709
1993-02
antique white ........ 44.99 ea
Outlined Letters
80710
1982-92
white ..................... 44.99 ea
80711
1982-92
yellow ................... 45.99 ea
80712
1982-92
silver ..................... 43.99 ea
80713
1982-92
gold ....................... 44.99 ea
80714
1982-92
antique white ........ 44.99 ea

DC1051

14047925
14047971

1982-83
1982-83

black ................. 19.99 ea
silver................ 19.99 ea

10052392
14083810
14083812

1983-90 T.P.I. Rocker Panel Decal
Reproduction Tuned Port Injection decals designed
for use with 1983-90 models.
14071249 1983-86 black 5.0 liter H.O. 19.99 ea
14071267 1983-86 silver 5.0 liter H.O. 19.99 ea
10052392 1987-90 gold 5.7................. 19.99 ea
10052393 1987-90 silver 5.7................. 19.99 ea
14083810 1985-87 black ...................... 17.99 ea
14083811 1985-90 silver ...................... 17.99 ea
14083812 1985-90 red ...................... 17.99 ea
14083813 1985-90 gold ...................... 17.99 ea
10082318 1988-90 red 5.7................ 19.99 ea

DC1053

1979-81 4 Wheel Disc Door Handle Insert
788301GN

788301OR

788301SV

1980-81 Air Induction Decal
Original GM hood stripes are no longer unavailable for
1980-81 Camaro hoods. Our high-quality reproduction
decals match the original perfectly. Sold individually, 2
required per vehicle. Specify blue, gold, green, orange,
red, or silver when ordering.
788301BL
1980-81
blue ................ 22.99 ea
788301GL
1980-81
gold ................ 22.99 ea
788301GN 1980-81
green .............. 19.99 ea
788301OR 1980-81
orange ............ 22.99 ea
788301RD 1980-81
red .................. 23.99 ea
788301SV
1980-81
silver .............. 22.99 ea

Reproduction of the often worn off or missing door
handle insert found on all 1979 through 1981 Camaro
models equipped with the 4 wheel disc brake option.
This decal was located on the indented area of both
outer door handles. 2 required per vehicle.
DC1051
1979-81
blue...................... 4.99 ea
DC1052
1979-81
white.................... 4.99 ea
DC1053
1979-81
gold ..................... 4.99 ea
DC1054
1979-81
red ....................... 4.99 ea
DC1055
1979-81
silver.................... 6.99 ea
DC254
1980-81
charcoal ............... 4.99 ea

152897

80164

80169

DC689

1976-77 Rally Sport Decal
Each decal replaces the original exactly. Available for
1976-77 models, in black or white.
DC689
1976-77
black .................... 10.99 ea
DC798
1976-77
white.................... 10.99 ea

80722

1982-92 Rear Hatch Decal

14047936

14047935

1982-84 Hood Scoop Decal
These reproduction decals apply to the recessed
simulated hood scoop area on 1982-84 Z28 hoods.
Each decal is semi-gloss black and features a peel and
stick-on application.
14047935
1982-83 Z28
LH ........ 21.99 ea
14047936
1982-83 Z28
RH ....... 21.99 ea
14079635
1984
Z28
LH ........ 19.99 ea
14079636
1984
Z28
RH ....... 19.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1988-90 Rocker/Rear Panel IROC-Z Decal
Restorer’s Choice
reproduction or standard
replacement IROC-Z decals for 1988-90 models.
Restorer’s ChoiceTM decals feature correct three tone
color as original on a black background. This is a decal
that is identical in size and shape of the original emblem
used on the rocker panel or rear panel. The decal can
be used in the recessed area of the original emblem or
applied directly over original emblem. In the case of the
original rear bumper emblem there was a small Chevrolet
Bow Tie next to the emblem that is not offered on the
standard replacement.
Restorer’s ChoiceTM
Rocker Panel Decal
152892 1988-90
silver/black .......... 27.99 ea
152893 1988-90
gold/black ............ 27.99 ea
152894 1988-90
red/black .............. 27.99 ea
Rear Bumper Decal
152895 1988-90
silver/black .......... 27.99 ea
152896 1988-90
gold/black ............ 29.99 ea
152897 1988-90
red/black .............. 27.99 ea
Standard Replacement
TM

Note: The original GM emblems featured a 3 color fade
in gold, silver or red, unlike these decals that are of a
single color format screened on either a clear vinyl or
black. These decals are offered as a replacement, not an
exact reproduction.

80164
80165
80166
80167
80168
80169

1988-89
1988-89
1988-89
1988-89
1988-89
1988-89

silver/black ..........
gold/black ............
red/black ..............
silver/clear ...........
gold/clear .............
red/clear ...............

Restoration Decals

16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
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We’re as proud of your 3rd Generation Camaro as
you are, and we’ve got the “Camaro” rear hatch
decal you’ve been looking for. These premium, GM
Licensed decals are cut from 2 mil high-performance
vinyl and are designed speciﬁcally for 1982-92 models.
Choose from solid or outlined letters and specify color
when ordering.
Solid Letters
80715
1982-92
white.................... 44.99 ea
80716
1982-92
yellow.................. 44.99 ea
80717
1982-92
silver.................... 43.99 ea
80718
1982-92
gold ..................... 44.99 ea
80719
1982-92
antique white ....... 44.99 ea
Outlined Letters
80720
1982-92
white.................... 44.99 ea
80721
1982-92
yellow.................. 45.99 ea
80722
1982-92
silver.................... 43.99 ea
80723
1982-92
gold ..................... 44.99 ea
80724
1982-92
antique white ....... 44.99 ea

152895

1967-68 Stencil/Stripe Sets

Complete your Pace
Car restoration by
adding the ultimate in
Pace Car decals!
1967-68 Z28 Stencil Set
Each set includes stencils to completely repaint
your Camaro models stripes in the correct, original
conﬁguration. The set also includes a complete set
of instructions highlighting the exact location of the
stripes and where the stencils should be applied. Each
set includes the stencils for the front cowl panel and
the rear deck lid.
80000
1967-68 .................................... 66.99 set

1967 Indy 500 Pace Car Decals
Reproduction of the original decals applied to the door of each Indy Pace Car. These decals were originally
included with each Indianapolis 500 pace car in 1967. These complete decals are reproduced on original type
3M stock with the correct die-cut lettering and colors. Add these unique decals to any original 1967 Pace Car
and bring your Camaro back to showroom condition. Sold in pairs.
PC012
1967
includes both doors .............................................................................................. 289.99 pr

A stencil
stencil

B

1967-68 Bumble Bee Stencil Set
Complete set designed to replace your bumble bee
striping for SS 1967 or 1968 Camaro models. Must
be painted on (paint not included). Consists of header
panel, upper fender and lower fender stencils. Each
stencil is designed to offer an exact replica of the
original striping. You can paint the original striped
back on your Camaro and make your restoration
100% original!
80006
1967-68 .................................... 79.99 set
vinyl

F

Your Choice of
Vinyl or Stencils!

C
vinyl
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D

F

vinyl

E
vinyl

1968 Camaro SS Stripe Sets
1967-68 Camaro Bumble Bee Decals
Decal sets are the easiest way to apply the bumble
bee stripes to a 1967-68 Camaro. They are complete
decal sets which can be applied instead of painting
the stripes on. Get easy-to-install OEM style stripes
without the hassle of painting. This set eliminates
the need for stencil sets because you don’t need to
paint! Manufactured with 3M materials. Available in
black or white.
C6768B
1967-68 black ................ 102.99 set
C6768W
1967-68 white ................ 102.99 set
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Stripe sets for 1968 Camaro SS models. From the factory, the header panel and the front of the fenders were
painted the stripe color, and the rear of the fenders and doors featured vinyl tape stripes. Available as complete
tape stripes with 3M vinyl stripes. Also available as an original style stencil and stripe set with header panel and
front fender stencils with tape stripes for the fender rear and door stripes. We also offer a replacement stripe set
for just the doors and fenders. Available in black or white.
Original Style Stencil and Stripe Sets
80007
1968
white
includes A, B, E, F ........................................................................ 98.99 set
80008
1968
black
includes A, B, E, F ........................................................................ 98.99 set
Replacement All-Vinyl Tape Stripe Sets
C1968B
1968
black
includes C, D, E, F ........................................................................ 119.99 set
C1968W
1968
white
includes C, D, E, F ........................................................................ 119.99 set
Replacement Fender and Door Stripe Sets
80009
1968
white
includes E, F.................................................................................. 49.99 set
80010
1968
black
includes E, F.................................................................................. 49.99 set
Original Style Stencil Sets
153043
1968
stencils includes A, B, E, F as stencils ....................................................... 98.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

1969 Stencil/Stripe Sets
B

E

vinyl

vinyl

A stencil

1969 Z28 and Indy Pace Car Stencil Set
F stencil

Your Choice of
Vinyl or Stencils!

stencil

C
D

vinyl

The 1969 Z28 and Indy Pace Car were identical for
front and rear stripes. Each set includes stencils to
completely repaint your Camaro models stripes in the
correct, original conﬁguration. Originally the stripes
were painted on and each set provides complete
instructions for prior application of stencils. Each set
includes the stencils for the front cowl panel and the
rear deck lid.
80001
1969 .......................................... 71.99 set

1969 Camaro SS Stripe Sets
Stripe sets for 1969 Camaro SS models. From the factory, the fenders were painted the stripe color, and the
doors featured vinyl tape stripes. Available as complete tape stripes with 3M vinyl stripes. Also available as an
original style stencil and stripe set with front fender stencils with tape stripes for the door stripes. We also offer a
replacement stripe set for just the doors and/or fenders. Available in black, red (with burgundy exterior), or white.
Original Style Stencil and Stripe Sets
80011
1969
white ............................................................................................................. 89.99 set
80012
1969
black.............................................................................................................. 89.99 set
80014
1969
red ................................................................................................................. 99.99 set
Replacement All Vinyl Tape Stripe Sets
C1969B
1969
black.............................................................................................................. 124.99 set
C1969W
1969
white ............................................................................................................. 124.99 set
Fender and Door Stencils
80019
1969
fenders/doors ................................................................................................ 89.99 set
80020
1969
fenders only .................................................................................................. 79.99 set

Complete your Pace
Car restoration by
adding the ultimate in
Pace Car decals!

1969 DX1 Option Stencil/Stripe Set
Stencil set for 1969 Camaro includes stencils for
header panel, fender, and hood area. These stripes
meet at center of header panel and continue toward
windshield area on hood. The diagram pictured shows
the design of the stripes. Available in white, red (with
burgundy exterior), or black. This stripe is the rarely
seen DX1 option.
80015
1969
white stripes ............ 89.99 set
80017
1969
black stripes ............. 89.99 set
80018
1969
red stripes ................ 89.99 set

1969 Indy 500 Pace Car Decals
Reproduction of the original decals applied to the door of each Indy Pace Car. These decals were originally
included with each pace car in 1969. These complete decals are reproduced on original type 3M stock with the
correct die-cut lettering and colors. Add these unique decals to any original 1969 Pace Car and bring your Camaro
back to showroom condition. Sold in pairs.
PC011
1969
includes both doors ........................................................................................... 289.99 pr

Complete Tape Stripe Sets
SK301 1969
black ....................... 249.99 set
SK310 1969
white ....................... 249.99 set
Headrest Decals Only
SK302 1969
white ....................... 39.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Note: Headrest decals are included in complete sets.

Stencil & Stripe Sets
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1969 Camaro Yenko Stripe Set
Replace your original Yenko stripes with a complete
stripe set designed to replace all the original striping.
The set includes speciﬁc striping only found on these
unique and rare Yenko Camaro models. Offered in your
choice of black or white. Each set includes: 1 hood
stripe with “SYC” arrow, 2 quarter panel stripes with
“Yenko/SC” lettering, 2 door stripes, 2 front fender
stripes (LH and RH), 2 SYC lettering for headrests
and 2 rear spoiler end stripes.

1970-77 Stencil/Stripe Sets

1970-73 Z28 Stencil Set
The sets below include a variety of different stencils
depending on your original or desired options. 1970
Z28s were originally equipped with a 1 piece low rear
spoiler. 1971-73 offered an optional three piece rear
spoiler. The Rally Sport was optional and included a
urethane front nose with split chrome front bumpers.
Be sure to check below for the correct stencils for
your year and model.
Models with 1 Piece Rear Spoiler
80002
1970
without RS ........... 69.99 set
Models with Low Spoiler
80004
1970
with RS................. 65.99 set
Models with High Spoiler
80005
1970
with RS................. 69.99 set
80003
1970
3 pc, without RS... 74.99 set
80005
1971-72
with RS................. 69.99 set
80003
1971-72
3 pc, without RS... 74.99 set
80002
1973
3 pc, without RS... 69.99 set
80004
1973
with RS................. 65.99 set

dk blue/
med blue/
lt blue

red/
orange/
lt orange

dk gray/
med gray/
lt gray

dk red/
orange/
dk blue/
med red/ yellow orange/ med blue/
lt red
yellow
lt blue

dk gray/
gray/
silver

dk aqua/ orange brown/
dk blue/
orange/
med blue/ med aqua/
lt aqua yellow orange
lt blue

1975-77 Rally Sport Stripe Sets
Classic Industries® offers a complete stripe set for your 1975-77 Rally Sport Camaro. Each set is complete with
all the stripes to completely replace your existing or missing stripes. Includes: 2 rear spoiler outer stripes, 1
center spoiler stripe, 1 roof panel stripe, 2 door stripes, 2 fender stripes and 2 Rally Sport fender decals. Get the
set and replace or add these original style stripes. Bring your Camaro back to showroom condition when you
restore this original option.
80062
1975
dark blue/medium blue/light blue...................................................................... 225.99 set
80063
1975
red/orange/light orange...................................................................................... 225.99 set
80064
1975
dark gray/medium gray/light gray ..................................................................... 225.99 set
80067
1975
dark red/medium red/light red ........................................................................... 225.99 set
80068
1975
orange/yellow orange/yellow ............................................................................ 225.99 set
80067
1976
dark red/medium red/light red ........................................................................... 225.99 set
80068
1976
orange/yellow orange/yellow ............................................................................ 225.99 set
80070
1976
dark blue/medium blue/light blue...................................................................... 225.99 set
80067
1977
dark red/medium red/light red ........................................................................... 225.99 set
80075
1977
dark gray/gray/silver.......................................................................................... 225.99 set
80076
1977
dark blue/medium blue/light blue...................................................................... 225.99 set
80077
1977
dark aqua/medium aqua/light aqua.................................................................... 225.99 set
80078
1977
orange brown/orange/yellow orange ................................................................. 225.99 set
80068
1977
orange/yellow orange/yellow ............................................................................ 225.99 set

1974 Z28 Decal Set
Reproduction of the original Z28 decals used with
all 1974 Z28 Camaro models. Restore your Z28 to
original with these easy to apply decal sets. This
specially designed set is unique to the 1974 model.
These are large decals and include detailed instructions
on applying correctly. You can buy each decal or a
complete set as listed below.
Complete Decal Sets
80025
1974
complete set ........... 291.99 set
Individual Decals
80021
1974
hood decal .............. 219.99 ea
80022
1974
trunk lid decal ........ 129.99 ea
80023
1974
spoiler decal ........... 99.99 ea

yellow orange/
orange yellow

“Hollow” Z28
Fender Decal

red/
red orange

“Solid” Z28
Fender Decal

F
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brown/gold

red/orange

1977 Z28 Decal Stripe Sets
1974-81 Z28 Stencil Set
With this set you can paint 1970-73 Z/28 style stripes
on your 1974-81 Camaro. It includes pre-spaced mask
roll with front header, hood, and spoiler, an application
squeegee, spec and paint info sheets, and instructions.
90002
1974-81 ................................... 79.99 set
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This unique set includes stripes and decals for your 1977 Z28. Available in four original colors! Includes: 2 rear
spoiler outer decals, 1 rear spoiler center decal, 1 rear spoiler “Z28” decal, 1 rear body panel decal, 2 rear wheel
opening decals (LH and RH), 2 front wheel opening decals (LH and RH), 2 lower door decals (LH and RH), 2
front fender “Z28” decals, 1 front valance panel stripe decal, 1 hood stripe decal.
With Solid “Z28” Fender Decal
7768055
1977
LT gold Z28 (black, brown, orange or white cars) ........................................ 293.99 set
7768056
1977
red, orange with dk gold Z28 (black or red cars) .......................................... 293.99 set
With Hollow “Z28” Fender Decal
7768088
1977
yellow orange, orange yellow (yellow cars).................................................. 293.99 set
7768087
1977
red, red orange (for silver or white cars) ....................................................... 293.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

1978-81 Stripe Sets

orange/
red/black

orange/red/
black/gold

gold/dk gold/
black/clear

gold/dk gold/
black

dk blue/
blue/black

dk blue/blue/
black/silver

dk green/
green/black

dk grn/grn/
black/silver

orange/
yellow/black

BR
med blue/
dk brown/
apricot

RD
orange/
dk red/gold

YW
med yellow/
dk yellow/
lt yellow

BL
med blue/
dk blue/
silver

GR
med green/
dk grn/lt grn

1978-79 Rally Sport Stripe Sets
1978 Z28 Stripe Sets
Restore your 1978 Z28 stripes and give it a showroom
new appearance. Includes: 3 rear spoiler stripes, 2 Z28
decals for fender, 2 fender wheel opening stripes, 2
front fender extension stripes, 1 inner hood decal, 1
outer hood decal, 1 front valance stripe, 2 door stripes,
2 rear wheel opening stripes.
With Solid “Z28” Fender Decal
7808002 1978 orange/red/black/gold .... 293.99 set
7808004 1978 gold/dk gold/black ........ 291.99 set
7808006 1978 dk blue/blue/black/silver 291.99 set
7808008 1978 dk green/green/black/slvr 293.99 set
With Hollow “Z28” Fender Decal
7808001 1978 orange/red/black ........... 291.99 set
7808003 1978 gold/dk gold/black/clear 291.99 set
7808005 1978 dk blue/blue/black......... 291.99 set
7808007 1978 dk green/green/black ..... 291.99 set
7808009 1978 orange/yellow/black ...... 291.99 set

Reproduction stripe set for 1978-79 Rally Sport
Camaro models. Includes: 1 front bumper stripe, 2
fender stripes, 2 door stripes, 1 over roof stripe, 3 rear
spoiler stripes, 2 rear bumper stripes, 1 Rally Sport
spoiler decal, and 2 Rally Sport Camaro fender decals.
152792 1978-79 specify color ........ 227.99 set

gold

silver

blue

yellow orange/
silver/
orange
charcoal met.

1979 Z28 Two Color Stripe Sets
This is a high-quality replacement 2 color stripe set to
restore your Z28’s original appearance. Manufactured
with the highest quality materials, once installed, your
Camaro will look great for years to come. Includes:
2 Z28 door stripes, 2 fender stripes, 1 set of hood
graphics, front and rear spoiler stripes, a squeegee,
and instructions.
787914 1979 lt green/dk green .............. 292.99 set
787922 1979 yellow orange/orange ....... 292.99 set
787958 1979 silver/charcoal metallic ..... 292.99 set
787921 1979 orange/tomato red ............ 292.99 set
787941 1979 gold met./warm gold met .. 292.99 set
787990 1979 med blue/interstate blue .... 292.99 set

spectra red/
tomato red/
blaze red

lt orange/
dk orange/
red

warm gold met./ vivid blue/
gold met./ vibrant blue/
lt gold met medium blue

lt green/
med. green/
dk green

1981
gold

1980-81 Z28 Complete Set with Hood Decal
Get a genuine, “factory original” look for your Z28
with this new, complete stripe set. Includes decals: the
hood and “Air Induction” decals, body side decals, front
and rear spoiler decals, squeegee, and instructions.
19808458 1980-81 charcoal............. 296.99 set
78810058 1980-81 light silver ......... 292.99 set
78810021 1980-81 spectra red......... 292.99 set
78810022 1980-81 light orange ....... 292.99 set
78810041 1980-81 warm gold met .. 292.99 set
78810090 1980-81 vivid blue .......... 292.99 set
78810013 1980-81 light green ......... 269.99 set
78810042 1981
gold ................... 292.99 set

green

Reproduction stripe set for 1980 Rally Sport Camaro
models. Includes: 2 front bumper stripes, 2 upper
fender stripes 2 lower fender stripes, 2 upper door
front stripes, 2 upper door rear stripes, 2 lower door
stripes, 1 over roof stripe, 3 front spoiler lower stripes,
3 rear spoiler stripes, 1 Rally Sport spoiler decal, and
2 Rally Sport Camaro fender decals.
152834GD
1980
gold .................. 251.99 set
152834SL
1980
silver ................ 251.99 set
152834RD
1980
red .................... 251.99 set
152834BL
1980
blue .................. 251.99 set
152834GN
1980
green ................ 251.99 set
applies
behind the
license
plate

1978-81 Rear Bumper Black-Out Decal
Reproduction rear bumper black-out decal for all 197881 Camaro models. This decal is located behind the
license plate and offers a clean look to the rear bumper.
718126
1978-81 .................................. 12.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Reproduction stripe sets for 1980-81 Camaro Z28
models. Achieve great results without the high expense
of painting. Includes: 2 door stripes, 1 set of front
spoiler stripes. 1 set of rear spoiler stripes, squeegee,
and instructions. Set does not include the hood decals
or “Air Induction” decals.
S788158 1980-81 light silver ......... 199.99 set
S788121 1980-81 spectra red......... 199.99 set
S788141 1980-81 warm gold met .. 199.99 set
S788190 1980-81 vivid blue .......... 199.99 set
S788122 1980-81 light orange ....... 199.99 set
S788113 1980-81 light green ......... 199.99 set

1980-81 Z28 Hood Decal Sets
Look no further for original style hood decals. These
hard to ﬁnd decals include both the hood scoop stripes
and the air induction decals.
14018402 1980-81
charcoal........... 131.99 set
788258
1980-81
lt silver ............ 135.99 set
788221
1980-81
spectra red....... 138.99 set
788241
1980-81
warm gold met 136.99 set
788290
1980-81
vivid blue ........ 136.99 set
788222
1980-81
lt orange .......... 134.99 set
788213
1980-81
lt green ............ 119.99 set

Stripe Sets
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orange/
gold met./
med. blue/
tomato red warm gold met. interstate blue

lt silver/
med. silver/
dk silver

1980-81 Z28 Side/Rear Stripe Sets

red

1980 Rally Sport Stripe Sets

lt green/
dk green

charcoal/
smoke/
silver met

1982-87 Stripe Sets

Complete your Pace Car
restoration by adding the
ultimate in Pace Car decals!
1982 med. gold/
lt gold/black

med. blue/
1982 med. blue met/
lt. blue/black
lt. blue met/black

med.orange/
lt. orange/black

med. red/
lt. red/black

med. silver/
lt. silver/black

med. charcoal/ 1983-84 med gold/ 1983-84 med blue
lt. charcoal/black
met/lt. blue
lt. gold/black
met/black

1982-84 Z28 Stripe Sets

Note: Decal #26 (cross ﬁre injection) not included.

Note: Decal sets do not include “5.0 liter H.O.” decals,
available separately in our decal section.

80267
80270
80271
80458
80459
80461
80462
80460
80463

1982
1982
1982
1982-84
1982-84
1982-84
1982-84
1983-84
1983-84

med gold................
med blue ................
med blue metallic ..
med orange ............
med red..................
med silver ..............
med charcoal .........
med gold................
med blue metallic ..

1982 Pace Car Decal Sets
Classic Industries® offers the 1982 Pace car decals in sections or a complete set.

Reproduction stripe sets for 1982-84 Z28 models.
These complete sets include: 2 hood blackout decals,
2 front end panel stripes, 2 front fender stripes, 2 door
stripes, 2 rear quarter panel stripes, 2 rear body panel
stripes, a squeegee, and instructions.
183.99
183.99
183.99
183.99
183.99
183.99
183.99
183.99
183.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

Decal Set for 1982 Pace Car
The decal set includes upper and lower body stripes, hood decals, Indy quarter logos, Cross Fire Injection decals,
door decals and windshield and back glass silver Camaro decals.
80081
1982
....................................................................................................................... 599.99 set
Individual Decals
Hood Decal Set
80082
1982
includes #3, 4, 5, 6 ........................................................................................ 193.99 set
Indy Wing Logo/Cross Fire Injection Set
80087
1982
LH and RH, includes #9, 21.......................................................................... 79.99 set
Lower Body Stripes
80085
1982
LH, includes #11, 13, 15, 17, 18, 20, 22, 24, 25 ........................................... 199.99 set
80086
1982
RH, includes #11, 13, 15, 17, 18, 20, 22, 24, 25 ........................................... 199.99 set
Upper Body Stripes
80083
1982
LH side, includes # 1, 2, 23, 19, 10, 16, 14 .................................................. 199.99 set
80084
1982
RH side, includes # 1, 2, 23, 19, 10, 16, 14 .................................................. 199.99 set
Pace Car Door Decals
80050
1982
LH and RH, includes #8................................................................................ 199.99 pr
Silver Windshield/Back Glass Camaro Decals
19821930
1982
includes #7, 12 .............................................................................................. 94.99 pr

1985-86 Z28 Stripe Sets
Reproduction stripe sets for 1985-86 Z28 models.
Includes: 2 front end panel stripes, 2 body side stripes,
2 rear body panel stripes, a squeegee, and instructions.
Note: Decal sets do not include “5.0 liter H.O.” or “Tuned
Port Injection” decals, sold separately.

F
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80476
80483
80488
80491
80492
80493

1985-86
1985-86
1985-86
1985
1985
1986

red/black ................
gold/black ..............
silver/black ............
metallic blue/black
blue/black ..............
metallic blue/black

209.99
209.99
209.99
209.99
209.99
209.99

set
set
set
set
set
set

G7792

1982-87 Rear Bumper Decal
Reproduction rear bumper decals for 1982-87 models.
Each decal will replace the original exactly.
Silver/Black Bumper Decals
G7791 1982-85 Camaro .................. 29.99 ea
G3513 1984-85 F-41 ....................... 29.99 ea
G7793 1986-87 2.8 Fuel Injection .. 29.99 ea
G7794 1986-87 2.8 Fuel Injection .. 29.99 ea
G7795 1986-87 Chevrolet ............... 29.99 ea
Black Bumper Decals
G7792 1983-86 5.0 Liter H.O. ........ 26.99 ea
Silver Bumper Decals
G3512 1983-86 5.0 Liter H.O. ........ 26.99 ea
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1985-87 IROC-Z Graphic Sets
Reproduction stripe sets for 1985-87 IROC-Z models. Sets include: 2 IROC-Z door decals, all lower body stripes,
rear panel stripes, a squeegee, and instructions.
Stripe Sets
With Pre-Molded Stripes
80588
1985-87
silver/black.................................................................................................... 203.99 set
80587
1985-87
gold/black ..................................................................................................... 203.99 set
80586
1985-87
red/black ....................................................................................................... 203.99 set
With Roll of Non-Molded Stripes
80496
1985-87
silver/black.................................................................................................... 139.99 set
80495
1985-87
gold/black ..................................................................................................... 139.99 set
80494
1985-87
red/black ....................................................................................................... 139.99 set
IROC-Z Door Logo Decals
Note: Fits LH or RH.

G7413
G7419
G7425

1985-87
1985-87
1987

silver .............................................................................................................
gold ...............................................................................................................
red .................................................................................................................

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

49.99 ea
49.99 ea
49.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

1988-02 Stripe Sets

1988-90 IROC-Z Graphic Sets
Reproduction stripe sets for 1988-90 IROC-Z models.
Include: 2 IROC-Z door decals, pre-molded lower
body stripes, a squeegee and instructions.
Complete Sets
80509
1988-90
gold/black.......... 205.99 set
80510
1988-90
silver/black ........ 205.99 set
80507
1988-90
red/black............ 205.99 set
80512
1988-90
blue/black .......... 218.99 set
80511
1988-90
silver/yellow...... 205.99 set
Stripe Only Sets
80590
1988-90
gold/black.......... 173.99 set
80591
1988-90
silver/black ........ 173.99 set
80589
1988-90
red/black............ 173.99 set
80593
1988-90
blue/black .......... 173.99 set
80592
1988-90
silver/yellow...... 154.99 set
IROC-Z Door Logos
80597
1988-90
gold ................... 44.99 ea
80598
1988-90
silver.................. 41.99 ea
80596
1988-90
red ..................... 44.99 ea

1993-97 Heritage Style Stripe Sets
These are reproduction
1993-97 models.
9397HB
1993-97
9397HS
1993-97
9397HG
1993-97
9397HR
1993-97
9397HW 1993-97
9397HN
1993-97

heritage style stripe sets for
black ................
silver................
gold .................
red ...................
white................
orange..............

219.99
219.99
219.99
219.99
219.99
219.99

set
set
set
set
set
set

1993-02 30th Anniversary Style Stripes

1992 25th Anniversary Stripe Sets
Reproduction 25th Anniversary stripe sets for 1992
Camaro models. Originally on 1992 RS, standard or
Z28 cars with the 25th Anniversary appearance option.
Note: Minor trimming may be required for installation on
pre-1992 models.

Coupe
80515
1992
black
80530
1992
silver
80521
1992
gold
80518
1992
red
80514
1992
black
80529
1992
silver
80520
1992
gold
80517
1992
red
Convertible
80775
1992
black
80528
1992
silver
80519
1992
gold
80516
1992
red
Heritage Hood Stripes
G9889 1992
black
G9890 1992
red
G9887 1992
black
G9888 1992
red

Z28 ...........
Z28 ...........
Z28 ...........
Z28 ...........
RS models
RS models
RS models
RS models

235.99
235.99
235.99
235.99
235.99
235.99
235.99
235.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

all..............
all..............
all..............
all..............

235.99
235.99
235.99
235.99

set
set
set
set

Z28 ...........
Z28 ...........
RS models
RS models

199.99
199.99
199.99
199.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

2002 35th Anniversary Stripe Sets
Reproduction 35th anniversary stripe sets for 2002
models. Although originally installed on 35th
anniversary editions, these stripes may be mounted
on any 1998-02 Camaro coupe or convertible model.
Note: *Silver with a black fade was original. Black with a
silver fade is also offered.

Coupe Models
80771* 2002
silver w/black fade...
80772
2002
black w/silver fade...
Convertible Models
80773* 2002
silver w/black fade...
80774
2002
black w/silver fade...

297.99 set
297.99 set
294.99 set
268.99 set

shown without engine i.d.

1982-02 Decal/Stencil Sets
Aftermarket hockey stick style vinyl or stencil stripe
sets for 1982-02 models. Add the correct sufﬁx to the
end of the part number for your decal color choice.
Colors available: black (bk), white (w), gold (g), silver
(s), charcoal metallic (c), yellow (y), blue (b), red (r)
or if you need a stencil set add (p).
1982-92 Models
1051082
no engine i.d. ..................... 98.99 set
1051083
5.0L.................................... 98.99 set
1051084
5.7L.................................... 98.99 set
1051085
305 ..................................... 98.99 set
1051086
350 ..................................... 98.99 set
1051087
427 ..................................... 98.99 set
1051088
454 ..................................... 98.99 set
1051089
502 ..................................... 98.99 set
1993-02 Models
1051090
no engine i.d. ..................... 98.99 set
1051091
5.0L.................................... 98.99 set
1051092
5.7L.................................... 98.99 set
1051093
305 ..................................... 98.99 set
1051094
350 ..................................... 98.99 set
1051095
427 ..................................... 98.99 set
1051096
454 ..................................... 98.99 set
1051097
502 ..................................... 98.99 set

Stripe Sets
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1993 Indy 500 Pace Car Decal
Original style decals for 1993 Ofﬁcial Indianapolis
500 Pace Car.
Sail Panel/Bumper Wing Emblem
PCD113
1993 ..................................... 39.99 ea
Windshield Decal
PCD455
1993 ..................................... 55.99 ea

Reproduction 30th Anniversary style stripe sets for
1993-02 models. Fits all 1993-02 models. All stripe
sets are molded to the contours of your Camaro’s
body panels for correct appearance, and a perfect
ﬁt. These sets include: the front header panel stripes,
hood stripes, roof panel stripes, rear deck, and spoiler
stripes, a squeegee, and instructions.
Coupe Models
Camaro, RS and Z28 Models
80554
1993-97
orange ............... 235.99 set
80550
1993-97
black ................. 235.99 set
80560
1993-97
silver ................. 235.99 set
80558
1993-97
gold ................... 235.99 set
80556
1993-97
red ..................... 235.99 set
80578
1998-02
orange ............... 235.99 set
80574
1998-02
black ................. 235.99 set
80584
1998-02
silver ................. 235.99 set
80582
1998-02
gold ................... 235.99 set
80580
1998-02
red ..................... 235.99 set
SS Models
80542
1996-97
orange ............... 235.99 set
80538
1996-97
black ................. 235.99 set
80548
1996-97
silver ................. 235.99 set
80546
1996-97
gold ................... 235.99 set
80544
1996-97
red ..................... 235.99 set
80578
1998-02
orange ............... 235.99 set
80562
1998-02
black ................. 235.99 set
80572
1998-02
silver ................. 235.99 set
80570
1998-02
gold ................... 235.99 set
80568
1998-02
red ..................... 235.99 set
Convertible and T-Top Models
Camaro, RS, and Z28 Models
80555
1993-97
orange ............... 235.99 set
80551
1993-97
black ................. 235.99 set
80561
1993-97
silver ................. 235.99 set
80559
1993-97
gold ................... 235.99 set
80557
1993-97
red ..................... 235.99 set
80579
1998-02
orange ............... 235.99 set
80575
1998-02
black ................. 235.99 set
80585
1998-02
silver ................. 235.99 set
80583
1998-02
gold ................... 235.99 set
80581
1998-02
red ..................... 235.99 set
SS Models
80543
1996-97
orange ............... 235.99 set
80539
1996-97
black ................. 235.99 set
80549
1996-97
silver ................. 235.99 set
80547
1996-97
gold ................... 235.99 set
80545
1996-97
red ..................... 235.99 set
80579
1998-02
orange ............... 235.99 set
80563
1998-02
black ................. 235.99 set
80573
1998-02
silver ................. 235.99 set
80571
1998-02
gold ................... 235.99 set
80569
1998-02
red ..................... 235.99 set

Weatherstrip Kits
trunk weatherstrip
(on body)

front, center and
rear side roof rail
weatherstrip

Bring your weatherstrip back to original factory condition
convertible windshield
and improve the overall look of the vehicle while
header weatherstrip
maintaining originality with Classic Industries®
windshield pillar
replacement kits. Although each item in this kit can post weatherstrip
be purchased separately, we recommend replacing
all the weatherstrip on the vehicle at one time.
vent window
vertical
If you’re painting the car or simply replacing
weatherstrip
worn out parts, the weatherstrip is essential.
1967 only
Each weatherstrip product is manufactured
to exact factory speciﬁcations and will ﬁt
properly and function exactly as designed.
Classic Industries® kits will replace every
major weatherstrip component on 1967
vent frame
through 1981 Camaro models. These are
weatherstrip
the upgraded versions which include a stiff
1967 only
steel insert which allows these items to
retain their shape for an easier installation
and quality appearance. Some 1968 Camaro
coupes included an optional outer door ledge and
quarter ledge reveal molding. If your 1968 includes this
special outer reveal molding, there is a speciﬁc listing below.

quarter window
weatherstrip
inner and outer
U-shape door
jamb rubber

vertical side
window
weatherstrip

front door
window glass run
weatherstrips
inner and outer

front door frame
weatherstrip

1967-69 Coupe

Classic Industries® window glass run weatherstrip just got better.
Featuring the latest in authenticity and unmistakable quality!
The outer window strips include anti-rattle
bumpers to eliminate window rattling.

special tab

1967-81 Weatherstrip Kits with Window Felts

G

Weatherstrip & Molding

Bring your weatherstrip back to original factory condition these kits. This upgraded
weatherstripping includes steel inserts to retain the shape for ease of installation
and quality appearance. Available with correct reproduction ﬂat bead window glass
run weatherstrips or cosmetically correct round bead style.

Coupe
With Flat Chrome Bead
R5100
1967
includes vent frame weatherstrip ................... 314.99
R5101
1968-69
standard or deluxe interiors ........................... 240.99
With Round Chrome Bead
R5110
1967
includes vent frame weatherstrip ................... 349.99
R5114
1968
std interior with 1-1/2" outer door molding... 284.99
R5115
1968
dlx interior with 1-1/2" outer door molding .. 239.99
R5111
1968-69
standard interior ............................................. 284.99
R5116
1968-69
deluxe interior ................................................ 269.99
Convertible
With Flat Chrome Bead
R5102
1967
includes vent frame weatherstrip ................... 499.99
R5103
1968-69
....................................................................... 424.99
With Round Chrome Bead
R5112
1967
includes vent frame weatherstrip ................... 529.99
R5117
1968
std interior, 1-1/2" door/quarter reveal mldgs 469.99
R5118
1968
dlx interior, 1-1/2" door/quarter reveal mldgs 424.99
R5113
1968-69
standard interior ............................................. 459.99
R5119
1968-69
deluxe interior ................................................ 451.99
All Except T-Top
With Chrome Bead OEM Style Window Glass Run Weatherstrips
R5106
1970-81
.......................................................................... 224.99
With Outer Reveal Moldings OEM Style Window Glass Run Weatherstrips
R5107
1970-81
....................................................................... 224.99
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kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

kit
kit

Unlike other reproductions, ours
include bullet shaped ends and special
tabs with tubular rivets.

tubular rivet
molded
wing tip

1967-02 Restorer’s ChoiceTM Window Felt Sets
Correctly reproduced with a round chrome bead on the outer window glass run
weatherstrips. The inner window strips are the reproduction style and include
a ﬂat chrome bead. Also includes the correct style OEM window glass run
weatherstrip material unlike the reproduction ﬂat bead style. This original style set
is manufactured for the Camaro owner who seeks originality. Includes inner and
outer weatherstripping for front door and quarter window. 1967-69 sets include: 4
outer and 4 inner weatherstrips for a total of 8 pieces.
Note: 1968 glass run set for models with outer reveal moldings do not include the chrome
bead. Set is installed using mounting screws which are included. 1970-81 Camaro glass run
sets will only include 4 pieces which is required for these years.

8 Piece Set for Standard Interior
CA168A
1967
coupe
CA166A
1968-69
coupe
CA169A
1967
convertible
CA146A
1968
coupe
CA147A
1968
convertible
CA173A
1968-69
convertible
8 Piece Set for Deluxe Interior
CA161A
1968
coupe
CA163A
1968
convertible
CA172A
1968-69
coupe
CA162A
1968-69
convertible
4 Piece Set for All Models
CA165A
1970-81
all
CA164A
1970-81
all
CR2064
1982-92
all
CR2065
1993-02
all

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

all without wing tips ...........
all ........................................
all ........................................
with outer reveal molding...
with outer reveal molding...
all ........................................

124.99
136.99
119.99
134.99
134.99
123.99

set
set
set
set
set
set

with outer reveal molding... 84.99 set
with outer reveal molding... 84.99 set
all ........................................ 119.99 set
all ........................................ 114.99 set
with ﬂat chrome bead .........
with outer reveal molding...
with black ﬂat bead.............
............................................

74.99
69.99
79.99
79.99

set
set
set
set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Weatherstrip Sets

CA142R

1967-69 Standard Replacement Sets
Window felt sets with pre-attached clips for 1967-69 Camaro models. Reproduction
sets use a ﬂat chrome bead and therefore are not cosmetically correct. OE style sets
feature the round chrome bead like original. 8 piece sets include: inner and outer
window felts for front doors and quarter windows. 4 piece sets are horizontal outer
window felts only. Mounting hardware included.
8 Piece Window Felt Sets
Note: *1968 window glass run weatherstrip sets for reveal molding do not feature a chrome
bead. Set is installed using mounting screws which are included.

Standard
CA142R
1967
coupe
8 piece ..................................
CA143R
1967
convertible
8 piece ..................................
CA144R
1968-69
coupe
8 piece ..................................
CA145R
1968-69
convertible
8 piece ..................................
With Outer Reveal Molding
CA161A* 1968
coupe
8 piece ..................................
CA163A* 1968
convertible
8 piece ..................................
4 Piece Window Felt Sets
Round Chrome Bead
CA154A
1967
coupe
4 piece ..................................
CA155A
1967
convertible
4 piece ..................................
CA156A
1968-69
coupe
4 piece ..................................
CA157A
1968-69
convertible
4 piece ..................................
Flat Chrome Bead
CA154R
1967
coupe
4 piece ..................................
CA155R
1967
convertible
4 piece ..................................
With Outer Reveal Molding
CA158A
1968
coupe
4 piece ..................................
CA159A
1968
convertible
4 piece ..................................

84.99
84.99
84.99
84.99

1967 Vent Frame Weatherstrips
Reproduction weatherstrip used to seal the vent frame on 1967 models. Molded with
OE quality rubber and installs exactly as original. Replacing this vent weatherstrip
will help eliminate wind noise or rattling.
K4167
1967 ..................................................................................... 62.99 pr

set
set
set
set

84.99 set
84.99 set
79.99 set
79.99 set
84.99 set
84.99 set

K917 – installed

54.99 set
54.99 set
71.99 set
61.99 set

1967 Vent Window Glass Run Weatherstrips
Molded reproduction of the vertical vent glass weatherstrip. This is the correct
weatherstrip which attaches to the back of the vent frame and runs vertically down
the window channel. Features correct molded ends as original.
K917
1967...................................................................................... 24.99 pr

1970-81 Camaro Inner Glass Run Weatherstrips
Reproduction inner glass run weatherstrips for 1970-81 Camaro models.
Manufactured in the same material as the original GM parts, each pair includes the
window felt lining against the glass, along with the 1/4" ﬂat stainless steel bead.
CA199A
1970-81 .............................................................................. 49.99 pr

CA171A

detail

1982-92 Side Window
Corner Weatherstrip

1970-92 Window Felts

These weatherstrips attach to the
plastic corner ﬁller at the front of
the side windows on all 1982-92
Camaro models. Manufactured to exact
speciﬁcations including a steel insert as
original for easy replacement and long
lasting dependability when replacing
your 3rd generation weatherstrip.
20598023 1982-92 LH .... 24.99 ea
20598022 1982-92 RH ... 24.99 ea

close up view of OE
style steel insert
used in K664

G6554

1970-02 GM Replacement Front Door Window Felt
Replace your original inner or outer front door window felt with original General
Motors quality! Each strip will replace the original exactly the way the factory intended.
Please check your model carefully to be sure you are ordering the correct parts.
Note: Part #G7956 does not include the chrome bead. A separate molding is applied 9828344
(LH), 9828343 (RH) (sold separately, see molding section). Molding applies to upper door ledge
and extends to edge of front fender. Parts #G7958 and #G7959 have the chrome bead attached
to window felt. The chrome bead stops at windshield pillar and does not extend to the fender.
Usually if your Camaro is equipped with a hood rear ledge molding (molding that attaches to
hood ledge near windshield), then the weatherstrip without the chrome molding would be required.

G7954
G7956
G7959
G7958
G7963
G6554
G6553

1970-81
1970-81
1980-81
1980-81
1982-92
1993-02
1993-02

RH
RH
LH
RH
LH
LH
RH

inner ............................................... 37.99 ea
outer without chrome bead............. 79.99 ea
outer, with chrome bead ................. 93.99 ea
outer, with chrome bead ................. 93.99 ea
outer, with black bead .................... 118.99 ea
outer ............................................... 118.99 ea
outer ............................................... 118.99 ea

1967-69 Quarter
Window Vertical Weatherstrip
Reproduction vertical weatherstrip which
attaches to the chrome molding that runs
vertically along the side quarter window.
The Restorer’s ChoiceTM weatherstrip
with steel insert is manufactured to
duplicate the original in every detail. Will
install and ﬁt correctly into the vertical
window molding.
Note: See molding section for quarter
window moldings.

K664

1967-69 .............. 29.99 pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Weatherstrip
Application Lubricant
Precisions’ weatherstrip
lubricant signiﬁcantly
reduces friction, thereby
reducing the installation
force required to assemble
parts and ﬁttings. This is a
non residue lubricant, once
it dries it becomes invisible.
153812 .............................. 9.99 ea

Weatherstrip Sets
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Reproduction front door run window felt 1970-92 Camaro models. Includes all the
features of original style window felts. Sold in pairs.
CA171A
1970-79
outer
with ﬂat chrome bead ................... 48.99 pr
CA170A
1970-81
outer
without chrome bead .................... 49.99 pr
9612538
1980-81
outer
round bead.................................... 69.99 ea
9612539
1980-81
outer
round bead.................................... 69.99 ea
CA207A
1982-92
inner
without top rail ............................. 41.99 pr
CA206A
1982-92
outer
without top rail ............................. 42.99 pr

Weatherstrip
9632840

K3143

1967-81 Roof Rail Weatherstrip Clip Set
door frame weatherstrip
utilizes molded ends

These rubber dipped spring steel clips are just what
you need to properly retain your roof rail weatherstrips.
They are correct for 1967-81 Camaro coupe models.
They are installed at the front window top outer corners.
K3143
1967-69
set of 4 ............... 16.99 set
9632840
1970-81
pair .................... 19.99 pr

K356

1967-69 Interior Door Jamb Rubber
Reproduction molded rubber seal that attaches to the
door jamb section directly below the rear side window
vertical weatherstrip. Manufactured to exact factory
speciﬁcations which features a stamped steel insert
molded directly into the rubber. Screws sold separately.
K356
1967-69 door jamb rubber .. 19.99 pr
K356A
1967-69 screw set (4) ......... 2.79 set

Original style inserts are molded in throughout
each weatherstrip just like original!

1967-81 Roof Rail Weatherstrip Screw Set
1967-02 Door Frame Weatherstrip
The ﬁnest quality reproduction door frame weatherstrip
is all we offer. The door weatherstrip installs on the
outer frame of the door. Reproduction door frame
weatherstrip is manufactured to original factory
speciﬁcations. Each year offered features correct
molded ends and original style plastic insertion clips
molded in for easy installation.
Latex – Restorer’s ChoiceTM
WS509 1967
OER® .................... 349.99 pr
Rubber – Standard Replacement
WS500 1967
OER® .................... 52.99 pr
WS501 1968-69 OER® .................... 57.99 pr
WS502 1970-81 OER® .................... 59.99 pr
WS507 1982-92 OER® .................... 69.99 pr
CR3037 1993-02 without T-Tops ..... 157.99 pr
W1518 1994-02 convertible rear .... 129.99 pr
Genuine GM Replacements
G6647 1982-92 RH ........................ 372.99 ea
G6486 1993-02 RH without T-Top 270.99 ea
G6489 1993-02 LH with T-Top...... 439.99 ea
10336550 1993-02 RH with T-Top ..... 199.99 ea
G6490 1994-02 LH conv. rear ....... 153.99 ea

Reproduction roof rail weatherstrip screw set for 1967-81
Camaro models. These screws feature the correct style
large head that is required for mounting coupe weatherstrip
channels or convertible top frame weatherstrip.
R1094
1967-69
24 piece.................. 3.99 set
R1095
1970-81
36 piece.................. 5.99 set

1988-92 Lower Door Weatherstrip Seal
OER® replacement seal ﬁts onto the bottom door and
acts as an auxiliary weatherstrip protecting water or
elements from entering. Door frame weatherstrip works
in conjunction with this strip.
10125220
1988-92
2 required ........ 39.99 ea

1967-69 Top Frame to Body Seals
Reproduction of the top frame to body seals for 196769 convertible models. The seals help to prevent water
drainage into the rear of the body and trunk area. Features
molded rubber with stamped steel spine as original.
K3477 1967-69 .................................... 39.99 pr

1987-92 Door Lock Pillar Seals
Reproduction door lock pillar seals for 1987-92 Camaro
convertible models. These seals mount on the quarter
panel in the door jamb.
W1561 1987-92 convertible............. 29.99 pr

closeup view

153336

roof rail weatherstrip
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1993-02 Bottom Door Seals
Reproduction bottom door seal for 1993-02 F-Body
models. Manufactured to factory specifications
featuring the original shape and 3M backing for easy
installation. This piece seals the bottom of the door
to the rocker area.
153335 1993-02 .................................... 43.99 pr

1967-92 Roof Rail Weatherstrip
Torn or missing weatherstrip will allow rain or
other elements to enter the passenger area. These
weatherstrips replace the area from the outer side
windshield pillar post and along the entire roof rail
section. The reproductions are sold in pairs and include
the LH and RH weatherstrips.
Latex – Restorer’s ChoiceTM
WS512 1967
................................ 349.99 pr
WS513 1968-69 ................................ 349.99 pr
Rubber – Standard Replacement
WS503 1967
................................ 54.99 pr
WS504 1968-69 ................................ 54.99 pr
WS505 1970-81 ................................ 54.99 pr
WS508 1982-92 ................................ 64.99 pr
G6651 1970-81 RH – GM................ 119.99 ea
G6654 1982-92 LH w/o T-Top–GM 184.99 ea
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153337

1993-02 Top Door Seals
Reproduction top door seals for 1993-02 F-Body
models. Manufactured to factory specifications
featuring the original shape and size. These pieces
mount to the top front and rear of the doors.
153336 1993-02 front ....................... 26.99 pr
153337 1993-02 rear ........................ 19.99 pr

14321

1967-69 Weatherstrip Retainer Track
Reproduction of the roof rail weatherstrip retainer set
for 1967-69 hardtop Camaro models. This set features
the retainers for the front pillar as well as the upper/rear
retainer that runs along the roof line and down above
the quarter window. This 6 piece set also includes the
corner pieces that join the other two together above
the front pillar.
14321
1967 ........................................ 210.99 set
14322
1968-69 .................................. 210.99 set

This hook tool has a small, round steel ball on the end.
Once the steel ball is inserted down into the rubber
gasket, it is very difﬁcult for it to come out. If it should
slip out of the gasket, there is less of a chance you will
scratch the paint of the vehicle.
153823 .................................................. 11.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Weatherstrip Ball End Hook Tool

Replacement Weatherstrip
Super Weatherstrip Adhesive
An adhesive used for bonding and sealing weatherstripping
to trunk and doors. An excellent general purpose adhesive
which is fast drying, waterproof and ﬂexible (rubbery).
Also resists oil, grease, and solvents.
Adhesive
08008
5 oz. tube
black ................... 10.99 ea
08001
5 oz. tube
yellow................. 8.99 ea
Silicone
08661
3 oz. tube
clear .................... 10.99 ea
08662
3 oz. tube
black ................... 10.99 ea

1982-02 Rear Hatch/Trunk Weatherstrip
Replace your worn out rear hatch window weatherstrip with correct conﬁgured replacement weatherstrip. After
just a few short years, this weatherstrip wears out and allows moisture, water and other destructive elements to
seep into the rear body area of your vehicle. This excellent quality replacement will ﬁt and install as original.
We recommend 3M brand weatherstrip adhesive for correct application.
153564
1982-92
hardtop
reproduction seal ................................................... 18.99 ea
W1546
1982-92
convertible
reproduction seal ................................................... 27.99 ea
153615
1993-02
except convertible
reproduction seal ................................................... 58.99 ea
08008
1982-02
all
weatherstrip adhesive ............................................ 10.99 ea

K926
K3020

1967-69 Trunk Gutter Set

K928

1967-69 Paint Seal Sets

This reproduction trunk gutter set is perfect for the often
rusted area where the trunk weatherstrip is installed.
Will install on Classic Industries® complete quarter
panels as well as OEM quarter panels. This 3 piece
set includes the upper center piece closest to the back
window and LH and RH side pieces.
Note: Lower section where trunk meets the rear body panel
is not included.

K281

1967-69 .................................... 54.99 set

Designed to replace the gaskets for the door handles,
parking lamps, taillights, mirror gaskets, antenna
base, and door lock cylinder gaskets. These highly
recommended replacement sets will prevent dust and
moisture from entering crucial areas where paint can chip
and crack. We recommend replacing your paint seals
whenever painting the car or replacing the weatherstrip.
K925 1967
standard .................... 21.99 set
K926 1968
standard .................... 21.99 set
K927 1969
standard or RS .......... 21.99 set
K928 1967-68 RS park lamps .......... 9.99 set
K928 1967-68 RS rear back-up lamps 9.99 set

1967-81 Trunk Weatherstrip

K88065

1967-69 Firewall Cowl Rubber Seal Set
Replace your ﬁrewall seals with this ﬁrewall seal set.
Includes all the major gaskets required to eliminate
leaks through the ﬁrewall. Includes: steering column
to ﬁrewall seal, hood to cowl seal, cowl vent side seals,
and wiper motor to ﬁrewall seal.
K929
1967-68 ..................................... 21.99 set
K930
1969........................................... 23.99 set

K88064

1967-69 Rubber Stopper Kits
OER® reproduction rubber stoppers for 1967-69
standard and Rally Sport Camaro models.
Standard Models
K88065 1967-68 ................................... 15.99 kit
K88063 1969......................................... 18.99 kit
Rally Sport Models
K88064 1968......................................... 16.99 kit
K88062 1969......................................... 19.99 kit
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1970-81 Rubber Stopper Kit
The stoppers will help keep your panels in the correct
alignment positions. The kit includes: all of the correct
rubber stoppers needed for the doors, hood, trunk lid,
console, and glove box. Classic Industries® recommends
replacing all of the rubber stoppers when installing
weatherstrip or painting the car.
Note: Center rear hood bumper not included for models
with hidden wiper arms.

K88066

1970-81 ................................. 19.99 kit

Weatherstrip
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K929

Replacement trunk weatherstrip with correctly
conﬁgured extruded rubber. The weatherstrip is
extruded to ﬁt the groove around your trunk body
securely and tightly to avoid water entering the
trunk area. After just a few short years the original
weatherstrip can become brittle and perhaps break
off leaving gaps around for water to enter. Avoid the
damage caused to your trunk area and replace your
weatherstrip! Installs using 3M brand weatherstrip
adhesive (sold separately).
K3020 1967-81 .................................... 15.99 ea

Convertible Weatherstrip
5 piece set
includes all the
seals you need
to eliminate
drafts and
protect your
interior.

W1512

1987-02 Convertible Weatherstrip Set
1967-69 Convertible Roof Rail Weatherstrip
Replace your old worn out convertible roof rail weatherstrip with an OER® ﬂawless
compression molded reproduction. Each set includes the complete roof line
weatherstrip for each side and the front windshield header weatherstrip. Side rail
weatherstrip features precut opening tabs for easy installation instead of small screw
holes which are much more difﬁcult to align. Front header weatherstrip features the
correct style insert clips attached to the weatherstrip. Eliminate drafts and protect
your interior from all weather conditions. Manufactured by OER®.
K165
1967-69
5 piece ............................................................ 209.99 set

After many years of use your original weatherstrip can deteriorate or simply rip in
the most crucial areas. This basic weatherstrip set includes: the door frame, front
header, rear bow seal, roof rail, and trunk seals.
Complete Set
W1512
1987-92
set ............................................................. 543.99 set
Components
W1515
1987-92
rear bow seal ............................................ 112.99 ea
W1511
1987-92
top seals.................................................... 192.99 set
W1516
1994-02
top seals.................................................... 42.99 ea

Features correct mounting
nipples molded into rubber
for ease of installation.

K3044

1967-02 Convertible Header Weatherstrip
Reproduction or Genuine GM front header weatherstrip for various convertible
models. The 1967-69 reproduction includes the correct mounting tabs attached to
the header weatherstrip for easy installation. Includes correctly molded ends which
wrap around from the header to the front side roof rail area. The molded ends feature
studs for easy application.
K3044
1967-69
3 piece set repro ....................................... 68.99 set
K3045
1967-69
header only ............................................... 21.99 ea
W1510
1987-92
header seal ................................................ 141.99 ea
W1517
1994-02
header seal ................................................ 147.99 ea
G6495
1994-02
GM ........................................................... 500.99 ea

G
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153616

1967-69 Convertible Pillar Post Weatherstrip
High-quality reproduction pillar post weatherstrip installed on all 1967-69
convertibles. This installs on the outer windshield pillar post. Both LH and RH
weatherstrips are included. Correct mounting fasteners are included with each set
of weatherstrip. We offer additional fasteners if needed.
Rubber Reproduction
K495
1967
LH and RH ................................................. 49.99 pr
K496
1968-69
LH and RH ................................................. 49.99 pr
Fasteners
C77
1967-69
fasteners, set of 4........................................ 2.99 set
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153617

153618

153619

1993-02 Convertible Top Seals
Reproduction convertible top seals for 1993-02 Camaro models. Manufactured to
factory speciﬁcations for a proper ﬁt and function.
153616
1993-02
header seal ................................................ 179.99 ea
153617
1993-02
top side seals ............................................ 49.99 set
153618
1993-02
quarter panel to top seals.......................... 44.99 pr
153619
1993-02
trunk to top seal........................................ 38.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Convertible Moldings

Molding includes two separate sections as original
dividing approximately at the center of the rear window.

1967-69 Convertible Rear Well Moldings

K848

1967-69 Convertible Windshield Header Moldings
Excellent reproduction two piece wide chrome molding that attaches to the upper
section of windshield. This is one of the ﬁrst moldings that usually needs to be
replaced on convertible models. This is a high-quality reproduction which will
replace your moldings exactly. Your choice of 1967 bright chrome ﬁnish or 196869 satin chrome as original.
K848
1967
bright chrome ﬁnish ....................................... 154.99 pr
K847
1968-69
satin chrome ﬁnish ......................................... 159.99 pr

Your original convertible well moldings probably took tremendous abuse especially
if a top boot was being installed and removed frequently. The original molding
can become worn out with nicks, dents and scratches. If you want your Camaro to
retain the best possible appearance when the top is up or down, then replace your
original molding with this reproduction. Enhance the appearance while maintaining
originality and function. The molding is manufactured in two chrome pieces. Exact
dimensions are essential in this reproduction and each piece is produced to original
speciﬁcations. Once installed, the moldings serve to hold the top boot when the
convertible top is down. The top boot clips snap directly onto the well molding and
help to retain the top boot. The well molding retainer clips are required to mount
the molding to the car. Sold separately.
Important: The convertible molding will install on all 1967-69 Camaro convertibles except
1968 with outer door/quarter wide reveal moldings.
OS1
Note: Shipped oversize.

K723

1967-69 ............................................................................... 139.99 set

1967-69 Convertible Header Bow
Reproduction convertible top header bow for all convertible 1967-69 Camaro
models. A ﬁne reproduction which will replace the original rusted or damaged item.
Note: Shipped oversize.

K890

OS1

1967-69 ................................................................................. 229.99 ea

1967-69 Convertible Well Molding Clips
Reproduction style clips which attach the convertible well chrome molding around
the convertible well on all 1967 through 1969 Camaro convertibles. The special clip
is speciﬁcally designed for use with this particular molding unit. The moldings are
installed as a 2 piece unit which connects in the center. 10 clips are recommended
per vehicle to install the molding correctly. Unfortunately, these clips are easily
susceptible to breakage when removing the molding unit. The clips are sold
individually or in kits for your convenience.
7672609
1967-69
each .............................................................. 4.99 ea
R749
1967-69
set of 10 ....................................................... 36.99 kit

1967-69 Convertible Tack Strip
Reproduction convertible top tack strip for all 1967-69 convertible models. Mounts
below rear window area. Includes three separate pieces for correct installation.
Note: Shipped oversize.

7755256

OS1

Injection molded!

1967-69 ............................................................................ 109.99 set

Note: Shipped oversize.

150701

OS1

1990-92 ............................................................................ 149.99 ea

1967-69 Convertible Rain Gutter
1967-69 Convertible Header Molding Screw Kit
Includes 4 correct screws for the installation of the convertible windshield header
moldings. 2 screws per side.
R314
1967-69 .................................................................................... 2.99 set

Injection molded reproduction convertible rain gutter found on all 1967-69 Camaro
and Firebird convertibles! This reproduction is designed to replace the original
exactly. Injection molded using ﬂexible ABS material allowing correct installation.
Also includes 14 OEM style screws for easy installation. Designed to allow the rain
to run off without getting into the rear convertible well area. Shipped in reinforced
OER® box for added protection.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

7678186
K723A

1967-69
1967-69

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

OS2

with mounting hardware ............................ 159.99 ea
installation screws, 14 piece ...................... 12.99 set
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1990-92 Top Bow Trim Panel
Reproduction convertible top header bow trim panel for all 1990-92 Camaro
convertible models. This trim panel will ﬁt and install exactly as original.

Replacement Glass
back window glass

windshield glass

clear

light green

vent
glass

1967 Camaro window
diagram shown

door
glass

quarter
glass

smoke gray

FW785T

1967-02 Camaro Windshield Glass
clear

light green

Reproduction front windshield glass including the tinted band upper section when
ordering tinted glass. Windshields are tempered laminate safety glass designed for
protection against road debris. The factory installed tinted glass on vehicles originally
equipped with air conditioning. Each glass is professionally packed with extra care
to avoid damage during shipping.

smoke gray

Note: Shipped truck freight.

Clear without Shade
DW688C
1967-69 coupe ............................................................
DW689C
1967-69 convertible ....................................................
DW785C
1970-81 with built-in antenna .....................................
DW786C
1970-81 without built-in antenna................................
Clear with Smoke Gray Shade
DW688Y 1967-69 coupe ............................................................
DW689Y 1967-69 convertible ....................................................
DW785Y 1970-81 with built-in antenna .....................................
DW786Y 1970-81 without built-in antenna................................
Tinted – Light Green without Shade
FW689G
1967-69 convertible ....................................................
Tinted – Light Green with Blue/Green Shade
DW688T
1967-69 coupe ............................................................
DW689T
1967-69 convertible ....................................................
DW785T
1970-81 with built-in antenna .....................................
DW786T
1970-81 without built-in antenna................................
DW1024T 1982-92
......................................................................
G4996
1993-02 GM................................................................
DW1155T 1993-02
......................................................................

149.99
159.99
149.99
139.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

149.99
159.99
149.99
139.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

179.99 ea
149.99
159.99
149.99
139.99
149.99
576.99
109.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

clear

E350C

light green

G
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1967-69 Camaro Complete Glass Kits
Reproduction glass kits for 1967-69 Camaro coupe and convertible models.
Manufactured as an economical way to replace broken, scratched, or delaminating or
cloudy original glass on your GM F-Body project car. Features the correct curvature,
conﬁguration, shape, and size as well as the appropriate mounting holes on the side
glass when applicable. Date code or original style markings are not an included feature
of this reproduction glass kit. These kits are just what you'll need if you're replacing
all the glass panels. All glass kits are carefully packed to avoid damage in shipping.
Note: Convertible back glass not included. Shipped truck freight.

OER ® Standard Replacement
Clear
E350C
1967
E352C
1967
E351C
1968-69
E353C
1968-69
Tinted – Light Green
E350T
1967
E352T
1967
E351T
1968-69
E353T
1968-69
Tinted – Smoke Gray
E350S
1967
E352S
1967
E351S
1968-69
E353S
1968-69
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smoke gray

1967-81 Camaro Back Window Glass
Replace scratched or damaged originals with our OEM quality replacements. Each
glass is professionally packed with extra care to avoid damage during shipping.
Note: *Shipped double oversize. **Shipped truck freight.

coupe
convertible
coupe
convertible

8 piece ............................
7 piece ............................
6 piece ............................
5 piece ............................

549.99
549.99
529.99
479.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

coupe
convertible
coupe
convertible

8 piece ............................
7 piece ............................
6 piece ............................
5 piece ............................

549.99
539.99
529.99
529.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

coupe
convertible
coupe
convertible

8 piece ............................
7 piece ............................
6 piece ............................
5 piece ............................

549.99
539.99
529.99
529.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

Replacement Glass

BG3814

Clear
BG3814C* 1967-69
BG4296C** 1970-74
BG5302C** 1975-81
BG5291C** 1975-81
Tinted – Light Green
BG3814T*
1967-69
BG4296T** 1970-74
BG5302T** 1975-81
BG5291T** 1975-81
Tinted – Smoke Gray
BG3814Y* 1967-69
BG4296Y** 1970-74
BG5302Y** 1975-81
BG5291Y** 1975-81

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

OS2

coupe ..........................................................
.................................................................
with defroster ..........................................
without defroster ....................................

129.99
169.99
224.99
224.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

coupe .......................................................
.................................................................
with defroster ..........................................
without defroster ....................................

129.99
169.99
224.99
224.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

coupe .......................................................
.................................................................
with defroster ..........................................
without defroster .....................................

129.99
169.99
224.99
229.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Replacement Glass
clear
clear
light green
light green
FD3811

smoke gray

1967-97 Camaro Door Glass

smoke gray
E355C

Need new door glass? We have authentic reproduction door window glass available
for any 1967-97 Camaro model. Each piece of door glass is professionally packed
with extra care to avoid damage during shipping.
Note: *Shipped oversize. **Shipped double oversize.

E356TD

1970-81 Camaro Coupe Glass Kits
These kits are just what you’ll need if you’re replacing the glass panels in your
1970-81 Camaro. Glass kits include the windshield (with built-in antenna), rear
window, and door glass. All panels are carefully packed to avoid damage in shipping.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

Clear
E355C
1970-74
E356CD 1975-81
E356C
1975-81
Tinted – Light Green
E355T
1970-74
E356TD
1975-81
E356T
1975-81
Tinted – Smoke Gray
E355S
1970-74
E356SD
1975-81
E356S
1975-81

....................................................................... 602.99 kit
with defroster ................................................. 620.99 kit
without defroster ............................................ 620.99 kit
....................................................................... 627.99 kit
with defroster ................................................. 638.99 kit
without defroster ............................................ 607.99 kit

Clear
FD3811*
1967
FD3810*
1967
FD4044** 1968-69
FD4043** 1968-69
FD4704** 1970-81
FD4703** 1970-81
FD8264** 1993-97
FD8263** 1993-97
Tinted – Light Green
FD3813*
1967
FD3812*
1967
FD4046** 1968-69
FD4045** 1968-69
FD4706** 1970-81
FD4705** 1970-81
FD6420** 1982-89
FD6419** 1982-89
FD7669** 1990-92
FD7668** 1990-92
Tinted – Smoke Gray
FD3814*
1967
FD3815*
1967
FD4038** 1968-69
FD4037** 1968-69
FD4708** 1970-81
FD4707** 1970-81

OS1

OS2

LH ............................................................
RH ............................................................
LH ............................................................
RH ............................................................
LH ............................................................
RH ............................................................
LH ............................................................
RH ............................................................

119.99
119.99
109.99
109.99
144.99
144.99
99.99
99.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

LH ............................................................
RH ............................................................
LH ............................................................
RH ............................................................
LH ....................................................................
RH ....................................................................
LH ............................................................
RH ............................................................
LH ............................................................
RH ............................................................

119.99
119.99
109.99
109.99
139.99
139.99
99.99
99.99
169.99
169.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

LH ............................................................
RH ............................................................
LH ............................................................
RH ............................................................
LH ............................................................
RH ............................................................

119.99
119.99
129.99
129.99
139.99
139.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

....................................................................... 627.99 kit
with defroster ................................................. 638.99 kit
without defroster ............................................ 607.99 kit

clear

clear

light green

QG3813

light green

VG3808

smoke gray

1967-69 Camaro Quarter Window Glass

VG3809
smoke gray

1967 Camaro Door Vent Glass
Replace your side vent window glass with replacement glass. Vent window glass
was used on all 1967 Camaro models. We offer replacement style weatherstrip (see
weatherstrip section) separately. Each glass vent window is professionally packed
with extra care to avoid damage during shipping.
Clear
VG3809
1967
LH ........................................................................ 59.99 ea
VG3808
1967
RH ........................................................................ 59.99 ea
Tinted – Light Green
VG3811
1967
LH ........................................................................ 59.99 ea
VG3810
1967
RH ........................................................................ 59.99 ea
Tinted – Smoke Gray
VG3813
1967 LH ........................................................................ 59.99 ea
VG3812
1967 RH ........................................................................ 59.99 ea

Reproduction quarter window glass installed on 1967-69 Camaro models. Each
glass is professionally packed with extra care to avoid damage during shipping.
Clear
QG3813
1967-69
LH
coupe ................................................. 79.99 ea
QG3812
1967-69
RH
coupe ................................................. 79.99 ea
QG4042
1967-69
LH
convertible......................................... 79.99 ea
QG4041
1967-69
RH
convertible......................................... 79.99 ea
Tinted – Light Green
QG3815
1967-69
LH
coupe ................................................. 79.99 ea
QG3814
1967-69
RH
coupe ................................................. 79.99 ea
QG4044
1967-69
LH
convertible......................................... 89.99 ea
QG4043
1967-69
RH
convertible......................................... 89.99 ea
Tinted – Smoke Gray
QG3817
1967-69
LH
coupe ................................................. 79.99 ea
QG3816
1967-69
RH
coupe ................................................. 79.99 ea
QG4046
1967-69
LH
convertible......................................... 79.99 ea
QG4045
1967-69
RH
convertible......................................... 79.99 ea
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QG3812

Glass Components

GT0132

Glass Setting Tape

153752T

1967-74 Flush Mount Glass
What is ﬂush mount glass? Basically, a larger piece of glass, designed to ﬁt within
the OE opening leaving only a 1/8" gap. The new glass eliminates the need for
trim or weatherstripping and instead uses a FRIT band, primer and super adhesive
urethane to fasten into place. The speciﬁc size and shape of the new glass paired
with the install method allows for an OE ﬁt with no body modiﬁcations. Primer
and adhesive are not included.

Replacement glass setting tape for various models. This glass tape holds glass ﬁrmly
and permanently. Seals against dirt, moisture, and will not stretch out of shape. Just
fold it over the glass edge, insert glass in the metal frame or channel, and trim with
a knife or razor blade. Available in either 5 or 10 foot sections/roll and 1-1/2" wide.
5 Foot Roll
GT0116
1/16" thickness................................................................... 9.99 ea
GT0132
1/32" thickness................................................................... 9.99 ea
GT0364
3/64" thickness................................................................... 9.99 ea
10 Foot Roll
GT8832
1/16" thickness................................................................... 19.99 ea
GT8834
1/32" thickness................................................................... 19.99 ea
GT8836
3/64" thickness................................................................... 19.99 ea

Important: The FRIT band is the black border around the glass, not a separate part.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

153591C
153752T

1967-69
1970-74

tinted ......................................................... 1799.99 set
tinted ......................................................... 1799.99 set

Windshield Removal Tool
Professional windshield removal tool for all vehicle applications. Features an
aluminum handle with diamond cut pattern for added grip. Heavy-duty braided
wire secures the pull handle to the cutting blade.
153811
............................................................................................. 17.99 ea

1967-02 Window Glass Holder
Have you ever tried to work on the door or quarter window regulator when the
window glass is not supported? This unique tool is designed to hold the window
glass in place while your working on the regulator.
Y63900
1967-02 .............................................................................. 14.99 pr

C1269

9624995

G
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1967-81 Windshield Glass Support
Reproduction windshield glass support for 1967-81 Camaro models. This stamped
galvanized steel piece is used to position and support the windshield glass. Features
correct rubber coated foot. Two required.
C1269
1967-69 2 required ......................................................... 4.99 ea
9624995
1970-81 2 required ......................................................... 12.99 ea

Glass Seal Rope-in Tool
Use the rope in tool when working with rubber gasket set glass. The unique counter
grip plastic handle injects the rope through its stem as it is pulled around the gasket.
There is plenty of enough durable rope to ﬁt around even the largest truck window.
153813
............................................................................................ 12.99 ea

7698542

K760

Windshield and Back Glass Installation Sealer

1968-79 Front Door Glass Inner Guide Pad

Reproduction ribbon seal for installing front windshield or back glass of vehicles
that are not originally equipped with a molded window gasket. This installation
sealer offers the unique feature of controlled compressibility, which makes for
easier installation. One 15' x 3/8" roll is sufﬁcient to install one windshield or rear
window. Each roll of sealer includes setting blocks.
K4122
3/8" diameter ..................................................................... 13.99 ea

OER® correct window glass guide pad used to keep the front door window in
alignment while the window is rolled up or down. 2 required per window.
7698542
1968-69
rear .............................................................. 17.99 ea
7698543
1968-69
front ............................................................ 17.99 ea
K760
1972-79
4 required with felt ..................................... 15.99 ea
K685
1970-79
2 required without felt ................................ 15.99 ea
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1967 Camaro Vent Glass Rubber Channel
B1081

Reproduction vent glass rubber “U” channel for 1967 Camaro models. These are
the seals needed to install the vent glass into the vent glass frame. One pair required
per vehicle.
153162
1967 ................................................................................... 15.99 pr

1968-69 Door Window Assembly
When you replace the door window in your 1968-69 Camaro models, get the
glass complete and ready to go with all-new hardware. Don’t mess around with
old rollers and guides when this complete door window assembly installs just like
original, and can ensure that your window will operate like new for years to come!
Features clear glass, door window molding, window roller assembly and roller
guide. Regulators sold separately.
B1080
1968-69
LH
clear ............................................... 289.99 ea
B1081
1968-69
RH
clear ............................................... 289.99 ea

F526C

7661399

1967 Vent Glass Frame Hardware
Reproduction vent glass frame hardware for 1967 Camaro models. This hardware
set is used to mount the glass frame to the vent window assembly. One set required
per vent window.
153206
1967 ................................................................................... 14.99 set

1967 Vent Window Assembly Hardware
Reproduction vent window assembly hardware for 1967 Camaro models. This
hardware set is used to mount the vent assembly to the door. One set required per door.
153207
1967 ................................................................................... 13.99 set

vent window
assembly with
adjusting screws

7657975

1967 Camaro Vent Window Assembly

153164

153165

1967 Vent Glass Frames
Reproduction vent glass frames for 1967 Camaro models. Manufactured to factory
speciﬁcations, and chrome-plated as original. These are the frames that move with
the vent glass.
153164
1967
LH .................................................................... 59.99 ea
153165
1967
RH.................................................................... 59.99 ea

B1076

B1077

1967-69 Camaro Quarter Window Assembly
If your First Gen’s quarter windows are broken or no longer work right, replace
them today with these complete quarter window assemblies for 1967-69 coupes
or convertibles.
Quarter Window Assemblies
These quarter windows will install just like original, and feature clear glass,
quarter window molding, window roller assembly and roller guide. Regulators
are sold separately.
Coupe
B1076
1967-69
LH ........................................................... 189.99 ea
B1077
1967-69
RH ........................................................... 189.99 ea
Convertible
B1078
1967-69
LH ........................................................... 189.99 ea
B1079
1967-69
RH ........................................................... 189.99 ea
Quarter Window Tracks
Reproduction quarter window tracks for Camaro coupe and convertible. Manufactured
in stamped steel and plated with the correct ﬁnish.
A9400109 1967-69
LH ........................................................... 54.99 ea
A9400110 1967-69
RH ........................................................... 54.99 ea
A9400111 1967-69
LH and RH .............................................. 99.99 pr
Quarter Window Track Hardware
Reproduction quarter window track to body mounting studs and nuts for 1967-69
Camaro models. Studs feature correct steel-plating and the nuts feature the oversize
ﬂange. One set required per glass.
153091
1967-69
stud and nut set........................................ 16.99 set
153092
1967-69
nut set only ..............................................
8.99 set
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Make your Camaro shine with these high-quality OER® reproduction vent window
assemblies for 1967 models. Each complete assembly features a chrome frame,
the vent window handle, vent glass with seals, and division bar that includes the
felt insert. Mounting hardware and adjuster screws are included with assemblies.
Adjusting screws are also available separately. Available with clear or tinted glass.
Vent Assemblies
Clear
F527C
1967
LH .................................................................. 299.99 ea
F526C
1967
RH.................................................................. 299.99 ea
Tinted
F527T
1967
LH .................................................................. 299.99 ea
F526T
1967
RH.................................................................. 299.99 ea
Adjusting Screws
7661399
upper
1 required per assembly .................................
6.99 ea
7657975
lower
1 required per assembly .................................
6.99 ea
K9154
1967
includes upper/lower........................................ 12.99 kit

Exterior Moldings
upper
molding

RH side
molding

LH side
molding
LH side
molding

upper
molding

LH lower
molding

RH lower molding

RH side
molding

RH lower
molding

LH lower molding

1967-81 Rear Window Glass Molding Set

1967-81 Windshield Moldings
A complete set designed to replace all 5 moldings that attach to the windshield
area. Includes: the upper, LH and RH side moldings, LH and RH bottom moldings.
Reproduction sets for 1967-69 models feature original thickness polished stainless
steel and are technically correct. Sets for 1970-81 models are offered in your choice of
bright anodized aluminum or black anodized aluminum. Mounting clips sold separately.
Silver
WM182 1967-69 5 piece coupe
stainless steel............... 139.99 set
C2361
1967-69 5 piece convertible anodized aluminum ..... 149.99 set
C2365
1970-81 5 piece coupe
anodized aluminum ..... 169.99 set
Black
153560
1970-81 5 piece coupe
anodized aluminum ..... 179.99 set

395611

395601

1967-69 Convertible Windshield Side Moldings
Windshield moldings are susceptible to dings and damage. Replacing them can
give your convertible a fresh factory appearance. Each molding will install easily
using original or reproduction clips, not included.
395611 1967-69
LH side
convertible..................................... 59.99 ea
395601 1967-69
RH side
convertible..................................... 59.99 ea

153263

A complete set that replaces all of the rear window/back glass moldings. Reproduction
sets feature original thickness polished stainless steel and are technically correct.
Reproduction sets for 1967-69 models feature original thickness polished stainless
steel and are technically correct. Sets for 1970-81 models are offered in your choice of
bright anodized aluminum or black anodized aluminum. Mounting clips sold separately.
Silver
WM183 1967-69
5 piece
coupe
stainless steel ............. 139.99 set
C2366
1970-74
5 piece
coupe
anodized aluminum ... 199.99 set
K139
1975-81
4 piece
coupe
anodized aluminum ... 149.99 set
Black
153561 1970-74
5 piece
coupe
anodized aluminum ... 199.99 set
K138
1975-81
4 piece
coupe
anodized aluminum ... 149.99 set

1985-92 Camaro
Windshield Seal Lock Strip

detail view

OER® reproduction GM windshield seal lock
strip for 1985-92 Camaro models. This lock strip
holds the windshield glass and ﬁlls the gap between the
glass and molding.
10103279
1985-92 ............................................................................ 49.99 ea

G7999

C78A

K527

1970-81 Lower Windshield Corner Connector Moldings

G
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Reproduction or Genuine GM windshield lower corner moldings for 1970-81 Camaro
models. Reproductions are manufactured to factory speciﬁcations featuring original
style black plastic material.
OER® Reproduction
153263 1970-81 lower
coupe – outer corner ..................... 24.99 pr
Genuine GM
G7999
1970-81 LH corner
lower outer .................................... 43.99 ea

270069

270209

270070

C78

270211

1967-81 Window Molding Clips
153338

1993-02 Windshield Molding
Reproduction windshield molding for 1993-02 F-Body models. Manufactured
to factory speciﬁcations featuring the correct black rubber material, this molding
covers the top and side areas of the front windshield.
153338
1993-02
coupe without T-Tops .................................. 17.99 ea
153339
1993-02
coupe with T-Tops ...................................... 17.99 ea
153340
1993-02
convertible.................................................. 22.99 ea
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When replacing the windshield or rear window moldings on your Camaro, it is a
good idea to replace the clips. These are reproduction sets of the original clips are
used to attach the moldings on 1967-81 Camaro models. Available in convenient kits.
Windshield Molding Clips
C78A
1967-69
12 piece
side and upper clips only............ 8.99 kit
K527
1967-69
10 piece
corner and lower clips only ........ 14.99 kit
270069
1970-74
14 piece
.................................................... 9.99 kit
270209
1975-79
17 piece
.................................................... 9.99 kit
Rear Window Molding Clips
C78
1967-69
24 piece
.................................................... 9.99 kit
270070
1970-74
22 piece
.................................................... 9.99 kit
270211
1975-79
24 piece
.................................................... 11.99 kit
C78
1975-81
24 piece
.................................................... 9.99 kit
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Exterior Moldings
Correct replacement wheel
opening moldings for
1967-69 Camaro models.
1651460

1967-69 Lower Windshield Molding Clip Kit
Special lower molding clips used for lower windshield
moldings only. Eight required. Sold individually.
1651460
1967-69 center clip ............ 2.99 ea

R608

K198

1967-69 Corner Windshield Molding Clips
Special lower molding clips used for corner of lower
windshield moldings. Sold individually or as a pair.
R608 1967-69
LH and RH clips........ 8.99 pr
K199 1967-69
LH only ..................... 3.99 ea
K198 1967-69
RH only ..................... 3.99 ea

A1023

R5120

1967-69 Wheel Opening Molding Kits
Reproduction wheel opening moldings will install
and replace your originals exactly. The moldings
were available from the factory as an exterior
option for 1967 through 1969 models. These
moldings will match the fender and quarter panel exactly. Each molding is specially shrink-wrapped to avoid
scratches or damages. Complete kit includes all four wheel well moldings that install around the wheel well
section of all four wheels. Each molding is produced in brightly polished aluminum. Wheel opening
molding screws are included.
R5120
1967
4 piece
reproduction
all ......................................................................... 99.99 kit
R5120
1968
4 piece
reproduction
standard models ................................................... 99.99 kit
R5121
1968
4 piece
reproduction
RS models............................................................ 99.99 kit
R5122
1969
4 piece
reproduction
all ......................................................................... 99.99 kit

G7811

1982-92 Windshield Molding Retainer
A1023
G7811

1982-92
1982-92

side, with T-Tops ....... 1.29 ea
side, without T-Tops .. 1.99 ea
Correct replacement wheel opening moldings
for 1967-69 Camaro models.

1967-79 Window Molding Clip Screws
Reproduction mounting screws, with sealer, for the
windshield and back glass molding clips. These
screws replace the often broken or missing factory
studs. 4-24 x 3/8".
4492963 1967-79 ...................................... .99 ea

1967-69 Camaro Wheel Opening Molding
Replace your dented, scratched or missing wheel opening moldings with your choice of original GM or reproduction
moldings. Each molding is prepackaged with a set of mounting screws for easy installation. Produced to ﬁt the
rear wheel opening exactly!
Note: The wheel opening molding screws are included with each individually wrapped molding. Supply of OEM moldings are limited.

Front Moldings

Lockstrip Insert Tool
The lockstrip insert tool is speciﬁcally designed
for self-sealing two piece rubber weatherstripping.
153818
.................................................. 9.99 ea

Genuine GM
G8031
1969
Reproduction
4229494
1967
4229493
1967
4229494
1968
4229493
1968
7795064
1968
7795063
1968
8700969
1969
8700967
1969

LH
RH
LH
RH

all models ....................................................................................
all models ....................................................................................
all models ....................................................................................
all models ....................................................................................
Rear Moldings

28.99 ea
28.99 ea
28.99 ea
28.99 ea

LH

all models .................................................................................... 138.99 ea

LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH

all models ....................................................................................
all models ....................................................................................
standard models only ...................................................................
standard models only ...................................................................
RS models....................................................................................
RS models....................................................................................
all models ....................................................................................
all models ....................................................................................

28.99 ea
28.99 ea
28.99 ea
28.99 ea
28.99 ea
28.99 ea
28.99 ea
28.99 ea

Excellent tool used to remove the molding from the
retaining clips.
A7914
................................................ 14.99 ea

Glass Molding Clip Installing Tool

1967-68 Wheel Molding Screw Sets

This tool is speciﬁcally designed to ﬁt trim clips over
the studs and virtually eliminates glass breakage.
A13574
................................................ 29.99 ea

Replace the missing or worn out wheel molding screws on your 1967-68 Camaro. This 36 piece set includes
enough screws for all four moldings.
K606 1967-68 wheel well molding screws ..................................................................................... 4.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Windshield/Back Glass Molding Removal Tool

Reproduction
9785881 1967-68
9785880 1967-68
3953635 1969
3953636 1969

Exterior Moldings

window trim

1970-81 Window Trim Moldings
corner
connector
moldings

roof drip
moldings

pillar post
molding LH

R6020 – 6 piece kit

Replace worn out or damaged moldings with these premium reproductions. Moldings
are for the roof rail section and at the back of the door window opening. These are
the highest quality moldings available to give you a perfect ﬁt and ﬁnish!
748567
1970-81 .............................................................................. 64.99 pr

pillar post
molding RH
drip rail

1967-69 Roof Drip Molding Kit
Designed to replace the pillar moldings, corner connectors and side roof drip
moldings. This kit includes the 6 pieces needed to replace the sections on LH and
RH sides. This kit is manufactured with quality reproduction components. No sealant
is required when replacing moldings.
R6020
1967-69
6 piece............................................................ 99.99 kit

1967-69 Roof Drip Moldings
Replace your old moldings with OER® reproduction moldings! The moldings
listed are for the side roof rail section only. These are the highest quality moldings
available and will ﬁt perfectly!
K616
1967-69
LH .................................................................. 39.99 ea
K615
1967-69
RH ............................................................... 39.99 ea
1967-69 Roof Drip Corner Connectors
Reproduction roof drip corner moldings designed to attach the roof drip molding to
the pillar post drip moldings. The reproduction connectors are available in pairs only.
K731
1967-69
LH and RH .................................................... 14.99 pr
1967-69 Coupe Roof Drip Pillar Post Moldings
Item will install vertically on outer pillar post section. Completes the roof drip
molding section as part of three piece unit. Excellent reproduction chrome moldings.
These moldings are sold in pairs only. Fits coupe only.
K730
1967-69
LH and RH .................................................... 29.99 pr

1970-81 Drip Rail Trim Moldings
Replace worn out or damaged window trim moldings with quality reproductions.
These moldings are installed along the roof rail section.
748626
1970-81
drip rail moldings – stainless steel................. 189.99 pr
748625
1970-81
drip rail moldings – aluminum ...................... 169.99 pr

1967-69 Roof Drip Rail Molding Connectors

G
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Reproduction drip rail connectors for various GM vehicles
without stainless steel style drip rail moldings. The
connectors seam the union between the A-pillar drip rail
and the roof drip rail. Paint to match with the body color.
Manufactured from stamped steel with black zinc coating to
help prevent corrosion. Sold in a pair. One pair required per vehicle.
K617
1967-69 .................................................................................... 9.99 pr

1971-78 Roof Drip Molding
Replace
your old
moldings with
reproduction
moldings! The
moldings listed
are for the
side roof rail
section only.
These are the
highest quality
moldings
available and will ﬁt perfectly!
Molding without Vinyl Top
9605611
1971-78
LH
9605610
1971-78
RH
Molding with Vinyl Top
1652949
1973-77
LH
1652948
1973-77
RH
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1967-68 Vinyl Top Molding Set
Vinyl top moldings for 1967-68 Camaro models. OER® reproduction of this rare
item is an exact duplicate of the original. Once installed, they will bring back the
original appearance and a factory fresh look. Each stainless steel molding is stamped
to perfection including a high polished chrome ﬁnish. For all 1967-68 Camaro
models which included a factory installed vinyl top. Set includes both LH and RH
moldings and a full set of mounting clips.
OS1
Note: Shipped oversize.

K863
K863C
4492963

1967-68
1967-68
1967-68

molding set ................................................. 139.99 pr
clip set......................................................... 20.99 set
stud replacement screw...............................
.99 ea

1969 Vinyl Top Molding Set

plastic ﬂexible with mylar coating ... 49.99 ea
plastic ﬂexible with mylar coating ... 49.99 ea
plastic ﬂexible with mylar coating ... 59.99 ea
plastic ﬂexible with mylar coating ... 59.99 ea

Exterior Moldings

OER® reproduction vinyl top molding
set for 1969 models. Each molding is
stamped to perfection and duplicates the
detail
original exactly. Correct black painted
ﬁnish offers an original appearance. For
all 1969 Camaro models equipped with factory installed vinyl tops. Set includes
4 moldings and a full set of original style mounting clips with tabs.
OS1

Note: Shipped oversize.

K653
K653C
4492963

1969
1969
1969

molding set ....................................................... 149.99 set
clip set............................................................... 18.99 set
stud replacement screw.....................................
.99 ea
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Exterior Moldings
Reproduction front pillar
moldings – install at the
front of the vent window
as shown.

rear
quarter molding

lower
door molding

front
fender molding

1967 Rally Sport Lower Molding Set

1967 Door Front Pillar Moldings
Reproduction pillar chrome moldings that install on
the doors of 1967 Camaro or Firebird models. These
reproduction moldings are heavyweight cast material
and feature a high-quality chrome ﬁnish. Each are
installed at the front of the vent window. Sold in pairs.
K1016 1967 ........................................ 239.99 pr

Reproduction
chrome front
pillar post
moldings – install
on the front
windshield pillar
as shown.

Includes all 6 reproduction moldings used to replace
or to install a complete set of lower moldings on
any 1967 Camaro with the RS option. All moldings
are approximately 3" wide. Includes: LH and RH
fender moldings, LH and RH door moldings, and
LH and RH quarter panel moldings. Installation clips
available separately.
Complete Set
K4188 1967 6 piece ........................ 159.99 set
Individual Moldings
4229492 1967 door molding LH........ 49.99 ea
4229491 1967 door molding RH ....... 49.99 ea
3912089 1967 qtr panel molding LH 24.99 ea
3912090 1967 qtr panel molding RH 24.99 ea
3912087 1967 front fender molding LH 24.99 ea
3912088 1967 front fender molding RH 24.99 ea

1968 Rally Sport Molding Clip Set
Reproduction 1968 RS lower side molding clip set
manufactured with correct, original style clips. Includes
the correct original style conﬁgured clips which have
been previously hard to ﬁnd and unavailable.
K4089 1968 .......................................... 49.99 set

1967-69 Rocker Panel Moldings
Excellent quality reproduction moldings attach directly
to the rocker panel below the door, extending from the
front wheel well to the rear wheel well. Each reproduction
moldings comes complete with all hardware needed
for installation. We offer these show quality moldings
designed to match the original in every detail. Two
moldings required, includes mounting clips.
OS2

Note: Shipped double oversize.

3904540

1967-69

LH or RH .......... 36.99 ea

1967 RS Molding Clip Set
Reproduction 1967 RS lower side molding clip set
manufactured with correct, original style clips. This
reproduction includes the correct style conﬁgured
clips which are insulated as original to help eliminate
scratches or chips associated with installation. Includes
a complete set of clips for all six moldings.
K4088 1967 .......................................... 49.99 set

1967-69 Rocker Panel Molding Screw
Keep your rocker panel molding on the vehicle by replacing
old worn out screws with Genuine GM replacements. Fits
1967-69 models and measures 10-24 x 3/4".
2710
1967-69 6 required .................... .99 ea

1967-69 Convertible Pillar Post Molding
Reproduction polished stainless steel molding for all
1967-69 Camaro convertible models. This beautiful
reproduction will install as original. A protective plastic
coating is placed over the molding for protection from
shipping damages.
7648739
1967-69
LH ..................... 59.99 ea
7648738
1967-69
RH .................... 59.99 ea

7795017
7795016
7795051

7795050

3828527

3828528

481540 – installed

1967-68 RS Molding Location Template
Finally there’s a way to remove the guess work
involved in mounting moldings and costly body work
caused by misdrilled holes. Simply apply the full size
template to the corresponding panel using referenced
body surfaces for exact location, and drill the holes!
With these templates, you can be assured that you’re
mounting your moldings in the correct factory location
the ﬁrst time! Each set includes the templates for both
LH and RH moldings.
MT67RS
1967 .................................... 24.99 ea
MT68RS
1968 .................................... 24.99 ea

All six reproduction moldings used to replace or install
a complete set of lower moldings on any 1968 Camaro
with the RS option. All moldings are approximately
3/4" wide. Includes LH and RH fender moldings, LH
and RH door moldings, LH and RH quarter panel
moldings. Installation clips available separately.
Complete Set
K4189
1968 6 piece ........................ 154.99 set
Individual Moldings
7795017 1968 door molding LH........ 39.99 ea
7795016 1968 door molding RH ....... 39.99 ea
7795051 1968 qtr panel molding LH 24.99 ea
7795050 1968 qtr panel molding RH 24.99 ea
3828527 1968 front fender molding LH 24.99 ea
3828528 1968 front fender molding RH 24.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

481546 – installed

1970-81 Rocker Panel Molding
Excellent quality reproduction moldings attach directly
to the rocker panel below the door, extending from
the front wheel well to the rear wheel well. These
reproduction moldings come with all hardware needed
OS1
OS2
for installation.
Note: *Shipped oversize. **Shipped double oversize.
481540* 1970-75 LH
3" wide ... 89.99 ea
481539* 1970-75 RH
3" wide ... 89.99 ea
481546** 1976-81 LH or RH 7/8" wide 28.99 ea

635388

1978

LT lwr door 7/8" wide 43.99 ea

Exterior Moldings
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K4189

1968 Rally Sport Lower Molding Set

Exterior Moldings
1970-75 Rocker Panel Molding Hardware
If you’ve removed the original moldings for painting
or refurbishment, you may want to replace the retainers
for added support.
3898145 1970-75 retainer, 2 required .. 19.99 ea
748561 1970-75 retainer & hardware.. 19.99 set

1970-75 Rocker Panel
Molding Installation Clip
The clips will install rocker panel
moldings for the years listed. 3/4" long.
4510031 1970-75 5 required per side ... 3.99 ea

hood ledge molding

K257 – installed
fender ledge moldings
K257
door edge
guards

outer door reveal moldings
K262

K263

1968 Outer Ledge Reveal Moldings

1970-81 Hood, Fender, and Door Exterior Moldings

Exact reproduction of the special 1-1/2" wide chrome
molding used exclusively with 1968 Camaro models.
Manufactured to exact speciﬁcations and ready-toinstall, it can also be applied to standard Camaro models
not originally equipped with wide molding. Replace
individual moldings only or buy the kit including OEM
style weatherstrip and save!

Even if your Camaro wasn’t originally equipped with the optional exterior molding package, you can still install
it! Order our 7 piece kit that includes the moldings which extend from the rear ledge of the hood section around
to the rear of the door. The 7 piece kit also includes door edge guard moldings to protect the door from nicks
and scratches when opening. Also available are the individual components for use when replacing missing or
damaged molding on cars originally equipped with the exterior molding package.

Note: *Includes all 4 moldings and glass weatherstrip for
either standard or deluxe interior.

G

Weatherstrip & Molding

Coupe
K257 1968
K262 1968
R680 1968
R682* 1968
R684* 1968
Convertible
K257 1968
K263 1968
R681 1968
R685* 1968
R683* 1968

doors – LH and RH ........
quarters – LH and RH ....
door and qtrs – 4 pc kit ..
4 pc mldgs – w/ std int ...
4 pc mldgs – w/ dlx int...

119.99
94.99
189.99
309.99
269.99

pr
pr
kit
kit
kit

doors – LH and RH ........
quarter – LH and RH......
door/qtrs – 4 pc kit .........
4 pc mldgs – std int ........
4 pc mldgs – dlx int........

119.99
94.99
189.99
309.99
269.99

pr
pr
kit
kit
kit

Important: If you want to convert your non-exterior molding vehicle by adding the kit, you must also purchase separate outer
door horizontal weatherstripping. The correct weatherstrip for this option did not include the round chrome bead attached.
Order part #G7956 and G7957 in the window glass run weatherstrip section.
Note: Shipped oversize.
OS1

7 Piece Kit (Includes: hood ledge, fender corners, door reveal and door edge guards).
R679
1970-81
7 piece complete exterior molding .............................................................
Hood and Fender Kit (Includes: hood ledge molding and fender upper corners)
R677
1970-81
3 piece ........................................................................................................
Hood Ledge Molding
3998834
1970-81
1 piece ........................................................................................................
Door Reveal Moldings
9828344
1970-81
LH door reveal molding .............................................................................
9828343
1970-81
RH door reveal molding.............................................................................

219.99 kit
95.99 kit
75.99 ea
59.99 ea
59.99 ea

G6554

1993-96 Window Reveal Molding
1976-81 Body Side Molding Retainer Screw

Genuine GM window reveal molding attaches to upper portion of the outer door. Extends the entire length of the door.
G6554
1993-96
LH ................................................................................................................. 118.99 ea
G6553
1993-96
RH................................................................................................................. 118.99 ea

Mounting screws for the fender, rocker panel and
quarter panel molding retainers. 4-24 x 3/8".
4492963
1976-81 ..................................... .99 ea

1970-81 Fender Corner Edge Molding

Universal Molding Release Tool

1970-81 Window Reveal Molding Clips

The ultimate tool for cleanly releasing moldings. Slide
tool left or right under the molding until it hooks a
retaining clip, then just rock the tool with a twist of the
wrist to release the clip. Heat treated, high carbon steel.
S21500 ................................................... 6.99 ea

This set includes the correct mounting clips to install
the window reveal molding on your 1970-81 Camaro.
6 required per molding. Sold in sets of 6 (2 required
per vehicle).
9815840
1970-81 6 piece.................. 7.99 set

Chrome molding unit that attaches to upper rear
portion of fender near windshield area. For use with
rear hood ledge molding. Licensed reproduction of
Genuine GM part.
3986059
1970-81 LH ..................... 14.99 ea
3986060
1970-81 RH ..................... 14.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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Exterior Moldings

1976-77 Camaro Rear Panel Molding
Reproduction rear tail panel molding for 1976-77 Type LT models. Manufactured from aluminum with correct
brushed ﬁnish. This molding installs on the rear body panel between the tail lamps. Includes mounting tape and
installation hardware.
9633780
1976-77 ........................................................................................................................... 154.99 ea

FC1001

1970-81 Camaro Protective Side Molding
1967-81 Door Edge Guards
These chrome door edge guard moldings protect the
vertical door edge section from nicks and scratches
when opening the door. We offer reproduction door
edge guard moldings that ﬁt and look just like the
originals! The moldings were available as an option
in the 1967-81 model years. Sold as a pair.
K9343 1967-68 LH and RH ............ 18.99 pr
K9344 1969
LH and RH ............ 16.99 pr
K9345 1970-81 LH and RH ............ 21.99 pr

detail view of chrome
beveled ends

Protective side molding was a factory or dealer option or an aftermarket molding that was installed to protect the side
of the car from door dings. Found on many cars in the 60’s and 70’s, these ﬁnely crafted moldings are manufactured
from extruded aluminum with a raised black or white rubber stripe. Includes chrome beveled ends for a clean
original look. 6 piece set includes: 2 fender, 2 door, and 2 quarter panel moldings with ends and attaching screws.
FC1001
1970-81
black ............................................................................................................ 179.99 set
FC1002
1970-81
white............................................................................................................ 179.99 set
G6557 – installed

1967-69 Quarter Vertical Molding Insert
Reproduction quarter vertical molding channel inserts
that attach directly to the front edge of the rear side
quarter window vertically and allow the molding to
be placed. These inserts are included when purchasing
the quarter window vertical moldings.
K1048
1967-69 ..................................... 9.99 pr

G1003 – installed

1988-96 Adhesive Side Molding
Genuine factory adhesive side moldings. These
moldings were available on B84 standard models and
BW2 deluxe models. Moldings sold individually. Color
codes can be found on the service parts identiﬁcation
label located in the center console glove box.
Note: *Shipped oversize.

1982-92 Side Molding Set

OS1

Front Fender
G1003 1988-92 black, 19Q ............. 33.99 ea
Rear Quarter Panel Moldings
G1003 1988-92 black, 19Q ............. 33.99 ea
1993-96 Exterior Door Molding
G6557* 1993-96 paint to match ........ 113.99 ea
detail view

G4578

Reproduction molding unit which attaches directly
to the front edge of the rear side quarter window
vertically. This is a bright chrome trim molding which
is necessary to mount the vertical window weatherstrip
(not included). Includes the window channel felt as
shown. The vertical weatherstrip separates the front
and quarter side windows (sold separately). A quality
reproduction molding without the higher cost of
Genuine GM moldings.
K1039
1967-69 ................................. 79.99 pr

153691

1993-02 Side Moldings

1967-69
7 69 QQuarter VVertical Chrome Moldings
G6560

1993-02 Quarter Panel Molding
Installs between the door and the wheel opening
section of the quarter panel. Available for both coupe
and convertible models. Paint to match exterior color
of vehicle.
G4578
1993-02
LH ........................ 45.99 ea
G6560
1993-02
RH ....................... 53.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Side moldings for 1993-02 Camaro models.
Manufactured as an alternative to factory moldings,
featuring front, and rear molded ends. Available molded
in various colors as two 8' pieces that are cut-to-ﬁt.
Cut-to-Fit Sets
153687
1993-02
paintable ............ 99.99 pr
153688
1993-02
white.................. 99.99 pr
153689
1993-02
red ..................... 99.99 pr
153690
1993-02
black .................. 99.99 pr
153691
1993-02
blue.................... 99.99 pr

Exterior Moldings
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Reproduction side molding set for 1982-92 Camaro
models. Manufactured to factory specifications,
featuring the correct end shape, and 3M backing for
simple installation. Manufactured in black but can be
painted to match.
153684 1982-92 ................................... 83.99 set

Headlamp Bulbs

G3631

1998-02 Headlamp Assembly
Correct replacement headlamp assembly for 1998-02
Camaro models. These assemblies are complete, less
bulbs, and are ready-to-install.
G3632
1998-02
LH – GM ....... 350.99 ea
G3631
1998-02
RH – GM....... 350.99 ea
16525313
1998-02
LH – repro ..... 193.99 ea
16525314
1998-02
RH – repro..... 193.99 ea

H4352

Service replacement bulbs for various 1967-02 Camaro
models. These headlamp bulbs are designed to operate,
and produce as much light as the original lamps did.
Tungsten
6014
1967-81 7" – 12 Volt ............. 11.99 ea
Halogen
H6024 1967-81 7" round................... 9.99 ea
H4656 1982-92 4" x 6" rect. – low ... 9.99 ea
H4651 1982-92 4" x 6" rect. – high .. 10.99 ea
H4351 1993-97 2.5" x 4.2" rect. – low 15.99 ea
H4352 1993-97 2.5" x 4.2" rect. – high 39.99 ea
H9005 1998-02 high beam ................ 4.99 ea
H9006 1998-02 low beam ................. 4.99 ea

driving light lit-up

ﬂat lens proﬁle

7" LED Powered Headlamps
1179

1967-02 Headlamp Bulb

convex lens
proﬁle

7" headlamp with glass lens and replaceable H4
Halogen bulb replaces H6014/H6024, high and low
beam function. H4 bulb included. Sold individually.
CP500127
7" ...................................... 20.99 ea

6014

H4651

driving light unlit

7" High/Low H4 Headlamp Bulb

Proﬁle view

Halogen/Xenon Headlamp
These conversion headlamps feature lead crystal lens
with “E” mark certiﬁed precision optics, steel stamped
reﬂector and self-sealing rubber boot to protect the
optic unit from dust and moisture. They are equipped
with Halogen H4 60/55W or Xenon hyper white
bulbs, which are 50% brighter than standard Halogen
bulbs, for superior performance. Your choice of classic
looking convex lens or more modern looking ﬂat lens.
7" Convex Lens
1179
Halogen ................................. 54.99 ea
1179X
Xenon .................................... 64.99 ea
7" Flat Lens
1149
Halogen ................................. 54.99 ea
1149X
Xenon .................................... 61.99 ea

Powerful LED CREE® technology combined with
Delta Tech’s Prismatic lens and ﬂawless parabola
delivers unmatched power, clarity and near daylight
illumination at 1900 Lumen at both high and low beam,
while drawing only 2 amps per light. Each unit features
an additional LED bulb that can be wired as a driving
light, turn signal, park lamp or even as a mood light.
Classic Convex Lens
High/Low Beam for 2 Headlamp System
153108 with amber blinker ................ 309.99 pr
153109 with white blinker ................. 309.99 pr
Modern Style Flat Lens
High/Low Beam for 2 Headlamp System
153110
with amber blinker ................ 309.99 pr
153111
with white blinker ................. 281.99 pr

chrome housing

H
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CP500511

CP500513

CP500516

7" H4 Headlamp with LED Accent Socket
adjustment knubs

Halogen Headlamps with Adjustment Knubs
Replacement Halogen headlamps with adjusting
knubs for various models equipped with 7" round
headlamps. Manufactured to offer superior modern
light distribution while providing appearance correct
lamps. Both lamps feature small knubs that were used
to aim the light emitted by the lamps. Uses H4 series
bulbs. Bulbs not included.
153577 7" round .................................... 12.99 ea
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This 7" headlamp with glass lens and replaceable H4
Halogen bulb replaces H6014/H6024, Includes 1893
accent LED socket (bulbs not included). Accent lights
available in 6 different colors (listed below).
Headlamp with Glass Lens
CP500511
........................................... 23.99 ea
4 Micro LED 1893 Bulbs
CP500512
amber ................................. 8.99 pr
CP500513
blue .................................... 7.99 pr
CP500514
green .................................. 7.99 pr
CP500516
red ...................................... 8.99 pr
CP500517
white .................................. 7.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

LED Halo

7" Projector Style Headlamps
Projector headlamps embody the classic look while
substantially upgrading the quality and spread of
light. The unique hi-low switch design provides a
clean and safe light cutoff design, eliminating the
issue of “headlight dazing” on the roads. Each unit
features a Bi-Xenon projector (high and low beams)
with adjustable light focus and ﬂat light distribution to
prevent blinding of oncoming trafﬁc. Available with
a traditional chrome housing or with a black housing.
Bulbs and wiring is included.
With 42mm Projector
Chrome Housing
152828
with city light, w/o halo ........ 269.99 pr
Black Housing
152829
with city light, w/o halo ......... 274.99 pr
With 64mm Projector
Chrome Housing
153135
w/o city light, w/o halo ......... 359.99 pr
153137
w/o city light, with LED halo 364.99 pr
Black Housing
153134
w/o city light, w/o halo........... 359.99 pr
153136
w/o city light, with LED halo 399.99 pr

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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DL7002 – with solid halo

DL7003B – with dashed halo

DL7004 – with HDR halo

multi-color halo shown
color options for multi-color halos

LED Projector Headlamps with Perimeter Halo
Dapper lighting LED projector headlamps provide the classic look while substantially
upgrading the quality and spread of light. These replacement bulbs feature glass
lenses, Bi-LED projectors, and a slim ﬂat base design. These features eliminate the
extra wiring and bucket modiﬁcations associated with HID lighting. They offer a
quick and clean install and a signiﬁcant increase in performance, reliability, and
safety. Available with clear or black lenses and with or without halos. The halos
are available in solid, dashed, and HDR styles.
7" LED Headlamp
DL7001
chrome
without halo ............................................. 399.99 pr
DL7001B
black
without halo ............................................. 399.99 pr
DL7002
chrome
with solid halo ......................................... 479.99 pr
DL7002B
black
with solid halo ......................................... 479.99 pr
DL7003
chrome
with dashed halo ...................................... 449.99 pr
DL7003B
black
with dashed halo ...................................... 449.99 pr
DL7004
chrome
with HDR halo......................................... 579.99 pr
DL7004B
black
with HDR halo......................................... 579.99 pr

H4100101 –
without halo ring

single color halos

H4103204 –
with turn signals

H4103003 –
black illusion

halos illuminated white

H4103002 –
multi-color halo kit

multi-color halos illuminated

Round Headlamps with LED Halo

HL70001A

white

blue

red

green

amber

Oracle 7" Halo Headlamp
Quality glass lens sealed beam with composite reﬂector housing. Accepts H4 bulbs
(sold separately). SMD (LED) halo pre-installed. Easy installation, wire directly
to 12 Volt source. No external inverter or regulator required. Available in white,
amber, green, blue, and red. Sold individually.
7" SMD Halo Headlamps
HL70001A
white........................................................................... 113.99 ea
HL70001B
blue............................................................................. 124.99 ea
HL70001C
red .............................................................................. 124.99 ea
HL70001D
green........................................................................... 124.99 ea
HL70001E
amber.......................................................................... 124.99 ea

Upgrade your stock Halogen bulbs with a pair of premium LED headlight bulbs
from Redline Lumtronix. With a 50,000 hour lifespan, you won’t have to change the
bulbs as frequently, meaning you’ll spend more time on the road than in the garage.
Each bulb is 300% brighter than your stock Halogen bulbs as well as a direct ﬁt,
“Plug and Play” upgrade that requires no modiﬁcation to your electrical wiring. LED
bulbs include colored ﬁlm to change the look and temperature color of your lights.
H4100602 1965-73
NovaStar GT H4 LED bulbs ....................... 131.99 pr

Important: Will ﬁt most vehicles (cars, trucks, motorcycles, and motor homes) made from 1936
to 1979, as well as many vehicles made after 1979 that use a universal round style headlight.
Note: Blue Halogen bulbs are blue in color when off, and bright white when on (no blue tint).
Clear Halogen bulbs are clear in color when off and bright white when on. LED bulbs include
colored ﬁlm to change the look and temperature color of your lights.

7" Round Diamond Cut Headlamps
Without Halo Ring
H4100101
7"
with blue H4 Halogen bulbs .......................... 79.99 pr
H4100102
7"
with H4 NovaStar LED bulbs ........................ 234.99 pr
With Single Color (White) Halo Ring
H4103201
7"
with blue H4 Halogen bulbs .......................... 184.99 pr
H4103202
7"
with H4 NovaStar LED bulbs ........................ 317.99 pr
With Single Color (White) Halo Ring and Turn Signals
H4103204
7"
with blue H4 Halogen bulbs .......................... 231.99 pr
With Multi-Color Halo Ring
H4103001
7"
with blue H4 Halogen bulbs .......................... 227.99 pr
H4103002
7"
with H4 NovaStar LED bulbs ........................ 369.99 pr
With Multi-Color Halo Ring and Turn Signals
H4103004
7"
with blue H4 Halogen bulbs .......................... 284.99 pr
Black Illusion White Diamond Headlamps with Single Color (White) Halo Ring
H4103203
7"
with clear H4 Halogen bulbs.......................... 231.99 pr
Black Illusion White Diamond Headlamps with Multi-Color Halo Ring
H4103003
7"
with clear H4 Halogen bulbs.......................... 284.99 pr
4" x 6" Rectangular Diamond Cut Headlamps
With Single Color (White) Halo Ring
H4104801
4" x 6"
with blue H4 Halogen bulbs ..................... 189.99 pr
With Multi-Color Halo Ring
H4104601
4" x 6"
with blue H4 Halogen bulbs ..................... 236.99 pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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includes color ﬁlm

H4 LED Headlight Bulbs

RedLine LumTronix headlamps allow 50% more light to shine through thanks to
their crystal clear lenses and a special side lens that extends past the retaining ring.
This side lens is a true a safety innovation and was designed to provide additional
side light and increase visibility. Each headlamp features a Euro style diamond
cut reﬂective base, diamond crystal glass, and a heat resistant composite housing.
Even though no paint or tint is applied to the glass or reﬂector, the Black Illusion
headlamps look blacked out when off thanks to the halo and lamp shields that
are painted black. Headlamps are available with or without a halo, either single
color halo (white) or multi-color halo (with 16 selectable colors plus the ability
to adjust brightness), with or without turn signals and your choice of clear or blue
H4 Halogen bulbs or H4 LED bulbs. The halo or “Angel Eyes” can also be wired
as a daytime running lamp and features 23 low temp LEDs with a 100,000+ hour
life, along with “fade”, “ﬂash”, “strobe”, and “smooth” modes that you can choose
with the included wireless remote. Headlamps plug directly into your stock harness
for a simple and easy installation. Each pair includes: 2 headlights, 2 bulbs, dust
boots, ceramic tip pigtail harness adapter, and instructions. Multi-color halo sets
also include the RGB harness and wireless remote.

Performance Lighting

542212

Halogen/Xenon Replacement Bulbs

7" Crystal Headlamp with Auxiliary LED

Available in a variety of bulb types and wattages to
ﬁt your speciﬁc needs, our Halogen and Xenon bulbs
are perfect way to improve visibility at night. Halogen
technology stems from late ‘60’s and although a
superior light to incandescent bulb technology, it is
still inferior to current technology of Xenon and HID
bulbs as commonly used today! The Xenon gas mixture
used in Xenon bulbs burns roughly 20% brighter
than traditional Halogen gas mixed bulbs, thereby
allowing the ﬁlament to burn hotter for a better light.
If you choose a bulb that is of a higher wattage than
stock, we recommend installing our upgrade harness
sold separately. Some bulbs are sold as a pair, while
others are sold individually.
Halogen
542212
H4
60/55W................... 13.99 pr
MX01106 H4
100/80W................. 15.99 pr
MX01110 9005
65W ........................ 12.99 pr
MX01109 9005
100W ...................... 15.99 pr
MX01113 9006
55W ........................ 12.99 pr
Xenon
542212X H4
60/55W................... 19.99 pr
545812X H4
100/80W................. 22.99 pr
546912
H4
130/90W................. 24.99 pr

Replace your burned out factory headlamp bulb, with
this modern sealed beam Halogen bulb that features a
clear lens with diamond cut housing. Sold individually.
CH6024
7" round 12 Volt ............... 19.99 ea

CP500121

MX09137

546912

CP500120

Sealed Beam Halogen Bulb with Clear Lens

CP500122

These crystal headlamps with auxiliary LED give your
classic ride a modern look. The aluminum reﬂector
is a reinforced, multi-faceted design for maximum
vibration resistance. A HB2/9003 65/55W 12V Halogen
bulb replaces H6017/H6024 bulbs to meet DOT/SAE
standards, Choose from 10 or 34 LED auxiliary lighting.
Sold individually.
10 LED Bulb
CP500120
amber.................................. 42.99 ea
34 LED Bulb
CP500121
amber.................................. 59.99 ea
CP500122
white................................... 55.99 ea

MX09130

Diamond Cut Headlamp
These headlamps install much like a standard sealed
beam unit, but they allow the use of an H4 Halogen
bulb in your choice of color and wattage. The diamond
cut reﬂector concentrates the beam on the road in front
of you. Sold individually.
Note: For your headlamp conversion, we recommend using
our wiring harness upgrade kit (sold separately).

MX09137
MX09130

H4 Conversion Wire Harness

7" round ............................. 19.99 ea
4" x 6" rectangular ............. 21.99 ea

Round Crystal Headlamp
Replace your burnt out or missing headlamps with
these crystal headlamps. Features reinforced multisurfaced, aluminum reﬂector, rugged anti-vibration
construction. Includes a 12V 65/55W Halogen bulb.
Sold individually.
CP500126
7" ........................................ 35.99 ea

H
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front view

This wiring harness upgrades the stock headlamp
wiring on your vehicle, providing your new H4’s
with maximum power. Power is drawn directly from
your battery, eliminating voltage drops and ensuring
headlamp system reliability. Simply plug into your
factory headlamp sockets, attach positive connectors to
battery terminal and ground wires to the body of your
vehicle. Two 30 amp relays provide added protection
for your headlamp switch and wiring harness.
MX01132
for 2 headlamp system ...... 24.99 set

proﬁle view

LHH4

HID HeadLamp Bulbs

proﬁle view
view on car

Tri-Bar Custom Headlamp
Add a new look to your classic car with these custom
headlamps. Manufactured with a metal housing and
glass lens to meet high-quality standards. The 7" lamp
features an inner 1 piece chrome glare shield with black
chrome-plated center dot, and ﬂat style lens. Dust
boot and clear Halogen bulb included with each lamp.
152647
7"
ﬂat style glass .............. 69.99 ea
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7" High Power 11 LED Crystal Headlamp
This 7" crystal headlamp uses eleven high power
LED to improve visibility, providing a white light
similar to daylight. An impact resistant polycarbonate
lens provides unparalleled protection from road
hazards, while the solid state design resists shock and
vibration. Meets SAE/DOT FMVSS108 standards.
Sold individually.
CP500518
......................................... 275.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

HID headlamp bulbs are much brighter than
conventional Halogen bulbs, while providing tight
light focus for better light distribution. They require
35 watts and use an external regulator, but will plug
into the existing light plug. The H4 series bulb features
a bright white HID low beam and a Halogen high
beam function.
Important: Not for use on public roads.

LH9005
LH9006
LHH4

9005
9006
H4

6000k – white ........ 49.99 set
6000k – white ........ 49.99 set
6000k – white ........ 49.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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19965

19957

1969 Headlamp Washer Hose Set

H4 Adapter Plug Set with Wires

1982-86 Headlamp Relay

This plug is designed to adapt the factory 2 prong high
beam headlamp plug to ﬁt the upgraded Halogen or
Xenon 3 prong bulbs.
153921
adapter ...................................... 4.99 ea

This replacement headlight door motor relay mounts
to the headlight mounting bracket next to the headlight
door motor on 1982-86 Camaro models.
19965
1982-83 ................................... 17.99 ea
19957
1984-86 ................................... 11.99 ea

Relay and Fuse Assembly
Protect your investment with this 5 prong 30 amp
relay and 20 amp fuse set with 14 gauge wire leads.
200011
relay/fuse ................................. 7.99 ea

30817

5953168

CX1975

1967-86 Headlamp Adjusting Spring

1969 Headlamp Washer Nozzle Set

Correct adjusting spring which allows the headlamp
beam to adjust properly and allow better vision at night.
5953168
1967-69
OER® ................. 2.79 ea
CX1975
1970-73
repro .................. 2.99 ea
A11253
1974-79
repro .................. 2.99 ea

This is a high-quality triple chrome-plated reproduction
headlamp washer nozzles. These nozzles are used to
wash the headlamp lens when the windshield wash
switch is activated. Mounting hardware not included.
3957029
1969
4 piece..................... 29.99 set

Halogen Headlamp Harness

1969 Headlamp Washer Nozzle Hardware

Our headlamp harnesses draw power directly from the
battery, through a relay, to the headlamps, providing full
power to your H4 conversion headlamps or Halogen
sealed beams. They are made with TXL high temp wire,
weather resistant 30 amp fuse, and two 40 amp weather
resistant relays capable of handling up to 150 watts.
30816
for 9004 and 9007 bulbs......... 109.99 ea
30817
for 9005 and 9006 bulbs......... 149.99 ea

Headlamp Half Shields

Replacement headlamp washer hose set to replace
cracked, deteriorating or missing originals. These
hoses are manufactured in the correct dimensions
and include the correct front fender mounting strap
which holds the hoses in place as they pass from the
windshield washer pump to the ﬂuid reservoir on
route to the nozzles.
C59
1969 .......................................... 22.99 set

9851

A1025

A1026

1967-89 Headlamp Beam Adjusting Nut
This nut and screw assembly mounts directly to the
headlamp housing and enables the headlamp beam
to aimed correctly.
9851
1967-77
4 required ............. .89 ea
A1025
1978-81
4 required ............. 1.99 ea
A1026
1985-89
4 required ............. 1.49 ea

This set includes the correct polished chrome washers
and chrome nuts which, when installed, will look
virtually the same as if the factory installed it. Includes:
4 polished washers and 4 polished nuts.
KW158A
1969...................................... 8.99 set

T9512

Give your classic ride a custom appearance with these
headlamp half shields. Headlamp half shields were
used by hot rodders to use high beams without blinding
trafﬁc and to add a cool custom look.
Chrome
T9512
for 7" headlights ................ 9.99 pr
Stainless Steel
CP500348
for 7" headlights ................ 11.99 pr

1967-71 Headlamp Adjusting Screw/Nut
Original type nut and screw assembly used for
headlamp beam adjustment on all 1967-71 Camaro
models. This nut and screw assembly mounts directly
to the headlamp housing and enables the headlamp
beam to be aimed correctly. 4 required per car.
A5789
1967-71 .................................... 1.99 ea

Headlamp Auto-Off Relay
The headlamp auto-off relay automatically turns off your
headlamps, running lamps, and dash lighting when you
turn off the ignition key. No more worrying of a dead
battery when forgetting to turn off your headlamps. Fits
most applications without cutting the factory harness.
RE14003
............................................. 43.99 ea

Chrome “Cat Eye” Headlamp Cover

1970-81 Headlamp Adjuster Kit

Add an extra dose of style to your classic by slipping
these chrome “Cat Eye” covers over your headlamps.
Chrome “Cat Eye” covers for 7" headlamps. Sold
as a pair.
CP500344
for 7" headlamps................ 10.99 pr

Replacement headlamp adjuster kits for 1970-81
Camaro models. These kits include adjusters for both
right and left sides.
C1402
1970-77 .................................... 6.99 kit
C1404
1978-81 .................................... 9.99 kit
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Reproduction headlamp washer drip valve solenoid
for 1969 Camaro. This solenoid works in conjunction
with the washer pump and motor. It bolts to the wiper
motor, and the hose connects from the washer pump
solenoid to the nozzle by the headlamps. When you
activate the washer pump, it squirts washer ﬂuid on
the headlamps to clean them. This is made with correct
white nozzle, black body, and silver cadmium bracket.
A correct part for the correct restoration.
4919653
1969................................... 194.99 ea

Bulb Components
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1969 Headlamp Washer Drip Valve Solenoid
C1402

Headlamp Components

333792

333796

1974-77 RS & Z28 Headlamp Bezel

3916613

3916614

3962901

3962902

1967 Standard Headlamp Bezel
Reproduction standard headlamp bezels for 1967
Camaro models Each reproduction headlamp bezel is
produced in aluminum materials and painted the correct
color using ﬂat black paint with bright edges. Installs
easily and features the correct mounting location holes.

OER® reproduction headlamp bezels for 1974-77
Camaro models. Manufactured to exact speciﬁcations.
Brushed Finish – for Standard and RS Models
333791
1974-77
LH ...................... 69.99 ea
333792
1974-77
RH...................... 69.99 ea
Black Finish – for Z28 Models
333796
1974-77
LH ..................... 69.99 ea
333797
1974-77
RH .................... 69.99 ea

Note: Not for Rally Sport option.

3916613
3916614

1967
1967

LH ........................ 37.99 ea
RH ....................... 37.99 ea
3935927

3935928

1969 Headlamp Bezel
Reproduction headlamp bezels for 1969 standard
Camaro models. Each bezel is manufactured to factory
speciﬁcations featuring correct contours and mounting
points. Choose between the optional painted bezels
that feature a bright chrome accent or the unpainted
versions without chrome.
Note: Not for Rally Sport Camaro models.
3914769

3914770

1968 Standard Headlamp Bezel
Reproduction standard headlamp bezels for 1968 Camaro
models. Each reproduction headlamp bezel is produced in
aluminum materials and painted the correct color using ﬂat
black paint with bright edges. Installs easily and features
the correct mounting location holes.

Painted Bezels with Chrome
3962901
1969
LH .........................
3962902
1969
RH .........................
Unpainted Bezels without Chrome
3935927
1969
LH .........................
3935928
1969
RH .........................

69.99 ea
69.99 ea

356577

356578

1978-81 Standard Headlamp Bezel
Reproduction headlamp bezels for 1978-81 standard
Camaro models. Manufactured in injection molded
plastic and features a bright chrome ﬁnish.
356577
1978-81
LH ........................ 69.99 ea
356578
1978-81
RH ....................... 69.99 ea

29.99 ea
29.99 ea

Note: Not for Rally Sport option.

3914769
3914770

1968
1968

LH ........................ 39.99 ea
RH ....................... 39.99 ea

468032

468031

1978-81 Z28 Headlamp Bezel
Reproduction headlamp bezels for 1978-81 Z28
Camaro models. Manufactured in injection molded
plastic and features a black ﬁnish.
468031
1978-81 LH ........................ 54.99 ea
468032
1978-81 RH ....................... 54.99 ea
3962944

3962943

1970-73 Headlamp Bezel
3898150

3898149

1967-68 RS Headlamp Bezel

H
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Reproduction Rally Sport headlamp bezels for 1967-68
RS Camaro models. Each reproduction headlamp bezel
is produced with aluminum materials and painted the
correct color using ﬂat black paint. Installs easily and
features the correct mounting location holes.

Reproduction headlamp bezels for all 1970-73
Camaro models. They are produced in the correct
aluminum material and can be installed on standard
or RS front ends.
3962943
1970-73
LH ................... 48.99 ea
3962944
1970-73
RH ................... 48.99 ea

3898149
3898150

1967-68
1967-68

1969 Headlamp Trim Rings
These custom headlamp trim rings will give your 1969
Camaro a sleek, retro high tech look. Machined from
6061-T6 billet aluminum, these trim rings offer direct
bolt on installation and include installation hardware.
CB40042
1969 ................................... 199.99 pr

Note: Not for standard front ends.

LH .................... 43.99 ea
RH ................... 43.99 ea

K7915

K7916

1967-73 Headlamp Bezel Mounting Set
1967-68 Headlamp Bezel Mounting Nuts
These barrel shaped plastic insert nuts press into the steel
frame and provide a secure anchor for the trim screws.
This set will install the LH and RH headlamp bezels.
3899847 1967-68
set of 10 ................ 6.99 set
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Headlamp Bezels

Reproduction headlamp bezel mounting hardware for
1967-73 Camaro models. This hardware set is used to
mount the headlamp bezel to the headlamp housing.
1 set required per vehicle.
153219
1967-68
standard ............... 3.99 set
153220
1967-68
RS ........................ 3.99 set
K7915
1969
without RS ........... 8.99 set
K7916
1970-73
............................. 9.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1976-82 Headlamp Bezel Nylon Anchor Nut
Attachment nut for 1976-82 headlamp bezels. For
#8 screw size, 5/16" square hole, panel range 1/16" 5/32". Use as required.
347347
1976-82 nylon anchor nut ..... 1.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Headlamp Components
G7841

G7842
G3635

1998-02 Lower Headlamp Bracket
K892

5950248
A9400115

1967-81 Headlamp Retaining Ring
Headlamp beam retaining ring is used to hold the
headlamp bulb to the mounting bucket. We offer
Genuine GM or reproductions of the original style
1967-81 retaining rings.
5950248 1967-74 OER® ...................... 12.99 ea
5964574 1975-81 OER® ...................... 24.99 ea
A9400115 1967-81 screw 6 piece .......... 3.99 set
G7841
1967-75 screw 10-32 x 5/8" .. 4.99 ea
G7842
1976-81 screw 8-32 x 3/8" ... 3.99 ea

K893

1967-92 Headlamp Mounting Bucket

Genuine GM lower headlamp brackets for 1998-02
Camaro models.
G3635 1998-02
LH ........................ 11.99 ea
G3634 1998-02
RH ........................ 10.99 ea

Reproduction and Genuine GM headlamp mounting
buckets which are designed to hold the headlamp
beam and attach to the headlamp housing using the
adjustment screw and nut assemblies.
K893
1967-69 LH
OER® ...... 24.99 ea
K892
1967-69 RH OER® ...... 24.99 ea
C67804
1970-74 LH
................ 31.99 ea
C67803
1970-74 RH
................ 31.99 ea
5964577
1975-81 LH
OER® ...... 26.99 ea
5964577
1975-81 RH OER® ...... 26.99 ea
G7850
1982-92 LH
outer ........ 87.99 ea
G7851
1982-92 RH outer ........ 87.99 ea
G7852
1982-92 RH inner ........ 85.99 ea

G3637

G3636

K867

K868
C452

1967-73 Headlamp Housing
Classic Industries® offers the largest selection of
reproduction headlamp housings anywhere including
1967 through 1973 standard models! The housings
attach to the radiator support and hold the headlamp
components including the headlamp beam in place.
All standard headlamp housings are manufactured by
OER® Ofﬁcially Licensed by GM.
K866 1967
LH standard OER® 39.99 ea
K865 1967
RH standard OER® 39.99 ea
C693 1967
LH RS.................... 49.99 ea
C694 1967
RH RS.................... 49.99 ea
K868 1968
LH standard OER® 39.99 ea
K867 1968
RH standard OER® 39.99 ea
C698 1968
LH RS.................... 49.99 ea
C699 1968
RH RS.................... 49.99 ea
K870 1969
LH standard OER® 39.99 ea
K869 1969
RH standard OER® 39.99 ea
C701 1969
LH RS.................... 44.99 ea
C700 1969
RH RS.................... 44.99 ea
K899 1970-73 LH ......................... 33.99 ea
K897 1970-73 RH ......................... 33.99 ea

1967-69 RS Headlamp Fender Bracket

1998-02 Headlamp Mounting Bracket
Genuine GM headlamp mounting bracket for 199802 models.
G3637 1998-02
LH ......................... 100.99 ea
G3636 1998-02
RH ........................ 100.99 ea

A great solution to any RS headlamp conversion.
These stamped curved plates can be installed on any
standard Camaro fender. This mounts the headlamps
further behind the grill area and provides the mounting
points for the Rally Sport headlamp housings. This is
an excellent, cost effective way of changing from a
standard front end to a Rally Sport front end without
the high cost of changing front fenders.

153553

Note: Installation requires minor welding. Sold in pairs.

C450
C452

1967-68 .................................... 27.99 pr
1969 .......................................... 28.99 pr

153604

1982-97 Headlamp Mounting Panel
Reproduction headlamp panel for 1982-97 Camaro
models. Manufactured from thermo molded plastic
this piece ﬁts behind the bumper cover and is the
mounting point for the headlamps.
OS2
Note: Shipped double oversize.

G3630

153553
153604

1982-92 .................................... 54.99 ea
1993-97 .................................... 24.99 ea

1969 AC Bafﬂe Seals
Reproduction radiator bafﬂe seals for 1969 Camaro
models. Die-cut from masticated rubber, these seals
install on the radiator bafﬂes behind the headlamps.
Includes heavy-duty staples for installation.
A9600171
1969 ................................... 20.99 pr

Genuine GM headlamp support brackets for 4th
generation Camaro models.
G3630
1993-97
center
............. 58.99 ea
G3630
1998-02
upper
............. 58.99 ea
G3619
1998-02
outer
LH ........ 69.99 ea
G3618
1998-02
outer
RH ....... 69.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1998-02 Front Headlamp Support
Genuine GM front headlamp support frame for 199802 Camaro models. Each assembly will replace the
original exactly.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

G3633

OS2

1998-02 .................................. 141.99 ea

Headlamp Buckets
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G3619

1993-02 Headlamp Support Bracket

1967-69 Rally Sport Headlamp Conversion Kits
If you’ve got a standard Camaro and you want to convert to a Rally Sport hidden headlamp package, ﬁguring out what parts are required can eat up hours of time and even then,
accidentally ordering the wrong part can make this a frustrating task. These kits to convert
a standard Camaro front end to a Rally Sport front end take the guesswork and hassle out of
getting the parts you need with all the major components you need to convert in one package
and discounted by over 10%.
Note: To complete RS front end conversion, headlamp wire harness and related items such
as hood latch will need to be changed and are available separately in this catalog.

1967 RS Conversion Add-on Kits
RS Supplement Kit (Front)

2 1967
2 1967
1 1967
1 1967
2 1967
1 1967
R50451

1 1967 RS hood release assembly
park lamp housing brackets
2 1967 RS park lamp lens gaskets
1157A bulbs
4 1967 1/4" thread cutting nut
park lamp screw set
2 1967 RS park lamp housing gaskets
RS extension wire harness
2 1967 RS park lamp housings LH/RH
park lamp lenses (pair)
RS valance panel
1967 ................................................................................. 274.99 kit

1
2
2
2
1
2

RS lower molding clip set
1157A bulbs
1156 bulbs
RS back-up lens gaskets
RS back-up lens housing template
RS back-up lens

RS Supplement Kit (Rear)

1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967

R50452

2
2
4
2
1

1967
1967
1967
1967
1967

RS tail lamp lens
RS back-up housing gaskets
1/4" thread cutting nut
RS back-up lamp housings
RS lower molding set (6 piece)

1967 ................................................................................. 349.99 kit

1968 RS Headlamp Conversion Kit
1967-68 – RS grill

This kit converts the headlamp and grill to RS and includes everything necessary for a
functional RS hidden headlamp system. All items listed below are included in the kit.
Important: Does not include valance panel or park lamps. For authenticity, the lower front
valance panel should be replaced, as RS park lamps are valance mounted.
Note: Shipped oversize.
Assembly Required

1969 – RS grill

1
1
1
1
2
2
6
1
2
1
1

1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968

RS grill
RS lower grill molding
RS upper grill molding
grill assembly hardware kit
RS headlight bezel LH/RH
headlamp cover molding LH/RH
headlight hinge bolts
over center bracket spring
actuator shields LH/RH
lower rear actuator bracket
rear large actuator bracket

1
2
2
2
2

1968
1968
1968
1968
1968

headlight door assembly LH/RH
RS headlamp housing LH/RH
headlamp hinge (pair)
headlamp door plate LH/RH
headlamp cover door LH/RH

1
1
2
1
2
1
1
4
1
1

1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968

pin and clevis set
actuator ﬁlter
actuators
relay switch
fender adapter tab brackets LH/RH
ﬁrewall hose grommet
RS hose kit
RS headlamp rubber stoppers
vacuum reserve canister
headlight switch

Pre-Assembled

These conversion kits include virtually
everything you’ll need to convert your
standard Camaro front end to a Rally Sport
front end with functional headlight doors and
all systems operating correctly once installed.
Most items in this kit are not assembled, so
as an added bonus when purchasing a kit, a
Factory Assembly Manual is included at no
additional cost, which features intricate exploded
views of the entire vehicle, including the Rally
Sport headlamps. These kits modify your existing
standard fenders with unique adapter tabs, so
there’s no new fenders to buy or paint.

1 1968 bellcrank shaft lever
1 1968 bellcrank support bracket
1 1968 RS headlight bushing kit

OS1
With All Black Headlight Doors
R5046
1968 ............................................................................... 1181.99 kit
With Chrome and Black Headlight Doors
R5048
1968 ............................................................................... 1244.99 kit

1969 RS
headlamp
assembly

Note: Photo is a general representation of product, some items may vary.

1969 RS Headlamp Conversion Kit
This kit converts the headlamp and grill to RS and includes everything necessary for a
functional RS hidden headlamp system. All items listed below are included in the kit.
Note: Shipped oversize.

1967 RS Headlamp Conversion Kit

H
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This kit converts the headlamp and grill to RS and includes everything necessary for a
functional RS hidden headlamp system. All items listed below are included in the kit.
For a truly complete conversion, order the RS supplement kits (available separately).
Important: Does not include valance panel or park lamps. For authenticity, the lower front
valance panel should be replaced, as RS park lamps are valance mounted.
Note: Shipped oversize.
Assembly Required

1
1
1
1
2
1
6
1

1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967

RS grill
RS lower grill molding
RS upper grill molding
grill assembly hardware kit
RS headlight bezel LH/RH
headlight molding nuts
headlight hinge bolts
headlamp nut and washer

2
2
3
1
1
4
1
1

1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967

fender adapter tab brackets LH/RH
headlamp motor w/housings LH/RH
headlamp relays
headlamp circuit breaker – 10 amp
relay mounting bracket
headlamp limit switch
limit switch brackets
limit switch hardware kit

Pre-Assembled

2
2
2
2

1967
1967
1967
1967

R5045
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headlight door assembly LH/RH
RS headlamp housing LH/RH
headlamp cover door LH/RH
headlamp cover molding LH/RH

2
2
2
1

1967
1967
1967
1967

headlamp hinge (pair)
headlamp door plate LH/RH
headlamp output arm
headlamp bushing kit

OS1

1967 ............................................................................... 1065.99 kit

RS Headlamps

Assembly Required

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
1

1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969

RS grill
grill reinforcement
chrome grill molding
grill assembly hardware kit
chrome inner headlamp door LH/RH
outer headlamp door LH/RH
bellcrank shaft and lever LH/RH
bellcrank bracket
actuator shields LH/RH
lower actuator bracket
actuator brackets rear LH/RH
pin and clevis set

2
2
2
6
2

1969
1969
1969
1969
1969

headlight door assembly LH/RH
headlamp housing LH/RH
headlamp hinge (pair)
headlamp hinge bolt
headlamp backing plate LH/RH

1
2
1
1
2
1
4
1
1
4
1
1

1968
1969
1969
1969
1968
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969

actuator ﬁlter
actuators
ﬁrewall hose grommet
relay switch
fender adapter tab brackets LH/RH
headlamp hose kit
headlamp nozzles
headlamp nozzle hardware
RS headlamp hose kit
RS headlamp door stoppers
vacuum reserve tank
headlight switch

Pre-Assembled

2
1
1
1

1969
1969
1969
1969

bellcrank shaft and lever LH/RH
bellcrank bracket
RS headlamp bushing kit
headlamp switch

OS1
Without Console Gauges
R5047
1969 ............................................................................... 1279.99 kit
With Console Gauges
R5049
1969 ............................................................................... 1279.99 kit

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Rally Sport Conversions

14590

1967-69 Electric RS Headlamp System

Included in Kit

1
2
3
1

headlamp nut and washer
headlamp motor w/housings
headlamp relays
relay mounting bracket

1 limit switch hardware kit
2 headlamp door assemblies
1 assembly manual

1 headlamp circuit breaker
4 headlamp limit switch
1 limit switch brackets

1967 RS Headlamp Restoration Kit
Complete headlamp restoration kit for 1967 Rally Sport models. This complete kit
includes an assembly manual, along with all the necessary items needed to repair
defective units.
Important: This kit is for models with an existing RS front end.

R5055

1967

RS..................................................................... 773.99 kit

Upgrade your 1967 Rally Sport headlight system and eliminate the limit switches
and related wiring, or replace the unreliable, overly complicated and expensive
vacuum headlamp actuation system in your 1968-69 Rally Sport Camaro with
these simpliﬁed electric systems. These sets include: 2 headlamp housings with
motor plates, high efﬁciency motors, clutch unit and output arm all installed. Also
includes factory style door stoppers with rubber bumpers and screws. A complete
wire harness with a module is included that requires only two connections, one to the
power block on the radiator support and the other to the ground on the right fender.
Requires no wires through the ﬁrewall! The headlamp switch control unit activates
the headlamp doors when the headlamp switch is turned on or off.
14589
1967-68 ............................................................................ 844.99 ea
14590
1969 ................................................................................. 885.99 ea

122001

1968-69 RS Electric Headlamp Conversion
R5052
Included in Kits

1
1
2
2
2

vacuum reservoir tank
headlamp relay switch
actuator brackets
headlamp door stop brackets
headlamp actuators

2
1
2
2
2

lower actuator brackets
headlamp switch
headlamp door assemblies
pin and clevis sets
actuator shields

1 color headlamp hose set
1 headlamp check valve
1 assembly manual

1968 RS Headlamp Restoration Kit

Eliminate the bulky, complicated, and often ineffective factory vacuum headlamp
door system on 1968-69 Camaro models with the Rally Sport option, and replace
it with a very simple electric system! This electric conversion set operates the
headlamp doors smoother and more reliably on any car, even vehicles with large
cams and low manifold vacuum. Also makes converting to the highly desirable
hide away headlamps on a non-RS Camaro much cleaner. These easy-to-install sets
come complete with: two electric actuators, control module, wire harness, mounting
brackets, hardware and complete instructions.
122002
1968 ................................................................................. 474.99 set
122001
1969 ................................................................................. 474.99 set

Complete headlamp restoration kit for 1968 Rally Sport models. This complete kit
includes an assembly manual, along with all the necessary items needed to repair
defective units.
Important: This kit is for models with an existing RS front end.

R5054
R5052

1968
1968

RS – without chrome accents on doors ............ 889.99 kit
RS – with chrome accents on doors ................. 928.99 kit

vacuum reservoir tank
headlamp relay switch
actuator brackets
headlamp door stop brackets
headlamp actuators
lower actuator brackets

1
2
2
2
1
1

headlamp switch
headlamp door assemblies
pin and clevis sets
actuator shields
color headlamp hose set
headlamp check valve

2
4
2
1
1
1

outer headlamp doors
washer nozzles
outer door chrome trim
washer hose set
washer nozzle hardware set
assembly manual

1970-73 Camaro RS Conversion Kit

Complete headlamp restoration kit for 1969 Rally Sport models. This complete kit
includes an assembly manual, along with all the necessary items needed to repair
defective units.

Widely recognized as the “split bumper Camaro”, the early 2nd generation Camaro
Rally Sport models have been an enthusiast favorite since they hit showroom ﬂoors.
With this package, you can take your standard 1970-73 Camaro and convert the front
end to RS speciﬁcations. Kit includes: RS urethane nose, left and right grills, left
and right bumpers and bumper bolts, park lamp assemblies, chrome grill surround,
valance panel, center grill divider, hood latch, header panel, grill divider bracket,
and urethane nose bumper brackets.

Important: This kit is for models with an existing RS front end.

Note: Shipped truck freight.

1969 RS Headlamp Restoration Kit
R5053

1969

RS ................................................................ 1113.99 kit

R7073

1970-73

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

RS conversion............................................ 1799.99 kit

RS Headlamps
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Included in Kit

1
1
2
2
2
2

Rally Sport Headlamps

748779

K7918

748778

1967-68 RS Headlamp Door Assembly

CM6749

3919156

Reproduction of the headlamp door assembly for your
Rally Sport Camaro. The complete door assembly
includes: the headlamp housing, hinge plate, door
backing plate, outer black headlamp door cover with
trim molding attached with accurate reproduction rivets
(Genuine GM outer black headlamp door cover with
chrome edges and trim molding attached with accurate
reproduction rivets is optional for 1968). 1967 doors
include pivot arm, motor mounting plate and drive washer
and nut set. 1968 doors include bellcrank, lower bellcrank
support bracket and over center mechanism. All doors
include: door stop cushions, sealed beam adjusting screws
and bushings, nuts, and hardware. These headlamp doors
are pre-assembled, ready for installation.

3919155

1967-68 RS Headlamp Door Molding
Correct reproduction headlamp door moldings for
1967-68 RS models. These moldings attach directly
to the headlamp return cover and complete the grill
area trim. Finished in a matte black with a polished
aluminum edge. The moldings attach to the door with
sheet metal screws, or rivets as original.
Note: Mounting hardware not included with moldings.

3919155
3919156
K7918

1967-68
1967-68
1967-68

LH ........................ 31.99 ea
RH ........................ 31.99 ea
mounting rivet set 7.99 set

Note: Headlamp mounting bucket, retaining ring, sealed
beam, adjusting spring, actuators, switches or motors are
not included.

748778
748779
748780
748781
748800
748801

1967
1967
1968
1968
1968
1968

LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH

RS ......................
RS ......................
w/black door ......
w/black door ......
w/chrome door ...
w/chrome door ...

179.99
179.99
179.99
179.99
199.99
199.99

1969 Outer RS Door Hardware
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Reproduction hardware set for 1969 Camaro RS. This
hardware mounts the outer door to the inner door. Set
of 4 enough for both doors.
A9400114
1969 ..................................... 3.99 set
3958004

3958005

1969 RS Headlamp Door Components

748783

748782

1969 RS Headlamp Door Assembly
Reproduction of the headlamp door assembly for your
Rally Sport Camaro. The complete door assembly
includes: the headlamp housing, hinge plate, door
backing plate, bellcrank, and bellcrank support bracket
with spring, mounting plate, all bushings, sealed beam
adjusting screws, and needed hardware. These headlamp
doors are pre-assembled, ready for installation.

Reproduction headlamp door components for 1969 RS
models. The steel cover may be painted to the desired
color. The die-cast reproduction chrome headlamp door
trim is for 1969 Camaro models equipped with Rally
Sport hidden headlamps.
3958003
1969
LH door cover ... 29.99 ea
3958004
1969
RH door cover ... 29.99 ea
3958005
1969
LH door trim...... 49.99 ea
3958006
1969
RH door trim...... 49.99 ea

Body Components
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1969
1969

LH ........................... 189.99 ea
RH .......................... 189.99 ea

3919064

C638

C639

1967-69 RS Headlamp Door Hinge
Reproduction headlamp door hinges 1967-69 Rally
Sport models. Pivots the headlamp concealment
assembly when the headlamps are activated.
3918873 1967-68
LH or RH – 2 req. 19.99 ea
C639
1969
LH or RH – 2 req. 22.99 ea

1967-69 RS Headlamp Hinge Bolts

Note: Headlamp opening chrome door, outer paintable
headlamp door, headlamp mounting bucket, retaining ring,
sealed beam, adjusting spring or actuators are not included
with this assembly. These items can be purchased separately.

748782
748783

1967-69 RS Inner Headlamp Door
Reproduction inner headlamp doors for 1967-69 Camaro
Rally Sport models. This is the inner structure that the
chrome die-cast trim or outer headlamp door attaches to.
Standard Reproduction Inner Headlamp Doors
3914747 1967-68
LH ..................... 27.99 ea
3914748 1967-68
RH ..................... 27.99 ea
C600
1969
LH ..................... 26.99 ea
C604
1969
RH ..................... 26.99 ea
USA Made Reproduction Inner Headlamp Doors
CM6749 1969
LH ..................... 59.99 ea
CM6748 1969
RH ..................... 59.99 ea

FB1105P

1969 RS Billet Inner Headlamp Door Trim
Change the look of your RS or coordinate the ﬁnish of
your trim with the ﬁnish of your badging. Machined
to precise speciﬁcations from T-6061 billet aluminum.
FB1105N
1969
natural ............... 209.99 pr
FB1105P
1969
polished ............ 299.99 pr
FB1105B
1969
black ................. 299.99 pr

3919063

Includes 3 bolts which are used to mount the control
opening hinge to the control backing plate. 1 set
required per headlamp assembly. Order 2 sets to
assemble both sides. 1" bolts.
3899863 1967-69
1 set per side req .. 7.99 set

1967-69 RS Headlamp Hinge Pivot Bolt
Reproduction of the 8" bolt used to pivot the Rally
Sport headlamp doors. This bolt installs through the
control opening hinge and attaches the hinge to the
headlamp housing. 2 bolts required per car.
3903453 1967-69
2 required ............. 5.99 ea

1967-68 RS Headlamp Return Cover
Correct reproduction headlamp return covers (outer
door) for all 1967-68 Rally Sport models. The return
covers are manufactured in a black “egg crate” pattern.
Originally 1968 models featured a silver edge on the
horizontal edges of the cover. Both versions will work
correctly for 1967 or 1968 models.
Note: Mounting hardware not included with covers.

Headlamp Covers
3898135 1967-68
3898136 1967-68
3919063 1968
3919064 1968
Mounting Screw Set
K7917
1967-68
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LH .......................... 9.99 ea
RH .......................... 9.99 ea
LH with silver trim 19.99 ea
RH with silver trim 19.99 ea
................................

RS Headlamps

3.99 set

KW809

3762180

1967-68 RS Headlamp Door Bumpers

1968-69 RS Headlamp Brackets/Stoppers

Correct reproduction of the insulating rubber bumpers/
stoppers for 1967-68 Camaro RS headlamp door
assemblies. These insulators dampen the noise caused
by normal opening and closing operations of the door
assemblies. Manufactured of high-quality EPDM
rubber. Will require part #08008 weatherstrip adhesive
for installation. Sold in pairs. 1 pair required per vehicle.
3903461
1967-68 .................................. 6.99 pr

Reproduction headlamp brackets and rubber stoppers
for 1968-69 RS models. Located on the radiator
support. Rubber stoppers are attached to the bracket
and the headlamp housing. Each bracket includes
stoppers. Rubber stoppers are also sold separately.
KW399 1968
brackets w/stoppers ... 24.99 pr
KW809 1969
brackets w/stoppers ... 24.99 pr
3762180 1968-69 rubber stopper (4 req) 3.49 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Rally Sport Headlamps

5044709
KW806

1968 RS Over Center Bracket/Spring Set

1967 Headlamp Motor

Keys onto lower end of headlamp bellcrank and
acts as an over center counter balance assist. 8 piece
set includes 2 attachment brackets which install on
the lower edge of the headlamp housing and allow
correct closure of the headlamp door. There are 2
springs included which attach from the lower edge
of the bellcrank to the assist bracket on the headlamp
housing. This set will repair both headlamp assemblies.
K1116
1968 .......................................... 11.99 set

Reproduction headlamp motors for 1967 RS Camaro
models. Includes a mounting plate which allows the
motor to attach to the bottom portion of the headlamp
housing. Although the motor assembly and the
mounting bracket are somewhat different from the
original conﬁguration, they will function as original.
5044708
1967
LH ...................... 119.99 ea
5044709
1967
RH ..................... 119.99 ea

1967 RS Headlamp Motor Housing
C599

This plastic headlamp housing surrounds the headlamp
motor gears. This housing covers the lower portion of
the headlamp motor and attaches to the base assembly.
One required per side.

1968-69 RS Headlamp Bellcrank

Note: This housing is only for use when rebuilding original
headlamp motors. It is not required when replacing your
original motors with Classic Industries® reproductions.

C598

The bellcranks install from the headlamp actuator
to the main headlamp housing assembly and enable
the headlamp door to open and close when activated.
Includes pre-threaded stud ends for correct and easy
installation. Die-formed as originals including a gloss
black ﬁnish. For all original 1968-69 Rally Sport
models. Necessary component when adding a Rally
Sport front end to a standard non RS model.
3929949
1968
LH ........................ 22.99 ea
3929950
1968
RH ........................ 22.99 ea
C599
1969
LH ........................ 22.99 ea
C598
1969
RH ........................ 22.99 ea

3925456

KW136

Item used to support shaft and lever assembly on all
1968-69 Rally Sport Camaro models. This bracket will
be necessary for correct installation and attachment of
the bellcrank assembly.
3925456 1968....................................... 14.99 pr
C597
1969....................................... 28.99 pr

4749164

1967 RS Relay Board Assembly and Parts
Reproduction RS headlamp relay board assembly and
components for 1967 RS models. Complete assembly
includes: a die-stamped mounting plate, 3 correct
headlamp relays with “Delco Remy” script, and circuit
breaker. Individual components also available.
Relay Board Assembly
KW806 1967
................................... 98.99 ea
Relay Board Components
HC77
1967
bracket ....................... 26.99 ea
1115858 1967
relay – 3 required ...... 26.99 ea
4749164 1967
circ breaker – 10 amp 27.99 ea

1967 ...................................... 20.99 ea
5638486
5638487
boot attaches to rod end of actuator as shown

1968-69 RS Vacuum Actuator & Boots
1967 RS Headlamp Motor Output Arm
This headlamp output arm commonly known as the
“bellcrank” on 1967 Rally Sport Camaro models
attaches to the return cover door assembly and the
headlamp motor. The arm when connected will allow
complete movement of the headlamp door assembly.
This arm is manufactured in stamped steel and is
painted in a black enamel ﬁnish.
4917702 1967 2 required ................ 11.99 ea

C597

1968-69 RS Headlamp Bellcrank Bracket

1115858

HC77

Superb quality reproduction headlamp vacuum
cannister. Actuators operate the headlamp door
assemblies on 1968-69 Rally Sport Camaro. 2 actuators
and boots required per vehicle.
5638486
1968-69
actuator .............. 79.99 ea
5638487
1968-69
boot .................... 7.99 ea

1968-69 RS Pin & Clevis Fastener Set
1967 RS Headlamp Motor Nut/Washer Set
Excellent set used for the replacement of all washers
and shoulder nuts which are used in the attachment
of the output arm to the headlamp motor assembly.
One set required per car.
Note: Over tightening of the shoulder nut could result in
failure of the headlamp motor.

K8093

1967

nut/washer set ............ 12.99 set

Required to hold the headlamp vacuum actuator to the
bracket. Set includes 2 pins and 2 clevis (retainers).
2 sets required.
K448
1968-69 ...................................... 6.99 set

1968-69 RS Camaro
Actuator Pin Clip

KW205
K522

1967-69 RS Headlamp Bushing Sets
New bushings will help promote a smooth and
efﬁcient operation when the headlamps are activated.
This set offers a complete set of upper and lower
Rally Sport headlamp door bushings including the
necessary washers. One set will repair both LH and
RH door assemblies.
Note: See assembly manual for installation reference.

K522
K528

1967
1968-69

14 piece................. 13.99 set
22 piece................. 17.99 set

1967 RS Headlamp Limit Switch
Replacement switch which is used to turn off the
headlamp motor once the motor is through opening
or closing the headlamp door. Requires 2 limit
switches per side. Mounting hardware and bracket
sold separately see KW398 and KW398A.
Headlamp Switch
KW205
1967 4 required ................. 11.99 ea
Switch Brackets
KW398
1967 brackets – 4 piece .... 38.99 set
KW398A 1967 mntg hdwr – 8 piece 9.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1968-69 RS Camaro
Headlamp Relay Switch
Reproduction headlamp relay
switch for 1968-69 RS Camaro
models. Enables the headlamp door
to open and close when activated.
Features the correct hose outlets
for the vacuum hoses. Cosmetically
correct reproduction and will allow your
headlamps to operate as original.
5638498
1968-69 ............................... 69.99 ea

RS Headlamp Parts
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Clip used to hold the actuator connecting
pin in place when installing headlamp
actuators on all Rally Sport models.
3749084
1968-69 .................................. 2.59 ea

Rally Sport Headlamps

C620

1968-69 RS Headlamp Vacuum Reservoir
Reproduction of the vacuum reservoir tank originally
installed on all 1968-69 Camaro models with RS vacuum
headlamps. Each canister is manufactured to exact
speciﬁcations and functions correctly when installed.
Also includes original style welded-on brackets. Will
replace original canister using existing brackets.
C620
1968 .......................................... 71.99 ea
C622
1969 .......................................... 71.99 ea

1968-69 Small Rear Lower Actuator Bracket

1968-69 RS Firewall Grommet

This is the smaller of the two actuator support brackets.
This bracket is used in conjunction with the large
bracket and traps the rear portion of the actuator
between the 3 brackets for stability.
3925460 1968-69
2 required ............. 7.99 ea

Installs on Rally Sport models. The grommet installs
on the ﬁrewall and allows the headlamp vacuum hoses
to pass through the ﬁrewall. Includes 2 openings where
the hoses pass. The hoses run from the headlamp switch
through the ﬁrewall.
3927444
1968-69 ................................. 3.99 ea

Get Total Originality with Correctly Colored
RS Headlamp Vacuum Hoses!

3926296

5638432

1968-69 Check Valve/Filter Assembly
K4137

The check valve is located on the hose which leads
from the intake manifold and allows the hoses to
travel towards the under dash headlamp switch and
to the vacuum pressure reservoir. The ﬁlter assembly
is in-line between the check valve and the vacuum
pressure reservoir. Filter features original AC logo.
3926296 1968-69 check valve ............. 14.99 ea
5638432 1968-69 headlamp ﬁlter assy 5.99 ea

K4138

R2552

1968-69 RS Actuator Shields
Reproduction shields used to protect the actuators
from damage which may be caused from road debris
swept up under the car. These injection molded shields
will attach easily and are manufactured with all the
necessary attachment holes.
K4137
1968....................................... 59.99 pr
K4138
1969....................................... 59.99 pr

1968-69 RS Actuator Shield Mounting Set

H

Body Components

Reproduction actuator shield mounting set for 1968-69
RS models. This hardware set includes the necessary
hardware to mount both actuator shields.
153222 1968-69 .................................... 11.99 set

!

oded
olor c

C

1968-69 RS Headlamp Vacuum Hose Set
This set includes all the necessary hoses for replacing
your original Rally Sport vacuum hoses. Included are:
the correct size vacuum hoses, ﬁlter, ﬁttings, fender
straps, bundling straps, etc. The color coded hose set
includes hoses in the correct dimensions and the factory
type color code marking which run the entire length
of the hose. Green, yellow, and black hoses included.
Installation schematic included.
R2552
1968
color coded ................ 79.99 set
R2553
1969
color coded ................ 79.99 set

1968-69 RS Hose Strap Set
Reproduction hose straps used with all 1968-69 Rally
Sport Camaro models. These particular straps were
only installed on RS models. Includes 4 correct straps
used to hold the Rally Sport headlamp hoses when
passing the radiator.
K0181
1968-69 .................................... 4.99 set

3925461

3943285

1968-69 RS Large Actuator Bracket
Reproduction of the larger actuator support bracket
which supports the rear portion of the headlamp
actuator canister. This bracket is produced in steel
and painted black.
3925461
1968
LH ......................... 21.99 ea
3925462
1968
RH ......................... 21.99 ea
3943285
1969
LH ......................... 23.99 ea
3943286
1969
RH ......................... 23.99 ea
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Restyling Products

carbon
ﬁber style
smoke
tint style

GT0313TSS – installed

clear style

1993-02 Turn Signal Covers

GT0153S – installed

Complete the stealth look with the turn signal covers.
Designed to mount directly over the existing turn
signal lenses, the turn signal covers protect the
lenses from rock chips and other road hazards, which
unfortunately occur all too often. Available in carbon
ﬁber look and smoke.
GT0313TSC 1993-97 clear .............. 39.99 pr
GT0313TSS 1993-97 smoke ........... 39.99 pr
GT0313TSS 1993-97 carbon ﬁber .. 39.99 pr
GT0318TSC 1998-02 clear .............. 39.99 pr
GT0318TSS 1998-02 smoke ........... 39.99 pr
GT0318TSX 1998-02 carbon ﬁber .. 44.99 pr

1993-02 Trailblazer Tail Lamp Blackouts
Designed for a more aggressive look, the Trailblazers
add diagonal cut slots to create a new tail lamp design.
As with the original tail lamp covers, the Trailblazers
just snap into place creating an entire new look.
There is no drilling or body modiﬁcation necessary.
Important: Tail lamp blackouts and Trailblazer lamp covers
are intended for off-road or show purposes only. Check your
local laws for legality.

1503003

1993-02 .................................. 68.99 pr

1978-02 Headlamp Covers
In addition to added style, the covers protect against
daily driving hazards. Both front and rear covers come
with all mounting hardware and detailed installation
instructions. Available in clear, carbon ﬁber look,
and smoke.
Note: *Includes park lamp covers.
Clear Headlamp Covers
GT0103C* 1978-81 .......................... 87.99 pr
GT0102C
1982-84 except Z28........ 59.99 pr
GT0104C
1982-84 Z28 only ........... 59.99 pr
GT0110C
1985-87 Z28 only ........... 64.99 pr
GT0101C
1985-89 IROC Z28......... 59.99 pr
GT0101C
1990-92 Z28 only ........... 59.99 pr
GT0153C
1993-97 .......................... 59.99 pr
GT0325C
1998-02 .......................... 64.99 pr
Smoke Headlamp Covers
GT0103S* 1978-81 .......................... 86.99 pr
GT0102S
1982-84 except Z28........ 59.99 pr
GT0104S
1982-84 Z28 only ........... 59.99 pr
GT0109S
1985-87 except Z28........ 59.99 pr
GT0110S
1985-87 Z28 only ........... 64.99 pr
GT0101S
1985-89 IROC Z28 only 68.99 pr
GT0101S
1990-92 Z28 only ........... 68.99 pr
GT0155S
1988-92 RS only............. 65.99 pr
GT0153S
1993-97 .......................... 59.99 pr
GT0325S
1998-02 .......................... 59.99 pr
Carbon Fiber Look Headlamp Covers
GT0155X 1988-92 RS only............. 69.99 pr
GT0153X 1993-97 .......................... 69.99 pr
GT0325X 1998-02 .......................... 66.99 pr

CP50029D – lit

CP50029A – unlit

CP50029E – lit

CP50029F – lit

1978-02 Tail Lamp Blackouts
Give your Camaro a high-performance custom look
by adding tail lamp blackouts! You’ll get a dramatic
styling change by simply adding blackouts. Molded
from heavy-duty aircraft acrylic. Each year listed is
speciﬁcally designed to cover the entire tail lamp
section offering a smooth clean appearance. The
blackouts are designed to allow the tail lamp lamps to
show through. Your choice of smoke or carbon ﬁber
look on select models.
Important: This product is intended for show and off-road
use and may not be legal for street use in your state. Check
your local laws before ordering.

Smoke Tint Blackouts
GT031
1978-81
Camaro ............
GT030
1982-92
Camaro/Z28 ....
GT038
1985-92
IROC Z............
GT029
1993-02
Camaro/Z28 ....
Carbon Fiber Look Blackouts
GT030X
1982-92
Camaro/Z28 ....
GT029X
1993-02
Camaro/Z28 ....

119.99
104.99
114.99
65.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

113.99 pr
66.99 pr

3 LED Mini Clearance/Marker Light
These 3 LED mini clearance/marker lights add a
custom touch to your classic ride. Requires a 13/16"
hole for installation.
Note: Fabrication may be required for installation.

CP50029A
CP50029B
CP50029C
CP50029D
CP50029E
CP50029F

amber LED w/amber lens .. 8.99 ea
red LED with red lens........ 8.99 ea
amber LED with clear lens 8.99 ea
red LED with clear lens ..... 8.99 ea
blue LED with clear lens ... 11.99 ea
white LED with clear lens 10.99 ea

smoke

carbon ﬁber

1993-97 Fog Lamp Covers
These covers were designed to protect against rock
chips and other road hazards. The covers simply slip
over the existing lenses. Fog lamp covers are available
in clear, smoke, and carbon ﬁber style.
GT0983C 1993-97 clear .................... 29.99 pr
GT0983S 1993-97 smoke ................. 29.99 pr
GT0983X 1993-97 carbon ﬁber look 34.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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clear

CP50029B

Park Lamp Components
911472
916911
911260

5985775

K105

1969 Park Lamp Components
Reproduction complete park lamp assembly and
components for all 1969 Camaro models. The
complete housing assembly, clear lens with “Guide”
markings, amber bulb, and wiring with connector are
pre-assembled and ready-to-install. 2 required.

K592

Note: Part does not include Rally Sport chrome ring. Use part
K105 for park lamp chrome rings.

K9691

Complete Assembly
916911
1969 LH/RH – 2 required ... 74.99 ea
Lenses Only
K658
1969 2 required ................... 11.99 ea
Lens Trim Rings Only
K105
1969 RS – chrome .............. 16.99 pr
Housing Gaskets
K2532
1969 standard or RS ........... 9.99 pr

K459

K2530

1967 Standard Park Lamp Assemblies
Reproduction park lamp assemblies and components
for 1967 standard Camaro models. Each lens features
SAE and “Guide” lettering. Complete assembly
includes: the housing assembly, clear lens, stainless
steel lens trim, amber bulb, socket, and ground wire.

5959235
K5241

1968-76 Park Lamp Lens Screws

Note: Socket contacts are part of lamp harness.

Complete Assemblies
911259
1967
LH .........................
911260
1967
RH .........................
Lenses
5985775
1967
2 required ..............
Housings
K9691
1967
LH .........................
K9692
1967
RH .........................
Lens to Housing Gaskets
K2530
1967
1 pair required .......
Lens Screws
5961225
1967
4 required ..............
Amber Bulbs
1157A
1967
2 required ..............

These special screws mount the park lamp lenses.
8-32 thread, 5/8" shoulder, 1" O.L. These screws were
not used for 1968-69 Rally Sport models. 4 required.

58.99 ea
58.99 ea

Note: 1969 Camaro models require 6 screws.

11.99 ea

Individual Screws
5961225
1968-69
standard ..............
5961225
1970-76
standard or RS ....
Buy the Set and Save!
K5241
set of 4 screws ........................
K5242
set of 6 screws ........................

C596

39.99 ea
39.99 ea
7.99 pr

A9400118

1.69 ea

1967-68 RS Park Lamp Components

1.99 ea

Reproduction park lamp components for 1967-68
Rally Sport models. All components are manufactured
to factory speciﬁcations to achieve proper ﬁtment
and appearance.
Note: Mounting brackets and lenses not included
with housings.

H

Body Components

916896

K2531

1968 Standard Park Lamp Components
Reproduction complete park lamp assembly and
individual components for 1968 standard Camaro
models. Complete assembly includes: the housing
assembly, clear lens, stainless steel lens trim, amber
bulb, ground wire, and harness connector. Each park
lamp assembly will ﬁt either the LH or RH side.
Complete Assembly
916896
1968
2 required ................ 39.99 ea
Lenses Only
5960200
1968
2 required ................ 18.99 ea
Housing Gaskets Only
K2531
1968
................................ 10.99 pr
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Housings Only
911471
1967
LH ..................
911472
1967
RH .................
C606
1968
LH ..................
C608
1968
RH .................
Lenses Only
K592
1967-68
pair .................
Lens Screw Set Only
C104
1967-68
set of 4 ...........
Lens to Housing Gaskets Only
K459
1967-68
pair .................
Housing to Valance Gaskets Only
5959235
1967-68
pair .................
Housing Mounting Brackets Only
C596
1967
pair .................
Park Lamp Housing Bumper
A9400118 1968
.......................

46.99
46.99
30.99
30.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

17.99 pr
6.99 set
8.99 pr
4.99 pr
19.99 pr
2.99 ea

1967-69 RS Park Lamp Wiring Grommet
Inserts on fender well near front and allows wiring to
run through small holes in grommet.
C508
1967-69
RS ......................... 4.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

A9400121

1.69 ea
1.69 ea
5.99 set
7.99 set

A9400123

1967-69 Park Lamp Mounting Sets
Park lamp mounting sets for Camaro models to
install park lamp assemblies on standard and Rally
Sport models.
Standard Park Lamp Nut Sets
A9400121
1967
.............................. 2.99 set
A9400122
1968
.............................. 3.99 set
A9400124
1969
.............................. 4.99 set
Rally Sport Park Lamp Nut Sets
A9400121
1967
.............................. 2.99 set
A9400123
1968
bolts ...................... 7.99 set
A9400124
1969
.............................. 4.99 set

1967-02 Park Lamp Socket Assembly
With age, sockets and wiring
pigtails will crack, deteriorate or
corrode, causing lamps to quit
working or worse yet, short out
your electrical system. Replace G8267
corroded or deteriorated park
lamp sockets with our quality
replacement socket assemblies and keep your
lamps in top condition and working properly.
37019
1967-68
.............................. 13.99
G8267 1982-84
.............................. 18.99
G8268 1982-87
.............................. 29.99
G8268 1982-87
Berlinetta .............. 29.99
G8270 1986
without side lamps 19.99
G6749 1987
standard ................ 35.99
G3640 1993-02
.............................. 55.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Park Lamp Components
1969 Billet Park Lamp/Turn Signal
Everything you’ve
done on your
Camaro has made
it better than
brand new. Billet park
lamps/turn signals add
a superior touch to the
lower front valance
panel of your 1969
Camaro. Finely CNC
crafted from billet
aluminium and featuring
LED lighting, these park
lights will give your vehicle
a sharp look.
MD1012
1969
billet .................... 369.99 pr

1969 Billet Driving Lamps
Give the front end of your
1969 a more modern look
with modern style driving
lamp housings with
Halogen bulbs, rimmed
by a beautiful bezel
machined from T-6061
aluminum. Will ﬁt into
stock lamp bezel with
mild trimming. Available
in a variety of ﬁnished to
FB1123B
suit your taste.
FB1123N
1969
natural ............... 349.99 pr
FB1123P
1969
polished ............. 434.99 pr
FB1123B
1969
black .................. 434.99 pr

917170

1970-73 Standard Park Lamp Components
Reproduction park lamp assemblies and individual
components for 1970-73 standard Camaro models.
Assembly includes: lens with “Guide” markings,
housing, lens gasket, amber bulb, and wiring to plug
into the stock wire harness. Chrome trim bezel is not
included but available separately.
Complete Assemblies
917169 1970-73 LH ......................... 84.99 ea
917170 1970-73 RH ........................ 84.99 ea
5962696 1970-73 park lamp screw set 9.99 set
Lenses Only
K332
1970-73
.............................. 39.99 pr
Stainless Lens Trim Only
K393
1970-73
.............................. 36.99 pr
Lens Gaskets Only
K1115
1970-73 molded (OE style) 15.99 pr
K3053
1970-73 die-cut ................... 10.99 pr

1967-69 LED Park Lamps

Note: Lens and housing are not included.

500884
500885
500886
500881

1967
1968
1967-68
1969

standard ........... 99.99
standard ........... 99.99
RS .................... 99.99
all ..................... 109.99

set
set
set
set

Reproduction park lamp bezels for 1978-81 standard
park lamp assemblies. The Z28 style is the same
except black.
Standard Models
459153
1978-81
LH
chrome..... 39.99 ea
459154
1978-81
RH chrome..... 39.99 ea
Z28 Models
468033
1978-81
LH
black ........ 34.99 ea
468034
1978-81
RH black ........ 34.99 ea

1978-81 Park Lamp Lens & Housing
1970-73 Rally Sport Park Lamp
Park lamp assembly for 1970-73 Rally Sport Camaro
models. Includes complete housing assembly with lens
and bulb. The lamp assembly can be used for either
LH or RH sides. OER® reproduction.
917034
1970-73
2 required ............ 69.99 ea

Reproduction park lamp lens and housing for 1978-81
Camaro standard and Z28 models. Assembly features
a clear lens with a bright reﬂective housing as original.
Z28 lenses feature the correct chrome bar across the
lens for an authentic appearance.
913641
1978-81
standard ............. 39.99 ea
913361
1978-81
Z28 .................... 49.99 ea

G6689

1970-73 RS Park Lamp Lens Gaskets
Reproduction park lamp lens to housing gaskets for
1970-73 Camaro RS models. Manufactured to ﬁt like
the originals and seal out moisture.
153234 1970-73
RS ........................... 8.99 pr

928168

1985-92 Park Lamp Assembly
Correct replacement park lamps for 1985-92 Z28 and
IROC Camaro models. Features lens and housing.
G6689 1985-87 LH Z28, IROC .... 96.99 ea
G6690 1985-87 RH Z28, IROC .... 96.99 ea
G6689 1988-92 LH Z28, standard 96.99 ea
G6690 1988-92 RH Z28, standard 96.99 ea

G3639

337452

1974-77 Park Lamp Lens and Trim

1993-02 Front Park/Signal/Marker Lamp

Replacement park lamp lens and trim designed for
1974-77 Camaro models. Each lens is manufactured
to correct dimensions for a perfect ﬁt.
Lenses Only
928168
1974-77 2 required ............ 29.99 ea
Lens Trim
337452
1974-77 2 required ............ 19.99 ea

Front side marker lamp for 1993-02 Camaro models.
Available for both LH and RH sides. This front lamp
acts as a park lamp, turn signal, and side marker lamp.
F121574
1993-02
LH
repro ..... 11.99 ea
F121573
1993-02
RH
repro ..... 11.99 ea
G3639
1993-02
LH
GM ....... 44.99 ea
G3638
1993-02
RH
GM ....... 44.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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These direct replacement
LEDs for your factory
park lamps exceed
the requirements for
brightness using very
high intensity, wide
angle LEDs. The LEDs are
arranged to compliment the
original lens facets and provide
the best light output. Diffusion
500885
material is added for an even
distribution of light and to help eliminate or minimize
the spottiness that include LED lighting to give you a
smoother, more natural look.

468033

1978-81 Park Lamp Trim Bezel

913361

1969-73 Billet LED Park/Indicator Lamps
Give the front
end of your
Camaro a sleek
modern look with a set of
LED driving/indicator
lamps for the 1969-73
Camaro. Featuring bezels
machined from T-6061
aluminum, these triple
function lamps illuminate the
center in white as driving lamps,
FB1122N
ﬂash the outer rim in amber as turn
signal lamps and steady-on in amber as parking
lamps. Bezels available in a variety of ﬁnishes
to suit your taste.
FB1104N
1969
natural ......... 489.99 pr
FB1104P
1969
polished ....... 499.99 pr
FB1104B
1969
black ............ 499.99 pr
FB1122N
1970-73
natural ......... 549.99 pr
FB1122P
1970-73
polished ....... 499.99 pr
FB1122B
1970-73
black ............ 499.99 pr

459154

Side Marker Lamps

19273
G6705

1985-92 Camaro Z28 Fog Lamp Assembly
Genuine GM fog lamp for 1985-92 Camaro IROC-Z
and Z28 models. Installs directly in the grill.
G6704
1985-92
LH ..................... 254.99 ea
G6705
1985-92
RH ..................... 254.99 ea

1986-02 Fog Lamp Relay
Reproduction fog lamp relay designed to replace non
functional originals.
19846
1986-92 .................................... 11.99 ea
19273
1993-97 .................................... 9.99 ea
19264
1998-02 .................................... 14.99 ea

G3643
R5012

1993-97 Fog Lamp Assembly
Correct replacement fog lamp harness for 1998-02
models. Will replace the original harness or can be
added to Camaro models that didn’t include fog lamps.
G3650
1998-02
LH or RH ............ 34.99 ea

Kit Includes:
2 Front fender lamps (clear)
2 Rear quarter panel lamps (red)
4 Chrome fender and quarter bezels
4 Side marker gaskets

1968-69 Fiber Optic Lamp Housing

1968 Side Marker Lamp Kit & Components

This chrome bezel housed a ﬁber optic cable with a lens
that indicated whether of not your headlamps or turn
signals were operating properly. This ultra rare option
was found on very few 1968-69 models. We now offer
the outer chrome bezel assembly for either fender.

Replace your front and rear side marker lamp
assemblies with this complete, easy-to-install kit
of side marker lamp assemblies. Each kit includes
4 lenses with housings and 4 high polished chrome
bezels. Components are also available individually.

Genuine GM fog lamp assembly for 1993-97
models. Comes complete with the capsule and
mounting bracket.
G3643 1993-97
LH .................... 241.99 ea

1998-02 Fog Lamp Harness

K70

1993-97 Fog Lamp Bracket
Genuine GM fog lamp bracket designed for 1993-97
models. Fits either LH or RH.
G3647 1993-97 LH or RH .............. 66.99 ea

Note: May also be used on some 1968-70 passenger cars
including Buicks and Olds.

C172391

1968-69 ................................. 37.99 ea

Note: *Template is for installation of rear side marker
lamps. To duplicate correct original appearance and ﬁt, the
side marker lamp lens assemblies may require removal of
the outer aluminum trim.

R5012
KW826*
LH0307
G3648

G3649

H

Body Components

1998-02 Fog Lamp Assembly
Genuine GM fog lamp assembly for 1998-02 models.
Comes complete with mounting bracket.
G3649
1998-02
LH .................... 113.99 ea
G3648
1998-02
RH .................... 113.99 ea

1993-97 Fog Lamp Socket w/Bulb
Correct replacement fog lamp socket including bulb
for 1993-97 Camaro models. Will replace the original
non-operative socket.
G3646
1993-97
LH or RH ........... 13.99 ea
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K72

Buy the Kit and Save!
1968
side marker kit...... 71.99 kit
1968
template ................ 12.99 ea
Individual Components

Lens Only
K70
1968
K71
1968
Bezel Only
K72
1968
Lens Gasket Only
K837
1968

front – clear .......... 12.99 ea
rear – red .............. 12.99 ea
4 required .............

7.99 ea

..............................

5.99 pr

LH5307

Bow Tie Beam-C2K Halogen Lighting System
Manufactured to the highest standard of performance,
utilizing premium materials and the latest in technology
and design. 50 watt dichroic bulb produces a narrow
spot pencil beam for long range visibility. Shatterproof,
high heat polycarbonate lens and super tough impact
modified nylon housing designed to withstand
extreme heat, vibration, and weather conditions. Easy
installation with a fully adjustable mounting system
that allows both horizontal and vertical positioning.
Set includes one pair of Bow Tie Beam-C2K lights.
Universal 12 Volt.
LH0307
clear driving lens ............... 87.99 set
LH5307
amber fog lens ................... 87.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1968 Rear Side Marker Lamp Template
If you’ve repaired or replaced your quarter panels, this
template will help locate the rear side marker lamps
in the correct position.
KW826
1968 ..................................... 12.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Side Marker Lamps

1970-81 Side Marker Lamp Retainer
Correct retainer
used to hold
the side marker
lamp assembly to the
front fender. This retainer
is required to install new
side marker lamps. 2 required per vehicle.
3974545
1970-81 .................................. 4.99 ea

FB1108P

FB1108N

1969 Billet Side Marker Bezels
R5013

Kit Includes:
2 Front fender lamps (amber)
2 Front fender chrome bezels
2 Rear quarter chrome bezels
2 Rear quarter lamps (red)
4 Side marker gaskets

Side marker bezels are machined from T-6061 billet
aluminum to give your Camaro a custom touch. Sold
as a pair. Available in a variety of ﬁnishes to suit your
tastes. Made in USA.
FB1108N
1969
natural ................. 159.99 pr
FB1108P
1969
polished .............. 159.99 pr
FB1108B
1969
black ................... 159.99 pr

1968 style

appearance after installed

1968-69 Side Marker Medallions
Customize your 1968-69 Camaro with these new side
marker medallions. Laser cut from mirror polished
stainless steel, these Bow Tie medallions mount
between the side marker lens and the bezel for a cool,
custom look. They can be used on both front and rear
side marker assemblies. Sold in pairs.

916813

Note: Bezel and lens not included.

1010449
1010447

1967-81 Side Marker Lamp Nut
Correct retaining nut used to hold the side marker lamps
to the front fender of 1967-81 models. Available as a
four piece set for a pair of side markers, or as a set of
eight to mount all four side markers.
R403
1967-69
set of 4 .................. 2.99 set
R404
1967-69
set of 8 .................. 6.99 set
K423
1970-81
set of 4 .................. 5.99 set
K424
1970-81
set of 8 .................. 9.99 set

1968 .................................... 21.99 pr
1969 .................................... 21.99 pr

913180

459120

1978-81 Side Marker Lens Components
Correct reproduction side marker lens components for
1978-81 Camaro models.
Side Marker Lens
913180
1978-81
LH or RH ........... 24.99 ea
Side Marker Bezel
459120
1978-81
LH or RH ........... 9.99 ea
Side Marker Lamp Retainer
3974545 1970-81
2 required ........... 4.99 ea

K995

1969 Side Marker Lamp Kit & Components
Replace your front and rear side marker lamp
assemblies with this complete, easy-to-install kit which
provides a complete set side marker lamp assemblies
and bezels. Each kit includes 4 lenses with housings
and 4 high polished chrome bezels. Add new life to
your exterior panels with bright shiny side marker
assemblies!
Note: Use R401 for correct set of attachment nuts
(not included).

Replace your front and rear side marker lamp
assemblies with this complete, easy-to-install kit which
provides all 4 side marker lamp assemblies including
the lens and the housing. Each kit includes 2 front
amber side marker lenses and 3 rear red lenses. Each
replacement lens includes the correct SAE and Guide
lettering making these reproductions exact.
Buy the Kit and Save!
R5014 1970-73
complete kit........... 74.99 kit
Individual Components
Lenses Only
K943
1970-73
front – amber ......... 21.99 ea
K977
1970-73
rear – red ............... 21.99 ea
Lens Gaskets Only
K3051 1970-73
4 piece................... 6.99 set

1982-92 Front Side Marker Retainer
Correct retainer used to hold the front side marker
lamp assembly to the front fender on 1982-92 Camaro
models. Sold individually, 4 required per vehicle.
9799509
1982-92
4 required ........... 3.99 ea

5976009

OER® reproduction rear side marker lamp for 1993-02
Camaro models. Available for both LH and RH sides.
5976009
1993-02
LH ..................... 39.99 ea
5976010
1993-02
RH .................... 39.99 ea

K943

1969 Billet Side Marker Bezel Set
These billet side marker bezels are the ultimate
exclamation point when ﬁnishing your vehicle. Finely
crafted, these bezels are CNC laser cut from T6061
billet material. This set includes bezels for the front
fenders and rear quarter panels.
MD1011
1969
set of 4 ................ 125.99 set

1974-77 Side Marker Lens
OER® reproduction front side marker lens for 197477 models. Features correct SAE and Guide marking
on the lens as original. Gaskets available separately.
K943
1974-77 lens – LH or RH ... 21.99 ea
K30511 1974-77 lens gaskets – pair 6.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

5976010

1993-02 Rear Side Marker Lamp

A13558

1968-92 Side Lamp Socket & Wiring
This socket assembly is for all side marker assemblies
that use a 194 or 194A bulb.
A13558
1968-92
reproduction.......... 5.99 ea
G6718
1968-92
GM........................ 8.99 ea

Side Marker Lamps
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Buy the Kit and Save!
1969
complete kit ............. 76.99 kit
Individual Components
Lenses Only
916813
1969
front – amber ........... 12.99 ea
916847
1969
rear – red .................. 12.99 ea
Bezels Only
K996
1969
front – 2 required ..... 6.99 ea
K995
1969
rear – 2 required....... 6.99 ea
Gaskets Only
K838
1969
................................. 4.99 pr
R5013

R5014

1970-73 Side Marker Kit and Components

Tail Lamp Components

5959294

5959297

5961568

1968 Tail Lamp Bezel
5959298

1967 Tail Lamp and Back-Up Lens
Reproduction tail lamp lenses for all 1967 models as well
as backup lenses for 1967 standard models. All lenses are
manufactured to factory speciﬁcations featuring Guide
markings, and the correct circular pattern.
Standard Models
Tail Lamp Lens
5959294
1967 LH or RH ................. 14.99 ea
Back-up Lens
5959297
1967 LH or RH ................. 11.99 ea
Rally Sport Models
Tail Lamp Lens
5959298
1967 LH or RH................. 16.99 ea

5959942

Reproduction die-cast bezels for 1968 Camaro models.
Features the correct outer chrome trim and matte black
painted inner area. Attachment nuts sold separately.
Tail Lamp Bezels
5959941
1968
LH ......................... 89.99 ea
5959942
1968
RH ........................ 89.99 ea
Mounting Hardware
R406
1968
2 required .............. 2.99 set

1969 Tail Lamp Lens

5960964

Reproduction tail lamp lenses for 1969 standard
and Rally Sport models. Manufactured to factory
speciﬁcations featuring the correct lens pattern and
stainless steel accents.
Standard Models
5961567
1969
LH .......................... 59.99 ea
5961568
1969
RH .......................... 59.99 ea
Rally Sport Models
5960963
1969
LH .......................... 59.99 ea
5960964
1969
RH .......................... 59.99 ea

1967-68 Tail Lamp Housings
Reproduction tail lamp housings for 1967-68 Camaro
models. These are quality stamped steel reproduction
tail lamp housings with text stamping and plating to
match the factory appearance. Sold in pairs.
KW088
1967-68 .................................. 83.99 pr
5959934

5959939

Reproduction tail lamp housings for 1969 standard
and Rally Sport models. Manufactured to factory
speciﬁcations, featuring original style mounting points
and precut bulb openings.
Tail Lamp Housings
5961565 1969 LH – standard............ 59.99 ea
5961566 1969 RH – standard ........... 59.99 ea
5961747 1969 LH – RS .................... 59.99 ea
5961748 1969 RH – RS .................... 59.99 ea
Mounting Set
K552
1969
2 required – all .......... 12.99 set

5959940

1968 Tail Lamp and Back-Up Lens
Reproduction tail lamp lenses for all 1968 models as well
as back-up lenses for 1968 standard models. All lenses
are manufactured to factory speciﬁcations featuring
Guide markings, and the correct circular pattern.
Standard Models
Tail Lamp Lens
5959934
1968 LH or RH ................. 13.99 ea
Back-up Lens
5959939
1968 LH or RH ................. 14.99 ea
Rally Sport Models
Tail Lamp Lens
5959940
1968 LH or RH - 2 required 16.99 ea

K724

K725

1967-68 Front and Rear Lens Gasket Sets

Body Components

This replacement set includes: rear tail lamp lens to
housing gaskets, the rear license lamp gasket, and the
front park lamp gaskets. This set is recommended when
replacing your lenses or weatherstripping.
K724
1967 .......................................... 10.99 set
K725
1968 .......................................... 12.99 set

H

5961565

1969 Camaro Tail Lamp Housing

1969 Tail Lamp Lens to Body Gasket
This gasket acts as a cushion between the tail lamp
lens and the rear body panel. Also prevents rain and
other elements from seeping in causing possible rust
to your trunk ﬂoor.
K997
1969 .......................................... 15.99 pr

5959263

K976
K727

5959264

1967 Tail Lamp Bezel

1967-68 Tail Lamp Bezel to Body Gasket

1969 Front & Rear Lens Gasket Sets

Reproduction die-cast bezels for 1967 Camaro models.
Feature the correct outer chrome trim and matte black
painted inner area.
5959263
1967
LH ........................ 89.99 ea
5959264
1967
RH ........................ 89.99 ea

Your choice of reproduction or original style gaskets
which act as a cushion between the tail lamp bezel
and the rear body tail panel.
K976
1967-68
reproduction....... 9.99 pr
5959355 1967-68
molded OE style 19.99 pr

Includes: standard rear tail lamp lens to housing gasket,
rear license lamp gasket and front standard park lamp
gaskets. RS set includes back-up lamp housing gasket.
K726
1969
standard ................... 17.99 set
K727
1969
RS ............................ 14.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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Tail Lamp Components
1970-73 Tail Lamp Wiring Clips
This spring steel clip attaches to the tail lamp housings
to secure the bulb wiring harness. Sold in pairs.
152718
1970-73 .................................... 9.99 pr

CM6710A

1974-77 Tail Lamp Lens
R529

R528

1970-73 Tail Lamp Lenses
Individual tail lamp lenses or kits for 1970-73 standard or Rally Sport Camaro models. Save when ordering a
complete kit of tail lamp and back-up lenses. Available in standard (without chrome rings) or Rally Sport (with
chrome rings). Kits include: 2 tail lamp and 2 back-up lenses. All lamps feature correct SAE and “Guide” lettering
for an authentic appearance.
Tail Lamp Lens Kits
Standard Models
R530
1970-71
without chrome rings ................................................................................... 89.99 kit
R529
1972-73
without chrome rings ................................................................................... 89.99 kit
Rally Sport Models
R528
1970-71
RS, with chrome rings.................................................................................. 99.99 kit
R531
1972-73
RS, with chrome rings.................................................................................. 99.99 kit
Individual Tail Lamp Lenses
Standard Models
5963051
1970-73
LH ................................................................................................................ 29.99 ea
5963052
1970-73
RH ................................................................................................................ 29.99 ea
Rally Sport Models
5963061
1970-73
LH ................................................................................................................ 29.99 ea
5963062
1970-73
RH ................................................................................................................ 29.99 ea
Individual Back-up Lamp Lenses
The 1970-71 lens features the 1st design “Circular Optics”, and the 1972-73 lens features the 2nd design “Pillow
Optics”. Standard models do not feature chrome inner ring.
Standard Models
5963055
1970-71
LH ................................................................................................................ 29.99 ea
5963056
1970-71
RH ................................................................................................................ 29.99 ea
5964523
1972-73
LH ................................................................................................................ 29.99 ea
5964524
1972-73
RH ................................................................................................................ 29.99 ea
Rally Sport Models
5963067
1970-71
LH ................................................................................................................ 29.99 ea
5963068
1970-71
RH ................................................................................................................ 29.99 ea
5964531
1972-73
LH ................................................................................................................ 29.99 ea
5964532
1972-73
RH ................................................................................................................ 29.99 ea

Reproduction tail lamp lens assembly for 1974-77
Camaro models. This reproduction utilizes original
GM tooling along with new tooling to produce an
exact replica of the original. Includes “Guide/Guide
X” markings as original. Manufactured using UV
stabilized acrylic.
CM6710A
1974-77
LH ................ 122.99 ea
CM6710
1974-77
RH ................ 122.99 ea

152631

1974-77 Tail Lamp Filler Gasket
Reproduction tail lamp ﬁller gaskets for all 1974-77
Camaro models. This gasket surrounds the tail lamp
and ﬁlls the space between the body and trim on the
lens. Features correct contours and ﬁts like the original.
152631
1974-77
LH ..................... 28.99 ea
152632
1974-77
RH ..................... 28.99 ea

1976-77 Tail Lamp Retainer Nut
This is the correct nut used to install the rear tail lamp
to the body. Can be used to install the rear side marker
lamp portion of the tail lamp assembly.
3982098
1976-77 ................................... 1.99 ea

1976-90 Tail Lamp Retaining Clip

A11157

1970-73 Tail Lamp Housing to Body Gaskets

1970-73 Tail Lamp Housings

Reproduction tail lamp gaskets for 1970-73 Camaro
models. Produced from high grade rubber for an
original quality ﬁt and feel. For standard and RS models.
K236
1970-73
set of 4 ................. 31.99 set

Reproduction tail lamp housings for 1970-73 models.
Will install with original or reproduction lenses. Sold
in pairs only.
K160
1970-73 .................................. 139.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1967-81 Rear Tail Lamp Socket
Correct tail lamp socket designed for 1967-81 Camaro
models. Will install and ﬁt as originals!
A11157
1967-68
............................ 5.99 ea
A11154
1969-74
twist 1-1/4" o.l.... 7.99 ea
G6749
1977-81
with cable ........... 35.99 ea

Tail Lamp Parts
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Reproduction clip needed to hold the tail lamp
together on 1976-77 and 1982-90 Camaro models.
This clip holds the lens cover and housings together.
Manufactured from stamped spring steel and then black
zinc-plated for corrosion resistance. Sold individually.
5949351
1976-77
2 required ............ 1.69 ea
5949351
1982-90
use as required .... 1.69 ea

Tail Lamp Components

5969311
5969313

5969327

1978-81 Tail Lamp Lens Gasket
5969314

5970777

Reproduction tail lamp lens gaskets for 1978-81
Camaro models. Will help prevent rain and other
elements from entering the lens assembly and causing
damage to the inside of the vehicle. Choose from lens
to housing gaskets or lens to body gaskets.
Lens to Housing Gaskets
5969311
1978-81
LH ..................... 29.99 ea
5969312
1978-81
RH .................... 29.99 ea
Housing to Body Gaskets
5969327
1978-81
LH ..................... 34.99 ea
5969326
1978-81
RH .................... 34.99 ea

1982-92 Tail Lamp Rear Panel Insulation
This jute padding attaches to the interior rear plastic
tail lamp panel. Used as body insulation to help reduce
interior noise on 1982-92 Camaro models.
14603
1982-92 .................................... 15.99 ea

FB1065P

5970778

FB1069B
5969313
5970781

5970782

1978-81 Tail Lamp Applique
5969314

5930259

5930260

H
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1978-81 Tail Lamp Lens
Reproduction tail lamp lens assemblies for 197881 standard, Berlinetta, or Z28 Camaro models.
Berlinetta lenses feature black and chrome center
marking, while Z28 lenses feature horizontal black
stripe in the center and black perimeter accent or no
accents. All lenses feature correct SAE markings for
an authentic replacement.
Standard Models
5969313 1978-81 LH ....................... 144.99 ea
5969314 1978-81 RH ...................... 144.99 ea
Berlinetta Models
5970777 1979-81 LH ....................... 169.99 ea
5970778 1979-81 RH ...................... 169.99 ea
Z28 Models
5969313 1978-79 LH – w/o accent.. 144.99 ea
5969314 1978-79 RH – w/o accent 144.99 ea
5930259 1980-81 LH – with accent 159.99 ea
5930260 1980-81 RH – with accent 159.99 ea
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Reproduction tail lamp appliques for 1978-81 standard
and Z28 models as well as 1979-81 Berlinetta models.
The Berlinetta pieces feature a chrome and black center
accent molding.
Standard and Z28 Models
5969331 1978-81 LH ....................... 32.99 ea
5969332 1978-81 RH ....................... 32.99 ea
Berlinetta Model
5970781 1979-81 LH ....................... 39.99 ea
5970782 1979-81 RH ....................... 39.99 ea

1987-92 Rear Spoiler Third Brake Lamp
Reproduction rear spoiler third brake lamp for 198790 Camaro coupe, and 1988-92 Convertible models.
Manufactured to ﬁt on original or reproduction
spoilers featuring the correct red lens and original
style markings.
152838
1987-92 ................................. 84.99 ea

1978-02 Tail Lamp Mounting Gasket
Correct replacement gaskets for all 1978-02 tail lamps.
Will eliminate leakage due to rain, car washing, or
other elements.
5967657
1978-02 ................................. 1.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

FB1071N

1967-73 Camaro Billet Tail Lamps
Custom billet Halogen style tail lamps for 1967-73
Camaro models. Bezels are machined from the highest
quality 6061-T6 aluminum and feature high-quality
lens optics in standard Halogen bulb housings for a
gorgeous look you’ll have to see to believe. Available
in natural billet, polished, or black anodized ﬁnishes in
standard style or ﬂush style to suit your tastes.
Polished Aluminum
FB1065P
1967
...................... 639.99 pr
FB1066P
1968
...................... 639.99 pr
FB1067P
1969
RS ................. 524.99 pr
FB1068P
1969
RS – ﬂush ..... 349.99 pr
FB1069P
1969
SS.................. 499.99 pr
FB1070P
1969
SS – ﬂush ...... 349.99 pr
FB1071P
1970-73
...................... 339.99 set
Anodized Black
FB1065B
1967
...................... 639.99 pr
FB1066B
1968
...................... 639.99 pr
FB1067B
1969
RS ................. 524.99 pr
FB1068B
1969
RS – ﬂush ..... 349.99 pr
FB1069B
1969
SS.................. 524.99 pr
FB1070B
1969
SS – ﬂush ...... 349.99 pr
FB1071B
1970-73
...................... 339.99 set
Natural Aluminum
FB1065N
1967
...................... 599.99 pr
FB1066N
1968
...................... 599.99 pr
FB1067N
1969
RS ................. 459.99 pr
FB1068N
1969
RS – ﬂush ..... 279.99 pr
FB1069N
1969
SS.................. 459.99 pr
FB1070N
1969
SS – ﬂush ...... 279.99 pr
FB1071N
1970-73
...................... 299.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Tail Lamp Components

1968 LED Back-Up Lens

FB1102N
Standard – MD1009

1969 Camaro 3D Billet Tail Lamps
Bezels machined from T-6061 aluminum and highquality red lenses set into the bezels at a slight angle,
these give the tail of your 1969 Camaro more depth.
Available in a variety of ﬁnishes to suit your taste.
FB1102N
1969
natural ............... 459.99 pr
FB1102P
1969
polished ............ 524.99 pr
FB1102B
1969
black ................. 499.99 pr

Rally Sport – MD1003

Reproduction of the original style back-up lamp lens
with an LED circuit board to give your Camaro an
original but brighter look. This tail lamp lens comes
equipped with 20 super bright LEDs fully sealed,
epoxy coated electronics. Sold individually, 2 required.
Standard Models
C6853
1968
LH or RH ................. 43.99 ea

C6804S
Modern Style – MD1007
500869

1967-73 Billet Tail Lamps
These billet tail lamps ﬁt 1967-73 Camaro models
exactly like the originals, but the tail lamp bezels
are CNC-machined from T6061 material and feature
high-quality lens optics for unsurpassed quality that
you can see and feel. Available in your choice of
standard, Rally Sport, or modern styles.
Standard
MD1000 1967
............................... 509.99 pr
MD1002 1968
............................... 509.99 pr
MD1004 1969
with back-up lamp 305.99 pr
MD1005 1969
with back-up delete 279.99 pr
MD1009 1970-73 with back-up lens .. 394.99 set
MD1010 1970-73 w/o back-up lens ... 369.99 set
Rally Sport
MD1001 1967
............................... 484.99 pr
MD1003 1968
............................... 484.99 pr
MD1008 1969
............................... 279.99 pr
MD1037 1970-73 with back-up lens .. 485.99 set
Modern Style
MD1006 1969
with back-up lamp 305.99 pr
MD1007 1969
with back-up delete 279.99 pr

1967-92 Sequential LED Tail Lamps
C6805S

1969 Sequential LED Tail Lamp Lenses
Sequential tail lamp lens assembly for 1969 Camaro.
They feature a sequential once brake attention function
and a selector switch with sequential left, sequential
right, and off modes. Fully sealed , epoxy coated solid
state electronics for years of trouble-free service.
Comes complete with polycarbonate lens and polished
stainless steel trim.
C6804S
1969
LH ........................ 131.99 ea
C6805S
1969
RH ....................... 131.99 ea

C6803

These LED replacement tail lamps ﬁt perfectly
behind your factory lens and bezel! Use very high
intensity, wide angle LEDs for an exceptional way to
increase visibility and add an extra aesthetic touch to
your Camaro. They provide two modes of operation,
standard or sequential. The sequential mode gives you
a unique cascading effect. Changing modes is as easy
as ﬂipping a switch on the back of the circuit board.
The LEDs are arranged to compliment the original lens
facets and provide the best light output. These are to
be spliced into the rear wire harness. One set does both
sides. Lens and bezels are not included.
Note: *Includes tail lamps and corner lamps. **Includes
tail lamps, corner lamps, back-up lamps and ﬂashers.

500869
500870
500871
500879
500872
500890
500891
500888*
500889**
500888*
500889**

1967-68
1967-68
1969
1969
1970-73
1970-73
1970-73
1985-92
1985-92
1991-92
1991-92

standard ..............
Rally Sport .........
standard ..............
RS.......................
outer lenses only
inner lenses only
complete 4 piece
IROC/Z28 ..........
IROC/Z28 ..........
RS.......................
RS.......................

199.99
219.99
249.99
299.99
219.99
319.99
319.99
319.99
359.99
319.99
359.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

Dakota
akota Dig
Digital
D
Digital

C6805

Modernize your Camaro with a splash of 21st century
style with these gorgeous LED tail lamps. Featuring
bezels machined from 6061-T6 aluminum and highquality lenses with LED illumination, these tail lamps
will really set your Camaro apart from the crowd.
Available in your choice of natural, polished, or black
anodized ﬁnishes. Sold as a complete set.
With LED Upgrade
FB1120NL
1970-73
natural ......... 483.99 set
FB1120PL
1970-73
polished ....... 649.99 set
FB1120BL
1970-73
black ............ 499.99 set

1967-73 LED Tail Lamp Lens
Reproduction of the original style tail lamp lens with
an LED circuit board to give your Camaro an original
but brighter look. This tail lamp lens comes equipped
with 40 super bright LEDs fully sealed, epoxy coated
electronics. Sold individually.
Standard Models
C6803
1968
LH or RH ........ 32.99 ea
Rally Sport Models
C6703
1967
LH or RH ........ 63.99 ea
C6806
1968
LH or RH ........ 32.99 ea
C6804
1969
LH ................... 121.99 ea
C6805
1969
RH ................... 120.99 ea
C70731
1970-73
LH ................... 51.99 ea
C70732
1970-73
RH ................... 51.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1974-77 LED Tail Lamp Conversion
Update your 1974-77 Camaro tail lamps with new LED
technology. LEDs are far brighter than incandescent
bulbs, light up in less than .05 seconds, use less energy
and last much longer. Since they are brighter, illuminate
instantly and are visible from farther away, LED tail
lamps are not only a signiﬁcant safety upgrade for
your car, but also give your car a clean and modern
look when the brake lamps are lit.
Important: Will not ﬁt 1977 Z28 models.

152932

1974-77 ................................ 219.99 set

LED Tail Lamps
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FB1120NL

1970-73 Billet LED Tail Lamps

Back-Up/License Lamps

5959251

911479

1978-81 Rear License Lamp Assembly

KW605

1967-69 RS Back-Up Lamp Templates
3899801

K729

1967-68 RS Back-Up Lamp Components
Reproduction back-up lamp housing, gaskets and
lens for 1967-68 Rally Sport models. Housing is
manufactured in polished chrome and includes bulb
socket with 8" lead and the original type molded rubber
boot. Lens and gaskets sold separately.
Assemblies
K1968L
1967-68
LH ..................... 49.99 ea
K1968R
1967-68
RH .................... 49.99 ea
Housing Only
911479
1967-68
LH ..................... 34.99 ea
911480
1967-68
RH .................... 34.99 ea
Lens Only
5959251
1967-68
LH or RH .......... 7.99 ea
Gaskets Only
3899801
1967-68
housing to body 5.99 pr
K729
1967-68
lens to housing .. 6.99 pr
Lens Screw Set
A9400119 1967-68
4 piece............... 4.99 set

If you’ve replaced your rear body panel or are
converting a standard Camaro to an RS, you’ll need
these templates to install the back-up lamp housings
in the correct locations.
KW605
1967-68 ................................. 38.99 pr
KW606
1969....................................... 32.99 pr

Reproduction rear license lamp assembly for 1978-81
Camaro models. Includes the lens and housing.
16519986
1978-81 ............................. 19.99 ea

mounted on vehicle

911576

5955195

K728

1967-69 Rear License Lamp Components
Reproduction license plate lamp components for 196769 models. Assembly features a complete housing,
correct replacement lens and a bulb socket for fast
easy installation.
911576
1967-69
assembly............ 19.99 ea
5955195
1967-69
lens only ............ 6.99 ea
K728
1967-69
gasket only ........ 2.99 ea

929935

929936

920015

920016

1982-92 Rear License Lens Assembly
®

Correctly reproduced OER reproduction of the rear
license lamp lens assembly for all 1982-92 Camaro
models. Each lamp assembly is designed to replace
the original exactly and features all the correct GM
markings as original. Includes the housing and lens.

1968-02 Back-Up Lamp Socket

K720

K1969L

1969 RS Back-Up Lamp Components

H
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Reproduction back-up lamp housing, gaskets and lens
for 1969 Rally Sport models. Housing is manufactured
in polished chrome and includes bulb socket with 8"
lead and the original type molded rubber boot. Lens
and gaskets sold separately.
Assemblies
K1969L
1969
LH .......................... 54.99 ea
K1969R
1969
RH ......................... 54.99 ea
Housing Only
5961536
1969
LH .......................... 37.99 ea
5961535
1969
RH ......................... 37.99 ea
Lens Only
K4756
1969
LH or RH – repro .. 12.99 ea
Gaskets Only
C2551
1969
housing to body ..... 6.99 pr
K720
1969
lens to housing ....... 6.99 pr

FB1103B

A molded plastic connector
used to hold bulbs in the
back-up lamp housing. The
socket has lugs that lock
WE307
into the lamp body and
connect the bulb to the
power source. Fits 1968-02 Camaro models.
WE307 1968
............................... 5.99
WE334 1969-81 ............................... 11.99
WE389 1982-96 cream socket .......... 9.99
403
1993-02 repro – gray socket 14.99
G4544
1993-02 GM – gray socket .. 41.99

Note: Socket, bulb, and wiring not included.

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
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1982-84
1982-84
1985-90
1985-90
1985-90
1985-90
1991-92
1991-92

LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH

all ............
all ............
exc Z28 ...
exc Z28 ...
Z28..........
Z28..........
all ............
all ............

22.99
22.99
22.99
22.99
22.99
22.99
22.99
22.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1993-02 Rear License Lamp
K8086

1970-73 Rear License Lamp Components
Reproduction rear license lamp assembly and
components for 1970-73 models. Manufactured to
factory speciﬁcations for an authentic appearance.
License Lamp Assembly
K8086
1970-73 assembly................ 57.99 pr
Components
K8092 1970-73 housings ................ 21.99 ea
917053 1970-73 lens with gasket ..... 9.99 ea
K8084 1970-73 lens without gasket 8.99 ea
K8083 1970-73 gaskets ................... 1.99 ea
K8085 1970-73 lens screws ............ 1.99 pr

1969 Camaro Billet Back-Up Lamps
Featuring bezels machined from T-6061 aluminum
and high-quality lenses with LED illumination, these
billet back-up lamps give the tail of your Camaro
more style. Comes complete with gaskets and stainless
steel hardware. Available in a variety of ﬁnishes to
suit your taste.
FB1103N
1969
natural ............... 359.99 pr
FB1103P
1969
polished ............ 399.99 pr
FB1103B
1969
black ................. 399.99 pr

929935
929936
929935
929936
920015
920016
920015
920016

1974-77 Rear License Lamp
Reproduction rear license lamp lens for 1974-77
models. Features correct markings and includes the
lens to housing gasket.
CMA6768
1974-77 ............................ 24.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Reproduction rear license lamp for all 1993-02
Camaro models.
G5499
1993-02
lamp ................ 22.99 ea
10080291
1993-02
screws ............. 3.99 pr

G6718

G6766

1968-02 License Lamp Socket
Genuine GM or reproduction rear license lamp sockets
for 1968-02 models.
Genuine GM
G6718
1968-69
1 required ........... 8.99 ea
G6718
1974-75
1 required ........... 8.99 ea
G6764
1976-80
............................ 55.99 ea
G6766
1978-81
with lock tabs ..... 19.99 ea
G6718
1982-02
2 required ........... 8.99 ea
Reproduction
A13558 1968-69
1 required ........... 5.99 ea
A13558 1974-75
1 required ........... 5.99 ea
WE350
1978-81
with lock tabs ..... 6.99 ea
A13558 1982-02
2 required ........... 5.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Replacement Bulbs

53

57

B67

74

MX01203 MX01209 MX01214 MX01220

89

Colored Lamp Bulbs
90

158

B363

562

1073B

B1815

161

1141

1816

1003

1155

1891

168

1892

194

1004

1156

1893

1157

1895

194A

1034

1034A

1157A

1445

500577

Have some fun, switch over to blue,
green, red, or purple bulbs for show use.

LED Replacement Light Bulb

Note: Using a bulb other than amber is not
street legal. Use colored bulbs for off-road
or show purposes only.

Brighten up your tail and back-up
lamps with these direct replacement
LED bulbs. LED lighting is safer
than conventional incandescent bulbs,
shining up to 3 times brighter and
lighting up more quickly. Plus they last
longer, don’t get hot, and require fewer
amps. LEDs ﬂash on almost instantly,
in approximately .05 seconds, giving
the driver behind you valuable reaction
time. These are available in the common
dual contact 1157 tail/stop lamp bulb
and the single contact 1156 back-up
lamp bulb.
Replacement for 1157
500567
red .................... 9.99 ea
500569
amber................ 9.99 ea
500571
white................. 9.99 ea
Replacement for 1156
500577
white................. 9.99 ea
500573
red .................... 9.99 ea
500575
amber................ 9.99 ea

Tail/Stop Lamp
XX201
1157 clear .... 2.99 pr
MX01203
1157 green ... 4.99 pr
Back-Up Lamp
XX202
1156 clear .... 2.99 pr
MX01209
1156 purple .. 4.99 pr
MX01205
1156 amber .. 4.99 pr
MX01207
1156 green ... 4.99 pr
MX01208
1156 red ....... 4.99 pr
Instrument Lamp
XX203
194 clear .... 3.99 pr
MX01214
194 purple .. 4.99 pr
MX01211
194 blue ..... 4.99 pr
MX01212
194 green ... 4.99 pr
License Plate Lamp
XX204
67
clear ..... 2.99 pr
MX01224
67
purple ... 4.99 pr
MX01220
67
amber ... 4.99 pr
MX01221
67
blue ...... 4.99 pr
MX01222
67
green .... 4.99 pr
MX01223
67
red ........ 4.99 pr

B2122

1960-76 Replacement Bulb

LE194A

LE11156A

LE1157A
B6207

LED Lamp Flasher
LE3157A

LE4414W

SMD LED Light Bulbs
Modernize the lighting equipment on
your vehicle with these bright 6000k
LED light bulb units. Manufactured to
replace common bulbs on any vehicle
with 12V capacity. LED bulbs not only
react faster than traditional bulbs, but
provide better light distribution.
194 Series Bulbs
LE194W white............... 9.99 pr
LE194A
amber.............. 9.99 pr
LE194B
blue................. 9.99 pr
LE194R
red .................. 9.99 pr
LE194G
green............... 9.99 pr
1156 Series Bulbs
LE1156W white............... 14.99 pr
LE1156A amber.............. 14.99 pr
1157 Series Bulbs
LE1157W white............... 14.99 pr
LE1157A amber.............. 14.99 pr
LE1157R red .................. 14.99 pr
3157 Series Bulbs
LE3157W white............... 14.99 pr
LE3157A amber.............. 14.99 pr
Dome Lamp Bulbs
LE3613W 3613 – white... 10.99 pr
LE4414W 4414 – white... 10.99 pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Due to the low current draw of LEDs,
these electronic 12 Volt ﬂashers are
recommended for LED lamps. Available
in 20 amp or a 25 amp. The 20 amp is
available in two or three prong type.
Important: If installing LEDs on both
the front and rear, two ﬂashers are
usually required.
Note: *Includes reverse polarity adapter.

B6207 20 amps 2 prong 11.99 ea
B6208 20 amps 3 prong 12.99 ea
F90652* 25 amps 2 prong 14.99 ea

Lamp Flasher
This 12 Volt ﬂasher was used by GM
on various models. Replace your non
working ﬂasher with this GM service
replacement unit.
G1391 20 amp 2 prong 13.99 ea
13350C 12 volt 2 prong 2.99 ea

Replacement Bulbs
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Replacement bulbs for a variety of applications. Choose the correct bulb by matching
the number on the base of your original bulb. Descriptions listed below only provide
a reference for application. Individual applications may vary depending on vehicle
model and year.
P/N Bulb Type
Base
Watts/CP Price
53
G-3 1/2
mini bayonet
1 CP........ 1.99 ea
57
G-4 1/2
mini bayonet
2 CP........ 1.99 ea
74
T-1 3/4
miniature wedge
.70 CP ...... 1.99 ea
89
G-6
single contact bayonet
6 CP........ 1.99 ea
B97
G-6
single contact bayonet
4 CP........ 1.99 ea
90
G-6
double contact bayonet
6 CP........ 2.99 ea
158
T-3 1/4
wedge
2 CP........ 1.99 ea
161
T-3 1/4
wedge
1 CP........ 1.99 ea
168
T-3 1/4
wedge
3 CP........ 1.99 ea
194
T-3 1/4
wedge
2 CP........ 1.99 ea
194A
T-3 1/4
wedge (amber)
2 CP........ 1.99 ea
330
T-3 1/4
midget ﬂange
.5 CP ....... 1.99 ea
562
T-3
ﬂat clip
6 CP........ 2.99 ea
1003
B-6
single contact bayonet
15 CP....... 1.99 ea
1004
B-6
double contact bayonet
15 CP....... 2.99 ea
1034
S-8
double contact indexed
3/32 CP ..... 2.99 ea
1073B
S-8
single contact bayonet
32 CP....... 2.99 ea
1141
S-8
single contact bayonet
21 CP....... 1.99 ea
1155
S-8
single contact bayonet
21 CP....... 2.29 ea
1156
S-8
single contact bayonet
32 CP....... 1.99 ea
1157
S-8
double contact indexed
3/32 CP ..... 1.99 ea
1157A
S-8
double contact indexed (amber) 3/32 CP ..... 1.99 ea
B2357A
S-8
double contact indexed
32 CP....... 1.99 ea
1445
G-3 1/2
mini bayonet
.7 CP ....... 1.99 ea
1816
T-3 1/4
mini bayonet
3 CP........ 1.99 ea
1891
T-3 1/4
mini bayonet
2 CP........ 1.99 ea
1892
T-3 1/4
mini bayonet
.75 CP ...... 1.99 ea
1893
T-3 1/4
mini bayonet
2 CP........ 1.99 ea
1895
G-4 1/2
mini bayonet
2 CP........ 1.99 ea
B1815
T-3 1/4
mini bayonet
1.4 CP ...... 1.99 ea
B363
G-3 1/2
mini bayonet
2 CP........ 1.99 ea
B67
G-6
single contact bayonet
4 CP........ 1.99 ea
B2122
T-3
mini cap
6 CP........ 2.99 ea

Front Bumper Components
Restorer’s ChoiceTM
bumper has the
correct 1967
speciﬁc corner
mounting holes.

153190B

14888

153189B

153186A

14952

1967-69 Chrome Front Bumper
Reproduction chrome front bumper for 1967-69 Camaro
models. Will ﬁt and install exactly as your original using
existing brackets or new reproduction brackets. Standard
parts are affordable replacements for daily driven
vehicles, while Restorer’s ChoiceTM bumpers feature
superb accuracy and show quality chrome-plating.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

Restorer’s ChoiceTM
153188B
1967 ..................................
153189B
1968 ..................................
153186B
1969 ..................................
Standard Replacement
153189A
1967-68 .............................
153186A
1969 ..................................

OS2

149.99 ea
149.99 ea
139.99 ea
99.99 ea
109.99 ea

1970-73 Camaro Front Bumper
Beautiful new reproduction standard front chrome
bumper. Each bumper is chrome-plated and installs
on non-RS models. This bumper was originally
designed for 1970-72 models but can be modiﬁed to
ﬁt 1973 models by drilling additional holes for the
bumper reinforcement. Standard parts are affordable
replacements for daily driven vehicles, while Restorer’s
ChoiceTM bumpers feature superb accuracy and show
quality chrome-plating.
Note: *Shipped oversize.
**Shipped double oversize.

Restorer’s ChoiceTM
153190B** 1970-73 bumper only ......
Standard Replacement
153190A** 1970-73 bumper only ......
14888**
1970-73 bumper w/brace
14952*
1970-73 brace only .........

OS1

OS2

209.99 ea
179.99 ea
264.99 pr
118.99 ea

153184B

1970-73 Rally Sport Front Bumpers
Reproduction split bumpers for 1970-73 Camaro Rally
Sport models. Rally Sport models featured a urethane
front nose bumper assembly with a “split” chrome
front bumper. Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations
featuring correct ﬂat contour along the forward edge
and a correct triple chrome ﬁnish. Bumper to bracket
bolts are included. Ofﬁcially Licensed General Motors
Restoration product.
Restorer’s ChoiceTM
153184B
1970-73 ............................. 219.99 pr
Standard Replacement
153184A
1970-73 ............................. 169.99 pr

KW596R

R1009

These die-stamped ﬁller panels are manufactured from
original gauge steel and ﬁt standard or RS models.
KW596L
1970-73
LH ................... 28.99 ea
KW596R
1970-73
RH ................... 28.99 ea

1969 Endura Front Bumper
OER® reproduction urethane front bumper for 1969
Camaro models. This special bumper was designed
as an alternative to the chrome bumper and offers
a tapered high-performance appearance. The kit
includes: urethane front bumper, Endura bumper
brackets, bumper corner mounts, chrome rear bumper,
rear bumper brackets, and all mounting hardware.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

H
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OS2
Bumper Only
3938643 1969 without brackets .......... 379.99 ea
Bumper Kit with Brackets
R10092 1969 front bumper kit only ... 399.99 kit
R1009 1969 front & rear bumper kit 553.99 kit

KW596L

1970-73 Bumper Filler Panel
1970-73 RS Front Urethane Bumper
OER® reproduction front urethane nose for 1970-73
Rally Sport models. Reproduced using factory style
reinforcements and is coated with a high impact
urethane material. Ready to prep, prime, and paint to
the desired color.
Note: Shipped oversize.

3962990

OS1

1970-73 ................................ 499.99 ea

372955

372956

1974-77 Camaro Bumper Strips

F10550

1967-69 Fiberglass Bumper
These ﬁberglass replacement bumpers offer the
ultimate in lightweight durability while retaining an
original appearance. Fits 1967-69 Camaro models.
Not for OEM brackets.
OS2
Note: Shipped double oversize.

F10550
F10560
F10570
F10580
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1967-68
1967-68
1969
1969

front ................
rear ..................
front ................
rear ..................

241.99
241.99
241.99
246.99

Front Bumpers

ea
ea
ea
ea

1970-73 Rally Sport Grill Filler
OER® die-cast reproduction grill ﬁller for 1970-73
Rally Sport models. The grill ﬁller features highquality triple chrome-plating as original, offering a
superb quality appearance, and installs directly into
the urethane front bumper assembly.
OS1
Note: Shipped oversize.

3973942

1970-73 ............................. 449.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Reproduction front and rear bumper strips for 1974-77
Camaro models. These black strips wrap around the
face of the bumpers. Feature proper mounting studs
to ﬁt and install as original.
Important: *Features steel insert. Reproduction bumper
strips are supplied without bends for shipping purposes.
They are designed to allow forming during installation.
Note: Shipped oversize.

Front Bumper Strips
372955
1974-77
Rear Bumper Strips
372956*
1974-77

OS1

2nd design ...... 199.99 ea
2nd design ...... 199.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Bumper Components
4011717

153185B

153191B

1970-73 Camaro Rear Bumper
14019122

153185B – detail

Reproduction chrome rear bumper for 1970-73 Camaro
models. Standard parts are affordable replacements
for daily driven vehicles, while Restorer’s ChoiceTM
bumpers feature superb accuracy and show quality
chrome-plating.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

153192B
1668026

1980-97 Front Bumper Impact Bar
Reproduction of the steel bar that installs behind the front
bumper cover as the main front bumper under structure.
Note: Shipped oversize.

4011717
14019122
1668026

1980-81
1982
1993-97

OS2
Restorer’s ChoiceTM
153191B
1970-73 .............................. 219.99 ea
Standard Replacement
153191A
1970-73 .............................. 179.99 ea

153187B – detail

OS1

all ................... 79.99 ea
all ................... 64.99 ea
all ................... 39.99 ea

1668044
K36768

1668046

1967-69 Chrome Rear Bumper
G6606 – 1993-97 front cover assembly

G3610 – 1998-02 front cover assembly

G3619

Reproduction chrome rear bumper for all 1967-69
Camaro models. Each bumper is triple chrome-plated
and ﬁts exactly as the original. This reproduction is
manufactured with new tooling and recreates the
original appearance with the highest quality triple
chrome-plating ﬁnish. Available without center
bracket, or, with center bracket riveted in place.
Standard parts are affordable replacements for
daily driven vehicles, while Restorer’s ChoiceTM
bumpers feature superb accuracy and show quality
chrome-plating.
Restorer’s ChoiceTM
153185B 1967-68 bumper w/bracket
153187B 1969
bumper w/bracket
153192B 1969
bumper only .........
Standard Replacement
153185A 1967-68 bumper w/bracket
153187A 1969
bumper w/bracket
K36768 1967-68 bumper only .........
153192A 1969
bumper only .........

1668044
1668046

1982-92 ................................ 79.99 ea
1993-02 ................................ 89.99 ea

OS2

127.99
129.99
99.99
111.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

1993-02 Rear Bumper Impact Absorber
The panel is designed to absorb stress or shock waves
to prevent them from entering the interior cabin of
the vehicle.
OS2
Note: Shipped double oversize.

G4536

R320

3415

1993-02 .................................. 260.99 ea

3822

1967-73 Front and Rear Bumper Bolt Kits
Reproduction chrome bumper bolts for 1967-73
Camaro models. Each kit includes enough bolts to
install both the front and rear bumper, unless stated
otherwise. 1967 models require 10 short bolts, while
1968-69 models require 2 long bolts in addition to 8
short bolts.
Front and Rear Bumper Bolt Kits
K3612 1967
10 piece........................ 19.99 kit
K3610 1968-69 10 piece........................ 19.99 kit
R359 1970-73 standard/RS – 12 piece 16.99 kit
Front Only Bumper Bolt Kits
R320 1970-73 standard/RS – 6 piece 8.99 kit
Individual Bumper Bolts
3415
1967-69 short with nut............... 1.99 ea
3822
1968-69 long with nut................ 1.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

G4538

1993-02 Rear Bumper Cover
Rear bumper cover for all 1993-02 Camaro models.
Available as an Genuine GM part or as a lower
cost reproduction piece. Both pieces feature the
recessed license plate area, factory style contours and
prepunched mounting holes.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

G4538
152674

1993-02
1993-02

Genuine GM...... 424.99 ea
reproduction ...... 159.99 ea

Rear Bumpers
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Front Cover Assemblies
G6777
1985-92
GM................... 445.99 ea
G6606
1993-97
GM................... 365.99 ea
1668019
1993-97
reproduction..... 89.99 ea
G3610
1998-02
GM................... 457.99 ea
Front Cover Brackets
G6611
1993-96
RH – inner ....... 13.99 ea
G3619
1998-02
LH – outer ....... 69.99 ea
G3618
1998-02
RH – outer ....... 69.99 ea
Lower Deﬂectors
G6616
1993-02
LH .................... 41.99 ea
G6615
1993-02
RH ................... 42.99 ea
Push-In Front Cover Retainers
A1021
1993-02
upper – 7 req. ...
.89 ea
G6608
1993-02
lower – 3 req. ...
4.99 ea
A15702
1993-97
deﬂector ...........
.99 ea

OS2

Note: Shipped double oversize.

159.99 ea
149.99 ea
149.99 ea

1985-02 Front Bumper Cover Components

Note: Cover assemblies are shipped truck freight.

Steel bar that installs directly behind the rear bumper
cover and acts as an impact barrier. Each reproduction
rear bumper impact bar will replace the original.
Available for 1982-02 models.

Note: Shipped double oversize.

G6616

Front cover assembly for 1985-02 models. This is the
entire front cover assembly as pictured. See listing for
related products including push-in retainers, lower
deﬂectors, deﬂector retainers, impact absorber, impact
bar, and attaching brackets.

1982-02 Rear Bumper Impact Bar

Bumper Covers
K80061
1985-90 Z28 Models
1978-81 Camaro/Z28 models
K80074

C15305

C15301

C15306

K80062

1985-90 Z28 Ground Effects
K80066

K80065

Reproduction ground effects for 1985-90 Camaro Z28 or IROC-Z models. These
are factory correct lower body moldings and bumper covers that are manufactured
from the same materials as original. Hardware and brackets sold separately.

1978-81 Bumper Cover

Reproduction bumper covers and components for 1978-81 Camaro models. These
covers are manufactured in durable urethane as original. Fiberglass bumper supports
replace the original Styrofoam for added structural reinforcement in areas where
urethane bumpers often sag. Hardware and brackets sold separately.
Note: *Shipped oversize. **Shipped double oversize.
†Shipped truck freight.

OS1

Front Bumper
cover – Z28 ..............................................
support/ﬁller ............................................
Rear Bumper
C15306**
1978-81
cover ........................................................
C15306A*
1978-81
support/ﬁller ............................................
Bumper Brackets
For Use with Bumper Cover #C15305
K80066
1978-81
front – approximately 20"........................
For Use with Bumper Cover #C15306
K80065
1978-81
rear – approximately 13" – paint to match
C15305†
C15305A**

1978-81
1978-81

OS2

629.99 ea
299.99 ea
409.99 ea
289.99 ea

146.99 pr
129.99 pr

Note: *Shipped double oversize.

OS2

9 Piece Ground Effects Kit
Buy the Kit and Save! ............................. 1340.99 kit
Individual Components
C15287*
1985-90
front bumper cover .................................. 489.99 ea
C15296*
1985-90
front spoiler ............................................. 299.99 ea
C15272
1985-90
front spoiler support ................................
89.99 ea
C15297
1985-90
door extensions ........................................ 239.99 pr
C15298*
1985-90
main rocker panel extensions .................. 419.99 pr
C15295
1985-90
rear bumper side extensions .................... 219.99 pr
C15294*
1985-90
rear bumper cover .................................... 419.99 ea
Component Brackets
Use with Front Bumper Cover #C15287
K80061
1982-90
approximately 4-3/4" w/mounting studs
69.99 pr
Use with Lower Front Spoiler #C15296
K80074
1985-90
approximately 10" with mounting studs..
79.99 pr
Use with Main Rocker Extensions #C15298
748793
1985-90
approximately 50" ................................... 169.99 pr
Use with Rear Bumper Cover #C15294
K80062
1982-90
approximately 12" ................................... 101.99 pr
C15301*

1985-90

K80061

K80061

K80075

1982-84 Z28 Models

1991-92 Z28 Models

K80063

K80062
C15302

K80064

C15300
748792

1982-84 Z28 Ground Effects
Reproduction ground effects for 1982-84 Camaro Z28 models. These are factory
correct Z28 lower body moldings and bumper covers that are manufactured from
the same materials as original. Replace a missing or damaged piece or buy the kit
and save. Hardware and brackets sold separately.

H
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Note: *Shipped double oversize.

OS2

9 Piece Ground Effects Kit
Buy the Kit and Save! ............................. 1304.99 kit
Individual Components
C15280*
1982-84
front bumper cover .................................. 489.99 ea
C15283*
1982-84
front spoiler ............................................. 249.99 ea
C15284
1982-84
door extensions ........................................ 189.99 pr
C15285*
1982-84
main rocker panel extensions .................. 369.99 pr
C15282
1982-84
rear bumper side extensions .................... 219.99 pr
C15281*
1982-84
rear bumper cover .................................... 419.99 ea
Component Brackets
Use with Front Bumper Cover #C15280
K80061
1982-84
approximately 4-3/4" w/mounting studs
69.99 pr
Use with Front Spoiler #C15283
K80075
1982-84
approximately 12" ................................... 101.99 pr
Use with Main Rocker Panel Extensions #C15285
748792
1982-84
approximately 50" ................................... 169.99 set
Use with Rear Bumper Cover #C15281
K80062
1982-84
approximately 12" ................................... 101.99 pr
C15300*
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K80072

1991-92 Z28 Ground Effects
Reproduction ground effects for 1991-92 Camaro Z28 models. These are factory
correct Z28 lower body moldings and bumper covers that are manufactured from the
same materials as original. Hardware and brackets sold separately.
Note: *Shipped double oversize.

OS2

9 Piece Ground Effects Kit
Buy The Kit and Save! ............................ 1493.99 kit
Individual Components
C15287*
1991-92
front bumper cover .................................. 489.99 ea
C15292*
1991-92
front spoiler ............................................. 319.99 ea
C15272
1991-92
front spoiler support ................................
89.99 ea
C15313
1991-92
56 piece spoiler hardware install set........
99.99 set
C15290
1991-92
door extensions ........................................ 249.99 pr
C15291*
1991-92
main rocker panel extensions .................. 499.99 pr
C15289
1991-92
rear bumper side extensions .................... 259.99 pr
C15288*
1991-92
rear bumper cover .................................... 419.99 ea
Component Brackets
For Use with Front Bumper Cover #C15287
K80061
1991-92
approximately 4-3/4" w/mounting studs ...
69.99 pr
Use with Main Rocker Panel Extensions #C15291
748794
1991-92
approximately 50" ................................... 179.99 pr
Use with Main Rocker Panel Extensions #C15291
K80072
1991-92
approximately 10" and 5-1/2" (set of 4) .. 159.99 set
Use with Rear Bumper Side Extensions #C15289
K80064
1991-92
approximately 14-1/4" .............................
94.99 pr
Use with Rear Bumper Cover #C15288
K80063
1991-92
approximately 13" ................................... 101.99 pr
C15302*

1991-92

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Front Spoilers
Injection Molded!

Injection Molded!
complete
1967-68 kit
3990469

1974-77 Z28 Front Spoiler Kit
original style
detail view

textured style
detail view

3990470

1967-69 Front Spoiler

1970-73 Front Spoiler

Original style and textured front spoilers for 196769 Camaro models. Each spoiler is produced using
original quality ABS plastic for long-lasting durability
and is available as a correct original style spoiler with
a smooth ﬁnish, or as a custom spoiler that features
a ﬁne texture. Spoiler kits include: spoiler, brackets,
and hardware kit.
Front Spoiler Kits
Original Style
R370
1967-68 ............................... 48.99 kit
R371
1969 .................................... 48.99 kit
Textured Style
K9152
1967-68 ............................... 44.99 kit
K9153
1969 .................................... 44.99 kit
Front Spoiler Only
Original Style
3916673
1967-68 ............................... 29.99 ea
3938689
1969 .................................... 29.99 ea
Textured Style
153086
1967-68 ............................... 22.99 ea
153087
1969 .................................... 22.99 ea

OER® reproduction front spoiler for 1970-73 standard
or Rally Sport Camaro models. One piece wrap
around style which extends from the front of the
fender wheelhouse around the other side. Spoilers are
attached directly to the lower valance panel. The holes
are predrilled for an easy installation. Each spoiler is
manufactured in quality ABS plastic materials.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

3990469
3990470

1970-73
1970-73

OS2

standard ........... 129.99 ea
Rally Sport ....... 129.99 ea

Seals area between panel and body. For front spoilers,
ground effects, fender and quarter extensions.
C15251

1970-77 Aftermarket Front Spoiler Kits
Aftermarket front spoiler kits for 1970-77 Camaro
models. Includes: the center spoiler, LH and RH fender
side ﬂares and the welting seal.
OS1

C67029

1967-69 Carbon Fiber Front Spoiler

Reproduction 3 piece front spoiler kit for 1974-77
Camaro Z28 models. Manufactured from urethane
and includes the LH and RH side spoilers and the
center spoiler. Exact replacement for Z28 models, or
can be added to standard models for a Z28 appearance.
C15303
1974-77 ................................ 278.99 kit

Note: Shipped oversize.

C15251
C15250
C15252

1970-73
1970-73
1974-77

standard/Z28 ...... 305.99 kit
Rally Sport ......... 305.99 kit
all exclude Z28 .. 256.99 kit

1668047

Spoiler & Fender Flare Welting Seal
This special welting seals fender ﬂares, spoiler
extensions, and spoilers to the body. Cut to length as
required. Available in gray only.
1668047
12 foot roll........................ 29.99 ea
1668047A
32 inch roll ....................... 9.99 ea

Universal carbon ﬁber front spoiler for 1967-69
models. Mounts like the factory spoiler, with or without
brackets. Manufactured in carbon ﬁber overlay with a
ﬁberglass underside. Designed with tighter corners and
slightly shallower depth for better ground clearance for
cars with lower suspensions. Available with gloss or
satin ﬁnish. Mounting hardware not included.
C67029 1967-69
satin ﬁnish ......... 321.99 ea
C67030 1967-69
gloss ﬁnish ........ 599.99 ea

1967-69 Front Spoiler Hardware Set
Correct hardware required to install a 1967-69 front
spoiler assembly. Does not include spoiler brackets
(sold separately).
K557
1967-69 ...................................... 6.99 set

front side ﬂares
lower center
spoiler

C15253

1978-81 Z28 Front Spoiler/Side Flare Kits

K910

1967-69 Front Spoiler Mounting Sets
Reproduction spoiler mounting set for 1967-69 models.
Includes the center bracket and 2 outer brackets for
attaching the front spoiler.
K909
1967-68 .................................... 16.99 set
K910
1969 .......................................... 16.99 set

Reproduction front and rear spoiler kits for 1978-81 Camaro Z28 models. The front kit includes the lower spoiler
and 2 side fender ﬂares. The rear includes the t2 side ﬂares, both kits include spoiler welting seal. Manufactured
in durable high-quality urethane as original. No modiﬁcations necessary.
Important: Rear side ﬂares were not factory until 1980, but can be installed on any
1978-81 Camaro for the Z28 look.
OS1
Note: *Shipped oversize.
C15253*
1978-81
front ............................................................................................................ 311.99 kit

C15270

1978-81

rear ............................................................................................................. 179.99 kit

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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C15270
rear side ﬂares

Bumper Brackets & Hardware

1969 Front Bumper Inner Extension Bolts
Replacement front bumper inner extension bolts for
1969 Camaro models.
A9400117
1969 .................................... 9.99 set
E295

1970-73 Front Inner
Bracket Cushion

K778

Reproduction front inner bumper cushion for
1970-72 standard models and 1970-73 Rally Sport
models. These cushions ﬁt between the front
bumper and the bumper brackets.
KW555
1970-72
standard .............. 14.99 pr
KW555
1970-73
Rally Sport .......... 14.99 pr

K705
KW556

KW554

1968 Center Bumper Bracket and Cushion
3929904

C67807

3929903

1970-73 Front Bumper Brackets
Reproduction front bumper brackets for 197073 models. These steel formed brackets are
manufactured to factory speciﬁcations and EDP
coated for rust prevention.
Rally Sport Urethane Nose Bumper Brackets
E295
1970-73
LH and RH ........ 79.99 pr
Inner Bumper Brackets
KW554
1970-72
standard ............. 63.99 pr
KW554
1970-73
Rally Sport ......... 63.99 pr
Outer Bumper Brackets
KW556
1970-72
standard ............. 54.99 pr
KW556
1970-73
Rally Sport ......... 54.99 pr
Bumper Bracket Braces
C67807
1970-72
standard ............. 49.99 pr
C67807
1970-73
Rally Sport ......... 49.99 pr

R2010

DR22

1967-69 Front Bumper Brackets

H
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This OER® reproduction front bumper bracket set
includes all four inner and outer front bumper brackets
for 1967-69 Camaro models.
Bumper Bracket Sets
K778
1967
chrome bumper........ 69.99 kit
K158
1968
chrome bumper........ 79.99 kit
R2010
1969
chrome bumper........ 97.99 kit
DR22
1969
Endura bumper only 33.99 set
Individual Bumper Brackets

1967-69 Front Bumper Bracket Bolt Set
Reproduction front bumper bracket bolt set for 196769 models. Includes: the correct bolts, washers, and
nuts to mount the bumper to the frame assembly.
Recommended when replacing the brackets for the
front bumper assembly.
E216
1967-69 .................................... 21.99 set

268

22.99
22.99
14.99
14.99
17.99
17.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
pr
pr

22.99
22.99
28.99
28.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

15.99 ea
15.99 ea
41.99 pr

Bumper Hardware

1969 Outer Bumper Bracket to Body Bolts
Replacement outer bumper bracket to body bolts for
1969 Camaro models.
A9400116 1969 4 piece.................... 11.99 set

1967-69 Rear
Bumper Brace
Reproduction rear bumper bolt
153235
reinforcement brace for 1967-69 Camaro
models. This piece is welded to the inside of the rear
quarter panel to reinforce the mounting point for
the rear bumper bolts.
153235
1967-68
LH or RH ............. 4.99 ea
153236
1969
LH or RH ............. 4.99 ea

1970-73 Rear Bumper End Gaskets

Note: *Not for urethane front bumpers.

Outer Bumper Brackets
3886697 1967
LH ...........................
3886698 1967
RH ...........................
3929903 1968
LH ...........................
3929904 1968
RH ...........................
K705*
1969
LH and RH ..............
K36703 1969
Endura bumper only
Inner Bumper Brackets
3886691 1967-68 LH ...........................
3886692 1967-68 RH ...........................
3945767 1969
LH, all .....................
3945768 1969
RH, all .....................
Inner Bumper Extension Brackets
3949621* 1969
LH ...........................
3949622* 1969
RH ...........................
K36702 1969
Endura bumper only

The bracket and cushion assembly were installed on
the front bumper of 1968 Camaro models. This formed
steel bracket features black EDP coating and rubber
insert cushion as original. Bracket bolts on the inside
bottom edge of front bumper and cushions against
the valance panel.
K129
1968 .......................................... 13.99 ea

If you’re repainting your 1970-73 Camaro or replacing
the rear bumper, you’ll want to replace the bumper
end gaskets. These gaskets are installed between the
upper edge of the bumper ends and the rear body panel.
E335
1970-73 .................................... 29.99 pr

K532

K533

1968-69 Front Bumper Corner Mounts
Each mount includes a stamped steel base plate with
a molded on rubber cushion that ﬁts between the
front bumper and the bumper corner bracket. Sold
in sets only.
Note: *Not for urethane front bumper.

K532
K533*

1968
1969

..................................... 15.99 set
with chrome bumper .... 15.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1967-69 Rear Bumper Rivets
Reproduction rear bumper center bracket rivets for
1967-69 Camaro models. Feature the correct circle
pattern in the center as the originals. Made in USA.
14297
1967-69 .................................... 12.99 pr

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Bumper Components & Hardware

K871

K309

3937560

3927473

K308

1967-69 Rear Bumper Brackets
Reproduction rear bumper brackets for 1967-69
models. Available as a four piece outer set and an
individual center bracket. Set includes four OEM style
brackets manufactured in high grade steel as original.
Center bracket is manufactured in the correct angle to
mount the rear bumper to the rear body panel.
K700
1967-68
outer set ............. 42.99 set
K871
1969
outer set ............. 34.99 set
3927473
1967-68
center bracket .... 18.99 ea
3937560
1969
center bracket .... 14.99 ea

K310

K337

1967-69 Rear Bumperettes
Reproduction rear lower chrome bumperettes
for 1967-69 models. Manufactured to factory
speciﬁcations featuring original style mounting
points and feature a bright chrome ﬁnish. Mounting
brackets sold separately.
K308
1967-68
bumperettes ........ 52.99 pr
K310
1969
bumperettes ........ 59.99 pr
K337
1967-68
brackets ............... 8.99 pr

3893800

K335

1967-68 Chrome Rear Bumper Guard
Reproduction rear bumper guards for 1967-68 models.
Guard extends above and below the bumper. Includes
the correct rubber insert. Triple chrome ﬁnish with one
piece construction.
Rear Bumper Guards
K309
1967-68 ................................ 64.99 ea
Bumper Guard Inserts Only
3893800
1967-68 ................................ 12.99 ea
Bumper Guard Brackets Only
K335
1967-68 ................................ 7.69 pr

1970-72 Rear Bumper Bracket Set
Reproduction rear bumper bracket set for 1970-72
models. Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations and
EDP coated for rust prevention.
KW557
1970-72 ................................. 88.99 set

15133

386806

993510

3938611

K338

1969 Chrome Rear Bumper Guard
14076050

11508023

11569768

11503957

11508023

A1033

10287379

A1021

Retaining Clips and Hardware

K313

3893800

K334

1967-72 Front Bumper Guards
Reproduction bumper guards for 1967-72 models.
Includes: both LH and RH front chrome bumper
guards, rubber inserts (where speciﬁed), brackets and
all mounting hardware.
Note: *Features the slot for the insert.

Without Rubber Insert
386806* 1967-68 with brackets...........
15133
1970-72 exc. RS w/o brackets
With Rubber Insert
K312
1967-68 OER® Authorized ..
K313
1969
OER® Authorized ..
Rubber Inserts Only
3893800 1967-69 OER® .....................
Front Bumper Guard Brackets Only
K333
1967-68 ...............................
K334
1969
...............................

69.99 pr
169.99 pr
118.99 pr
99.99 pr
12.99 ea
6.99 pr
7.69 pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1970-73 Dlx Rear Bumper Guards
Reproduction deluxe rear bumper guards for 197073 models. Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations,
featuring original style mounting points and a bright
chrome ﬁnish.
K229
1970-73 .................................... 89.99 pr

Bumper Guards
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OER® reproduction steel retainer clips and hardware
used to install and secure various components including
front and rear bumper fascias, front spoiler, ground
effects, radiator grill, and front end panel.
14076050
retainer (individual) ............ 3.99 ea
11508023
bolt (individual) ..................
.99 ea
C15314
set of 18 retainers/18 bolts.. 79.99 set
11569768
individual ............................
.89 ea
C15319
set of 25 .............................. 19.99 set
11503957
individual ............................
.99 ea
C15315
set of 25 .............................. 29.99 set
11508023
individual ............................
.99 ea
C15320
set of 18 .............................. 15.99 set
A1033
individual ............................ 1.29 ea
C15317
set of 12 .............................. 13.99 set
10287379
individual ............................
.99 ea
C15316
set of 25 .............................. 15.99 set
A1021
individual ............................
.89 ea
C15318
set of 25 .............................. 19.99 set

K312

Reproduction rear bumper guards optional for 1969
models. Guard extends above and below the bumper
and includes the correct rubber insert. Triple chrome
ﬁnish with 1 piece construction.
Rear Bumper Guards
993510
1969...................................... 59.99 ea
Bumper Guard Inserts Only
3938611
1969...................................... 12.99 ea
Bumper Guard Brackets Only
K338
1969...................................... 7.99 pr

1967-69 Grill Components
upper grill molding

LH headlamp bezel
upper grill molding

RH headlamp bezel

center grill

LH
headlamp bezel

R5025C

R5027C

center grill assembly

RH headlamp bezel

lower grill molding

lower grill molding

1 Upper Grill Molding
1 Lower Grill Molding

1 Center Grill
2 Standard Headlamp Bezels (optional)

1 RS Upper Grill Molding
1 RS Lower Grill Molding
1 RS Center Grill

2 RS Standard Headlamp Bezels (optional)
2 RS Outer Door Moldings (optional)

1967-68 Rally Sport Grill Kit
1967 Standard Grill Kit
This grill kit includes a reproduction standard center grill along with the upper and
lower moldings. Originally the moldings were riveted to the grill. The moldings must be
attached to the grill with bolts and nuts. The drilled holes in the grill moldings line up
with the holes on the grill allowing easy installation. The upper grill molding includes
the header panel to molding attachment clips. We offer a basic kit or a complete kit
which also includes the headlamp bezels. The headlamp bezels are not included in
the basic kit. Park lamps available separately (see index).
OS1

Note: Shipped oversize.

R5025
R5025C

1967
1967

basic kit without bezels.................................. 169.99 kit
full kit with headlamp bezels ......................... 240.99 kit

This grill kit includes a Rally Sport grill and the upper and lower grill moldings.
The upper molding includes the header panel to molding attachment clips. We
offer a basic kit or a kit that includes the headlamp bezels. Originally 1968 models
included silver horizontal trim on the grill and headlamp doors which may be
purchased as a kit if desired. The moldings were originally riveted to the center grill
but replacements install with nuts and bolts making installation somewhat easier.
Not for models with standard front ends.
Note: Shipped oversize.

Basic Kits
R5027
R5027D
Full Kits
R5027C
R5027E

OS1

1967-68
1967-68

without silver trim ...................................... 168.99 kit
with silver trim ........................................... 288.99 kit

1967-68
1967-68

without silver trim ...................................... 246.99 kit
with silver trim ........................................... 368.01 kit

upper reinforcement molding
RH headlamp bezel

center grill assembly

LH headlamp bezel

R5026C
standard grill assembly
RH
LH
headlamp bezel
headlamp bezel
upper grill molding

lower grill
molding

1 Upper Grill Molding
1 Lower Grill Molding

1 Center Grill
2 Standard Headlamp Bezels (optional)

R5028G

1 Standard Center Grill
1 Upper Reinforcement Grill Molding
2 Standard Headlamp Bezels (with or without Chrome Ring)

H
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1969 Standard Grill Kit
1968 Standard Grill Kit
This grill kit includes a reproduction standard grill and the upper and lower grill
moldings. The upper molding includes the header panel to molding attachment
clips. We offer a basic or a complete kit which also includes the headlamp bezels.
This grill is produced in a light gray color, early Super Sport production models
included a black grill. The grill may be painted if desired. The headlamp bezels
which surround the headlamp are not included in the basic kit and can be purchased
separately. Parking lamps and lenses are available separately (see index) Not for
hidden headlamps.
OS1

Note: Shipped oversize.

R5026
R5026C

270

1968
1968

basic kit without headlamp bezels ................... 197.99 kit
full kit with headlamp bezels........................... 267.99 kit

Grill Components

Replace your center grill area with this kit, which includes the grill section and the
upper grill reinforcement which installs directly above the grill between the header
panel and grill. On some models this grill was originally silver in color on the front
edging. Silver reproduction grills are available. The reinforcement was originally
painted the same color as the body. This reinforcement is sold in black only. Paint
if desired. All kits include grill and grill reinforcement molding. Basic kit does not
include headlamp bezels.
Important: *Headlamp bezels feature chrome rings. Mounting hardware may be purchased
with front end hardware kit. See index.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

Basic Kits
R5028D
Full Kits
R5028E
R5028F*
R5028G
R5028H*

OS2

1969

with black grill ............................................... 189.99 kit

1969
1969
1969
1969

with black grill ...............................................
with black grill ...............................................
with silver grill...............................................
with silver grill...............................................

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

243.99
289.99
239.99
294.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

Toll Free 800.854.1280

1967-69 Grill Components
upper reinforcement
molding

grill assembly

center chrome grill
molding

3957062

1 Rally Sport Center Grill
1 Upper Reinforcement Grill Molding

Note: Shipped double oversize.

A kit designed to replace your grill! For 1969 Camaro models with the Rally Sport
hidden headlamps option. Includes the center chrome molding and the correct
reinforcement molding which inserts horizontally between the header panel and
the grill. The outer edges of this grill were originally painted the same color as the
body. It includes small mounting tabs which protrude through to the rear of the grill
to allow proper installation. The reinforcement was originally painted the same
color as the body. This reinforcement is supplied in black only. Paint if desired.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

1969

1969 Standard Center Grills
OER® reproduction center grills for 1969 standard Camaro models without hidden
headlamps. On some models these grills were originally silver. Grills include the
egg crate surrounding trim.

1969 Rally Sport Grill Kit

R5029

3957044

1 Center Chrome Grill Molding

3957062
3957044

1969
1969

OS2

black ................................................................ 194.99 ea
silver ................................................................ 194.99 ea

OS2

Rally Sport with hidden headlamps option ....... 257.99 kit

1969 Rally Sport Center Grill
Center grill for 1969 Camaro models with hidden headlamps. The outer edges of
this grill were originally painted the same color as the body. Grill chrome molding
available separately.
OS2
Note: Shipped double oversize

3891693

1967 Center Grill

3938641

1969

3919060

Reproduction center grill for 1967 standard and Rally Sport models. Manufactured
to factory speciﬁcations featuring the correct grill pattern along with park lamp
mounting locations for standard models.
Note: Shipped oversize.

3891693
3919060

1967
1967

reproduction..................................................... 139.99 ea

OS1

standard models ................................................. 54.99 ea
Rally Sport – black without silver trim ............. 54.99 ea

1969 Grill Reinforcement
Item is inserted between the upper grill and header panel section. Used with both
RS and standard Camaro models. Acts as a trim piece and ﬁlls the gap between grill
and header panel. This reinforcement was originally painted the same color as the
body. This reinforcement is sold in black only. Paint if desired.
3949707
1969 ................................................................................... 32.99 ea

K559
3919060C

1967-69 Grill Fastener Sets

1968 Center Grill
Reproduction center grill for 1968 standard and Rally Sport models. Manufactured
to factory speciﬁcations featuring the correct grill pattern along with park lamp
mounting locations for standard models and chrome accents on Rally Sport models.
Note: Shipped oversize.

3914772
3919060C

1968
1968

OS1

standard models .............................................. 89.99 ea
Rally Sport with chrome trim ......................... 84.99 ea

Installing a grill on 1967-69 Camaro
models is easy when you have the
correct hardware. Includes fasteners
designed to make replacing a standard
or Rally Sport grill simple.
K559 1967-68 std or RS 11.99 set
K558 1969
std or RS 10.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1968 Grill Mounting Brackets
We offer these quality reproduction grill
mounting brackets for 1968 standard
Camaro models. These die-stamped
steel brackets mount the grill ends to
the headlamp housings. Includes the
correct rivets to attach the brackets to
the grill. Sold in pairs.
KW101
1968................ 16.99 pr

Grill Components
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3914772

1967-73 Grill Components
1968 RS Grill and Headlamp Door Applique

K180
K182
K184

billet RS center grill
LH billet headlamp cover

RH billet headlamp cover

Note: Grill and headlamp doors not included.

1967-68 RS Custom Billet Grill Kit
K181
K183
K185

1967-68 Upper & Lower Grill Molding
Reproduction upper and lower grill moldings for 196768 standard or Rally Sport models. Installs above or
below the center grill.
Upper Molding
K180
1967
standard ............... 66.99 ea
K182
1967-68
Rally Sport ........... 66.99 ea
K184
1968
standard ............... 64.99 ea
Lower Molding
K181
1967
standard ............... 66.99 ea
K183
1967-68
Rally Sport ........... 66.99 ea
K185
1968
standard ............... 64.99 ea

A9400125

1969 Standard Grill Molding Set

1968................................... 51.99 set

This quality billet grill is designed to replace the
factory grill and headlamp covers on 1967-68 Camaro
Rally Sport models. Will allow the grill moldings
and headlamp door moldings to attach as original.
The grill and headlamp doors are manufactured with
Billet materials for a unique and custom appearance.
Includes: the center RS grill with LH and RH headlamp
doors. 3 piece kit.
R6725
1967-68
RS ...................... 139.99 kit
3967175B

1970-71 Standard Center Grill
Reproduction center grill for 1970-71 models without
the Rally Sport option. Manufactured to factory
speciﬁcations featuring the correct rectangular pattern,
original style mounting points and painted silver for
standard Camaro models or black for Z28 models with
the chrome surrounding molding.

1967-68 RS Grill & Headlamp Doors
Includes the center black Rally Sport center grill and
the black outer headlamp doors. The center grill and
headlamp doors have been heat stamped with chrome
to match the original appearance. Originally the 1968
Rally Sport models included chrome horizontal trim
on the edging which is included on this grill and the
headlamp doors.

Reproduction stainless steel grill molding set for 1969
Camaro standard models. Manufactured to factory
speciﬁcations for a proper ﬁt and appearance.
3957061 1969
4 piece ..................... 76.99 set

Rally Sport grill and headlamp door applique for Rally
Sport models. High tech ultra thin chrome applique
for restoring original plastic headlamp door and grill.
Die-cut to exact shape with an integrated adhesive
back that makes installation easy.

OS1

Note: Shipped oversize.

3967175
1970-71 standard – silver 129.99 ea
3967175B 1970-71 Z28 grill – black 129.99 ea

Important: Was originally installed on 1968 Rally Sport
Camaro models, but will also ﬁt on 1967 Rally Sports.

RK9060 1967-68 black and silver ..... 112.99 kit

333724

3958637
152708

1969 Rally Sport Grill Molding
Reproduction chrome molding that ﬁts in center of the
Rally Sport grill for 1969 Camaro models. This molding
installs directly around the egg crate section of the grill
on all 1969 RS Camaro models with hidden headlights.
Note: Shipped oversize.

3958637
NT400

1969
1969

333724B

1972-73 Standard Grill

OS1

grill molding ......... 119.99 ea
speed nuts, 12 req.
.69 ea

BG3222

1967-81 Polished Aluminum Billet Grill

H
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A9400102

1967-68 RS Custom Billet Grill
This high-quality billet aluminum grill set consists
of 2 grill sections and a center trim plate with an SS
logo, RS logo, or without a logo. Billet headlamp door
covers sold separately.
Note: Must reuse original steel grill trim (not included).

Machined Finish
A9400101 1967-68
A9400103 1967-68
A9400105 1967-68
A9400107 1967-68
Polished Finish
A9400102 1967-68
A9400104 1967-68
A9400106 1967-68
A9400108 1967-68

272

RS logo grill..........
SS logo grill ..........
plain grill...............
billet lamp covers..

281.99
281.99
281.99
201.99

set
set
set
pr

RS logo grill..........
SS logo grill ..........
plain grill...............
billet lamp covers

321.99
321.99
321.99
229.99

set
set
set
pr

Grill Components

Add a little style to your Camaro with these ﬁne polished
billet aluminum grills. Made with uncompromising
standards and quality workmanship these are the
ﬁnest aftermarket grills on the market. The ultimate
combination of lightweight, style and strength makes
these a great upgrade.
Important: *Must cut and modify stock grill for installation.
Note: Shipped oversize.

Standard Grills
BG3213A 1967
BG3716 1967-68
40992* 1968
41062* 1969
BG3221 1970-73
152708 1974-77
BG3151 1978-79
BG3152 1980-81
Rally Sport Grills
BG3222 1970-73
152714 1970-73
152715 1970-73

OS1

without light holes ..
phantom – fully cvrd
w/o park lamp holes
center grill only ......
................................
2 piece set ...............
upper and lower ......
upper and lower ......

128.99
199.99
246.99
229.99
139.99
158.99
168.99
168.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
set
set
set

center grill............... 168.99 ea
polished divider ...... 39.99 ea
black divider ........... 39.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Standard center grill for 1972-73 standard Camaro
models. This grill was redesigned to include larger
openings than the earlier 1970-71 standard grill.
Features a small opening at the bottom portion of the
grill for the hood opening latch assembly. The grill is
manufactured with a chrome molding around the outer
edge. This standard grill was originally installed on
all Camaro models except Rally Sport models. If your
original grill is in need of replacement, you’ll ﬁnd the
quality and ﬁt of this grill to be superb in every way.
Available in silver or black.
Note: Shipped oversize.

333724
333724B

1972-73
1972-73

OS1

argent silver ..... 138.99 ea
black ................ 138.99 ea

1974-81 Grill Nylon Anchor Nut
Attachment nut for 1974-81 headlamp bezels. Use as
required. For # 8 screw size, 5/16" square hole, panel
range 1/16" - 5/32".
347347
1974-81 nylon anchor nut .... 1.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

1970-02 Grill Components
4081332

3962974

3962973

1970-73 Rally Sport Grill
Reproduction center grills for 1970-73 Camaro models
with Rally Sport option. Originally these grills featured
silver trim on the front edges of the grill. These original
replacements are manufactured in black only and may
be painted silver if desired. The grills were separated
by a vertical divider bar, which bolts through the grill
ﬁller and the urethane front bumper assembly. This
divider bar and mounting bracket are also available.
3962973 1970-73
LH ...................... 68.99 ea
3962974 1970-73
RH ...................... 68.99 ea

10139545

748593

1985-92 Z28 Camaro Grills

1974-77 Type LT
Header Panel/Grill Molding Set

Reproduction front grill for 1985-91 Z28 models and
1992 Z28 models without the 25th anniversary option.

Reproduction of the upper and lower molding that
attaches to the header panel to surround the grill
on 1974-77 Type LT models. Each molding is
manufactured from stamped aluminum to exact OEM
speciﬁcations with a bright polished ﬁnish.
2 Piece Set
748593
1974-77 ................................ 189.99 set
Lower Molding Only
6260912 1974-77 ................................ 79.99 ea

Note: Shipped oversize.

4081332
10139545

1985-89
1991-92

OS1

IROC Z28 .... 38.33 ea
Z28............... 139.99 ea

1985-92 Camaro Grill
Genuine GM grill for 1985-92 Camaro models without
fog lamps. The Z28 grill assemblies for 1992 vary
slightly depending on the original option code.

1970-73 RS Grill Divider Rubber Insert
The grill divider insert is installed directly between
the 2 RS center grills. The insert installs onto the grill
divider bracket and helps to ﬁnish off the front grill
section. This is an excellent reproduction RS center
grill divider insert used as a ﬁnish piece.
3974551
1970-73 ................................ 17.99 ea

K189

1978-79 Upper Grill
Reproduction upper grill for 1978-79 models.
Manufactured out of plastic like the original with
factory style mounting points and painted in the correct
black or silver ﬁnish.
K188
1978-79 standard – silver ...... 31.99 ea
K189
1978-79 Z28 – black .............. 31.99 ea
K189
1978-79 RS – black ............... 31.99 ea

Note: *1990-92 without 25th Anniversary option.
Shipped double oversize.

G6638
G6638
G6638*

1985-87
1988-89
1987-92

OS2

Z28............... 108.99 ea
standard ....... 108.99 ea
RS ................ 108.99 ea

1985-92 Center Grill
1970-73 RS Grill Divider Bracket
OER® reproduction RS grill divider bracket for 197073 Rally Sport models. Installs in the urethane nose
front bumper adding structural integrity to the front
nose. It installs directly in between the LH and RH
grill assembly and bolts through the grill ﬁller then the
urethane front bumper assembly. The vertical divider
insert attaches directly to this bracket.
K55
1970-73 .................................... 36.99 ea

459170

1978-79 Lower Grill
Reproduction lower grill for all 1978-79 Camaro
models. Standard models originally featured silver
grills, while Z28 and RS models featured black grills.
459170
1978-79
standard – silver... 98.99 ea
468036
1978-79
Z28 – black .......... 99.99 ea
468036
1978-79
RS – black ........... 99.99 ea

Reproduction center grill for various 1985-92 Camaro
models. Manufactured in ABS plastic to factory
speciﬁcations for proper ﬁtment, and appearance.
153848 1985-87 Z28 .......................... 34.99 ea
153848 1987-92 RS ............................ 34.99 ea
153848 1988-89 standard model ........ 34.99 ea

41362

1993-02 Polished Aluminum Billet Grill
Fine polished billet aluminum grills for 1993-02
models. Direct ﬁt grill with no modiﬁcations needed.
Note: Shipped oversize.

41452
41362

OS1

1993-97 ................................. 169.99 ea
1998-02 ................................. 179.99 ea

K186
K191

1980-81 Upper Grill
K187

Reproduction upper grill for 1980-81 models.
Manufactured out of plastic like the original with factory
style mounting points and the model speciﬁc ﬁnish.
Note: Shipped oversize.

1993-97 Speed Grill Insert

OS1

K190
1980-81 standard – silver.... 36.99 ea
K191
1980-81 Z28 – black ........... 39.99 ea
14011797R 1980-81 Berlinetta – chrome 69.99 ea

341003

Made from the highest quality materials and
workmanship the speed grill is the best and fastest way
to improve the looks of your Camaro in minutes. The
aircraft quality aluminum and the professional racing
style will draw attention where ever you go!
ZZ7904 1993-97 main grill – clip-on 154.99 ea

1974-77 Upper and Lower Grill
Correct reproduction upper and lower grill originally
installed on all 1974-77 Camaro models. The standard
models use a silver grill and Z28 models used a black grill.
Upper Grill
K186
1974-77 standard – silver ... 26.99 ea
K187
1974-77 Z28 – black .......... 26.99 ea
Lower Grill
341002
1974-77 standard – silver ... 79.99 ea
341003
1974-77 Z28 – black .......... 79.99 ea

14019276

14019275

1982-84 Z28 Grill

1998-02 Front Grill

Reproduction grills for 1982-84 Z28 Camaro models.
Made in USA.
14019275
1982-84
LH ................... 78.99 ea
14019276
1982-84
RH .................. 78.99 ea

Genuine GM grill for 1998-02 Camaro models. GM
grill features the word “Camaro” embossed in the center.

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Note: Shipped oversize.

G3620

1998-02

OS1

Genuine GM......... 105.99 ea

Grill Components
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341002

Front Valance Panels

3925467

1967-68 Front License Plate Bracket
3898143

This is a reproduction license bracket for 1967-68
Camaro models. License plate screws and insert nuts
sold separately.
3893807 1967-68 ................................. 15.99 ea

1967-68 License Plate Bumpers
Reproduction license plate bumpers for Camaro
models. Set of three.
A9400127
1967-68 front and rear ...... 5.99 set

1967-68 Valance Panel
Reproduction valance panel for 1967-68 models.
Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations featuring
correct contours, original style mounting points, park
lamp cutouts for Rally Sport models and EDP coating
for rust prevention.
OS2

Note: Shipped double oversize.

3925467
3898143
3938601

1967-68
1967
1968

standard ............. 57.99 ea
Rally Sport ......... 45.99 ea
Rally Sport ......... 68.99 ea

3945756
K49007

1969 Front License Plate Bracket
Genuine or reproduction front license bracket for 1969
Camaro models. License plate screws and insert nuts
sold separately.
3945756
1969
OER® ..................... 15.99 ea
3945756
1969
Genuine GM.......... 15.99 ea

K49067

3929978

1969 Valance Panel
Reproduction lower front valance panel. Each panel is
manufactured to ﬁt all 1969 Camaro models regardless
of the options. Each reproduction panel is produced in
original gauge and features the correct mounting tabs
for installation of the park lamp assemblies.
Note: For plastic mounting nut, purchase part
#A1024. Shipped double oversize.

3929978

1969

OS2

steel ......................... 59.99 ea

1967-69 License Plate Insert Nut Kit
1970-73 Standard Front License Plate Bracket

These special square nuts are used to hold the license
brackets and license plate to the front valance panel
and rear body panel.
K49007
1967-69
10 piece .............. 4.99 kit
K49067
1967-69
4 piece ................ 2.99 kit

Reproduction license plate bracket for 1970-73 front
license plates. For standard front ends only.
KW815
1970-73 ................................. 13.99 ea

1970-81 1/2" Hole Plasic Nut

327536

Correct nuts needed to mount the valance panel to the
lower grill on 1969 Camaro models and needed to attach
the license plate to the bracket on 1970-81 models.
A1024 1970-81 ...................................... 1.69 ea
3990473

1970-73 Valance Panel
Reproduction front lower valance panel for all 1970-73
Camaro models with or without the Rally Sport option.
Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations featuring
original style contours, correct mounting points and
come EDP coated for rust prevention.

1970-73 RS Front License Plate Bracket
Reproduction license plate bracket for 1970-73 Rally
Sport Camaro models. For RS front split bumpers only.
Not for standard front ends.
3973960
1970-73 ................................ 26.99 ea
3927907

H

Body Components

Note: Shipped truck freight.

327536
3990473

1970-73
1970-73

standard ........... 229.99 ea
RS .................... 269.99 ea

3937529
364995

1974-77 Lower Valance Panel
This 1974-77 lower front valance panel has been
manufactured in ﬁberglass as a replacement for your
damaged or missing original.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

364995
K80015
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1974-77
1974-77

w/lower spoiler ... 539.99 ea
w/o lower spoiler 454.99 ea

Valance Panels

152929

G6588

1978-97 Front License Plate Bracket
Replacement license bracket for all 1978-83 models,
1985-87 Z28, 1987 IROC-Z, 1987 RS, and all 198897 models.
152929
1978-83
reproduction .... 21.99 ea
G6588
1993-97
GM .................. 104.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1967-69 Front Header Panel
Reproduction front header panels for 1967-69 models.
Manufactured in original gauge sheet metal and
featuring factory style contours, and mounting points.
The 1969 panel is also available in a lightweight
aluminum panel, weighing only 3 lbs.
Note: Shipped oversize.

3927907
3937529

OS1

1967-68 ............................... 59.99 ea
1969 .................................... 59.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Header Panel/Radiator Support

1970-73 Radiator Support Brackets

3962983
CM2101

1967-69 Radiator Support
327539

1970-73 Header Panel
Reproduction header panel for 1970-73 Camaro models
with or without RS option. This piece installs directly
in front of the hood and extends halfway down the
grill. Each piece features factory gauge sheet metal,
original style contours, correct mounting points and
park lamp locations for Rally Sport models. OS2
Note: Shipped double oversize.

3962983
327539

1970-73
1970-73

standard ............ 199.99 ea
Rally Sport ........ 199.99 ea

Reproduction radiator support for 1967-69 models.
Each support is ready to install and includes predrilled
holes for easy installation in any 6 cylinder or 8 cylinder
Camaro including big blocks. Your choice of our
Restorer’s ChoiceTM panel, manufactured in OE gauge
steel featuring all original contours and details or our
standard replacement for the car builder on a budget.
Comes ﬁnished in black EDP coating to prevent rust.

Reproduction radiator support to frame brackets for
1970-73 Camaro models. Manufactured to factory
speciﬁcations out of heavy stamped steel. These pieces
attach the radiator support to the frame and complete
the attachment of the bumper brackets.
153217 1970-73 ................................... 43.99 pr

Note: Shipped double oversize.

OS2
Standard Replacement
CM2101 1967-69 ............................... 89.99 ea
Restorer’s ChoiceTM
152657
1967-68 ............................... 142.99 ea
152666
1969..................................... 142.99 ea

1970-73 Vertical
Radiator Support Bushing Set
Reproduction bushings and cushions for all 1970-73
Camaro models to correctly mount the radiator support.
This bushing set is used for the frame brackets to the
vertical mounting point on the radiator support.
153305 1970-73 .................................... 23.99 set

1974-77 Front Header Panel
Reproduction header panel for all 1974-77 Camaro
models regardless of trim. This ﬁberglass piece is
manufactured to factory speciﬁcations featuring original
style contours and correct mounting points. Primered
ready for prep and paint. Brackets are not included.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

347568

OS2

1974-77 .............................. 299.99 ea

1970-73 Radiator Support
Reproduction radiator support for 1970-73 models
regardless of model or options. Features predrilled
holes for easy installation to any application.
OS2

Note: Shipped double oversize.

3967147

1970-73 ............................. 129.99 ea

1967-81 Radiator Support Hardware Kit
braces included

detailed shot of
mounting base with
plate holder removed

Sto-n-Sho Quick Release License Plate Bracket

Important: Most applications have pre-existing holes from
the factory that can be used as a mounting point. Drilling
may be required to access some of these points.
Note: Uses pre-existing holes from the factory as mounting
points. No drilling required.

SNS17

1995-97

Z28 .......................... 84.99 ea

1974-81 Radiator Support
Reproduction radiator support for 1974-81 Camaro
models. Manufactured to factory specifications
featuring original style contours, and EDP coated for
rust prevention.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

153590
153095

1974-77
1978-81

OS2

without braces... 369.99 ea
with braces ........ 369.99 ea

1978-92 Radiator Opening X-Braces
1968-69 Core Support to Radiator Seals
Reproduction core support to radiator seals for 1968-69
Camaro models equipped with AC. These seals install
between the top of the radiator and the core support.
W2414 1968-69
with AC ............... 12.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Reproduction radiator cross bar braces for all 1978-92
Camaro models. These steel rods form an X-shape and
add stability to the radiator support. Braces come EDP
coated for rust prevention.
Note: *Made in USA.

153154
10182032*

1978-81
1982-92

2 required ......... 14.99 ea
1 pair required.. 39.99 pr

Radiator Supports
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In some states a front license plate is required in order
to drive on public roads. This not only takes away
from the look of your vehicle, but requires unsightly
holes to be drilled into the bumper. Now you can stay
in compliance with state law and keep your bumper
looking pristine with the Sto-n-Sho quick release front
license plate bracket. Consisting of a front license plate
holder and base mounting plate, each bracket installs
covertly underneath the front bumper and requires
only the pull of a spring loaded pull pin to remove
and to reinstall. Manufactured from 5052 and 6061
aluminum with an anodized black ﬁnish and limited
lifetime warranty. Made in USA.

Reproduction radiator support bushing kit for 196781 Camaro models. This kit includes all the correct
bushings, bolts and washers to completely remount the
radiator support as shown. Fits all models regardless
of options or trim.
K3029 1967-81 .................................... 26.99 kit

Body Panel Hardware

SK1415
F1400

1967-78 Exterior Screw Sets
61692

1967-81 Stainless Steel Fastener Sets
F1413

1967-81 Complete Body Fastener Sets
Looking for a complete bolt set for your Camaro?
These are the most complete fastener sets available!
Each set includes fasteners for the following: back-up
lamps, battery tray, bumpers, bumper brackets, bumper
guards, bumper ﬁller panel, cowl panel, door latches,
fenders, fender braces, fender splash shields, fender
extension, grill, grill brackets, grill moldings, headlamp
adjusters, headlamp bezels, headlamp housings, header
panel, hood, hood hinges, hood catch , hood catch lock
plate, hood catch support, hood moldings, license plate
brackets, marker lamps, nameplates, parking lamps,
tail lamps, trunk latch and striker, trunk lid, valance
panel, wheelhouses, wheelhouse brackets
Standard Models
F1400
1967
421 items ........... 224.99 set
F1402
1968
409 items ........... 229.99 set
F1404
1969
417 items ........... 239.99 set
F1406
1970-72
368 items ........... 249.99 set
F1408
1973
360 items ........... 219.99 set
F1410
1974-76
556 items ........... 294.99 set
F1411
1977
515 items ........... 269.99 set
F1412
1978
486 items ........... 269.99 set
F1413
1979
489 items ........... 274.99 set
F1414
1980-81
491 items ........... 274.99 set
Rally Sport Models
F1401
1967
460 items ........... 229.99 set
F1403
1968
442 items ........... 229.99 set
F1405
1969
445 items ........... 249.99 set
F1407
1970-72
403 items ........... 269.99 set
F1409
1973
414 items ........... 254.99 set

Eliminate the fastener guesswork from your restoration
project with OE style indented Hex body sets! Sets
come with black stainless where appropriate to retain
a factory original appearance while giving you the rust
free beneﬁts of stainless steel.
1967-69
Sets for 1967-69 models contain the fasteners needed
for the following components: bumpers, front body
mounts, door hinges, door jambs, ﬁrewall, front and
inner fenders, hood hinges, hood latch and catch , core
support, splash pan, interior trim screw set, seat mounts,
trunk hinges, trunk latch, trunk catch, rear axle stops.
61692
1967-69 .................................. 309.99 set
1970-81
Sets for 1970-81 models contain the fasteners needed
for the following components: bumpers, brake and fuel
lines, door hinges, door jambs, front body mounts,
front and inner fenders, headlamps/turn signals, heater
and AC cover, hood hinges, hood latches, washer and
recovery tanks, radiator support, battery box, rear axle
stops, trunk hinges, trunk latch, windshield wipers,
cowl vents.
68003
1970-73 .................................. 319.99 set
68008
1974-77 .................................. 319.99 set
68013
1978-81 .................................. 289.99 set

SK1415
SK1415A*
SK1865
SK1865A*
SK529
SK1890
SK1895

1967
1967
1968
1968
1969
1970-73
1974-78

31 screws........ 11.99 set
61 screws........ 21.99 set
15 screws........ 5.99 set
45 screws........ 9.99 set
13 screws........ 5.99 set
35 screws........ 12.99 set
18 screws........ 7.99 set

3784845

J-Nut Assembly
Reproduction J-nuts for the installation of various front
end products for 1967-74 models. Sold individually
or in a money saving set of 10.
3784845
5/16"-18 thread .................... 1.79 ea
K1550
10 piece set........................... 16.99 set

X600750

5/16"-18 Hex Head Bolt

1970-73 Hood & Trunk Fastener Set

Body Components

Note: *With wheel opening molding screws.

10084

Complete bolt set for under the hood and the trunk area.
Includes: fender bolts and U-nuts, hood latch bolts,
wheel well bolts and U-nuts, AC condenser bolts, trunk
lid bolts, hood latch, valance bolts, AC heater housing
screws, master cylinder nuts, taillight nuts, and more!
GM202
1970-73
201 items ......... 114.99 set

H

Replace the essential screws and fasteners necessary
for the grill, headlamp bezels, outer mirrors, parking
lamp lens and bezels, quarter panel moldings, taillight
lens, and windshield moldings.

Reproduction Hex washer head bolts for the installation
of front end components on 1967-74 GM models. Sold
individually or in a money saving set of 10.
Individual
10084
3/4" length .............................. .99 ea
10362
13/16" length .......................... .99 ea
X600750
1-1/4" length .......................... .99 ea
10 Piece Sets
K1551
3/4" length .............................. 8.99 set
K1552
13/16" length .......................... 8.99 set
K1553
1-1/4" length .......................... 8.99 set

C35
A3155

A2452

1967-92 Front Sheet Metal Hardware Set

Body Alignment Shims

Don’t settle for corroded or incorrect hardware! These
comprehensive sets include fasteners to mount the
fenders, fender skirts, grill, headlamp bezels, and
other front end exterior parts. These bolts feature
correct markings with correct colors where applicable.
C35
1967-68 standard models ..... 37.99 set
C35A
1967-68 Rally Sport models 37.99 set
C36
1969
all models .............. 37.99 set
C36A
1970-81 all models .............. 37.99 set
C37
1982-92 all models .............. 64.99 set

One of the most essential parts of sheet metal
replacement is alignment shims. These reproduction
shims are offered in a variety of sizes for most alignment
situations. Check your original shims before ordering.
1-1/4" x 1-1/8" with 3/8" Slot
A3155
1/16" thick 50 piece ........... 8.99 set
A3156
1/8" thick
50 piece ........... 12.99 set
1-3/4" x 1-1/4" with 1/2" Slot
A2452
1/16" thick 50 piece ........... 9.99 set
A2453
1/8" thick
50 piece ........... 12.99 set
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1967-69 Front End Bolt Set
Correct black oxide bolts for mounting radiator
supports, fender to radiator support braces, fender
skirts, and hood latch support assemblies.
K0068
1967-69
5/16" bolts ............ 19.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Body Styling Kits

C15255

C15255 –
installed

1978-81 Camaro Ground Effects Sets
1501106

Ground effects for 1978-81 Camaro base models. The set utilizes urethane and ﬁberglass materials offering a
stylish high-performance appearance. The set includes: a 1 piece front spoiler, rocker panel extensions, door
ﬁllers, and rear body extension.
OS2

Note: Shipped double oversize.

C15255
C15260
C15261

1978-81
1982-84
1985-87

ground effects........................................................................................... 599.99 kit
ground effects........................................................................................... 599.99 kit
ground effects........................................................................................... 599.99 kit

1982-02 Solar Wing
The solar wing is designed to create a new look for
the Camaro, while offering functionality at the same
time. The rear interior is shaded from the hot sun
and harmful ultraviolet rays, and the rear window is
protected from rain, snow, and dust buildup. The solar
wing is the ideal addition to the Camaro for the ﬁnicky
owner who wants protection and style. Installation
instructions are included. No drilling is necessary.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

152801
1501106

1982-92
1993-02

OS2

solar wing .......... 117.99 ea
solar wing .......... 124.99 ea

1501050

1993-97 Ground Effects Package
The set includes 5 custom panels for the front lower
extension, LH and RH side rocker panel extensions and
the rear lower extension. The set provides everything
you’ll need including installation hardware for easy-on
application. Manufactured with high-quality urethane
material. Paint to match any original color.
Important: Rear spoilers are sold separately.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

1501000
1501050

5 piece set w/o side vents ... 839.99 set
5 piece set with vents.......... 839.99 set

rear splash guard

front splash guard

1970-81 Front and Rear Splash Guard Kit
These aftermarket guards are designed to match the
style and shape of the 1978-81 Z28 factory front
and rear side spoilers. Mounts behind the front and
rear wheel with provided hardware. Each set comes
with a complete set of front and rear splash guards,
mounting hardware and 15 foot roll of welting. Some
drilling of fenders is required for installation. These
look great on base model Camaros or on Z28 models
regardless of whether the car is equipped with factory
style Z28 spoilers.
C15271
1970-81 front and rear ..... 305.99 kit

1998-02 Ground Effects Package
This new design is intended to follow the ﬂuid lines
of the Camaro, while furnishing a much needed more
aggressive appearance. All body parts are manufactured
from the highest quality urethane available for
ﬂexibility, durability and impact resistance. Each
package comes with all OEM style mounting hardware
and detailed instructions for easy installation.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

1508000

1998-02

5 piece.............. 839.99 set

1993-02 Sport Back Rear Window
The RK sport back gives the Camaro an open air ride
with no loss of valuable rear seating room or trunk
space. The sport back’s rear window was designed
to be easily removed and stored in the built-in
pocket, all from inside the car. The simplicity of the
Sport Back is that there is no drilling, modifying,
or cutting of the body for the installation. The
Sport Back simply replaces the rear hatch glass.
A qualiﬁed body and paint facility will be able to
provide paint matching and installation. Complete
detailed instructions are included.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

W10516

SB102

3 piece style

1993-02

sport back ......... 745.99 ea

1967-02 Rear Window Louver
Designed for style and protection, these louvers install
without any drilling into the body. The three and
four piece louvers include ABS plastic sides with an
aluminum center louver. Each louver comes complete
with hardware and a detailed set of instructions. Choose
from ABS style or aluminum.
Note: †Without 3rd brake light. •With 3rd brake light on
rear glass. **With 3rd brake light under rear glass. Shipped
oversize unless otherwise indicated. *Shipped truck freight.

We offer high-quality
splash guards for your
1982-90 model Camaro.
Choose from correct
form ﬁtting splash guards
208
speciﬁcally designed for
standard Camaro or IROC
models. Protects your
fenders and quarters from damage caused by road
dirt and stones. Adding splash guards can improve
the appearance of your Camaro while protecting
your body panels from foreign objects.
Front Splash Guards
207
1982-84
Camaro except Z28... 49.99 pr
233
1985-90
IROC-Z ..................... 58.99 pr
Rear Splash Guards
208
1982-84
Camaro except Z28... 49.99 pr
234
1985-90
IROC-Z ..................... 58.99 pr

ABS Plastic
W1033 1967-69
W1004 1970-74
W1002 1975-81
W1101* 1982-92
W1333† 1982-92
W1334• 1982-92
W1336** 1982-92
W1369* 1993-02
W1383 1993-02
Aluminum
W10514 1967-69
W10515 1970-74
W10516 1975-81
W10518† 1982-92
W10519† 1982-92
W10610• 1986-92

15017005

OS1

1 piece....................
1 piece....................
1 piece....................
1 piece....................
3 piece....................
3 piece....................
3 piece....................
1 piece....................
3 piece....................

339.99
289.99
254.99
304.99
304.99
304.99
309.99
334.99
334.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1 piece....................
3 piece....................
3 piece....................
4 piece ....................
4 piece w/rear wiper
4 piece ....................

309.99
309.99
319.99
399.99
369.99
359.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1994-02 Conv. Tonneau Cover
These tonneau covers were designed for the convertible
enthusiast who wants more than a factory appearance.
Made in two separate pieces, they are installed and
easily removed and stored with minimal effort on the
part of the user. Each tonneau cover is made of quality
ﬁberglass materials and requires no modiﬁcations for
installation onto the car. You can order the standard
style covers with ABS style inlays in the blisters or
the more desirable covers that include carbon ﬁber
blisters. Each set includes installation hardware and
painting instructions.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

15017005
1994-02 ........................ 509.99 pr
15017005C 1994-02 w/carbon ﬁber 1071.99 pr
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1982-90 ABS Molded Splash Guards

Reproduction Hood Panels

3938617
K1967

1662483

K966

3949708

1967-69 SYC 427 Yenko Hood
Exact reproduction Yenko hoods for 1967-68 models. This reproduction can be
installed on any 1967-69 Camaro.
Important: Not for use with original hood latch assembly. Hood pins recommended.
Note: Shipped truck freight.
14030758
underside

Fiberglass Hoods
K1967
1967
K1967
1968-69
K966
1968
Hood Accessories
3965713
1968
T4095
1967-69

Yenko models ................................................ 659.99 ea
Baldwin Motion models ................................ 659.99 ea
Yenko models w/open element air cleaners .. 659.99 ea
ﬁberglass hood prop.......................................
hood pin set....................................................

34.99 ea
9.99 set

14047994
underside

1967-02 OE Style Hood

1660500

Correct reproduction hoods for various 1967-92 Camaro models. Each is produced
using high-quality steel, aluminum or ﬁberglass as indicated. Each hood features
correct underhood bracing and is ready to prep, prime, paint, and install. All
ornaments, louvers, and moldings are sold separately.

H
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Note: Shipped truck freight.

underside

Standard and Super Sport Hoods
Standard Hoods
3938617
1967-69
standard ..................................................... 249.99 ea
14030758 1970-81
standard ..................................................... 299.99 ea
1668006
1982-92
standard ..................................................... 209.99 ea
14047994 1982-84
Z28 – ﬁberglass reproduction .................... 499.99 ea
1668008
1985-92
Z28............................................................. 199.99 ea
152980
1993-97
standard ..................................................... 209.99 ea
152976
1998-02
ﬁberglass – non SS .................................... 349.99 ea
152977
1998-02
steel – non SS ............................................ 399.99 ea
Super Sport Hoods
1662483
1967-69
Super Sport ................................................ 244.99 ea
12369963 1998-02
ﬁberglass – SS ........................................... 699.99 ea
Cowl Induction Hoods
Cowl Induction Steel Hoods
3949708
1967-69
2" cowl....................................................... 209.99 ea
3957504
1967-69
4" cowl....................................................... 399.99 ea
HC411
1968-69
with Crossram............................................ 5494.99 ea
1680403
1970-81
2-3/4" rise .................................................. 289.99 ea
1668292
1982-92
2" cowl with standard center ridge ............ 309.99 ea
1668294
1982-92
4" cowl with low center ridge.................... 299.99 ea
152810
1982-92
2" cowl with low center ridge.................... 299.99 ea
Cowl Induction Fiberglass Hoods
K683
1968-69
with Crossram............................................ 789.99 ea
3965713
1968-69
hood prop for ﬁberglass Crossram hood ...
34.99 ea
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1660501

underside

1967-69 Custom Steel Hood
Now you can have the look of the classic Stinger or L-88 style hood for your
1967-69 Camaro, available in solid steel for the ﬁrst time. Manufactured using
high-quality steel on all-new tooling. This hood offers the classic styling of ultra
high-performance COPO models.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

1660500
1660501

1967-69
1967-69

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Stinger ....................................................... 461.99 ea
L-88 ........................................................... 453.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Aftermarket Hood Panels
1967-02 Fiberglass Hood
Fiberglass hoods for 1967-02 Camaro models. Designed for weight savings and
custom features. Pro-Touring hoods include custom trim bezel for the air inlet.
Extended length hoods match the extended length of the ﬁberglass front clips. All
hoods are available in lift-off or bolt-on style. Bolt-on hood features a fully ﬁnished
underside and installs with factory hinges and latches.
Note: *Features fully functional Ram Air effect. †Cowl panel must be removed. Shipped
truck freight.

1993-97 Cowl Induction/Ram Air Hood
This ﬁberglass hood creates a seamless merging of two extremely sought after
styles: the Ram Air hood and the cowl induction hood. 2.5" rise.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

CFH6

original style

cowl induction

1993-97 ............................................................................... 659.99 ea

extended length

Lift-off Hoods

1501101

Original Style Hoods
F10100
1967-69
F11100
1970-81
F12100
1982-92
Cowl Induction Hoods
F10101
1967-69
F10104
1967-69
F10106
1967-69
F11103
1970-81
F11104
1970-81
F11106
1970-81
F12101
1982-92
F12103
1982-92
CFH7
1982-92
Extended Length Hoods
F10095†
1967-69
F10094†
1967-69
F10096†
1967-69
F12091
1982-92

original style............................................... 411.99 ea
original style............................................... 416.99 ea
original style............................................... 414.99 ea
cowl induction, 2" ......................................
cowl induction, 4" ......................................
cowl induction, 6" ......................................
cowl induction, 3" ......................................
cowl induction, 4" ......................................
cowl induction, 6" ......................................
cowl induction, 3" ......................................
cowl induction, 4" ......................................
cowl induction, 6" ......................................

411.99
439.99
444.99
424.99
421.99
444.99
419.99
416.99
444.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

original style...............................................
cowl induction, 4" ......................................
cowl induction, 6" ......................................
original style...............................................

411.99
444.99
444.99
414.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

1501103 – installed

cowl induction

Pro-Touring

IROC

1501102

This hood scoop will bring fresh, cool air directly to the inlet for increased airﬂow
and performance. Available with carbon ﬁber inlaid over the hood scoop for a
custom, high-performance look.
Important: *Requires intake (air box) to be fully functional. Functional parts are available
only for Z28 models.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

With Fiberglass Hood Scoop
1501101*
1993-97
.................................................................. 654.99 ea
1668300
1993-97
SS II .......................................................... 419.99 ea
1668301
1993-97
SS OEM style ........................................... 419.99 ea
1501103
1998-02
.................................................................. 654.99 ea
With Fiberglass Hood Scoop and Carbon Fiber Overlay
1501102*
1993-97
.................................................................. 1334.99 ea
1501109
1998-02
.................................................................. 1334.99 ea

Cowl Induction Hoods
B10101
1967-69
CFH2
1967-69
CFH4
1970-81
CFH5
1970-81
B12101
1982-92
B12103
1982-92
B12201
1993-97
1668302
1993-97
B12301
1998-02
1668305
1998-02
Pro-Touring Hoods
B10107
1967-69
B11107
1970-81
B12107
1982-92
1668303* 1998-02
IROC Hoods
B12104
1982-92

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

2" use B200 springs ...................................
4" use B210 springs ...................................
3" use B210 springs ...................................
4" use B215 springs ...................................
3" ................................................................
4" ................................................................
2.5" .............................................................
3" with heat extraction ...............................
2.5" .............................................................
4" with heat extraction ...............................

639.99
639.99
635.99
624.99
635.99
624.99
639.99
419.99
639.99
419.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Pro-Touring ................................................
Pro-Touring ................................................
Pro-Touring ................................................
Pro-Touring ................................................

651.99
656.99
656.99
419.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

2.5" rise ...................................................... 641.99 ea
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1993-02 SS Ram Air Hood

Bolt-on Hoods

Hood Components

PT15730

Universal Custom Hood Pins
These Hotchkis custom universal hood pins add a high
tech aerospace look to your car. They offer lightweight
durable construction, easy installation, secure hood
closure and killer good looks.
H1760
universal .............................. 186.99 set

HA1103

PT5700

HA1124

1982-92 Hood Scoop
25109B

Z28 style scoop and cowl hood scoops are both
manufactured in ﬁberglass for easy bonding on to a
standard hood. Add a high-performance appearance
to your 1982-92 Camaro by simply installing a
hood scoop.
OS2

Note: Shipped double oversize.
HA4103

PT15730
PT5700

1982-92
1982-92

Z28 style............. 219.99 ea
cowl hood style .. 198.99 ea

25110P

Universal Fiberglass Cowl Hood Scoop
These hood scoops are designed to provide extra
clearance underhood and a lightweight advantage
while providing a look that will make people think
twice about what might be under it. Available in a
ﬂanged style that can be bonded or riveted on, and
also a limited selection of bolt-on styles. All the ﬂange
type hood scoops must be cut-to-ﬁt.

25113R

Universal Simulated Hood Pins

Note: *Shipped oversize. **Shipped double oversize.
***Shipped truck freight.
OS1
OS2

Flange Type
With Ridge Top
HA1103*
43" x 28" x 2-1/2" ............
HA1107*
43" x 28" x 4"...................
HA1111*
53" x 28" x 2"...................
HA1112*
54" x 28" x 3-1/2" ............
HA1114*
53-1/2" x 31" x 4" ............
HA1116*
49" x 28" x 6"...................
With Smooth Top
HA1124*** 53-1/2" x 28" x 4" ............
HA1126** 57" x 28" x 6"...................
HA1128*
54" x 28" x 8"...................
Bolt-On Type
With Ridge Top
HA4103** 43" x 29-1/2" x 2-1/2" ......
HA4104*
43" x 29-1/2" x 4" ............

1967-69 Flip Over Style Hood Pin Set
179.99
184.99
184.99
179.99
224.99
226.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

224.99 ea
224.99 ea
229.99 ea

Each set uses the 2 piece ﬂip over pins ideal for
installations where an extra strong pin is required.
Ring ﬂips over stud and locks into place. Over center
action eliminates possibility of pin falling out. Includes
lanyards. This set is a reproduction of the rare, dealer
installed optional hood pins. Hood pins are necessary
for the attachment of ﬁberglass or lift-off hoods and
may be installed for extra security on factory hoods.

Get the race car look of billet hood pins without having to
drill holes in your expensive hood and radiator support.
Machined billet plate from 6061-T6 aircraft aluminum,
stainless steel pins, screws, and cables. Installs in minutes
with no tools, just peel and stick. Available in classic or
striker design. 24" cables sold separately.
Note: These are non-functioning hood pins.

25109P
25109B
25110P
25110B
25113R
25113B
25113C

classic
classic
striker
striker
24" cables
24" cables
24" cables

polished .........
black ..............
polished .........
black ..............
red ..................
black ..............
clear – silver ..

54.99
54.99
54.99
54.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

set
set
set
set
pr
pr
pr

Note: Though intended for 1967-69 models, it may however
be used on all years.

T4095

1967-69 .................................... 9.99 set

199.99 ea
201.99 ea
CB40047

H
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HP5001

HP5002

HP5003 –
with stainless screws

Billet Aluminum Hood Pin Sets

1970-81 Hood Scoop
This plastic non-functional L-88 scoop can be installed
on any 1970-81 model for the popular Z28 look.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

OS2

PT5639

1970-81

L-88 style ........... 227.99 ea
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These U.S. made, 6061-T6 aluminum hood pin and
scuff plate sets will help your car stand out in a crowd
and complement any style of hood. The billet scuff
plates are available in machined, polished, powder
coated black, or chromed ﬁnish. Sets include 6"
aluminum pins and stainless steel hardware (black
sets also include black oxide screws,). PVC coated
stainless steel lanyards sold separately.
HP5001
machined ﬁnish .................. 99.99 set
HP5002
polished .............................. 109.99 set
HP5003
black powder coated .......... 119.99 set
HP5005
chrome................................ 129.99 set
25113C
24" lanyards ....................... 16.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

natural

black

Billet Hood Pins
Give the outside of your ride some high tech ﬂair with
these Ringbrothers billet hood pins. Machined from
6061-T6 billet aluminum, these hood pins feature a
base screws into core support for easy installation
and includes stainless steel locking pin for secure
closure. Locking pin adjusts to the angle of the hood.
Installation hardware and instructions included. Sold
in pairs, available in natural or black ﬁnish.
CB40046
natural ............................. 149.99 pr
CB40047
black ................................ 224.99 pr

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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TL20001

TL20003

1967 Super Sport Hood Louvers

1967-92 Track Spec Hood Louvers

Reproduction die-cast hood louvers for all 1967 Camaro
SS models. Manufactured with OER® tooling to exact
factory speciﬁcations. Featuring correct black paint
scheme, chrome accents, correct size mounting studs
and include all mounting hardware.
3918764
1967.................................. 155.99 pr

Track Spec lightweight aluminum performance hood
louvers. Increases performance and durability by
reducing engine compartment temperatures. Each vent
is designed to maintain the structural rigidity and ﬁt the
contours of the speciﬁc vehicle. Satin black powder
coated for durability and a clean appearance. Includes
detailed instructions and all hardware required for a
factory quality installation.
TL20001
1967-69 .............................. 219.99 pr
TL20002
1970-81 .............................. 329.99 pr
TL20003
1982-92 .............................. 329.99 pr

passenger
louver

driver
louver
black
painted
accents

mesh screens
and backing
plates included

bright chromeplating
drain

original
curvature
to ﬁt hood
correct
size studs

correctly
positioned
drain holes

1968-69 Super Sport Hood Louvers
Reproduction die-cast hood louvers for all 196869 Camaro SS models equipped with a 350 or 396
engine. Manufactured with OER® tooling to exact
factory speciﬁcations. Featuring all original style
qualities, bright chrome-plating and include all
mounting hardware.
1662007
1968-69 .............................. 179.99 pr

3949698

1985-90 Z28/IROC Hood Ornaments
OER® reproduction of the hood ornaments/louvers for
1985-90 Camaro Z28 and 1987 IROC models. Injection
molded using highest quality polymer materials for
an original appearance and ﬁt. These special style
louvers ﬁt into the recessed areas of the optional Z28
hood. Includes: correct satin black ﬁnish, black foam
rubber insulating seals, and mounting hardware. Sold
in pairs. One pair required per car.
748557
1985-90
Z28 ................... 189.99 pr
748557
1987
IROC ................ 189.99 pr

TL20016

TL20014

Track Spec Hood Louvers
Track Spec lightweight aluminum performance hood
louvers. Increases performance and durability by
reducing engine compartment temperatures. Each vent
is designed to maintain the structural rigidity and ﬁt the
contours of the speciﬁc vehicle. Satin black powder
coated for durability and a clean appearance. Includes
detailed instructions and all hardware required for a
factory quality installation.
Angled
TL20013
4" x 12" ........................... 179.99 pr
TL20014
5-1/2" x 12" ..................... 189.99 pr
Rectangular
TL20015
4" x 12" ........................... 179.99 ea
TL20016
5-1/2" x 12" ..................... 189.99 ea

2002 35th Anniv. Hood Applique
Genuine GM hood applique for the 35th anniversary
special Camaro. Will replace the original hood applique.
G3675 2002
with 35th anniv. pkg .. 100.99 ea

K964

1967-69 SS Hood Louver Gaskets

1968-69 SS Hood Louver Drain Tubes
Reproduction hood louver drain tubes for 1968-69
Camaro models with a 350 or 396 and a Super Sport
hood. These drain the water from the hood louver
inserts. For use with original hoods only.
3903974
1968-69
with SS hood ...... 8.99 pr

1662009

1968-69 Billet Super Sport Hood Louvers
Billet reproduction 1968-69 Camaro SS hood louvers
used on all “SS-350” and “SS-396” models. Featuring
a polished or machine ﬁnish and a original style mesh
screen insert.
Note: Hood louver to hood gaskets sold separately.

1662008
1662009

1968-69
1968-69

machine ﬁnish ... 374.99 pr
polished ﬁnish ... 431.99 pr

1982-84 Z28 Hood Ornaments
Reproduction hood ornaments for 1982-84 Z28 Camaro
models. These ornaments will only work on vehicles
equipped with a Z28 hood.
CM6980
1982-84 with Z28 hood .... 39.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1967-69 Power Reverse Opening Hood Set
Here’s an innovative way to help your custom vehicle
stand far apart from the crowd! This trick set utilizes
power actuators and machined Delrin axial guideways
at the back of the hood with a patent pending cam
lever design to move the hood out of the way of the
header panel. Smooth operation is guaranteed with
gas shock stabilizers and rear hood. Set includes: 200
lb actuators, “Plug and Play” wiring harness, direct
bolt-in bracket set, 4 channel keyless entry system,
heavy-duty gas struts, manual emergency entry cable,
and mounting brackets.
PH100 1967-69
reverse hood set 1329.99 set

Hood Components
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This gasket is designed to prevent moisture from being
trapped under the hood louver which could lead to
possible deterioration of the paint surface or the metal
hood surface beneath the louver. Adhesive backed
sponge foam in roll form as original, or replacement
style molded gasket.
Molded Gasket
K964
1967
sold as pair ............ 7.99 pr
Strip Gaskets
3949698 1967-69 2 required .............. 6.99 ea

Hood Components

3910668

FB1059PS
3910667

1967-69 Hood Hinge
Reproduction hood hinges for 1967-69 Camaro
models. Will ﬁt standard, Super Sport or cowl
induction hoods. Includes hinge only. Hood hinge
springs sold separately.
3910667 1967-69 LH reproduction .. 47.99 ea
3910668 1967-69 RH reproduction .. 47.99 ea

14034130

CB40012

1967-81 Billet Hood Hinge

14034129

1970-81 Hood Hinge
Replace your original bent hood hinges with these
superb quality OER® reproduction hood hinges. For
1970-81 hood assemblies. Original hood hinges can
bend or become damaged. To maintain the structural
integrity of the hood, they should be replaced. These
OER® hood hinges will work properly and offer years
of dependable service
14034129
1970-81
LH ................... 59.99 ea
14034130
1970-81
RH ................... 59.99 ea

Looking for an eye-catching mod to set your classic
Camaro apart at the car show? Replace your original
stamped steel hood hinges with these beautifully
machined billet aluminum hinges with gas struts. No
modiﬁcations needed for installation these hinges
bolt right in. Hinges are made with the ﬁnest quality
6061-T6 aluminum and use weatherproof bearings
and stainless steel hardware and carefully engineered
to ensure smooth, effortless operation in any climate.
Each hinge is machined to perfection in a manner
which is not only functional but visually pleasing.
Comes with black carbon steel struts and all required
mounting hardware. Available in your choice of
natural, black anodized, or polished ﬁnishes for steel
or ﬁberglass hoods.
Polished Aluminum
FB1052PF 1967-69 ﬁberglass hood 729.99 set
FB1052PS 1967-69 steel hood ........ 729.99 set
FB1059PF 1970-81 ﬁberglass hood 599.99 set
FB1059PS 1970-81 steel hood ........ 599.99 set
Anodized Black
FB1052BF 1967-69 ﬁberglass hood 599.99 set
FB1052BS 1967-69 steel hood ........ 729.99 set
FB1059BF 1970-81 ﬁberglass hood 599.99 set
FB1059BS 1970-81 steel hood ........ 599.99 set
Natural Aluminum
FB1052NF 1967-69 ﬁberglass hood 599.99 set
FB1052NS 1967-69 steel hood ........ 729.99 set
FB1059NF 1970-81 ﬁberglass hood 599.99 set
FB1059NS 1970-81 steel hood ........ 599.99 set

BH30020C

14064294

H
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14064293

1967-81 Billet Hood Hinges

G3670
G3657

1982-02 Hood Hinge
Reproduction or Genuine GM hood hinges for 198202 Camaro models. Will ﬁt standard or Z28 hoods.
Each hinge is manufactured to exacting speciﬁcations
allowing a complete replacement with the exception
of hood hinge gas pistons.
14064293
1982-92
LH
repro... 89.99 ea
14064294
1982-92
RH
repro... 89.99 ea
G3657
1993-97
LH
GM..... 64.99 ea
G3670
1998-02
LH
GM..... 95.99 ea
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These hood hinges are CNC-machined from highquality 6061-T6 billet aluminum. Nitrogen ﬁlled
stainless steel gas struts and sealed bearings. Each
pair includes gas struts and stainless steel mounting
hardware. Made in USA.
Steel Hood
BH30021A 1967-69 matte black ... 634.99 pr
BH30021B 1967-69 machined ...... 579.99 pr
BH30021C 1967-69 polished ........ 634.99 pr
BH30022A 1970-81 matte black ... 694.99 pr
BH30022B 1970-81 machined ...... 639.99 pr
BH30022C 1970-81 polished ........ 694.99 pr
Fiberglass Hood
BH30021D 1967-69 matte black ... 634.99 pr
BH30021E 1967-69 machined ...... 579.99 pr
BH30021F
1967-69 polished ........ 634.99 pr
BH30022D 1970-81 matte black ... 694.99 pr
BH30022E 1970-81 machined ...... 639.99 pr
BH30022F
1970-81 polished ........ 694.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

CB40112

natural

black

gray

1967-81 Billet Hood Hinges
Replace your unsightly original hood hinges with
a set of premium quality billet hood hinges. CNCmachined from solid 6061-T6 billet aluminum, these
hinges are a direct replacement piece and feature ball
bearing pivot joints and gas shocks either as a solid
frame hinge or the new high tech air frame. Includes
installation hardware and instructions. Available in
natural, black, or gray anodized aluminum ﬁnishes
for steel or ﬁberglass hoods.
Solid Arm Style
Natural Aluminum
CB40011 1967-69 steel hood ........ 674.99 pr
CB40012 1967-69 ﬁberglass hood 674.99 pr
CB41011 1970-81 steel hood ........ 749.99 pr
CB41012 1970-81 ﬁberglass hood 749.99 pr
Anodized Black
CB40021 1967-69 steel hood ........ 724.99 pr
CB40022 1967-69 ﬁberglass hood 724.99 pr
CB41021 1970-81 steel hood ........ 799.99 pr
CB41022 1970-81 ﬁberglass hood 799.99 pr
Anodized Gray
CB40031 1967-69 steel hood ........ 729.99 pr
CB40032 1967-69 ﬁberglass hood 729.99 pr
CB41031 1970-81 steel hood ........ 789.99 pr
CB41032 1970-81 ﬁberglass hood 789.99 pr
Air Frame Style
Natural Aluminum
CB40111 1967-69 steel hood ........ 674.99 pr
CB40112 1967-69 ﬁberglass hood 674.99 pr
CB41111
1970-81 steel hood ........ 749.99 pr
CB41112 1970-81 ﬁberglass hood 749.99 pr
Anodized Black
CB40121 1967-69 steel hood ........ 724.99 pr
CB40122 1967-69 ﬁberglass hood 724.99 pr
CB41121 1970-81 steel hood ........ 799.99 pr
CB41122 1970-81 ﬁberglass hood 799.99 pr
Anodized Gray
CB40131 1967-69 steel hood ........ 729.99 pr
CB40132 1967-69 ﬁberglass hood 729.99 pr
CB41131 1970-81 steel hood ........ 789.99 pr
CB41132 1970-81 ﬁberglass hood 789.99 pr
Replacement Hood Shocks – Black Only
CB03
1967-69 steel hood ........ 37.99 pr
CB16
1967-81 steel hood ........ 37.99 pr
CB04
1967-81 ﬁberglass hood 37.99 pr

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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1967-81 Hood Hinge Bolts

409025

1967-81 Hood Hinge Spring
Reproduction of the hood hinge springs for 1967-81
Camaro models. Sold individually.
Standard Hood Springs
409025
1967-69
standard ............ 14.99 ea
3848272
1967-69
SS models ......... 15.99 ea
3907626
1970-81
all ...................... 14.99 ea
Cowl Hood Springs
3907627
1967-69
all ...................... 14.99 ea

Reproduction hood hinge bolts for 1967-81 Camaro
models. Includes the correct number and style bolts
originally used on your classic Camaro.
K1005 1967-81
8 piece..................... 7.99 kit

1982-92 Hood Latch Striker
Correct replacement hood latch striker found on
Camaro models.
G6244 1982-92 all........................... 26.99 ea

1967-81 Stainless Steel Hood Hinge Bolts
153101

1967-81 Stainless Hood Hinge Springs
Add a custom touch to your hood hinges with these
brightly polished stainless steel hinge springs for
1967-81 models. Each spring is manufactured to ﬁt
and function like the original unit, while giving your
under hood area the ﬁnishing touch. Manufactured
to operate original or reproduction steel hoods only.
153101 1967-69 w/standard hood .. 137.99 pr
153103 1967-69 with SS hood ....... 132.99 pr
153099 1970-81 w/standard hood .. 132.99 pr

Replacement hood hinge bolts for 1967-81 Camaro
models. Manufactured out of stainless steel for
durability, available coated in black oxide or plain
stainless ﬁnish.
153341 1967-81 black oxide coated ... 24.99 set
153342 1967-81 plain stainless steel .. 24.99 set

B200

1967-81 Lower Tension Hood Springs
These low tension springs will allow you to retain the
original workings of your ﬁberglass hood and will ﬁt
in the original position to allow the hood to work as
it was originally designed.
B200
1967-69
11 lbs..................... 39.99 pr
B210
1967-69
15 lbs .................... 39.99 pr
B215
1970-81
20 lbs .................... 39.99 pr

1967-81 Stainless Pilot Bolt Assembly
Add a custom touch to your hood latch with this brightly
polished stainless steel pilot bolt assembly for 1967-81
Camaro models. Each assembly is manufactured to ﬁt
and function like the original unit, while giving your
underhood area the ﬁnishing touch. Made in USA.
153106 1967-81 .................................. 112.99 ea

1967-92 Fiberglass Hood Prop
When using a lightweight replacement bolt on
ﬁberglass hood, the factory springs may be overrated
and place undue stress on the hood. Classic Industries®
recommends removal of the factory springs from the
hinges and the use of these hood props as a replacement.
For all ﬁberglass hoods.
3965713
1967-92
1 required .......... 34.99 ea

1967-81 Hood Latch Pilot Bolt
Quality reproduction hood latch pilot bolt for 1967-81
models. The hood latch pop-up spring surrounds this
bolt. Sold separately.
3857883
1967-81 ................................ 11.99 ea

3891682
3891682C

1967-81 Pre-Assembled Hood Safety Latch
G3658

1982-02 Gas-Charged Hood Support Struts

1967-81 Billet Hood Latch Pin and Collar
This hood latch pin and collar are machined from
stainless steel and will help you to dress-up a usually
forgotten area. Does not include hood latch or spring.
D11701
1967-81 .................................. 51.99 set

1967-81 Hood Pop-Up Spring
FB1109N

FB1109B – installed

Reproduction hood pop-up spring for 1967-81 models.
Available in black only.
3857882
1967-81 .................................. 5.99 ea

1967-81 Billet Hood Safety Latch Assembly
AK120B

1967-81 Chrome Hood Hinge Bolts
Hood hinge bolts in your choice of polished stainless
steel or polished chrome. These hood bolts are designed
for Chevrolet hood hinges. This complete set includes
8 bolts. All bolts are standard thread.
AK120A 1967-81 polished chrome .. 16.99 set
AK120B 1967-81 polished stainless 31.99 set

Enhance the underhood appearance of your Camaro
by replacing the unsightly original stamped steel latch
with this gorgeous, high-quality hood latch assembly.
Manufactured in T-6061 billet aluminum, this hood
latch collar, pin, spring and bolt assembly will allow
your hood to open and close smoothly and compliments
a set of billet hood hinges perfectly.
FB1109N 1967-81 natural ............. 164.99 ea
FB1109B
1967-81 black ............... 164.99 ea
FB1109P
1967-81 polished .......... 164.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1982-92 Hood Pop-Up Spring
Genuine GM hood pop-up spring for 1982-92 Camaro
models. Attaches at the hood latch and assists in the
hood opening when the latch lever is activated.
G13205
1982-92 .................................... 6.99 ea

Hood Hinge Parts
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Replacement hood assist struts will allow the hood to
open and remain in the upright position with minimal
effort. 2 required per vehicle.
Reproduction
14045326 1982-92 ﬁberglass hood ...... 20.99 ea
153366 1982-92 steel hood .............. 17.99 ea
153367 1993-97 steel hood .............. 24.99 ea
153370 1998-02 steel hood .............. 21.99 ea
Genuine GM
G6250
1982-92 steel hood .............. 85.99 ea
G3658
1993-97 steel hood .............. 63.99 ea

Reproduction of the hood safety latch for 1967-81
models are manufactured with all new tooling ensuring
a quality component with a correct ﬁt and appearance.
Includes: the upper lock plate, pilot bolt, pop-up spring
and spring retainer. Chrome or black.
3891682
1967-81
black ............... 38.99 ea
3891682C
1967-81
chrome............ 44.99 ea

Hood Components
DM11103

Universal Hood Insulation

CA205
CA1081

1967-69 Molded Hood Insulation
OE style reproduction or replacement style molded
hood insulation for 1967-69 standard Camaro models
and 1967-68 Camaro SS models. Recreated with
painstaking detail from factory original pads to include
even the smallest details. Retainers sold separately,
except where noted.
Note: *Retainers included. Shipped truck freight.

standard – SS .. 99.99 ea
cowl induction 101.99 ea
standard – SS ..
cowl induction

4'2"

6'

Restorer’s ChoiceTM
CA1081
1967-69
CA1082
1967-69
Standard Replacement
CA125MB* 1967-69
CA126MB* 1967-69

1982-92 Hood Insulation
This reproduction hood insulation is for 198292 models as listed. Each hood insulation is
manufactured in a heat resistant material which will
help to protect the paint on your hood from heat in
your engine compartment.
CA205 1982-84 with crossﬁre FI ..... 19.99 ea
CA209 1982-84 without crossﬁre FI 19.99 ea
14600
1985-92 with standard hood 31.99 ea

Dynamat hoodliners will protect your car’s paint
and reduce irritating underhood noise. Made from
3/4" acoustic sound soaker foam with a reinforced,
aluminized skin that is oil and water resistant. For
those who prefer black, there is also Dynaliner, which
boasts the highest heat blocking properties available in
a single layer synthetic foam. Dynaliner is available in
1/4" and 1/2" thick. Use the thickest one your space will
allow. All hood insulation sheets measure 32" x 54".
Hoodliner
DM11905
3/4" .................................... 74.99 ea
Dynaliner
DM11102
1/4" .................................... 69.99 ea
DM11103
1/2" .................................... 99.99 ea

82.99 ea
74.99 ea

Jute Padding Insulation

DE050129
CA126

1967-69 Hood Insulation
Reproduction hood insulation for 1967-69 standard
hoods and 1967-69 Super Sport hoods. Includes a full
set of replacement clips for easy installation.
CA125
1967-69 standard – SS ....... 19.99 ea
CA126
1967-69 cowl induction ..... 21.99 ea

Developed from 99.5% pure industrial grade
aluminum, this insulation gives 97% reﬂectivity
against heat radiation. Jute padding will insulate your
interior from noise while helping to maintain an even
temperature. For ﬁrewalls, ﬂoor pans, trunks, doors,
roof panels, or other areas of the vehicle. Includes one
4'2" x 6' foot sheet.
CMD1003 all vehicles ......................... 29.99 ea

Underhood Black Thermal Acoustic Lining
DEI black underhood thermal acoustic lining. Designed
speciﬁcally for underhood applications, this lining will
greatly reduce the heat, noise, and vibration coming
from your engine compartment. Enough material to
insulate your entire hood.
DE050129
32" x 59"
black ............. 86.99 ea
DE050130
32" x 54"
aluminum ..... 66.99 ea

H
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1967-69 Hood Insulation Fastener Set
Reproduction hood insulation fasteners. Produced with
original materials and cosmetically correct. If you seek
originality, or are restoring a “show car” then these
are the clips you need! Includes a complete set of 20
fasteners for easy installation.
K531
1967-69 .................................... 19.99 set
CA135

1970-81 Standard Hood Insulation
Reproduction molded or ﬂat hood insulation for 197081 Camaro models with a standard hood. The hood
insulation is manufactured in a heat resistant material
which will help to protect the paint on your hood from
the heat in your engine compartment.
Important: Intended for 1970-77 models, this insulation
may be used on 1978-81 hoods with slight modiﬁcations.
Will not ﬁt 1980-81 with air induction.
Note: *Shipped truck freight.
CA1083* 1970-81 molded ................ 99.99 ea

CA135

1970-81

ﬂat with clips ...... 18.99 ea
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1967-02 Custom Underhood Mirrors
These mirrors are made of 1/8" thick lightweight and
heat resistant plastic that are designed to ﬁt your factory
hood. All mirror sets include: silicone, caulking gun,
masking tape, and instructions.
14323
1967-69
standard hood .... 309.99 set
153030 1967-69
cowl hood .......... 309.99 set
14324
1970-81
standard hood .... 309.99 set
14325
1982-92
standard hood .... 309.99 set
14326
1993-97
standard hood .... 309.99 set
14327
1998-02
standard hood .... 309.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1967-69 Hood Insulation Fasteners
These hood fasteners are functional replacements for
the originals and are ideal when cosmetically correct
hardware is not required.
Note: See K531 for restoration correct reproduction 196769 hood insulation fasteners.

K3031

1967-69

20 piece................... 9.99 kit

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Hood Components

1993-02 Hood Latch Support
1970-02 Hood Insulation Retainer
Replacement hood insulation retainers are service
replacements for most models. They may differ
cosmetically from the original retainer but will ﬁt
and function properly. Use as required.
A1015
1970-02 ....................................... .99 ea

Genuine GM hood lock catch support for 1993-02
models. Located between the grill and radiator
support. The hood latch assembly bolts to the upper
portion of the support and is stabilized by the hood
lock catch support.
G3661 1993-02
standard/SS .......... 31.99 ea

Reproduction or universal replacement underhood
lamps for 1997-69 models. Reproductions are
manufactured to factory speciﬁcations including
correct color wiring and terminal end.
CA73402 1967
........................... 40.99 ea
CA96764 1968-69 ........................... 40.99 ea
TF900114 universal w/metal housing 24.99 ea

K922

14069250

3984072 3973952 340999 14019215

G9879

22552599 14093705 10277069

1967-02 Hood Bumper Stopper

CA96764

1967-69 Underhood Lamp

K900

3938693

3937531

14985

Replace your original hood bumper stopper with
correctly conﬁgured hood stoppers.
K900
1967-69 hood side – on fenders 2.99 ea
K922
1970-81 hood side – 4 req. ........ 3.99 ea
3984072 1970-81 rear side bumpers ........ 3.99 ea
3973952 1970-81 outer rear bumpers ...... 2.99 pr
340999 1970-81 hood adj. bumper/bolt 3.99 ea
14019215 1982-92 hood side – 4 req. ........ 3.99 ea
14069250 1982-84 hood adj. bumper/bolt 6.99 ea
G9879 1982-84 hood adj. bolt only ...... 7.99 ea
22552599 1982-02 adjuster outer side ....... 5.99 ea
14093705 1993-97 adjuster bumper cap .... 3.99 ea
10277069 1998-02 adjuster front center .... 5.99 ea

1967-81 Hood Latch Support
Reproduction hood lock catch support for 1967-81
models. Located between the grill and radiator support.
The hood latch assembly bolts to the upper portion of
the support and is stabilized by the hood lock catch
support. Produced in original gauge metal with a
black EDP coating.
3938693
1967-68
standard/RS .... 26.99 ea
3937531
1969
standard/RS .... 26.99 ea
14985
1970-73
standard/RS .... 29.99 ea
337477
1974-81
RH .................. 54.99 ea
14006369
1978-81
LH ................... 49.99 ea

3921811

K551

1967-69 Hood Adjuster Screw and Bumper
This correct OER® reproduction bumper and screw
assembly is designed to ﬁt on and adjust any 1967-69
standard, cowl induction and SS models hoods.
K551
1967-69 complete set .......... 9.99 set
K555
1967-69 bolts and nuts only 7.99 pr
3792828 1967-69 bumpers only......... 2.99 pr

3919087
3947609

1967-73 Hood Latch Assembly
Reproduction hood latch assemblies for 1967-73
models. Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations with
the correct latch and spring mechanism. All are EDP
coated for rust prevention.
3891606
1967
standard ........... 68.99 ea
3919087
1968
standard ........... 68.99 ea
3921811
1967-68
Rally Sport ...... 59.99 ea
3947609
1969
all..................... 68.99 ea
14984
1970-73
standard ........... 69.99 ea
C67805
1970-73
Rally Sport ...... 95.99 ea

1967-69 Stainless Steel Hood Adjuster Set
1990-92 Hood Latch Cable
Genuine replacement cable for 1990-92 Camaro
models. The cable is essential to allowing the hood
latch to release when activated.
G9893 1990-92 1990 2nd design..... 89.99 ea

Custom replacement hood adjuster screw and bumper
set for your 1967-69 Camaro. This set is manufactured
from stainless steel and includes the rubber bumpers.
MD1028
1967-69 ................................ 59.99 pr

1982-92 Hood Latch Release Cable Clip
T70495

G6242

Correct clip designed to hold the hood latch cable to
the hood latch.
G9896 1982-92 2 required ................ 5.99 ea

1982-02 Hood Latch Assembly
The hood latch assembly locks the hood in place. Each
latch is designed as a direct replacement for your worn
or inoperative original Available as an Genuine GM
part or reproduction.
G6242
1982-92
GM ..................... 108.99 ea
T70495 1982-92
reproduction ....... 14.99 ea
G3659
1993-02
GM ..................... 95.99 ea

1984-92 Hood Latch Bolt
Correct GM hood latch bolt attaches the hood latch
to the hood.
G9897 1984-92
2 required ............... 1.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

153216

1970-81 Hood Adjustment Sets
Reproduction hood adjustment sets for 1970-81
Camaro models. Center hood adjustment set is required
on all models with hidden wipers to provide the proper
clearance for wipers to retract below the hood edge.
Hood adjusters/safety stops provide adjustment for
the rear hood height and act as a safety catch for the
hood hinges in the event of a front end accident. One
set does one vehicle.
Center Hood Adjustment Set
153215 1970-81 with hidden wipers 15.99 set
Hood Adjuster/Safety Stop
153216 1970-81 all ........................... 13.99 set

Hood Latch Parts
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153215

Front Fenders

CFC1

1662687

1967-69 Front Fenders
Reproduction front fenders for 1967-69 standard or RS Camaro models. These
fenders are an excellent way of replacing your rusted or damaged factory originals.
Each reproduction fender will install correctly and is produced using high grade
steel. The fenders are ﬁnished in black EDP coating and are ready to prep and paint
to your desired color. Each fender includes a fender extension.
Note: Shipped truck freight.
CFC4

1967-92 Fiberglass Front Clip
Harwood front clips are hand laid using the highest quality materials available, with
a smooth gloss ﬁnish that is ready to prep, prime, and paint. This front clip will
remove a huge amount of weight from the front of your Camaro. It includes many
integral features: fenders, hood mounting ﬂanges, bumper, grill, lower valance,
and generous wheel opening ﬂanges, which all combine to offer extreme rigidity.
Important: Use lift-off style ﬁberglass hoods. Not recommended for street use. All openings
must be cutout.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

CFC1
CFC2
CFC3
CFC4

1967-68
1969
1978-81
1982-92

all ................................................................
all ................................................................
all ................................................................
IROC style ..................................................

1054.99
1054.99
1054.99
1054.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

Standard Models
1662751
1967
1662750
1967
1662753
1968
1662752
1968
1662687
1969
1662686
1969
Rally Sport Models
1662683
1967
1662682
1967
1662685
1968
1662684
1968
1662689
1969
1662688
1969

LH ...................................................................
RH ...................................................................
LH ...................................................................
RH ...................................................................
LH ...................................................................
RH ...................................................................

229.99
229.99
229.99
229.99
269.99
269.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

LH ...................................................................
RH ...................................................................
LH ...................................................................
RH ...................................................................
LH ...................................................................
RH ...................................................................

239.99
239.99
239.99
239.99
269.99
269.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

3981841B
3904685

1967-68 Camaro Front Fender

H
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OEM reproduction fenders will install correctly and is produced using high grade
steel. The fenders are ﬁnished in black EDP coating and are ready to prep and paint
to your desired color. 1968 fenders feature the correct side marker lamp cutouts.

3981842B

Important: Standard fenders are not interchangeable with Rally Sport fenders due to
differences in the headlamp assembly mounting locations. Fender extensions sold separately.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

Front Fenders
3904685
1967
3904686
1967
3941965
1968
3941966
1968
3941967
1968
3941968
1968
Fender Extensions
3891627
1967
3891628
1967
3891627
1967
3891628
1967
3891627
1968
3891628
1968
3891627
1968
3891628
1968

286

LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH

standard models ...............................
standard models ...............................
standard models ...............................
standard models ...............................
RS models ........................................
RS models ........................................

1499.99
1499.99
1499.99
1499.99
1499.99
1499.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH

standard models ...............................
standard models ...............................
RS models ........................................
RS models ........................................
standard models ...............................
standard models ...............................
RS models ........................................
RS models ........................................

79.99
79.99
79.99
79.99
79.99
79.99
79.99
79.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Front Fenders

1970-77 Front Fender
Reproduction front fenders for 1970-77 Camaro models. Finished in black EDP
coating and ready to prep and paint to your desired color. Features the correct cutout
area for the side marker lamp assembly. Produced with high grade factory gauge steel.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

OER® Restorer’s ChoiceTM
3981841B
1970-77
3981842B
1970-77
Replacement Style
3981841A
1970-77
3981842A
1970-77

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

LH .......................................................... 269.99 ea
RH .......................................................... 269.99 ea
LH .......................................................... 189.99 ea
RH .......................................................... 189.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Front Fenders
PT13712

1967-77 ABS Fender Flares
C14034926

Aftermarket fender flares designed to enhance
the appearance of your Camaro and add a highperformance look.
Note: Shipped double oversize.
3891627

3891628

1967-69 Front Fender Extension

C14016429

1978-81 Front Fender
Reproduction front fenders for 1978-81 models. Each
front fender is ﬁnished in black EDP coating and ready
to prep and paint to your desired color. Z28 models
feature the correct cutouts for fender louvers. Produced
with high grade factory gauge steel.

Reproduction fender extension for 1967-69 standard and
RS Camaro models. Fills area between lower valance
panel and fender. EDP coated and ready to prep and paint.
Standard Reproductions
FE67L
1967-68
LH ..................... 29.99 ea
FE67R
1967-68
RH ..................... 29.99 ea
FE69L
1969
LH ..................... 36.99 ea
FE69R
1969
RH ..................... 36.99 ea
USA Made Reproductions with Original Tooling
3891627
1967-68
LH ..................... 79.99 ea
3891628
1967-68
RH ..................... 79.99 ea

For Front Fenders
PT11516 1967-68
PT11532 1970-73
PT11514 1974-77
For Rear Quarters
PT13712 1967-68
PT13711 1970-81

OS2

top width 1-1/2" .. 249.99 pr
top width 1-3/4" .. 314.99 pr
top width 1-3/4" .. 179.99 pr
top width 1-1/2" .. 249.99 pr
top width 1-3/4" .. 314.99 pr

Note: Shipped truck freight.

Standard Models
C14008973
1978-81
C14034926
1978-81
Z28 Models
C14016429
1978-81
C14034928
1978-81

LH ............... 209.99 ea
RH ............... 209.99 ea
153312

LH ............... 209.99 ea
RH ............... 209.99 ea

1969 RS Lower Fender Extension Bars
Correct original style lower fender extension bars for
1969 Camaro Rally Sport models. Connects the lower
fender extension to the headlamp lever support brackets
on Rally Sport models. Sold in pairs.
C116
1969
Rally Sport ................. 19.99 pr
CM3205

153314

1978-81 Fender Extensions
Reproduction fender extensions for all 1978-81 Camaro
models. Manufactured to factory specifications,
featuring original style contours, precut side marker
openings and EDP coated for rust prevention.
153312 1978-81 LH std models .... 104.99 ea
153313 1978-81 RH std models .... 104.99 ea
153314 1978-81 LH Z28 models .. 104.99 ea
153315 1978-81 RH Z28 models .. 104.99 ea

1982-92 Front Fender
Reproduction front fenders are ﬁnished in black EDP
coating and are ready to paint to your desired color.
Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations, featuring
correct contours and precut side marker openings.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

C12391261
C10067355
CM3205
CM3206

1982-90
1982-90
1991-92
1991-92

LH ............
RH ...........
LH ............
RH ...........

114.99
114.99
129.99
129.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

152796

K8081
15176

1967-69 Lower Rear Fender Patch Panel
Reproduction lower rear fender patch panels for 196769 models. Replaces the rear lower section of this
commonly rusted rear area. The panel is approximately
12" tall. Includes the lower section of the inner brace.
15176
1967-68
LH ..................... 53.99 ea
15177
1967-68
RH .................... 53.99 ea
152786
1969
LH ..................... 46.99 ea
152787
1969
RH .................... 46.99 ea

1978-81 Z28 Fender Air Extractors
Reproduction fender air vent extractors (louvers) for
1978-81 Camaro Z28 models. These attach at the top
rear portion of the front fenders. Manufactured from
die-cast metal as original. Sold as a pair. The mounting
hardware consists of 2 gaskets, 2 outer perimeter metal
brackets, and 12 speed nuts which is sold separately.
Air Extractors
K7879
1978-79 ................................ 229.99 pr
K8081
1980-81 ................................ 269.99 pr
Mounting Hardware
K7878
1978-79 ................................ 69.99 set
K8080
1980-81 ................................ 69.99 set

1663180

Note: Shipped truck freight.

Genuine GM
G3505
1998-02
G3504
1998-02
Reproduction
152795
1993-97
152796
1993-97
152793
1998-02
152794
1998-02

LH ................... 270.99 ea
RH ................... 263.99 ea
LH ...................
RH ...................
LH ...................
RH ...................

104.99
104.99
119.99
119.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

1970-81 Fender Patch Panel
Reproduction lower rear fender patch panels for
1970-81 models. Replaces the rear lower section of
this commonly rusted rear area. Each panel is 16"
high x 20" in length.
1663181
1970-81 LH ...................... 24.99 ea
1663180
1970-81 RH ..................... 24.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Body Alignment Shims
Shims are very important items when installing and
aligning sheet metal. Used to align body panels, these
shims are available in various thicknesses to suit most
alignment situations. Please check your originals to
be sure you are ordering the correct size and number
of shims necessary for your replacement. Sold in sets
of 10. Amount required varies.
C2005
1.6mm ....................................... 5.99 set
C2004
3mm .......................................... 6.99 set
C2001
6mm .......................................... 9.99 set

Front Fenders
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1993-02 Front Fender
Front fenders for 1993-02 Camaro models.
Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations with the correct
plastic material, and featuring correct contours and
original style mounting points.

Inner Fenders
1967-69 Fender Wiring Harness Straps
The wiring leading to your
alternator/generator will
otherwise fall into an open
area between the engine and
the fender well if not held
in place by these straps.
Includes two straps which
hold the front headlamp wiring harness to the
left inner fender skirt.
K0076 1967-69 ...................................... 4.99 pr

C2362

3927425R
K923

1967-81 Front Inner Fender Skirt
Reproduction front inner fender skirts for 1967-81
models. Installs as original and features correct
mounting holes. Applications are available to ﬁt
standard or RS models.
Important: On 1970-76 models it may be necessary to drill
3 holes to attach fender skirt brace.
OS2
Note: Skirts shipped double oversize.

Fender Skirts
1967-69 Standard Models
3927425R 1967-68
LH .................
3927426R 1967-68
RH ................
1662181
1969
LH .................
1662180
1969
RH ................
1968-69 RS Models
1662186
1968
LH .................
1662185
1968
RH ................
1662184
1969
LH .................
1662183
1969
RH ................
1970-81 Models
153829
1970-77
LH .................
153830
1970-77
RH ................
14005961
1978-81
LH .................
14005962
1978-81
RH ................
Fender Skirt Braces
C2363
1967-69
LH .................
C2362
1967-69
RH ................
C2477
1970-73
LH .................
C2476
1970-73
RH ................
Mounting Bolt
X600750
1967-73
5/16"-18 x 3/4"

79.99 ea
79.99 ea
89.99 ea
89.99 ea
124.99
124.99
119.99
119.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

89.99
89.99
89.99
89.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

19.99
19.99
28.99
28.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

.99 ea

1967-81 Fender Skirt Splash Aprons
Reproduction fender skirt splash aprons for 196781 models. Set includes: A-frame fender well dust
ﬂaps with cloth insert neoprene sheeting, fender well
to frame splash ﬂaps, dust seal which ﬁts between
the ﬁrewall, and the inner fender and a package of
installation staples.
K923
1967-68
6 piece................... 21.99 set
K924
1969
6 piece................... 21.99 set
K286
1970-81
splash aprons only 18.99 pr

R12067

1967-81 Fender Braces
Reproduction fender to radiator support bars for 196781 Camaro models. Black color but are also available
in highly polished triple chrome-plating offering an
original look with a custom touch.
R12067
1967-69
black .................. 19.99 pr
T9175
1967-69
chrome............... 16.99 pr
T9174
1970-81
black .................. 24.99 pr
T9176
1970-81
chrome............... 15.99 pr

152797
D11801

1993-02 Inner Fender Stone Shield
Reproduction inner fender stone shields for 199302 models. Replace the damaged shield with this
reproduction which is manufactured and molded to
factory speciﬁcations.
Reproduction
152797
1993-02
LH ...................... 19.99 ea
152798
1993-02
RH ...................... 19.99 ea
Stone Shield Retainers
A1027
1993-02
5 required ........... 1.29 ea

1967-81 Fender Braces
Includes: 100% CNC-machined clevis’ from 304
stainless steel, satin black powder coated mounting
brackets, and button head stainless steel bolts.
D11801
1967-69 ............................... 208.99 set
D11802
1970-81 ............................... 208.99 set

D
A

FB1063P
C

CF1091 –
Classic Style

CF1094 –
New School Style

CF1098 –
Muscle Style

B

dimension
di
i key
k

Clinched Fender Flares
Add an aggressive, wide body look to your muscle car with clinched ﬂares universal fender ﬂare kits. These
versatile ﬂares can be installed on most makes and models with minor modiﬁcations. Flares are made from
automotive grade, impact resistant 3mm ABS plastic for great looks and durability. Each set includes: 1 pair of
ﬂares, rubber gaskets, and type 3 installation hardware. Flares can be blended in with your fenders or left with
open rivets. Available in a variety of styles and sizes to suit any virtually any build.
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Note: Installs with rivets/bolts and will require drilling/cutting of the fender/quarter panels in order to install. Lowered
suspension and wider wheels are suggested to achieve the right stance. Dimensions are approximate.

Classic Style
Classic style features “pointy” tips and work very well not just on the classics but also on the more modern cars
where the owners are going for a more subtle look.
Part#
A
B
C
D
Price
CF1090
2.25"
29.5"
18.75"
1.25" .............................. 149.99 set
CF1091
2.25"
29.5"
20"
2" ................................. 169.99 set
CF1092
4"
29.5"
17.75"
3.5" ............................... 199.99 set
New School Style
New school style is the most universal line of fender ﬂares. The go-to ﬂares for most modern cars, this line
features a concave, sloping proﬁle and a lip at the wheel opening.
Part#
A
B
C
D
Price
CF1093
3.5"
34.25"
21"
1.5" ............................... 189.99 set
CF1094
3.75"
34.25"
21"
2.75" .............................. 239.99 set
CF1095
4"
34.25"
21.75"
4" ................................. 259.99 set
Muscle Style
Muscle style pushes it to the next level for all those looking to wide body their muscle cars.
Part#
A
B
C
D
Price
CF1096
4.5"
33"
20"
4" ................................. 369.99 set
CF1097
4.5"
33"
20"
4.75" .............................. 389.99 set
CF1098
4.5"
33.75"
20"
6" ................................. 419.99 set
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1967-81 Billet Fender Braces
Braces are made with the ﬁnest quality 6061-T6
aluminum. Includes all required mounting hardware.
Available in natural, black anodized, or polished ﬁnish.
Polished Aluminum
FB1062P
1967-69
small block .. 159.99 pr
FB1063P
1967-69
big block ...... 229.99 pr
FB1064P
1970-81
..................... 174.99 pr
Anodized Black
FB1062B
1967-69
small block .. 159.99 pr
FB1063B
1967-69
big block ...... 229.99 pr
FB1064B
1970-81
..................... 174.99 pr
Natural Aluminum
FB1062N
1967-69
small block .. 129.99 pr
FB1063N
1967-69
big block ...... 229.99 pr
FB1064N
1970-81
..................... 174.99 pr

BR1019

1967-69 Billet Fender Braces
The Billet Rides fender braces are a bolt-on replacement
for the original equipment fender braces on all 1967-69
Camaro. The braces are modeled to match popular “air
framed” billet hood hinges that are currently on the
market. Precision machined from 1 piece billet 6061T6 aluminum, fender braces are fully polished. The
perfect addition to ﬁnish off the look of your engine bay.
BR1001 1967-69
polished ............ 199.99 pr
BR1019 1967-69
black ................. 224.99 pr

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Body Shells

Complete Body Skeletons

Unibody Assemblies

3196962

152967

front view

3196963

rear view

1967-69 Complete Camaro Coupe and Convertible Unibodies
If your Camaro body is rotted out and beyond replacing individual panels, or you
want to build an entire replica First Gen, then these unibodies are for you! An accurate
reproduction of a 1967-69 Camaro unibody assembly manufactured and designed
just like the original. As shown here, each assembled unibody includes the ﬁrewall,
upper dash panel, outer cowl panels, windshield frame, and doors mounted. Inside
you’ll ﬁnd a complete ﬂoor pan, all ﬂoor pan braces, rear seat partition as well as
inner and outer rocker panels. Also features complete quarter panels, the trunk lid
with hinges, and a tail panel. This complete assembly is welded and EDP coated. With
so many specialty bolt-on applications for these unibodies, it’s easier than ever to
assemble a brand new Camaro with reproduction and aftermarket accessories. Most
components needed to complete the project are available through Classic Industries®!

inside view

Weld-ThruTM Steel Bodies Make Patching Metal Obsolete!
These Weld-ThruTM bodies are the ultimate in 1969 Camaro restoration. If your
body is rusted beyond individual panel replacement, these reproduction skeleton
assemblies are for you. Coupe panels are full one piece units with integral door jamb,
as original, and all skeletons are manufactured using correct gauge steel with 25%
more spot welds than factory. Each body is delivered in silver Weld-ThruTM Primer
to minimize preparation time, eliminate corrosion problems between overlapped
panels, and provide better welding characteristics. Compatible with original and
aftermarket frames, mechanical components, and body trim. Quarter panel, door,
door hinge and deck lid installation upgrades are available. Assembled in the USA.

152965
152966
152967

1969
1969
1969

with heater..................................................... 9399.99 ea
with heater delete ......................................... 9399.99 ea
with factory AC ............................................. 9399.99 ea

Installation Upgrades
Installation upgrades are offered for the enthusiast needing more than just a skeleton
to start their project off. These upgrades are not available separately and must be
used in conjunction with a Weld-ThruTM body skeleton.
Note: Not available separately.

152968
152969
152970
152971

1969
1969
1969
1969

drip rails and roof skin .................................. 899.99 ea
quarter panels ................................................ 1599.99 ea
doors/hinges/deck lid .................................... 1499.99 ea
mini tubs........................................................ 999.99 ea

Important: Each unibody is crated for protection when being shipped.
Note: *No heater or AC cutouts in ﬁrewall. Shipped truck freight.

Coupe Models
With AC
3196702
3196703*
3196802
3196803*
3196964
3196965*
Without AC
3196701
3196801
3196963
With AC
3196761
3196762*
3196807
3196806*
3196961
3196962*
Without AC
3196760
3196805
3196808
3196960

1967
1967
1968
1968
1969
1969

factory AC ....................................................
aftermarket AC .............................................
factory AC ....................................................
aftermarket AC .............................................
factory AC ....................................................
aftermarket AC .............................................

1967
1968
1969

heater only.................................................... 13,499.99 ea
heater only.................................................... 13,499.99 ea
heater only.................................................... 13,399.99 ea
Convertible Models

1967
1967
1968
1968
1969
1969

factory AC ....................................................
aftermarket AC .............................................
factory AC ....................................................
aftermarket AC .............................................
factory AC ....................................................
aftermarket AC .............................................

13,499.99
13,499.99
13,399.99
13,399.99
13,399.99
13,399.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1967
1967
1968
1969

heater only....................................................
without heater...............................................
heater only....................................................
heater only....................................................

13,499.99
13,399.99
13,399.99
13,399.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

13,499.99
13,499.99
13,499.99
13,499.99
13,399.99
13,399.99

Body Shells

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
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1969 Weld-Thru™ Body Skeleton
Note: Special order, must be prepaid. Shipped truck freight.

Ofﬁcially Licensed by General Motors

Cowl Panel Parts

152737

1967-81 Lower Inner Cowl Panel

front view
14951

1967-69 Convertible Windshield Frame and Cowl Assembly

OS2

Note: Shipped double oversize.

If your vehicle has rusted areas in the windshield or cowl vent areas, this high grade
steel replacement will solve the problem. This ready-to-install frame assembly
is ideal for replacing a rusted out cowl and windshield section. EDP coated, and
ready-to-install. Some welding required. Not for coupe models.
Note: Side cowl panels not included. Shipped truck freight.

152717
152716
14951

14970

Reproduction inner lower cowl panel for 1967-81 Camaro models. Manufactured
to factory speciﬁcations featuring correct contours, precut openings for non air
conditioned model. Available with traditional EDP coating that requires minimal
preparation, eliminates corrosion between overlapped panels, and promotes superior
weld characteristics.

1967 ............................................................................... 1142.99 ea
1968 ............................................................................... 1119.99 ea
1969 ............................................................................... 1119.99 ea

152737
152739
152737
152751
152752
14970

1967
1968
1968
1969
1969
1970-81

all
without AC
with AC
without AC
with AC
without AC

EDP coated .......................
EDP coated .......................
EDP coated .......................
EDP coated .......................
EDP coated .......................
EDP coated .......................

149.99
149.99
149.99
149.99
149.99
279.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-69 Cowl Top Vent Grill Panel
This louvered sheet metal component installs directly below the windshield and
behind the hood panel. Includes louvered vent slots through which the windshield
washer nozzles spray ﬂuid onto the windshield. The forward edge of this panel
includes a lap seam edge onto which the hood to cowl seal inserts. Panel bolts in
place and may be painted to match your desired color choice.

C11022

OS1

Note: Shipped oversize.

1967-69 Inner Cowl Panel Assembly

K841

1967-69 ............................................................................... 108.99 ea

This quality reproduction will replace the inner section of the cowl panel. A complete
reproduction of the inner portion of the cowl top vent section. You can now replace your
rusted or damaged original with this superb reproduction. Available with traditional
EDP coating or in a Weld-ThruTM Primer that requires minimal preparation, eliminates
corrosion between overlapped panels, and promotes superior weld characteristics.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

Models with AC
152755
1967
C11022
1968
C11023
1969
Models without AC
C11021
1967
152756
1968
152757
1969
152757W
1969

OS2

EDP coated .................................................. 299.99 ea
EDP coated .................................................. 299.99 ea
EDP coated .................................................. 299.99 ea
EDP coated ..................................................
EDP coated ..................................................
EDP coated ..................................................
Weld-ThruTM ................................................

261.99
304.99
299.99
340.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

1970-81 Cowl Panel
A common area for rust on a 2nd generation Camaro is just below the windshield. This
ﬁne stamped steel reproduction panel mounts between the dash and ﬁrewall. Replace
the commonly rusted section of the cowl vent area with this superb reproduction. Will
ﬁt and install correctly and can be used on all 1970-81 Camaro models.
OS1
Note: Shipped oversize.

H
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K842

1970-81

cowl panel ...................................................... 169.99 ea

152721

1967-69 Upper Inner Cowl Panels
Reproduction of the upper inner cowl panel for 1967-69 Camaro models. Features
factory style contours, prepunched holes, correctly made openings and mounting
points for the windshield wiper motor.
OS2
Note: Shipped double oversize.

152721
153749
C11020A
C11020
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1967
1967
1968-69
1967-69

EDP coated with AC ...................................
EDP coated without AC..............................
EDP coated without AC..............................
uncoated without AC – Made in USA ........

Cowl Panels

199.99
199.99
199.99
234.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

1970-81 Cowl Vent Grill Screen
Reproduction cowl vent grill screen mounts to the top of the upper cowl panel on
all 1970-81 Camaro models. Manufactured from injection molded plastic just as
original. Replaces the often damaged original screen and helps to eliminate leaves
or other debris from entering the cowl area.
8800774
1970-81 .............................................................................. 59.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Cowl Panel Parts

1970-81 Fender to Side Cowl Seal
Reproduction fender to side cowl seal for 1970-81
Camaro models. Installed vertically between the
rear side of the fender the side cowl panel. Includes
mounting hardware.
152759
1970-81 .................................. 21.99 pr

C11025

C11026
3864327

C69541R

C69541L

1967-72 Plastic Wire Gutter
Reproduction wire gutter to hold the engine harness
as it passes against the ﬁrewall area and protects your
wiring from falling into the distributor area. Precut to
the original length assuring originality. This extremely
durable item replaces your original painted over, heat
warped, or missing wire gutter.
3864327
1967-69
OER® .............. 7.99 ea
A9600119
1970-72
........................ 7.99 ea

C11025W

C11026W
3927464

1967-69 Side Cowl Panel
Stamped steel reproduction outer and inner side
cowl panels. This is a common area for rust to thrive
on most Camaro models. These replacements weld
between the cowl panel and ﬂoorboard behind the kick
panels. Shipped as 2 unassembled pieces. Available
with traditional EDP coating or in a Weld-ThruTM
Primer that requires minimal preparation, eliminates
corrosion between overlapped panels, and promotes
superior weld characteristics.
EDP Coated
C11026
1967-69 LH ................. 89.99 ea
C11025
1967-69 RH ................. 89.99 ea
Weld-ThruTM
C11026W
1967-69 LH ................. 114.99 ea
C11025W
1967-69 RH ................. 114.99 ea

B1073L

14019217

1967-81 Cowl Outer Side Panel
Stamped steel reproduction outer side cowl panels. This
is a common area for rust to thrive on most Camaro
models. These replacements weld between the cowl
panel and ﬂoorboard behind the kick panels. Available
with traditional EDP coating or in a Weld-ThruTM
Primer that requires minimal preparation, eliminates
corrosion between overlapped panels, and promotes
superior weld characteristics.
Uncoated – Made in USA
C69541L
1967-69
LH .................. 89.99 ea
C69541R
1967-69
RH .................. 89.99 ea
EDP Coated
153837
1967-69
LH .................. 69.99 ea
153838
1967-69
RH .................. 69.99 ea
B1073L
1970-81
LH .................. 61.99 ea
B1073R
1970-81
RH .................. 61.99 ea
Weld-ThruTM
B1073LW
1970-81
LH .................. 69.99 ea
B1073RW
1970-81
RH .................. 69.99 ea

R686

1967-92 Hood to Cowl Weatherstrip
Reproduction hood to cowl seal for 1967-92 Camaro
models. Attaches to the cowl top vent grill and seals
the area between the hood and cowl panel. Clip sets
available separately.
3927464
1967-69 seal .................... 12.99 ea
3962999
1970-81 seal .................... 21.99 ea
14019217 1982-92 seal .................... 21.99 ea
R686
1970-81 18 piece clip set 16.49 set

back view

1967-69 Inner Side Cowl Panels
Reproduction inner side cowl panels for 1967-69
Camaro models. Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations
and EDP coated for rust prevention. These panels are
welded behind the kick panels, and are attached to the
outer cowl panels.
153839 1967-69
LH ....................... 61.99 ea
153840 1967-69
RH ....................... 61.99 ea

1967-69 Wire Harness Clamp
1967-69 Cowl Vent Panel Fasteners
Correct hardware required to install a 1967-69 cowl
vent grill panel. Includes all the necessary hardware.
R317
1967-69 ........................................ 2.99 kit
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

An aftermarket upgrade of the plastic wire strap that
attaches to the inner fender well. Manufactured of
stainless steel, this clamp will not only hold your wire
harness correctly in the engine compartment, it will
make your harness appear tapered and clean.
13969
1967-69 ................................... 19.99 ea

Cowl Panel Parts
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153839

3962999
B1073R

Firewall & Dash Panel Parts

1667111
C128B
153754
1667112

1970-81 Firewall
Reproduction ﬁrewall panel for 1970-81 Camaro
models. Manufactured to factory specifications
featuring all pre-made ﬁrewall openings, and comes
EDP coated for rust prevention.
153871
14944
14944W
153870
153753
153754
153755

1970-74
1970-74
1970-74
1970-74
1975-81
1975-81
1975-81

with heater delete ..
w/htr EDP coated...
w/htr Weld-Thru™ ..
with AC .................
with heater delete ..
with heater .............
with AC .................

359.99
359.99
399.99
359.99
359.99
359.99
359.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

C128C

1967-69 Upper Dash Instrument Panel
This is a correct reproduction inner metal dash panel
assembly. The panel features the speaker hole cutout
area and defroster outlets. This panel extends from
the inner windshield area to the instrument panel
assembly where the dash pad mounts. Features a
black EDP coating for superior long-term corrosion
protection and is ready to be prepped, primed, and
painted without stripping.
Important: Welding is required in the installation of this
product. To achieve a correct and secure ﬁt, we recommend
professional installation by a certiﬁed welder.
OS1
Note: Shipped oversize.

1967-69 Firewall Panel
Reproduction ﬁrewall assemblies for 1967-69 Camaro
models. Features correctly punched and formed holes
for the heater/AC box, hoses, throttle and speedo cables
for easy installation. With this ﬁne one piece stamped
steel reproduction, you can get your ﬁrewall back to
new. Available with traditional EDP coating or in a
Weld-ThruTM Primer that requires minimal preparation,
eliminates corrosion between overlapped panels, and
promotes superior weld characteristics.
Note: *Without air box cutout. Shipped truck freight.

With Heater
C127C
1967
153080
1968
C128B
1969
C128BW
1969
With AC
C127A
1967
C128A*
1967
153079
1968
C127B
1969
C127BW
1969
With Heater Delete
C137C
1967
C128C
1969
C128CW
1969

C6840

Note: Shipped truck freight.

C127B

EDP coated ......
EDP coated ......
EDP coated ......
Weld-Thru™ .....

259.99
259.99
239.99
259.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

EDP coated ......
EDP coated ......
EDP coated ......
EDP coated ......
Weld-Thru™ .....

259.99
259.99
259.99
239.99
259.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1667111
1667112
C6840

14945

1967-73 Firewall Body Mount Panels
Reproduction of the ﬁrewall subframe mounting
reinforcement patch panels for 1967-73 Camaro
models. Patch panels mount to the ﬁrewall and contains
the subframe mount.
153841 1967-69
LH ................... 61.99 ea
153842 1967-69
RH ................... 61.99 ea
14945
1970-73
pair .................. 144.99 pr

1967
1968
1969

EDP coated ......... 71.99 ea
EDP coated ......... 71.99 ea
EDP coated ......... 89.99 ea

1970-81 Upper Dash Panel
Reproduction upper dash panel for 1970-81 models.
Replaces the interior area between the windshield
and defroster vent section. Defroster vent holes not
included. Made in USA!
Important: Welding is required for installation, we
recommend professional installation by a certiﬁed welder.
Note: Shipped double oversize.
OS2

C7081

8716456

1970-81 .................................. 109.99 ea

EDP coated ...... 259.99 ea
EDP coated ...... 259.99 ea
Weld-Thru™ ..... 259.99 ea
8716457

H
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152761

8716458

1967-69 Dash Panel
1967-69 Firewall Delete Plate
The ﬁrewall delete plate is an excellent way to smooth
your ﬁrewall when installing an aftermarket AC system.
This panel smooths the passenger side ﬁrewall, while
retaining the stock cowl to ﬁrewall seam. The weld-in
panel is made of 18 gauge steel and is hammer formed
along the edges and includes installation instructions.
D10901
1967-69 ................................ 87.99 ea
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Firewalls . Dash Panels

Reproduction dash panels for 1967-69 Camaro models.
Feature strong reinforcements and correct placement of
the openings for the dash instrument carrier, ashtray, air
and defrost vents, and glove box. Also features holes for
the instrument panel molding and dash pad mounting
clips. For models with or without AC. Available with
traditional EDP coating.
OS2
Note: Shipped double oversize.

8716456
153833
8716457
8716458

1967
1967
1968
1969

with AC...............
without AC .........
with or w/o AC ...
with or w/o AC ...

274.99
274.99
274.99
274.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

152762

1967-68 Dash Panel Face
Reproduction dash panel face for 1967-68 Camaro
models. Manufactured to factory specifications,
featuring correct contours, EDP coating for rust
prevention and precut air conditioning openings
where applicable.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

152761
152762
153532

1967
1967
1968

OS2

with AC ................. 229.99 ea
without AC ............ 229.99 ea
all........................... 229.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

1967-73 Full Floor Pans

C9004

1967-69 Floor & Trunk Pan Assembly
These superb reproduction floor and trunk pan
features integrated frame rails to minimize installation
hassle with no patched seams for a clean restoration
while offering greater strength and durability than a
patchwork of sheet metal pieces can provide. Available
with the choice of traditional EDP coating or a WeldThru™ Primer that requires minimal preparation,
eliminates corrosion between overlapped panels, and
promotes superior weld characteristics.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

Coupe
C9004
C9004W
C9006
C9006W

1967
1967
1969
1969

EDP coated .........
Weld-Thru™ ......
EDP coated .........
Weld-Thru™ ......

2599.99
2699.99
1998.99
2399.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

C9003W – top view

C9003W – underside

1967-69 Full Floor Pan
Reproduction ﬂoor pan assembly designed to offer the restoration enthusiast the ﬁnest in OEM quality and
appearance. Stamped steel reproduction will replace your ﬂoor pan restoring it back to its original condition!
Available with traditional EDP coating or in a Weld-ThruTM Primer that requires minimal preparation, eliminates
corrosion between overlapped panels, and promotes superior weld characteristics.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

C9003
C9003W

1967-69
1967-69

EDP coated ............................................................................................... 309.99 ea
Weld-Thru™ .............................................................................................. 359.99 ea

Purchase the pre-notched
ﬂoor and trunk pans...

pre-notched
153060 – top view
C9009 – top view

...or just the Mini-Tubs and
modify your existing trunk
and ﬂoor panels.

Reproduction ﬂoor pan assembly for 1975-81 Camaro
models. Manufactured to factory specifications
featuring factory style contours, prepunched drain
holes, correct stiffening ribs, and all underside bracing.
All ﬂoors are EDP coated for rust prevention.

1667334

Note: Shipped truck freight.

153060 1975-81 automatic ................. 849.99 ea
153250 1975-81 manual ..................... 849.99 ea
153264 1975-81 no shifter provisions 749.99 ea

1967-69 Deep Tub Floor Components

Important: The upper shock mount will need to be
relocated in order accommodate the rear suspension setup.
Note: *Shipped truck freight.
**Shipped double oversize.
OS2

Floor Panel
152849*
1967-69 Weld-Thru™ ......... 349.99 ea
Trunk Floor
152850*
1969
Weld-Thru™ ......... 349.99 ea
152850A* 1969
EDP coated .......... 319.99 ea
Frame Rails for Mini-Tubbed Floor
152851**
1968-69 LH – Weld-Thru™ 199.99 ea
152852**
1968-69 RH – Weld-Thru™ 199.99 ea
Mini-Tub Inner and Outer Wheelhouse Assemblies
1667334** 1969
LH – EDP coated 129.99 ea
1667335** 1969
RH – EDP coated 129.99 ea
1667334W** 1969
LH – Weld-Thru™ 149.99 ea
1667335W** 1969
RH – Weld-Thru™ 149.99 ea

C9009W – underside

1970-74 Full Floor Pan
Reproduction ﬂoor pan for 1970-74 Camaro models.
This unique reproduction is designed to offer the
restoration enthusiast the ﬁnest in OE quality. Available
with or without ﬂoor braces, with traditional EDP coating
or in a Weld-ThruTM Primer that requires minimal
preparation, eliminates corrosion between overlapped
panels, and promotes superior weld characteristics.
Note: Console brackets not included. For automatic models
must use original side patch panels. Shipped truck freight.

Without Braces
C9007
1970-74
With Braces
C9009
1970-74
C9009W
1970-74
153304A
1970-74

EDP coated .... 319.99 ea
EDP coated .... 619.99 ea
Weld-Thru™ ... 739.99 ea
EDP coated .... 619.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

153265 – top view

1975-81 Floor Pans w/Toe Board
Reproduction ﬂoor pan and toe board assembly for
1975-81 Camaro models. Manufactured to factory
speciﬁcations featuring factory style contours, prepunched drain holes, correct stiffening ribs, underside
bracing and attached toe boards. All ﬂoors are EDP
coated for rust prevention.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

153265 1975-81 manual .................... 949.99 ea
153266 1975-81 no shifter provisions 794.99 ea

Full Floor Pans
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Add up to 3 inches of clearance per side with our
custom deep tub ﬂoor components for 1967-69 models.
Manufactured to look like the original ﬂoor pans and
frame rail assemblies, while providing the added
clearance needed for wider tires. The ﬂoors feature
correct gauge steel, factory style contours, and are
properly notched and ﬂanged for easy installation. All
parts are Weld-Thru™ coated for rust prevention, with
exception of the mini-tubs which are also available in
black EDP coating.

1975-81 Full Floor Pan

Floor Pan Components

152653

C107L

C107R

K1029
C9002

C108L

1967-69 Full Length Floor Pan
Extends from the rear seat section to the ﬁrewall
extension. Our ﬂoor pans feature additional metal
which extends upward near the transmission tunnel
allowing more coverage than other ﬂoor pans. Each
panel features the correct drain hole area built right
into the panel. The seat track mounting area is not
included and must be removed from existing panel
and reinstalled on the reproduction panel.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

C9002
C9001

1967-69
1967-69

152655

1970-74 Floor Pan

C9001

OS2

LH ........................ 64.99 ea
RH ........................ 64.99 ea

C108R

1967-69 Partial Floor Pan
Reproduction partial ﬂoor pans for 1967-69 models.
Each partial ﬂoor pan is manufactured to exact
speciﬁcations. The seat track mounting area must be
removed from the existing panel and reinstalled on
the reproduction panel.

Unlike the ﬂoor pans which were originally designed
for 1975-up models, these reproductions do not
include the raised area for catalytic convertors. This
means for the ﬁrst time, a correct reproduction of
the original 1970-74 ﬂoor pan can now be installed
without modiﬁcations.
Note: *Shipped double oversize.
**Shipped oversize.

Front Floor Pans
C107L 1967-69
C107R 1967-69
Rear Floor Pans
C108L 1967-69
C108R 1967-69

OS1

LH ........................ 53.99 ea
RH ........................ 53.99 ea
LH ........................ 39.99 ea
RH ........................ 39.99 ea

C126L

OS2

Full Length
1970-74
LH .................... 99.99 ea
1970-74
RH .................... 99.99 ea
Partial Floor Pans

Note: Shipped oversize.

K1029*
K1028*
Front
152653**
152654**
Rear
152655**
152656**

OS1

1970-74
1970-74

LH .................... 89.99 ea
RH .................... 89.99 ea

1970-74
1970-74

LH .................... 71.99 ea
RH .................... 71.99 ea

C126R

1967-69 Floor Pan to Firewall Extension
These replacement panels extend from the leading
edge of the front ﬂoor pan section to the ﬁrewall.
Manufactured in the correct gauge metal to match
the original shape and contours. When replacing ﬂoor
pans, you should also replace these extension panels
to keep the entire ﬂoor section free of rust.
C126L 1967-69
LH ........................ 49.99 ea
C126R 1967-69
RH ........................ 49.99 ea
C6579

H
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153545

1970-78 Full Length Floor Pans with Tunnel

1967-81 Full Length
Passenger Area Floor Pans
Reproduction full length ﬂoor pans 1967-81 Camaro
models. Manufactured to factory specifications
featuring original style contours, factory style stiffening
ribs and EDP coating for rust prevention. These ﬂoor
pans replace the front to rear footing area as well as
a portion of the tunnel. Toe board and rear seat area
are not included.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

153545
153546
153547
153548
153549
153550
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1967-69
1967-69
1970-74
1970-74
1975-81
1975-81

LH ...........................
RH ...........................
LH ...........................
RH ...........................
LH ...........................
RH ...........................

Floor Pans

C6573

153546

89.99
89.99
89.99
89.99
89.99
89.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

C303L

C303R

1967-69 Under Rear Seat Floor Pan
This reproduction replaces your damaged or rusted
original ﬂoor pan section directly below the rear seat
area. Manufactured to original factory speciﬁcations
and matches the same conﬁguration as the original.
Made in USA.
Note: Shipped oversize.

C303L
C303R

1967-69
1967-69

OS1

LH ........................ 64.99 ea
RH ........................ 64.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Just the item many early second generation Camaro
owners will need to get their 1970-78 ﬂoor back into
shape. Don’t let anything you’re hauling around fall
through those holes in your ﬂoor, replace it today with
this quality reproduction. 1970-73 models feature the
transmission hump area and foot well sections. Other
replacements are designed to ﬁt all 1970-81 models and
incorporate a hump in the ﬂoor for a catalytic converter
which 1970-73 models don’t require. Made in USA.
Note: *Shipped truck freight.**Shipped double oversize.

Full Length Floor Pans with Tunnel OS2
C6579*
1970-73
LH .................... 283.99
C6580*
1970-73
RH .................... 283.99
Full Length Floor Pans
C6573** 1975-78
LH .................... 109.99
C6574** 1975-78
RH .................... 109.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Floor Pan Components

153244
153253

1970-81 Floor Pans w/Toe Board
Reproduction full length ﬂoor pans with toe board for
1970-81 Camaro models. Manufactured to factory
speciﬁcations featuring original style contours, factory
style stiffening ribs and EDP coating for rust prevention.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

153256

153242

153246
153247
153244
153245

1970-74
1970-74
1975-81
1975-81

LH ......................
RH ......................
LH ......................
RH ......................

112.99
112.99
112.99
112.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-81 Toe Board Panel
153269

1970-81 Partial Floor Pan
Reproduction front ﬂoor pans with toe board and rear
ﬂoor pans with tunnel area for 1970-81 Camaro models.
Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations featuring
original style stiffening ribs, precut drain plug holes
and EDP coated for rust prevention.
Note Shipped oversize.
*Shipped double oversize.

Front with Toe Board
153238* 1970-74
153239* 1970-74
153242* 1975-81
153243* 1975-81
Rear with Tunnel Area
153267
1970-74
153268
1970-74
153269
1975-81
153270
1975-81

OS1

99.99
99.99
99.99
99.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

LH ......................
RH .....................
LH ......................
RH .....................

59.99
59.99
64.99
64.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

153252

1967-81 Rear Seat Floor Pan Panels
Reproduction rear seat ﬂoor pan panels for 1967-81
Camaro models. Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations
featuring original style contours and EDP coated for
rust prevention. Available as a complete panel, or as
a partial LH and RH.
OS2

OS2

LH ......................
RH .....................
LH ......................
RH .....................

C6575

Reproduction toe board panels for 1967-81 Camaro
models. Repair your rusted toe board panels with
these stamped steel replacements that feature factory
style shape and are EDP coated for rust prevention.
153834
1967-69
LH .................... 59.99 ea
153835
1967-69
RH ................... 59.99 ea
153253
1970-74
LH .................... 99.99 ea
153254
1970-74
RH ................... 99.99 ea
153256
1975-81
LH .................... 99.99 ea
153257
1975-81
RH ................... 99.99 ea

Note: *Shipped double oversize.
153352* 1967-69 complete panel ... 109.99 ea
153261

1970-81 Rear Seat Brace/Torque Box

153353
153354
153252*
153259
153260

1967-69
1967-69
1970-81
1970-81
1970-81

LH ...................... 54.99 ea
RH ..................... 54.99 ea
complete panel ... 101.99 ea
LH ...................... 64.99 ea
RH ..................... 64.99 ea

Reproduction under rear seat brace/torque box for
1970-81 Camaro models. Manufactured out of heavy
gauge steel these torque boxes are welded to the
underside of the rear seat panel and act as the mounting
point for the springs as well as the rear outer seat belts.
153261 1970-81
LH ........................ 74.99 ea
153262 1970-81
RH ....................... 74.99 ea

C6577

1975-78 Partial Floor Pan

Note: Shipped oversize.

Front Floor Pans
C6575
1975-78
C6576
1975-78
Rear Floor Pans
C6577
1975-78
C6578
1975-78

OS1

LH ....................... 84.99 ea
RH ...................... 84.99 ea
LH ....................... 44.99 ea
RH ...................... 44.99 ea

153129

C12179

C12180

153255

1970-81 Full Length Front Toe Boards

1982-92 Full Length Floor Pan

Reproduction full length toe boards for 1970-81
Camaro models. This piece repairs the area between the
ﬂoor panel and the ﬁrewall, features correct stiffening
ribs and is EDP coated for rust prevention. OS2
Note: Shipped double oversize.

Replace your existing floor pans with Classic
Industries® quality reproductions! Panels extend from
the rear seat section to the ﬁrewall extension. Fits
1982-92 Camaro models exactly. Each ﬂoor pan is
produced to clear factory catalytic convertors.

153129
153311
153255

Note: Shipped truck freight.

C12179
C12180

1970-74
1970-74
1975-81

complete ......... 259.99 ea
partial .............. 231.99 ea
partial .............. 231.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1982-92
1982-92

LH .................... 289.99 ea
RH ................... 289.99 ea

Floor Pans
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Each partial ﬂoor pan is manufactured to exact
speciﬁcations. Features the correct drain hole area as
a solid section built right into the panel. You may cut
this section out before installing the panel to put the
original drain plug back in if desired. The seat track
mounting area must be removed from the existing
panel and reinstalled on the reproduction ﬂoor panel.
Each ﬂoor pan is produced with a raised area to clear
the catalytic convertor for 1975-78 Camaro models.
This raised area for the catalytic convertor was not
originally found on 1970-74 models.

Floor Pan Components
C1052L

1967-69 Conv. Under Floor Pan Brace
C1052R

1967-69 Under Front Seat Brace
Correct reproduction under seat braces for 1967-69
Camaro models. These brackets weld to the ﬂoor pans
and are used to support the seat areas.
C1052L
1967-69
LH .................... 54.99 ea
C1052R
1967-69
RH ................... 54.99 ea

A quality stamped reproduction of the under ﬂoor
pan brace found rusted out on many 1967-69 Camaro
convertibles. This piece is a must when doing a ﬂoor
pan change out on your convertible.
C310
1967-69 .................................... 99.99 ea

153300

1970-81 Front Seat Floor Braces
Reproduction seat ﬂoor braces for 1970-81 Camaro
models. Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations and
EDP coated for rust prevention. These brackets act as
the mounting point for the rear side of the front seats.
153300 1970-74
LH ....................... 44.99 ea
153301 1970-74
RH ...................... 44.99 ea
153302 1975-81
LH ....................... 44.99 ea
153303 1975-81
RH ...................... 44.99 ea

C1053L

C1053R

1967-69 Under Rear Seat Brace
This is a stamped steel brace that goes under the rear
seat on the leading edge of the rear seat riser.
C1053L
1967-69
LH .................... 28.99 ea
C1053R
1967-69
RH .................... 28.99 ea

M1050R

1967-69 Convertible Body Pan
Reproduction steel body pan for all 1967-69 Camaro
convertibles. The convertible body pan installs under
the transmission tunnel and helps keep the body from
ﬂexing. This part was only included on convertible
models. Produced in the correct factory gauge metal
to withstand factory tension level speciﬁcations.
15603
1967-69 .................................... 89.99 ea

1967-69 Conv. Rear Seat Divider
Reproduction of the rear seat mount panel for 1967-69
convertible models. Replace your damaged or rusted
rear seat panel with this quality reproduction. Panel
mounts behind the back seat.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

C2058

M1051L

1967-69 Front Seat Frame Floor Support

H
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Replacement panels for the complete restoration of
your interior ﬂoor pans. These supports replace the area
under the front bucket seats. Seat frame ﬂoor supports
are attached to the ﬂoor pans to provide a mounting
point for the seat track. Available with traditional EDP
coating or in a Weld-Thru™ Primer that requires minimal
preparation, eliminates corrosion between overlapped
panels, and promotes superior weld characteristics.
Coupe Models
M1051L
1967-69 LH – EDP ............ 54.99 ea
M1050R
1967-69 RH – EDP ............ 54.99 ea
M1051LW 1967-69 LH – Weld-Thru™ 64.99 ea
M1050RW 1967-69 RH – Weld-Thru™ 64.99 ea
Convertible Models
14285
1967-69 LH – EDP ............ 49.99 ea
14286
1967-69 RH – EDP ............ 49.99 ea

B10015

1970-81 Rear Seat Back Panel
14284

14283

1969 Firewall to Floor Brace
This is a stamped steel reproduction of the ﬁrewall
to ﬂoor pan brace. This panel runs from the ﬁrewall
down under the vehicle to ﬂoor cross brace.
14283
1969
LH ........................... 55.99 ea
14284
1969
RH ........................... 55.99 ea

Replace the damaged or rusted rear seat back panel in
your 1970-81 Camaro with this quality reproduction.
The rear seat back panel is located between the rear
of the ﬂoor pan and the upper trunk panel. Available
with traditional EDP coating or in a Weld-Thru™
Primer that requires minimal preparation, eliminates
corrosion between overlapped panels, and promotes
superior weld characteristics.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

B10012
B10012W
B10015

1970-73
1970-73
1974-81

EDP coated ...... 152.99 ea
Weld-Thru™ ..... 234.99 ea
EDP coated ...... 152.99 ea

C11029

C1046L

C1046R

1967-69 Conv. Floor Pan Brace
Reproduction under ﬂoor pan braces for your ﬁrst
generation convertible Camaro. No need to try and
cutout and reuse the old rusted ones. This quality
stamped steel reproduction is a must when replacing
the ﬂoor pan on your convertible.
C1046L
1967-69
LH .................. 51.99 ea
C1046R
1967-69
RH .................. 51.99 ea
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OS2

1967-69 ................................. 259.99 ea

Floor Pan Braces

1054W

1970-81 Front Floor Braces

1967-69 Back Seat Braces

When replacing ﬂoor pans in your 1970-81 F-Body it
is wise to replace the ﬂoor pan braces as well. This is
a quality reproduction of the front ﬂoor pan brace set
for 1970-81 F-Body models. Available in a 3 piece set
of stamped steel braces that will ﬁt just like original
or just the front brace.
C11029 1970-74 3 piece set........... 189.99 set
153843
1975-81 3 piece set........... 184.99 set
153296
1970-74 front brace only .. 89.99 ea
153297
1975-81 front brace only .. 89.99 ea

Reproduction back seat support braces for 1967-69
Camaro models. Replace your bent braces with this new
reproduction. These braces are spot welded to the rear
ﬂoor board, and to the rear package shelf. For coupe
model only. Available with traditional EDP coating
or in a Weld-Thru™ Primer that requires minimal
preparation, eliminates corrosion between overlapped
panels, and promotes superior weld characteristics.
1001
1967-69 coupe – EDP ............ 77.99 pr
1054W 1967-69 coupe – Weld-Thru™ 79.99 pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Rocker Panels
C1067R

1967-69 Rear Seat Floor Hook

1967-69 Complete Conv. Rocker

Reproduction rear seat ﬂoor hook for 1967-69 Camaro
models. This hook is welded to the rear seat ﬂoor and
creates the mounting point for the front side of the
bottom seat. 2 required per vehicle.
152754 1967-69
all models ............. 7.99 ea

Stamped steel reproductions of the complete rocker
panel for 1967-69 convertible models. The complete
reproduction will replace the entire rocker panel
section. This part features a black electrophoretically
deposited coating (EDP, or E-coat) for superior longterm corrosion protection and is ready to be prepped,
primed and painted without stripping.

1967-69 Conv.“B” Pillar Support Brackets
Reproduction convertible pillar support brackets for
1967-69 models. This bracket mounts between the lock
pillar brace and convertible top mounting support panel.
B1705
1967-69 convertible............. 99.99 pr

KW832

Important: This panel requires welding for installation.
Professional installation is recommended to ensure proper ﬁt.
Note: Shipped double oversize.
OS2

C1067L
C1067R

FL119

1967-69
1967-69

LH ............... 259.99 ea
RH ............... 259.99 ea

1967-81 Shift Tunnel Panels
Replace the tunnel portion of the shifter area without
replacing the entire ﬂoor pan! Use these quality stamped
panels to repair hack jobs on shifter installations or to
upgrade to a 6-speed with the correct hump.
KW832 1967-69 19-1/2" x 6" ........... 58.99 ea
FL119
1970-81 4-speed hump ........ 53.99 ea
A97207 1970-81 T56, 6-speed hump 66.99 ea

K44506W
KW959

1967-68 Shift Hole Reinforcement Ring

1969 Front Lower Door Jamb Patch Panel

Shift hole reinforcement ring
for Camaro models. Stamped
steel shifter ring reinforces
shifter hole in ﬂoor for
mounting automatic shifter
and 4-speed shift boot. This
piece has often been cutup
or has rusted. Retainer ring
welds to bottom side of the ﬂoor pan
A7100109
1967
automatic ........ 22.99 ea
A7100109
1967-68 4-speed............ 22.99 ea

A quality stamped steel repair panel for the 1969 front
door jamb area at the lower door hinge. Repairs the
commonly rusted area at the front of the rocker panel
and behind the fender. Includes welded-in blind nut
used for lower fender mounting.

1667195

Note: Modiﬁcations required to hinge bolt holes for 196768 models.

KW959
KW958

1969
1969

K44505W

1970-81 Complete Rocker Panel

LH ........................... 88.99 ea
RH ........................... 91.99 ea

Stamped steel reproductions of the complete rocker
panel for 1970-81 Camaro models and include the
inner and outer panels. Installs under the doors and
between the wheel wells. A commonly rusted area.
These panels also include the kick panel and cowl area
as shown. Available with traditional EDP coating or in a
Weld-ThruTM Primer that requires minimal preparation.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

EDP Çoated
K44505
K44506
Weld-ThruTM
K44505W
K44506W

1970-81
1970-81

LH ................ 364.99 ea
RH ............... 364.99 ea

1970-81
1970-81

LH ................ 399.99 ea
RH ............... 399.99 ea

1667194

1967-81 Floor Pan Plug

K44504

K7926

Reproduction ﬂoor pan plug for ﬂoor pans and trunk
pans. The plugs are not included with the purchase
of ﬂoor pans.
1667195
1967-72
rubber .................. 2.29 ea
1667194
1967-81
metal.................... 2.99 ea

KW092

1967-69 Hinge Pillar to Rocker Patch
Reproduction reinforcement panel for 1967-69
Camaro models. This panel mounts between the
rocker panel and the hinge pillar, and will ﬁt hardtop
and convertibles.
K7926
1967-69
LH ...................... 29.99 ea
K7927
1967-69
RH ..................... 29.99 ea

1967-69 Body Plug Sets

Note: Shipped double oversize.
C6363

1967-69 Outer Coupe Rocker
KW957

1967-69 Inner Qtr. Lower Patch Panel
A quality stamped repair panel for the lower half of the
inner quarter panel where the rear window regulator
mounts. This repairs a commonly rusted area at the
ﬂoor and rocker panel area.
KW957
1967-69
LH ..................... 88.99 ea
KW956
1967-69
RH ..................... 88.99 ea

Stamped steel reproduction inner rocker panels for
1967-81 Camaro coupe models. Installs under the doors
behind the outer rocker panel and between the wheel
wells, a commonly rusted area. These inner panels
are available with lower kick panel area as shown, or
just the inner panel area. Choose from traditional EDP
coating or a Weld-Thru™ Primer that requires minimal
preparation, eliminates corrosion between overlapped
panels, and promotes superior weld characteristics.

These full outer rocker panels install directly below the
door between the front and rear wheel well openings
and include the area under the sill plate. These panels
are manufactured to allow the original chrome rocker
moldings to be attached. See the molding section for
proper application.
Important: Inner rocker panel is not included and must be
purchased separately.
OS2
Note: Shipped double oversize.

C6362
C6363
R6364

1967-69
1967-69
1967-69

LH ...................... 67.99 ea
RH ..................... 67.99 ea
LH and RH ........ 122.99 pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

OS2

Complete Inner Rocker Panels
EDP Coated
K44503
1967-69 LH coupe ........ 89.99
K44504
1967-69 RH coupe ........ 89.99
Weld-ThruTM
K44503W 1967-69 LH coupe ........ 104.99
K44504W 1967-69 RH coupe ........ 104.99
Inner Panel Only
EDP Coated
K44701
1967-69 LH coupe ........ 66.99
K44702
1967-69 RH coupe ........ 66.99
E302
1967-69 LH convertible 76.99
E302
1967-69 RH convertible 76.99
K44507
1970-81 LH coupe ........ 79.99
K44508
1970-81 RH coupe ........ 79.99

Rocker Panels

ea
ea
ea
ea

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
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Reproduction ﬂoor pan plugs for ﬂoor pans and trunk
pans. The plugs are not included with the purchase
of ﬂoor pans.
KW092 1967-68 12 piece ................ 16.99 set
KW093 1969
12 piece ................ 24.99 set

E302

1967-81 Inner Rocker Panel

Door/Quarter Frame

K44500

1967-69 Partial Outer Rocker Panel
These slip-on style rocker panels replace the outer
panel only and do not include the portion under the
sill plate area. The panels are manufactured to allow
the original chrome rocker moldings to be attached.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

K44502
K44501
K44500

1967-69
1967-69
1967-69

C2351 – outside view

OS2

LH .................. 79.99 ea
RH .................. 79.99 ea
pair ................. 120.99 pr

1967-69 Quarter Panel and Door Frame
Reproduction of the quarter panel and door frame assembly for all 1967-69 Camaro coupe. These unique pieces
will replace the frame work around the doors, across the roof line and down the quarter panel to the rear wheel
well. Includes the front kick panel area as well as the inner rear quarter area. Outer rocker panels are also included.
Available with traditional EDP coating that requires minimal preparation, eliminates corrosion between overlapped
panels, and promotes superior weld characteristics.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

1680402

1680401

C2352
C2353
C2350
C2351
C2354
C2355

1967
1967
1968
1968
1969
1969

LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH

EDP coated ..........................................................................................
EDP coated ..........................................................................................
EDP coated ..........................................................................................
EDP coated ..........................................................................................
EDP coated ..........................................................................................
EDP coated ..........................................................................................

999.99 ea
999.99 ea
999.99 ea
999.99 ea
999.99 ea
999.99 ea

1970-81 Complete Outer Rocker Panel
These complete outer rocker panels install directly
below the door, both under the sill plate area and on
the outer section between the wheel well openings, to
replace damaged or rusted original panels. These quality
reproduction panels are manufactured to allow the
original chrome rocker panel moldings to be attached.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

1680402
1680401

1970-81
1970-81

OS2

LH ....................... 72.99 ea
RH ...................... 72.99 ea

1993-02 GM Outer Rocker Panel
Classic Industries® offers stock Genuine GM outer

152729

1967-69 Inner Door/Quarter Frame

1967-69 Coupe Quarter Reinforcement

Reproduction inner door/quarter frame assembly for
1967-69 Camaro models. This piece is manufactured
out of all the inner quarter bracing and features correct
gauge sheet metal, contours and is EDP coated for
rust prevention.

Reproduction quarter panel reinforcement for 1967-69
Camaro coupe models. Commonly destroyed during
quarter panel removal, this brace supports the edge
of the quarter panel where the window felt attaches.
This piece must be welded to main body pillar and
quarter panel.
KW654
1967-69 .................................. 29.99 pr

Note: Shipped truck freight.

152729
152730

1967-69
1967-69

LH ................... 379.99 ea
RH .................. 379.99 ea

rocker panel for your 4th generation Camaro!
Note: Shipped double oversize.

G8301

1993-02

OS2

RH ....................... 128.99 ea

H
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C1000L

152723

C1000R

1967-69 Inner Door Frame
Reproduction inner door frames for 1967-69 Camaro
models. Features correct contours EDP coating
for rust prevention and preinstalled door hinge
mounting points.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

1967-72 Rear Rocker Panel Flaps
Reproduction rear rocker panel ﬂap for 1967-72
Camaro. Prevents road splash and debris from entering
and blocking the rocker panel drain area.
KW538
1967-72 ................................... 3.99 pr
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Door/Quarter Frame

152723
152724
152725
152726
152727
152728

1967
1967
1968
1968
1969
1969

LH .........................
RH .........................
LH .........................
RH .........................
LH .........................
RH .........................

359.99
359.99
349.99
349.99
344.99
344.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1969 Convertible Quarter Brace
Classic Industries® is your one stop restoration source
for your Camaro. If you’re restoring your 1969 Camaro
convertible, you’ll need the right parts to make it
complete and authentic in appearance. We offer these
correct reproduction upper quarter panel braces which
install above the outer wheel house and follow the
contour of the convertible well area and trunk gutter.
Note: Shipped oversize.

C1000L
C1000R

1969
1969

OS1

LH .......................... 169.99 ea
RH ......................... 169.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Roof Panels

7585083

E384

C2066W

1967-69 Inner Roof Panel Braces
Reproduction inner roof panel braces for 1967-69 Camaro coupe models.
Available with EDP coating or in a Weld-Thru™ Primer that requires minimal
preparation, eliminates corrosion between overlapped panels, and promotes
superior weld characteristics.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

7585083W

EDP Coated
C2060
1967-68
C2066
1969
Weld-Thru™
C2066W
1969

OS2

13 piece .......................................................... 199.99 set
14 piece .......................................................... 199.99 set
14 piece .......................................................... 229.99 set

1967-81 Roof Panel Skin
Reproduction roof panel skins for 1967-81 Camaro models. Each die-stamped
reproduction is manufactured to exact speciﬁcations to allow a complete replacement
of the roof panel. Available with traditional EDP coating or in a Weld-Thru™ Primer
that requires minimal preparation, eliminates corrosion between overlapped panels,
and promotes superior weld characteristics.
Important: Roof drip rail and window molding channel not included.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

EDP Coated
7585083
E384
152911
Weld-Thru™
7585083W
E384W

1967-69 ........................................................................ 199.99 ea
1970-74 ........................................................................ 364.99 ea
1975-81 ........................................................................ 349.99 ea
1967-69 ........................................................................ 249.99 ea
1970-74 ........................................................................ 299.99 ea

E356

installed rail

E357

1967-69 Coupe Front Pillar Drip Rail Support
Reproduction pillar drip rail support that installs on the front pillar section of the
roof panel and extends downward vertically between the roof panel and fender. This
reproduction is essential when installing a roof panel because it adds support to the
front pillar section of the roof panel. Fits 1967-69 Camaro models.
E357
1967-69
LH .................................................................... 44.99 ea
E356
1967-69
RH .................................................................... 44.99 ea

E380

1970-73 Roof Assembly with A-Pillar
Reproduction roof assembly for 1970-73 Camaro models. Features correct contours,
preinstalled windshield posts and all underside bracing. All hood panels come coated
in a rust preventative coating.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

152722

1970-73

Weld-Thru™ ................................................... 829.99 ea

1967-69 Coupe Rear Pillar Drip Rail Support
Reproduction pillar drip rail support installs on the roof panel’s rear pillar section,
and extends down vertically between the roof panel and trunk. This reproduction
is essential when installing a roof panel because it adds critical support to the rear
pillar section. Fits 1967-69 Camaro models.
E380
1967-69
LH .................................................................... 59.99 ea
E381
1967-69
RH.................................................................... 59.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Roof Panels
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E381

Vinyl Top & T-Top Components

G8473

1st Generation 1968

G8474

1978-81 T-Top Latch Molding

2nd Generation 1971

Genuine GM molding used to help support the T-Top glass as well as cover the
T-Top latch in your 1978-81 Camaro. Paint to match.
G8473
1978-81
LH ................................................................ 115.99 ea
G8474
1978-81
RH ................................................................ 116.99 ea

Late 2nd Generation 1976

Note: Shown in “Sport Top” conﬁguration.
Material for full top is included.

1967-81 Camaro Vinyl Tops
Reproduction vinyl tops produced using correct Levant grain vinyls, offering the
ultimate in originality and quality. The seams are sewn with Dacron bonded thread
then dielectrically heat sealed which is correct in appearance and quality. Replacing
your original vinyl top will help bring your Camaro back to showroom condition.
Classic Industries® recommends professional installation in order to maintain the
highest quality replacement.

14920

14921

Important: Each vinyl top is precut for the rear window and pillar post areas. All models
used moldings to ﬁnish the lower rear edge of the vinyl top. The 1969 models also used
special vinyl top moldings that ﬁnished the roof sides. All models will need to be cut and
trimmed to ﬁt the speciﬁc vinyl top moldings for each year. Be sure to check the design and
placement of the moldings before trimming and gluing the top to ensure accuracy.

K60001
K60010
K60001
K60010
K60013
K61010
K61001
K61013
K62201

1967-68
1967-68
1969
1969
1969
1970-74
1970-74
1970-74
1975-81

black ..........................................................
white..........................................................
black ..........................................................
white..........................................................
dark green..................................................
white..........................................................
black ..........................................................
dark green..................................................
black ..........................................................

155.99
155.99
155.99
155.99
249.99
155.99
155.99
207.99
169.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

®

H
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OER Top Secret Top Care Formula
OER® Top Secret kits are a complete
system for the care of vinyl or canvas
tops. Each consists of a heavy-duty
cleaner that safely removes the
toughest soils and stains with an
exclusive formula that will not harm
automotive ﬁnishes. Included in the
vinyl kit is our cleaner, vinyl UV
protectant, elite microﬁber towel,
K89457
and applicator. The canvas formula
includes the top cleaner, our exclusive aerosol canvas UV protectant that repels
water and stains, an elite microﬁber towel and a pair of applicator pads. Both kits
also included a soft wash brush with 18" handle.
OER® Top Secret Kit – Vinyl Formula
K89456
cleaner, protectant and applicator ........................................ 22.99 kit
OER® Top Secret Kit – Canvas Formula
K89457
cleaner and protectant ........................................................ 22.99 kit
OER® Top Secret Components
K89458
16 oz. bottle top cleaner..................................................... 9.99 ea
K89468
16 oz. bottle vinyl protectant ............................................. 10.99 ea
K89499
5.5 oz. aerosol canvas protectant.......................................... 6.99 ea
K89460
applicator ........................................................................... 3.99 ea
K89819
elite microﬁber towel ......................................................... 3.99 ea
K89835
soft wash brush with 18" handle ........................................... 9.99 ea
K89816
microﬁber applicator pad ................................................... 5.99 pr
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14922

1978-81 Interior T-Top Moldings
Reproduction T-Top moldings for 1978-81 Camaro models with Fisher T-Tops.
Replace your missing or damaged T-Top moldings with this quality reproduction
set. Manufactured like the originals down to the correct grain. Paint to match.
F12317
1978-81
complete 6 piece set....................................... 229.99 set
14920
1978-81
T-Top front molding end cap ......................... 89.99 pr
14921
1978-81
T-Top rear molding end cap ........................... 99.99 pr
14922
1978-81
T-Top surround molding ................................ 114.99 pr

Heavy Duty 20
Spray Adhesive

1978-81 T-Top Y Molding
Reproduction T-Top Y molding for
1978-81 Camaro with Fisher T-Tops.
These parts are injection molded like
the originals and feature the correct
grain pattern. Available in black only,
paint to match.
14649
1978-81 ............. 69.99 pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

3M Heavy Duty 20 Spray
Adhesive forms a powerful,
permanent bond to wood,
laminate, metal, plastic and
more. Simply spray the
adhesive on one or both
surfaces, wait 15 seconds
to 30 minutes, and press
surfaces together to form
a tight bond. Our selfcontained, highly portable
dispenser allows for a variable width
lace spray pattern to help ensure
precise placement.
78617 13.75 oz. can ...... 15.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

T-Top Components

26-1/4"

shown mounted on T-Top glass

29-3/8"

10164133
Includes weatherstrip and plastic
molded rails for both sides.

1978-81 T-Top Repair Clips
Reproduction T-Top repair clips for 1978-81 Camaro
models. This set of 4 aluminum clips snap on easily
to hold the window securely to the roof.
K817
1978-81 set of 4 ..................... 18.99 set

K234 – LH

K22938
K235

1978-81 Fisher T-Top Weatherstrip
Replace your Fisher T-Top weatherstrip with original
GM or OER® rubber. Installs exactly as original and
will eliminate rattles and noise caused by an insufﬁcient
sealing. Will also keep rain and other weather related
elements from seeping into the interior. The K234
weatherstrip includes both LH and RH weatherstrips
which install on the body and seal the T-tops to the
roof area. The K235 includes LH and RH outer glass
weatherstrip allowing a complete replacement seal.
Body Side T-Top Weatherstrip
K234
1978-81 LH & RH – OER® 189.99 pr
T-Top Panel Weatherstrip
G6655 1978-80 2 required – GM ... 140.99 ea
K235
1978-81 LH & RH – OER® 64.99 pr

1978-81 Fisher T-Top
Retaining Clip Grommet

1982-85 1st design features
a round edge, 1986-92 2nd
design features a square edge.
K22939

1982-92 Fisher T-Top Weatherstrip Set

1978-92 T-Top Handles

Replace your T-Top weatherstrip with OER ®
reproduction rubber. Installs exactly as original and
will eliminate rattles and noise caused by an insufﬁcient
sealing. Will also keep rain and other weather related
elements from seeping into the interior. This 8 piece set
contains LH and RH weatherstrip seals and all plastic
gutter strips necessary to repair both LH and RH sides.

Die-cast reproduction handles used to secure and
release the removable T-Top roof panels on 197892 Camaro models. Manufactured to original
speciﬁcations, featuring the correct chrome or black
ﬁnish. Includes chrome mounting screws. Sold in pairs.
K22938
1978-81
chrome................ 49.99 pr
K22939
1982-92
black ................... 39.99 pr

Important: There are only two types of T-Tops for 1982-92
models. The easiest way to identify which type you have is
to measure the T-Top length, where the glass ﬁts under the
center T-bar factory installed (Fisher) = 30-1/4". Aftermarket
installed cars and concepts = 25".
Note: Early 1988 models featured an interlocking slider
bracket molded into the T-Top body side weatherstrip. The
replacement weatherstrip does not feature the bracket but
it will install and function correctly on early 1988 models.

10164133 1982-92

8 piece ............ 359.99 set

Reproduction of the original
injection molded plastic T-Top retaining clip
grommet that was designed for 1978-81
Camaro models with Fisher style T-Tops.
20066276 1978-81 4 required .............. 6.99 ea

14274

1976-02 T-Top Storage Sleeves

G7975

T-Top storage sleeves are designed to protect your
glass T-Tops while you’re enjoying the sun. These
sleeves are made of black Madrid, soft lined vinyl to
gently protect the surface of the glass while in storage.
14274
1976-81 1 panel per bag..... 98.99 pr
14275
1982-92 2 panels per bag ... 119.99 ea
14276
1993-02 1 panel per bag..... 49.99 pr

1982-02 T-Top Factory Weatherstrip

Note: Early 1988 models featured an interlocking slider
bracket molded into the T-Top body side weatherstrip. The
replacement weatherstrip does not feature the bracket but it
will install and function correctly on early 1988 models.

1970-81 Hurst Hatch T-Top Weatherstrip
High-quality reproduction Hurst style 1st design T-Top
weatherstrip installed on 1970-81 Camaro models. This
weatherstrip was primarily used with 1976 to early 1978
models. If the weatherstrip folds over and meets the
headliner area it would be considered 1st design. The
2nd design features a plastic trim molding between the
headliner and the weatherstrip.
WS233 1970-81 1st design – 4 piece 399.99 set

Weatherstrip Between Glass & Center Roof Molding
G7970 1982-92
RH ...................... 47.99 ea
Roof Lift-off Sealing Strip
G7972 1983-84
2 required ............ 44.99 ea
Body Side Weatherstrip
G7976 1982-92
LH ....................... 278.99 ea
G7975 1982-92
RH ...................... 278.99 ea
Roof Glass Rail Weatherstrip
G6494 1993-02
LH ....................... 252.99 ea
G6393 1993-02
RH ...................... 252.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1986-94 T-Top Locks
This set offers an excellent solution to the problem
of T-Top thefts. These locks will enable you to use
a key type lock for extra protection. Set includes 2
pre-coded lock assemblies and 2 precut keys. For
use on all models with T-Tops (hatch roof). Mounting
hardware not included.
Note: Modiﬁcations may be necessary for models not
originally equipped with T-Top locks.

TK476

1986-94 ............................... 39.99 pr

T-Top Components
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Replace your T-Top weatherstrip with original OEM
factory rubber. Installs exactly as original and will
eliminate rattles and noise caused by an insufﬁcient
sealing. Will also keep rain and other weather related
elements from seeping into the interior.

Convertible Top

K50001

black

blue

white

beige

blue

white

beige

1967-69 Vinyl Top Kits w/Glass Window

Reproduction convertible top with plastic rear window
for 1967-69 models. Each kit includes: convertible
top, outer rear bow binding strip, bow binding strip
retaining clips, retaining clip screws, plastic rear
window assembly, and installation instructions. Choose
between the OE style ﬁxed plastic rear window or
the zipper style plastic rear window that allows you
to unzip the window for more ventilation and better
visibility. 4 vinyl colors to choose from including the
3 OE colors, black, blue, and white. Beige vinyl is
offered as a custom color due to its popularity with
modern builders running custom cloth, leather or tweed
interiors. Also available, is our heavy-duty Stayfast
canvas material in black only.
OS1

Replacement convertible top for 1967-69 models using
a 2 piece folding glass rear window. Each kit includes:
convertible top, rear folding glass window, outer rear
bow binding strip, bow binding strip retaining clips,
retaining clip screws, and installation instructions.

Vinyl Top Kit with Plastic Rear Window
Vinyl Top with OE Style Plastic Rear Window
K50001
1967-69
black .............. 299.99 kit
K50008
1967-69
blue ................ 299.99 kit
K50010
1967-69
white .............. 299.99 kit
K50028
1967-69
beige .............. 299.99 kit
Vinyl Top with Zipper Style Plastic Rear Window
K64301
1967-69
black .............. 309.99 ea
K64308
1967-69
blue ................ 309.99 ea
K64310
1967-69
white .............. 309.99 ea
K64328
1967-69
beige .............. 309.99 ea
Components-Vinyl Top/Plastic Window
Vinyl Top Only – For Use with Plastic Rear Window
K6769101 1967-69
black .............. 219.99 ea
K6769108 1967-69
blue ................ 219.99 ea
K6769110 1967-69
white .............. 219.99 ea
K6769128 1967-69
beige .............. 219.99 ea
Plastic Rear Window Only – OE Style
K58001
1967-69
black .............. 104.99 ea
K58008
1967-69
blue ................ 104.99 ea
K58010
1967-69
white .............. 104.99 ea
K58028
1967-69
beige .............. 104.99 ea
Plastic Rear Window Only – Zipper Style
K69201
1967-69
black .............. 119.99 ea
K69208
1967-69
blue ................ 119.99 ea
K69210
1967-69
white .............. 119.99 ea
K69228
1967-69
beige .............. 119.99 ea

Body Components

black

1967-69 Vinyl Top Kits w/Plastic Window

Note: Shipped oversize.

H

K57001

1967-69 Canvas Top Kits w/Plastic Window
Note: Shipped oversize.

OS1

Canvas Top Kit with Plastic Rear Window
Canvas Top with OE Style Plastic Rear Window
K71301
1967-69
black .............. 499.99 ea
Canvas Top with Zipper Style Plastic Rear Window
K71401
1967-69
black .............. 519.99 ea
Components Canvas Top/Plastic Window
Canvas Top Only – For Use with Plastic Rear Window
K6769201 1967-69
black .............. 399.99 ea
Plastic Window Assembly – OE Style for Canvas Top
K69701
1967-69
black ............... 129.99 ea
Plastic Window Assy – Zipper Style for Canvas Top
K69401
1967-69
black ............... 149.99 ea
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Important: The glass rear window is an aftermarket design
that is not covered by warranty.
OS1
Note: Shipped oversize.

Vinyl Top Kit with Glass Rear Window
Vinyl Top with 2 Piece Folding Glass Rear Window
K57001
1967-69
black .............. 439.99 kit
K57008
1967-69
blue ................ 439.99 kit
K57010
1967-69
white .............. 439.99 kit
K57028
1967-69
beige .............. 439.99 kit
Components-Vinyl Top/Glass Window
Vinyl Top Only – For Use with Glass Rear Window
K6769301 1967-69
black .............. 219.99 ea
K6769308 1967-69
blue ................ 219.99 ea
K6769310 1967-69
white .............. 219.99 ea
K6769328 1967-69
beige .............. 219.99 ea
Glass Rear Window Only – 2 Piece Folding Style
K59001
1967-69
black ............... 235.99 ea
K59008
1967-69
blue ................. 235.99 ea
K59010
1967-69
white ............... 235.99 ea
K59028
1967-69
beige ............... 235.99 ea

R503101

Vinyl top with OE style or glass window
Convertible top pads
Convertible well liner
Convertible top installation instructions

1967-69 Convertible Top Kits With Well Liner
OS1

Note: Shipped oversize.

Vinyl Top w/OE Style Plastic Window
R503010 white top/white well liner .... 399.99 kit
R503110 white top/black well liner .... 389.99 kit
R503001 black top/white well liner .... 399.99 kit
R503101 black top/black well liner .... 389.99 kit
R503008 blue top/white well liner ...... 399.99 kit
R503108 blue top/black well liner ...... 389.99 kit
R503028 beige top/white well liner .... 399.99 kit
R503128 beige top/black well liner .... 389.99 kit
Vinyl Top w/Folding Glass Window
R513001 black top/black well liner .... 499.99 kit
R513101 black top/white well liner .... 499.99 kit
R513010 white/top black well liner .... 499.99 kit
R513110 white top/white well liner .... 499.99 kit
R513008 blue top/white well liner ...... 499.99 kit
R513108 blue top/black well liner ...... 499.99 kit
R513028 beige top/white well liner .... 499.99 kit
R513128 beige top/black well liner .... 499.99 kit

K50202

K50207

1987-02 Convertible Top
1967-69 Canvas Top Kits w/Glass Window
Replacement Stayfast canvas convertible top for
1967-69 models using a 2 piece folding glass rear
window. Each kit includes: convertible top, rear
folding glass window, outer rear bow binding strip,
bow binding strip retaining clips, retaining clip
screws, and installation instructions.
Important: The glass rear window is an aftermarket design
that is not covered by warranty.
OS1
Note: Shipped oversize.

Canvas Top Kit with Glass Rear Window
Canvas Top with 2 Piece Folding Glass Rear Window
K71501
1967-69
black .............. 599.99 ea
Components Canvas Top/Glass Window
Canvas Top Only – For Use with Glass Rear Window
K6769401 1967-69
black .............. 399.99 ea
Glass Rear Window Only – 2 Piece Folding Style
K59201
1967-69
black ............... 249.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

These reproduction convertible tops are manufactured
to the exact dimensions of the original and feature the
same quality materials. The quality is superb in every
detail and the ﬁt is exact.
Important: Carefully check the dimensions listed below
before ordering. Classic Industries® is not responsible for
damages due to incorrect applications. The 1987-92 models
included three different sizes as indicated below.
Note: Width is measured from top edge of rear window.
Shipped oversize.
OS1

Black Tops with Plastic Rear Window
K50201 1987-92 13-3/4" x 40-1/2" ... 499.99 ea
K50202 1987-92 16-3/4" x 40-1/2" ... 499.99 ea
K50203 1987-92 16" x 43-1/2".......... 519.99 ea
Tops for Glass Window (Window Sold Separately)
K50204 1994-02 black ...................... 454.99 ea
K50205 1994-02 tan .......................... 437.99 ea
K50206 1994-02 blue ........................ 429.99 ea
Rear Glass Window Only
K50207 1994-02 black....................... 277.99 ea
K50208 1994-02 tan .......................... 277.99 ea
K50209 1994-02 blue ........................ 269.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Convertible Top
K51004A

black

ivy
gold

1967-95 Retroﬁt Conv. Headliner
These headliners are designed for convertible models
not originally equipped from the factory with an internal
headliner. Once installed, this ready made headliner will
greatly improve the looks of the interior, cut down on
noise and help insulate against extreme temperatures.
The top can be raised or lowered without removing the
headliner. No special tools or knowledge is required for
installation! Manufactured with plush velour materials.
RCH10
1967-69
black ................ 199.99 ea
RCH91
1991-92
black ................ 179.99 ea
RCH94
1994-95
black ................ 179.99 ea

top boot

storage bag

Reproduction Top Boot
Top Boot Storage Bag

red

lt blue brt blue gold

turq. parch.

pearl white hugger dk
parch
orng blue

med
blue

1967-69 Top Boots with Clips
Superb reproduction top boot for the most discriminating
restorer. Each top boot includes the correct color and
features snaps and plastic die-cut insert allowing
replacement of the top boot clips.
Note: Includes a complete set of top boot clips! Snap
buttons for interior not included. Top boot storage bag
must be purchased separately.

K51001A
K51002A
K51003A
K51004A
K51005A
K51006A
K51007A
K51008A
K51009A
K51025A
K51010A
K51011A
K51012A
K51013A
K51019A

1967-69
1967-69
1967
1967
1967
1967-68
1967
1968
1968
1968
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969

black........................
red ...........................
light blue .................
bright blue – deluxe
gold .........................
turquoise .................
parchment ...............
medium blue ...........
ivy gold ...................
pearl parchment ......
white .......................
Hugger orange ........
dark blue .................
dark green ...............
moss green .............

219.99
219.99
219.99
219.99
219.99
219.99
219.99
219.99
219.99
219.99
219.99
219.99
219.99
219.99
219.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

red

lt blue brt blue gold

turq. parch.

pearl white Hugger dk
parch
orng blue

red

lt blue brt blue gold

turq. parch.

med
blue

dk
moss
green green
ivy
gold

1967-69 Convertible Top Boot Kits

black .................
red .....................
light blue ...........
bright blue.........
gold ...................
turquoise ...........
parchment .........
medium blue .....
ivy gold .............
pearl parchment
white .................
Hugger orange ..
dark blue ...........
dark green .........
moss green ........

159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99
159.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

pearl white Hugger dk
parch
orng blue

Reproduction of the top rear binding end clip for
1967-69 convertible models. These stainless steel
covers ﬁnishes both ends of the rear window outer
top bow binding trim strip.
7614749
1967-69 2 required ............. 3.99 ea

dk
moss
green green
7755256

1967-69 Top Boot
Correct reproduction top boot designed as a quality
replacement. Each top boot includes the correct color
and features snaps and plastic die-cut insert allowing
replacement of the top boot clips. Clips sold separately.
Note: Snap buttons for interior not included. Top boot
storage bag must be purchased separately.

K51001
K51002
K51003
K51004
K51005
K51006
K51007
K51008
K51009
K51025
K51010
K51011
K51012
K51013
K51019

1967-69
1967-69
1967
1967
1967
1967-68
1967
1968
1968
1968
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969

black .......................
red ...........................
light blue .................
bright blue – deluxe
gold .........................
turquoise .................
parchment ...............
medium blue ...........
ivy gold ...................
pearl parchment ......
white .......................
Hugger orange ........
dark blue .................
dark green ...............
moss green ..............

99.99
99.99
99.99
99.99
99.99
99.99
99.99
99.99
99.99
99.99
99.99
99.99
99.99
99.99
99.99

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-69 Convertible Tack Strip
Reproduction tack strip for 1967-69 convertible models.
The tack strip is one of the most commonly worn out
items on a convertible. Mounts at the rear top well area
and retains the lower part of the top to the body.
Note: Shipped oversize.

7755256
HC62

1967-69
1967-69

OS1

tack strip .............. 109.99 set
bolt kit – 17 piece 14.99 kit

1967-69 Conv. Top Boot Snaps
Reproduction convertible top boot snap stud set for
1967-69 Camaro models. These are the snaps used
to secure the convertible top to the inner rear panels.
This is a 4 piece set.
153078
1967-69 .................................... 9.99 set

Convertible Top
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Important: Snap buttons for interior not included.

1967-69
1967-69
1967
1967
1967
1967-68
1967
1968
1968
1968
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969

1967-69 Conv. Top Binding End Clip

med
blue

This is a complete replacement kit which includes
all of the essential components required to replace or
install a new convertible top boot. We also include
a handy storage bag for use when the boot is being
stored. This helps to keep your top boot clean when it
is not in use. All this in one convenient kit!
K503501
K503502
K503503
K503504
K503505
K503506
K503507
K503508
K503509
K503525
K503510
K503511
K503512
K503513
K503519

1967-69 Top Boot Storage Bag
Keep your top boot clean and fresh by storing it in a
top boot storage bag. The dimensions allow the boot
plenty of space without getting wrinkled when not
in use. Manufactured using heavyweight vinyl and
includes a snap down lock for extra protection.
K51020
1967-69 .................................. 34.99 ea

complete set of clips

black
ivy
gold

Each top boot mounting clip set includes 16 clips
and retainers to mount a Camaro top boot to the well
molding. We offer your choice of superb overseas
reproduction, or the USA made glass ﬁlled nylon
reproduction. Guaranteed not to break for as long as
you own your vehicle.
Mounting Clip Sets
K52010 1967-69 reproduction ......... 39.99 set
R5280
1967-69 made in USA ........ 59.99 set
Individual Mounting Clips – 16 Required
K52011 1967-69 reproduction ......... 3.49 ea
R5279
1967-69 made in USA ........ 3.99 ea

Top Boot Clip Set
Top Boot Inner Snap Set
K51005

black

K52010

1967-69 Top Boot Mounting Clip Sets

dk
moss
green green

Convertible Top

7639095
K53001

1967-96 Convertible Top Cables

1967-69 Convertible Well Liner
Reproduction well liner covering the section between
the rear seat and the trunk area. Manufactured with the
same durable material that the factory used.

K352

Note: The sateen side faces away from the rear window
when installed.

K53001
K53010

1967-69
1967-69

black .................. 65.99 ea
white .................. 65.99 ea

1967-69 Power Conv. Top Frame
Replace your broken, bent, rusty or missing 196769 power convertible top frame with this quality
reproduction. This EDP coated steel frame includes
fully reinforced hinge mechanisms, header bow,
intermediate bows and rear bow to replace the entire
frame. Complete latch assemblies are also included.

Reproduction hold down cables for all Camaro
convertible models. Helps prevent top from ﬂaring
out or ﬂapping which may be caused by outside air
pressure. Replace your original hold down cables with
these superb reproductions.
7639095
1967-69
OER® ............... 24.99 pr
G7760
1991-92
2 required ......... 39.99 ea
CAG132
1987-93
......................... 36.99 pr
CAG134
1994-96
......................... 39.99 pr

Note: Frame not for use on manual top vehicles.
Header bow shipped oversize.
OS1
Frame shipped truck freight.

K352
K890

1967-69
1967-69

top frame ............. 949.99 ea
header bow only .. 229.99 ea

1967-69 Convertible Well Molding
Reproduction well molding for 1967-69 convertible
models. These moldings were designed to eliminate
the snap button style top boot installation. The top
boot is attached by utilizing special clips attached to
the top boot, then mounted to the molding to hold the
top boot on the body when the top is down.
Important: Will not ﬁt 1968 convertibles with outer window
reveal molding.
OS1
Note: Shipped oversize.

K723

1967-69

2 piece ................... 139.99 set

R749

1967-69 Conv. Well Molding Clips
Reproduction of the clips used to attach the rear
convertible well molding around the top well. If you
are replacing all your original clips, order a set of 10.
7672609 1967-69
individual ........... 4.99 ea
R749
1967-69
set of 10 clips ..... 36.99 kit

K703

K479

5716613

1967-69 Conv. Top Latch Assemblies
Quality reproduction of the convertible top latch
found on all 1967-69 Camaro models. These are exact
reproductions and include hooks ready-to-install.
Complete Latch Assemblies
K479
1967-69
latch assemblies .. 99.99 pr
Hook Knuckles Only
K703
1967-69
LH ....................... 12.99 ea
K704
1967-69
RH ....................... 12.99 ea
Knuckle Hooks Only
5716613 1967-69
2 required ............ 5.49 ea

K848

H
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1967-69 Windshield Header Moldings

close up of curved area
showing exact detail
close up of end area
showing exact detail

Excellent reproduction chrome moldings for 1967-69
models that attach to the upper section of the upper
windshield frame. Each molding is manufactured in
bright polished chrome or satin chrome as original.
Special precautions are utilized in shipping to prevent
damage to the chrome ﬁnish.
K848 1967
polished chrome .... 154.99 pr
K847 1968-69 satin chrome .......... 159.99 pr
R314 1967-69 mounting screw set
2.99 set

1967-69 Convertible Rain Gutter
OER® reproduction convertible rain gutter for 1967-69
models. Injection molded using ﬂexible ABS material,
it is designed to allow the rain to run off without getting
into the convertible well area. Includes 14 OE style
screws for easy installation.
OS2
Note: Shipped double oversize.

7678186 1967-69 gutter ....................... 159.99 ea
K723A 1967-69 screw set – 14 piece 12.99 set

304
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1967-69 Convertible Header Lacing
Lacing runs along the top header section of the
convertible top frame. For 1967-69 convertible
models. Includes enough lacing to completely replace
the original.
E232
1967-69 .................................... 12.99 ea

1967-69 Convertible Top Pads

1967-69 Convertible Hold Down Latch
Reproduction latch for manual convertible tops. Locks
convertible top in place when folded in well and prevents
top from raising while driving.
K134
1967-69 .................................... 24.99 pr

1967-69 Wiring Harness
This is a reproduction
of the correct wiring
loom which is
necessary to provide
power from the
convertible power top
switch in the dash area
to the power top motor
located behind the
CA71583
upper half of the rear seat.
CA71716
1967-68 .............................. 52.99 ea
CA71583
1969 ................................... 52.99 ea

1967-69 Header Bow Stop Bumpers
Reproduction header bow
bumpers are manufactured
in high density material as
original. Sold in pairs.
KW744
1967-69 .................................. 14.99 pr

1967-69 Convertible
Top Frame Rubber Stoppers

Replace your worn out top pads when replacing your
convertible top. Each pad is original in appearance and
quality. Used as reinforcement between top frame and
convertible top on the inside of the vehicle.
K54000
1967-69
black ................... 34.99 pr

Stoppers are used to keep the top frame separated
when folding into the well. Eliminates the problem of
the top frame pieces rubbing or meeting when the
top is being folded down. Sold in pairs.
4680380
1967-69 .................................. 9.99 pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Convertible Top
1967-69 Manual Latch Bolts

1967-69 Motor/Pump Cover
Reproduction convertible top motor
cover for 1967-69 Camaro. Replace
a missing or damaged original to hide
the pump for a cleaner look.
F271
1967-69 ................ 6.99 ea

C1000B

Reproduction manual
hold down latch hardware
for 1967-69 Camaro
models. This bolt set
is designed to mount
manual hold down latches
and is manufactured to factory
speciﬁcations featuring the correct
industrial chrome-plating and
integrated washer.
153042 1967-69 ............. 18.99 set

150701

1989-92 Top Bow Trim Panel
Reproduction top header bow trim
panel for 1989-92 Camaro convertible
models. This reproduction which
will replace the original missing or
damaged item.
Note: Shipped oversize.

C953692

C953693

A9400149
150701

C135551

C953695

1967-69 Hydraulic Hose
Replacement hose assemblies for 196769 models complete with all the ﬁttings
attached. Hose assemblies run from the
motor/pump to the lift cylinders and
back. One set required for both cylinders.
Note: *Includes 2 hoses.

C953694

1967-69 Convertible Top
Pivot Bolts & Bushings
Reproduction of the rear control link
bolt and bushing set used on 1967-69
convertible models. Includes all the
rear control link bolts and bushings
that mounts from the rear control link
of the frame to the trim sticks. Set also
includes the bolts used to attached the
convertible top cylinders to the frame.
Complete Set
C1000B ........................... 49.99 set
Components
C953692 lwr pivot bolt 2 req. 15.99 ea
C135551 pivot bush 2 req. 9.99 ea
C953693 cyl bolt 4 req. .... 19.99 pr
C953695 plastic bush (4) .. 9.99 pr
C953694 top pivot bolts (6) . 19.99 set

1967-69 Rear Control
Link Bolt and Bushing
Power top cylinder eyelet bushings for
1967-69 Camaro convertibles. These
injection molded nylon bushings are
not included with most top cylinders
and are crucial to the proper function
of the convertible top. 1 per cylinder,
2 per car.
748777 1967-69 ................ 7.99 pr

OE style replacement motor and pump
assembly for 1967-69 convertibles.
Features original style and locations for
electric and ﬂuid connections.
Motor/Pump
HK233
1967-69 .......... 304.99 ea
Convertible Motor Grommet
3698109 1967-69 ..........
1.89 ea

Hydraulic Hose
HK243* 1967-69 ........... 99.99 set
Hydraulic Hose Clip
14914
1967-69 ........... 6.99 ea

Hydraulic System Bleeder
After replacing your top, pump and
hoses, you want to be sure the system
operates properly by bleeding all the
air out of the hydraulic system. This set
comes with a ﬁller plug adaptor ﬁtting
and complete instructions. Fits OEM
and replacement pumps.
BK001
.......................... 21.99 ea

14953

1967-69 Cylinder

1987-92 Convertible
Inner Header Molding

Replacement convertible top actuator
cylinders for 1967-69 convertible
models. Manufactured out of aluminum,
the appearance is slightly different from
the original, but they ﬁt and function
as original. 2 cylinders are required
per vehicle.
HK235 1967-69 ........... 149.99 ea

Reproduction inner header molding
for convertible models. Attaches to the
top portion of the windshield on the
inside and has provisions for the sun
visors to mount. Available in black,
paint to match.
14953 1987-88 ............ 149.99 ea
14954 1989-92 ............ 149.99 ea

1987-88 Latch Upgrade
Reproduction convertible top latch
upgrade set for 1987-88 Camaro
convertible models. This holds the
convertible top down under the tonneau
cover and includes the revised 198992 cable, the latch mechanism and an
adapter plate that allows for use of the
1989-92 cable on 1987-88 models.
14643 1987-88 ............ 249.99 set

153039

153038

1967-69 Tacking Strip

1989-92 Release Cable

Reproduction tacking strips for 1967-69
Camaro models. Manufactured in the
correct material, and size to ﬁt the front
or rear of the convertible top.
Front – 3/16" x 5/8"
153038 1967-69 ............ 18.99 ea
Rear – 5/16" x 7/16"
153039 1967-69 ............ 18.99 ea

Reproduction convertible top release
cable for 1989-92 Camaro models.
Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations
with the original style latch included.
152839 1989-92 ............. 99.99 ea

1991-02 Convertible
Top Cover Retaining Pin
Reproduction retaining pin for 1991-02
Camaro convertible models. M4.2 x
1.41 x 15 for a 4.75mm diameter hole.
20540336
1991-92 .......... 1.79 ea
20540336
1996-02 .......... 1.79 ea

1967-69 Frame
Pivot Bolts
Reproduction
convertible top frame pivot bolts for
1967-69 Camaro models. These are
the correct chrome-plated bolts used
to mount the convertible top frame
to the pivot brackets. Will work on
power and manual tops.
Power/Manual Tops
153218 1967-69 ............. 11.99 pr

1987-92 Conv. Top Latch
Reproduction of the convertible top
rear latch used on 1987-92 Camaro
convertible models. This high-quality
piece holds the convertible top down
under the tonneau cover.
14644
1987-92 ............. 99.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1997-02 Connecting Rods
Reproduction side rail #2 connecting
rods for 1997-02 convertible Camaro
models. Sold in pairs only.
Note: Please confirm that your original
rod ends match those in the photo
before ordering.

A9701351

1997-02 ......... 84.99 pr

Convertible Top Parts
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1967-69 Motor/Pump

OS1

1989 .......... 149.99 ea
1990-92 ..... 149.99 ea

Door Components

7642529
7723787

1967-92 Upper Door Hinge

1967-81 Door Skin Panel

20162324

Replace your outer door sheet metal with the ﬁnest
quality reproduction panels available! Each panel is
painted in a satin black ﬁnish and is ready to prime
and paint to your desired color. This panel requires
welding for installation. Professional installation is
recommended to ensure proper ﬁt.
OS2
Note: Shipped double oversize.

7645895
7645894
7742295R
7742294R
7723788
7723787
C20162363
C20160963

20162324 – inner view

1967-02 Door Shell
Reproduction or GM door shells for 1967-02 Camaro
models! Simply remove the original components
from the existing door and install them on the new
door. These OE doors are just what you’ll need when
replacing the outer sheet metal panel is simply not
enough. See door section for additional components
required for assembly.
Important: Regulator, door handles, inner door hardware,
door latches, etc., are not included and must be purchased
separately or removed and reinstalled to the new complete
door panel.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

Genuine GM Door Shells
G8285
1993-02
RH .................
Reproduction Door Shells
1662691
1967
LH .................
1662690
1967
RH .................
1662693
1968
LH .................
1662692
1968
RH .................
1662695
1969
LH .................
1662694
1969
RH .................
9681671
1970-74
LH .................
9681670
1970-74
RH .................
20162325
1975-81
LH .................
20162324
1975-81
RH .................

1967
1967
1968
1968
1969
1969
1970-81
1970-81

LH .............
RH .............
LH .............
RH .............
LH .............
RH .............
LH .............
RH .............

109.99
109.99
109.99
109.99
109.99
109.99
79.99
79.99

311.99
311.99
311.99
311.99
349.99
349.99
714.99
714.99
619.99
619.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

After years of operation door hinges can become weak
and defective. Get your doors properly aligned with
reproduction upper door hinges for 1967-92 models.
7642529
1967
LH or RH ......... 49.99 ea
8736245
1968
LH .................... 44.99 ea
8736244
1968
RH ................... 44.99 ea
9817407
1969
LH .................... 46.99 ea
9817406
1969
RH ................... 46.99 ea
1706371
1970-81
LH .................... 57.99 ea
1706370
1970-81
RH ................... 57.99 ea
12392848
1982-92
LH or RH ......... 99.99 ea

S69713L

1970-81 Lower Inner Door Bottom
Restore your rusted outer door skins with a precise
ﬁtting patch panel. If your panels have rust at the
bottom portion of the panel, you may choose to repair
only the lower section. The panels include an offset
ﬂange for easy installation.
OS1

Note: Shipped oversize.

314.99 ea

1706370

S69713L
S69713R

1970-81
1970-81

LH .................. 129.99 ea
RH .................. 129.99 ea

S69512L

1967-92 Lower Outer Door Skin
Restore your rusted outer door skins with a precise
ﬁtting patch panel. If your panels have rust at the
bottom portion of the panel, you may choose to repair
only the lower section. The panels include an offset
ﬂange for easy installation.
OS1

Note: Shipped oversize.

S69512L
S69512R
S69612L
S69612R
S69912L
S69912R

1967-68
1967-68
1969
1969
1982-92
1982-92

LH 8" x 48"-3/4"
RH 8" x 48"-3/4"
LH .......................
RH ......................
LH .......................
RH ......................

36.99
36.99
36.99
36.99
36.99
36.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

7663424

7663425

1967-02 Lower Door Hinge
After years of operation door hinges can become
weak and defective. Get your doors properly aligned
with Genuine GM or reproduction upper door hinges
for 1967-02 models. All hinges are EDP coated for
rust prevention.
Genuine GM
G6268
1993-02 RH ................... 84.99 ea
Reproduction
7663425
1967
LH ................... 59.99 ea
7663424
1967
RH ................... 59.99 ea
8736249
1968
LH ................... 49.99 ea
8736248
1968
RH ................... 49.99 ea
3063212
1969
LH ................... 54.99 ea
3063211
1969
RH ................... 54.99 ea
9816926
1970-81 LH or RH ........ 44.99 ea
20314681 1982-92 LH – body side 94.99 ea
20314680 1982-92 RH – body side 94.99 ea
12525126 1982-92 LH – door side 94.99 ea
12525127 1982-92 RH – door side 94.99 ea
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F12012

1967-92 Fiberglass Door
These ﬁberglass door shells will enable you to
lighten your load dramatically. OEM style hinge and
latch mounting pads are reinforced and accept OEM
hardware for easy installation. The inner panel must
be trimmed out to gain access inside the door. For use
with Lexan window and hardware only, not included.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

F10010
F10011
F10060
F10061
F11010
F11011
F12012
F12013
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1967-68
1967-68
1969
1969
1970-81
1970-81
1982-92
1982-92

LH ...................
RH ..................
LH ...................
RH ..................
LH ...................
RH ..................
LH ...................
RH ..................

1970-81 Billet Door Hinge Set

OS2

414.99
409.99
399.99
399.99
416.99
404.99
399.99
399.99

G8282
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Door Shells . Skins

1993-02 Fiberglass Door Skin Panel
Genuine GM outer door panel for 1993-02 Camaro
models. Each panel will replace your damaged panel
exactly as original.
OS2
Note: Shipped double oversize.

G8282
G8281

1993-02
1993-02

LH ..................... 553.99 ea
RH ..................... 624.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Ringbrothers billet door hinges are a resolution to
an old problem. Designed to withstand the weight of
the heavy doors, the Ringbrothers door hinges are a
direct replacement for the stock hinges. They hold the
bulky door in two locations with ball detents. They are
machined from 6061-T6 billet aluminum for strength,
durability and protected with black anodizing for
surface resilience.
152799
1970-81
set of 4 ............... 619.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Door Components

K195

1967-81 Door Hinge Bolt Sets

1982-92 Lower Door Hinge Spring

Door Hinge Adjuster Tool

This is a reproduction lower door hinge spring for
1982-92 models.
20361482
1982-92
lower ................ 5.99 ea

You can now easily adjust the hinges without the
aggravation of trying to align by eyesight with this
handy tool. Speciﬁcally designed to help adjust the
hinges so they help to align the door.
Y65800
............................................. 44.99 ea

Reproduction door hinge bolts are available for cast
or stamped door hinges. Correct OE style bolts with
washers. 5/16"-18 x 1-1/8".
With Cast Hinge
748613
1967
24 piece ............... 26.99 set
748597
1967
12 piece ............... 14.99 set
With Stamped Hinge
K195
1968-81 upper 14 piece ..... 14.99 set
K196
1968-81 lower 16 piece ..... 16.99 set

K401

1967-92 Door Hinge Repair Sets
Repair broken door hinges with these repair sets that
include 4 proper (hardened) shoulder pivot pins and
eight sintered bronze bushings. Repairs all 4 hinges.
The 1982-92 kit includes 4 bushings and 2 pins.

Door Aligning Bar
Finally, a convenient door aligning tool that will ﬁt in
your tool drawer! Features a Hex stub to use with a
breaker bar and socket for additional leverage.
S21845
............................................... 37.99 ea

Note: *Except with 15mm o.d. bushings.

1968-69 Lower Door Hinge Rebuild Set

K400
K401
K402*
C57D
9721917

1967
................................ 16.99 set
1968-69 ................................ 16.99 set
1970-81 ................................ 16.99 set
1982-92 lower hinge only .... 8.99 kit
1967-84 door hinge bushings
.99 ea

Complete lower door hinge rebuild set includes: 4 hinge
pins, 4 retaining clips, 8 bushings, 2 tension springs,
and 2 roller detent studs with hardware. Everything
you need to restore both lower door hinges on your
1968-69 Camaro.
K106
1968-69 .................................... 39.99 set

Door Spring Tool
Compresses spring for easy safe removal. Slides safely
over spring. Constructed of heat treated, high carbon
steel. Great for all GM Camaro models.
S21900
.............................................. 21.99 ea

S21835

K136

1967-69 Conv. Door Alignment Wedges
This unique set offers all 4 of the necessary components.
The door mounted wedges are necessary to help keep
the doors from sagging due to fatigue in the door frame
structure which could cause permanent or irreparable
damage to the body. The door mounted wedge will
come in contact with the door frame wedge upon
correct installation.
K1901
1967-69 .................................. 37.99 set

S21825

1967-92 Door Hinge Pin Bushing Tool
The ultimate solution for removing even the toughest
door pins and bushings, fast! Works on all GM cars
with removable hinge pins and bushings.
S21835
1967-92 pin popper ............ 35.99 set
S21825
1967-92 bushing tool ......... 19.99 ea

K554

1967-69 Lower Door Hinge Detent Repair
Machined steel roller with special shouldered Allen head
bolt renews commonly worn out roller and pin assembly.
K136
1967
.............................. 14.99 set
K554
1968-69
LH and RH ........... 19.99 set
Z28103

HC419

HC241

1967-69 Lower Door Hinge Arm
Often broken, this is the arm on the lower door hinge
with the notches cutout that the detent roller rides in.
Also the door hinge tension spring attaches to this piece.
HC419
1967
with rivet............. 13.99 ea
HC241
1968-69 without rivet ....... 8.99 ea
HC241A 1968-69 rivet for HC241 .. 4.99 ea

These sets contains all required parts to restore
structural integrity and door alignment. 1982-92 sets
are available with or without greaseable upper pins
and bushings, and also include a lower hinge pin and
bushings. 1993-02 sets include greaseable pins and
bushings for both upper and lower hinges. One repair
required set per door.
Note: 4th generation sets require unbolting the hinges from
the door and body. Be sure to mark the hinge locations on
the door and body for easy realignment.

Non-Greasable
Z28101
1982-92
Greasable
Z28102
1982-92
Z28103
1993-02

upper only .........

89.99 set

upper only ......... 109.99 set
upper and lower 224.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

EZ Rest Door Hanger
The EZ Rest door hanger enables a single person
to quickly remove and/or install vehicle doors. The
padded, removable side rails and plastic, ribbed base
inserts allow for accurate positioning of the door. The
easy on/off design quickly adapts to most ﬂoor jacks
with a removable saddle and 30mm (1.18") diameter
saddle hole.
Note: Floor jack is not included.

S21870

............................................ 142.99 ea

Door Hinges
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Save Your 1982-02 Camaro Door Hinges!

Door Components
1970-81 Outer Door Handle Gasket
detail view
R5001

1967-69 Outer Door Handle Components
Replace your original pitted or worn out outer door
handles with Classic Industries® complete set which
includes all the necessary components to entirely
replace your outer door handles, push buttons, door
handle gaskets, and o-rings. Give your restoration the
look it deserves with this comprehensive set!
Complete Sets
R5001
1967-69 both LH and RH .. 59.99 set
Components
Gaskets
R889
1967-69 1 required ............ 4.99 set
Push Button Set
R5255
1967-69 1 required ............ 14.99 set
Push Button O-Ring
4156548 1967-69 2 required ............ 2.99 ea

1993-02 Carbon Fiber Outer Door Handles
Custom carbon ﬁber door handles for 1993-02 Camaro
models. Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations for
proper function and hydro dipped in carbon ﬁber for
a custom look.
153567
1993-02 ................................... 69.99 pr

Door Push Button Lock Knob Spring
This spring is commonly broken after years of use.
When the spring is broken it will become difﬁcult to
unlock and open your car door. Simple replacement
will eliminate the chance of costly repairs.
9720761
1967-81
LH ...................... 4.99 ea
9720760
1967-81
RH ...................... 4.99 ea

FB1112S

1967-69 Billet Outer Door Handles
Machined from T-6061 billet aluminum and these
exterior door handles include all required hardware
and bushings for a complete installation. Available in
a variety of ﬁnishes to suit your tastes.
FB1112S
1967-69
brushed ........... 354.99 set
FB1112P
1967-69
polished .......... 354.99 set
FB1112B 1967-69
black ............... 354.99 set

1970-83 Outer Door Handle Spring Clip
Correct replacement spring clip designed for 1970-83
models. The door handles required 1 spring clip per side.
3998009 1970-83 2 required ............... 2.29 ea

CB70003

K358

1970-81 Chrome Door Handle

1982-02 Outer Door Handle Bumper

CB70001

Each handle is chrome-plated as original and will
ﬁt your door exactly the way the factory intended!
Choose between original style reproduction or GM
service replacement handles.
Genuine GM
G6855
1970-81 LH 5-5/8" long 158.99 ea
Reproduction
9827571 1970-75 LH 6-1/4" long 34.99 ea
9827570 1970-75 RH 6-1/4" long 34.99 ea
K357
1976-81 LH 5-5/8" long 17.99 ea
K358
1976-81 RH 5-5/8" long 17.99 ea

Reproduction outer door handle gasket for 1970-81
Camaro models. 2 required per vehicle.
9827572
1970-81 ................................... 4.99 ea

Reproduction rubber bumper designed for the outer
door handles on various GM models including 1982-02
Camaro models. Sold individually, 2 required per handle.
4812932
1982-02 outer door handle .. 6.99 ea

1967-69 Billet Door Handles
CNC-machined from solid 6061-T6 billet aluminum,
these handles are a direct replacement with no
modiﬁcation necessary. Available in various colors.
Handles are available fully polished or two-tone
polished inner with removable matte outer. All
include hardware.
Two Piece Door Handles
CB70001 1967-69 polished/polished .. 424.99 pr
CB70002 1967-69 polished/matte ...... 424.99 pr
CB70003 1967-69 black/matte black .. 424.99 pr

8720402

8720401

1967-02 Door Latch Assembly
GSE2100A
K359

12V Exterior Door Handles
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20332645

1976-02 Outer Door Handles
Genuine GM or reproduction outer door handles for
1982-02 Camaro models. Available in chrome or black.
Genuine GM Door Handles
G3484
1982-92 LH
chrome ... 68.99 ea
G3485
1982-92 RH chrome ... 68.99 ea
Reproduction Door Handles
20454212 1976-81 RH black ...... 17.99 ea
20454213 1976-81 LH
black ...... 17.99 ea
K359
1982-92 LH
black ...... 17.99 ea
K360
1982-92 RH black ...... 17.99 ea
20332645 1982-92 LH
chrome ... 17.99 ea
20332644 1982-92 RH chrome ... 17.99 ea
K371
1993-02 RH chrome ... 17.99 ea
K372
1993-02 LH
chrome ... 19.99 ea
16628414 1993-02 RH black ...... 14.99 ea
16628415 1993-02 LH
black ...... 14.99 ea
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Elevate your car’s style with these electronic exterior
door handles from Lokar! Each billet door handle
utilizes a weatherproof 12 Volt pressure pad switch
to supply power to an electronically actuated door
latch (door popper). Its 2 piece design and available
0 degree or 10 degree mounting surface allows the
insert to be removed, and door handle positioned for
ultimate customization. The XL design provides 7/8"
of clearance between the door and the switch, allowing
for easier mounting and less modiﬁcations to the door.
Made in the USA from 6061-T6 billet aluminum.
Important: Requires electronic door latch actuators,
not included.
Note: *Installation requires hand pocket for clearance.
GSE2100A* brushed
...................... 412.99
GSE2100B* polished ...................... 412.99
GSE2101A* brushed
10 degree ...... 412.99
GSE2101B* polished 10 degree ...... 412.99

GSE2102A
GSE2102B
GSE2103A
GSE2103B

brushed
polished
brushed
polished

XL .................
XL .................
10 degree XL
10 degree XL

412.99
412.99
412.99
412.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
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OER® reproduction or Genuine GM door latch
assemblies for 1967-02 Camaro models. Manufactured
as original for years of use.
Genuine GM
G6275
1982-87
LH ................ 275.99 ea
G6282
1993-02
LH – power .. 217.99 ea
G6281
1993-02
RH – power 208.99 ea
Reproduction
7648725
1967
LH ................ 68.99 ea
7648724
1967
RH ............... 68.99 ea
7740485
1968
LH ................ 68.99 ea
7740484
1968
RH ............... 68.99 ea
8720402
1969
LH ................ 69.99 ea
8720401
1969
RH ............... 69.99 ea
1748554
1970-81
LH ................ 59.99 ea
1748553
1970-81
RH ............... 59.99 ea
T70760
1982-87
LH ................ 44.99 ea
T70759
1982-87
RH ............... 44.99 ea
CX1278

1967-87 Door Latch Screws
Reproduction or Genuine GM door latch screws for
1967-87 Camaro models.
CX1278 1967-81 1/4" 20-3/4" – 4 pc 2.49 set
G1166
1982-87 Genuine GM .......... 6.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Door Components
A4441
8770193

1967-92 Front Door Bumper
Correct replacement bumpers are available for 1967
-92 Camaro models. The bumpers will help keep
your door aligned when closed giving your Camaro
a cleaner appearance.
A4441
1967-69
4 required ........ 1.69 ea
20376243
1970-92
4 required ........ 1.99 ea

20464563

153112

1967-92 Door Lock Strikers
1970-02 Door Lock Rod Retaining Clip
Reproduction of the clip that retains the 2 inner door
lock rods. This nylon clip joins the horizontal rod from
the door latch with the vertical rod that the door lock
knob screws on to. Sold individually. 1 required per
door. Fits into a 17/64" hole and secures a 5/32" rod.
K4013
1970-02 ..................................... 1.99 ea

The door lock striker is screwed into the door jamb
area for either LH or RH side. Available for 1967-92
models. 2 required.
8770193
1967-81
steel ................ 12.99 ea
20464563
1982-92
black ............... 12.99 ea
153112
1982-92
stainless steel.. 39.99 pr

1970-81 Lock Rod Silencer

MD1024

Reproduction of the door lock rod silencer for 1970-81
Camaro models. This rubber piece attaches to the inside
of the door and the lock rod passes thru it. Needed to
help keep the lock rod quiet and in the correct position
for optimum door lock function. Sold as a set. 2 sets
required per vehicle.
K497
1970-81 ...................................... 4.99 set

KW71

1967-81 Door Opening Rod Assembly
Correct reproduction door opening rod assembly for
1967-81 Camaro models. These rods connect the
inner door handle mechanism to the door latch and
feature correct contours and include anti-rattle sleeves
and end clips.
KW71
1967
LH and RH ....... 30.99 pr
K8090
1968-69
LH or RH ......... 14.99 ea
8800995
1970-81
LH .................... 14.99 ea
8800994
1970-81
RH .................... 14.99 ea

1967-69 Door Latch Rod Center Clip
This clip mounts to the inner door panel and keeps the
door latch rod assembly from bending when operated.
KW70A
1967-69 ................................... 7.99 ea

These are a custom stainless steel versions of the door
lock strikers that mount in the door jamb area of the
quarter panel.
Plain Washer
MD1024 1967-81
machined ........... 47.99 pr
MD1030 1967-81
polished ............. 54.99 pr
Accented Washer
MD1024A 1967-81
machined ........... 54.99 pr
MD1030A 1967-81
polished ............. 58.99 pr

1967-77 Door Inside Locking Rod Clip
This clip is used to hold the door lock knob rod assembly
to the lower rod assembly which pivots up and down
when the door lock knob is raised or lowered. Clip
used to hold the inner locking rod to the inner door
frame panel. This clip will help to eliminate rattling
which occurs from damaged or missing clips.
G6881
1967-77
4 required ............. 2.99 ea

1969-77 Door Latch Rod Clip
152638

1967-81 Door Lock Strikers

2 piece door latch rod retaining clip set. These clips
secure the door release rod to the inner door skin.
1253544 1969-77
2 piece.................. 4.99 pr

black ﬁnish

CB44101

1967-81 Billet Door Strikers
This is a custom billet aluminum and stainless steel
door lock striker that mounts in the door jamb area of
the quarter panel. Direct replacement for most early
GM models. Striker plate is machined from 6061-T6
billet aluminum. Striker is turned from 304 stainless
steel for durability. 7/16"-14 thread pitch, 1" thread
length, 1-1/4" striker length. Available in natural or
black ﬁnish.
CB44101
1967-81
natural .............. 74.99 pr
CB44102
1967-81
black ................ 74.99 pr

1967-81 Inner Door Lock Rod
1998-02 Door Lock Position Sensor
1970-81 Outer Door Handle Rod
Reproduction outer door handle rod for 1970-81
Camaro models. This is the rod the connects from the
outer door handle to the opening mechanism. Fits left
or right hand side, 2 required per vehicle. Door handle
clip is included.
152636
1970-81
LH or RH .............. 6.99 ea

Located in the door, mounted on the door latch
assembly, the door lock position sensor may become
inoperable after extensive use.
Note: Lock position switch inside door panel.
SW3783
1998-02
RH .................... 74.99 ea

4469197

Door Striker Bolt Washers
1969-81 Door Lock Bellcrank Retainer
Door lock bellcrank retainers attach the door lock rod
bellcrank to the inner door on 1969-81 Camaro models.
This injection molded retainer is designed to replace
the original exactly. 2 required per door.
8733856
1969-81 ................................. 4.99 ea

1967-69 Door Rod Insulators
Reproduction 2 piece door lock rod shield set. These
shields protect the long door opening rods inside the
doors for smooth operation.
1253546
1967-69
2 piece................ 6.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

OER® reproduction of the original door striker bolt
washers manufactured in die-stamped steel and ﬁnished
in clear zinc coating. Used to correctly position the
door striker bolt for proper alignment with the door
latch assembly. Use as required.
Note: *Part #11500367 threads on. The other 3 slide on.

4469196
4469197
11500367*
4469195

1.25mm thick ...................... 1.99 ea
2.00mm thick ...................... 1.99 ea
3.50mm thick (threaded) ..... 4.99 ea
4.00mm thick ...................... 1.99 ea

Door Components
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Reproduction inner door lock rods for 1967-81 models.
These rods are used to unlock the door from the inside.
This is the rod that your door lock knobs attach to.
The 1969 door lock rod is designed with a bellcrank
type actuator and requires special retainers to mount
the bellcrank to the inner door panel. Retainers are
sold separately.
Inner Door Lock Rods
7647057
1967
LH or RH .......... 8.99 ea
7733785
1968
LH or RH .......... 7.99 ea
K8091
1969
LH or RH .......... 10.99 ea
152638
1970-81
LH or RH .......... 14.99 set

Lock Cylinders
Set Includes:

Glove Box
Trunk
Set Includes:

Door

Trunk

1967-92 Lock Cylinder Sets

1967-69 Keyless Entry System
This comprehensive, vehicle specific system is
engineered with the do-it-yourselfer in mind. Set
includes everything needed to install power door locks
and remote keyless entry. Only can you lock and unlock
your doors with their slim line 3 button remote control,
but you can also open your trunk without having to
use your key.
Note: Trunk release may require some minor trimming on
some vehicles for installation.

KK013 1967-69 keyless door & trunk 374.99 set

1967-69 Power Trunk Release System
The Klassic Keyless system is a complete do-ityourself set designed speciﬁcally to ﬁt your Camaro.
In this power trunk release set you will receive: 1
power trunk latch, 1 manual push button, wire and
wire loom, full color step by step instruction manual,
trimming template, and all necessary hardware.
Includes everything you will need to install a factory
style power trunk release system in your classic car.
Note: May require some minor sheet metal trimming on
some vehicles for installation.

KK009

Glove Box

TK128

1967-69 .................................. 149.99 set

This set includes the correct replacement lock
assemblies for the glove box, trunk, and doors. Replace
your original lock cylinders with a matched set! This set
provides the coded lock assemblies along with 2 precut
keys to bring your locks back to original condition.
TK128
1967
late model key ..... 49.99 set
TK128A
1967
original key ......... 59.99 set
TK129
1968
late model key ..... 43.99 set
TK129A
1968
original key ......... 49.99 set
TK1032
1969
7/32" short shaft .. 54.99 set
TK263
1970
7/32" short shaft .. 54.99 set
TK1033
1970-73 3/4" long shaft ..... 74.99 set
TK1034
1974-77 3/4" long shaft ..... 69.99 set
TK1035
1978
3/4" long shaft ..... 69.99 set
TK1036A 1982-84 chrome................. 89.99 set
TK1036B 1985
............................. 94.99 set
TK1036C 1986-92 black .................... 94.99 set

TK121

1967-77 Lock Cylinder Sets
Includes: glove box lock cylinder and catch, trunk
lock and 2 precut keys. Some locks are available with
original style keys.
TK121
1967
late model key .. 27.99 set
TK121A
1967
original key ...... 28.99 set
TK122
1968
late model key .. 24.99 set
TK122A
1968
original key ...... 29.99 set
TK123
1969
late model key .. 34.99 set
TK124
1970-73
.......................... 44.99 set
TK125
1974-77
.......................... 39.99 set

TK109

1967-01 Door Locks
Pair of cylinders with 2 precut keys. Lock cylinder
retainers are not included (available separately).
TK109A 1967-68 original key ........... 18.99 pr
TK109
1967-69 late model key ...... 14.99 pr
TK109
1970-78 7/32" short shaft.... 14.99 pr
TK1016
1970-78 3/4" long shaft ...... 19.99 pr
TK1018
1979-81 3/8" medium shaft 19.99 pr
TK109
1982-84 silver face plate ..... 14.99 pr
TK1018B 1986-92 late model key ...... 18.99 pr
TK1018C 1993-01 late model key ...... 41.99 pr

TK104

Set Includes:

Door

1967-02 Ignition Locks

Ignition

1967-92 Lock Cylinder Sets
Complete set designed to replace your ignition and
door lock assemblies.
TK104
1967
late model key ...... 19.99 set
TK104A 1967
octagon key........... 27.99 set
TK105
1968
late model key ...... 24.99 set
TK105A 1968
octagon key........... 39.99 set
TK106
1969-70 7/32" short shaft.... 27.99 set
TK1011 1970-78 3/4" long shaft ...... 28.99 set
TK1012 1979-81 3/8" medium shaft 38.99 set
TK1012A 1982
late model key ...... 44.99 set
TK1012B 1983-84 late model key ...... 39.99 set
TK1012C 1985-88 late model key ...... 59.99 set

Includes “coded” lock
cylinder and keys. Some locks
TK100
are available with original
style keys.
GM Replacement
G7646
1967
...........................
G7647
1968
...........................
G7648
1969-78 ...........................
G3867
1991-02 with MT.............
G3868
1991-02 with AT ..............
Reproduction
TK100A
1967
original key .......
TK100
1967
late model key ...
TK101A
1968
original key .......
TK101
1968
late model key ...
TK102
1969-78 late model key ...
TK103
1979-82 late model key ...
TK1005B 1983-88 late model key ...

12.99
13.99
26.99
92.99
59.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

13.99
9.99
16.99
12.99
16.99
16.99
19.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

TK112A

H
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TK288

Door

Ignition

Glove Box

Trunk

1967-69 Lock Cylinder Sets
Complete set designed to replace your ignition, door,
glove box and trunk lock assemblies. Each set is
supplied with “coded” cylinders and 2 precut keys
which will ﬁt all the new lock cylinders. Includes:
retainers, gaskets and original style keys.
Note: *Early design models have notches at 3 and 9
o’clock. Late design has notches at 12 and 6 o’clock.
TK288* 1967 early with original key 59.99 set
TK675* 1967 late with original key .. 64.99 set

TK289
TK290

310

1968
1969

Set Includes:

Door

Set Includes:

original key ................. 59.99 set
late model key ............. 59.99 set

Lock Assemblies

1967-01 Trunk Lock

TK135

Trunk

1967-01 Lock Cylinder Sets
Includes: 2 door lock cylinders, trunk lock and 2
precut keys. Lock cylinder retainers are also included.
TK135
1967
late model key ...... 29.99 set
TK135A 1967
original key ........... 34.99 set
TK136A 1968
original key ........... 34.99 set
TK136
1968-69 late model key ...... 29.99 set
TK185
1970
7/32" short shaft.... 41.99 set
TK137
1970-73 3/4" long shaft ...... 42.99 set
TK138
1974-77 3/4" long shaft ...... 34.99 set
TK139
1979-81 3/8" medium shaft 41.99 set
TK135
1982-85 late model key ...... 29.99 set
TK441
1986-92 late model key ...... 34.99 set
TK472
1993-01 late model key ...... 42.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Replace your trunk lock cylinder with these correct
replacement type cylinders. Each cylinder includes 2
precut keys for easy and fast installation.
Note: 1st design 1967 lock cylinder has the wide notches at
3 and 9 o’clock position. If your original cylinder has the
wide notches at the 12 and 6 o’clock position, or if you are
using a reproduction rear body panel, use the 1968 listing.

TK112A
TK112
TK113A
TK1021
TK1022
TK1023
TK1024
TK112
TK1025B
TK1058A

1967
1967
1968
1968-69
1970-73
1974-77
1978-81
1982-85
1986-92
1993-01

original key .......
late model key ..
original key .......
late model key ..
late model key ..
late model key ..
original key .......
late model key ..
late model key ..
late model key ..

14.99
13.99
14.99
13.99
39.99
34.99
26.99
13.99
19.99
19.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Lock Assemblies
CL1103

CL1101

TK1029A

TK1029B
7839425

CL1105

Reproduction lever that mounts at the end of the door
lock cylinder allowing the door latch assembly to be
activated when the key is turned.
CL1101
1967-69
LH ......................... 4.99 ea
CL1100
1967-69
RH ........................ 4.99 ea
CL1101
1970-78
LH with short cyl .. 4.99 ea
CL1100
1970-78
RH with short cyl 4.99 ea
CL1103
1970-78
LH with long cyl... 4.99 ea
CL1102
1970-78
RH with long cyl .. 4.99 ea
CL1105
1979-81
LH with long cyl... 4.99 ea
CL1104
1979-81
RH with long cyl .. 4.99 ea

20364745

1969-90 Ignition and Trunk Lock Key Cover

1967-81 Door Lock Pawl
TK445

1982-92 Door, Trunk, & Stowage Lock Sets

Protect your paint or other fragile items which may
come in contact with your keys, with these inexpensive,
slip-on plastic key covers. Each cover is produced to
the exact conﬁguration of the square and oval GM
style keys. Available in black.
7839425
1969-90 square key cover .. 1.79 ea
20364745 1969-90 oval key cover...... 1.79 ea

Complete set designed to replace your door, trunk,
rear stowage and ﬂoor lock assemblies. Each set is
supplied with “coded” cylinders and 2 precut keys
which will ﬁt all the new lock cylinders.
Side Stowage Locks Only
TK1029A
1982-92
chrome face .... 24.99 ea
TK1029B
1982-92
black face ........ 21.99 ea
Floor Stowage Locks Only
TK445
1982-92
black face ........ 24.99 ea
key codes

1967-81 Lock Cylinder Retainer
G4610

Door lock cylinder retainer for 1967-81 models and
trunk lock retainer for 1967-69 models. Holds the lock
cylinder ﬁrmly in place.
9728247
1967-81 ................................... 2.99 ea

G4611

G4604

G4605

1967-02 Replacement Key Blank
Uncut replacement keys for the indicated codes listed.
Simply take these new to ﬁt your lock cylinder.
K109

K110

K112

K111

1967-68 Briggs and Stratton Style Key
We offer these original 1967-68 Briggs and Stratton
type GM keys which are not precut and may be
purchased for the indicated years listed. Simply take
these keys and your original keys to a locksmith or
key shop, present your old key and have a new key
cut-to-ﬁt your lock cylinder.
K109
1967
ignition A ................... 4.99 ea
K110
1967
trunk B ....................... 4.99 ea
K111
1968
ignition C ................... 4.99 ea
K112
1968
trunk D ...................... 4.99 ea

G6863

G6865

G8288
312320

1967-02 Door Lock Cylinder & Gasket
Replace your worn outer door lock cylinders with these
Genuine GM assemblies and keep your original key!
Simply take the cylinder and your existing key to a
locksmith for coding. These uncoded lock cylinders
are sold non-assembled. Gasket sold separately.
G6863
1967-69
uncoded ............... 40.99 ea
G6865
1974
uncoded ............... 51.99 ea
G6865
1979
uncoded ............... 51.99 ea
G6863
1982-85
uncoded ............... 40.99 ea
G6863
1988-92
uncoded ............... 40.99 ea
G8288
1993-02
uncoded ............... 50.99 ea
K940
1967-81
gasket ................... 1.69 ea

312321

1995-01 GM Replacement Key
We offer these genuine double sided non-VATS GM
keys which are not precut and may be purchased for
the indicated years listed. Simply take these keys
and your original keys to a locksmith or key shop,
present your old key and have a new key cut-to-ﬁt
your lock cylinder.
Note: Not for vehicles with VATS chip encoded
ignition switches.

312320
312321

1995-99
2000-01

non-VATS key blank 3.99 ea
non-VATS key blank 3.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1967
1967
1968
1968
1969
1969
1970
1970
1971
1971
1972
1972
1973
1973
1974
1974
1975
1975
1976
1976
1977
1977
1978
1978
1979
1979
1980
1980
1981
1981
1982
1982
1983-86
1983-86
1987-90
1987-90
1987-91
1991-02
1991-02

ignition
dr/trnk
ignition
dr/trnk
ignition
dr/trnk
ignition
dr/trnk
ignition
dr/trnk
ignition
dr/trnk
Ignition
dr/trnk
ignition
dr/trnk
ignition
dr/trnk
ignition
dr/trnk
ignition
dr/trnk
Ignition
dr/trnk
ignition
dr/trnk
ignition
dr/trnk
ignition
dr/trnk
ignition
dr/trnk
ignition
dr/trnk
ignition
dr/trnk
dr/trnk
ignition
dr/trnk

A
B
C
D
E
H
J
K
A
B
C
D
E
H
J
K
A
B
C
D
E
H
J
K
A
B
C
D
E
H
J
K
A
B
C
D
D
C
H

late style
late style
late style
late style
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
...............
exc. police

police car
non-VATS
exc. police

Lock Assemblies

3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
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K940

Important: Use year listings as a guide only. Verify the key
code to ensure you order the proper key.
Note: G4610, G4611, G4604, and G4605 are later style keys.

G4610
G4611
G4604
G4605
G4606
G4607
G4608
G4609
G4610
G4611
G4604
G4605
G4606
G4607
G4608
G4609
G4610
G4611
G4604
G4605
G4606
G4607
G4608
G4609
G4610
G4611
G4604
G4605
G4606
G4607
G4608
G4609
G4610
G4611
G4604
G4605
G4605
G1465
G4607

Door Lock Components

PDL5165
8792174

1725099

G1171

Power Door Lock Conversion Sets

G4515

A9400142

A9400143

1968-02 Power Door Lock Switch
Correct replacement switches for 1968-02 Camaro
models with power door locks. Installs on the door panel.
Reproduction
8792174
1968-70
....................... 74.99 ea
1725099
1971-77
....................... 68.99 ea
F2370
1978-81
....................... 59.99 ea
20344293
1982-89
LH ................. 14.99 ea
A9400143
1990-92
LH ................. 13.99 ea
A9400142
1990-92
RH ................. 13.99 ea
Genuine GM
G1171
1982-89
RH ................. 9.99 ea
G4515
1994-96
LH ................. 15.99 ea

Each Set Includes:
1 - Keyless entry module with onboard relays
2 - Two button remotes
2 - 15 lb door lock actuators with integrated
overload protection
2 - Rubber door jamb boots
2 - Actuator connecting rods and clips
1 - Wire harness
2 - Actuator mounting brackets
1 - Full color, step-by-step instruction manual
1 - Hardware kit with all necessary mounting hardware

Looking to convert your manual door locks to a full
power remote system? The combination power door
lock and keyless entry system will convert your old
manual locks to power and activate them from up to
100 feet away! Power door lock sets include: two 4
button keyless remotes, two 15 lbs actuators for the
door locks, wire harness, mounting hardware and trunk
lock actuator and alarm where applicable.
Power Door Lock Conversion Set
PDL5120
........................................... 149.99 set
Power Door Lock and Trunk Conversion Set
PDL5170
........................................... 176.99 set
Power Door Lock and Trunk Set with Alarm
PDL5165
........................................... 187.99 set

1967-81 Direct Fit Power Door Locks
Install power door locks and remote keyless entry using
common hand tools! The Klassic Keyless system is a
complete do-it-yourself set designed speciﬁcally for
your Camaro. No system installs more easily, thanks
to the easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions.
KK010 1967-81 .................................. 219.99 set

14030

Remote Door Openers
Give your car a sleek, custom look by eliminating the
door handles and locks and installing this door and
trunk opener system! Choose from a 2 way system
that includes: two actuators, two latches and one 2
way remote transmitter, or a 3 way system that adds
a trunk latch and uses a 3 way remote transmitter.
Sets include all necessary connections. Made in USA.
14029
2 way two doors ................. 251.99 set
14030
3 way two doors and trunk.. 349.99 set

G6891

G4738
3899857

H

Body Components

1978-02 Door Lock Actuator
Genuine GM door lock actuator assembly. For use
with 1978-02 Camaro models. Will replace burned out
originals and give years of lasting service.
22020256 1978-92 LH or RH – OER® 29.99 ea
G4739
1993-02 LH – GM .............. 84.99 ea
G4738
1993-02 RH – GM .............. 70.99 ea

Unlocking Tool
The BigEasy™ actuates the lock button, door handle
or electric locks on 98% of all cars and trucks. Fast,
easy, with no training required. High visibility pink
powder coating. 55" long. Includes a wide, long, and
smooth non-marring wedge and a lock knob lifter for
cars with ﬂat lock knobs at the top of the door.
S32900 ................................................. 35.99 set

312
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3899859

SDH103

Shaved Door Handle Sets
Building a custom vehicle means ﬁnding unique ways
to separate your vehicle from the rest. These shaved
door handle sets will give your vehicle the ultimate
smooth look to do just that. Includes: 2 high powered 45
lbs solenoids operated by a keyless remote, relay pack,
door jammers, and mounting hardware. Choose from
shaved door handle sets with or without emergency
entry, or sets that include an alarm or shaved trunk lock.

1967 Remote Outer Door Mirror
Reproduction remote mirror for 1967 Camaro models.
Includes the correct length cable, gasket, and early style
interior chrome bezel along with a highly polished
triple chrome ﬁnish.
3899857
1967
LH ......................... 169.99 ea
3899859
1967
mounting bracket .. 12.99 ea
3899860
1967
mounting gasket ...
7.99 ea

Important: Door handle and trunk lock block off plates
not included.

Shaved Door Handle Sets
SDH100
without emergency entry... 201.99 set
SDH101
with emergency entry ........ 261.99 set
Shaved Door Handle Set with Alarm
SDH102
with alarm ......................... 261.99 set
Shaved Door Handle and Trunk Lock Set with Alarm
SDH103
with alarm ......................... 285.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1967-81 Mirror Mounting Screw
Correct screws used to mount the bracket to the outer
door sheet metal. 2 required per mirror.
11505323
1967-81 .................................. .49 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Door Mirrors
Bow Tie
emblem
on mirror
BR1003 –
w/fasteners
non-ribbed
style base

BR1008 –
w/o fasteners

A94102

A94101

CM3005

1967-69 Clear Shot Outer Door Mirrors
The patented design eliminates the passenger side blind
spot by allowing the mirror to be adjusted further in
without the need of a convex mirror! They also have
built in tensioning screws that lock the mirror heads into
place and mounts to your car like the factory intended.
Mirrors feature original style ribbed bases. Includes
mounting gaskets and hardware. Sold in pairs.
A94101 1967
round ................... 189.99 pr
A94102 1968-69 rectangular .......... 189.99 pr

OEM ribbed
style base

3914754
R355

1967-69 Standard Outer Door Mirrors
Reproduction door mirrors for 1967-69 Camaro
models. Available in OEM style ribbed design or
non-ribbed replacement style. Each mirror includes:
the bracket, gasket, and mounting screws. 1967 mirrors
ﬁt LH or RH sides. Mirror mounting components also
available separately.

9865801

Note: *Will ﬁt LH or RH side.

Door Mirrors without Ribbed Style Base
CM3005* 1967
with Bow Tie .....
CM3004
1968-69
LH .....................
CM3003
1968-69
RH .....................
Door Mirrors with Ribbed Style Base
CM3006* 1967
with Bow Tie .....
3909197
1967
LH or RH ..........
3914753
1968-69
LH .....................
3914754
1968-69
RH .....................
Mirror Mounting Sets
R355
1967-69
LH or RH ..........
Mounting Gasket Only
K991
1967-69
LH or RH ..........
Mounting Bracket Only
K971
1967-69
LH or RH ..........

29.99 ea
29.99 ea
29.99 ea
39.99
39.99
39.99
39.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

7.99 set
1.99 ea
6.99 ea

3957203

R318

R312

Note: “With fasteners” denotes hex head fasteners that run
up the leading edge of the mirror.

Round
BR1003 polished
BR1004 gloss black
BR1005 brushed
BR1009 ﬂat black
BR1006 polished
BR1008 gloss black
Rectangular
BR1010 polished
BR1011 gloss black
BR1012 brushed
BR1013 ﬂat black
Gaskets
F208
round
K991
square

with fasteners ...
with fasteners ...
with fasteners ...
with fasteners ...
w/o fasteners ....
w/o fasteners ....

259.99
274.99
264.99
284.99
259.99
274.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

w/o fasteners ....
w/o fasteners ....
w/o fasteners ....
w/o fasteners ....

259.99
274.99
264.99
284.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

LH or RH .........
LH or RH .........

4.99 ea
1.99 ea

1970-81 Bullet Outer Door Mirrors
OER® reproduction mirrors for 1970-81 Camaro
models. These mirrors were optional from 1970-75
and standard on 1976-81 Camaro models. The driver
side mirror is remote and includes the cable assembly
and adjustment knob. Each mirror is ready to prep and
paint to desired color. Bracket, gasket and mounting
screws available separately.
Note: The RH bullet mirror does not include the words “Objects
In Mirror Are Closer Than They Appear”. This verbiage was
featured on replacement GM mirrors appearing much later
in the decade.

Bullet Door Mirrors
9865801
1970-81 LH remote ...... 159.99
20154908 1970-81 RH manual ..... 139.99
Bullet Mirror Glass
9606231
1970-81 LH 5.1" x 2.9" 23.99
9683156
1970-81 RH 5.4" x 3.2" 23.99
Bullet Mirror Mounting Kits
R313
1970-81 LH ................. 13.99
R312
1970-81 RH ................. 13.99
Mounting Gasket Only
9832126
1970-81 LH or RH ...........
4.99
Bullet Mirror to Mounting Bracket Screw
9423325
1970-81 ............................
.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

1982-92 Outer Mirror Mounting Gaskets
Replacement gaskets used to seal late model outer door
mirrors. Correct for applications listed below. Please
be sure to order the correct gasket for your model.
C95216 1982-92
LH remote............ 19.99 pr

1970-75 Outer Door Mirror Rivet
Correct replacement rivet designed for the 1970-75
outer door mirrors.
G1103
1970-75
RH .......................... 1.99 ea

kit
kit
ea
ea

G4492
G4499

1993-02 Camaro Door Mirrors
9814441

9814436

9816863

1970-81 Standard Outer Door Mirror
Reproduction door mirror for standard 1970-81 Camaro
models. Chrome-plated as original and includes correct
mounting base for originality. Bracket, gasket, and
mounting screws available separately. Mirrors are
rectangular and interchangeable for LH or RH.
Standard Door Mirror
9814436
1970-81 LH or RH ............ 49.99 ea
Bracket Only
9814441
1970-81 LH or RH ............ 7.99 ea
Gasket Only
9816863
1970-81 LH or RH ............ 4.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Genuine GM or reproduction outer mirrors for all
1993-02 Camaro models. Ready to paint to the desired
color. Simply choose the correct mirror for your year
and model and attach to your Camaro door. We offer
the remote type (electric) or manual mirrors.
Genuine GM Replacement Door Mirrors
G4492 1993-02 RH manual ...... 50.99 ea
Reproduction Door Mirrors
T13132 1993-02 LH
electric ...... 39.99 ea
T13131 1993-02 RH electric ...... 39.99 ea
Outer Mirror Applique Brackets
G4499 1993-02 LH
.................. 181.99 ea
G4498 1993-02 RH .................. 174.99 ea

1993-02 Power Mirror Bezels
Reproduction power mirror bezels
for 1993-02 Camaro models.
Injection molded in ABS plastic
as original. Made with original
GM part number on the back.
A9400138
1993-02 ............................. 34.99 pr

Door Components
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1967-70 Mirror Mounting Screw
Reproduction chrome screw used to mount the mirror to
the bracket on 1967-70 Camaro models with or without
a remote outer door mirror. One required per mirror.
9423324
1967-70 .................................. 1.99 ea

Billet Rides universal convex side mirrors blend style
and elegance with craftsmanship and functionality.
They have been designed to ﬁt either side of any vehicle
with door mounting holes between 1-1/2" - 2-1/2".
These mirrors feature superior articulation but pivot
ball can be tightened to lock them in place. Hardware
included gaskets sold separately. Sold individually.

9606231

1968-69 Remote Outer Door Mirrors
Exact reproduction driver side remote mirror assembly
for 1968-69 models. Includes: the mirror, cable,
mounting bracket, gasket, screws, and knob.
Remote Door Mirrors
3921816 1968
LH ......................... 148.99 ea
3957203 1969
LH ......................... 159.99 ea
Remote Door Mirror Mounting Kits & Components
R318
1968-69 bracket and gasket 23.99 kit
3921836 1968-69 bracket only .......... 16.99 ea
3921835 1968-69 gasket only ............
7.99 ea

Camaro Billet Outer Door Mirrors

Door Window Components
1967-69 Power Window Harness Boot

7681466

153122

153124

1967-69 Convertible Quarter Covers

9833310

1967-02 Door Window Regulators
Exact reproduction or GM replacement for 1967-02
models including standard and deluxe interiors. Each
regulator will install exactly as original.
Note: Electric window regulators do not include the motors.

Manual Window Regulators
Genuine GM Regulators
G6445 1993-02 RH ......................... 246.99
OER® Reproduction Regulators
7681467 1967
LH standard interior 74.99
7681466 1967
RH standard interior 74.99
7651904 1967
LH deluxe interior 74.99
7651903 1967
RH deluxe interior 74.99
7740412 1968-69 LH standard interior 74.99
7740411 1968-69 RH standard interior 74.99
7726802 1968-69 LH deluxe interior 74.99
7726801 1968-69 RH deluxe interior 74.99
9833311 1970-72 LH standard interior 82.99
9833310 1970-72 RH standard interior 82.99
9833311 1973-81 LH standard/deluxe 82.99
9833310 1973-81 RH standard/deluxe 82.99

Reproduction rear inner quarter access panels for
1967-69 Camaro models. These stamped steel pieces
were designed to cover the rear window regulator
mechanism, and feature prepunched mounting holes
as well as the correct mounting tab for the rear side
well covers.
153122
1967-69
LH ..................... 54.99 ea
153123
1967-69
RH .................... 54.99 ea
153124
1967-69
pair .................... 99.99 pr

FWK100

1967-92 Power Window Conversion
We offer sets to install power windows in 196792 Camaro models. These sets include the widow
regulators and motors. In addition, you’ll need to
purchase a switch set, which includes the switches and
harnesses listed below, to complete the installation.
Regulator/Motor Sets
FWK100
1967
front ............... 298.99 set
FWK101
1968-69
front ............... 298.99 set
FWK102
1967-69
rear ................ 298.99 set
FWK103
1970-81
front ............... 298.99 set
FWK104
1982-92
front ............... 298.99 set
Switch/Harness Sets
One 4 Button and Three 1 Button Switches
SWK101
1967-69
....................... 209.99 set
One 2 Button and One 1 Button Switches
SWK100
1970-92
....................... 134.99 set

Body Components
H

7660238

1967-69 Quarter Window Regulators
Reproduction quarter window regulators for 1967-69
models. Each regulator will install on models with
standard or deluxe interiors for coupe or convertible
models. Completely assembled and ready-to-install!
7660239
1967-69
LH ..................... 68.99 ea
7660238
1967-69
RH ..................... 68.99 ea
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CX4894

All multiple button switches are for use on the front LH
doors only, single buttons may be used on front RH, or
rear quarter panels. The 4 button switch includes the
correct cosmetic appearance that will match the original.

82144

W100

1967-02 Power Window Motors
®

Classic Industries offers remanufactured window lift
motors to give you the best quality, price and largest
selection available.
Brand New Window Motors
82144
1982-91 LH .................... 31.99 ea
82144
1982-91 RH .................... 31.99 ea
82145
1993-02 LH .................... 36.99 ea
82145
1993-02 RH .................... 36.99 ea
Remanufactured Window Motors
W100
1967-68 LH front or rear 99.99 ea
W101
1967-68 RH front or rear 99.99 ea
W102
1969-70 LH front ............ 111.99 ea
W103
1969-70 RH front ............ 105.99 ea
W102
1969
LH rear ............. 111.99 ea
W103
1969
RH rear ............. 105.99 ea
W103
1971-75 LH .................... 105.99 ea
W102
1971-75 RH .................... 111.99 ea
W105
1976-81 LH .................... 99.99 ea
W104
1976-81 RH .................... 104.99 ea
W144
1992
LH .................... 28.99 ea
W144
1992
RH .................... 28.99 ea

Note: Escutcheon included.

14043
CX4894
14044
1725094
G8713

1967-70
1967-76
1967-69
1971-75
1971-75

repro – 1 button ..
repro – 2 button ..
repro – 4 button ..
repro – 1 button ..
GM – 1 button ....

39.99
53.99
67.99
44.99
61.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1977-81 Console Window Switch
Correct 2 button switch which ﬁts on the center console.
Used to raise and lower front door windows.
1725092
1977-81 LH ....................... 59.99 ea

1967-69 Power Window Harnesses
Replacement power
window harnesses for
the 1st generation
Camaro models.
These harnesses will
help to restore your
power windows back
to factory condition as
CA71671
well as maintaining originality.
Each harness is sold per side so you may replace only
the non working harness as indicated.
Note: *With under dash crossover. The rear quarter
window harness requires two per vehicle.

7660239

14043

1967-75 Power Window Switches

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Reproduction rubber boot used to house the power
window wiring harness as it passes between the door
jamb and door area. Not for use with aftermarket
power windows.
K4412 1967-69 .................................... 44.99 pr

CA71671
CA71672
CA80407*
CA81504
CA91570*
CA81504
CA87506
CA36048

1967
1967
1968
1968
1969
1969
1967-69
1967-69

LH ....................... 148.99 ea
RH ...................... 67.99 ea
LH ....................... 148.99 ea
RH ...................... 67.99 ea
LH ....................... 148.99 ea
RH ...................... 67.99 ea
rear qtr window... 49.99 ea
single switch pigtail 17.99 ea

1967-69 Power
Window Grommets

G4520

G4523

1982-02 Power Door Window Switches
Genuine GM or reproduction power door window
switch. 2 required per car. Replaces the original exactly.
Includes electrical prongs in rear for easy replacement
of the original switch.
Reproduction
14666
1982-83
2 required ........... 29.99 ea
14667
1984-89
2 required ........... 29.99 ea
14668
1990-92
2 required ........... 22.99 ea
Genuine GM
G4521
1994-96
LH ...................... 21.99 ea
G4520
1994-96
RH ..................... 17.99 ea
G4523
1997-02
LH ...................... 21.99 ea
G4522
1997-02
RH ..................... 20.99 ea

1985-88 Electric Window Switch Retainer

Reproduction grommet for the rear window harness
on 1967-69 Camaro models. These protect the wire
harness as it passes through holes in the
inner structure of the quarter panel.
HC483
1967-69 .................................. 18.99 pr

Replacement retainer used to hold the electric window
switch to the door panel. 4 required per car (front LH
or RH – rear LH or RH).
9722397
1985-88
4 required .......... 2.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Door Window Components
KW072

1967-69 Inner Door Window Sash Channel
1967-72 Power Window Relay
This is a reproduction power window relay for 196772 models equipped with optional power windows.
HR614 1967-72 .................................... 14.99 ea

1967-72 Firewall Relay Cover
Reproduction rubber ﬁrewall relay cover for 1967-72
Camaro models. This cover is for convertible models
or for vehicles equipped with power accessories like,
power windows, power seat, or cruise control.
F12360
1967-72 ................................... 13.99 ea

High-quality reproduction inner door window sash
channels. The window regulator rollers ride in the
sash channel to raise and lower the front door glass.
Features a zinc coating with integral blind nuts. Fits
LH or RH sides and installs exactly as original.
Important: May also be known as the lower sash channel.
†Approximately 11-3/8" from center of bolt hole to center
of bolt hole.*Approximately 7-13/16" from center of bolt
hole to center of bolt hole.
A9600118† 1967
LH or RH ....... 19.99 ea
KW072*
1968-69
LH or RH ....... 16.99 ea

1967 Door Window Track Assembly

1967-81 Door Hardware Mounting Sets
Reproduction inner door hardware mounting sets for
1967-81 Camaro models. Every set includes hardware
for: door opening mechanism, door latch, window
tracks, upper glass sash, inner sash, and door opening
rod guide bracket. One set required per door.
153212
1967
LH or RH ........... 19.99 set
153213
1968-69
LH or RH ........... 21.99 set
153214
1970-81
LH or RH ........... 23.99 set

748806

1967-69 Window Upper Sash Channel
High-quality reproduction upper door window sash
channels. The window regulator rollers ride in the sash
channel to raise and lower the front door glass. Features
a zinc coating. Fits and installs exactly as original. For
use on LH or RH. 2 required per vehicle.
153210
1967
LH or RH .......... 21.99 ea
748806
1968-69
LH or RH .......... 17.99 ea

153208

Reproduction door window track assembly for 1967
Camaro. Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations, with the
rear roller and glass mounting rubber channel included.
153208 1967
LH ........................... 63.99 ea
153209 1967
RH ........................... 63.99 ea

153212

1970-81 Door Glass Sash Mount Stud
Reproduction door glass sash mount stud assembly for
1970-81 Camaro models. Features correct Hex head,
nylon bushing, and backing washers with steel washer
nut. This piece is used to mount the lower sash channel
to the door glass. 2 required per glass.
152732
1970-81 LH or RH ............. 11.99 ea

1970-81 Door Glass Mounting Set
Reproduction door glass mounting set for 1970-81
Camaro models. This 28 piece set includes enough
rollers and mounting hardware to complete 2 doors.
Replace all your damaged hardware with this all in
one complete set.
152736 1970-81 .................................. 169.99 set

1970-75 Door Glass Stabilizer Set
Reproduction door glass stabilizer set for 1970-75
F-Body models. Feature correct contours, ﬁnish, and
rubber bumper on the lower arm. 1 set required per door.
152753
1970-75 .................................. 44.99 set

1970-81 Door Window Stop
153358

1967-69 Vertical Door Window Tracks

14967

1970-81 Door Window Guide
Reproduction door window guides for 1970-81 Camaro
models. Replace damaged or rusted guides with quality
reproductions. The guides mount inside the door shell
at the front and rear ends of the glass.
14967
1970-81
LH ......................... 69.99 pr
14968
1970-81
RH ........................ 69.99 pr

1968-69 Rear Window Track Upper Plate
Rear window upper track plate for 1968-69 Camaro
models. The zinc-plated steel plate allows for the
mounting of the rear window track and proper
window alignment.
A9600133
1968-69 .............................. 5.99 ea

1967 Door Glass Hardware Set
Reproduction door glass hardware set for 1967 Camaro
models. Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations featuring
the correct ﬂat head bolt with serrations to keep it from
spinning while tightening, with the correct domed
washer nut, plastic washer, and square rubber gasket
included. This set secures the rear end of the door glass
to the window track assembly. One set required per door.
153355
1967 ........................................ 23.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

7698542

7698543

1968-69 Inner Door Panel Retainer/Guide
Inner door panel retainer/window guide needed to
support the inner door panels and includes the felt pad
to guide the window when rolling up or down. Each
vehicle requires 2 retainer/window guides per door.
7698542
1968-69
rear guide ......... 17.99 ea
7698543
1968-69
front guide ........ 17.99 ea

1970-81 Lower Window
Bumper Stopper
These correct replacement
rubber stop bumpers keep the door glass from
lowering beyond the travel point. Made from
injection molded rubber with a press ﬁt retaining
tab for easy installation. Use as stopper for down
position (not on cam). 2 required per vehicle.
9810036 1970-81 .................................... 4.99 ea

1982-92 Door Window Stop Bumper
Correct replacement rubber
stop bumper keeps the door
glass from rolling down
beyond the required point.
Use for down position on cam. 2 required per car.
16624604
1982-92
2 required ......... 5.99 ea

Door Window Parts
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Reproduction vertical door window tracks for 1967-69
Camaro models. Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations
featuring original style plating and correct adjustable
mounting brackets. These are the tracks that guide the
door glass up and down within the door shell. One
front and rear track required per vehicle.
153358 1967
LH
rear ........... 66.99 ea
153359 1967
RH rear ........... 66.99 ea
153361 1968-69
LH
front ......... 66.99 ea
153362 1968-69
RH front ......... 66.99 ea
153363 1968-69
LH
rear ........... 68.99 ea
153364 1968-69
RH rear ........... 66.99 ea

Reproduction door window stop for 1970-81 Camaro
models. Replace your damaged originals with this
correctly plated and rubber coated piece. 2 required
per door.
152733 1970-81 LH or RH ................. 7.99 ea

Door Window Components
A9400126

KW960
K687

20192983

10198277

1967-69 Glass Stops

1968-92 Door Window Guide Stabilizer

Reproduction front and rear glass stops for 1967-69
Camaro models. Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations
with the correct materials. Doors require 1 front and one
rear stop per door. Quarter windows require one per side.
153211
1967
front and rear .. 12.99 pr
A9400126
1968-69
front ................ 6.99 ea
KW960
1968-69
rear .................. 37.99 pr
748773
1967-69
rear quarter...... 18.99 pr

Stabilizer bracket designed to keep the door window
glass in stabilized when being rolled up or down.
K687
1968-69
2 per side ........ 19.99 pr
20192983 1982-87
2 per side ........ 24.99 ea
10198277 1988-92
2 per side ........ 24.99 ea

152742

7648823

Quarter Window Lower Guide Roller
Correct reproduction of the original quarter window
lower guide roller assembly designed for use on
1967-69 Camaro models. Located on the bottom of
the quarter window, this roller will help keep your
quarter window moving evenly on the track. Sold
individually. 1 required per quarter glass.
7648823 1967-69 complete assembly 10.99 ea
7794097 1967-69 roller only .............. 5.99 ea
152742 1968-69 bushing .................. 4.99 ea

1972-79 Inner Door Panel Retainer Plate
152740 – for door
glass roller assembly

152741 – for between
glass/roller washer nut

152742 – pushes
through the door glass

152744 – roller
retaining nut

Support door panels when replacing or installing
new panels. This door center and rear support
retainer features correct felt padding used to keep
the door window from being scratched when being
rolled up and down. 2 per door.
K760
1972-79 center/rear with felt 15.99 ea

152748

152747

152749 (x2)

1971-81 Window Regulator Guide Cam Spacer
152743 – rubber washer

152745 – door glass sash
mount stud and washer

Correct reproduction of the window regulator guide
cam spacer for all 1971-81 Camaro models. Sold
individually. Use as required.
9804150
1971-81 ................................... 1.99 ea
152811 (x2)

152740 (x6)

152731 – stop bumpers

152734 – glass rollers

1968-77 Window
Guide Roller Nut Tool
Tool is designed to easily remove
the guide plate nut on the door or
quarter window glass. Fits most 1968-77 models.
T10020
1968-77 ................................... 19.99 ea

152812 (x2)
152813 (x4)

4491086 – roller washers

9820729 – guide roller

H
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1970-81 Door Glass Roller Washers and Stud
Reproduction glass roller washers, retaining nuts, and
studs for 1970-81 models.
Complete Set
152736 1970-81 set............................. 169.99 set
Individual Components
152740 1970-81 pear shape washer ...... 4.99 ea
152741 1970-81 round plastic washer .. 4.99 ea
152742 1970-81 round plastic washer .. 4.99 ea
152744 1970-81 metal nut .................... 4.99 ea
152743 1970-81 rubber washer ............ 4.99 ea
152745 1970-81 sash mount stud ......... 9.99 ea
152731 1970-81 glass stop bumpers..... 6.99 pr
152734 1970-81 door glass roller ......... 28.99 ea
4491086 1970-81 roller guide washer .... 3.99 ea
9820729 1970-81 door guide roller ........ 15.99 ea

Entire Set 152746 Shown
K845

1968-69 Door Glass Components
K846

1967-69 Quarter Window Roller Assembly
Replacement rear window attachment and roller
assembly, includes window mount bracket and two
rollers. Attaches to the quarter window allowing the
correct up or down movement.
K845
1967-69
LH ....................... 38.99 ea
K846
1967-69
RH ....................... 38.99 ea

1970-78 Inner Door
Panel Retainer Plate
Plate used to support door panels
when replacing or installing new
panels. This is the forward support plate and is used
to hold the inner door panel in place at the front
upper section and does not include felt padding.
K685
1970-78 front, 1 per door ..... 15.99 ea
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1967-69 Window Regulator Roller
OER® reproduction front door window regulator roller
for 1967-69 models.
C1072
1967-69 ................................... 7.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Everything you need to get your 1968-69 door
windows back on the straight and narrow! The door
glass mounting set is complete with everything needed
to install your door glass This set includes: front
and rear mounting plates, mounting plate gaskets,
door glass mounting bumpers, and all the mounting
hardware. Individual components are also available
for replacement of worn or missing parts.
Door Glass Mounting Set
152746 1968-69 ............................. 219.99 set
Door Glass Mounting Components
Door Window Plate and Roller Set
152748 1968-69 LH ........................ 56.99 set
152747 1968-69 RH ....................... 56.99 set
Door Window Plate Gaskets
152749 1968-69 1 required per door
8.99 pr
Door Window Glass Mount Stud Assembly
152750 1968-69 3 required per door
8.99 ea
Rear Door Glass Stop Mount and Nut
152811 1968-69 1 required per door
7.99 ea
Forward Door Glass Stop Bumper Assembly
152812 1968-69 1 required per door
9.99 ea
Door Glass Sash Mount Stud Assembly
152813 1968-69 2 required per door 10.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Important Information for Sheet Metal Installation

Test Fit All Panels Prior to Paint and Installation!

Classic Industries® recommends test ﬁtting all sheet metal panels prior to ﬁnal paint
and installation. Minor modiﬁcations including elongating mounting holes, adding
additional shims, etc., are normal and may be necessary when installing sheet metal.
It is important to note that hard driving conditions, like racing, can twist bodies and
frames out of original tolerances. Poor body work from previous collisions can cause
problems with the body structure that the panels are attached to. Some vehicles were
manufactured with a unitized body (no frame) thus causing even the most minor accident
to twist the body creating a situation that would cause sheet metal panel misalignments.
Take into consideration that tolerances on classic vehicles are not nearly as exact as
they are on modern vehicles. This is primarily due to the hand ﬁtting of panels at the
factory on most antique and classic cars as opposed to the robotics used in today’s
modern factories. All of these factors will affect the way your new reproduction sheet
metal will install and ﬁt on the car. There is really no such thing as a direct ﬁt body
panel when it comes to older vehicles.

For Best Results, Hire a Professional to Install the Panels:

Classic Industries® recommends that you hire a professional paint and body technician
that has the skills, knowledge and experience necessary to install the new panels on
your vehicle. A professional body technician will be able to prepare the panels for
installation and repair any imperfections.

Some Guidelines on EDP Coating
Many sheet metal products are delivered with a black electrophoretically deposited
coating (EDP, or E-coat) for superior long-term corrosion protection, while others
use a similar lacquer based coating designed to provide protection for storage and
shipping. Before panel installation, Classic Industries® recommends applying lacquer
thinner with a shop towel to determine the type of coating. If the coating is removed
by lacquer thinner, then it should be completely stripped from the product before any
primer or paint is applied. If the lacquer thinner does not remove the EDP coating, it
can simply be prepped, primed and painted without stripping.

Regarding Minor Imperfections in Panels:

Classic Industries® Restorer’s ChoiceTM
Count on the Classic Industries®
Restorer’s ChoiceTM symbol
whenever purchasing
reproduction parts and accessories. You can be sure
that each and every product displaying this symbol is
manufactured correctly to exact speciﬁcations and ﬁts the
way the factory intended. Products denoted throughout
the catalog with this symbol are ofﬁcially approved by
Classic Industries® as a genuine restoration product. Look
for the Restorer’s ChoiceTM logo. The Classic Industries®
symbol is your assurance of quality.

Classic Industries® Weld-Thru™ Sheet Metal
Save time when replacing
sheet metal by using Classic
Industries® new, innovative
“Weld-ThruTM” primed sheet
metal products. Our all new coating process is designed to
eliminate the unnecessary process of grinding or sanding
the EDP coating off to ensure a solid and rust-free weld.
This “Weld-ThruTM” Primer requires minimal preparation
and eliminates corrosion problems between overlapped
panels and layered spot welds. It also minimizes heat
zone problems, reduces panel distortion, and allows
better penetration into the dense replacement steel to
compensate for the older metal’s impurities. Look for
the “Weld-ThruTM” logo when purchasing sheet metal
products to save time during installation of weld-on sheet
metal repair panels.

Made in the USA
Look for the “Made in USA” logo for
products that are proudly manufactured
in the United States.

Genuine GM Products

If you Need to Return a Defect:

Prior to returning any defective body panel or sheet metal item to Classic Industries®,
please contact our customer service department. Classic Industries® will not replace
a panel, nor will we be responsible for freight on returns should it be deemed that the
panel is not defective. See policies for more information.
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Classic Industries® advertises a variety
of products with the above Genuine GM
logo. This logo indicates that the product
is manufactured by General Motors as an
OEM replacement for your original parts.

Sheet Metal Info
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The sheet metal you receive may have scratches, dings, small dents and other minor
imperfections which are considered normal sheet metal characteristics due to the nature
of the product. These minor imperfections will be easily corrected during the ﬁlling,
priming and sanding phase of your sheet metal installation. Classic Industries® does
not consider dings, scratches, minor dents or other imperfections on the sheet metal to
be defects in the panel nor are they considered damaged. All sheet metal panels will
require some sort of preparation and manipulation during installation. Every panel that
we sell is inspected and then carefully packaged to protect against damage that may
occur during transit.

When the details
matter, look for these
symbols of quality:

Quarter Panels

1970-73 Complete Quarter Panel
Not just a skin, a complete reproduction quarter panel! That’s right, a complete quarter
panel assembly ready-to-install! This is a 100% correct reproduction quarter panel.
When General Motors discontinued this popular item a few years back, restorers could
either pay the high price for an original NOS panel or pound out the dents, patch the
rust and putty it all up to get it ready to paint. OER® changes all that by manufacturing
an authentic complete quarter panel featuring every component found on the original
item. Replace your original rusted out quarter panel with this exact replacement.

Door Jamb
Trunk Gutter Area
Extends to the trunk gutter
area so welding is not
required unlike replacement
quarter skins.

Includes crucial
door jamb area
eliminating
unnecessary welding
associated with
quarter skins.
Includes cutout for
vent louver.

Note: Shipped truck freight.

9868287
9868286

1970-73
1970-73

LH ............................................................. 359.99 ea
RH ............................................................. 359.99 ea

1967-68 Complete Quarter Panel
Reproduction complete quarter panel for 1967-68 Camaro coupe or convertible
models. Includes every component found on the original item. Features correct door
jamb area, sail panel for coupe models, side marker cutout when required, reinforced
bumper bracket area and more! OER® built the tooling, we control the quality!
Note: Shipped truck freight.

Coupe Models
7585085
1967
7585084
1967
7738673
1968
7738674
1968
Convertible Models
7585087
1967
7585086
1967
7741302
1968
7741301
1968

153509

LH ....................................................................
RH ....................................................................
LH ....................................................................
RH ....................................................................

289.99
289.99
289.99
289.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

LH ....................................................................
RH ....................................................................
LH ....................................................................
RH ....................................................................

319.99
319.99
319.99
319.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

Trunk Gutter Area
is stamped into quarter panel as
original, allowing easier installation
with no welding required.

1974-81 Complete Quarter Panels
Reproduction full quarter panel for 1975-81 Camaro models. Manufactured to
factory speciﬁcations, featuring original gauge sheet metal, correct contours, and
comes EDP coated for rust prevention.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

153507
153508
153509
153510
153271
153272

1974
1974
1975-81
1975-81
1975-81
1975-81

LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH

......................................................
......................................................
with rear spoiler ............................
with rear spoiler ............................
without spoiler ..............................
without spoiler ..............................

448.99
448.99
444.99
444.99
399.99
399.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

detail view 1968
door jamb area

C69900

C67700

Side Louver Area
correctly located and stamped,
will allow easy installation of
chrome louver trim.

1967-69 Quarter Panel Skins with Door Jamb

H
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Replacement quarter panel skins for all 1967-69 Camaro models. Manufactured
with correct heavy gauge steel using new tooling, these quarter panel skins will
replace about 80% of the rear quarter. These panels are ideal for convertible models
or when replacing the upper sail panel section is not necessary. Each panel features
the correct mounting holes and ﬂanges and includes the complete door jamb area.

No more sheet metal
fabricating associated with
quarter skin installation, it’s all
included here, as original.

Note: Shipped truck freight.

1969 Complete Quarter Panel
Reproduction complete quarter panel for 1969 Camaro coupe or convertible models.
Includes every component found on the original item. Features correct door jamb
area, sail panel for coupe models, side marker cutout when required, reinforced
bumper bracket area and more! Includes: correct door jamb area, sail panel for coupe
models, side marker cutout, correct side louver area and more!
Note: Shipped truck freight.

Coupe Models
7779477
1969
7779476
1969
Convertible Models
7779481
1969
7779480
1969
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LH .................................................................... 289.99 ea
RH .................................................................... 289.99 ea
LH .................................................................... 299.99 ea
RH .................................................................... 299.99 ea

Quarter Panels

Restorer’s ChoiceTM
C67700 1967
LH .....................................................................
C67701 1967
RH .....................................................................
C68800 1968
LH .....................................................................
C68801 1968
RH .....................................................................
C69900 1969
LH .....................................................................
C69901 1969
RH .....................................................................
Standard Replacement
K1023
1967
LH .....................................................................
K1022
1967
RH .....................................................................
K1025
1968
LH .....................................................................
K1024
1968
RH .....................................................................
K1027
1969
LH .....................................................................
K1026
1969
RH .....................................................................

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

157.99
157.99
157.99
157.99
157.99
157.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

129.99
129.99
129.99
129.99
129.99
129.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Quarter Panels

13990W

1967-02 Frame Rail

CM2502

Reproduction frame rails for 1967-02 models. Manufactured to original speciﬁcations
from the highest quality steel available in the correct conﬁguration for each year.
Partials come uncoated. Frame rails must be installed correctly to maintain the
structural integrity, Professional installation recommended.
Note: *With sway bar mounting points. Partial frame rails shipped oversize.
Complete shipped double oversize.

CM4202

1967-92 Quarter Panel Skin
Reproduction quarter panel skins for 1967-92 models. Does not include the roof sail
panel. Will install with minimal ﬁtting. This is a partial quarter panel skin which
extends to the top crease of the original quarter panel.
OS3

Note: Shipped triple oversize. *Shipped truck freight.

CM2502
CM2501
CM2504
CM2503
CM2506*
CM2505*
CM4202*
CM4201*
C2397537*
C2397535*

1967-68
1967-68
1969
1969
1970-73
1970-73
1974-81
1974-81
1982-92
1982-92

LH ........................................................... 69.99 ea
RH ........................................................... 69.99 ea
LH ........................................................... 69.99 ea
RH ........................................................... 69.99 ea
LH ........................................................... 94.99 ea
RH ........................................................... 94.99 ea
LH ........................................................... 99.99 ea
RH ........................................................... 99.99 ea
LH ........................................................... 127.99 ea
RH ........................................................... 127.99 ea

F10700

Early Camaro models featured fairly small tires by today’s standards. These cars
cry out for bigger tire and wheel combinations which will not ﬁt in stock form.
These wheel openings allow you to do what the factory didn’t! The 1967-68 units
increase the factory opening to 37" without altering the original width or height.
The 1969 units increase to a 39" opening.
OS2

Note: Shipped double oversize.

1967-68 ............................................................................. 234.99 pr
1969................................................................................... 234.99 pr

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

158.99
158.99
169.99
179.99
175.99
185.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

159.99
169.99
129.99
264.99
595.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

159.99
129.99
129.99
264.99
818.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

C3490

Reproduction frame rail rear extensions for 1967-69 models. These extensions can
be easily overlooked when restoring your suspension. These rails are manufactured
to the exact dimensions in the original gauge steel. Extends from the very back of
the vehicle, forward under the trunk to the frame of the car. Approximately 35" long.
C3489
1967-69
LH ................................................................. 209.99 ea
C3490
1967-69
RH ................................................................. 209.99 ea

OS2

1970-81 ............................................................................. 234.99 pr

15008

1967-69 Leaf Spring Bracket Brace
These leaf spring bracket braces are carefully reproduced to original factory
speciﬁcations to replace your worn or rusted originals. Located between the ﬂoor pan
and the leaf spring front mounting bracket, on the forward end of the rear frame rail.
15007
1967-69
LH .................................................................... 58.99 ea
15008
1967-69
RH .................................................................... 58.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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F11700

158.99
158.99
169.99
179.99
175.99
185.99

1967-69 Frame Rail Rear Extension

15007

1970-81 Extended Rear Wheel Well Openings
Early Camaro models featured fairly small tires by today’s standards. These cars cry
out for bigger tire and wheel combinations which will not ﬁt in stock form. These
wheel openings allow you to do what the factory didn’t! These units increase the
factory opening to 36" without altering the original width or height.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

OS2

F10710

1967-69 Extended Rear Wheel Well Openings

F10700
F10710

OS1

Partial Frame Rails – USA Made
Driver Side
GT445L
1967
45"
....................................................
GT446L
1968-69
45"
....................................................
GT453L
1970-73
46"
standard ......................................
GT454L*
1970-73
46"
with high-performance ...............
GT447L
1974-81
46"
standard ......................................
1974-81
46"
with high-performance ...............
GT444L*
Passenger Side
GT445R
1967
45"
....................................................
GT446R
1968-69
45"
....................................................
GT453R
1970-73
46"
standard ......................................
GT454R*
1970-73
46"
high-performance .......................
GT447R
1974-81
46"
standard ......................................
GT444R*
1974-81
46"
high-performance .......................
Complete Frame Rails
Driver Side
14397
1967
68"
EDP coated .................................
13990
1968-69
68"
EDP coated .................................
13990W
1968-69
68"
Weld-Thru™ ...............................
B1439
1970-73
63"
EDP coated .................................
G6308
1982-02
77"
EDP coated .................................
Passenger Side
14398
1967
68"
EDP coated .................................
13991
1968-69
68"
EDP coated .................................
13991W
1968-69
68"
Weld-Thru™ ................................
B1440
1970-73
63"
EDP coated .................................
G6309
1982-02
77"
EDP coated .................................

Quarter Panels
C101L

1663195

1663191

C100L

C102L

1967-68 Quarter Patch Panel Repair
Reproduction quarter patch panel repair for 1967-68 models. Each side requires three panels and replaces the
complete wheel opening section. All panels features the correct lip to install the wheel opening moldings.
Note: *Kit is shipped oversize.

OS1

Complete 3 Piece Kit
K1001*
1967-68
LH .............................................................................................................
K1002*
1967-68
RH .............................................................................................................
Individual Components
Center Patch Panels – 11" x 29"
C101L
1967-68
LH with 7/8" inner ﬂange .........................................................................
C101R
1967-68
RH with 7/8" inner ﬂange .........................................................................
Lower Rear Part Panels – 12"
C100L
1967-68
LH .............................................................................................................
C100R
1967-68
RH .............................................................................................................
Lower Front Patch Panels – 11-1/2"
C102L
1967-68
LH .............................................................................................................
C102R
1967-68
RH .............................................................................................................

134.99 kit
134.99 kit

51.99 ea
51.99 ea
49.99 ea
49.99 ea
39.99 ea
39.99 ea

1663277

1663273

1970-81 Quarter Patch Panel Repair
Reproduction lower front or rear quarter patch
panels for 1970-81 models. Manufactured to factory
speciﬁcations and EDP coated for rust prevention.
Lower Front
1663195
1970-73
LH ..................... 39.99 ea
1663194
1970-73
RH .................... 39.99 ea
1663277
1974-81
LH ..................... 39.99 ea
1663276
1974-81
RH .................... 39.99 ea
Lower Rear
1663191
1970-73
LH ..................... 31.99 ea
1663190
1970-73
RH .................... 31.99 ea
1663273
1974-81
LH ..................... 31.99 ea
1663272
1974-81
RH .................... 31.99 ea

C201L
C200L

1969 Quarter Patch Panel Repair
Reproduction quarter patch panel repair for 1969 models. Each side requires 2 panels and replaces the complete
wheel opening section. All panels feature the correct provisions to install the wheel opening moldings and rear
quarter side louver moldings, sold separately.
Note: *Kit is shipped oversize.

Complete 2 Piece Kit
LH ................................................................................................................. 109.99 kit
RH ................................................................................................................. 109.99 kit
Individual Components
Front and Center Patch Panels – 17" x 45"
C201L
1969
LH ................................................................................................................. 77.99 ea
C201R
1969
RH ................................................................................................................. 77.99 ea
Lower Rear Patch Panels – 15-1/2"
C200L
1969
LH ................................................................................................................. 49.99 ea
C200R
1969
RH................................................................................................................. 49.99 ea

H
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K1003*
K1004*

1969
1969

1969 Quarter Panel
Side Louvers
All 1969 Camaro models
feature a louvered portion on
the quarter panel for installation
of these louvers. However, not
all 1969’s were equipped with
these chrome louvers, but they
can be installed on any 1969
quarter panel. This reproduction
is manufactured with new tooling. Each louver
includes the correct ﬂat black paint and is
chrome-plated as original.
K280
1969
LH and RH ................ 69.99 pr
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1667196

OS1

Quarter Panel Repair

1969 Quarter Panel Louver Template
Installing your rear
quarter panel louvers
can be made quick and
accurate with quarter
panel louver templates.
Simply apply the full size
template using referenced
body surfaces for exact
location, and drill the
holes! With these templates, you can be assured that
you’re mounting your louvers in the correct factory
location the ﬁrst time! Each set includes the
templates for both LH and RH louvers.
LT69
1969 .......................................... 15.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

14889

1970-74 Quarter Panel Structure
These replacement quarter panel structures for 197074 models are stamped in steel and spot welded as
original. Available as a complete assembly with the
inner quarter, door jamb, and full inner and outer
wheelhouse, or as an inner quarter panel assembly
with the inner quarter and inner wheelhouse. This part
features a black electrophoretically deposited coating
(EDP, or E-coat) for superior long-term corrosion
protection and is ready to be prepped, primed, and
painted without stripping.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

Inner Quarter Panel Assembly
1667197 1970-74 LH ....................... 89.99
1667196 1970-74 RH ...................... 89.99
Complete Inner Quarter Structure Assembly
14889
1970-74 LH, EDP coated .. 859.99
14890
1970-74 RH, EDP coated.. 859.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Quarter Panels

C113L

1667332

1967-69 Complete Wheelhouse Panel

1968-69 Billet Door Jamb Vent Grill Set

Complete rear wheelhouse assemblies for 1967-69
Camaro models with stock width tires or highperformance applications requiring a mini-tub.
Fits coupe and convertible bodies. Mini-tubs add
approximately 2.25" of clearance for wide wheel and
tire combinations. Available with traditional EDP
coating or in a Weld-Thru™ Primer that requires minimal
preparation, eliminates corrosion between overlapped
panels, and promotes superior weld characteristics.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

OS2

Stock Width Wheelhouse Panels
153273
1967
LH ......................
153274
1967-68 RH ......................
153836
1968
LH ......................
1667332
1969
LH EDP coated ...
1667333
1969
RH EDP coated ...
Deep Tub Wheelhouse Panels
1667334
1969
LH EDP coated ...
1667335
1969
RH EDP coated ...
1667334W 1969
LH Weld-Thru™
1667335W 1969
RH Weld-Thru™

139.99
139.99
139.99
129.99
129.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

129.99
129.99
149.99
149.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

C113AL

1967-69 Inner Wheelhouse Panel
Reproduction inner wheelhouse panels for 1967-69.
When installed, the panel will mate with the outer
wheelhouse forming the complete enclosure. Designed
to bolt together with the outer panels. The 1967 LH
panel differs slightly in ﬁt from the 1968-69 LH panels.
1967-69 RH wheelhouse panels are interchangeable.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

C113L
C113AL
C113R

1967
1968-69
1967-69

These custom door jamb vents will give the entry to
the cockpit of your 1968-69 Camaro the high tech look
it deserves. Machined from 6061-T6 billet aluminum
with a brushed ﬁnish with a matte stainless steel insert,
these high-quality vents offer direct ﬁt installation
and include hardware for a complete installation.
Sold as a pair.
CB40041 1968-69
brushed ﬁnish .. 199.99 pr

OS2

LH .................... 59.99 ea
LH .................... 59.99 ea
RH ................... 59.99 ea

MD1025

MD1026

MD1027

1968-92 Custom Door Jamb Vent Grills
CM2520
7738668

1967-81 Outer Wheelhouse Panel
Reproduction outer wheelhouse panels for 1967-81
models. Includes the lip at the wheel opening allowing
easy installation of chrome wheel well moldings.
Produced in original grade steel and primered in a
rust preventative coating.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

EDP Coated
1667331
1967-68
1667330
1967-68
CM2520
1969
CM2519
1969
1667556
1970-81
1667555
1970-81
Weld-Thru™ Primered
1667331W
1967-68
1667330W
1967-68
CM2520W
1969
CM2519W
1969
1667556W
1970-81
1667555W
1970-81

OS2

LH ...............
RH ...............
LH ...............
RH ...............
LH ...............
RH ...............

49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
64.99
64.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

LH ...............
RH ...............
LH ...............
RH ...............
LH ...............
RH ...............

56.99
56.99
59.99
59.99
74.99
74.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Reproduction outer door jamb vent grill for 196892 Camaro models. Manufactured using rigid ABS
materials. Installs on quarter panel door jamb area
directly below the U-shape door jamb rubber (1968-69
models). The partial version (1968-69) does not include
the backing and ﬁlter. The full version (1968-69) is
an exact reproduction of the original including the
backing area with internal ﬁlter. All vent grills are black.
Door Jamb Vents
K921
1968-69
partial version... 10.99 ea
7738668
1968-69
full version ....... 19.99 ea
8788235
1970-92
black ................. 15.99 ea
Door Jamb Vent Screws
153221
1968-92
.......................... 1.49 pr

Note: Shipped double oversize.

G6294

1994-96

LH

OS2

GM conv .. 187.99 ea

FB1119N

A9100245

A9100244

1968-69 Billet Door Jamb Vent Grills
Billet door jamb vent grills for 1968-69 Camaro models.
These grills feature a aluminum mesh insert and are
offered in black, polished, or satin ﬁnishes.
A9100283
1968-69
black ........... 134.99 pr
A9100245
1968-69
polished ...... 121.99 pr
A9100244
1968-69
satin ............ 99.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Custom billet door jamb vents for 1968-82 Camaro
models. Machined from T-6061 billet aluminum in
your choice of two designs and are in a variety of
ﬁnishes to suit your tastes. Sold in pairs.
Large “F” Logo
FB1106N
1968-69 natural ............ 109.99 pr
FB1106P
1968-69 polished .......... 99.99 pr
FB1106B
1968-69 black ............... 109.99 pr
FB1118N
1970-82 natural ............ 109.99 pr
FB1118P
1970-82 polished .......... 99.99 pr
FB1118B
1970-82 black ............... 99.99 pr
Small “F” Logo
FB1107N
1968-69 natural ............ 99.99 pr
FB1107P
1968-69 polished .......... 109.99 pr
FB1107B
1968-69 black ............... 109.99 pr
FB1119N
1970-82 natural ............ 109.99 pr
FB1119P
1970-82 polished .......... 109.99 pr
FB1119B
1970-82 black ............... 109.99 pr

Quarter Panel Repair
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1993-02 Outer Wheelhouse Panel

FB1118N

1968-82 Billet Door Jamb Vents

A9100283

Genuine GM outer wheelhouse panels for 1993-02
models. Replace your original panels and give your
Camaro a factory fresh appearance.

8788235

1968-92 Door Jamb Vent Grill

Custom door jamb vent grills for 1968-92 Camaro
models. Your choice of 3 ﬁnishes: billet machine
ﬁnish, billet polished ﬁnish, and black anodized ﬁnish.
Flapper valve not included.
MD1025
1968-69 machine ﬁnish.. 139.99 pr
MD1026
1968-69 polished ﬁnish.. 159.99 pr
MD1027
1968-69 black ﬁnish ...... 189.99 pr
MD1034
1970-92 machine ﬁnish.. 169.99 pr
MD1031
1970-92 polished ﬁnish.. 189.99 pr
MD1035
1970-92 black ﬁnish ...... 195.99 pr

Filler Panels/Trunk Lids

1667113

K7914

1967-73 Rear Seat Speaker Shelf Panel
Reproduction rear shelf panel for 1967-73 Camaro
models. This area is notorious for rusting out and
this seat shelf panel solves the rust problem. Features
correctly punched and formed speaker mounting holes as
original. Available with traditional EDP coating or in a
Weld-Thru™ Primer that requires minimal preparation,
eliminates corrosion between overlapped panels, and
promotes superior weld characteristics.
OS2

underside detail

1967-69 OEM Style Reproduction Trunk Lid

C1201

This OER® Authorized reproduction trunk lid for
1967-69 Camaro models replicates the original in
extraordinary detail. Manufactured from OEM gauge
steel, this reproduction is the highest quality trunk
lid on the market today, accurately reproducing the
original appearance and ﬁt. Holes must be drilled for
rear spoiler installation.
OS2

Note: Shipped double oversize.

K7913
K7914
K7914W
K44512

1967
1968-69
1968-69
1970-73

coupe – EDP ..........
coupe – EDP ..........
coupe – Weld-ThruTM
all – EDP ...............

199.99
199.99
224.99
206.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

Note: Shipped double oversize.

C1201W

K4170

1967-69 .................................. 174.99 ea

1967-81 Upper Deck Filler Panel
Reproduction of the upper rear outer body panel which
installs between the rear window, or top well area, and
the trunk lid. The panel features the inner lip located
at the rear seat shelf area inside the rear window on
coupe models. Available with traditional EDP coating
or in a Weld-Thru™ Primer that requires minimal
preparation, eliminates corrosion between overlapped
panels, and promotes superior weld characteristics.

1967-69 Shelf Panel Brackets

Note: Shipped oversize.

Reproduction rear package shelf panel brackets for 196769 Camaro models. This bracket mounts underneath
the rear package shelf panel, it attaches to the rear
wheelhouse, and to the back seat brace. For coupe
models only. Available with traditional EDP coating or in
a Weld-Thru™ Primer that requires minimal preparation,
eliminates corrosion between overlapped panels, and
promotes superior weld characteristics.
1050
1967-69 coupe – EDP ............ 51.99 pr
1050W 1967-69 coupe – Weld-ThruTM 64.99 pr

K44513L

Body Components

OS1

without lip, coupe
convertible ...........
with lip, coupe .....
all .........................

49.99
64.99
69.99
49.99

8783521

ea
ea
ea
ea

with lip, coupe ..... 80.99 ea

9819030

K44513R

1970-73 Speaker Shelf Extension

H

EDP Coated
1667113 1967-69
C2364
1967-69
C1201
1967-69
8780126 1970-81
Weld-ThruTM
C1201W 1967-69

Reproduction rear shelf panel extensions for 1970-73
Camaro models. This area is notorious for rusting out
and these seat shelf panel extensions solve the rust
problem. These extensions feature correctly punched
and formed holes to mount as original.
K44513L
1970-73
LH .................. 35.99 ea
K44513R
1970-73
RH .................. 35.99 ea

Spot welded to rear shelf panel.

152681

1967-69 Rear Seat Back Hook
Reproduction rear seat back hook for 1967-69 F-Body
models. Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations, this
hook is used to secure the rear seat back to the speaker
shelf panel. 3 required per vehicle.
153626 1967-69 ...................................... 7.99 ea
152681 – underside

1967-81 Reproduction Trunk Lid
Replacement trunk lid assemblies for all 1967-81
Camaro models. Each panel is ready-to-install and
paint to the desired color. Features OEM gauge steel.

1970-75 Lower Deck Filler Panel
Reproduction of the lower deck ﬁller panel for 1970-75
Camaro models. This is the piece that installs between
the rear window, or top well area, and the trunk lid.
Features correct contours, factory gauge steel and EDP
coating for rust prevention.
Note: Shipped oversize.

K44704
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1970-75 ............................... 64.99 ea

Trunk Lids

Note: Shipped double oversize.

1970-73 Trunk Wire Gutter Clip
This spring steel clip is used to attach the trunk wire
gutter to secure wires out of the way and provide a
clean, tidy appearance. Sold in pairs.
152720
1970-73 .................................. 10.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Without Spoiler Holes
8783521
1967-69
9819030
1970-81
With Spoiler Holes
152681
1967-69
153020
1970-81

OS2

coupe or conv ... 133.99 ea
coupe ................ 146.99 ea
coupe or conv.... 209.99 ea
.......................... 179.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Trunk Lids/Hinges
KW693

F10500 –
angled view

1967-81 Trunk Lid Hinge Torque Spring

1967-69 Trunk Lid Hinges
Replace your damaged or rusted trunk hinges in your
1967-69 Camaro with this high-quality reproduction.
The trunk hinges include the mounting brackets that
are welded to the rear package shelf.
1049
1967-69 coupe/convertible .. 149.99 pr

These torque rods keeping pressure on the hinge
assemblies to keep the trunk lid open in a stable manner.
K169
1967-69 without rear spoiler 54.99 pr
KW693 1967-69 with rear spoiler ...... 58.99 pr
KW692 1967-69 RH with rear spoiler 28.99 ea
9868539 1970-81 LH all ...................... 24.99 ea
9868540 1970-81 RH w/rear spoiler ... 24.99 ea
9868538 1970-81 RH w/o rear spoiler 24.99 ea

F10500

153789
F11500

K281

153790

1970-81 Trunk Lid Hinges
Reproduction trunk lid hinge for 1970-81 F-Body
models. Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations for
proper ﬁtment and function. Come EDP coated for
rust prevention.
153789 1970-81 LH ......................... 74.99 ea
153790 1970-81 RH ......................... 74.99 ea

F12500

1967-81 Trunk Weatherstrip Gutter Set
This complete 3 piece trunk gutter set installs the
trunk weatherstrip around the inner trunk area. This
reproduction is perfect for the often rusted area where
the trunk weatherstrip is installed.
K281
1967-69
3 piece ................ 54.99 set
152907
1970-81
2 piece ................ 69.99 pr

1967-92 Fiberglass Lift-Off Style Trunk Lid
This is a ﬁberglass replacement of the trunk lid for 196792 Camaro models. These high-quality replacements
may be used for street, strip or show use. Pin-on style
trunk lid. Pins not included.
Note: *Shipped double oversize.
OS1
OS2
**Shipped oversize.
F10500*
1967-69 ............................. 244.99 ea
F11500*
1970-81 ............................. 244.99 ea
F12500**
1982-92 ............................. 241.99 ea

FB1060PF

1995-02 Liftgate/Trunk Lid Finish Welt
FB1060BS

top view

1967-69 Rear Inner Body/Trunk Hinge
Reproduction of the upper rear inner body panel
assembly which installs between the top well area
and trunk lid, under the upper rear outer body panel.
This assembly features the inner panel, inner panel to
wheelhouse braces, trunk lid hinges, and torsion bars
with ribbed plastic sleeving.
OS2
Note: Shipped double oversize.

C831

1967-69

convertible only ... 209.99 ea

1967-81 Billet Trunk Hinges
Replace your stamped steel trunk hinges with these
gas strut supported machined billet 6061-T6 aluminum
hinges. These hinges bolt in without modiﬁcation.
Made with weatherproof bearings and stainless steel
hardware for smooth, effortless operation. Includes
black carbon steel struts and all required mounting
hardware. Choose from natural, black anodized, or
polished ﬁnishes.
Polished Aluminum
FB1060PF 1967-69 ﬁberglass trunk ..... 359.99 set
FB1060PS 1967-69 steel trunk ........... 399.99 set
FB1061PF 1970-81 ﬁberglass trunk..... 404.99 set
FB1061PS 1970-81 steel trunk ........... 404.99 set
Anodized Black
FB1060BF 1967-69 ﬁberglass trunk lid 359.99 set
FB1060BS 1967-69 steel trunk lid ...... 399.99 set
FB1061BF 1970-81 ﬁberglass trunk..... 404.99 set
FB1061BS 1970-81 steel trunk ........... 404.99 set
Natural Aluminum
FB1060NF 1967-69 ﬁberglass trunk lid 319.99 set
FB1060NS 1967-69 steel trunk lid ...... 399.99 set
FB1061NF 1970-81 ﬁberglass trunk..... 364.99 set
FB1061NS 1970-81 steel trunk ........... 364.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

4721222

A4447

G6661

G9353

1967-02 Trunk Lid Rubber Bumper
Correct replacement bumper which applies to the body
and lid assembly for 1967-81 and 1991-92 models and
GM stoppers applied to the rear compartment window
to keep the rear window panel from slamming against
the body for 1982-02 models.
Trunk Lid Bumpers
4721222 1967-69 OER® reproduction 1.99 ea
A4447
1970-81 reproduction ........... 1.99 ea
10211204 1991-92 OER® reproduction 5.99 ea
GM Rear Lift Window Stoppers
G6661
1982-92 GM – 2 required ..... 5.99 ea
G9353
1993-02 GM – 2 required ..... 1.99 ea

Trunk Lids
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front view

Genuine GM coupe liftgate ﬁnish welt for 1995-02
Camaro models. Keep your Camaro free of leaks that
can ruin your trunk area by making sure that the seal
is in good condition.
G4629 1995-02 .................................. 157.99 ea

Trunk Spoilers

R352 – installed

1967-68 Original Style Rear Spoiler

R352

Optional on late production 1967 and all 1968 Camaro models. Includes correct
mounting studs molded into the bottom of the spoiler for mounting the spoiler to
the trunk lid. Each spoiler is manufactured in ﬁberglass. Spoilers are ready to be
prepped and primed for painting to the desired color prior to installation.
Important: Attachment nuts not included.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

3916633

OS2

1967-68 ............................................................................ 119.99 ea
R353

1970-81 Three Piece Original Style Rear Spoiler
This 3 piece style included a center spoiler and 2 outer spoilers. This was the optional
spoiler used by General Motors on all 1970-73 Camaro models. The 3 piece style
was optional on all models through 1981. The spoiler was designed much taller than
the 1 piece style. A change was made in 1974 on the design of the outer spoilers but
the same center spoiler is used from 1970 through 1981. Each spoiler includes the
correct mounting studs molded into the bottom of the spoiler for mounting to the
rear deck lid. Each spoiler is manufactured in ﬁberglass. Spoilers are ready to be
prepped and primed for painting to the desired color prior to installation.
Important: Attachment nuts not included.
Note: Shipped oversize.

1969 Original Style Rear Spoiler
Each spoiler includes correct mounting studs molded into the bottom of the spoiler
allowing proper mounting to the trunk lid. The studs on the spoiler will place
correctly into the trunk lid making installation easy. Each spoiler is manufactured
in ﬁberglass. Spoilers are ready to be prepped and primed for painting to the desired
color prior to installation.
Important: Attachment nuts not included. Note: Shipped double oversize.

3949798

R352
R353
480161
3990475
3990476
339433
339434

Body Components

OS1

3 piece kit ................................................... 289.99 kit
3 piece kit ................................................... 289.99 kit
center spoiler .............................................. 124.99 ea
LH spoiler .................................................. 99.99 ea
RH spoiler .................................................. 99.99 ea
LH spoiler .................................................. 99.99 ea
RH spoiler .................................................. 99.99 ea

OS2

1969 ................................................................................. 119.99 ea

Reproduction Z28 one piece
rear spoiler for 1970-73 models!

H

1970-73
1974-81
1970-81
1970-73
1970-73
1974-81
1974-81

1967-73 Rear Spoiler Mounting Hardware Kit
This hardware kit offers everything you’ll need to replace an OER® or original
GM rear spoiler. A complete hardware installation package for 1967-73 models.
E269A
1967-69
all ..................................................................... 4.99 kit
E269A
1970-73
with 1 piece rear spoiler .................................. 4.99 kit

1970-73 Z28 Rear Spoiler
When the Camaro body style changed in 1970, so did the rear spoilers. There were
now two designs instead on one. The low 1 piece version was similar to the 1969
model although shorter and sleeker. This spoiler was unique to the Z28 model and
is still a popular spoiler which can be installed on all 1970 through 1981 models
if desired. The other version was a 3 piece style which included a center spoiler
and 2 outer spoilers. Each spoiler includes correct mounting studs molded into the
bottom of the spoiler which makes installation easy. Each spoiler is manufactured
in ﬁberglass. Spoilers are ready to be prepped and primed for painting to the desired
color prior to installation.

Complete stud set for original GM rear spoilers with removable studs. This stud set
is designed for original style rear spoilers with removable studs. Most reproductions
have the studs molded into the spoiler.

Important: Attachment nuts not included.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

Note: The studs on current GM production spoilers and OER® reproduction spoilers are
molded in place and are not removable.

3974538
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OS2

1970-73 ............................................................................ 139.99 ea

Trunk Spoilers

1967-69 Rear Spoiler Mounting Stud Set

E391

1967-69

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

all ..................................................................... 19.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Trunk Spoilers
1993-02 Sport Wing

1982-92 High Rise Rear Spoiler
This reproduction high rise spoiler was available for 1982-92 models. Original style
replacement will ﬁt on all models.
OS2
Note: Shipped double oversize.

PT2724

1982-92

high rise spoiler .......................................... 349.99 ea

The sport wing was
designed to create a more
dynamic look for the
Camaro. The sport wing
is manufactured using
hand laminated ﬁberglass
for superior strength and
durability. The sport wing
replaces the factory spoiler
and is a direct bolt on
replacement using all of
the stock mounting holes.
The wing package uses the
factory third brake light and OE wiring harness from the factory wing. All parts
bolt directly in for a clean ﬁt and ﬁnish. Includes mounting hardware and detailed
instructions. Made in USA.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

1501035

1993-02

5"-6" tall ..................................................... 371.99 ea

1993-02 Super Wing
The super wing was sculpted
to give a distinctive appearance
to the 1993-02 Camaro. The
rear wing helps create more
rear down force and does not
obstruct rear vision. Designed
to bolt to the factory center
rear spoiler, the super wing
installs with ease. Includes
mounting hardware and detailed
instructions. Made in USA.

1982-92 Rear Spoiler
Fiberglass reproduction of the 1982-92 Camaro rear spoiler. This spoiler was originally
installed on 1982-86 and 1991-92 models but can be installed on any 1982-92
model except convertible. This 3 piece set includes the center section with both LH
and RH ends. The center section does not have a provision for a third brake light.
Note: Shipped oversize.

C15299
C15321

1501005

1993-02

11" tall .......................................................... 365.99 ea

OS1

1982-92
1982-92

3 piece
3 piece

without 3rd brake lamp hole ...... 389.99 set
with 3rd brake lamp hole ........... 389.99 ea

1993-02 High Rise Rear Spoiler
Superb factory style rear spoiler for use with 4th generation models. Fits all 1993-02
Camaro models. Includes provisions for rear factory lamp. Manufactured using the
highest grade ﬁberglass materials. Lamp not included. Install your existing factory
lamp in spoiler. Measures: 61" x 37" x 10".
Note: Shipped truck freight.

PT2790

Note: WILL NOT WORK WITH
SS OR RS WING. Does not have
provision for third brake light.
Shipped truck freight.

1993-02

high rise spoiler ........................................... 395.99 ea

1993-02 SS Style Spoiler
Classic Industries® offers the
absolute largest selection of
4th generation Camaro addons and accessories. This SS
style rear spoiler is one of the
most popular 4th generation
spoilers you can own. The
SS spoiler emulates the exact
shape and lines designed for
the SS Camaro. It is made to
be light but extremely strong,
and is ready to prep and paint.
Get the look of Chevrolet’s top
performance Camaro with this
highly sought after design. Third
brake light not included.
Important: SS Spoilers use factory third brake light available separately.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

1501040
1501045

1993-97
1998-02

OS2

SS style spoiler ........................................... 371.99 ea
SS style spoiler ........................................... 431.99 ea

1993-02 Performance Rear Spoiler

Note: Shipped double oversize.

1501012

1993-02

3 piece spoiler .............................................. 365.99 ea

Note: Shipped double oversize.

1501006

OS2

1993-02 ............................................................................ 394.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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1993-02 Three Piece Spoiler
Giving a low proﬁle look, the 2" high spoiler is exactly what the Camaro needs to
associate itself with its sporty heritage. Manufactured from urethane for excellent
strength and durability, the 3 piece spoiler offers a ﬂawless ﬁt and ﬁnish. Installation
instructions and all mounting hardware are included.
OS2

The performance spoiler has
been designed and developed
to increase rear down force and
add a more aggressive low wing
look to the Camaro. Standing at a
lofty 5 in. high, the performance
spoiler creates a pure race look.
Approved by SCCA, the spoiler
reduces rear end lift at higher
speeds, which creates better grip
on the road. All performance
spoilers are manufactured from
hand laid ﬁberglass for superior
strength and durability. Complete
instructions and all mounting
hardware is included.

Trunk Mats
Two Color Options!

K79000A

1967-81 Houndstooth Jack Storage Bag

gray and white aqua and black

Handy jack and load rest bracket storage bag with snap
lock. Produced with reproduction Houndstooth felt
backed material. Fits original jack assembly.
K79000B
1967-71
aqua/black ....... 15.99 ea
K79000A
1972-81
gray/white ....... 15.99 ea

40709293

1967-73 Molded Vinyl Trunk Mat
14"/15" vinyl spare tire cover

jack storage bag

1967-81 Three Piece Vinyl Trunk Mat Kit
Although sometimes neglected, it doesn’t take much to bring your trunk area back to showroom condition. The
kits are produced with three individual components: the trunk mat, the spare tire cover and the jack storage
pack. The trunk mats are manufactured in vinyl material with a soft felt backing. Each form ﬁtted trunk mat is
produced from original factory patterns and features the original style Houndstooth pattern. The spare tire covers
are produced in the same Houndstooth material and can be ordered three ways: A 14"/15" spare tire cover, a
space saver spare or a ﬁberboard spare tire cover. The ﬁberboard cover includes a stiff ﬁberboard support. The
kit also includes a jack storage bag produced in Houndstooth material which is correctly sized to house the jack
unit, bracket and wrench.

Gray and White
1967-69 Trunk Mat Kits
R79050A
14" or 15" vinyl tire cover..
R79050B
space saver vinyl tire cover
R79050C
ﬁberboard 14" tire cover ....
R79050D
ﬁberboard 15" tire cover ....
1970-73 Trunk Mat Kits
R79051A
14" or 15" tire cover ...........
R79051B
space saver vinyl tire cover
R79051C
ﬁberboard tire cover 14" ....
R79051D
ﬁberboard tire cover 15" ....
1974-81 Trunk Mat Kits
R79052A
14" or 15" tire cover ...........
R79052B
pace saver vinyl tire cover
R79052C
ﬁberboard tire cover 14" ....
R79052D
ﬁberboard tire cover 15" ....

79.99
81.99
89.99
89.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

79.99
79.99
89.99
89.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

79.99
79.99
89.99
89.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

Aqua and Black
1967-69 Trunk Mat Kits
R79056A
14" or 15" vinyl tire cover..
R79056B
space saver vinyl tire cover
R79056C
ﬁberboard tire cover 14" ....
R79056D
ﬁberboard tire cover 15" ....
1970-73 Trunk Mat Kits
R79057A
14" or 15" vinyl tire cover..
R79057B
space saver vinyl tire cover
R79057C
ﬁberboard tire cover 14" ....
R79057D
ﬁberboard tire cover 15" ....
1974-81 Trunk Mat Kits
R79058A
14" or 15" vinyl tire cover..
R79058B
space saver vinyl tire cover
R79058C
ﬁberboard tire cover 14" ....
R79058D
ﬁberboard tire cover 15" ....

89.99
89.99
89.99
89.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

79.99
79.99
89.99
89.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

79.99
79.99
89.99
89.99

kit
kit
kit
kit

Reproduction trunk mats are manufactured and designed
to replace the original mat exactly. Heat molded to ﬁt
the trunk pan and then die-cut to the exact dimension
of the original material. These mats feature the correct
Houndstooth design in the aquamarine/black color
offering a completely original appearance. The early
model mats are manufactured for coupe models.
Convertible models require minor trimming around
the rear convertible weight dampeners. The dampeners
were installed on all convertibles to help distribute the
weight in critical areas of the vehicle. These molded
mats were standard on 1967-69 Camaro models with
deluxe interior and a dealer option on standard models.
Note: 1972 and 1973 Camaro models originally came
with gray and white Houndstooth trunk mats, currently
unavailable in OEM style molded trunk mat.

Houndstooth Pattern
40709291
1967
40709292
1968
40709293
1969
40709294
1970-73

aqua/black .....
aqua/black .....
aqua/black .....
aqua/black .....

74.99
74.99
74.99
74.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

K76000A

H

Body Components

1967-81 Vinyl Trunk Mat
K78007B

K78000A

1967-81 Fiberboard Spare Tire Cover
Reproduction spare tire cover manufactured in the
correct aquamarine and black or gray and white
Houndstooth pattern. Each tire cover is speciﬁcally
designed for either a 14" or 15" spare. This cover offers
a tapered ﬁt because of the stiff ﬁberboard support.
These covers also include an elastic bottom to wrap
around the spare tire. Recommended for use with the
molded vinyl trunk mat.
Gray/White
K78007A
1967-81
14" tire ............. 44.99 ea
K78008A
1967-81
15" tire ............. 44.99 ea
Aqua/Black
K78007B
1967-81
14" tire ............. 44.99 ea
K78008B
1967-81
15" tire ............. 44.99 ea
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1967-81 Felt Backed Spare Tire Cover
Each cover is manufactured in a heavy vinyl material
which includes a soft felt backing. Your choice of
original aquamarine/black or gray/white depending
on the application. Recommended for use with the
reproduction vinyl trunk mat.
Gray/White
K78000A
1967-81
standard ........... 34.99 ea
K78000B
1967-81
space saver ....... 34.99 ea
Aqua/Black
K78006A
1967-81
standard ........... 34.99 ea
K78006B
1967-81
space saver ....... 34.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Your choice of original style vinyl trunk mats in aqua/
black or gray/white. Reproduction trunk mats are
designed to replace the original mat or can be added to
a trunk which was not originally equipped with a mat.
Each year is produced to ﬁt the trunk pan to the exact
dimensions of the original. The correct Houndstooth
design is included in the aquamarine/black Houndstooth
pattern or the gray/white Houndstooth pattern offering
a completely original appearance. Convertible models
may require minor trimming around the rear convertible
weight dampeners.
Houndstooth Pattern
K76000A
1967-69
gray/white ...... 36.99 ea
K76000B
1967-69
aqua/black ...... 36.99 ea
K76001A
1970-73
gray/white ...... 35.99 ea
K76001B
1970-73
aqua/black ...... 35.99 ea
K76002A
1974-81
gray/white ...... 38.99 ea
K76002B
1974-81
aqua/black ...... 36.99 ea
Herringbone Pattern
K76001C
1972-73
felt back.......... 54.99 ea
K76001D
1974-77
felt back.......... 50.99 ea
K76001E
1978-81
felt back black 39.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Jack Hardware
1967-69 Custom Trunk Lid Cover
This custom
trunk lid cover
is manufactured
in the USA from
black, impact
resistant ABS
plastic, and
is ready-toinstall with
pre-mounted
industrial strength Velcro. It will hide all of the factory
holes and stamping marks without any drilling or
screwing into your deck lid.

Important: Due to the inherent dangers of this type of jacking
device, it is recommended for show and display only.

3909108

1967-70 ............................... 139.99 set

OS1

Note: Shipped oversize.

TL6769

1967-70 Bumper Jack Assembly
Reproduction bumper jack assembly for Camaro
models. Includes base and jacking mechanism. Jack
load rest bracket is sold separately.

1967-69 ............................... 209.99 ea

881388
C512

1967-73 Bumper Jack Assemblies
Reproduction of the original bumper jack assembly
kits for 1967-73 models. Available in a basic kit or a
deluxe kit (components listed below).
Important: Due to the inherent dangers of this type of
jacking device, it is recommended for show car use only.
Not for actual use.

1967-69 Molded Trunk Carpet
Dress-up your 1967-69 Camaro trunk with this molded
80/20 loop carpet. Molded carpet is a durable and
attractive way to beautify that eyesore called your trunk.
CM52088
1967-68
black ............ 159.99 ea
CM52089
1969
black ............ 159.99 ea

Basic Kits
Includes jack assembly and correct year load rest bracket.
881384 1967 ........................................ 109.99 kit
881385 1968 ........................................ 109.99 kit
881386 1969 ........................................ 109.99 kit
Deluxe Kits
Includes jack assembly, correct year load rest bracket,
spare tire hold down rod and nut, and jack handle/
lug wrench.
881387 1967 ........................................ 119.99 ea
881388 1968 ........................................ 119.99 ea
881389 1969 ........................................ 124.99 ea
881390 1970-73 .................................. 129.99 ea

HC54

748791

1967-81 Jack Load Rest Bracket
Reproduction jack load rest brackets used with early
Camaro models. Unit attaches to jack then bumper for
easy lift when changing ﬂat tires.
C82
1967
load rest bracket ...... 14.99 ea
C82A
1968
load rest bracket ...... 15.99 ea
C512
1969
load rest bracket ...... 21.99 ea
HC54
1969
with Endura bumper 52.99 ea
E308
1970-72 load rest bracket ...... 28.99 ea
748791 1975-81 jack mounting bracket 32.99 ea

G3801

1967-02 Jack and Lug Wrench
There’s nothing like having a ﬂat tire without a jack
wrench! Be sure you have the equipment you need.
These Genuine GM wrenches are used for jacking and
lug nut removal/installation.
G6543 1967-86 3/4" and 19mm .......... 39.99 ea
G3801 1987-02 19mm – square pry end 47.99 ea

9785616
FG2001

1993-02 Camaro Custom Trunk Mat
Protect your OE hatchback area/trunk mat with these
custom cut logo mats. Featuring the same heavy-duty
construction as Fender Gripper mats, these mats create
great visual impact and will not slide around when in
use. Prevents items like toolboxes, or groceries from
sliding around. Completely hand washable, they are
impervious to motor oil, coolant and brake ﬂuid.
Available with your choice of Camaro logo or “SS”
letters. Mat is black with white details.
FG2000
1993-02
Camaro logo ...... 55.99 ea
FG2001
1993-02
SS logo .............. 55.99 ea

364993

1967-81 Jack Wrench Storage Sleeve
Correct replacement storage sleeve for the jack wrench.
For 1967-81 models.
9781956
1967-81 2-1/4" wide ........ 17.99 ea
9781957
1967-81 2-3/4" wide ........ 19.99 ea

C341851

1967-69 Space Saver Tire Inﬂator Retainer

15139

1967-69 Trunk Panel Set
This 3/16" thick trunk panel set is the perfect way to
beautify your trunk area. Panels can be covered with
vinyl, cloth or even carpet to achieve whatever custom
look you desire.
CM53140

1987-02 Jack Assembly
Genuine replacement jack assemblies for 3rd and 4th
generation Camaro. This assembly ﬁts correctly into
the designated area of the trunk.
G6929 1987-02 .................................. 165.99 ea

OS1

1967-69 ............................ 199.99 set

1967-74 Spare Tire Clamp Anchor Plate

1968-74 Jack Base

Protect your spare tire and prevent unnecessary
movement by checking your anchor plate. Acts as a
clamp for the spare tire hold down rod in place after
the nut is tightened. For 1967-74 Camaro models.
20066400
1967-74 ............................... 9.99 ea

Reproduction of the jack base for 1968-74 models.
Available without date code or with code U69, correct
for 1969 models only.
15138
1968-74 ............................... 34.99 ea
15139
1969
date coded-U69...... 38.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Correct reproduction tire inﬂator canister bracket. This
retainer holds the inﬂator bottle in place.
C191881
1967-69
early style ........ 16.99 ea
C341851
1967-69
late style .......... 18.99 ea

Note: Shipped oversize.

9781956

1967-81 Spare Tire Nut and Hold Down Rod
Reproduction spare tire nut and hold down rod used
to retain the spare tire.
9785616
1967-81
nut ...................... 4.99 ea
364993
1967-81
hold down rod .... 5.99 ea

Trunk Floor

R8501

1967-69 Trunk Floor Replacement Kits

152887 – top view

Reproduction trunk ﬂoor replacement kits for 1967-69 Camaro models. Includes: trunk
ﬂoor, extensions, lower side panels, and optional trunk ﬂoor reinforcements. Choose
from the standard kit or the deluxe version which includes trunk reinforcements.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

Standard Kits
R8500
1967-68
R8502
1969
Deluxe Kits
R8501
1967-68
R8503
1969

OS2

without reinforcements ................................ 187.99 kit
without reinforcements ................................ 196.99 kit

152887 – underside view

1974-81 Trunk Floor Assembly with Seat Back Panel
Reproduction trunk ﬂoor assembly with or without the seat back panel for 1974-81
Camaro models. Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations each assembly features
correct contours, factory style top and lower bracing, and comes EDP coated for
rust prevention.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

with reinforcements ..................................... 268.99 kit
with reinforcements ..................................... 293.99 kit

152887
152973

1974-81
1974-81

with transition panel ................................... 699.99 ea
without transition panel .............................. 504.99 ea

1667336
underside
C339W –
top side

1967-73 Full Trunk Pan
Reproduction trunk ﬂoor pan for 1967-73 Camaro. Includes: the tail pan braces, ﬂoor
braces, shock reinforcement plates, side trunk ﬂoor extensions, and forward panel up to
the rear seat divider to save time and money when repairing the trunk ﬂoor. Add lower
side panels (sold separately) for a complete replacement. Available with traditional
EDP coating or in a Weld-Thru™ Primer that requires minimal preparation, eliminates
corrosion between overlapped panels, and promotes superior weld characteristics.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

C338
C337
C339
C339W
C340

1967
1968
1969
1969
1970-73

EDP coated .................................................
EDP coated .................................................
EDP coated .................................................
Weld-Thru™ ................................................
EDP coated .................................................

287.99
287.99
287.99
379.99
287.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1667194
1667337

1967-81 Center Trunk Floor Pan
Replace your rusted trunk pan with this quality reproduction. Each trunk pan is
reproduced to factory speciﬁcations to replace the entire bottom portion of the trunk
area. Features correct reinforcement seams built in the panel for added support. The
panel comes EDP coated for corrosion protection. Metal trunk pan plugs to cover
the two open areas of the trunk pan are sold separately.
Important: Check dimensions before purchasing.
Note: *Shipped double oversize. **Shipped truck freight.

H
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OS2
Trunk Floor Pans
C138*
1967-68
47-1/4" x 30-1/2" ..................................... 69.99
C238*
1969
48" x 32" .................................................. 79.99
1667336**
1970-73
37-1/2" x 48" ........................................... 99.99
1667337**
1974-81
39" x 57-1/2" ........................................... 154.99
Trunk Floor Pan Metal Plugs
1667194
1967-73
2 required .................................................
2.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

G4696
14943W – top side

underside

1970-73 Trunk Floor with Frame Rails
Reproduction trunk ﬂoor with rear frame rails attached for 1970-73 Camaro models.
Replace that rusted trunk and without worrying about frame rails or the rear seat
transition pan because they are now attached to save you money and time and get
your project ﬁnished faster! Available with traditional EDP coating or in a WeldThru™ Primer that requires minimal preparation, eliminates corrosion between
overlapped panels, and promotes superior weld characteristics.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

14943
14943W
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1970-73
1970-73

EDP coated ............................................... 1499.99 ea
Weld-Thru™ .............................................. 1599.99 ea

Trunk Pans

1982-02 Trunk Floor Pan
Each trunk pan is manufactured to
factory speciﬁcations and will replace
the entire bottom portion of the trunk
area. The pan also includes correct
reinforcement braces built in the panel
for added support. Reproduction is made
in the USA.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

OS2

C6581 1982-92 repro.. 269.99 ea
G4696 1993-02 GM.... 487.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

G6933

1993-02 Filler Panel
Genuine GM trunk ﬂoor ﬁller panels
for 1993 through 2002 Camaro models.
These complete panels will replace your
original exactly. Eliminate rust from
your 4th generation model with these
Genuine GM ﬂoor panels.
G6934 1993-02 LH ... 99.99 ea
G6933 1993-02 RH ... 79.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Trunk Components
1967-71 Trunk Pan Upper Shroud Plug
C2056

KW975R

1967-69 Trunk Floor Reinforcement
Reproduction trunk ﬂoor reinforcements for 1967-69
models. Available with traditional EDP coating or in a
Weld-Thru™ Primer that requires minimal preparation,
eliminates corrosion between overlapped panels, and
promotes superior weld characteristics.
EDP Coated
C3480
1967-68 LH or RH – 2 req. 44.99 ea
C2057
1969
LH ........................ 53.99 ea
C2056
1969
RH ....................... 53.99 ea
Weld-Thru™ Primer
C2057W 1969
LH ........................ 58.99 ea
C2056W 1969
RH ....................... 58.99 ea

KW975L

1967-69 Quarter Panel Corner Stiffener
Reproduction quarter panel trunk opening corner
stiffeners for 1967-69 coupe models. Stiffener is
welded to quarter panel on the underside of the trunk
lid opening. For coupe models only.
KW975L
1967-68
LH ................... 21.99 ea
KW975R
1967-68
RH ................... 21.99 ea
KW976L
1969
LH ................... 24.99 ea
KW976R
1969
RH ................... 24.99 ea

This small plug seals out
air and water, preventing
them from entering the trunk area.
Reproduction trunk pans do not
4805844
include the plug.
With or Without Spoiler
4805844
1967-70 13/16" i.d. hole ..... 2.49 ea
With Spoiler
4805843
1969-71 11/16" i.d. hole .... 4.99 ea

K254

K252

K251

1967-81 Tail Panel/Trunk Braces
C109L

This piece is a must for any trunk area restoration.
Mounts between the trunk ﬂoor and tail panel. This
quality stamped steel piece acts as a brace for the tail
panel as well as the trunk latch assembly.
K254
1967-68
EDP coated ........ 39.99 ea
K252
1969
EDP coated ........ 32.99 ea
K251
1970-73
EDP coated ........ 39.99 ea
K251W
1970-73
Weld-Thru™ ....... 49.99 ea
153731
1974-81
EDP coated ........ 39.99 ea

C109R

1967-69 Trunk Lower Side Panel
Reproduction lower side panels for 1967-69 Camaro
models. Replaces the sheet metal area on the sides of
the trunk pan where trunk pan drops off and meets the
lower rear quarter panel.
C109L
1967-68
LH ...................... 28.99 ea
C109R
1967-68
RH ...................... 28.99 ea
C209L
1969
LH ...................... 28.99 ea
C209R
1969
RH ...................... 28.99 ea

E307

C139L

C139R

1967-69 Trunk Floor Extension
Reproduction trunk extension located between the
trunk ﬂoor pan and the lower side extension drop-off’s.
Each extension ﬁts the original or reproduction trunk
pan. Each piece is stamped and correctly conﬁgured
to the original GM part. The trunk extensions are also
included in the trunk ﬂoor replacement kit for 1967 -69.
C139L
1967-68
LH ..................... 47.99 ea
C139R
1967-68
RH .................... 47.99 ea
C239L
1969
LH ..................... 41.99 ea
C239R
1969
RH .................... 41.99 ea

KW612

KW611

E306

1970-81 Trunk Lower Side Panel
Reproduction lower side panels for 1970-81 Camaro
models. Replaces the sheet metal area on the sides of
the trunk pan where trunk pan drops off and meets the
lower rear quarter panel.
E307
1970-73
LH ...................... 36.99 ea
E306
1970-73
RH ...................... 36.99 ea
E501
1974-81
LH ...................... 54.99 ea
E502
1974-81
RH ...................... 54.99 ea

K7929

K7928

1968-69 Rear Shock Tower Support
Reproduction rear shock tower support panels for
1968-69 Camaro models. These panels mounts between
the rear frame rails and the trunk pan.
K7928
1968-69
LH ..................... 48.99 ea
K7929
1968-69
RH .................... 48.99 ea

C125A

1967-69 Rear Shock Tower Panel
These correct reproduction shock tower panels replace
the commonly rusted out area where the shock mounts
attach. These panels are designed and manufactured to
original speciﬁcations, offering a simple installation
and correct ﬁt. The LH panel for 1967 differs from
1968-69, be sure to order the correct panel for your year.
Note: Welding required. The shock upper anchor plate is
not included.

C125A
C125L
C125R

1967
1968-69
1967-69

LH ..................... 33.99 ea
LH ..................... 33.99 ea
RH .................... 33.99 ea

These reproduction braces extend from the rear trunk
ﬂoor pan to the inside of the rear end or quarter panel
at the bumper mounting points. They are manufactured
from original gauge steel and are EDP coated or plated
to prevent corrosion. Ready-to-install, prime, and paint.
Inner Braces
KW611
1967-68
LH or RH ........... 21.99 ea
KW612
1969
LH and RH ......... 39.99 pr
Corner Braces
KW613
1969
LH and RH ......... 19.99 pr

Reproduction rear shock mount
reinforcement plates for 1967-69
models. This EDP coated, diestamped, heavy steel plate mounts to
the trunk ﬂoor and has two threaded holes.
KW953 1967-69 .................................... 11.99 ea

1971-81 Trunk Pan Access Plug
Trunk ﬂoor drain plug for 1971-81
Camaro models. The plug should
be checked and possibly replaced if
necessary. We recommend checking
the plug on occasion for wear.
9731275
1971-81 .................................. 9.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

152936

152937

1970-73 Jack Mast Bracket
Reproduction trunk ﬂoor jack mast bracket for 1970-73
Camaro models. Welded to the trunk ﬂoor and acts as
a mounting point for the ﬂoor jack.
152936
1970-73
front ................... 31.99 ea
152937
1970-73
rear ..................... 31.99 ea

Trunk Components
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1967-69 Rear Shock Reinforcement Plate
C125L

KW613

1967-69 Trunk Floor to Tail Pan Braces

Trunk Components
TK1021

1967-01 Trunk Lock
1967-69 Trunk Lid Latch
Reproduction trunk lid latch assembly originally
installed on all 1967 through 1969 Camaro models.
4753019
1967-69 ................................. 26.99 ea

Replace your trunk lock cylinder with these correct
replacement type cylinders. Each cylinder includes 2
precut keys for easy and fast installation. Some locks
are available with original style keys. The lock cylinder
retainer is not included (available separately).
TK112
1967
late model key ... 13.99 ea
TK112A
1967
original key ....... 14.99 ea
TK113A
1968
original key ....... 14.99 ea
TK1021
1968-69 late model key ... 13.99 ea
TK1022
1970-73 late model key ... 39.99 ea
TK1023
1974-77 late model key ... 34.99 ea
TK112
1982-85 late model key ... 13.99 ea
TK1025B 1986-92 late model key ... 19.99 ea
TK1058A 1993-01 late model key ... 19.99 ea

1970-73 Trunk Lock Bezel
Reproduction chrome trunk lock bezel for 1970-73
Camaro models. This highly polished chrome bezel
will replace your old rusted bezel exactly.
9659628
1970-73 .............................. 29.99 ea

1967-69 Trunk Latch Bolt Set
Reproduction trunk latch mounting bolt set for 1967-69
Camaro models. Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations
featuring the correct integral serrated washers.
153580 1967-69 ..................................... 4.99 set

1970-73 Trunk Lock Bezel Gasket
1967-68 Trunk Lock Cylinder
Cylinder unit where key ﬁts into. All cylinders are sold
uncoded. Take this lock assembly and your existing
key to a lock shop or locksmith and have the cylinder
coded to your keys. Keys may be purchased separately.
G6943 1967-68
uncoded ............... 38.99 ea

The correct molded rubber gasket is made to ﬁt the
bezel exactly. Keep water and other elements out by
replacing the rubber. An essential item when installing
a new trunk lock bezel.
K946
1970-73 molded bezel gasket 14.99 ea

1971-81 Trunk Latch Assembly
This is a reproduction replacement trunk latch
assembly. This unit installs in the trunk area and is
connected to the trunk lock cylinder by the handle shaft.
Note: This assembly does not include the shaft or lock
cylinder assembly. Available separately.

20291279

1971-81 ................................ 34.99 ea

4471426

1967-81 Trunk Lock Cylinder Gasket
This is the gasket used to seal the trunk lock cylinder
to body on 1967-69 and 1974-81 models.
4471426 1967-69 molded as original .. 4.99 ea
K941
1974-81 die-cut ..................... 1.89 ea
CL2040

C2517

1967-81 Trunk Lid Catch

H
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Precise reproduction trunk lid catch for 1967-81
models. This catch mounts to the trunk lid, replacing
your broken or missing trunk lid catch, to provide a
precise and solid surface for the latch to hook onto.
C2517
1967-69 .................................. 17.99 ea
153852
1971-81 .................................. 19.99 ea

1995-02 Rear Body Panel Lock Support
Genuine GM rear body panel to trunk lock support
panel. This panel installs on the inside of the trunk
area where the trunk lock is installed. Acts as a support
between the trunk ﬂoor and rear body panel.
G4694
1995-02 .................................. 82.99 ea

1967-81 Trunk Lock Handle Shaft
Correct replacement of the trunk lock cylinder to latch
torque rod. This rod extends from the outer trunk lock
cylinder to the inner latch assembly and allows the
lock to engage when the key is turned.
CL2040
1967-77 ................................... 2.49 ea
CL254
1978-81 ................................... 2.49 ea

1993-02 Liftgate/Trunk Lid Latch
Genuine GM trunk lid/liftgate latch designed for
1993-02 4th generation Camaro models.
G4621 1993-02 coupe or convertible 131.99 ea
4544749

8733875

1967-69 Electric Trunk Latch Release Set
This bolt-in trunk latch set replaces your factory manual
latch, letting you open the trunk by a push of a button!
Works with most aftermarket alarm systems. Includes:
electric latch, lid catch, wiring, connectors, switch,
lock gasket, hardware, and instructions.
M80001
1967-69 ............................... 199.99 set
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G4619

1967-69 Trunk Lock Retainer

1993-02 Liftgate/Trunk Striker

Reproduction trunk lock retainer for all 1967-69
Camaro models. Reproduction manufactured by OER®
restoration products.
4544749
1967-68 .............................. 17.99 ea
8733875
1969.................................... 17.99 ea

Genuine GM trunk lid/liftgate striker designed for
1993-02 4th generation Camaro models.
G4619 1993-96
coupe .................... 29.99 ea
G4632 1997-02
coupe .................... 18.99 ea
G4619 1994-02
convertible ............ 29.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Trunk Components
1993-02 Trunk Lock Cylinder
Genuine GM trunk lock cylinder for 1993-02 Camaro
models. This assembly includes the components
necessary to replace the lock assembly. Uncoded.
Requires existing key to code the cylinder.
G4622 1993-02
uncoded ............... 50.99 ea

1982-92 Rear Hatch Hinge Bolt

1986-91 Rear Hatch Motor Nylon Guides

Reproduction bolt assembly used to hold the hinge
to the rear hatch glass on 1982-92 Camaro models.
20309167 1982-92 2 req. per hinge ... 17.99 ea

Reproduction rear hatch motor nylon guides for
1986-91 Camaro models. Replace your worn out
originals with these quality replacements. Installation
instructions are included.
152840
1986-91 ................................... 26.99 set

1993-02 Liftgate/Trunk Solenoid

A9400156

Genuine GM trunk lid/liftgate solenoid designed for
1993-02 4th generation Camaro models.
G4077
1993-98
coupe ................... 43.99 ea
G4077
1993-02
convertible........... 43.99 ea

1982-92 Rear Hatch Strut Cover Trim Set

1986-91 Rear Hatch Motor Slides

1993-02 Liftgate
Release Switch

Reproduction rear hatch strut cover trim sets for 198292 F-Body models. Each set includes the 2 caps and
the 2 escutcheon trim pieces that cover the rear hatch
strut bolts. Available in black, red, gray, saddle, and
beechwood. Can also be painted to match other interior
colors. Sold as a set only.

Replacement slides that guide the rear hatch pull down
function. Made from injection molded hardened plastic,
these slides are not serviced by GM.
F3001
1986-91
set of 4 .................. 29.99 set

Genuine GM liftgate release switch
designed to replace the original nonoperative switch. Designed to allow
the tailgate to open automatically
when the button is pressed.
G4355 1993-02 .................................... 31.99 ea

A9400141
A9400153
A9400154
A9400155
A9400156

Note: Colors cosmetically correct for years listed, but will
ﬁt all 1982-92 F-Body models.

1982-92
1991-92
1985-92
1982-87
1988-92

black ..............
red ..................
gray ................
saddle .............
beechwood .....

29.99
29.99
29.99
29.99
29.99

set
set
set
set
set

1986-91 Deluxe Hatch Pull-Down Repair Set

G4620

Repair your rear hatch pull-down units. This set
contains a new motor in an improved housing, nylon
guides, gear nut, and white lithium grease. This repair
set is for hatch pull down units that have a metal frame.

1982-02 Liftgate/Trunk Support Struts
Reproduction liftgate/trunk lift support struts for
1982-02 Camaro models. Manufactured to factory
speciﬁcations featuring the correct supporting pressure
and original style mounting points. Your choice of
Genuine GM or aftermarket replacements.
Note: *With defogger, louvers, spoiler, and wiper.

Genuine GM
Coupe
G9120*
1982-92
LH or RH ....... 157.99
G4634
1993-02
LH .................. 73.99
G4633
1993-02
RH .................. 73.99
Convertible
G11654
1987-92
LH or RH ....... 23.99
G4620
1993-02
LH or RH ....... 83.99
Reproduction
Coupe
154954
1982-92
LH or RH ....... 29.99
10419988 1993-02
LH or RH ....... 29.99
Convertible
10193275 1993-02
LH or RH ......... 19.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

ea
ea

A8100334 A8100336 A8100337 A8100335 A8100342

Note: There was a mid-year change in 1991. Not for use on
vehicles that have a plastic molded frame.

300310

1986-91 .................................. 139.99 set

1982-92 Rear Hatch Panel Trim Screws
Reproduction interior trim fastener for rear hatch
cargo panels. This trim screw is manufactured from
correct plastic material in the original shape and size
to secure the rear hatch interior panels. Available in a
variety of colors. Sold individually.
Trim Screw
A8100334 1982-92 black ................... 2.99 ea
A8100336 1982-92 red ....................... 2.99 ea
A8100337 1982-92 gray ..................... 2.99 ea
A8100335 1982-92 tan ....................... 2.99 ea
A8100342 1982-92 dark blue ............. 4.99 ea
Retaining Nut
152942
1982-92 nut ....................... 2.99 ea

1993-02 Liftgate Trim Panel Retainer
Genuine GM rear liftgate/trunk lid panel retainer
designed to hold the inner trim panel. Requires 13
retainers per vehicle.
G4638 1993-02 13 required ............... 8.99 ea

ea

1982-92 Rear Hatch Screw/Nut Sets
1982-92 Billet Hatch Hinges
Replacement rear hatch hinges for 1982-92 Camaro
models. Manufactured from 7075 aircraft aluminum,
come assembled with new stainless hardware, and
features a black anodized ﬁnish.
153592
1982-92 .............................. 186.99 pr

Reproduction of the rear hatch panel screw and nut
sets for 1982-92 models. This set of 6 screws and 6
nuts is for attaching the moldings around the inside
of the rear hatch area.
F2601
1982-92
black .................... 29.99 set
F2602
1982-92
red ....................... 29.99 set
F2603
1982-92
gray ..................... 29.99 set
F2604
1982-92
tan........................ 29.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1993-02 Trunk Lamp Switch
Genuine GM trunk lamp switch for 1993-02 Camaro
models. Switch is designed to turn on the rear lamp
when the liftgate/trunk panel is opened.
G4625 1993-02 .................................... 25.99 ea

1982-92 Rear Cargo Retainer
Reproduction rear cargo panel trim
screw retainer clip for 1982-92 Camaro
models. This clip is used to secure
the interior trim cargo panels, and is
manufactured in the correct shape and size.
152942
1982-92 .................................... 2.99 ea
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F2601

Rear Body Panels
CM6351
preinstalled
backup lamp brackets

7710985

1967-69 Standard Rear Body Panel
These reproduction rear body panels are manufactured
to original speciﬁcations, featuring correct contours
and rear tail lamp cutouts. Back-up lamp openings
must be cut for Rally Sport models.
OS2
Note: Shipped double oversize.

7710985 1967-68 std. replacement .... 88.99 ea
C82354 1967-68 Restorer’s ChoiceTM 109.99 ea
8716470 1969
.............................. 109.99 ea

15880

1970-77 Rear Outer Valance Panel

1967-68 RS Conversion Rear Tail Panel
Convert your standard Camaro into a Rally Sport model!
This conversion rear body panel for 1967-68 Camaro
models has been manufactured from new tooling to
provide clean lines and an authentic appearance. Features
correct contours, tail lamp mounting brackets, cutouts,
and brackets for the RS back-up lamps.

Reproductions rear valance panel for 1970-77
Camaro models. This panel is manufactured to
OEM speciﬁcations for correct appearance and
simple installation.
Note: Shipped oversize.

CM6351
CM6352

OS1

1970-73 ................................. 58.99 ea
1974-77 ................................. 51.99 ea

Important: This panel requires that you cut an opening
on the rear valance panel for the back-up lamp bracket to
go through.
OS2
Note: Shipped double oversize.

15880

1967-68 .................................. 189.99 ea

HC375

1974-77 Inner Rear Body Panel
Classic Industries® offers a reproduction inner rear body
panel for 1974-77 models. Each panel will completely
replace the original inner panel in every detail.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

HC377

1967-69 Rear Body Panel
These unrivaled reproduction 1967-69 Camaro tail
panels are manufactured from high grade steel, featuring
correct stampings for standard or Rally Sport models.
RS tail panels include separate openings for the backing
lamps below the bumper, as original. Made in USA.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

HC376
HC377

1969
1969

OS2

standard ................. 489.99 ea
Rally Sport ............ 499.99 ea

9666207

1970-73 Rear Body Panel
This ﬁnely crafted rear body panel for 1970-73 models
reproduces the ﬁt and appearance of the original. Features
the correct shape and contours as well as cutouts for
the rear tail lamps and fuel ﬁller. Add a set of OER®
reproduction rear tail lamp lenses to complete restoration.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

9839816

OS2

1970-73 ................................. 79.99 ea

1978-81 Inner Rear Body Panel
C7623

15881

Note: *Made in USA. Shipped double oversize.

H
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1967-69 Rally Sport Rear Tail Panel
Reproduction rear body panel for 1967-69 Camaro Rally
Sport models. These panels are available stamped from
new tooling giving a better panel with cleaner lines.
Correct contours, EDP coating, tail lamp mounting
brackets, and cutouts for the RS back-up lamps.
1967-68
1969

20038371

1978-81 ................................ 79.99 ea

Reproduction inner sheet metal extension for 1969
models which inserts behind the rear body panel. This
panel mates directly behind the rear outer body panel,
acting as a support. Each panel is manufactured in the
correct conﬁguration for a precise ﬁt. Available with
traditional EDP coating or in a Weld-Thru™ Primer
that requires minimal preparation, eliminates corrosion
between overlapped panels, and promotes superior
weld characteristics.

152790

152790
15881

Reproduction inner rear body panel for 1978-81
Camaro models. Designed to completely replace the
original inner panel in every detail.
OS2
Note: Shipped double oversize.

1967-69 Rear Inner Valance Panel

Note: Shipped double oversize.

OS2

1974-77 ................................. 69.99 ea

C7623*
K253
C7624
C7624W

1967-68
1967-68
1969
1969

natural metal ﬁnish
EDP coated ............
EDP coated ............
Weld-Thru™ ...........

OS2

94.99
78.99
79.99
89.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

OS2

1978-81 Fiberglass Rear End Cover
Fiberglass is the pro’s choice for lightweight and rigid
performance at prices anyone can afford. The factory
1978-81 rear end is very heavy and adds unnecessary
weight to your Camaro. This ﬁberglass rear end cover
is not intended for restoration purposes, it is for race
or off-road use only. Requires modiﬁcation to ﬁt.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

Rally Sport ......... 119.99 ea
Rally Sport ......... 159.99 ea

CFR1

1978-81 .................................. 339.99 ea

K44509

1970-81 Rear Inner Valance Panel
1967-68 RS Rear Cross Rail
Reproduction rear cross rail for 1967-68 Camaro
RS models. Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations,
featuring predrilled mounting holes for the back-up
lamps, and EDP coated for rust prevention.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

153680
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1967-68 .................................... 99.99 ea

Rear Body Panels

Reproduction inner sheet metal extensions which
insert behind the rear body panel. These panels act
as supports for the rear outer body panel and mate
directly behind it. Each panel is manufactured in the
correct conﬁguration for a precise ﬁt.
Note: *Shipped oversize.
K44509* 1970-73
152791*
1974-81

K44510
K44511

1970-73
1970-73

OS1

cross rail ............
cross rail ............
LH extension .....
RH extension.....

71.99
79.99
23.99
21.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1993-02 Rear Finish Panel
This rear ﬁnish panel is one of the ﬁrst items that
needs to be replaced after a rear collision. Available
in black, paint as required.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

G4703

OS2

1993-02 ................................. 278.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Windshield Wiper Parts
R1032
hook type

1967-69 15" AERO Wiper Arms/Blades
Trico® style blade

Trico® 1/4" bayonet style
wiper arm connector

Anco® style blade

Anco® 1/4" bayonet style
wiper arm connector

Reproduction of the AERO style wiper arms and
blades for 1967-69 Camaro models. These 15" AERO
blades are designed to better hold the rubber against
the glass for a better wipe, and reduce blade lift at
highway speeds.
Buy the Set and Save!
R1032 1967-69
arms and blades .. 112.99 set
Components
K163
1967-69
arms ....................... 69.99 pr
K164
1967-69
blades 15" .............. 72.99 pr
K164R 1967-69
reﬁlls ..................... 19.99 pr

3/16" side lock
connector

R866

1967-69 Coupe Wiper Arms/Blades
Reproduction 15" wiper arms and blades for 1967-69
Camaro coupe models. Wiper blades are available in
original Anco® or Trico® style. Anco® style blades
are open on each end. The Trico® style blades have
an open end and a closed end as original. Features a
polished stainless steel ﬁnish.
Buy the 4 Piece Set and Save!
R866
1967-69
Anco style ......... 76.99 set
R865
1967-69
Trico style ......... 76.99 set
Components
Wiper Arms
GS674
1967-69
LH and RH ....... 49.99 pr
15" Wiper Blades – Anco Style
GS675
1967-69
stainless steel .... 39.99 pr
GS678
1967-69
argent silver ...... 25.99 ea
17528B
1967-69
reﬁlls ................. 11.99 pr
15" Wiper Blades – Trico Style
GS679
1967-69
blades ................ 39.99 pr
3819074 1967-69
reﬁll .................. 7.99 ea

F308

3/16" side lock

1970-81 Wiper Arms and Blades
Windshield wiper arms and 18" blades for 1970-81
Camaro models with recessed wipers. Available with
black or polished stainless steel ﬁnish.
Buy the Set and Save!
Black Finish
F308
1970-81 arms and blades ......... 94.99 set
Polished Stainless Finish
15180 1970-81 arms and blades ......... 89.99 pr
Components
Black Finish
F306
1970-81 arms – pair ................. 69.99 pr
F307
1970-81 blades – pair............... 34.99 pr
Polished Stainless Finish
F401
1970-81 arms – pair ................. 69.99 pr
F402
1970-81 blades – pair............... 36.99 pr
Replacement Rubber Inserts
F309
1970-81 inserts – each ............. 12.99 ea

R1051

1993-02 Wiper Arms and Blades
Reproduction wiper arms and blades for 1982-92 Camaro
models. Features the correct hook style connector.
Buy the Set and Save!
R1050 1993-97
arms and blades .... 114.99 set
R1051 1998-02
arms and blades .... 217.99 set
Components
153472 1993-97 LH arm ................. 55.99 ea
153473 1993-97 RH arm ................. 55.99 ea
G4316 1998-02 LH arm ................. 113.99 ea
G4315 1998-02 RH arm ................. 111.99 ea
153226 1993-02 blade 18" ..............
7.99 ea

3819074

1967-81 Wiper Blade Rubber Inserts
Replacement wiper blade rubber inserts for Trico and
Anco style wiper blades.
17528B 1967-69 15" reﬁlls Anco style 11.99 pr
3819074 1967-69 15" reﬁll Trico style .. 7.99 ea
F309
1970-81 18" reﬁll reproduction 12.99 ea
G9034 1970-81 18" reﬁll GM ............ 16.99 ea

Classic Series - Bayonet – 3899508

Standard Silicone – 153228

3/16" side lock
connector

Trico style blade

Trico 1/4" bayonet style
wiper arm connector

Premium Force – 153230
3/16" side lock

R1047

1982-92 Wiper Arms and Blades

Reproduction wiper arms and 15" Trico style blades
for 1967-69 convertible models. Arms feature an OE
Argent silver ﬁnish or a polished stainless steel ﬁnish.
The set includes 2 arms and 2 blades.
Buy the Set and Save!
R863
1967-69 arm/blade set – OE 79.99 set
R867
1967-69 arm/blade set – SS.. 79.99 set
Components
GS670
1967-69 arms – OE .............. 39.99 pr
GS677
1967-69 arms – SS ............... 49.99 pr
GS679
1967-69 15" blades – SS ...... 39.99 pr
3819074 1967-69 15" inserts – OER .. 7.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Our Classic Series is designed in polished stainless
steel ﬁnish for a retro look. The Standard Series is a
basic black metal blade. Finally our Premium Force
Series is a modern style Aero Blade for maximum
contact at high speeds that uses wind force on wiper.
Classic Series (Reﬁllable Except Where Noted)
3899508 15" bayonet Trico .................... 19.99 ea
GS675 15" bayonet Anco .................... 39.99 pr
153391 16" bayonet Anco .................... 13.99 ea
Standard Silicone (Uses 45 Series Narrow Reﬁll)
153224 15" bayonet or hook ................ 7.99 ea
153225 16" bayonet, side lock, or hook 7.99 ea
153226 18" bayonet, side lock, or hook 7.99 ea
153227 20" bayonet, side lock, or hook 5.99 ea
153228 22" bayonet, side lock, or hook 7.99 ea
Premium Force (Modern Aero Blade Non-Reﬁllable)
153229 15" bayonet, side lock, or hook 12.99 ea
153230 16" bayonet, side lock, or hook 14.99 ea
153231 18" bayonet, side lock, or hook 14.99 ea
153232 20" bayonet, side lock, or hook 14.99 ea
153233 22" bayonet, side lock, or hook 16.99 ea

Windshield Wipers
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R867

1967-69 Convertible Wiper Arms/Blades

Reproduction wiper arms and blades for 1982-92
Camaro models. Features the correct side post style
connector. 1987-92 have integrated washer tubes and
nozzles, they are otherwise identical to the 1982-86 arms.
Buy the Set and Save!
Without Washer
R1040
1982-86 arms and blades ..... 76.99 set
With Washer
R1047
1987-92 arms and blades ..... 85.99 set
Components
Arms without Washer
153308 1982-86 LH ......................... 24.99 ea
153309 1982-86 RH ......................... 24.99 ea
Arms with Washer
153308W 1987-92 LH ......................... 31.99 ea
153309W 1987-92 RH ......................... 31.99 ea
Blades
F307
1982-92 blades – pair .......... 34.99 pr

Replacement Wiper Blades

Windshield Wiper Parts

3886973

1967-81 Washer Nozzles
Universal Washer Bottle and Pump Kit
Universal washer bottle and pump for Camaro models.
This kit is for when you need a low maintenance highquality washer pump and bottle.
MP40100
1967................................... 49.99 ea

1967-69 Washer Bottle/Hose Kit
Replace damaged or worn components in your
windshield washer system with this complete kit.
Includes: the washer jar, washer jar cap, washer
jar bracket, washer hoses, and washer nozzles for a
windshield washer system overhaul.
R2332
1967-69 .................................... 56.99 kit

3798372

The 1967-81 washer nozzles are reproductions which
are identical in appearance to the originals.
3886973 1967-69 pair ........................ 18.99 pr
3976377 1970-81 pair ........................ 23.99 pr
G1081
1984-86 washer nozzle bolt 6.99 ea

G8312

1967-02 Windshield Washer Jar Cap

R2537

1967-69 Washer Jar and Bracket Kit
Each kit includes: the correct washer jar, mounting
brackets and washer jar cap for your application.
Standard
K2535 1967-69 jar and bracket ......... 19.99 kit
Rally Sport
K2535 1967
jar and bracket ......... 19.99 kit
R2536
1968
with adapter bracket 31.99 kit
R2537
1969
with adapter bracket 31.99 kit

Authentic replacement windshield washer caps for
1967-02 models. Each cap features correct wording
and icons. Available with or without hose ﬁttings.
Washer Cap – Remote Pump
OER ® reproduction washer caps designed for
applications with washer pumps mounted separately
from the jar.
3798372 1967-74 OER® ..................... 3.99 ea
3798372 1976-81 with pulse, OER® .. 3.99 ea
3798372 1982-83 OER® ..................... 3.99 ea
Washer Cap – Direct Pump
Genuine GM replacement caps designed for
applications with pumps attached directly to the
washer jar.
G8312
1975
GM ........................ 5.99 ea
G8312
1976-78 without pulse, GM 5.99 ea
G8312
1988-02 GM ........................ 5.99 ea

1967-87 Washer Jar Fluid Screen
This correct replacement ﬁlter screen
prevents dirt and other residue from
clogging washer hoses, water pumps
or washer nozzles.
3986821
1967-87 .................................. 4.99 ea

1967-69 Windshield Washer Hose Set
Reproduction set includes replacement style ribbed
hoses pre-cut to factory lengths, correct pickup screen,
tie straps and installation diagram.
748564 1967-69 replacement style ..... 19.99 set

1984-86 Spray T-Connector
Correct Genuine GM replacement T-connector for 198486 models or wherever a 3/16" tee connector is needed.
G5135 1984-86 ...................................... 2.99 ea

1967-69 Washer Hose Tie Straps
Straps used to hold windshield washer hoses to fender
well. Set of three straps.
K0143 1967-69 ...................................... 9.99 set

3840083
3990892
548935

362527
4917576

1967-81 Washer Jar Bracket
Replacement bracket which mounts the washer jar
onto the radiator support. For all 1967-69 and 1977-81
standard Camaro models.
548935
1967-69 .................................. 10.99 ea
362527
1977-81 .................................. 12.99 ea

H
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152807

1967-92 Windshield Washer Jar
Quality OER® reproductions or Genuine GM washer
jar to maintain an authentic appearance under the hood.
Note: *Includes: the cap, hose, ﬁlter, and hardware.
Requires cap with hose ﬁtting. Washer caps and pumps
sold separately.

Washer Jar – Remote Pump
3840083
1967-69
.........................
3990892
1970
reproduction ....
153330*
1971-74
.........................
461252
1977-78
with pulse ........
461252
1979-81
.........................
10078368 1982-87
.........................
Washer Jar – Direct Pump
4961312
1975
all.....................
4961312
1976-78
without pulse ...
152807
1988-92
.........................
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11.99
21.99
28.99
16.99
16.99
36.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

21.99 ea
21.99 ea
39.99 ea

3929801

3948933

1968-69 RS Washer Jar Adapter Bracket

1967-81 Windshield Wiper Transmission
Reproduction of the windshield wiper transmissions for
1967-81 Camaro models. Includes all links and pivots
from the wiper motor to the splined output shafts that
the wiper arms attach to.
Windshield Wiper Transmissions
4917576 1967
all ............................. 94.99 ea
4918754 1968-69 all ............................. 88.99 ea
1073
1970-81 w/concealed wipers 99.99 ea
1074
1970-81 w/o concealed wipers 99.99 ea
Mounting Screws
153021 1967-81 ................................. 4.99 set

Windshield Wiper Arm Remover

Reproduction adapter bracket that is required for 196869 Rally Sport models. Used in conjunction with the
standard mounting bracket.
3929801
1968 ...................................... 11.99 ea
3948933
1969 ...................................... 11.99 ea

Remove the wiper
arm safely without
possible damage with
this windshield wiper arm removal tool.
Y65750
................................................. 4.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Windshield Wiper Parts
A40162

1967-02 Windshield Wiper Motors
Each wiper motor is built using the industry’s
most advanced engineering and remanufacturing
technology. Our remanufactured wiper motors are
the high-quality, low cost alternative to brand name
motors. Why pay more! Enjoy safety, performance and
reliability at a fraction of the cost of OE. We’ll back
that up with a 1-year manufacturer’s limited warranty.
Remanufactured Replacements
With Washer Pump
A401682 1977-78 hidden intermittent 119.99 ea
A401681 1979-83 intermittent ............ 105.99 ea
Without Washer Pump
A40120 1967
2 spd 3 term. motor 124.99 ea
A40121 1967
2 spd 4 term. motor 129.99 ea
A40142 1968-69 ............................... 99.99 ea
A40142 1970-72 hidden wipers (1st) 120.99 ea
A40142 1973
hidden wipers (2nd) 99.99 ea
A40162 1973
hidden wipers ........ 74.99 ea
A40162 1974-76 hidden wipers ........ 74.99 ea
A40140 1974-76 w/o hidden wipers 124.99 ea
A40162 1977-78 hidden .................... 74.99 ea
A40168 1977-78 hidden intermittent 84.99 ea
A40162 1979-83 w/o intermittent ..... 74.99 ea
A40168 1979-83 intermittent ............ 84.99 ea
A40175 1984-87 2 term. motor ......... 69.99 ea
A40183 1986-87 3 term. motor ......... 69.99 ea
A40188 1988
2 term. motor ......... 59.99 ea
A40184 1988-92 3 term. motor ......... 54.99 ea
A401000 1993-98 ............................... 99.99 ea
A401011 1999-02 ............................... 129.99 ea
Back Window Wiper Motor
A40196 1982-85 rear wiper motor .... 91.99 ea
New Replacements
With Washer Pump
153333 1970-73 with hidden wipers 238.99 ea
Without Washer Pump
153334 1970-73 with hidden wipers 194.99 ea

1967-69 Wiper Motor Grommets
Reproduction grommets used to mount the wiper motor
to the ﬁrewall. This reproduction includes the original
type steel sleeve built directly into the grommet. Includes
three grommets.
4910180
1967-69 ................................. 9.99 set

153795

153796

1967-79 Wiper Motor Ground Strap
Reproduction wiper motor ground strap for various
1967-79 GM models equipped with or without hidden
wipers. Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations for
proper ﬁtment and appearance.
153795 1967-79 w/o hidden wipers ... 3.99 ea
153796 1967-79 w/o hidden wipers ... 3.99 ea

121301

Note: *Use with G7029 washer pump. **Use with G7028
washer pump.
G6453*
1970-76 depressed park ... 142.99 ea
G6453** 1977-81 with pulse .......... 142.99 ea
G6453** 1982-83 with pulse .......... 142.99 ea

G9032

1984-87

all....................... 148.99 ea

2-Speed without Delay
152808 1967
............................
152820 1968
............................
152822 1969
............................
162820 1970-78
............................
162821 1970-78
with pantograph ..
162824 1979-81
............................
162825 1979-81
with pantograph ..
2-Speed with Delay
152809 1967
............................
152821 1968
............................
152823 1969
............................
162822 1970-78
............................
162823 1970-78
with pantograph ..
162826 1979-81
............................
162827 1979-81
with pantograph ..

605.99
605.99
605.99
542.99
556.99
572.99
592.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set

655.99
652.99
653.99
575.99
604.99
605.99
633.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set

Replacement
windshield washer
pump for 1967-02 Camaro
models. The pump circulates
water from the windshield
washer jar to the washer
nozzles. This is an original
Delco service replacement
part which may differ
cosmetically from the original.
Delco Replacement
G7032 1988-92 all .............................
G7032 1993-02 all .............................
Reproduction
72332
1967-69 all .............................
72332
1970-72 w/o hidden wipers ...
72212
1970-72 with hidden wipers ..
72212
1973-74 straight hose nozzles
72332
1973-74 w/90º hose nozzles ..
72623
1975
all .............................
72623
1976-78 without wiper delay
72606* 1976-78 with wiper delay ......
72212
1979
without wiper delay
72606* 1979
with wiper delay ......
72650
1980-83 rear...........................
72212
1980-82 without wiper delay
72606* 1980-82 with wiper delay ......
72212
1983
without wiper delay
72606* 1983
with wiper delay ......
72650
1984-87 rear...........................
72686
1984-87 all front ....................
72650
1988
rear...........................
72515
1988
front .........................
72435
1989-92 .................................
72435
1993-96 .................................

121001
121301
121401

1967
1968
1969

conversion ............. 549.99 set
conversion ............. 549.99 set
conversion ............. 549.99 set

G11288

CA180

1967-69 Wiper Motor to Firewall Seal
Circular seal ﬁts between motor and ﬁrewall which
prevents water from entering through the ﬁrewall area.
This is a small gasket that can keep your interior free
from water which can ruin your carpet and rust your
ﬂoor panels.
CA180 1967-69 ................................. 2.99 ea
G11288 1970-92 for recessed wipers .. 16.99 ea

72212

44.99 ea
44.99 ea
50.99
50.99
49.99
49.99
50.99
19.99
19.99
76.99
49.99
76.99
14.99
49.99
76.99
49.99
76.99
14.99
29.99
14.99
18.99
19.99
19.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

4917117

1967-69 Wiper Motor Arm
1993-98 Wiper Motor
Remanufactured wiper motor which is installed in
all 1993-98 Camaro models. Does not include crank
arm or cover.
G8309 1993-98 ................................... 380.99 ea

Reproduction stamped steel wiper motor arm
that includes the hardened ball stud for 1967-69
models. These arms connect the wiper motor to
the wiper transmissions.
4917117
1967....................................... 14.99 ea
4918326 1968-69 ................................. 14.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1967-69 Washer Pump Repair
This repair set will replace the top of the pump which
includes the hose connections, the pump gaskets and
mounting screws. The set is designed to stop leaks
which may occur over a period of time.
4914357
1967-69 .................................. 8.99 set

Wiper Motors
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1967-02 Windshield Washer Pump

Upgraded wiper motors for the ﬁrst generation Camaro!
This Selecta-Speed wiper system contains a low proﬁle,
7-speed wiper motor (with ﬁve different delays, a
low and high speed), rotary switch (complete with a
billet knob), adapter plate, and wire harness. The CNC
aluminum adapter plate mounts to the ﬁrewall and
clears the valve covers and brake booster.

1970-87 Wiper Motor
Remanufactured windshield wiper motors for 1970-87
models. This is a remanufactured unit from Delco,
which is an Genuine GM replacement however, it
may differ cosmetically from the GM installed motor.

Important: Very minor modiﬁcation is required to run the
wiring through the ﬁrewall.

1967-69 Selecta-Speed Wiper Motors

Note: The 1969 set includes a rotary wiper switch to
replace the original slider switch. The dash must be
modiﬁed for new switch to ﬁt, and there is no provision to
operate the windshield washer function. Billet headlight
knob sold separately.

G9032

152809

1967-81 Two-Speed Hidden Wiper
High-quality replacement for the old system. It is the
only replacement wiper system that is completely
hidden, ﬁtting entirely within the air box in the cowl!
This allows you to remove the stock wiper motor.
The wiper motor hole in the ﬁrewall can be covered
up with the cover plate supplied in the set or you can
weld in a patch panel to eliminate the hole entirely.
For models with concealed wipers.

Body Tools
Pro Paint Gauge
The Pro Gauge is a device which
measures paint thickness. Factory
paint is usually four to ﬁve mils in
thickness. By using the Pro Gauge
you can determine if the car has been
repainted. For instance, you can take
measurements of about 4.5 mil around
the car but the hood may read seven
mils on the Pro Gauge. That tells you
the hood has been repainted.
PG2437 ......................... 84.99 ea

T2300M (7 piece)

soft

medium

Plugweld Pliers
Eliminator Rust Remover
Before touching up paint, you ﬁrst must
remove all rust, wax, and dirt or the rust
will return and the paint won’t adhere.
This unique tool will scrub away all dirt,
rust and wax. The results are touch up
paint adheres, seals and blends smoothly
into the rest of the paint.
E3437 .............................. 9.99 ea

T2301H (4 piece)

Body Dent Removal Tools
Pulls dented sheet metal back into
place with our convenient tools. 13"
long shaft with 1/2" – 13 UNC thread
screw on our slide hammer permits high
pulling force.
Slide Hammer Set
X2290
....................... 44.99 set
Replacement Hook and Screw
X2290-70 ....................... 4.99 ea
Replacement Nose Nut
X2290-76 ....................... 8.99 ea

T2302

Soft Duty – Delicate prying or wedging
Medium Duty – Sturdy prying or wedging
Heavy-Duty – Very strong and durable

heavy

These plugweld pliers make plug
welding fast and easy. Panels won’t
separate and copper alloy pad prevents
burn through, allows higher welding
temperature and better penetration.
S23230 pliers.................. 35.99 ea
S23231 replacement pad 9.99 ea

Vise Grip Flange Pliers
Preparing panels with an offset ﬂange
will produce a clean, ﬂush ﬁt. Work
on up to 18 gauge sheet metal without
removing panels from the car. The added
feature of “Vise-Grip” locking pliers
allows for better leverage. Available with
your choice of 1/2" wide non-slip jaw
or wider 1" clamping surface.
13229
1/2" wide jaw ..... 39.99 ea
X9853 1" wide jaw ........ 39.99 ea

S20015
S20016

Prying and Scraping Tools
Available in 3 different ﬁberglass reinforced plastics, the soft duty tools are good for
jobs where a minimum amount of force is needed to remove objects. The medium
duty tools are better for the objects that require a little more force to remove, and
the heavy-duty tools are for the objects that are real stubborn and just do not want
to be separated from their current position. All these tools are strong enough to pry
yet soft enough not to damage. With 7 tips to choose from: 3 pry bars, 2 wedge
tools, a wedge puller and a sticker/gasket scraper, they can do various interior and
exterior automotive jobs without the damage that metal tools can do. No chipping
paint or tearing fabric. No toolbox should be without these great tools.
7 Piece Prying and Wedging Tools
T2300S
soft duty ............................................................................. 24.99 set
T2300M
medium duty ...................................................................... 24.99 set
T2300H
heavy-duty ......................................................................... 24.99 set
4 Piece Scraper Tools
T2301M
medium duty ...................................................................... 17.99 set
T2301H
heavy-duty ......................................................................... 17.99 set
Metric Gap Gauge
T2302
1-15mm.............................................................................. 4.99 ea

S20017

Seam Buster HD Chisel
Body Dent Removal Tools
The pull rod set includes: 4 pull rods
with formed shank, 2 pick pulls with
straight shank, straight edge and HS
split point drill bit.
S20000 pull rod tools .... 46.99 set

Easily separate spot welded or bonded
panels. Save up to 15 minutes per panel
replacement. Great for quarter panels,
rocker panels and other pinch welded
areas. Sharpened on 2 edges, the sharp
end allows for penetration between
panels and the side edge allows for side
impact to drive the panels apart without
damage. Made of super tough alloy steel.
Cushioned handle absorbs shock.
S20015 straight.............. 30.99 ea
S20016 90 degree angle 32.99 ea
S20017 air hammer ....... 46.99 ea

13214
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MW04

MW01

MW02

Multi-Wedge Prying and Scraping Tools
Multi-Wedge is an amazing automotive restoration tool that will replace screwdrivers,
pry bars and all other metal tools that can cause damage and marring to delicate
surfaces! The soft, orange wedge set and the jumbo wedge are made from a high tech,
specially blended polyethylene that is incredibly ductile so they won’t break or snap.
The hard, black wedge set is made from a high tech, specially blended polycarbonate
for the heavy-duty jobs like oil pan covers, timing covers or valve covers. Save time
and money by getting the job done quickly without having to repair nicks, dents, or
scratches caused by using the wrong tool. Each 3 piece set includes: one 4" curved
end, one 4" straight blade and one 3" straight blade. Buy both sets and save! The jumbo
wedge is 14" in length and 2" wide, making it perfect for the big jobs.
MW01
orange wedges
soft
set of 3 ...................... 12.99 set
MW02
black wedges
hard
set of 3 ...................... 13.99 set
MW03
both wedges
soft and hard
set of 6 ...................... 19.99 set
MW04
jumbo wedge
.................................. 12.99 ea
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13224

Cleco Sheet Metal Fastener Set
This Cleco sheet metal fastener set
contains everything you need to secure
sheet metal panels during the ﬁt and
alignment stage. The pliers can be used
with all standard spring loaded fasteners
and clamps. The complete kit contains:
one pair of Cleco pliers, twenty-ﬁve
1/8" Kwik-Lok clecos and four side
grip fastener clamps. Also available
are individual components so you can
add to your kit as necessary.
Complete Kit
X9858
29 piece ............ 49.99 kit
Clecos
X9859
Clecos 1/8" ....... 1.49 ea
X9860
Clecos 3/16" ..... 1.49 ea
Side Grip Fastener Clamps
X9862
3/4" x 1" ........... 4.99 ea
Cleco Pliers
X9863
Cleco pliers ...... 12.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Double-End Spot Weld Cutter
Double-end spot weld cutters makes
removing body panels fast and easy.
Their hollow design cuts around the
spot weld so weld hardness does not
affect tool sharpness. When one end
becomes dull, simply unscrew the
cutter and ﬂip it over using the new
teeth on the other end. An adjustable
depth rod sets the tool so only the outer
panel is cut, leaving the underlying
panel undamaged.
Arbor with Cutter
13224
........................... 12.99 ea
Replacement Cutters
13214
3 piece ............... 12.99 set
Replacement Arbor
13216
........................... 11.99 ea
Replacement Pilot
13217
3 piece ............... 6.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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13218

Stick Lubricant
Convenient 1.68 oz. tube is ideal for all
Blair hole cutters. Softer than standard
stick lubricants, it provides superior
adhesion to the tool and can be used in
place of cutting ﬂuids on ferrous and
non-ferrous metals to increase tool life,
improve cutting performance and easier
slug removal.
11750 1.68 oz. ................. 5.99 ea

Blaircutter
Blaircutters provide fast, accurate holes
in materials up to 3/16" thick. Unlike
hole saws, that rip and tear through the
material, these cutters provide a quality,
virtually burr free hole. Available in
seven sizes for 1/4" and larger drill
chucks. Spring loaded pilot “pops” the
slug from the cutter. Buy the set and
save! Set includes: all cutters, arbor
and 3 extra pilots.
Note: D.O.C = depth of cut. Arbors and
Cutters sold separately.

Blaircutter Set
13218
11 piece ............ 52.99 set
Arbor for 1/4" and Larger Chucks
13216
with pilot pin .... 11.99 ea
Replacement Pilot Set
13217
3 piece .............. 6.99 set
Cutters 3/16" D.O.C.
132001
1/4" ................... 11.99 ea
132021
5/16" ................. 14.99 ea
132041
3/8" ................... 12.99 ea
132061
7/16" ................. 21.99 ea
132081
1/2" ................... 19.99 ea
132101
9/16" ................. 24.99 ea
132121
5/8" ................... 29.99 ea

11093

Premium Spotweld Cutters

Note: Each set includes: arbor, extra pilot drills and cutters as shown.

14003
3/8", 1" and 1-1/4" ................................................................ 49.99 set
Rustproofer Cutter Set
Note: Each set includes: arbor, three 1/2" cutters, pilot and extra pilot.

11081
with standard pilot – 11122 ................................................... 49.99 set
11095
with skip proof pilot – 11123 ................................................ 49.99 set
Paintless Dent Removal Access Hole Set

Holcutter
Holcutters are not hole saws. They can
produce holes 3 times faster and cleaner
than hole saws in sheet metal up to 1/8"
thick and have a dramatically extended
tool life. Holcutters produce holes from
11/16" up to 3" diameter in sheet metal,
rubber, gasket or ﬁber materials, and
some plastics. Ideal for aftermarket
installations, custom fabrication,
trailers, or gauge installation. Arbor
ﬁts 3/8" drill chucks. Holcutters have
a new, patented Quad-Lead Thread
System for quick cutter changes. Buy
the set and save! Holcutter set includes:
arbor, hex washer, extra pilot and the
following sizes of cutters, 7/8", 1-1/8",
1-1/4", 1-3/8", 1-3/4", 2", and 2-1/2".
Holcutter Set
140061 ......................... 154.99 set
Arbor for 3/8" and Larger Chucks
146091 ......................... 24.99 ea
Replacement Pilot
146101 3 piece ............. 21.99 set
Cutters 1/8" D.O.C.
146221 11/16" .............. 13.99 ea
146241 3/4" .................. 13.99 ea
146261 13/16" .............. 13.99 ea
146281 7/8" .................. 12.99 ea
146301 15/16" .............. 14.99 ea
146321 1" ..................... 12.99 ea
146341 1-1/16" ............ 14.99 ea
146361 1-1/8" .............. 14.99 ea
146381 1-3/16" ............ 14.99 ea
146401 1-1/4" .............. 14.99 ea
146421 1-5/16" ............ 15.99 ea
146441 1-3/8" .............. 15.99 ea
146461 1-7/16" ............ 17.99 ea
146481 1-1/2" .............. 14.99 ea
146501 1-9/16" ............ 17.99 ea
146521 1-5/8" .............. 17.99 ea
146541 1-11/16"........... 17.99 ea
146561 1-3/4" .............. 16.99 ea
146601 1-7/8" .............. 21.99 ea
146621 2" ..................... 21.99 ea
146641 2-1/16" ............ 24.99 ea
146661 2-1/8" .............. 25.99 ea
146681 2-1/4" .............. 29.99 ea
146721 2-3/8" .............. 29.99 ea
146741 2-1/2" .............. 29.99 ea
146761 2-9/16" ............ 31.99 ea
146781 2-5/8" .............. 34.99 ea
146801 2-3/4" .............. 34.99 ea
146821 2-7/8" .............. 39.99 ea
146841 3" ..................... 39.99 ea

Note: Each set includes: arbor with standard pilot, extra pilot and cutters as shown.

11083

1/4", 3/8", 1/2", and 3/4" ....................................................... 49.99 set

Rotabroach Cutter Sets
Rotabroach annular cutters are ideal for sheet
metal fabrication, paintless dent removal and
for cutting rustprooﬁng access holes without
clogging. Unlike hole saws and twist drills
that push and tear through materials, these
11007 arbor with 11356 cutter
cutters will make hundreds of holes in steel,
sheet metal or plastics up to 1/2" thick with no deforming of stock, jagged edges
or out-of-round holes. Arbors for Rotabroach cutters ﬁt 3/8" and 1/2" hand
held drill chucks and use either spring loaded pilots or skip proof pilots which
eliminate predrilling operations. Each set includes: arbor, Hex wrench, center
punch, extra pilot and a variety of cutters as listed.
Note: D.O.C = depth of cut. Arbors and cutters sold separately.

Rotabroach Cutter Set
11090
5/16", 3/8", 7/16", 1/2", 9/16", 5/8", and 3/4"..................... 69.99 set
11092
8mm, 10mm, 12mm, 14mm, 16mm, 18mm, and 20mm .... 74.99 set
11091
7/8", 1", 1-1/8", 1-1/4", 1-3/8", and 1-1/2" ......................... 174.99 set
Arbor for 3/8" and Larger Drill Chucks
11122
1/4" - 3/4" or 6mm - 20mm cutters with pilot pin .............. 14.99 ea
11123
3/8" - 3/4" or 10mm - 20mm cutters with skip proof pilot 21.99 ea
Arbor for 1/2" and Larger Drill Chucks
11007
13/16" - 1-1/2" cutters ......................................................... 34.99 ea
3 Pack Replacement Pilot
11121
pilot for 11122 arbor ...........................................................
6.99 set
11097
pilot for 11123 arbor ........................................................... 14.99 set
11628
pilot for 11007 arbor ........................................................... 19.99 set

Rotabroach Replacement Cutters
Replacement cutters for Rotabroach cutter set. Available in a 3 pack or as individual
cutters in a variety of sizes.
3 Pack Cutters 1/4" Depth of Cut for Use with 11122 Arbor Only
112073
7mm ................ 21.99 set
111003
1/4" .................. 19.99 set
112083
8mm ................ 24.99 set
111043
5/16" ................ 19.99 set
112093
9mm ................ 26.99 set
112063
6mm ................ 21.99 set
3 Pack Cutters 1/4" Depth of Cut for Use with 11122 or 11123 Arbor
112123
12mm ..............
111083
3/8" .................. 26.99 set
112133
13mm ..............
111123
7/16" ................ 26.99 set
112143
14mm ..............
111163
1/2" .................. 29.99 set
112153
15mm ..............
111203
9/16" ................ 31.99 set
112163
16mm ..............
111243
5/8" .................. 31.99 set
112173
17mm ..............
111283
11/16" .............. 41.99 set
112183
18mm ..............
111323
3/4" .................. 39.99 set
112193
19mm ..............
112103
10mm .............. 29.99 set
112203
20mm ..............
112113
11mm .............. 31.99 set

31.99 set
31.99 set
39.99 set
39.99 set
39.99 set
44.99 set
46.99 set
47.99 set
49.99 set

Individual Cutters 1/2" Depth of Cut for Use with 11007 Arbor
11336
13/16" .............. 24.99 ea
11360
1-3/16" ............
11340
7/8" .................. 22.99 ea
11364
1-1/4" ..............
11344
15/16" .............. 26.99 ea
11365
1-5/16" ............
11348
1" ..................... 25.99 ea
11366
1-3/8" ..............
11352
1-1/16" ............ 33.99 ea
11367
1-7/16" ............
11356
1-1/8" .............. 34.99 ea
11368
1-1/2" ..............

37.99 ea
39.99 ea
41.99 ea
44.99 ea
45.99 ea
46.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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When you have a lot of spotwelds
to remove, step up to the premium
spotweld cutters for longer life in
today’s high strength body steels.
These cutters have a heavier wall
(.090") for extreme durability and two
step geometry that splits the chips and
helps clear them. Premium spotweld
cutters have a fast cutting action and
lasts for hundreds of spotwelds. They
are for use in 3/8" or larger drill chucks.
The spotweld cutters are available
individually or in sets containing arbor,
3 cutters, your choice of 2 skip proof
or 2 standard pilots.
Spotweld Cutter Set
11096 w/skip proof pilot 39.99 set
11082 w/standard pilot ... 39.99 set
Arbor with Cutter
11093 skip proof ............. 24.99 ea
11094 standard ............... 21.99 ea
11093 Replacement Parts
11123 arbor..................... 21.99 ea
11097 pilot – 3 piece ...... 14.99 set
111083 cutters – 3 piece ... 26.99 set
11094 Replacement Parts
11122 arbor..................... 14.99 ea
11121 pilot – 3 piece ...... 6.99 set
111083 cutters – 3 piece ... 26.99 set

Blair Cutter Sets
Antenna and Access Holcutter Set

Note: D.O.C = depth of cut. Arbors and
cutters sold separately.
111083

11081

14003

Power Steering Parts

FC2017

FC2016

PS6086
PS7917
FC2018
PR6372B

1998-02 LS1 Power Steering Pump
PS862

PS849

1967-02 Remanufactured
Service Replacement PS Pump

I
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Choose from our comprehensive selection of economical
service replacement pumps for 1967-02 Camaro models.
Thoroughly reconditioned, these pumps are carefully
remanufactured to ﬁt and function like new! In some
cases, where original style reservoirs are in short supply,
the replacement reservoirs may be cosmetically different
than the original. For example, a pump that was originally
equipped with a “banjo style” reservoir, may come with
an “A style” reservoir due to short supply of rebuildable
cores. If functionality is more important to you than
original cosmetic appearance, these remanufactured
units are an extremely good value. Cap, nut, and pulley
are not included. These units are priced outright, meaning
the core charge is built into the price. For that reason, it
is not necessary to return your original core.
NO CORE CHARGE REQUIRED!

Customize your LS1 engine with a polished
aluminum, black aluminum or cast aluminum ﬁnish
Type II power steering pump. These pumps are
designed as a direct bolt-in replacement for stock
components, offering easy installation. Made in the
USA with 100% new components.
FC2016
1998-02
polished ........... 160.99 ea
FC2017
1998-02
black ................ 160.99 ea
FC2018
1998-02
cast ................... 134.99 ea

PR6372C

1967-75 Power Steering Reservoir Set
Reproduction reservoir sets with the o-rings, studs,
bolts and ﬁttings necessary to install the reservoir
on your power steering pump. When appearance is a
concern, these OE style reservoirs will complete your
authentic restoration or dress-up your resto-mod or hot
rod. Available in your choice of black powder coated
ﬁnish or chrome ﬁnish.
Black Powder Coated Finish
Small Block Engines
5692845
1967-68 ............................ 47.99 ea
7806532
1969 ................................. 47.99 ea
7826736
1970-74 ............................ 47.99 ea
Big Block Engines
7806439
1969 ................................. 47.99 ea
7826736
1970-74 ............................ 47.99 ea
Chrome Finish
Small Block Engines
1253576
1967-68 ............................ 49.99 ea
1253579
1970-74 ............................ 64.99 ea
Big Block Engines
1253578
1969 ................................. 49.99 ea
1253579
1970-74 ............................ 64.99 ea

NP6151
NP6000

Note: *With 1 mounting hole in reservoir. **With 2
mounting holes/studs in reservoir.

Power Steering Pump with Reservoir
PS6182 1967-69 6 cylinder ...............
PS6086 1967-68 V8 ..........................
PS6000 1969-74 V8 ..........................
PS6000 1970-72 6 cylinder ...............
PS6001 1973-74 6 cylinder ...............
PS6801 1975-79 6 cyl. w/o air pump
PS6886 1975-79 6 cyl. w/air pump...
PS6803* 1975-78 V8 with 1 bolt hole
PS6800* 1975-78 V8 with 2 bolt holes
PS6902 1979
V8 ..........................
PS7918 1980-81 6 cylinder. 229 .......
PS7911 1980-81 6 cylinder 231 ........
PS7803 1980-81 V8 267, 305 & 350
PS7926 1982-92 6 cylinder ...............
PS7917 1982-84 V8 ..........................
PS7831 1985-87 V8 ..........................
PS7926 1988-92 V8 ..........................
PS7827 1993-94 6 cylinder ...............
PS7827 1995
6 cylinder 3.4L ......
Power Steering Pump without Reservoir
96140
1967-74 6 cylinder ...............
PS142
1967-68 V8 ..........................
96140
1969-74 V8 ..........................
PS840
1975-79 6 cylinder and V8 ..
PS862
1980-81 V8 ..........................
PS862
1980-94 6 cylinder ...............
PS860
1982-84 V8 ..........................
PS862
1985-92 V8 ..........................
PS981
1993-94 V8 ..........................
PS862
1995
6 cylinder 3.4L ......
PS905
1995
6 cylinder 3.8L ......
PS981
1995
V8 5.7L..................
PS981
1996-97 V8 ..........................
PS905
1996-02 6 cylinder ...............
PS849
1998-02 V8 ..........................
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77.99
77.99
77.99
77.99
79.99
64.99
59.99
68.99
64.99
54.99
44.99
54.99
64.99
64.99
49.99
114.99
64.99
94.99
94.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

104.99
54.99
104.99
58.99
49.99
49.99
64.99
49.99
99.99
49.99
86.99
99.99
99.99
86.99
99.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Power Steering Pumps

A6154

A9500149
A9500150

1967-74 Reproduction OE Style PS Pump
Brand-new OER® Authorized power steering pumps
have been manufactured to meet the highest OEM
standards of quality while maintaining an authentic
original style appearance, so you get the best of both
worlds. This brand new power steering pump features
a reservoir in the correct original conﬁguration, with
the proper return ﬁtting and clocking. This not only
ensures authenticity, but makes installation quick and
easy. Also included with each pump is the shaft nut
and replacement style power steering cap. Because
this unit is brand new, not rebuilt, there is no core
charge to worry about. Available in your choice of
black powder coated or chrome reservoirs.
NO CORE CHARGE REQUIRED!
Black Powder Coated Finish
NP6151
1969
big block....... 159.99 ea
NP6000
1970-74
6/8 cylinder .. 174.99 ea
Chrome Finish
A9500147
1967-68
8 cylinder ..... 174.99 ea
A9500148
1969
small block ... 174.99 ea
A9500149
1969
big block....... 174.99 ea
A9500150
1970-74
6/8 cylinder .. 174.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1967-74 Remanufactured OE Style PS Pump
Thoroughly remanufactured, these OER® Authorized
pumps are carefully inspected and meticulously
restored to OEM appearance and function! Reservoirs
are reconditioned GM parts in the exact original
conﬁguration for complete authenticity! Careful
attention is paid to reservoir reconditioning to ensure
an authentic appearance. This is a good choice for
restorations when an original appearance and superior
quality is desired. Cap, nut, and pulley are not included.
These units are priced outright, meaning the core
charge is built into the price. For that reason, it is not
necessary to return your original core.
NO CORE CHARGE REQUIRED!
Note: Cap, nut, and pulley are not included.

6 Cylinder
A6099 1967-69
P6120 1970-72
P6001 1973-74
8 Cylinder
A6113 1967-68
A6151 1969
A6154 1969
P6000 1971-74

6 cylinder .............. 149.99 ea
6 cylinder .............. 159.99 ea
6 cylinder .............. 164.99 ea
8 cylinder ..............
396 ........................
302, 307, 327, 350
8 cylinder ..............

154.99
199.99
149.99
139.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Power Steering Parts
15130

7834183
3905366

C82589

EP2003

EP2009

1967-69 EPAS Electric PS Sets

G11667

1967-72 PS Pump Adjuster Bracket

Replace your damaged or missing power steering
reservoir cap with a quality OEM style, aftermarket or
GM replacement cap. The OEM style cap has the exact
metal design with the correct wording and small ears
as original. These caps ﬁt on original and reproduction
power steering pump reservoirs.
OEM Style
15130
1967-68
all........................ 39.99 ea
7834183 1967-99
Saginaw Pump ... 5.99 ea
Aftermarket Replacement
C82589
1993-97
LT1 ..................... 12.99 ea
C82575
1995-02
6 cylinder – 3.8L 12.99 ea
C82589
1998-02
LS1 ..................... 12.99 ea
GM Replacement
G11677
1967-92
all........................ 11.99 ea
G11677
1993-95
6 cylinder – 3.4L 11.99 ea
G12810
1993-97
LT1 ..................... 21.99 ea
G12416
1995-02
6 cylinder – 3.8L 47.99 ea
G12810
1998-02
LS1 ..................... 21.99 ea

Correct reproduction power steering adjuster brackets
for Camaro models with small or big block engines.
Manufactured to OE speciﬁcations for original ﬁt
and ﬁnish.
Small Block Engines
3905366
1967-68
307, 327 ........ 26.99 ea
A9500103
1967-68
302, 350 ........ 29.99 ea
3959558
1969-72
all .................. 31.99 ea
Big Block Engines
3876788
1967-68
all .................. 31.99 ea

C411141

1969-72 SB PS Pump Bracket Set

K7422

1967-76 PS Cradle Bracket
Correct reproduction power steering pump cradle
brackets for Camaro models with small or big block
engines. Manufactured to OE speciﬁcations for original
ﬁt and ﬁnish.
Small Block Engines
C411141 1967-68 327 ........................ 39.99 ea
A9500102 1967-68 exc. 327 ................ 36.99 ea
KW799B 1969-76 w/long water pump 31.99 ea
Big Block Engines
C631461 1967-68 all .......................... 69.99 ea
K7422
1970
exc. 402 ................. 35.99 ea
K7422
1971-72 402 ........................ 35.99 ea

This convenient 1/4" steel power steering bracket set
is designed for mounting non-metric GM Saginaw
power steering pumps, with integral reservoir, to small
block Chevy engines. Can be used on most pre-1969
pumps, as well as later model V8 pumps up to 1985,
with either a single or double groove pulley. Most
short water pump applications use a crankshaft power
steering pulley that bolts over the existing pulley. This
should align with the power steering pump pulley.
153658 1969-72 short water pump ..... 49.99 set

1967-72 PS Bracket Sets
Reproduction power steering
pump brackets for 1967-72
models. Each set includes
brackets necessary to
K1020
mount the power
steering pump.
Note: *Upper bracket
stamped #3967420, lower
bracket stamped #3967422.

1253572

1253531

1967-77 PS Pump Fitting
Power steering pump supply hose ﬁtting. This ﬁtting
is necessary to mount the cover to the pump and the
supply pressure hose.
Note: *Straight, inverted ﬂare zinc coated steel, 5/8"-18 to
-6AN. Fits most Saginaw pumps through 1977 including
Saginaw P series.
1253572* 1967-77 for Saginaw ......... 9.99 ea

1253531

1967-77

all exc. Saginaw .. 24.99 ea

E278
K671
KW799
K1020
14969*

1967-68
1967-68
1969-72
1969
1970-72

153657

302 or 350 ........
big block...........
small block .......
big block...........
big block...........

49.99
89.99
68.99
67.99
74.99

set
set
set
set
set

1969-76 PS “S” Brace
Quality power steering “S” shaped
side adjusting brace for 1969-76
small block Camaro models. Manufactured to
original speciﬁcations using OE gauge steel.
KW799C 1969-76 small block ............ 22.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1967-76 SB PS Pump Bracket Set
This aluminum power steering bracket set is designed
for 1967-68 small block Chevy engines with a short
water pump or 1969-76 with long water pump. Mounts
the power steering pump on the LH or driver side of
the vehicle using original holes in the engine block.
Will work on engines that have the alternator on the
RH or passenger side of the vehicle. Includes hardware.
153664 1967-68 short water pump..... 49.99 set
153657 1969-76 long water pump ..... 49.99 set

Power Steering Parts
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1960-77 Power Steering Fitting

3876788

1967-02 Power Steering Cap

EPAS power steering set for 1967-69 Camaro
models. This complete set includes a 60 amp electric
motor unit, a prewired control module, and all the
necessary hardware for installation. Features a built
in potentiometer to adjust the amount of assistance
according to driving conditions.
EP2003
1967-68 .............................. 1449.99 set
EP2009
1969 ................................... 1449.99 set

Many Saginaw power steering pumps with a female
style ﬁtting require an adapter in order to use the
correct factory style hose. This ﬁtting is 3/8" (5/8" x
18) male inverted x 3/8" (5/8" x 18) male S.A.E. ﬂare.
1253580 1960-77 ................................... 4.99 ea

3959558

A9500103

Power Steering Parts
1253573

K1069

K1059

1253574

1967-68 PS Drive Pulley

1967-77 PS Pump Stud and Bolt Set

Quality reproduction of the power steering drive pulley
for 1967-68 models with big block or Z28 option. This
pulley is mated with the crankshaft pulley for power
steering models. Big block pulley stamped 3874416
and measures 6-7/8" o.d. Z28 pulley and measures
6-13/16" o.d. Single groove.
K1069
1967
396/325HP .......... 94.99 ea
K1069
1967
396/350HP .......... 94.99 ea
K1059
1967-68
Z28...................... 99.99 ea

1253550

This is the stud and bolt set for Saginaw power steering
pumps. Includes: 2 studs 3/8"-16 thread, 1 bolt 3/8"-16
thread. Fits most Saginaw pumps through 1977 including
Saginaw P series. Your choice of unplated for installation
of painted reservoir, or chrome-plated for installation
of chrome reservoir.
1253573
1967-77
unplated ............. 12.99 set
1253574
1967-77
chrome-plated ... 14.99 set

Chrome PS Pulley Nut
1253571

K1086

G3579

1967-02 PS Pulley
Reproduction power steering pump pulleys for 1967-02
Camaro models. Features correct part number stamping
and ﬁnish on each pulley.

I
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Note: *With special high-performance.

K1086
3770509
K1086
3941105
3770509
3941105*
3770509
3941105*
3770509
3770509
3941105*
3770509
G3579
G3846

1967-68
1967-68
1967-68
1969
1969
1969
1969
1970
1970-71
1970-71
1971-74
1972-74
1990-92
1995-02

302 ......................... 199.99 ea
350 ......................... 59.99 ea
396, L78 ................ 199.99 ea
302 ......................... 51.99 ea
327, 350, 396/325 .. 59.99 ea
396, 427 ................. 51.99 ea
350HP without AC 59.99 ea
350, 396, 454 ......... 51.99 ea
307, 350, 396/325 .. 59.99 ea
350HP without AC 59.99 ea
350 ......................... 51.99 ea
all w/o AC exc Z28 59.99 ea
V8 .......................... 41.99 ea
6 cylinder 3.8L ...... 54.99 ea

1967-74 PS Pump Pulley
Replacement power steering
pump pulley for 196774 Camaro V8 models
without AC or special highperformance 302, 350 and
396. Nut retained single
groove pulley for 3/8" wide
belt. 5-47/64" o.d. Does not
feature correct stamping on
the pulley.
748688
1967-74 ................................. 39.99 ea

1967-95 Power Steering Pump Gaskets
Power steering pump gaskets for your 1967-95
Camaro models.
1967-95 PS Pump Rebuild Set
This set includes everything you’ll need to rebuild
your old power steering pump. Refer to your factory
service manual for instructions.
1253550 1967-95
............................ 18.50 set
1967-77 PS Pump O-ring Set
This is the o-ring set for Saginaw power steering
pumps. Includes 8 pieces to reseal the pump to the
reservoir. Does not include the shaft seal. Fits most
Saginaw pumps through 1977.
1253575 1967-77
............................ 11.99 set
1967-77 PS Reservoir Installation Set
This 12 piece set includes: the o-rings, gaskets, seals,
ﬁttings and washers you will need to install a reservoir
on your Saginaw power steering pump. This set has
unﬁnished ﬁttings that are designed to be used with
a painted reservoir.
1253570 1967-77
unplated .............. 17.99 set
1253571 1967-77
chrome-plated .... 19.99 set

B466 – detail

Billet Remote Reservoir

Warning: Concerning Steering Pump Pulleys
Stock replacement, aftermarket stamped steel or cast iron
pulleys are not designed to exceed 400 horsepower or 6000
RPM. Using reproduction pulleys on engines in excess of
these limits may result in catastrophic disintegration of the
pulley causing severe damage to the engine, cooling system
and body parts. Classic Industries® assumes no liability for
damages caused by improper usage of pulleys. Please be
sure to install the pulley properly to avoid damages that
could occur from improper installation or exceeding the
recommended RPM limitations.

Correct reproduction stud used to mount the power
steering pump on 1967-72 big block models. 1 required
per vehicle.
1256624
1967-72
big block ............ 4.99 ea

Power Steering Parts

1967-77 PS Pulley Nut
Reproduction power steering pulley washer and nut.
This nut and washer set is needed to secure the power
steering pulley to the pump.
1253504
1967-77 ................................ 11.99 set

1967-72 Ofﬁcially Licensed Belts

Designed for March Performance pulley sets that use
GM type 2 power steering pumps. Includes cap and
billet aluminum mounting bracket.
MP450
............................................. 219.99 ea
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This chrome-plated self-locking nut is designed for
aluminum performance power steering pulleys. It can
also be used with OE and aftermarket pulleys on Saginaw
power steering pumps with a 9/16"-18 threaded shaft.
MP645
................................................. 1.29 ea

1967-72 PS Pump Mounting Stud

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Replace your original power steering belt with Classic
Industries® Ofﬁcially Licensed reproduction belts.
Includes correct codes for each belt listed below.
B402 1967
327 base ........................ 31.99 ea
B403 1967
350 – L48 ...................... 31.99 ea
B404 1967
396 ................................ 31.99 ea
B405 1967
Z28 – 302 ...................... 31.99 ea
B424 1968
327 ................................ 31.99 ea
B425 1968
350 ................................ 31.99 ea
B426 1968
396 ................................ 31.99 ea
B427 1968
Z28 – 302 ...................... 31.99 ea
B452 1969
307 and 350................... 31.99 ea
B453 1969
Z28 – 302 ...................... 31.99 ea
B454 1969
396/375 HP – L78 ......... 31.99 ea
B455 1969
396-325/350HP – L34,L35 31.99 ea
B456 1969
396 with AC and AT ..... 31.99 ea
B463 1970
small block exc. Z28 ..... 31.99 ea
B464 1970
Z28 – 350 ...................... 31.99 ea
B465 1970
396/350HP .................... 31.99 ea
B466 1970
396/375HP .................... 31.99 ea
B484 1971-72 small block without Z28 31.99 ea
B485 1971-72 Z28 ................................ 31.99 ea
B486 1971-72 396 – LS3...................... 31.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Power Steering Parts
70255

70551
802860

1967-02 Power Steering Line

Power Steering Pump i.d.

Braided stainless steel power steering hoses for use with
Flaming River power rack and pinion steering systems
on 1967-81 Camaro models. Includes stainless braided
lines with ﬁttings for installing Flaming River power
rack and pinion with a remote reservoir. Simpliﬁes
installation with a clean, polished appearance. Made
in USA.
FR1625
1967-81 ................................ 292.99 set

original style pump

Type 2 pump

1967-69 Rack & Pinion PS Hoses
These power steering hoses are engineered to work with
an original factory style pump, or a late model Type 2
pump, for the rack and pinion conversion set above.
Hoses for Original Style Pump
802860
1967-69 .............................. 125.99 pr
Hoses for Late Model Type 2 Pump w/Remote Reservoir
802610
1967-69 .............................. 112.99 pr
D91302

1967-81 Power Steering Hose Set
This DSE power steering hose set includes ﬁttings to
convert your steering gear to 6-AN ﬁttings. Features
30" high pressure stainless steel hoses that can be
routed and cut to length at the pump end. Includes
pre-crimped stainless ﬁttings to attach the 6-AN ﬁttings
at the steering gear. Add pressure ﬁtting D91801 for a
GM type II pump to complete this hose set. Includes
9/16"-18 to-6 AN pressure ﬁtting and 5/8"-18 to 6
AN-return ﬁtting.
D91302
1967-81 hose set ............. 194.99 set
D91801
1967-81 banjo ﬁtting....... 38.99 ea

1967-72 PS Return Hose Clamps
This reproduction power steering return hose clamps
is for 1967-72 models with power steering.
23C
1967-72 ........................................ 3.99 pr

1967-69 PS Hose Retainer
Reproduction of the wire retainer
that holds the 2 power steering
hoses together.
HC290 1967-69 ...................................... 6.99 ea

1967-69 Power Steering Hose Retainer
MP3244

Braided Power Steering Hoses
These braided stainless steel power steering hose sets
are designed for March Performance pulley sets that
use GM type 2 power steering pumps with a remote
reservoir. Includes three hoses that connect the pump
and reservoir to the steering box. Cut to desired length.
Note: For March pulley sets using GM type 2 steering
pumps only.

Rack and Pinion Steering
MP3211 1974-78 Mustang II ............
MP3244 1979-95 Mustang ................
GM Steering Box
MP3222 1965-78 SAE inverted ﬂare
MP3233 1979-00 metric o-ringed .....

229.99 set
245.99 set
244.99 set
229.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Reproduction of the high pressure hose retainer which
was bolted to the steering box cap.
748601 1967-69 ..................................... 7.99 ea

Power Steering Hose Stamp
During assembly, workers identiﬁed
correct hoses for placement by the
stamp marks on them. This stamp
was an identiﬁcation and date code
used on power steering return hoses
approximately every three inches. Get
an original looking hose with the use
of this stamp.
A8500127 1967-69
G-23A stamp .. 13.99 ea
A8700167 white ink stamp pad ....... 16.99 ea

Power Steering Hoses
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These replacement line hoses are just what you need
to maintain a clean and dependable power steering
system. It is essential to replace old or worn out hoses
for maximum dependability.
Pressure Lines
4 Cylinder
71221 1982-85 from pump w/o AC ... 19.99 ea
71222 1982-85 from pump with AC .. 19.99 ea
71222 1986
from pump ................ 19.99 ea
6 Cylinder
70230 1967-69 .................................. 29.99 ea
71058 1970-75 .................................. 19.99 ea
80133 1976-79 with AIR pump ......... 19.99 ea
80132 1976-79 without AIR pump .... 22.99 ea
71072 1980-81 3.8L-A with CA
emissions system ...... 22.99 ea
71071 1980-81 3.8L-K without CA
emissions system ...... 19.99 ea
71074 1982
1 piece hose w/AC .... 19.99 ea
71220 1982-84 2 piece hose – pump to
tee with AC ............... 19.99 ea
71318 1982-84 2 piece hose – tee to
gear with AC ............. 9.99 ea
71074 1982-84 1 piece hose w/o AC 19.99 ea
71272 1985
1 piece hose w/o AC 20.99 ea
71275 1985-87 pump to tee with AC 22.99 ea
71318 1985-87 tee to gear with AC ... 9.99 ea
71275 1986-87 1 piece hose w/o AC 22.99 ea
71422 1988-92 .................................. 29.99 ea
71796 1993-95 3.4 L.......................... 25.99 ea
80048 1995-02 3.8 L.......................... 22.99 ea
8 Cylinder
70230 1967-68 .................................. 29.99 ea
70248 1969
.................................. 19.99 ea
70255 1970-72 .................................. 19.99 ea
70263 1973-76 .................................. 19.99 ea
80116 1977-79 .................................. 19.99 ea
71122 1980-85 .................................. 21.99 ea
71122 1986-87 from pump with carb,
without AC ............... 21.99 ea
39138 1986-87 to gear with carb ....... 9.99 ea
71122 1986-87 with fuel injection ..... 21.99 ea
70403 1986-87 5.0L with AC w/carb 24.99 ea
71422 1988-92 5.0L-E with AC ........ 29.99 ea
71094 1988-92 5.0L-E without AC ... 19.99 ea
71094 1988-92 5.0L-F – 5.7L............ 19.99 ea
71797 1993-97 5.7L........................... 29.99 ea
80229 1998-02 5.7L........................... 29.99 ea
Return Lines
4 Cylinder
71350 1982-86 hose only – 3/8" x 48" 14.99 ea
6 Cylinder
70551 1967-72 hose with ﬁtting ........ 16.99 ea
70629 1973-75 hose with ﬁtting ........ 9.99 ea
71350 1976
hose only – 3/8" x 48" 14.99 ea
70518 1977
hose with ﬁtting ........ 12.99 ea
70629 1978-79 hose with ﬁtting ........ 9.99 ea
71350 1980-92 hose only – 3/8" x 48" 14.99 ea
8 Cylinder
70551 1967-72 with ﬁtting ................ 16.99 ea
70629 1973-75 hose with ﬁtting ........ 9.99 ea
70518 1977-79 with ﬁtting ................ 12.99 ea
70442 1980
350 with ﬁtting ......... 19.99 ea
71350 1980
exc. 350 hose only –
3/8" x 48" .................. 14.99 ea
71350 1981
hose only – 3/8" x 48" 14.99 ea
70442 1982-85 with ﬁtting ................ 19.99 ea
71350 1986-92 cooler to pump 3/8" x 48" 14.99 ea
91803 1993-97 with ﬁtting ................ 34.99 ea

1967-81 Power Steering Hoses

Steering Gears & Parts
Steering Coupler Hardware Set

600127P

1967-79 Power Steering Gearbox
Using the latest rack and pinion style servo technology,
these gearboxes provide quick response and precise
control. The low friction recirculating ball gears offer
smooth and quiet operation. These bolt-in replacement
gearboxes can be used with original power steering pump
and power steering pitman arm. Includes a new rag joint
and hose ﬁtting adapters to convert inverted ﬂare hoses
to the newer o-ring style ﬁttings. Available with a bright
silver-plated ﬁnish. 3/4" input shaft.
Note: When converting from manual steering, a power
steering pitman arm is required.

Plated
600127P
60014P

12.7:1
14:1

3 turns ................ 719.99 set
3 to 3-1/2 turns .. 729.99 set

P18502

PSK6774

1967-69 Steering Conversion Set
Upgrade to modern power steering technology and
add a new dimension of handling with this 500 series
conversion set. Includes: 500 series power steering
box with aluminum cover, pitman arm, power steering
pump, rag joint, and hose kit.
Buy the Set and Save!
PSK6768
1967-68
..................... 599.99 set
PSK6974
1969
..................... 599.99 set
PSK6974B 1969
..................... 599.99 set
Individual Components
Power Steering Gear Box
GB657004 1967-79
..................... 379.99 ea
Fittings – Inverted Flare to Metric O-Ring
GB50091
1979
..................... 15.99 pr
Steering Shaft Coupler
GB50730
1967-78
500 series ..... 49.99 ea

I
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1967-92 Power Steering Gearbox
Remanufactured power steering gearbox features a
4 bolt cover and either a 13/16" or 3/4" input shaft.
Available in quick, standard or slow lock to lock turning
ratio. 1967-79 style steering gearboxes feature 7/16"
female inverted ﬂare pressure port, 3/8" female inverted
ﬂare return port, while 1980-92 style steering gearboxes
feature metric o-ring pressure and return ports.
13/16" Input Shaft
P18502
1967-76
2.5 turns ........... 279.99 ea
P18515
1965-76
3-3.5 turns ........ 339.99 ea
P18503
1967-76
4-4.5 turns ........ 209.99 ea
3/4" Input Shaft
P18505
1977-79
2.5 turns ........... 169.99 ea
P18507
1977-79
3-3.5 turns ........ 179.99 ea
P18511
1980-92
2.5 turns ........... 129.99 ea
P18510
1980-92
3-3.5 turns ........ 129.99 ea
P18510
1980-92
4-4.5 turns ........ 129.99 ea

14443

15028

14470

748565

1970-92 Intermediate Steering Shaft
Reproduction intermediate steering shaft for 1970-92
Camaro models. Fits between the steering gear box
and the steering column shaft.
Important: 14470 includes the factory correct plastic
shroud that was added to the shaft for 1982-92 models.
Note: *Includes rag joint.

525161

1967-69 Manual Steering Gearbox

Complete Shaft
14443
1970-78
15028*
1979-81
14470*
1982-92
Lower Section Only
748565* 1979-81

........................... 159.99 ea
without shroud .. 124.99 ea
with shroud........ 129.99 ea
partial w/coupler

Get modern manual steering control while maintaining
the original appearance! These manual steering gears
use the latest steering technology, including a highly
efﬁcient ball bearing screw within casings made from
the original tooling. Includes a new steering gearbox
with a rag joint and can be used with the original
manual steering pitman arm.
Note: When converting from power steering, a manual
steering pitman arm is required.

525161
525201
525241

16:1
20:1
24:1

4 turns .................... 409.99 set
5 turns .................... 409.99 set
6 turns .................... 399.99 set
14344

1967-72 Steering Box Mounting Bolt
Reproduction bolt used to mount the steering box to
the frame on most models. Will work on both power
or manual steering boxes. 3 required.
14344
7/16"-14 x 4-5/8" ...................... 3.99 ea
399803 7/16"-14 x 4-7/16" .................... 5.99 ea
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59.99 ea

Convenient set of hardware for steering shaft couplers
on many GM vehicles. Set includes: one 3/8"-24 Hex
nut and lock washer and one 5/16"-24 nut and lock
washer. Also includes the 12 point coupler bolt that
secures the steering coupler to the steering shaft. All
components are Grade 8 quality.
748799 hardware set ............................... 9.99 set

1967-76 Steering Coupling Joint Repair Set
This coupling joint set repairs the weak link between
the steering column and the steering gearbox. When the
coupler becomes worn or oil soaked, it can lead to future
problems with your steering system and expensive
repairs. Fits models with or without power steering.
C2553
1967-76 .................................... 12.99 set

1973-74 Pitman Shaft Lock Washer
It’s always wise to use new hardware
when replacing the pitman arm. Original
pieces will rust or break-off when being
removed. Assure correct installation and
safety by replacing the washer.
G7075 1973-74 w/o power steering .. 5.99 ea

1967-72 Pitman Arm Nut and Washer
Reproduction gearbox steering arm
large nut and lock washer set. This
nut and washer mount the steering
pitman arm to the manual or power
steering gearbox.
1253511
1967-72 ................................ 4.99 set

1967-86 Lash Adjuster Nut
GM service replacement part of the
original lash adjuster 7/16"-20 thread.
G7072
1967-74 ................................... 10.99 ea
G7072
1977-86 ................................... 10.99 ea

Build Your Own Steering Hook Up
Build your own steering hook up for
your aftermarket subframe with rack
and pinion steering. Measure the shaft
size and count the splines and distance
between the rack and steering column,
order accordingly. U-Joints are offered
in plain steel and polished stainless steel
and also offered with vibration reducers.

SC1017
Note: U-joints with vibration reducers are used on the
steering column end of the shaft.

1253539
7828871

1967-92 Steering Coupling Joint
Replacement steering coupling joint which connects
the steering column box to the steering column.
Steering Coupling Joint
7806391 1967-69 w/o power steering 39.99 ea
7828871 1967-76 w/power steering ... 31.99 ea
7818568 1970-76 w/o power steering 29.99 ea
7826542 1977-92 all ........................... 32.99 ea
Hardware
1253539 1967-69 12 point bolt w/nuts 7.99 set
748612
1967-81 12 point bolt only .. 6.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

U-Joint, Steel
SC1017
3/4"-36 x 3/4"DD ............... 64.99 ea
U-Joint, Polished Stainless Steel
123449
3/4"-36 x 3/4"DD ............... 109.99 ea
U-Joint, Flanged, Stainless Steel
K3128
rag-joint ﬂange x 3/4"DD .. 119.99 ea
U-Joint, Vibration Reducer – Steel
34934
3/4"-36 x 3/4"DD ............... 101.99 ea
34943
1"-48 x 3/4"DD .................. 101.99 ea
U-Joint, Vibration Reducer – Polished Stainless
164934
3/4"-36 x 3/4"DD ............... 164.99 ea
164943
1"-48 x 3/4"DD .................. 164.99 ea
Shafts – Steel
409418
3/4"DD x 18" ..................... 19.99 ea
SC1018
3/4"DD x 36" ..................... 35.99 ea
Shafts – Polished Stainless
429422
3/4"DD x 22" ..................... 57.99 ea
429436
3/4"DD x 36" ..................... 88.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Steering Gears
1967-69 Rack & Pinion with Tilt Steering Column

8007702

1967-81 Rack & Pinion Steering
Designed for all 1967-81 Camaro models with small
block or big block Chevrolet engines. Works with the
factory power steering pump, but requires the hose set,
sold separately. New steering arms are included and must
be used on the power steering rack. The manual rack
will mount to your stock steering arms. Not compatible
with aftermarket spindles with steering arms cast as a
single unit. This system requires a new steering shaft
between the steering column and the rack and pinion,
sold separately. The mounting brackets attach to the two
lower control arm bolts and include the required longer
bolts. The 1970-81 Camaro rack and pinion is for engines
with long water pumps and is complete including power
rack and pinion, pump, hoses, brackets, tie rod ends,
steering shafts, and U-joints to connect to the steering
column. Will work on the stock steering column. All
are pre-assembled and centered for easy installation.
Note: Factory exhaust manifolds are recommended on
big block engines, as headers may cause interference with
steering shaft.

1967-69
8015401 1967-69
ps
black .....
8015402 1967-69
ps
chrome ..
8007701 1967-69
ms black .....
8007702 1967-69
ms chrome ..
1970-81 with Long Water Pump
8019901 1970-74
sb
black .....
8011001 1970-74
bb
black .....
8011801 1975-81
sb
black .....
8011901 1975-81
bb
black .....

889.99
1169.99
649.99
759.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

1777.99
1732.99
1732.99
1732.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

A9583001

1967-69 Rack and Pinion

Important: If using your old pump, ﬂush and clean it
thoroughly before installing the set.
Note: Shipped oversize.

No Column
A9583001
1967-69
A9583005
1967-69
With Columns – Manual
A9583014
1967-68
A9583016
1967-68
A9583024
1969
A9583026
1969
With Columns – Power
A9583010
1967-68
A9583012
1967-68
A9583020
1969
A9583022
1969

OS1

power.......... 1255.99 set
manual ........ 1255.99 set
unpainted ....
black ...........
unpainted ....
black ...........

1745.99
1880.99
2086.99
2221.99

set
set
set
set

unpainted ....
black ...........
unpainted ....
black ...........

1745.99
1880.99
2086.99
2221.99

set
set
set
set

1967-81 Tilt Steering Column Bracket
This unique steering
column clamp bracket
is needed to mount Flaming
River steering columns. This
polished billet aluminum clamp
will attach the steering column to
the factory GM dash on 1967-81 Camaro models.
FR20114K
1967-81 ........................... 104.99 ea

Important: Power steering pump brackets,
hoses and column to dash clamp bracket are
not included.

PS Set with Tilt Column – Small Block
FR30301 1967-68 w/paint column .. 2143.99
FR30302 1967-68 w/polish column 2355.99
FR30401 1969
w/paint column .. 2395.99
FR30402 1969
w/polish column 2675.99
PS Set with Tilt Column – Big Block
FR30303 1967-68 w/paint column .. 2348.99
FR30304 1967-68 w/polish column 2335.99
FR30403 1969
w/paint column .. 2540.99
FR30404 1969
w/polish column 2614.99

FR30404

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

Manual Steer Set with Tilt Column – Small Block
FR30305 1967-68 w/paint column .. 1880.99 set
FR30306 1967-68 w/polish column 2088.99 set
FR30405 1969
w/paint column .. 2290.99 set
Manual Steer Set with Tilt Column – Big Block
FR30307 1967-68 w/paint column .. 2082.99 set
FR30308 1967-68 w/polish column 2242.99 set
FR30407 1969
w/paint column .. 2459.99 set
FR30408 1969
w/polish column 2579.99 set

1970-81 Rack & Pinion with Tilt Steering Column
Easily convert your steering box to rack and pinion
without chassis modiﬁcation! This unique system
uses the original inner and outer tie rod
ends keep installation simple and maintain
the original pivot position and turning
radius. No cutting, welding, or drilling to
the chassis is required. Sets include: the
rack and pinion cradle system, a tilt steering
column with a keyed ignition switch,
universal joints, wire connectors, and all
mounting hardware. Available in power,
manual, or quick ratio manual. Power
steering sets also include the pump with
pulley and a polished aluminum reservoir.
Important: Power steering pump brackets, hoses
and column to dash clamp bracket are not included.
*Quick ratio.

FR3162

Power Steering Set with Tilt Column
FR3161
1970-81
paint column...........................................................................................
FR3162
1970-81
polish column .........................................................................................
Manual Steering Set with Tilt Column
FR3163
1970-81
paint column...........................................................................................
FR3164
1970-81
polish column .........................................................................................
FR3165*
1970-81
paint column...........................................................................................
FR3166*
1970-81
polish column .........................................................................................

Get the race winning experience
of Joe Gibbs under your hood with
Joe Gibbs power steering ﬂuid.
This specially formulated power
steering ﬂuid avoids foaming at high
temperatures for superior cooling
properties. One quart.

A steering column
adapter is required
when using a
factory column.
Manual racks will
work with either
small block or big
block engines.

JG1306
JG1307

Note: Factory
exhaust manifolds
805550
are recommended on
big block engines, as headers may cause interference
with steering shaft.

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1855.99 set
2122.99 set
1863.99 set
2143.99 set

Power Steering Fluid

1967-69 Rack & Pinion Steering Shafts

Adapter for Use with Factory Steering Column
802820 1967-69 adapter ................... 62.99
Power Rack and Pinion Shafts – Small Block
805490 1967-69 factory column ...... 179.99
805510 1967-69 1" DD column ....... 179.99
805070 1967-69 3/4"-36 spline cmn 179.99
Power Rack and Pinion Shafts – Big Block
805540 1967-69 factory column ...... 269.99
805550 1967-69 1" DD column ....... 314.99
805600 1967-69 3/4"-36 spline cmn 269.99
Manual Rack and Pinion Shafts
805570 1967-69 factory column ...... 269.99
805580 1967-69 1" DD column ....... 269.99
805610 1967-69 3/4"-36 spline cmn 269.99

2395.99 set
2834.99 set

PS ﬂuid
PS ﬂuid

quart ................... 19.99 ea
case of 12 quarts 215.99 cs

Max EZ Power Steering Fluid
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Max EZ is an advanced power steering
ﬂuid designed to maximize the life
and performance of all power steering
units. Max EZ is formulated with a
blend of select synthetic base oils plus
Royal Purple’s proprietary Synerlec
additive technology, which is proven to
make equipment run cooler, smoother,
longer, quieter and more efﬁciently.
Max EZ is compatible and can be mixed with
conventional power steering ﬂuids and has
excellent seal compatibility.
RP01326
12 oz. bottle ......................... 6.99 ea
RP12326
case of 12 – 12 oz. bottles ... 64.99 cs

Rack & Pinion
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Make your 1967-69 Camaro steer like a new car!
These sets feature uniquely designed adjustable tie
rod ends engineered to eliminate bump steer even on
lowered vehicles. Greater control while driving on
rough surfaces and a tighter and more precise feel. No
cutting or drilling into your frame, crossmember or its
supports. Steeroids power steering sets allow you to
retain your stock power steering pump. Available in
power or manual sets. Set includes: rack and pinion,
adapter bracket (adapts rack to chassis through A-arm
bolts), tie rod ends (self-cleaning and lubricating, Teﬂon
lined, and adjustable or bump steer), U-joint assembly,
power steering hoses (not included with manual rack),
Grade 8 fasteners, and instructions.

Easily convert your steering box to rack and
pinion without chassis modiﬁcation! This
unique system uses the original inner and
outer tie rod ends keep installation simple
and maintain the original pivot position and
turning radius. No cutting, welding, or drilling
to the chassis is required. Sets include the
rack and pinion cradle system, a tilt steering
column, universal joints, wire connectors, and
all mounting hardware. Available in power or
manual. Power steering sets also include the
pump with pulley and a polished aluminum
reservoir. 1969 sets feature a keyed ignition
switch in the column.

Steering/Suspension
Sway Bar Bushing

F Pitman Arm
E Idler Arm

Sway Bar Bracket

D Center Drag Link

A Outer Tie
Rod Ends
A Outer Tie Rod Ends
B Inner Tie Rod Ends

I
C Tie Rod Adjusting Sleeve

Stabilizer
Link Kit

Upper Control
Arm Bushing
C Tie Rod Adjusting Sleeve

J

Lower Control
Arm Bushing
G Lower Control
Arm Ball Joint

G Upper Control
Arm Ball Joint

K Upper Control
Arm assembly

K Lower Control
Arm assembly

Passenger Side RH
A
ES348R
ES381R
ES404R
ES441R
ES427R
ES441R
ES2226R
ES3238
G3845

344

19.99
39.99
39.99
24.99
24.99
39.99
39.99
24.99
24.99
24.99
44.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

13158A
13201A
13200A

1967-92 Center Drag Links
1967-69
1970-81
1980-81
1982-92

....................................................................................
with Z28 ......................................................................
V8................................................................................
....................................................................................

79.99
59.99
59.99
39.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

54.99
59.99
39.99
29.99
69.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

54.99
54.99
54.99
34.99
54.99
34.99
99.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-92 Idler Arm Assembly
1967
1968-69
1970-81
1982-92
1982-92

F
3953225
3989445
3989445
18768
3953225
18768
E323

10195
1967-69
upper ...........................................................................
10197
1967-69
lower ...........................................................................
10268
1970-81
upper ...........................................................................
10277
1970-81
lower ...........................................................................
10277
1982-92
lower ...........................................................................
104113*
1982-92
lower ...........................................................................
K6462
1993-02
upper ...........................................................................
10277
1993-02
lower ...........................................................................
Note: *When standard ball joints won’t press into control arm, use 104113 with
.0025 o/s housing.

1967-92 Adjusting Sleeve

E
3908383
3989447
18753
18832
G6318

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-69........................................................................................... 12.99 ea
1970-81........................................................................................... 9.99 ea
1982-92........................................................................................... 6.99 ea

D
E285
DS829
DS829
DS1049

19.99
19.99
19.99
24.99
21.99
24.99
24.99
17.99
24.99

H

LH or RH .................................................................
LH ............................................................................
RH ............................................................................
LH ............................................................................
RH ............................................................................
V6 LH ......................................................................
V6 RH ......................................................................
V8 LH ......................................................................
V8 RH ......................................................................
LH or RH .................................................................
LH or RH ................................................................

reproduction ..............................................................
power or manual steering .........................................
..................................................................................
reproduction ..............................................................
GM ............................................................................

1967-81 Pitman Arms
1967
1967-69
1967-69
1968-69
1967-69
1968-69
1970-81

without power steering............................................
with power steering.................................................
with power steering without Z28 ............................
without power steering without Z28 .......................
Z28 – quick ratio manual steering ..........................
manual steering without 302 ...................................
manual steering .......................................................
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1967-69
1970-74
1970-74
1975-79
1975-79
1980-81
1980-81
1980-81
1980-81
1982-92
1993-02

C
ES350S
ES2004S
ES2032S

LH or RH .................................................................
LH or RH .................................................................
LH or RH .................................................................
LH or RH .................................................................
V6 LH or RH ...........................................................
V8 LH or RH ...........................................................
LH or RH .................................................................
LH or RH .................................................................
LH or RH – GM ......................................................

1967-02 Inner Tie Rods

B
ES681N
DS782
DS781
ES442L
ES443L
ES2002L
ES2001L
ES443L
ES442L
ES2227L
21011026

Suspension Parts

1967-02 Control Arm Ball Joints

G

1967-02 Outer Tie Rods
1967
1968-69
1970-74
1975-79
1980-81
1980-81
1982-92
1993-02
1993-02

Driver Side LH

I

22.99
19.99
23.99
23.99
23.99
22.99
16.99
23.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-02 Upper Control Arm Shaft Kit
1967-69
1970-73
1974-79

2 required .................................................................... 53.99 ea
2 required .................................................................... 59.99 set
2 required .................................................................... 52.99 set

1967-02 Upper Control Arm Bushings

12162
1967-69
4 required .................................................................... 14.99 ea
12295
1970
..................................................................................... 6.99 ea
12310
1971-81
front ............................................................................. 9.99 pr
12235
1974-79
rear .............................................................................. 7.99 ea
12414D
1980-81
rear .............................................................................. 13.99 ea
12651
1993-02
..................................................................................... 25.99 pr
Note: For 1967-81 upper control arm bumpers, see index.

J

1967-02 Lower Control Arm Bushings

12237
1967-68
toward rear of car ............................................................
12237
1969
toward front of car ..........................................................
12237
1970
toward rear of car ............................................................
12258
1967-68
toward front of car ..........................................................
12258
1969
toward rear of car ............................................................
K6110
1971-72
1 towards front, 1 towards rear (set of 2)........................
12297
1973-81
front.................................................................................
12298
1973-81
rear ..................................................................................
12355
1982-94
front.................................................................................
12413
1982-94
rear ..................................................................................
12649
1993-02
front.................................................................................
12650
1993-02
rear ..................................................................................
Note: For 1968-81 lower control arm bumpers, see index.

K
E326
E325
E328
E327
G9039
G1347
G3810
G3809
G3817
G3816
G3817
G3816
G3815
G3814

9.99
9.99
9.99
12.99
12.99
16.99
7.99
11.99
9.99
10.99
9.99
9.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
set
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

99.99
99.99
99.99
99.99
308.99
302.99
351.99
351.99
456.99
456.99
456.99
456.99
305.99
305.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-02 Upper and Lower Control Arms
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1977-81
1977-81
1993-02
1993-02
1993-02
1993-02
1993-02
1993-02
1993-02
1993-02

LH upper – includes bushings and ball joint ................
RH upper – includes bushings and ball joint................
LH lower – includes bushings and ball joint ................
RH lower – includes bushings and ball joint................
LH lower ......................................................................
RH lower ......................................................................
LH upper with std or base susp. F41, FE2, FE4...........
RH upper with std or base susp. F41, FE2, FE4 ..........
LH lower with ﬁrm ride suspension F41......................
RH lower with ﬁrm ride suspension F41 .....................
LH lower with base susp. FE2, FE4 .............................
RH lower with base susp. FE2, FE4.............................
LH lower with HD/performance suspension FE7 ........
RH lower with HD/performance suspension FE7 ........

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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2
2
2
2
4
4
2

Outer Tie Rod Ends
Inner Tie Rod Ends (optional)
Upper Ball Joints
Lower Ball Joints
Upper Control Arm Bushings
Lower Control Arm Bushings
Outer Sway Bar End Link Kits

E5251

1967-92 Heavy-Duty Tie Rod Sleeves
Install these heavy-duty QA1 tie rod sleeves for
a positive steering improvement in most GM
vehicles. They are manufactured from solid steel
Hex stock then zinc-plated for durable good looks
and corrosion resistance.
E5251
1967-69
5/8" x 4-7/8" ....... 57.99 pr
E5252
1970-81
11/16" x 3-1/2" ... 57.99 pr
E5250
1982-92
5/8" x 3-3/8" ....... 57.99 pr

K45351

1967-79 Camaro Front End Rebuild Kits
Nearly everything you need to fully rebuild a worn out front end. The kit includes a comprehensive assortment
of front end parts designed to renew worn out original front suspension components. Each component is
manufactured by the original GM supplier or equivalent. Be sure you install what the factory intended with
Classic’s complete front end kit.
K45334
1967-69
without inner tie rod ends ........................................................................ 228.99 kit
K45336
1975-79
without inner tie rod ends ........................................................................ 226.99 kit
K45350
1967-69
full kit includes 2 inner tie rod ends......................................................... 264.99 kit
K45351
1975-79
full kit includes 2 inner tie rod ends......................................................... 260.99 kit

1967-92 Tie Rod Sleeves

H1607

Enhance the steering precision of your classic Camaro
with machined tie rod adjusting sleeves. These gloss
black powder coated sleeves have machined wrench
ﬂats and include jam nuts for quick and easy toe
adjustment. Sold in pairs.
H1607
1967-69
5/8" thread ......... 74.99 pr
H1612
1970-81
11/16" thread ..... 82.99 pr
H1601
1982-92
5/8" thread ......... 69.99 pr

1993-02 Inner Tie Rod Boot
1967-69 Control Arm Bushing Kit
Replacing the old bushings can not only increase the
life of your suspension, but can eliminate potential
hazards to the safety of you and your passengers. The
kit provides the necessary bushings and hardware to
replace the worn out components. It’s easy to replace
your front end bushings with one convenient kit. Each
kit includes: 4 upper and 4 lower control arm bushings
and 2 sway bar outer end links and bushings.
K45335
1967-69 ................................. 82.99 kit

Genuine GM replacement inner tie rod boot set
designed to replace the tie rod inner boot and
components necessary for installation. 2 required
per vehicle.
G3844
1993-02
LH or RH .......... 81.99 set

1967-81 Billet Tie Rod Adjusters

1967-81 GM Replacement Bump Stop

These billet tie rod adjusters are designed to be strong
and easy to use. Large wrench ﬂats on both ends
provide an easy way to dial your suspension and
steering to the perfect toe and bumpsteer settings and
the anodized aluminum ﬁnish provides a great long
lasting appearance. Made in USA.
11169400
1967-69 ............................. 64.99 pr
11179400
1970-81 ............................. 64.99 pr

11169400

913101G

913101R

1967-97 Tie Rod End Dust Boots
You can replace your tie rod end boots with these
superb reproductions.
913101G
1967-97
black ................. 4.99 pr
913101R
1967-97
red ..................... 4.99 pr

SP94019

1967-81 Extended Length Ball Joint
Extended length OEM style ball joint for 1967-81
Camaro models. These original style greaseable ball
joints feature extended length for improved camber
gain and increased control arm to frame clearance.
SP94019 1967-69
upper .................. 69.99 ea
SP94017 1970-81
upper .................. 69.99 ea

Bushing Installation/Removal Tool
Replacing OEM bushings and don’t have a press?
No problem! This new tool allows you to remove
and install bushings with simple hand tools. Includes
all necessary hardware to remove upper and lower
control arm bushings.
85000009
bushing tool ........................ 99.99 ea

1967-72 Tie Rod End Dust Boots
Reproduction tie rod end dust boots for 1967-72
models. Manufactured with correct part numbers.
1253515
1967-72
4 piece .............. 19.99 set

Pickle Fork Set
This fork set is designed to separate ball joints, tie
rods, pitman arms, and other suspension items that are
difﬁcult to separate. Includes 5 piece set.
Y41500
.............................................. 42.99 set

1967-72 Tie Rod Sleeve Bolts
Factory correct tie rod sleeve bolts with TR head
stamp as original.
1253529
1967-72
4 piece ................ 8.99 set

1967-81 Ball Joint Spacer Set
Adjustable ball joint spacer sets for extended length ball
joints. Ball joint spacers raise the arm to improve frame
clearance. Includes three 1/4" spacers and hardware.
SP94304
1967-81 ................................. 36.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Pitman Arm Puller
This pitman arm puller will make
replacing the pitman arm easy.
Speciﬁcally designed to pull pitman
arms from most cars and trucks.
Y41900
............................................... 22.99 ea

Suspension Parts
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OEM style conical bump stop for lower control arms,
designed to replace worn original GM bump stops.
SP95339
1967-81 ............................... 23.99 ea

Spindles

K6152

K6151

1967-69 Spindle
Replacement spindle for drum or disc brakes for
1967-69 Camaro models. Each spindle ﬁts either LH
or RH. 2 required.
K6152
1967-69
drum brakes....... 109.99 ea
K6151
1967-69
disc brakes......... 69.99 ea

1967-69 Improved Camber 2" Drop Spindle
These spindles raise the upper ball joint 1-1/2" for
superior camber change! Use with Heidt’s caliper
brackets for stock 11" rotors to 13" big brake setups.
Important: Not for drum brakes or OE dual piston calipers.

HS013

1967-69 tall 2" drop spindles 411.99 pr

CP30013

C5 Upright Spindles for 1967-81
These bolt on spindles for 1967-81 Camaro models
use C5 bearing hubs with sealed bearing packs to
eliminate spindle pin ﬂex. The design maintains the
drum brake offset while improving geometry to allow
better camber change during suspension movement.
Works with C5 brake components.
CP30013
1967-69 ............................ 279.99 set
CP30014
1970-81 ............................ 249.99 set

1967-69 2" Drop Disc Brake Spindles
OER® Authorized 2" drop spindles will replace OE
single piston disc brake spindles. The stock steering
arms bolt to the same location as on the stock spindle,
maintaining the steering geometry.
Note: Not for use with drum-to-disc brake conversions kits.

153636

K5754162

1967-69 .................................. 199.99 pr

1967-69 Billet Aluminum Spindles
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1967-69 2" Drop Spindles Set
Lower your 1967-69 Camaro the right way with a
factory style 2" drop spindle set. This set includes
caliper mounting brackets and backing plates for a
complete installation.

1967-69 2" Forged Drop Spindles

Note: Cannot be used with aftermatket disc brake conversion
kits. Can be used on 1967-68 if using a single piston caliper;
can not be used with factory 4 piston caliper.

RS900119

1967-69 ............................. 199.99 set

These spindles drops ride height by 2" and allow you
to use the stock steering arm and the factory 11" single
piston disc brakes, or aftermarket 12"-13" brakes
without modiﬁcation. Forged from 1045 steel alloy
and precision machined to perfection.
Note: Factory disc brake bracket requires minor
modiﬁcation and eliminates dust shields. Disc only.

CP30100

1967-69 .............................. 224.99 pr

7078DS

These rigid and lightweight billet aluminum spindles
and steering arms are direct replacement components
for 1967-69 Camaro models. Overall height of both
upright versions is 1-1/2" taller than stock, resulting in
more aggressive camber gain with increased cornering
performance. Spindles feature a black anodized ﬁnish
and heat treated, corrosion resistant, slotted ﬂange nuts.
Optional ﬂange nuts for oversize stud lower ball joints
are sold separately. For use with calipers that attach
to OEM style disc brake locations.
Note: Taller spindle height requires Chassisworks billet
steering arms and tubular upper A-arms to properly
position ball joint range of alignment. Minimum rim size is
15" to 18" diameter, depending upon width and brake kit.

Spindles
K5754160 1967-69 stock height..... 834.99 pr
K5754162 1967-69 2" drop ............ 885.99 pr
Quick Ratio Steering Arms
These are lightweight, machined billet aluminum
steering arms with a sleek black anodized ﬁnish.
Will ﬁt stock height and 2" drop spindles. Uses OEM
compatible outer tie rod.
K5755628 1967-69
........................ 404.99 pr
5/8"-20 Flange Nuts
For oversize stud lower ball joints.
K7964527 1967-69
........................ 24.99 ea

1970-81 2" Machined Drop Spindles
1967-69 2" Drop Spindles for 12" Rotors
These drop spindles let you run 15" or 16" wheels and
larger brakes while you lower your Camaro. Works with
1970-78 calipers (RC4059 and RC4060) and 1988-92
Camaro 1LE 12" rotors (CB2157A), bearings and seals.
Works with most 16" or larger wheels.
Note: Not to be used with wheels with more than
4-3/8" backspacing.

DS677412
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1967-69 .......................... 199.99 pr

Spindles

Lower your Camaro 2" without affecting steering
or suspension geometry. Cast from iron with CNCmachined 4130 chromoly pins. Can use stock ball
joints and tie rod ends, but moves wheels 1/8" out on
each side. Requires 14" wheels or larger.
Note: DS6769 uses 1979-81 Malibu rotors and 1981-92
S10 calipers. All other kits use factory brake parts. 3-1/2"
max wheel backspacing.

7078DS
7981DS

1970-78 ............................... 269.99 pr
1979-81 ............................... 269.99 pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1967-69 Steering Arms
These replacement steering arms are for vehicles with
standard power steering or quick ratio power steering,
and models with quick ratio manual steering.
HC441
1967-69 ................................. 104.99 pr

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Wheel Bearings

153643
913125R

1967-92 GM Spindle Nut Set
This convenient set includes dust caps, spindle nuts,
keyed washers, and cotter pins in a set that does both
sides of the vehicle. Each set includes: two 3/4" x 20
with 1-1/16" Hex head spindle nuts, two plated 1/8" x
1-1/2" cotter pins, two 1-25/32" or 2-1/16" o.d. wheel
bearing dust caps, and two keyed spindle washers.
153642 1967-69 1-25/32" caps ........ 14.99 set
153643 1970-92 2-1/16" caps .......... 14.99 set

1967-81 Polyurethane Ball Joint Boots
1967-72 Steering Nut Set
This hardware set contains the 20 steering nuts
necessary to mount the spindle to the control arms,
the tie rod ends to the center link and secure the
steering arms.
1253513 1967-72 20 piece............... 13.99 set

Polyurethane ball joint boots from Energy Suspension.
Unlike conventional boots, these are designed to
never wear out. Each set includes: 2 upper boots and
2 lower boots.
913125G
1967-69
black ................ 7.99 set
913125R
1967-69
red .................... 7.99 set
913128G
1970-81
black ................ 7.99 set
913128R
1970-81
red .................... 7.99 set

K9144

1967-92 Wheel Bearing and Seal Kits
Our complete wheel bearing and seal kit has what you
need to do the job correctly the ﬁrst time, including
one inner and one outer wheel bearing with races, one
wheel seal, one spindle washer, one spindle nut, one
cotter pin, and a grease cap.
Note: 1 kit required per wheel.

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

HC104

1967-70 Lower Control Arm Hardware
When replacing front lower control arm bushings we
recommend replacing the hardware too. Fits front
lower control arms (4 each required).
9421430 1967-69 bolt – 1/2"-13 x 3-3/4" ... 5.99 ea
9442939 1967-70 nut – 1/2"-13 x 3/4" Hex .99 ea

1967-72 Zerk Fittings
Reproduction tie rod end and center link grease
ﬁttings. When restoring tie rod end ﬁttings, these
need to be replaced.
1253599
1967-72 .................................. 2.99 set

1967-81 Wheel Stud
Reproduction wheel studs for 1967-81 wheels. Holds
the wheel onto the axle. 7/16"-20 x 1-3/4".
A14228
1967-81 front........................ 3.49 ea
A14228
1967-75 rear ........................ 3.49 ea

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Note: 2 required per vehicle.

WC54 1967-69 1-25/32" o.d. .......... 2.99 ea
WC53 1970-92 2-3/32" o.d. ............ 3.99 ea
G8237 1970-92 2-3/32" o.d. – GM .. 15.99 ea
1967-90 Spindle Nut and Cotter Pin Kit
K9142 1967-90 ................................ 2.99 kit

1967-81 OEM Style Ball Joint Rivets
Reproduction rivets for 1967-81 models. Used to
hold the ball joints into the control arm. Will match
the originals.
1256640 1967-81 upper (set of 6) ...... 4.99 set

Universal Bearing Packer
Special tool designed to pack the bearings so they stay
where they belong. Works on most cars and trucks.
Y65250
................................................ 8.99 ea

Bearing Race and Seal Driver
1253509

When it comes time to install bearing races, you’ll
ﬁnd this tool to be an excellent way of saving time.
Includes all you need to install or remove bearing races.
Y12600
.............................................. 31.99 set

1253510

1967-72 Brake Rotor/Drum Nut Set
Replacement hardware set for 1967-72 models with
disc or drum brakes. Choose between a 6 piece set
or a 18 piece set. The 6 piece set includes: 2 castle
nuts, 2 washers, and 2 cotter pins. The 18 piece set
includes: the front rotor, and spindle nuts, washers,
pins necessary to hold the rotor or drum to the spindle
and the spindle to the upper and lower control arm and
the spindle to the end link.
1253509
1967-72
6 piece............... 13.99 set
1253510
1967-72
18 piece............. 15.99 set

1967-81 Ball Joint Rivet Bolt Set
This rivet style bolt set attaches the ball joint to the
upper control arm, providing the appearance of a real
rivet. A serrated locking rivet head prevents spinning
when the nut is tightened. Includes: 8 Grade 8 rivet bolts
with lock washers and nuts. 1 set required per vehicle.
A8500200
1967-81 ............................. 19.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Seal Puller
This tool is great for pulling oil or grease seals.
Convenient tool that comes in handy when needed.
Y56750
................................................. 7.99 ea

Wheel Bearings
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Wheel Bearing and Seal Kits
With Replacement Bearings
K9131 1967-69 ................................ 24.99
K9139 1970-78 ................................ 24.99
K9140 1979-81 ................................ 26.99
K9150 1982-87 ................................ 29.99
K9150 1988-90 exc. IROC-Z........... 29.99
K9140 1988-90 IROC-Z .................. 26.99
With Delco Bearing Sets
K9144 1970-78 ................................ 57.99
K9146 1979-81 ................................ 65.99
K9145 1982-87 ................................ 76.99
K9145 1988-90 exc. IROC-Z........... 76.99
K9146 1988-90 IROC-Z .................. 65.99
Individual Components
Front Outer Wheel Bearings
G8574 1967-78 ................................ 11.99
G8572 1979-81 ................................ 25.99
G8591 1982-87 ................................ 11.99
G8591 1988-92 w/o 1LE perf. pkg. 11.99
G8572 1988-92 w/1LE perf. pkg. .... 25.99
Front Inner Wheel Bearing
G8228 1967-92 ................................ 24.99
Front Wheel Bearing Seals
G8231 1970-92 ................................ 6.99
1967-92 Steering Knuckle Spindle Washer
BW2
1967-92 ................................ 1.99
1967-92 Front Wheel Bearing Grease Caps

1967-69 A-Arm Bolt Set
Reproduction of the original type serrated bolts used
to attach the upper A-arm to the subframe. Includes:
4 bolts, 4 washers, and 4 attaching nuts.
748689 1967-69 ................................... 19.99 set

Control Arms

E325
E327

1967-69 Reproduction Control Arm
Reproduction upper and lower control arms for 1967-69
Camaro models. Uppers feature polyurethane bushings
and bumpers. Ball joints included.
E326
1967-69
upper – LH........... 99.99 ea
E325
1967-69
upper – RH .......... 99.99 ea
E328
1967-69
lower – LH........... 99.99 ea
E327
1967-69
lower – RH .......... 99.99 ea

SP94374

1967-81 Lower Control Arms
These tubular lower control arms are a perfect ﬁt
for your 1st or 2nd Generation Camaro. On 1967-69
Camaro models, these arms lower the front end by
1" and add 1 degree positive caster for an aggressive,
“Ready-to-Run” stance. On 1970-81 Camaro models,
they add 2.5 degree positive caster and may be
conﬁgured for stock or lowered height. Ride height
spacer plates (coilover mounts) are available separately.
Note: To complete your arm add an OEM style bump stop
(#SP95339), not included.

384220

1362014

3939198

3928362

10068783

SP94374
SP94378

1967-69 .............................. 769.99 pr
1970-81 .............................. 649.99 pr

1967-92 Control Arm Bumper
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Reproduction control arm bumpers for 1967-92
Camaro suspensions. Replacing damaged or missing
bumpers will reduce control arm to frame contact. 1
required per arm.
Upper Control Arm Bumpers
384220
1967-69 all .......................... 9.99 ea
1362014 1970-81 all .......................... 6.99 ea
Lower Control Arm Bumpers
3939198 1967
all .......................... 14.99 ea
3928362 1968-69 all .......................... 11.99 ea
10068783 1970-84 all .......................... 9.99 ea
10068783 1985-87 without FE2 .......... 9.99 ea
10068783 1988-92 without 16" wheels 9.99 ea

99154G

1968-85 Poly Control Arm Bumpers
Control arm bump stops are guaranteed to last longer
and perform better than OEM rubber stops. Cushions
impact between suspension components preventing
excessive damage. 1 pair required per vehicle.
99154G 1968-69
lower
black ... 15.99 pr
99154R 1968-69
lower
red ....... 19.99 pr
99150G 1971-85
lower
black ... 16.99 pr
99150R 1971-85
lower
red ....... 16.99 pr
39102G 1975-81
upper
black ... 9.99 pr
39102R 1975-81
upper
red ....... 9.99 pr

SP94305

1967-81 Adjustable Upper Control Arms
Adjustable upper control arm for 1967-81 Camaro
models. This rugged control arm offers a wide range
of adjustments to meet your exact needs. These arms
provide quick and easy compensation for standard
or lowered ride heights. Fine tune your handling and
alignment while minimizing tire wear. Perfect for Pro
Touring builds, as well as track or street use. Sold as
individual arms. Includes a ﬂat midsize plate, adjustable
sleeves, and OE style (minimal deﬂection) pivots.

1967-69 Tubular Control Arms
Enhance the handling performance of your 1967-69
Camaro with tubular control arms. These arms are not
only stronger and lighter weight than factory arms,
they also feature improved suspension geometry for
enhanced handling performance. Sold as a pair.
153630 1967-69 upper ................... 249.99 set
153631 1967-69 lower ................... 279.99 set
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1967-81 Tubular Control Arms
Improve your suspension geometry with Detroit
Speed’s robust tubular control arms, featuring Delrin
bushings and a durable black powder coated ﬁnish.
Upper Control Arms
Designed to increase camber gain and improve
roll camber. Features greaseable aluminum/Delrin
bushings and stainless steel cross shafts with DSE’s
‘Caster Tuner Bushings’ for shim free adjustment.
Fully assembled with ball joints.
D30101
1967-69 ............................ 698.99 pr
D030102
1970-81 ............................ 699.99 pr
Lower Control Arms
Designed for positive caster and a lower spring pocket.
Features Delrin bushings with steel housings and crush
tubes and a black powder coated ﬁnish. Includes:
lower ball joints, steering stops, and jounce bumpers.
Choose from conventional stamped steel lower coil
spring pockets or double shear mounts designed for
DSE’s coilover set (D30304).
Important: DSE’s tubular tie rod adjusters recommended
for 1970-81 applications.

Stock Spring Pocket
D31201
1967-69 ............................ 724.99 pr
D031204
1970-81 ............................ 795.99 pr
Coilover Spring Pocket
D31201
1967-69 ............................ 724.99 pr

Note: For 1967-69 use with extended ball joint SP94019,
for 1970-81 use extended ball joint SP94017 or stock ball
joint 10268.

SP94305
SP94340

1967-69
1970-81

LH or RH ......... 239.99 ea
LH or RH ......... 225.99 ea

E52417

E52319

1967-92 Control Arms

1967-69 Totally Tubular Control Arms
153630

D31201

The lower arms feature helical stamped mounts welded
around the entire perimeter to 1-1/2" .120" wall DOM
(Drawn Over Mandrel) tubing to positively secure the
coil springs. The upper control arms are pre-assembled
on billet chromoly cross shafts and pivot sleeves with
a unique design that secures both sides of the bushings
for added safety. The pivot barrels are make from
rugged 1-1/2" .188" wall DOM tubing. Ball joints are
included. Available in black powder coating.
Note: Shipped oversize.

TCA6774B

1967-69

OS1

black ............ 729.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

These QA1 performance control arms designed
for street and racing feature powder coated tubular
construction for increased strength and durability.
Street arms include a replacement ball joint and
polyurethane pivot bushings. Pro-Tour arms include
a low friction ball joint and Delrin pivot bushings.
These provide the added performance needed for drag
racing, Pro-Touring, and intense street applications.
Street
E52417
1967-69
upper ................. 449.99 pr
E52418
1970-81
upper ................. 449.99 pr
E52419
1967-69
lower ................. 629.99 pr
E52420
1970-81
lower ................. 629.99 pr
E52468
1982-92
lower ................. 629.99 set
Pro-Touring
E52317
1967-69
upper ................. 549.99 pr
E52318
1970-81
upper ................. 549.99 pr
E52319
1967-69
lower ................. 649.99 pr
E52320
1970-81
lower ................. 649.99 pr
E52321
1982-92
lower ................. 434.99 pr

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Control Arms

BX20001B

1967-81 Tubular Control Arms

H1107

Enhance handling performance with BMR upper
A-arms. Fabricated from heavy-duty DOM (Drawn
Over Mandrel) tubing, uppers feature billet, nickelplated cross shaft and HD stainless bushing retainers.
Compact design provides additional header clearance.
Comes pre-assembled with Polyurethane bushings
and bump stops, as well as upper ball joints. Features
sway bar mounting provisions and work with all stock
springs and shocks.

H1109

Important: Please specify A for red ﬁnish, B for
hammertone ﬁnish.

1967-81 Tubular Control Arms
Geometry corrected Hotchkis Tubular A-arms for
1967-81 Camaro models. 100% TIG welded, bolton installation. Offers improved camber curve and
increased caster. Upper arms feature 4130 chromoly
offset cross shafts, laser cut cross supports, greaseable
bushings, premium ball joints, and smooth operating
Delrin bushings. Lower arms feature ride height
adjustment shims, smooth operating Delrin bushings,
premium ball joints, bump stops, and polyurethane
coil spring isolators. Both ﬁnished in a durable, gloss
black powder coated ﬁnish.
H1107
1967-69
upper ............... 699.99 pr
H1109
1967-69
lower ............... 758.99 pr
H1106
1970-81
upper ............... 758.99 pr
H1108
1970-81
lower ............... 873.99 pr

Upper Control Arms
BX20000 1967-69 ..............................
BX20060 1970-81 ..............................
Lower Control Arms
BX20001 1967-69 with frt bump stops
BX20002 1967-69 with rr bump stops
BX20061 1970-81 ..............................

409.99 pr
399.99 pr
439.99 pr
439.99 pr
449.99 pr

1982-92
1982-92
1993-02
1993-02

with spring pocket ..
w/o spring pocket ...
adjustable ................
adjustable – 1" drop

449.99
369.99
529.99
529.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

HS3113

1967-81 Tubular Control Arms
These bolt-on tubular upper and lower arms are
state-of-the-art in both design and fabrication. The
upper arms are 1-1/4" in diameter and include offset
cross shafts for ease of caster adjustment for better
straight line tracking and cornering feel. The lowers
are a full 1-1/2" and are available for stock springs or
in a version for coilover shocks. All arms are black
powder coated, completely assembled, and supplied
with factory ball joints. Urethane bushings prevent
deﬂection for absolutely solid handling. Choose from
standard width or the narrowed version to pull the
tires in 1" per side to give plenty of fender clearance
for beefy front tires.

Upper arm sets feature 6 degrees of caster to improve
stability and cornering and include ball joints, billet
cross shafts, built in bump stops, Del-A-Lum bushings,
and related hardware. Lower arm sets feature a rotating
mount spring pocket to index the coil spring and include
ball joints, steering bump stops, Del-A-Lum bushings,
coil spring pockets or coil over shock mounts, and
related hardware.

Note: *For use with coilover shocks.

Note: *For coilover shocks.

538.99
873.99
838.99
538.99
939.99
838.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

CTA79L

1967-02 Tubular Control Arms

CTA79A
CTA79L
CTA79H*
CTA71A
CTA71L
CTA71H*
CTA32A

1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1970-81
1970-81
1970-81
1993-02

upper ...........
lower ...........
lower ...........
upper ...........
lower ...........
lower ...........
upper ...........

566.99
679.99
654.99
617.99
720.99
724.99
309.99

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

GW1012

1967-92 Del-A-Lum Bushings & Offset Shafts
These bushings feature inner and outer thrust washers,
inner rotating sleeve, and lube ﬁttings. Offset shafts
can take the place of stock shafts to add caster without
losing proper camber settings.
Important: *Most 1967-69 upper control arm shafts hold
the control arm bushing in place with a 3/8" bolt. This must
be replaced with a 5/8" stud and slotted Hex nut to allow
for cotter pinning the assembly to maintain proper torque
on the Del-a-Lum bushing. If you have standard shafts with
3/8" bolts, you have 2 options:
Option 1 (Recommended): Order set #GW702,
manufactured with studs and featuring a slight offset
allowing more latitude for proper alignment.
Option 2 (Welding required): Order set #GW707, featuring
a stud in each end of the 4 stock shaft. Extends the length
of the upper shaft to allow the correct torque for Del-a-lum
bushings to be set.

Del-A-Lum Bushing Sets
GW1012* 1967-69 upper ..................... 122.99
GW1014 1970-73 upper ..................... 122.99
GW1015 1974-79 upper ..................... 119.99
GW1016 1980-81 upper ..................... 119.99
GW1013 1967-70 lower ..................... 146.99
GW1017 1971-73 lower ..................... 146.99
GW1020 1974-81 lower ..................... 146.99
GW1021 1982-83 lower – early 1983 146.99
GW1022 1983-92 lower – late 1983... 146.99
Billet Cross Shafts
Standard
GW709 1967-69 for OE arms ........... 64.99
GW709 1967-69 for tubular arms ..... 64.99
GW715 1970-81 for OE arms ........... 69.99
GW715 1970-81 for tubular arms ..... 69.99
Offset
GW702 1967-69 for OE arms ........... 69.99
GW705 1970-81 for OE arms ........... 79.99
Extension Bolts
GW707 1967-92 all........................... 29.99

Control Arms

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
set
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Important: Please specify A for red ﬁnish, B for
hammertone ﬁnish.

BX20062
BX20063
BX20066
BX20067

Standard Width Tubular A-arms
HS3011
1967-69
upper .............
HS3111
1967-69
lower .............
HS3113*
1967-69
lower .............
HS3021
1970-81
upper .............
HS3121
1970-81
lower .............
HS3123*
1970-81
lower .............

An excellent option when upgrading the OEM style coil
spring suspension, Chassisworks replacement tubular
control arms feature deﬂection free polymer bushings
and billet steel pivot shafts with upper arm caster
inserts. Standard caster insert orientation duplicates
stock geometry. Increased caster orientation improves
steering feedback with added camber for greater front
end cornering traction, perfect for street performance
and autocross use.
K5734610 1967-69 upper & lower 1479.99 set

BX20066B

1982-02 Lower A-Arms
Feature DOM (Drawn Over Mandrel) tubing
construction with CNC milled ball joint cups, laser cut
mounting plates, and preinstalled greasable ball joints.
Also come preinstalled with Polyurethane bushings.
Feature sway bar mounting provisions. Save 7 lbs of
unsprung weight and increase rigidity of your front
suspension at the same time.

HS3011

K5734610

1967-69 gStreet Control Arms

Sway Bars
A8500302

H2207F
FSB136

1967-02 Sway Bars

RSB226

Speciﬁcally tuned and tested for each application to
offer a balanced feel. Featuring the latest, lightweight
hollow tube design, these bars are ﬁnished in gloss
black powder coated, and include greaseable bushings,
mounts, and end links, and all necessary hardware for
a complete installation.

A8500300

Note: Shipped oversize.

1967-02 Sway Bar Sets
A8500304

1967-81 Factory Style Sway Bar
Factory style front sway bars for 1967-81 Camaro
models. Zinc-plated for corrosion resistance. Brackets,
bushings, and hardware sold separately.
Note: Shipped oversize.

1967-69 Front Sway Bar
A8500302 13/16" silver zinc ...........
A8500303 1-1/8" gold zinc .............
1970-81 Front Sway Bar
A8500300 1-1/16" silver zinc ...........
A8500301 1-1/4" gold zinc w/WS6
1967-69 Rear Sway Bar
A8500304 7/8"
gold zinc .............

OS1

136.99 ea
119.99 ea
127.99 ea
109.99 ea
119.99 ea
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BX20030A

Excellent reproduction sway bars for 1967-02 Camaro
models. All sway bars include Polyurethane bushing
kits and mounting hardware for easy installation.
Important: RSB359 set may not contain all hardware
required, use existing original hardware. On vehicles
not originally equipped with factory rear sway bars, bolt
mounting holes will require drilling in rear frame rails for
correct installation of the sway bar assembly.
Note: *With traction bars. **Without OE traction bars.
Shipped oversize.

Front Sway Bar Sets
FSB136
1967-69
FSB599
1967-69
FSB883
1970-81
FSB709
1970-81
FSB729
1982-92
FSB730
1982-92
FSB747
1993-98
Rear Sway Bar Sets
RSB226** 1967
RSB671** 1967
RSB455* 1967
RSB226
1968-69
RSB671
1968-69
RSB977
1970-81
RSB358
1982-92
RSB359
1992
RSB359
1993-02

OS1

1" ...................
1-1/8" .............
1-1/8" .............
1-1/4" .............
1-1/8" .............
1-1/4" .............
1-1/4" .............

169.99
179.99
179.99
194.99
249.99
229.99
229.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set

3/4" ................
7/8" ................
7/8" ................
3/4" ................
7/8" ................
7/8" ................
3/4" ................
7/8" ................
7/8" ................

159.99
159.99
184.99
159.99
159.99
154.99
194.99
194.99
194.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

BX20032B

Front and Rear
H2207C
1967-69
H2236C
1970-81
H2203C
1982-92
H2204C
1993-02
Front
H2207F
1967-69
H2236F
1970-81
H2203F
1982-92
H2204F
1993-02
Rear
H2207R
1967-69
H2235R
1970-81
H2203R
1982-92
H2203R
1993-02

OS1

1-1/8" - 7/8" ....
1-3/8" - 7/8" ....
1-7/16" - 1" .....
1-7/16" - 1" .....

877.99
682.99
567.99
575.99

set
set
set
set

1-1/8" ..............
1-3/8" ..............
1-7/16" ............
1-7/16" ............

301.99
248.99
305.99
314.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

7/8" .................
7/8" .................
1" ....................
1" ....................

623.99
435.99
261.99
261.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

K570816

1967-02 gStreet Front & Rear Sway Bars
These are an option to your gStreet front and g-Bar
rear suspensions or an enhancement to your stock
suspension. Front sway bars include billet mounts
and rear sway bars are adjustable for better control.
All bars feature a silver vein hammertone powder
coated ﬁnish and include black powder coated end
links, Polyurethane bushings and hardware.
Note: Shipped oversize.

1967-81 Front Sway Bar Sets
Looking for better cornering and reduced body roll? BMR
sway bars are the answer. Made with cold formed steel
to resist torsional fatigue better than conventional bars.
Features solid core construction. Includes: mounting
hardware, end links, and polyurethane bushings.
Important: Please specify: A for red ﬁnish, B for
hammertone ﬁnish.

BX20030
BX20032

1967-69 1.125" diameter .. 189.99 set
1970-81 1.25" diameter .... 219.99 set

HW5817

1967-02 Sway Bars
Manufactured using high-quality 4140 chromoly
steel, each sway bar was developed for its speciﬁc
application. Each sway bar set includes proper urethane
bushings and mounting hardware.
Note: Some sets may require drilling.
Shipped oversize.

BX20034B

1982-02 Sway Bar Sets with Bushings
Enhance cornering and reduced body roll with BMR
sway bars. Made using cold formed steel to resist
torsional fatigue. Includes mounting hardware and
polyurethane bushings.
Important: Please specify: A for red ﬁnish, B for
hammertone ﬁnish.

Front Sway Bars
BX20034
1982-92
BX20036
1993-02
Rear Sway Bars
BX20035
1982-02
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32mm ............ 219.99 set
35mm ............ 239.99 set
25mm ............ 209.99 set

Sway Bars

Front Sway Bar Sets
Tubular Sway Bars
HW55705
1967-69
1-1/8" ..........
HW55703
1970-81
1-5/16" ........
HW55701
1993-02
1-3/8" ..........
Solid Sway Bars
HW5703
1970-81
1-5/16" ........
HW5704
1982-92
1-5/16" ........
HW5701
1993-02
1-5/16" ........
Rear Sway Bar Sets
Tubular Sway Bars
HW55824
1967-69
3/4" .............
HW55817
1982-02
7/8" .............
Solid Sway Bars
HW5824
1967-69
3/4" .............
HW5824
1967-69
1" ................
HW5816
1970-81
3/4" .............
HW5802
1970-81
1" – non-adj.

Front Anti-Roll Bar
K570816
1967-69
K570818
1967-69
K570820
1970-81
K570821
1970-81
K570831
1982-92
K570842
1993-02
Rear Anti-Roll Bar
K581710
1967-69
K581720
1970-81
K581734
1982-02

OS1

1" ...................
1-1/8" ............
1-1/4" ............
1-5/16" ..........
1-5/16" ..........
1-5/16" ..........

261.99
271.99
349.99
349.99
349.99
349.99

set
set
set
set
set
set

3/4" ................ 389.99 ea
3/4" ................ 419.99 ea
7/8" ................ 419.99 ea

OS1

222.99 set
212.99 set
218.99 set
213.99 set
199.99 set
237.99 set

238.99 set
261.99 set
253.99
253.99
248.99
244.99

set
set
set
set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

R677254

1967-69 Sway Bar Bushing Set
This Polyurethane replacement bushing set is designed
to replace sway bar bushings for Camaro models with
aftermarket sway bars. These sets include: the sway
bar end links, end link bushings, inner bar mounting
bracket and bushings, and inner bracket mounting
bolts. Some drilling may be required for installation
of inner brackets. Bushings available in black only.
Note: The front is designed for aftermarket 1" sway bars.
Will not install on original 5/8"sway bars.

R677252
R677254

1967-69
1967-69

front 1" ............ 61.99 set
rear .................. 64.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Sway Bar Components
98117G
HC84
BX20140

1982-02 Sway Bar Mount Set
Have an aftermarket rear end but no way to mount your
sway bar? This is the solution. Set includes: weld-on
bushing mounts, Polyurethane mounting bushings
and end links, and all necessary mounting hardware.
2.5"-2.75" Axles
BX20140
1982-02 19mm sway ..... 79.99 set
BX20141
1982-02 22mm sway ..... 79.99 set
BX20150
1982-02 weld-on ........... 39.99 set
3"-3.25" Axles
BX20142
1982-02 19mm sway ..... 79.99 set
BX20143
1982-02 22mm sway ..... 79.99 set
BX20151
1982-02 weld-on ........... 39.99 set
3" Axles Only
BX20152B 1982-02 bolt-on – black 99.99 set
BX20152A 1982-02 bolt-on – red .... 99.99 set
3.25" Axles Only
BX20153B 1982-02 bolt-on – black 99.99 set
BX20153A 1982-02 bolt-on – red .... 99.99 set

Classic Industries® offers early and late model
polyurethane front sway bar end link sets. Includes:
3/8" diameter Grade 5 bolt, nylon insert locknut,
heavy-duty washers, high-performance grommets,
and heavy wall tubing spacers. 1 set required per bar.
98117G
1967-92
black ................. 21.99 set
98117R
1967-92
red ..................... 21.99 set
98118G
1993-02
black ................. 21.99 set
98118R
1993-02
red ..................... 21.99 set

14913

1970-81 Rear Sway Bar Links
Reproduction rear sway bar links for 1970-81 Camaro.
These links attach to the body above the rear end
and connect to the rear sway bar. Include body end
bushings. Sway bar end bushings available separately.
Sold in pairs.
14912
1970-74 .................................. 149.99 pr
14913
1975-81 .................................. 149.99 pr

18060

1967-02 OEM Sway Bar End Links
This end links are designed to replace your 1967-02
front sway bar end links and 1967-69 rear sway bar end
links. Complete replacements designed to eliminate
sway bar end movement. Includes: 4 bushings, 1
bolt, 1 nut, 4 washers, and 1 spacer. Each ﬁts LH or
RH, 2 required.
OER® Reproduction
18060 1967-92 original style ............ 11.99 set
Genuine GM
G3835 1993-02 with ﬁrm ride susp. .. 21.99 set
G3836 1993-02 w/o ﬁrm ride susp. ... 28.99 set

35130G

3982300

Reproduction sway bar bushing clamps for 1967-02
models that is used to hold the inner sway bar bushings
and the sway bar to the subframe.
Front U-Shaped Clamps
383493
1967-68
pair ................... 21.99 pr
406887
1970-81
2 required ......... 12.99 ea
G3842
1993-02
2 required ......... 14.99 ea
Front Sleeve Brackets
14655
1967-69
pair ................... 17.99 pr
Front Rectangular Bracket
G3837
1993-02
2 required ......... 23.99 ea
Rear U-Shaped Brackets
3982300
1970-81
2 required ......... 12.99 ea

Note: Please specify: (G) for black or (R) for red bushings
when ordering.
2-3/4" - 3-1/4" (70mm-83mm) ......
3-3/8" - 3-7/8" (86mm-99mm) ......
4" - 4-1/2" (102mm-115mm).........
4-5/8" - 5-1/8" (117mm-130mm) ...
5-1/4" - 5-3/4" (133mm-146mm) ...
5-7/8" - 6-3/8" (133mm-146mm) ...

21.99
21.99
21.99
21.99
21.99
21.99

set
set
set
set
set
set

After many years of driving enjoyment, the original
sway bar bushings may have become deteriorated and
fallen out. Replace them with new sway bar bushings.
Front Sway Bar Bushings
HC84
1967-69 11/16" – pair ........... 21.99 pr
371773 1976-80 all............................ 7.99 ea
371773 1981
Z28 ......................... 7.99 ea
371773 1982-83 all............................ 7.99 ea
G3838 1993-97 with ﬁrm ride.......... 9.99 ea
G3839 1998-02 with ﬁrm ride.......... 10.99 ea
G3840 1993-97 with perf. pkg. ........ 21.99 ea
G3840 1998-02 w/HD suspension ... 21.99 ea
Rear Sway Bar Bushings with .550"/.590" Hole
480913 1970-74 Z28 ......................... 10.99 ea
480913 1970-74 w/perf. suspension.. 10.99 ea
480913 1975-77 w/sport suspension 10.99 ea
480913 1978-79 Z28 ......................... 10.99 ea
480913 1978-79 w/HD suspension ... 10.99 ea
480913 1980-81 Z28 ......................... 10.99 ea
Rear Inner Sway Bar Bushings with 11/16" Bar
C70908 1970-74 Z28 ......................... 44.99 pr
C70908 1970-74 w/HD suspension ... 44.99 pr

Sway Bar Mount Bushings
This replacement sway bar bushing will replace
the original exactly. Sold as a pair. For models with
15/16" sway bar.
HB1155 15/16"
mount bushing ........... 9.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Polyurethane sway bar bushings designed to give
stiffer, tighter and more superior ride.
Warning: Do not mix and match polyurethane and OEM
type bushings together. All bushings should either be
rubber or Polyurethane. Mixing and matching could cause
problems for your suspension and cause your bushings to
wear out much faster.

35159G
35159R
35130G
35130R
35131G
35131R
35163G
35163R
35162G
35162R

1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1993-02
1993-02
1993-02
1993-02

30mm – black......
30mm – red .........
32mm – black......
32mm – red .........
34mm – black......
34mm – red .........
30mm – black......
30mm – red .........
32mm – black......
32mm – red .........

15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99
15.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

1968-81 Sway Bar Bracket
and Leaf Spring Anchor Plate Bolt
Bolt used to attach the rear sway
481949
bar bracket to the lower anchor
plate and leaf spring perch. Bolts
are available for models with or
without the Heavy-duty (F41)
Suspension option. 4 bolts are required
per vehicle. Case hardened for dependability.
Without F41 Suspension
332671 1968-81 7/16"-20 x 1-5/16" .. 6.99 ea
With F41 Suspension
481949 1970-81 7/16"-20 x 1-15/16" 6.99 ea

Sway Bar Components
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1967-02 Adjustable Poly End Links

C70908

1982-02 Poly Front Sway Bar Bushings
1967-02 Sway Bar Brackets

These end links include two different height bushings
which enable you to mix and match to obtain the optimal
length. Each set number offers 1/2" of adjustability
in 1/4" increments. Energy’s Adjust-A-Link will
accommodate lengths of 2-3/4" to 6-3/8" with no
coverage gaps.

480913

1967-02 Original Style Sway Bar Bushing

383493

G3837

1967-02
98162
98163
98164
98165
98166
98167

371773

1967-02 Poly Front Sway Bar End Link Set

Suspension Sets

D31301
H8040121

1967-81 Front Suspension Sets
1967-02 Total Vehicle System

H8041122

1967-81 TVS Stage 2
The Stage II Total Vehicle System offers race proven
handling and control with comfortable ride, all in
one package. Subframe connectors and a rear sway
bar cross member stiffen the chassis (convertible sets
include the Chassis Max Brace), while massive sway
bars reduce body roll. In front, tubular control arms
increase caster and improve camber to create more front
end grip. Heavy-duty tie rod sleeves, sport springs,
and performance shocks lower the vehicle to improve
balance. In the rear, a multi-leaf drop spring design
improves traction and reduces wheel hop. Includes:
heavy-duty shackles, U-bolts, pads, and hardware.
Made in USA.

I
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Important: *2" front – 1.5" rear. **3" front – 3" rear.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

Coupe Models
H8041122*
1967-69
H8041132** 1967-69
H8041222
1967-69
H8051122
1970-73
H8051222
1970-73
H8061122
1974-81
H8061222
1974-81
Convertible Models
H8042122*
1967-69
H8042132** 1967-69
H8042222
1967-69

small block
small block
big block ....
small block
big block ....
small block
big block ....

3862.99
3919.99
3862.99
3848.99
3848.99
3848.99
3848.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

These exciting TVS (Total Vehicle System) sets contain
engineered and tuned components that work together
as a complete suspension system to maximize your
vehicle’s handling. Avoid the poor ride quality and
disappointing handling that often results from mixing
parts from multiple manufacturers. These packages
have passed rigorous in-house testing procedures.
Designed for the driving enthusiast who demands the
ultimate in vehicle handling and performance without
sacriﬁcing ride comfort!
Important: *2" front – 1.5" rear. **3" front – 3" rear.
Note: 1982-02 kits do not ﬁt convertibles.
Shipped truck freight.

H8040121* 1967-69 small block ...
H80035**
1967-69 small block ...
H8040221 1967-69 big block.......
H8051121 1970-81 small block ...
H8051221 1970-81 big block.......
Black Rear Suspension Package
H80020
1982-92 ......................
H80024
1998-02 ......................
Red Rear Suspension Package
H80021
1982-92 ......................
H80025
1998-02 ......................

1769.99
1736.99
1769.99
1392.99
1392.99

kit
set
kit
kit
kit

1672.99 kit
1774.99 kit
1672.99 kit
1774.99 kit

small block 4099.99 kit
small block 4156.99 kit
big block .... 4099.99 kit

H4007

These front suspension sets integrate Detroit Speed’s
outstanding suspension products into a system designed
to overhaul your vehicle’s factory subframe. Choose
from 3 set levels to bring suspension performance up
to your personal standards.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

OS2

Speed Set 1
Simple, bolt-on performance for your factory subframe.
Includes: tubular control arms with stock spring
pockets, Koni Classic front shocks, 2" drop coil springs,
and front sway bar.
Small Block, LSX
D31301
1967-69 ........................... 2224.99 set
D31307
1970-81 ........................... 2274.99 set
Big Block
D31304
1967-69 ........................... 2224.99 set
D31308
1970-81 ........................... 2274.99 set
Speed Set 2
Adjustable ride height to set your level of performance.
Includes: tubular control arms with coilover shock
spring pocket, coilover conversion set, DSE/JRi
aluminum body coilover shocks and springs, and
front sway bar.
Small Block, LSX
D31350
1967-69 ........................... 2549.99 set
Speed Set 3
Maximum Detroit Speed for your factory subframe.
Includes: tubular control arms with coilover shock
spring pocket, coilover conversion set, DSE/JRi
aluminum body coilover shocks and springs, front
sway bar, DSE 600 steering gearbox with rag joint
and pitman arm, tie rod adjusters, and inner and outer
tie rods with idler arm.
Small Block, LSX
D31352
1967-69 ........................... 3709.99 set

1967-02 Subframe Connectors

1967-69 Performance Lowering Set
Upgrade your suspension and give your Camaro a sleek,
lowered look! This front and rear suspension system
lowers your Camaro approximately 1-1/2" to provide
the handling that you’ve been looking for! Includes:
1-1/2" lowered front coil and rear leaf springs, shocks,
sway bars, and mounting hardware. Springs and sway
bars feature a black powder coated ﬁnish.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

LHPK6774
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OS2

1967-69 .......................... 829.99 set

Suspension Sets

Hotchkis Sport Suspension subframe connectors for
1967-02 models are strategically engineered to add
chassis rigidity for improved vehicle performance and
longevity by reducing chassis ﬂex. Fabricated from
rectangular steel tubing, these TIG welded connectors
are powder coated gloss black and 1967-02 connectors
include Polyurethane front body mounts. Installation of
these connectors requires absolutely no modiﬁcation
or cutting of the ﬂoor boards. The rear mounts weld
in place, while the front mounts are bolt-ins with the
option to weld.
Note: Exhaust may need to modiﬁed on some models.
Shipped oversize.
OS1

H4007
H4008
H4012
H4013
H4001
H4002

1967-69
1967-69
1970-73
1974-81
1982-92
1993-02

coupe .................
convertible .........
...........................
...........................
coupe .................
coupe .................

383.99
439.99
403.99
403.99
289.99
264.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

BX20010B

1967-69 Subframe Connectors
BMR’s subframe connectors improve chassis rigidity
and response. Manufactured from laser proﬁled square
tubing, these bolt-in around the rear frame rails and
spring pocket. Includes BMR Delrin body mount
bushings. Weld-in style is raw steel, requires cutting
ﬂoor pan. Includes hardware and detailed instructions.
Note: *Please specify: A for red ﬁnish, B for hammertone.

BX20010*
BX20011

1967-69
1967-69

bolt-in .......... 299.99 pr
weld-in ......... 219.99 pr

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Subframe Connectors

UM2400A

1982-02 Subframe Connectors

D10103

1967-81 Subframe Connectors
Stiffen your vehicle’s frame with Detroit Speed and
Engineering’s weld-in 2" x 3" x .120" wall subframe
connectors. Once installed, these connectors are barely
visible from underneath the vehicle. The connector is
tapered to attach to the rear frame rails with a laser cut
slot that conforms to the rear seat ﬂoor pan without
interfering with seat attachment hardware or the
rear leaf spring pocket. Includes: laser cut brackets,
templates, pictures, and detailed instructions. 1970-81
sets also include installation DVD.
D10101
1967-69 coupe or conv. ... 214.99 set
D10103
1970-81 ........................... 249.99 set

H10064

1967-81 Subframe Connectors

BX20015A

Important: Please specify: A for red ﬁnish, B for black ﬁnish.
Note: *Will NOT ﬁt convertibles. Shipped oversize.

Bolt-In Style
These are constructed from 1.750" x 0.120" DOM
(Drawn Over Mandrel) mild steel tubing with 0.250"
CNC-machined mild steel mounting plate. Available
in 2 point or 3 point mounting.
OS1
Hardtop, T-Top
UM2002* 1993-02
2 point ............. 239.99 set
UM2004* 1993-02
3 point ............. 519.99 set
Convertible
UM2027
1993-02
2 point ............. 239.99 set
UM2044
1993-02
3 point ............. 519.99 set
Weld-In Style
These are constructed from 2.000" x 1.250" x 0.120"
mild steel rectangular tubing with 0.188" CNCmachined mild steel mounting plate. UM2400 has
a 3 piece design allowing 6 major welding points
throughout the chassis. These are a boxed style weld-in
subframe connector.
Note: UM2001 connector has a 0.250" CNC-machined
mild steel mounting plate.

Hardtop, T-Top, Convertible
UM2400
1982-92
boxed style ...... 249.99 set
Hardtop, T-Top
UM2001* 1993-02
tubular ............. 169.99 set
Hardtop, T-Top
UM2000* 1993-02
boxed style ...... 219.99 set

BX20017B

1982-02 Weld-In Subframe Connectors
These subframe connectors reinforce the rear control
arm mounts, joining key structural areas. BX20013 is
for full length headers and exhaust systems that run
inside the frame rails. BX20014 is for OE manifolds
or shorty headers with OE exhaust or similar that runs
on the passenger side, outboard the subframe. Tubular
connectors are constructed from 1-5/8" roll cage tubing,
boxed connectors use 2" square tubing.
Coupe Models
Outboard Exhaust
BX20013
1982-92
black ......... 319.99 set
Inboard Exhaust
BX20014
1982-92
black ......... 299.99 set
Boxed
BX20015A
1993-02
red ............. 289.99 set
BX20015B
1993-02
black ......... 289.99 set
Tubular
BX20016A
1993-02
red ............. 189.99 set
BX20016B
1993-02
black ......... 189.99 set
Convertible Models
Tubular for LT1
BX20017A
1993-97
red ............. 299.99 set
BX20017B
1993-97
black ......... 299.99 set
Tubular for LS1
BX20018A
1998-02
red ............. 309.99 set
BX20018B
1998-02
black ......... 309.99 set

C900
H81001

1967-69 Convertible Strengthening System
The Chassis Max System for 1967-69 Camaro
convertibles utilize an exclusive new high tech cross
brace with subframe connectors to strengthen the chassis,
add structural integrity, and drastically improve handling.
It connects the subframe to the leaf spring pickup points,
making your Camaro rock solid, and the system’s multipiece design contours around the undercarriage allowing
up to a 3 inch diameter dual exhaust to ﬁt cleanly while
preserving ground clearance. All three components in the
Chassis Max System are CAD designed and precision
CNC-machined in the USA. A durable gloss black
powder coated ﬁnish means the parts won’t chip or
crack, and all necessary Polyurethane subframe mount
bushings, and hardware are included.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

H81001
H1404

1967-69
1967-69

OS2

set.................... 633.99 set
X-brace only ... 193.99 ea

1967-02 Subframe Connectors
Subframe connectors are used for high-performance
street and racing applications to stiffen the chassis
and improve vehicle response. Sets include: 2 stock
height interloc body mounts, add C809 for complete
set. Manufactured from 1-5/8" seamless .125 wall
round tubing for 1982-92 and 1993-02 convertible
models and 2" seamless .125 wall round tubing for
1993-02 coupe models
Important: Some welding required. If rubber bushings are
used between the frame and body, they must be removed
and solid bushings installed (Interloc Bushings).
Note: Shipped oversize.
OS1

C900
C900C
C901
C902
C904
C905
C905C

1967-69
1967-69
1970-73
1974-81
1982-92
1993-02
1993-02

coupe ..............
convertible ......
........................
........................
coupe ..............
coupe ..............
convertible ......

259.99
267.99
267.99
267.99
195.99
205.99
236.99

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

set
set
set
set
pr
pr
pr

BX20020B

1967-69 Convertible X-Brace Support
BMR’s Tunnel Brace is laser cut from 1/8" steel and
features a CNC formed X-brace to strengthen this
critical area. Replaces the factory brace and provides
clearance for 3" dual exhaust pipes.
Important: Please specify: A for red ﬁnish, B for
hammertone ﬁnish.

BX20020

1967-69 ............................ 189.99 ea

Subframe Connectors
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Subframe connectors stiffen the unibody and
are completely bolt-on, with no cutting or ﬂoor
modiﬁcations required. Attach to front subframe and
rear frame rails, or 4 link brackets when used with
Heidt’s 4 link rear suspension.
Models with Factory Front Subframe
H10020
1967-69
coupe .............. 259.99 pr
H10021
1967-69
convertible ...... 259.99 pr
H10064
1970-81
coupe .............. 259.99 pr
Models with Heidt’s Pro-G Front Subframe
H10065
1970-81
coupe .............. 259.99 pr

BX20013

Subframe connectors have been the answer for body
ﬂex which produces body squeaks and rattles as well
as cracks in body panels. Constructed from either mild
steel rectangular tubing for weld-in or DOM (Drawn
Over Mandrel) mild steel tubing for bolt-in connectors.
The bolt-ins are designed for everyday driving with an
occasional autocross or drag race, while the weld-in
one is for spirited driving and the serious racer. Both
sets will tuck tight to the body so there are no ground
clearance issues. The weld-in style requires no bolts
to tighten ever and offers less chance of ﬂex compared
to bolt-in types. Both offer a choice of red or black
powder coating. Made in USA.

Suspension Components
105021R

105021Y

BX20091A

1982-92 Wonderbar Frame Brace
The steering brace, also known as the Wonderbar, ties
both sides of the frame together under the front of
the car to maintains the geometry of the pitman arm
and idler arm during cornering. The steering brace
strengthens the chassis and takes stress off of the
steering gearbox mount, preventing the common stress
cracks that form around the steering gearbox mounting
location. Available with a black or red powder coated
or with a yellow zinc-plating.
105021B 1982-92 black pwder coated 79.99 ea
105021R 1982-92 red powder coated.. 79.99 ea
105021Y 1982-92 yellow zinc-plated 82.99 ea

1982-92 Strut Tower Braces
Available in 2 or 3 point designs, these braces feature
strong, 1/4" mounting plates and 1.25" diameter tubing
with precision cut mounting plates and logo. 3 point
braces offer strong, clevis mounted ends instead of
the “pinched tubing” designs. Mounting hardware
and instructions included.
Important: Please specify: A for red ﬁnish, H for
hammertone ﬁnish.
Note: Will clear LSX with car intake.

TPI Models Only
BX20090 1982-92
BX20091 1982-92

2 point mount .. 139.99 set
3 point mount .. 249.99 set

TS14
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Reproduction OEM subframe body mount bushings
for 1967-81 models. Each bushing is designed and
manufactured to replicate the original in every detail.
Each prepackaged kit contains all shouldered rubber
bushings and biscuits including the radiator support
bushings. Each body mount is produced using correct
compression molded S.B.R. with steel sleeve inserts
where required. 12 piece kit.
K3025
1967-68 ................................... 49.99 kit
K3026
1969 ........................................ 54.99 kit
K3028
1970-72 ................................... 57.99 kit
K3088
1973-81 ................................... 59.99 kit

H2006

1982-92 Wonderbar Frame Braces
Not OE on all models but a must in the pursuit of
rigidity. This brace mounts between the frame horns
and the sway bar. The “Wonderbar” will reduce ﬂex
and twisting generated from the steering gearbox,
which is much more noticeable with larger front tires.
TS13
1982-84 .................................... 44.99 ea
TS14
1985-92 .................................... 44.99 ea

K3025

1967-81 OEM Body Mount Bushing Kits

1993-02 Strut Tower Braces
Reduce unwanted shock tower ﬂex and improve
handling and steering response in your 4th Gen with a
strut tower brace. This precision brace, manufactured
from high strength TIG welded steel and ﬁnished in
gloss black powder coated, enhances front end stability,
dampens front end vibrations, and reduces cowl shake.
Includes all hardware and instructions.
Black Finish
H2006 1993-02 with V6, SS or LS1 246.99 set
Red Finish
H2006R 1993-02 with V6, SS or LS1 246.99 set

1985-92 Wonderbar Frame Brace

K3027

1967-81 Subframe Body Mount Hardware
Each set contains all the correct heat treated bolts and
washers used to mount the subframe body bushings.
Replaces original rusted, burred, stripped, or otherwise
damaged originals. Replacement style includes grade
5 bolts, original style includes Grade 8 bolts.
K3027
1967-81
replacement.......... 19.99 kit
BK678
1967-81
original style ........ 31.99 set

Stiffen the notoriously flexible front subframe
by installing a BMR steering brace. Also called a
Wonderbar, this brace is designed to stiffen the front
subframe assembly and reinforce the steering box
mounts for crisper steering and to eliminate wander.
Note: When ordering, please specify: A for red ﬁnish, B for
hammertone ﬁnish.

BX20092

E5226

1985-92 .............................. 79.99 ea

1967-69 Subframe Mounting Nut and Cage
Reproduction subframe mounting nut and cage for
1967-69 models. Broken subframe mounting nuts are
no longer the huge problem they used to be. Must be
welded in as original.
C122
1967-69 4 required .............. 24.99 ea

E5228

1983-92 Wonderbar Steering Brace
The 1983-1992 third generation steering brace, also
known as the Wonderbar, is designed to tie the front
right and left subframe together to improve handling
and overall performance. This is constructed from
0.250" 1018 mild steel CNC-machined mounting
points and 1.250" DOM (Drawn Over Mandrel)
steel tubing with a 0.120" wall fully MIG welded for
extreme strength and lasting performance. This is a
direct bolt-on with no additional holes needed to be
drilled. Can can use OEM hardware and OEM sway
bar bushings and aftermarket poly mounts. Available
in red or black powder coated. Made in USA.
Note: Please specify: A for red ﬁnish, B for black ﬁnish.

UM2030

1983-92 ................................ 79.99 ea
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1985-02 Strut Tower Brace
QA1 strut tower braces use a three point design to
reinforce the front substructure by triangulating the
strut towers with the ﬁrewall and cowl. The result is
improved handling through quicker and more precise
steering reaction. All QA1 strut tower braces are black
powder coated. Fits V8 models only.
Important: *Fits only models with passenger size AC
compressor. **For models without traction control or SS.
Note: Shipped oversize.
OS1

E5226
E5227*
E5228**
E5229

1985-92
1985-92
1993-97
1998-02

with TPI ..........
with TBI..........
LT1..................
LS1 .................

154.00
154.99
174.99
174.99

1967-69 Subframe Body Mounting Plates

ea
ea
ea
ea

These plates will secure the subframe and add stability
to the original frame. Includes the rear subframe plates,
middle frame plates and the core support plates.
K998
1967-69 .................................... 48.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Body Mounts
D10201

1967-81 Solid Body Mount Set

C800

1967-81 Interloc Body Mount Bushings
Designed as a direct replacement for factory bushings.
The self-locking design eliminates frame to body
slippage. Sets include 4 main body bushings. 1/2" drop
sets also include 2 core support bushings.
For Use without Global West Subframe Connectors
C800
1967-81 stock height ........... 133.99 set
C801
1967-81 1/2" drop ................ 133.99 set
For Use with Global West Subframe Connectors
C809
1967-81 stock height ........... 89.99 set
C820
1967-81 1/2" drop ................ 133.99 set

FB1111P

1967-69 Billet Body Mounts
Machined from T-6061 billet aluminum and these
bushings include all required hardware and bushings
for a complete installation. Available in a variety of
ﬁnishes to suit your tastes.
FB1111N
1967-69
natural ............ 199.99 set
FB1111B
1967-69
black .............. 229.99 set
FB1111P
1967-69
polished ......... 229.99 set

1967-81 Body Mount Bushing Set
Improve handling response by eliminating chassis
ﬂex with a set of solid Delrin bushings. Squeak free
and will not corrode like aluminum. Includes Grade
8 hardware and stainless HD washers.
BX22222 1967-81 Delrin bushings... 139.99 set

1967-69 Aluminum Body Mounts
Chris Alston’s aluminum body mounts for 1967-69
models. Stiffer body mount bushings will dramatically
reduce body ﬂex, and are recommended when installing
subframe connectors. Not recommended for street use.
K6816 1967-69 aluminum ............. 101.99 set
318119

1967-02 Hyper-Flex Poly Bushing Sets

Subframe Mount Hole Repair Set

Important: 1967-92 sets do not include sway bar bushings
due to the various bar sizes. 1967-69 subframe mounting
hardware is not included. 1993-02 models reuse bushing shells.
Note: Add (R) to the part number for red.

Important: Welding required.

1967-81 .................................. 15.99 set

Formula Five Prelube
Energy Suspension
Formula Five Prelube is
a versatile, waterproof,
non-melting grease
containing PTFE. This
forms a tough, durable,
chemical resistant ﬁlm of lubricant
and also prevents metal to metal
contact even under severe shock
loads. Only small amounts are
required to properly lubricate bushings and metal
components and to prevent corrosion. Use this
when assembling your polyurethane bushings to
your suspension.
Important: Only small amounts of this prelube are
needed when assembling components.

911104

8 oz. tub .................................. 13.99 ea

Super Grease
This silicone based grease will reduce squeaking
and keep your Polyurethane bushings quiet. This
waterproof, high temperature, high pressure formula
is ideal for use in grease guns.
H3101 14 oz. tube ................................ 35.99 ea

34142R

318119
318118
318116
318131
318130

1967-69
1967-69
1975-79
1982-92
1993-02

mono-leaf springs
multi-leaf springs
.............................
.............................
V8 – exc. w/1LE ..

272.99
272.99
334.99
168.99
248.99

set
set
set
set
set

34143
33164G

1967-81 Polyurethane Body Mount Sets
Replacement Polyurethane bushings for 1967-81
models. Will replace all your front body mounts as
easily as the originals. Choose from 2 different colors
and with or without sleeves and hardware.
Bushings with Steel Sleeves
34142G
1967-69
black ................... 88.99 set
34142R
1967-69
red ...................... 88.99 set
34142G
1970-81
black ................... 88.99 set
34142R
1970-81
red ...................... 88.99 set
Bushings without Steel Sleeves
34101G
1967-81
black ................... 51.99 set
34101R
1967-81
red ...................... 51.99 set
Steel Sleeves and Hardware Only
34143
1967-81
sleeve set ............ 38.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1967-02 Poly Control Arm Bushing Sets
Polyurethane bushing sets include the necessary upper
and lower control arm bushings for improved control
and stability. Available in black or red.
Note: *Metal shells and sleeves not included. Add (G) for
black or (R) for red to the part number when ordering.

33101
33102
33103
33104
33105
33106
33157
33164*

1967-69
1970-72
1973-74
1973-74
1975-79
1980-81
1982-92
1993-02

...............................
...............................
1-5/8" o.d. lower ....
1-3/8" o.d. lower ....
...............................
...............................
lower only ..............
...............................

Body Mountings

85.99
85.99
85.99
85.99
85.99
85.99
51.99
81.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
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Improve handling and control while reducing body
roll, wheel hop, and rear steering! Energy Hyper-Flex
bushing sets are made with Energy’s signature red
or black Polyurethane, made for high-performance
and durability.

Four metal plates in the correct gauge and hole size to
repair rusted, enlarged holes or thin tops of the four
subframe to body mounting brackets.
KW696

These solid body mounts offer a simple solution for
eliminating the chassis ﬂex that occurs between the
body and subframe connection, this will improve
vehicle handling response by increasing chassis rigidity.
These mounts should be used when installing subframe
connectors to maximize torsional rigidity. These
uniquely designed body mounts are CNC-machined
from billet aluminum and then hard coated, not bright
anodized. This set includes 2 core support mounts with
stainless steel bevel washers and 4 body mounts with
stainless steel bevel washers CNC-machined stainless
steel bevel washers: available either 1/2 or stock
height. A polished stainless steel ﬂanged body bolt set
is available separately.
D10201 1967-81 1/2 height .................. 168.99 set
D10301 1967-81 stock height............... 168.99 set
D10801 1967-81 stainless steel bolt set 114.99 set

Subframes

AM676904
AM325557

Gen 1 Wheel Dimensions:
With a hub track width of 60-1/2", these are the rim sizes and
backspacing dimensions that will work. The dimensions shown
are using an unaltered inner wheel well. Max rim size: 10" with
7.14" backspacing, 9" rim with 6-1/4" backspacing, 8" rim with
5-1/4" backspacing, 7" rim with 4-1/4" backspacing.
K44716

Gen 2 Wheel Dimensions:
With a hub track width of 60-1/2", these are the rim sizes and
backspacing dimensions that will work. The dimensions shown
are using an unaltered inner wheel well. Max rim size: 10" rim
with 6-1/2" backspacing, 9" rim with 5-1/2" backspacing, 8"
rim with 4-1/2" backspacing, 7" rim with 3-1/2" backspacing.

1967-69 OEM Style Subframe
Why waste money trying to repair a damaged subframe that may be compromised
internally when you can replace it with one of these faithful, high-quality
reproductions. Featuring factory style welds for an OEM appearance and extra bracing
to the lower crossmembers for added strength when jacking up the car. Designed for
an authentic appearance, the added reinforcement is completely invisible. Features
all correct holes and brackets, as original. With this much attention to detail, these
subframes are virtually indistinguishable from the originals. Available without a
transmission crossmember or with a TH400 transmission crossmember installed.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

Subframe without Crossmember
K44716
1967................................................................................ 1049.99
K44717
1968................................................................................ 1049.99
K44718
1969................................................................................ 1049.99
Subframe with TH400 Transmission Crossmember – Big Block Only
K44725
1967................................................................................ 1089.99
K44726
1968................................................................................ 1089.99
K44727
1969................................................................................ 1089.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

More applications available on our website!

1967-81 Front Clip Subframe
Art Morrison’s GT Sport chassis are bolt in subframes that include speciﬁcally
tuned suspension using C6 spindles with lowered steering arm mounts. The AGR
power rack and pinion steering unit is mounted 2" lower in the frame, creating a
lower center of gravity and improved handling. Big block, small block and LS series
Chevy engines can be installed, as well as virtually any popular automatic or manual
transmission – including Richmond 5/6-speeds, Tremec T56 and TKO, Muncie,
Powerglide,TH-350 and 400, 700-R4 and 4L60E – thanks to a series of available
mounts (sold separately). As no cutting or welding is required, the GT Sport clip can
be installed by most competent do-it-yourselfers in the comfort of their own garage.
With an aggressive lowered stance and incredible handling characteristics, the look
and “feel” of an Morrison GT Sport Clip equipped Camaro is unbeatable! A number
of accessories are available separately to make installation easier, including body
mounts, headers, and a brake line set. More applications available on our website!
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Important: 17" or larger wheels required when using stock C5 or C6 brakes. Some
aftermarket brakes like Wilwood require 18" or larger diameter wheels. Body mount
bushings and brake lines not included. C6 hubs use 5 x 5-3/4" bolt pattern with 12mm x 1.5
studs. Subframes available in bare steel only.

GT Sport Chassis
Note: No provision for stock clutch cross shaft, or E-brake cable. Special order, Drop
shipped. Shipped truck freight.

1967-69 Coil Spring Upper Mount
Reproduction coil spring upper mounts for 1967-69 Camaro models. Why rely on
tired coil spring mounts when you can weld in fresh steel? Replace damaged or rusted
coil spring mounts with these reproductions. EDP coated for corrosion prevention.
C671003
1967-69 .............................................................................. 40.99 pr

20:1 Rack Ratio with Coilovers
AM676904 1967-69 small block with TH350 - 400 – PG ..........
AM676904 1967-69 small block with Richmond – 4-speed ......
AM676905 1967-69 small block with 700R4 .............................
AM676906 1967-69 small block with T56 .................................
AM676910 1967-69 big block with TH350 - 400 – PG .............
AM676910 1967-69 big block with Richmond – 4-speed ..........
AM676911 1967-69 big block with 700R4 ................................
AM676912 1967-69 big block with T56.....................................
AM708104 1970-81 small block with TH350 - 400 – PG ..........
AM708104 1970-81 small block with Richmond – 4-speed ......
AM708110 1970-81 big block with TH350 - 400 – PG .............
AM708110 1970-81 big block with Richmond – 4-speed ..........
AM708111 1970-81 big block with 700R4 ................................
AM708112 1970-81 big block with T56.....................................
Headers for GT Sport Chassis
Note: Shipped double oversize.

AM678101
AM678102
AM678103
AM678104
AM678105
AM678106

H20101

1967-81 Chassis Max Handle Bars
Ties the control arms to each other and the ﬁrewall with high strength 1.5" steel
tubing for maximum strength and rigidity. Powder coated in an anthracite ﬁnish.
Bolt-in installation.
Note: H20101 shipped double oversize, H20103 shipped oversize.

H20101
H20103
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OS1

OS2

1967-69 ............................................................................ 530.99 set
1970-81 ............................................................................ 265.99 set

Subframes

AM313170
AM678110
AM404010
AM404011
AM404030
AM404020
AM325557
AM676981
AM401100

8429.99
8429.99
8429.99
8429.99
8429.99
8429.99
8429.99
8429.99
8429.99
8429.99
8429.99
8429.99
8429.99
8429.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

OS2

1967-81 small block, bare........................................ 824.99 set
1967-81 small block, coated .................................... 1234.99 set
1967-81 LS1/LS6 – bare with OS sensor bung ....... 824.99 set
1967-81 LS1/LS6 – coated with OS sensor bung .... 1234.99 set
1967-81 big block/502 std deck – bare .................... 824.99 set
1967-81 big block/502 std deck – coated ................ 1234.99 set
Accessories for GT Sport Chassis
1967-69 weld-in subframe connectors.....................
79.99 pr
subframe body mount set .......................... 154.99 set
9" carrier installation set ............................
49.99 set
Wilwood brake tee bolt set ........................
39.99 set
differential overﬂow tank and breather set
49.99 ea
differential housing breather vent ..............
14.99 ea
LS1/LS6 engine mounts ............................ 249.99 set
stainless steel brake line set ....................... 299.99 set
coilover adjusting wrench..........................
35.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Subframes

D303110
D32014

1967-81 Front Coilover Kit

1967-81 Hydro Formed Subframe
Detroit Speed and Engineering’s front subframe is a bolt-in replacement for the original.
Handling and ride quality are improved by DSE’s unique suspension geometry, while the
hydro formed frame rails offer strength and rigidity. This subframe provides clearance
for up to 10" wide wheels (except 1967-68 models) and accepts small block, big block,
and LS engines as a direct bolt-in using Detroit Speed’s engine mount sets. Wheel
bolt pattern is 5 x 4-3/4" with stud size M12 x 1.5". Each subframe includes tubular
upper and lower control arms, coilover shocks and springs, power rack and pinion
steering gear box, splined sway bar, and C6 Corvette steering knuckles and hubs.
Important: 17" wheels require a minimum inside diameter of 16.250". Some brake
applications will not work with 17" wheels. Flush mount valve stems may also be required
on wheels with a behind center valve stem location. Requires the use of stock or aftermarket
C6 brake components. 1970-81 models require transmission crossmember modiﬁcation to
accommodate the 1" engine setback.
Note: Special order. Subframes shipped truck freight.

Complete Subframes
Unassembled – Bare Metal Subframe
D32001
1967-69
550 lb/in small block, LS ......................... 7539.99 set
D32002
1967-69
650 lb/in big block .................................... 7539.99 set
D32011
1970-81
550 lb/in small block, LS ......................... 7747.99 set
D32011S
1970-81
550 lb/in small block, LS sngl adj shcks .. 8215.99 set
D32012
1970-81
650 lb/in big block .................................... 7747.99 set
Assembled – Black Powder Coated Subframe
D32004
1967-69
550 lb/in small block, LS ......................... 8399.99 set
D32005
1967-69
650 lb/in big block .................................... 8399.99 set
D32014
1970-81
550 lb/in small block, LS ......................... 9399.99 set
D32015
1970-81
650 lb/in big block .................................... 9399.99 set
Engine Mounts for DSE Subframes
The LS engine mount bracket set adapts the 3 bolt engine mounts to the 4 bolt
LS engine without fabrication. These mounts Includes frame side engine mount
stands, CNC aluminum adapter plates, polyurethane engine mounts, and hardware.
Important: The 1970-81 engine mount set moves the engine 1" rearward of the stock
location for optimal steering geometry and lowers it for better hood clearance and weight
distribution. Shifter location, driveshaft length and header clearance may be affected.

D60401
D60414
D60411

1967-69
1970-81
1970-81

LS engine ..................................................
LS engine ..................................................
small block/big block ...............................

324.99 set
374.99 set
294.99 set

1982-92 GM F-Body Tubular K-member, Coilover
This direct bolt-in replacement K-member and lower A-arm set instantly removes
25 lbs from the front of your 1982-92 Camaro, while having the strength to endure
everyday driving. Factory clamshell and engine mounts bolt to the precision machined
mounting pads while both factory and aftermarket suspension is located by strong
boxed mounting points. The tubular construction provides added clearance for
aftermarket exhaust. The modular design permits coilover use as delivered (coilovers
not included) or can be converted to stock spring and strut use by removing the top
bracket and adding a UMI spring perch to convert to big springs (springs not included).
Street and track testing on our 1989 IROC test car has shown this K-member to be
strong, reliable and a great upgrade for your high-performance ride. Available in
red or black powder coated ﬁnish. Made in USA.
Important: Please specify: A for red ﬁnish, B for black ﬁnish.
Note: Shipped oversize.

OS1

For Use with Factory Springs
1982-92 small or big block ........................................ 599.99 set
1982-92 LSX ............................................................. 669.99 set
For Use with Coilover Springs
UM2402
1982-92 small or big block ........................................ 599.99 set
UM2404
1982-92 LSX ............................................................. 669.99 set
Upper Spring Mounts
This spring perch kit is used as an upper spring mount in conjunction with the UMI
K-member. The spring perch kit is an economical way to convert from a coilover
K-member part #UM2402 or UM2404 to a factory style spring and shock.
UM2405
UM2402, UM2404 K-members ..................................... 99.99 pr
UM2401
UM2403

BX20210A

1982-92 Tubular K-Members
Tubular K-Members with motor mounts weigh only 24 lbs, saving 30.5 lbs over OE.
Combine this with a set of our Tubular A-arms and save up to 50 lbs. Made from
.120" wall 1.5" DOM (Drawn Over Mandrel) tubing and laser cut, CNC formed
3/16" mounting plates.
Important: Please specify: A for red ﬁnish, B for hammertone ﬁnish. Not for use with OE A-arms.
Note: Shipped overweight.

K-Members for Factory Steering
BX20210
1982-92
without motor mounts ..............................
BX20212
1982-92
small block/big block mounts ..................
BX20214
1982-92
LSx mounts ..............................................
K-Members for Pinto Rack Mounts
BX20211
1982-92
without motor mounts ..............................
BX20213
1982-92
small block/big block mounts ..................
BX20215
1982-92
LSx mounts ..............................................
Upper Spring Mount (Required for OE Springs)
BX20216
1982-92
..................................................................

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Subframes

519.99 ea
569.99 ea
569.99 ea
519.99 ea
569.99 ea
569.99 ea
149.99 pr
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UM2402A

This coilover kit is designed to convert your 1967-81 Camaro front subframe to the
latest in coilover spring/shock technology. This kit offers ride height adjustability and
DSE valving to suit your driving requirements. Springs are 100% quality checked,
inspected and engraved with the spring rate. Optional single and double adjustable
coilovers with multiple settings for compression and rebound. Also a double adjustable
coilover with remote canister for optimum adjustability and improved heat dissipation.
Base Kit
The DSE/JRi ‘Detroit Tuned’ base shock is a ‘pure blood pedigree’ racing shock in
its most efﬁcient form as a non-adjustable unit. Although non-adjustable, it shares
all the increased dynamic responses of all the JRi adjustable models while providing
excellent ride quality on the street.
D303110
1967-69
SBC/LS
550 lb/in ............................. 909.99 ea
D303120
1967-69
BBC
650 lb/in ............................. 909.99 ea
D303130
1970-81
SBC/LS
575 lb/in ............................. 909.99 ea
D303140
1970-81
BBC
700 lb/in ............................. 909.99 ea
Single Adjustable Kit
Includes all features of base shock with ‘Detroit Tuned’ valving plus installed
rebound adjustment with the simple turn of a knob while providing excellent ride
quality on the street.
D303111
1967-69
SBC/LS
550 lb/in ............................. 1419.99 ea
D303121
1967-69
BBC
650 lb/in ............................. 1419.99 ea
D303131
1970-81
SBC/LS
575 lb/in ............................. 1419.99 ea
D303141
1970-81
BBC
700 lb/in ............................. 1419.99 ea
Double Adjustable Kit
This is the most race winning shock JRi has in its stable. With its two independent
adjustments and the enormous range of adjustment it can be set to the exacting
demands of the driver and performance levels required while providing excellent
ride quality on the street.
D303112
1967-69
SBC/LS
550 lb/in ............................. 2299.99 ea
D303122
1967-69
BBC
650 lb/in ............................. 2299.99 ea
D303132
1970-81
SBC/LS
575 lb/in ............................. 2299.99 ea
D303142
1970-81
BBC
700 lb/in ............................. 2299.99 ea
Double Adjustable with Canister Kit
This DSE/JRi shock has all of the qualities of the double adjustable shock to provide
high frequency and low speed dampening control with easy adjustment access on
the mountable remote canisters.
D303113
1967-69
SBC/LS
550 lb/in ............................. 2599.99 ea
D303123
1967-69
BBC
650 lb/in ............................. 2599.99 ea
D303133
1970-81
SBC/LS
575 lb/in ............................. 2599.99 ea
D303143
1970-81
BBC
700 lb/in ............................. 2599.99 ea
Remote Canister Shock Mounts
These billet aluminum canister mounts are manufactured for securing your remote
shock canisters to the vehicle. The canisters mount with two 1/4"-20 x 1/2"
buttonhead screws.
D32102
....................................................................................... 134.99 pr

Subframes
1967-81 Subframes with Pro-G Suspension

Available with Optional
12” or 13” Rotors

Bolt in optimal handling performance with the true race car
geometry of Heidt’s Pro-G suspension. These subframes
directly replace the originals without ﬂoor modiﬁcations.
Standard features include: 1-1/4" upper and 1-1/2" lower
tubular arms, billet adjustable coilover shocks, 11" rotors,
tall 2" drop spindles, power rack and pinion and adjustable
transmission crossmember.

Subframe shown with options.
Components that are not
polished are shipped in raw,
unﬁnished steel.

Important: 15" wheel or larger required. Outer tie rod ends, power steering pump,
steering pump brackets, power steering hoses, body mount bushings and brake lines are
not included.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

Heidt’s Base Subframe Includes:

Pro-G Suspension with Tall 2" Drop Spindles
Tubular Steel Control Arms
Billet Coilover Adjustable Shocks
Power Rack and Pinion with Column Hook-up Set
11" Rotors with Black 4 Piston Calipers
Universal Motor Mount Stands
Adjustable Transmission Crossmember

Suspension
Options:
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1967-69 Subframe with Power Rack and Pinion Steering – Black Calipers
With Wilwood 11" Rotors and 4 Piston Calipers
H200100 1967-69
base subframe........................................... 6221.99 kit
H200101 1967-69
with 1" sway bar ...................................... 6531.99 kit
H200102 1967-69
with 1-1/4" sway bar ................................ 6605.99 kit
H200103 1967-69
with polished tubular arms and shocks .... 8713.99 kit
H200104 1967-69
with 1" bar – polished arms and shocks ... 9023.99 kit
H200105 1967-69
with 1-1/4" bar – polished arms & shocks 9097.99 kit
With Wilwood 12" Drilled/Slotted Rotors and 4 Piston Calipers
H200200 1967-69
base subframe........................................... 6754.99 kit
H200201 1967-69
with 1" sway bar ...................................... 7064.99 kit
H200202 1967-69
with 1-1/4" sway bar ................................ 7138.99 kit
H200203 1967-69
with polished tubular arms and shocks .... 9246.99 kit
H200204 1967-69
with 1" bar – polished arms and shocks ... 9556.99 kit
H200205 1967-69
with 1-1/4" bar – polished arms & shocks 9630.99 kit
With Wilwood 13" Drilled/Slotted Rotors and 6 Piston Calipers
H200300
1967-69 base subframe........................................... 8149.99 kit
H200301
1967-69 with 1" sway bar ...................................... 8458.99 kit
H200302
1967-69 with 1-1/4" sway bar ................................ 8532.99 kit
H200303
1967-69 with polished tubular arms and shocks .... 10,640.99 kit
H200304
1967-69 with 1" bar – polished arms and shocks ... 10,950.99 kit
H200305
1967-69 with 1-1/4" bar – polished arms & shocks 11,024.99 kit

1967-69 Subframe with Power Rack and Pinion Steering – Polished Calipers
With Wilwood 11" Drilled/Slotted Rotors and 4 Piston Calipers
H200400 1967-69
base subframe........................................... 6605.99 kit
H200401 1967-69
with 1" sway bar ...................................... 6915.99 kit
H200402 1967-69
with 1-1/4" sway bar ................................ 6989.99 kit
H200403 1967-69
with polished tubular arms and shocks .... 9097.99 kit
H200404 1967-69
with 1" bar – polished arms and shocks ... 9406.99 kit
H200405 1967-69
with 1-1/4" bar – polished arms & shocks 9480.99 kit
With Wilwood 12" Drilled/Slotted Rotors and 4 Piston Calipers
H200500 1967-69
base subframe........................................... 6754.99 kit
H200501 1967-69
with 1" sway bar ...................................... 7064.99 kit
H200502 1967-69
with 1-1/4" sway bar ................................ 7138.99 kit
H200503 1967-69
with polished tubular arms and shocks .... 9246.99 kit
H200504 1967-69
with 1" bar – polished arms and shocks ... 9556.99 kit
H200505 1967-69
with 1-1/4" bar – polished arms & shocks 9630.99 kit
With Wilwood 13" Drilled/Slotted Rotors and 6 Piston Calipers
H200600 1967-69
base subframe........................................... 8149.99 kit
H200601 1967-69
with 1" sway bar ...................................... 8458.99 kit
H200602 1967-69
with 1-1/4" sway bar ................................ 8532.99 kit
H200603 1967-69
with polished tubular arms and shocks .... 10,640.99 kit
H200604 1967-69
with 1" bar – polished arms and shocks ... 10,950.99 kit
H200605 1967-69
with 1-1/4" bar – polished arms & shocks 11,024.99 kit

1967-81 Prebent Steel Brake Lines
These prebent steel brake lines are speciﬁcally designed to ﬁt the Heidt’s front
subframe assembly.
Important: Steel brake lines are not included in subframe kits.

H10068
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front ................................................................ 97.99 set

Subframe

Polished Stainless Steel Tubular Control Arms and Polished Shocks
1" Performance Sway Bar
1-1/4" Performance Sway Bar
Wilwood 12" Drilled/Slotted Rotor and 4 Piston Caliper Brake Set
Wilwood 13" Drilled/Slotted Rotor and 6 Piston Caliper Brake Set

1970-81 Subframe with Power Rack and Pinion Steering – Black Calipers
With Wilwood 11" Rotors and 4 Piston Calipers
H900100
1970-81 base subframe........................................... 6221.99 kit
H900101
1970-81 with 1" sway bar ...................................... 6531.99 kit
H900102
1970-81 with 1-1/4" sway bar ................................ 6605.99 kit
H900103
1970-81 with polished tubular arms and shocks .... 8713.99 kit
H900104
1970-81 with 1" bar – polished arms and shocks ... 9023.99 kit
H900105
1970-81 with 1-1/4" bar – polished arms & shocks 9097.99 kit
With Wilwood 12" Drilled/Slotted Rotors and 4 Piston Calipers
H900200
1970-81 base subframe........................................... 6754.99 kit
H900201
1970-81 with 1" sway bar ...................................... 7064.99 kit
H900202
1970-81 with 1-1/4" sway bar ................................ 7138.99 kit
H900203
1970-81 with polished tubular arms and shocks .... 9246.99 kit
H900204
1970-81 with 1" bar – polished arms and shocks ... 9556.99 kit
H900205
1970-81 with 1-1/4" bar – polished arms & shocks 9630.99 kit
With Wilwood 13" Drilled/Slotted Rotors and 6 Piston Calipers
H900300
1970-81 base subframe........................................... 8149.99 kit
H900301
1970-81 with 1" sway bar ...................................... 8458.99 kit
H900302
1970-81 with 1-1/4" sway bar ................................ 8532.99 kit
H900303
1970-81 with polished tubular arms and shocks .... 10,640.99 kit
H900304
1970-81 with 1" bar – polished arms and shocks ... 10,950.99 kit
H900305
1970-81 with 1-1/4" bar – polished arms & shocks 11,024.99 kit

1970-81 Subframe with Power Rack and Pinion Steering – Polished Calipers
With Wilwood 11" Drilled/Slotted Rotors and 4 Piston Calipers
H900400
1970-81 base subframe........................................... 6605.99 kit
H900401
1970-81 with 1" sway bar ...................................... 6915.99 kit
H900402
1970-81 with 1-1/4" sway bar ................................ 6989.99 kit
H900403
1970-81 with polished tubular arms and shocks .... 9097.99 kit
H900404
1970-81 with 1" bar – polished arms and shocks ... 9406.99 kit
H900405
1970-81 with 1-1/4" bar – polished arms & shocks 9480.99 kit
With Wilwood 12" Drilled/Slotted Rotors and 4 Piston Calipers
H900500
1970-81 base subframe........................................... 6754.99 kit
H900501
1970-81 with 1" sway bar ...................................... 7064.99 kit
H900502
1970-81 with 1-1/4" sway bar ................................ 7138.99 kit
H900503
1970-81 with polished tubular arms and shocks .... 9246.99 kit
H900504
1970-81 with 1" bar – polished arms and shocks ... 9556.99 kit
H900505
1970-81 with 1-1/4" bar – polished arms & shocks 9630.99 kit
With Wilwood 13" Drilled/Slotted Rotors and 6 Piston Calipers
H900600
1970-81 base subframe........................................... 8149.99 kit
H900601
1970-81 with 1" sway bar ...................................... 8458.99 kit
H900602
1970-81 with 1-1/4" sway bar ................................ 8532.99 kit
H900603
1970-81 with polished tubular arms and shocks .... 10,640.99 kit
H900604
1970-81 with 1" bar – polished arms and shocks ... 10,950.99 kit
H900605
1970-81 with 1-1/4" bar – polished arms & shocks 11,024.99 kit

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Suspension Systems
11163699

11162899

Includes:

11169500

1967-69 Tru-Turn Steering System
This Tru-Turn system resolves several issues with
early Camaro front suspension geometry. With this
set, bumpsteer is virtually eliminated, steering arm
interference is corrected to allow wider tires, and the
wheels lean into turns, rather than away. If your front
suspension already uses RideTech drop spindles,
the Tru-Turn upgrade set includes the remaining
components to correct the issues of the factory design.
Made in USA.

1967-69 StrongArms
Finish off your suspension with these tubular control
arms from Ridetech! These arms are a precision
engineered solution for ball joint binding, and frame
clearance issues. These control arms are designed for
use with either ShockWave or RideTech coilover shocks.
Upper Control Arms
11163699
1967-69 ........................... 524.99 pr
Lower Control Arms
11162899
1967-69 ........................... 724.99 pr

Important: 10" wide tires may require modiﬁcation of the
inner wheelhouse and outer fender lip. Not for use with
OEM or other aftermarket spindles.

Complete Tru-Turn Steering System
11169500
1967-69 ......................... 1074.99 set
Upgrade Set without Spindles
11169525
1967-69 ........................ 674.99 set

HQ Series CoilOvers
Front MuscleBar
4-Link Rear Suspension

RideTech Tall Spindles
Upper StrongArms
Lower StrongArms

1967-69 Coilover System
This coilover package includes everything you need
to completely upgrade your suspension. The package
contains front upper and lower control arms, tall
spindles, front MuscleBar, a rear 4-Link, and 4 single
adjustable coilovers for every corner of your vehicle.
Buying a complete suspension system takes all of the
guesswork out when upgrading your suspension. This
is a tested system to assure the improved handling of
your Camaro. Made in USA.
OS2

Note: Shipped double oversize.

11160201

11169100

1967-69 ............................. 5099.99 set

1967-81 MUSCLEBar Sway Bars

1967-81 Coilover Shocks
RideTech offers 4 different series of coilover shocks
for StrongArm and bolt-on 4-Link systems. Single
adjustable shocks feature an adjustment knob to dial in
the rebound force of the shock. Triple adjustable shocks
remote reservoir shocks allow rebound adjustment and
a dual stage (high speed and low speed) compression
adjustment, providing the ultimate solution for
adjusting between daily driving and trips to the track.
For maximum convenience, the Select Series steel body
mono-tube damper allows you to choose between a soft
“cruise mode” or a ﬁrmer “sport mode” at the touch
of a switch! Controller sold separately. All coilovers
are rebuildable and include springs.
StrongArms
Non-Adjustable
11163509
1967-69 ......................... 599.99 pr
Single Adjustable
11163510
1967-69 ......................... 749.99 pr
11173510
1970-81 ......................... 749.99 pr
Triple Adjustable
11163511
1967-69 ......................... 1899.99 pr
11173511
1970-81 ......................... 1899.99 pr
Bolt-On 4-Link
Single Adjustable
11166510
1967-69 ......................... 699.99 pr
11176510
1970-81 ......................... 699.99 pr
Triple Adjustable
11166511
1967-69 ......................... 1849.99 pr
11176511
1970-81 ......................... 1849.99 pr

Note: MUSCLEBars are designed for use on RideTech
lower StrongArms.

Front Sway Bar
11169100
1967-69
1-1/2" bar ....... 524.99 set
11179100
1970-81
1-3/8" bar ....... 429.99 set
Rear Sway Bar – 4-Link Only
11169102
1967-69
3/4" bar .......... 524.99 set

11167199

1967-69 4-Link Suspension
Experience crisp, controlled ride quality and conﬁdent
performance driving with this 4-Link suspension
from Ridetech! This system attaches directly to your
vehicle’s OEM leaf spring mounts with no cutting or
fabrication, just 4 small tabs to weld to the axle for
your upper bars. The ride height of will be lowered
approximately 2" and the ride quality and performance
is dramatically improved. Use with ShockWave or
RideTech coilover shocks (sold separately).
Note: 4 small tabs must be welded. Professional
installation recommended. Shocks not included.
Shipped oversize.

11167199

OS1

1967-69 .......................... 1474.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

11165010

Features:
Composite leaf springs save 70 lbs of weight!
Tall ball joints improve OEM camber curve for a more stable feel
through the corners.
Larger front and rear sway bar minimizes body roll.
Delrin sway bar bushings eliminate movement and static friction
in the sway bar to improve ride quality and handling performance.
RideTech HQ rebound adjustable shocks offer the ultimate in ride
quality and handling performance.
Staggered rear shocks eliminate wheel hop; upper mounts are
reinforced for extra strength.

1967-81 StreetGrip System
Includes front dual rate coil springs, composite rear
leaf springs, Delrin leaf spring bushings with shackles,
Delrin front control arm bushings, front MuscleBar
and HQ Series shocks.
Note: Shipped oversize.

11165010
11165110
11175010
11175110

1967-69
1967-69
1970-81
1970-81

OS1

small block .....
big block .........
small block .....
big block .........

Suspension Systems

2499.99
2499.99
2499.99
2499.99

set
set
set
set
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11163511

RideTech MUSCLEBars are designed to greatly enhance
the cornering performance of 1967-81 Camaro models.
These sway bars are developed on a running, driving
vehicle to properly address ﬁtment and performance
issues. Includes increased diameter sway bar,
polyurethane bushings, and high-performance end links
all add up to a sway bar package that works correctly
with lowered cars and aggressive driving. Made in USA.

Suspension & Components
K6816

K5804610 –
1967-69 g-Link System
(rear end not included)
K6822
K5913610

Pivotball g-Link Control Arms
K6656

1967-69 Subframe Accessories
Accessories for Chassisworks 1967-69 Camaro
subframe systems.
Body Bushings
K6816
1967-69
aluminum .......... 101.99 set
K6822
1967-69
polyurethane...... 119.99 set
Splash Flaps
K6656 1967-69
........................... 104.99 pr

Poly Bushed g-Bar Control Arms

1967-81 Mini Wheel Tubs
K8462160 –
FAB9 rear housing

Most Versatile and Adjustable Suspension System Available
Installs with Stock or Chassisworks FAB9™
Rear End Housings

Chassisworks Mini-Tub and sheet metal closeout sets
(1967-69 only) will save you hours of work and effort
when making room for larger rear tires. The wheel
tubs replace the inner half of your factory wheel tubs
with a newly stamped, 18 gauge steel tub. Additional
clearance is 2" to 2-3/4", depending upon application,
and will accommodate up to 315- or 335-section
width tires.
K5913610 1967-69
closeouts ........ 419.99 set
K5913611 1967-69
closeouts only 121.99 set
K5913620 1970-81
no closeouts ... 479.99 set

I
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1967-81 g-Bar/g-Link Rear Suspensions
billet steel
arm ends

Immediate Acceleration and Braking Response
Shorter Stopping Distance with Increased RearBrake Bias
Increases Ability to Steer with Throttle
Tremendous Cornering Capability
Watts Link Lateral Control

1967-81 Torque Arm Rear Suspension
Superior handling, adjustable geometry, ﬁrst rate
engineering and construction. Our new torque arm
rear suspension system is the answer for Pro-Touring
and track day vehicle builds looking to leave the
competition far behind. Includes fabricated torque arm,
g-Link tubular steel pivot ball lower arms, Watts link,
16 position adjustable VariShock coilovers, weld-on
frame brackets, and optional billet arm splined end
anti-roll bar. Subframe g-Connectors and center support
create the torque arm chassis mount and FAB9™ rear
end housing are required for operation; these items
sold separately.
Note: Subframe g-Connector System shown, sold separately.

Torque Arm System for Mini-Tubs
K5857613 1967-69 with Watts link ... 3301.99
K5857623 1970-73 with Watts link ... 3404.99
K5857633 1974-81 with Watts link ... 3404.99
FAB9 Rearend Housing for Mini-Tubs
K8461011 1967-69 rear end housing 1631.99
K8462011 1970-81 rear end housing 1529.99
Splined Rear Sway Bar for Mini-Tubs
K5821610 1967-69 w/billet arms ...... 504.99
K5821620 1970-81 w/billet arms ...... 504.99

360

Subframes

set
set
set
set
set
set
set

The g-Bar and g-Link bolt-in, canted 4 bar suspension
systems directly replace the OEM leaf springs and
shocks for remarkably improved handling and
performance. Designed to be easily conﬁgured for
a broad range of performance. Installation is simple
and straight forward, requiring zero fabrication and
only minimal welding for attachment of frame rail and
upper arm brackets.
Pivotball g-Link Suspensions
Pivotball g-Link systems include precision pivot ball
jointed upper and lower arms for occasional or fulltime high-performance driving. Tubular steel lower
and billet steel upper arms are adjustable in length for
exact housing placement. Includes: suspension cradle,
upper and lower arms, axle brackets, single adjustable
shocks, springs, and mounts.
K5804610
1967-69 .......................... 2279.99 set
K5804621
1970-73 .......................... 2279.99 set
K5804622
1974-81 .......................... 2279.99 set
Poly Bushed g-Bar Suspensions
Poly Bushed g-Bar systems include polyurethane
bushed upper and lower arms for performance street
and daily driving with reduced vibration and noise.
Includes ﬁxed length, tubular steel lower arms and
adjustable length, billet steel upper arms. Includes:
suspension cradle, upper and lower arms, axle brackets,
factory valved shocks, springs, and mounts.
K5800610
1967-69 .......................... 1889.99 set
K5800621
1970-73 .......................... 1889.99 set
K5800622
1974-81 .......................... 1889.99 set
FAB9 Rear End Housings
Welded housing housing and hardware set for vehicles
with g-Bar or g-Link suspensions.
K8461060 1967-69 stock width .. 1121.99 set
Sliding Link Sway Bars
Sway bar, billet aluminum mounts and endlinks for
vehicles with g-Bar or g-Link suspensions.
K5812610 1967-69
stock width ... 389.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

K5901610

K5903611

1967-81 g-Connector System
Chassisworks tubular steel, subframe connectors
and center support connect the front and rear frame
rails, then bridge the left and right sides together.
Improves chassis rigidity and yields more responsive
handling and sharper acceleration. Versions available
for leaf spring and g-Bar suspensions (shown) and
Chassisworks torque arm system. Allows room for 3"
exhaust. Parts ship with black powder coated ﬁnish.
Note: OEM subframes require weld-on adapter (shown).

K5901610
K5926610
K5901621
K5926621
K5901622
K5926622
K5903611

1967-69
1967-69
1970-73
1970-73
1974-81
1974-81
1967-81

g-Bar/leaf .......
torque arm ......
g-Bar/leaf .......
torque arm ......
g-Bar/leaf .......
torque arm ......
OEM adapter ..

661.99
509.99
671.99
724.99
671.99
724.99
101.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
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Suspension Kits

1967-69 Four Stage
Steering and Suspension Sets
Included in all the pre-conﬁgured sets:
Steeroids Rack and Pinion Conversion Set for Power Steering
Performance 1.5" Drop Rear Leaf Spring Kit
Performance Front and Rear Sway Bars
All Necessary Hardware, Fasteners (Grade 8), Brackets and
Detailed Installation Instructions
These preconﬁgured Stage Steering and Suspension sets for 1967-69 Camaro models
take the guess work out of improving your suspension. The foundation of these
suspension packages a complete front coilover conversion and rear Suspension
Upgrade and the legendary Steeroids rack and pinion conversion set. The front
coilover conversion allows either factory or aftermarket control arms, featuring
fully adjustable ride height. The included Steeroids power steering rack and pinion
conversion sets are lighter weight and much quicker ratio – saving up to 25 lbs when
compared to the stock steering system. Make your classic Camaro handle like never
before. These sets will reuse the existing power steering pump. Designed for ease
of installation, these sets are entirely bolt-on with no welding, cutting or drilling
required. Installs with hand tools. Proudly made in the USA.

A758110

Note: Shipped in multiple boxes. Shipped oversize.

Cruiser Series

Each Increasing Series Level Offers Improved Performance!
3 Nemesis Series
4
2 Instigator Series

Includes everything in the Cruiser
Series plus Upper and Lower
Control Arms

1967-69 ....... 3475.99 set

A758210

1967-69 ....... 4714.99 set

Stage IV

Includes everything in the Instigator
Series plus Front and Rear 13"
Wilwood Disc Brake Conversion Kits

Includes everything in the Nemesis
Series plus Front & Rear Berserker
Active Shock Management System

OS1

OS1

OS1

A758110

Stage III

Stage II

Stage I

Front Coilover Conversion Set, with
Double Adjustable Shocks
Performance Double Adjustable
Rear Shocks

Dominator Series

A758310

1967-69 ....... 7389.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

OS1

A758410

1967-69 .... 14,119.99 set

Subframes
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1967-92 OEM Spec Coil Springs
1967-92 Front Coil Springs

1967-69 OEM Coil Spring Chart
RPO

1969 EQUIPMENT WEIGHTS
Description

Add

L22
L34
L35
L48
L65
L78
L89
M20
M35
M38
M40
MB1
MC1
A31
A67
B37
C8
C60
D55
J50
N10
N40
N65
T60
U57
U63
U69
U79
V01
V31
VE3
Z22
Z28

L6 250ci 155 HP
V8 396ci 350 HP
V8 396ci 325 HP
V8 350ci 300 HP
V8 350ci 250 HP
V8 396ci 375 HP
V8 396ci 375HP (w/alum heads)
4-speed transmission
powerglide transmission
TH350 automatic transmission
TH400 automatic transmission
torque drive trans. (6 cylinder only)
HD 3-speed transmission
electric windows
folding rear seat
ﬂoor mats
vinyl top
air conditioning
console
power brakes
dual exhaust
power steering
space saver spare
HD battery
tape player
radio (push button)
radio (AM/FM)
stereo
HD radiator
front bumper guards
Endura front bumper
Rally Sport package
Special Performance package

17
209
211
27
24
188
133
11
-12
21
44
-13
17
8
6
4
7
89
8
9
3
30
3
18
14
6
7
5
7
5
-6
23
3

Model

1969 SPRING CODE CHART
Weight

I
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Coupe 307, 327 V8:
(without JL8)

Coupe 307, 327 V8:
(with JL8)

Coupe 350 V8:

Coupe 396 V8:
Coupe Z28 302 V8:
Convertible 6 cylinder:

Convertible 307, 327 V8:
(without JL8)

Convertible 307, 327 V8:
(with JL8)
Convertible 350 V8:

Code

0-16 ..................................EY
17-98 ............................... YH
99-180 .............................YM
181-262 ............................ YP
263-344 ............................HA
345-426 ............................HB
over 426 .......................... HG
0-66 .................................. EZ
67-140 .............................. YA
141-214 ............................YB
215-288 ............................YC
over 288 .......................... YD
0-16 ..................................EY
17-98 ............................... YH
99-180 .............................YM
181-262 ............................ YP
263-344 ............................HA
345-426 ............................HB
over 426 .......................... HG
0-182 ............................... HH
183-304 .............................HJ
over 304 ........................... EA
0-68 .................................. YF
68-148 ..............................EY
over 148 .......................... YH
0-30 ..................................EY
31-112 ............................. YH
113-194 ...........................YM
195-276 ............................ YP
277-358 ............................HA
359-440 ............................HB
over 440 .......................... HG
0-16 ................................. YH
17-98 ...............................YM
99-180 .............................. YP
181-262 ............................HA
263-344 ............................HB
over 344 .......................... HG
0-58 .................................. YA
59-132 ..............................YB
133-206 ............................YC
over 206 .......................... YD
0-28 ..................................EK
29-96 ................................ EL
97-164 ............................. EM
165-232 ............................EQ
over 232 ........................... ER

362 Front Coil Springs

Each spring is designed to ﬁt exactly as original and
features the correct spring rates! Each OEM spring
includes the correct listing as suggested by General
Motors for the particular model and options available
for the vehicle. Once installed, each spring will offer
an exact replacement ensuring that your Camaro will
maintain the highest standards of originality and quality
for your suspension.
Note: *Except Berlinetta models.

C244

C255

CS6312
CS6312
CS6310
CS6310
CS638
CS6310
CS6312

C281

C272

1967-69 OEM Coil Springs
Manufactured to original GM blueprint speciﬁcations,
heat treated, shot-peened, and ﬁnished in the correct
color for each application. Simply choose your year
model and application below. Springs for all 1969
Camaro models can easily be determined based on the
standard equipment and options that your Camaro is
equipped with. For 1969 applications use the equipment
weight chart. Find the weight of the options your
Camaro is equipped with, then use the spring code
chart at right to determine the correct spring code for
your model and options. Sold in pairs.
1967 Camaro Models
Coupe
C244 3909945-YZ 6 cylinder ........... 149.99 pr
C252 3895234-YX w/PG, AC, F-41 154.99 pr
Convertible
C245 3912526-YN 6 cylinder w/AC 149.99 pr
C246 3909943-YR 6 cylinder ........... 149.99 pr
C252 3895234-YX w/PG, AC, F-41 154.99 pr
1968 Camaro Models
Coupe
C255 3928300
6 cylinder ........... 149.99 pr
C256 3955709
6 cylinder w/AC 149.99 pr
Convertible
C246 3912526-YN 6 cylinder ........... 149.99 pr
1969 Camaro Models
Coupe
C276 3955724-HA 307, 327 w/o JL8 154.99 pr
C275 3955725-EZ 307, 327 w/JL8 .. 154.99 pr
C281 3955716-YA 307, 327 w/JL8 .. 154.99 pr
C282 3955717-YB 307, 327 w/JL8 .. 154.99 pr
C283 3955718-YC 307, 327 w/JL8 .. 154.99 pr
C284 3955719-YD 307, 327 w/JL8 .. 154.99 pr
C276 3955724-HA 350 ..................... 154.99 pr
Convertible
C276 3955724-HA 6 cylinder ........... 154.99 pr
C276 3955724-HA 307, 327 w/o JL8 154.99 pr
C281 3955716-YA 307, 327 w/JL8 .. 154.99 pr
C282 3955717-YB 307, 327 w/JL8 .. 154.99 pr
C283 3955718-YC 307, 327 w/JL8 .. 154.99 pr
C284 3955719-YD 307, 327 w/JL8 .. 154.99 pr
C269 3955710-EK 350 ..................... 154.99 pr
C270 3955711-EL 350 ..................... 154.99 pr
C271 3955712-EM 350 ..................... 154.99 pr
C272 3955713-EQ 350 ..................... 154.99 pr
C273 3955714-ER 350 ..................... 154.99 pr
C276 3955724-HA 396 ..................... 154.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

CS6312
CS6314
CS6320
CS6312
CS638
CS6314
CS6308
CS6312
CS6314
CS6312
CS6312
CS638
CS638
CS5278
CS5276
CS5278
CS5276
CS5276
CS5278
CS5276
CS574
CS5278
CS5384
CS576
CS5278
CS5006
CS574
CS574
CS8002
CS576
CS586
CS574
CS6486
CS6450
CS6450
CS5006
CS8002
CS580
CS6486
CS6486
CS6450
CS574
CS574
CS8002
CS590
CS576
CS586
CS6486
CS6450
CS6486
CS6486
CS6450

1967
230 convertible, with AC........
SB, coupe & conv., with AC ..
SB, coupe. & conv., w/o AC...
1968
L-6 convertible, with AC ........
SB conv. & 350 coupe, w/AC
SB, coupe, w/o AC. ................
SB, convertible, w/o AC .........
1969
L-6 convertible, with AC ........
L-6 coupe, with AC ................
L-6 coupe, HD, with AC.........
307 coupe, with AC ................
327, 350, cpe.& conv., w/AC
L-6 coupe and conv., w/o AC
L-6 coupe, HD, without AC ...
307 convertible, without AC ..
307 coupe, without AC ...........
307 coupe, HD, without AC ...
327, 350, coupe, without AC ..
327, 350, convertible, w/o AC
396 coupe, without AC ...........
1970
all, coupe, with AC .................
all, coupe, without AC ............
1971-73
350 coupe, with AC ................
307 coupe, with AC ................
350 coupe, without AC ...........
1974
L-6 coupe, with AC ................
L-6 coupe, without AC ...........
V8 coupe, without AC ............
V8 coupe, without AC ............
1975-77
L-6 coupe, with AC ................
V8 coupe, exc-Z28 with AC ...
L-6 coupe, without AC ...........
V8 coupe, exc. Z28, w/o AC ..
1978-79
L-6, LT, with AC .....................
L-6, coupe exc. LT, with AC ..
L-6, LT and cpe., HD, w/AC ..
V8, all, with AC ......................
V8 all, HD, with AC ...............
L-6, LT, without AC................
L-6, cpe., exc. LT, w/o AC......
L-6, LT, without AC ...............
Coupe, HD, without AC .........
V8, all, without AC .................
V8 all, HD, without AC ..........
1980
V8, exc. Z28, with AC ............
V8, Z28, with AC ...................
L-6, withoutAC .......................
L-6, HD, without AC ..............
V8, exc. Z28, without AC.......
1981
L-6, Berlinetta, with AC .........
V8, coupe, with AC ................
V8, coupe, HD, with AC ........
V8, Berlinetta, with AC ..........
V8, Berlinetta, HD, with AC ..
V8, Z28, with AC ...................
V8, Z28 HD, with AC.............
V6, Berlinetta, without AC .....
coupe, without AC ..................
L-6, Berlinetta, without AC ....

79.99 pr
79.99 pr
79.99 pr
79.99
79.99
79.99
79.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

79.99 pr
79.99 pr
94.99 pr
79.99 pr
79.99 pr
79.99 pr
79.99 pr
79.99 pr
79.99 pr
79.99 pr
79.99 pr
79.99 pr
79.99 pr
89.99 pr
69.99 pr
89.99 pr
69.99 pr
69.99 pr
89.99
69.99
99.99
89.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

83.99
79.99
89.99
89.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

99.99
99.99
89.99
79.99
89.99
99.99
89.99
119.99
119.99
89.99
89.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

114.99
89.99
89.99
119.99
99.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

99.99
89.99
119.99
79.99
89.99
89.99
119.99
89.99
89.99
119.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Front and Rear Coil Springs
CS6450
CS574
CS580
CS5006
CS590
CS5600
CS5608
CS5600
CS5608
CS5598
CS5600
CS5608
CS5608
CS5608
CS5598
CS5600
CS5608
CS5600
CS5608
CS5608*
CS5608
CS5604
CS5598
CS5608*
CS5600*
CS5600
CS5608
CS5600
CS5608
CS5600*
CS5608*
CS5608
CS5598
CS5608
CS5608*
CS5608

CS5598
CS5600
CS5608
CS5598
CS5600
CS5608
CS5608
CS5608
CS5600
CS5600
CS5604
CS5604
CS5604
CS5604
CS5600
CS5604
CS5604
CS5604
CS5604
CS5608
CS5608
CS5600
CS5608
CS5608
CS5608
CS5608

119.99
99.99
114.99
89.99
119.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

89.99
94.99
89.99
94.99
104.99
89.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

94.99 pr
94.99
94.99
104.99
89.99
94.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

89.99
94.99
94.99
94.99
94.99
104.99
94.99
89.99
89.99
94.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

H1904

1967-02 Sport Coil Springs
These sport springs will lower the front of a 1967-81
model 2" from stock, or the front and rear of 1982-02
models 1" from stock, providing a ﬁrm but not harsh
ride. They are precision wound from the highest quality
steel with a powder coated dark gray ﬁnish.
1967-81 Small Block Models
H1907 1967-69 2" drop – pair ........ 192.99 pr
H1908 1970-81 2" drop – pair ........ 212.99 pr
1967-81 Big Block Models
H1906 1967-69 2" drop – pair ........ 192.99 pr
H1909 1970-81 2" drop – pair ........ 212.99 pr
1982-92 All Models
H1903 1982-92 1" drop – set of 4 .. 352.99 set
1993-97 LT1 Models
H1904 1993-97 1" drop – set of 4 .. 313.99 set
1993-02 V6, SS, LS1 Models
H1905 1993-02 1" drop – set of 4 .. 313.99 set

104.99
89.99
94.99
104.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

SP94393

1967-81 Pro Springs
Pro springs offer immediate handling enhancement
and give your muscle car an aggressive stance! Front
springs provide approximately a 1.3" drop. Highquality construction and design ensures springs will
retain optimum rates for unsurpassed performance.
Springs are epoxy coated with a diamond black color.
If you’re using these springs with Specialty Products
Company tubular lower arms and need to ﬁne tune
your ride height, use ride height spacers part #SP94346
or SP95332.
SP94393
1967-69 ............................... 205.99 pr
SP94394
1970-81 ............................... 205.99 pr

89.99 pr
94.99 pr
94.99 pr
94.99 pr
89.99 pr
89.99 pr
94.99 pr
94.99 pr
94.99 pr
94.99 pr
89.99 pr
94.99 pr
94.99 pr
94.99 pr
94.99 pr
94.99 pr
94.99 pr
89.99 pr
94.99 pr
94.99 pr
94.99 pr
94.99 pr

H&R sport springs enhance the look of your vehicle
and provide a lower center of gravity for reduced body
roll and better handling. The progressive spring rate
provides superb ride quality and comfort. Lowers
V6 models approximately 1-1/2", and V8 models
approximately 1-1/4".
Note: Does not ﬁt convertibles.

HR507291
HR507321

1993-02
1993-02

V6............... 249.99 set
V8............... 249.99 set

CS5665

89.99 pr
94.99 pr
89.99 pr
94.99 pr
94.99 pr
104.99 pr
94.99 pr
94.99 pr
94.99 pr
104.99 pr
89.99 pr
94.99 pr
94.99 pr
104.99 pr
94.99 pr

HR507291

1993-02 Sport Springs

1982-92 Rear Coil Springs
Improve the ride and handling of your Camaro with a
new set of coil springs from Classic Industries®. Our
replacement coil springs are precision engineered to
restore ride height, handling, and control. Conditions
such as sagging suspension, harsh, uncomfortable ride
and the bottoming out of the rear axle are just a few
of the problems a new set of coil springs will correct.
Note: *For vehicles without 16" wheels.

CS5665
CS5665
CS5665
CS5665*
CS5665
CC635
CC635*

1982-83
1984-85
1986-88
1990
1991
1982-92
1990

all .................................
all exc. Z28 ..................
all .................................
all V8 w/AT, conv. w/MT
all with AT exc. 5.7L ...
all, with Hef-T-coil ......
with Hef-T-coil ............

59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99
64.99
64.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

1967-81 3/8" Coil Spring Spacer
Reproduction 3/8" coil spring spacer for 1967-81
models. This was used by GM on the production line
between the lower control arm and the spring to adjust
the front end at ride height.
14927
1967-81 2 required ............... 14.99 ea

BX20170

BX20171

1993-02 Lowering Springs

1967-81 Front Coil Spring Insulator

Increase handling performance by increasing the spring
rate and lowering the center of gravity. BMR springs
lower the car 1.25" yet retain OE ride quality. Spring
seats for QA1 shocks and shock spacers also available.
BX20173 1993-02 1.25" drop............ 199.99 set
BX20170 1993-02 front springs only 129.99 pr
BX20171 1982-02 rear springs only.. 99.99 pr
BX20308 1993-02 QA1 shock seats.. 99.99 pr
BX20309 1993-02 1/2" shock spacer 49.99 pr

Molded rubber coil spring insulators that mount
between the coil springs and the frame. These insulators
will keep the springs from riding on the frame metal
to metal and will give you a better ride. Coil spring
insulators were not original on all vehicles. Measures:
5-5/16" o.d., 3-3/4" i.d., 1/4" thick.

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Note: These insulators will increase ride height equal to
the thickness of the insulator.

W1006

1967-81

2 required ............. 12.99 ea

Front Coil Springs
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CS5598
CS5600
CS5608
CS5608
CS5598
CS5608

1981 – Continued
coupe, HD without AC ...........
V8, cpe., without AC ..............
V8, cpe., HD, without AC ......
V8, Berlinetta, without AC .....
V8, Berlinetta, HD, w/o AC ...
1982
2.5L, with AC .........................
2.5L, HD, with AC..................
2.8L, with AC .........................
2.8L, HD, with AC..................
2.5L, all, without AC ..............
2.8L, without AC ....................
1982-83
5.0L, Z28, with AC .................
1983
2.5L, HD, with AC..................
2.8L, HD, with AC..................
2.5L, all, without AC ..............
2.8L, without AC ....................
2.8L, HD, without AC ............
1984
4 cyl, all, with AC ...................
4 cyl, all, HD, with AC ...........
2.8L, AT, HD, with AC ...........
2.8L, Berlinetta, HD, w/AC ...
5.0, Berlinetta w/MT, w/AC ...
4 cyl, all, without AC ..............
2.8L, all, HD, without AC ......
2.8L, AT, without AC ..............
2.8L, Berlinetta w/MT, w/o AC
5.0L, Z28, without AC............
1985
2.5L, all, with AC ...................
2.5L, all, H.D., with AC..........
2.8L, all, with AC ...................
2.8L, all, with AC ...................
2.5L, AT, HD, without AC ......
2.5L, MT, without AC ............
2.8L, Berlinetta, MT, w/o AC
2.8L, MT, HD, without AC.....
5.0L, Z28 exc. IROC, w/o AC
1986-87
2.5L, all, with AT, with AC .....
.8L, with AC............................
5.0L, Z/8 exc. IROC, w/AC ...
2.8L, HD, with AC..................
2.8L, without AC ....................
5.0L, Z28 exc. IROC, w/o AC
1988
2.5L, with AC .........................
2.8L, exc. conv., with AC .......
2.8L, exc. conv., HD, w/AC ...
2.8L, exc. conv., without AC ..
1989
2.8L, MT exc. conv., w/AC ....
2.8L, AT, HD, exc. conv. w/AC
2.8L, conv., all, HD, w/AC .....
5.0L, w/o conv., IROC & AC
2.8L, AT exc. conv., w/o AC ..
1990
3.1L, RS, all, with AC ............
5.0L, IROC w/MT, with AC ...
5.0L, RS cpe., all, with AC .....
5.7L, IROC coupe, with AC ...
5.0L, RS conv. w/MT, w/AC ..
3.1L, RS, all, without AC .......
5.0L, IROC all, without AC ...
5.7L, IROC cpe., all, w/o AC
5.0L, RS cpe., all, w/o AC ......
5.0L, RS conv. w/MT, w/o AC
1991
3.1L, coupe, HD, w/AC ..........
3.1L, coupe, RS, HD, w/o AC
3.1L, MT, without AC ............
1992
5.0L, cpe., 5-spd., MT, w/AC
3.1L, RS conv. with AT, AC ...
5.0L, cpe. with MT, w/o AC ...
5.0L, RS conv. w/AT, w/o AC

Front Coilover Conversion

Upgrade to Coilover
Front Suspension
on any Budget!
Looking for a more economical way to get
the beneﬁts of a coilover front suspension?
Use this guide to install a coilover
suspension on your 1967-69 Camaro and
get the option of adjustable ride height and
the ability to go much lower than OE style
lowering springs allow without sacriﬁcing
suspension travel!
The blueprint requires some fabrication
and welding, but the components are
simple. Get the brackets from BMR,
pick the coilover shocks and springs that
match your needs and your budget, and
get the components required to mount
them. Removal of engine and fenders is
not required.

I
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FEATURES:
Allows adjustable ride height
Enables vehicle to sit lower than OE
type springs allow
Brackets can be installed with
engine in car

BMR Coilover Conversion Brackets
BMR’s bracket set allows you to install a coilover
suspension on your 1967-69 Camaro using the factory
control arms!

STEP 1 Get the Brackets:
Coilover Conversion Brackets
These coilover brackets are laser cut from 1/4"
steel and are designed tie into the frame and
upper A-arm mount, strengthening the mount.
These brackets install without removing
the motor or the fenders! Use a simple hole
saw and drill to cut the shock opening. Steel
templates and instructions
are included.
IImportant: Fabrication and welding required.
Note: Coilover shocks or springs sold separately.
N

BX20400

1967-69 ........................................................................................................................... 149.99 set

STEP 2 Choose Your Shocks:

Coilover Shocks

Proma Star Coilover Shocks

These smooth body aluminum Q-Series mono-tube
shock absorbers are backed by a 1,000,001-mile
RideTech warranty. Includes coilover hardware. Sold
individually. 2 required per vehicle.
HQ Shocks – Single Adjustable
HQ Series single adjustable coilover shocks offer 20
settings for drivers to tune ride and handling quality.
Cruise in comfort or stiffen your suspension for
spirited driving.
24149901 1967-69 2 required .......... 274.99 ea
Trunnion Mount
These trunnion mounts are designed for RideTech
shocks. Features a 2.25-2.875" wide mount opening.
Includes snap rings. Sold individually, two required.

Proma Star shocks are ride height adjustable, 100%
dyno-tested and serialized. Spring mounting hardware
is included. Sold individually. 2 required per vehicle.

Note: RideTech shocks have integrated upper bearing sets.
N

90009990

2 required ..........

19.99 ea

Note: Must replace upper bushing with bearing set
part #BX201403.

Proma Star – Single Adjustable
These QA1 Proma Star shocks adjust compression
and rebound simultaneously, offering 18 settings of
ride control.
BX201402 1967-69 single adjustable 179.99 ea
Proma Star – Double Adjustable
Get full control of your suspension by adjusting
compression and rebound independently. Sold
individually. 2 required per vehicle.
BX202402 1967-69 dual adjustable .. 259.99 ea
Bearing and Trunnion Mount
The BMR conversion requires replacement of the upper
shock bushing with a bearing set. Both the bearing set
and the T-bar mount are sold individually. 2 of each
required per vehicle.
BX201403 bearing 2 req .................. 24.99 ea
BX201404 T-bar
2 req .................. 20.99 ea

STEP 3 Choose Your Springs

RideTech & QA1 Coilover Shocks
Choose from a selection of performance coilover shock
absorbers designed to work with the BMR coilover
conversion bracket set. Don’t forget to purchase the
necessary trunnion mount and bearing set to install
your shocks using your factory control arms.

RideTech & QA1 Coilover Springs
These 10" springs designed to work with the coilover
shocks speciﬁed. Select the spring rating that matches
the fully assembled front end weight of your car and
your driving style.

364

Coil Springs

59100500

BX210510

10” Coilover Springs

10” Coilover Springs

These 10" coilover springs are designed for RideTech
RQ and HQ shocks. Sold individually, two required.
59100400
400#/in rate – 1801-1900# 74.99 ea
59100450
450#/in rate – 1901-2000# 74.99 ea
59100500
500#/in rate – 2001-2100# 74.99 ea
59100550
550#/in rate – 2101-2300# 74.99 ea
59100600
600#/in rate – 2301-2400# 74.99 ea
59100650
650#/in rate – racing .......... 74.99 ea
59100700
700#/in rate – racing .......... 74.99 ea

These coilover springs are designed for QA1 single and
double adjustable Proma Star shocks. Sold individually,
two required.
BX210400 400#/in rate – 1801-1900# 54.99 ea
BX210450 450#/in rate – 1901-2000# 54.99 ea
BX210510 500#/in rate – 2001-2100# 54.99 ea
BX210550 550#/in rate – 2101-2300# 54.99 ea
BX210600 600#/in rate – 2301-2400# 54.99 ea
BX210650 650#/in rate – 2401-up# .... 54.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Reproduction Shocks

1967-69 Rear Shock Upper Mount
This rear upper shock mount plate is one of the most
commonly damaged or accidently discarded items in
the rear suspension. This plate mounts between the
upper shock bushings and bolts to the factory weld nuts
above in the upper rear frame rail area. Manufactured
in steel and EDP coated. Sold in pairs.
K298
1967-69 .................................... 14.99 pr
F1012

1967-73 Camaro Chassis Bolt Sets
These complete chassis hardware sets come complete
with every bit of necessary hardware to install virtually
all chassis components for each speciﬁed car. Every
set includes individually packaged hardware for easy
identiﬁcation. Includes: hardware for transmission
cross member, transmission mount, pitman arm, idler
arm, steering box to frame, suspension bumpers, upper
and lower control arms and bushings, accelerator
lever, steering gear and coupler, steering linkage,
ball joints, front and rear shocks, leaf spring brackets
and bushings, engine mounts, gas tank, fuel hose,
grease ﬁttings, speedo cable, power brake booster and
hose, prop valve, master cylinder and pushrod, brake
pressure valve and switch, stabilizer bar and brackets,
brake hose brackets, brake cables, shackles, rear axle
housing cover and retainer plates, drum or disc brake
hoses, brake line, caliper brackets and shield, wheel
cylinders, park brake to dash, engine to frame mounts,
and drive shaft rear knuckle. Made in USA.
Important: *With mono rear leaf springs. Quantity and
components in sets will vary depending on application.

drum .......................
disc .........................
Z28 .........................
drum .......................
drum .......................
disc .........................
disc .........................
drum .......................
drum .......................
disc .........................
disc .........................
disc .........................
disc with sway bar..
disc .........................
drum with sway bar
disc .........................
disc with sway bar..

289.99
319.99
339.99
279.99
299.99
319.99
319.99
299.99
329.99
349.99
349.99
319.99
339.99
319.99
329.99
314.99
324.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

disc brakes..............
L78 396/375 HP .....
disc .........................
disc .........................
disc with sway bar..
disc with sway bar..

319.99
339.99
319.99
349.99
349.99
339.99

set
set
set
set
set
set

E345

1967-69 OE Style Spiral Shock
Classic Industries® offers correct reproduction spiral
shocks for 1967-69 Camaro models. These highly sought
after replacements feature the correct “Delco Products
Division” lettering and part numbers. These shocks
are just what you’ll need to complete the authentic
restoration of your standard, SS, or Z28 Camaro.

1968-81 Lower Rear Shock Bolt
Reproduction of the lower rear shock mounting bolt
used to secure the shock absorber to the lower spring
mounting perch. For multi-leaf springs only.
748600
1968-81
2 required .............. 7.99 ea

Note: Mounting hardware and bushings not included.

Front, OE #3192419
E344
1967-69
standard and SS ...
Front, OE #3192477
E345
1968-69
Z28.......................
Rear Mono-Leaf, OE #3192831
E346
1967-69
SS.........................
Rear Multi-Leaf, OE #3192832
E347
1968-69
SS.........................
Rear Multi-Leaf, OE #3192851
E348
1968-69
Z28.......................

99.99 ea
99.99 ea
RL6

99.99 ea
99.99 ea
99.99 ea

1967-81 Leaf Spring Shock Extenders
Extends shock 2" allowing shocks to reach the shock
mount on body. For mono- to multi-leaf conversions.
1 pair required.
RL6
1967-81
ﬁne thread ............. 25.99 pr
RL6A
1967-81
coarse thread ......... 19.99 pr

1967-69 OE Style Shock Hardware

1982-92 Upper Front Strut Mount

Many aftermarket shocks may not include the
proper upper bushings and plated washers needed
for installation. This set will give your upper shock
mounts an authentic appearance.
HC85
1967-69
upper ..................... 9.99 set

Reproduction of the upper front strut mount for 198292 Camaro models.
F2930
1982-92 .................................. 178.99 pr

OER® Gray
Shock Absorber Paint
In the 60’s and 70’s, Delco shock
absorbers used a special shade of
gray. The special color has been
reproduced to the exact shade of
gray in an easy to use aerosol spray
for shock absorbers on GM cars and
trucks. 1 to 2 aerosol cans are all
you’ll need. 12 oz. aerosol spray.
Note: Aerosol spray cans are shipped
ground only.

K89532

........................ 16.99 ea

C132

G3819
K6516

1967-69 Shock Absorber Plastic Cap

1993-02 Upper Front Shock Mount

Finally, a quality reproduction shock cap for 1967-69
Camaro. This cap covers the nut and threads in your
Camaro’s trunk and under the hood.
C132
1967-69
pair ....................... 12.99 pr
R132
1967-69
4 piece kit ............. 23.99 kit

Replacement upper front shock mounts for 1993-02
Camaro models.
K6516 1993-02 GM
LH .............. 59.99 ea
G3819 1993-02 GM
RH ............. 229.99 ea
F3334 1993-02 repro LH and RH 169.99 pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Reproduction Shocks
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Small Block
F1001 1967
F1002 1967
F1003 1967
F1006* 1968
F1007 1968
F1008* 1968
F1009 1968
F1011* 1969
F1012 1969
F1013* 1969
F1014 1969
F1016 1970-71
F1017 1970-71
F1019 1972
F1020 1972
F1024 1973
F1025 1973
Big Block
F1004
1967
F1005
1967
F1010
1968
F1015
1969
F1018
1970-71
F1023
1972

E344

Performance Shocks
S32126

1967-81 Monroe Gas Shock
Get the best shocks available with low prices and fast
delivery. Classic Industries® now stocks more Monroe
shocks for your Camaro than any other supplier!
Front
S32066
1970-81
............................. 26.99 ea
Rear
S32143
1967-69 mono-leaf spring.. 25.99 ea
S32126
1968-69 multi-leaf spring .. 26.99 ea
S32112
1970-81
............................. 26.99 ea

KG4515

1967-02 Gas-a-Just Shock
KYB’s Gas-a-Just shocks are designed to deliver
maximum driving control and performance. Gas-aJust’s higher gas pressure keeps tires glued to the
road while its high strength, mono-tube conﬁguration
provides extra rugged durability and fade free
performance. For a high-performance ride purchase
a set of Gas-a-Just Shocks.
Front
KG4515 1967-81 ........................... 39.99 ea
KG9310 1993-02 ........................... 131.99 ea
Rear
KG5524 1967-69 with mono-leaf .. 36.99 ea
KG5521 1968-69 with multi-leaf... 42.99 ea
KG5526 1970-81 ........................... 37.99 ea
KG5562 1982-02 ........................... 39.99 ea

I
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KY343127

1967-02 GR-2 Gas Shocks & Struts

H792003
804010184

1967-81 Street Performance Shock
These 1.5 street performance shocks are the latest
in mono-tube shock technology, tuned by Hotchkis
for a smooth ride and exceptional control. Features a
lightweight aluminum body with 1/2" hard chromeplated, heat treated alloy shafts. Specially formulated
oil and high pressure nitrogen provide consistent
performance in temperatures and conditions.
H720012
1967-81
front ............... 136.99 ea
H712012
1967-69
rear ................. 136.99 ea
H712014
1970-81
rear ................. 136.99 ea
H792003
1967-69
4 piece set ...... 547.99 set
H792004
1970-81
4 piece set ...... 547.99 set

1967-02 Performance Shock Absorbers
Koni front and rear shocks for 1967-02 Camaro.
Koni dampers are available in Classic for vintage
applications, STR.T non-adjustable for street driven
late models, and Sport single adjustable for street/track
late model vehicles. These high-quality shocks posses
excellent road handling properties with an exceptional
level of comfort for performance applications. Each
strut is backed by Koni with a limited lifetime
manufacturer’s warranty. Sold individually and in kits.
Kits consist of 2 shocks and 2 struts, quad shocks are
available as a separate kit.
Note: *Mono-leaf rear springs.

KY735001

1982-02 Gas Shocks and Struts
KYB’s AGX adjustable gas shocks and struts allow
drivers to adjust damping in seconds to match speciﬁc
driving conditions for street, strip, track, or cruising.
Damping is selected with an external knob on the
shock body or a screwdriver slot at the top of the strut
piston rod. Micro-smooth, hard chromed piston rods for
reliability. Seamless cylinders and eye rings eliminate
weak points created by welded seams. Multi-lip seals
and self-sealing packing are used to keep the oil in and
contaminants out. A patented check valve minimizes
foaming of oil and gas inside the shock.
Front
KY735001
1982-92 ........................... 129.99 ea
KY741034
1993-02 ........................... 104.99 ea
Rear
KY743019
1982-02 ........................... 84.99 ea

Front Struts
801914 1967-69
80401017 1970-81
87411030 1982-92
82501005 1993-02
82411139 1993-02
Rear Shocks
801953 1967-69
801915* 1967-69
80401018 1970-81
301265 1982-92
82501006 1993-02
82411140 1993-02
Front and Rear Kit
KN268
1967-69
KN267* 1967-69
KN270
1970-81
KN282
1982-92
KN293
1993-02
KN294
1993-02

Classic (red) ....... 99.99 ea
Classic (red) ....... 104.99 ea
Sport (yellow) .... 249.99 ea
STR.T (orange) .. 92.99 ea
Sport (yellow) .... 309.99 ea
Classic (red) .......
Classic (red) .......
Classic (red) .......
Sport (yellow) ....
STR.T (orange) ..
Sport (yellow) ....

114.99
99.99
104.99
119.99
84.99
161.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Classic (red) .......
Classic (red) .......
Classic (red) .......
Sport (yellow) ....
STR.T (orange) ..
Sport (yellow) ....

409.99
408.99
419.99
702.99
338.99
943.99

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

KYB’s GR-2 series is specially designed to deliver
a smooth, comfortable ride. A patented check valve
minimizes foaming and aeration to make sure the ride
stays smooth, even under rough conditions.
Important: *Must purchase shock absorber adapter
set for all 1967 models, and 1968-69 models with monoleaf springs.

Front
KY343127
1967-69
KY343128
1970-81
KY236001
1982-92
Rear
KY343135* 1967
KY343135* 1968-69
KY343135
1968-69
KY343131
1970-81
KY343211
1982-02
Rear Shock Adapter Set
KY107
1967-69

22149846

..................... 25.99 ea
..................... 24.99 ea
..................... 52.99 ea
.....................
mono-leaf ....
multi-leaf .....
.....................
.....................
1 required ....

24.99
24.99
24.99
24.99
24.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

9.99 set

1967-02 Q Series Mono-Tube Shock
1993-02 Gas Shock and Spring Set
These sets use Bilstein’s superior mono-tube gas
shocks for greater sensitivity and precise control. The
patented digressive piston head design and deﬂective
valving instantly reacts to changing road conditions.
This set consists of 4 coil springs with a performance
directed spring rate and Bilstein’s patented mono-tube
gas pressure shock absorbers, providing a lower stance,
a ﬁrmer ride, and better road handling and control.
BN7501
1993-02 ............................... 686.99 set

Adjustable Coilover
Spanner Wrench
AME Adjustable Spanner Wrench
All-important tools for adjusting coilover shocks
and struts. Feature rubberized handles for non-slip
convenience. This special adjustable spanner wrench
ﬁts virtually all applications.
AM401100 ........................................... 35.99 ea
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Spanner wrench, fully
adjustable – universal with
any hook groove style coilover
shock. Fully adjustable for various
size lock nuts and retainers. Steel frame
construction with comfort grip rubber
handle. Made in USA.
WR11241 universal .............................. 28.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Nothing inﬂuences how your car rides and handles more
than shock absorbers. These smooth body aluminum
Q-Series shock absorbers with their robust mono-tube
design are a durable, direct replacement performance
upgrade for nearly any Camaro build. Backed by a
1,000,001-mile RideTech warranty.
RQ Shocks – Ride Quality
RQ Series shocks have been designed and tuned for
a balance optimum ride quality and performance
handling. RQ is the “install-it and forget-it” solution for
enthusiasts looking to get more out of their muscle car!
Front Shocks
22049846 1967-69 2 required ........ 134.99 ea
22159846 1970-81 2 required ........ 184.99 ea
HQ Shocks – Handling Quality
HQ Series shocks offer 20 settings of rebound
adjustment for drivers to tune ride quality and handling
quality to their speciﬁc taste. Switch between cruising in
comfort or stiffen your suspension for spirited driving.
Front Shocks
22149846
1967-69 2 required ........ 184.99 ea
Rear Shocks
22189842
1967-69 2 required ........ 184.99 ea
22199847
1970-81 2 required ........ 184.99 ea
22189854
1982-02 2 required ........ 184.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Performance Shocks

BN32972

1968-02 Gas Pressure Shocks
Get unbelievable control, precise handling, and
incredible comfort. Bilstein’s shock bodies are
precision formed seamless extrusions for superior
strength. The ﬁnished body is mated with a polished,
chrome-plated induction hardened steel shaft,
machined valving components, and highest quality
seals. Bilstein Gas Pressure Shock Absorbers are the
fastest way to dramatically improve the ride, handling,
and control of your vehicle. Backed by Bilstein’s
lifetime warranty.
Front
BN32972
1968-76 ........................ 97.99 ea
BN461104 1977-81 ........................ 96.99 ea
BN461913 1993-02 ........................ 159.99 ea
Rear
BN2073
1968-69 with mono-leaf 91.99 ea
BN2074
1968-69 with multi-leaf 91.99 ea
BN460156 1970-81 ........................ 86.99 ea
BN461121 1982-92 ........................ 109.99 ea
BN461914 1993-02 ........................ 97.99 ea

LW40510

LW40302

14045425 14145425 14245515

intuitive 16 position,
positive click
adjustment

GMP14

1967-81 VariShock Bolt-Ins
VariShockTM Bolt-ins bring a more usable adjustment
range and response curve, improved heat dissipation,
and lightweight billet aluminum construction to
production vehicles using factory mounting locations.
Whether street, strip, autocross, or road course,
VariShock offers the ultimate direct replacement shock
absorbers for your Camaro.
12 Page Installation and Tuning Guide included.
• SensiSet (SS) – Factory valved for streetperformance, autocross use
• QuickSet 1 (QS1) – Single adjustable,
16 position knob adjusts bumps and rebound
simultaneously
• QuickSet 2 (QS2) – Double adjustable,
dual 16 position knobs adjust bump and
rebound independently
Front
14045425 1967-69 factory valved ..... 259.99 pr
14145425 1967-69 single adjustable 359.99 pr
14245425 1967-69 double adjustable 559.99 pr
14045515 1970-81 factory valved ..... 259.99 pr
14145515 1970-81 single adjustable 359.99 pr
14245515 1970-81 double adjustable 559.99 pr
Rear
14049715 1967-69 factory valved ..... 289.99 pr
14149715 1967-69 single adjustable 389.99 pr
14249715 1967-69 double adjustable 589.99 pr
14064715 1970-81 factory valved ..... 289.99 pr
14164715 1970-81 single adjustable 389.99 pr
14264715 1970-81 double adjustable 589.99 pr

1967-81 QA1 Adjustable Coilover Sets
The shock is an aluminum bodied unit with a 5/8"
chrome steel rod. Valving can be adjusted with a knob
at the bottom of the shock. Ride height can be adjusted
by raising the vehicle enough to take the load off the
spring and rotating the adjusting rings with a spanner
wrench. Each set will convert front LH and RH sides.
Important: May have to enlarge hole in stock lower
control arms.

GMP14
GMP13
GMP35
GMP31
HS9010
HS9001

1967-69
1967-69
1970-81
1970-81
1967-81
1967-81

small block ...........
big block...............
small block ...........
big block...............
thrust bearings (2)
adjusting wrench ..

545.99
545.99
545.99
545.99
29.99
18.99

set
set
set
set
set
pr

CF Series Front 90-10 Shocks
Lakewood drag shocks feature state-of-the-art 10
stage valve design which provides excellent starting
line reaction and stable high speed operation, superior
to any other shock on the market today. These shocks
include polyurethane bushings. The chrome-plated
piston rod will resist corrosion and limit premature
seal wear. Lakewood shocks are assembled using
only high-quality components including specially
formulated anti-foaming hydraulic ﬂuid for precise
and consistent drag strip operation regardless of
temperature. All Lakewood drag shocks will mount
in the stock location without modiﬁcation.
Note: 90/10 series shocks are not designed for street use.

90/10 Series Front-Race Only
Will let the front end rise quickly to provide as much
weight transfer as possible to the rear wheels on
initial launch.
70/30 Series Front-Street and Strip
Used for overall improved handling on the strip or
when quick front end lift is not needed.
50/50 Series Rear-Street and Strip
Used to properly load the rear wheels and prevent over
reaction and wheel hop. Use with leaf or coil springs.
Front
LW40100 1967-69 90/10 Series..... 70.99 ea
LW40120 1967-69 70/30 Series..... 68.99 ea
LW40101 1970-81 90/10 Series..... 68.99 ea
LW40121 1970-81 70/30 Series..... 68.99 ea
LW40510 1982-92 90/10 Series..... 144.99 ea
LW40500 1982-92 70/30 Series..... 145.99 ea
Rear
LW40301 1967-69 50/50 Series..... 70.99 ea
LW40302 1970-81 50/50 Series..... 68.99 ea
LW40301 1982-92 50/50 Series..... 70.99 ea

Calvert Racing Suspensions offers a shock speciﬁcally
designed for maximum weight transfer. Built with the
softest rate on rebound on the market today, allowing
the front end of your race car to come up as easy as
possible! Dual stage valving on compression allows
the car to settle on the top end. Due to a slightly
larger diameter shock body, some slight trimming
or clearancing may be required on the lower control
arm. Sold in pairs.

172952

872952

8622834 14149715

intuitive 16
position,
positive click
adjustment

Note: Needs slight grinding to ﬁt per vendor. Not for street use.

CF43093

1967-81 ............................. 118.99 pr

1982-02 Coilovers, Shocks & Struts
Direct replacement shocks, struts, and coilovers for
third and fourth generation Camaro models feature
quality billet construction from high grade aluminum or
4130 (struts only). Versatile, broad range shock valving
makes VariShockTM a smart suspension tuning solution
for drag racing, street use, and handling performance.
12 Page Installation and Tuning Guide included.
• SensiSet (SS) – Factory valved
• QuickSet 1 (Q1) – Single adjustable
• QuickSet 2 (Q2) – Double adjustable
Front
172952
872952
8612834
8622834
Rear
14049715
14149715
14249715

1982-92
1982-92
1993-02
1993-02

Q2 strut only 989.99 pr
Q2 coilover .. 1249.99 pr
Q1 coilover .. 839.99 set
Q2 coilover .. 1039.99 pr

1982-02
1982-02
1982-02

SS shock ......
Q1 shock ......
Q2 shock ......

289.99 pr
389.99 pr
589.99 pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

CR42133

1967-01 Nine Way Adj. – Rear Shocks
The Calvert Racing 9 way adjustable twin tube
CR series rear shocks provide the best all around
performance and maximum consistency you need.
Features heavy-duty industrial steel body design for
durability. Shocks can be set for street driving or with
a few turns of the “adjustment dial” you car can be
ready for the strip. Sold in pairs.
CR42133
1967-69 ............................ 237.99 pr
CR34136
1970-81 ............................ 239.99 pr
CR42133
1982-01 ............................ 237.99 pr

Shock Absorbers
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1967-92 Drag Shocks

Complete Rear Suspensions

4-Link shown with optional axle housing
and chrome coilover shocks. Painted for
illustration purposes only, all components
except shocks are provided in raw,
unﬁnished steel.

H311204
Shown with optional polished/chrome
components. IRS packages are shipped
unassembled. Welding and minor
fabrication required for installation.

H310404
H22404

I
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1967-81 Four-Link Coilover Rear Suspension
Looking for better handling that stands up to more power? Check out Heidt’s 4-Link
coilover rear suspension! Designed speciﬁcally for 1st or 2nd generation models,
This suspension bolts directly in place without ﬂoor modiﬁcations. Chassis and axle
brackets are included, along with the upper coilover crossmember, panhard bar and
black shocks with black coilover springs and adjustable 4-Link mounts. The 4-Link
system can be outﬁtted with one of 3 shock setups, a 9" axle housing with a 60-1/2"
track width, and 31 spline axles with 5 x 4-3/4" bolt circle.
Important: Maximum ride height may be several inches lower than the factory stock ride
height. Welding is required to attach brackets to the axle housing when using an owner
supplied housing.
Note: Kits with axle housings are shipped overweight.

4-Link Coilover Suspension
Unﬁnished 4 Link Bars and Panhard Rod
H300101
1967-69
with black non-adjustable shocks .......... 2099.99
H300103
1967-69
with billet adjustable shocks.................. 1953.99
H301101
1970-73
with black non-adjustable shocks .......... 2099.99
H301103
1970-73
with billet adjustable shocks.................. 1953.99
H304101
1974-81
with black non-adjustable shocks .......... 2099.99
H304103
1974-81
with billet adjustable shocks.................. 1953.99
4-Link with Bare 9" Ford Axle Housing
Unﬁnished 4-Link Bars and Panhard Rod
H300201
1967-69
with black non-adjustable shocks .......... 2999.99
H300203
1967-69
with billet adjustable shocks.................. 2852.99
H301201
1970-73
with black non-adjustable shocks .......... 2999.99
H301203
1970-73
with billet adjustable shocks.................. 2852.99
H304201
1974-81
with black non-adjustable shocks .......... 2999.99
H304203
1974-81
with billet adjustable shocks.................. 2852.99
4-Link with 9" Ford Axle Housing and 31-Spline Axles
Unﬁnished 4-Link Bars and Panhard Rod
H300401
1967-69
with black non-adjustable shocks ..........
H300403
1967-69
with billet adjustable shocks..................
H301401
1970-73
with black non-adjustable shocks ..........
H301403
1970-73
with billet adjustable shocks..................
H304401
1974-81
with black non-adjustable shocks ..........
H304403
1974-81
with billet adjustable shocks..................
Polished 4-Link Bars and Panhard Rod
H310404
1967-69
with polished billet adjustable shocks ...
H311404
1970-73
with billet adjustable shocks..................
H314404
1974-81
with polished billet adjustable shocks ...
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3266.99
3507.99
3478.99
3332.99
3478.99
3332.99

1967-69 Superide Independent Rear Suspension
Finish your street rod with Heidt’s Superide IRS, a complete hub to hub unit and
offers the ride, handling, and suspension geometry compatible with most independent
front suspensions. This high-performance suspension features aluminum center
section, iron 9" Ford third member with a standard 60" track width (custom widths
available), and wheel hubs with a 5 x 4-3/4" bolt circle. Includes: all chassis brackets,
coilover shocks and chrome springs, control arms and struts, rotors with calipers
and brackets, and optional parking brake.
Important: NOT INTENDED FOR DRAG RACING. Special order. Specify 3.00, 3.25,
3.50, 3.70, 3.90, or 4.11 ﬁnal drive gearset. Heidt’s Subframe Connectors required for
installation, sold separately.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

3332.99 kit
4236.99 kit
4236.99 kit

Standard Open IRS Systems
Open Differential includes 2" half shafts. Posi differential includes 3" heavy-duty
half shafts.
With Open Differential
H22101
1967-69
plain rotors
without park brake .... 9180.99 kit
H22102
1967-69
drilled rotors
without park brake .... 9573.99 kit
H22103
1967-69
plain rotors
with park brake ......... 10,159.99 kit
H22104
1967-69
drilled rotors
with park brake ......... 10,551.99 kit
With Posi Differential
H22201
1967-69
plain rotors
without park brake .... 10,464.99 kit
H22202
1967-69
drilled rotors
without park brake .... 10,856.99 kit
H22203
1967-69
plain rotors
with park brake ......... 11,174.99 kit
H22204
1967-69
drilled rotors
with park brake ......... 11,567.99 kit
Polished Open IRS Systems
Open differential includes 2" half shafts. Posi differential includes 3" heavy-duty
half shafts. Third member, center section, control arms, coilovers, half shafts, brake
calipers, and parking brake are polished.
With Open Differential
H22301
1967-69
plain rotors
without park brake .... 15,562.99 kit
H22302
1967-69
drilled rotors
without park brake .... 15,955.99 kit
H22303
1967-69
plain rotors
with park brake ......... 16,273.99 kit
H22304
1967-69
drilled rotors
with park brake ......... 16,665.99 kit
With Posi Differential
H22401
1967-69
plain rotors
without park brake .... 16,520.99 kit
H22402
1967-69
drilled rotors
without park brake .... 16,912.99 kit
H22403
1967-69
plain rotors
with park brake ......... 17,231.99 kit
H22404
1967-69
drilled rotors
with park brake ......... 18,024.99 kit

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Complete Rear Suspensions

H11001

Each set includes:

9" Aluminum Differential Carrier Housing
Iron Posi Traction 3rd Member
CV joint type half shafts
Tubular Upper and Lower Rear Control Arms
Steel Outer Uprights
Top Crossmember

Frame Mounting Brackets
Front Pinion Support
Forward Struts
Posi Traction
Inboard Mount Disc Brakes offer better
weight distribution
Subframe Connectors

K580061

1967-81 g-Bar Rear Suspension System
The g-Bar rear suspension system features a complete custom shock absorber
developed by VariShock to take advantage of the outboard mounting position. The
system is designed to compliment the gStreet front suspension.
g-Bar Poly Eye with VariShock Coilover Shocks
K580061
1967-69 ......................................................................... 1984.99 set
K5800621 1970-73 ......................................................................... 1889.99 set
K5800622 1974-81 ......................................................................... 1889.99 set

1967-69 PRO-G Bolt-In Independent Rear Suspension
Turn your Camaro into a true autocross monster when you toss that ancient and
inferior live axle for the performance handling and comfort only offered by
independent rear suspension. This high-performance package features heavy-duty
upper links and CV joints. The upper link products .5 degree camber curve at
3/.4 of bump, especially during very high cornering loads. The forward struts are
attached to the subframe connectors, ensuring the wheels stay in place under hard
acceleration. What’s more, each IRS is tailored to you with available options such
as double adjustable coilovers and slotted rear disc brakes making it easy to build
for maximum performance. Track width: 58-1/2".
Note: NOT INTENDED FOR DRAG RACING. Special order. Specify 3.00, 3.25, 3.50, 3.70,
3.90, or 4.11 ﬁnal drive gearset. Heidt’s subframe connectors required for installation, sold
separately. Shipped truck freight.

H11001
H11001S

1967-69
1967-69

standard rotors ....................................... 11,284.99 set
slotted rotors .......................................... 11,686.99 set

D41711

Features:

Dramatically Improve Handling
Eliminates Bind During Articulation
Strengthens the Chassis
Driveshaft Loop Provides Added Safety

Lowered Stance and Center of Gravity
True Bolt-in with No Cutting into the
Floor Required
All Heli-arc Welded for the Highest Quality
and Strength

1967-69 Torque Arm Rear Suspension
TCI Engineering’s 1967-69 Chevy Camaro torque arm assembly is engineered for
Street, Autocross, and Road Course applications. The torque arm rear suspension
was designed to eliminate the suspension bind that occurs when cornering using the
stock conventional leaf spring suspension. The torque arm features a telescoping
slider at the front of the arm that rotates as the vehicle goes through suspension travel
and articulation. This allows the vehicles handling to be controlled by the coilover
shocks and the rear sway bar with no suspension binding variables. The set allows
for a lowered stance, greater rear axle control and dramatically improved handling.
There are 3 height adjustments on the axle brackets in one inch increments. You
also have the ability to ﬁne tune the ride height further with the adjustable coilovers.
Note: Welding is required for mounting tabs and brackets to the axle housing. Set is for any
axle with 3" axle tubes. Set does not include axle assembly, third member or brakes.
Shipped double oversize.
OS2

5295105

1967-69 .......................................................................... 2042.99 set

Important: Axle brackets require a 3" axle tube.
Note: Special order, must be prepaid. Shipped overweight.

D41703
D41711
D41711S

1967-69
1970-81
1970-81

QUADRAlink with coilovers ................... 2755.99 set
QUADRAlink with coilovers ................... 2911.99 set
QUADRAlink with sngl adj coilovers ..... 2911.99 set

Brakes for DSE Quadralink Rear Axle
Classic Industries® and Wilwood
have put together disc brake sets
to compliment Detroit Speed’s
QUADRAlink rear axle assembles. Match your front
W6AR big brake set with the W4AR 4 piston caliper set.
The calipers and rotors match perfectly to create the look
and performance of a well built Pro-Touring car. The
Superlite 4R 4 piston caliper set will match your front
Superlite 6 set to complete the overall styling and performance that 14010948DR
makes your car stand out.
Note: Special order. Shipped overweight.

W4AR Big Brake Rear Sets
14010948D
black
14" drilled/slotted rotor ........................
14010948DR
red
14" drilled/slotted rotor ........................
Superlite 4R Big Brake Rear Sets
1409219D
black
13" drilled/slotted rotor ........................
1409219DR
red
13" drilled/slotted rotor ........................

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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1844.99 set
1844.99 set
1594.99 set
1594.99 set
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1967-81 QUADRAlink Rear Suspension
Upgrade your original rear suspension to DSE’s exclusive 4-Link geometry! The
“Swivel-Link” allows the suspension to articulate with smooth, solid motion and no
binding thanks to high durometer rubber bushings. The long upper links provide great
pinion and U-joint angle control. Lower links are offset inboard for tire clearance
and improved anti-squat geometry. The panhard rod laterally locates the rear axle
under cornering and is adjustable as ride height changes for roll center control. The
upper shock crossmember strengthens the rear body and frame section. Coilover
shocks allow spring rate tuning and ride height adjustment. Designed to work with
DSE deep tubs or stock tubs.

Mini-Tub Components

D80101

1967-69 Mini-Tub Fuel Tank
These bolt-in narrowed 19 gallon stainless steel fuel tank are designed for DSE’s
Mini-Tub set. Available for carbureted or fuel injected engines. Carbureted tanks
have a 1/2" NPT fuel pickup ﬁtting compatible with -8 AN and -10 AN lines. Fuel
injection tanks include in-tank pumps to deliver the pressure required by late model
engines. All tanks are bafﬂed and pressure tested and include stainless fuel tank straps.
Important: Requires Universal 5 bolt single wire 90 Ohm fuel sending unit D80201.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

D80101
D80103
D80105
D80102
D80104
D80106
D80201

The Mini-Tub Set Includes:

Extra Wide, Deep Tubs
Upper Shock Mounts
Heavy-Duty Leaf Springs
Lower Shock Plates
Detailed Installation Video CD

Upper Shock Crossmember
Offset Shackles
Adjustable Leaf Spring Pads
Heavy-Duty U-Bolts
Templates

1967-68
1967-68
1967-68
1969
1969
1969
1967-69

carbureted .................................................
fuel injection – L98, LT1 .........................
fuel injection – LS1..................................
carbureted .................................................
fuel injection – L98, LT1 .........................
fuel injection – LS1..................................
90 Ohm fuel sending unit.........................

OS2

935.99
1309.99
1351.99
987.99
1361.99
1403.99
51.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
ea

1967-81 Mini-Tub Set
Get that lowered “Pro-Touring” look while running as much tire as you need with
this complete Mini-Tub package! This set provides clearance for tires up to 335mm
cross section and wheels up to 13" wide. Multi-leaf, 175 lb/in rate springs are
offered in either a 2" or 3" drop conﬁguration. The tapered leaf design and antifriction buttons offer a smooth ride. The spring is biased to allow the front section
to controls spring wrap under load. The 1-3/4" offset, billet aluminum shackles are
constructed with heavy-duty side bars that will eliminate unwanted ﬂex. Includes
detailed installation video.

2" drop.....................................................
3" drop.....................................................
2" drop.....................................................
3" drop.....................................................
2" drop.....................................................
3" drop.....................................................

1799.99
1799.99
1799.99
1799.99
2219.99
2219.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
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1967
1967
1968-69
1968-69
1970-81
1971-81

These DSE rear mono-tube shocks are designed for use with DSE’s Mini-Tub set
to provide proper mount height, jounce, and rebound travel. These mono-tube, high
pressure gas shocks have a 1/2" bearing mount on each end and are rebound adjustable.
D41301
1967-69
LH and RH..................................................... 479.99 kit

I

D41203
D41204
D41205
D41206
D41222
D41223

D31060
D31061

DSE/JRi spanner wrench ..................................................... 9.99 ea
DSE/JRi shock valve tool .................................................... 21.99 ea
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D40403

D40401

Important: Requires extensive modiﬁcation and welding. Rear frame rails must be notched
and boxed. Requires a narrower than stock gas tank and 3" axle tube.
OS2
Note: Shipped double oversize.

1967-81 Mini-Tubs
Detroit Speed’s Mini-Tub inner wheel housings are designed to accommodate
wide tire and wheel packages while retaining a stock appearance. Nearly 3" wider
than stock, these tubs are stamped from 18 gauge steel and signiﬁcantly reduce the
installation difﬁculty of a Mini-Tub project. Allows tires as wide as 335mm and
wheels as wide as 12". Made in USA.
Important: Convertible installation is the same except some convertible hinge must be
relocated to the new deep tubs.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

Mini-Tubs
D40401
D40403

OS2

1967-69 ........................................................................... 394.99 pr
1970-81 ........................................................................... 484.99 pr

1967-69 Mini-Tub Rear Shocks

D11301

D31060

1967-81 Coupe Roll Cage

D31061

Spanner Tool and Adjustment Tool
The DSE spanner tool is used for adjusting your ride height on DSE suspension
applications when using DSE coilover shocks. The adjustment tool is used for the
valving on the DSE shocks.
Important: Both are required when using DSE coilover shocks.

This 4 point roll cage is made from 1-5/8" x .134" mild steel and follows the lines of
the Camaro coupe, staying close to the headliner and back window glass to minimize
the impact on interior space. Set is prenotched and includes prebent mounting plates.
A removable crossbar made from 1-5/8" x .120" mild steel with machined stainless
steel clevis and quick release pins allows rear seat access.
Important: Does not meet NHRA/IHRA requirements due to removable cross bar.
Note: Some welding required. Shipped truck freight.

D11301
D11302
D11303

1967-69
1967-69
1970-81

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

coupe with stock trunk pan ........................... 722.99 ea
coupe with DSE Mini-Tub set ...................... 722.99 ea
coupe with stock trunk pan ........................... 722.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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RL12

1967-81 Rear Leaf Springs
These reproduction rear leaf springs are designed for an exact, direct replacement
of the originals. We offer single leaf (mono), 4 leaf and 5 leaf springs. Original
single rear leaf springs can be replaced with multi-leaf springs by simply replacing
the U-bolts and adding shock extenders which allow the springs to seat correctly.
Mono-leaf springs were originally installed on all 1967 and base 1968-69 Camaro
models. The 4 leaf springs were used exclusively on 1968-69 Z28 Camaro. 5 leaf
springs were originally installed on 1969 Super Sport models. Front shackle bushings
are preinstalled in all rear leaf springs.
OS2

R361

R360

Note: Shipped double oversize.

Service Replacement “Style”
Coupe Models
RL10
1967-69
RL12
1967-81
RL5
1967-81
Convertible Models
RL11
1967-69

mono-leaf, spring rate 125 lbs ......................... 291.99 pr
4 leaf, spring rate 126 lbs ................................ 299.99 pr
5 leaf, spring rate 143 lbs ................................ 299.99 pr
mono-leaf, spring rate 126 lbs ......................... 291.99 pr
Cosmetically Correct

1967-81 Rear Leaf Spring Installation Sets

Coupe Models
RL10B 1967-69
RL12B 1967-81
RL5B
1967-81
Convertible Models
RL11B 1967-69

mono-leaf, spring rate 125 lbs ......................... 299.99 ea
4 leaf, spring rate 126 lbs ................................ 499.99 pr
5 leaf, spring rate 143 lbs ................................ 499.99 pr

Classic Industries® offers a complete rear spring installation set for mono-leaf or
multi-leaf springs. Sets come complete with: rear shackle sets, U-bolts, upper and
lower spring pads, spring eye bolts and clips, and screws for mounting. The 196781 shackle sets include the correct plates, bushings, bolts, and nuts for authenticity.
Sets are available for mono or multi leaf installation.

mono-leaf, spring rate 126 lbs ......................... 299.99 ea

R362

R363

Note: Some Camaros were not originally equipped with rear sway bars. These sets include 4
U-Bolts. Camaros originally equipped with sway bars include 2 U-bolts and 4 T-bolts.

R360
R361
R363
R362

1967-70
1967-70
1967-69
1970-81

mono-leaf mounting set ......................................
multi-leaf mounting set with rear sway bar ........
multi-leaf mounting set without rear sway bar ...
multi-leaf mounting set .......................................

99.99
99.99
99.99
99.99

set
set
set
set

H2407

1967-81 Sport Leaf Springs

OS3

Note: Shipped triple oversize.

H2407
H2408

1967-69
1970-81

K655

leaf spring ...................................................... 484.99 set
leaf spring ...................................................... 484.99 set

1967-69 Leaf Spring Liner Sets
Full length plastic leaf spring liners promote smooth, friction free spring operation.
Smooths and quiets ride, prolongs life of springs. Also features shouldered extrusion
that ensures the liner will not creep out of place. Each set will complete 1 vehicle.
K654
1967-69
Z28 – 4 leaf ...................................................... 26.99 set
K655
1967-69
standard – 5 leaf............................................... 28.99 set

aluminum bushing
in front eye

polyurethane bushing in
rear eye
144711

1967-81 Split-Leaf Mono Spring
These revolutionary split mono-leaf springs from Calvert Racing are substantially
lighter than your stock and designed to work with the CalTrac traction bar system. A
12" overlap at the high stress area of the spring, emulating a parabolic type spring.
Aluminum bushings in the front eyes and polyurethane in the rear eyes remove slop
and control spring motion. Used by the last 5 World Champions in Stock Eliminator,
Calvert springs are available in stock ride height, 1" drop or 1" raised.
Important: When ordering, please specify your desired ride height. 1" raised, 1" lowered or
stock height. Some fabrication will be necessary for installation.
OS2
Note: Shipped double oversize.

144711
144712
144714

1967-81
1967-81
1967-81

stock height................................................... 439.99 pr
1" raised ........................................................ 439.99 pr
1" lowered..................................................... 439.99 pr

K0097

1967-69 Multi-Leaf Spring Clamp Rebuild Sets
Specialty clamp sets for all high-performance multi-leaf springs. Includes: metal
straps, clamps, rivet pins, and black silencers. Used to repair OEM original leaf
springs for high-performance Camaro models. For use with original springs only.
K0097
1967-69
Z28 – 4 leaf....................................................... 34.99 set
K0098
1967-69
350, 396 – 5 leaf ............................................... 44.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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When you install these springs, you’ll not only improve the looks of your classic,
but the handling too! These sport springs will drop your 1967-81 Camaro 1-1/2"
lower than stock and, unlike mono-leaf springs, these multi-leaf springs provide a
progressive spring rate for performance driving without the sacriﬁces of a harsh ride.
The complete spring sets include: springs, heavy-duty shackles, Grade 8 hardware,
U-bolts, spring pads, and bushings.

Rear Suspension

R325

R652 – mono-leaf pad set

36111R

1967-81 Polyurethane Leaf Spring Pads
Longer-lasting, high-performance Polyurethane leaf
spring pads are ideal when upgrading the suspension
and spring assembly in your classic Camaro. Replace
those original crushed rubber pads.
36113G 1967-69 black mono-leaf .. 24.99 set
36113R 1967-69 red
mono-leaf .. 24.99 set
36112G 1968-69 black multi-leaf ... 27.99 set
36112R 1968-69 red
multi-leaf ... 27.99 set
36111G 1970-81 black multi-leaf ... 28.99 set
36111R 1970-81 red
multi-leaf ... 28.99 set
R326
R653 – multi-leaf pad set

1968-69 Leaf Spring Conversion Hardware
Many Camaro models came equipped with mono-leaf
springs, but changing over to a multi-leaf setup will
allow better rear axle control under hard acceleration
and improved handling through the corners. The
comprehensive kit contains all components required
to make the changeover. Includes: 4 T-bolts, 2 steel
upper spring seats, 4 axle pads, and 2 U-bolts.

E3478

1967-69 Rear Axle Leaf Spring Perches
RL8A

Reproduction rear axle housing leaf spring perches for
1967-69 Camaro models. Weld to the rear axle tube
and provide a secure mounting location for the rear
leaf springs. Available for mono-leaf or multi-leaf.
E3477
1967-69
mono-leaf.............. 69.99 pr
E3478
1967-69
multi-leaf .............. 69.99 pr

RL8

Important: Use 3-1/2" U-bolts for existing multi-leaf
application. May require a spacer between the upper spring
pad and axle tube when using a non multi-leaf rear axle.

I
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R325
R326

1968-69
1968-69

with 3-1/2" U-bolts 127.99 kit
with 4" U-bolts ...... 132.99 kit

RL8B

14472

Axle Tube Spring Perches
RL8C

E371

E370

RL8E

1967-81 Rear Spring Pad Set

Note: Welding required.

Each pad is used to insulate the area between the spring
and the mounting plate. 2 upper pads and 2 lower pads
are required on vehicles with leaf springs. 2 upper pads
required when replacing for vehicles with coil springs.
480909
3934866

1967-81 Rear Leaf Spring and Shock Plates
Classic Industries® offers replacement rear spring
and shock anchor plates for cars equipped with either
multi- or mono-leaf rear springs. This plate is located
below the rear leaf spring and holds the spring and
shock in place.
E370
1967
mono LH .......... 44.99 ea
E371
1968-69 mono LH .......... 44.99 ea
E371
1967-69 mono RH ......... 44.99 ea
3934865 1968-69 multi LH .......... 38.99 ea
3934866 1968-69 multi RH ......... 38.99 ea
480909
1970-81 multi LH or RH 29.99 ea
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These mono-leaf spring perches provide positive
location for your Calvert mono-leaf springs. Available
for 3" or 3-1/4" axle tube diameters. The large ﬂat mating
surface and drilled to ﬁt pin hole eliminate the factory
rubber bushings for a secure mount, and weld them
on at the ideal angle to properly adjust pinion angle.
14472
14474

3" .............................................. 39.99 pr
3-1/4"........................................ 39.99 pr

Note: When converting 1967-69 single to multi-leaf
applications it will be necessary to install RL8 spring pads.

Complete Pad Sets
1967-69
mono-leaf ..............
1968-69
multi-leaf ...............
1970-81
all...........................
Individual Pads
Upper Spring Pads
RL8A 1967-69
mono-leaf ..............
RL8
1968-69
multi-leaf ...............
RL8B 1970-81
...............................
Lower Spring Pads
RL8C 1967
all...........................
RL8C 1968-69
single leaf ..............
RL8
1968-69
multi-leaf ...............
RL8E 1970-81
all...........................
R652
R653
R654

26.99 set
24.99 set
26.99 set
14475

8.99 ea
7.99 ea
8.99 ea
9.99
9.99
7.99
10.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Pinion Wedges
These CNC-machined aluminum wedges can help you
adjust the pinion angle if you retain your factory rear
axle perches. These pinion wedges mount between the
rear axle perches and the leaf springs.
14475
2 degree .................................... 19.99 pr
14476
4 degree .................................... 19.99 pr

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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3892752

3892751

R397

1967-81 Leaf Spring Shackle Bushings
RL7

E955

E956

1967-69 Leaf Spring Mounting Bracket

RL7A

Front eye brackets that mount to the frame and provide
the front mounting for the rear leaf springs. Available
separately for your convenience.
3892751 1967-69
LH ...................... 29.99 ea
3892752 1967-69
RH ..................... 29.99 ea
E955
1970-81
LH ...................... 29.99 ea
E956
1970-81
RH ..................... 29.99 ea

Replace your cracked, shrunken, or worn out shackle
bushings and bring your rear suspension back to
original factory ride speciﬁcations. We recommend
replacing both upper and lower bushings.
Note: 1970 models produced late in the production year
may have used the later style bushing.

K979
R396
499473
R397

1967-69
1967-69
1970-81
1970-81

8 required ............ 4.99 ea
8 piece set ........... 30.99 set
8 required ............ 5.99 ea
8 piece set ........... 44.99 set

1967-81 Leaf Spring U-Bolts
For multi-rear leaf springs. Necessary when changing
mono-leaf to multi-leaf. 2 pair required.
RL7
1967-81 3-1/2" x 6-3/4"......... 19.99 pr
RL7A
1967-81 4" x 7-1/2" ............... 24.99 pr
378276

3791510

1967-81 Leaf Spring Front Bracket Nuts

14477

Leaf Spring U-Bolts
High-quality U-bolts to be used with the Calvert Racing
leaf springs. They are made of Grade 5 steel and are
a large 1/2" diameter. The set of 4 includes nuts and
washers. Available for 3" or 3-1/4" axle housings.
14477
3" .............................................. 34.99 set
14479
3-1/4"........................................ 34.99 set

1967-80 Leaf Spring Front Eye Bushing

32101R

32102R

1967-81 Leaf Spring Bushing Sets
These Polyurethane rear leaf spring bushing sets
include: a complete set of 8 rear bushings, 4 front
bushings and 2 replacement sleeves for a complete
replacement. Choose from black or red bushings.
32101G 1967-69 black mono-leaf .. 71.99 set
32101R 1967-69 red
mono-leaf .. 71.99 set
32102G 1967-69 black multi-leaf ... 71.99 set
32102R 1967-69 red
multi-leaf ... 71.99 set
32103G 1970-81 black ................... 71.99 set
32103R 1970-81 red
................... 71.99 set

Reproduction bushing located on the front or forward
section of the rear leaf spring. This bushing is seated
into the eyelet section of the rear leaf spring. Commonly
forgotten replacement part that is usually required when
rebuilding the rear suspension. 2 required per vehicle.
B298
1967-80 front – 2 required ..... 20.99 ea

33136R

1982-92 Rear Control Arm Bushings

1993-02 Bump Stop Spacers
Rear bump stop spacers for 1993-02 Camaro WS6
models equipped with 17" wheels. These aluminum
spacers are required when installing 17" wheels in
order to prevent tire contact with the inner wheel well.
A9400136
1993-02 ............................ 29.99 pr

1967-74 Rear Spring Front Eye Bolt
Replacement bolt for the rear spring front eye
attachment. Measures: 1/2"-20 x 5".
274318 1967-74
2 required ............. 13.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

These replacement polyurethane bushings include 4
bushings and a thrust washer set for installation. Unlike
original factory rubber bushings, the Polyurethane
bushings offer a stiffer ride with less wear.
33136G
1982-92
black .................. 55.99 set
33136R
1982-92
red ...................... 55.99 set
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This is a quality OER® reproduction nut which is used
to mount the leaf spring front eye bracket. The nut will
ﬁt on virtually all Camaro models from 1967-81. A
slight cosmetic difference will be noticeable in 196775 Camaro models.
378276
1967-81 nut – 6 required.... 2.79 ea
K3613
1967-81 nut – 6 piece kit ... 12.99 kit
3791510 1967-81 bolt – 6 required .. 1.99 ea
K3614
1967-81 bolt – 6 piece kit .. 10.99 kit
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1982-02 Rear Control Arms

K544

1967-81 Leaf Spring Offset Shackles
These billet aluminum offset shackles are designed to
relocate the rear leaf springs inboard to accommodate
larger rear tires. They relocate the rear leaf spring
inboard to accommodate 335 tires ( with a section of
13.5" ) on a F-Body. The shackle offset is 1-3/4". Use
along with other mini-tub components to complete
your project. Set includes 4 offset shackles and Grade
8 fasteners. This shackle is designed for maximum
suspension travel. Made in USA.
K550

These control arms allow the suspension to pivot
without binding and provide zero fore and aft deﬂection.
Designed with spherical bearings at one end and
rubber on the other. Ideal for drag race, road race, and
performance street applications.
TBC14 1982-02 lower control arms 229.99 pr

Note: The stock fuel tank will need to be narrowed or use
DSE’s narrowed stainless steel fuel tank when relocating
the rear leaf springs.

1967-81 Rear Spring Shackle

D40901

1967-81 ................................. 295.99 set

Reproduction of the original rear spring shackle set.
Each reproduction shackle set is designed to replace
the original for 1967-81 Camaro models. Includes all
of the necessary components to replace 1 side. 2 sets
required per vehicle.
K544 1967-69
reproduction – 2 req 29.99 ea
K550 1970-81
reproduction – 2 req 47.99 ea

1982-02 Rear Lower Control Arms
Manufactured from heavy gauge square steel tubing
to eliminate the ﬂex common to the original control
arms. Polyurethane bushings reduce deﬂection and the
black powder coated ﬁnish for corrosion resistance.
Bolts directly to the stock mounting location without
modiﬁcations using stock hardware. Includes grease
ﬁttings and instructions.
LW20140
1982-02 ............................. 142.99 pr

I
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1967-69 Mono- to Multi-Leaf Conversion
32135G

Convert your mono-leaf rear suspension to a multi-leaf
conﬁguration. This complete conversion set includes:
U-bolts, steel locating pad, aluminum spacers, washers,
and nuts.
D04110
1967-69 ................................ 104.99 set

EF5204

1982-02 Rectangular Trailing Arms

H1801
32135R

Get your rear end under control with a set of
performance trailing arms! Rectangular arms are
constructed from strong, 1-1/2" x 3" x .120" wall
tubing to eliminate ﬂex and come with ﬂuted, greasable,
graphite/polyurethane bushings. Gloss black powder
coated. Mounting hardware sold separately. Made
in USA.
EF5204
1982-02
rectangular ....... 269.99 pr
E5215
1982-02
hardware set ..... 21.99 set

1982-02 Rear Suspension Package
1967-81 Heavy-Duty Shackle Sets
Reduces wheel hop in acceleration, prevents shudder
under braking and delivers greater handling control.
Great for vehicles with high-performance tires and
horsepower upgrades.
With Front Eye Bushings
32136G 1967-69 black mono .... 125.99 set
32136R 1967-69 red
mono .... 125.99 set
32134G 1967-81 black multi..... 125.99 set
32134R 1967-81 red
multi..... 125.99 set
Without Front Eye Bushings
32137G 1967-69 black mono .... 86.99 set
32137R 1967-69 red
mono .... 86.99 set
32135G 1967-81 black multi..... 86.99 set
32135R 1967-81 red
multi..... 86.99 set
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Get a grip! On the pavement, that is. Improve the
handling and traction on your 3rd or 4th Generation
Camaro by upgrading the ﬂimsy stock rear suspension.
This rear suspension package helps you put the power
to the pavement, through the corners and down the
straights. Set includes: fabricated lower trailing arms,
adjustable panhard rod, and all necessary hardware.
Components also available separately.
Complete Sets
H1801
1982-02
black .............. 466.99 ea
H1801R
1982-02
red .................. 466.99 ea
Control Arms Only
H1301
1982-02
black .............. 300.99 pr
H1301R
1982-02
red .................. 300.99 pr
Adjustable Panhard Bar
H1501
1982-02
black .............. 167.99 ea
H1501R
1982-02
red .................. 167.99 ea
Control Arm Hardware Set
H1701
1982-02
....................... 24.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1982-02 Control Arm Relocation Brackets
These brackets lower the rear trailing arm mounting
point to correct the trailing arm angle for lowered
vehicles. This lowers the instant center of the vehicle
and reduces squat under hard acceleration. Accepts
OEM and aftermarket lower trailing arms. Grade 8
hardware is included.
Important: Welding is required.

E5275

1982-02

brackets ................. 94.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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BX20160B
BX20056A

1982-02 Panhard Rod
BX20317A

1982-02 Lower Control Arms
BMR’s fabricated control arms are available in both
tubular or boxed versions and in ﬁxed or adjustable
lengths. All are equipped with either internally
lubricated polyurethane bushings or heavy-duty QA1
Teﬂon race XR series spherical bearings.
Important: *Includes spherical bearing rod ends.
Note: Specify: A for red ﬁnish, B for hammertone ﬁnish.

DOM (Drawn Over Mandrel)
BX20130 1982-02 non-adjustable ...
BX20133 1982-02 adjustable ...........
Chromoly
BX20131 1982-02 non-adjustable ...
BX20134 1982-02 adjustable ...........
BX20317* 1982-02 2 way adjustable
BX20136 1982-02 XTREME adj. ....

79.99 pr
219.99 pr
169.99
309.99
289.99
309.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

The panhard rod is responsible for locating the rear
end side to side in the chassis. BMR panhard rods are
all made from large diameter 1.25", heavy wall DOM
(Drawn Over Mandrel) tubing and utilize greaseable
polyurethane bushings.
Note: When ordering, please specify: A for red ﬁnish, B for
hammertone ﬁnish.

Non-Adjustable Panhard Rods
BX20160
1982-02
DOM ............ 79.99 ea
BX20163
1982-02
chromoly ...... 159.99 ea
Adjustable Panhard Rods
BX20161
1982-02
DOM ............ 129.99 ea
BX20164
1982-02
chromoly ...... 209.99 ea
2 Way Adjustable Panhard Rods
Note: Includes spherical bearing rod ends.

BX20162
BX20165

1982-02
1982-02

DOM ............ 169.99 ea
chromoly ...... 239.99 ea

1982-02 Torque Arm Sets
Made with MIG welded 1.25" x .120" tubing with
1/4" mounting plates. Bolts in using OE mounting
holes – No welding or drilling required! Clears all
exhausts. Versions available to suit any power level.
Manufactured from DOM (Drawn Over Mandrel)
tubing. Adjustable rear pinion angle, non-adjustable
is preset at -2 degrees. Includes polyurethane front
mounting bushing. Replacement brackets also available.
For V8 models only.
Important: 1982-84 requires 1985-up clamshell torque arm
mount. Fits V6 models with 1 piece driveshaft.
Note: Specify :A for red ﬁnish, B for hammertone ﬁnish.

DOM, Non-Adjustable, Bolt-in
BX20056 1982-02 non-adjustable .. 269.99 set
BX20057 1982-02 adjustable ......... 299.99 set

PHC3

1982-02 Panhard Rod
BX20121A

1982-02 Control Arm Relocation Brackets
Reposition your instant center by altering your control
arm angle for increased traction. 3/16" laser cut, cold
rolled steel construction. Lowers the control arms up
to 3" and works with all makes of control arms.

Panhard rods control lateral placement of the rear end
in the chassis. Choose from a non-adjustable rod with
polyurethane bushings or a rod with spherical rod ends
which allows for the length to be adjusted in order to
center the rear end. This is especially necessary on
lowered cars. Fits all 1982-02 Camaro models.
Non-Adjustable Panhard Rods
PHC2
1982-02
polyurethane ....... 72.99 ea
Adjustable Panhard Rods
PHC3
1982-02
poly/rod end ........ 154.99 ea
PHC4
1982-02
bearing/rod end ... 200.99 ea

BX20124

1982-02

bare – weld-on .. 99.99 set

1982-02 Adjustable Panhard Rod
BX20166A

1982-02 Panhard Relocation Set
This set replaces and relocates the panhard rod allowing
dual 3" exhaust routing over the axle. Tubular upper
panhard rod support mounts in OE location. Mounts
using existing holes and lower the panhard rod to maintain
correct geometry. No welding or drilling required.

Thick steel tubing prevents ﬂex and bending, and
durable polyurethane bushings and steel sleeves
provide added stability. The adjustable length
allows precise location of the rear axle housing
and compensates lowered ride heights. Finished in
corrosion resistant black powder coated and supplied
with grease ﬁttings.
LW20440
1982-02 ............................ 171.99 ea

Note: When ordering, please specify: A for red ﬁnish, B for
hammertone ﬁnish.

BX20166

Moves the torque arm to the crossmember, providing a
stiffer mounting point and preventing broken tail shafts.
Features multiple mounting points for “instant center”
height adjustments. Mounts using OE mounting holes.
Note: When ordering, please specify: A for red ﬁnish, B for
hammertone ﬁnish.

1984-92 Camaro
BX20070 1984-92
BX20071 1984-92
BX20072 1984-92
BX20073 1984-92
BX20074 1984-92
1993-02 Camaro
BX20075 1993-97
BX20076 1998-02
BX20077 1993-97
BX20078 1998-02
BX20079 1993-97
BX20180 1998-02
BX20181 1998-02
BX20182 1993-97
BX20183 1998-02

TH350/PG ...........
TH400 ..................
700R4 and 4L60 ..
T-5........................
T-56 and M6 ........

259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

LT1 w/TH350/PG
LS1 w/TH350/PG
LT1 with TH400 ..
LS1 with TH400 ..
LT1 with 4L60E...
LS1 with 4L60E ..
LS1 with 4L80E ..
LT1 w/T-56/M6 ...
LS1 w/T-56/M6 ...

259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

31111

1982-02 ............................ 129.99 set
E5280

1984-02 Torque Arm
E5222

1982-02 Tubular Panhard Rod
These CNC-machined, MIG welded rods feature
ﬂuted, greasable, graphite/polyurethane bushings for
long lasting durability.
E5202
1982-02 non-adjustable ..... 94.99 ea
E5222
1982-02 adjustable ............ 149.99 ea

These torque arms reduce wheel hop caused by
excessive ﬂex under hard acceleration and cornering.
Fits 10 bolt equipped models with stock torque arm
front locator lips facing away from the driveshaft.
Strong tubular construction and a black powder coated
ﬁnish offer durability. An adjustable version allows
pinion angle adjustment without torque arm removal.
Includes Grade 8 hardware.
OS1
Note: Shipped oversize.

E5280
E5282

1984-02
1984-02

non-adjustable ...... 229.99 ea
adjustable ............. 329.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1982-02 Torque Arm Mount Bushing
These popular performance polyurethane transmission
to differential torque arm bushings for 1982-02 Camaro
models reduce wheel hop in acceleration, prevent
shudder under braking and even add greater handling
control. A real must when using higher performance
tires and horsepower upgrades.
Note: *Lips facing away from driveshaft. **Lips facing
toward driveshaft. Specify: (R) for red or (G) for black
when ordering. Must reuse all metal parts.

31110
31111*
31112**
31111

1982-83
1984-92
1984-92
1993-02

specify color .......
specify color .......
specify color .......
specify color .......
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18.99
18.99
18.99
18.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
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Note: *When ordering, please specify: A for red ﬁnish, B
for hammertone ﬁnish.
BX20121* 1982-02 bolt-on .............. 89.99 set

BX20180B

1984-02 Torque Arm Crossmember

Rear Suspension

1967-69 Rear Shock Tower Brace
Reduce unwanted shock tower ﬂex and improve
handling and steering response in your 1st Gen with
a bolt in rear shock tower brace. This precision brace
is manufactured from high strength TIG welded steel
and ﬁnished in gloss black powder coated. Enhances
rear end stability and dampens rear end vibrations.
Includes all hardware and instructions.
H20102
1967-69 ................................ 160.99 ea

1967 Traction Bar Forward Bracket
10672400

This reproduction traction bar bracket mounts the
forward section of the traction bar to the ﬂoor pan
plate. This bracket is used with both round and square
OE style traction bars. Made in USA.
HC436
1967 ....................................... 79.99 ea

1967 Square Traction Bar Rear Bracket
14478

I
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1967-69 Rear Sway Bar Mount Brace
The Hotchkis performance chassis max sway bar mount
brace for 1967-69 Camaro is designed to add much
needed rigidity to the chassis and sway bar mounting
area. This upgrade to the current Hotchkis rear sway
bar package is perfect for the serious track car but
practical enough for the daily driver. Fabricated from
1" x 1-1/2" .120" wall rectangular steel, TIG welded
connectors and powder coated gloss black.
H1415 1967-69 .................................. 186.99 ea

1967-81 Traction Bar System
Developed by Super Stock champion John Calvert,
these traction bars are the answer to “hooking up” high
horsepower with your leaf spring suspension car. This
simple bolt-on set requires no welding or alterations to
the stock suspension. CalTracs redirect spring wrap-up
force into the front pivot points, transferring weight to the
rear of the car. Your car will launch harder with greatly
improved 60 foot times, while maintaining correct pinion
angle. Opposing threads on the transfer link make preload
adjustments simple. Finished in black powder coated,
CalTracs are approved by major sanctioning bodies like
the NHRA, NMCA and the PSCA.
Important: Low proﬁles give an additional 1.5" of ground
clearance with full preload adjustability.
Note: Shipped oversize.

1967 OE Square Traction Bar
These bars were installed on factory equipped
L78 (396/375HP) and late production Z28s. This
reproduction traction bar will ﬁt from the RH side of
the rear axle to the ﬂoor pan. Made in USA.
HC80
1967 ........................................ 221.99 ea

1967 OE Round Traction Bar
When racers noticed excessive wheel hop in the early
Camaro, GM designed this traction bar. Originally
found on all SS-350 and Z28 or 4 barrel 327 models,
this reproduction traction bar mounts between the RH
side of the rear axle and ﬂoor pan.
HC79
1967 ........................................ 239.99 ea
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Reproduction rear mounting bracket for 1967 models
used in conjunction with the factory installed or dealer
retro-ﬁt/service recall square traction bar. This bracket
mounts the traction bar to the bracket on the RH rear
axle tube. Made in USA.
HC81
1967 .......................................... 99.99 ea

Drag 2 Hole
14473
10672400
Low Proﬁle
14478
10672401

OS1

1967-69 ........................... 369.99 set
1970-81 ........................... 369.99 set
1967-69 ........................... 369.99 set
1970-81 ........................... 369.99 set

1967 Traction Bar Bolt Set
This reproduction bolt set mounts the traction bar to
both the forward section on the ﬂoor pan as well as
to the rear end housing. These original style bolts are
used with both round and square OE style traction bars.
HC437
1967
bolt ........................ 59.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1967 Traction Bar Rear Weld-on Bracket
Reproduction 1967 traction bar bracket welds to the
rear axle tube. The traction bar bracket bolts to this
and mounts the traction bar at the rear. This bracket
will ﬁt both round and square OE style traction bars.
Made in USA.
Important: This part requires welding for installation.
Professional installation is recommended.

HC439

1967 .......................................... 79.99 ea

1967 Traction Bar Bumper
Reproduction of the original traction bar bumper
designed for use on 1967 Camaro models. The traction
bar bumper works with the square OE style traction
bar originally used on 1967 models.
Note: The round style bar does not require a traction bumper.

HC440

1967

for square bar......... 119.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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H10067

LW20470
H10066

1998-02 Traclinks

Universal Traction Bars

Traclinks can be installed on all 1998-02 Camaro
models. Traclinks bolt to the rear axle and control
torque, transfer this energy to the tires to increase
straight line traction and side bite for corner exit
acceleration. They will also reduce brake dive and
help eliminate wheel hop. Features an attachment
point for a driveshaft safety loop and provides for
pinion angle adjustment.

These heavy gauge rectangular steel bars strengthen
multi-leaf spring rear suspensions and reduce
wheel hop. Features MIG welded brackets for extra
strength. Includes: rubber snubbers, U-bolts, and
installation hardware.

OS1

Note: Shipped oversize.

TSC27

1998-02

automatic ........... 504.99 set

Important: Not for use with mono-leaf springs.
Note: Shipped oversize.

LW20470
LW20475

chrome
yellow

OS1

28" long ............ 76.99 pr
28" long ............ 77.99 pr

1967-81 Driveshaft Loop
Driveshaft loops protect driveshafts, ﬂoor panels
and street/track surfaces. Attaches to subframe
connectors on 1967-81 models. Use with subframe
connectors required.
H10067
1967-69 .............................. 116.99 ea
H10066
1970-81 .............................. 129.99 ea

Universal Driveshaft Safety Loop
LW21606

1967-81 Traction Bars
These rugged suspension bars are designed for multileaf spring suspensions. Traction is greatly increased,
wheel hop is eliminated, and the rubber snubbers
provide a better ride. The simplest way to increase
traction on your pavement stomping Camaro!
Important: Not for use with mono-leaf springs.
Note: Shipped oversize.

LW21606
LW21607

1967-69
1970-81

OS1

black ............ 179.99 pr
black ............ 179.99 pr

1970-81 Ladder Bars
These rugged suspension bars for 1970-81 Camaro
models and can be used for the street or strip. Traction is
greatly increased, rear suspension is strengthened, and
wheel hop is eliminated. Bolt-on installation requires
no welding. Adding these bars is the simplest way to
increase traction on your Camaro!
Note: Shipped oversize.

LW20462

Required and approved by all major racing sanctioning
bodies. This universal driveshaft safety loop is fully
adjustable to ﬁt most vehicles. The four piece design
is manufactured from 1/4" thick, 2" wide mild steel,
bright zinc-plated and includes all necessary hardware.
LW18000 zinc-plated ........................... 42.99 ea

OS1

1970-81 .............................. 309.99 pr
LW18020

CF67693

CF6769M

SK67693

1982-02 Traction Bars
Adjustable load control struts allow right or left
side suspension preload for fine tuning the chassis.
Manufactured from heavy gauge square steel
tubing with a durable black powder coated finish.
Includes Polyurethane bushings and grease fittings
for easy lubrication.
Note: Shipped oversize.

LW21700

OS1

1982-02 ............................. 383.99 pr

SK67694

1967-02 Aluminum and Steel Driveshaft
These replacement driveshafts for 1967-02 Camaro
models are complete, balanced and ready-to-install.
Featuring 3"diameter .125" wall aluminum tube
construction, aluminum weld yokes, steel transmission
yoke and U-joints. Designed to be direct replacements
for street cars supporting up to 500 HP using street tires.
Note: Shipped oversize.

Traction Bar Rubber Snubbers
Replace your worn out or missing snubbers with
these quality replacement rubber snubbers for your
Lakewood traction bar.
Important: LW20470, LW20475 require small bumpers
which are no longer available. All others use large bumper.

LW20530

Speciﬁcally designed to ﬁt 1982-02 Camaro models.
Easy bolt-on installation requires no modiﬁcations.
Both NHRA and IHRA legal. Manufactured from
1/4" thick zinc-plated steel. Complete with mounting
hardware and instructions.
LW18020
1982-92 ............................. 59.99 ea
LW18022
1993-02 ............................. 86.99 ea

large bumper ...................... 18.99 pr

Aluminum Driveshafts
CF67693
1967-69
CF67694
1967-69
CF6769M
1967-69
CF82000
1982-02
Steel Driveshafts
SK67693
1967-69
SK67694
1967-69
SK6769M
1967-69
SK82000
1982-02

OS1

TH350 .........
TH400 .........
4-speed ........
all.................

459.99
459.99
489.99
459.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

TH350 .........
TH400 .........
4-speed ........
all.................

424.99
424.99
424.99
464.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

BX50006B

1993-02 Driveshaft Safety Loop
Vehicles capable of sub 13 second quarter mile runs will
ﬁnd themselves unwelcome at most race tracks without a
driveshaft safety loop. This NHRA approved loop bolts
to the ﬂoor pan using existing holes with no drilling or
welding required. Tunnel crossbrace is designed with
a drop down to accommodate aftermarket exhausts
and Y-pipes. Available in Hammertone black or red.
Important: Not intended for convertibles, will not ﬁt
with BMR Trak Pak. Due to inﬁnite variations of exhaust
combinations, aftermarket driveshafts and torque arms, this
loop may require shimming and/or exhaust alteration.

BX50006A
BX50006B

1993-02
1993-02

red ............. 139.99 ea
black .......... 139.99 ea

Traction Bars
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1982-02 Driveshaft Safety Loop

Rear Axle Components
Features heavy-duty 1/2" bearing
cap Allen bolts and new housing
ends welded to heavy wall tubing.

M12120
14010918

14010908DR

Moser Compatible Wilwood Disc Brakes
Available with
chrome or aluminum
differential cover.

1967-81 Complete 12 Bolt Axle Assembly
These extremely durable cast nodular iron 12 bolt housings from Moser Engineering
are direct replacements for GM leaf spring applications featuring giant caps secured
by 1/2" Allen bolts and include perches. Choose from pressed on ball bearings, or
OE style C-clips. The complete package includes: a 12 bolt housing, a posi unit, Pro
Street gears, 1310 or 1350 series pinion yoke, chrome or Performance differential
cover, custom alloy axles with ball bearings, studs, and retainer plates, or C-clip
axles. Posi-equipped pressed bearing axles are available with 30 spline axles can
be upgraded to 33 spline axles. Brakes sold separately.

I
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Note: Special order only. Shipped truck freight. Mandatory shipping charges apply.

Assemblies with C-Clip Axles
1310 Series Yoke and Chrome Differential Cover
M12100 1967-81 with Eaton Posi
30 spline only ..
M12101 1967-81 with Truetrac differential 30 spline only..
1350 Series Yoke and Chrome Differential Cover
M12102 1967-81 with Eaton Posi
30 spline only ..
M12103 1967-81 with Truetrac differential 30 spline only..
1310 Series Yoke and Performance Differential Cover
M12104 1967-81 with Eaton Posi
30 spline only ..
M12105 1967-81 with Truetrac differential 30 spline only..
1350 Series Yoke and Performance Differential Cover
M12106 1967-81 with Eaton Posi
30 spline only ..
M12107 1967-81 with Truetrac differential 30 spline only..
Assemblies with Pressed Bearing Axles
1310 Series Yoke and Chrome Differential Cover
M12108 1967-81 with Eaton Posi
30 spline ..........
M12109 1967-81 with Truetrac differential 30 spline ..........
M12110
1967-81 with Truetrac differential 33 spline ..........
M12111
1967-81 w/Eaton Limited-Slip Posi 33 spline ..........
1350 Series Yoke and Chrome Differential Cover
M12112
1967-81 with Eaton Posi
30 spline ..........
M12113
1967-81 with Truetrac differential 30 spline ..........
M12114
1967-81 with Truetrac differential 33 spline ..........
M12115
1967-81 w/Eaton Limited-Slip Posi 33 spline ..........
1310 Series Yoke and Performance Cover
M12116
1967-81 with Eaton Posi
30 spline ..........
M12117
1967-81 with Truetrac differential 30 spline ..........
M12118
1967-81 with Truetrac differential 33 spline ..........
M12119
1967-81 w/Eaton Limited-Slip Posi 33 spline ..........
1350 Series Yoke and Performance Cover
M12120 1967-81 with Eaton Posi
30 spline ..........
M12121 1967-81 with Truetrac differential 30 spline ..........
M12122 1967-81 with Truetrac differential 33 spline ..........
M12123 1967-81 w/Eaton Limited-Slip Posi 33 spline ..........

2249.99 ea
2239.99 ea
2269.99 ea
2329.99 ea
2389.99 ea
2399.99 ea
2449.99 ea
2444.99 ea

2439.99
2429.99
2499.99
2489.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

2479.99
2479.99
2579.99
2499.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

2569.99
2569.99
2639.99
2599.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

2604.99
2589.99
2699.99
2649.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

12 Bolt Housing and Axle Package
If you’re not looking for a complete 12 bolt and feel like tackling your own differential
setup, try the housing and axle package. The package includes a Moser newly cast
nodular iron housing, custom alloy axles (30 or 33 spline), ball bearings, heavy-duty
retainer plates and 7/16" or 1/2" wheel studs.
Note: Special order, must be prepaid. Shipped truck freight.

30 Spline Axles with C-Clips
M12163
1967-69 ..........................................................................
M12164
1970-81 ..........................................................................
30 Spline Axles with Pressed Bearings
M12124
1967-69 ..........................................................................
M12125
1970-81 ..........................................................................
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1224.99 ea
1224.99 ea
1379.99 ea
1379.99 ea

®

Classic Industries has worked with Wilwood to design brake sets to work with
the Moser 12 bolt axle assemblies that are sold through Classic Industries®. These
will be setup with the correct offset and center register (the diameter of the center
ﬂange of the axle where the rotor is installed). Sets include: either Forged Dynalite
brakes (black or red calipers) and 12" rotors (standard or drilled and slotted); or
Superlite 4R Big Brake 13" rotors (standard or drilled) and (black or red calipers);
and have parking brakes. Offset is 2.81" except for 1407149-D-DR and 1409315D-DR which have a 2.75" offset; and all have 2.78" center register.
Important: 1409215-D-DR are not designed for use with staggered shocks, factory shock
mount must be moved inboard to clear caliper.
Note: Special order. Shipped overweight.

Moser Rear
Rear Mounted
1407141
Dynalite
1407141D
Dynalite
1407141DR
Dynalite
14012964
Superlite
14012964D
Superlite
14012964DR
Superlite
Staggered Mounted
1409315
Dynalite
1409315D
Dynalite
1409315DR
Dynalite
14010908
Superlite
14010908D
Superlite
14010908DR
Superlite
Moser Rear
Rear Mounted
1407578
Dynalite
1407578D
Dynalite
1407578DR
Dynalite
1409215
Superlite
1409215D
Superlite
1409215DR
Superlite
Staggered Mounted
14010918
Dynalite
14010918D
Dynalite
14010918DR
Dynalite

Axle Part #M12100-M12107
12"HP rotor
12" SRP rotor
12" SRP rotor
13" GT rotor
13" SRP rotor
13" SRP rotor

black caliper......... 739.99 set
black caliper......... 841.99 set
red caliper ............ 844.99 set
black caliper......... 1494.99 set
black caliper......... 1594.99 set
red caliper ............ 1594.99 set

12"HP rotor
black caliper......... 674.99 set
12" SRP rotor
black caliper......... 864.99 set
12" SRP rotor
red caliper ............ 864.99 set
13" GT rotor
black caliper......... 1494.99 set
13" SRP rotor
black caliper......... 1594.99 set
13" SRP rotor
red caliper ............ 1594.99 set
Axle Part #M12108-M12123
12" HP rotor
12" SRP rotor
12" SRP rotor
13" GT rotor
13" SRP rotor
13" SRP rotor

black caliper......... 674.99 set
black caliper......... 774.99 set
red caliper ............ 864.99 set
black caliper......... 1494.99 set
black caliper......... 1594.99 set
red caliper ............ 1594.99 set

12" HP rotor
12" SRP rotor
12" SRP rotor

black caliper.........
black caliper.........
red caliper ............

369

764.99 set
774.99 set
864.99 set

534G

1967-02 Driveshaft U-Joints
If your Camaro has annoying vibrations and noise, you may need to replace your
driveshaft universal joints. Restore smooth operation of your drivetrain with highquality replacement U-joints, complete with clips or snap rings for installation.
534G
1967-68
with inside snap rings
front ................. 9.99 ea
355
1967-68
with inside snap rings
rear ................... 19.99 ea
369
1967-68
with outside snap rings
front or rear ...... 9.99 ea
534G
1969-72
with inside snap rings
front or rear ...... 9.99 ea
369
1969-72
with outside snap rings
front or rear ...... 9.99 ea
369
1973-74
with outside snap rings
front or rear ...... 9.99 ea
534G
1975-87
with inside snap rings
front or rear ...... 9.99 ea
331
1975-87
with outside snap rings
front or rear ...... 16.99 ea
369
1988-92
with aluminum yoke
front ................. 9.99 ea
372
1988-92
with aluminum yoke
rear ................... 29.99 ea
534G
1988-92
with steel yoke
front or rear ...... 9.99 ea
369
1993-95
5.7L with aluminum yoke
front ................. 9.99 ea
372
1993-95
5.7L with aluminum yoke
rear ................... 29.99 ea
534G
1993-02
5.7L with steel yoke
front or rear ...... 9.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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A9591312
545003

1967-81 ECTED Max

CE931A

The ECTED Max is a revolutionary traction technology
product that switches between limited-slip and locker
mode on the ﬂy. When “off,” the ECTED Max functions
as a performance limited-slip differential. When
“on,” current is sent to an electromagnetic coil on a
non-rotational bearing cap bolts, pulling a pilot cone
into engagement with the differential case, ultimately
compressing the clutch pack and creating locker solid
axle assembly. ECTED gives you the advantage at the
drag strip and on twisty tracks, all in 1 package.

A9593312

Set Includes:

CURRIE “9-Plus” Housing (3" x .188 wall tubing)
with brackets
CURRIE 31 Spline Performance Axle Kit

Note: The bearing sets include: 2 Timken cones and 2
Timken cups.

9" Housing and Axle Set
All 3rd Members Include:

Nodular Iron “Sportsman” Gear Case with 3.062" Caps
Nodular Iron Big Bearing Pinion Support
Nodular Iron 1330 Series Short Yoke
Nodular Iron Traction Lock, Trutrac, or Detroit Locker
New Ring and Pinion in These Ratios:
3.00, 3.25, 3.50, 3.70, 3.89, 4.11, or 4.30
Timken Bearings and Performance Oil Seals
Professionally Setup, Ready-to-Install

These housings are designed and built to go into
your muscle car with a minimal amount of effort. It
is setup with the Aftermarket Brake Conﬁguration
Standard which is: 2-1/2" brake space with late model
big Ford housing ends, and a 2.80 center hole in the
drum or rotor. Axles feature 5 on 4-3/4" bolt pattern
with installed 7/16" wheel studs, 1/4" thick heavy-duty
bearing retainer plates, and tapered Timken set 20
wheel bearings pressed on. Made in USA. OS2
Note: Shipped double oversize.

A9591311
A9591312
A9592312
A9593312

1967-69
1967-69
1970-81
1982-92

mono-leaf ..........
multi-leaf ...........
...........................
with torque arm

1246.99
1246.99
1246.99
1496.99

set
set
set
set

9-Plus 31 Spline 3rd Members

LR1910

Traction Lock
Traction Lock is the same as Posi Traction or limitedslip. It uses heavy plate style clutches to help your
traction and put power to the ground.
CE931
31 spline ........................... 1641.99 ea
TrueTrac
The Detroit TrueTrac is a helical gear style performance
differential that maximizes wheel traction and enhances
driving and handling characteristics. The TrueTrac
operates as a standard or open differential under normal
driving conditions, allowing one wheel to spin faster
or slower as necessary. Operation of the TrueTrac is
smooth, quiet and automatic. The unit will engage
without any driver knowledge or action required. It
also has no wearable parts and requires no maintenance,
meaning less time in the garage and more on the road.
CE932
31 spline ........................... 1716.99 ea
Detroit Locker
Detroit Locker is a 100% automatic locking differential
that provides ultimate traction for mild to extreme
vehicle applications. During straight line driving, the
Detroit Locker captures 100% of available torque and
sends it equally to both wheels. In turns and maneuvers,
the internal components unlock to allow one wheel to
spin faster or slower as necessary (free wheel). When
the vehicle returns to a straight line driving path, the
components re-engage and provide power to both
wheel ends. Parts are maintenance free.
Note: Tires will chirp when making turns as the locker
unlocks and locks.

CE933

31 spline ........................... 1741.99 ea

1967-00 Positive Locking Differential
5420108

1967-02 Limited-Slip Differential
Auburn Gear’s High-Performance Series limitedslip differentials deliver more traction and faster
engagement than OEM units for controlled power
transfer and fast reaction to changing load conditions
and provide smooth torque sensing operation
with bias ratios to meet your performance needs.
This superior performance is achieved through
an innovative cone clutch design which transfers
more power to the high traction wheel for quick
acceleration and tight cornering. Compatible with
ABS and electronic controls.
Important: Check your axle before ordering to be sure
which one you have. There are codes stamped on the axle
housing for identiﬁcation.
Note: *C lock axle. **Accepts tone ring for
ABS applications.

8.2" 10 Bolt – Chevrolet Axle 25 Tooth Pinion Spline
5420108* 1967-72 3.08/up-28 teeth..... 381.99 ea
8.5" and 8.6" 10 Bolt – GM Axle
542018 1971-88 2.73/up-28 teeth..... 401.99 ea
542022 1989-02 2.73/up-30 teeth..... 401.99 ea
8-7/8" 12 Bolt – 4 Series Case
5420104* 1967-72 4.10/up-30 teeth..... 409.99 ea
8-7/8" 12 Bolt – 3 Series Case
5420106* 1967-72 3.07-3.73-30 teeth 379.99 ea
7-1/2" and 7-5/8" 10 Bolt – GM Axle
542057 1976-88 3.23/up-26 teeth..... 399.99 ea
542058 1976-88 3.08/down-26 teeth 399.99 ea
542040** 1988-02 3.23/up-28 teeth..... 401.99 ea
542041** 1988-02 3.08/down-28 teeth 414.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

These new positive locking differentials are a
breakthrough in differential technology that prevents
wheel “spin-up” and delivers extreme traction
with smooth, silent efﬁciency, while providing full
differential operation! The Lock Right system is a
rugged, simple design that replaces the existing spider
gears with a pair of Lock Right driver and coupler gears
in your stock open differential assembly. Requires
no special tools, calibration equipment or ﬁxtures, or
extra modiﬁcation because the ring and pinion gears
are unaffected. Designed for fail safe operation and
manufactured from ultra resilient, heat tempered steel
alloys for maximum toughness.
Note: Not for use with Posi Traction or Limited-Slip
differentials, use in stock, open differentials only.

10 Bolt, 28 Spline Axle
LR1940 1967-70 8.2" ring gear.......
LR1920 1971-81 8.5" ring gear.......
LR1931 1990-00 7.625" ring gear...
12 Bolt, 30 Spline Axle
LR1910 1967-70 8.875" ring gear...
10 Bolt, 26 Spline Axle
LR1930 1982-84 7.5" ring gear.......
LR1932 1985-89 7.625" ring gear...

443.99 ea
367.99 ea
438.99 ea
372.99 ea
443.99 ea
438.99 ea

1967-69 Rear U-Joint Bolt Kit
Replace faulty U-joint bolts with original mounting
bolts. 1-13/32" center to center stud. 5/16"-18 thread.
4 required.
R6046
1967-69 .................................... 12.99 kit

Differentials
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These are built and ready-to-install in your 9" rear
end. Choices of carriers are: Traction Lock, TrueTrac
and Detroit Locker.
Important: For ratio choices add a letter to the end of the
part number. Ratios are: A = 3.00, B = 3.25, C = 3.50,
D = 3.70, E = 3.89, F = 4.11, G = 4.30.

Electric Locker
With 28T Gears
545003
1971-81 8-1/2", 10 bolt ...... 761.99 ea
With 30T Gears
545008
1967-72 3.07-3.70, 12 bolt 761.99 ea
545010
1967-72 4.10 - up, 12 bolt 732.99 ea
Bearing Sets
A8500375 1971-81 8-1/2", 10 bolt ...... 11.99 ea
A8500374 1967-72 8-1/2", 12 bolt ...... 24.99 set

Rear Axle Components
G4655

1993-02 Rear Axle Shaft
Angle Finder
Checks angles from 0 to 90 degrees.
Accurate to 0.5 degrees. Magnetically
attaches for easier reading. This is a must
tool when determining pinion angle
when installing new rear suspension
parts. Made in USA.
UM3007 1967-02 ............ 10.99 ea

Replace your bent or broken axle shafts
with high-quality Genuine GM axles.
Each will replace the LH or RH axle.
(LSD – limited-slip differential)
With Rear Drum Brakes
With LSD without TC
G4654
1993-02 ........... 476.99 ea
Without LSD
G4655
1993-02 ........... 306.99 ea
With Rear Disc Brakes
With LSD without TC
G4654
1993-96 ........... 476.99 ea
G4655
1997 ................ 306.99 ea
G4657
1998-02 ........... 480.99 ea
Without LSD
G4655
1993-97 ........... 306.99 ea
G4657
1998-02 ........... 480.99 ea
With LSD with TC
G4656
1998-02 ........... 316.99 ea

W507

W8660

1970-02 Rear Axle Bearings and Seals
Prevent premature bearing or brake
failure! Premium replacement bearings
and seals for 1970-02 Camaro models.
2 required.
Bearings
W507 1970-81 8.5" ....... 17.99 ea
W507 1982-84 7.5" ....... 17.99 ea
WB90 1985-91 7.75" ..... 24.99 ea
W507 1985-02 7.625" ... 17.99 ea
Bearing Seals
W8660 1970-81 8.5" ....... 4.99 ea
W8660 1982-84 7.5" ....... 4.99 ea
W2242 1985-91 7.75" LH 7.99 ea
W7102 1985-91 7.75" RH 14.99 ea
W8660 1985-02 7.625" ... 4.99 ea
Temporary Repair Bearings
W1563 1970-81 8.5" ....... 19.99 ea
W1563 1982-84 7.5" ....... 19.99 ea
W1563 1985-02 7.625" ... 19.99 ea

G7096

483746

1967-02 Rear Axle Bumpers
Reproduction or Genunie GM rear axle
bumpers for 1967-02 Camaro models.
Manufactured in rubber. Will replace
the original exactly.
1967
3892756
2 required ....... 24.99 ea
1968-69
3932733
LH .................. 38.99 ea
3932734
RH .................. 38.99 ea
3932735
replace ends .... 19.99 ea
1976-81
483746
2 req. – OER® 21.99 ea
1982-02
G7096
2 req. – GM .... 64.99 ea

15771000

Rear Axle/Transmission Ventilator
Rear Axle 11" Drum Brake Set
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This brake set will ﬁt Currie rear axle
housings or any other housing that has
2-1/2" brake space, late model big Ford
housing ends, and an axle register of
2.800". Includes 100% new content,
semi-gloss black powder coated
backing plates with hardware installed
including shoes, and drums.
5 x 4-1/2" and 5 x 4-3/4" Bolt Pattern
CE600514 .................... 484.99 set

M12131

1967-02 C-Clip Axles
These forged axles are non-tapered, with
hardened bearing seats and machined
C-clip grooves to ﬁt OE applications.
Note: *With 3-channel ABS. †With 4
channel ABS.

10 Bolt Axles
29-1/2" Long
M12131 1967-69 28 spl. 274.99 pr
M12132 1967-69 30 spl. 274.99 pr
30-1/16" Long
M12134 1970-81 28 spl. 274.99 pr
M12135 1970-81 30 spl. 274.99 pr
30-5/16" Long
M12137 1982-92 26 spl. 274.99 pr
M12138 1982-92 28 spl. 274.99 pr
32" Long Diagonally from Edge of
Flange to Tip
M12139* 1993-02 28 spl. 274.99 pr
M12140† 1993-02 28 spl. 329.99 pr
12 Bolt Axles
12 Bolt, 29-1/2" Long
M12133 1967-69 30 spl. 274.99 pr
12 Bolt, 30-1/16" Long
M12136 1970-81 30 spl. 274.99 pr
CE601252

Rear Axle 11" Rotor
Disc Brake Set with Parking Brake
This disc brake set includes black
powder coated backing plates and
caliper brackets, with the drum style
parking brake, hardware installed,
calipers loaded with pads, and mounting
bolts. For use on Currie rear axle
housings and housings with 2-1/2"
brake space, late model big Ford
housing ends, and an axle register of
2.800". All parts are 100% new.
5 x 4-3/4" Bolt Pattern
CE601252 .................... 518.99 set
Firebird with Staggered Shocks
CE601253 .................... 503.99 set
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1967-81 Axle Shaft Lock
Genuine replacement
locks for 1967-81
models with
.150 horseshoe.
2 required.
G6045 1967-81 ............... 4.99 ea

M12141

10 and 12 Bolt C-Clip Eliminators

OER® reproduction of the ventilator used
by GM on a multitude of applications
from the 1950’s thru today’s cars and
trucks. Uses include the rear axle
housing, automatic transmissions, front
transfer case on 4 x 4 models and fuel
tank evaporator cannisters that have a
3/8" hole for a ventilator.
7/16" Diameter – GM
G6028
1971-92 ............ 8.99 ea
3/8" Diameter – OER®
15771000 1993-02 ............ 2.99 ea

These improved C-Clip Eliminators
replace factory C-clip axle retention and
provide a safety hub with sealed, presson bearings with an extra internal seal
to prevent leakage. These are required
when replacing factory C-clip axles
with Moser Custom Alloy Axles and
are available for stock, factory type
axles. Sold in pairs.
Chevrolet Axle Housing
w/Factory Axles & 1.400" Bearing Seat
M12141 ....................... 169.99 pr
w/Moser Axles & 1.533" Bearing Seat
M12142 ....................... 169.99 pr

Aftermarket replacement available for
10 bolt and 12 bolt models. The shim
set includes the correct size shims for
10 bolt or 12 bolt applications.
GM10SK 10 bolt 8-1/2" 17.99 set
GM12SK 12 bolt 8-7/8" 9.99 set

1967-89 Rear Axle I.D. Tag

Pinion Gear Crush Sleeves

Genuine i.d. tag which is installed on
1967-89 Camaro models indicating the
correct lubrication requirement.
G7125 1976-89 ............... 6.99 ea

Your choice of original GM 8-1/2" 10
bolt sleeves or 8-7/8" 12 bolt sleeves.
Keep your GM vehicle all GM by using
OEM original parts.
G7171 10 bolt 8.5" ...... 1.99 ea
G7172 12 bolt 8-7/8" ... 4.99 ea

GM10SK

Ring and Pinion Shim Set

G7171

Main Cap Stud Set
1991-02 Rear Axle Housing Drain Plug
Correct plug which is removed when
draining or ﬁlling the rear axle lubricant.
G7128 7.625" diameter .... 2.99 ea

Differential Parts

1967-69 Rear Axle Pinion Bumper
Reproduction rear axle pinion bumper
for 1967-69 models. Mounts to the end
of the pinion near the yoke.
3923564
1967-69 .......... 16.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Reduce unwanted
movement inside the
rear end and increase
strength with a highquality main cap
stud set with 4 nuts and 4 washers.
10 Bolt and 12 Bolt Chevrolet
M12146 4 piece ............. 44.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Rear Axle Components

KW577

A9800120

T4883

1967-92 Diff Covers and Gaskets
1978-81 Ten Bolt Ring & Pinion Set
Replace your worn out ring and pinion
gears with new replacements. 10 bolt
set includes: 8-1/2" ring and pinion,
all carrier and pinion bearings, seals,
differential gasket, pinion shim kit,
ring gear bolt, crush sleeve, pinion nut.
Note: Classic Industries® recommends
professional installation. All ring and
pinion sets are nonreturnable with no
warranty implied.

GM10411MKT 4.11 ratio 251.99 set

RP8888342

12 Bolt Ring and Pinion Sets
Includes 12 bolt, 8-7/8" ring gear and
pinion includes ring and pinion only
(not a set). For a complete assembly
also purchase 12 bolt ring and pinion
shim set, 12 bolt bearing set and 12 bolt
installation set listed below.
Note: Classic Industries® recommends
professional installation. All ring and
pinion sets are non-returnable with no
warranty implied.

RP8888342
RP8888373
RP888411
RP888456
RP888488

3.42 ratio ...
3.73 ratio ...
4.10 ratio ...
4.56 ratio ...
4.88 ratio ...

241.99 ea
216.99 ea
211.99 ea
225.99 ea
224.99 ea

Reproduction or Genuine GM
differential covers for 1967-92 models.
Choose unﬁnished, black, or chrome.
Differential Covers
10 Bolt
Reproduction Chrome
T4786
1970-81 .......... 24.99 ea
T9072
1982-92 .......... 14.99 ea
Reproduction Black
A9500575 1982-92 all ...... 13.99 ea
A9500575 1993-02 V6 ..... 13.99 ea
Genuine GM Unﬁnished
G7123
1982-84 .......... 22.99 ea
G7123
1985-92 7.625" 22.99 ea
12 Bolt
Reproduction OE Style
KW577
1967-81 .......... 39.99 ea
Reproduction Chrome
T4787
1967-81 .......... 24.99 ea
Rear End Cover Gaskets
10 Bolt
Reproduction
T4883
1967-87 8.2" ... 5.99 ea
T9052
1967-69 BOP .. 4.99 ea
T4353
1985-91 7.75" 9.99 ea
Genuine GM
G7119
1971-81 8.5" ... 16.99 ea
12 Bolt
Reproduction
T4352 1967-81 .......... 3.99 ea

Strengthen your 10 or 12 bolt Chevrolet
rear with a Moser Performance Cover.
These 356-T6 aluminum covers are
designed to reduce gear deﬂection to
increase ring and pinion gear life as
well as improve the appearance of your
vehicle. The whole cover weighs only 6
lbs and includes all bolts, washers, and
gaskets needed.
10 Bolt Ring Gear
M12143
with 7.5" ....... 164.99 ea
M12144
w/8.5", 8.2" .. 164.99 ea
12 Bolt
M12145
car axle 7110 164.99 ea

Differential Fill Plugs

12 Bolt Ring and Pinion Installation Set
Replacement set includes 12 bolt gasket
and installation washers, etc. For use
with 12 bolt design.
GG088100 12 bolt .......... 66.99 set

Differential Cover FilterMag

1967-91 Diff Chrome Cover Bolt Set
Special stainless steel bolts to complete
the installation of your chrome rear end
cover. Fits both 10 bolt and 12 bolt
applications. Set of 12.
AR43732 1967-91 .......... 21.99 set

AK126A

Reproduction of the
original Posi Traction
differential ﬁll plug
used on vehicles
equipped with either a 14315
10 bolt or 12 bolt Posi
Traction differential.
14315
3/4" ................... 18.99 ea
14316
1" ...................... 18.99 ea
G7128
1/2" ................... 2.99 ea

Original style Hex head chrome-plated
bolts in your choice of polished chrome
or polished stainless steel. These bolts
are very high-quality reproductions in
dazzling bright polished ﬁnish. Available
for both 10 bolt and 12 bolt applications.
Set of 12.
10 Bolt
AK125A chrome............ 21.99 set
AK125B stainless .......... 36.99 set
12 Bolt
AK126A chrome............ 24.99 set
AK126B stainless .......... 41.99 set

C-Flames D-Bow Tie E-SS

F-RS

G-350

H-454

Differential Cover Bolt Sets
This dress-up differential cover bolt
set features popular Chevrolet logos
stamped directly onto the head of the
chrome-plated bolts. Perfect for stock
or chrome covers.
Note: Must specify logo sufﬁx: C–Flames,
D–Bow Tie, E–SS, F–RS, G–350, H–454.

5/16"-18 x 1/2" Bolts
Chrome
56458C
10 bolt ............. 19.99 set
56459C
12 bolt ............. 24.99 set
5/16"-18 x 3/4" Bolts
Chrome
56475C
10 bolt ............. 21.99 set
56476C
12 bolt ............. 24.99 set
Stainless Steel
56475S
10 bolt ............. 11.99 set
56476S
12 bolt ............. 24.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

FilterMag’s powerful rare earth
magnets trap and hold metal particles
smaller than 40-microns down to
1-micron. The magnetic force holds
FilterMag to steel covers, is reusable,
and will extend the life of your oil.
FilterMags are also available for
engine oil ﬁlters and steel automatic
transmission pans.
FDM101 2.0" x 1.25" ..... 31.99 ea

Synthetic Gear Oil
Used by Joe Gibbs Racing
in every rear end differential
and transmission gear
box. This fully synthetic,
unique SAE 75W-110
gear oil reduces operating
temperatures by up to 15
degrees compared to other
brand gear oils.
JG630 quart.................. 19.99 ea
JG631 case of 12 qts. ... 215.99 cs
JG617 5 gallon pail ...... 359.99 ea

Max-Gear Gear Oil
Max-Gear is an ultra
tough automotive gear oil.
designed to maximize power
and provide protection to
heavily loaded gears. Gears
run smoother, quieter,
cooler and longer without
overhauls. Max-Gear
combines the highest quality
synthetic oils with Royal
Purple’s proprietary Synslide
additive technology. All
viscosities are formulated with hypoid
friction modiﬁers necessary for use in
clutch or cone type differentials. No
additional additives are necessary.
Quarts
RP01300
75W90 ......... 18.99 ea
RP01301
75W140 ....... 21.99 ea
Case of 12 Quarts
RP12300
75W90 ......... 248.99 cs
RP12301 75W140 ....... 248.99 cs

Rear Axle Lubricant
Genuine GM rear axle lube
for use on all rear axles.
Limited-slip additive is
available for limited slip
differentials and is
required when replacing
ﬂuid. 4 oz. additive.
G7103 ltd-slip additive... 11.99 ea

Differential Covers
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Bearing Sets for 10 and 12 Bolt
A set designed to replace the bearings
on Camaro models. Includes: the gasket,
washers, nuts, and other assorted items
for a complete replacement.
R10CR
10 bolt ............. 75.99 set
R12CR
12 bolt ............. 76.99 set

Performance Differential Cover

Differential Cover Bolt
These factory style bolts attach the
differential cover to the differential
on models with 10 bolt and 12 bolt
rear ends. Features correct original
head markings.
14328 5/16" x 1" ............. 2.99 ea

Note: *12 bolt. **10 bolt.
A9800120* 8.875" ring gear 198.99 ea
A9800121** 8.2"/8.5" ring gear 202.99 ea

Chrome Rear End Cover Bolt Set

M12144
R12CR

Aluminum Differential Cover
B&M cast aluminum rear end cover was
designed to strengthen the rear end by
preventing case distortion. Constructed
of A356.0-T6 aluminum, this rugged
unit also dissipates heat much faster than
the stock factory unit to prolong the life
of your ring and pinion gears. Features
an engraved B&M logo, added ﬂuid
capacity for better cooling, magnetic
drain plug for catching ferrous metal
particles, and complete hardware.

Brake Conversion Sets

Braking Performance without Breaking
Your Budget? Better Get the Right Stuff!
1967-69 Complete 4 Wheel Disc Brake Conversion Sets
Upgrade all four wheels with disc brakes in one convenient set! Choose
from standard set with plain rotors and rubber hoses or a performance setup
with cross drilled/slotted rotors, braided stainless steel ﬂexlines and black
powder coated calipers. A dress-up set is also available as an upgrade to
the performance set, adding a chrome master cylinder (and chrome booster
on power brake systems).
Note: *Booster only included in power brake sets. Shipped double oversize.

RS900117

Performance Sets Include:
Master Cylinder
Spindles
Drilled/Slotted 11" Rotors
Cast Iron Black Calipers and Pads
2.85" Front Single Piston
Braided Stainless Flex Hoses

Splash Shields
Brackets
Hardware and Lines
Power Booster*
15" Minimum Wheel Diameter

1967-69 Performance Conversion Sets

I
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Manual
RS900134
RS900137
RS900140
RS900143
Power
RS900108
RS900111
RS900114
RS900117

Master Cylinder
Spindles
Plain 11" Rotors
Cast Iron Plain Calipers and Pads
2.85" Front Single Piston
Rubber Flex Hoses

Splash Shields
Brackets
Hardware and Lines
Power Booster*
15" Minimum Wheel Diameter

without booster..........
without booster..........
without booster..........
without booster..........

1034.99
1084.99
1034.99
1084.99

set
set
set
set

1967
1967
1968-69
1968-69

stock spindle
2" drop spindle
stock spindle
2" drop spindle

11" booster ................
11" booster ................
11" booster ................
11" booster ................

1104.99
1154.99
1104.99
1154.99

set
set
set
set

plain rotor

RS900115

Dress-Up Sets Include:
Chrome Master Cylinder
Spindles
Drilled/Slotted 11" Rotors
Cast Iron Black Calipers and Pads
2.85" Front Single Piston
Braided Stainless Flex Hoses

plain caliper color

1967-69 Standard Conversion Sets
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stock spindle
2" drop spindle
stock spindle
2" drop spindle

RS900133

Standard Sets Include:

Manual
RS900133
RS900136
RS900139
RS900142
Power
RS900107
RS900110
RS900113
RS900116

OS2

1967
1967
1968-69
1968-69

1967-69 Dress-Up Conversion Sets
OS2

1967
1967
1968-69
1968-69

stock spindle
2" drop spindle
stock spindle
2" drop spindle

without booster............
without booster............
without booster............
without booster............

829.99
879.99
829.99
879.99

set
set
set
set

1967
1967
1968-69
1968-69

stock spindle
2" drop spindle
stock spindle
2" drop spindle

11" booster ..................
11" booster ..................
11" booster ..................
11" booster ..................

895.99
944.99
895.99
944.99

set
set
set
set

High-Perf Brakes

Splash Shields
Brackets
Hardware and Lines
Chrome Power Booster*
15" Minimum Wheel Diameter

Manual
RS900135
RS900138
RS900141
RS900144
Power
RS900109
RS900112
RS900115
RS900118

OS2

1967
1967
1968-69
1968-69

stock spindle
2" drop spindle
stock spindle
2" drop spindle

without booster..........
without booster..........
without booster..........
without booster..........

1079.99
1129.99
1079.99
1129.99

set
set
set
set

1967
1967
1968-69
1968-69

stock spindle
2" drop spindle
stock spindle
2" drop spindle

8" booster ..................
8" booster ..................
8" booster ..................
8" booster ..................

1169.99
1219.99
1169.99
1219.99

set
set
set
set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Brake Conversion Sets

RS900147R

RS900101

1967-69 Basic Front Disc Brake Conversion Sets
With 11" Plain Rotors
Each set includes: rotors, 1 piston cast iron calipers, organic brake pads, brackets,
rubber ﬂex hoses, and necessary hardware. 2" drop sets include 2" drop spindles.
Sets with cross drilled and slotted rotors include black powder coated calipers and
braided stainless ﬂex hoses.
Note: Shipped oversize.

Stock Height
RS900145
RS900146
2" Drop
RS900150
RS900151

1967-69
1967-69

OS1

plain rotors
drilled/slotted rotors

plain calipers 409.99 set
black calipers 519.99 set

1967-69
plain rotors
plain calipers 454.99 set
1967-69
drilled/slotted rotors
black calipers 562.99 set
With 13" Cross Drilled Rotors
Each set includes: cross drilled and slotted rotors, 2 piston aluminum calipers,
ceramic brake pads, brackets, braided stainless ﬂex hoses, and necessary hardware.
Fits OE drum and disc brake spindles.
Note: Uses USA made Timken bearings. Shipped oversize.

RS900105

OS1

Stock Height
RS900147G
RS900147R

1967-69
1967-69

drilled/slotted rotors
drilled/slotted rotors

black calipers 715.99 set
red calipers .... 715.99 set

1967-81 Rear Disc Brake Conversion Sets

1967-69 Complete Front Disc Brake Conversion Sets
Looking to convert your Camaro to disc brakes? These sets include rotors, master
cylinder, proportion valve and brake booster. Your choice of a basic setup with plain
rotors and rubber hoses, a performance setup with cross drilled and slotted rotors
and black powder coated calipers. A dress-up set is also available as an upgrade
to the performance set, adding a chrome master cylinder (and chrome booster on
power brake systems).
Note: Shipped oversize.

OS1

Power Brakes
Stock Height
RS900101
RS900102
RS900103
2" Drop
RS900104
RS900105
RS900106
Stock Height
RS900127
RS900128
RS900129
2" Drop
RS900130
RS900131
RS900132

1967-69
1967-69
1967-69

standard set
performance set
dress-up set

plain rotors ................ 564.99 set
drilled/slotted rotors .. 671.99 set
drilled/slotted rotors .. 744.99 set

1967-69
1967-69
1967-69

standard set
plain rotors ................ 604.99 set
performance set drilled/slotted rotors .. 711.99 set
dress-up set
drilled/slotted rotors .. 784.99 set
Manual Brakes

1967-69
1967-69
1967-69

standard set
performance set
dress-up set

plain rotors ................ 494.99 set
drilled/slotted rotors .. 604.99 set
drilled/slotted rotors .. 647.99 set

1967-69
1967-69
1967-69

standard set
performance set
dress-up set

plain rotors ................ 535.99 set
drilled/slotted rotors .. 644.99 set
drilled/slotted rotors .. 689.99 set

Rear disc brake conversion sets for 1967-81 models with 10 bolt or 12 bolt rear axle.
With 11" Plain Rotors
These sets include: 11" rotors, cast iron 1 piston fully loaded calipers, caliper
mounting brackets, rotors, ﬂex hoses, hardware, and a pair of rear cables. Available
without the parking brake and cables.
Note: Shipped oversize.

OS1
With Parking Brake
RS900120
1967-69
non-staggered shocks ........................... 384.99 set
RS900121
1967-69
staggered shocks .................................. 384.99 set
RS900122
1970-74
.............................................................. 384.99 set
RS900123
1975-81
.............................................................. 384.99 set
Without Parking Brake/Cables
RS900124
1967-81
non-staggered shocks ........................... 311.99 set
RS900125
1967-81
staggered shocks .................................. 311.99 set
With 12" Cross Drilled Rotors
Includes: caliper mounting brackets, loaded single piston cast iron calipers with
integrated parking brake, ceramic brake pads, 12" cross drilled and slotted zincplated rotors, braided stainless ﬂex hoses, hardware, and a pair of stainless steel
rear cables. Available with black or red powder coated calipers.

Note: Shipped oversize.

Black Calipers
RS900148G
RS900149G
Red Calipers
RS900148R
RS900149R

OS1

1967-69
1967-69

non-staggered shocks ........................... 625.99 set
staggered shocks .................................. 625.99 set

1967-69
1967-69

non-staggered shocks ........................... 625.99 set
staggered shocks .................................. 625.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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RS900149G

RS900106

Brake Conversion Sets
Save Time with Our No Hassle Assembled Brake Sets!
Busted knuckles and missing bolts are a thing of the past
with CPP’s new, pre-assembled brake conversion sets. With
just a few tools, you can bolt-on disc brake performance!

BK2030D

BK2026D
BK2031

1967-69 Basic 4 Wheel Disc Brake Conversion Sets

I
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Upgrade to 4 wheel power disc brakes and retain a stock ride height with this
conversion! This set includes all the basics, including 10-1/2" rotors, loaded
calipers, caliper mount brackets, front spindles, front dust shields, 11" booster,
proportioning valve and bracket, master cylinder, brake hoses, front bearings and
seals, and hardware. 15" wheels required.
Important: Moves wheels out 7/16" from drum brake offset.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

BK2030
BK2030D
BK2031
BK2031D

1967
1967
1968-69
1968-69

plain rotors
drilled rotors
plain rotors
drilled rotors

OS2

rubber hoses .................
stainless steel hoses .....
rubber hoses .................
stainless steel hoses .....

1069.99
1269.99
1099.99
1269.99

pr
set
set
set

BK03

1967-69 Pre-Assembled Brake Conversion Sets
Now you can bolt on brake performance with ease! Each set includes: fully assembled
front disc brakes, including the spindle, hub, rotor, brackets, calipers, and pads. In
addition, for sets with brake master and booster, the 11" booster, master cylinder,
proportioning valve and bracketry, and lines are fully assembled so you can simply
bolt it to your ﬁrewall! 2" drop sets include 2" drop spindles.
Important: Moves wheels out 7/16" from drum brake offset.
Note: Shipped overweight.

Complete 4 Wheel Disc Brake Sets with Master/Booster
Stock Height
BK2026
1967
plain rotors
rubber hoses ............ 1199.99 set
BK2026D 1967
drilled/slotted rotors stainless steel hoses 1449.99 set
BK2027
1968-69 plain rotors
rubber hoses ............ 1199.99 set
BK2027D 1968-69 drilled/slotted rotors stainless steel hoses 1449.99 set
Front Disc Brake Sets with Master/Booster
Stock Height
BK03
1967-69 plain rotors
rubber hoses ............ 799.99 set
BK03D
1967-69 drilled/slotted rotors stainless steel hoses 924.99 set
2" Drop Sets
BK2034
1967-69 plain rotors
rubber hoses ............ 799.99 set
BK2034D 1967-69 drilled/slotted rotors stainless steel hoses 969.99 set
Front Disc Brake Sets without Master/Booster
2" Drop Sets
BK2037
1967-69 plain rotors
rubber hoses ............ 499.99 set
BK2037D 1967-69 drilled/slotted rotors stainless steel hoses 599.99 set
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RB1011D

1967-69 Rear Disc Brake Conversion Set
Replace the original rear drums in your ﬁrst generation Camaro with disc brakes!
These rear end disc brake wheel sets are designed to bolt directly to 10 or 12 bolt
rear ends and include 11" rotors, loaded calipers with built-in emergency brake,
emergency brake cable, brake lines, axle hard lines, 10 and 12 bolt gaskets, and all
mounting hardware. Available with plain or drilled rotors.
Important: Some modiﬁcation may be required when used with C-clip eliminators.
Note: Shipped overweight.

RB1011
RB1011D
RB1012
RB1012D

1967
1967
1968-69
1968-69

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

plain rotors
drilled rotors
plain rotors
drilled rotors

rubber hoses .................
stainless steel hoses .....
rubber hoses .................
stainless steel hoses .....

599.99
749.99
599.99
749.99

set
set
set
set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Brake Conversion Sets

BB4016B

1967-81 C5 Upright Wheel Brake Set – 13" Rotors
BK2032D

1967-69 Stock Spindle Disc Brake Conversion Sets
Improve the stopping power of your car while retaining your vehicle’s stock ride
height! Moves the wheels out 7/16" and works with most 15" disc brake wheels.
Includes: disc brake bracket set, 11" rotors, loaded calipers, spindles, dust shields,
bearings, seals, dust caps, spindle nuts, hoses, and all mounting hardware. Choose from
sets with or without steering arms or power brake set, which includes proportioning
valve, master cylinder, and a 9" or 11" power brake booster.
Important: Factory steering arms may need to be drilled from 7/16" to 1/2".
Note: Shipped overweight.

Important: 1967-69 Camaro set uses original or CPP replacement steering arms. C5 hubs
use 12 x 1.5 metric lug nuts.
Note: Shipped overweight.

Black Calipers
BB4016B
1967-69
BB4017B
1970-81
Red Calipers
BB4016R
1967-69
BB4017R
1970-81

black ......................................................... 649.99 set
black ......................................................... 649.99 set
red ............................................................ 649.99 set
red ............................................................ 649.99 set

set
set
set
set

set
set
set
set

BB4003R

1967-69 Big Brake Conversion Sets
This big brake system uses twin 52mm piston calipers to grab massive cross drilled
and gas slotted rotors to provide a 60% increase in stopping over the popular C5
caliper. Front sets are compatible with stock disc brake spindles and include 13"
rotors, calipers, hoses, bearings, seals, mounting brackets and hardware. Rear sets
include: 12" rotors, calipers, mounting brackets, hoses, wheel studs, hard lines,
E-brake cables, and hardware. The 4 wheel set includes: a 4 wheel disc manual/
power master cylinder and proportioning valve. Calipers are available with a black
rust inhibitive coating or powder coated red.
BK2038D

1967-69 12" Rotor Drop Spindle Sets
Want big brake performance in a drop spindle set without using large wheels? This
set works with 15" disc brake wheels and provides a 2" drop to maintain the original
steering geometry. Includes: drop spindles, 12" one piece rotors, loaded calipers,
bearings, seals, brake hoses, and mounting hardware.
Important: Moves wheels out 7/16" from drum brake offset.
Maximum backspace 4-3/8".
Note: Shipped overweight.

BK2038
BK2038D

1967-69
1967-69

plain rotors
drilled rotors

rubber hoses ................ 419.99 set
stainless steel hoses .... 534.99 set

Note: Requires 17" or larger disc brake wheels. SOS sets contain zero offset front brake sets.
Note: Shipped overweight.

Front Only
BB4013
1967-69
BB4013R
1967-69
Rear Only
BB4014
1967
BB4014R
1967
BB4015
1968-69
BB4015R
1968-69
Front and Rear
BB4003
1967
BB4003R
1967
BB4004
1968-69
BB4004R
1968-69

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

black ......................................................
red .........................................................

789.99 set
859.99 set

black ......................................................
red .........................................................
black ......................................................
red .........................................................

699.99
759.99
669.99
759.99

set
set
set
set

black ......................................................
red .........................................................
black ......................................................
red .........................................................

1349.99
1609.99
1499.99
1609.99

set
set
set
set
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Basic Disc Brake Conversion Sets
BK2035
1967-69
plain rotors
rubber hoses ................ 399.99
BK2035D
1967-69
drilled rotors
stainless steel hoses .... 499.99
Disc Brake Conversion Sets with Steering Arms
BK2036
1967-69
plain rotors
rubber hoses ................ 499.99
BK2036D
1967-69
drilled rotors
stainless steel hoses .... 599.99
Disc Brake Conversion Sets with Power Brake Set
With 9" Power Brake Booster
BK2032
1967-69
plain rotors
rubber hoses ................ 579.99
BK2032D
1967-69
drilled rotors
stainless steel hoses .... 679.99
With 11" Power Brake Booster
BK2033
1967-69
plain rotors
rubber hoses ................ 609.99
BK2033D
1967-69
drilled rotors
stainless steel hoses .... 679.99

Get the braking performance of a modern Corvette in your classic Camaro! This set
maintains the drum brake offset and features bolt on spindles that allow better camber
change during suspension movement. The use of C5 bearing hub assemblies with
their sealed bearing packs virtually eliminate spindle pin ﬂex. These sets include:
spindles, 13" slotted and drilled rotors, loaded calipers, sealed bearing packs, and
mounting hardware. Choose from black or red calipers.

Wilwood Disc Brake Sets

1409803DR

1967-02 Front Big Brake Sets
14010996BD

Wilwood big disc brake sets for 1967-02 models. Each set features rotors, calipers,
pads, and all hardware necessary to mount them onto stock spindles. Available with
slotted or drilled and slotted rotors and red or black calipers.
Important: *These sets are hat sets, all other sets are hub sets. Some sets may require
modiﬁcations to the original spindle. Note: 1/2" -20 wheel studs. Shipped overweight.

14010510D –
assembled

14010510DR –
assembled

1967-87 Front Brake Sets
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Wilwood disc brake sets for 1967-87 models. Each set features rotors, calipers, pads,
and all hardware necessary to mount them onto stock spindles. Available with plain
or drilled and slotted rotors and red or black calipers.
Note: 1/2" -20 wheel studs. Shipped overweight.

Dynalite Pro Series – 4 Piston
Most sets ﬁt inside most popular 15" disc brake wheels. These sets can be used
with either manual or power boost master cylinders. Includes 11" rotors and black
powder coated 4 piston calipers, and hardware.
Important: Fits 11" rotor spindles only. Requires modiﬁcations to original spindle.
Note: Set 14010996DR calipers are powder coated red. Shipped overweight.

Disc or Drum Spindle
14010996B
1967-69
plain rotors ......................................... 777.99 set
14010996BD
1967-69
drilled rotors ...................................... 877.99 set
14010996DR
1967-69
drilled rotors, red caliper ................... 877.99 set
Disc Spindle Only
14011007B
1970-78
plain rotors ......................................... 777.99 set
14011007BD
1970-78
drilled rotors ...................................... 877.99 set
14011008B
1979-81
plain rotors ........................................ 777.99 set
14011008BD
1979-81
drilled rotors ...................................... 877.99 set
14011012B
1982-87
plain rotors ......................................... 777.99 set
14011012BD
1982-87
drilled rotors ...................................... 877.99 set
Line Sets
2207056
1967-69
ﬁts: 14010996 sets ............................. 59.99 set
22010509
1970-81
ﬁts: 14011007, 14011008 sets ........... 59.99 set
2208307
1982-87
ﬁts: 14011012 sets ............................. 59.99 set
DynaPro 6 Series – 6 Piston
Includes: 12.19" diameter rotors for non-ABS spindles, DynaPro 6 piston forged
billet calipers with stainless steel pistons and low dust, low noise brake pads for big
brake stopping power. These sets can be used with either manual or power assisted
master cylinders. Minimum wheel size: 16".
Disc or Drum Spindle
14010510
1967-69
plain rotors
black calipers ....... 974.99 set
14010510D
1967-69
drilled rotors
black calipers ....... 1074.99 set
14010510DR
1967-69
drilled rotors
red calipers........... 1074.99 set
14010510R
1967-69
plain rotors
red calipers........... 974.99 set
Disc Spindle Only
14010738
1970-78
plain rotors
black calipers ....... 974.99 set
14010738D
1970-78
drilled rotors
black calipers ....... 1074.99 set
14010738DR
1970-78
drilled rotors
red calipers........... 1074.99 set
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Superlite 6 Series – 6 Piston
Includes: 13" or 14" rotors for non-ABS spindles, billet calipers with 6 pistons
and low dust, low noise brake pads for superior stopping power. Minimum wheel
diameter: 17".
Disc or Drum Spindle
1409803
1967-69
13" slotted rotors
black calipers ...... 1599.99 set
1409803D
1967-69
13" drilled rotors
black calipers ...... 1699.99 set
1409803DR 1967-69
13" drilled rotors
red calipers.......... 1699.99 set
1409804
1967-69
14" slotted rotors
black calipers ...... 1724.99 set
1409804D
1967-69
14" drilled rotors
black calipers ...... 1824.99 set
1409804DR 1967-69
14" drilled rotors
red calipers.......... 1824.99 set
Disc Spindle Only
14010485
1970-78
13" slotted rotors
black calipers ...... 1599.99 set
14010485D
1970-78
13" drilled rotors
black calipers ...... 1699.99 set
14010485DR 1970-78
13" drilled rotors
red calipers.......... 1699.99 set
14010486
1970-78
14" slotted rotors
black calipers ...... 1724.99 set
14010486D
1970-78
14" drilled rotors
black calipers ...... 1824.99 set
14010486DR 1970-78
14" drilled rotors
red calipers.......... 1824.99 set
14010492
1979-81
13" slotted rotors
black calipers ...... 1599.99 set
14010492D
1979-81
13" drilled rotors
black calipers ...... 1699.99 set
14010492DR 1979-81
13" drilled rotors
red calipers.......... 1699.99 set
14010493
1979-81
14" slotted rotors
black calipers ...... 1724.99 set
14010493D
1979-81
14" drilled rotors
black calipers ...... 1824.99 set
14010493DR 1979-81
14" drilled rotors
red calipers.......... 1824.99 set
14015278
1982-92
13" plain rotor
black calipers ...... 1659.99 set
14015278D
1982-92
13" drilled rotor
black calipers ...... 1759.99 set
14015278R
1982-92
13" plain rotor
red calipers.......... 1659.99 set
14015278DR 1982-92
13" drilled rotor
red calipers.......... 1759.99 set
14015279
1982-92
14" plain rotor
black calipers ...... 1784.99 set
14015279D
1982-92
14" drilled rotor
black calipers ...... 1884.99 set
14015279R
1982-92
14" plain rotor
red calipers.......... 1784.99 set
14015279DR 1982-92
14" drilled rotor
red calipers.......... 1884.99 set
1409833*
1998-02
13" slotted rotors
black calipers ...... 1494.99 set
1409833D*
1998-02
13" drilled rotors
black calipers ...... 1594.99 set
1409834*
1998-02
14" slotted rotors
black calipers ...... 1619.99 set
1409834D*
1998-02
14" drilled rotors
black calipers ...... 1719.99 set
W6AR Series – 6 Piston
Includes: 14" rotors, 11" tall calipers with 6 pistons and low dust, low noise brake
pads for superior stopping power. Minimum wheel diameter: 17".
Disc or Drum Spindle
14010920
1967-69
14" slotted rotor
black calipers ...... 1894.99 set
14010920D
1967-69
14" drilled rotors
black calipers ...... 1994.99 set
14010920DR 1967-69
14" drilled rotors
red caliper ........... 1994.99 set

W4AR Rear Big Brake Sets
W4AR rear brakes are the perfect match for a
W6AR front set. The W4AR calipers feature the same
rigid body design as the front 6 piston caliper, with smaller
pistons to balance the car’s braking. The 14" rotors are
slightly thinner than the fronts to reduce rotating mass
while providing cooling.
Important: This set is not designed to ﬁt with staggered
shock suspension.
Note: 1/2" -20 wheel studs. Shipped overweight.

Slotted Rotors
14010943
Drilled Rotors
14010943D
14010943DR

10/12-bolt with C-clips 2.81" offset ..................... 1744.99 set
10/12-bolt with C-clips 2.81" offset ..................... 1844.99 set
10/12-bolt with C-clips 2.81" offset, red calipers 1844.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Wilwood Disc Brake Sets
BP-10 Brake Pads
Wilwood’s exclusive BP-10 is an all new type of
metallic composite friction pad compound. BP-10
exhibits the medium to high temperature friction
characteristics of a semi-metallic based race
compound with the low temperature response,
quiet engagement, and lowered dust levels
normally associated with ceramic based
street performance pads. The combination of
these characteristics make it the perfect choice for your street machine, auto
crosser, or drag racer.
1508850K
Dynalite type 7112....................................................... 48.99
1508855K
Superlite 6 type 7416 ................................................... 76.99
1509488K
W6AR /W4AR type 6617 ........................................... 99.99
15010006K
DynaPro 6 type 6712 ................................................... 92.99
1508939K
1967-81 front, GM type D52 ....................................... 61.99
1508936K
1982-92 front, GM metric type D154.......................... 61.99
1409213DR

1407141 – assembled

1409213DR – assembled

Rear Brake Sets for 10 and 12 Bolt Axles
These FDL Pro-Series rear disc sets provide a solution for rear axles that require a
parking brake. Forged billet Dynalite four piston calipers, 12.19" one piece drum/
rotors, and high friction pads provide optimized and balanced braking for all types
of builds. The neatly hidden internal shoe system provides a clean installation with
superior static holding for parking.

Dynalite Pro Series – 4 Piston
Includes: 12.19" one piece rotors with internal parking brake drum, forged billet 4
piston calipers, high friction pads and brackets and hardware.
10/12 Bolt with C-clips
1407141
2.81" offset
plain rotors .................................. 739.99 set
1407141D
2.81" offset
drilled rotors ................................ 842.99 set
1407141DR
2.81" offset
drilled rotors, red caliper ............. 844.99 set
10/12 Bolt Special
1407578
2.81" offset
plain rotors .................................. 764.99 set
1407578D
2.81" offset
drilled rotors ................................ 864.99 set
10/12 Bolt Staggered
1409315*
2.75" offset
plain rotors .................................. 764.99 set
1409315D*
2.75" offset
drilled rotors ................................ 864.99 set
14010918*
2.81" offset
plain rotors .................................. 764.99 set
14010918D*
2.81" offset
drilled rotors ................................ 864.99 set
Superlite 4R Series Big Brakes – 4 Piston
Includes: 13" two piece rotors with internal parking brake drum, forged billet 4
piston calipers, BP-10 compound brake pads, and brackets and hardware.
10/12 Bolt with C-clips – 2.81" Offset
1409213
slotted rotors
black calipers .............................. 1494.99 set
1409213D
drilled rotors
black calipers .............................. 1594.99 set
1409213DR
drilled rotors
red calipers .................................. 1594.99 set
10/12 Bolt Special, 3.15" Torino Bearing Ends – 2.81" Offset
1409215
slotted rotors
black calipers .............................. 1494.99 set
1409215D
drilled rotors
black calipers .............................. 1594.99 set
1409215DR
drilled rotors
red calipers .................................. 1594.99 set
10/12 Bolt with C-clips, Staggered Shocks – 2.81" Offset
slotted rotors
black calipers .............................. 1494.99 set
14010908**
14010908D** drilled rotors
black calipers .............................. 1594.99 set
1998-02 10/12 Bolt Axles
1409830
slotted rotors
black calipers .............................. 1494.99 set
1409830R
slotted rotors
red calipers ................................. 1494.99 set
1409830D
drilled rotors
black calipers .............................. 1594.99 set
1409830DR
drilled rotors
red calipers .................................. 1594.99 set

Stainless Steel Braided Flexlines
Wilwood’s stainless steel braided Flexline
sets are manufactured to high-quality
standards and are available in
various styles. These premium grade
ﬂexline sets have been designed for
application speciﬁc sets. They are
2207056
available as an optional item when
ordering your disc brake sets and include all the required ﬁttings. Wilwood
highly recommends using these high-quality ﬂexlines as replacement for the
OE rubber hoses.
Application Speciﬁc Flexline Sets
2207056
1967-83 front ................................................................. 59.99
2206746
1984-02 front ................................................................. 69.99
2209882
1998-02 rear ................................................................... 59.99
Universal Flexline Sets
14" Flexline Set
2206746
14" ﬂexline set with 10 mm-1.0 chassis ﬁtting.................. 69.99
16" Flexline Set
2207699
with 3/8"-24 chassis ﬁtting ................................................ 59.99
18" Flexline Set
2208307
with 3/8"-24 chassis ﬁtting ................................................ 59.99
2206471
with 7/16"-24 chassis ﬁtting .............................................. 69.99
2206856
18" ﬂexline set with 10 mm-1.0 chassis ﬁtting.................. 69.99
Flexline sets for D52 Calipers
22012105 with 3/8"-24 chassis ﬁtting ................................................ 59.99
22012107 with 10mmBF chassis ﬁtting ............................................. 69.99
22" Flexline Set
22012106 with 3/8"-24 chassis ﬁtting ................................................ 59.99

2206956

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

2206410

Brake Line Fitting
Wilwood’s brake line ﬁttings are manufactured to high-quality standards and are
available in various sizes and conﬁgurations.
2206956
caliper ﬁtting, straight -3 male to 1/8-27 NPT male ......... 8.99 ea
2206412
caliper ﬁtting, 45 degree -3 male to 1/8-27 NPT male ..... 9.99 ea
22013125
caliper ﬁtting, 90 degree -3 male to 1/8-27 NPT male ..... 9.99 ea
2206410
frame ﬁtting, 3/8-24 inverted ﬂare to -3 male .................. 9.99 ea
2206457
frame ﬁtting, 7/16-24 inverted ﬂare to -3 male ................ 9.99 ea
2206890
frame ﬁtting, 10 mm-1.0 bubble ﬂare to -3 male ............. 19.99 ea
2206413
frame ﬁtting, 10 mm-1.0 inverted ﬂare to -3 male ........... 9.99 ea
2200628
adapter, 3/8-24 female IF to 1/8-27 NPT male, set of 4 .... 8.99 set

Know Your Rear End! – Deciphering the Chevy 12 Bolt
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Important: *May ﬁt some 15" wheels, check wheel clearance diagram in installation
instructions before purchase at www.wilwood.com. **Calipers are staggered opposite of
factory shock location for ﬁtment on 1968-69 models.
Note: 1/2" -20 wheel studs. Shipped overweight.

set
set
set
set
set
set

1967-69 Brake Conversions

Worrying About Your Classic Camaro’s Brakes!
SSBC Has a High-Performance Braking Solution for Every Budget!
The stock braking systems on yesterday’s muscle cars left much to be desired. SSBC
provides a variety of performance braking solutions to ﬁt everyone’s budget and
style. Whether you are building a car for the street or the track, a convenient
DIY brake conversion set is available to ﬁt your particular needs. Modern
stopping power by SSBC will keep you and your passengers safer and
provide you with the peace of mind that comes with knowing your Camaro
will not fail you should you ever ﬁnd the need to stop on a dime.
Note: Shipped overweight.

Sets Include:
Master Cylinder and Booster
Rotors, Calipers, Pads
Proportioning Valve and Lines

Brackets, Hoses and Hardware
Spindles for 2" Drop Sets

Caliper Colors
silver

clear

red

black

slotted rotor
plain rotor
MD1231

I
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1967-69 Cast Iron Power Brake
11" Rotor 9" Booster
14" x 6" Minimum Wheel Diameter – 68mm 1 Piston Silver Caliper
MD1233
without spindle
standard rotors ......................
MD1233S
without spindle
slotted/plated rotors ..............
MD1233D
without spindle
with Big Bite drilled rotors ...
14" x 7" Minimum Wheel Diameter – 72mm 1 Piston Silver Caliper
MD1231
stock spindle
standard rotors ......................
MD1231S
stock spindle
slotted/plated rotors ..............
MD1231SD
stock spindle
with Big Bite drilled rotors ...
A1231DS
2" drop spindle
standard rotors ......................
A1231DSS
2" drop spindle
slotted/plated rotors ..............
A1231DSD
2" drop spindle
with Big Bite drilled rotors ...
11" Rotor 11" Booster
14" x 7" Minimum Wheel Diameter – 72mm 1 Piston Silver Caliper
MD123A
stock spindle
standard rotors ......................
MD123AS
stock spindle
slotted/plated rotors ..............
MD123ADS
stock spindle
with Big Bite drilled rotors ...
MD123AD
2" drop spindle
standard rotors ......................
MD123ADSS
2" drop spindle
slotted/plated rotors ..............
MD123ADSDS 2" drop spindle
with Big Bite drilled rotors ...

MD1232

1967-69 Cast Iron Manual Brake
11" Rotor without Booster
14" x 6" Minimum Wheel Diameter – 68mm 1 Piston Silver Caliper
MD1232
without spindle
standard rotors ......................
MD1232S
without spindle
slotted/plated rotors ..............
MD1232D
without spindle
with Big Bite drilled rotors ...
14" x 7" Minimum Wheel Diameter – 72mm 1 Piston Silver Caliper
MD123
stock spindle
plain rotors ............................
MD123S
stock spindle
slotted/plated rotors ..............
MD123SD
stock spindle
with Big Bite drilled rotors ...
A123DS
2" drop spindle
72mm 1 piston silver caliper
A123DSS
2" drop spindle
slotted/plated rotors ..............
A123DSD
2" drop spindle
with Big Bite drilled rotors ...

641.99 set
699.99 set
741.99 set
679.99
739.99
779.99
874.99
924.99
974.99

set
set
set
set
set
set

974.99
1074.99
1074.99
1199.99
1199.99
1199.99

set
set
set
set
set
set

1967-69 Aluminum Manual Brake
11" Slotted Rotor without Booster
15" Minimum Wheel Diameter
A123A
stock spindle
43mm 2 piston clear caliper
A123AR
stock spindle
43mm 2 piston red caliper ....
A123ABK
stock spindle
43mm 2 piston black caliper
A123ADS
2" drop spindle
43mm 2 piston clear caliper
A123ADSR
2" drop spindle
43mm 2 piston red caliper ....
A123ADSBK
2" drop spindle
43mm 2 piston black caliper
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819.99 set
869.99 set
919.99 set
803.99
864.99
864.99
834.99
884.99
934.99

set
set
set
set
set
set

839.99
889.99
939.99
814.99
864.99
914.99

set
set
set
set
set
set

1204.99
1314.99
1314.99
1354.99
1454.99
1454.99

set
set
set
set
set
set

1967-69 Aluminum Power Brake
11" Slotted Rotor 9" Booster
15" Minimum Wheel Diameter
A1231A
stock spindle
43mm 2 piston clear caliper
A1231AR
stock spindle
43mm 2 piston red caliper ....
A1231ABK
stock spindle
43mm 2 piston black caliper
A1231ADS
2" drop spindle
43mm 2 piston clear caliper
A1231ADSR
2" drop spindle
43mm 2 piston red caliper ....
A1231ADSBK 2" drop spindle
43mm 2 piston black caliper
12" Slotted Rotor 9" Booster
16" Minimum Wheel Diameter
MD123C
without spindle
38mm 2 piston clear caliper..
13" Slotted Rotor 9" Booster
17" Minimum Wheel Diameter
A12314
without spindle
38mm 3 piston clear caliper
A12314R
without spindle
38mm 3 piston red caliper ....
A12314BK
without spindle
38mm 3 piston black caliper
A12314DS
2" drop spindle
38mm 3 piston clear caliper
A12314DSR
2" drop spindle
38mm 3 piston red caliper ....
A12314DSBK
2" drop spindle
38mm 3 piston black caliper
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1354.99 set

1599.99
1684.99
1684.99
1769.99
1769.99
1769.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
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Disc Brake Conversion Sets
clear anodized

red powder coated

RDA125

A12315

Set includes:

13" Turbo slotted rotors with Xtra Life plating
38mm Tri-Power 3 Piston clear anodized
aluminum calipers
High-performance pads
Braided stainless ﬂex hoses
Mounting hardware
1993-02 Brake Conversion Sets

clear anodized

red powder coated

black powder coated

1967-92 Rear Brake Conversion Sets
These rear disc brake conversions are an excellent compliment to the front disc
brake conversions. The caliper includes a built-in parking brake and a 45mm piston.
This high-performance set adapts high-quality brake calipers to your 10 or 12 bolt
GM rear axle. This disc brake caliper system will replace the outdated drum brake
system on your 1967-92 Camaro. Includes: calipers, mounting brackets, OEM quality
brake pads, installation hardware, vented rotors, and provisions for parking brake.
Important: Vehicle must have a 5" x 4-3/4" bolt pattern for correct installation. For use on
rear axle with “C” clip retainers only (will not work with “C” clip eliminators).
Requires 14" x 7" or larger wheels.
Note: Shipped overweight.

RDA125A
RDA125
RDA12546
RDA12546R
RDA12546BK

1967
1968-81
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92

non-staggered shocks........................
staggered shocks ...............................
clear anodized caliper .......................
red calipers........................................
black calipers ....................................

clear anodized

Important: Conversion sets ﬁt most 17" wheels depending on offset.
Note: Shipped overweight.

clear anodized calipers ......................... 1209.99 set
red powder coated calipers ................... 1309.99 set
black powder coated calipers................ 1309.99 set
clear anodized calipers ......................... 831.99 set
red powder coated calipers ................... 931.99 set
black powder coated calipers................ 931.99 set

red powder coated

A12526

black powder coated

1967-92 Rear Brake Upgrade Sets
Sport R1 or R1 Plus brake sets ﬁt 1967-92 Camaro models with 10 bolt or 12 bolt
staggered/non-staggered and C-clip/non-C-clip axle. Will not work with C-clip
eliminators. Includes: rotors in various diameters, 1 piston aluminum calipers with
clear anodized ﬁnish or black or red powder coated ﬁnish, high-performance brake
pads, braided stainless ﬂex hoses, brackets, and necessary hardware. The caliper
features built-in mechanical parking brake. 5 x 4-3/4" bolt pattern.
Note: Shipped overweight.

With 11.25" Turbo Slotted Rotors
Important: Conversion sets ﬁt most 15" wheels depending on offset. Some vehicles may
require parking brake cable change (not included) for installation.

W123DS

1079.99 set
1134.99 set
1134.99 set
1009.99 set
1059.99 set
1059.99 set

Important: Conversion sets ﬁt most 15" wheels depending on offset. Some vehicles may
require parking brake cable change (not included) for installation.

1967-69 Front Brake Sets
Brake sets that upgrade the front brakes at the wheel. Includes: 11" rotors, brake
pads, brackets, splash shields, ﬂex hoses, and necessary hardware. 2" drop brake
sets include 2" drop spindles. 1 piston sets include plain rotors. 2 piston and 3 piston
sets include Big Bite drilled and slotted rotors.
Note: Shipped overweight.

Stock Height Brake Sets
W123
1967-69
W123A
1967-69
W12314
1967-69
2" Drop Brake Sets
W123DS
1967-69
W123ADS
1967-69
W12314DS
1967-69

Models with Non-Staggered Shocks
A12526
1967
clear anodized calipers ...........................
A12526R
1967
red powder coated calipers.....................
A12526BK
1967
black powder coated calipers .................
Models with Staggered Shocks
A12530
1968-81
clear anodized calipers ...........................
A12530R
1968-81
red powder coated calipers.....................
A12530BK
1968-81
black powder coated calipers .................
With 12.2" Turbo Slotted Rotors

with 72mm 1 piston cast iron calipers ..... 599.99 set
with 43mm 2 piston aluminum calipers .. 899.99 set
with 38mm 3 piston aluminum calipers .. 1434.99 set
with 72mm 1 piston cast iron calipers ..... 694.99 set
with 43mm 2 piston aluminum calipers .. 999.99 set
with 38mm 3 piston aluminum calipers .. 1534.99 set

A12547
A12547R
A12547BK

1982-92
clear anodized calipers ........................... 929.99 set
1982-92
red powder coated calipers..................... 1029.99 set
1982-92
black powder coated calipers ................. 1029.99 set
With 12.8" Turbo Slotted Rotors

Important: Conversion sets ﬁt most 17" wheels depending on offset. Some vehicles may
require parking brake cable change (not included) for installation.

Models with Non-Staggered Shocks
A12537
1967
clear anodized calipers ...........................
A12537R
1967
red powder coated calipers.....................
A12537BK
1967
black powder coated calipers .................
Models with Staggered Shocks
A12538
1968-81
clear anodized calipers ...........................
A12538R
1968-81
red powder coated calipers.....................
A12538BK
1968-81
black powder coated calipers .................
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1169.99 set
1169.99 set
1169.99 set
1029.99 set
1079.99 set
1079.99 set
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1993-97
1993-97
1993-97
1998-02
1998-02
1998-02

set
set
set
set
set

black powder coated

Brake conversion sets for 1993-02 Camaro models. Upgrade your front brakes to
3 piston aluminum calipers and slotted rotors with this conversion set. Calipers
feature clear anodized coating or red or black powder coated. All sets require
original 1998-02 Camaro spindles.
A12315
A12315R
A12315BK
A12316
A12316R
A12316BK

539.99
549.99
579.99
649.99
649.99

Baer Front Disc Brake Sets

Baer Brakes are known for exceptional braking performance
and outstanding quality. Offering many upgrade and conversion
brake sets that far exceed OE equipment performance. Baer
Brakes have several sets available to choose from for your

speciﬁc Camaro models, SS4+, Track 4, Pro+, Extreme+, stock
GM 10/12 bolt rear end SS4 with a variety of performance levels
to ﬁt your driving conditions and requirements.
Note: Shipped overweight.

4301342
4301352

1967-69 Brake Front Disc Set
Important: *Design to be used with stock GM disc/drum
spindles. Also ﬁts DSE, Heidt’s, Fatman, Ridetech and LH
custom drop spindles. 4301432 and 4301336 widens track
.200" a side on stock drum brakes.
Note: R=Red, B=Black, S=Silver. Photo for illustration
purposes only, set contents may vary.
Additional parts may be needed for installation.

SS4+
This set features the S4 four piston calipers, 11" slot,
drill, zinc-plated rotors, stainless steel brake hoses,
fully assembled aluminum hubs, mounting brackets
and hardware included. 11" 2 piece rotor SS4+.

I
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Note: 15" minimum wheel size for 11"rotor, 17" minimum
wheel size for 13" rotor. Uses common 4 piston pad
(#DR1).

Stock Spindles
4301432*
1967-69 ........................... 1295.99 set
Track 4
This set features the T4 four piston calipers, 13" 1 piece
slot, drill, zinc-plated rotors, stainless steel brake hoses,
fully assembled aluminum hubs, mounting brackets
and hardware included.
Note: 17" minimum wheel size. Uses Camaro 4th gen. front
pads (#D0749).

Stock Spindles
4301381*
1967-69 ........................... 1795.99 set
Pro+
This set features the 6P six piston calipers, 13" or 14"
2 piece slot, drill, zinc-plated rotors, stainless steel
brake hoses, fully assembled aluminum hubs, mounting
brackets and hardware included.
Note: 17" minimum wheel size for 13" rotor, 18" minimum
wheel size for 14" rotor. Uses Corvette C5/C6 front pads
(#D0731).

Stock Spindles – Rotor with Hub
4301336*
1967-69
13" ............... 2445.99 set
4301337*
1967-69
14" ............... 2445.99 set
C5/C6 Based Spindles (e.g. DSE, RS, Morrison) –
Rotor No Hub
4301352
1967-69
14" ............... 2095.99 set
Speedtech/CPP Spindles – Rotor No Hub
4301518
1967-69
14" ............... 2095.99 set
Extreme+
This set features the 6S six piston forged mono-blocked
calipers, 14" 2 piece slot, drill, zinc-plated rotors,
stainless steel brake hoses, fully assembled aluminum
hubs, mounting brackets and hardware included.
Note: 18" minimum wheel size. Uses common race pad
(#D1247).

Stock Spindles – Rotor with Hub
4301083*
1967-69
14" ............... 3795.99 set
C5/C6 Based Spindles (e.g. DSE, RS, Morrison) –
Rotor No Hub
4301171
1967-69
14" ............... 3395.99 set
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1970-81 Brake Front Disc Set
Important: *Brake system has no track width change over
stock. Drop spindles might change track width. 4301467
requires stock spindles to be modiﬁed.
Note: R=Red, B=Black, S=Silver. Photo for illustration
purposes only, set contents may vary.
Additional parts may be needed for installation.

SS4+
This set features the S4 four piston calipers, 11" 2
piece slot, drill, zinc-plated rotors, stainless steel brake
hoses, fully assembled aluminum hubs with spindles,
mounting brackets and hardware included.
Note: 15" minimum wheel size for 11"rotor. Uses common
4 piston pad (#DR1).

Includes Modiﬁed Stock Spindles
4301461
1970-81 ........................... 1695.99 set
4301462*
1970-81 ........................... 2095.99 set
Includes Hub/No Spindle
4301467
1970-78 ........................... 1295.99 set
4301469
1979-81 .......................... 1295.99 set
Track 4
This set features the T4 four piston calipers, 13" 1
piece slot, drill, zinc-plated rotors, stainless steel brake
hoses, fully assembled aluminum hubs with spindles,
mounting brackets and hardware included.

4301335B

1982-02 Front Disc Sets
Important: 1993-02 sets are designed to be use with 19982002 spindles and hubs.
Note: Please add R=red, B=black, S=silver when ordering.
Photo for illustration purposes only, set contents may
vary. Additional parts may be needed for installation.

SS4+
This set features the S4 four piston calipers, 11" 2
piece slot, drill, zinc-plated rotors, stainless steel brake
hoses, fully assembled aluminum hubs with spindles,
mounting brackets and hardware included.
Important: 4301450 requires stock spindles to be modiﬁed.
Note: 15" minimum wheel size for 11"rotor. Uses common
4 piston pad (#DR1).

Includes Hub/No Spindle
4301450
1982-92 ........................... 1295.99 set
Includes Modiﬁed Stock Spindles
4301463
1982-92 ........................... 1695.99 set
Track 4
This set features the T4 four piston calipers, 13" 1
piece slot, drill, zinc-plated rotors, stainless steel brake
hoses, fully assembled aluminum hubs with spindles,
mounting brackets and hardware included.

Note: 17" minimum wheel size. Uses Camaro 4th gen. front
pads (#D0749).

Important: 4301403 increase track width by .400 a side
over stock.
Note: 17" minimum wheel size. Uses Camaro 4th gen. front
pads (#D0749).

Includes Modiﬁed Stock Spindles
4301397
1970-81 ........................... 2195.99 set
Includes Modiﬁed 2" Drop Spindles
4301398*
1970-81 ........................... 2594.99 set
Pro+
This set features the 6P six piston calipers, 13" or 14"
2 piece slot, drill, zinc-plated rotors, stainless steel
brake hoses, fully assembled aluminum hubs with
spindles, mounting brackets and hardware included.

Includes Modiﬁed Stock Spindles
4301403
1982-92 ........................... 2195.99 set
Requires Use of 1998-02 Spindle/Hub
4301396
1993-02 ........................... 1495.99 set
Pro+
This set features the 6P six piston calipers, 13" or 14"
2 piece slot, drill, zinc-plated rotors, stainless steel
brake hoses, fully assembled aluminum hubs with
spindles, mounting brackets and hardware included.

Note: 17" minimum wheel size for 13" rotor, 18" minimum
wheel size for 14" rotor. Uses Corvette C5/C6 front pads
(#D0731).

Note: 17" minimum wheel size for 13" rotor, 18" minimum
wheel size for 14" rotor. Uses Corvette C5/C6 front pads
(#D0731).

Includes Modiﬁed Stock Spindle
4301342
1970-81
13" ............... 2845.99 set
4301343
1970-81
14" .............. 2895.99 set
Includes Modiﬁed 2" Drop Spindle
4301413*
1970-81
13" ............... 3245.99 set
4301414*
1970-81
14" ............... 3295.99 set
Extreme+
This set features the 6S six piston forged monoblocked calipers, 14" 2 piece slot, drill, zinc-plated
rotors, stainless steel brake hoses, fully assembled
aluminum hubs with spindles, mounting brackets
and hardware included.

Includes Modiﬁed Stock Spindle
4301334
1982-92
13" .............. 2845.99 set
4301335
1982-92
14" ............... 2895.99 set
Requires Use of 1998-02 Spindle/Hub
4301332
1993-02
13" ............... 2045.99 set
4301333
1993-02
14" ............... 2095.99 set
Extreme+
This set features the 6S six piston forged monoblocked calipers, 14" 2 piece slot, drill, zinc-plated
rotors, stainless steel brake hoses, fully assembled
aluminum hubs with spindles, mounting brackets and
hardware included.

Note: 18" minimum wheel size. Uses common race pad
(#D1247).

Note: 18" minimum wheel size. Uses common race pad
(#D1247).

Includes Modiﬁed Stock Spindle
4301091
1970-81 ........................... 4195.99 set
Includes Modiﬁed 2" Drop Spindle
4301082*
1970-81 ........................... 4595.99 set

Includes Modiﬁed Stock Spindle
4301089
1982-92 ........................... 4195.99 set
Requires Use of 1998-02 Spindle/Hub
4301002
1993-02 ........................... 3395.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Baer Rear Disc Brake Sets
Baer Brakes also offers rear disc brake sets with the same
quality and performance as the front. Baer rear systems include

a unique billet backing plate that not only act as a caliper mount,
but also houses the banksia (1 piece) park shoe setup.
Note: Shipped overweight.

4302394R
4302320R

1982-02 Rear Disc Sets
Important: Use Lokar part #EC-80FU and #EC-80CC rear
park brake cables for 1993-97 models.
Note: Please add R=red, B=black, S=silver when ordering.
Photo for illustration purposes only, set contents may
vary. Additional parts may be needed for installation.

4302376B

SS4
This set features the S4 four piston calipers, 12" 1 piece
slot, drill, zinc-plated rotors, stainless steel brake hoses,
park brake assembly with cables, mounting brackets
and hardware included.
4302376R
4302321B

1970-81 Rear Disc Sets
Note: Please add R=red, B=black, S=silver when ordering.
Photo for illustration purposes only, set contents may
vary. Additional parts may be needed for installation.

1967-69 Brake Rear Disc Set
Note: R=red, B=black, S=silver. Photo for illustration
purposes only, set contents may vary.
Additional parts may be needed for installation.

Note: 15" minimum wheel size. Uses common 4 piston
pad (#DR1).

10/12 Bolt Rear with C-Clips
4302326
1967-69 ........................... 1395.99 set
SS4+
This set features the S4 four piston calipers, 13" 2 piece
slot, drill, zinc-plated rotors, stainless steel brake hoses,
park brake assembly with cables, mounting brackets
and hardware included.
Note: 17" minimum wheel size. Use common 4 piston
pad (#DR1).

10/12 Bolt Rear with C-Clips
4302327
1967-69 ........................... 1595.99 set
Pro+
This set features the 6P six piston calipers, 13" or
14" 2 piece slot, drill, zinc-plated rotors, stainless
steel brake hoses, park brake assembly with cables,
mounting brackets and hardware included.
Note: 18" minimum wheel size for 14" rotor, 17" minimum
wheel size for 13"rotor. Uses Corvette C5/C6
front pads.

10/12 Bolt Rear with C-Clips
4302350
1967-69 ........................... 2445.99 set
4302351
1967-69 ........................... 2495.99 set
Extreme+
This set features the 6S six piston forged mono-blocked
calipers, 14" 2 piece slot, drill, zinc-plated rotors,
stainless steel brake hoses, park brake assembly with
cables, mounting brackets and hardware included.
Note: 18" minimum wheel size. Uses common race
pad (#D1247).

10/12 Bolt Rear with C-Clips
4302376
1967-69 ........................... 3795.99 set

Important: 15" minimum wheel size. Uses common 4 piston
pad (#DR1).

10/12 Bolt Rear with C-Clips
4302320
1970-74 ........................... 1395.99 set
4302314
1975-81 ........................... 1395.99 set
SS4+
This set features the S4 four piston calipers, 13" 2 piece
slot, drill, zinc-plated rotors, stainless steel brake hoses,
park brake assembly with cables, mounting brackets
and hardware included.
Note: 17" minimum wheel size. Use common 4 piston
pad (#DR1).

10/12 Bolt Rear with C-Clips
4302321
1970-74 ........................... 1595.99 set
4302315
1975-81 ........................... 1595.99 set
Pro+
This set features the 6P six piston calipers, 13" or
14" 2 piece slot, drill, zinc-plated rotors, stainless
steel brake hoses, park brake assembly with cables,
mounting brackets and hardware included.
Note: 18" minimum wheel size for 14" rotor, 17" minimum
wheel size for 13"rotor. Uses Corvette C5/C6 front pads.

10/12 Bolt Rear with C-Clips
4302352
1970-74 13" rotor ....... 2445.99 set
4302354
1975-81 13" rotor ....... 2445.99 set
4302353
1970-74 14" rotor ....... 2495.99 set
4302355
1975-81 14" rotor ....... 2495.99 set
Extreme+
This set features the 6S six piston forged mono-blocked
calipers, 14" 2 piece slot, drill, zinc-plated rotors,
stainless steel brake hoses, park brake assembly with
cables, mounting brackets and hardware included.
Note: 18" minimum wheel size. Uses common race
pad (#D1247).

10/12 Bolt Rear with C-Clips
4302379
1970-74 ........................... 3795.99 set
4302382
1975-81 ........................... 3795.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Saginaw 10 Bolt
4302388
1982-92
4302389
1982-92
BorgWarner 9 Bolt
4302390
1982-92

disc ............... 1395.99 set
drum ............. 1395.99 set

...................... 1395.99 set
SS4+
This set features the S4 four piston calipers, 13" 2 piece
slot, drill, zinc-plated rotors, stainless steel brake hoses,
park brake assembly with cables, mounting brackets
and hardware included.
Note: 17" minimum wheel size. Use common 4 piston
pad (#DR1).

Saginaw 10 Bolt
4302391
1982-92
4302392
1982-92
BorgWarner 9 Bolt
4302393
1982-92
Stock 10 Bolt
4302478
1993-02

disc ............... 1595.99 set
drum ............. 1595.99 set
...................... 1595.99 set

rear ............... 1395.99 set
Pro+
This set features the 6P six piston calipers, 13" or
14" 2 piece slot, drill, zinc-plated rotors, stainless
steel brake hoses, park brake assembly with cables,
mounting brackets and hardware included.
Note: 18" minimum wheel size for 14" rotor, 17" minimum
wheel size for 13"rotor. Uses Corvette C5/C6 front pads.

13" Rotor Saginaw 10 Bolt
4302394
1982-92 disc ............... 2445.99 set
4302395
1982-92 drum ............. 2445.99 set
13" Rotor BorgWarner 9 Bolt
4302396
1982-92 ...................... 2445.99 set
13" Rotor Stock 10 Bolt
4302464
1993-02 rear ............... 2445.99 set
14" Rotor Saginaw 10 Bolt
4302397
1982-92 disc ............... 2495.99 set
4302398
1982-92 drum ............. 2495.99 set
14" Rotor BorgWarner 9 Bolt
4302399
1982-92 ...................... 2495.99 set
14" Rotor Stock 10 Bolt
4302482
1993-02 rear ............... 2495.99 set
Extreme+
This set features the 6S six piston forged mono-blocked
calipers, 14" 2 piece slot, drill, zinc-plated rotors,
stainless steel brake hoses, park brake assembly with
cables, mounting brackets and hardware included.
Note: 18" minimum wheel size. Uses common race
pad (#D1247).

Saginaw 10 Bolt
4302400
1982-92
4302401
1982-92
BorgWarner 9 Bolt
4302402
1982-92

disc ............... 3795.99 set
drum ............. 3795.99 set
...................... 3795.99 set

High-Perf Brakes
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SS4
This set features the S4 four piston calipers, 12" 1 piece
slot, drill, zinc-plated rotors, stainless steel brake hoses,
park brake assembly with cables, mounting brackets
and hardware included.

SS4
This set features the S4 four piston calipers, 12" 1 piece
slot, drill, zinc-plated rotors, stainless steel brake hoses,
park brake assembly with cables, mounting brackets
and hardware included.

Important: 15" minimum wheel size. Uses common 4 piston
pad (#DR1).

Brake Conversion Sets
Remote Electric Hydraulic Pump Provides Power
Eliminates the Bulky Original Booster
Gain valuable clearance in the ﬁrewall area by doing
away with the unsightly, inefﬁcient vacuum power
booster. Sleek billet aluminum master cylinder takes
it's place for a better appearance and performance.
Increases Braking Pressure and Performance
This electronic system consistently provides 14002500 psi of braking pressure at the wheel, is selfcontained and runs on brake ﬂuid. Perfect upgrade for
engines with low vacuum due to performance cam.
True Bolt-on – Requires No Vacuum
Replaces your OEM brake master cylinder as a direct
bolt on (no drilling required). Adjustable pedal rod to
allow for correct pedal height.

I
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W1230020B

W1230021B

PB68741

1967-69 Eight Piston Caliper Brake Conversion Sets
Looking to get the best, quickest stops possible out of your 15" wheels? This “at the
wheel” disc brake system uses an 8 piston caliper to put maximum clamping force
evenly onto the 11-3/4" Big Bite crossed drilled and slotted rotors in a compact
package that works with most 15" disc brake wheels! The forged spindles are offered
with factory ride height or a 2" drop. The billet aluminum calipers are available
with a clear anodized coating, red or black powder coating, or with a show quality
polished shine. Includes mounting brackets and hardware.
Important: May not ﬁt with factory original 15" wheels; must be designed for
disc brakes.
Note: Shipped overweight.

Drum to Disc Conversion
Stock Height Spindles
W1230020C
1967-69
clear anodized ...................................
W1230020B
1967-69
black powder coated .........................
W1230020R
1967-69
red powder coated.............................
W1230020P
1967-69
polished ............................................
2" Drop Spindles
W1230021C
1967-69
clear anodized ...................................
W1230021B
1967-69
black powder coated .........................
W1230021R
1967-69
red powder coated.............................
W1230021P
1967-69
polished ............................................
Disc Brake Upgrade
2" Drop Spindles
W1230031C
1967-69
clear anodized ...................................
W1230031B
1967-69
black powder coated .........................
W1230031R
1967-69
red powder coated.............................
W1230031P
1967-69
polished ............................................
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PB64746

1461.99
1561.99
1561.99
1274.99

set
set
set
set

1519.99
1619.99
1619.99
1669.99

set
set
set
set

Looking for a disc brake upgrade or a big brake system for your 1967-69 Camaro?
These solutions from ABS Power Brake are true bolt-ons and mount to your OEM
brake spindles. Choose from 12 or 13" cross drilled and slotted front rotors. The
complete system includes all necessary brackets and an ABS Power Brake electric
high power master cylinder.

1549.99
1649.99
1649.99
1699.99

set
set
set
set

Front and Rear
PB68741
1967-69
PB64745
1967-69
Front Only
PB64746
1967-69
PB68742
1967-69

1967-69 Electronic Disc Brake Systems

Note: Requires 16" or larger wheels. Shipped overweight.

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

13" front and 12" rear............................... 3678.99 set
12" front and 12" rear............................... 3277.99 set
12" front ................................................... 2154.99 set
13" front ................................................... 3254.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Electric Brake Conversion Sets
1967-69 True Bolt-On Disc Brake Conversion Sets
10 & 12 Bolt Rear Disc Brake Conversion Sets
No Need for Front End Alignment
True bolt-on front disc brake conversion set eliminates
the need for front end alignment due to spindle change.
Easier and Quicker to Install
Because these sets bolt-on your existing OEM spindles,
installation time is greatly reduced.
Greater Flexibility in Wheel Options
Sets for 1967-69 models have a variety of rotor
sizes available for use with stock 14" diameter OE
style wheels or for larger diameter custom wheels of
your choice.

Simple Install
Conversion set comes with calipers, rotors, mounting
brackets, parking brake cables and all required
hardware for installation.
More Flexibility in Wheel Options
Upgrade for 1967-69 models providing for a modern
disc brake system in the back while allowing the use of
OEM size wheels. Later model sets offer 12" big brake
upgrade for the rear.
High-Quality Materials.
ABS Power Brake, Inc. brake components are
manufactured with high-quality materials to the highest
of manufacturing standards.

PB10123
PB64744

1967-69 Front Bolt-On Disc Brake System

Note: PB68743 includes aluminum hubs. Shipped overweight.

PB64744
PB64747
PB68743

1967-69
1967-69
1967-69

10-3/4" rotors ........................................... 637.99 set
12" rotors (requires 16" wheels or larger) 802.99 set
13" rotors (requires 18" wheels or larger) 1207.99 set

1967-81 Rear Disc Brake Conversion
Looking for a rear disc brake upgrade? This bolt on system from ABS Power Brake
is the answer. Choose from 10-1/2" rotors that work with OEM size wheels, or
upgrade to 12" rotors (requires 16" or larger wheels). These mount to your OEM
differential housing brakes for a true bolt-on solution. Includes: calipers, parking
brake cables, mounting brackets and hardware.
Note: Shipped overweight.

10/12 Bolt Rear Ends
1967 with Non-Staggered Shocks
PB67001
1967
10-1/2" plain rotors.......................................
PB67002
1967
10-1/2" cross drilled/slotted rotors ...............
PB67003
1967
12" plain rotors .............................................
PB64741
1967
12" cross drilled/slotted rotors......................
1967-69 with Staggered Shocks
PB67691
1967-69
10-1/2" plain rotors.......................................
PB67692
1967-69
10-1/2" cross drilled/slotted rotors ...............
1970-81
PB10121
1970-81
10-1/2" plain rotors.......................................
PB10122
1970-81
10-1/2" cross drilled/slotted rotors ...............
9" Ford Rear Ends
PB10123
1969-81 10-1/2" plain rotors.......................................
PB10124
1969-81 10-1/2" cross drilled/slotted rotors ...............
PB67693
1967-81 12" plain rotors .............................................
PB10125
1967-81 12" cross drilled/slotted rotors......................

712.99
748.99
742.99
698.99

set
set
set
set

742.99 set
832.99 set
674.99 set
764.99 set
674.99
764.99
802.99
738.99

set
set
set
set

PB64743

1967-69 Zero Offset Disc Brake System
This is bolt-on zero offset disc brake system from ABS Power Brake mounts to OEM
brake spindles and works with 14" OEM style wheels. This set features 10-3/4"
cross drilled and slotted rotors. Includes all necessary brackets, plus the Electric
High Power Master cylinder.
Note: Shipped overweight.

PB64742
PB64743

1967-69
1967-69

front/rear with EHPM ............................. 2984.99 set
front with EHPM..................................... 2154.99 set

Electric High Power Master Cylinder
Is your big cam causing weak vacuum and hurting brake performance? Do you have
valve cover clearance issues? This bolt-on solution replaces your OEM brake booster/
master cylinder with a compact billet aluminum master cylinder that does not rely
on vacuum for power assist. The self-contained unit allows the master cylinder to
provide between 1400 and 2500 psi. Measures: 8" by 3-1/2".
PB10569
all ............................................................................... 1374.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Looking for a disc brake upgrade for the front of your 1967-69 Camaro that will
bolt to your OEM spindles? This bolt-on solution from ABS Power Brake comes
with cross drilled and slotted rotors and all required brackets. Use 10-3/4" rotors
to ﬁt OEM style 14" wheels or upgrade to 12" or 13" rotors. Master cylinder,
proportioning valve and tubing sold separately.

Master Cylinders

PB79961
A28142

1967-69 Original Style Master Cylinder

Disc Brake Master/Booster Combination
This complete booster and master cylinder was
built with the disc brake conversion in mind. The
combination unit is ready-to-install and is perfect for
big block and street rod or custom applications. The
booster is ﬁnished in an anodized gold and the master
cylinder is in raw cast color.
9" Master/Booster Combination
A28141
............................................ 179.99 ea
7" Master/Booster Combination
A28142
............................................ 191.99 ea
A28152
dual diaphragm................... 179.99 ea

GF902109

I
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1967-81 Master Cylinder/Booster Combo
Replace your leaky booster and master cylinder with
a new combination unit and stop safely. For models
equipped with front discs and rear drum brakes.
Available with 9" or 11" booster. Master cylinders have
1.125" bore. 11" set includes combo valve.
9" Booster
GF902109
1967-81 ....................... 129.99 ea
11" Booster
GF10030971
1967-81 ....................... 195.99 ea

PB79952

1967-81 Power Brake Master/Booster
Are your power brakes short on power? Upgrade to a
double diaphragm power brake booster set and increase
pressure for faster braking. The 8" dual diaphragm
booster is a Bendix design and offers 1400 psi. The 9"
dual diaphragm booster is a Delco design and offers
1600 psi. Includes: double diaphragm booster, dual
master cylinder, proportioning valve and brackets.
Available with cadmium- or chrome-plating for disc/
drum or disc/disc brake systems. Made in USA.
Cadmium-plated Booster
8" Double Diaphragm Booster
PB79961
1967-81
disc/drum ....... 427.99 set
PB79951
1967-81
disc/disc ......... 427.99 set
9" Double Diaphragm Booster
PB79661
1967-81
disc/drum ....... 427.99 set
PB79651
1967-81
disc/disc ......... 412.99 set
Chrome-plated Booster
8" Double Diaphragm Booster
PB79962
1967-81
disc/drum ....... 664.99 set
PB79952
1967-81
disc/disc ......... 664.99 set
9" Double Diaphragm Booster
PB79662
1967-81
disc/drum ....... 664.99 set
PB79652
1967-81
disc/disc ......... 664.99 set

Reproduction master cylinder for 1967-69 models
with front disc and rear drum brakes. This master
cylinder features the GM casting numbers on the
cylinder and bleeder valves. A must for any purist!
Casting #5468309.
E358
1967-69
disc/drum.............. 59.99 ea

1993-02 Manual Brake Conversion
Eliminate the power brake booster in your 4th gen
Camaro. Bolts into existing holes in ﬁrewall. Includes:
strange master cylinder, ﬁrewall adaptor block, and
mounting hardware. Provides proper pressure/volume
for aftermarket 4 piston brake kits.
BX50001
1993-02 ............................. 159.99 set

MC36233A

1967-97 Brake Master Cylinder
These hydraulic brake master cylinders use
aluminum and iron castings to match your vehicle’s
original equipment to ensure that your replacement
brakes perform as safely and reliably as your
original equipment.

A4672

Note: *Without metallic lining. **Export models. †With
performance package.
J85315171

1967-81 Master/Booster/Valve Combo
Put some shine under your hood with this chrome master
cylinder, booster and proportioning valve combination
assembly. Includes polished aluminum master cylinder
and cap, 8" chrome dual diaphragm booster, and chrome
combination valve with lines and brake lamp switch.
Available for disc front/drum rear or four wheel disc
brake setups.
Disc Front/Drum Rear
J85315171
1967-81 .......................... 250.99 ea
Four Wheel Disc
J85315672
1967-81 .......................... 265.99 ea
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Manual Brakes
MC36233A* 1967-69
MC36367
1969
MC36239
1969
MC36317
1970-74
MC36312
1970-74
MC39023
1975-80
Power Brakes
MC36233A* 1967-69
MC36280
1967-69
MC36280
1968
MC39018
1969
MC36306
1970-80
MC39328
1981
MC39384** 1982-83
MC39385
1982-83
MC39576
1984-87
MC39575
1984-88
MC39576
1988
MC39575† 1988
MC39575
1989-92
MC390214 1993-97

plain

4 wheel drums 111.99 ea
disc .................. 64.99 ea
drum ................ 59.99 ea
deep ................. 61.99 ea
......................... 124.99 ea
......................... 54.99 ea
4 wheel drums 111.99 ea
single bail ........ 49.99 ea
front disc ......... 49.99 ea
disc dual bail ... 49.99 ea
shallow ............ 34.99 ea
......................... 49.99 ea
4 wheel disc..... 99.99 ea
rear drums ....... 69.99 ea
4 wheel disc..... 84.99 ea
rear drums ....... 59.99 ea
4 wheel disc..... 84.99 ea
with 4 whl disc 59.99 ea
......................... 59.99 ea
......................... 84.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

ﬁnned

ﬂamed

ball milled

Billet Aluminum Dual-Bowl Master Cylinder
Dress-up your engine compartment with a billet
aluminum dual bowl master cylinder. Fits most standard
GM mounting conﬁgurations. The 1" bore master
cylinders are for manual disc brake applications. The
1-1/8" bore master cylinders are for power disc brake
applications. Choose from 4 different cap styles.
1" Bore Master Cylinders for Manual Brakes
A4671
plain cap ............................... 399.99 ea
A4672
ﬁnned cap ............................. 361.99 ea
A4673
ﬂamed cap............................. 361.99 ea
A4675
ball milled cap ...................... 361.99 ea
1-1/8" Bore Master Cylinders for Power Brakes
A4691
plain cap ............................... 361.99 ea
A4692
ﬁnned cap ............................. 361.99 ea
A4693
ﬂamed cap............................. 361.99 ea
A4695
ball milled cap ...................... 374.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Master Cylinders
14296
2608556
A4721

Disc Brake Master Cylinders
plain

ﬁnned

ﬂamed

ball milled

Combo Billet Dual Bowl Master Cylinder
Combination polished billet aluminum master cylinder
and built-in adjustable proportioning valve, distribution
block with wiring pigtail for rear brake light switch.
Fits most GM mounting conﬁgurations. Available with
1-1/8" bore for power disc brakes or 1" bore for manual
disc brakes. Designed for both disc/drum and disc/
disc applications. Choose from 4 different cap styles.
1" Bore Master Cylinders with Standard Reservoir
A4731
plain cap ............................... 539.99 ea
A4732
ﬁnned cap ............................. 469.99 ea
A4733
ﬂamed cap............................. 469.99 ea
A4735
ball milled cap ...................... 569.99 ea
1" Bore Master Cylinders with Short Reservoir
A4721
plain cap ............................... 469.99 ea
A4722
ﬁnned cap ............................. 469.99 ea
A4723
ﬂamed cap............................. 469.99 ea
A4725
ball milled cap ...................... 539.99 ea
1-1/8" Bore Master Cylinders
A4741
plain cap ............................... 469.99 ea
A4742
ﬁnned cap ............................. 469.99 ea
A4743
ﬂamed cap............................. 469.99 ea
A4745
ball milled cap ...................... 469.99 ea

These tandem chamber master cylinders are conﬁgured
for four wheel disc brakes, featuring a slotted mounting
ﬂange that bolts directly to the brake booster, ﬁrewall or
Morrison’s frame mount brakes. Features ﬂuid outlets
on both sides of the cylinder to simplify plumbing in
any mount location. Available in a natural ﬁnish, a
bright ﬁnish or Wilwood’s exclusive black E-coat.

1967-69 Master Cylinder Cover Bail
These are reproductions of the master cylinder cover
bails for original master cylinders from 1967-69. These
are correct in every way and will ﬁt master cylinders with
speciﬁc casting numbers ending in either 309 or 346.
14296
1967-68
cast #346 ............. 21.99 pr
14295
1969
cast #309 ............. 14.99 pr

Important: DOT 3 or 4 brake ﬂuid recommended. Not for
use with DOT 5 silicone ﬂuid.

1-1/8" Bore for Power Assisted Brakes
2608556
natural ﬁnish................
2608556P
bright ﬁnish .................
2608556BK
black ﬁnish ..................
1" Bore for Manual Brakes
2608555
natural ﬁnish................
2608555P
bright ﬁnish .................
2608555BK
black ﬁnish ..................
7/8" Bore for Manual Brakes
2609439
natural ﬁnish................
2609439P
bright ﬁnish .................
2609439BK
black ﬁnish ..................

199.99 ea
239.99 ea
239.99 ea
199.99 ea
239.99 ea
239.99 ea

1981-92 Brake Master Cylinder Cover
This Genuine GM master cylinder cover is for 1981-92
Camaro models with Delco Moraine master cylinders.
Also ﬁts 1991 with J65 four wheel disc brakes.
G8567 1981-92 .................................... 60.99 ea

199.99 ea
239.99 ea
239.99 ea

1967-92 Master Cylinder Diaphragm

6801264LP

Reproduction master cylinder cover diaphragm for
1967-75 Camaro models with Delco Moraine style
3" x 5-3/4" master cylinder covers.
DR42071 1967-69 with disc brakes..... 7.99 ea
DR42071 1970-75 with manual brakes 7.99 ea
T3042B 1976-80 w/Moraine master 4.99 ea
G8564
1981-92 w/Moraine master 16.99 ea

Remaster Master Cylinder

Disc Brake Master Cylinder
This dual master cylinder and proportioning valve
assembly keep brake proportioning adjustments
uncomplicated. Designed for manual and power front
disc/rear drum and four wheel disc brake applications.
Available in natural ﬁnish, bright ﬁnish or Wilwood’s
exclusive black E-coat.
Important: DOT 3 or 4 brake ﬂuid recommended. Not for
use with DOT 5 silicone ﬂuid.

1-1/8" Bore for Power Assisted Brakes
26113270
natural ﬁnish ................
26113270P
bright ﬁnish..................
26113270BK
black ﬁnish ..................
1" Bore for Manual Brakes
26113269
natural ﬁnish ................
26113269P
bright ﬁnish..................
26113269BK
black ﬁnish ..................
7/8" Bore for Manual Brakes
26113271
natural ﬁnish ................
26113271P
bright ﬁnish..................
26113271BK
black ﬁnish ..................
15/16" Bore for Manual Brakes
26113626
natural ﬁnish ................
26113626P
bright ﬁnish..................
26113626BK
black ﬁnish ..................

311.99 ea
347.99 ea
347.99 ea
311.99 ea
347.99 ea
347.99 ea
311.99 ea
347.99 ea
347.99 ea
311.99 ea
347.99 ea
347.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

D141225

T9334

E338

K0075

1967-80 Master Cylinder Cover
Reproduction master cylinder covers for 1967-80
Camaro models. Features chrome-plating or gold
cadmium ﬁnish as indicated.
Note: *Cover only.

Single for 3" x 5-5/8"
Chrome-Plated
D141225
1971-80 with bail ............. 16.99
J9101
1970-80 with bail ............. 6.99
Single for 4-7/8" x 2-3/8"
Chrome-Plated
T9332B
1967-70 with bail ............. 6.99
E338*
1967-70 manual drum ...... 16.99
D141227
1967-70 with bail ............. 16.99
Gold Cadmium
A8500402* 1967-69 w/o power brake.. 21.99
Dual for 3" x 5-3/4"
Chrome-Plated
T9334
1967-80 with bails ............ 12.99
Gold Cadmium
K0075*
1967-69 disc brakes ........... 14.99
K0075*
1971-75 manual disc ......... 14.99

Master Cylinders

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
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26113269P

Baer Brakes introduces the Remaster master cylinder.
The Remaster is a direct replacement for GM bolt
patterns. Left or right hand port conﬁgurations and
compact design to make ﬁtment easier. Master cylinders
are available in these bore sizes: 15/16" for manual, 1"
for power, 1-1/8" for hydroboost brakes. Provides the
best balance between pressure and volume for great
braking performance with reasonable brake pedal
effort. A mount is machined into the bottom of the
master cylinder for a Baer billet bracket/adjustable
proportioning valve (sold separately).
15/16" Bore Manual Brakes
6801264LP left port – polished ............ 474.99 ea
6801264RP right port – polished ......... 475.99 ea
6801262LP left port – gray anodized ... 394.99 ea
6801262RP right port – gray anodized 394.99 ea
6801272LP left port – black anodized 394.99 ea
6801272RP right port – black anodized 394.99 ea
1" Bore Power Brakes
6801213LP left port – polished ............ 475.99 ea
6801213RP right port – polished ......... 475.99 ea
6801238LP left port – gray anodized ... 394.99 ea
6801238RP right port – gray anodized 394.99 ea
6801273LP left port – black anodized 394.99 ea
6801273RP right port – black anodized 394.99 ea
1 1/8" Bore Hydroboost
6801268LP left port – polished ............ 475.99 ea
6801268RP right port – polished ......... 475.99 ea
6801266LP left port – gray anodized ... 394.99 ea
6801266RP right port – gray anodized 394.99 ea
6801274LP left port – black anodized 394.99 ea
6801274RP right port – black anodized 394.99 ea
Proportioning Valve and Bracket
6801242
polished ............................ 29.99 ea
6801243
polished ............................ 109.99 ea
6801244
gray anodized.................... 20.99 ea
6801245
gray anodized.................... 99.99 ea
6801275
black anodized .................. 20.99 ea
6801276
black anodized .................. 99.99 ea
6150089
master cyl top cover gasket 11.99 ea
6150090
master cylinder cap gasket
3.99 ea

Brake Booster Components

K0132

D80030

D80022

1967-02 Power Brake Booster
Having trouble with your power brakes? Check for
loose or defective engine components and vacuum
lines. If you don’t have a vacuum of at least 16 in.
Hg, You may need to replace your power brake
booster. These remanufactured brake boosters carry a
manufacturers limited lifetime warranty to keep your
brake system operating safely.

1967-72 Power Brake Hose Set
Reproduction thick walled rubber power brake hose.
This hose ﬁts between the intake manifold tube and the
power brake booster and often deteriorates due to brake
ﬂuid spillage and engine compartment heat. Includes:
2 black pinch clamps, check valve, and grommet.
K0131 1967-72 big block, 9-1/2" hose 19.99 set
K0132 1967-70 small block, 12" hose.. 19.99 set
K0159 1967-69 Z28, 302 ...................... 21.99 set

1969-72 Z28 Power Brake Hose Bracket
Reproduction bracket for 1969-72 Z28 models. This
brake hose bracket attaches to the valve cover and
supports the line from the power brake booster to the
intake manifold. Produced using stamped steel for an
original appearance.
K0130 1969-72 .................................... 19.99 ea

Note: The listings below are for the power brake booster
only and do not include the master cylinder assembly
(sold separately).

D80030
D80030
D80035
D80036
D80022
D80028
D80119
D80033
D80034

1967-68
1967-68
1969
1969
1970-77
1978-80
1981
1982-92
1993-02

disc brakes – Bendix 94.99 ea
with drum brakes ... 94.99 ea
Z28 w/disc – Bendix 89.99 ea
all – except Z28 ..... 89.99 ea
all ........................... 114.99 ea
all ........................... 84.99 ea
all ........................... 129.99 ea
all ........................... 79.99 ea
all ........................... 114.99 ea

MK501
KW529

1967-97 Power Booster Check Valve
Genuine GM or reproduction power brake booster
check valve for 1967-97 models with power brakes.
Each check valve includes correct grommet.
Genuine GM
G9671 1987-90 w/rear drum brakes 18.99 ea
G9671 1991-92 with 2.8L V6 ......... 18.99 ea
G9671 1993-97 with 2.8S ............... 18.99 ea
Reproduction
KW529 1967-92 universal ................. 14.99 ea

PB09

I
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1967-80 Delco-Moraine Power Booster
When restoring your car back to original, one of the
hardest things to ﬁnd is an original Delco-Moraine
power brake booster, and if you do, it probably isn’t
in very good condition. Classic Industries® now offers
this beautiful original reproduction. Made in USA, this
Ofﬁcially GM Licensed product comes in both 9" or
11" and has the correct Delco-Moraine stamping on
the face and gold cad-plating. Ready-to-install, this
power brake booster comes with a vacuum ﬁtting,
boot and pushrods.
PB09
1967-69
9 inch................ 189.99 ea
PB011
1967-69
11 inch .............. 189.99 ea
PB7380
1973-80
11 inch .............. 189.99 ea

1967-92 Master Cylinder Rebuild Sets
Master cylinder rebuild sets are an exact match to the
design of your vehicle’s original equipment. You can
be certain that your replacement brakes perform as
good as your original equipment.
Note: *Without metallic lining.

For Power Brakes
MK501
1967-69
MK501
1968-69
MK1108 1970-80
MK1721 1982-88
MK1463 1982-92
For Manual Brakes
MK472
1967
MK472* 1968-69
MK497
1970-74

1-1/8" bore ............
1-1/8" bore ............
1-1/8" bore ............
with 4 wheel disc ..
rear drum brakes ...

29.99
29.99
27.99
29.99
34.99

set
set
set
set
set

1" bore ................... 29.99 set
1" bore,4 whl drum 29.99 set
1" bore ................... 25.99 set

153649B

1967-81 Power Brake Booster Brackets
These brackets are designed for adding an aftermarket
master cylinder/booster combination, to mount the
booster to the ﬁrewall. These are direct bolt-on brackets
that can be used with most aftermarket brake boosters.
153649A 1967-81 zinc ..................... 17.99 pr
153649B 1967-81 chrome................ 29.99 pr
BBK001S 1967-81 stainless steel...... 29.99 pr

Special heavy-duty pushrod converts cars equipped
with power brakes to manual brakes. Uses present
master cylinder. Must have deep hole in piston.
398721
1967-81 ................................... 21.99 set

153650A

1967-92 Master Cylinder Pushrod Set

1967-81 Manual Pushrod Set

PBK10

1967-70 Power Brake Inlet Fitting

1970-81 Power Brake Booster Brackets

Correct ﬁtting for 1967-70 models with power brakes.
3/8"-18 (pipe thread) with 1-3/8" nipple.
G5179
1967-70 .................................... 8.99 ea

These brackets are designed for adding an aftermarket
master cylinder/booster combination on 1970-81
Camaro models. Each pair is designed to mount the
booster to the ﬁrewall. This is a direct bolt-on bracket
that can be used with most aftermarket brake boosters.
153650A 1970-81 zinc-plated .......... 19.99 pr
153650B 1970-81 chrome-plated ..... 29.99 pr

Master cylinder pushrod set for Camaro models.
Choose between a set for 1967-69 models which
includes: the plastic sleeve (boot), 2 push pins (one
for a shallow master cylinder, 1 for a deep master
cylinder) and attaching clevis. The universal set
which will ﬁt 1967-92 models includes adapters for 10
common conﬁgurations with both power and manual
brake systems.
PBK10
1967-69
all ....................... 11.99 set
A1726
1967-92
universal ............ 54.99 set

K0126

1967-70 BB Power Brake Tube
Reproduction steel tube which installs between the
intake manifold vacuum ﬁtting and the power brake
booster hose.
K0125 1967-69
big block............... 34.99 ea
K0126 1970
big block............... 17.99 ea
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1967-69 Master to Booster Nuts

1967-69 Brake Booster to Firewall Nuts

Master to booster mounting nuts mount the master
cylinder to the booster or ﬁrewall.
1253540
1967-69 ................................. 3.99 pr

Reproduction booster to ﬁrewall nuts. This nut set
mounts the booster to the ﬁrewall mounting studs.
1253535
1967-69 ................................. 4.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Brake Booster Components

Low Pressure Hydraulic Brake Switch
This unit requires 20-50 pounds pressure, instead of
stock units that need 60-120 pounds pressure to engage.
Standard 1/8" pipe thread (9/16"-18). DOT compliant
and features silicone ﬂuid compatibility.
TF900650 ............................................. 31.99 ea

1967-69 Distribution Block Set
Reproduction 1967-69 distribution block set bolts
below the master cylinder. If pressure is lost in the front
or rear brakes, this block seals off the malfunctioning
end and activates the brake warning lamp. Includes:
distribution block, bolt, and mounting bracket.
RE109 1967-69 .................................... 75.99 set

153653A
PV71K

1967-72 Brake Combination Valve
If you need a new disc brake metering valve or want
the more updated look of a brake combination valve
in your 1967-71 Camaro, or need a replacement for
a 1971-72, these carefully machined reproduction
brass combination valves are the perfect replacement
solution. Will ﬁt and function for all 1967-72 models
with either disc/drum or disc/disc brake conversions.
Combination Valve Set
PV71K 1967-72 w/disc/drum brakes .. 79.99 set
PV72K 1967-72 with disc/disc brakes.. 79.99 set
Combination Valve Set with Lines
391350 1967-72 disc/drum brakes....... 94.99 set
391351 1967-72 disc/disc brakes......... 94.99 set
Combination Valve Only
PV71
1967-72 w/disc/drum brakes .. 44.99 ea
PV72
1967-72 with disc/disc brakes.. 82.99 ea
Mounting Bracket Only
PVB71 1967-72 mounting bracket ...... 9.99 ea

26013784

A0730P

A0707

Adjustable Proportioning Valve
These proportioning valves from SSBC are designed
to regulate and adjust brake ﬂuid pressure. Each valve
has an adjuster knob for “on the ﬂy” adjustments to
braking bias. Choose from just the proportioning valve, a
combination valve and pressure gauge or a combination
proportioning valve and distribution block with a built-in
brake lamp switch. These valves are great for vehicles that
requires specialized and adjustable brake pressure bias.
Proportioning Valve and Distribution Block
APVDB
black anodized ﬁnish.......... 69.99 ea
A0730P
polished ﬁnish .................... 119.99 ea
Proportioning Valve Only
A0707
black anodized ﬁnish.......... 34.99 ea

Residual Pressure Valves
A 2 pound valve is used in disc brake systems where
the master cylinder is mounted below the horizontal
plane of the calipers and ﬂuid drain back occurs from
gravity and vibration, thereby causing excessive caliper
piston retraction and a longer brake pedal stroke. A
10 pound valve is used with drum brake vehicles to
compensate for return spring tension in the drums.
Fittings are included.
2 Pound Valve – Blue
26013783
with ﬁttings ........................ 19.99 ea
10 Pound Valve – Red
26013784
with ﬁttings ........................ 19.99 ea

1967-69 Disc Brake Metering Valve
Cosmetically correct reproduction valve
for all 1967-69 models with disc brakes.
The metering valve prevents the front
brakes from locking up before the
rear brakes have had a chance to
activate. A bad metering valve can
cause severe nose diving during
braking and excessive front brake
pad wear. Mounts remotely to the
master cylinder, including original
style mounting bracket.
F68691 1967-69
with disc brakes..... 49.99 ea

153652B

Proportioning Valve Bottom Mount Bracket

Proportioning Valve Bleed Tool
Proportioning valve bleed tool for all non-adjustable
GM style proportioning or combination valves.
Designed to replace the warning light switch during
the brake bleeding process to lock the low pressure shut
valve and allow fast and easy brake system bleeding.
P19842
all GM style valves ................. 8.99 ea

1967-70 Hold Off Valve Mounting Bolt
Reproduction hold off valve mounting bracket bolt
featuring correct with star washer and RBW head
marking. Used to hold the cast iron valve to the
booster bracket.
1253538
1967-70 ................................... 3.99 ea

Adjustable Proportioning Valve
Precision proportioning from 100 to 1000 psi. At full
release, valve is capable of up to 57% reduction in line
pressure. The new smaller body accommodates easy
mounting in a variety of locations in conjunction with
two .25" diameter holes on 1.00" centers. Standard 1/8"27 NPT inlet and outlet ports and two 1/8"-27 NPT to
3/8"-24 inverted ﬂare brake line adapters included makes
installation simple.
2608419
knob style ........................... 41.99 ea

1971-72 Proportioning Valve Dust Boot
Proportioning valve front rubber dust boot. This is the
dust boot on the front of the valve.
1253523
1971-72 ................................... 5.99 ea

1971-81 Proportioning Valve Bracket
This reproduction proportioning
valve bracket mounts the valve into
the correct location. This bracket is
required for drum brake to disc brake
upgrades and can also be used on
1970 models converting from a three
piece valve to a 1971 one piece valve.
RE005
1971-81 .................................. 21.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

PV02

Proportioning Valve Bracket and Line Set
Proportioning valve bracket with correctly bent lines
with ﬁttings.
PV01
LH ............................................ 19.99 set
PV02
RH ............................................ 24.99 set

Brake Parts
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26013783

Universal ﬁt bracket to mount the proportioning valve
on the LH side of the master cylinder towards the
driver side fender. Will ﬁt most aftermarket 7"-11"
boosters with a GM style master cylinder. Mounting
hardware is provided.
153653B
chrome-plated ..................... 10.99 ea
153653A
zinc-plated .......................... 9.99 ea

Universal ﬁt proportioning valve/combination valve
stamped steel mounting brackets mount the combination
valves either to the frame or directly under the master
cylinder, providing access to lines and ﬁttings.
153652B
chrome-plated ..................... 12.99 ea
153652A
zinc-plated .......................... 9.99 ea

1967-69 Brake Pressure Regulator Valve
Reproduction rear brake pressure regulator valve for
1967-69 models equipped with factory air conditioning,
big block models or models with a factory 12 bolt axle.
This brass valve features the correct mounting bracket
and controls the hydraulic pressure to the rear brakes
to evenly distribute front to rear braking force to keep
the vehicle’s heavy front end level under hard braking.
RE104D
1967-69 ............................... 54.99 ea

Proportioning Valve LH Mount Bracket

Replacement Brake Parts
BH36672
FH01

1967-97 Front Hydraulic Brake Hose
Replacement style front hydraulic brake hose for
1967-02 models. Features correct size ends and original
style rubber hose.
Note: *With performance package.

I
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BH36579
BH36579
BH36525
BH36525
BH36672
BH36672
BH36715
BH36715
BH36772
BH36772
BH36646
BH36646
BH36845
BH36845
BH38102
BH38103
BH38181
BH38252
BH38181
BH38252
BH38181
BH38252
BH38603*
BH38602*
BH38181
BH38252
BH38603*
BH38602*
BH380406
BH380406

1967-68
1967-68
1969
1969
1969-71
1969-71
1972-73
1972-73
1974-76
1974-76
1977-78
1977-78
1979-81
1979-81
1982-83
1982-83
1984-87
1984-87
1984-87
1984-87
1988
1988
1988
1988
1989-92
1989-92
1989-92
1989-92
1993-97
1993-97

LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH
LH
RH

disc brake .....
disc brake .....
4 wheel drum
4 wheel drum
......................
......................
......................
......................
......................
......................
......................
......................
......................
......................
......................
......................
......................
......................
......................
......................
w/o perf. pkg.
w/o perf. pkg.
4 wheel disc..
4 wheel disc..
w/o perf. pkg.
w/o perf. pkg.
4 wheel disc .
4 wheel disc .
......................
......................

9.99
9.99
14.99
14.99
9.99
9.99
11.99
11.99
11.99
11.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
11.99
11.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
11.99
14.99
9.99
9.99
11.99
14.99
7.99
7.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-02 Rear Hydraulic Brake Hose

1967-92 OE Style Hydraulic Brake Hoses
These high-quality reproduction brake ﬂex hoses
feature original style ﬁttings and are plated in the
correct gold cadmium ﬁnish. These extra durable
hoses are produced using DOT approved brake ﬂuid
resistant ribbed hoses. Includes correct ﬂex hose
clip attached directly to the hose. The most original
reproductions available!
Front Brake Hoses
FH01
1967-68
FH32
1967
FH02
1968-69
FH03
1969
FH30
1969
FH202
1970-71
FH07
1972-73
FH31
1974-76
FH08
1977-78
FH09
1979-81
FH175
1982-83
FH176
1982-83
FH158
1984-92
FH160
1984-92
FH159* 1988-92
FH161* 1988-92
Rear Brake Hoses
FH04
1967
FH05
1968
FH06** 1969
FH10
1970-72
FH11
1973
FH12
1974-75
FH13
1976-81
FH173
1982-83
FH174
1983
FH156
1984-88
FH157
1984-88
FH155* 1988
FH177* 1988
FH155
1989-92
FH177
1989-92
C-Clips
FHC01 1967-81

disc, 10-1/2" ..........
drum ......................
drum, 12-1/2" ........
disc, 15-1/2" ..........
(JL-8 only) ............
front disc ...............
disc, 15-1/2" ..........
disc ........................
disc ........................
disc ........................
left .........................
right .......................
left .........................
right .......................
left .........................
right .......................

11.99
13.99
11.99
11.99
15.99
12.99
12.99
12.99
12.99
11.99
24.99
24.99
21.99
24.99
23.99
21.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

rear, 13-1/2" ..........
rear, 13-5/8" ..........
rear, 14-1/4" ..........
rear ........................
rear ........................
rear ........................
except Z28.............
exc. 1983 rear disc
disc ........................
drum ......................
disc ........................
disc, LH .................
disc, RH.................
disc, LH .................
disc, RH.................

11.99
11.99
12.99
12.99
23.99
15.99
21.99
24.99
21.99
24.99
21.99
12.99
15.99
12.99
15.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

ﬂex hose C-clip .....

1967-68
1969
1969
1969-76
1977-81
1978-81
1982-83
1983
1984-88
1984-92
1985-88
1989-92
1993-97
1993-97
1994-97
1998-02
1998-02

w/front disc ............
w/JL8, 4 wheel disc
w/single piston fr disc
all ...........................
w/hi-perf. pkg. .......
w/o hi-perf. pkg. ....
rear drum ...............
rear disc .................
rr disc exc. hi-perf.
rear drum ...............
rr disc w/hi-perf. ....
rr disc exc. hi-perf.
rr disc .....................
rr drum ...................
rr disc .....................
rr disc ....................
rr disc .....................

109.99
109.99
109.99
109.99
109.99
109.99
109.99
169.99
169.99
109.99
169.99
169.99
169.99
109.99
169.99
169.99
199.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

1969-71 Braided Stainless Brake Hose

rear drums ..........
4 wheel disc .......
4 wheel disc .......
4 wheel disc .......
...........................
...........................

12.99
11.99
9.99
11.99
11.99
9.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-68 Front Disc Caliper Inlet Line

...........................
...........................
...........................
...........................
...........................
...........................
...........................
...........................
4 wheel disc .......
rear drums ..........
4 wheel disc .......
rear drums ..........
4 wheel disc .......
rear drums ..........
4 wheel disc .......
4 wheel disc, LH
4 wheel disc, RH
all center w/o T/C
center w/T/C ......
4 whl disc, outer

9.99
11.99
14.99
19.99
11.99
9.99
9.99
19.99
14.99
19.99
11.99
12.99
11.99
12.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
11.99
9.99
9.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Reproduction front disc brake caliper inlet lines which
are used on 1967-68 models with disc brakes. These
lines are manufactured with correct ﬂare nut ﬁttings and
armor spring shielding. Available with original material
or stainless steel material for longer corrosion resistance.
Original Material
FFC6701 1967-68 3/8" x 3/8" left .... 9.99 ea
FFC6702 1967-68 3/8" x 3/8" right .. 9.99 ea
FFC6703 1967-68 3/8" x 7/16" left .. 9.99 ea
FFC6704 1967-68 3/8" x 7/16" right 9.99 ea
FFC6705 1967-68 3/8" x 1/2" left .... 9.99 ea
FFC6706 1967-68 3/8" x 1/2" right .. 9.99 ea
Stainless Steel
FFC6701S 1967-68 3/8" x 3/8" left .... 11.99 ea
FFC6702S 1967-68 3/8" x 3/8" right .. 11.99 ea
FFC6703S 1967-68 3/8" x 7/16" left .. 11.99 ea
FFC6704S 1967-68 3/8" x 7/16" right 11.99 ea
FFC6705S 1967-68 3/8" x 1/2" left .... 11.99 ea
FFC6706S 1967-68 3/8" x 1/2" right .. 11.99 ea

Brake Parts

Note: *With traction control. **Without traction control.

C12285
C12243
C12246
C12212
C12213
C12249
C12215
C12251
C12252
C12216
C12253
C12254
C12217**
C12255
C12256*
C12218**
C12257*

Replacement style braided stainless brake ﬂex hose for
1969-71 models with disc brakes. Features correct ends.
FH03S
1969-71
15-1/2" ................ 26.99 ea

Note: *With performance package. **With traction control.
†Export only.
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1967-02 Stainless Steel Brake Hose Sets
Get increased stopping power, better pedal feel, and
improved safety from these stainless steel brake lines.
Rubber lines can swell under pedal pressure, causing
a “mushy brake” feel. These quality brake hoses are
tested up to 3000 psi. All lines are DOT certiﬁed
and T.U.V. (Germany) approved. All front disc/rear
drum sets include 3 lines, and four wheel disc sets
include 5 lines.

1.99 ea

Replacement style rear hydraulic brake hose for 196702 models. Features correct size ends and original
style rubber hose.
Center Hoses
BH38180
1989-92
BH380481 1993-94
BH380289** 1995-97
BH380481 1995-97
BH380481 1998-02
BH380289 1998-02
Outer Hoses
BH36553
1967
BH36581
1968
BH36586
1969
BH36692
1970-72
BH36714
1973
BH36765
1974-75
BH36767
1976-81
BH38104
1982
BH38188
1983
BH38104
1983
BH38429† 1984-87
BH38180
1984-87
BH38429† 1988
BH38180
1988
BH380294* 1988
BH380294 1989-92
BH38612
1989-92
BH380481 1993-02
BH380289 1995-02
BH380483 1993-02

C12217

Note: *With performance package. **Includes T-ﬁttings.

FFC6705

FFC6701S

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

393705

Brake Line Hose Bolts
Specially drilled bolt that secures the brake line to the
caliper. Set includes: 2 bolts and 4 washers.
393705
10mm ..................................... 11.99 set
393706
7/16"-20 ................................. 12.99 set

1969-77 Brake Caliper Hose Bolt
Reproduction of the front disc caliper hose bolt for
1969-77 models with single piston calipers.
E225
1969-77 ..................................... 6.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Replacement Brake Parts
1967-69 Rear
Brake Hose Mounting Bolt

HC66

1967-68 Disc Brake Hose Brackets
Reproduction steel line to hose caliper
mounting brackets for 1967-68 models
with disc brakes. Secures the steel brake
inlet lines to prevent damage that may
cause brake failure.
HC66 1967-68 disc only 28.99 pr
HC113 1967-68 universal 24.99 pr

1969 Front Brake Hose Brackets
Reproduction front brake hose brackets
for 1969 models with front drum brakes.
Retains the brake hoses to the steel
brake lines.
14303 1969 .................... 24.99 pr

3975499

3975500

1970-81 Front Brake Hose Brackets
Reproduction front brake hose
brackets for 1970-81 Camaro models.
Reproduced to exact speciﬁcations
with original markings, these brackets
attach to the frame rail and the brake
hose passes through it.
2 Piece Sets
881316 1970-73 LH/RH 29.99 set
881219 1974-76 LH/RH 29.99 set
881316 1977-81 LH/RH 29.99 set
Individual Components
3975499 1970-73 LH ....... 15.99 ea
3975500 1970-73 RH ...... 15.99 ea
6264041 1974-76 LH ....... 15.99 ea
6264042 1974-76 RH ...... 15.99 ea
3975499 1977-81 LH ....... 15.99 ea
3975500 1977-81 RH ...... 15.99 ea

Rear brake hose mounting bolt 3/8" shank
to mount hose to rear bracket.
1253548 1967-69 ............. 4.99 ea

E222

Brake Warning Socket & Wire
Pressure differential warning light
socket and pigtail. Required when
adding disc brake master cylinder and
proportioning valve.
PV1530
.......................... 8.99 ea

1969 Brake Hose Strap
Reproduction of the commonly
damaged or missing 1969 brake hose
to upper A-arm attachment strap.
HC64
1969 .................... 14.99 pr

Reproduction of the often broken or
missing bracket used to hold the brake
lines to the rear axle housing.
HC68
1969 .................... 14.99 ea

1969 Disc Brake
Hose Frame Bracket Set
Reproduction of the original disc brake
hose to upper frame edge mounting
brackets. This unique 3 piece bracket
set was originally used on vehicles
with factory installed disc brakes, and
includes 2 bushings and 1 bolt to mount
the tube clip. Excellent for converting
drum brake cars to disc brakes for a
factory appearance.
HC65
1969 6 piece.... 41.99 set

G5177

1967-81 Electronic Vacuum Pump Set
Your vehicle power brake booster
requires 16 inches of vacuum.
Sometimes, big cammed or
supercharged engines don’t create
enough vacuum to operate the booster,
which makes braking harder. This
pump set provides your booster with
the needed vacuum for your brakes
to function.
VP28146 1967-81 ......... 199.99 set

1253541

K22163

1969-81 Brake Line Clips
Correct clips required to connect the
steel brake lines to the frame on various
GM models. Sold individually.
Note: *Front 5/16" x 3/4". **Rear 3/16"
to 3/8" pipe.
BC110*
1969-72 ............ 1.99 ea
G5177** 1967-72 ............ 1.99 ea

1253541
K22163

1967-69 ............ 2.99 ea
1969-81 ............ 2.99 ea

Universal Brake Line Brackets
A9500676

A9500677

1970-81 Rear Hose Bracket

These brackets and clips will mount
rubber or stainless steel lines to the
suspension or frame. Bolt-on or weld-on
for easy installation.
393737
............................ 9.99 set

These brackets are for 1970-81 Camaro
models. Hose bracket is used for
supporting the rear brake hose and brake
line connection at the body.
A9500676 1970-73 ........ 14.99 ea
A9500677 1974-81 ........ 14.99 ea

1253537

1967-69 Brake Line Clamp Bolts
Brake and fuel line 1/2" bolts for 196769 models. Fine thread bolts feature
correct Anchor head marking.
1253536 1967-69 ﬁne..... 11.99 set
1253537 1967-69 coarse 6.99 set

BSA13

1967-69 Camaro
Armor Spring 10' Brake Line Shields
1967-68 Rear Brake Hose Bracket
Reproduction of the bracket that mounts
on the body and retains the brake hose
where it attaches to the steel brake line
on 1967-68 models.
14302 1967-68 .............. 19.99 ea

1967-68 Rear Brake Hose Tee Fitting
This reproduction brake hose tee ﬁtting
is for all 1967-68 rear brake hoses with
a 7/16"-20 thread.
BF02
1967-68 .............. 21.99 ea

Correct shielding used on original brake
lines for OEM restorers who want exact
originality. Includes enough footage to
allow you to replace or install shields on
your original or replacement brake lines.
BSA13 1967-69 3/16" dia. 21.99 ea
BSA14 1967-69 1/4" dia. 19.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Brake Cable Clip
Reproduction of the clip used to mount
the brake cable to the rear of the
underbody frame rails. Located on the
inside of the frame rail.
3875092 ........................... 1.69 ea

Brake Parts
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1969 Twelve Bolt
Rear Axle Brake Hose Bracket

Correct clip sets required to connect
the steel brake lines to the frame on
various GM models.
E222
1967-68 10 pc .. 7.99 set
E280
1969
12 pc .. 15.99 set
K0094 1969-81 7 pc .... 17.99 set

BC110

1967 Twelve Bolt
Rear Axle Brake Hose Bracket
This reproduction bracket holds the
brake lines to the rear axle housing.
This bracket is often broken or discarded
when servicing the rear axle.
HC67
1967 .................... 12.99 ea

1967-81 Brake Line Clips

Brake Line Sets
Available in stainless steel or original material.
Lines have correct color coded ﬁttings.
Lines have been pre-ﬁtted for easy installation.
Each line is machine double ﬂared for a safe, no leak ﬁt.
All lines are clearly labeled for your convenience.
Reproduced with the discriminating restorer in mind.
Reproduction brake lines for your early model Camaro are available in OEM material for a
stock look or stainless steel material which offers a longer life span and custom look! Each set
includes all the necessary components. We keep a large inventory on hand for quick delivery!
Note: Shipped double oversize.

FKT6905

1967-92 Front Brake Line Sets
Original Material
FKT6701
FKT6702
FKT67DC
FKT6703
FKT6705
FKT6707
FKT6901
FKT6903
FKT6905
FKT6903
FKT6908
FKT7005
FKT7004
FKT7006
FKT7101
FKT7102
FKT8002
FKT8201
FKT8206
FKT8401
FKT8406
FKT8601
FKT8901
FKT8904

1967-68
1967
1967-69
1967-68
1967-68
1967-68
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1970
1970
1970
1971
1971-79
1980-81
1982-83
1982-83
1984-85
1982-83
1986-89
1989-92
1989-92

drum brakes
manual
drum manual 4 piece
disc brake
conversion
drum brakes
power
disc brakes
manual
disc brakes
power
drum brakes
manual
drum brakes
power
disc brakes
power
4 whl discs
power
disc brakes
manual
front disc
power
disc brakes
manual
front disc
power
disc brakes
manual
disc brakes
power
disc brakes
power
V8
4 & 6 cyl.
V8
4 & 6 cyl.
V8, 1st design valve
V8, 2nd design valve
6 cyl. 2nd design valve

FIN6701
FIN6702
FIN6703
FIN67DC
FIN6801
FIN6802
FIN6901
FIN6902
FIN6903
FIN69DC
FIN7001
FIN7002
FIN7101
FIN7401
FIN7801
FIN8202
FIN8401
FIN8402
FIN8601

1967
1967
1967
1967
1968
1968
1969
1969
1969
1969
1970
1970
1971-73
1974-76
1977-81
1982-83
1984-85
1984-85
1986-92

FRA6702
FRA6802
FRA6805
FRA6902
FRA69JL
FRA7002
FRA7801
FRA8002
FRA8201
FRA8401
FRA8602
FRA8601
FRA9301

1967
1968
1968
1969
1969
1970-74
1975-81
1975-81
1982-83
1984-92
1986-92
1986-92
1993-96
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Brake Parts

Stainless Steel

OS2

4 piece ................
w/serial < 135000
4 piece ................
4 piece ................
5 piece ................
5 piece ................
4 piece ................
4 piece ................
5 piece ................
4 piece ................
5 piece ................
7 piece w/o armor
7 piece ................
7 piece with armor
4 piece ................
4 piece ................
4 piece ................
4 piece ................
4 piece ................
4 piece ................
4 piece ................
4 piece ................
4 piece ................
4 piece ................

55.99
55.99
55.99
55.99
55.99
55.99
55.99
55.99
55.99
55.99
55.99
65.99
65.99
65.99
55.99
55.99
55.99
55.99
55.99
55.99
55.99
55.99
55.99
55.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

FKT6701S
FKT6702S
FKT67DCS
FKT6703S
FKT6705S
FKT6707S
FKT6901S
FKT6903S
FKT6905S
FKT6903S
FKT6908S
FKT7005S
FKT7004S
FKT7006S
FKT7101S
FKT7102S
FKT8002S
FKT8201S
FKT8206S
FKT8401S
FKT8406S
FKT8901S
FKT8904S

1967-68
1967
1967-69
1967-68
1967-68
1967-68
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1970
1970
1970
1971
1971-78
1980-81
1982-83
1982-83
1984-85
1982-83
1989-92
1989-92

drum brakes
manual
drum manual 4 piece
disc brake
conversion
drum brakes
power
disc brakes
manual
disc brakes
power
drum brakes
manual
drum brakes
power
disc brakes
power
4 whl discs
power
disc brakes
manual
disc brakes
power
disc brakes
manual
front disc
power
disc brakes
manual
disc brakes
power
disc brakes
power
V8
4 & 6 cyl.
V8
4 & 6 cyl.
V8, 2nd design valve
6 cyl. 2nd design valve

4 piece ................
w/serial < 135000
4 piece ................
4 piece ................
5 piece ................
5 piece ................
4 piece ................
4 piece ................
5 piece ................
4 piece ................
5 piece ................
7 piece w/o armor
7 piece ................
7 piece with armor
4 piece ................
4 piece ................
4 piece ................
4 piece ................
4 piece ................
4 piece ................
4 piece ................
4 piece ................
4 piece ................

OS2

84.99
84.99
84.99
84.99
84.99
84.99
84.99
84.99
84.99
84.99
84.99
93.99
93.99
93.99
93.99
84.99
84.99
84.99
84.99
84.99
84.99
84.99
84.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

1967-92 Front to Rear Brake Line Sets
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Original Material
1 piece
2 piece
1 piece
2 piece
1 piece
2 piece
1 piece
2 piece
1 piece
2 piece
1 piece
1 piece
1 piece
1 piece
1 piece
1 piece
1 piece
1 piece
1 piece

Stainless Steel

OS2

........................................................
........................................................
manual drum w/serial# < 135000 ..
disc brake conversion .....................
........................................................
........................................................
power brakes only ..........................
power brakes only ..........................
manual drum ..................................
disc brake conversion .....................
power disc ......................................
manual disc ....................................
power disc ......................................
power disc ......................................
power disc ......................................
V8, enters front of valve ................
4 & 6 cyl., enters front of valve .....
V8, enters front of valve ................
all w/line in bottom of valve ..........

47.99
47.99
47.99
49.99
47.99
47.99
56.99
56.99
56.99
49.99
56.99
56.99
56.99
56.99
56.99
47.99
47.99
47.09
47.99

ea
set
ea
set
ea
set
ea
set
ea
set
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

FIN6701S
FIN6702S
FIN6703S
FIN67DCS
FIN6801S
FIN6802S
FIN6901S
FIN6902S
FIN6903S
FIN69DCS
FIN7001S
FIN7002S
FIN7101S
FIN7401S
FIN7801S
FIN8201S
FIN8202S
FIN8401S
FIN8402S
FIN8601S

1967
1967
1967
1967
1968
1968
1969
1969
1969
1969
1970
1970
1971-73
1974-76
1977-81
1982-83
1982-83
1984-85
1984-85
1986-92

1 piece
2 piece
1 piece
2 piece
1 piece
2 piece
1 piece
2 piece
1 piece
2 piece
1 piece
1 piece
1 piece
1 piece
1 piece
1 piece
1 piece
1 piece
1 piece
1 piece

........................................................
........................................................
manual drum w/serial# < 135000 ..
disc brake conversion .....................
........................................................
........................................................
power brakes only ..........................
power brakes only ..........................
manual drum ..................................
disc brake conversion .....................
power disc ......................................
manual disc ...................................
power disc ......................................
power disc ......................................
power disc ......................................
4 & 6 cyl., enters front of valve .....
V8, enters front of valve ................
4 & 6 cyl., enters front of valve .....
V8, enters front of valve ................
all w/line in bottom of valve ..........

OS2

66.99
66.99
66.99
68.99
66.99
66.99
75.99
75.99
75.99
68.99
75.99
75.99
75.99
75.99
75.99
66.99
66.99
66.99
66.99
66.99

ea
set
ea
set
ea
set
ea
set
ea
set
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-96 Rear Axle Brake Lines
Original Material

Stainless Steel

OS2

single leaf
2 piece .......................
single leaf
2 piece .......................
multi-leaf
2 piece .......................
multi-leaf
2 piece .......................
rear disc JL-8
2 piece .......................
multi-leaf
2 piece .......................
w/std rear suspension 2 piece .......................
w/F41 rear suspension 2 piece .......................
w/o rear disc
2 piece .......................
rear drum exc BorgWarner HD axle ................
rear disc without BorgWarner HD axle ...........
rear disc with BorgWarner HD axle ................
rear drum
2 piece .......................

23.99
23.99
23.99
23.99
23.99
23.99
23.99
23.99
23.99
23.99
23.99
23.99
23.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

FRA6702S 1967
FRA6802S 1968
FRA6805S 1968
FRA6902S 1969
FRA69JLS 1969
FRA7002S 1970-74
FRA7801S 1975-81
FRA8002S 1975-81
FRA82RDS 1982
FRA8201S 1982-83
FRA8401S 1984-92
FRA8602S 1986-92
FRA8601S 1986-92
FRA9301S 1993-96
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single leaf
2 piece .......................
single leaf
2 piece .......................
multi-leaf
2 piece .......................
multi-leaf
2 piece .......................
rear disc JL-8
2 piece .......................
multi-leaf
2 piece .......................
w/std rear suspension 2 piece .......................
w/F41 rear suspension 2 piece .......................
4 wheel disc
2 piece .......................
w/o rear disc
2 piece .......................
rear drum exc BorgWarner HD axle ................
rear disc without BorgWarner HD axle ...........
rear disc with BorgWarner HD axle ................
rear drum
2 piece .......................

OS2

33.99
33.99
33.99
33.99
33.99
33.99
33.99
33.99
33.99
33.99
33.99
33.99
33.99
33.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Replacement Rotors
1969-02 Sport Rotors –
Drilled/Slotted

RS5200

CB2099BL

1967-69 Performance Brake Rotors
These drilled and slotted brake rotors offer great
stopping power at an reasonable price. Designed for
maximum pad bite and to minimize brake fade, these
rotors are CNC precision cross drilled, mill slotted
and silver zinc coated. Non-directional crosshatched
for better break-in. Meets SAE J431 speciﬁcations.
Sold in pairs.
RS5200
1967-69
front ............... 124.99 pr
RS5201
1967-69
rear ................. 94.99 pr

1967-02 Replacement Brake Rotor
Premium grade
replacement brake
rotors feature machined
non-friction surfaces
for better balancing,
creating a cleaner, more
ﬁnished looking rotor that
dissipates heat effectively
to provide better stopping
power, especially in
repeated stopping
situations. Each rotor
features a double disc
E231
ground ﬁnish to virtually
eliminate run out thickness variations, producing a
non-directional ﬁnish for better pad and rotor breakin. The 1967-70 rotors were originally a 2 piece
design, now replaced with a 1 piece design.
Note: *Replaces factory 2 piece rotor design.

with 6-1/2" hub
..........................
..........................
..........................
..........................
1LE susp...........
rotor only..........
rotor only..........
..........................

55.99
39.99
39.99
39.99
54.99
44.99
54.99
44.99
49.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

rotor only .......... 21.99 ea

rotor only..........
rotor only..........
rotor only..........
rotor only..........
..........................

19.99
21.99
19.99
39.99
49.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Note: *With performance package. Please specify: L for left
or R for right.

Standard High-Performance Slotted
Front Rotors
CB2097B
1969
..................... 89.99 ea
CB2099B
1970-78
..................... 84.99 ea
CB2091B
1979-81
..................... 84.99 ea
CB2095B
1982-87
..................... 109.99 ea
CB2157B* 1988-92
1LE susp ...... 89.99 ea
CB2095B
1988-92
..................... 109.99 ea
CB2119B
1993-97
rotor only ..... 99.99 ea
CB2130B
1998-02
..................... 104.99 ea
Rear Rotors
CB2096B
1982-87
..................... 82.99 ea
CB2096B
1988
rotor only ..... 82.99 ea
CB2120B
1993-97
rotor only ..... 79.99 ea
CB2136B
1998-02
..................... 94.99 ea
Cryo High-Performance Slotted
Front Rotors
CB2097C
1969
..................... 133.99 ea
CB2099C
1970-78
..................... 114.99 ea
CB2091C
1979-81
..................... 109.99 ea
CB2095C
1982-87
..................... 159.99 ea
CB2157C* 1988-92
rotor only ..... 114.99 ea
CB2095C
1988-92
..................... 159.99 ea
CB2119C
1993-97
rotor only ..... 119.99 ea
CB2130C
1998-02
..................... 134.99 ea
Rear Rotors
CB2136C
1998-02
..................... 119.99 ea

G8573

1988-92 GM Brake Rotor
Genuine GM replacement brake rotors for various
applications listed.
G8571
1982-87
rear ....................... 38.99 ea
G8573
1988
rear with 1LE ....... 23.99 ea
G8574
1988
rear without 1LE .. 11.99 ea
G8573
1989-92
rear ....................... 23.99 ea

1969
1970-78
1979-81
1982-87
1988-92
1988-92
1993-97
1998-02

......................
......................
......................
......................
1LE susp .......
......................
rotor only ......
......................

89.99
89.99
92.99
104.99
121.99
104.99
91.99
104.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1982-87
1988
1989-92
1993-97
1998-02

......................
rotor only ......
rotor only ......
rotor only ......
rotor only ......

74.99
69.99
69.99
84.99
99.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

A2350012

1969-02 Rotor & Pad Upgrade Sets

Note: *With performance package. **Must have factory
single piston disc brakes. Shipped overweight.

23005

Note: *With performance package.

Front
23005
23047
23066
23046
23030*
23070
23110
Rear
23026
23071
23113

Front Rotors
CB2097D
CB2099D
CB2091D
CB2095D
CB2157D*
CB2095D
CB2119D
CB2130D
Rear Rotors
CB2096D
CB2160D*
CB2160D
CB2120D
CB2136D

These sets include slotted/plated unidirectional or
optional Big Bite slotted/plated and drilled rotors
and performance brake pad upgrade for stock brake
systems. Xtra Life corrosion resistant plating is
standard on all rotor upgrades. A direct bolt-on
replacement that ﬁts in with your stock wheels.

1969-02 Big Bite Cross Drilled Rotors
Big Bite Cross
Drilled Rotors
are CNC
precision drilled
and mill slotted.
The holes vent
gases to reduce brake fade
while the slotting maintains a
clean pad surface, maximum grip
and quiet stopping power. Internal
vanes force air to cool the rotor,
which helps prevent warping.

Note: *With performance package. Please specify: L for left
or R for right.

1969
1970-78
1979-81
1982-92
1988-92
1993-97
1998-02

............................
............................
............................
............................
with rear disc ......
............................
............................

259.99
299.99
249.99
234.99
229.99
254.99
249.99

1982-92
1993-97
1998-02

with rear disc ...... 231.99 pr
with rear disc ...... 199.99 pr
............................ 179.99 pr
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pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

With Slotted/Platted Rotors
A2350012**
1969
....................
A2350001
1970-78 ....................
A2350002
1979-81 ....................
A2350003
1982-92 ....................
A2350013*
1989-92 4 wheel set ..
A2350004R
1993-97 rear only ......
A2350004
1994-97 4 wheel set ..
A2350014
1998-02 4 wheel set ..
A2350014R
1998-02 rear only ......
Big Bite Drilled Rotors
A2350012D* 1969
....................
A2350001D
1970-78 ....................
A2350002D
1979-81 ....................
A2350003D
1982-92 ....................
A2350013D* 1989-92 4 wheel set ..
A2350004RD 1993-97 rear only ......
A2350004D
1994-97 4 wheel set ..
A2350014D
1998-02 4 wheel set ..
A2350014RD 1998-02 rear only ......

Brake Parts

159.99
189.99
179.99
154.99
449.99
169.99
329.99
369.99
179.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

196.99
219.99
229.99
184.99
509.99
219.99
379.99
429.99
229.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
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Front Rotors
E231*
1967-68
CB2097A 1969
CB2099A 1970-78
CB2091A 1979-81
CB2095A 1982-87
CB2157A* 1988-92
CB2095A 1988-92
CB2119A 1993-97
CB2130A 1998-02
Rear Rotors
CB2096A 1982-87
CB2160A* 1988
CB2096A 1988
CB2160A 1989-92
CB2120A 1993-97
CB2136A 1998-02

1969-02 Sport Rotors – Slotted
StopTech Sport Rotors direct replacement rotors are 1
piece, slotted discs for your factory brake system. They
offer improved cooling as well as a signature “short slot”
design which wipes away the debris of used friction
material that otherwise accumulates between the rotor
and pad, keeping fresh pad material exposed to the rotor
and reducing pad glazing. The edges sweeping the pad
slightly increase the effective coefﬁcient of friction, or
“bite” amplifying brake system response. By providing
an escape path for water, slotted rotors can also improve
initial brake response under wet conditions.

Performance wheels
and tires are best
complemented
with StopTech’s
direct replacement
SportStop drilled
and slotted rotors.
SportStop brake rotors
resist cracking under
stress, prevent glazing
CB2157DL
of the pads, add bite, and
improve wet and dry braking performance. Every
rotor is produced from a high-quality casting and
ﬁnished in a durable corrosion resistant coating.

Replacement Calipers

RC4044
14011291R

1969-02 Front Disc Brake Caliper

I

Steering, Suspension, Rear End & Brakes

Premium loaded calipers are built to be consistent with
Federal Safety Standards for quality, performance and
safety. We provide our loaded calipers with premium
disc brake pads to provide the braking performance
you need.
Front
RC4044
1969
LH .............. 109.99 ea
RC4043
1969
RH .............. 109.99 ea
RC4060
1970-76
LH .............. 89.99 ea
RC4059
1970-76
RH .............. 89.99 ea
RC4328
1977
LH .............. 69.99 ea
RC4327
1977
RH .............. 69.99 ea
RC4124
1978-81
LH .............. 74.99 ea
RC4123
1978-81
RH .............. 74.99 ea
RC4126
1982-92
LH .............. 74.99 ea
RC4125
1982-92
RH .............. 74.99 ea
RC10281
1993
LH .............. 49.99 ea
RC10282
1993
RH .............. 49.99 ea
RC10496
1994-97
LH .............. 49.99 ea
RC10495
1994-97
RH .............. 49.99 ea
Rear
RC6026
1979-81
LH .............. 159.99 ea
RC6025
1979-81
RH .............. 159.99 ea
RC6032
1982-88
LH .............. 94.99 ea
RC6032
1982-88
RH .............. 94.99 ea
RC10460
1993-97
LH .............. 189.99 ea
RC10459
1993-97
RH .............. 189.99 ea
RC10991
1998-02
LH .............. 151.99 ea
RC10992
1998-02
RH .............. 151.99 ea

1969-81 Front Caliper Set
A180SR

1969-92 Quick Change 2 Piston Calipers
These sets include 2 piston aluminum calipers with
38mm or 43mm stainless pistons and high-performance
pads. These bolt-on replacements to the stock single
piston calipers that came on 1969-92 Camaro models
(1969 cars must have factory single piston disc brakes).
Simply unbolt the heavy cast iron stock caliper and put
the new lightweight aircraft quality aluminum one in
its place. The calipers are about half the weight of the
stock cast iron calipers, resulting in a nearly 14 pound
reduction of unsprung weight from the front of your
car, greatly improving ride quality.

For Models with Power Brakes
With 38mm Pistons
A181
1982-92 natural calipers 439.99
A181R
1982-92 red calipers ...... 531.99
A181BK
1982-92 black calipers .. 531.99
With 43mm Pistons
A185S
1969-76 natural calipers 444.99
A185SR
1969-76 red calipers ...... 519.99
A185SBK 1969-76 black calipers .. 519.99
A185S
1977-81 natural calipers 444.99
A185MR
1977-81 red calipers ...... 549.99
A185SBK 1977-81 black calipers .. 519.99
For Models with Manual Brakes
With 38mm Pistons
A180SR
1969-76 red calipers ...... 549.99
A180SBK 1969-76 black calipers .. 549.99
A180M
1977-81 natural calipers 439.99

Clear Anodized Calipers
A2001
1967-69 ............................ 544.99 pr
Red Powder Coated Calipers
A2001R
1967-69 ............................ 619.99 pr
Black Powder Coated Calipers
A2001BK
1967-69 ............................ 619.99 pr

set
set
set
set
set
set

set
set
set

These dust caps keep road debris and the elements
from plugging the oriﬁce.
KW561
1967-78 ................................... 5.99 pr
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blk anodized .. 383.99 set
blk pdr coated 383.99 set
red .................. 382.99 set

14012099R

1982-92 Front Caliper Set
Wilwood’s D154 front caliper set is a direct bolt-on
one 2.50" piston or two 1.62" piston replacement
for the factory original single calipers on 1982-92
Camaro models. Forged billet aluminum bodies,
stainless steel pistons, and competition style high
temperature seals put an end to the rust, bore pitting,
and seal failures that plague the OE caliper design.
Uses the factory style brake pads and M-10-1.5 banjo
bolt brake line mounting.
Note: For use on vehicles with 1.04" wide(thick) x
maximum 12.19" diameter rotors. Requires ﬂex hose set
part #22011371.

CL678L

1 Piston Caliper
14012097BK 1982-92
14012097R 1982-92
2 Piston Caliper
14012099BK 1982-92
14012099R 1982-92

blk pdr coated 383.99 set
red .................. 383.99 set
blk pdr coated 383.99 set
red .................. 383.99 set

1967-68 Four Piston Front Disc Brake Caliper
Classic offers complete 4 piston disc brake calipers for
1967-68 models originally equipped with disc brakes.
These quality reproductions are new, not rebuilt. Each
caliper features stainless steel sleeves and comes
loaded with pads for long-lasting dependability. No
core charge required. Includes caliper inlet line (not
cosmetically correct), and 7/16" inlet port. Includes
replacement style pads. One R678 hardware kit
required per side.
Note: Old brake ﬂuid must be completely ﬂushed out. If not,
calipers will leak and the warranty will be voided.

1967-78 Bleeder Screw Dust Caps

14011291
1969-81
14011291BK 1969-81
14011291R 1969-81

set
set
set

1967-69 Quick Change 4 Piston Calipers

Note: For use on vehicles equipped with factory style disc
brakes (J52 option).

Note: For use on vehicles with 1.04" wide(thick) x
maximum 12.19" diameter rotors. Requires ﬂex hose set
part #22011371.

Important: Does not ﬁt models with 1LE performance
package. Fits most 15" wheels depending on offset.

A2001R

These billet 6061-T6 aluminum calipers are
exceptionally strong and lightweight. The use of
stainless steel pistons and retainer plates with nickelplated bolts create a caliper that offers performance
and durability. This set includes: 4 piston aluminum
calipers with 45mm pistons, high-performance pads
and brackets.

Wilwood’s D52 front caliper set is a direct bolton 2 piston replacement for the factory original
single calipers on 1969-81 Camaro models. Forged
billet aluminum bodies, stainless steel pistons, and
competition style high temperature seals put an end
to the rust, bore pitting, and seal failures that plague
the OE caliper design. Vehicles 1978 and up (with
M10-1.5 banjo bolts) will require new brake lines.

Disc Brake Calipers
CL678L 1967-68
CL678R 1967-68
Hardware Kit
R678
1967-68

LH .................... 234.99 ea
RH .................... 234.99 ea
1 req. per caliper

4.99 kit

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

K0103

1967-78 Brake Bleeder Screw Set
Original type screws used for bleeding brakes. Your
choice of drum or disc brakes. Dust caps not included.
Bleeder Screw Sets
K0103
1967-69 six disc brakes ........ 17.99 set
K0104
1967-69 four drum brakes .... 7.99 set
Individual Bleeder Screws
12489575 1967-78 front/rear 5/16" -24 6.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Replacement Brake Parts

1969-74 Caliper Bracket Bolts
1993-02 C5 Caliper Conversion Brackets

Special bolts required to secure the caliper bracket
to the spindle.
393704
1969-74 .................................. 11.99 pr

This set of brackets allows you to retroﬁt your 199302 Camaro with C5 Corvette front brake calipers and
rotors. Add sufﬁx B for hammertone, A for red.

1967-69 Disc Brake Backing Plates

Note: Spindle modiﬁcation required.

BX50000

1993-02 .............................. 199.99 pr

OER® Authorized front disc brake backing plates
for use with 2" drop spindles. Fits most GM A, F, &
X-Body applications using drop spindles.

DPA85168

153644

1967-69 .................................... 69.99 pr

G4652

1998-02 Rear Caliper Mounting Plate
Genuine GM plate used to mount the rear brake calipers.
G4650 LH with traction control ..... 233.99 ea
G4652 LH without traction control 177.99 ea

KW416

DPS85032

DP85010

1967-97 Brake Caliper Piston
Aluminum

Note: Use with disc brake spindles #153636.

DPA85008
DPA85012
DPA85167
DPA85168
DPA85167
Steel
DPS85010
DPS85032
DPS85032
DPS85388

1967-68
1968-69
1988
1988-92
1989-97

w/rear drum brakes 9.99 ea
with 4 wheel disc 6.99 ea
w/perf. pkg., rear 14.99 ea
w/perf. pkg., front 11.99 ea
rear ....................... 14.99 ea

1969-81
1982-92
1988
1993-97

............................. 13.99 ea
w/o perf. pkg., frt 9.99 ea
front ..................... 9.99 ea
front ..................... 11.99 ea

D91001

1969-96 Front Caliper O-Ring Bushing
E221
BP4024

1969 Disc Brake Brackets

Delco replacement o-ring bushing which the outer
caliper bolt and bushings goes through when installed.
For use on 1969-96 disc brake models. 4 required.
D9402
1969-96 outboard, 4 required 2.99 ea
D91001 1969-96 inboard, 4 required... 6.99 ea

These forged brackets offer the appearance of
hardware from the rare 4 wheel disc option. We also
offer the standard style disc brake caliper brackets
for 1969 models.
4 Wheel Disc Brake Front Brackets
E221
1969 ........................................ 617.99 pr
Single Piston Front Brackets without JL8
E330
1969 ........................................ 74.99 pr

CB2567

1967-81 Caliper Repair Sets
Reseal your calipers with these wheel caliper seal
sets. Each set includes the enough seals and dust boots
to reseal the caliper listed. 1 set required per piston.
Note: WK452 includes: 4 seals, 4 boots and 2 o-rings for a
4 piston caliper. Requires 2 sets per vehicle.

H5014

WK452
CB2567
WK453

1967-68
1969-81
1967-68

4 piston caliper ... 11.99 set
2-15/16" ............. 2.99 set
4 wheel disc rear 9.99 set

1969-02 Caliper Mounting Pins

1969 Disc Brake Backing Plates
Reproduction disc brake backing plates for 1969
Camaro models with single piston front disc brakes
and rear drum brakes. Sold in a pair.
Important: Not for use with 4 wheel disc brakes (JL8
option). Not for use with quick ratio power steering
(N44 option).

K1445

1969 .......................................... 69.99 pr

Replacement caliper mounting pins. One pair per
caliper required.
Front
E226
1969-81
single piston ........ 9.99 pr
H5004
1982-87
............................. 5.99 pr
H5004
1988-92
exc. 1LE .............. 5.99 pr
G6371
1988-92
with 1LE.............. 10.99 ea
H5053
1993-97
............................. 11.99 ea
H5074
1998-02
............................. 8.99 pr
Rear
H5014
1982-87
............................. 13.99 pr
H5014
1988
exc. 1LE .............. 13.99 pr
H5041
1988
with 1LE.............. 7.99 ea
H5041
1989-97
............................. 7.99 ea
H5075
1998-02
............................. 7.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

K6872

G5181

1967-81 Brake Backing Plate Gasket
This gasket inserts between the steering knuckle
(spindle) and brake backing plate. Helps eliminate
brake noise and squeaking.
Reproduction Backing Plate Gasket
K6872
1967-69
drum or disc ........... 4.49 ea
Genuine GM Backing Plate Gasket
G5181
1970-81
disc......................... 1.99 ea

Brake Parts
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BP4023

1967-81 Front Disc Brake Backing Plate
Reproduction backing plates for 1967-81 Camaro
models with single piston or 4 piston caliper front
disc brakes and rear drum brakes.
4 Piston Caliper Front Disc Brakes
KW416
1967-68 .............................. 39.99 pr
Single Piston Front Disc Brakes w/Rear Drum Brakes
KW383
1969
.............................. 69.99 pr
BP4023
1970-81 LH reproduction ... 22.99 ea
BP4024
1970-81 RH reproduction... 22.99 ea
R7081
1970-81 reproduction ......... 41.99 pr

E330

Replacement Brake Parts

HB126505

CB2294A
CB2299A

1967-02 HPS Ferro-Carbon Brake Pads
Hawk Performance High-Performance street brake
pads for 1967-02 Chevrolet Camaro. HPS disc brake
pads are world renowned for their smooth braking
feel, consistent release characteristics, and increased
stopping power. These pads are excellent for spirited
street driving providing a 20-40% increase stopping
power and higher resistance to brake fade than standard
replacement pads. Hawk’s unique Ferro-Carbon
compound achieves a higher friction coefﬁcient than
conventional materials but are gentle on rotors, low
dust, and virtually noise free. Made in USA.

I
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Note: *With four wheel disc brakes.

Front Pads
HB126505*
HB103590
HB119594
HB111610
HB217681
HB249575
Rear Pads
HB126505*
HB119594
HB112540
HB112540
HB250653

1967-69
1969-81
1982-92
1985-92
1994-97
1998-02

Z28.............. 118.99 set
standard ...... 69.99 set
standard ...... 64.99 set
HD brakes ... 129.99 set
all ................ 94.99 set
all ................ 109.99 set

1967-69
1971-88
1985-92
1990-97
1998-02

Z28.............. 118.99 set
standard ...... 64.99 set
HD brakes ... 79.99 set
standard ...... 79.99 set
all ................ 94.99 set

1969-81 Brake Pad Retainer Spring
Recommended replacement whenever rebuilding
brakes. 2 required. Clip on type.
H5404 1969-81
front ........................ 4.99 pr

DS8077

1988-97 Brake Pad Shim Set
Replacement disc brake pad shim set for 1982-97.
These shim sets are placed on the rear of the brake
pads to eliminate the noise that brake dust causes.
DS8077 1988-93 w/perf. pkg., rear ..... 9.99 set
DS8077 1989-92 w/o perf. pkg., rear .. 9.99 set
DS8077 1993-97 ................................. 9.99 set
DS8126 1994-97 front ......................... 9.99 set
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CB2313A
CB2299C

1967-02 Semi-Metallic Brake Pads
These semi-metallic brake friction offers exceptional
stopping power and is available for most vehicles on
the road. They feature: low dust, shimmed to eliminate
noise and vibration, formulated for reduced noise,
semi-metallic compounds, and 100% Asbestos and
copper free formula.

Features:

1969-02 Posi Quiet Brake Pads
Posi Quiet brake pads are manufactured using the same
positive molding process utilized by OE suppliers.
Positive molding uses extreme pressure to compress
the friction material and bond it to the backing plate.
This process assures consistent friction material
density throughout the pad, resulting in even wear
and performance characteristics throughout the life
of the brake pad. Posi Quiet friction is available in
3 specialized formulas suited for varied applications
and driving styles. Semi-metallic, extended wear,
and ceramic.
Note: *With performance package.

Semi-Metallic Pads
Front Pads
CB2299A
CB2286A
CB2286A
CB2286A*
CB2295A*
CB2298A
CB2303A
Front Pads
CB2299E
CB2286E
CB2286E
CB2286E*
CB2298E
CB2303E
CB2307E
Rear Pads
CB2296E
CB2308E
Front Pads
CB2299C
CB2286C
CB2286C
CB2286C*
CB2295C*
CB2303C
CB2307C
Rear Pads
CB2296C
CB2308C

1969-81 ...........................
1982-87 4 wheel disc .......
1982-92 rear drum brakes
1988-92 4 wheel disc .......
1988-92 4 wheel disc .......
1993
...........................
1994-97 ...........................
Extended Wear Pads
1969-81
1982-87
1982-92
1988-92
1993
1994-97
1998-02

...........................
4 wheel disc .......
rear drum brakes
4 wheel disc .......
...........................
...........................
...........................

36.99
25.99
25.99
25.99
34.99
29.99
29.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set

29.99
29.99
29.99
29.99
34.99
34.99
40.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set

1988-97 ........................... 39.99 set
1998-02 ........................... 34.99 set
Ceramic Pads
1969-81
1982-87
1982-92
1988-92
1988-92
1994-97
1998-02

...........................
4 wheel disc .......
rear drum brakes
4 wheel disc .......
4 wheel disc .......
...........................
...........................

44.99
34.99
34.99
34.99
44.99
39.99
59.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set

1994-97
1998-02

........................... 34.99 set
........................... 31.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Low dust
Formulated for reduced noise
Semi-Metallic compounds
Brake pads comply to current
brake friction material legislation
Front Pads
CB2294A
CB2307A
Rear Pads
CB2313A
CB2289A
CB2296A
CB2296A
CB2296A
CB2308A

1967-68 4 piston caliper .... 24.99 set
1998-02 ............................. 14.99 set
1968-69 Z28.......................
1982-87 .............................
1988-92 with perf. pkg. .....
1989-92 without perf. pkg.
1993-97 .............................
1998-02 .............................

29.99
14.99
11.99
11.99
11.99
14.99

set
set
set
set
set
set

CB2299F

1969-97 Performance Brake Pads
StopTech Street Performance brake pads are engineered
to meet the demands of high-performance driving while
maintaining the reﬁnement and comfort expected in
everyday driving conditions. StopTech brake pads
combine the beneﬁts of premium street brake pads
with aggressive friction formulas suitable for track day
and autocross use. Para-aramid friction compounds
are specially formulated to provide linear response at
both cold and hot temperatures
Front Pads
CB2299F 1969-81 1 piston caliper ... 44.99 set
CB2286F 1982-92 without perf. pkg 39.99 set
CB2295F 1988-92 with perf. pkg. .... 89.99 set
CB2303F 1994-97 ............................ 59.99 set
Rear Pads
CB2296F 1994-97 ............................ 49.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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391700

WC37019

1967-97 Drum Brake Wheel Cylinder

1967-81 Rear Drum Brake Assemblies
This drum brake set features new components preassembled onto backing plates with heavy-duty
9-1/2" or 11" police option ﬁnned drums and highperformance shoes. Installation is simple, just remove
your old components and bolt in the new assembly. 11"
police option includes special Kevlar ceramic shoes.
Note: Fits both 10 bolt or 12 bolt rear ends. Requires 15"
or larger wheel with 5 x 4-3/4" bolt pattern.

RE641
391700

1967-81
1967-81

1967-76 Rear Drum Brake Backing Plate
Reproduction rear brake backing plates for 1967-76
models with 9-1/2" brakes. Stamped to exact factory
speciﬁcations from the correct gauge metal.
RE107 1967-76 LH or RH ............. 119.99 pr

9-1/2" ................. 459.99 pr
11"...................... 579.99 set

CB2037B

These wheel cylinders match your vehicle’s original
equipment. Built for long service life and superior
resistance to heat, corrosion, and leakage these wheel
cylinders deliver safe reliable performance.
Front
WC37019 1967-69 LH ....................... 7.99 ea
WC37020 1967-69 RH ....................... 7.99 ea
Rear
WC37024 1967-75 LH ....................... 7.99 ea
WC37024 1967-75 RH ....................... 7.99 ea
WC37021 1976-81 LH except export 11.99 ea
WC37021 1976-81 RH except export 11.99 ea
WC37116 1981
LH export ............ 9.99 ea
WC37116 1981
RH export ............ 9.99 ea
WC37625 1982-88 LH SAE threads .. 9.99 ea
WC37625 1982-88 RH SAE threads .. 9.99 ea
WC37647 1984-92 LH metric threads 9.99 ea
WC37647 1984-92 RH metric threads 9.99 ea
WC37973 1993-97 LH ....................... 11.99 ea
WC37973 1993-97 RH ....................... 11.99 ea

CB2022

1967-97 Brake Drum
These vehicle specific premium drums provide
consistent quality, strength, performance and reduced
noise. Available for models with 9-1/2" x 2-1/2" brakes.
Note: Not for use with metallic linings. If you are replacing
an aluminum drum with a cast iron drum, you must replace
them in pairs.

1967-69
1967-72

non-ﬁnned drum .. 32.99 ea
ﬁnned drum ......... 33.99 ea

1967-74
1975-92
1993-97

............................. 39.99 ea
cast iron drum ..... 45.99 ea
............................. 39.99 ea

These brake shoes are designed to provide the best
overall premium performance for everyday driving
conditions. 100% Asbestos free formulas. Available
in bonded styles.
Front
CB2037B 1967-69 9-1/2" x 2-1/2" .. 29.99 set
Rear
CB2038B 1967-81 9-1/2" x 2" ........ 19.99 set
CB2098B 1982-97 9-1/2" x 2" ........ 16.99 set

These aluminum brake drums are brand new units
designed to outperform traditional OE cast iron brake
drums (GM #1249146). Since aluminum is a lighter
material than cast iron, these brake drums provide
better fuel economy as well as shorter stopping
distances. These aluminum brake drums guarantee
reliable performance for years to come. These replace
the optional (GM #1255496) aluminum brake drums.
Features: Lighter weight that make stops quicker,
Modern metallurgy speeds up heat dissipation while
using the OE cooling ﬁn design. Reduced friction
buildup on drum liner surface – decreases brake
fade and potential damage to the shoes, Aluminum
composition resists corrosion and prevents rust from
forming. Sold in pairs.
Important: Not for use with metallic linings. If you are
replacing a cast iron drum with an aluminum drum, you
must replace them in pairs.

CB18200 1967-92

2-3/4" hub hole... 234.99 pr

1967-92 Wheel Cylinder Rebuild Sets
Wheel cylinder rebuild sets are an exact match to the
design of your vehicle’s original equipment. One set
required per cylinder.
Note: *Export models.

Front Wheel Cylinders
WK426
1967-69 1-1/8" bore ........ 6.99 set
Rear Wheel Cylinders
WK418
1967-75 7/8" bore ............ 4.99 set
WK423
1976-81 15/16" bore ........ 4.99 set
WK418*
1981
7/8" bore ............ 4.99 set
WK886
1982-88 3/4" bore, SAE .. 7.99 set
WK886
1984-92 3/4" bore, metric 7.99 set
Wheel Cylinder Retainer Set
GMB25851 1982-88 LH ..................... 11.99 set
GMB25851 1982-88 RH ..................... 11.99 set

CB18200

Aluminum Rear Brake Drums

WK418

H2319

1967-02 Brake Hardware Sets
Rebuilding or replacing your brakes doesn’t have to
be a painful experience. Completely replace worn
out or missing springs and bring your brakes back
to proper working condition. Rear sets for 9-1/2" x
2" drum brakes.
Complete Axle Sets
H2319 1967-78 rear drum ................. 21.99 set
H2319 1969
rear drum, w/o Z28 .. 21.99 set
H2320 1979-83 rear drum ................. 21.99 set
H2321 1984
rear drum ................. 21.99 set
H2322 1985-97 rear drum ................. 21.99 set
H5641Q 1998-02 rear w/4 wheel disc.. 14.99 set
H5640Q 1998-02 front w/4 wheel disc 9.99 set
Drum Brake Spring Sets
H7103 1967-78 w/o metallic shoe..... 6.99 set
Brake Shoe Retaining Pin Set
H40192 1967-81 per axle .................... 5.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1967-81 Rear Drum Brake Spacer Bar
Correct replacement for all 1967-81 Camaro models
with drum brakes. These bars are used to hold the brake
shoes apart when the park brake is applied.
RE200
1967-81 ................................... 11.99 ea

1967-81 Brake Shoe Guide Plate
Correct replacement for all
Camaro models not equipped
with disc brakes. 2-15/16" o.l.
x 7/64" thick.
5460399
1967-81 .................................. 2.99 ea

1967-81 Drum Brake
Adjusting Hole Cover
Drum brake adjusting hole cover
for use on all 1967-81 models. 2 required.
G5194
1967-81 ...................................... 2.99 ea

Brake Parts
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Front
CB2021
CB2503
Rear
CB2022
CB2033
CB2045

1967-97 Drum Brake Shoes

Parking Brake
3914813 – intermediate cable

3934645 –
rear cable RH

EC8001B

Under Dash Parking Brake Cable
Lokar connector cables are designed to mount directly
to the under dash, foot operated brake and connect
with Lokar universal rear brake cables. These cut-toﬁt 6' long cables are available with either a black or
stainless steel housing.
EC8001
stainless steel housing ..... 146.99 ea
EC8001B
black housing ................... 100.99 ea

1968-69 JL8 Rear Parking Brake Shoes
When servicing your Camaro with the rare JL8 rear
disc brake option, you’ll need the correct parts. These
reproduction parking brake shoes will ﬁt and function
as original.
C134
1968-69
JL8...................... 111.99 set

1253408

1967-81 Reproduction Park Brake Cables

1968-69 JL8 Parking Brake Hardware Set

I
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When servicing your JL8 rear disc brakes, you’ll need the
correct parts. We offer this set of reproduction parking
brake hardware that will ﬁt and function as original.
C135
1968-69
JL8......................... 75.99 set

Reproductions of the parking brake cables for models
without rear disc brakes. Component kits are available
for 1967-69 models which include: the front brake
cable, intermediate brake cable, 2 rear brake cables,
3 brake cable retainers, 2 brake cable connectors, 1
cable equalizer, and a brake cable guide. Individual
cables are available for 1967-69 and 1975-81 models.
R1019
1967
complete kit............ 99.99 kit
R1020
1968-69 complete kit............ 99.99 kit
R1021
1967
cables only ............. 78.99 kit
R1022
1968-69 cables only ............. 78.99 kit
9793660 1967-69 front brake cable .... 39.99 ea
3892743 1967
intermediate cable .. 12.99 ea
3914813 1968-69 intermediate cable .. 16.99 ea
3914811 1967
rear cable ................ 26.99 ea
3934645 1968-69 rear cable ................ 34.99 ea
344682 1975-81 front ........................ 34.99 ea
1253408 1975-76 LH or RH rear, 2 req 34.99 ea
1253408 1977-81 LH rear ................... 34.99 ea
1256897 1977-81 RH rear ................... 34.99 ea

1969 Rear Park Brake Cables 4 Wheel Disc
RE650

G5196

Reproduction rear parking brake cables for 4 wheel
disc brakes.
E227
1969 ........................................ 259.99 pr

1967-81 Rear Parking Brake Levers
Reproduction rear parking brake lever for models with
9-1/2" rear drums. This is the lever that gets pulled by
the parking brake cable and holds the shoes to the drum.
Reproduction – Pair
RE650 1967-81 9-1/2" rear drums .. 39.99 pr
GM – LH (Driver Side Only)
G5196 1967-81 LH ......................... 23.99 set

1968-69 Parking Brake Shield
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Lokar universal rear brake cables are designed to
work with the Lokar under dash foot operated brake
cables. The outer housing is designed with a specially
extruded liner for extended life of the cable, and the
stainless cable resists moisture. Features adjustable
cable lock and clevis and come complete with two 8'
cut-to-ﬁt housings, cables, cable bracket and spacers.
Available with either a black or stainless steel housing.
EC80
stainless steel housing ......... 238.99 ea
EC80B
black housing ...................... 166.99 ea

1967-81 Rear Park Brake Cable Connector
Reproduction connector used to join the center and rear
section of the park brake cable. This cable connector
was originally installed on all 1967-81 Camaro models
regardless of the length of the cable.
537485
1967-81 ..................................... 3.49 ea

1967-69 Park Brake Cable Retainer Clip
Parking Brake Cable

Reproduction parking brake cable shield set for 196869 Camaro models. This is a 2 piece set for vehicles
equipped with the JL8 4 wheel disc brake option or
heavy-duty rear end. For LH side use only.
14294
1968-69
LH ...................... 69.99 set

EC80B

Universal Rear Parking Brake Cable

These cables will complete the installation of your
Wilwood parking brake set. These cable sets are
compatible with all of Wilwood’s internal drum parking
brake sets including the Dynalite, Superlite, and W4AR
sets. This cable will connect Wilwood’s parking brake
mechanism to your vehicle’s OE equalizer assembly.
The cables are simple to install and adjust, and the
cable housing’s black ﬁnish disappears under the car
for a clean looking undercarriage.
3309371
with clevis......................... 119.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Reproduction of the park brake cable retainer clip
for 1967-69 Camaro models. Replace that broken or
missing clip that retains the park brake cable to the
park brake lever.
14651
1967-69 ...................................... 7.99 ea

1967-81 Park Brake Cable Retainer
Correct retainer used to hold the park brake cable
in place.
3875092
1967-81 ................................. 1.69 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Parking Brake

1976-81 Park Brake Cable Retainer
Reproduction park brake cable retainer designed for
1976-81 Camaro models. Manufactured in clear zincplating for corrosion resistance. Retainer attaches over
the brake cable spring and holds the cable in place.
1 required per car.
1385078
1976-81 ................................. 2.99 ea

1967-88 Park Brake Guide Bar Springs
Reproduction park brake guide bar springs for Camaro
models. These are the green springs for the park
brake guide bar.
A9500101
1967-88 ................................ 7.99 pr

1967-69 Brake Cable Guide

1970-81 Parking Brake Release Handle
Park brake release cable assembly for 1970-81 Camaro
models. These quality reproduction cables are correct
for Camaro featuring the same black plastic handles
and white print as the originals. Clip included.
748796 1970-81 .................................... 44.99 ea

Reproduction brake cable guide assembly for 1967-69
Camaro models.
3892744
1967-69 .................................. 6.99 ea

1970-74 Park Brake Cable Guide

1968-69 Park Brake Adjusting Spring

Reproduction park brake cable guide for 1970-74
Camaro models.
RE701
1970-74 ................................... 11.99 ea

Reproduction adjusting spring for 1968-69 models
with 4 wheel disc brakes. 2 required per vehicle.
Sold individually.
Note: Spring will be in natural color not black as shown.

1256664

1968-69 .................................. 5.99 ea

1967-69 Park Brake Lamp Switch
Reproduction park brake lamp switch for 1967-69
Camaro. This switch mounts on the park brake lever
and activates the park light on your dash.
14653
1967-69 .................................... 19.99 ea

1967-69 Parking Brake Cable Equalizer
Reproduction parking brake cable equalizer originally
for 1967-69 models.
6256437
1967-69 ................................... 8.50 ea

1968-69 JL-8 Parking Brake Spring

1968-69 Rear Park Brake Cable Bracket
Reproduction parking brake cable mounting bracket
for models with factory multi-leaf rear springs. Mounts
to the rear shock plate.
HC69
1968-69 ...................................... 9.99 ea

1967-69 Park Brake Lamp Switch Clip
Reproduction park brake lamp paddle switch clip
for 1967-69 Camaro. The clip attaches to the park
brake lever where the parking brake cable attaches.
Deactivates the park brake lamp switch when the park
brake is not applied.
14652
1967-69 .................................... 17.99 ea

1970-74 Park Brake Cable Tension Spring
This reproduction 1970-74 park brake cable tension
spring maintains tension so your park brake cables
won’t sag.
RE700 1970-74 .................................... 16.99 ea

1970-81 Park Brake Cable Brackets
Reproduction rear park brake cable brackets for 197081 models. These brackets are used to hold the rear
cables where they pass through the unibody at the rear
leaf spring pocket.
RE7081
1970-81 ................................. 19.99 pr

1967-84 Park Brake Release Grommet
1967-78 Park Brake Adjustment Nuts
Park brake cable adjustment nuts for Camaro models.
Replacement for the right rear cable nuts.
A9500106
1967-78 ................................ 1.99 pr

1967-81 Parking Brake Release Handle
Reproduction brake release handle correct for 196781 Camaro models. Features correct conﬁguration
and lettering. This precise reproduction also features
the correct grain.
3893179
1967-81 OER® .................... 8.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

OER® reproduction of the park brake release rod
grommet. A necessary component when repairing or
replacing the park brake assembly. Manufactured to
exact factory speciﬁcations using injection molded
plastic as original. This grommet installs into the park
brake assembly housing and the park brake pull rod
slides thru it. One required per car.
3945592
1967-69 ................................. 4.99 ea
3945592
1973-84 ................................. 4.99 ea

Parking Brake Parts
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Correct replacement pre-load spring for 1968-69 JL8
brake systems.
E230
1968-69 .................................... 19.99 ea

Brake Tools
Y10950

Y10900

Brake Spring Pliers

Brake Bleeder Wrench
Brake System Power Bleeder

These will ensure that you don’t strip the bleeder nuts on
your calipers or cylinders. Check size before ordering.
Y10950
1/4" x 3/8".............................. 7.99 ea
Y10900
5/16" x 3/8"............................ 7.99 ea

Removes and installs shoe return springs on most drum
brakes. Socket end removes spring from anchor stud.
Notched end installs spring on anchor. Pliers remove
and install the return spring to outside of brake shoe.
X298
................................................. 22.99 ea

Bleed your hydraulic brake system like the pros with
this high capacity brake bleeder system. This is a
simple, one person operation with no external power
source needed. Includes a precision pressure gauge for
safe operation and you can ﬂush the entire hydraulic
system without frequently reﬁlling the reservoir.
This unit features a large reservoir that holds up to
2 quarts of brake ﬂuid. Complete system includes:
reservoir with gauge, hoses, ﬁttings, instructions as
well as two adapters that will ﬁt most master cylinders
from 1947-91.
14227
bleeder w/universal adapters .... 85.99 ea

X265

Handy Packer Bearing Packer
The Handy Packer works on bearings up to 3 1/2" o.d.
The grease stays in the tool cavity, not on your hands.
To pack a bearing, place the bearing on the piston.
Press down on the cap until the old grease is forced
out and the new grease shows on top of the bearing
with less mess.
Y34550
................................................ 19.99 ea

X2004

X266

Brake Cylinder Hone

I
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04000
Y44800

Mityvac Brake Bleeder
The Mityvac Brake Bleeding Set can be used on
virtually all hydraulic systems including most ABS
systems. It’s a rugged, low cost professional tool which
enables one person to efﬁciently bleed brakes, clutches
or other hydraulic systems. Choose from our sturdy
polymer plastic bleeder, designed for occasional use,
or step up to the heavy-duty model designed for the
professional mechanic.
04000
“professional” model.............. 119.99 set
06820
“do-it-yourselfer” model .......... 54.99 set

Y46750

Hones drum brake wheel cylinders and disc brake
calipers from 13/16" to 2-3/4" in diameter. Sleeve
makes insertion in cylinder easy and protects stones
when not in use. Use with variable speed drill.
X265
3/8" Hex .................................. 15.99 ea
X266
stone set for drum brakes (3) .. 4.99 set
X2004
stone set for disc brakes (3) .... 7.99 set

Brake Spring Removal Tool
Two to choose from. The standard tool will remove
springs that are set over a post. The heavy-duty will
remove springs installed through a hole.
Y44800 heavy-duty (lg. brake springs) 13.99 ea
Y46750 standard tool ............................ 10.99 ea

Y10400

Disc Brake Hone
Special abrasive pads polish the cylinder without
cutting. Controlled pressure, three abrasives, and
ﬂexible driver give good stability and speed. Stones
are 1" long. Range 1-1/2" to 3-1/8".
Y10400 hone ......................................... 14.99 ea
Y10490 set of replacement abrasives ... 5.99 set

One Man Brake Bleeder
Loosen the bleeder screw and ﬁll with brake ﬂuid.
Pump the brakes until the hose is free of bubbles.
Everything is included to quickly bleed brakes with
no mess. Plastic bottle collects discharged ﬂuids.
Complete instructions included.
Y19200
................................................ 8.99 set
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Brake Adjustment Tool

Brake Pad Spreader

Speed up star wheel adjusting on drum brakes by
simply inserting the tool through the slot in drum
backing plate. A different angle at each end adapts to
many various models.
Y50700
.................................................. 3.99 ea

This unique tool makes
changing disc brake pads
easy. The tool compresses
the disc brake piston for easy
installation of pads.
Y24400
................................................. 7.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Brake Tools
DOT 5 Silicone Brake Fluid
X2189
Y25750

Speedy Brake Pad Spreader
The pistol grip ratcheting action and the fast acting
plunger compress disc brake pistons in seconds. This
makes brake pad replacement a snap.
Y24300
single piston pad spreader ..... 39.99 ea
Y25750
dual piston pad spreader ........ 44.99 ea

Wilwood FIVE is a highperformance silicone
brake ﬂuid that features a
non-hygroscopic blend that blocks
the absorption of moisture from the
air, preventing internal brake system
corrosion. FIVE is paint friendly and
will not harm ﬁnishes should a spill
or leak occur. It is a fully DOT 5
compliant ﬂuid meeting or exceeding
FMVSS 116 and MIL-PRF-46176BDOT speciﬁcations, and can be used
in any vehicle that requires DOT 5
brake ﬂuid.
29011084
12 ounce bottle .................... 12.99 ea

V025700

Tubing Bender

Y44220

These tools make bends easy without the tube
collapsing. Tube benders can be used for bending
copper or steel tubing such as brake, fuel, transmission
cooler or power steering lines. 1 hand bender for small
lines or slight bends in larger lines. 2 hand bender for
easy bends in larger lines.
X2189
3/16", 1/4", 5/16", and 3/8" 29.99 ea
V025700
5/16" and 3/8" lines ............ 44.99 ea

Brake And Parts Cleaner
This powerful Brake And Parts
cleaner quickly cuts through grease
and grime, but it does not leave an
oily ﬁlm. This fast drying formula
gets the job done while using less
spray compared to watered down
cleaners. Non-chlorinated.
JG1210
14 oz. can .............................. 4.99 ea
JG1211
case of 12 – 14 oz. cans ........ 54.99 cs

Emergency Brake Cable Release Pliers
These pliers can be used on many domestic vehicles
with an emergency brake cables at the rear wheels.
Works on drum brake and disc applications, quick
and easily pushes the emergency brake cable out the
spring/connector for service or replacement.
Y44210
................................................ 16.99 ea
Y44220 .................................................. 19.99 ea

Hydraulic Assembly Fluid

Important: Not for use with mineral
oil systems.

CB2568

8 oz. bottle ............................ 12.99 ea

Double Flaring Tool Set
If your brake or fuel lines need to be ﬂared, this is the
right tool for you. This set allows the user to make
single or double SAE ﬂares to exact dimensions. Great
item to keep in your tool box.
Y31310
................................................ 39.99 set

Universal Brake Caliper Bit Set
Nine sizes for brake caliper bolt applications. No more
searching for the correct bit! This handy set will cover
a multitude of applications.
Y29150
............................................... 29.99 set

High-Performance Brake Fluid

Brake Caliper/Brake Drum Paint System

StopTech High-Performance DOT 4 Brake Fluid is
compatible with modern ABS and stability systems. It
mixes with all DOT 3 and 4 products, and is optimized
resist boiling under severe temperatures. Choose from
street or racing formulations. Sold in durable 500ML
metal containers.

Available in 11 colors, this system is the most complete
brake caliper paint set available with brush-on
application, high gloss ﬁnish, and the heat resistance
of up to 950 degrees F! Includes: 2 component paint
system, caliper cleaner, brush, and mixing stick. Seals
and protects from oils and corrosion. Choose from red,
yellow, blue, silver, black, purple, green, white, gold,
orange, or pink. Contains enough paint for 4 large
calipers or 2 brake drums.
G22160 specify color ........................... 54.99 set

Note: This brake ﬂuid should not be mixed with mineral
oil systems.

CB2560
CB2566

street formula ......................... 14.99 ea
racing formula ........................ 24.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Brake Fluid
Wilwood offers two grades of high-performance
brake ﬂuid. Hi-Temp° 570 for severe heat. EXP 600
Plus for extreme performance under the high heat of
professional motor sports. Always add new ﬂuid to
a clean system.
2908478 EXP 600, 6-16.9 oz bottles ... 118.99 cs
2902210 Hi-Temp° 570, 6-12 oz bottles 51.99 cs

Use this hydraulic brake assembly ﬂuid
to keep brake seals and o-ring properly
lubricated when assembling wheel
cylinders, calipers, master cylinders,
and other hydraulic components.
Compatible with all DOT 3 and DOT
4 brake ﬂuids.

Rally Wheel Kits
Save big when replacing your wheels with a Rally Wheel Kit
from Classic Industries®. We offer a wide selection of kits
including same size or mixed sizes. Each kit includes
a complete set of four Rally wheels, wheel caps,
trim rings, and lug nuts. We’ve listed the year
model information for those who are restoring their
vehicles back to factory specs.
5 lug, 4-3/4" bolt pattern.
Note: Special shipping rate applies. Shipped overweight.
.

1967 Standard Rally Wheel Kits
These standard Rally wheel kits include center cap
ornaments of the type originally used on models
without disc brakes. The ornaments feature the wording
“Chevrolet Motor Division” encircling a Bow Tie.

14" x 6" Rally Wheel Kit
4 14" x 6" Rally Wheels
4 14" x 6" Trim Rings
4 Center Cap Bases
4 Standard Ornaments
16 Ornament Screws
20 Wheel Lug Nuts
RWK01
............................................. 601.99 kit
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14" x 7" Rally Wheel Kit
4 14" x 7" Rally Wheels
4 14" x 7" Trim Rings
4 Center Cap Bases
4 Standard Ornaments
16 Ornament Screws
20 Wheel Lug Nuts
RWK02
............................................. 533.99 kit

15" x 7" Rally Wheel Kit
4 15" x 7" Rally Wheels
4 15" x 7" Trim Rings
4 Center Cap Bases
4 Standard Ornaments
16 Ornament Screws
20 Wheel Lug Nuts
RWK03
............................................. 634.99 kit

15"x 8" Rally Wheel Kit
4 15" x 8" Rally Wheels
4 15" x 8" Trim Rings
4 Center Cap Bases
4 Standard Ornaments
16 Ornament Screws
20 Wheel Lug Nuts
RWK04
............................................. 636.99 kit

15" x 7" and 15" x 8"
Mixed Size Rally Wheel Kit
2 15" x 7" Rally Wheels (front)
2 15" x 8" Rally Wheels (rear)
2 15" x 7" Trim Rings
2 15" x 8" Trim Rings
4 Center Cap Bases
4 Standard Ornaments
16 Ornament Screws
20 Wheel Lug Nuts
RWK17
............................................. 637.99 kit
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Rally Wheel Kits

standard Rally wheel cap

disc brake Rally wheel cap

1967 Disc Brake Rally Kits
These kits include center cap ornaments of the type
originally used on models with disc brakes. The
ornaments feature the wording “Chevrolet Motor
Division” and “Disc Brakes” encircling the Bow Tie.

14" x 6" Rally Wheel Kit
4 14" x 6" Rally Wheels
4 14" x 6" Trim Rings
4 Center Cap Bases
4 Standard Ornaments
16 Ornament Screws
20 Wheel Lug Nuts
RWK19
............................................. 565.99 kit

14" x 7" Rally Wheel Kit
4 14" x 7" Rally Wheels
4 14" x 7" Trim Rings
4 Center Cap Bases
4 Standard Ornaments
16 Ornament Screws
20 Wheel Lug Nuts
RWK20
............................................. 496.99 kit

15" x 7" Rally Wheel Kit
4 15" x 7" Rally Wheels
4 15" x 7" Trim Rings
4 Center Cap Bases
4 Standard Ornaments
16 Ornament Screws
20 Wheel Lug Nuts
RWK21
............................................. 597.99 kit
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1967 Disc Brake Rally Kits

15" x 8" Rally Wheel Kit
This kit includes center cap ornaments of the type
originally used on models with disc brakes. The
ornaments feature the wording “Chevrolet Motor
Division” and “Disc Brakes” encircling the Bow Tie.
4 15" x 8" Rally Wheels
4 15" x 8" Trim Rings
4 Center Cap Bases
4 Standard Ornaments
16 Ornament Screws
20 Wheel Lug Nuts
RWK22
............................................. 599.99 kit

15" x 7" and 15" x 8"
Mixed Size Rally Wheel Kit
This kit includes center cap ornaments of the type
originally used on models with disc brakes. The
ornaments feature the wording “Chevrolet Motor
Division” and “Disc Brakes” encircling the Bow Tie.
2 15" x 7" Rally Wheels (front)
2 15" x 8" Rally Wheels (rear)
4 Center Cap Ornaments
4 Rally Wheel Center Caps
2 5" x 7" Trim Rings
2 5" x 8" Trim Rings
20 Wheel Lug Nuts
16 Ornament Screws
RWK18
............................................. 601.99 kit

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Rally Wheel Kits
Save big when replacing your
wheels with a Rally Wheel
Kit from Classic Industries®.
We offer a wide selection
of kits including same size
or mixed sizes. Each kit
includes a complete set of four
Rally wheels, wheel caps, trim
rings, and lug nuts. We’ve listed the
year model information for those who are
restoring their vehicles back to factory specs.
5 lug, 4-3/4" bolt pattern.
Note: Special shipping rate applies. Shipped overweight.

close up

close up

FREE!

Valve Stems
Wheel Locks &
of any
With purchase Kit!
Rally Wheel

plain center cap

Chevrolet Motor Division center cap

1968-69 Kits with Plain Center Caps

1968-69 Kits w/Chevrolet Motor Division Center Cap

4
4
RWK25

14" x 6" Rally Wheels
Rally Wheel Hub Caps

4
20

14" x 6" Rally Wheel Kit

14" x 6" Trim Rings
Wheel Lug Nuts

plain caps ......................................................................... 539.99 kit

4
4

14" x 6" Rally Wheels
Chevrolet Motor Division Center Cap

RWK05

14" x 7" Rally Wheel Kit
4
4
RWK27

14" x 7" Rally Wheels
Rally Wheel Hub Caps

4
20

4
4

14" x 7" Rally Wheels
Chevrolet Motor Division Center Cap

RWK06

RWK29

4
20

4
4

15" x 7" Rally Wheels
Chevrolet Motor Division Center Cap

RWK07

RWK31

4
20

4
4

15" x 8" Rally Wheels
Chevrolet Motor Division Center Cap

RWK08

15" x 7" and 15" x 8" Mixed Size Rally Wheel Ki
RWK35

15" x 7" Trim Rings
Wheel Lug Nuts

15" x 8" Rally Wheel Kit

15" x 8" Trim Rings
Wheel Lug Nuts

plain caps ......................................................................... 599.99 kit

2
2
4

4
20

“Chevrolet Motor Division” caps .................................... 669.99 kit

15" x 8" Rally Wheel Kit
15" x 8" Rally Wheels
Rally Wheel Hub Caps

14" x 7" Trim Rings
Wheel Lug Nuts

15" x 7" Rally Wheel Kit

15" x 7" Trim Rings
Wheel Lug Nuts

plain caps ......................................................................... 609.99 kit

4
4

4
20

“Chevrolet Motor Division” caps .................................... 568.99 kit

15" x 7" Rally Wheel Kit
15" x 7" Rally Wheels
Rally Wheel Hub Caps

14" x 6" Trim Rings
Wheel Lug Nuts

14" x 7" Rally Wheel Kit

14" x 7" Trim Rings
Wheel Lug Nuts

plain caps ......................................................................... 524.99 kit

4
4

4
20

“Chevrolet Motor Division” caps .................................... 637.99 kit

2 15" x 7" Trim Rings
15" x 7" Rally Wheels (front)
2 15" x 8" Trim Rings
15" x 8" Rally Wheels (rear)
20 Wheel Lug Nuts
Rally Wheel Hub Caps
plain caps ......................................................................... 599.99 kit

4
20

15" x 8" Trim Rings
Wheel Lug Nuts

“Chevrolet Motor Division” caps .................................... 672.99 kit

15" x 7" and 15" x 8" Mixed Size Rally Wheel Kit
2
2
4

15" x 7" Rally Wheels (front)
15" x 8" Rally Wheels (rear)
Chevrolet Motor Division Center Cap

RWK14

2
2
20

15" x 7" Trim Rings
15" x 8" Trim Rings
Wheel Lug Nuts

“Chevrolet Motor Division” caps .................................... 673.99 kit

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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14" x 6" Rally Wheel Kit

Rally Wheels

DK15X10

Replace a rusty, pitted or missing wheel with a
new reproduction Rally wheel. Each wheel comes
beautifully ﬁnished in original silver (powder coated)
color. These wheels come in 5 x 4-3/4" bolt pattern and
are available in a variety of sizes to ﬁt your speciﬁc
needs. Center caps and trim rings are sold separately.
Note: Shipped oversize.

Item #
DK14X6
DK14X7
DK14X8B
DK15X6
DK15X7
DK15X8A
DK15X10
DK16X7

Size
14" x 6"
14" x 7"
14" x 8"
15" x 6"
15" x 7"
15" x 8"
15" x 10"
16" x 7"

Offset
6mm
-3mm
-19mm
7mm
6mm
-6mm
-32mm
+0 mm

Rr Spc
3-3/4"
4-1/8"
3-3/4"
3-3/4"
4-1/4"
4-1/4"
4-1/4"
4" .......

Disc Brake Rally Cap Ornaments

DK14X6C

Reproduction Painted Rally Wheel

OS1

93.99
74.99
104.99
76.99
98.99
102.99
138.99
129.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Reproduction Painted Rally Wheels –
Buy a Set of 4 and Save $$!
Save when purchasing a complete set of 4 Rally wheels!
Each set is beautifully ﬁnished in Argent silver powder
coated. Wheel trim rings and caps sold separately.
Item #
Size
Offset Rr Spc
R14X6S
14" x 6" 6mm
3-3/4" 357.99 set
R14X7S
14" x 7" -3mm 4-1/8" 324.99 set
R14X8S
14" x 8" -19mm 3-3/4" 359.99 set
R15X6S
15" x 6" 7mm
3-3/4" 319.99 set
R15X7S
15" x 7" 6mm
4-1/4" 419.99 set
R15X8AS 15" x 8" -6mm 4-1/4" 439.99 set

Rally Wheels in Brilliant Chrome!
Upgrade your vehicle’s stock appearance with a
beautiful set of chrome reproduction Rally wheels.
These reproduction wheels come in 5 x 4-3/4" bolt
pattern and are available in a variety of sizes to ﬁt your
speciﬁc needs. Each wheel includes an aftermarket
plain police style center cap. For a more authentic
Chevrolet Rally wheel appearance, use our Chevrolet
Rally wheel caps and trim rings sold separately.

Correct hubcap ornament installed on models with Rally
wheels with disc brakes. Includes mounting screws.
3901715
individual ............................ 22.99 ea
PR125
4 ornaments ......................... 82.99 set

Note: Wheels include plain police style hubcap
except DK16X7C.

Item #
Size
DK14X6C 14" x 6"
DK14X7C 14" x 7"
DK14X8BC 14" x 8"
DK15X6C 15" x 6"
DK15X7C 15" x 7"
DK15X8AC 15" x 8"
DK15X8BC 15" x 8"
DK16X7C 16" x 7"

Offset
+6 mm
+0 mm
-19 mm
+7 mm
+6 mm
-6 mm
-19 mm
+0 mm

Rr Spc
3-3/4"
4" .......
3-3/4"
3-3/4"
4-1/4"
4-1/4"
3-3/4"
4" .......

149.99
144.99
109.99
89.99
141.99
145.99
165.99
159.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Rally Cap Ornaments
Correct hubcap ornament installed on models with Rally
wheels without disc brakes. Includes mounting screws.
3908762
individual .............................. 19.99 ea
PR126
4 ornaments .......................... 71.99 set

R14X6C
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1968-69 Rally Wheel Ornament

A9507860

Cast Aluminum Rally Style Wheels
The Rally is a clean, traditional hot rod wheel design.
This 1 piece cast aluminum design offers better durability
and weight savings over traditional steel alternatives.
Features a silver powder coated face with a machined
lip, 5 x 4-3/4" and 5 x 5" dual lug patterns. Fits most
modern brake upgrades while accommodating to original
equipment backspacing. Includes economy plastic derby
center caps. Wheels also accepts alternative design caps.
Sold separately or in sets of 4.

Reproduction Chrome Rally Wheels –
Buy a Set of 4 and Save $$!
Save when purchasing a complete set of 4 Rally wheels!
Each set is beautifully ﬁnished in polished chrome.
Each wheel includes an aftermarket plain police style
center cap. For a more authentic Chevrolet Rally wheel
appearance, use our Chevrolet Rally wheel caps and
trim rings sold separately.
Item #
Size
Offset Rr Spc
R14X6C
14" x 6" +6mm 3-3/4" 509.99 set
R14X7C
14" x 7" 0mm
4" ....... 519.99 set
R15X7C
15" x 7" 6mm
4-1/4" 579.99 set
R15X8AC 15" x 8" -6mm 4-1/4" 599.99 set
R15X8BC 15" x 8" -19mm 3-3/4" 719.99 set

Important: Do not use chrome aftermarket style lug nuts,
they will not clear the center cap.
Note: *Two 17" x 8" and two 17" x 9".
Shipped overweight.

Wheel Sets of 4
A9507852
15" x 7" ........................... 749.99 ea
A9507851* 17" .................................. 899.99 set
A9507850
17" x 8" ........................... 899.99 set
A9507953
17" x 9" ........................... 899.99 set
Individual Wheels
A9507840
15" x 7" ........................... 159.99 ea
A9507860
17" x 8" ........................... 244.99 ea
A9507960
17" x 9" ........................... 249.99 ea
A9507970
18" x 8"............................ 249.99 ea
Lug Nuts
WL700101
7/16" x 20 standard ....
.99 ea
WL700105
7/16" x 20 set of 5 ......
3.99 set
WL700120
7/16" x 20 set of 20 .... 17.99 set
Center Caps – Rally Plastic Cap – Set of 4
748671
disc brake dish ................ 199.99 set
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Genuine GM replacement hubcap for the Rally wheels.
This is the center portion only and does not include
the surrounding dish.
G8708 1968-69 .................................... 96.99 ea

1970-81 Rally Wheel Hubcap
Reproduction of the center hubcap for 1970-81 Camaro
models with Rally Wheels. Cap features a bright
chrome ﬁnish with silver accents and a Bow Tie in
the center as original.
352933
1970-81 .................................. 29.99 ea

1978-81 Rally Wheel Insert

Rally Wheel Ornament Screws

Insert used with all 1978-81 Camaro Rally wheels.
For all 14" x 6", 14" x 7", and 15" x 7" Rally wheels.
Four wheels require 24 bezels.
474361
6 req. per wheel ................... 12.99 ea
R5125
24 piece set.......................... 279.99 set

Special factory screws designed for early and late style
Rally wheel ornaments. Holds the ornament or center
cap to the hubcap retainer.
3824195
individual ............................ 1.29 ea
R306
16 piece............................... 14.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Rally Wheel Center Caps

WK1014C

WC3

Disc Brake Rally Wheel Center Caps
Genuine equipment for models with factory disc
brakes. The center cap features the words “Chevrolet
Motor Division Disc Brakes” and a Bow Tie in the
center. Available in chrome or stainless steel. Sold
individually or in a set of 4.
WK1014C chrome, w/disc brake (ea).... 24.99 ea
WR1014C chrome, w/disc brake (set of 4) 89.99 set
WK1014S stainless, w/disc brake (ea) .. 29.99 ea
WR1014S stainless, w/disc brake (set of 4) 107.99 set
WC3
center dish only repro .......... 14.99 ea
WC5
center dish only repro .......... 53.99 set

Bow Tie Rally Wheel Center Caps
These reproduction Rally wheel derby center caps
feature “Chevrolet Motor Division” with a center
Bow Tie. Available in a tall style chrome cap. Sold
individually or in a set of 4.
WK1012
tall derby cap (ea).............. 49.99 ea
WR1012
tall derby cap (set of 4) ..... 179.99 set

Baby Moon Rally Wheel Center Cap
Baby moon style Rally wheel center caps. Sold
individually or in a set of 4.
WK1008
chrome................................. 14.99 ea
WR1008
chrome................................. 53.99 set

WK1000C

WK1002C

Police Style Rally Wheel Center Caps
WK10120

Economy Rally Wheel Center Caps
WK10121

WK1012A

Rally Wheel Dish Cap – 1" Taller
Aftermarket Rally wheel dish center hubcap for
various GM models. This stainless steel cap has a 1"
taller design than the standard dish cap and features
the words “Power Disk Brakes”. Great for cars with a
larger/longer hub that protrudes out further and causes
clearance issues. The taller design allow for additional
clearance. Sold as a set of 4.
748634 1" taller cap ........................... 139.99 set

Police style hubcap. Available in chrome or stainless
steel. Sold individually or in a set of 4.
With Bow Tie
WK1000C
chrome ............................. 24.99 ea
WR1000C
chrome ............................. 89.99 set
WK1000S
stainless ........................... 29.99 ea
WR1000S
stainless ........................... 107.99 set
Plain
WK1002C
chrome ............................. 19.99 ea
WR1002C
chrome ............................. 71.99 set
WK1002S
stainless ........................... 24.99 ea
WR1002S
stainless ........................... 89.99 set

WK1012NL

Plain Rally Wheel Center Caps
These Rally wheel derby center caps are a great
reproduction. Although the words “Chevrolet Motor
Division” are not featured, these caps are a great way
to dress-up your vehicle. Available in a short or tall
style chrome cap. Sold individually or in a set of 4.
WK1012A
short derby cap (ea) ......... 29.99 ea
WR1012A
short derby cap (set of 4) 107.99 set
WK1012NL tall derby cap (ea)............ 31.99 ea
WR1012NL tall derby cap (set of 4) ... 115.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

WK1018CR

Spinner Rally Wheel Center Caps
A unique way to dress-up your Rally wheels. Available
in chrome or stainless steel. Individual or in a set of 4.
Plain Knock Off
WK1018CR chrome ............................ 39.99 ea
WR1018C
chrome ............................ 144.99 set
WK1018SR stainless .......................... 34.99 ea
WR1018S
stainless .......................... 107.99 set

Rally Wheel Caps
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Rally Wheel Center Caps
Used on various car models throughout the years. This
cap is all you’ll need to replace the center section.
Each cap includes the chrome dish with the ornament
attached. These caps feature the words “Chevrolet
Motor Division” or “General Motors Corporation”.
WK10120
Chevrolet ........................... 49.99 ea
WK10121
General Motors .................. 53.99 ea

A good reproduction of the derby Rally wheel center
hubcap without the words “Chevrolet Motor Division”
or a center Bow Tie. Available single or in a set of 4.
Made of plastic.
WK1013
derby cap (ea) ..................... 19.99 ea
WR1013
derby cap (set of 4) ............. 71.99 set

Wheel Trim Rings
Excellent quality
reproduction wheel trim
rings. Classic Industries®
now offers Rally wheel
trim rings at a greatly
reduced price. Get a
stylish look with these
reproduction trim rings.
Sold individually or in
set of 4.

Reproduction
Rally wheel trim
rings. Get the same
OEM look with
these ﬁne reproductions.
TR3015

Note: *OE wheel only. **Reproduction wheel only.

Stainless Steel
Individual Trim Rings
1-1/2" Deep
TK3000
14" x 6", 14" x 7" ........
TK3015*
15" x 5", 15" x 6".........
TK3015*
15" x 7"........................
1-5/8" Deep
16" x 7", 16" x 8" ........
TK3016**
2-1/4" Deep
TK3125**
15" x 7" .......................
3" Deep
97966961
15" x 8", 15" x 10" ......
Trim Ring Sets
1-1/2" Deep
TR3000
14" x 6", 14" x 7" ........
TR3015*
15" x 5", 15" x 6" .........
TR3015*
15" x 7" ........................
1-5/8" Deep
TR3016**
16" x 7", 16" x 8" ........
2-1/4" Deep
TR3125**
15" x 7" .......................
3" Deep
9796696*
15" x 8", 15" x 10" ......

22.99 ea
24.99 ea
24.99 ea
24.99 ea
26.99 ea
24.99 ea

79.99 set
89.99 set
89.99 set
89.99 set
97.99 set
94.99 set

I
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Chrome
Individual Trim Rings
1-1/2" Deep
TK3005
14" x 6", 14" x 7" ........
TK3007*
15" x 5", 15" x 6" ........
TK3007*
15" x 7" .......................
2-7/8" Deep
TK3009*
15" x 8", 15" x 10" ......
TK3009A**
15" x 8", 15" x 10" ......
Trim Ring Sets
1-1/2" Deep
TR3005
14" x 6", 14" x 7" ........
TR3007*
15" x 5", 15" x 6" ........
TR3007*
15" x 7" .......................
2-7/8" Deep
TR3009*
15" x 8", 15" x 10" ......

1967-69 Original
Style Hubcaps

Stainless Steel
Step Lip
Trim Rings

Round Lip Trim Ring

24.99 ea
19.99 ea
19.99 ea
19.99 ea
24.99 ea

89.99 set
69.99 set
69.99 set
69.99 set

Reproduction hubcaps
for models with 14"
standard steel wheels
and drum brakes.
Replace your missing,
damaged or discolored
hubcaps with these
F220
quality reproductions.
F220
1967
set of 4 ................ 394.99 set
F230
1968-69
set of 4 ................ 394.99 set

5459101

Note: *Will ﬁt reproduction wheels only.

Individual Trim
Stainless Steel
5459101*
14" x 6", 14" x 7", OER® ...
39017081* 15" x 2-1/2", 15" x 7".........
Chrome
A9590010
14" x 7", 2-1/4" deep..........
Trim Ring Kits
Stainless Steel
545910*
14" x 6", 14" x 7", OER® ...
3901708*
15" x 2-3/4", 15" x 7".........
Chrome
A9591010
14" x 7", 2-1/4" deep..........

24.99 ea
24.99 ea
24.99 ea

94.99 set
94.99 set
94.99 set

1967-81 Stainless Steel
Rally Wheel
Trim Rings
Genuine GM trim
rings for Rally
wheels. Each ring
is produced with
bright chrome
ﬁnish. Due to
changes in Federal
Safety Regulations,
attachment clips
may vary in location
from original stock trim rings but does not effect
appearance once installed.
Important: Not for use on SS, Turbine, 5 Spoke Rally
wheels or Poly Cast wheels.

G6581

1967-81

14" x 7" .............. 152.99 ea

1970-81 Z28
5-Spoke Trim Ring

Trim Ring for
5-Spoke SS Wheel
Reproduction Bow Tie Trim Ring Sets
Reproduction stainless steel Bow Tie trim rings for
Rally wheels. Each trim ring features 4 Bow Ties
stamped on each ring. Sold in sets of 4.
TF500068
15" x 7" ........................... 109.99 set
TF500069
15" x 8" ........................... 121.99 set
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Wheel Trim Rings

Reproduction 1967 Camaro
14" full wheel covers.
Manufactured using a
new tooling each features
the Bow Tie logo in the
center and original style
retainers. For factory style
14" steel wheels only. Sold
individually, 4 required. Buy the kit and save!
3888699
1967
............................ 49.99 ea
R103
1967
set of 4 ................ 179.99 kit

WK1

Rally Wheel Lug Nut Sets
Classic Industries® offers a lug nut set for your Rally
wheels. A perfect set to purchase if your lug nuts are
stripped, worn out or rusted. All sets include: 20 lug
nuts, 4 valve stems, 4 wheel locks, and a key.
WK1
7/16"-20 thread......................... 39.99 set
WK2
1/2"-20 thread........................... 39.99 set

1967-02 Lug Nuts and Caps
Genuine GM
or reproduction
standard lug
nuts for 1967-02
Camaro models
with steel, Rally or 9594683
aluminum wheels.

13944

K135

Note: *Set of 20.

This special trim ring was
designed for the optional
Z28 5-spoke wheel.
Unlike the conventional
Rally wheel trim ring,
this special type ring will
only ﬁt the 5-spoke design.
Once installed, only a small
portion of this trim ring will
actually be visible.
3984524 1970-81
individual ......... 59.99 ea
R1235
1970-81
set of 4 ............. 214.99 set

Reproduction trim ring
for 14" “SS” 5-spoke
wheels. This ring was
used exclusively for this
wheel only. These wheels
were optional on SS
models only. 14" stainless,
2-15/16" deep, step lip, for
14" x 7" wheels.
Set of 4 Trim Rings
A26100
14" x 7" reproduction ......

1967 Camaro 14" Full
Wheel Cover

99.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

With Steel Wheels
7/16"-20 Thread
WL700101 1967-81
..........................
13944
1969-79
polished ............
881229
1969-79
polished ............
12mm x 1.50mm Thread
9594683 1982-02
ext threads.........
With Aluminum Wheels
7/16"-20 Thread
K135
1978
w/YJ8, chrome..
K135
1978
w/N90, chrome
N9801*
1978-81
chrome ..............
12mm x 1.50mm Thread
9594682 1922-85
repro..................
G5937
1982-88
N90, IROC........
9594683 1982-02
ext threads.........
R5123*
1982-02
ext threads.........
G6573
1993-97
..........................
Nut Caps Individual
10028614 1982-92
black .................
10028614 1998-02
black .................
748677
1982-92
chrome ..............
748679
1982-92
silver .................
748680
1982-92
dark gray ...........
Nut Caps (Sets of 20)
R5124*
1982-92
black .................
R5124*
1998-02
black .................
R5140
1982-92
chrome ..............
R5141
1982-92
silver .................
R5142
1982-92
dark gray ...........

.99 ea
2.79 ea
39.99 set
4.99 ea
3.99 ea
3.99 ea
29.99 set
2.99
9.99
4.99
89.99
6.99

ea
ea
ea
set
ea

3.99
3.99
2.99
2.99
2.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

48.99
48.99
59.99
59.99
59.99

set
set
set
set
set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Reproduction Wheels
1967-81 Yenko
Style Rally II
Wheel
Reproduction
Pontiac Rally II
wheels originally
installed on 196781 Yenko Camaro
models. All Rally II
wheels can be installed
with either drum brakes or disc
brakes. 5 x 4-3/4" bolt pattern. Powder coated ﬁnish.
Important: Center cap, trim rings, and lug nuts are
available separately.

WV410
WV415
WV416
WV417

1967-81
1967-81
1967-81
1967-81

15" x 7"
15" x 8"
15" x 8"
15" x 10"

4" bs .......
4" bs .......
4-1/2" bs
5" bs .......

180.99
176.99
176.99
214.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-69 Yenko Wheel Ornament Decal
This is a pressure sensitive adhesive insert for Yenko
models with Torque Thrust wheels. This multi-color
insert features the Yenko bar and shield logo in the
center of the insert surrounded by stars.
YC106
Yenko
4 required ................ 9.99 ea

“Hex Style” Wheel Center Cap
WK421

1969-70 SS Style Wheel
Reproduction SS wheel for 1969-70 Camaro models
Available in OE style ﬁnish. Center caps and trim rings
sold separately. 5 on 4-3/4" bolt circle.
4-3/8" Backspace
WV418
1969-70
14" x 7" ............ 176.99 ea
WV419
1969-70
15" x 7" ............ 177.99 ea
4-1/2" Backspace
WV420
1969-70
15" x 8" ............ 184.99 ea
5" Backspace
WV421
1969-70
15" x 8" ............ 184.99 ea

1970-81 Z28 Style
Steel Wheels

474313
474312

Reproduction
original style
5-spoke Z28 steel
wheel found on
1970-81 models.
Available in
OE style ﬁnish.
Center caps and trim
rings sold separately. 5 on
4-3/4" bolt circle.
3983045 1970-81
15" x 7" ............ 279.99 ea
R3045
1970-81
kit of 4 ............. 999.99 set

881223

881224

881225

1970-81 Z28 Hubcap Sets
OER® reproduction hubcap sets for 1970-81 Z28
models. This hubcap is for Z28 models equipped with
5-spoke steel wheels. Sold as a set of 4.
881223
1970-75
Bow Tie ............. 89.99 set
881224
1977-78
Z28..................... 89.99 set
881225
1979-81
Z28..................... 89.99 set
A26098
(retainer)

A26097
(ornament)

3956772
(SS insert)

1969 SS Wheel Ornament Components
Reproduction SS wheel ornaments for 1969 Super
Sport models. Ornaments include inserts. Can be used
to install Genuine GM ornaments or reproduction.
Chrome Wheel Ornaments
A26097
1969
each ....................... 19.99 ea
R2566
1969
set of 4 .................. 71.99 set
Wheel Ornament Inserts – SS
3956772
1969
each ....................... 4.99 ea
13946
1969
set of 4 .................. 21.99 set
Wheel Ornament Retainers (without Hardware)
A26098
1969
repro (each)........... 6.99 ea
G7829
1969
GM (each)............. 22.99 ea
R2567
1969
repro (set of 4) ...... 27.99 set
Chrome Ornaments, Retainers, and Hardware
153570
1969
repro (set of 4) ...... 79.99 set
Chrome Ornaments, Retainers, Hdwr and SS Inserts
881136
1969
repro (set of 4) ...... 89.99 set

Factory Style Stamped Steel Wheel
Factory style replacement
stamped steel 14" x 7"
wheel which was
standard on the
1969 Camaro SS
and COPO models.
Features gloss black
powder coating with
OE style dimples for
“dog dish” hubcap,
and correct dimples by
the valve stem.

748650

OER® reproduction hubcap and insert for 1978-79
Camaro models with RPO YJ8 aluminum wheels. An
insert must be applied over the cap to complete the unit.
Wheel Hubcap
474312 1978-79 hubcap, 2-1/16" o.d. 23.99 ea
Wheel Hubcap Inserts
474313 1978-79 Bow Tie insert ......... 11.99 ea
474316 1978-79 Z28 insert ................ 11.99 ea
748650 1978-79 Z28 insert ................ 11.99 ea

1969-70 SS Wheel
Paint Masking Set
This unique set offers
Camaro owners the
opportunity to do the
restoration on their SS
style wheels without
the expense of going
to a professional. This
easy to use set includes 25
paint masks (enough to do
5-spokes per wheel).
WMK2
1969-70
14" wheels ......... 14.99 set
WMK3
1969-70
15" wheels ......... 19.99 set

OER® Factory Wheel Coatings

Important: Rally hubcaps will not ﬁt these wheels.
Note: For trim rings use TK3000 for 14" x 6" and 14" x 7"
and TK3125 for 15" x 7" wheels.

4-1/2" Backspacing
A8500504
1967-81
4-3/4" Backspacing
A8500505
1967-81
A8500506
1967-81

474316

1978-79 YJ8 Aluminum Hubcap & Insert

14" x 6" ......... 104.99 ea
14" x 7" ......... 104.99 ea
15" x 7" ......... 104.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

OER® factory wheel coatings are
available in a variety of original colors
so you can achieve the correct factory
look on the restoration of your wheels.
Eliminates the need for expensive
custom paint mixing and greatly
simpliﬁes the restoration process by
providing spray gun results without the
hassle and mess of a spray gun or the
need for an air compressor.
Note: Ships ground only. No air shipment.

Rally Wheel Argent Silver
K89320
12 oz. can ............................
K89321
case of six cans....................
Rally Wheel Argent Silver/Green
K89325
12 oz. can ............................
K89326
case of six cans....................

Reproduction Wheels

16.99 ea
89.99 cs
16.99 ea
89.99 cs
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1967-68 Yenko Wheel Cap
OER® reproduction chrome wheel center cap for Yenko
models equipped with Chevrolet Rally II wheels. Will
look great on 1967 or 1968 Yenko.
YC105
1967-68 Yenko ................... 34.99 ea

Reproduction of the 2 piece wheel center cap is
manufactured using high-quality chrome-plated
injection molded ABS plastic with a stamped steel
insert. Designed as an exact duplicate of the cap that
was originally installed on American Racing wheels of
the 1960’s and 70’s including the 200S Daisy wheel,
T70, and T70R 5-spoke alloy wheels, but they may ﬁt
other aluminum wheels of the era that have a 2-1/2"
center bore. Cap will accept a 1-3/4" emblem.
K676
Hex style cap ............................ 14.99 ea

Wheel Components
1985-87 IROC-Z 16" x 8" Wheel Set

1980-81 Aluminum Wheel Sets

1982-87 Z28 (N90) 15" x 7" Wheel Set

Reproduction aluminum wheel sets for 1980-81
Camaro models. These cast aluminum wheels feature
the standard GM 5 on 4-3/4" bolt pattern and have a
4-1/4" backspace. Sold as a set of 4.
14" x 7" Wheels – without Z28
R4421
1980 set of 4 ................... 683.99 set
14022116 1980 individual............... 189.99 ea
15" x 7" Wheels – Z28 with N90
R4422
1981 set of 4 ................... 683.99 set
14039021 1981 individual............... 189.99 ea

Reproduction of the 15" x 7" aluminum wheel for
1982-87 Camaro Z28 models. These cast aluminum
(N90) wheels feature the standard GM 5 on 4-3/4" bolt
pattern and have a 4-1/4" backspace. Sold as a set of 4.
R4423
1982-87
set of 4 .......... 683.99 set
12322686
1982-87
individual ...... 189.99 ea

Reproduction of the
16" x 8" aluminum
wheels for 1985-87
Camaro IROC-Z
models. These cast
aluminum wheels
feature the standard
GM 5 on 4-3/4"
bolt pattern and are
available in a 4-1/4"
backspace that was
correct for the front or a
5-1/8" backspace that was
correct for the rear. Sold as a set of 4.
*Set consists of 4 wheels with 4-1/4" backspace.
**Set consists of 2 wheels with 4-1/4" backspace and 2
wheels with 5-1/8" backspace.

Set of 4
R4424*
R4425**
Individual
14089081
14089082

1985-87 ............................. 719.99 set
1985-87 ............................. 719.99 set
1985-87 ............................. 199.99 ea
1985-97 ............................. 199.99 ea

10154284S
10154284

881202

10154284C

748636

748655

748656

1985-87 IROC-Z N96 Wheel Center Caps
14055959
881201

881200

Steering, Suspension, Rear End & Brakes

1980-81 N90 Hubcap Sets

I

14035332

10087758

881203

OER® reproduction hubcaps and inserts for 1980-81
Camaro models. An insert must be applied over the
cap to complete the unit. Originally installed on N90
aluminum style wheels for 1980-81. Sold as sets that
include 4 hubcaps and 4 inserts.
Wheel Hubcaps with Inserts
881201 1980
“Camaro’’, red/blk... 71.99 set
881200 1980
“Camaro’’, blk/blk... 71.99 set
881202 1980-81 “Z28” ....................... 59.99 set
881203 1980-81 “Chevrolet” ............. 59.99 set

1978-81 Rally
Wheel Insert
This emblem contains a
Chevrolet Bow Tie logo
embossed into the center of
the insert. This insert was
originally installed on 1978
through 1981 Camaro models
with Rally wheels.
474364 1978-81 2-5/8" o.d. ............ 14.99 ea

10087755

Reproduction center caps for 1985-87 IROC-Z N96
wheels. Features the wording IROC-Z in the correct
lettering. Sold in sets of 4.
748636
1985-87
IROC-Z – red ...... 64.99 set
748655
1985-87
IROC-Z – gold .... 59.99 set
748656
1985-87
IROC-Z – silver .. 59.99 set

10087764

1982-92 N90 Wheel Hubcaps and Inserts
OER® reproduction hubcaps and center cap inserts
for 1982-92 Camaro models with N90 aluminum
wheels. Sold individual or in a set of 4. Center cap
inserts sold separately.
Wheel Hubcaps
10154284C 1982-92 chrome............... 14.99 ea
R407
1982-92 chrome (set of 4) 56.99 set
10154284
1982-92 black .................. 12.99 ea
R405
1982-92 black (set of 4) .. 49.99 set
10154284S 1982-92 silver.................. 19.99 ea
881206
1982-92 silver (set of 4) .. 79.99 set
Wheel Hubcap Inserts
14055959
1982
Z28, red ............. 12.99 ea
14035332
1982-86 Z28, silver ......... 21.99 ea
10087758
1988
IROC-Z, silver .. 24.99 ea
10087755
1988
IROC-Z, gold .... 24.99 ea
10087764
1990
Camaro .............. 24.99 ea

PR148681

1985-87 IROC Replica Wheel
Bring the classic design of the 1985-87 IROC wheel to
your classic car. This 1 piece alloy wheel is available
with a machined ﬁnished face and gloss black accents
or chrome-plated. Includes center cap.
Important: All wheels have 0mm offset.
Note: *Add color code sufﬁx when ordering emblems,
available in black (BK) or silver (SV).

Machined/Gloss Black, 5 x 4.75", 4-1/2" Backspacing
PR148681
16" x 8" ........................... 151.99 ea
PR148881
18" x 8" ........................... 176.99 ea
PR148281
20" x 8" ........................... 217.99 ea
Chrome-Plated, 5 x 4.75", 4-1/2" Backspacing
PR148682
16" x 8" ........................... 221.99 ea
PR148882
18" x 8" ........................... 246.99 ea
PR148282
20" x 8" ........................... 276.99 ea

251710

Wheel Center Cap Retainer Set
Replacement plastic wheel center cap retainer set for
various cast alloy wheels. These retainers are used to
attach the center wheel ornament/cap to the wheel.
Dimensions 1-1/4" tall, 1-3/4" up top, 2" bottom. Sold
in set of 4. Mounting screws sold separately.
251710 set of 4 retainers ....................... 19.99 set
251715 set of 10 screws 1/2" long ........ 3.99 set
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14094536

10080900

1982-85 ZJ7 14" Rally Hubcap & Insert

Universal Wheel Center Cap Emblems

Hubcap for all Rally wheels from 1982 through 1985.
This is the center cap unit only and does not include
the insert which is available separately. Correct cap
used with RPO ZJ7 option. Accepts 2-1/4" insert.
14094536 1982-85 hubcap ................ 29.99 ea
10080900 1982-92 insert, 2-1/4" o.d. 24.99 ea

2-1/2" diameter center cap emblems available in black
or silver and your choice of logo.
K151710*
Bow Tie
specify color .. 12.99 ea
K151711*
Camaro
specify color .. 12.99 ea
K151712*
Z28
specify color .. 12.99 ea
K151713*
IROC-Z
specify color .. 12.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Wheel Components

includes center cap, bolt, and key

GTA Inserts Available in Black, Silver, and Gold!

Choose from 4 Center Cap Emblem Styles!

16" GTA Style Alloy Wheel
Each cast aluminum wheel features a machine ﬁnished outer lip and gold or black
gloss spokes as original. Originally installed on 1987-92 Trans Am GTA and Trans
Am models, but will ﬁt Camaro models. 1967-81 models require a zero offset wheel
on all 4 wheels while 1982-92 models used zero offset wheels for the front and 16mm
offset rear wheels. Accepts original style center caps and lug nuts, sold separately.
black

silver

Individual Wheels

Reproduction 5-spoke aluminum R15 wheel originally installed on 1991-92 Pontiac
Firehawk models. This cast aluminum wheel comes with center cap and center
cap attachment bolt. Center cap key sold separately. Comes without a center cap
emblem. Measures: 17" x 9-1/2" with 5-3/8" backspace.
Important: Due to brake caliper clearance, special lug nuts and spacers may be
required for installation on the front of certain 1982-02 Camaro or Firebird models and
are sold separately.

Black Center
10104410
10104411
Gold Center
10104406
10104407

0mm offset
16mm offset

4-3/8" backspacing ........................ 149.99 ea
5" backspacing............................... 149.99 ea

0mm offset
16mm offset

4-3/8" backspacing ........................ 149.99 ea
5" backspacing............................... 149.99 ea
Set of 4 Wheels

Individual Wheels
K151795BK
black with center cap ............................................... 179.99 ea
K151795SV
silver with center cap ............................................... 179.99 ea
K151795RD
red with center cap................................................... 179.99 ea
R15 Aluminum 5-Spoke Wheel Accessories
Reproduction wheel center caps and accessories for the R15 aluminum 5-spoke
wheels originally installed on 1991-92 Pontiac Firebird Firehawk models. Center
caps are supplied without the 2-15/16" emblems (sold separately) so you can use the
emblem of your choice. Also available is a reproduction of the original center cap bolt
that features a special theft deterrent head and the key to ﬁt that special bolt head.

Black Center
R4410
R4411
Gold Center
R4406
R4407

Note: *Add color code sufﬁx when ordering emblems, available in black (BK) and silver (SV).

Note: *Add color code sufﬁx when ordering emblems, available in black (BK), silver (SV),
or gold (GD).

Wheel Center Caps without Emblem
K151794BK
black ...........................................................................
K151794RD
red ...............................................................................
Wheel Center Cap Emblems – 2-15/16"
K151796*
Bow Tie
specify color ...........................................
K151797*
Camaro
specify color ...........................................
K151763*
Z28
specify color ...........................................
K151762*
IROC-Z
specify color ...........................................
Mounting Accessories
K151790
lug nut 12mm-1.5 (each) ............................................
K8125
lug nut 12mm-1.5 (set of 20) ......................................
K151789
lug nut 7/16"-20 (each) ...............................................
K151791
1/4" billet aluminum wheel spacer .............................
K8716
lug nut 7/16"-20 (set of 20) ........................................
K151792
key for R15 cap bolt ...................................................
K151793
bolt for R15 cap ..........................................................

39.99 ea
39.99 ea
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

1.29
11.99
1.29
19.99
11.99
19.99
9.99

ea
kit
ea
ea
kit
ea
ea

0mm offset
0mm & 16mm

4-3/8" backspacing ........................ 719.99 set
5" backspacing – 2 of each ............ 719.99 set

0mm offset
4-3/8" backspacing ........................ 719.99 set
0mm & 16mm
5" backspacing – 2 of each ............ 719.99 set
16" GTA Style Wheel Accessories
Wheel accessories for GTA style alloy wheels. Finish your wheels with the wheel
center caps, Chevrolet speciﬁc 2-1/8" center cap emblems, and unique lug nuts
and lug nut caps.
Wheel Center Caps without Emblem
10097582
1967-92
chrome, zero offset ........................
10097583
1967-92
black, zero offset ...........................
12514403
1967-92
black, 16mm offset ........................
Wheel Center Cap Emblems – 2-1/8"
Bow Tie
specify color ..................................
K151767*
K151766*
Camaro
specify color ..................................
K151768*
Z28
specify color ..................................
K151769*
IROC-Z
specify color ..................................
Lug Nuts – 12mm-1.5 Thread
9594683
1982-92
silver, 20 required ..........................
R5123
1982-92
silver – set of 20 ............................
Lug Nut Cap
10028614
1982-92
black ..............................................
R5124
1982-92
black – set of 20.............................
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Wheel Components

24.99 ea
24.99 ea
27.99 ea
14.99
9.99
14.99
14.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

4.99 ea
89.99 set
3.99 ea
48.99 set
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Important: Wheels with zero offset have 4-3/8" backspacing, while wheels with 16mm
offset have 5" backspacing. Low proﬁle tires may be required for clearance on early
model applications.

red

R15 Five-Spoke Aluminum Wheel

Aftermarket Wheels

A95500110 – detail

A95507570
RV88610C

RV88610P

Steering, Suspension, Rear End & Brakes
I

These Classic 100 wheels by Rev Wheels give you that authentic “in the day”
look with today’s modern manufacturing, machining, and materials. Choose from
anthracite, polished, or chrome ﬁnish. Available in 15", 16", 17", 18", and 20"
diameters. Includes the center cap. Lug nuts sold separately.
Anthracite Center
5 x 4-3/4" Bolt Pattern
RV56610A
15" x 6"
3.5" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 114.99 ea
RV57610A
15" x 7"
4.0" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 119.99 ea
RV58610A
15" x 8"
4.5" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 124.99 ea
RV77610A
17" x 7"
4.0" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 134.99 ea
RV78610A
17" x 8"
4.5" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 139.99 ea
RV79610A
17" x 9"
5.0" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 149.99 ea
RV88610A
18" x 8"
4.5" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 174.99 ea
RV89610A
18" x 9"
4.5" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 179.99 ea
RV28610A
20" x 8"
4.5" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 211.99 ea
5 x 4-3/4" Bolt Pattern
RV295610A
20" x 9-1/2" 5.25" backspacing, 0mm offset ....... 229.99 ea
Polished Center
5 x 4-3/4" Bolt Pattern
RV56610P
15" x 6"
3.5" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 139.99 ea
RV57610P
15" x 7"
4.0" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 131.99 ea
RV58610P
15" x 8"
4.5" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 134.99 ea
RV77610P
17" x 7"
4.0" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 159.99 ea
RV78610P
17" x 8"
4.5" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 164.99 ea
RV79610P
17" x 9"
5.0" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 171.99 ea
RV88610P
18" x 8"
4.5" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 189.99 ea
RV88610P
18" x 9"
5.0" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 189.99 ea
Chrome
5 x 4-3/4" Bolt Pattern
RV56610C
15" x 6"
3.5" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 184.99 ea
RV57610C
15" x 7"
4.0" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 189.99 ea
RV58610C
15" x 8"
4.5" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 189.99 ea
RV67610C
16" x 7"
4.0" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 199.99 ea
RV68610C
16" x 8"
4.5" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 199.99 ea
RV77610C
17" x 7"
4.0" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 219.99 ea
RV78610C
17" x 8"
4.5" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 224.99 ea
RV79610C
17" x 9"
5.0" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 231.99 ea
RV88610C
18" x 8"
4.5" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 259.99 ea
RV89610C
18" x 9"
5.0" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 259.99 ea
RV28610C
20" x 8"
4.5" backspacing, 0mm offset ......... 304.99 ea
RV295610C
20" x 9-1/2" 5.25" backspacing, 0mm offset ....... 314.99 ea

Important: Not compatible with factory lug nuts. Use
#716201 lug nuts on these wheels.
Note: Polished wheel can be painted.
251780
Shipped overweight.

4-1/4" backspacing ................................... 911.99 set
5" backspacing.......................................... 911.99 set
4-1/4" backspacing ................................... 239.99 ea
5" backspacing.......................................... 239.99 ea
5 piece.......................................................

Aftermarket Wheels

Note: *For rear wheel only. Will not clear most front suspensions.

Gloss Black with Machined Finished
15" x 7"
5 x 4-3/4" B.P.
4-1/2" backspacing ..... 158.99 ea
15" x 8"
5 x 4-3/4" B.P.
4-3/4" backspacing ..... 167.99 ea
16" x 8"
5 x 4-3/4" B.P.
4-1/2" backspacing ..... 167.99 ea
Caps
Legendary Wheel Company center caps are die-cast with precision for a perfect ﬁt
and a show quality ﬁnish. Each emblem is its own work of art with unparalleled
detail and correct accent colors. This Super Sport center cap is modeled after the
original caps equipped on 1969-70 GM A-Body cars. They utilize an easy-to-install
mounting system designed to work exclusively on Legendary wheels that eliminates
the risk of caps getting loose or being stolen. Sold individually.
A95500110
SS chrome center cap ................................................. 22.99 ea
Lug Nuts
Lug nut for these wheels are chrome E/T Conical, 7/16" - 20, 3/4" Hex head.
Available individually or in a set of 20 including rubber valve stems.
A95500111
7/16"-20 13/16" Hex head E/T conical ........................
1.99 ea
A95500112
installation set 7/16"-20 with valve stems ................... 37.99 set
A95507570
A95508570*
A95608570

A9500650

251784

Cast Aluminum SS Style Wheel
Important: 17" wheels not compatible with factory lug nuts. Use #716201 lug nuts on these wheels.
Note: 15" wheel caps accept 1-3/4" diameter inserts. Polished lug nuts 13944 recommended.

17" cast aluminum gunmetal powder coated
version of the 5-spoke wheels originally
available on 1970-81 Z28 models. Accepts
original style center caps (sold separately).
5 x 4-3/4" bolt pattern.
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The Legendary Magnum 500 alloy wheel is the ultimate expression of the nostalgic
muscle car attitude. This iconic design is enhanced with precision aluminum alloy
construction and CNC-machined details for a show winning look. These wheels
feature a gloss black and machined ﬁnish that is clear coated for a long-lasting
durable shine. Center caps and lug nuts sold separately.

Get the classic look of the steel SS road wheel from various GM models as a
lightweight polished alloy! This wheel features a highly polished 5-spoke face
and rim with contrasting black painted center. Includes a center cap without insert.
5 x 4-3/4" bolt pattern.

17" Cast Aluminum 5-Spoke Wheel

Wheel Kits
R4441
17" x 8"
R4443
17" x 9"
Individual Wheels
251780
17" x 8"
251782
17" x 9"
Acorn Style Lug Nuts
716201
7/16"-20

A95500111

Magnum 500 Alloy Wheel

Rev Wheels Classic 100 Wheel

11.99 set

15" Individual Wheels
A9500650
15" x 7"
A9500651
15" x 8"
A9500652
15" x 10"
15" Set of 4 Wheels
R4450
15" x 7"
R4451
15" x 8"
R4452
15" x 10"
17" Individual Wheels
251784
17" x 8"
251785
17" x 9"
17" Set of 4 Wheels
R4439
17" x 8"
R4440
17" x 9"
Acorn Style Lug Nuts
716201
7/16"-20

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

4" backspacing..................................... 179.99 ea
4.07" backspacing................................ 194.99 ea
4.65" backspacing................................ 189.99 ea
set of 4 ................................................. 719.99 set
set of 4 ................................................. 719.99 set
set of 4 ................................................. 683.99 set
4-1/2" backspacing .............................. 239.99 ea
5" backspacing..................................... 239.99 ea
set of 4 ................................................. 911.99 set
set of 4 ................................................. 911.99 set
5 piece..................................................

11.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Aftermarket Wheels

E5030724

N901784

14012631

N95581

716201

17" Cast Aluminum N90 Wheel
17" cast aluminum version of the N90 wheels available
on 1980-81 Z28 models. Wheels feature silver powder
coating with machined edges and accept original style
center caps (sold separately).
Important: Not compatible with factory lug nuts. Use
#716201 lug nuts on these wheels.

Individual Wheels
N901784
17" x 8"
Wheel Kits
R4445
17" x 8"
Hub Caps and Inserts
14012631
hubcap
14066944 insert
Acorn Lug Nuts
716201
7/16" x 20

4-1/4" backspacing 239.99 ea
4-1/4" backspacing 911.99 kit

..........................
“Chevrolet” ......

11.99 ea
7.99 ea

set of 5 ..............

11.99 set

HR4085704

blue

red

gold

SS

1993-02 Trak+ Wheel Spacers

Logo Valve Stem Caps

H&R TRAK+ wheel spacers provide simple and
effective vehicle track widening for improved handling,
performance, safety, and a ‘perfect stance’. Featuring
a ‘perfect ﬁt’ hub centric design, TRAK+ Wheel
Spacers are extremely durable and lightweight thanks
to a proprietary aluminum/magnesium alloy. Fits all
1993-02 V6 or V8 models.

Valve stem logo caps are a perfect way to add that
ﬁnishing touch to your wheels. The highly detailed,
full color logos are fadeproof and waterproof for years
of use. Set of 4.
E5030724
blue Bow Tie logo .............. 15.99 set
E5030725
red Bow Tie logo................ 15.99 set
E5030727
gold Bow Tie logo.............. 15.99 set
E5030720
SS logo ............................... 15.99 set

Important: If the depth of the wheel spacer is smaller
than the length of the standard studs, the wheels used must
allow for small cavities in the mounting pad of the wheel.
If using wheels without cavities, the standard studs should
be shortened so that they do not extend beyond the height
of the spacer.

HR4085704
HR5085704
HR6085704
HR9085704

1993-02
1993-02
1993-02
1993-02

20mm ..........
25mm ..........
30mm ..........
45mm ..........

139.99
144.99
169.99
219.99

bullet style

pr
pr
pr
pr

dice

skull

piston head

mushroom
Hex

bullet head

K64011

Lug Nuts and Lock Sets
Guaranteed to out shine the competition long after
others have rusted away. Each nut is identiﬁed by size
directly on the head, and is chrome-plated and case
hardened completely through. The thread strength meets
or exceeds OEM speciﬁcations. Non-Rally wheel sets
include 4 locks and 16 nuts. Rally wheel sets include
4 locks and 1 lock tool. Manufactured in the USA.
Models without Rally Wheels
7/16"-20 Thread Hex Nuts
K64011
3/4"
chrome ................ 64.99 kit
12mm-1.5 Thread Hex Nuts
K64002
13/16"
chrome ................ 53.99 kit
K64015
3/4"
black ................... 87.99 kit
Models with Rally Wheels
7/16"-20 Thread
K24011
1967-81
cadmium-plated .. 21.99 set
12mm-1.5 Thread Hex Nuts
K24012
1982-95
cadmium-plated .. 21.99 set

Custom Valve Stem Caps
WK1003C

WK1009

Center Caps for Smoothie Wheels
This cap is made exclusively for smoothie wheels.
Available in chrome or stainless steel. Sold individually
or in a set of 4.
Note: Will not ﬁt Rally wheels.

Police Style Caps
WK1003C
chrome
WR1003C
chrome
WK1003S
stainless
Baby Moon Caps
WK1009
chrome
WR1009
chrome

individual ....... 19.99 ea
set of 4 ........... 71.99 set
individual ....... 25.99 ea
individual ....... 14.99 ea
set of 4 ........... 53.99 set

1993-02 Bump Stop Spacers
Rear bump stop spacers for
1993-02 Camaro SS models
equipped with 17" wheels.
These aluminum spacers
are required when installing
17" wheels in order to
prevent tire contact with the
inner wheel well.
A9400136
1993-02 ............................. 29.99 pr

1993-97 Valve Stem
Genuine replacement valve stem for all wheels with
.453 hole. Each valve stem measures 1-1/4" long.
G6578 1993-97
valve stem ............... 2.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Set your wheels apart from the rest with custom valve
stem caps. Choose the design that suits your style.
Sold as a set of 4.
Dice Style Caps
CP50018A
red ................................... 3.99 set
CP50018B
white ............................... 5.99 set
CP50018C
black ............................... 3.99 set
CP50018D
blue ................................. 4.99 set
CP50018F
purple .............................. 4.99 set
CP50018G
chrome ............................ 4.99 set
Skull Style with Red Eyes
CP50019A
white ............................... 6.99 set
CP50019B
chrome ............................ 6.99 set
8 Ball Style
CP50020A
black ............................... 3.99 set
CP50020B
chrome ............................ 9.99 set
Hex Nut “Mushroom” Style
CP50021A
chrome ............................ 3.99 set
Deluxe “Swarovski” Diamond Style
CP50022A
blue ................................. 18.99 set
CP50022B
green ............................... 18.99 set
CP50022C
purple .............................. 19.99 set
CP50022D
clear ................................ 19.99 set
CP50022E
red ................................... 19.99 set
CP50022F
amber .............................. 18.99 set
Piston Style
CP50023A
chrome ............................ 14.99 set
Bullet Style
CP500241
........................................ 9.99 set
Bullet Head Style
CP500242
........................................ 4.99 set

Aftermarket Wheels
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diamond

8-ball

Rocket Racing Wheels

RB177425G

RB177425S
RG156350G

RG156350P

I

Steering, Suspension, Rear End & Brakes

1967-92 “Booster” Wheel
Get ready to blast off with the Rocket Racing Wheels “Booster”! This 1 piece wheel
is purpose built to deliver classic inspired style and performance for the ﬁnest muscle
cars, Pro-Touring and street machines at a reasonable price. Designed speciﬁcally for
the offsets of hot rods and muscle cars, each Booster is precision crafted from A356
aluminum and topped off with a vintage style aluminum o-ring center cap. Available
with painted gray center and machined outer lip, in full chrome, in Hypershot ﬁnish
or with hyper silver center section with machined outer lip. Manufactured with
cutting edge alloys, the strictest quality standards and a gorgeous classic design,
the Booster is sure to get you push you into the stratosphere at the next car show.
5 x 4.75" Lug Pattern – Gray Painted with Machined Outer
RB177425G
1967-92
17" x 7"
4.25" backspacing....... 179.99 ea
RB178450G
1967-92
17" x 8"
4.50" backspacing....... 184.99 ea
RB187450G
1967-92
18" x 7"
4.50" backspacing....... 209.99 ea
RB188475G
1967-92
18" x 8"
4.75" backspacing....... 219.99 ea
RB189525G
1967-92
18" x 9"
5.25" backspacing....... 224.99 ea
RB208525G
1967-92
20" x 8-1/2" 5.25" backspacing....... 289.99 ea
5 x 4.75" Lug Pattern – Hyper Silver with Machined Outer
RB177425S
1967-92
17" x 7"
4.25" backspacing....... 194.99 ea
RB178450S
1967-92
17" x 8"
4.50" backspacing....... 199.99 ea
RB187450S
1967-92
18" x 7"
4.50" backspacing....... 224.99 ea
RB188475S
1967-92
18" x 8"
4.75" backspacing....... 229.99 ea
RB189525S
1967-92
18" x 9"
5.25" backspacing....... 234.99 ea
RB208525S
1967-92
20" x 8-1/2" 5.25" backspacing....... 299.99 ea
5 x 4.75" Lug Pattern – All Chrome
RB177425C
1967-92
17" x 7"
4.25" backspacing....... 294.99 ea
RB178450C
1967-92
17" x 8"
4.50" backspacing....... 299.99 ea
RB187450C
1967-92
18" x 7"
4.50" backspacing....... 314.99 ea
RB188475C
1967-92
18" x 8"
4.75" backspacing....... 319.99 ea
RB189525C
1967-92
18" x 9"
5.25" backspacing....... 329.99 ea
RB208525C
1967-92
20" x 8-1/2" 5.25" backspacing....... 374.99 ea
5 x 4.75" Lug Pattern – Hypershot
RB177425T
1967-92
17" x 7"
4.25" backspacing....... 194.99 ea
RB178450T
1967-92
17" x 8"
4.50" backspacing....... 199.99 ea
RB187450T
1967-92
18" x 7"
4.50" backspacing....... 224.99 ea
RB188475T
1967-92
18" x 8"
4.75" backspacing....... 229.99 ea
RB189525T
1967-92
18" x 9"
5.25" backspacing....... 234.99 ea
RB208525T
1967-92
20" x 8-1/2" 5.25" backspacing....... 299.99 ea

1967-92 “Igniter” Wheel
At the dawn of the hot rod age, a handful of gear heads in hopped up roadsters
streaked across Southern California dry lake beds in a quest for speed and glory.
Back in the glory days of vintage racing, these style 5 window kidney bean wheels
could be from the strip street to the salt ﬂats. Those lake beds eventually became test
sites for top secret rocket planes that set world speed records. Now you can prepare
your ride for launch with the style that started it all with the Rocket “Igniter”. This
painted Salt Flats style wheel which was inspired by Vintage Drags and Bonneville
Dry Lakes Land Speed Racing. Available fully polished, “As Cast” and painted
gray centers with machined lip.
5 x 4.75" Lug Pattern – Gray Painted with Machined Outer
RG156350G
1967-92
15" x 6"
3.50" backspacing....... 209.99 ea
RG157425G
1967-92
15" x 7"
4.25" backspacing....... 209.99 ea
RG158375G
1967-92
15" x 8"
4.50" backspacing....... 219.99 ea
5 x 4.75" Lug Pattern – Polished Finish
RG156350P
1967-92
15" x 6"
3.50" backspacing....... 229.99 ea
RG157425P
1967-92
15" x 7"
4.25" backspacing....... 234.99 ea
RG158375P
1967-92
15"x 8"
4.50" backspacing....... 239.99 ea
5 x 4.75" Lug Pattern – “As Cast” Finish
RG156350A
1967-92
15" x 6"
3.50" backspacing....... 209.99 ea
RG157425A
1967-92
15" x 7"
4.25" backspacing....... 209.99 ea
RG158375A
1967-92
15" x 8"
4.50" backspacing....... 219.99 ea

RN154225A

RN1510375P

1967-92 “Injector” Wheel
RL154225P

RL154225A

1967-92 “Launcher” Wheel
Blast down the strip with the Rocket “Launcher”! This is a front runner 10-spoke
gasser wheel. The 1950’s and 1960’s, was the Golden Age of Drag Racing, the 10- and
12-spoke Gasser front runners could be found on everything from “run-what-youbrung” roadsters to full blown and supercharged Altereds and Gassers. Back then,
the 15" x 4" size fronts were only available as spindle mounts on straight axles. The
Rocket “Launcher” preserves the original nostalgic Gasser design and perfects it
with a much safer 5 lug bolt-on design. The Rocket “Launcher” is precision crafted,
designed and is tested to meet or exceed U.S. DOT Requirements & SAE Standards.
Available with gray painted center and machined lip, fully polished or “As Cast”.
5 x 4.75" Lug Pattern
RL154225G 1967-92 15" x 4.5", 2.25" backspacing – gray ......... 214.99 ea
RL154225P 1967-92 15" x 4.5", 2.25" backspacing – polished ... 244.99 ea
RL154225A 1967-92 15" x 4.5", 2.25" backspacing – “As Cast” 214.99 ea
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As soon as Rocket released the Launcher Series “front runner” wheels, Rocket was
overwhelmed by enthusiast demand for a hardcore traditional hot rod wheel that could
be matched with the Launcher for the perfect staggered combo. Rocket’s Scientists
accepted the challenge and created this wheel to revive this classic design from drag
racing’s golden age. Reminiscent of the testosterone pumping Fuelie wheels of the
1960’s absolutely complete the big and little combo look. Rocket “Injector” wheels
are sculpted to perfection and hold true to the greatest era of Detroit automotive
performance. Available fully polished or in its natural “As Cast” ﬁnish.
5 x 4.75" Lug Pattern – “As Cast”
RN154225A
1967-92
15" x 4.5"
2.25" backspacing....... 224.99 ea
RN158375A
1967-92
15" x 8"
3.75" backspacing....... 234.99 ea
RN158450A
1967-92
15" x 8"
4.50" backspacing....... 234.99 ea
RN1510300A 1967-92
15" x 10"
3.00" backspacing....... 244.99 ea
RN1510375A 1967-92
15" x 10"
3.75" backspacing....... 244.99 ea
5 x 4.75" Lug Pattern – Polished
RN154225P
1967-92
15" x 4.5"
2.25" backspacing....... 244.99 ea
RN158375P
1967-92
15" x 8"
3.75" backspacing....... 259.99 ea
RN158450P
1967-92
15" x 8"
4.50" backspacing....... 259.99 ea
RN1510300P
1967-92
15" x 10"
3.00" backspacing....... 269.99 ea
RN1510375P
1967-92
15" x 10"
3.75" backspacing....... 269.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Rocket Racing Wheels

RR2002C

RR2002P

1967-92 Replacement Dome Wheel Center Cap
RF566135G

RF566135P

“Rocket Racing Wheels” vintage style o-ring center caps are constructed of cast
aluminum and perfectly match the Rocket Racing Wheel Booster, Fuel, Igniter,
Velocity, and Launcher series. These are replacements for the stock wheel center
caps and are available in polished or chrome ﬁnish.
RR2002C
1967-92
chrome......................................................... 34.99 ea
RR2002P
1967-92
polished ....................................................... 29.99 ea

RF566135C

1967-92 “Fuel” Wheel
Get timeless styling with the precision crafted Rocket “Fuel” wheel. Manufactured
from A356 aluminum, the “Fuel” wheel provides a traditional hot rod look topped
off with a vintage style aluminum oil ring center cap. Choose from painted gray
centers with machined lip, fully polished, or chrome.
5 x 4.75" Lug Pattern – Gray Painted with Machined Outer
RF566135G
1967-92
15" x 6"
3.50" backspacing....... 134.99 ea
RF576142G
1967-92
15" x 7"
4.25" backspacing....... 139.99 ea
RF586145G
1967-92
15" x 8"
4.50" backspacing....... 144.99 ea
RF776142G
1967-92
17" x 7"
4.25" backspacing....... 179.99 ea
RF786145G
1967-92
17" x 8"
4.50" backspacing....... 184.99 ea
5 x 4.75" Lug Pattern – Polished Finish
RF566135P
1967-92
15" x 6"
3.50" backspacing....... 164.99 ea
RF576142P
1967-92
15" x 7"
4.25" backspacing....... 169.99 ea
RF586145P
1967-92
15" x 8"
4.50" backspacing....... 174.99 ea
RF776142P
1967-92
17" x 7"
4.25" backspacing....... 214.99 ea
RF786145P
1967-92
17" x 8"
4.50" backspacing....... 219.99 ea
5 x 4.75" Lug Pattern – Chrome
RF566135C
1967-92
15" x 6"
3.50" backspacing....... 239.99 ea
RF576142C
1967-92
15" x 7"
4.25" backspacing....... 239.99 ea
RF586145C
1967-92
15" x 8"
4.50" backspacing....... 244.99 ea
RF776142C
1967-92
17" x 7"
4.25" backspacing....... 294.99 ea
RF786145C
1967-92
17" x 8"
4.50" backspacing....... 299.99 ea

RR2001C

RR2000P

1967-92 Knockoff Wheel Center Caps
Rocket vintage style knockoff ﬁts on all new Rocket Racing Wheels from the Rocket
Fuel, Booster, Igniter, Launcher, Velocity, Strike, and Injector Series wheels and
are just the thing to ﬁnish off your set of Rocket wheels. Choose from polished or
chrome ﬁnishes according to your wheel ﬁnish. These knockoff center caps with
threaded adapters are sold in pairs (1 left and 1 right hand thread) and can be mix/
matched according to offset. For muscle car applications that run staggered wheels,
order a pair of ﬂat and a pair of deep angle spinners. Modern Muscle Booster high
offset wheels and wheels 15" x 6" or narrower should run ﬂat angle spinners.
Chrome
RR2000C
1967-92
ﬂat angle spinners ....................................... 139.99 pr
RR2001C
1967-92
deep angle spinners..................................... 139.99 pr
Polished
RR2000P
1967-92
ﬂat angle spinners ....................................... 119.99 pr
RR2001P
1967-92
deep angle spinners..................................... 119.99 pr

RS156325A

RS156325P

1967-92 “Strike” Wheels
Fire ﬁrst with the Rocket “Strike”! Rocket’s Scientists have done it again and brought
this great looking classic single rib style 5-spoke wheel from the 60’s into the 21st
century! The “Strike” offers timeless traditional styling that’s sure to compliment
any hot rod or muscle car, whether you’re planning to cruise Van Nuys Boulevard
or hit the drag strip. Precision crafted from A356 aluminum and topped off with a
vintage style aluminum o-ring center cap, the Rocket “Strike” creates an awesome
vintage drag look. Available fully polished for a boulevard cruiser look or “As Cast”
with a machined outer lip for a more hard core drag look.
5 x 4.75" Lug Pattern – “As Cast” with Machined Outer Lip
RS156325A
1967-92
15" x 6"
3.25" backspacing....... 219.99 ea
RS157425A
1967-92
15" x 7"
4.25" backspacing....... 219.99 ea
RS158400A
1967-92
15" x 8"
4.00" backspacing....... 234.99 ea
RS158450A
1967-92
15" x 8"
4.50" backspacing....... 234.99 ea
5 x 4.75" Lug Pattern – Polished Finish
RS156325P
1967-92
15" x 4.5"
2.25" backspacing....... 244.99 ea
RS157425P
1967-92
15" x 8"
3.75" backspacing....... 249.99 ea
RS158400P
1967-92
15" x 8"
4.50" backspacing....... 254.99 ea
RS158450P
1967-92
15" x 10"
3.00" backspacing....... 254.99 ea

The Rocket Racing Wheels
“Modern Muscle Booster”
is the “Booster” wheel
for the 1993-02 Camaro!
Manufactured with cutting edge alloys,
the strictest quality standards, and a
gorgeous classic design, the “Booster” is
sure to push you into the stratosphere at
the next car show. With longer spokes and
larger wheel window showing off your
performance brakes, you’re sure to get
noticed anywhere. The Rocket “Modern
Muscle Booster” is compatible with Tire
Pressure Monitoring Systems. Available
in Hypershot, black and chrome.
Note: *Rear. Must purchase part #RB786710 hub rings (set of 4).

Hyper Shot
RB18935G
1993-02
RB18135G
1993-02
RB20935G* 1993-02
RB20135G* 1993-02
Black
RB18935B
1993-02
RB18135B* 1993-02
RB20935B
1993-02
RB20135B* 1993-02
Chrome
RB18935C
1993-02
RB18135C* 1993-02
RB20935C
1993-02
RB20135C* 1993-02
Hub Centric Rings
RB787050
1993-02

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

18" x 9"
18" x 10"
20" x 9"
20" x 10"

35mm backspacing .......
35mm backspacing .......
35mm backspacing .......
35mm backspacing .......

169.99
171.99
214.99
219.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

18" x 9"
18" x 10"
20" x 9"
20" x 10"

35mm backspacing .......
35mm backspacing .......
35mm backspacing .......
35mm backspacing .......

169.99
171.99
214.99
219.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

18" x 9"
18" x 10"
20" x 9"
20" x 10"

35mm backspacing .......
35mm backspacing .......
35mm backspacing .......
35mm backspacing .......

231.99
246.99
269.99
271.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

78mm/67.10mm ....................................

15.99 set

Rocket Racing Wheels
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1993-02 “Modern Muscle Booster” Wheel

Custom Wheels
Aluminum Wheels

S/S Super Sport Wheel

Looking for a wheel upgrade for your
classic ride? Look no further. American
Legend Wheels Streeters are one of
the best looking and ﬁtting muscle car
wheels available. They have the deep
lip look of modern car wheels, for your
classic. Available with gray centers or
fully polished, in 17, 18 and 20 inch
diameters. Comes complete with caps
(chrome metal, Hex head screw on) and
chrome lug nuts.

The Cragar S/S wheel was ﬁrst introduced in
1964. By 1974 the Cragar S/S had become
one of the most popular wheels of the
muscle car era. Because it was chromeplated rather than polished aluminum,
it held its shine and was easier to
keep clean. Instead of requiring time
consuming polishing, the Cragar
S/S was ready to show with a simple
hosing off and wiping down. Available
in a variety of sizes and conﬁgurations,
these wheels are now back in vogue
with muscle car enthusiasts who prefer
a custom look, but wish to keep their car
“period correct”. Chrome aluminum center cap
is included with each wheel. Lug nuts sold separately.

Note: Shipped oversize.

AW177542

Item #

Size

Bolt Pattern

Offset

AW177542
AW178542
AW187542
AW188542
AW208542

17" x 7"
17" x 8"
18" x 7"
18" x 8"
20" x 8-1/2"

5" x 4-3/4"
5" x 4-3/4"
5" x 4-3/4"
5" x 4-3/4"
5" x 4-3/4"

+6mm
0mm
+6mm
0mm
+12mm

OS1

Backspacing
4-1/4"
4-1/2"
4-1/4"
4-1/2"
5-1/4"

184.99 ea
184.99 ea
204.99 ea
209.99 ea
269.99 ea

The Glen Wheel
The Glen aluminum wheel puts you back
in the day of the Trans Am era pony car
racing! These wheels are currently used
in the Australian Trans Am Series and
have shown not only their beauty but their
strength and durability. They will set off
your ride when you are out on cruise night
or on the autocross track showing your
driving skills. These are a high-quality
gravity cast aluminum and processed to the
T6 speciﬁcation. The wheel is over 1 pound
lighter than the original Minilite wheel and 15%
stronger in the spokes and core than the original. It is
TA8157240
powder coated Minilite gray with a clear powder coated
ﬁnish. Wheel has a diamond ﬁnished outside edge. Includes cap. Lug nuts are
sold separately.
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Item #
TA8157240
TA8158245

Bolt Pattern
Backspacing
Price
5 x 4-3/4"
4" ............................... 214.99 ea
5 x 4-3/4"
4-1/2" ......................... 264.99 ea
Lug Nuts
WK55 includes sixteen 7/16"-20 x 1.88" bulged with 3/4" head lug nuts, wheel
lock set, and valve stems. WK56 includes sixteen 1/2"-20 x 1.88" bulged with 3/4"
head lug nuts, wheel lock set, and valve stems.
WK555
7/16"-20 x 1.88" bulged with 3/4" head set of 5 ..........
9.99 set
WK55
7/16"-20 x 1.88" bulged with 3/4" head set of 20 ........ 39.99 set
MW919
1/2"-20 x 1.88" bulged with 3/4" head
set of 5 ..........
9.99 set
WK56
1/2"-20 x 1.88" bulged with 3/4" head
set of 20 ........ 39.99 set

Size
14" x 6"
14" x 7"
15" x 6"
15" x 7"
15" x 8"
15" x 10"
17" x 7"
17" x 8"
17" x 8"
17" x 9"
17" x 9"

Bolt Pattern
5 x 4.5", 4.75", 5"
5 x 4.5", 4.75", 5"
5 x 4.5", 4.75", 5"
5 x 4.5", 4.75", 5"
5 x 4.5", 4.75", 5"
5 x 4.5", 4.75", 5"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"

Offset
-3mm
3mm
3mm
3mm
-6mm
-32mm
-12mm
-25mm
0mm
-12mm
12mm

Backspacing
3-3/8"
4-1/8"
3-3/8"
4-1/8"
4-1/4"
4-1/4"
3-1/2"
3-1/2"
4-1/2"
4-1/2"
5-1/2"

208.99
208.99
213.99
213.99
219.99
250.99
342.99
342.99
342.99
353.99
353.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Size
15" x 7"
15" x 8"

The Superlite race wheel puts you back in the heart
of the Trans Am Era, Pony car racing! These are
a gravity cast, high-quality aluminium which is
then heat and aged treated to T6 speciﬁcation. The
Australian engineered and designed Superlite is
over 1 pound lighter than the original Minilite and
has been re-engineered to strengthen the core of the
spokes, along with the center. After machining, the
wheels are given a silver and clear powder coated.
The signature ﬁnish on the lip is machined by a diamond tip then
brought to a high polish. Includes cap. Lug nuts sold separately.
Item #
TA9158240
TA9158245
TA9150245
TA9150250
TA9178245
TA91795250

Mag Lug Nut Sets for 14" & 15" Cragar S/S 61 Series Wheels
Lug nut set WK25 includes: 20 SS mag lug nuts, 20 center drilled, 20 offset
drilled Cragar mag washers, 1 lock set, and 4 valve stems. Lug nut set WK28
includes: 20 SS duplex size mag lug nuts, 20 duplex center drilled Cragar
mag washers, and 4 valve stems. For all 14" and 15" Cragar S/S wheels.
WK25
7/16" SS mag lugs ................................................................. 39.99 set
WK26
1/2" SS mag lugs ................................................................... 39.99 set
WK95
12mm x 1.5 SS mag lugs ....................................................... 39.99 set

Superlite Wheel

TA9158245

Bolt Pattern
Backspacing
Price
5 x 4-3/4"
4" .......................... 214.99 ea
5 x 4-3/4"
4-1/2" ................... 214.99 ea
5 x 4-3/4"
4-1/2" ................... 214.99 ea
5 x 4-3/4"
5" .......................... 214.99 ea
5 x 4-3/4"
4-1/2" ................... 279.99 ea
5 x 4-3/4"
5-1/2" ................... 357.99 ea
Lug Nuts
WK55 includes sixteen 7/16"-20 x 1.88" bulged with 3/4" head lug nuts, wheel
lock set, and valve stems. WK56 includes sixteen 1/2"-20 x 1.88" bulged with 3/4"
head lug nuts, wheel lock set, and valve stems.
WK555
7/16"-20 x 1.88" bulged with 3/4" head set of 5 ............ 9.99 set
WK55
7/16"-20 x 1.88" bulged with 3/4" head set of 20 .......... 39.99 set
MW919
1/2"-20 x 1.88" bulged with 3/4" head
set of 5 ............ 9.99 set
WK56
1/2"-20 x 1.88" bulged with 3/4" head
set of 20 .......... 39.99 set
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Item #
61614
61714
61615
61715
61815
61015
617734
617834
617834P
617934
617934P

Size
15" x 8"
15" x 8"
15" x 10"
15" x 10"
17" x 8"
17" x 9-1/2"

Custom Wheels

WK56

Acorn Lug Nut Sets for 17" Cragar S/S 61 Series Wheels
Lug nut sets include: 20 bulged acorn lug nuts, 1 lock set and 4 valve stems. Designed
to mount all 17" Cragar S/S wheels.
WK55
7/16" bulged acorn lugs ........................................................ 39.99 set
WK56
1/2" bulged acorn lugs .......................................................... 39.99 set
WK57
12mm x 1.5 bulged acorn lugs – long ................................... 39.99 ea
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Classic Wheels
Cragar 32 Series Keystone Klassics
If your car is a 1960-70’s model,
chances are it came with narrow
wheels and tiny bias ply tires.
By the mid-1960’s, aftermarket
wheel swaps were commonplace
among car enthusiasts. One
of the most widely chosen
aftermarket wheels available
during the muscle car era was
the Cragar Keystone Klassic.
Popular for their composite
design, the chrome-plating on
the Keystone Klassics made
them much easier to clean than
aluminum or mag wheels because
they required no polishing. Cleaning
them was a breeze by just hosing them
down and wiping them off. These wheels are
now back in vogue with muscle car enthusiasts who prefer a custom look, but wish
to keep their car “period correct”. Chrome aluminum center cap is included
with each wheel. Lug nuts sold separately.

Cragar 390 Street Pro
The style of the Cragar Street Pro
is reminiscent of the Halibrand
Sprint which was made famous
on the circle track cars of the
60’s. The similarities stop there,
however. Unlike the Halibrand
which was made of magnesium
and required constant polishing
to retain its shine, the Cragar
street pro is manufactured of a
chrome-plated steel rim with a
chrome-plated aluminum center.
They clean up easily and retain
their shine with a simple hosing
off and wiping down. The price of
original 60’s era Halibrands has been pushed
up by collectors and the new Halibrand wheels are also
very pricey. So, if you’d like the look of a legend at about 1/4 of the price, the
Cragar Street Pro is deﬁnitely the way to go. Chrome aluminum center cap is
included with each wheel. Lug nuts sold separately.
Item #

Size

Bolt Pattern

3905605
3905705
3905805
3905105
3907805P
3907905
3907905P

15" x 6"
15" x 7"
15" x 8"
15" x 10"
17" x 8"
17" x 9"
17" x 9"

5 x 4.5", 4.75"
5 x 4.5", 4.75"
5 x 4.5", 4.75"
5 x 4.5", 4.75"
5 x 4.5", 4.75"
5 x 4.5", 4.75"
5 x 4.5", 4.75"

Offset
-28mm
-12mm
-6mm
-32mm
-6mm
-12mm
6mm

Backspacing
2-5/8"
3-1/2"
4-1/4"
4-1/4"
4-1/4"
4-1/2"
5-1/4"

255.99
255.99
259.99
264.99
329.99
347.99
347.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Item #
325799
325899

Size
15" x 7"
15" x 8"

Bolt Pattern
5 x 4.5", 4.75", 5"
5 x 4.5", 4.75", 5"

Offset
-6mm
-16mm

Backspacing
3-3/4"
3-7/8"

242.99 ea
242.99 ea

WK38

Lug Nut Sets for 390 Street Pro Wheels
All lug nut sets listed below include: 20 OE ﬂanged lug nuts, 1 lock
valve stems.
WK12
7/16" OE ﬂanged lugs ..........................................................
WK13
1/2" OE ﬂanged lugs ............................................................
WK14
12mm x 1.5 OE ﬂanged lugs................................................

set, and 4
39.99 set
39.99 set
39.99 set

Mag Lug Nut Sets for 32 Series Keystone Classic Wheels
Lug nut sets WK38-WK40 include: 20 SS mag lug nuts, 20 center drilled, 20 offset
drilled Keystone mag washers, 1 lock set, and 4 valve stems.
WK38
7/16" SS mag lugs ................................................................. 39.99 set
WK39
1/2" SS mag lugs ................................................................... 39.99 set
WK40
12mm x 1.5 SS mag lugs ...................................................... 39.99 set

The ultimate nostalgic
wheel, the chrome smoothie
provides a look like no
other. It is often used
with whitewalls and baby
moons. A chrome moon
center cap is included with
each wheel, but with a little
ingenuity, this wheel can
provide many different looks
for your vehicle. Available in
a variety of different sizes. Lug
nuts sold separately.

090952

390SK

9090

KC0271

Replacement Center Caps and Spinners
Replace your missing or damaged center cap with an original Cragar cap or dress-up
your Cragar wheels with a new set of Cragar spinner caps.
Spinner (Package of 2)
090952
for S/S wheel (with Cragar S/S logo) .................................. 61.99 pr
Replacement Center Cap (Each)
390SK
for Street Pro wheel (with base and spinner)....................... 97.99 ea
9090
for S/S wheel (with Cragar S/S logo) .................................. 19.99 ea
KC0271 for Keystone Klassic wheel ................................................. 19.99 ea

Item #

Size

Bolt Pattern

3134605P
3134705
3135605P
3135705P
3135805
3135853
3135105
3137805P

14" x 6"
14" x 7"
15" x 6"
15" x 7"
15" x 8"
15" x 8"
15" x 10"
16" x 8"

5 x 4.5", 4.75"
5 x 4.5", 4.75"
5 x 4.5", 4.75"
5 x 4.5", 4.75"
5 x 4.5", 4.75"
5 x 5", 5.5"
5 x 4.5", 4.75"
5 x 4.5", 4.75"

Offset
7mm
0mm
7mm
3mm
-15mm
-15mm
-38mm
12mm

Backspacing
3-3/4"
4"
3-3/4"
4-1/8"
4-1/4"
4-1/4"
4-1/4"
5"

101.99 ea
101.99 ea
103.99 ea
103.99 ea
110.99 ea
110.99 ea
127.99 ea
104.99 ea

Lug Nut Sets for Smoothie Wheels
Classic Industries® now offers a lug set for your smoothie wheels. A perfect set to
purchase if your lug nuts are stripped, worn out or rusted. All sets include: 16 lug
nuts, 4 valve stems, 4 wheel locks, and a key.
WK1
7/16"- 20 thread .................................................................... 39.99 set
WK2
1/2"- 20 thread ...................................................................... 39.99 set
WK3
12mm x 1.5 thread ................................................................ 39.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Smoothie Wheels

American Racing Wheels
Torq-Thrust D Chrome

Torq-Thrust D

This classic design from American Racing
Wheels, burst on the scene way back in
1965 and became the most famous custom
wheel of all time. The 1 piece, 5-spoke
design is a timeless classic. Get a true
nostalgic look when adding a set of these
precision machined beauties. Includes
center cap.

This classic design from American
Racing Wheels burst on the scene way
back in 1965 and became the most famous
custom wheel of all time. The 1 piece, alloy,
5-spoke design is a timeless classic. Get a true
nostalgic look when adding a set of these precision
machined beauties. Center cap included.
Item #

Size

Bolt Pattern

TT4661
TT5461
TT5661
TT5761
TT5861
TT5161
TT6861

14" x 6"
15" x 4.5"
15" x 6"
15" x 7"
15" x 8.5"
15" x 10"
16" x 8"

5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"

Offset
-2mm
-15mm
+4mm
-6mm
-24mm
-44mm
-12mm

Backspacing
3-3/8"
2-1/8"
3-5/8"
3-3/4"
3-3/4"
3-3/4"
4"

99.99 ea
109.99 ea
111.99 ea
114.99 ea
129.99 ea
139.99 ea
136.99 ea

Item #

Size

Bolt Pattern

Offset

TT5661C
TT5861C
TT6861C

15" x 6"
15" x 8.5"
16" x 8"

5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"

+4mm
-24mm
-12mm

CC511

Backspacing
3-5/8"
3-3/4"
4"

184.99 ea
199.99 ea
219.99 ea

CC502

Authorized American Racing Center Cap

T.T.O Alloy Wheels
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This original straight spoke version of
the Torq-Thrust is an icon of vintage and
muscle cars throughout America. The TTO
was originally offered in 1956 and quickly
became the most sought after design of its
time. Includes center cap.
Item #

Size

Bolt Pattern

Offset

TTO5765
TTO58561

15" x 7"
15" x 8.5"

5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"

-6mm
-24mm

Backspacing
3-3/4"
3-3/4"

114.99 ea
129.99 ea

Now from American Racing! The most popular custom wheels for classic muscle
cars are now available with logo center caps or spinners.
Caps
CC511
Torq Thrust polished short ................................................. 24.99 ea
CC512
Torq Thrust II polished plain – includes screws ................ 18.99 ea
CC513
Salt Flat Special polished ................................................... 13.99 ea
CC514
Torq Thrust chrome plastic cap – includes screws ............ 11.99 ea
CC515
Torq Thrust chrome embossed logo ................................... 16.99 ea
CC516
Torq Thrust chrome bullet.................................................. 38.99 ea
CC502
Carlisle Tri-Bar spinner...................................................... 141.99 ea
Install Set
Screw set includes four 8/32" stainless steel ﬂush mount hardware and an Allen
wrench installation tool. Four sets required per vehicle.
CC517
4 screws and Allen wrench ................................................
6.99 set
®

OER Acid Free Wheel Cleaner

Torque Thrust II Polished Alloy
A classic 5-spoke design with a modern ﬂair.
This handsome 2 piece alloy wheel comes
fully polished and features a spoke design that
is more tapered, creating a wider viewing area to
unveil the disc brake stopping power behind
your vehicle. Many sizes to choose from. Includes
center cap.
Item #

Size

Bolt Pattern

Offset

TT24665
TT24761
TT25661
TT25761
TT25861
TT25161
TT26761
TT26863
TT26861
TT27761
TT27861
TT27863

14" x 6"
14" x 7"
15" x 6"
15" x 7"
15" x 8"
15" x 10"
16" x 7"
16" x 8"
16" x 8"
17" x 7"
17" x 8"
17" x 8"

5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"

-2mm
0mm
-2mm
-5mm
-18mm
-44mm
0mm
+8mm
-11mm
0mm
-11mm
+8mm
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Backspacing
3-3/8"
4"
3-3/8"
3-3/4"
3-3/4"
3-3/4"
4"
4-3/4"
4"
4"
4"
4-3/4"

154.99 ea
122.99 ea
249.99 ea
132.99 ea
134.99 ea
154.99 ea
329.99 ea
389.99 ea
334.99 ea
354.99 ea
359.99 ea
324.99 ea

WK5

Wheel Hardware Set
Classic Industries® offers a lug nut set
for your American Racing wheels. A
perfect set to purchase when mounting
new American Racing wheels to your
vehicle or when your current lug nuts
are stripped, worn out or missing. All
sets include: 20 lug nuts, 4 valve stems,
4 wheel locks, and a key.
WK4 7/16" - 20 thread ... 39.99 set
WK5 1/2" - 20 thread ..... 39.99 set
WK6 12mm x 1.5 thread 39.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Easily removes
deposits of
brake dust,
grease, and
road grime
from wheels.
Safe for clear
coated, painted,
and polished
ﬁnishes. This
strong nonacid formula
is fortiﬁed
with a citrus
K89614
K89615
cleaning agent.
Dilute with water according to need.
Long time accumulations of brake
dust may need light agitation with a
soft brush. Unlike many alternative
products, OER® Acid Free Wheel
Cleaner dissolves grime and brake dust
without damaging your chrome and
alloy wheels. This is a highly effective
wheel cleaner that can also double as a
high-quality degreaser to safely remove
brake dust, oxidation, dirt, oil, and
grime. This is a factory approved
way to remove brake dust safely
and effectively.
K89614
32 oz. bottle..... 9.99 ea
K89615
1 gallon............ 17.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

American Racing Wheels
Alloy Salt Flat Special

Alloy Salt Flat Special Polished

This 2 piece wheel will give your vehicle
a vintage look reminiscent of the old
Halibrand “kidney bean” wheels that ﬁrst
gained popularity with racers in the 1960’s.
Available in many different sizes. This
wheel’s center is painted in a magnesium
gray with a polished outer rim. Includes
center cap.
Item #

Size

SF5661
SF5761
SF5861
SF5161
SF6761
SF6861
SF7761
SF7861

15" x 6"
15" x 7"
15" x 8"
15" x 10"
16" x 7"
16" x 8"
17" x 7"
17" x 8"

Bolt Pattern
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"

This 2 piece wheel will give your vehicle a
vintage look reminiscent of the old Halibrand
“kidney bean” wheels that ﬁrst gained
popularity with racers in the 1960’s. Available
in many different sizes. This wheel’s center is
polished with a polished outer rim. Includes
center cap.
Offset
-2mm
-5mm
-18mm
-44mm
0mm
-12mm
0mm
-12mm

Backspacing
3-1/4"
3-3/4"
3-3/4"
3-3/4"
4"
4"
4"
4"

394.99 ea
399.99 ea
501.99 ea
529.99 ea
429.99 ea
389.99 ea
524.99 ea
449.99 ea

Classic 200S – Daisy

Size

Bolt Pattern

Offset

15" x 8"
15" x 10"
17" x 7"
17" x 8"
17" x 8"

5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"

-12mm
-38mm
0mm
-12mm
+14mm

Backspacing
4"
4"
4"
4"
5"

399.99 ea
414.99 ea
414.99 ea
419.99 ea
419.99 ea

Bolt Pattern
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"

-2mm
-5mm
-18mm
-44mm
0mm
-12mm
0mm
-12mm

Backspacing
3-1/4"
3-3/4"
3-3/4"
3-3/4"
4"
4"
4"
4"

359.99 ea
359.99 ea
484.99 ea
384.99 ea
399.99 ea
409.99 ea
404.99 ea
409.99 ea

Item #

Size

TS5861P
TS5161P
TS7761P
TS7861P
TS7863P

15" x 8"
15" x 10"
17" x 7"
17" x 8"
17" x 8"

Bolt Pattern
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"

Offset

Backspacing

-12mm
-38mm
0mm
-12mm
+14mm

4"
4"
4"
4"
5"

359.99 ea
374.99 ea
389.99 ea
394.99 ea
429.99 ea

The American Racing Outlaw

If you like the stylish look on your vehicle
you simply must purchase a set of the Hopster
wheel. These wheels will give any vehicle a
retro look, and not to mention all the heads
that will be turning as you roll on by in style.
Includes center cap.

15" x 6"
15" x 7"
15" x 8"
15" x 10"
16" x 7"
16" x 8"
17" x 7"
17" x 8"
17" x 8"

Offset

5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"

One of the most popular wheels ever made by
American Racing Equipment was the 200S,
also known as the “Daisy Wheel”. These
wheels were originally cast at a foundry in
Portland, Oregon until the late 1970’s. The
“Daisy Wheel” is a great alternative to the
more common Torque Thrust wheel. Includes
center cap. Polished Alloy.

The Hopster Polished Alloy

Size

Bolt Pattern

Offset

Backspacing

-2mm
-5mm
-18mm
-44mm
0mm
+8mm
0mm
-11mm
+8mm

3-1/4"
3-3/4"
3-3/4"
3-3/4"
4"
4-3/4"
4"
4"
4-3/4"

279.99 ea
279.99 ea
314.99 ea
204.99 ea
331.99 ea
389.99 ea
321.99 ea
359.99 ea
359.99 ea

In the 1980’s the modular wheel became
the hot ticket on any late 70’s or 80’s
muscle car. The wheels were called
modular because they consisted of 3
elements... an aluminum wheel center (in
various styles), an inner rim, and an outer rim.
The combination of these “modules” allowed
for an unlimited range of possibilities when it
came to wheel speciﬁcations. The true modulars, however, where a bit pricey
for the average Joe. This soon led to an inﬂux of modular copies and 1 piece
wheels built with a modular look. This modular style wheel is manufactured by
American Racing. It is a 1 piece machined alloy wheel with a modular look. It
comes clear coated and includes center cap. It’s a good choice if you’re looking
for a period correct wheel design at a great price.
Item #
OL4761
OL5761
OL5161

Size
14" x 7"
15" x 7"
15" x 10"

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Bolt Pattern
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"
5 x 4.75"

Offset
0mm
-6mm
-38mm

Backspacing
4"
109.99 ea
3-3/4"
116.99 ea
4"
129.99 ea

Classic Wheels
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Item #
TS5861
TS5161
TS7761
TS7861
TS7863

Item #

Size
15" x 6"
15" x 7"
15" x 8"
15" x 10"
16" x 7"
16" x 8"
17" x 7"
17" x 8"

Classic 200S Polished Daisy

One of the most popular wheels ever
made by American Racing Equipment
was the 200S, also known as the “Daisy
Wheel”. These wheels were originally cast
at a foundry in Portland, Oregon until the
late 1970’s. The Daisy Wheel is a great
alternative to the more common Torque
Thrust wheel. Includes center cap.

TH5661
TH5761
TH5861
TH5161
TH6761
TH6863
TH7761
TH7861
TH7863

Item #
SF5661P
SF5761P
SF5861P
SF5161P
SF6761P
SF6861P
SF7761P
SF7861P

Reproduction Tires

Firestone Wide Oval Tires Are Back!
Classic Redline Radial Tire
Classic Industries® is pleased to offer this reproduction
style redline radial tire designed to give the appearance
of an original tire. Each tire is new and offers a great
way to retain originality. Poly/steel construction
offers strength.
Note: Wheel not included. Tires must be
prepaid. Shipped overweight.

I

Steering, Suspension, Rear End & Brakes

P20575R14R

radial ........................... 261.99 ea

0-100 PSI Digital Tire Pressure Gauge
Proform’s programmable, accurate Digital Tire
Pressure Gauge measures from 0-to-100 psi in
increments of .01 psi on a backlit LCD screen. Features
unit conversion (psi, bars and kg/cm2), automatic OFF,
and dual air bleed buttons to allow controlled pressure
release. Instructions included.
67399
................................................ 158.99 ea

OER® Secret Formula Wheel Wax
OER® Secret Formula Wheel
Wax is formulated to safely
and effortlessly clean, shine,
protect and prolong all types
of wheels and wheel ﬁnishes.
Wheel Wax delivers a high
gloss durable wet shine ﬁnish
on all chrome, aluminum,
stainless, powder coated, and even painted wheels.
Clean, polish, shine, protect and prolong in one
easy step. Extremely easy to use and apply, utilizing
accurate micro-size synthetic beads that gently and
effortlessly lift and polish away oxidation and road
ﬁlm from wheels to guarantee a scratch free perfect
surface. Wheel Wax not only enhances shine, it
protects your investment. Harmful degreasers and
acids can damage wheels reducing shine and causing
premature oxidation and deterioration of wheel.
Wheel Wax is an acrylic sealant that bonds
instantly to protect against brake dust, heat, acid raid,
water spots, airborne fallout, and
road contaminants.
K89486
8 oz. jar .................................. 16.99 ea
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Reproduction Tires

These tires are manufactured from the original molds to bring you the highest quality muscle car tire available.
Each tire features a 2 + 2 construction (2-ply polyester and 2-ply ﬁberglass). Available in raised white lettering,
featuring the words Firestone and Wide “O” Oval, redlines, or pinstripe whitewall.
SPECIAL
SHIPPING!

Note: Tires must be prepaid. Special shipping rate applies.

Part Number
T54640
T54650
T54670
T54680
T54850
T54860
T55250
T55260
T62530
T62450
T62460
T62510
T62520
T62480
T54690
T54870
T55270
T54660
T62470
T62500

Tire Size
D70 x 14
D70 x 14
E70 x 14
E70 x 14
F70 x 14
F70 x 14
G70 x 14
G70 x 14
E70 x 15
F70 x 15
F70 x 15
G70 x 15
G70 x 15
F60 x 15
E70 x 14
F70 x 14
G70 x 14
D70 x 14
F70 x 15
G70 x 15

Description
Tread Width Cross Sect
raised white letter
6.21"
7.85"
pinstripe
6.21"
7.85"
raised white letter
6.38"
8.05"
pinstripe
6.38"
8.05"
raised white letter
6.67"
8.30"
pinstripe
6.67"
8.30"
raised white letter
6.92"
8.75"
pinstripe
6.92"
8.75"
raised white letter
6.00"
8.30"
raised white letter
6.71"
8.35"
pinstripe
6.71"
8.35"
raised white letter
6.50"
8.50"
pinstripe
6.50"
8.50"
raised white letter
8.75"
9.20"
redline (wide track)
6.38"
8.05"
redline (wide track)
6.67"
8.30"
redline (wide track)
6.92"
8.75"
redline (wide track)
6.21"
7.85"
redline (wide track)
6.71"
8.35"
redline (wide track)
6.50"
8.50"

Outer Dia.
25.32"
25.32"
25.76"
25.76"
26.24"
26.24"
26.82"
26.82"
26.60"
26.94"
26.94"
27.50"
27.50"
25.94"
25.76"
26.24"
26.82"
25.32"
26.94"
27.50"

......................
......................
......................
......................
......................
......................
......................
......................
Sport car 200
......................
......................
......................
......................
......................
......................
......................
......................
......................
......................
......................

Price
231.99 ea
231.99 ea
233.99 ea
233.99 ea
236.99 ea
236.99 ea
253.99 ea
253.99 ea
364.99 ea
267.99 ea
267.99 ea
362.99 ea
234.99 ea
321.99 ea
233.99 ea
236.99 ea
253.99 ea
231.99 ea
267.99 ea
409.99 ea

Description
2/2 Polyglas................................................
2/2 Polyglas................................................
QW-1 4 Ply Poly ........................................
2/2 Polyglas................................................
2/2 Polyglas GT .........................................
2/2 Polyglas GT .........................................
2/2 Polyglas GT .........................................
Steelgard ....................................................
custom wide tread 2/2 Polyglas .................
custom wide tread 2/2 Polyglas .................
QW-1 4 Ply Poly ........................................
custom wide tread 2/2 Polyglas .................
custom wide tread 2/2 Polyglas .................
QW-1 4 Ply Poly ........................................
2/2 Polyglas GT .........................................

Price
249.99 ea
269.99 ea
359.99 ea
290.99 ea
309.99 ea
339.99 ea
299.99 ea
299.99 ea
269.99 ea
275.99 ea
269.99 ea
289.99 ea
301.99 ea
309.99 ea
379.99 ea

Get Goodyear Quality with a Nostalgic Appearance!
O

Perfect for your Camaro!

E

The Goodyear® name means quality and dependability!

M

Increase the value of your project while maintaining originality!

These Goodyear tires are produced with exact speciﬁcations
offering the highest quality while maintaining complete
originality! Now you can own the original Polyglas
Goodyear tires, and because they are made from the same
molds as the originals, you can count on the quality. Perfect
for classic wheel types such as Rally wheels!
Important: QW-1 Speedway Wide Tread.
Note: Tires must be prepaid. Shipped overweight.

Part Number
GYE7014
GYF7014
GYE7015W
GYF7015
GYF6015
GYG6015
GYG7015
GYG70151
GYE7014R
GYF7014R
GYF7014WR
GYG7014R
GYF7015R
GYF7015WR
GYG7015R

Tire Size
E70/14
F70/14
E70/15
F70/15
F60/15
G60/15
G70/15
G70/15
E70/14
F70/14
F70/14
G70/14
F70/15
F70/15
G60/15

Style
raised white letter
raised white letter
raised white letter
raised white letter
raised white letter
raised white letter
raised white letter
raised white letter
.350 redline
.350 redline
.350 redline
.350 redline
.350 redline
.350 redline
.350 redline

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Tire and Wheel Combos
Bolt them on and go! What could be easier?
When you buy a tire and wheel package from us, you can rest assured that you are
getting the best. These complete sets include four tires of your choice, Chevrolet
Rally Wheels, tall “Derby” style Rally center caps, trim rings, and valve stems... fully
mounted and balanced! Your tire and wheel package will be mounted and balanced
by a professional with the latest state of the art Hunter balancing equipment. For
maximum ride quality, our Hunter SmartWeight balancing system analyzes the
entire assembly for non-conformity issues and the result is improved ride quality,

performance and wear. You’ll also receive FREE nitrogen inﬂation that will give
your combo longer life and better performance. Your combo will arrive to your
front door ready to simply bolt on your vehicle so you can go for a drive. What
could be easier?
Important: Choose tire size and brand from below. Choose 5 or 6 lug bolt pattern.
Note: Tire sets must be prepaid. Shipped overweight.

Complete Sets Include: 4 Tires, Chevrolet Rally Wheels, Tall “Derby”
Style Rally Center Caps,
Trim Rings and Chrome Valve Stems.
Hand Mounted and Computer Balanced to Precise Quality Control
Standards for a Guaranteed True and Round Assembly.
Scratch Less Mounting, No Need to Worry About a Scratched Rim.
Lug Centric Balancing for the Best Balance and Truest Ride.
Static Balanced with the Unsightly Weights on the Inside of the Combo.

Firestone Redline

Firestone RWL

WHEN YOU PURCHASE

TIRES AND WHEELS TOGETHER

BFGoodrich T/A RWL

OVER A $100 VALUE

Part #
CC3001
CC3002
CC3003
CC3004
CC3005

Tire Size
F70-14
F70-14
P215/70R14
P215/70R15
P215/70R15

Brand
Firestone wide oval redline
Firestone wide oval RWL
BFG Silvertown radial redline
BFG Silvertown radial redline
BFG T/A radial RWL

Wheel Size
14" x 7" Chevrolet Rally
14" x 7" Chevrolet Rally
14" x 7" Chevrolet Rally
15" x 7" Chevrolet Rally
15" x 7" Chevrolet Rally

Trim Ring
14" x 7" trim ring
14" x 7" trim ring
14" x 7" trim ring
15" x 6" trim ring
15" x 6" trim ring

BFGoodrich Silvertown
Redline

Quantity
set of 4 .......................................
set of 4 .......................................
set of 4 .......................................
set of 4 .......................................
set of 4 .......................................

Price
1694.99 set
1694.99 set
1219.99 set
1819.99 set
1279.99 set

BFGoodrich Radial T/A Tire
Classic Industries® offers these reproduction BFGoodrich Radial T/A tires for
various classic American cars. Each tire is manufactured to original speciﬁcations,
is S-Speed rated and U.S. DOT approved for use on all U.S. highways. With its
grippy all-season tread design and original style raised white letters, these tires will
give both authenticity and safety to your classic car.

Made in the USA
14 and 15 inch rim diameters
S-Speed rated (112 MPH)
U.S. DOT approved for all U.S. highways
ECE approved – meets or exceeds
all requirements within the
European community
All season tread design

14 and 15 inch rim diameters available
70 series available
S-Speed rated (112 MPH)
All season tread
High tech tread design
Backed by our life of the tread warranty
U.S. DOT – approved for all U.S. highways
ECE approved – meets or exceeds all
requirements for the European
community

Note: Wheel not included. Tires must be prepaid.
Shipped overweight.

Note: Wheel not included. Tires must be prepaid.
Shipped overweight.

Tire Size

Description

Constr.

Tread Section Diam.

Price

P20570R14RL
P21570R14RL
P22570R14RL
P21570R15RL
P22570R15RL
P23570R15RL
P21570R14WL
P21570R15WL
P22570R15WL

3/8" - redline
3/8" - redline
3/8" - redline
3/8" - redline
3/8" - redline
3/8" - redline
3/8" - whiteline
3/8" - whiteline
3/8" - whiteline

Poly/Steel
Poly/Steel
Poly/Steel
Poly/Steel
Poly/Steel
Poly/Steel
Poly/Steel
Poly/Steel
Poly/Steel

5.80"
6.40"
6.70"
6.40"
6.70"
7.080"
6.40"
6.40"
6.70"

251.99
256.99
261.99
256.99
261.99
277.99
256.99
277.99
305.99

8.00"
8.70"
8.90"
8.70"
9.00"
9.50"
8.70"
8.70"
9.00"

26.10"
25.90"
26.30"
26.90"
27.40"
28.00"
25.90"
26.90"
27.40"

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Tire Size

Tread

P20570R14T
P21560R14T
P21570R14T
P22560R14T
P22570R14T
P23560R14T
P24560R14T
P19560R15T
P20560R15T
P21560R15T
P21565R15T
P21570R15T
P22560R15T
P22570R15T
P23560R15T
P23570R15T
P24560R15T
P25560R15T

5.0"-7.0"
6.0"-7.5"
5.5"-7.0"
6.0"-8.0"
6.0"-7.5"
6.5"-8.5"
7.0"-8.5"
5.5"-7.0"
5.5"-7.5"
6.0"-7.5"
6.0"-7.5"
5.5"-7.0"
6.0"-8.0"
6.0"-7.5"
6.5"-8.5"
6.0"-8.0"
7.0"-8.5"
7.0"-9.0"

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Section
8.2"
8.7"
8.7"
9.0"
9.0"
9.5"
9.8"
7.9"
8.2"
8.7"
8.7"
8.7"
9.0"
9.0"
9.5"
9.5"
9.8"
10.2"

Diam.

Price

25.4" ..........................
24.2" ..........................
25.9" ..........................
24.7" ..........................
26.5" ..........................
25.1" ..........................
25.6" ..........................
24.2" ..........................
24.7" ..........................
25.2" ..........................
26.0" ..........................
26.9" ..........................
25.6" ..........................
27.4" ..........................
26.1" ..........................
28.0" ..........................
26.6" ..........................
27.1" ..........................

131.99
135.99
131.99
121.99
137.99
142.99
157.99
124.99
123.99
141.99
138.99
127.99
139.99
144.99
153.99
132.99
157.99
164.99

Tire & Wheel Combo

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
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BFGoodrich Silvertown Radial Tire
Classic Industries® offers these reproduction BFGoodrich Radial tires for various
classic American cars. Each tire is manufactured to original speciﬁcations, is S-Speed
rated and U.S. DOT approved for use on all U.S. highways. With its grippy allseason tread design and original style raised white letters, these tires will give both
authenticity and safety to your classic car.

Radiators
1967-69 OEM Style Concours Restoration Radiators
Manufactured in the USA to original
factory speciﬁcations. The ﬁnest
radiators on the market! Features
correct mounting brackets, tanks and
top and bottom channels. Made with
a high-quality core and exact ﬁller
necks along with the Harrison name
and all factory embossed numbers
and letter codes. Features a heavyduty core and is pressure checked
and inspected for quality!
CRD3373S

1967-92 Reproduction Radiators
Reproduction radiators install exactly like original. Each radiator is equipped with a
new tank and core. Not rebuilt! Features original style mounting brackets attached
and installs as original to the radiator support. The fan shroud must be replaced if
your are installing a radiator for air conditioned models on a vehicle which did not
include factory air. This helps to maintain a correct ﬁt and sufﬁcient air ﬂow to the
engine. All radiators feature a 6-month limited warranty.
No Exchange Required! No Core Charge!

J

AC, Heater & Cooling System

Important: Fan shrouds, fan shroud brackets, radiator petcock, radiator cap and shroud
mounting clips are available separately. Due to dimensional differences, fan shrouds are
not interchangeable between air conditioned models and non-air conditioned models.
AT=Automatic Transmission, MT=Manual Transmission, AC=Air Conditioning.
Note: These are all-metal replacements for original plastic tank composite
GM radiators. Shipped oversize.

6 Cylinder Engines
CRD3373A
1967-69
CRD3373S
1967-69
CRD3374A
1967-69
CRD3374S
1967-69
CRD3313A
1970-71
CRD3313S
1970-71
CRD4153A
1972-79
CRD4153S
1972-79
CRD4154A
1972-79
CRD4154S
1972-79
CRD17603A
1982-92
CRD17603S
1982-92
Small Block Engines
CRD3373A
1967-69
CRD3373S
1967-69
CRD3703A
1967-69
CRD3703S
1967-69
CRD3374A
1967-69
CRD3374S
1967-69
CRD3704A
1967-69
CRD3704S
1967-69
CRD3313A
1970-71
CRD3313S
1970-71
CRD94153A
1970-71
CRD94153S
1970-71
CRD94154A
1970-71
CRD94154S
1970-71
CRD3593A
1972-79
CRD3593S
1972-79
CRD4153A
1972-79
CRD4153S
1972-79
CRD4154A
1972-79
CRD4154S
1972-79
CRD1483A
1980-81
CRD1483S
1980-81
CRD1023A
1980-81
CRD1023S
1980-81
CRD1484A
1980-81
CRD1484S
1980-81
CRD1024A
1980-81
CRD1024S
1980-81
CRD16003A
1982-92
CRD16003S
1982-92
CRD18613A
1982-92
CRD18613S
1982-92
Big Block Engines
CRD16764A
1967-69
CRD16764S
1967-69
CRD99074A
1969
CRD99074S
1969
CRD93044A
1970-71
CRD93044S
1970-71
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OS1

AT
MT
AT
MT
AT
MT
AT
MT
AT
MT
AT
MT

3 row
3 row
4 row
4 row
3 row
3 row
3 row
3 row
4 row
4 row
3 row
3 row

17" x 20-3/4" x 2" ........
17" x 20-3/4" x 2" ........
17" x 20-3/4" x 2-5/8" ..
17" x 20-3/4" x 2-5/8" ..
17" x 20-3/4" x 2" ........
17" x 20-3/4" x 2" ........
17" x 26-1/4" x 2" ........
17" x 26-1/4" x 2" ........
17" x 26-1/4" x 2-5/8" ..
17" x 26-1/4" x 2-5/8" ..
16-1/8" x 23-5/8" x 2" ..
16-1/8" x 23-5/8" x 2" ..

429.99
439.99
504.99
459.99
429.99
404.99
479.99
451.99
529.99
504.99
429.99
404.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

AT
MT
AT
MT
AT
MT
AT
MT
AT
MT
AT
MT
AT
MT
AT
MT
AT
MT
AT
MT
AT
MT
AT
MT
AT
MT
AT
MT
AT
MT
AT
MT

3 row
3 row
3 row
3 row
4 row
4 row
4 row
4 row
3 row
3 row
3 row
3 row
4 row
4 row
3 row
3 row
3 row
3 row
4 row
4 row
3 row
3 row
3 row
3 row
4 row
4 row
4 row
4 row
3 row
3 row
3 row
3 row

17" x 20-3/4" x 2" ........
17" x 20-3/4" x 2" ........
17" x 23" x 2"...............
17" x 23" x 2"...............
17" x 20-3/4" x 2-5/8" ..
17" x 20-3/4" x 2-5/8" ..
17" x 23" x 2-5/8" ........
17" x 23" x 2-5/8" ........
17" x 20-3/4" x 2" ........
17" x 20-3/4" x 2" ........
17" x 26-1/4" x 2" ........
17" x 26-1/4" x 2" ........
17" x 26-1/4" x 2-5/8" ..
17" x 26-1/4" x 2-5/8" ..
17" x 20-3/4" x 2" ........
17" x 20-3/4" x 2" ........
17" x 26-1/4" x 2" ........
17" x 26-1/4" x 2" ........
17" x 26-1/4" x 2-5/8" ..
17" x 26-1/4" x 2-5/8" ..
17" x 20-3/4" x 2" ........
17" x 20-3/4" x 2" ........
17" x 26-1/4" x 2" ........
17" x 26-1/4" x 2" ........
17" x 20-3/4" x 2-5/8" ..
17" x 20-3/4" x 2-5/8" ..
17" x 26-1/4" x 2-5/8" ..
17" x 26-1/4" x 2-5/8" ..
17" x 20-3/4" x 2" ........
17" x 20-3/4" x 2" ........
17" x 26-1/4" x 2" ........
17" x 26-1/4" x 2" ........

429.99
439.99
479.99
421.99
504.99
459.99
511.99
484.99
429.99
404.99
449.99
421.99
529.99
504.99
429.99
404.99
479.99
451.99
529.99
504.99
429.99
404.99
479.99
451.99
484.99
459.99
529.99
504.99
429.99
404.99
471.99
451.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

AT
MT
AT
MT
AT
MT

4 row
4 row
4 row
4 row
4 row
4 row

17" x 23" x 2-5/8" ........
17" x 23" x 2-5/8" ........
COPO w/curved inlet ...
COPO w/curved inlet ...
17" x 26-1/4" x 2-5/8" ..
17" x 26-1/4" x 2-5/8" ..

511.99
484.99
511.99
484.99
529.99
504.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Radiators

Important: All 1969 396, 427 Camaro
models with a rear axle ratio of 4:10,
4:56 or 4:88 require a 4 core radiator with a curve neck. All 196869 396 AC cars also come with a 4 core curve neck radiator which is the
heavy-duty radiator option listed in the factory option list.
Note: Shipped oversize.

HC200R
HC201R
HC202R
HC203R
HC204R
HC205R
HC206R
HC207R
HC208R
HC209R
HC210R
HC211R
HC212R
HC213R
HC214R
HC215R
HC216R
HC217R
HC218R
HC219R
HC220R
HC221R
HC222R
HC223R

1967-68
1967-68
1967-68
1967-68
1967-68
1967-68
1967-68
1967-68
1967-68
1967-68
1967-68
1967-68
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969

2 row
2 row
3 row
3 row
3 row
3 row
3 row
3 row
4 row
4 row
4 row
4 row
2 row
2 row
3 row
3 row
3 row
3 row
3 row
3 row
4 row
4 row
4 row
4 row

auto
manual
auto
auto
manual
manual
auto
manual
auto
manual
auto
manual
auto
manual
auto
auto
manual
manual
auto
manual
auto
manual
auto
manual

6 cylinder 327 without AC.......
6 cylinder 327 without AC.......
327 4 barrel 350 without AC ...
6 cylinder 327 350 with AC.....
302 327 350 without AC..........
6 cylinder 327 350 with AC.....
396 427 without AC .................
396 427 without AC .................
396 427 without AC .................
396 427 without AC .................
396 with AC with curve neck ..
396 with AC with curve neck ..
6 cylinder 327 without AC.......
6 cylinder 327 without AC.......
327 4 barrel 350 without AC ...
6 cylinder 327 350 with AC.....
302 327 350 without AC ..........
6 cylinder 327 350 with AC.....
396 427 without AC .................
396 without AC ........................
396 427 without AC .................
396 427 without AC .................
396 427 w/AC or curve neck ...
396 427 w/AC or w/curve neck

HC204R
OS1

724.99
749.99
824.99
824.99
799.99
899.99
1099.99
1099.99
1199.99
1199.99
1199.99
1199.99
724.99
749.99
824.99
824.99
799.99
799.99
1099.99
1099.99
1174.99
1174.99
1199.99
1199.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1993-02 Radiators
Replace your damaged or leaking late
model radiator with an original style
AC Delco or a quality replacement
radiator. Designed to replace your
original with no modiﬁcations. Original
design features include plastic tanks
and aluminum core with correct
brackets for mounting. Fits automatic
or manual transmissions.

15228

Note: Shipped oversize.

G4937
15228
G4947

1993-02
1993-02
1998-99

231 (3.8L) V6
350 (5.7L)
LS1

OS1

17-1/4" x 24 3/4" x 7/8" .... 247.99 ea
17-1/4" x 24 3/4" x 7/8" .... 189.99 ea
17-1/8" x 24 7/8" x 7/8" .... 393.99 ea

1967-69 Aluminum Radiators
Replacement aluminum radiator for
1967-69 Camaro models designed
to meet the cooling needs of high
performance small and big block
engines. It will bolt-in without
modifying your radiator support or
support top panel, offers better heat
transfer, and is considerably lighter that
standard replacement radiators. This
is a 2 row core with 1" rows unlike
standard 3/8" radiators. Will cool
approximately 30% more than a standard 3 row core.
Made in USA.
Important: Factory fan shroud will need modiﬁcation.
Note: Shipped oversize.

Without Trans Cooler
10870ALM
1967-69
With Trans Cooler
10871ALM
1967-69

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

10870ALM

OS1

23" x 19" ................................................ 369.99 ea
23" x 19" ................................................ 399.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Radiators

AR80251N

BC82009

1967-92 Polished Aluminum Radiators
1967-02 Aluminum Cooling System
These all-aluminum radiators are up to 40% lighter than traditional copper/brass
radiators and feature high-quality aluminum welds to enhance the appearance of
your car. Complete module cooling systems that include a aluminum radiator,
aluminum radiator cap, electric fans with black shroud, aluminum vented coolant
recovery tank, aluminum fan mounting brackets, electric fan wiring harness, and
all necessary installation hardware.
Note: Shipped overweight.

Polished Aluminum
Automatic Transmission
BC83009
1967-69
22" x 18" core ..........................................
BC83168
1967-69
24" x 18" core ..........................................
BC83010
1970-81
27" x 18" core ..........................................
BC83015
1982-92
27" x 18" core ..........................................
BC83028
1993-02
22" x 18" core ..........................................
Manual Transmission
BC81009
1967-69
22" x 18" core ..........................................
BC81168
1967-69
24" x 18" core ..........................................
BC81010
1970-81
27" x 18" core ..........................................
BC81015
1982-92
27" x 18" core ..........................................
BC81028
1993-02
22" x 18" core ..........................................
Non-Polished Aluminum
Automatic Transmission
BC82009
1967-69
22" x 18" core ..........................................
BC82168
1967-69
24" x 18" core ..........................................
BC82010
1970-81
27" x 18" core ..........................................
BC82015
1982-92
27" x 18" core ..........................................
BC82028
1993-02
22" x 18" core ..........................................
Manual Transmission
BC80009
1967-69
22" x 18" core ..........................................
BC80168
1967-69
24" x 18" core ..........................................
BC80010
1970-81
27" x 18" core ..........................................
BC80015
1982-92
27" x 18" core ..........................................
BC80028
1993-02
22" x 18" core ..........................................

1499.99
1699.99
1499.99
1499.99
1499.99

set
set
set
set
set

1499.99
1499.99
1499.99
1499.99
1499.99

set
set
set
set
set

1299.99
1499.99
1299.99
1299.99
1299.99

set
set
set
set
set

1199.99
1299.99
1199.99
1199.99
1199.99

set
set
set
set
set

All aluminum racing radiator. Constructed of 100% aluminum, using no epoxy
for trouble-free service, this beautiful radiator is just what your high-performance
Camaro needs. Aluminum radiators have shown to be 15% more efﬁcient than
factory copper brass type radiators. These beautifully polished radiators ﬁt in the
factory mounting location with predrilled brackets for easy installation. The factory
fan shroud can be reused without modiﬁcations while the inlet and outlet are in the
stock locations so the factory style radiator hoses can be used. As with most radiators
these are available with a built-in transmission cooler with the correct dimensions
to use the factory transmission lines.
OS1
Small Block Models
AR80250N
1967-69
MT
20-3/4" core – without AC ... 774.99 ea
AR80250N1
1967-69
AT
20-3/4" core – without AC ... 844.99 ea
AR80251N
1967-69
MT
22-3/4" core.......................... 774.99 ea
AR80251N1
1967-69
AT
22-3/4" core.......................... 844.99 ea
AR80255N
1970-81
MT
26-3/8" core.......................... 774.99 ea
AR80255N1
1970-81
AT
26-3/8" core.......................... 844.99 ea
AR80257N
1982-92
MT
26-3/8" core.......................... 774.99 ea
AR80257N1
1982-92
AT
26-3/8" core.......................... 844.99 ea
Big Block Models
AR80251N
1967-69
MT
22-3/4" core.......................... 774.99 ea
AR80251N1
1967-69
AT
22-3/4" core.......................... 844.99 ea
AR80255N
1970-81
MT
26-3/8" core.......................... 774.99 ea
AR80255N1
1970-81
AT
26-3/8" core.......................... 844.99 ea
AR80257N
1982-92
MT
26-3/8" core.......................... 774.99 ea
AR80257N1
1982-92
AT
26-3/8" core.......................... 844.99 ea

A9600121

Keep your vehicle cool without breaking the bank! This direct-ﬁt, affordably priced
radiator is built with high-quality materials for dependable cooling. These are direct
ﬁt economy radiators for automatic or manual transmission vehicles.
OS1

Note: *Without AC. Shipped oversize.

205141

1967-81 Aluminum LS Radiators
These aluminum radiators are designed as a direct ﬁt for 1967-81 models with LS
engines. Northern aluminum radiators are lighter than copper/brass radiators with up
to 75% more cooling capacity. Features thick hose connectors, reinforced die-stamped
tanks, a machined ﬁller neck and all welded construction. Northern fans and fan
shrouds are available separately.
Important: Dimensions listed are overall dimensions of the radiator including the tanks.
Note: *Double pass radiator. Shipped oversize.

25-7/8" x 18-1/2" x 3-1/8" Radiators
205141
1967-69
AT
LH/in RH/out ..................................
205140
1967-69
MT
LH/in RH/out ..................................
28-5/8" x 18-3/8" x 3-1/8" Radiators
205182*
1967-69
AT
RH/in RH/out ..................................
205182*
1967-69
MT
RH/in RH/out ..................................
30-3/4" x 18-5/8" x 3-1/8" Radiators
205216
1970-81
AT
LH/in RH/out ..................................
205216
1970-81
MT
LH/in RH/out ..................................

OS1

269.99 ea
221.99 ea
354.99 ea
354.99 ea
279.99 ea
279.99 ea

Aluminum Radiators – 1 Row
17" x 20-3/4" x 1-7/8"
A9600121
1968-69
250...........................................................
A9600121
1969
307...........................................................
A9600121
1968-69
327...........................................................
A9600121
1968-69
350...........................................................
17" x 20-3/4" x 1"
A9600123*
1982-86
151, (2.5L) ..............................................
A9600123*
1982-85
305, (5.0L) ..............................................
17-1/4" x 20-11/16" x 1"
A9600124
1982-84
173, (2.8L) ..............................................
17-1/4" x 23-9/16" x 1"
A9600125
1985-89
173, (2.8L) ..............................................
17-1/4" x 24-3/4" x 1"
A9600126
1993-95
207, (3.4L) ..............................................
A9600126
1995-02
231, (3.8L) ..............................................
17-1/4" x 24-3/4" x 1-1/4"
A9600127
1993-97
350, (5.7L) ..............................................
A9600127
2000-02
350, (5.7L) ..............................................
17-1/2" x 24-13/16" x 1"
A9600129
1998-99
350, (5.7L) ..............................................
A9600128
2000-02
350, (5.7L) ..............................................

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Radiators

179.99
179.99
179.99
179.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

99.99 ea
99.99 ea
99.99 ea
99.99 ea
109.99 ea
109.99 ea
109.99 ea
109.99 ea
99.99 ea
109.99 ea
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1967-02 Camaro Economy Radiators

Radiators
1967-02 Camaro Aluminum Radiators
Improve the cooling capacity of your
engine with Cold-Case performance
radiators for 1967-02 Camaro models.
Feature an all aluminum construction
that is good at dissipating heat and
saving energy, with 2 oversized
cooling rows, and polished original
style stamped tanks. All Cold-Case
radiators are 100% TIG welded,
pressure tested, and includes OE
style ﬁttings for both automatic and
manual applications. All radiators
manufactured by Cold Case are guaranteed to be
free from material and workmanship defects for
the life of your installation.

CC46116 –
detail

CC46120
CC46121
CC46122
CC46123
CC46124
CC46158
CC46125
CC46126
CC46127
CC46159
CC46160
CC46161
CC46116

1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1970-81
1970-81
1970-81
1970-81
1982-92
1993-02
1967-02

CR5027

OS1

Note: Shipped oversize.

small block MT.......................................
small block AT ........................................
big block MT ..........................................
big block AT ...........................................
LS swap ..................................................
LS swap 35mm inlet/outlet.....................
MT ..........................................................
AT ...........................................................
LS swap ..................................................
LS swap 35mm inlet/outlet.....................
V8 AT......................................................
V8 AT......................................................
Cold-Case radiator cap ...........................

359.99
369.99
359.99
369.99
369.99
369.99
369.99
359.99
369.99
369.99
359.99
359.99
24.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
CR5028

1967-92 Performance Aluminum Radiators
Mishimoto performance radiators for
1967-92 models offer 100% aluminum
construction which provides greater
heat and pressure tolerance, better
heat dissipation, increased durability,
improved cooling efﬁciency, and
improved structural rigidity. All radiators
feature a 2 or 3 row brazed aluminum
core with an internal transmission cooler
to provide optimal ﬂuid temperatures
for automatic transmissions. Each
radiator includes a Mishimoto radiator
cap, magnetic drain plug, and is backed by a
manufacturer’s lifetime warranty.

detail of
radiator cap

Important: Radiators will work with automatic or manual transmission vehicles.
Note: Shipped oversize.

153558
153559
153555
153556
153557

1970-81
1982-92
1967-69
1970-81
1982-92

all
all – V6/V8
all – V8
all
all

2 row ...............................
2 row ...............................
3 row ...............................
3 row ...............................
3 row ...............................

CR5055

1967-92 Camaro Aluminum Radiators

OS1

289.99
309.99
331.99
409.99
441.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
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1967-99 Polished Aluminum Radiators
These polished high-performance
radiators are manufactured from tig
welded aircraft grade aluminum with
brazed aluminum cores and billet
ﬁller necks. Each radiator offers high
capacity cooling with louvered ﬁns
and 3/8" spacing between core tubes.
Designed for direct ﬁt installation.
Radiator cap is included.
Important: All radiators have built in automatic
transmission coolers and can be used in both
automatic and manual transmission applications.
Core size dimensions listed below. Note: Shipped oversize.

A8600121
A8600122
A8600105
A8600107
A8600111
A8600112
A7600105
A7600112
A7600114
A7600104
A7600110
A7600113
A8600124
A8600109
A8600114
A8600110

430

1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1970-81
1970-81
1970-81
1972-81
1972-81
1972-81
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1998-99

2 row
2 row
3 row
3 row
4 row
4 row
2 row
3 row
4 row
2 row
3 row
4 row
2 row
3 row
4 row
3 row

Radiators

A7600114

17" x 20-3/4" x 1-3/4" .................
17" x 23" x 1-3/4" .......................
17" x 20-3/4" x 2-1/2" .................
17" x 23" x 2-1/2" .......................
17" x 20-3/4" x 2-3/4" .................
17" x 23" x 2-3/4" .......................
17" x 26-1/4" x 1-3/4" .................
17" x 26-1/4" x 2" .......................
17" x 26-1/4" x 3-1/8" .................
17" x 20-3/4" x 1-3/4" ..................
17" x 20-3/4" x 2" .......................
17" x 20-3/4" x 2-3/4" .................
17-1/4" x 26-1/4" x 1-3/4" ..........
17-1/4" x 26-1/4" x 2" .................
17-1/4" x 26-1/4" x 2-3/4" ..........
17-3/4" x 25" x 2" .......................

OS1

169.99
169.99
229.99
229.99
319.99
289.99
169.99
219.99
289.99
169.99
219.99
319.99
169.99
229.99
289.99
219.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Manufactured with race proven technology, these radiators feature a two row, 1" core
tube design for maximum cooling efﬁciency. Northern fan and shroud assemblies
are also available for a matched cooling system.
Important: Dimensions listed include the radiator, tanks and brackets.
Note: Shipped oversize.

29" x 18-7/8" x 2-1/4"
CR5133
1967-69
396
CR5184
1967-69
396
27-5/8" x 18-7/8" x 2-1/4"
CR5072
1967-69
250
CR5125
1967-69
250
CR5072
1967-69
327
CR5125
1967-69
327
CR5072
1967-69
350
CR5125
1967-69
350
30-3/4" x 18-5/8" x 2-1/4"
CR5027
1970-71
all
CR5125
1970-71
all
CR5027
1972-79
all
CR5056
1972-79
all
25-3/8" x 18-5/8" x 2-1/4"
CR5028
1972-79
all
CR5057
1972-79
all
CR5028
1980
231
CR5057
1980
231
CR5027
1980-81
267
CR5056
1980-81
267
CR5027
1980-81
305
CR5056
1980-81
305
CR5027
1980-81
350
CR5056
1980-81
350
32-15/16" x 18-5/8" x 2-1/4"
CR5028
1981
231
CR5055
1981
231
30-5/8" x 18-1/2" x 2-1/4"
CR5062
1982-92
all
CR5062
1982-92
all

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

OS1

AT ................................................. 259.99 ea
MT ................................................ 254.99 ea
AT .................................................
MT ................................................
AT .................................................
MT ................................................
AT .................................................
MT ................................................

245.99
219.99
245.99
219.99
245.99
219.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

AT .................................................
MT ................................................
AT .................................................
MT ................................................

274.99
281.99
274.99
281.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

AT .................................................
MT ................................................
AT .................................................
MT ................................................
AT .................................................
MT ................................................
AT .................................................
MT ................................................
AT .................................................
MT ................................................

234.99
217.99
234.99
217.99
217.99
281.99
217.99
281.99
217.99
281.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

AT ................................................. 234.99 ea
MT ................................................ 265.99 ea
AT ................................................. 254.99 ea
MT ................................................ 254.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Radiator Components
UC2003BA

14019578
SS Logo

Chevrolet

Camaro

Bow Tie

Heartbeat

Z/28

1982-92 Radiator Support Filler Panel

Bow Tie/
Chevrolet

Panel ﬁts above the radiator support and acts as a ﬁller between the hood and
radiator support assembly. Reproduction cover ﬁts all 1982-92 models. Filler panel
installation kit is available separately for 1982-92 models.
14019578
1982-92
ﬁller panel ................................................... 44.99 ea
R8292
1982-92
installation kit ............................................. 8.99 kit

plain

1967-81 Aluminum Radiator Panel
These panels are durable and also serve to combat overheating by directing the air
that normally escapes over the top of the core support and sends it straight to the
radiator. All panels are available in three ﬁnish choices; black anodized, natural,
or polished. This is a GM licensed product. Your choice of plain panels or panels
etched with your choice of a variety of popular logo designs.
Note: Please specify logo design when ordering.

1993-02 Radiator Support Filler Panel

One Piece Show Panels
Etched Panels
UC2001B
1967-69
UC2001N
1967-69
UC2001P
1967-69
UC2005B
1970-81
UC2005N
1970-81
UC2005P
1970-81
Plain Panels
UC2002B
1967-69
UC2002N
1967-69
UC2002P
1967-69
UC2006B
1970-81
UC2006N
1970-81
UC2006P
1970-81
Etched Panels
UC2003B
1967-69
UC2003N
1967-69
UC2003P
1967-69
Plain Panels
UC2004B
1967-69
UC2004N
1967-69
UC2004P
1967-69

black ﬁnish (specify logo).......................
natural ﬁnish (specify logo) ....................
polished ﬁnish (specify logo) ..................
black ﬁnish (specify logo).......................
natural ﬁnish (specify logo) ....................
polished ﬁnish (specify logo) ..................

144.99
144.99
159.99
139.99
139.99
159.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

black ﬁnish ..............................................
natural ﬁnish............................................
polished ﬁnish .........................................
black ﬁnish ..............................................
natural ﬁnish............................................
polished ﬁnish .........................................
Two Piece Show Panels

109.99
109.99
124.99
109.99
109.99
124.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Dress-up your engine bay in minutes with this polished stainless steel radiator support
ﬁller panel. Replaces plastic OE support. Includes hardware.
BX50007 1993-02 .............................................................................. 99.99 ea

1985-92 Lower Radiator Air Deﬂector
This an Genuine GM lower radiator air deﬂector for 1985-92 Camaro models.
Replace that damaged or missing air deﬂector and have your Camaro running cooler.
G4756
1985-92 .............................................................................. 76.99 ea

black ﬁnish (specify logo)....................... 149.99 pr
natural ﬁnish (specify logo) .................... 149.99 pr
polished ﬁnish (specify logo) .................. 164.99 pr
black ﬁnish .............................................. 119.99 pr
natural ﬁnish............................................ 119.99 pr
polished ﬁnish ......................................... 134.99 pr

748621
Correct and accurate
conﬁguration speciﬁcally designed
to ﬁt the radiator support.

1967-73 Radiator Support to Hood Seal

OS1

Note: Shipped oversize.

RH100

1967-69 ............................................................................ 234.99 ea

T9426

1970-81 Radiator Support Filler Panel
Replacement support ﬁller panel for 1970-81 Camaro models. Manufactured in
stamped steel and ﬁnished in chrome or black EDP. Includes mounting hardware.
Without AC (23-7/8" x 5-1/4")
T9425
1970-81
chrome ......................................................... 24.99 ea
T9435
1970-81
black ............................................................ 16.99 ea
With AC or HD Cooling (28-11/16" x 5-1/4")
T9426
1970-81
chrome ......................................................... 28.99 ea
T9436
1970-81
black ............................................................ 17.99 ea

HC303

HC304

1967-69 Radiator Mount Brackets
Reproduction radiator side mount brackets for 1967-69 Camaro models. These are
exact reproductions of originals and are available for big block and small block
radiators. Made in USA.
HC303
1967-69
small block ................................................... 234.99 pr
HC304
1967-69
big block ....................................................... 269.99 pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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1967-69 Radiator Filler Panel
Want to cool your hot ride? This exquisite stainless steel radiator cover plate for
1967-69 models ﬁts above the radiator and acts as a ﬁller panel between the hood
and the radiator support assembly, increasing airﬂow through the radiator while
beautifying the engine bay.

Reproduction of the rubber strip located on top of the radiator support which seals
the radiator support to the hood. The seal is originally installed on all air conditioned
models from 1967-73. Clips not included.
K8096
1967-69
rubber seal .................................................... 11.99 ea
K30233
1970-73
rubber seal .................................................... 23.99 ea
748621
1967-69
9 piece clip set .............................................. 8.99 set

Radiator Components
1967 OE Style Radiator Cap
Hollow Rivet
371189

1970-02 Radiator Retainer Pads
Your radiator will appreciate these replacement pads
and so will you. Keeps the radiator safe from loosening
while cushioning and protecting.
371189
1970-81
small block ........ 3.99 ea
6264100
1970-71
big block............ 8.99 ea
F2500
1982-92
4 piece set.......... 34.99 set
G7162
1993-02
upper ................. 11.99 ea
G7164
1993-02
LH lower ........... 7.99 ea
G7163
1993-02
RH lower ........... 9.99 ea

HC96

Temperature Sending Unit Wiring Set
Reproduction temperature sending unit wiring set
which extends from the front light harness to the
temperature sending unit. Includes correct 24" insulator
cover and 30" green wire with bullet, blade or button
type terminals included.
CA34620
............................................. 12.99 set

HC99

1968-69 Reproduction Radiator Tags
Reproduction radiator tags will add the ﬁnishing touch
to your perfect restoration. The 1969 Camaro models
originally included these tags on the radiator. Impress
any car show judge by having the correct tag. Now
available for applications listed.
Z28 Models
HC97
1968
(UH) o.d. tank code .. 64.99 ea
HC96
1969
(UH) CB tank code ... 44.99 ea
Models with 396, 3 Row Tank & Straight Hose Neck
HC101
1969
(ZD) MT ................... 44.99 ea
HC100
1969
(UO) AT .................... 64.99 ea
Models with 427, 4 Row Tank & Curved Hose Neck
HC98
1969
(UY) MT................... 44.99 ea
HC99
1969
(UZ) AT .................... 64.99 ea

K0085

3056858

1967-92 Radiator Petcock
The reproduction petcock is an exact duplicate of
the original. It is manufactured to install on original
or reproduction replacement radiators. Includes the
correct ﬂuted end for originality.
K0085
1967-72
reproduction.......... 5.99 ea
3056858 1990-92
reproduction.......... 4.99 ea

1967-81 Radiator Mount Well Nut Set
TU47

TU46

J
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1967-99 Temperature Sending Units
The temperature sending unit screws into the side
of the cylinder block or on the intake manifold and
allows the temperature gauge or warning light to
function properly. If your temperature gauge is not
functioning properly, replacing the sending unit is an
inexpensive ﬁx.
With Factory Gauges
748691 1967
1 pin (repro) .................. 24.99 ea
G1852 1967
1 pin terminal (Delco) .. 18.99 ea
TU4
1968
1 pin terminal................ 14.99 ea
1513462 1969-70 threaded terminal .......... 24.99 ea
748691 1968-78 1 pin (repro) .................. 24.99 ea
G1852 1973
1 pin terminal (Delco) .. 18.99 ea
TU49 1973-74 2 blade terminal ............ 12.99 ea
G1852 1975-78 1 pin terminal (Delco) .. 18.99 ea
6400759 1979
1 pin terminal................ 24.99 ea
8993107 1979-80 1 blade terminal ............ 29.99 ea
TU66 1981-92 1 blade terminal ............ 14.99 ea
TU152 1993-95 3.4-S, 2 blade terminal 16.99 ea
TU152 1993-97 5.7-P, 2 blade terminal.. 16.99 ea
TU178 1995-99 3.8L-K, 3 blade trmnl ... 18.99 ea
TU280 1998
5.7L-G .......................... 25.99 ea
Without Factory Gauges (with Lights on Dash)
TU46 1967-69 all, 1 blade terminal ...... 11.99 ea
TU47 1970-72 8 cyl., 2 blade (82B-260M) 15.99 ea
TU42 1970-72 8 cyl., 2 blade (82B-232) 14.99 ea
TU46 1970-72 8 cyl.,1 blade (369)....... 11.99 ea
TU49 1970-72 250-D, 2 blade terminal 12.99 ea
TU49 1973-74 250-D, 2 blade (coolant) 12.99 ea
TU46 1973-74 all 8 cylinder, AT .......... 11.99 ea
TU46 1975-80 all (exc. 1980 231)........ 11.99 ea
TU117 1976-77 250-D, 1 blade (metal) 12.99 ea
TU44 1978-79 250-D, 1 blade (metal) 10.99 ea
TU64 1980
231-A, 1 blade .............. 9.99 ea
TU64 1981
229-K, 231-A................ 9.99 ea
TU64 1982-87 305-H, 1 blade .............. 9.99 ea
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These special nuts secure the LH portion of the radiator
well area and include the correct 1/4" shouldered bolts.
Includes 2 each per set.
W14R
1967-81 ...................................... 3.99 set

G7885

G7886

1984-86 Coolant Level Indicators
GM replacement coolant level sensor mounts in the
radiator tank. Activates warning lamp on dash when
coolant level is low.
G7885 1984
305H (w/AC & hd rad.) 19.99 ea
G7886 1984
305H (electric heater) 5.99 ea
G7886 1984
2.8-1 ............................ 5.99 ea
G7886 1984
305H (with AC) .......... 5.99 ea
G7886 1985-86 2.8S, 305H .................. 5.99 ea

Authentic reproduction
radiator cap features the
correct “hollow rivet”
design, cap rating and
markings as original. This
reproduction is a precise
replica of the original
hollow rivet design cap.
3886273
1967
all .......................... 34.99 ea

1967-73 OE Style Radiator Cap
Flat Rivet
Authentic reproduction
radiator cap features
the correct “ﬂat rivet”
design, cap rating and
markings as original. This
reproduction is a precise
replica of the original ﬂat
rivet design cap.
861050
1967-72
all ......................... 29.99 ea
861050
1973
exc. recovery unit 29.99 ea

1967-02 Radiator Cap with Lever
Aftermarket replacement cap
for the radiator on your
1967-02 Camaro. Service
replacement cap that
may be cosmetically
different than the
original but will ﬁt and
function properly. These
caps are equipped with a
pressure release lever. ST10330
ST10330
1967-76 ................................. 6.99 ea
ST10331
1977-92 ................................. 6.99 ea
ST10334
1993-02 ................................. 5.99 ea

1967-02 Radiator Cap
without Lever
Aftermarket replacement
cap for the radiator on your
1967-02 Camaro. Service
replacement cap that may be
cosmetically different than the
original but will ﬁt and function
properly. These are standard caps
that are not equipped with the pressure
release lever.
ST10230
1967-76 ................................
ST10231
1977-92 ................................
ST10234
1993-02 ................................

ST10230

4.99 ea
4.99 ea
3.99 ea

1976-92
Radiator Cap
Correct radiator cap
for Camaro models. An
original Delco service
replacement product.
G7136

1994-02 Coolant Level Module

1976-92 .................................... 10.99 ea

Billet Aluminum
Radiator Cap

Genuine GM coolant level module mounted on
the lower RH side of the radiator above the lower
radiator hose.
G3677 1994-02 2 lead connector..... 91.99 ea

Billet aluminum radiator cap for
Camaro models to provide a unique
custom look. Rated at a 16 lb pressure rating.
T6017
16 lb rating .............................. 25.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Radiator Components
Thermocap Radiator Cap
Thermocap combines a highquality pressurized radiator
cap with a thermometer
element, allowing you to know
when it’s safe to open your
radiator without any guess work.
Easy to read temperature gauge in
MR2470B
Celsius and Fahrenheit. Specify
red, blue, or silver when ordering.
MR2470 13 psi ..................................... 35.99 ea
MR2471 16 psi ..................................... 39.99 ea

1988-92 Radiator Hose Clamp
1982-88 Radiator Overﬂow Jar Retainer
Reproduction of the retainers needed to mount the
radiator overﬂow jar in 1982-88 Camaro models. Sold
individually. 2 required per jar.
Note: Used to mount overﬂow jar #14070997.

20451119

Billet Radiator Caps
Be Cool billet radiator caps
rated at 13 psi are recommended
for all Be Cool radiators. The
billet caps feature the Be Cool
logo and are available in a round
or octagon style and polished
or natural ﬁnish. Also available
is a machined aluminum SureGrip radiator cap with a Be Cool
embossed emblem.

1982-88

2 required .............. .99 ea

60721

Correct replacement clamps for
1988-92 radiators. Upper and lower
clamps are now available for 3rd G7144
generation Camaro models.
G7142 1991-92 upper 3.1T, 5.0E, 5.0F, 5.7-8
G7143 1988-89 lower 2.8S .....................
G7142 1990-92 lower 3.1T (LHO) ...........
G7142 1991-92 lower 5.0E, 5.0F, 5.7-8 ....
G7144 1992
lower 3.1T (LHO) ...........
G7144 1992
lower.............................

5.99
2.99
5.99
5.99
14.99
14.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-69 Radiator Overﬂow Hose Retainer
Reproduction of the radiator
overﬂow hose retainer for 1967-69
Camaro models. This retainer
mounts on the passenger side tank
and holds the overﬂow hose in place.
14300
1967-69 .................................... 14.99 ea

TF600177

Note: Stock cooling systems are rated at 7 psi.

Round Billet Caps
TF600175
polished ﬁnish .................
TF600178
natural ﬁnish....................
Octagonal Billet Caps
TF600176
polished ﬁnish .................
TF600179
natural ﬁnish....................
Machined Sure-Grip Caps
TF600177
polished ﬁnish .................
TF600180
natural ﬁnish....................

59.99 ea
49.99 ea

60741

59.99 ea
49.99 ea

1967-69 Radiator Overﬂow Hose

69.99 ea
59.99 ea

60761

Stainless Steel Radiator Overﬂow Tank
15630112

371978

1978-02 Radiator Overﬂow Jar Cap
Keep your overﬂow bottle from leaking with this
overﬂow bottle cap. Features the words “Engine
Coolant Only”.
15630112
1978-92 vented ................. 7.99 ea
371978
1978-92 non-vented.......... 8.99 ea
G5356
1993-02 ............................ 8.99 ea

This is a correct replacement hose for the radiator
overﬂow. It is produced with correct OEM style thin
walled hose as original. This is an often overlooked
hose which is notorious for deterioration.
B0056
1967-69
3 feet of hose .......... 4.99 ea

These beautiful polished stainless steel radiator
overﬂow tanks will give your engine compartment a
clean, custom look. They are available in various sizes
and feature a twist-on cap and mounting hardware.
60721
2" x 13" .................................... 24.99 ea
60731
2" x 15" .................................... 25.99 ea
60741
2" x 17" .................................... 27.99 ea
60751
2" x 19" .................................... 34.99 ea
60761
3" x 10" .................................... 31.99 ea
60781
3" x 16" .................................... 32.99 ea

1974-80 Radiator
Overﬂow Jar Cap

J-B Weld is a great alternative to welding, soldering and
brazing. This two part system is mixed at a ratio of 1:1,
it forms a permanent bond and can be shaped, tapped,
ﬁled, sanded, painted and drilled after curing. Waterproof,
petroleum, chemical, and acid resistant when fully cured.
Non-toxic and temperature resistant up to 600 degrees F.
Made in USA.
JB8265
2 x 1 oz. tubes ...................... 5.49 ea
JB8280
2 x 5 oz. tubes ...................... 15.99 ea

Coolant System Protector

14070997
10170175

1973-92 Radiator Overﬂow Bottle
OER® reproduction radiator overﬂow bottles for
1973-92 models.
Note: Overﬂow bottle cap must be purchased separately.

463153
468563
14070997
10170175

JB8265

J-B Weld Cold Weld

1973-77 .............................
1978-79 .............................
1982-88 .............................
1989-92 .............................

29.99
39.99
39.99
39.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-69 Radiator Hose Clamp Kit
Reproduced in the original tower style design. Includes
all eight clamps needed to completely replace radiator
and heater hose clamps. Includes upper and lower
radiator hose clamps and heater hose clamps in the
original sizes.
R085678
1967-69 ............................... 21.99 kit
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Impurities in well water can
cause rust and corrosion inside
the radiator, water pump, and
cylinder heads. Over time, this
can lead to a loss of cooling
efﬁciency. Joe Gibbs Driven
Coolant System Protector stops
the adverse effect of hard water
to help prevent cooling system damage.
JG1330
12 oz. bottle............................. 8.99 ea

Radiator Components
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468563

153
463153

This OER® reproduction
radiator overﬂow jar
cap features the words
“ENGINE COOLANT ONLY”. This cap is not
included when purchasing an overﬂow bottle. Fits
1974-77 Camaro models and 1980 Camaro
models with 4.9L engine.
340194
1974-77
all........................ 9.99 ea
340194
1980
4.9L .................... 9.99 ea

Fan Shrouds

Injection Molded!

3938612
G7109

G7108

1967-69 Fan Shroud Bracket
Reproduction fan shroud bracket used to hold the
shroud in place. Attaches to upper portion of shroud and
connects to radiator support. This bracket is for 196768 small block or big block models and 1969 small
block models. Included are 3 bracket mounting clips.
3938612 1967-69 bracket and clips .. 14.99 ea
10084
1967-69 bolts, 3 required ...
.99 ea

3893812

G3703

1970-02 GM Fan Shroud
Genuine GM fan shrouds for 1970-02 small block
models with factory AC or heavy-duty cooling. Upper
and lower must be purchased separately.
Upper Fan Shrouds
G7108 1970-79
all ....................... 150.99 ea
G7108 1980-81
267, 305H .......... 150.99 ea
Lower Fan Shrouds
G7109 1970-79
all ....................... 150.99 ea
G7109 1980-81
267, 305H .......... 150.99 ea
Dual Fan
G3703 1998-02
all ....................... 260.99 ea

3945789

1969 Big Block Fan Shroud Bracket
Reproduction fan shroud bracket for 1969 big block
models. The bracket attaches to the upper portion of
the shroud and connects to the radiator support.
3947622
1969 big block .................... 8.99 ea

1967 Radiator Fan Guard Bumper – 6 Cyl.
upper

3947619

1967-81 Fan Shrouds
Premium OER® fan shrouds for 1967-81 Camaro
models. Each reproduction fan shroud is manufactured
with new injection molded tooling just like original
for an authentic ﬁt and factory appearance. These
shrouds are for the discerning restorer who demands
the highest quality fan shroud on the market with
original appearance!

lower

Note: *Quality service replacement, not injection molded.

J
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Small Block Engines
3893812 1967-68
3893814 1967-68
3938615 1969
748623
1970-81
R183
1970-79
Big Block Engines
3945789* 1967-68
3947619 1969
3973920 1970-72
3973920 1970-72

without AC ..........
with AC ...............
all.........................
with AC – 2 piece
without AC ..........

129.99
129.99
129.99
139.99
129.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

all.........................
all.........................
with AC ...............
without AC ..........

69.99
89.99
79.99
79.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

Reproduction radiator fan guard rubber bumper
for 1967 Camaro models with a 6 cylinder engine.
2 required.
3762180
1967......................................... 3.49 ea

1982-85 Upper/Lower Fan Shroud Set
Reproduction of the upper and lower radiator fan shroud
for 1982-85 Camaro models with a 305H motor and air
conditioning. Also ﬁts 1982-83 Camaro models with
Crossﬁre injection. Sold as a 2 piece set that includes
the upper and lower sections, GM part #’s 14083793
and 14019112.
748798
1982-85 ................................. 139.99 ea

1967-69 Fan Shroud Clips
These fan shroud clips and brackets allow an OEM fan
shroud to be used with Northern aluminum radiators.
These clips and brackets are designed for radiators
CR5072, CR5133, 205140, and 205141.
50720
1967-69 .................................... 22.99 pr

1967-69 Lower Fan Shroud Clip
Correct reproduction lower fan shroud clip that
attaches to the lower RH side of the fan shroud and
radiator. Designed to hold the fan shroud to the
radiator. For all models originally equipped with
factory Harrison radiators.
3899881
1967-69
sb ...................... 21.99 ea
3899881
1967-69
bb ...................... 21.99 ea
T9454

1967-81 Universal Fan Shrouds
Each shroud will ﬁt all small block and big block
radiators. All mounting hardware is included for
installation or purchase separately. Simply remove your
original fan shroud and replace it with this shroud. Will
replace all plastic and OEM shrouds and are available
in both chrome or EDP black ﬁnishes.
3" Wide 20" Diameter Shrouds
T9453
1967-81
chrome ﬁnish........ 29.99 ea
T9451
1967-81
EDP black ﬁnish... 18.99 ea
5-1/2" Wide 20" Diameter Shrouds
T9454
1967-81
chrome ﬁnish........ 31.99 ea
Hardware
T9455
1967-81
.............................. 7.99 set
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Fan Shroud Sets
Northern do-it-yourself fan shroud sets are an excellent
way to get a custom ﬁtted fan shroud for your radiator
and engine driven fan! Designed to ﬁt exactly on
Northern radiators (where speciﬁed), as well as most
stock or aftermarket radiators. Manufactured from
.063" lightweight aircraft aluminum. Made in USA.
Fits CR5027, CR5062, CR5026
Z40023 19-5/16" x 25-3/4" x 2-1/2" ....... 69.99 set
Fits CR5060, CR5061, CR5065, CR5026
Z40026 18-1/8" x 28-1/8" x 2-1/2" ......... 69.99 set
Fits CR5072, CR5125
Z40030 18-1/2" x 21-1/2" x 2-7/8" ......... 69.99 set
Fits CR5028, CR5057
Z40034 18" x 20-1/2" x 2-1/2" ................ 69.99 set

When installing a fan shroud for 1st or 2nd generation
Camaro models, it will be necessary to use mounting
clips on the lower portion of the shroud. These clips are
installed on the bottom ends of the shroud. Provisions
are molded into the shroud allowing attachment of the
shroud to the radiator. 2 required.
K10100
1967-81 .................................. 1.29 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

1967-81 Fan Shroud Mounting Clip

Cooling Fans
Stainless Steel Flex Fan

detail of stamping
51804

1967-79 Engine Cooling Fan Blades
Genuine GM date coded reproduction or standard
replacement cooling fans for 1967-79 Camaro models.
Note: GM fans will also ﬁt later models with use of K1045
fan clutch.

18" Fans – Genuine GM
7 Blade
G8355
G8355
G8355
G8355
G8355
G8355

1967-68 Z28........................ 161.99 ea
1968
396 with AC.......... 161.99 ea
1969
with AC and AT .... 161.99 ea
1969
without AC ........... 161.99 ea
1970
350, 396 ................ 161.99 ea
1970-79 6 cyl. with AC ....... 161.99 ea
18" Fans – Reproduction
Non-Date Coded Fans – 5 Blade
51800
1967-68 .............................. 109.99 ea
Non-Date Coded Fans – 7 Blade
K193
1967-68 Z28........................ 69.99 ea
K193
1968
396 with AC.......... 69.99 ea
K193
1969
with AC and AT .... 69.99 ea
K193
1969
without AC ........... 69.99 ea
K193
1970
350, 396 ................ 69.99 ea
K193
1970-79 6 cyl. with AC ....... 69.99 ea
Date Coded Fans – 7 Blade, Stamped 3947772
51802
1969-70 A69 ....................... 149.99 ea
51803
1969-70 C69 ....................... 149.99 ea
51804
1969-70 E69........................ 149.99 ea
51805
1969-70 G69 ....................... 149.99 ea
51806
1969-70 J69 ........................ 149.99 ea
51807
1969-70 M69 ...................... 149.99 ea
Standard Replacement
These rigid fan blades are built to sustain higher RPM
than standard OE fans yet conform to most race specs
requiring metal belt driven fans. Standard rotation and
feature universal mounting pattern.
For Use with Fan Clutches
FL5715 15"
6 blade .................. 36.99 ea
FL5717 17"
6 blade .................. 36.99 ea
FL5718 18"
6 blade .................. 54.99 ea
FL6719 19"
6 blade .................. 54.99 ea

17317

Rigid Race Fan
Derale high-performance replacement fans feature
durable construction with excellent balance and
are rated for up to 8000 RPM. Manufactured with a
universal heavy-duty steel hub with a 5/8" pilot hole.
Available with riveted steel or aluminum blades.
Note: Not for use with a fan clutch.

Steel Blade Standard Rotation
17317
17"
steel blade ..............
17318
18"
steel blade ..............
17319
19"
steel blade ..............
17320
20"
steel blade ..............
Aluminum Blade Standard Rotation
A5600101
15"
aluminum blade .....
A5600102
17"
aluminum blade .....
A5600103
18"
aluminum blade .....
Steel Blade Reverse Rotation
A5600104
17"
steel blade ..............
A5600105
18"
steel blade ..............
A5600106
19"
steel blade ..............
A5600107
20"
steel blade ..............

34.99
34.99
34.99
34.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

39.99 ea
39.99 ea
39.99 ea
34.99 ea
34.99 ea
34.99 ea
34.99 ea

Important: Must be used with a Flex-a-lite spacer or warranty
will be voided. Fans features 5/8" pilot hole with a 1-3/4" to
2-1/2" slotted bolt pattern.

Standard Rotation – 6 Blades
FL2016 16" diameter .............................
FL2017 17" diameter .............................
FL2018 18" diameter .............................
FL2019 19" diameter .............................
Standard Rotation – 7 Blades
FL4817 17" diameter .............................
FL4818 18" diameter .............................
Reverse Rotation – 6 Blades
FL2216 16" diameter .............................
FL2217 17" diameter .............................
FL2218 18" diameter .............................
FL2219 19" diameter .............................

46.99
68.99
67.99
55.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

87.99 ea
95.99 ea
63.99
79.99
59.99
92.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

Aluminum Fan Blades and Spacers
These stainless steel fan
blades are rated up to 7000
RPM and have chrome-plated
hubs. They feature a
narrow blade design for
good airﬂow in tight
space applications.
Embossed center hubs and
four rivet blade attachment
provide increased strength.
Fan spacer sold separately and
includes hardware.
17" Diameter Fan Blade
9217
chrome hub ..........................
9417
red ........................................
9517
blue ......................................
18" Diameter Fan Blade
9218
chrome hub ..........................
9418
red ........................................
9518
blue ......................................
Fan Spacers
D31500
1/2" ......................................
D31510
1" .........................................
D31515
1-1/2" ...................................
D31518
1-3/4" ...................................
D31520
2" .........................................
D31540
2-1/4" ...................................
D31550
2-1/2" ...................................

These are the correct
replacement fan spacers for
use on various applications.
FL14544
FL14548
FL14556

C
Flames

FL14556

1/2" spacer........................... 17.99 ea
1" spacer .............................. 17.99 ea
2" spacer .............................. 21.99 ea

D
Bow Tie

E
SS logo

F
RS logo

G
350

H
454

Fan Spacer Bolt Sets
Dress-up your engine bay with these stylish fan
spacer bolt sets. Popular Chevrolet logos are stamped
directly onto the head of the bolts, and are available in
decorative chrome-plated or polished stainless steel
versions. Make a stunning statement with this true
bolt-on customization!
Note: Must specify logo sufﬁx: C – Flames, D – Bow Tie,
E – SS, F – RS, G – 350, H – 454.

Chrome
56456C
short 1-3/4" long ..................... 9.99 set
56457C
extended 2-3/4" long ............... 9.99 set
Stainless Steel
56456S
short 1-3/4" long ..................... 7.99 set

1967-85 Fan Clutch
9418

47.99 ea
41.99 ea
41.99 ea
47.99 ea
41.99 ea
41.99 ea
13.99
13.99
13.99
14.99
14.99
14.99
17.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-79 Camaro 18"
7 Blade Fan Blade
A correct OER®
Authorized reproduction
fan blade for 1967-79
models which was
installed as original
equipment on models with
18" diameter, 7 blade fan.

Flex-a-lite Fan Spacer

Replace your
fan clutch with
one of these ﬁne
replacements. Manufactured
by Flex-a-lite for performance
and reliability, this is a great
value on a quality fan clutch. FL5537
FL5555
1967-84 6 cylinder ............
FL5555
1969-85 small block ..........
FL5555
1969-72 big block..............
FL5555
1982-85 4 cylinder ............
FL5537
1967-68 big block..............
FL5557
1980-81 6 cylinder ............

49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
54.99
49.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-69 Fan Clutch to Water Pump Stud
Correct stud which allows the fan clutch to attach to
the water pump. 4 required.
333959
1967-69
4 required ............ 3.99 ea

1967-70 Fan to Fan
Clutch Bolts
K193

Note: *Requires a stock style fan clutch only.

K193
1967-79 economy ................. 69.99 ea
3947772* 1967-79 service replacement 99.99 ea

1969-74 1" Fan Spacer

Reproduction bolts used
to attach the fan to the fan
clutch on 1967-70 Camaro models. Unlike other
counterfeit reproduction, these replicate the original
bolts with the correct markings. Bolts are sold
in sets or four and include lock washers.
1256621 1967-70 fan to clutch bolt .... 9.99 set

1969-81 Fan Clutch
to Water Pump Studs

This is the correct reproduction
1" fan spacer for 1969-74 Camaro
models on high-performance engines
without a fan clutch.
14265
1969-74 ................................... 54.99 ea

Reproduction studs used to attach
the fan clutch to the water pump on
1969-81 Camaro models. Each reproduction stud set
includes four 5/16" double thread pitched studs
with four lock washers and nuts.
1256622 1969-81 fan clutch studs .... 12.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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A5600101

Flex-a-lite fan blades
are designed to ﬂex
or ﬂatten out as the
RPM’s climb, helping to
reduce engine drag for
better performance and
improved fuel economy.
Fan features a premium,
high tech silver coating
that won’t degrade or lose its
luster in the harsh environment
of an engine compartment. Available in standard or
reverse rotation along with four different diameters
and six or seven blades.

Cooling Fans

40004
MF163
67010

High-Performance Electric Fan

40013

Fan Shroud and Electric Fan Assembly

J

AC, Heater & Cooling System

High-quality fan shrouds and electric fans setups are
available to make a complete cooling module set.
These are electric fans that include an aluminum fan
shroud designed to ﬁt the Northern aluminum radiators.
Assemblies include all mounting hardware and wire
leads. Switch not included.
Shroud with Dual 12" Fans
40004 for CR5026, CR5055, CR5065 304.99 ea
40006 for CR5027, CR5056, CR5062 341.99 ea
40006 for 205216 ................................ 341.99 ea
Shroud with Dual 10" Fans
40013 for CR5072, CR5125 ................ 314.99 ea
40013 for 205140, 205141, 205182 .... 314.99 ea
Shroud with Dual 11" Fans
Z40015 for CR5133 ............................... 314.99 ea
Dual Fan Wire Harness with Relay
40080 wire harness with relay ............. 39.99 ea
Temperature Switch
Z18346 .................................................. 37.99 ea

These reversible fans help prevent overheating in
stop-and-go trafﬁc, designed to ﬁt the most popular
cars and trucks, increases gas mileage, improves
engine performance, frees the water pump pulley
for more RPM. Installs in minutes with simple hand
tools. 10", 12", 14", and 16" fans mount in front or
back of radiator. Ultra thin design with or without a
red Bow Tie on the top of the shroud. Reinforced glass
ﬁlled polypropylene blade and plastic housing for
minimized weight. Nylon tie mounting set included.
Nominal fan size is based upon approximate overall
assembly diameter.
10" x 2-1/2", 1000 cfm, 3000 RPM, 7 amp
67010
without red Bow Tie.......... 37.99 ea
D141641
with red Bow Tie............... 62.99 ea
12" x 2-1/2", 1200 cfm, 3000 RPM, 7 amp
67012
without red Bow Tie.......... 42.99 ea
D141642
with red Bow Tie............... 70.99 ea
14" x 4", 1650 cfm, 2500 RPM, 8 amp
67014
without red Bow Tie.......... 63.99 ea
D141644
with red Bow Tie............... 84.99 ea
16" x 4", 2100 cfm, 2000 RPM, 9 amp
67016
without red Bow Tie.......... 56.99 ea
D141646
with red Bow Tie............... 80.99 ea

MF166

Champion Series Low Proﬁle Performance Fan
These Champion Series performance fans are the
lowest proﬁle of high and medium performance fans
on the market. Quiet, reversible S-blade design gives
you the choice of using it as a puller or a pusher
fan. Manufactured from glass ﬁlled nylon. Includes
powerful sealed motor, four 90 degree mounting
feet, mating locking pigtail and rubber spacers.
Recommended wire harness, temperature switch, and
adjustable thermostat sold separately.
High-Performance Fans – 3.19" Deep
MF122 12"
1565 cfm, 225 watt ... 141.99 ea
MF142 14"
2135 cfm, 225 watt ... 145.99 ea
MF163 16"
2170 cfm, 225 watt ... 154.99 ea
Medium Performance Fan – 2.48" Deep
MF123 12"
1155 cfm, 130 watt.... 118.99 ea
Medium Performance Fans – 2.87" Deep
MF146 14"
1555 cfm, 160 watt ... 124.99 ea
MF166 16"
1810 cfm, 160 watt ... 149.99 ea

SP2029

High-Performance Electric Fan
SPAL electric fans are manufactured for the most
demanding cooling systems. Fans feature slide-in
mounting ﬂanges, and fully sealed waterproof/dust
proof electrical motors (most) that is fully tested and
individually balanced during the production process
to ensure maximum performance and durability.
SPAL fans are designed to be mounted in various
ways and will mount with many universal brackets,
straps and shrouds. Available in various sizes to best
ﬁt your application.

1967-69 Fan Shroud Assembly
Keep your 1967-69 Camaro cool with the Mishimoto
performance fan shroud assembly! This unique electric
fan shroud setup completely eliminates the stock,
failure prone mechanical fan. The shroud mounts
exclusively to Mishimoto’s performance radiators
and include a single 16" high ﬂow electric fan that
produces over 1300 cfm of airﬂow.
OS1

Note: Shipped oversize.

153554

1967-69

single 16" fan .... 274.99 ea
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MF107

Challenger Series Performance Fan

188.99 ea

These Challenger Series performance fans are
economical, yet versatile enough for high-performance
or daily drivers. Quiet, reversible S-blade design will
operate as a puller or a pusher fan. Manufactured from
glass ﬁlled nylon. Includes: four 90 degree mounting
feet, mating locking pigtail, and rubber spacers.
Recommended wire harness, temperature switch, and
adjustable thermostat sold separately.
13" High-Performance Fan
MF136 1560 cfm, 160 watt, 3.82" deep 95.99 ea
16" High-Performance Fans
MF107 950 cfm, 160 watt, 3.87" deep .. 101.99 ea
MF162 2200 cfm, 225 watt, 4.35" deep 106.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Note: For fan specs and more SPAL fan options please visit
our website. SP2029/SP2055 do not feature the waterproof/
dust proof motors.

Puller Fan – Dual High-Performance
SP2020
11"
2720 cfm................
SP2029
12"
3168 cfm................
Puller Fan – High Output
SP2021
11"
1604 cfm................
SP2030
12"
1870 cfm................
SP2056
16"
1953 cfm................
Puller Fan – Race Curved
SP2055
16"
2467 cfm................

338.99 ea
472.99 ea
182.99 ea
202.99 ea
196.99 ea

Cooling Fans

FL394
FL210

15” Electric Fan with Thermostat

Electric Fan

Your stock fan robs your engine of up to 15 or more
horsepower! Replace it with a rugged, universal ﬁt
fan equipped with an adjustable 180-240 degrees
F thermostat. Bolts to your radiator support using
sturdy brackets. With a heavy-duty motor, highly
angled blades, and 15" diameter, this unit pulls up to
2800 cfm of air, cooling vehicles with up to 250+ HP
(without AC) and 220+ HP (with AC). Overall 18" x
16-1/8" x 4". Amp draw – 14 amps.
D141647
with red Bow Tie............. 184.99 ea

This complete electric fan kit comes with all the
components for installation. This electric fan provides
for better cooling and gas mileage without robbing
valuable horsepower. Made in USA.
Note: *Wire harness, temperature switch or adjustable
thermostat sold separately.

FL396

S-Blade Electric Fan
These quiet fans mount to the core and can be used
to push or pull air through the radiator. The quiet
but powerful fan features sweep style blades for
maximum air ﬂow, mounts to the radiator core and
can be used to push or pull air through the radiator
The high torque motor makes these fans strong
enough to replace your belt driven fan and fan clutch.
The sweep style blades squeeze out the maximum
air ﬂow possible.
12-5/8" x 11-3/4" x 2-5/8" Mount
FL392
12" fan 7.7 amp, 925 cfm .... 89.99 ea
14-1/2" x 13-7/8" x 3-3/4" Mount
FL394
14" fan 9.2 amp, 1530 cfm... 91.99 ea
16-5/8" x 15-3/4" x 4" Mount
FL396
16" fan 13.5 amp, 1980 cfm 114.99 ea

Push Style Fan for Mounting in Front
14-3/4" x 14" x 3-1/4"
FL114* 14" fan ................................... 97.99 ea
16-1/2" x 16" x 3-1/4"
FL116* 16" fan ................................... 99.99 ea
Pull Style Fan for Mounting Behind
15-1/2" x 26-1/4" x 2-5/8"
FL210
dual 12" fans ......................... 339.99 ea
18" x 16" x 4-1/4"
FL030
15" fan ................................... 204.99 ea

SP2006

SP2007

SP2010

SP2008

Black Magic S-Blade

Standard Electric Fan

Syclone Electric Fan
SP2066

Fan Switch
SPAL replacement temperature fan switch.
Manufactured from stainless steel, hermetically sealed
and feature a 3/8" NPT. Operating switch range 35
degrees F to 480 degrees F and max current/voltage
3 amp, 32 VDC, and grounded case only.
SP2066
on 185°/off at 165° ............... 26.99 ea
SP2067
on 195°/off at 175° ............... 32.99 ea

The amazing Flex-a-lite Syclone electric fan is the
most efﬁcient S-Blade fan blade on the market! This
quiet fan mounts to the core and can be used to push
or pull air through the radiator. The higher torque (17
amp) motor produces 2500 cfm of air ﬂow, making
these fans strong enough to replace your belt driven fan
and fan clutch to gain more horsepower and torque.
The sweep style blades squeeze out the maximum
air ﬂow possible.
16-5/8" x 15-3/4" x 4" Mount
FL398
16" fan 17 amp, 2500 cfm .. 131.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

SPAL electric fans are manufactured for the most
demanding cooling systems. Fans feature slide-in
mounting ﬂanges, and fully sealed waterproof/
dust proof electrical motors that is fully tested and
individually balanced during the production process
to ensure maximum performance and durability.
SPAL fans are designed to be mounted in various
ways and will mount with many universal brackets,
straps and shrouds. Available in various sizes to best
ﬁt your application.
Note: For fan specs and more SPAL fan options please visit
our website.

Puller Fan
SP2006
5.6"
SP2007
6.5"
SP2009
7.5"
SP2010
7.5"
Pusher Fan
SP2008
6.5"

295 cfm .....................
325 cfm .....................
437 cfm .....................
437 cfm .....................

65.99
77.99
77.99
71.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

325 cfm ..................... 77.99 ea

Cooling Fans
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This universal ﬁt Flex-a-lite electric fan features
computer engineered blades that are extremely quiet
and efﬁcient, and moves 3000 cfm of air to provide
consistent cooling, regardless of engine RPM. This
electric fan ﬁts vehicles with 16" or wider radiator
cores, and requires a mounting surface of 18" x 16"
x 4-1/4" for an easy, bolt-in installation. Universal
mounting brackets are included.
FL160
............................................. 325.99 ea

Cooling Fans
1985-02 Camaro
Radiator/Cooling Fan Relay
Universal Fan Mounting Bracket
16" Fan Mounting Gasket
SPAL fan gasket is a speciﬁcally designed rubber gasket
for use exclusively with the 16" fan line. The gasket
provides an additional 1/4" clearance from the cooler
core and is ideal for mounting our pusher style fans.

SPAL universal fan mounting bracket. It can be used
with most aftermarket and OEM radiator types. It is
adjustable and features a black powder coated ﬁnish.
Includes 1 metal strap bracket and 1 plastic foot.
Requires 4 for proper installation.
SP2072 .................................................... 4.99 ea

Note: Will not ﬁt SP2056 and SP2057.

SP2070

16" ........................................ 16.99 ea

Cooling System Zinc Anode
Used in heavy-duty and marine applications to protect
the cooling systems and its many components from
damage due to electrolysis or coolant additive failure/
breakdown. The introduction of the zinc anode will
protect your cooling system from galvanic action as
it “eats” the zinc rather than your cooling system. To
be installed in the radiator as a replacement for the
drain petcock in radiators that are equipped with a
1/4" NPT hole or any 1/4" NPT hole that is available
in the cooling system.
FL32060
............................................. 11.99 ea

MF109

Fan Temperature Sending Unit
The temperature sending unit screws into the side of
the cylinder head or on the intake manifold to operate
the Champion or Challenger Series fans.
MF108 185° for carbureted engines ..... 21.99 ea
MF109 195° for fuel injection engines 21.99 ea

AC, Heater & Cooling System
J

19856

24.99
14.99
17.99
5.99
9.99
5.99
9.99
9.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

14.99 ea
15.99 ea

Universal Fan Mounting Rod
SPAL universal mounting rod brackets attach directly
to the fan shroud. Manufactured from lightweight
steel and plastic. Includes mounting clip. 4 required
for proper installation.
SP2071 ................................................... 5.99 ea

Plastic Mounting Bracket
SP2074
SPAL plastic fan mounting
foot bracket. Four mounting
brackets are required to
complete proper installation.
Sold individually. Available in
either ﬂat or raised design.
SP2073
ﬂat .......................................... 1.99 ea
SP2074
raised ...................................... 1.99 ea

Adjustable Fan Temperature Sensor
Turn your electric fan on at whatever your desired
temperature is with this adjustable temperature sensor.
Sensor adjusts from 180-240 degrees F and helps
prevent overheating in performance vehicles when
driving at low speeds or when idling for long periods.
346932 180-240 degrees F .................... 41.99 ea

MF102

Electric Fan Controllers
Billet Aluminum Fan Brackets

Temperature Sending Wire Cloth Insulator
This 3/16" i.d., 5/16" o.d. replacement cloth insulator,
keeps your temperature sender harness well insulated
from engine heat. Sold per foot. 2-3 feet required
per vehicle.
K0163
................................................... 1.99 ft

Coolant fan relay for 1985-02
Camaro models. If your coolant
fan is not operating, check your
relay, it may be burnt out.
Reproduction
19968
1985-87 .................................
19856
1988-92 .................................
19265
1994
.................................
19307
1998-99 350 -G, gray 4 pin ...
19263
1998-99 350 -G, black 5 pin ..
19307
1999
231 -K, gray 4 pin ...
19263
1999
231 -K, black 5 pin ..
19263
2000-02 all black 5 pin ..........
Delco
G4803 1988-92 Delco .......................
G12420 1993-97 Delco .......................

Use this premium billet aluminum bracket set to mount
your 14" or 16" Champion or Challenger Series fan.
The set features 4 adjustable side angle brackets that
attach to the side ﬂange of the radiator. Mounting
hardware is included.
MF105 billet aluminum fan brackets .... 45.99 set

These sets are designed to operate Champion or
Challenger Series electric fans. Includes: a heavy
gauge wire harness, relay, weatherproof fuse, and
electrical connectors.
Fixed Switch Fan Controllers
MF102
with 185 degree temp. sender 65.99 set
MF103
with 195 degree temp. sender 65.99 set
Adjustable Switch Fan Controllers
MF100
with adj. temperature switch .. 61.99 set
MF110
adjustable switch only ............ 21.99 set

Fan Controller Set
This bracket set is used to mount your Champion
or Challenger Series fan. Install the fan’s 90 degree
mounting feet (included with fan) to these four 7-1/4"
long strips for solid support. Mounting hardware
is included.
MF104
universal fan bracket strips .... 21.99 set

The Mishimoto fan controller set is applicable to any
12V electric fan and includes all necessary components
for installation. Features adjustable activation from
150 degrees F to 240 degrees F and deactivates
once temperatures are reduced by 10 degrees F. This
controller includes a built-in AC override feature and
is designed for use with 1-2 electric fans drawing a
combined 25 amps or less.
153522 probe style ................................ 67.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Universal Fan Bracket Strip Set
Rubber Fan Spacers
Rubber spacers are used with Champion Series electric
fans for proper spacing from the radiator.
MF112
................................................... 4.99 set
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30104

Variable Speed Fan Controller
The variable speed fan controller with digital display
will keep your engine running consistently cool.
Using the controller is easy, set the temperature
with a simple “+” or “-” button interface, and Mode
button to toggle between Fahrenheit (Fº) or Celsius
(Cº) temperatures, as well as the total amperage
running through the system. The weather resistant
billet aluminum housing has a sleek proﬁle that easily
ﬁts under the hood. The bright digital display makes
adjusting in low light areas a non-issue. The controller
can accommodate one or two 12 Volt brushed motor
fans, and includes a push-in, and thread-in brass
probe to best ﬁt your engine conﬁguration. Necessary
electrical connections included.
69596
one or two fans ......................... 99.99 set

Fan Harness Set
SPAL wiring harness sets are a
must-have when installing an
electric fan. Designed to safely
integrate with OEM wiring
harness. Feature a waterproof
40 amp relay, stainless
steel switch with optional
switched override capability
along with printed wires which
aid in installation. Thermo switch,
fuse holder, connectors 1/2" adapter,
SP2068
and instructions are included.
SP2068
185 degrees
harness .......... 64.99 set
SP2069
195 degrees
harness .......... 65.99 set

Dual Fan Wire Harness with Relay

This set is designed to allow a wide range of temperature
adjustments for your electric fan. The adjustment
knob may be used to set a precise temperature desired
for fan activation. The mounting bracket is made of
brushed stainless steel for good looks and durability.
The complete set includes: the thermostat with bracket,
a 30 amp relay, a 30 amp circuit breaker for overall
protection, wiring, terminals, and mounting hardware.
Specs on Adjustable Fan Thermostat:
Temp range - 32 degrees to 248 degrees F
Accuracy: +/- 7.3 degrees F
Differential: 7.3 degrees +/- 3.6 degrees F
Important: Temperature refers to the temp of the capillary
tube, not the coolant temp.

30104
30112

.................................................. 86.99 set
without relay ............................ 54.99 set

30101

Electric Fan Relay
Designed as inexpensive protection for your electric
fan. Provides constant voltage, protects from voltage
and amperage spikes. An absolute necessity if adding an
on/off switch to your electric fan circuit. Choose from
the regular fan relay or the weatherproof relay which are
for the harsh weather conditions, these relays provide
complete protection from the elements and ensure
reliable and dependable performance. These sets utilize
heavy-duty waterproof relays, weatherproof circuit
breaker covers and extreme condition weatherproof
shrinkable crimp-on terminals.
30101 ...................................................... 25.99 set
30130 weatherproof ................................. 38.99 ea
30128 weatherproof w/195º/185º switch 66.99 ea
30129 weatherproof w/185º/175º switch 55.99 ea

Dual Fan – Dual Activation Fan Relay Set
The dual activation
cooling fan relay
set by Painless
Performance
is exactly what
you need to run
dual fans off of
a thermostatic
switch and when
30117
your AC is on.
Installation takes just a few minutes and your
cooling fan will come on when the engine reaches
the preset temperature of the thermostatic switch
or when the AC is turned on. Set includes: three 40
amp relays with mounting bases, one fuse holder
with 70 amp fuse, pre-terminated and printed wire
harness, and your choice of thermostatic switch on/
off temperatures (thread size: 3/8"-18NPT), 1/2"NPT
to 3/8"NPT adapter, mounting hardware and
insulated terminals and detailed instructions.
30116
on 200°F, off 185°F ............... 125.99 set
30117
on 185°F, off 175°F ............... 119.99 set
30118
on 205°F, off 190°F ............... 149.99 set

1993-95 Low Temperature Fan Set
This low temp fan set is designed to engage the primary
and secondary fans at 200 degrees F and shut off at 185
degrees. Available only for 1993-95 Camaro models.
FK1000 1993-95 low temp fan set ...... 69.99 set

“Ice Box” Cooling Fan Control
Available as a single
fan control or dual
fan/2-speed fan control
unit. The sensor is
simply tightened under
an intake or water
pump bolt. It can then
be adjusted to your
exact preference for on
and off temperature.
It is equipped with an
AC Request system
to turn the cooling fan
TF900634
on whenever the AC
Compressor engages (this feature does not have
to be used). The dual fan control can operate two
fans at different temperatures or a single 2-speed
fan at different temperatures. Each unit has a fully
adjustable operating range of 140-230 degrees.
Note: *With Walker 2-speed fans.

TF900634
TF900635*

dual control .................... 144.99 ea
dual control .................... 152.99 ea

Delayed Cooling System Shutdown
Timed cooling system shutdown
features adjustable relays that
keep power to the cooling fan
and electric water pump (if
equipped) when the key is
shut off. This reduces the
block temperature as much
as possible without the risk
of killing the battery. This
is a timed circuit and does
not use a thermostat or other
fan control to operate.
TF900632 ........................................... 150.99 ea

Cooling Fan Shutdown
30102

Electric Fan Relay with Thermostat
The Fan-Thom II comes with a threaded thermostat
that screws into the engine block or manifold for
a professional installation. Thermostat thread size:
3/8"-18NPTF ﬁtting.
Electric Fan Relay
30102
195º on/185º off .................... 46.99 set
P30103
185º on/175º off .................... 43.99 set
Replacement Thermostats
30110
195º on/185º off .................... 28.99 ea
30111
185º on/175º off .................... 28.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

This cooling fan
shutdown kit
shuts down your
electric cooling
fan above
50-60 MPH
to improve
engine cooling
by preventing
the electric fan from
ﬁghting airﬂow through the radiator at highway
speeds. The unit is adjustable and may be
overridden by using the supplied dash mounted
toggle switch. This kit is designed to be used with
the supplied signal generator which must be
installed into the speedometer cable.
TF900627
.......................................... 192.99 ea

Cooling System
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When installing
an electric engine
cooling fan, a wire
harness with a relay
is required. This dual
fan wire harness with
relay will allow safe
control of two fans while
using either an on-off switch or
an adjustable temperature sensor.
Switch and sensor not included.
40080
wire harness with relay ............ 39.99 ea

Adjustable Electric Fan Thermostat Set

Cooling System Hoses
3970124
MH093

1967-79 Upper Radiator Hose
Reproduction upper radiator hoses for 1967-79 Camaro
models. Features the correct part number on the hose.
Small Block Engines
3892626 1967
327 without AC ....... 19.99 ea
3892626 1967
350 without AC ....... 19.99 ea
3892684 1967
all with AC .............. 19.99 ea
3892650 1967-68 302 with Z28 ........... 21.99 ea
3923229 1968
327, 350 ................... 19.99 ea
3956662 1969
all ............................. 19.99 ea
3970124 1970-75 350 with Z28 ........... 19.99 ea
3970124 1970-75 all ............................. 19.99 ea
3970124 1976-79 305U with AC ......... 19.99 ea
3970124 1976-79 305G with AC ......... 19.99 ea
3970124 1976-79 350L with AC .......... 19.99 ea
Big Block Engines
3909866 1967-69 396 ........................... 19.99 ea
3946039 1967-69 427 (COPO) ............ 19.99 ea
3973192 1970-72 all ............................. 21.99 ea

3892628

1967-81 Lower Radiator Hose

J
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Reproduction lower radiator hose for 1967-81 Camaro
models. Features the correct part number on the hose.
Small Block
3892628 1967-68
302 with Z28 ...... 19.99 ea
3892628 1967-68
327, 350.............. 19.99 ea
3942561 1969
302 with Z28 ...... 19.99 ea
3942561 1969
327, 350.............. 19.99 ea
3970122 1970-81
all........................ 19.99 ea
480200
1980
4.9L .................... 16.99 ea
Big Block
3909868 1967-68
396...................... 19.99 ea
3946044 1969
all........................ 19.99 ea
3973193 1970
all........................ 21.99 ea
3959486 1971-72
all........................ 19.99 ea

G6342

1982-02 GM Upper/Lower Radiator Hose
Genuine GM radiator hoses for 1982-02 Camaro
models. Upper and lower available.
Upper Radiator Hoses
G6344 1995-02 3.8L engine .............. 14.99 ea
G6346 1993-94 8 cylinder ................. 34.99 ea
G3684 1998-02 8 cyl. with ps cooler 9.99 ea
Lower Radiator Hoses
G6342 1982-83 5.0S (with AC) ........ 17.99 ea
G6342 1982-84 305H (with AC) ....... 17.99 ea
G6342 1983-84 305G ........................ 17.99 ea
G6342 1985
305H (with AC) ....... 17.99 ea
G6342 1985-86 305G ........................ 17.99 ea
G6342 1985-92 5.0F.......................... 17.99 ea
G6342 1986-87 305H ........................ 17.99 ea
G6342 1987-92 5.7-8 ........................ 17.99 ea
G6342 1988-92 5.0E ......................... 17.99 ea
G6348 1993-95 3.4L engine .............. 22.99 ea
G3729 1995-02 3.8L engine .............. 72.99 ea
G6350 1993-97 8 cylinder ................. 23.99 ea
G3730 1998-02 8 cylinder ................. 32.99 ea
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MH449

1967-02 Molded Radiator Hose
Don’t entrust the life of your engine to old hoses
suffering from dry-rot and deterioration! Replace
your old hoses with these quality molded hoses
manufactured by Continental. Each hose features the
correct bends for a tailored ﬁt.

Lower Hoses
MH093* 1967
................................
MH008* 1968
exc. Z28..................
MH008
1968
Z28 without AC......
MH401* 1969
exc. Z28..................
MH401* 1969
Z28 .........................
MH036
1970-81 all............................
MH259* 1982-91 ................................
MH1031* 1993-96 lower ......................
MH1235* 1998-02 lower ......................
Big Block
Upper Hoses
MH106
1967
396 without AC ......
MH050
1967
396 with AC ...........
MH106
1968
all............................
MH106
1969
without AC .............
MH060* 1970-72 all............................
Lower Hoses
MH326
1967
396 without AC ......
MH326
1968
all............................

10.99
15.99
15.99
9.99
9.99
11.99
14.99
16.99
13.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
16.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

10.99 ea
10.99 ea

Note: *Cut-to-ﬁt.

6 Cylinder
Upper Hoses
MH053* 1967-75 ................................
MH053* 1976-79 without AC .............
MH150
1976-79 with AC ..................
MH174* 1980
................................
MH183
1980
3.8L Buick ..............
MH184
1981
................................
MH254
1982-84 ................................
MH327* 1985
................................
MH418* 1986-89 ................................
MH465
1990-92 ................................
MH1004 1993-95 3.4L ........................
MH1101 1995-02 3.8L, branched .......
Lower Hoses
MH60113 1967-69 ................................
MH112
1970-74 ................................
MH026
1975-76 ................................
MH035
1977-79 ................................
MH117* 1980-81 ................................
MH139* 1980-81 3.8L Buick ..............
MH289
1982-89 ................................
MH466
1990-92 ................................
MH1005 1993-95 3.4L ........................
MH1102 1995-02 3.8L, branched .......
Small Block
Upper Hoses
MH050
1967
with AC ..................
MH050
1968
exc. Z28..................
MH050
1968
Z28 without AC......
MH050
1969
exc. Z28..................
MH050
1969
Z28 .........................
MH050
1970
26" rad, without AC
MH051* 1970
32" rad ....................
MH050
1971-75 26" rad ....................
MH051* 1971-72 32" rad ....................
MH051* 1971-72 36" rad ....................
MH060* 1973-75 32" rad ....................
MH050
1976
without AC .............
MH060
1976
with AC ..................
MH050
1977-79 305 without AC ......
MH060* 1977-79 305 with AC ...........
MH060* 1977-79 350..........................
MH251
1980-81 without AC .............
MH176
1980
with AC or HD cool
MH449
1981-84 with AC or HD cool
MH271
1982-84 w/o AC, w/std. cool
MH271
1985
w/o AC, exc. Z28 ...
MH1105 1985
with AC, exc. Z28 ..
MH449* 1985
w/AC exc. Z28, cut
MH327
1985-91 with TPI..................
MH271
1986-91 w/o AC, exc. TPI ....
MH1105 1986-91 w/o AC, HD cool....
MH1105 1988-91 with AC ..................
MH449* 1987-91 with AC, HD cool ..
MH1006 1993-96 with branched hose
MH585* 1998-00 ................................
MH418* 1996-97 ................................
MH247
2001-02 ................................

12.99
12.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
10.99
9.99
8.99
14.99
14.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

19.99
13.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
12.99
9.99
12.99
17.99
28.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
9.99
16.99
9.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
9.99
16.99
9.99
16.99
16.99
12.99
9.99
8.99
9.99
9.99
14.99
8.99
10.99
9.99
14.99
14.99
8.99
14.99
14.99
9.99
9.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

BH3003

BH3002

1967-02 Bypass Hose
The bypass hose allows coolant to recirculate within
the engine without passing through the radiator.
Each hose features the correct bends for a factory
ﬁt and appearance.
231 3.8 Liter Buick Engine
BH3003 1980-81 6 cylinder ................. 3.99 ea
350 5.7 Liter
BH4627 1993-02 rad to water pump.... 14.99 ea
BH4496 1993-94 oil cool to radiator ... 9.99 ea
BH4628 1998-02 rad to throttle body .. 11.99 ea
396 6.5 Liter
BH3002 1967-68 ................................. 4.99 ea

HF1318

Flexible Radiator Hose
A variety of sizes are available. Hose features a unique
design that allows it to conform to a variety of bends
and curves without kinking or collapsing.
HF1107
1-1/4" x 7-3/8" .................... 5.99 ea
HF1111
1-1/4" x 11" ........................ 9.99 ea
HF1119
1-1/4" x 19-9/16" x 1-1/2" .. 9.99 ea
HF1123
1-1/4" x 23" ........................ 13.99 ea
HF1208
1-1/2" x 7-9/16" .................. 5.99 ea
HF1211
1-1/2" x 10-11/16" .............. 9.99 ea
HF1212
1-1/2" x 12-3/16" ................ 9.99 ea
HF1317
1-1/2" x 16-5/16" x 1-3/4" .. 9.99 ea
HF1217
1-1/2" x 17-1/16" ................ 9.99 ea
HF1318
1-1/2" x 19-1/2" x 1-3/4" .... 13.99 ea
HF1220
1-1/2" x 19-13/16" .............. 13.99 ea
HF12205
1-1/2" x 20-1/2" .................. 9.99 ea
HF1222
1-1/2" x 22" ........................ 14.99 ea
HF12228
1-1/2" x 22-7/8" 90º end ..... 10.99 ea
HF1223
1-1/2" x 23" x 1-3/4" .......... 9.99 ea
HF1225
1-1/2" x 25" ........................ 13.99 ea
HF1214
1-1/2" x 30" ........................ 9.99 ea
HF1316
1-3/4" x 16-5/16" ................ 12.99 ea
HF1319
1-3/4" x 18-13/16" .............. 13.99 ea
HF1323
1-3/4" x 23-1/2" .................. 9.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Cooling System Hoses
tyle!

OEM S
MH4107

C1A

1967-73 Heater Hose Sets

Silicone Engine Coolant Plumbing Set
Get the durability of silicone coolant hoses for your
custom engine install with these basic universal sets.
Each set contains a 90 degree, a 45 degree angled,
and a straight 1-1/2" reinforced black silicone hose
along with a 1-1/2" 45 degree mandrel bent and one
straight aluminized steel tube each featuring beaded
ends for a positive seal. Individual components also
available for building your own system or adding onto
the radiator hose set here.
Radiator Hose Set
Z71051 1-1/2" silicone hose set ........... 79.99 set
Individual Components
Aluminized Steel Coolant tubes
Z71000 1-1/4" x 4" x 6" 90° bend .... 21.99 ea
Z71001 1-1/2" x 4" x 6" 90° bend .... 21.99 ea
Z71002 1-3/4" x 4" x 6" 90° bend .... 21.99 ea
Z71003 1-1/4" x 4" x 6" 75° bend .... 21.99 ea
Z71004 1-1/2" x 4" x 6" 75° bend .... 23.99 ea
Z71005 1-3/4" x 4" x 6" 75° bend .... 23.99 ea
Z71006 1-1/4" x 4" x 6" 45° bend .... 21.99 ea
Z71007 1-1/2" x 4" x 6" 45° bend .... 21.99 ea
Z71008 1-3/4" x 4" x 6" 45° bend .... 21.99 ea
Stainless Steel Coolant Tubes
Z71001 1-1/2" x 4" x 4" 90° bend .... 21.99 ea
Z71002 1-3/4" x 4" x 4" 90° bend .... 21.99 ea
Z71004 1-1/2" x 4" x 4" 75° bend .... 23.99 ea
Reinforced Black Silicone Hoses
Z71031 1-1/4" x 5" x 5" 90° bend .... 19.99 ea
Z71032 1-1/2" x 5" x 5" 90° bend .... 22.99 ea
Z71033 1-3/4" x 5" x 5" 90° bend .... 23.99 ea
Z71028 1-1/4" x 4" x 4" 45° bend .... 18.99 ea
Z71029 1-1/2" x 4" x 4" 45° bend .... 19.99 ea
Z71030 1-3/4" x 4" x 4" 45° bend .... 23.99 ea
Z71025 1-1/4" x 6"
straight hose 12.99 ea
Z71026 1-1/2" x 6"
straight hose 13.99 ea
Z71027 1-3/4" x 6"
straight hose 13.99 ea
Step Up/Down Hose Connectors
Z71035 1-1/4" to 1-1/2" x 8"................ 19.99 ea
Z71036 1-1/2" to 1-3/4" x 8"................ 21.99 ea

Heater Hose
Quality replacement style heater hose. This hose can
be used for nearly all applications.
YE5210
5/8"
5 feet .......................... 5.99 ea
YE5215
3/4"
5 feet .......................... 4.99 ea

Radiator Hose Reducer Bushing
These rubber hose reducers are designed
for custom applications to allow the use
of a larger i.d. radiator hose with smaller
inlets and outlets on radiators, water
K1231
pumps and thermostat housings. Simply
insert them into the hose before installation.
K1231
2" i.d. to 1-3/4" i.d. .................. 12.99 ea
K1232
1-3/4" i.d. to 1-5/8" i.d............. 11.99 ea
K1233
1-3/4" i.d. to 1-1/2" i.d............. 8.99 ea

Note: The K0057 and C1A may be used with small block or
big block applications.

1981-02 Molded Heater Hose
Don’t entrust the life of your engine to old hoses
suffering from dry-rot and deterioration! Replace
your old hoses with these quality molded hoses
manufactured by Continental. Each hose features the
correct bends for a factory ﬁt and appearance.
Note: *Cut-to-ﬁt.

6
MH4210
MH4209
MH4106*
MH4102*
MH4202*
MH4101*
MH4201
MH4395
MH4107*
MH4339*
MH4203*
MH4103*
MH4395
MH4101*
MH4339*
MH4201*
MH4201*
MH4101*
MH4201*

Cylinder Exc. 3.8L Buick
1982
5/8" ......................... 9.99
1982
3/4" ......................... 9.99
1983-84 5/8" x 4" x 36" ........ 13.99
1983
5/8" x 4" x 12" ........ 9.99
1983
3/4" ......................... 12.99
1984
5/8" x 4" x 6" .......... 9.99
1984
3/4" ......................... 10.99
1985-86 heater to pipe 1 ....... 9.99
1985
pipe 1 to pipe .......... 15.99
1985-86 heater to pipe 2 ....... 11.99
1985-86 pipe 2 to pump ........ 9.99
1986
pipe 1 to pipe .......... 13.99
1987-92 heater to pipe 1 ....... 9.99
1987-92 valve to pipe 1 w/AC 9.99
1987-92 heater to pipe 2 ....... 11.99
1987-92 valve to pipe 2 w/AC 10.99
1995
pipe 1 to restrictor... 10.99
1996-01 valve to pipe 1 ........ 9.99
2002
valve to pipe 1 ........ 10.99
3.8L Buick 6 Cylinder
231 3.8 Liter Buick Engine
MH4207 1981
3/4" ......................... 9.99
305 5.0L, 350 5.7L
Heater to Manifold Hoses
MH4349* 1982-83 ................................ 9.99
MH4509 1988-91 without TPI, 5.0E ... 10.99
MH4315 1988-91 w/AC & TPI, 5.0E .. 13.99
MH4349 1985
without FI ............... 9.99
Heater to Water Pump Hoses
MH4349 1983
................................ 9.99
MH4349 1984
with CPI, w/o FI ..... 9.99
MH4349 1985-86 without FI ............... 9.99
Heater to Engine Hoses
MH4349 1984
with CPI, w/o FI ..... 9.99
MH4524 1986
with FI .................... 8.99
MH4349 1986
without FI ............... 9.99
Heater to Pipe Hoses
MH4339* 1985-86 with FI (cut to ﬁt) ... 11.99
MH4339 1987
to pipe 1, vin E ....... 11.99
MH4349 1987-91 to pipe 2 with TPI ... 9.99
MH4339 1988-91 to pipe 1 vin E, F .... 11.99
Heater to Valve Hoses
MH4349 1987-91 with TPI .................. 9.99
Valve to Manifold Hoses
MH4349 1987
vin H without FI ..... 9.99
Valve to Pipe Hoses
MH4347 1988-91 pipe 1, 5.0E w/AC .. 9.99
MH4208 1988-91 pipe 1 w/AC, vin F 11.99
Valve to Water Pump Hoses
MH4201* 1993-02 to water pump ......... 10.99
Pipe Hoses
MH4101* 1995-02 pipe 3 to pump ........ 9.99
MH4625 1993-94 pipe 1 to tee, w/HO 16.99
MH4625 1995-02 pipe 2 to pipe 3 ....... 16.99
Tee to Water Pump Hoses
MH4101 1993-94 with HO .................. 9.99
Throttle Body Hoses
MH4626 1995-02 rad to throttle body 9.99
MH4364 1995-02 throttle body to pipe 8.99
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

C1
C2
C1A
K0057

1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-73

SB (basic) ..............
BB (basic) .............
with GM markings
with ribbed hose ....

19.99
17.99
18.99
29.99

set
set
set
set

Heat Shrink Hose Clamp
Heat shrink hose clamps for
Camaro models. This new
technology advanced heat sensitive
thermoplastic clamps that seal better in A9600216
all conditions and temperature extremes.
Easy-to-install with an ordinary heat gun.
Part#
Min I.D. Max I.D. O.D.
A9600216
1/4"
1/2"
11/16" .. 4.99 ea
A9600217
3/8"
11/16"
13/16" .. 4.99 ea
A9600218
1/2"
13/16"
15/16" .. 4.99 ea
A9600219
5/8"
15/16"
1-1/16" . 4.99 ea
A9600220
3/4"
1-1/16" 1-3/16" . 4.99 ea
A9600221
7/8"
1-3/16" 1-1/2" ... 4.99 ea
A9600222
1"
1-3/16" 1-1/2" ... 5.99 ea
A9600223
1-1/4" 1-1/2"
1-3/4" ... 5.99 ea
A9600224
1-1/2" 1-3/4"
2" ......... 6.99 ea
A9600225
1-3/4" 2"
2-1/4" ... 6.99 ea
A9600226
2"
2-1/4"
2-1/2" ... 6.99 ea

ea

ea
ea
ea
ea
S7310

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Flexible Hose Sets
Looking for the ultimate replacement radiator and
heater hoses? These ﬂexible stainless hoses feature
non-corrosive copper construction to conform to tight
bends and hold shape indeﬁnitely. Rated for high
temperatures and pressure, these hoses are easily cut
to custom lengths. Choose from polished aluminum
or chrome ﬁnished ends.
Radiator Hose Sets
Includes: 1 length of stainless tubing, 2 rubber sleeves,
4 reducer inserts, 4 stainless steel hose clamps, and
2 end covers.

ea

Note: 48" hose sets have double quantities of end caps,
sleeves, reducers and clamps.

ea
ea

S7301
S7302
S7304
S7305
S7307
S7308
S7310
S7311

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

12"
12"
24"
24"
36"
36"
48"
48"

polished ....................... 34.99 set
chrome......................... 44.99 set
polished ....................... 44.99 set
chrome......................... 54.99 set
polished ....................... 54.99 set
chrome......................... 54.99 set
polished ....................... 64.99 set
chrome......................... 64.99 set
Heater Hose Sets
Includes: two 44" hoses, four sleeves, four reducers,
eight hose clamps, and four end caps.
S7313
44"
polished end caps ........ 59.99 set
S7314
44"
chrome end caps .......... 61.99 set

Radiator Hoses
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AC, Heater & Cooling System J

YE5215

Reproduction of the correct 3/4" and 5/8" hoses which
will completely replace the essential hoses required
for your heater assembly to work properly.

MH4339

Z71051

Goodyear Belts
How Long Has it Been Since You Changed Your Belts?

J

AC, Heater & Cooling System

Classic Industries® offers a
wide variety of new fan
belts designed to replace
your original. Make sure
your belts are in top
condition before starting off
on your next road trip. Belts
can be inexpensive, yet are an often overlooked component of a daily driver.
Replace your weathered belts before you get left stranded due to overheating, dead
battery, etc. Better yet, buy a new set to install and keep a spare set just in case you
should have a broken belt while on the road with your classic vehicle.

1967-02 Six Cylinder
39"
fan and alt, all .......................................
31-1/2" alt, with ps or AP with AC....................
49-1/2" ps, all ....................................................
54-9/10" AC ........................................................
50"
fan, alt. and AP, all ...............................
31"
AP to ps, all ..........................................
39"
fan and alt, all .......................................
31-1/2" alt with ps or AP, AC ............................
49-1/2" ps ..........................................................
54-9/10" AC ........................................................
50"
fan, alt, and ps, all ................................
31"
AP to ps all ...........................................
39"
fan and alt without AC .........................
38-1/2" fan and alt with AC ..............................
38-1/2" fan and 61 amp alt without AC ............
38"
fan and 61 amp alt with AC..................
31"
alt with ps, AP or AC ............................
49-1/2" alt with ps, without AC or AP ..............
50"
alt with ps, AP without AC ...................
49-1/2" 61 amp alt with ps and AP w/o AC ......
50"
fan, alt and AP without AC...................
37-1/2" fan and alt with Dealer AC ...................
49-1/2" fan and alt with Factory AC, w/o AP....
49"
fan and alt with Dealer AC, w/o AP .....
50"
fan and alt with Factory AC and AP.....
49-1/2" fan and alt Dealer AC and AP ..............
54-1/2" fan and Factory AC ..............................
53"
fan and Dealer AC ................................
37-1/2" fan and alt without AC .........................
48-1/2" fan, alt, and ps without AC ...................
37-1/2" AC (Dealer installed) ...........................
51-1/2" fan and AP without AC.........................
37-1/2" fan and alt without AC .........................
48-1/2" fan and ps without AC ..........................
51-1/2" fan and AP without AC (early models)
51-1/2" fan and AP without AC (late models)...
37-1/2" fan and alt .............................................
49"
fan and ps without AP ..........................
49"
fan and ps with AP without AC ............
57"
fan and ps with AP with AC .................
52"
fan and AC (early 1977) .......................
50-1/2" fan and AP without ps with AC ............
38"
fan to AP without AC ...........................
48-1/2" fan and ps .............................................
50-1/2" fan and AP without ps ..........................
51-1/2" fan and AC (late 1977) ........................
38"
fan to AP with ps without AC...............
57"
fan, AP and ps without AC ...................
38"
fan and AP without AC.........................
57"
fan and AP with AC ..............................
52"
fan and AC............................................
56-1/2" AP .........................................................
47"
fan, alt, and AP without AC..................
48"
fan, alt, and AP with AC .......................
37"
PS without AC ......................................
43"
fan and PS with AC ..............................
55-1/2" ps and AC ............................................
47-1/2" fan, alt, and AP .....................................
48"
fan, 70 amp alt, and AP without AC .....
48-1/2" fan, 70 amp alt, and AP with AC ..........
49"
fan and alt without AC .........................
48-1/2" fan and alt with AC ..............................
48-1/2" fan and ps without AC ..........................
48"
fan and ps with AC ...............................
47"
fan and AC............................................
53"
fan, alt, and AP without AC..................
52-1/2" fan, alt, and AP with AC .......................
49"
4 rib without AP ...................................
52-1/2" 4 rib with AP ........................................

YE15390
YE15315
YE15495
YE15549
YE15500
YE13310
YE15390
YE15315
YE15495
YE15549
YE15500
YE13310
YE15390
YE15385
YE15385
YE15380
YE13310
YE15495
YE15500
YE15495
YE15500
YE15375
YE15495
YE15490
YE15500
YE15495
YE15545
YE15530
YE15375
YE15485
YE15375
YE15515
YE15375
YE15485
YE15515
YE15515
YE15375
YE15490
YE15490
YE15570
YE15520
YE15505
YE15380
YE15485
YE15505
YE15515
YE15380
YE15570
YE15380
YE15570
YE15520
YE15565
YE15470
YE15480
YE15370
YE15430
YE15555
YE15475
YE15480
YE15485
YE15490
YE15485
YE15485
YE15480
YE15470
YE15530
YE15525
YE4904
YE5254

1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968-69
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1970-72
1970-72
1971
1972
1973-74
1973-74
1973
1973-74
1975-79
1975
1975
1975-77
1975-77
1975
1975-76
1976-79
1977
1977-78
1977
1978
1978
1978
1979
1979
1980-81
1980
1980-81
1980-81
1980-81
1981
1981
1981
1982-84
1982-84
1982-84
1982-84
1982-84
1982-84
1982-84
1985-86
1985-86
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Belts

9.99 ea
5.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
5.99 ea
9.99 ea
5.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
5.99 ea
9.99 ea
4.99 ea
4.99 ea
9.99 ea
5.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
5.99 ea
5.99 ea
9.99 ea
13.99 ea
5.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
5.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
13.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea

YE15470 1985-86 47"
fan and ps without AC ..........................
YE15465 1985-86 46-1/2" fan and ps with AC ...............................
YE15549 1985-86 54-9/10" fan, AC and ps ......................................
YE8126
1987
81-2/10" 6 rib, without AC or AP........................
YE8656
1987-89 86-1/2" 6 rib, without AC, with AP ...................
YE9156
1987
91-1/2" 6 rib, with AC, without AP ...................
YE9676
1987-89 96-7/10" 6 rib, with AC and AP ..........................
YE8276
1988-89 82-7/10" 6 rib, without AC or AP........................
YE9306
1988-89 93"
6 rib, with AC, without AP ...................
YE9056
1990-92 90-1/2" 6 rib, without AC ..................................
YE9906
1990-92 99"
6 rib, with AC .......................................
YE7756
1993-95 77-1/2" 6 rib, with AC (3.4L) ............................
YE7706
1993-95 77"
6 rib, without AC (3.4L) .......................
YE9406
1995
94"
6 rib, with AC (3.8L) ............................
YE9456
1996-02 94-1/2" 6 rib, with AC .......................................
231 3.8L Buick Engine
YE15445 1980
44-1/2" fan and alt without AC .........................
YE15465 1980-81 46-1/2" fan and alt with AC ..............................
YE15375 1980-81 37-1/2" ps ..........................................................
YE15485 1980
48-1/2" fan and AC............................................
YE15520 1980-81 52"
fan and AP ............................................
YE15450 1981
45"
fan and alt without AC .........................
YE15455 1981
45-1/2" fan, 70 amp alt, and AP without AC .....
YE15465 1981
46-1/2" fan, 70 amp alt, and AP with AC ..........
YE15495 1981
49-1/2" fan and AC............................................
1967-02 Eight Cylinder
302 5.0L (Z28)
YE15535 1968
53-1/2" fan and alt, all without AC ...................
YE15360 1968
36"
ps without AC .......................................
YE15500 1968
50"
AP without AC ....................................
YE15465 1969
46-1/2" fan, alt, and AP, without AC .................
YE15350 1969
35"
ps, without AC ......................................
Small Block
YE15535 1967
53-1/2" fan and alt, all without dealer AC.........
YE15530 1967
53"
fan and alt with dealer AC ....................
YE15350 1967
35"
ps (327, 350 eng) ..................................
YE15360 1967
36"
ps (350 eng, 295 HP) ............................
YE15575 1967
57-1/2" fan and AC............................................
YE15490 1967
49"
fan and AP., without AC .......................
YE15300 1967
30"
fan to AP, with AC ................................
YE15500 1968
50"
fan to AP, without AC...........................
YE13310 1968
31"
fan to AP, with AC ................................
YE15575 1968
57-1/2" fan and AC............................................
YE15350 1968
35"
ps (327 only) ........................................
YE15360 1968
36"
ps (350 only) ........................................
YE15535 1968
53-1/2" fan and alt, all .......................................
YE15445 1969
44-1/2" fan and alt (exc. 63 amp alt) .................
YE15435 1969
43-1/2" fan and 63 amp alt without AC ............
YE15440 1969
44"
fan and 63 amp alt with AC..................
YE15475 1969
47-1/2" fan, alt, & AP w/o AC (exc. 63 amp alt)...
YE15480 1969
48"
fan, alt, & AP w/AC (exc. 63 amp alt)...
YE15470 1969
47"
fan, 63 amp alt, and AP without AC .....
YE15475 1969
47-1/2" fan, 63 amp alt, and AP with AC ..........
YE15360 1969-76 36"
ps ..........................................................
YE15545 1969-70 54-1/2" AC ........................................................
YE15545 1969
54-1/2" ps and AC .............................................
YE15445 1970-71 44-1/2" fan and alt, all .......................................
YE15465 1970
46-1/2" fan, alt, and AP (Z28, 360 HP) w/o AC
YE15350 1970
35"
ps (Z28, 360 HP) without AC ..............
YE15549 1970-73 54-9/10" ps and AC .............................................
YE15465 1971-72 46-1/2" fan, alt, and AP (Z28) without AC........
YE15350 1971-72 35"
ps (with AP, Z28 only) without AC ......
YE15545 1971
54-1/2" AC (factory installed) ...........................
YE15555 1971
55-1/2" AC (Dealer installed) ...........................
YE15555 1971
55-1/2" ps and AC (Dealer installed) ................
YE15445 1972
44-1/2" fan and alt without AP ..........................
YE15475 1972
47-1/2" fan, alt, and AP (exc. Z28)....................
YE15470 1973
47"
fan, alt, & AP w/o AC (307, 350 145 HP)
YE15480 1973
48"
fan, alt, and AP w/AC (307, 350 145 HP)..
YE15470 1973
47"
fan, alt, and AP with AC (350 175 HP)
YE15465 1973
46-1/2" fan, alt, and AP w/o AC (Z28 245 HP)
YE15445 1973
44-1/2" fan and alt without AP ..........................
YE15350 1973-74 35"
ps (Z28) without AC.............................
YE15555 1973-74 55-1/2" ps and AC (Z28) ...................................
YE15445 1974-82 44-1/2" fan and alt .............................................
YE15475 1974
47-1/2" fan, alt, and AP without AC..................
YE15470 1974
47"
fan, alt, and AP with AC .......................
YE15465 1974
46-1/2" fan, alt, and AP (Z28) without AC........
YE15545 1974
54-1/2" ps and AC .............................................
YE15470 1975-81 47"
fan, alt, and AP without AC..................
YE15480 1975-81 48"
fan, alt, and AP with AC .......................
YE15545 1975
54-1/2" AC and with or without ps ...................
YE15545 1975-77 54-1/2" AC ........................................................
YE15430 1977
43"
fan and ps without AC ..........................

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
19.99 ea
19.99 ea
24.99 ea
27.99 ea
19.99 ea
21.99 ea
19.99 ea
24.99 ea
19.99 ea
19.99 ea
22.99 ea
22.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
13.99 ea
5.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
13.99 ea

9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
4.99 ea
9.99 ea
5.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
13.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Goodyear Belts
1977-78
1977-78
1977
1977
1978
1978
1979-81
1979
1979-81
1979-80
1980
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1982
1982
1982
1982-83
1982-83
1982
1983
1983
1983-86
1983-86
1983
1983
1984-85
1984
1984
19L84
1984
1984
1984-85
1985
1985-86
1985-86
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985-87
1986
1986
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1987
1988
1989-91
1993
1994
1994
1995-97
1998-02
1998-02

42"
36"
39-1/2"
37"
54-1/2"
54-9/10"
37"
43"
54-1/2"
54-9/10"
43"
48"
48-1/2"
45"
43-1/2"
55-1/2"
45-1/2"
40-1/2"
43"
55-1/2"
56-1/2"
33-1/2"
44-1/2"
45-1/2"
37"
40-1/2"
36"
33-1/2"
44-1/2"
41"
42-1/2"
55-1/2"
56-1/2"
33-1/2"
36"
44-1/2"
45"
42-1/2"
55-1/2"
56"
56"
33"
33"
35-1/2"
55-1/2"
42"
40"
42-1/2"
55-1/2"
54-9/10"
55-1/2"
98"
94-1/2"
63-1/2"
63-1/2"
64-2/10"
64-2/10"
41"
79"

fan and ps with AC ...............................
ps without AC .......................................
ps with AC ............................................
ps (exc. 61 amp alt) without AC...........
AC with 5" pulley.................................
AC with 5-1/2" pulley ..........................
ps without AC .......................................
fan and ps .............................................
ps and AC .............................................
ps and AC (Z28) ...................................
fan and ps with AC ...............................
fan, 70 amp alt, and AP without AC .....
fan, 70 amp alt, and AP with AC ..........
fan and 70 amp alt ................................
fan and PS with AC ..............................
PS and AC (Z28) ..................................
fan and 70 amp alt ................................
ps ..........................................................
fan and ps .............................................
fan, AC and ps (exc. CFI eng.) .............
fan, AC and ps (CFI eng.) ....................
fan to AP ...............................................
fan and alt (exc. 85 amp) ......................
fan and 85 amp alt ................................
ps without AC .......................................
ps with AC ............................................
fan to AP without AC ...........................
fan to AP with AC ................................
fan and alt .............................................
fan and ps with 42 amp alt w/o AC ......
fan and ps with 78 amp alt with AC .....
fan, AC and ps (exc. HO eng) ..............
fan, AC and ps (HO eng) ......................
fan to AP (exc. 42 amp alt) ...................
fan to AP with 42 amp alt without AC ...
fan and alt with HO eng .......................
5 rib, alt with TPI eng...........................
fan and ps without AC ..........................
fan and ps with HO eng with AC .........
fan and ps with TPI eng with AC .........
fan, AC and ps ......................................
fan to AP with 72 amp alt .....................
fan to AP ...............................................
5 rib, alt (exc. TPI) ...............................
fan, AC and ps ......................................
5 rib, alt ................................................
ps ..........................................................
fan and ps .............................................
fan & ps with AC (305 eng with TPI)
fan & ps with AC (305 eng w/o TPI)...
fan and ps with AC (350 eng) ..............
6 rib, with AC .......................................
6 rib, with AC .......................................
6 rib, with AC .......................................
6 rib, with AC, AT ................................
6 rib, with AC, MT ...............................
6 rib, with AC .......................................
4 rib, with AC .......................................
6 rib, alt, and ps ....................................

8.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
13.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
5.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
12.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
14.99 ea
9.99 ea
12.99 ea
5.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
24.99 ea
22.99 ea
16.99 ea
16.99 ea
14.99 ea
14.99 ea
9.99 ea
21.99 ea

1967
1967
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969-72
1970
1970
1970
1970
1970
1971-72
1971-72
1971-72

56"
37-1/2"
31"
49-1/2"
61"
37-1/2"
56"
56-1/2"
49-1/2"
49"
57"
57"
41"
46-1/2"
47-1/2"
40"
58"
58"
46-1/2"
49"
57-1/2"

fan and alt, all ......................................
ps, all ....................................................
fan to AP with AC ................................
fan and AP without AC.........................
fan and AC............................................
ps, all ....................................................
fan and alt without AC .........................
fan and alt with AC ..............................
fan, alt, and AP (exc. 63 amp alt) .........
fan, 63 amp alt, and AP ........................
AC ........................................................
ps and AC .............................................
ps, all ....................................................
fan and alt .............................................
fan, alt, and AP (375 HP) without AC ..
ps, with AP (375 HP) without AC ........
AC ........................................................
ps and AC .............................................
fan and alt without AC .........................
fan, alt, and AP with AC .......................
ps and AC .............................................

9.99 ea
9.99 ea
5.99 ea
13.99 ea
6.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
13.99 ea
13.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
5.99 ea
9.99 ea
13.99 ea
5.99 ea
6.99 ea
6.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea
9.99 ea

1969

47-1/2" fan, alt, and AP without AC ................. 13.99 ea

SB660

Serpentine Belt

These serpentine belts are the length March Performance suggests for their
serpentine systems.
Note: There may be variances with the engines and a longer or shorter belt may be needed.

5 Rib Belts
SB335
SB395
6 Rib Belts
SB350
SB60415
SB425
SB590
SB600
SB610
SB620
SB623
SB640
SB650
SB660
SB675
SB690

33.5" ................................................................................ 18.99 ea
39.5" ................................................................................ 18.99 ea
35" ...................................................................................
41.5" ................................................................................
42.5" ................................................................................
59" ...................................................................................
60" ...................................................................................
61" ...................................................................................
62" ...................................................................................
62.3" ................................................................................
64" ...................................................................................
65" ...................................................................................
66" ...................................................................................
67.5" ................................................................................
69" ...................................................................................

19.99
18.99
23.99
26.99
24.99
29.99
29.99
19.99
29.99
31.99
34.99
24.99
28.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

YE49214

Maintain Constant Tension and Increase Belt Life!
Belt tensioner is engineered so that the belt remains at nearly a constant tension
throughout the entire operating range. This ensures maximum accessory drive
component life while still preventing belt slip. Tensioner has an operating range
plus extra travel for loading. Belt tension will only be correct if the belt length is
correct and the indicator is within operating range. Tensioner also helps to damp
the belt and accessory vibrations. Once a “dealer only” item, these tensioners have
now been brought to the aftermarket. These Goodyear Accu-DRIVE™ tensioners
feature better than OE ﬁt and performance.
6 Cylinder
Idler Pulley
YE49002
1987-92
173 2.8L
without AC ............................. 24.99 ea
YE49001
1993-95
204 3.4L
without AC ............................. 19.99 ea
YE49006
1995
231 3.8L
with AC .................................. 19.99 ea
YE49006
1996-02
230 3.8L
without AC ............................. 19.99 ea
Tensioner Pulley
YE49002
1987-92
173 2.8L
without AC ............................. 24.99 ea
YE49001
1993-95
204 3.4L
without AC ............................. 19.99 ea
YE49006
1995
231 3.8L
with AC .................................. 19.99 ea
YE49011
1996-97
230 3.8L
without AC ............................. 18.99 ea
YE49006
1998-02
230 3.8L
without AC ............................. 19.99 ea
Belt Tensioner
YE49201
1987-92
173 2.8L
without AC ............................. 44.99 ea
YE49252
1993-95
204 3.4L
without AC ............................. 44.99 ea
8 Cylinder
Idler Pulley
YE49006
1988-91
305 5.0L
without AC ............................. 19.99 ea
YE49006
1988-91
350 5.7L
without AC ............................. 19.99 ea
YE49006
2000-02
350 5.7L
without AC ............................. 19.99 ea
YE49001
1993-94
350 5.7L
without AC ............................. 19.99 ea
Tensioner Pulley
YE49006
1988-91
305 5.0L
without AC ............................. 19.99 ea
YE49006
1988-91
350 5.7L
without AC ............................. 19.99 ea
YE49001
1993-97
350 5.7L
without AC ............................. 19.99 ea
Belt Tensioner
YE49214
1988-91
305 5.0L
without AC ............................. 54.99 ea
YE49214
1988-91
350 5.7L
without AC ............................. 54.99 ea
YE49252
1993-97
350 5.7L
without AC ............................. 44.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Belts
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YE15420
YE15360
YE15395
YE15370
YE15545
YE15549
YE15370
YE15430
YE15545
YE15549
YE15430
YE15480
YE15485
YE15450
YE15435
YE15555
YE15455
YE15395
YE15430
YE15555
YE15565
YE15335
YE15445
YE15455
YE15370
YE15405
YE15360
YE15335
YE15445
YE15410
YE15425
YE15555
YE15565
YE15335
YE15360
YE15445
YE4505
YE15425
YE15555
YE15560
YE15560
YE15330
YE15330
YE4355
YE15555
YE4205
YE15400
YE15425
YE15555
YE15549
YE15555
YE9806
YE9456
YE6356
YE6356
YE6426
YE6426
YE4104
YE7906
396 6.5L
YE15560
YE15375
YE13310
YE15495
YE15610
YE15375
YE15560
YE15565
YE15495
YE15490
YE15570
YE15570
YE15410
YE15465
YE15465
YE15400
YE15580
YE15580
YE15465
YE15490
YE15575
427 7.0L
YE15475

Water Pumps

58638

1967-02 Remanufactured Water Pumps

153654P
153656N

1967-68 High Volume SB Short Water Pump
High-performance, high volume aluminum water
pump for 1967-68 small blocks. Features balanced
distribution and improved efﬁciency with close
tolerance impellers that increase coolant ﬂow over stock
pumps. This increases the pressure within the block
to help prevent hot spots and steam pockets, as well
as improves coolant ﬂow through the radiator. When
used with a non-restrictive, high ﬂow thermostat (sold
separately) this pump to work to its highest capability.
153654N 1967-68
aluminum .......... 69.99 ea
153654P
1967-68
polished ............ 79.99 ea
153654C 1967-68
chrome .............. 89.99 ea

5511167

1967-02 New OE Style Water Pump
Each water pump is made to OE speciﬁcations with
quality bearings, seals, and brand new precision
machined housings.

These quality water pumps are remanufactured to factory
speciﬁcations and will install and function as original.
Note: *Four hole hub.

153655C

1967-81 Small Block Water Pumps
Aluminum short water pump for 1967-81 small block
models features a new casting with quality bearings
and excellent sealing. Available in natural aluminum,
polished aluminum, or chrome.
Short Water Pump
153656N 1967-68 aluminum .............. 69.99 ea
153656P 1967-68 polished ................. 79.99 ea
153656C 1967-68 chrome................... 89.99 ea
Long Water Pump
153655N 1969-81 aluminum .............. 79.99 ea
153655P 1969-81 polished ................. 89.99 ea
153655C 1969-81 chrome................... 99.99 ea

4 Cylinder Water Pumps
58142
1982-84 2.5L ..................... 22.99 ea
58311
1985-86 2.5L ..................... 25.99 ea
L6 Water Pumps
58146
1967-70 with AC ............... 19.99 ea
58146
1971-75 all......................... 19.99 ea
58142
1976-79 standard pump ..... 22.99 ea
V6 Water Pumps
58159
1982-84 2.8L ..................... 24.99 ea
58152
1985-86 2.8L ..................... 18.99 ea
58327
1987-92 2.8-3.1L ............... 26.99 ea
58480
1993-95 3.4L ..................... 29.99 ea
58411
1995
3.8L ..................... 24.99 ea
58531
1996-02 3.8L ..................... 25.99 ea
Small Block Water Pumps
58638* 1967-68 327-350ci 1 outlet 69.99 ea
58361
1976
............................. 24.99 ea
58147
1977-87 standard pump ..... 25.99 ea
58320
1988-92 standard pump ..... 23.99 ea
58320P 1988-92 HD pump............. 31.99 ea
58544
1998-99 5.7L ..................... 74.99 ea
58563
2000-02 5.7L all ................ 103.99 ea
Big Block Water Pumps
58133
1967-68 396ci.................... 64.99 ea
58141
1971-72 402ci.................... 25.99 ea
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Note: *Four mounting holes on hub. **Eight mounting
holes on hub.

4 Cylinder Water Pumps
55112
1982-84 2.5L standard pump ..
55153
1985-86 2.5L all ................
L6 Water Pumps
55140
1967-75 all ........................
55112
1976-79 standard pump ....
V6 Water Pumps
55116
1982-84 2.8L all ................
55315
1985-86 2.8L all ................
55129
1987-92 2.8-3.1L all .........
55133
1993-95 3.4L all ................
55131
1995
3.8L all ................
55134
1996-02 3.8L all ................
Small Block Water Pumps
5511167* 1967-68 1 outlet ................
55142**
1967-68 2 outlets ..............
55113
1972-76 standard pump ....
55115
1977-87 standard pump ..
55124
1988-92 standard pump ....
55817
1993-97 5.7L all ................
55138
1998-02 5.7L all ................
Big Block Water Pumps
55146
1967-68 396ci ...................
55011
1971-72 402ci standard pump ..

17.99 ea
26.99 ea
18.99 ea
17.99 ea
21.99
21.99
31.99
59.99
24.99
23.99
29.99
21.99
22.99
24.99
24.99
86.99
95.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

64.99 ea
29.99 ea

K2009C

1967-74 OEM Style Water Pump

Water Pumps

E88103

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Remanufactured water pumps are now available for
the purist who is looking for a pump to correctly match
the engine with the correct casting number.
K2007 1967-68 327/350 (3782608).... 249.99 ea
K2008 1967-68 Z28 302 (3859326) ... 356.99 ea
K2009C 1967-68 396 (3856284) ........... 444.99 ea
K2013 1969-73 302/327/350 .............. 279.99 ea
K2014 1969
396/427 (3981065).... 349.99 ea
K2014 1969-74 396/427/454 (3969811) 349.99 ea
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E8810

16210

1967-96 High Volume Water Pumps
E88104
E8821

1962-79 Performance Water Pumps
These “super cooling” pumps are computer designed
to deliver more ﬂow at a higher velocity. They’re the
ideal choice to prevent overheating in any performance
vehicle. Precision cast metal impellers have extra large
vanes for the maximum ﬂow rate possible, ensuring
adequate pressure and volume even at lower engine
speeds. They feature a 5/8" pilot shaft. Choose from
3 popular ﬁnishes.
Small Block Water Pumps
Short Style Water Pumps
E8810 1962-68 short cast .............. 269.99 ea
E8820 1962-68 short polished ...... 383.99 ea
E88103 1962-68 short black ........... 312.99 ea
E88104 1962-68 short EnduraShine 357.99 ea
Long Style Water Pumps
E8811 1969-79 long cast .............. 256.99 ea
E8821 1969-79 long polished ...... 343.99 ea
E88113 1969-79 long black ........... 289.99 ea
E88114 1969-79 long EnduraShine 349.99 ea
Big Block Water Pumps
Short Style Water Pumps
E88503 1965-68 black .................... 336.99 ea
Long Style Water Pumps
E88513 1969-79 black .................... 342.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

These high-performance, high volume water pumps
feature balanced distribution and improved efﬁciency
by increasing coolant flow up to 30%. Use in
conjunction with a non-restrictive, high ﬂow thermostat
to enable the pump to work to its highest capability.
These are the top of the line in performance water
pumps. Direct factory replacements equipped with
all hose connections and bosses.
Small Block Chevy Performance Water Pumps
16200 1967-68 short .......................... 89.99 ea
16210 1969-76 long ........................... 89.99 ea
16212 1977-88 long, exc. 1982 305 ... 89.99 ea
16213 1989-93 long ........................... 95.99 ea
Big Block Chevy Performance Water Pumps
16225 1969-90 long ........................... 118.99 ea
16226 1990-96 long ........................... 125.99 ea

WP1354

1967-81 Chrome Water Pumps
Each V8 water pump features a new casting with
high-quality bearing and excellent sealing. Each cast
iron unit features quality triple chrome-plating of any
pump on the market.
WP1354 1967-68 sb
short .......... 109.99 ea
WP1449 1969-81 sb
long ........... 143.99 ea
WP1448 1967-68 bb
short .......... 140.99 ea
WP1450 1969-71 bb
long ........... 158.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Water Pumps

1955-90 SB Water Pump Spacers

WP11104

1998-02 Camaro LS1 Water Pump
WP23113

1967-92 High Flow Water Pump

Important: These small block water pumps require a
high ﬂow thermostat due to the elimination of the factory
bypass holes. Block off brass plug will be needed for
intake manifold also where bypass connected.

Small Block – Clockwise Rotation
WP22103 1967-68 short, 5/8" shaft.. 182.99
WP22203 1967-68 short, 3/4" shaft.. 175.99
WP23113 1969-86 long, 5/8" shaft .. 175.99
Big Block – Clockwise Rotation
WP21104 1967-68 short, 5/8" shaft.. 185.99
WP21113 1969-86 long, 5/8" shaft .. 189.99
Small Block – Counter Clockwise Rotation
WP23123 1987-92 long, 5/8" shaft .. 182.99
Big Block – Counter Clockwise Rotation
WP21105 1967-68 short, 5/8" shaft.. 185.99
WP21123 1987-92 long, 5/8" shaft .. 175.99
High Flow Modiﬁed Thermostats for Stage 2
Small Block Pumps
WP300
1967-92 160 degrees ........ 38.99
WP301
1967-92 180 degrees ........ 38.99
WP302
1967-92 195 degrees ........ 38.99

G8337

Replacement water pump to block gasket.
G8337 1967-81 small block .............. 1.99 ea
G8338 1967-72 big block.................. 1.99 ea

Universal Coolant Filter
1967-72 Water Pump Bypass Hose Set
This set will replace your worn out, thinning or
deteriorating original hose with a correct replacement
hose. This set includes a precut and preformed hose
and the 2 side bolt clamps.
0059A
1967-68
small block ........ 14.99 set
0059
1967-68
big block ............ 14.99 set
K0060
1969-72
big block ............ 9.99 set

ea
ea

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Hot coolant runs through the throttle body to prevent
icing in colder climates. This set bypasses this coolant
passage to keep incoming air as cool as possible.
Includes: billet aluminum adaptor, hose clamps, and
rubber dust caps to convert back later.
BX20310 1993-97
LT1................... 19.99 set
BX20311
1998-02
LS1 .................. 19.99 set

1967-81 Water Pump to Block Gasket

ea
ea
ea

ea

BX20311

1993-02 Throttle Body Coolant Bypass Set

Water Outlet Restrictors
These restrictors come in a set of three with a 5/8",
3/4", and 1" hole to allow adjustment for optimum
cooling. Each 2-1/8" plate is made from anodized
aluminum and ﬁts under the water outlet in place of
the thermostat.
263440
3 restrictor plates ................... 10.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Prevent dangerous clogs in your cooling system with
this inline coolant ﬁlter. Featuring heavy-duty solid
brass construction, this ﬁlter is installed in line with
the heater hose ahead of the heater to prevent dirt and
debris from entering and causing damage.
RF002 for heater hose .......................... 41.99 set

Super Coolant
Purple Ice is a highperformance, synthetic, radiator
coolant additive. It reduces engine
heat by reducing the surface tension
of the radiator ﬂuids for improved
heat transfer. Purple Ice fosters
optimum coolant ﬂow by helping to
prevent formation of scale deposits
in the radiator. It also lubricates the
water pump seals. Purple Ice should
always be used in conjunction with
antifreeze in regions where freezing
temperatures occur. Purple Ice
is recommended for any water/glycol pressurized
cooling system, including those using the traditional
green silicate based glycols or the newer OAT or
HOAT based glycols.
RP01600
16 oz. bottle ...................... 11.99 ea
RP12600
case of 12 – 16 oz. bottles 129.99 cs

Water Pumps
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For over 20 years, Stewart Components has focused on
the development and production of high-performance
water pumps, resulting in innovations like special
high strength castings, larger ﬂow passages, more
efﬁcient impellers, and stronger bearings. Every
pump is designed to exacting tolerances for reliable,
long-term performance, offering maximum ﬂow with
minimum power consumption. These pumps deliver
up to 180 gpm (gallons per minute) of coolant ﬂow
at 8000 RPM, yet consume just 2.26 horsepower at
4000 RPM! Each Stewart pump is hand assembled
and tested at 10,000 RPM.
Stage 1 Cast Iron Water Pumps
These Stage 1 pumps use brand new, original equipment
iron castings are internally engineered for performance
and reliability. These water pumps feature a 3/4"
heavy-duty bearing. Available for V-belt or serpentine
belt systems.
Small Block – Clockwise Rotation
WP12103 1967-68 short, 5/8" shaft.. 107.99 ea
WP12203 1967-68 short, 3/4" shaft.. 107.99 ea
WP13113 1969-86 long, 5/8" shaft .. 107.99 ea
Big Block – Clockwise Rotation
WP11104 1967-68 short, 5/8" shaft.. 104.99 ea
WP11113 1969-86 long, 5/8" shaft .. 109.99 ea
Small Block – Counter Clockwise Rotation
WP13123 1987-92 long, 5/8" shaft .. 107.99 ea
Big Block – Counter Clockwise Rotation
WP11105 1967-68 short, 5/8" shaft.. 104.99 ea
WP11123 1987-92 long, 5/8" shaft .. 109.99 ea
Stage 2 Aluminum Water Pumps
These Stage 2 pumps use brand new, 356-T6 heat
treated aluminum castings that are precision machined
to be compatible with stock lines and brackets. These
water pumps feature a 3/4" heavy-duty bearing.
Available for V-belt or serpentine belt systems.

Customize the look of your LS1 with a custom ﬁnish
water pump available in chrome-plated, polished
aluminum, black or “As Cast” ﬁnishes. These water
pumps feature heavy-duty bearings, center shaft and
seals for long term dependability and come complete
with the pulley. Designed as a direct bolt-in replacement
for stock components, offering easy installation. Made
in the USA with 100% new components.
FC2010 1998-02 chrome ................... 297.99 ea
FC2011 1998-02 polished aluminum 273.99 ea
FC2012 1998-02 black ...................... 214.99 ea
FC2013 1998-02 “As Cast” ............... 197.99 ea

These handy spacers adapt an earlier short style water
pump for proper pulley alignment in later long water
pump applications. These are also great when using
an aftermarket racing timing chain cover where water
pump clearance is an issue. Made from satin ﬁnished
aluminum. Bolts and gaskets included.
H8207 1955-90
spacers .................. 90.99 set

Electric Water Pumps

PF1007

PF1006

PF1009

Stainless Steel Heater Hose Fittings
These corrosion resistant stainless steel ﬁttings can
be threaded into the water pump and intake manifold
to provide heater hose attachment points.
For 5/8" I.D. Hose
PF1007
(1) 1-3/4" & (1) 2-7/8" long .. 31.99 pr
PF1006
(2) 1-3/4" long ....................... 26.99 pr
For 5/8" and 3/4" I.D. Hose
PF1008
(1) ea 1-3/4" long .................. 26.99 pr
PF1009
(1) 1-3/4" & (1) 2-7/8" long .. 31.99 pr

66225BK
MR4333

Stainless Steel
Heater Hose Fittings Set
blue

chrome

polished

red

MR4397
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The Original Electric Water Pump Drive Set
The electric water pump drive set was designed to
alleviate the power drag produced by conventional
pulley drive units. A heavy-duty electric motor,
turning at approximately 1500 RPM, is more than
adequate to fulﬁll cooling needs without draining
precious horsepower from the engine. This unit
can be turned on and off manually, during a run, or
before and afterwards, even with engine off. The set
is complete with motor mounting bracket, extra long
bolts, spline pulleys, drive belt, wiring and switch.
You supply the fan of your choice.
Complete Water Pump Drive Sets
MR4333
Chevrolet V8, and 90º V6 .. 107.99 set
Individual Components
For 4333 Electric Water Pump
MR4394
mounting plate ................... 24.99 ea
MR4396
12 Volt D.C. electric motor 74.99 ea
MR4399
large water pump pulley..... 24.99 ea
For 4433 Electric Water Pump
MR4393
drive belt ............................ 24.99 ea
MR4394
mounting plate ................... 24.99 ea
MR4396
12 Volt D.C. electric motor 74.99 ea
MR4399
large water pump pulley..... 24.99 ea

Chevrolet Electric Water Pump
Eliminates unnecessary weight and impeller drag
experienced at high RPM, pumps up to 35+ gallons
of water per minute, and delivers the cooling that can
make the difference between a win and second place!
Durable, but lightweight die-cast aluminum, epoxy
powder coated for corrosion resistance in the color of
your choice. Race or street. Draws 6 amps. Mounting
hardware and ﬁtting for water pump is included.
Small Block Water Pumps
Without Red Bow Tie
66225B
blue.................................. 169.99 ea
66225BK
black ................................ 179.99 ea
66225R
red ................................... 169.99 ea
Big Block Water Pumps
Without Red Bow Tie
68230B
blue.................................. 182.99 ea
68230BK
black ................................ 191.99 ea
68230C
chrome............................. 224.99 ea
68230P
polished ........................... 209.99 ea
68230R
red ................................... 184.99 ea

1967-69 Water Pump Bypass Hose Fittings
Reproduction ﬁttings which screw into water pump.
These ﬁttings are for bypass hose attachments.
K0151 1967-69 big block................ 19.99 pr

1955-86 Gilmer Belt Drive Set

Note: Not for vehicles with power steering or AC.

87101
87111
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283-400 w/short water pump 174.99 set
283-400 w/long water pump 189.99 set

Electric Water Pumps

set
set
set
set

3/8" NPT Stainless Steel
Heater Hose Fitting
These replacement ﬁttings can be
threaded into the water pump or intake
manifold to provide heater hose or bypass
hose attachment points. Includes: 5/8" hose
i.d., 1-3/4" length with 3/8" pipe thread and 3/4"
hose i.d., 2-7/8" length with 3/8" pipe thread.
PF1062 ................................................. 37.99 pr

PF1001

PF1004

Heater Hose Fitting
These ﬁttings are for use with heater hoses or bypass
hose attachments. Available in steel and stainless steel.
1/2" NPT for 5/8" I.D. Hose
PF1001
5/8" i.d. x 1-3/4" ................... 15.99 ea
PF1002
5/8" i.d. x 2-7/8" ................... 18.99 ea
1/2" NPT for 3/4" I.D. Hose
PF1003
3/4" i.d. x 1-3/4" ................... 15.99 ea
PF1004
3/4" i.d. x 2-7/8" ................... 18.99 ea

1967-68 Camaro
Water Pump Hose Nipple
Correct replacement designed for 196768 models. GM service replacement
ﬁtting which screws into water pump.
This ﬁtting is for attaching heater hose to the
water pump. 1-3/4" long x 3/4" i.d. ﬁtting.
G9745 1967-68 .................................... 28.99 ea

87101

These Gilmer drive sets for small block street/strip
engines are machined from billet aluminum and prevent
slippage and belt throwing at high RPM. Designed to
work with factory alternator brackets. Set includes:
crank pulley, water pump pulley, alternator pulley,
and a 1-1/2" wide belt.

Reproduction ﬁttings that screw
into water pump and to the
manifold. Each stainless steel set
features 2 ﬁttings, two 1/2" pipe
plugs and stainless steel thread
PF1025
sealant. Avaliable in several different
sizes. Made in USA.
PF1024
5/8" i.d. x 1-3/4" L .................. 41.99
PF1025
5/8" o.d. x 1-3/4" & 2-7/8" long .. 44.99
PF1026
5/8" and 3/4" o.d. x 1-3/4" long... 41.99
PF1027
5/8" and 3/4" o.d. x 2-7/8" long... 44.99

K0149A

K0150

1967-72 Water Pump Hose Outlet Fittings
Reproduction ﬁttings which screw into water pump.
These ﬁttings are for heater hoses attachments.
K0149A 1967-68
small block ......... 19.99 pr
K0150
1969-72
small block ......... 19.99 pr
K0150
1967-72
big block............. 19.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1970-81 Camaro Heater
to Manifold Hose Nipple
This is the correct replacement designed
for use on 1970-81 models. This ﬁtting
is for attaching heater hose to the water
pump. 1-3/4" long x 5/8" i.d. ﬁtting.
G9746
1970-81 ................................... 13.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Cooling System
C
Flames
AK136A

K0178

D
Bow Tie

AR43321

F
RS logo

E
SS logo

G
350

GH1013

G8356

14543

14546

H
454

K0179

1256617

1967-76 Water Pump Mounting Set
Correct replacement bolts used to mount the water
pump to the engine block. Be sure to order the correct
bolt for your year and model.
Note: *Features correct TR headmark on bolt head.

Small Block
Long Water Pump Bolt Sets
AK135A 1969-72 chrome ..................
AK135B 1969-72 stainless ................
AR13322 all V8
black, Hex head ....
AR13321 all V8
black, 12 point ......
AR43322 all V8
stainless, Hex head
AR43321 all V8
stainless, 12 point
Short Water Pump Bolt Sets
AK136A 1967-68 chrome ..................
AK136B 1967-68 stainless ................
K0178*
1967-68 ..............................
1256617* 1967-76 with AC.................
1256618* 1967-74 w/o AC or AIR ......
Individual Bolts
1256615* 1967-72 short water pump ..
Big Block
Long Water Pump Bolt Sets
AK135A 1969-72 chrome ..................
AK135B 1969-72 stainless ................
K0179*
1969-72 ..............................
AR13322 all V8
black, Hex head ....
AR13321 all V8
black, 12 point ......
AR43322 all V8
stainless, Hex head
AR43321 all V8
stainless, 12 point
Short Water Pump Bolt Sets
AK136A 1967-68 chrome ..................
AK136B 1967-68 stainless ................
K0177*
1967-68 ..............................
Individual Bolts
1256616* 1967-74 ..................................

56468CD

56467SD

Small Block Water Pump Bolt Sets

9.99
16.99
14.99
15.99
22.99
23.99

set
set
set
set
set
set

13.99
16.99
11.99
14.99
9.99

set
set
set
set
set

Dress-up a polished water pump even more with these
unique bolt sets! Chrome-plated or polished stainless
steel with your choice of stamped bolt head logo.
Note: Must specify logo sufﬁx: C – Flames, D – Bow Tie,
E – SS, F – RS, G – 350, H – 454.

56468C
56467C
56468S
56467S

short water pump
long water pump
short water pump
long water pump

9.99
9.99
6.99
6.99

set
set
set
set

4.99 ea

9.99
16.99
9.99
14.99
15.99
22.99
23.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set

T9600

T9601

13.99 set
16.99 set
9.99 set

1993-95 Idler Pulley

1967-81 Water Pump Bolt
Correct replacement bolts used to mount the water
pump to the engine block. Be sure to order the correct
bolt for your year and model.
Note: *Upper stud on RH side.

w/AC lower hole, RH 5.99 ea
without AC or AIR ..... 2.99 ea
w/AC lower hole, RH 5.99 ea
without AC, 396, 427 2.99 ea
396, 427...................... 5.99 ea

Chrome single or double groove water pump pulleys
for 1967-85 Camaro models. Available for small
block or big block engines with short or long water
pumps as listed.
Small Block
Single Groove
T9600 1967-68 short water pump, 7-1/8" 15.99 ea
T9604 1969-85 long water pump, 6-1/4" 19.99 ea
Double Groove
T9601 1967-68 short water pump, 6-5/16" 21.99 ea
T9605 1969-85 long water pump, 6-1/4" 19.99 ea
Big Block
Double Groove
T9723 1969-85 long water pump, 6-1/4" 25.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Genuine GM replacement drive belt idler pulley for
1993-95 3.4L-S and 5.7L-P engines.
G9357
1993-95 ................................... 20.99 ea

Water Pump Pulley Warning
Stock replacement, aftermarket stamped steel or
cast iron pulleys are not designed to exceed 400
horsepower or 6000 RPM. Using reproduction
pulleys on engines in excess of these limits may result
in catastrophic disintegration of the pulley causing
severe damage to the engine, cooling system and
body parts. Classic Industries® assumes no liability
for damages caused by improper usage of pulleys.

Water Pump Hardware
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T9723

G8339

1967-85 Chrome Water Pump Pulley

Small Block
G8339 1967
G8341* 1967
Big Block
G8339 1967
G8341* 1967-68
G8751 1967-68

1967-02 Water Pump Pulley
Single groove or double groove reproductions and
Genuine GM water pump pulleys for 1967-02 Camaro
models. Reproductions feature stamped GM part
number they are designed to replace where noted.
Small Block
Single Groove
K1047 1969
GM 3932456, 7-1/16" 49.99 ea
14543 1969
GM 3976059, 6-1/4" 44.99 ea
14320 1969-70 GM 3976060 ........... 64.99 ea
14546 1969-78 GM 3995631, 6-1/4" 44.99 ea
G2132 1976-85 Genuine GM, 6" ...... 39.99 ea
G4951 1988-92 Genuine GM, all V8 171.99 ea
Double Groove
GH1013 1967-68 Z28, 302................... 368.99 ea
G2132 1976-85 Genuine GM, 6" ...... 39.99 ea
Big Block
Single Groove
KW394 1969
GM 3947824, 5-3/4" 49.99 ea
14320 1969-70 GM 3976060............ 64.99 ea
14546 1969-78 GM 3995631, 6-1/4" 44.99 ea
Double Groove
14319 1967-68 GM 3906656, 7-1/4" 99.99 ea
6 Cylinder
G9359 1996-02 Genuine GM, 3.8L..... 31.99 ea

4.99 ea

T9604
G8751

chrome ....
chrome ....
stainless ..
stainless ..

Water Necks

1967-68 Z28 Water Neck
One of the most highly sought after correct restoration
details on these rare vehicles is the original style water
neck. This special water neck is designed in the correct
angled 90 degree gooseneck design and features the
OE part number. A deﬁnite must for the restorer who
demands perfection. Manufactured in cast iron as
original. Gasket included.
3827369
1967-68 ................................. 69.99 ea

1967-72 Water Neck
One of the most highly sought after correct restoration
details on these rare vehicles is the original style
water neck. This special water neck is designed in the
correct angled neck design and features the OE part
number. A deﬁnite must for the restorer who demands
perfection. Manufactured in aluminum as original.
Gasket included.
3877660 1967
238, 327, 350 eng 69.99 ea
3877660 1967
396 engine ........... 69.99 ea
3877660 1968-72 8 cylinder ............. 69.99 ea
3877660 1969
Z28....................... 69.99 ea

6015
G3711

6003

Swivel Water Neck
Swivel water necks rotate 360 degrees and are great
for applications where the upper radiator hose is routed
different than stock applications. These aluminum
water necks are available polished or chrome-plated
and with necks at 15, 45, or 90 degree angles. They
will ﬁt 1967-75 small block and big block engines.
Polished
6015
15 degree ................................ 19.99 ea
6003
45 degree ................................ 14.99 ea
6009
90 degree ................................ 19.99 ea
Chrome
6015C
15 degree ................................ 19.99 ea
6003C
45 degree ................................ 19.99 ea
6009C
90 degree ................................ 21.99 ea

AC, Heater & Cooling System
J

1967-75 Small Block Water Neck

1967-75 V8 Chrome Water Outlet
Ofﬁcially licensed chrome water outlets designed for
1967-75 Chevrolet models. Each chrome water outlet
includes hardware and o-ring for fast installation.
T9229
1967-75 (SB or BB) ............... 10.99 ea
66610
replacement o-ring .................. 1.99 ea
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Water Necks

This outstanding stainless steel water neck swivels
360 degrees for applications where the upper radiator
hose is routed differently than stock. Exquisitely CNCmachined stainless steel make this water neck beautiful
and functional for your small block or big block models.
PF1054
small block .......................... 184.99 ea
PF1054
big block .............................. 184.99 ea

1982-87 Water Neck

Stainless Steel Water Neck

Correct replacement water neck for 1982-85 or 1986-87
Camaro models with California emissions.
G8347 1982-85 5.0S, 305G, 305H, 305-7 36.99 ea
G8347 1986-87 NB2 (Cal. emissions) 36.99 ea

If you’re putting in a custom engine, you’ll want this
stainless steel 45 degree water neck that features a
360 degrees swivel design that allows you to position
your hose to your desired position. CNC-machined
stainless steel water neck has a double o-ring design
that ensures a positive seal, eliminating a gasket or
sealant. Includes stainless mounting hardware.
PF1056
small block or big block ...... 184.99 ea

T9929P
T9229

Genuine replacement water neck for your 1993-02
Camaro models.
G3711
1993-95
3.4L engine........ 41.99 ea
G3713
1993-97
8 cylinder .......... 22.99 ea
G3710
1998-02
8 cylinder .......... 34.99 ea

Swivel Water Neck
1973-79 Small Block Water Neck
Chrome water neck for 1973-79 small block models.
Includes gasket and mounting screws.
T9468
1973-79 small block ............ 14.99 ea

Chrome water neck for 1967-75 small block models.
Includes gasket and mounting screws.
T4789B 1967-75
small block ......... 13.99 ea
G7141
1967-75
additional gasket 2.99 ea

G3713

1993-02 Water Neck

T9930P

1967-79 Powder Coated Water Neck
These are “O” ring style water necks powder coated
in Chevy orange. Keep that original look and color
on your fresh engine with a new powder coated
water neck. Available for Chevy engines with or
without a hole.
T9929P
1967-75
without hole ........ 46.99 ea
T9930P
1974-79
with hole ............. 48.99 ea

This stainless steel straight-up water neck is CNCmachined with a double o-ring design that ensures a
positive seal, eliminating a gasket or sealant. Includes
attractive stainless mounting hardware.
PF1058
small block or big block ...... 141.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Stainless Steel Water Neck

Thermostats & Hardware
VP2002

1955-90 Silicone Thermostat Gasket
G7137

1947-90 Cool View Glass Thermostat

1967-81 Radiator Thermostat

This 2" thermostat assembly allows you to see when
and how far the thermostat opens on a unique gradient
scale without ever removing the radiator cap. Made
from billet aluminum and the same specialized heavy
borosilicate glass used in steam boiler systems. Fits all
small and big block Chevrolet engines that use a nonbypass type thermostat, 1955 and up. Also ﬁts all 216292 straight 6 engines from 1947-90. Made in USA.

Choose the thermostat that you need depending on your
particular climate or engine requirements.
G7137 1967-81 160 degree ............. 8.99 ea
G7138 1967-81 170 degree ............. 11.99 ea
G7139 1967-81 180 degree ............. 11.99 ea
G7140 1967-81 195 degree ............. 8.99 ea

This revolutionary gasket uses an aluminum gasket
body with a silicone bead around crucial areas to
seal irregularities between the intake manifold and
thermostat housing. Compatible with all manifold
materials on 1955-88 small block and 1965-90 big
block Chevy engines.
738
1955-90 ..................................... 21.99 ea

Important: Index pointer and gradient scale are only
included in sets with thermostat.
Note: Bolts not included.

VP2001
VP2002
VP2003

without thermostat ............... 109.99 ea
with 180 degree thermostat .. 139.99 ea
with 195 degree thermostat .. 139.99 ea

1967-75 Water Neck O-Ring
16400

AK134A

Water Neck Bolts
Dress your Camaro by installing your water neck with
these high luster chrome water neck bolts. Your choice
of chrome or polished stainless.
AK133A chrome with 45 degree angle 5.99 set
AK133B stainless with 45 degree angle 11.99 set
AK134A chrome with 90 degree angle 5.99 set
AK134B stainless with 90 degree angle 8.99 set

High Flow Thermostat
These high ﬂow thermostats are engineered to warm
the engine to a proper operating temperature without
making it run hot enough to lose power. The “balance
sleeve” design equalizes the pressures exerted on the
thermostat, which counters the tendency of high volume
water pumps to hold a thermostat closed.
Chevrolet Style – 2"
16400
160 degrees ....................... 24.99 ea
16401
180 degrees ....................... 24.99 ea
Mopar Style – 2.5"
MD16405
160 degrees ....................... 28.99 ea
MD16406
180 degrees ....................... 28.99 ea

1967-73 Water Neck Mounting Bolts
Correct original style water neck attachment bolt kit
featuring head marks. Includes one 3/8"-16 x 2-1/8"
and one 3/8"-16 x 1-1/8".
1256605
1967-73 ................................... 6.99 pr

1968-74 Water Outlet Attaching Stud

E
SS

F
RS

G
350

H
454

Water Neck Bolt Sets
Dress-up your engine bay with these premium water
neck bolt sets. Popular Chevrolet logos are stamped
directly onto the head of the bolts, and are available
in decorative chrome-plated or polished stainless steel
versions. Compliment this set of stylish bolts with
matching water pump bolts.
Note: Must specify logo sufﬁx: C – Flames, D – Bow Tie,
E – SS, F – RS, G – 350, H – 454.

Chrome
56471C
1 short, 1 long bolt .................
56470C
2 short bolts ............................
Polished Stainless Steel
56471S
1 short, 1 long bolt .................
56470S
2 short bolts ............................

4.99 set
5.99 set
4.99 set
4.99 set

43631

High-Performance Thermostat
These high-performance thermostats are designed to
resist variations in coolant pressure, opening and closing
only at the correct temperatures, regardless of engine
RPM. Thermostats are made from brass and copper with
a high grade steel frame for years of worry free operation.
43631
160 degree thermostat ............. 17.99 ea
43641
180 degree thermostat ............. 17.99 ea

1995-97 Coolant Crossover Pipe
Reproduction coolant cross over pipe for 199597 Camaro models. Manufactured to factory
speciﬁcations, featuring original style bends, with 2
bolts, and 2 gaskets included.
152904
1995-97 ................................. 99.99 ea

AR43742

Thermostat Housing Bolts
Nobody likes water leaks. These premium grade bolts
are engineered to properly engage the manifold threads
and resist loosening. They come in your choice of
black oxide ﬁnished chromoly or rustproof stainless
steel, with handy 12 point or standard Hex heads.
Washers included. Each set includes 3 bolts: 2-1"
bolts and 1-2" bolt.
AR13742
black oxide
Hex head ... 11.99 set
AR13741
black oxide
12 point ..... 11.99 set
AR43742
stainless
Hex head ... 11.99 set
AR43741
stainless
12 point ..... 11.99 set

C
D
Flames Bow Tie

G7141

1967-90 Thermostat Gasket
1993-97 Coolant Crossover Pipe Bolt

Avoid water leaks which can compromise your cooling
system. Re-seal your water neck with this replacement
die-cut gasket. Correct thermostat gasket for all 6 and
8 cylinder models from 1967-90.
G3723
1967-90
Inline6 ................ 14.99 ea
G7141
1967-81
V6 and V8.......... 2.99 ea

Reproduction coolant crossover pipe bolt for 1993-97
Camaro models. Manufactured to factory speciﬁcations
with 2 gaskets included.
152903
1993-97 .................................... 7.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Thermostats
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Originally found on 1968-74 327 and 350 engines.
After years of use, the attachment stud on the water
outlet can corrode or break off. Simply replace the
stud by threading it into your intake manifold. 3/8"-16
threading on both ends.
1256606
1968-74 ................................. 11.99 ea

Avoid water leaks which can compromise your cooling
system. Reseal your water neck with this replacement
“O” ring. For use on various GM models.
66610
1967-75 replacement o-ring .. 1.99 ea

Heater Parts
A9600106

A9600107

1967-81 Heater Core Mounting Clip
3018489

3011154

3009917

Made from spring steel like original. Keep your heater
core from rattling around inside your heater box.
A9600106
1967-81 small block ...... 42.99 ea
A9600107
1967-69 big block.......... 39.99 ea

3906095

T54315

1967-69 Heater Core Tube Seal Retainer
3013319

Reproduction heater core tube seal retainer for 1967-69
big block models without AC. This die-stamped plate
ﬁts directly onto the heater box assembly and holds the
tube seal in place. Seals are precision die-cut foam,
that restore original heating and sealing efﬁciency.
T54315
1967-69
retainer .............. 19.99 ea
3906095 1967-69
seal .................... 3.99 ea

3011477

1967-81 Heater Core
Replacement heater core installed on 1967-81 Camaro models. Replaces original exactly and mounts inside
heater box assembly. Install your new heater core using a reproduction heater box seal kit. (Available separately).
6 Cylinder/Small Block Heater Cores
With Air Conditioning
3009917
1967-68
9-1/2" x 6-3/8" x 2-1-2" .......................................................................... 89.99 ea
3018489
1969
8-13/16" x 5-9/16" x 1-5/8" .................................................................... 99.99 ea
3020374
1970-81
8-1/4" x 6" x 2" ....................................................................................... 119.99 ea
Without Air Conditioning
3011154
1967
9-1/2" x 6-3/8" x 2" ................................................................................. 79.99 ea
3013319
1968
9-1/2" x 6-1/2" x 2-1/2" .......................................................................... 99.99 ea
3011432
1969-81
9-5/8" x 6-1/16" x 2" ............................................................................... 89.99 ea
Big Block Heater Cores
Without Air Conditioning
3011477
1967-68
9-1/2" x 6-3/8" x 2-1/2" .......................................................................... 109.99 ea
3018864
1969
8-7/16" x 6-1/4" x 1-7/8" ........................................................................ 109.99 ea

G9988

1982-02 Heater Core Seal
Keep your heater core secure by replacing the old,
worn out seals. We offer these original replacements.
Each seal is sold individually.
G9988
1982-86
without AC – 2 req. 9.99 ea
G2149 1993-02
front ...................... 5.99 ea

1967-69 Heater Core to Firewall Seal

J

AC, Heater & Cooling System

Reproduction heater core tubes to ﬁrewall seal for
1967-69 Camaro models. Manufactured to factory
speciﬁcations for a proper ﬁt and function.
153585 1967-69
without AC ........... 15.99 ea

1967-69 Heater Duct
52458963

H2248

This is a reproduction of the heater ducting for 196769 Camaro models that are equipped with a center
console. This is a split duct that bolts under the dash
and directs the heat to both the driver and passenger
sides and away from the center console.
13955
1967-69 .................................. 125.99 ea

1969-02 Aluminum Heater Core
Replacement heater core installed on 1969-02 Camaro models. Replaces original exactly and mounts inside
heater box assembly. Install your new heater core using a reproduction heater box seal kit. (Available separately).
6 Cylinder/Small Block Heater Cores
With Air Conditioning
H2299
1969
9-1/2" x 6-3/8" x 2" .................................................................................... 59.99 ea
H2248
1970-81
8-1/4" x 6" x 2" ........................................................................................... 59.99 ea
3048945
1982-92
7-3/4" x 6-3/8" x 2-1/2" .............................................................................. 49.99 ea
52458963
1993-02
6-1/2" x 7-1/2" x 5/8" ................................................................................. 59.99 ea
Without Air Conditioning
H2247
1969-81
9-1/2" x 6-3/8" x 2" .................................................................................... 49.99 ea

Reproduction rubber grommet for air conditioned
vehicles to seal and support the heater core outlet
tubes to the evaporator core case.
3885184
1967-69 ............................... 14.99 ea
3963723
1970-81 ............................... 28.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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Heater Cores

3885184

1967-81 Core Pipe Grommet

Heater Parts
1967-73 Corbin Heater Hose Clamp
From the earliest days of Camaro
production, Chevrolet used a pinch
type “Corbin” clamp to retain the
heater hoses against the heater box
on the ﬁrewall. These correct wire
AU5357
type reproduction hose clamps are
designed to retain the heater hoses
onto the heater core outlet tubes with no
possibility of water or antifreeze leakage.
AU5354
1967-73
9/16" o.d. hose .... 1.49 ea
5355
1967-73
5/8" o.d. hose ...... 2.69 ea
AU5356
1967-73
11/16" o.d. hose .. 1.49 ea
AU5357
1967-73
3/4" o.d. hose ...... 1.99 ea

1982-92 Heater Core Clamp
1987-92 Heater Valve
Replacement style heater valves are available for
1987-92 applications. Vacuum operated, for models
with factory AC.
H4978 1987-90
2.8, 5.0 FI ............ 36.99 ea
H4978 1991-92
............................. 36.99 ea

Reproduction of the steel clamp designed to mount the
heater core on 1982-92 models. A perfect replacement
for the unsightly, worn out or missing original
equipment mounting clamp. Includes mounting screw.
748576
1982-92 ................................. 19.99 ea

1967-69 Stainless Steel Heater Hose Clamp
This is a clamp which holds the 2 heater hoses to the
inner fender well on 1967-69 Camaro models. This is
a stainless steel clamp that replaces the black push-in
style clamp for a beautiful upgrade to your engine
compartment.
13970
1967-69 .................................... 29.99 ea

R085678

748575

H1944
748577

1968-72 Heater Control Valve
The heater water shut-off valves are vacuum operated
from the dash heater control. When vacuum is applied,
the valve closes preventing the ﬂow of coolant to the
heater core assembly.
AP4604 1968
with AC............... 29.99 ea
AP4610 1969
all ........................ 27.99 ea
H1944
1971-72
with AC............... 27.99 ea

1970-92 Heater Core Mounting Strap
Steel heater core mounting straps for 1970-92 Camaro
models. Each strap is designed to secure and retain
the heater core inside the under dash heater assembly
box. Manufactured from high-quality stamped steel.
Installation screws are included.
748575
1970-81 .................................. 19.99 pr
748577
1982-92 .................................. 16.99 ea

1967-69 Heater Hose Clamp
Reproduction tower type hose clamps. Will ﬁt on all
original or Classic Industries® reproduction heater hoses.
0857
1967-69 5/8" hose clamp ..... 2.99 ea
0858
1967-69 3/4" hose clamp ..... 2.99 ea
R085678 1967-69 clamp kit (kit of 8) 21.99 kit

3825416

3770259

These clips are for 1967-84 models with air
conditioning. Heater hose bracket retains both hoses.
Bracket attaches to inner fender skirt and holds the
heater hoses to the inner fender area. Set includes the
top alternator bracket and inner fender well bracket
used to hold the heater hoses together. Manufactured
correctly as original.
3825416
alternator clamp ..................... 6.99 ea
3770259
heater hose clip ...................... 5.99 ea
K556
2 piece set............................... 9.99 set

14280

K329

K330

1967-69 Evaporator Core Outlet Case
Fiberglass reproduction of the inner portion of the air
conditioning condenser cover. This item is usually
found broken or cracked due to replacement of an
engine or the addition of headers. Commonly known
as the air conditioning “Suitcase” assembly. Choose
the genuine big block version or the newly released
small block version. For Camaro models originally
equipped with air conditioning. Inner case only.
Note: Not for use on vehicles without air conditioning.

1969 Heater Control Valve Mounting Rivets

K329
K330

1967-69
1967-69

big block with AC .... 129.99 ea
small block with AC 129.99 ea

Replacement heater control valve mounting rivets for
Camaro models. Attaches control valve to fender well
as original. Made in USA.
A9600169
1969..................................... 1.99 pr

1010439

1967-70 Evaporator Case Drain Hose

Stainless Steel Heater Hose Bracket

1967-69 AC Box Cover Hardware Set

This is a custom stainless steel version of the heater
hose bracket that mounts to the top alternator bracket
and keeps the 2 heater hoses together.
14280
angled mount ....................... 19.99 ea
1010439
straight mount ...................... 19.99 ea

Reproduction AC box cover hardware set for Camaro
models. This set includes the bolts and palnuts required
to install the evaporator cover and inner box to the
ﬁrewall. Made in USA.
A9600158
1967-69 ............................. 14.99 set

This exclusive, OER® reproduction evaporator case drain
hose attaches to the bottom portion of the evaporator
core outlet case on all 1967-70 Camaro models originally
equipped with air conditioning. Original drain hoses are
commonly damaged or missing.
3148473
1967-70 .................................. 9.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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1967-84 Heater Hose Bracket

A9700117

Notchead Soft Line Clamps
This new line fastening system will keep your soft lines
(heater hose, battery cables, AN lines, etc.) secure and
look great while doing it! Once fastened down with
the included hardware, your lines will snap in and out
of these clamps for a clean and simple installation.
Sets include 6 high strength copolymer acetal plastic
clamps and installation hardware. Heat resistant to
180 degrees F.
A9700116 1/2" htr hose & #6 AC line .. 24.99 set
A9700117 5/8" htr hose & #8 AC line .. 26.99 set
A9700118 3/4" htr hose & #10 AC line 28.99 set

Heater/AC Parts

E235
AL304

1967-81 Heater Box Assembly
Reproduction heater box assembly for 1967-81 Camaro
models without air conditioning.
Small Block
AL304
1967-81
black ................... 32.99 ea
17197
1967-81
chrome ................ 69.99 ea
Big Block
AL303
1967-69
black ................... 59.99 ea
17198
1967-69
chrome ................ 74.99 ea

M1847

1967-92 Heater Blower Motor
Reproduction type heater blower motors for the
applications listed below. Each motor will replace the
original and install correctly. Some motors may differ
cosmetically from the original. However, each will ﬁt
and function as original.
With or without AC
E235
1967-76 ................................... 43.99 ea
E235
1977
with 7/8" vent hole .... 43.99 ea
With AC
M1847 1978-81 ................................... 69.99 ea
M1847 1982-88 ................................... 69.99 ea
M1847 1986-88 ................................... 69.99 ea
Without AC
M1847 1977
with 11/16" vent hole 69.99 ea
E235
1978-85 ................................... 43.99 ea
M1847 1986-88 ................................... 69.99 ea
M1847 1989
................................... 69.99 ea
M4707 1990-92 (bolt-on wheel) .......... 92.99 ea

14442

1967-92 AC Delete Cover
This item allows you to remove your existing air
conditioning unit while maintaining the heater
functions. Designed to mount to the ﬁrewall where
the stock AC evaporator core is normally located. This
cover will allow more space for large valve covers and
headers as well as big block engines while keeping
the factory heater unit intact. Available in molded
ﬁberglass with a durable black gel coat or ABS plastic
with predrilled blower motor and mounting holes.
14442
1967-69
ﬁberglass ........... 159.99 ea
14650
1967-69
ABS plastic ....... 139.99 ea
14444
1970-81
ﬁberglass ........... 159.99 ea
14963
1970-81
ABS plastic ....... 139.99 ea
14588
1982-92
ﬁberglass ........... 164.99 ea

1967-72 Blower Motor Mounting Screws
Reproduction of the screws needed to mount the
blower motor to the ﬁrewall on models without air
conditioning. Secures the blower motor to the metal
heater box. Sold as a 5 piece set.
1253551 1967-72
without AC ............ 2.99 set

G4822

19953

1967-91 Blower Motor Fan

J
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1967-69 Heater Box Cover Mounting Set

Replacement blower motor fan for 1967-91 models.
19953
1967-77
without AC .......... 24.99 ea
2761
1978-85
with AC ............... 24.99 ea
G4822
1986-91
with AC, Delco.... 35.99 ea

Reproduction heater box cover mounting set for Camaro
models. Correct nuts (without sealant) and screws with
attached serrated washer, as original. Apply body sealant
to nuts prior to installation. Made in USA.
A9600137 1967-69 ................................. 9.99 set

UM2650A

1970-02 AC Delete Panel
This .125" thick aluminum panel allows you to remove
the existing AC – heater box and immediately drop
unnecessary weight from the front of the car. The
CNC-machined panel mounts in the factory holes with
your existing fasteners and creates a clean ﬁrewall area
which greatly improves the amount of room available
in the engine compartment. It is available in a sanded
ﬁnish ready for your paint color or powder coated
UMI red or black. Made in USA.
Sanded Finish
UM2650
1970-81 ........................... 89.99 ea
UM2114
1993-02 ........................... 89.99 ea
Red Powder Coated
UM2650A
1970-81 ........................... 109.99 ea
UM2114A
1993-02 ........................... 109.99 ea
Black Powder Coated
UM2650B
1970-81 ........................... 109.99 ea
UM2114B
1993-02 ........................... 109.99 ea

1967-69 Firewall Delete Plate
The ﬁrewall delete plate is an excellent way to
smooth your ﬁrewall when installing an aftermarket
AC system. This panel smooths the passenger side
ﬁrewall, while retaining the stock cowl to ﬁrewall
seam. The weld-in panel is made of 18 gauge steel
and is hammer formed along the edges and comes
complete with installation instructions.
D10901
1967-69 ................................. 87.99 ea

KW899

1967-81 Heater Delete and Firewall Plate

K932

A ﬁne reproduction of the stamped steel heater delete
and ﬁrewall plate used as part of the factory heater
delete option. The set includes a heater box block off
plate and a blower motor block off plate. Made in USA.
KW899 1967-69 with factory AC ... 89.99 set
KW808 1967-81 without AC .......... 89.99 set

1967-69 Heater Box Seal Set
Replace your heater box seals with precision die-cut
neoprene seals that restore original heating and sealing
efﬁciency. Complete set includes: core to box seal,
main duct ﬂap door, intermediate plenum ﬂap door,
and core outlet tube seals. All seals are die-cut for
exact replacement.
Note: Not for use on vehicles with AC.

K932
K933
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1967-69
1967-69

small block .......... 23.99 set
big block.............. 24.99 set
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BX20080L

1970-02 Aluminum AC Delete Panel
E321

E322

1967-81 Heater Box Wire Retainer
These reproduction wire retainers are stamped steel
with a plastic coating to protect wiring as original.
E321
1967-68 large ........................... 3.99 ea
E322
1969-81 small .......................... 3.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

This panel ﬁlls the hole left in the ﬁrewall after removing
the AC. Laser cut from 1/8" aluminum. Mounts in place
of AC box.
Important: Please specify: A for red, B for
hammertone black.

BX20080
BX20080L
BX20081
BX20081L

1970-81
1970-81
1993-02
1993-02

specify color .... 109.99 ea
bare aluminum 89.99 ea
specify color .... 109.99 ea
bare aluminum 89.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Heater/AC Parts
1967 AC Switch and Cap
Reproduction vacuum actuated
air conditioning clutch switch
designed for various GM
models including 1967 Camaro
models with air conditioning
(C.A.C). Each clutch switch will
replace the original and allow proper
activation of the air conditioning. The black 1998874
rubber cap comes attached to the control switch.
1998874
1967 switch w/cap ........... 69.99 ea
K988741
1967 replacement cap ...... 11.99 ea

D158168

1969 Heater & AC Blower Switch
1968 Heater and AC Control Switch
Reproduction heater control and air conditioning
blower control switch found on 1968 Camaro heater
control assemblies with air conditioning. Will install
on original or reproduction heater control assemblies.
3925724 1968
heater/AC switch ..... 49.99 ea

OER® reproduction switch ﬁts all 1969 Camaro models
with AC. Replaces original switch exactly.
3929093
1969....................................... 27.99 ea

19957

1967 Camaro Blower Switch
1967-69 Heater Box Resistor Screws
Reproduction heater box resistor screws for the
Camaro models.
A9600138 1967-69 ................................. 1.69 pr

19808

Reproduction 1967 Camaro heater and air conditioning
blower control switch. Will install on original or
reproduction heater control assemblies.
3891796
1967...................................... 69.99 ea

19844

1967-02 Heater/AC Relays

WE500

1970-02 Blower/Heater Fan Switch
3798317

3929052

1967-92 Blower Motor Resistors
Genuine and reproduction heater blower motor resistors
for both air conditioned and non-air conditioned
models listed below.
With Air Conditioning
GM Resistor
G9825
1967......................................... 17.99 ea
Reproduction Resistors
3929055 1967......................................... 11.99 ea
3942651 1969......................................... 24.99 ea
3963755 1970-72 ................................... 29.99 ea
6262655 1973-81 ................................... 69.99 ea
1571968 1982-92 ................................... 13.99 ea
Without Air Conditioning
Reproduction Resistors
3798317 1967-68
before 12/25/68.. 21.99 ea
3929052 1968-83
after 12/25/68 .... 17.99 ea

This electrical switch, located in a fuse or breaker
protected circuit, controls the RPM of the blower
motor through a series of control relays. Sometimes
the AC compressor clutch is energized by this switch.
Replacement blower/heater fan switch for 1970-02
Camaro models.
6273384 1970-72 with AC ................... 39.99 ea
3963769 1970-81 without AC .............. 42.99 ea
G8848 1976-81 ................................. 36.99 ea
SW3015 1978-83 AC/heat slctr switch 36.99 ea
SW1456 1982-89 reproduction ............ 19.99 ea
SW296 1990-92 ................................. 26.99 ea
SW830 1993-02 ................................. 21.99 ea

3967939

SW502

1983-92 Cooling Fan Switch
The cooling fan switch monitors coolant temperature
and signals the radiator fan to turn on or off. When the
engine is cool, the switch opens to keep the fan from
spinning. When engine is warm, the switch closes
to turn fan on for cooling. Replacement cooling fan
switch for 1983-92 Camaro models.
WE500
1983
5.0L-7 ............... 11.99 ea
WE500
1984-85
5.0L-G .............. 11.99 ea
WE500
1985-86
5.0L-F ............... 11.99 ea
WE500
1986-87
5.0L-H .............. 11.99 ea
SW502
1987-92
5.0L-F ............... 11.99 ea
SW502
1987-92
5.7L-8 ............... 11.99 ea
WE500
1988-92
5.0L-E ............... 11.99 ea

SW1456

SW3015

6262655

3885148

1967-92 Heater Fan Switch

1982-92 Blower Motor Resistor Pigtail
Reproduction of the wire harness/pigtail used with
heater blower motor resistor part #1571968. Includes
correct wiring and pigtail replicating the original. For
reproduction or original blower motor resistors.
WR1430 1982-92 ................................... 12.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Reproduction switch ﬁts all 1967-92 Camaro models.
Replaces original switch exactly.
Without AC
3885148 1967-68
reproduction....... 29.99 ea
3967939 1969
reproduction....... 34.99 ea
SW1456 1982-92
reproduction....... 19.99 ea
With AC
3891795 1967-68
reproduction....... 49.99 ea
3929094 1969
reproduction....... 32.99 ea
G8128
1969
Delco ................. 26.99 ea
470396
1973-81
reproduction....... 41.99 ea
SW1456 1982-92
reproduction....... 19.99 ea
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The blower motor relay is found in the blower circuit.
This relay may become inoperative due to excessive
heat and electrical loads. Replace the burnt-out relay in
your 1967-02 Camaro with this quality reproduction.
Blower Motor Relays
19812
1976-77 blower cutout ........... 10.99 ea
D158168 1978-81 hi-blower cutout ....... 20.99 ea
D158168 1978-80 hi-blo cutout, Delco 20.99 ea
19952
1981
blower cutout ........... 9.99 ea
19957
1985-86 without auto temp. ... 11.99 ea
19856
1990
.................................. 14.99 ea
19265
1994-02 5 pin (black) ............. 17.99 ea
Air Conditioning Relays
19808
1967-68 reproduction............. 14.99 ea
19808
1969
w/auto temp. control 14.99 ea
19812
1973-75 w/o auto temp. control 10.99 ea
19812
1976
................................. 10.99 ea
19952
1982-84 w/o elect control AC 9.99 ea
19957
1982-86 2.5 compressor cntrl 11.99 ea
19871
1985-87 compressor cutout.... 26.99 ea
19844
1985-86 5.0L.......................... 11.99 ea
19844
1987-89 2.8L.......................... 11.99 ea
19856
1986
3.1L.......................... 14.99 ea
19856
1990
3.1L.......................... 14.99 ea
19265
1994
................................. 17.99 ea
19264
1998-02 ................................. 14.99 ea
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C2360

1967-69 Inner Heater Case Assembly
This is the heater case assembly that houses the heater
core and distributes hot air to the interior or defroster
ducts on all 1967-69 Camaro models.
C2478
1967
without AC .......... 289.99 ea
C2360
1968-69 without AC .......... 279.99 ea

1967-68 Center Dash Vent AC Duct
Reproduction of the center dash air conditioning
duct for 1967-68 models. Replace your missing or
damaged AC duct with this high-quality reproduction.
C290631
1967-68 ............................... 71.99 ea

1967-68 Dash Vent Deﬂector Retainer
The vent reﬂector retainer is a necessary part designed
to attach the vent duct to the vent bezel assembly.
Installs behind the dash air vent bezel.
3937189
1967-68 ................................. 14.99 ea

3925711
K290

1967-69 Defroster Vent Assembly
This reproduction under dash vent assembly is designed
for 1967-69 design models. Fits all models from 6
cylinder to big block, AC or non-AC.
3925711
1967-68 ............................. 142.99 ea
3973729
1969................................... 149.99 ea

K289

1968 Vent Duct Connector
Reproduction of the duct connector that connects the
vent elbow to the ﬁrewall duct on 1968 models without
factory air conditioning. The original ducts often
become cracked or worn over time. This reproduction
duct is manufactured to factory speciﬁcations from
molded plastic with an indexing tab as original for
a correct replacement. Sold individually. 2 required
per vehicle.
A8100328
1968
without AC ......... 19.99 ea

1967-68 Vent Shut-Off Elbow Assembly
Reproduction elbow style shut-off assembly. Installs
directly behind the dash air vent bezel on 1967 models
with AC, and all 1968 models.
K290
1967-68
LH ....................... 47.99 ea
K289
1967-68
RH ....................... 47.99 ea

1967-69 Lower Heater Deﬂector Duct
Reproduction lower deﬂector duct for 1967-69 models.
This deﬂector mounts on the heater box and deﬂects
the air around the console or 8-track player.
F12328
1967-69 ................................... 69.99 ea

13916

1969-81 Air Flow Control Cable
1969-71 AC Dash Air Vent Seal
GM replacement dash air vent seals helps keep the air
ﬂowing through the vent, not around it. Check your
seals when replacing the vent to ensure a proper seal.
3 required per vehicle.
G9818 1969-71
side outlet seal ...... 17.99 ea

Keeping your air ﬂow ducts operational is what this
cable is all about. Replacement air ﬂow control cable
with original style black knob. For models without
air conditioning.
8756278
1969-70
LH .................... 39.99 ea
8756278
1971-75
LH or RH ......... 39.99 ea
8756278
1971-81
LH or RH ......... 39.99 ea

J
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Plastic Replacement Defroster Duct Hose
Flexible plastic replacement hose for defroster, heater,
and fresh air systems. Ideal for applications where
an original style hose is not required. Hose is 72" in
length, cut to desired length.
13916
1-1/2"........................................ 28.99 ea
13910
2" .............................................. 24.99 ea
13911
2-1⁄4" ........................................ 19.99 ea
13912
2-1⁄2" ........................................ 21.99 ea
13913
2-3⁄4" ........................................ 37.99 ea
13914
3" .............................................. 20.99 ea
13917
3-1⁄4" ........................................ 42.99 ea
13915
3-1⁄2" ........................................ 42.99 ea
13918
4" .............................................. 42.99 ea

1967-72 Heater Box Foam Washers
Replace your heater box foam washer seals with these
precision die-cut seals to restore the efﬁciency and
function of your heater box.
Note: Not for use on vehicles with AC.

N10991

1967-72

5 piece .................. 8.99 set

A9600139

1967-68 Heater/AC Duct Hardware
Reproduction heater duct mounting hardware set for
Camaro models. All head markings and plating are
assembly line correct.
A9600139 1967-68
heater duct ...... 8.99 set
A9600149 1967-68
AC duct........... 16.99 set

A9600155

1967-69 AC Duct Hose
Replacement AC duct hose for Camaro models.
Precut to 36" in length for driver side or precut 24"
for passenger side of your ducting. For use in 1967
for AC only and in 1968 they were used for both AC
and non-AC vehicles. Made in USA.
A9600155
1967-68
LH ................ 69.99 ea
A9600156
1967-68
RH ................ 46.99 ea
A9600154
1969
...................... 39.99 ea
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K227

1968-69 Fresh Air Duct Seal Set
1967-68 Center Dash AC Outlet

Contains all die-cut solid and sponge rubber for
resealing leaky Astro ventilation systems. Contains
cowl to duct seals and accordion dust sponge seals.
LH and RH included.
K226
1968 .......................................... 22.99 set
K227
1969 .......................................... 25.99 set

Correct reproduction center dash air vent assembly.
Chrome-plated. 2 piece reproduction. For Camaro models
originally equipped with factory air conditioning.
3891761
1967-68 ................................. 59.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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A9600151

1969 AC Center Outlet Duct/Adapter
Reproduction AC center outlet duct adapter for Camaro
models. Attaches to the center AC outlet. Reproduced
in black ABS plastic as original.
A9600152 1969 outlet duct ............. 109.99 ea
A9600151 1969 outlet duct adapter 74.99 ea

A9600153

1967-68 Astro-Ventilation Kit
OER® quality reproduction Astro Ventilation parts
including LH and RH chrome vent bezels, 2 chrome
vent balls, 2 dash bezel vent retainers, and 1 fresh air
duct seal kit. This kit will replace your original worn
out Astro vents and make your dash look great.
R566
1967-68 .......................... 89.99 kit
A9600132 1968-69 screw set only... 8.99 set

3937166
3939631

3963790

1969 Outlet Assembly
748614

K851

1969 Center AC Outlet
3925742

1967-68 Dash Air Vent Bezel
Reproduction air vent bezel used to house the dash
chrome vent ball. For 1967 models with air conditioning
and all 1968 models. Non-air conditioned 1968 models
included Astro Ventilation and required 2 vent bezels.
K851
chrome
univ. LH or RH .. 21.99 ea
3925741
chrome
LH (OE type) ..... 21.99 ea
3925742
chrome
RH (OE type)..... 21.99 ea
3925743
black
LH ...................... 19.99 ea
3925744
black
RH ..................... 19.99 ea

Reproduction center AC outlet for 1969 Camaro
models with AC. Features the correct grain housing
and the duct ventilation open and shut control lever.
This unit ﬁts directly in the center of the dash where
the dash pad opening is located.
3937166 1969
AC outlet assembly 89.99 ea
748614
1969
deﬂector only .......... 29.99 pr

CM4561

1967-68 Dash Vent Bezel Retainer

1967-68 Chrome Dash Vent Ball

1967-68 Vent Ball Seal Set
Replace your worn vent ball seals while you replace
your vent balls to keep air leakage to a minimum.
C1019
1967-68
4 piece..................... 4.99 set

KW564

1968 Dash Vent Knob and Ferrule
Correct reproductions of the knobs and ferrules used to
operate the Astro vents on your 1968 Camaro. These
sets are available with clear or black ferrules. Most
1968 models were originally equipped with black
knobs and black ferrules.
Set with Black Knobs
KW564
1968
clear ferrules ....... 14.99 set
KW564B
1968
black ferrules ...... 14.99 set
Ferrules Only
KW563B
1968
black ................... 5.99 pr

1969 Center Dash Air Outlet Screw
Correct replacement screw for the
center dash air outlet.
B11067 1969 2 required ..................... 1.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

CM4560

1967-72 Vent Pull Knobs
Correct reproduction lower side vent knobs. These
knobs are available in black or chrome.
CM4561 1967-72
black – pair ......... 19.99 pr
CM4560 1967-72
chrome – set of 4 29.99 set

1967-68 AC Air
Distributor Duct Vent
Reproduction AC air
distributor duct vent for
Camaro models.
Reproduced in black ABS
plastic as original.
A9600150
1967-68 .............................. 49.99 ea

1969-70 Astro Ventilation Emblem
OER® quality reproduction Astro VENTILATION
emblem for use with 1969-70 Camaro models. Exact
die-cast reproduction of the original emblem.
3950046
1969-70 .............................. 12.99 ea
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This much needed part is used to retain the dash vent
ball bezel to the dash assembly. Required for both LH
and RH vent bezels on the applications listed below.
2 required per vehicle.
3906099
1967-68 ................................. 4.99 ea

Reproduction air vent ball for 1967 Camaro models
with air conditioning and all 1968 Camaro models.
1968 non-air conditioned models included Astro
Ventilation and required 2 vent balls.
3856472
1967-68
reproduction....... 21.99 ea

Reproduction duct and vent assemblies outlet for
Camaro models. Assembled with the vent bezel and
vent deﬂector for easy installation.
Complete AC Duct Assembly
A9600153
1969
RH ..................... 139.99 ea
Dash Vent Assemblies
Vent Assemblies
3939631
1969
LH, without AC 89.99 ea
3939632
1969
RH, without AC 89.99 ea
Deﬂector Only
3963790
1969
2 required .......... 21.99 ea
Deﬂector Bezel Only
14942
1969
RH ....................... 24.99 ea

Heater/AC Parts

3963781
3919582

748615

1970-78 Center AC Outlet
Reproduction center dash air vent assembly and
deﬂector which was installed on all 1970-78 Camaro
models with factory air conditioning. The dash air vent
assembly features the correct grain housing and the duct
ventilation open and shut control lever. Although not
original for 1974-78, this vent will install and provide
a more desirable ventilation system.
3963781
1970-78
center AC outlet 89.99 ea
748615
1970-78
deﬂector............. 29.99 pr

1970-81 Lower Dash Vent Bezel
This injection molded OER® reproduction dash vent
bezel is correct in every detail. It mounts to the LH
lower section of the dash panel. Fits all 1970-81
Camaro models.
3967927
1970-81 LH .................... 46.99 ea

3925775C

1967-68 Heater Control Assembly
Complete, pre-assembled heater control assembly for
1967-68 Camaro models with or without AC. Includes
original style faceplate with correct lettering. Each set
includes 3 heater control cables.
3925775C
1967
without AC ........ 269.99 ea
3891798
1967
with AC ............. 319.99 ea
3925776C
1968
without AC ........ 269.99 ea
3919582
1968
with AC ............. 299.99 ea

1979-81 Air Outlet Deﬂector
Reproduction deﬂector for 1979-81 center air vent
assemblies. These vents are for models originally
equipped with factory air conditioning.
377543
1979-81 with AC................. 42.99 ea
6262667

K593

6262668

1967-68 Heater & AC Control Lens

1970-81 Dash Vent without AC
Injection molded OER® reproduction dash vent
assembly for use with 1970-81 Camaro models without
AC is correct in every detail. It mounts in the right
side or left side of the dash and is assembled with the
vent bezel and vent deﬂector for easy installation.
6262667
1970-81
LH .................... 79.99 ea
6262668
1970-81
RH .................... 79.99 ea

14083831
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14052434

J

OER ® reproduction heater control lenses are
manufactured using injection molded acrylic with
precision screened white lettering for correct
appearance. Available for 1967-68 Camaro and Firebird
models with or without air conditioning.
K593
1967
without AC .............. 17.99 ea
K594
1967
with AC ................... 17.99 ea
K595
1968
without AC .............. 17.99 ea
K596
1968
with AC ................... 17.99 ea

14052433

K571

1982-92 Air Outlet Deﬂector
3998407

3998408

1970-81 Dash Vent with AC

Correct replacement air outlet deﬂectors for 1982-92
Camaro models with air conditioning.
Center Deﬂector
14083831
1982-92 2 required ......... 34.99 ea
Outer Deﬂectors
14052433
1982-92 upper – 2 req. ... 34.99 ea
14052434
1982-92 lower – 2 req. ... 34.99 ea

This injection molded reproduction dash vent assembly
from OER® is a perfect replacement for 1970-81
Camaro models with AC, and is correct in every detail.
It mounts in the right side or left side of the dash, and
is assembled with the vent bezel and vent deﬂector in
place for easy installation.
3998407
1970-81
LH .................... 89.99 ea
3998408
1970-81
RH .................... 89.99 ea

1970-71 Upper Outlet Deﬂector Screw
Replacement screws designed to ﬁt the upper vent
side outlet.
G9813 1970-71 4 required ................ 1.99 ea
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K573

1967-69 Heater Control Cable Set
OER® reproduction heater control cable sets include
defroster and temperature control cables for 1967-69
Camaro models.
K571
1967-68 without AC ............ 39.99 set
K572
1969
without AC ............ 41.99 set
K573
1969
with AC.................. 41.99 set

1982-92 Dash Side Defroster Grills

1967-69 Heater Control Cable Retainers

OER® reproduction dash side defroster grills are
injection molded vents mounted to the outer sides of
the dash pad and direct air ﬂow to the side windows.
K581
1982-92
LH and RH ........... 17.99 pr

Reproduction heater control cable retainers for Camaro
models. These retainers are commonly broken or
worn out.
A9600136 1967-69
4 piece .............. 2.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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1967-68 Heater and Deice Lever
Quality reinforced reproduction of the commonly
broken defroster and deice lever. Includes mounting
screws and detailed instructions.
K896
1967-68 .................................... 12.99 ea

1969 Heater Control Levers
You can replace those broken levers on your heater
control unit. These are quality reproductions of the
levers for 1969 Camaro models.
13954
1969 .......................................... 44.99 set

6273372C

356199C

1969 Heater Control Assembly
A complete pre-assembled heater control assembly
ready-to-install! These superb OER® reproductions
are designed for Camaro models with or without air
conditioning. The assembly can get your heater and air
conditioning back to proper working order. Includes
original style faceplate with correct lettering. Each
set includes cables.
6273372C
1969
with AC ............ 329.99 ea
356199C
1969
without AC ....... 319.99 ea

1967-68 Heater Box Control Cable Clip
Reproduction heater box control cable clip for Camaro
models. Made in USA.
A9600142
1967-68 .............................. 16.99 ea

1967-68 Heater Lever Set
Replace your broken or missing heater levers with this
reproduction heater lever set for 1967-68 Camaro models.
16000
1967-68 .................................... 40.99 set

A9600114

1970-81 Heater and AC Control Lens
K408

K409

1969-81 Heater Control Switch Knobs
K597

K598

1969 Heater Control Lens
High-quality reproduction 1969 dash heater control
lenses for models with or without air conditioning.
Includes correct wording using correct type style
for originality.
K597
1969
without AC .............. 17.99 ea
K598
1969
with AC ................... 17.99 ea

Commonly missing knob that installs on heater control
assembly levers. Ideal for 1969-81 Camaro models.
Now available in chrome or black. Set of 4 knobs.
K408
1969-81
chrome ................... 11.99 set
K409
1969-81
black ...................... 9.99 set

Reproduction heater and AC control lenses for Camaro
models. Crystal clear acrylic lens with correct white
scripts and correct coloring where required. Includes
a new die-cut automotive grade black backing paper.
Without AC
A9600108 1970-72 ............................... 19.99 ea
A9600109 1973-79 ............................... 19.99 ea
A9600110 1980-81 ............................... 20.99 ea
With AC
A9600111 1970-72 ............................... 19.99 ea
A9600112 1973..................................... 19.99 ea
A9600113 1974-75 ............................... 21.99 ea
A9600114 1976-79 ............................... 21.99 ea
A9600115 1980-81 ............................... 21.99 ea

1967-68 Heater Delete Plate

1977-81 Heater Control Backing Plate
1967-72 Heater Delete Plate Hardware
N2341

N2342

1969 Heater Control Lens Backing Plate
High-quality reproduction of the heater control lens
backing plate. Designed for 1969 Camaro models.
N2341 1969
without AC ................. 6.99 ea
N2342 1969
with AC....................... 6.99 ea

Reproduction heater delete plate mounting set for
Camaro models. This 9 piece screw set features the
correctly plated black oxide screws. Made in USA.
A9600140
1967-72 ................................ 6.99 set

Reproduction heater control backing plate for Camaro
models. This injection molded plate includes built in
lens retaining clips. Repairs commonly broken heater
control plate with or without AC.
A9600116
1977-81 .............................. 33.99 ea

G4384
A9600134

1967-69 Heater Control Mounting Sets
1969-76 Heater Control Lens Clip Set
Heater control lens clip set for Camaro models. The
spring clip for installing heater control lens. Set of 3.
A9600117
1969-79 ............................... 5.99 set

Reproduction heater control mounting set for Camaro
models. This set gives you all fasteners required to
install the heater control head and heater control cables.
A9600134
1967-68 ............................ 10.99 set
A9600135
1969.................................. 12.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

2000-02 Heater and AC Control Panel
GM/AC Delco replacement heater and AC control
panels used to adjust heating, deice and air conditioning
air ﬂow depending on the application. Each unit
includes the front faceplate lens.
G4384 2000-02 with rear defogger 154.99 ea
G4386 2000-02 w/o rear defogger.. 248.99 ea
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This optional equipment delete plate is for vehicles that
were ordered without a heater, for racing applications.
The plate is molded from sturdy black ABS plastic.
The plate includes the “pebble grain” texture to match
the surrounding dash.
HD01
1967-68 .................................... 99.99 ea

Retrofit In-Dash AC Systems

Keep Your Camaro
with Vintage Air Gen-IV “Fly-By-Wire”
“No Cable/Vacuum Hose” AC Systems
The Gen-IV systems feature all electronic controls requiring no cables,
capillary tube or vacuum connections. They are truly “ﬂy-by-wire” systems
that use separate heating and cooling coils for superior performance. The
internal air control doors are servo operated to provide inﬁnite dash, ﬂoor
and defrost blending.

Set Includes:
Sanden Style Compressor
Mounting Brackets
Exact Fit Hoses
Clutch Cycling Switch
Accumulator

Variable Rate Oriﬁce Tube
134a Adapters
O-rings and Mounting Hardware
Illustrated Step-by-Step Instructions

1989-92 AC Compressor Upgrade Set
R964070

1967-81 Complete Sure Fit Climate Control Sets
Get cool air for your hot ride! This comprehensive set features fully electronic
ﬂy-by-wire controls, high capacity plate and ﬁn cooling coil, brass parallel ﬂow
heater coil, and an evaporator assembly that mounts completely behind the stock
dash. Comes complete with SuperFlow condenser, compressor, mounting brackets,
drier, safety switch, preformed aluminum lines, ﬁrewall cover plate and all mounting
hardware... Everything you need to give your Camaro a modern AC and heating
system. These Sure Fit sets are designed to install with minimal drilling and no
fabrication required.

Replace your power robbing R4 compressor with a Sanden style compressor upgrade
that requires less power to operate, runs smoother, and weighs half as much as the
original! These upgrade sets are rated for continuous duty at 6000 RPM and work
great on high horsepower applications! Compatible with R134a.
346005
1989-92
compressor upgrade ....................................... 479.99 set

J
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Important: Some installations may require additional engine pulleys not included with
sets. You must provide V-belts and refrigerant. The 1967-68 center dash panel for AC is not
included with the air conditioning system and can be purchased separately.
Note: Special order.

Gen-IV Electronic SureFit Climate Control Complete Sets
R964167 1967-68
for factory air car ........................................
R961167 1967-68
for non-factory air car.................................
R964169 1969
for factory air car ........................................
R961169 1969
for non-factory air car.................................
R964070 1970-73
for factory air car ........................................
R961170 1970-73
for non-factory air car.................................
R964078 1974-78
for factory air car ........................................
R961178 1974-78
for non-factory air car.................................
R965080 1979-81
for factory air car ........................................
R961180 1979-81
for non-factory air car.................................

1399.99
1394.99
1399.99
1394.99
1394.99
1379.99
1394.99
1394.99
1394.99
1394.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

This Sure Fit Climate Control kit includes everything you need, and nothing you
don’t! It was designed speciﬁcally for those who have upgraded their motor with a
serpentine belt drive system and do not need a compressor and mounting brackets.
You still get the same evaporator assembly, ﬂy-by-wire controls, condenser, drier,
safety switch, ﬁrewall plate, and preformed aluminum lines as in the complete kit.
These kits are designed to install with minimal drilling and no fabrication required.
Be sure to order the adapter kit required for your compressor.
Important: Refrigerant is not included. The 1967-68 center dash panel for AC is not
included with the air conditioning system and must be purchased separately.
Note: Special order.

Gen-IV Electronic SureFit Climate Control Kit for Serpentine Belt Drive
R864167 1967-68
for factory air car ......................................... 1082.99
R861167 1967-68
for non-factory air car .................................. 1111.99
R864169 1969
for factory air car ......................................... 1111.99
R861169 1969
for non-factory air car .................................. 1111.99
R864070 1970-78
for factory air car ......................................... 1111.99
R864071 1970-78
for non factory air car .................................. 1111.99
R864077 1979-81
for factory air car ......................................... 1111.99
R864079 1979-81
for non factory air car .................................. 1111.99
Adapter Kits
R820
1967-81
for 1999 and earlier GM compressors .........
40.99
R821
1967-81
for SD7 series compressors .........................
30.99
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346006

Sets Include:

1967-78 Sure Fit Climate Control Kits for Serpentine Drive

kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit
kit

Sanden Style Compressor
Mounting Brackets
Exact Fit Hoses
Clutch Cycling Switch
Accumulator
Variable Rate Oriﬁce Tube

134a Adapters
Condenser
Evaporator
O-rings and Mounting Hardware
Illustrated Step-by-Step Instructions

1989-92 Engine Compartment AC Upgrade Sets
Ready to upgrade to modern air conditioning? This complete engine compartment
upgrade system works with the stock evaporator and interior AC components while
replacing your original, power robbing R4 compressor with a lightweight, efﬁcient
Sanden style compressor rated for continuous duty at 6000 RPM! Additionally, the
high efﬁciency parallel ﬂow condenser drastically improves on the original R-12
design. Compatible with R134a.
346006
1989-92
without evaporator (reuses original)............ 949.99 set
346007
1989-92
with evaporator ............................................ 999.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Air Conditioning
1969 Camaro AC
Hose Clamp Bracket

1971-02 AC
Compressor
This OE style
compressors for 197102 Camaro models.
Note: *With 305 engine only.

Replacement AC hose clamp bracket
for Camaro models. This bracket rivets to the
passenger side front ﬁrewall. Made in USA.
A9600174
1969.................................... 16.99 ea

G3755

Remanufactured AC Compressors
57098
1967-76 with A6 .................. 399.99 ea
57098
1971-72 with A6 super heat 399.99 ea
57098
1973-74 w/axial compressor 399.99 ea
Genuine GM AC Compressors
G2447* 1982-86 Delco #15-20229 ... 286.99 ea
G2439* 1986
Delco #15-20206 ... 252.99 ea
G3572 1987
Delco #15-20230 ... 280.99 ea
G3573 1987-89 Delco #15-20227 ... 280.99 ea
G3574 1990-92 Delco #15-20184 ... 278.99 ea
G3715 1993-95 3.4L engine ............ 356.99 ea
G2867 1995-02 3.8L engine ............ 334.99 ea
G3715 1993-97 5.7L engine ............ 356.99 ea
New AC Compressors
FC2007 1998-02 LS1, chrome .......... 371.99 ea
FC2008 1998-02 LS1, pol. aluminum 358.99 ea
FC2009 1998-02 LS1, cast .................. 296.99 ea

MP4182

Sanden AC Compressor Manifold
Custom AC compressor manifold for March
Performance pulley sets with 7176 compressors. It
reroutes the compressor lines downward where they
are less visible and less vulnerable to exhaust heat.
Manifolds are available unﬁnished or with a polished,
chrome, or black ﬁnish.
MP4180
raw ﬁnish.......................... 109.99 ea
MP4181
polished ............................ 124.99 ea
MP4182
chrome.............................. 144.99 ea
MP4183
black ................................. 109.99 ea

1967-69 Pressure AC Hose Bracket
Replace your missing or damaged
AC hose clips with these reproduction
brackets. These quality brackets are
made of stainless steel for long life. 1010437
1967-69
1967-69

high pressure..... 19.99 ea
low pressure ...... 15.99 ea

AP436

This is a 10 cylinder
“bolt-in” direct
replacement
for the GM
Fridgidare/
Harrison A6
compressor.
This new design is
speciﬁcally engineered
to ﬁt the A6 mounting
brackets and AC hose assemblies. This highly
efﬁcient compressor offers a smoother, quieter
operation, creating less vibration and engine drag,
increased fuel mileage, improved engine and cooling
system performance. The aluminum body is 52%
lighter than the original A6. Designed to accept both
superheat and high pressure safety switches. This
compressor is supplied with a single groove clutch
and has a 210cc displacement. Compressor is preoiled and compatible with R12 or R134A. Fits 196781 Camaro models with the A6 Compressor.
Includes hardware and instructions.
AP2201 1967-81 A6 w/single pulley 399.99 ea

Sanden Style AC Compressor

Important: For use with R134A systems only.

ea
ea
ea
ea

AP443

1969 Factory AC Compressor Hose
Reproduction AC compressor hoses for 1969 models.
Made to factory speciﬁcations, they will install
and function as original and bring your factory air
conditioning system back to original.
AP436
liquid hose ............................ 43.99 ea
AP437
condenser to drier hose ........ 59.99 ea
AP443
main hose & mufﬂer w/SB .. 164.99 ea
AP440
w/SB (includes all 3 above) 237.99 kit

Replacing all
of your systems
vital o-rings
when working
on your AC
system will help prevent leaks.
AP7201
1967-69
all refrigerants...... 9.99 set

Genuine GM or reproduction compressor clutch
designed for 1967-02 Camaro models. Will replace
the original exactly.
AC Compressor
G3716
1993-95
3.4L .............. 80.99 ea
G3132
1995-02
3.8L .............. 57.99 ea
G3716
1993-97
5.7L .............. 80.99 ea
With Axial Compressor
A9600170
1967-69
...................... 79.99 ea

AC Hose Bubble Crimper
When you need to
fabricate specially
sized hoses,
this easy to use
bubble crimping
set gets the job
done at home with
professional results.
Includes: the crimper,
crimping dies for #6
(3/8"), #8 (1/2"), #10
(5/8"), #12 (3/4") ﬁttings
and an easy storage plastic
carrying case.
K2469
............................................... 269.99 set

CA97546

CA12975

1967-76 Air Conditioning Harness
OE style reproduction air conditioning wiring harnesses
which were used on factory optional air conditioning
for the years listed below. Will duplicate the original
in every detail. We offer wiring harnesses for 1967-76
models. Includes correct color wiring and all necessary
plugs to completely replace your entire AC wiring.
Important: For use with factory original AC systems only.
Note: *With separate low blower switch.

149.99 ea
199.99 ea
199.99 ea
199.99 ea

1967-69 O-Ring Set

G3716

1967-02 AC Compressor Clutch

1967 AC Hose Grommet
Reproduction AC hose grommet for 1967 Camaro
models. The AC hose grommet is located on the RH
front fender well and insulates the AC hoses from the
condenser to the engine compartment. Manufactured in
rubber material including a steel spine just like original.
3899737
1967
reproduction........... 27.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

CA70626
CA73396*
CA85278
CA97546
CA01578
CA11893
CA28040
37799
37801
CA37800
CA36371
CA38219
CA12975

1967
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1973
1974
1975-76
1973-75
1969-77

...............................
...............................
...............................
...............................
...............................
...............................
...............................
prior to 1/5/73 .......
1/5/73 and later .....
...............................
...............................
compressor ext. .....
comp. ground wire

AC Compressors

116.99
125.99
116.99
116.99
130.99
134.99
134.99
134.99
134.99
143.99
143.99
39.99
11.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
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When retroﬁtting a
modern AC system,
Sanden style SD508
and SD7H AC
compressors are the
ﬁrst choice. Not only
do they produce colder
air than the original
compressors, they require
AC4510C
less horsepower to turn. Rated for
continuous duty at 6000 RPM. All compressors
feature a 2 groove V-belt clutch.
149.99
199.99
199.99
199.99

Genuine hose clamp designed to
hold the air conditioning hoses
3909030
in place.
3909030 1967-70 Freon hose clamps .. 2.99 ea
G9811
1967-69 worm drive clamp ... 2.99 ea

1010445
1010437

1967-81 Aluminum AC Compressor

SD508 AC Compressors
AC4510N natural ﬁnish......................
AC4510P
polished ﬁnish ...................
AC4510C chrome ﬁnish.....................
AC4510B black ﬁnish ........................
SD7H AC Compressors
AC5104N natural ﬁnish......................
AC5104P
polished ﬁnish ...................
AC5104C chrome ﬁnish.....................
AC5104B black ﬁnish ........................

1967-70 AC Hose Clamp

Air Conditioning
G9794
AP199RD

HC291

14544

1968-74 Evaporator Tube Clamp
AP199RB

1967-69 AC Seal Kit

AP199RE
14256

15239

1969-70 BB Compressor Bracket

AP199RA
AP199RF

AP199RC

1967 SB Compressor Bracket
This set is designed to allow
replacement small block AC brackets
for 1967 Camaro models equipped with
an A6 compressor. Includes brackets
and hardware.
Bracket Set
AP199R 1967 ............ 209.99 set
Front Brackets
AP199RA 1967 brace ... 74.99 ea
AP199RB 1967 bracket 53.99 ea
Compressor Brackets
AP199RD 1967 bracket 16.99 ea
AP199RE 1967 rear shim 5.99 ea
Lower Support Brackets
AP199RC 1967 ............ 78.99 ea
Bracket Mounting Hardware
AP199RF 1967 ........... 19.99 set

Reproduction of the front and rear AC
compressor bracket for 1969-70 big
block Camaro models. Front bracket
mounts to the front of the compressor
with the adjustment slot on the top.
Rear bracket is triangular shaped and
mounts to the rear of the compressor.
Mounts to Compressor
HC291 1969-70 front ......... 44.99 ea
Mounts to Engine
14544 1969-70 rear .......... 44.99 ea
14256 1969-70 lwr. ctr. .... 44.99 ea
15239 1969-70 fr, 1st dsgn 74.99 ea

1970-75 Front
Compressor Bracket
Correct reproduction
of the cast iron upper
air conditioning
bracket for big block
engines from 1970-75.
14278 1970-75 2nd dsgn 69.99 ea

Replacement AC seal kit for Camaro
models. These dust ﬂaps mount inside
the engine compartment.
A9600172 1967-69 ........ 18.99 pr

1967-72 Comp. Mounting Stud
1970-77 AC Bracket
This air conditioning bracket is
manufactured with high-quality
stamped 3/16" triple chrome-plated
steel. It is designed for mounting long
style axial air conditioning compressors
on Chevy small block engines up to
1977. The bracket will ﬁt with both
headers and stock exhaust manifolds.
When installed with headers 1" header
bolts must be used.
T9513 1970-77 SB ........ 7.99 ea

1967-69 AC Tube Foam Seal
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1967-68 Comp. Mounting Brace
Reproduction AC compressor
mounting brace used to keep the air
conditioning compressor supported
in the correct position. Attach to the
compressor brackets.
Small Block Models
C818051 1967-68 front 24.99 ea
C989272 1967-68 rear .. 23.99 ea
Big Block Models
C66821 1968
front 24.99 ea
C727201 1968
rear .. 24.99 ea

1969-70 Rear Compressor Bracket
Reproduction rear AC
compressor bracket.
This triangular shaped
bracket mounts to the
rear of the compressor
and attaches the
compressor to the
adjuster bracket.
14548 1969-70 .............. 19.99 ea

3932433

3932435

1969-81 SB Compressor Bracket
Replacement bracket for 1969-81 small
block Camaro models. Not for big block
models. This is the front bracket.
Mounts to Compressor
3932433 1969-81 front .. 19.99 ea
Mounts to Exhaust Manifold
3932435 1969-81 SB ..... 29.99 ea

Replacement AC tube foam seal for
Camaro models.
A9600168 1967-69 ........... 6.99 ea
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B406

1967-72 Air Cond. Belt

1969-70 BB Compressor Spacer

Notes: *With AT (M40). **Without power
steering. †With power steering.

B406
B428
B429
B457
B458
B459*
B467**
B468†
B469
B487
B488

1967
1968
1968
1969
1969
1969
1970
1970
1970
1971-72
1971-72

V8 all .....
V8 SB ....
396 .........
V8 SB ....
396 .........
396 .........
SB ..........
SB ..........
396 .........
SB ..........
396 (LS3)

38.99 ea
38.99 ea
38.99 ea
38.99 ea
39.99 ea
38.99 ea
38.99 ea
33.99 ea
38.99 ea
38.99 ea
38.99 ea

Reproduction rear AC compressor
spacer for 1969-70 Camaro models with
a big block engine. This spacer mounts
as original between the compressor and
the rear compressor mounting bracket.
C1041 1969-70 BB ...... 7.98 ea

1969 AC Condenser to Dryer Hose
Replacement AC condenser to dryer
hose for Camaro models. Hose runs
between the AC condenser and receiver
drier with tube attached as original.
Made in USA.
A9600175 1969 .............. 94.99 ea

1968 Rear Bracket
Exhaust Brace
Reproduction rear
AC bracket exhaust
manifold brace for
Camaro models with a big block.
Brace mounts on the exhaust manifold
and supports the rear of the lower side
support for the AC compressor
bracket brace. Made in USA.
A9600144
1968............. 16.99 ea

Correct replacement stud used to mount
the AC compressor on all 1967-72 big
block engines. 2 required per vehicle.
Sold in pairs.
1256625 1967-72 BB ... 12.99 pr

Finding replacement AC belts isn’t hard
to do. Finding OEM style original belts
with correct marking is harder. You
came to the right place! These original
style belts include the correct factory
markings for each year listed. Ofﬁcially
Licensed by GM.

C818051

C989272

Genuine replacement clamp designed to
support the evaporator tube outlet. For
use with various applications from 196874. Also used on other Chevrolet models.
G9794
1968.................... 3.99 ea
G9794
1971-72 .............. 3.99 ea
G9794
1974.................... 3.99 ea

A9600176

1967-69 Condenser Brackets
Reproduction bracket used to mount
the air conditioning condenser to the
radiator support. For all 1967-69 small
block or big blocks with AC. Includes
LH and RH bracket.
K258
1967-69 .............. 27.99 pr

1967-68 Manifold Assembly
Replacement AC manifold assembly
with mufﬂer for Camaro models. Made
in USA.
A9600176 1967 ........... 164.99 ea
A9600177 1968 ........... 149.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1967-69 Evaporator Box Seals
Reproduction evaporator box tube top
and bottom seals for Camaro models.
Made in USA.
AP0250 1967-69 ............. 4.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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AP2551
G7312

1967-73 POA Update Set

AL3144

Note: Shipped oversize.

Reproduction
AL3144
1967 .............
AL3145
1968 .............
AL3146
1969 .............
AC1806
1984-91 ........
AC1807
1992 .............
AC1808
1993-97 ........
AC1809
1998-02 ........
Genuine GM
G3714
1993-97 ........
G2833
1998-02 ........

OS1

254.99 ea
254.99 ea
249.99 ea
80.99 ea
164.99 ea
76.99 ea
89.99 ea

1968-02 AC Receiver Dryer

AP6176

1967-02 AC Condenser
Genuine GM or reproduction
condensers for Camaro. If your
vehicle was originally equipped with air
conditioning and you just can’t seem to
get that cold air you once enjoyed, the
original condenser may not be working
to peak performance.

1967-02 AC Evaporator Core
Factory replacement for often leaking or
damaged originals. This core is located
inside the suitcase assembly on the outer
section of the ﬁrewall.
Note: *With dealer installed AC.

Reproduction
AP6175 1967-69
AP6176 1967-70
AP6199 1970-73
Genuine GM
G2140
1993-97
G3754
1998-02

SB... 310.99 ea
BB .. 310.99 ea
all.... 381.99 ea

Genuine GM replacement receiver
dryer assembly. This assembly removes
moisture from refrigerant received from
the condenser, storing the refrigerant
until required by the evaporator.
Note: *Except 1995 models.

G7312
G4769
G3735*
G3748
G3749

1968-73
1982-92
1993-97
1997
1998-02

..........
..........
..........
3.8L ..
..........

23.99 ea
26.99 ea
53.99 ea
89.99 ea
88.99 ea

all.... 314.99 ea
all.... 276.99 ea
HC75

1967-69 AC Receiver Brackets

270.99 ea
237.99 ea

G1757

Reproduction of the original 1967-69
receiver/dryer mounting brackets. OE
style reproduction manufactured to
exact factory speciﬁcations.
HC75
1967 .................... 29.99 pr
HC76
1968-69 .............. 29.99 pr

G3752
A9600159

1967-69 Condenser Mounting Set
Replacement AC condenser mounting
hardware set for Camaro models.
A9600159
1967-68 ...... 9.99 set
A9600160
1969 ........... 12.99 set

Eliminate the aggravation of a non
functioning AC system due to a stuck
piston in the POA valve. This set will
eliminate the POA valve entirely by
converting it to a pressure activated
clutch cycling system. Includes: POA
eliminator tube, pressure switch, wiring
harness, and detailed instructions.
1967-70
AP2551
R-12 ........... 121.99 set
AP2551A
R-134a ....... 121.99 set
1971-73
AP2552
R-12 ........... 121.99 set
AP2552A
R-134a ....... 121.99 set

1993-02 AC Tube
Genuine GM AC tube that connects the
condenser to the receiver/dryer.
Condenser to Dryer
G1757
1993-97 ............ 36.99 ea
Dryer to Evaporator
G3752
1998-02 ........... 59.99 ea

F1026

1967-73 Underhood Hardware
Correct AC ﬁrewall forward bolt and
hardware set for 1967-73 Camaro
models with air conditioning. These
are sets of various bolts, screws, nuts,
straps, and clips used to mount the AC
ﬁrewall box, condenser, relay, resistor,
and vacuum tank.
F1026 1967 .................... 49.99 set
F1027 1968 .................... 43.99 set
F1028 1969 .................... 67.99 set
F1029 1970 .................... 61.99 set
F1030 1971 .................... 54.99 set
F1031 1972 .................... 52.90 set
F1032 1973 .................... 54.99 set

A9600165
A9600180

A9600181

1967-69 Receiver Dryer Screws
A9600166
A9600167

Reproduction receiver dryer mounting
bracket screws for Camaro models.
A9600180
1967............... 2.19 set
A9600181
1968-69 ......... 1.99 set

Converts AC system to an accumulator
oriﬁce, cycling clutch system as found
on later model vehicles. Eliminates the
troublesome VIR, with it’s sticking POA
and TXV valves. Reduces desiccant
breakdown and rust in the steel casing,
enhanced by excessive heat from the
exhaust manifold. Compatible with all
automotive refrigerants.
AP3600 1974-76 ......... 239.99 ea

1967-73 Expansion Valve
Genuine replacement of the thermostatic
expansion valve. Required on all models
originally equipped with factory AC.
This valve regulates the supply of
refrigerant to the evaporator. This
product is a GM service replacement
part and may differ cosmetically from
the originally installed item.
G9803 1967-72 ......... 46.99 ea
G9803 1973
w/AT 46.99 ea

1967-68 Receiver Dryer Fitting
Replacement AC receiver dryer ﬁtting
for Camaro models. Receiver dryer hose
to condenser ﬁtting and receiver drier
to evaporator. This ﬁtting is correct for
both sides of dryer. Two ﬁttings required
per vehicle. Made in USA.
A9600165 1967 ........... 24.99 ea
A9600166 1968 large... 49.99 ea
A9600167 1968 small .. 49.99 ea

1967-72 Evaporator Housing Seal

1970-81 Condenser Insulator

Evaporator core housing seal for 196772 models. Housing seal measures:
5-1/64" x 9/64" thick. 2 piece set.
FS24619 1967-72 ............ 1.99 pr

Replacement insulator for 1970-81
models with axial type compressors.
Use as front and bottom insulators.
331959
1970-81 ............. 9.99 ea
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1967-68 AC POA Valve Fitting
Replacement large AC POA valve ﬁtting
for Camaro models. Made in USA.
A9600164
1967-68 ....... 54.99 ea
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G9803

1974-76 VIR Eliminator Assembly

Chevrolet Performance Crate Engines
Levels of Assembly
to Choose from . . .
Partial:

Chevrolet
h
l Performance,
f
the
h pioneer
i
in
i factory-engineered
f
i
d crate engines
i offers
ff approximately
i
l 50
5 crate engines,
i
including
i l di small
block, big block, LS, LT, LSX, and E-Rod engines, offer nearly limitless possibilities for new-school and old-school projects, as well
as race cars. Additionally, our engine accessories, transmission components, and controllers help take the guesswork out of powering
your project. Our E-ROD emissions compliant systems make several of our crate engines legal for installation in millions of pre1996 vehicles in California. More than choice, Chevrolet Performance are factory designed and engineered to the same standards as
production vehicle components, while additional supplied parts and accessories meet the same rigorous standards. That means you
can trust the parts will ﬁt and perform like they were factory installed.
Important: Not for use in pollution controlled vehicles. Computer controlled vehicles may need updated chips or other modiﬁcations.
Note: For a limited time, this item ships for only $0.01 (one cent) to any address within the contiguous USA! Add item # LG65 for liftgate service.
An additional fee is required for liftgate service on a residential delivery.

Features a 24-Month / 50,000 Mile Limited Warranty!

Small Block Performance Engines

Big Torque Stroker!
Partial engine assemblies typically
include, block, crank, connecting rods
and pistons allowing the builder to add
the top-end and manifold of their choice to
complete the build the way they want it!.

Base and Base+:

Base engine assemblies typically include,
block, crank, pistons, cam, heads, and
valve covers, but allows the builder to
pick the carburetor/injection system
and intake manifold they desire. Base+
engines include an intake manifold and
on select models, a distributor as well.

G13020

350 Small Block Crate Engines
The best value crate engines in the
Chevrolet Performance Parts lineup!
The 350 series engines are available in
base, deluxe, or Turn-Key conﬁgurations.
Choose from our 350/290 308 HP or our
350 HO 333 HP versions.
350/290 308HP w/Cast Iron 1.94/1.50 Heads
G13013 base .............. 2734.99 ea
G13150 deluxe ........... 3308.99 ea
350HO 333HP w/Vortec 1.94/1.50 Heads
G13015 base .............. 3243.99 ea
G3509
deluxe ........... 4634.99 ea
G13014 Turn-Key ...... 5793.99 ea

Deluxe:

Ram Jet 350 Deluxe Engine

The deluxe crate engines are essentially
ready to ﬁre up, as they ship with the
distributor installed, harmonic balancer
bolted on and the carburetor in the
crate. All you need to do is put the parts
together and go!

Evoking the nostalgic look of the early
fuel injection systems, but instead of a
mechanical injection system, the Ram
Jet 350/345HP engine is fed by a stateof-the-art, electronically controlled port
fuel injection system. Engine includes the
wiring harness, PFI Ram Jet manifold
and Vortec iron heads.
Ram Jet 350 w/Vortec 1.94/1.50 Heads
G3508 deluxe ............. 6797.99 ea

Turn-Key:

K
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G13017
G13148

SP350 Crate Engines

We told our engineers to have some fun
and assemble engines the way they think
it should be done… we then took their
combinations, built them up and put
them in a crate that ships right to your
dealer. The Turn-Key engines represent
an outstanding value, and they are perfect
for enthusiasts who have built a chassis
and need reliable power to get it down
the road.
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Affordable performance in your choice of a
357HP or a 385HP version engine. With a
deep reserve of low RPM torque, it quickly
reminds you why Chevrolet’s original
350 small block has been the industry
benchmark for decades. 357HP engine
comes with cast iron 1.94/1.50 heads,
while the 385HP version is equipped with
aluminum 2.00/1.550 heads.
SP/ZZ Partial Engine without Heads
G13017 partial.............. 2418.99 ea
SP350/357HP w/Cast Iron 1.94/1.50 Heads
G13144 base ................. 3766.99 ea
G13145 deluxe ............. 4983.99 ea
G13146 Turn-Key ........ 6373.99 ea
SP350/385HP w/Alum 2.00/1.550 Heads
G13147 base ................. 5622.99 ea
G13148 Turn-Key ........ 7010.99 ea

Chevrolet Engines

G13013

383ci Stroker Crate Engines
When it comes to cranking serious torque
from the classic small block, it’s hard
to beat the 383 stroker combination,
which uses a long 3.800 inch stroke with
4.005 inch bores to generate exceptional
low end pulling power and high RPM
horsepower. Chevrolet Performance’s
stroker crate engine is designed for
optimal performance where more torque
and power are what you are looking for.
It features Vortec iron heads with 64cc
chambers, and 1.940 intake valves , over
1.500 inch exhaust valves. Your choice
of partial engine without heads, or Base+
engine with intake manifold. Has right
side dipstick.
383 Partial Engine without Heads
G13020 partial ............ 4284.99 ea
HT383/323HP w/Vortec 1.94/1.50 Heads
G13019 base+ w/intake 5252.99 ea

383/435HP w/Aluminum Heads
Chevrolet’s stroker crate engine is
designed for optimal performance where
more torque and power are what you
are looking for. It features lightweight
aluminum cylinder heads based on the
proven Fast Burn design, with large
intake runners and 2.00/1.55 inch valves.
Beehive style valve springs enable great
high RPM performance and durability,
allowing the SP383 to rev higher and
build more horsepower. The result is
435 exhilarating horsepower and 445 ft
lb of seat tugging torque. Like all of our
350 based crate engines, it is built with
a cast iron block with four bolt mains. It
also features a forged steel crankshaft, an
aggressive hydraulic roller camshaft and a
high ﬂow aluminum intake manifold. Use
the Holley 770 cfm 4 barrel carburetor
(part #19170093) to achieve the listed
horsepower and torque ratings.
SP383/435HP w/Fast Burn Alum. Heads
G13149 deluxe .............. 6954.99 ea

The Ultimate ZZ 350-based Crate Engine from Chevrolet Performance!
Chevrolet Performance’s ZZ6 is one of the
most powerful 350 based crate engines in
the more than 25 year history of the ZZ
crate engine lineup. It uses aluminum Fast
Burn cylinder heads equipped with LS
style beehive valve springs for greater
high RPM performance. Choose from our
carbureted designs rated at 405HP and
406 ft lb of torque, or our EFI equipped
engines that are rated at 420HP and 408 ft
lb of torque... more than any Gen I small
block engine ever offered in a production
Chevrolet muscle car or Corvette! Chevrolet
Performance’s ZZ6 EFI crate engine blends
the timeless style of the classic 350 small block
with modern, electronically controlled port fuel
injection. The key is the unique induction system, which features port injectors
mounted on an aluminum intake manifold that has the appearance of a carbureted
intake. A fuel injection throttle body mounted in place of the carburetor allows a
traditional air cleaner to be installed on the engine. The ZZ6 uses an aggressive
hydraulic roller camshaft that supports the engine’s high RPM airﬂow capability
while maintaining excellent low speed drivability. A simple “Plug and Play”
control system rounds out the EFI package to get the engine running in your
project without the need for third party tuning.
ZZ6 350ci/405HP Crate Engine for Carbureted Applications
G13143 base+ with intake and HEI ................................................
G13031 Turn-Key ...........................................................................
ZZ6 350ci/420HP Crate Engine with EFI
G13142 deluxe ................................................................................
G13141 Turn-Key ...........................................................................
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5922.99 ea
8375.99 ea
7810.99 ea
9371.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Big Block Performance Engines

454 Big Block Power!

G13040

LSX376

The L88 427
was the ultimate
expression
of Chevy’s
production big
block power,
combining a
rigid iron cylinder
block with lightweight aluminum
cylinder heads and a single, four
barrel carburetor. Our engineers have
recreated that classic, raspy rat engine,
but with updated components that
enhance drivability and performance!
G13053 base+ ......... 11,298.99 ea

Chevrolet takes
the economical
LSX Bow Tie
block and
combines
G13171
it with the
LS3’s high ﬂow L92 style heads
and mostly internal components we
swap the pistons for forged parts), to
create the affordable, high revving
LSX376. If your plans are for up to
8psi of maximum boost, we have the
LSX376-B8. For up to 15 psi of
boost, select the LSX376/B15.
G13171 LSX376/B8 ..... 7602.99 ea
G13170 LSX376/B15... 8921.99 ea

G13041

454 Big Block Engines
Our 454 crate engine features a latest
generation block casting with 4 bolt main
is the engine’s foundation and features an
all-forged rotating assembly for strength
and durability. A hydraulic roller cam
provides for excellent drivability and a
broad performance range. Your choice
of iron rectangular port heads to produce
438HP or aluminum oval-port heads
for 469HP. Or, order the partial engine
without heads or intake!
454 Big Block
G13040 partial ............... 4423.99 ea
G7167 438HP base+ .. 6691.99 ea
G13041 469HP base+ .. 7868.99 ea

LSX

ZZ427/480 Deluxe

ZZ572 Rat King
The ZZ572/620 is built with huge 4.560
inch bores and a 4.375 inch stroke to
help it deliver 621HP and a stunning
645 ft lb of grunt! This engine is
available as a base or deluxe engine. If
that’s not powerful enough for you, our
ZZ572/720R deluxe engine pumps out
727HP and 680 ft lb of torque!
572 Big Block
G13046 base 621HP .. 14,219.99 ea
G13005 deluxe 621HP 16,228.99 ea
G13050 deluxe 727HP 15,945.99 ea

13043

G3434

502 Big Block Engines
To support all that torque, we build this
big block with our latest generation
block casting with 4 bolt main caps
and complement it with an all-forged
rotating assembly for exceptional
strength and durability. A hydraulic
roller camshaft is used for excellent
drivability and a broad performance
range. We offer iron oval port heads
to produce 406HP, iron rectangular
port heads for 461HP, aluminum oval
port heads for 508HP. Order our base,
base+, or deluxe engines, or get the
partial engine without heads or intake...
your choice!
Partial Engine without Heads or Intake
G13043 502 partial..... 5517.99 ea
Base Engine without Intake
G13042 HT502/406HP 6591.99 ea
G3433 ZZ502/508HP 8613.99 ea
Base+ Engine with Intake
G7165 502HO/461HP 7516.99 ea
Deluxe Engine with 870cfm Holley
G3434 ZZ502/508HP 10,267.99 ea

G13172

LSX454
A 454 with the latest technology! Lighter
and more compact than an original big
block 454. Delivers an output of 627HP
and 586 ft lb, but requires no more space
under the hood than a production LS
engine. All-forged, super tough rotating
assembly and features a pair of our deep
breathing LSX 6 bolt heads. Includes
orange powder coated valve covers with
engraved “LSX454” logos.
G13172 LSX454 ...... 12,010.99 ea

LT Series Performance Engines

G13165

LT5/755HP

G13168

LT376/535HP Crate Engine

Introduced on the seventh generation
Corvette Stingray, the LT1 6.2L opened
the next chapter in the long, historic
legacy of the small block engine – and
gives your project vehicle a high tech
heart transplant with an unprecedented
balance of performance and efﬁciency!
The LT1 is architecturally similar to
the LS family of engines, but with a
unique block casting, cylinder head
design, oiling system and more. It
also combines advanced technologies
including direct injection, Active Fuel
Management (cylinder deactivation)
and continuously variable valve timing
to support an advanced combustion
system. Our LT1 6.2L crate engine
is rated at 455-460 horsepower and
455-465 ft lb of torque; and it is
offered with a wet sump oiling system.
A controller specially designed for
retroﬁt application using an automatic
transmission is available.
LT1 6.2L
G13164
dry sump...... 8682.99 ea
G13165
wet sump ..... 8400.00 ea

Chevrolet Performance engineers
have wasted no time digging into the
new LT engine family to mine more
power – and they’ve delivered it in
the LT376/535. The LT376/535 builds
on the technologies and capability of
the LT1 6.2L offered in the Corvette
Stingray and Camaro SS, extending
them with CNC-ported heads and
our high lift LT1 Hot Cam to deliver
535 naturally aspirated horsepower.
It also employs the production direct
injection fuel system, which enables
more precise fuel delivery that supports
a high 11.5:1 compression ratio which
translates into big power! Includes the
engine assembly with a production
intake manifold, throttle body assembly,
ignition coils, water pump, balancer and
more. Believe us: the LT376/535 loves
to rev and achieving those 535 horses is
an exercise in exhilaration. Give your
project this high tech heart transplant
and enjoy the ride!
LT376/535HP
G13166 wet sump ...... 7900.00 ea

LT4/650HP Crate Engines
As the heart of the Corvette Z06,
the supercharged LT4 6.2L SC is the
most powerful engine ever offered
in a regular production Chevrolet. It
features a more efﬁcient, more compact
1.7L Eaton R1740 TVS supercharger,
which spins at up to 20,000 RPM.
That’s enough to generate more than 9
pounds of boost and help produce 650
horsepower and 650 ft lb of torque. The
LT4 is based on the same Gen V small
block architecture as the LT1 engine,
with several unique features designed
to support its higher output and the
greater cylinder pressures created by
forced induction. They include Rotocast
A356T6 aluminum cylinder heads that
are stronger and handle heat better than
conventional castings, lightweight
titanium intake valves and stronger
forged aluminum pistons. Your choice
of dry sump or wet sump versions.
LT4/650HP
G13167 dry sump .... 15,769.99 ea
G13168 wet sump.... 14,692.99 ea
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As the heart of the Corvette ZR1, the
supercharged LT5 6.2L SC is the most
powerful engine ever offered in a regular
production Chevrolet. It features a more
efficient, more compact 2.6L Eaton
R2650 TVS supercharger. That’s enough
to generate more than 9 pounds of boost
and help produce 755 horsepower and
715 ft lb of torque!
LT5/755HP
G13169
dry sump... 18,811.99 ea

For Drivetrain Components
Refer to Section M

Transmission
Controllers

Torque
Converters

Transmission
Install Kits

Transmissions
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LT1 6.2L Crate Engines

Remanufactured Engines
All of ATK’s manufacturing facilities have achieved both QS9000 and ISO 9001 certiﬁcation levels, one of the few engine
remanufacturers in the world to have done so. In addition, ATK’s

parent company VEGE Motoren has also achieved ISO 9001
certiﬁcation. This is particularly signiﬁcant as it represents both
an engineering and a manufacturing certiﬁcation.

There are over 150 processes involved in remanufacturing an ATK
engine. Featured procedures include:
Engine blocks magnaﬂuxed, bored, precision honed and mains line honed
Camshaft bearings line bored for accurate center to center clearance
Engine blocks and cylinder heads precision surfaced.
Cylinder heads magnaﬂuxed and machined for three angle valve seats
Crankshafts stress relieved, precision ground and micro-polished
Camshafts precision ground or replaced with new
Each engine tested (most hot run tested) for compression, oil pressure, oil
leaks, engine noise and general operating condition before shipment.

ATK Remanufactured Engine Warranty Information:

K

Engines & Components

At Classic Industries®, we know that supplying a great product is only part of
the job. The staff at ATK is made up of dedicated professionals whose
only job is to support you, the Classic Industries® customer. From the
moment you call on ATK, whether to request technical assistance, or
inquire about their warranty, they are dedicated to providing solutions
and support. That’s the ATK promise. Classic Industries® and ATK
have always been leaders in innovation, offering products, warranties
and programs that have redeﬁned the industry. That leadership is
evident in our products and our support. ATK warrants to the original
purchaser that each engine sold by Classic Industries® shall be free of
defects in material and workmanship under normal use and with periodical
maintenance as set forth by the original manufacturer subject to the following terms and conditions.
Deﬁnitions:
Engine: As used in this warranty refers to the remanufactured assembly (basic block, cylinder head and internal components)
as supplied by ATK.
Term: Standard Warranty: This warranty shall exist for 3 years and unlimited miles. Warranty term begins on date of installation.
The Standard Warranty applies to all ATK products with the following exceptions:
Diesel Engines carry a warranty term of 12-months or 12,000-miles whichever occurs ﬁrst.
Trucks Over 11,000 GVW (Gross Vehicle Weight) carry a warranty term of 12-months or 12,000-miles whichever occurs ﬁrst.
Motorhomes: Class A or Motorhomes over 11,000 GVW are NOT COVERED by the ATK warranty. ATK expressly does not
offer engines for these applications. Please be aware that only engines designed expressly for large motorhomes should ever be
used in such an application. ATK does not catalog nor prepare engines for these applications and therefore takes no responsibility
when an ATK engine is used in this manner.
Product Replaced Under Warranty:
Product replaced under warranty carries the remainder product’s warranty term.
Standards:
Subject to the limitations listed herein. ATK, at its option, shall repair or replace a product within the warranty term after
determination by ATK that the product is defective. All products are to be returned to ATK for inspection. Products not returned
to ATK will not be warranted. All repairs and/or replacements covered by this warranty must be authorized by ATK. Unauthorized
repairs will not be paid.
Limitations:
This warranty applies to products originally supplied by ATK. This warranty does not apply to or include any of the following:
A. Damage as a result of OVERHEATING, LACK OF LUBRICATION or CONTAMINATION.
B. Damage resulting from PRE-IGNITION or DETONATION. This includes but is not limited to: melted or broken pistons,
broken piston rings, damaged cylinder heads, leaking head gaskets, etc. For more information regarding pre-ignition and detonation
please contact our Customer Service Department.
C. Repair or replacement required as a result of any accident or misuse.
D. Repair or replacement of any accessory or service item, including speciﬁcally but not limited to: all components of the cooling,
fuel, electrical and ignition systems in addition to all belts, hoses, and ﬁlters.
E. Any product used for competition racing or related purposes.
F. Any product to which a device or accessory not conforming to original manufacturer’s speciﬁcations has been installed.
G. Any product on which periodic maintenance services required by the original manufacturer have not been performed.
Limited Liability:
ATK’s liability under this warranty is limited solely to the repair or replacement of defective product. ATK shall not be liable
for any incidental, special, consequential or exemplary damages, including but not limited to rental cars, towing fees or for any
service not expressly provided for herein, relating to or arising from the ATK product.
Limited Warranty:
This warranty is given in lieu of all other warranties, expressed or implied, including any warranty of merchantability, or ﬁtness
for a particular purpose, on the part of ATK or the dealer installing the engine. No dealer nor any agent or employee thereof, is
authorized to extend or modify this warranty.
Labor Payments:
ATK authorized repairs will be compensated at a rate not to exceed 100% of the applicable ﬂat rate schedule as published by
Chilton, Mitchell or Motors Repair Manuals. Hourly rates for all authorized labor claims will be paid in accordance with the
original installation rate, not to exceed $42.00 per ﬂat rate hour. Do-it-yourself repairs and repairs performed by unlicensed repair
facilities, will be paid at a rate not to exceed $15.00 per ﬂat rate hour.
Additional Owner/User Obligations:
Initial Startup: Valves must be readjusted to manufacturer’s speciﬁcations. Due to various component designs, cylinder head
re-torque may or may not be required in your particular application. Refer to factory shop manual for the proper procedure for
your engine type. If for any reason you are unsure what action to take please contact our Customer Service Department via our
Toll Free telephone number.
First Service Between 600-1000 Miles After Installation: Oil and oil ﬁlter must be changed, valves readjusted and cylinder
heads re-torqued (refer to initial startup instructions). Failure to perform these basic operations may result in a voided warranty.
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Introducing
ATK’s No Fault Gold Warranty Program.
An added protection program that covers car rental, towing, an increased labor
rate and ﬂuids on all approved claims.

The No Fault Gold Warranty Program Includes:
Rental Car Up to $150!
Rental car expense reimbursed for 5 days/$30 per day up to $150

Towing Up to $100!
Towing reimbursed on approved claims up to $100 per occurrence.

Increased Labor Rate Up to $95 per hour
Increase labor rates to cover approved repairs up to $95 per hour

Fluids Up to $25!
Cost of ﬂuids is reimbursed on approved claims up to $25
ATK now offers the No Fault Gold Warranty Program for you to purchase in
addition to the Industry Leading standard ATK warranty already included with our
remanufactured engines. This added protection policy covers expenses not included
in ATK’s standard warranty. Coverage is based on hourly rates established by
Chilton, Motor and Mitchell manuals.

ATK No Fault Gold Warranty Program is an additional $225.00

Rental Towing Max. Hourly Labor Rate
NO Fault
Gold Warranty Program

YES

YES

Up to $95

Standard ATK Warranty NO

NO

Up to $50

How
does the core charge work?
Upon ordering, you will be charged the retail price of the engine plus the core charge.
When your engine arrives, you will save the crating that it is shipped in, so that you
can use it to package your core. Once the core is ready to ship, you will call ATK
for core pickup. ATK will then inspect the core to make sure it meets the following
criteria. Providing the core meets all of the criteria, you will be refunded the core price.
Core Policy:
All ﬂuids must be drained prior to core return.
Cores must be complete and in rebuildable condition.
Core returned must be identical to the engine purchased in size and application.
ATK reserves the right to refuse any core that has been modiﬁed or altered.
Note: Core prices can ﬂuctuate according to supply, demand and availability. If you plan to
return a core for credit, please conﬁrm the core price with your salesperson prior to ordering.

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Classic Industries® & ATK Team Up to Bring You
The Best Remanufactured Engine in the Industry!
ATK is dedicated to continual improvement in the processes
and procedures for every engine that they manufacture. This
insures our ability to offer the very latest products and the highest
quality remanufactured units in the industry. Their manufacturing
techniques have been perfected to the point where they now
offer us increased capacity, thus resulting in lower pricing on
many applications. With an industry leading warranty, ATK is
Part # Years C.I.D./L
82-84
85-86
87
88-89
90-92
93-95
80-82
97-00
68-72
75-79
60-67
76-79
76-79
78-85
78-85
86
86
86
87-88
87-88
87-95
87-95
87-95
87-95
87-94
68-73
68-69
64-67
68-77
68-77
68-77
68-77
68-77
68-79
68-79
68-79
78-80
78-80
78-80
78-85
86
86
87-95
87-95
89-92
93-94
94-95
95
96
96-97
68-72
70-78
79-80
72-76
All

V.I.N Code

Important: All engines come without valve covers, timing cover and oil pan unless otherwise
noted. Shipped anywhere in the Continental United States for $50.00.

Description

173/2.8 V6 1
block #068, 889, 818, carburated only
173/2.8 V6 S
block #061, FI only
173/2.8 V6 S
block #457, 695, crank #817, FI
173/2.8 V6 S
block #457, 695, crank #526, 481, FI
191/3.1 V6 T
FI, cast iron heads, block #457, 695, crank #981, for use with distributor type ignition, passenger side starter
207/3.4 V6 S
block #608, cast iron heads #884, crank #981, with crank and cam sensor
229/3.8 V6 K
Chevrolet engine, distributor in rear
231/3.8 V6 K
balance shaft, roller cam, cross bolted mains, 8 bolt ﬂywheel, fuel injected supplied with oil pump kit only
250/4.1 6
Q
no smog, 2 hole starter mount
250/4.1 6
D
no smog, 3 bolt starter, non-integral head, with AC
283/4.5 V8
ﬁts most applications, except Chevy II/Nova
305/5.0 V8 G,H,Q,U
driver side dipstick, 7 exhaust manifold bolts on both heads
305/5.0 V8 G,H,Q,U
same as DC04 (above) but includes valve covers, timing cover and oil pan
305/5.0 V8 G,H,F,S
passenger side dipstick, 7 exhaust manifold bolts on both heads
305/5.0 V8 G,H,F,S
same as DC05 (above) but includes valve covers, timing cover and oil pan
305/5.0 V8 F,G,H
carb or FI, block #551, head #416, 301, 601, full circle rear main seal
305/5.0 V8 F,G,H
same as DC95 (above) but includes valve covers, timing cover and oil pan
305/5.0 V8 F,G,H
FI, non-roller, block #766, valve cover bolts around edge of cover
305/5.0 V8 G,H
carb, non-roller, block #627, 058, head #081, 187, center valve cover bolts
305/5.0 V8 G,H
same as DCB3 (above) but includes valve covers, timing cover and oil pan
305/5.0 V8 E
EFI, roller cam, block #627, 058, head #081, 187, center valve cover bolts
305/5.0 V8 E
same as DC36 (above) but includes valve covers, timing cover and oil pan
305/5.0 V8 H
FI, non-roller, block #627, 058, head #081, 187, center valve cover bolts
305/5.0 V8 H
same as DCA9 (above) but includes valve covers, timing cover and oil pan
305/5.0 V8 F
TPI, FI, HO roller cam, block #627, 058, head # 081, 187, center valve cover bolts
307/5.0 V8 F
ﬁts most applications
327/5.4 V8
car or light truck application
327/5.4 V8
ﬁts most applications, except Chevy II/Nova
350/5.7 V8 H,J,K,L,X,4,8 same as DC08 (above) but includes valve covers, timing cover and oil pan
350/5.7 V8 H,J,K,L,X,4,8 4 bolt main, 9.1:1 compression ratio, driver side dipstick
350/5.7 V8 H,J,K,L,X,4,8 same as DC42 (above) but includes valve covers, timing cover and oil pan
350/5.7 V8 H,J,K,L,X,4,8 4 bolt main, 6 exhaust manifold bolts on passenger side head
350/5.7 V8 H,J,K,L,X,4,8 same as DC09 (above) but includes valve covers, timing cover and oil pan
350/5.7 V8 H,J,K,L,X,4,8 with tinware, 4 bolt main, driver side dipstick, special performance engine, 12/12 warranty
350/5.7 V8 H,J,K,L,X,4,8 4 bolt main, 1 ton and up trucks, driver side dipstick, 7/16" bolts on front of heads
350/5.7 V8 H,J,K,L,X,4,8 same as DC87 (above) but includes valve covers, timing cover and oil pan
350/5.7 V8 H,J,K,L,X,4,8 2 bolt main, driver side dipstick, 7 exhaust manifold bolts on passenger side head
350/5.7 V8 H,J,K,L,X,4,8 same as DC13 (above) but includes valve covers, timing cover and oil pan
350/5.7 V8 H,J,K,L,X,4,8 same as DC15 (above) but includes valve covers, timing cover and oil pan
350/5.7 V8 L,M,P,6,8
same as DC11 (above) but includes valve covers, timing cover and oil pan
350/5.7 V8 K,L,M,6,8
2 bolt main, non-roller, block #548
350/5.7 V8 K,L,M,6,8
same as DC96 (above) but includes valve covers, timing cover and oil pan
350/5.7 V8 7
EFI, 2 bolt main, roller cam, block #638, 548, 148, center valve cover bolts, will not ﬁt 1993 and up LT-1
350/5.7 V8 7
same as DCA3 (above) but includes valve covers, timing cover and oil pan
350/5.7 V8 8
TPI, HO, roller cam, 2 bolt main, block #148, 548, 638, head #083, 217, will not ﬁt aluminum head Corvette
350/5.7 V8 P
SFI, Gen II, LT-1, roller cam, aluminum heads, block #327, head #649, for 1993-94 Camaro
350/5.7 V8 P
FI, LT-1, roller cam, cast iron heads, block #327, head #320
350/5.7 V8 P
SFI, Gen II, LT-1, HO, roller cam, aluminum heads, block #327, head #374, for 1995 Camaro
350/5.7 V8 P
LT-1, roller, cast iron heads, block #327, head #290
350/5.7 V8 P
FI, LT-1, roller cam, alum. head, block #327, head #649, crank trigger in timing cover, for 1996-98 Camaro
396/6.5 V8
big block, spin-on oil ﬁlter
400/6.6 V8 U,R
small block
400/6.6 V8 U,R
small block, 7 exhaust manifold bolts on passenger side head, driver side dipstick
454/7.4 V8 L,S,W,Z
passenger cars and light truck
No Fault Gold Warranty Program – added protection program additional to the ATK 3 Year/Unlimited Milage Standard Warranty

+ Core

Price

260
260
260
260
285
285
260
285
335
310
360
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
385
385
385
410
410
410
410
410
410
410
385
385
410
385
310
310
310
310
410
510
310
510
310
610
560
385
385
710

1854.99 ea
1854.99 ea
1854.99 ea
1854.99 ea
2009.99 ea
2149.99 ea
1804.99 ea
2574.99 ea
2229.99 ea
2184.99 ea
2254.99 ea
1671.99 ea
1774.99 ea
1671.99 ea
1774.99 ea
1804.99 ea
1905.99 ea
1854.99 ea
1854.99 ea
1956.99 ea
1904.99 ea
2009.99 ea
1854.99 ea
1956.99 ea
2009.99 ea
2144.99 ea
2874.99 ea
2851.99 ea
1939.99 ea
2079.99 ea
2076.99 ea
1999.99 ea
1999.99 ea
2371.99 ea
1954.99 ea
2055.99 ea
1804.99 ea
1964.99 ea
1999.99 ea
1989.99 ea
1955.99 ea
2059.99 ea
1965.99 ea
2069.99 ea
2159.99 ea
2769.99 ea
2494.99 ea
2819.99 ea
2569.99 ea
2765.99 ea
2929.99 ea
2424.99 ea
2509.99 ea
3069.99 ea
200.00 ea

Note: All engines listed with an asterisk(*) are subjected to the POWERTEST standards of ATK hot-run engine speciﬁcations, including compression, oil pressure, temperature, power, leaks, engine noise, and
general operating conditions before shipment.

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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DC38*
DC088*
DCA1*
DCA7*
DCB7*
DCC9
DC029
DB61
DC74
DC076
DC046
DC04*
VC04*
DC05*
VC05*
DC095*
VC95*
DCA5*
DCB3*
VCB3*
DC036*
VC36*
DCA9*
VCA9*
DCM7
DC06
DC041
DC07
VC08*
DC42*
VC42*
DC09*
VC09*
VC01*
DC87*
VC87*
DC013*
VC13*
VC15*
VC11*
DC096*
VC96*
DCA3*
VCA3*
DCN7
DCM3
DCF8
DCR9
DCT1
DCT2
DC053
DC020
DC021
DC043
NFWG

now our top engine supplier. We are dedicated to distributing
the highest quality engines in the market. We’re also dedicated
to setting the industry standard in customer service. We believe
that once you’ve experienced the quality of ATK products, you’ll
agree there is no better engine source than ATK from Classic
Industries®. Call today for complete details.

Hi Performance Crate Engines from ATK
ATK has been building engines for over 75 years and has assembled a line of dyno-proven crate engine
packages to power up your car. Classic Industries®’ dedication to bringing the highest quality products
on the market, combined with ATK’s industry-leading warranty make these Chevy ATK crate engines
an obvious choice. Available in various conﬁgurations including a complete, “Ready-to-Run” package
for those who want to bolt their engine into their GM muscle car and hit the road. For the ultimate in
Chevy crate engines, there’s no better source than ATK from Classic Industries®.
Important: Not for use in pollution controlled vehicles. Computer controlled vehicles may need updated chips or other modiﬁcations
Note: Special order, prepaid only. Not eligible for No Fault Gold Warranty Program.

Features a 24-Month/Unlimited-Mile Warranty!

Three Stages of

Performance!
From Tried and True . . .
Stage 1:

The ATK Stage 1 package is the basic
building block of performance. Each
Stage 1 motor includes oil pump, oil
pan, timing cover, and valve covers
installed. Choose your own intake,
fuel system, and ignition components.

Stage 2:

Stage 1 Performance Engines
350/292HP TBI
The 350ci TBI engine produces 292
HP and 373 lbs of torque in a late
style hydraulic roller block. Includes:
oil pump, black painted oil pan,
chrome timing cover, and valve covers
installed. Just add your own fuel and
ignition components.
Speciﬁcations:
HP: 292
Torque: 373
Engine Type: Chevy small block V8
Displacement: 350 ci
Block: 4 bolt main
Crankshaft: OE 1 piece seal
Bore/Stroke: up to 4.030 x 3.480
Rods: powder metal
Pistons: hypereutectic
Rings: moly
Camshaft Type: HYD roller
Camshaft Lift: .435 in x .462 ex
Duration @ .50: 198 in x 210 ex
Cylinder Heads: OE cast iron TBI
Chamber Size: 67cc
Valve Size: 1.94 in x 1.50 ex
Intake Runner Volume: OE
Compression Ratio: 9.6:1
Rocker Arms: 1.5:1 stamped steel
Recommended Fuel: 92 octane
Ign. Timing: 36 degrees total advance
Max RPM: 5800
HP31
350/292HP...... 2581.99 ea

350/351HP
Vortec
The ATK Stage 2 package builds
on the basics of the Stage 1, adding
the distributor, a performance intake
manifold, water pump, ﬂexplate, and
harmonic balancer. Add the carburetor
and spark plugs and ignition wires of
your choice.

K
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. . . To Tire Melting!
Stage 3:

The ATK Stage 3 package is highperformance in a crate, with oil pan
and pump, spark plugs and wires,
timing and valve covers, distributor,
performance intake manifold,
carburetor, fuel pump, water pump,
ﬂaxplate, and balancer all preinstalled.
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The 350ci
Vortec engine
produces 351
HP and 400
lbs of torque
when used with a
performance carburetor and manifold
combination. Includes: oil pump,
black painted oil pan, chrome timing
cover, and valve covers installed.
Just add your own fuel and ignition
components.
Important: Not intended for EFI.

Speciﬁcations:
HP: 351
Torque: 400
Engine Type: Chevy small block V8
Displacement: 350ci
Block: 4 bolt main/roller
Crankshaft: OE 1 piece seal
Bore/Stroke: 4.030 x 3.480
Rods: powder metal
Pistons: hypereutectic
Rings: moly
Camshaft Type: HYD roller
Camshaft Lift: .495 in x .502 ex
Duration @ .50: 220 in x 224 ex
Cylinder Heads: OE cast iron Vortec
Chamber Size: 64cc
Valve Size: 1.94 in x 1.50 ex
Intake Runner Volume: OE
Compression Ratio: 9.6:1
Rocker Arms: 1.5:1 stamped steel
Recommended Fuel: 92 octane
Ign. Timing: 36 degrees total advance
Max RPM: 5800
HP32
350/351HP...... 2599.99 ea

383/320HP TBI Stroker

350/375HP with Alum. Heads

This 383ci
TBI stroker
engine
produces
320 HP and
395 lbs of
torque with
an upgraded
hydraulic roller
cam. Includes: oil pump, black painted
oil pan, chrome timing cover, and
valve covers installed. Just add your
own fuel and ignition components.
Speciﬁcations:
HP: 320
Torque: 395
Engine Type: Chevy small block V8
Displacement: 383ci
Block: 4 bolt main
Crankshaft: nodular steel 1 piece seal
Bore/Stroke: 4.030 x 3.750
Rods: 4340 I-beam
Pistons: hypereutectic
Rings: moly
Camshaft Type: HYD roller
Camshaft Lift: .435 in x .462 ex
Duration @ .50: 198 in x 210 ex
Cylinder Heads: OE cast iron TBI
Chamber Size: 67cc
Valve Size: 1.94 in x 1.50 ex
Intake Runner Volume: OE
Compression Ratio: 9.5:1
Rocker Arms: 1.5:1 stamped steel
Recommended Fuel: 92 octane
Ign. Timing: 30 degrees total advance
Max RPM: 5800
HP05
383/320HP...... 3681.99 ea

Produces 375
HP and 415
lbs of torque
with the help
of Pro-Filer
aluminum
heads and a
hydraulic roller
cam lifter combo.
Includes: oil pump, black painted oil
pan, chrome timing cover, and valve
covers installed. Just add your own
fuel and ignition components.
Speciﬁcations:
HP: 375
Torque: 415
Engine Type: Chevy small block V8
Displacement: 350ci
Block: 4 bolt main/roller
Crankshaft: OE 1 piece seal
Bore/Stroke: 4.040 x 3.480
Rods: powder metal
Pistons: hypereutectic
Rings: moly
Camshaft Type: HYD roller
Camshaft Lift: .528 in x .536 ex
Duration @ .50: 220 in x 224 ex
Cylinder Heads: Pro-Filer aluminum
Chamber Size: 64cc
Valve Size: 2.02 in x 1.60 ex
Intake Runner Volume: 195 cc
Compression Ratio: 10.0:1
Rocker Arms: 1.6:1 steel
Recommended Fuel: 91 octane
Ign. Timing: 36 degrees total advance
Max RPM: 5800
HP89
350/375HP...... 3349.99 ea

383/379HP Vortec Stroker
This 383ci Vortec stroker
performance engine produces
379 HP and 461 lbs of torque
when used with a performance
carburetor and manifold
combination. Includes: oil pump,
black painted oil pan, chrome
timing cover, and valve covers
installed. Just add your own fuel
and ignition components.
Speciﬁcations:
HP: 379
Torque: 461
Engine Type: Chevy small block V8
Displacement: 383ci
Block: 4 bolt main/roller
Crankshaft: Scat nodular steel 1 piece seal
Bore/Stroke: 4.030 x 3.750
Rods: Scat 4340 I-beam
Pistons: hypereutectic
Rings: moly
Camshaft Type: HYD roller
Camshaft Lift: .495 in x .500 ex
Duration @ .50: 220 in x 224 ex
Cylinder Heads: OE cast iron Vortec
HP33

Chamber Size: 64cc
Valve Size: 1.94 in x 1.50 ex
Intake Runner Volume: OE
Compression Ratio: 9.5:1
Rocker Arms: 1.5:1 stamped steel
Recommended Fuel: 92 octane
Ign. Timing: 36 degrees total advance
Max RPM: 5800

383/379HP ....................................................................... 3919.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Hi Performance Crate Engines from ATK
Stage 2 Performance Engines
350/408HP w/Alum. Heads
This 350ci engine
produces 408
HP and 414 lbs
of torque on
pump gas with
the help of an
Edelbrock Performer
intake manifold
and aluminum heads.
Includes: an oil pan, valve covers,
timing cover, distributor, intake
manifold, water pump, ﬂexplate,
and balancer installed.
Speciﬁcations:
HP: 408
Torque: 414
Engine Type: Chevy small block V8
Displacement: 350ci
Block: 4 bolt main/roller
Crankshaft: Scat nodular steel 1 piece seal
Bore/Stroke: 4.030 x 3.480
Rods: Scat 4340 I-beam
Pistons: hypereutectic
Rings: moly
Camshaft Type: HYD roller
Camshaft Lift: .528 in x .536 ex
Duration @ .50: 220 in x 224 ex
Heads: Edelbrock aluminum
Chamber Size: 70cc
Valve Size: 2.02 in x 1.60 ex
Intake Runner Volume: 185 cc
Compression Ratio: 10.0:1
Rocker Arms: 1.6:1 roller tip
Recommended Fuel: 92 octane
Ign. Timing: 36 degrees total advance
Max RPM: 5800
HP34M
350/408HP .. 5049.99 ea

383/429HP Alum. Head Stroker

454/525HP Big Block

This 383ci stroker
engine produces
429 HP and 459
lbs of torque
on pump gas
with the help
of an Edelbrock
Performer manifold
and aluminum
heads. Includes: an oil pan, valve
covers, timing cover, distributor,
intake manifold, water pump,
ﬂexplate, and balancer installed.
Speciﬁcations:
HP: 429
Torque: 459
Engine Type: Chevy small block V8
Displacement: 383ci
Block: 4 bolt main/roller
Crankshaft: Scat nodular steel 1 piece seal
Bore/Stroke: 4.030 x 3.750
Rods: Scat 4340 I-beam
Pistons: KB forged
Rings: moly
Camshaft Type: HYD roller
Camshaft Lift: .528 in x .536 ex
Duration @ .50: 220 in x 224 ex
Heads: Edelrock RPM aluminum
Chamber Size: 70cc
Valve Size: 2.02 in x 1.60 ex
Intake Runner Volume: 185cc
Compression Ratio: 10.0:1
Rocker Arms: 1.6:1 roller tip
Recommended Fuel: 92 octane
Ign. Timing: 36 degrees total advance
Max RPM: 5800
HP36M 383/429HP .... 5049.99 ea

This 454ci
engine with
performance
aluminum
heads produces
525 HP and 550
lbs of torque on
pump gas. Includes:
an oil pan, valve
covers, timing cover,
distributor, performance intake
manifold, water pump, flexplate,
and balancer installed.
Note: No mechanical fuel pump provision.

Speciﬁcations:
HP: 525
Torque: 550
Engine Type: Chevy big block V8
Displacement: 454ci
Block: OE block 1991-95 GenV 4 bolt main
Crankshaft: OE cast externally balanced
Bore/Stroke: 4.310 x 4.000
Rods: OE steel 6.135" stock bolts
Pistons: hypereutectic
Rings: moly
Camshaft Type: HYD roller
Camshaft Lift: .595 in x .601 ex
Duration @ .50: 225 in x 235 ex
Heads: Edelbrock aluminum E-Street
Chamber Size: 110cc
Valve Size: 2.19 in x 1.88 ex
Intake Runner Volume: 290cc
Compression Ratio: 10.1:1
Rocker Arms: 1.7:1 full roller
Recommended Fuel: 92 octane
Ignition Timing: 34-36° total advance
Max RPM: 5800
HP451PM 454/525HP 6499.99 ea

Stage 3
383/480HP Stroker
This 383ci street/
strip stroker engine
with 480+ HP and
470+ lbs of torque
in a “Ready-toRun” pump gas
package. Includes: oil
pan, timing cover, valve
covers, distributor with spark plugs
and wires, a performance intake
manifold, performance carburetor,
fuel pump, water pump, ﬂexplate, and
balancer all preinstalled.
Speciﬁcations:
HP: 480+
Torque: 470+
Engine Type: Chevy small block V8
Displacement: 383ci
Block: 4 bolt main/roller
Crankshaft: Scat 4340 forged
Bore/Stroke: 4.040 x 3.750
Rods: Scat 4340 H-beam
Pistons: forged
Rings: moly
Camshaft Type: HYD roller
Camshaft Lift: custom
Duration @ .50: custom
Cylinder Heads: Pro-Filer aluminum
Chamber Size: 64cc
Valve Size: 2.02 in x 1.60 ex
Intake Runner Volume: 195 cc
Compression Ratio: 10.1:1
Rocker Arms: 1.6:1 full roller
Induction: carbureted
Recommended Fuel: 92 octane
Ignition Timing: 36 degrees total advance
Max RPM: 5800
HP55C 383/480HP ..... 7419.99 ea

Stage 3 Performance Engines
Supercharged 350/500HP

489/565HP Stroker

496/600HP Stroker

This ATK monster Stage
Three 540ci Dart
Big “M” engine
produces over 600
HP and 600 lbs of
torque in a dynotested and tuned
package. All Stage Three motors are
dyno proven, built from high-quality
parts and come with oil pan, timing
cover, valve covers, distributor with
spark plugs and wires, a performance
intake manifold, performance
carburetor, fuel pump, water pump,
ﬂexplate, and balancer all preinstalled.
Speciﬁcations:
HP: 600+
Torque: 600+
Engine Type: Dart Big “M” Block V8
Displacement: 540ci
Block: Dart 9.8" deck height
Crankshaft: Scat 4340 forged steel
Bore/Stroke: 4.500 x 4.250
Rods: Scat H-beam
Pistons: forged
Rings: moly
Camshaft Type: HYD roller
Camshaft Lift: custom
Duration @ .50: custom
Heads: Dart Pro Series 1
Chamber Size: 119cc
Valve Size: 2.25 in x 1.88 ex
Intake Runner Volume: 325cc
Compression Ratio: 10.1:1
Rocker Arms: 1.7:1 full roller
Induction: carbureted
Recommended Fuel: 92 octane
Ignition Timing: 36 degrees total advance
Max RPM: 5800
HP42C 540/600HP... 12,199.99 ea

This 350ci
supercharged
engine produces
500+ HP and 494
lbs of torque in a
“Ready-to-Run”
package. Includes:
oil pan, timing
cover, valve covers,
distributor with spark plugs and
wires, a performance intake manifold,
performance carburetor, fuel pump,
water pump, ﬂexplate, and balancer
all preinstalled.
Speciﬁcations:
HP: 500+
Torque: 494
Engine Type: Chevy small block V8
Displacement: 350ci
Block: 4 bolt main/roller
Crankshaft: 4340 forged steel
Bore/Stroke: 4.030 x 3.480
Rods: H-beam
Pistons: forged
Rings: moly
Camshaft Type: HYD roller
Camshaft Lift: .535 in x .560 ex
Duration @ .50: 231 in x 239 ex
Cylinder Heads: aluminum
Chamber Size: 70cc
Valve Size: 2.02 in x 1.60 ex
Intake Runner Volume: 170cc
Compression Ratio: 8.5:1
Rocker Arms: 1.6:1 full roller
Induction: Weiand 177 supercharger/carb
Recommended Fuel: 92 octane
Ignition Timing: 36 degrees total advance
Max RPM: 5800
HP38C 350/500HP...... 9569.99 ea

This 489ci
stroker big
block offers
565 HP and 595
lbs of torque
in “Ready-toRun” package.
Includes: oil
pan, timing
cover, valve covers, distributor with
spark plugs and wires, a performance
intake manifold, performance
carburetor, fuel pump, water pump,
ﬂexplate, and balancer all preinstalled.

This 496ci
street/strip
stroker engine
produces 600 HP
and 605 lbs of
torque. Includes:
oil pan,
timing cover,
valve covers,
distributor with spark plugs and
wires, a performance intake manifold,
performance carburetor, fuel pump,
water pump, ﬂexplate, and balancer
all preinstalled.

Note: No mechanical fuel pump provision.

Note: No mechanical fuel pump provision.

Speciﬁcations:
HP: 565
Torque: 595
Engine Type: Chevy big block V8
Displacement: 489ci
Block: OE block 1991-95 GenV 4 bolt main
Crankshaft: Scat nodular steel
Bore/Stroke: 4.310 x 4.250
Rods: Scat 4340 Forged I Beam ARP bolts
Pistons: Forged Small Dome
Rings: moly
Camshaft Type: HYD roller
Camshaft Lift: .635in x .640ex
Duration @ .50: 237 in x 245 ex
Heads: Edelbrock aluminum E-Street
Chamber Size: 110cc
Valve Size: 2.19 in x 1.88 ex
Intake Runner Volume: 290cc
Compression Ratio: 10.1:1
Rocker Arms: 1.7:1 Full roller
Recommended Fuel: 92 octane
Ignition Timing: 34-36° total advance
Max RPM: 5800
HP411PC 489/565HP 8899.99 ea

Speciﬁcations:
HP: 600
Torque: 605
Engine Type: Chevy big block V8
Displacement: 496ci
Block: OE block 1991-95 GenV 4 bolt main
Crankshaft: Scat 4340 forged steel
Bore/Stroke: 4.310 x 4.250
Rods: 4340 H-beam
Pistons: forged
Rings: moly
Camshaft Type: HYD roller
Camshaft Lift: custom
Duration @ .50: custom
Heads: Edelbrock aluminum
Chamber Size: 118cc
Valve Size: 2.19 in x 1.88 ex
Intake Runner Volume: 315cc
Compression Ratio: 10.1:1
Rocker Arms: 1.7:1 Full roler
Recommended Fuel: 92 octane
Ignition Timing: 34-36° total advance
Max RPM: 5800
HP631PC 496/600HP 10,349.99 ea

Each Engine Features a 24-Month/Unlimited-Mile Warranty!
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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540/600HP Dart Big Block

Motor Mounts

T83099

T82142

T82284

1974-81 Solid Motor Mount Frame Mounts
These solid steel frame mounts are designed for high-performance engines that lift
or twist during acceleration. These mounts replace soft cushioned frame mount pads
on 1974-81 Camaro models, alleviating the need for bulky torque straps and chains
to limit engine movement and the possibility of broken mounts. Solid mounts also
transfer more engine power to the rear wheels. These solid mounts should only be
used with solid transmission mount T4185.
Note: Not intended for street driven vehicles. Use with T4232 engine mounts.

T4233

1974-81

solid frame mounts .......................................... 30.99 pr

G7267

G7268

1969-02 Genuine GM Motor Mounts
A “fan scallop” or excess movement are a telltale sign of a broken motor mount.
This can be a dangerous condition as the engine can shift, causing the accelerator
to stick in a full throttle position. If your vehicle has 50-60,000 miles or more or
the motor mounts have been soaked with oil over a period of time, chances are they
have grown weak and are in need of replacement. Our Genuine GM motor mounts
are the cure for this dangerous condition.
8 Cylinder Motor Mounts
G7267
1969
302 (Z28) .................................................... 37.99 ea
G7268
1976-81
267, 305, 350L ............................................ 131.99 ea
G5544
1998-02
LS1, 350 – LH or RH.................................. 103.99 ea
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T4231

Solid Steel Motor Mounts
These solid steel motor mounts are designed for high-performance engines that lift
or twist under acceleration, eliminating the need for bulky torque straps and chains
to stop the engine from tearing regular soft motor mounts apart. Solid mounts also
stop linkage binding to transfer more of the engine’s torque to the wheels. These
solid motor mounts should only be used with solid transmission mount T4185.
Important: Measurements are from inside width and height from the bottom of the base to
the bolt center.
Note: Not intended for street driven vehicles. *Use with T4233 frame mounts.

1967-68 Camaro
T4231
302 and 396ci
T4126
327ci
1969 Camaro
T4230
302 and 350ci
T4126
307ci
1970-72 Camaro
T4126
350ci except HP
T4230
350ci HP
T4231
396 and 402ci
1974-81 Camaro
T4232*
305 and 350ci
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2-5/8" x 1-3/4" ....................................... 34.99 pr
2-1/2" x 1-11/16".................................... 31.99 pr
2-3/8" x 2-1/8" ....................................... 34.99 pr
2-1/2" x 1-11/16".................................... 31.99 pr
2-1/2" x 1-11/16".................................... 31.99 pr
2-3/8" x 2-1/8" ....................................... 34.99 pr
2-5/8" x 1-3/4" ....................................... 34.99 pr
2-3/8" x 2-9/32" ..................................... 31.99 pr

Motor Mounts

T82285

T82283

T83132

1967-02 Replacement Motor Mounts
If your vehicle has 50-60,000 miles or more or the motor mounts have been soaked
with oil over a period of time, chances are they have grown weak and are need of
replacement. Worse yet, if you experience a thud upon acceleration or deceleration,
check for signs of “fan scallop” on your radiator core or fan shroud. A “fan scallop”
or excess movement of the mount would be the telltale sign of a broken motor mount.
This can be a dangerous condition as the engine can shift, causing the accelerator to
stick in a full throttle position. Our replacement motor mounts are an inexpensive
cure for this potentially dangerous condition.
6 Cylinder Motor Mounts
T82284
1967-68
with one mount bolt ....................................... 7.99 ea
T82142
1967-69
230 ................................................................. 4.99 ea
T82267
1968-70
250 – LH or RH, with 3 mount bolts ............. 4.99 ea
T82284
1971-72
250 – LH or RH ............................................. 7.99 ea
T83099
1973-79
250 – LH or RH ............................................. 4.99 ea
T82436
1980-81
229 3.8L – LH or RH..................................... 15.99 ea
T83066
1980-81
231 3.8L – LH ............................................... 15.99 ea
T83174
1980-81
231 3.8L – RH ............................................... 15.99 ea
T83208
1982-83
173 2.8L – LH ............................................... 19.99 ea
T83208
1982-89
173 2.8L – RH ............................................... 19.99 ea
T82435
1984
173 2.8L – LH ............................................... 15.99 ea
T83208
1985-89
173 2.8L – LH ............................................... 19.99 ea
T83208
1990-92
189 3.1L – LH or RH..................................... 19.99 ea
T83208
1993-95
207 3.4L – LH or RH..................................... 19.99 ea
T83208
1995-98
231 3.8L – LH ............................................... 19.99 ea
T82878
1995-02
231 3.8L – RH ............................................... 20.99 ea
8 Cylinder Motor Mounts
T82283
1967-68
396 type 2 ...................................................... 9.99 ea
T82285
1967-68
302 – LH or RH ............................................. 19.99 ea
T82267
1967-69
327 ................................................................ 4.99 ea
T82285
1967-69
350, 396 and 427 type 1 – 2-7/8" wide.......... 19.99 ea
T82283
1967-69
427 type 2 and later 427 – 2-1/4" wide ......... 9.99 ea
T82283
1969
302 ................................................................. 9.99 ea
T82267
1969-73
307 ................................................................. 4.99 ea
T82283
1970-71
350, 396 High-Perf. ....................................... 9.99 ea
T82267
1970-71
350 without High-Perf ................................... 4.99 ea
T82283
1970-71
400, 402 ......................................................... 9.99 ea
T83132
1972-81
350 High-Perf. ............................................... 6.99 ea
T83099
1972-81
350 without High-Perf ................................... 4.99 ea
T83099
1973-81
305, 307, 350 ................................................. 4.99 ea
T83099
1976-92
305 ................................................................. 4.99 ea
T83168
1980
301 4.9L – LH or RH..................................... 9.99 ea
T83099
1980-81
267 4.4L – LH or RH..................................... 4.99 ea
T83099
1987-92
350 5.7L – LH or RH..................................... 4.99 ea
T83064
1998-02
LS1, 350 – LH or RH .................................... 25.99 ea

Poly Clam Shell Motor Mount Insert
Made of superior
Hyper-Flex performance
polyurethane material.
This material is
impervious to vehicle
chemicals, road salt,
and oils. The redesigned
31116G
GM “clam shell” style insert
conﬁguration allows you to insert
these performance mounts into your existing metal shells.
31116G
1973-92
black
zinc ﬁnish .......................................
31116R
1973-92
red
zinc ﬁnish .......................................
31127G
1993-97
black
zinc ﬁnish – LH ..............................
31127R
1993-97
red
zinc ﬁnish – LH ..............................
31116G
1993-97
black
zinc ﬁnish – RH ..............................
31116R
1993-97
red
zinc ﬁnish – RH ..............................
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31127R

29.99
29.99
34.99
34.99
29.99
29.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Engine Frame Mount Brackets
G7279

1967-81 Motor Mount Bolt
31114R

Early Style Short and Wide Type:
Inside Width – 2-5/8"
Height Base to Bolt Center – 1-3/4"
Replaces OE part numbers:
3990914, 3960768, 6258154
Replaces aftermarket numbers:
T82267, T82285, T82142

Genuine factory and reproduction motor mount to
frame mount bolts. Each bolt installs directly in the
center of the motor mount bracket and attaches to the
frame mount.
14343 1967-72 7/16"-14 x 4"................. 3.99 ea
14344 1967-72 7/16"-14 x 4-5/8" .......... 3.99 ea
G7279 1973-79 6 cyl., 7/16"-14 x 5-1/8" 6.95 ea
G7279 1972-75 V8, 7/16"-14 x 5-1/8" ... 6.95 ea
G7279 1976-81 V8, 7/16"-14 x 5-1/8" ... 6.95 ea

K702 – side view

K702 – top view

1967-69 Big Block Engine Frame Bracket
Correct reproduction replacement for 1967-69 396ci
big block Camaro models. Each frame bracket is
designed to replace the original exactly. Sold in pairs.

Note: Must use supplied faceplate.

Note: *Use T82285 Motor Mount. **Use T82283 Motor Mount.
K702*
1967-68 LH and RH ............ 64.99 pr
K701** 1969
LH and RH ............ 39.99 pr

Small Block Motor Mount Shims
31115R

Early Style Tall and Narrow Type:
Inside Width – 2-3/8"
Height Base to Bolt Center – 2-3/16"
Replaces OE part numbers:
3962740, 3990918, 3962748
Replaces aftermarket number:
T82283

These motor mount shims allow increased engine
height to provide clearance for headers, crossmembers
and oil pans. Shims are 3/16" thick steel. Sold in pairs.
T4125
3/16" ......................................... 19.99 pr

Note: Must use supplied faceplate.
side view

1967-72 Early Style Poly Motor Mount
These newly designed motor mounts feature Energy
Suspensions Hyper-Flex performance polyurethane
material. This material is impervious to vehicle
chemicals, road salt, and oils. Both motor mount styles
are redesigned to deliver the best of both worlds –
virtually indestructible, yet smooth running as stock
originals and are available in red or black.
Short and Wide
31114G 1967-72 black zinc ﬁnish ...... 44.99 ea
31114R 1967-72 red
zinc ﬁnish ...... 44.99 ea
31115G 1967-72 black chrome ﬁnish 67.99 ea
31115R 1967-72 red
chrome ﬁnish 67.99 ea
Tall and Narrow
31117G 1969-72 black zinc ﬁnish ...... 48.99 ea
31117R 1969-72 red
zinc ﬁnish ...... 48.99 ea
31118G 1969-72 black chrome ﬁnish 72.99 ea
31118R 1969-72 red
chrome ﬁnish 72.99 ea

top view

1967-69 SB Engine Frame Bracket
Reproduction frame brackets for 1967 283, 1967-68
302, 1969 307, 1967-69 327 and 1967-68 350 small
block Camaro models. Brackets measure 2-1/2" wide.
LH bracket measures 2" from base to motor mount
hole. RH bracket measures 2-3/16" from base to
motor mount hole.
Note: Use T82285 reproduction motor mount.

3955183
3955184

1967-69
1967-69

LH ..................... 18.99 ea
RH .................... 18.99 ea

1969 Big Block Engine Bracket Kit
This bracket kit is for your 1969 big block engine
models with a long water pump. Kit includes: a pair
of big block engine frame mounts, 5 piece alternator
bracket set along with spacer and brace, as well as a
3 piece power steering bracket set.
R429
1969 ........................................ 181.99 kit

side view

Motor Mount Bolt Sets
Secure any engine with complete conﬁdence with
ARP’s rugged motor mount bolts. You can choose
between black oxide ﬁnished 8740 chromoly or
corrosion resistant stainless steel; choice of Hex or
12 bolt head. Sets include ﬂat washers.
Mount to Block
AR13312
Hex head black oxide ..... 10.99 set
AR43312
Hex head stainless .......... 14.99 set
AR13311
12 point
black oxide ..... 11.99 set
AR43311
12 point
stainless .......... 14.99 set
Mount to Frame Bracket
AR13315
Hex head black oxide ..... 8.99 set
AR43315
Hex head stainless .......... 15.99 set

KW324
top view

1969 Z28/SS Engine Frame Bracket
Every Z28 and SS Camaro which was equipped with
either the 302 or the Hi-Po 350 requires these speciﬁc
engine frame brackets to position the engine correctly
and allow for proper hood clearance.
Note: Use T82283 motor mount.

E291

1969

LH and RH ................. 44.99 pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

332648

1970-81 Frame Bracket
Frame brackets for 1970-81 models. Each bracket
is correct in appearance and manufactured in OEM
thickness stamped steel. These engine frame mount
brackets are cosmetically correct and can be installed
on any of the applications listed below.
Big Block
KW324
1970-72
LH and RH ........ 69.99 pr
With 267,305,350,350L
332648
1972-81
LH or RH ........... 32.99 ea

Frame Brackets
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AR13311

Specialty Engine Tools
Oil Pump Primer
66899

Crankshaft Turning Socket
Two separate sockets for turning the crankshaft. For use
with small block or big block applications.
66901
small block ............................... 17.99 ea
66899
big block ................................... 20.99 ea

66963

Don’t start your engine after a rebuild or major engine
disassembly without ﬁrst making sure there is oil at
all the critical friction points such as main, rod and
cam bearings, rings and cylinders, as well as the lifters
and camshaft. This oil pump primer can help get oil
to all of these crucial areas before you start your fresh
engine. Simply drop the oil pump primer down your
distributor opening into the oil pump drive, attach a
drill motor, and spin up the oil pump. It’s that simple!
66896
with bushing ............................. 22.99 ea

Universal Dial Indicator
These dial indicators are great for the technical or accurate
engine builder. Both indicators are .001" graduation.
66963
0 to 0.250" ................................ 26.99 ea
66962
0 to 1.000" ................................ 29.99 ea

Rocker Stud Remover & Tap Alignment Tool
Make removing the rocker studs easier by using this
special tool designed for not only removing rocker
studs, but aligning as well.
66783
.................................................. 19.99 ea

Valve Spring Compressor
66787

Makes compressing the spring and removing the
keepers a simple job because there is no need to remove
the head. Faster than conventional compressors because
there is no need to readjust the tool after each spring.
66789

Note: When space prohibits use of cam handle, replace the
handle with a bolt and turn the socket.

Y16750

compressor............................. 35.99 ea

Pushrod Tool

66791

Use this tool to check the length of pushrods on small
block or big block Chevrolet engines. Proper pushrod
length is critical for peak performance to minimize bent
or broken valve stems, guide wear, and energy wasting
valve side loading friction.
Small Block
66789
with 3/8" studs ........................ 13.99 ea
66790
with 7/16" studs ...................... 13.99 ea
Big Block
66806
with 7/16" studs ...................... 16.99 ea

K
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Degree Wheel
This set contains all the tools needed to degree cams in
most popular engines, assuring proper timing and lift.
Note: For use with heads on engine. Can be used with
crankshaft turning sockets 67491 for small block or 67492
for big block Chevrolet engines (both sold separately).
*With degree wheel attachment.

Set includes:

9" degree wheel
Dial indicator and mount
2 valve check springs
Clamp kit
14mm top dead center locator

Wire degree wheel pointer
Detailed instructions
Durable foam padded
carrying case

Wheels
66787
degree wheel set ..................... 112.99 set
66791
9" degree wheel ...................... 18.99 ea
Crankshaft Turning Sockets*
67491
small block ............................. 24.99 ea
67492
big block ................................. 28.99 ea
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66778

Valve Lash Wrench Set

67491

Engine Rotation Adapter
Crankshaft rotation adapter for Chevrolet V8 engines
allows the use of a 1/2" drive breaker bar or a 1"
socket and breaker bar to rotate the crankshaft when
turning the engine with the balancer already installed.
66782
................................................. 22.99 ea

Choose from a variety of different wrench sets for
valve lash adjustments. See below for availability.
7/16" Wrench
66779
with 1/8" Allen......................... 26.99 set
1/2" Wrench
66778
with 3/16" and 1/8" Allen ........ 26.99 set
9/16" Wrench
66780
with 3/16" and 7/32" Allen ...... 25.99 set
5/8" Wrench
66781
with 3/16" and 7/32" Allen ...... 25.99 set

Top Dead Center Locator

Camshaft Installation Handle

Positive stop to locate top dead center. A must for
cam checking with heads installed. For 14mm thread.
66792
14mm threads ........................... 12.99 ea

Installing a camshaft just got easier by using the right
tool. Perfect tool for all Chevrolet V6 and V8 engines.
66897
V6 and V8 ................................ 28.99 ea
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Specialty Engine Tools

Cam Bearing Installation Tool

1256600

HC70

1256599

1256601

This set contains everything needed to install new cam
bearings. Includes: an arbor with drive mount, 2 drive
spools, 2 spool stabilizers, and a drive cap.
66794
small block ............................... 85.99 set

X2955

Chevrolet Engine Lift Brackets
X2957

Beam Type Torque Wrench
Directly measure a variety of torque values in English
and metric when tightening fasteners with this nonratcheting torque wrench. Pointer moves clockwise
or counterclockwise. Easily calibrated by bending
pointer to zero before use.
X2955
1/4" ﬁxed, inch/lbs .................. 49.99 ea
X2956
3/8" ﬁxed, inch/lbs .................. 71.99 ea
X2957
1/2" ﬁxed, foot/lbs................... 69.99 ea

Lift brackets were installed on the intake manifold for
quick assembly ease on the production line. Installing
these engine lift brackets will help make removing and
installing the engine easier by providing strong lift points.
Available for either big block or small block Chevrolet
V8 engines. 1 pair required per engine.
K0127
universal
big block ......... 26.99 pr
1256600
1965-72
big block ......... 29.99 pr
HC70
universal
small block ..... 26.99 pr
1256599
1955-70
small block ..... 29.99 pr
1256601
1971-79
small block ..... 29.99 pr

Inch Thread Identiﬁers
6-32, 8-32, 10-24, 10-32, 1/4-20, 1/4-28,
5/16-18, 5/16-24, 3/8-16, 3/8-24,
7/16-14, 7/16-20, 1/2-13, 1/2-20.

Metric Thread Identiﬁers
M4x0.7, M5x0.8, M6x1.0, M8x1.0,
M8x1.25, M10x1.0, M10x1.25,
M10x1.50, M12x1.25, M12x1.5,
M12x1.75.

Thread Detective – Lanyard
This precise, easy to use thread identiﬁcation tool is
well suited for distinguishing between similar inch
and metric threads on both nuts and bolts. Attached
to a wire lanyard. Includes both metric and inch nut
and bolt sizes.
TD700102
wire lanyard ....................... 34.99 set

Flywheel Turner
This tool hooks into the ﬂywheel teeth to rotate
the crankshaft. Use when working on clutches,
transmissions, installing rings, or other jobs which
require the crankshaft to be in a speciﬁc position.
Spring tension aids tool engagement on the ﬂywheel.
X2270
................................................. 31.99 ea

Mechanic’s Stethoscope
Locates the source of engine noise quickly. Listen
for trouble by tracing the sound of ﬂowing water, oil,
gas, or steam. Identify piston slap, worn gears, faulty
valves, water pump failure, and more! The handle is
completely shock resistant. Disassembles for storage.
Note: Keep this tool away from moving, rotating and
electrical components.

X835

.................................................. 19.99 ea

AG728

AG732

Engine Assembly Grease

Max-Tuff Assembly Lube

The Engine Tilter

Compression Tester

Works with standard engine hoists to provide an
additional axis to maneuver, adjust the angle of the
engine with a turn of the handle! The Engine Tilter is
rated for 1200 pounds, made from steel, weighs only
14 pounds, and comes fully assembled. Includes an
upper lap link and four 20" chains. Made in USA.
MN2087 ............................................. 154.99 ea

Compression tester detects worn rings, burnt valves
and blown head gaskets. Features external pressure
release valve, full 2-1/2" easy-to-read face. U.S. and
metric scales. 14" high pressure ﬂexible oil and grease
resistant hose. 14mm and 18mm ends ﬁt most spark
plug openings.
AC7826
tester only ............................. 26.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Ultra tough, synthetic lubricant
designed for use in reassembling
repaired equipment. Utilizes durable
synthetic molecules that adhere
to metal surfaces and create an
extremely strong barrier between
surfaces minimizing the possibility
of metal-to-metal contact while
providing excellent protection
against rust and corrosion to both
ferrous and nonferrous metals.
Formulated with Royal Purple’s
proprietary Synslide additive technology.
RP01335
8 oz. bottle ......................... 18.99 ea
RP12335
case of 12 ........................... 215.99 cs

Engine Tools
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Used by Joe Gibbs Racing during the assembly of every
NASCAR Sprint Cup and Nationwide Series engine.
Unique formula dissolves in oil. Can be applied to ring
lands in order to prevent micro welding during initial
break-in. Combine with the Joe Gibbs BR break-in
oil (part #BR106 or #BR107) for proven protection
during break-in.
AG728
1 pound can ............................. 22.99 ea
AG732
1 oz. tube ................................. 3.99 ea

Specialty Engine Tools

AutoAnalyzer Digital Multimeter
Max Energy Power Programmer
This CARB-approved power programmer can give
your 2007-12 gas or diesel vehicle an extra 10 to 40
horsepower. The Max Energy GM power programmer
allows countless adjustments from shift points to
speedometer calibrations for a wide range of gear ratios
and tire sizes. It allows up to 1000 RPM adjustments
of the rev limiter, the ability to change the top speed
limiter and can be used to read and clear DTC’s. It
updates via internet and can easily return the vehicle
to stock tune, if necessary.
32501
2007-12 .................................. 384.99 ea

AC Delco 6V Inspection Camera
Thanks to advanced digital imaging technology, you can
now see areas that were out of view and unreachable
with inspection mirrors. Features a 3" high resolution
color LCD display and small 8mm (0.32") camera head.
The camera features a 2 setting 180 degree view ﬂip, 12
setting adjustable zoom (up to 250%), and 5 setting LED
brightness control, and a video-out port for viewing on
full size monitors. The waterproof camera head and ﬂexcable allows you to explore virtually any environment.

Pinpoint problem area and determine which components
are faulty! Performs standard electrical tests for on-car
and PM bench to locate faulty wiring, test electrical
components, engine sensors, ignition, and fuel systems
and starting/charging system voltage. Features 19 ranges
and automatic zero adjustment for Volts, amps, and
battery tests, as well as an easy-to-read backlit LCD.
Includes: color coded detachable test leads, alligator
clips, and a comprehensive user manual.
AC7665
.............................................. 35.99 ea

Important: Requires 4 AA batteries (not included).

AC100101

......................................... 149.99 ea

OBD II/ABS AutoScanner with Code Connect
Hypertech Speedometer Calibrator

K
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The Hypertech GM Speedometer Calibrator allows
speedometer and odometer correction for on 2007-12
cars and trucks when changing to 2.56, 2.73, 3.08,
3.23, 3.42, 3.73, 4.10, 4.56, 4.88, or 5.13 gears. It can
also clear DTC’s and make corrections for tires 24"
to 54" in 1/4" increments. Completely user friendly
and easy to use! It updates via internet and can easily
return the vehicle to stock tune!
732501
2007-12 ................................ 229.99 ea

AC7528

Actron AutoTroubleshooter
This ingenious tool features automatic reverse polarity
indication, automatic zero adjustment for Volts
and amps for accurate measurements and overload
protection on all ranges. Performs all standard electrical
tests for on-car and bench troubleshooting. Locate
faulty wiring, test electrical components, engine
sensors, ignition, and fuel systems and your starting/
charging system.
AC7677
............................................. 55.99 ea

This OBD II scanner not only displays the diagnostic
trouble codes, but also offers the most probable solutions
for your speciﬁc vehicle when troubleshooting details
are available thanks to the CodeConnect database of 3
million veriﬁed ﬁxes. Read and erase DTCs (Diagnostic
Trouble Codes), display and reset MIL (Malfunction
Indicator Lamp) status, read, record and playback
live sensor data, read and display I/M (Inspection/
Maintenance) monitors. Other features include an OBD
II emissions check and drive cycle mode, ABS code
read/erase capability for most 1996 and newer GM,
Ford, and Chrysler vehicles, a large, backlit LCD, a
USB port for updates, and the capability of printing data
via PC. Compatible with OBD II and CAN vehicles
1996 and newer.
Note: Troubleshooting data in English only. .

AC9580

............................................ 236.99 ea

AC7529

Actron Advance Timing Light

OBD II PocketScan Plus

Infrared Thermometer with Laser Pointer

This Advance Timing Light features an all metal
inductive pickup, bright Xenon ﬂash, and one touch
control. Available with a degree dialed knob for easy
timing adjustments or a digitally controlled with
LED display and tachometer functions. Detailed
instructions included.
AC7528
adjustable knob .................... 65.99 ea
AC7529
LED display ......................... 91.99 ea

PocketScan® Plus is the most advanced compact code
reader available! Besides automatically reading DTCs
(Diagnostic Trouble Codes), this scan tool provides
freeze frame data, VIN info and performs I/M-readiness
(Inspection Maintenance) testing. Displays over 4000
OBDII generic code deﬁnitions and is compatible
with all 1996 and newer vehicles (OBD II and CAN).
AC9550
............................................... 79.99 ea

Aim this IR thermometer at the target, press a button, and
read the temperature display. Verify the temperature in
your AC system or ﬁnd an overcharge in your electrical
systems. System-On-Chip technology creates a compact,
lightweight design with a measurement range of -58
degree F to +932 degree F (-50 degree C to +500 degree
C). Includes two AAA batteries and belt holster.
AC7876
............................................... 65.99 ea
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1993-02 Performance Modules

Remote Starter Switch
Allows one person to start or crank engine from under
the hood. Ideal for compression test or bumping engine
onto TDC (top dead center) timing marks for valve,
distributor or camshaft adjustment. Power tool type
trigger switch for regular use with medium currents.
Heavy-duty Neoprene leads. 10 amp, medium current
clips open to 1/2". Protective rubber boots prevent
electrical shorts. Ergonomic handle. One-year
warranty. Made in USA.
AC7853
............................................. 12.99 ea

Remote Starting Switch
Excellent tool allowing easy engine starting from
under the hood. Features heavy gauge, rubber covered
copper wire. Simply depress the button to jog or start
the engine. Made in USA.
Y20750
............................................. 15.99 ea

Stage 1
Is for stock or mildly modiﬁed vehicles. Fuel and
timing curves are modiﬁed for optimal performance
and mileage using less expensive, lower octane fuels.
Programming is designed to burn fuel at peak efﬁciency,
which results in improved performance and mileage.
Daily drivers can use lower cost regular fuel for
potential mileage gains, but for optimal performance
gains use of mid-grade or better is recommended.
5.7L - LT1
JT19314
1993
AT................... 155.99 ea
JT19315
1993
MT.................. 155.99 ea
JT19414
1994
AT................... 249.99 ea
JT19415
1994
MT.................. 249.99 ea
JT19514
1995
AT................... 249.99 ea
JT19515
1995
MT.................. 249.99 ea
JT19614
1996
AT................... 249.99 ea
JT19615
1996
MT.................. 249.99 ea
JT19714
1997
AT................... 249.99 ea
JT19715
1997
MT.................. 249.99 ea
5.7L - LS1
JT19814
1998
AT................... 249.99 ea
JT19815
1998
MT.................. 249.99 ea
JT19914
1999
AT................... 249.99 ea
JT19915
1999
MT.................. 249.99 ea
JT10014
2000
AT................... 249.99 ea
JT10015
2000-02
MT.................. 249.99 ea
JT10114
2001-02
AT................... 249.99 ea
Stage 2
Is designed for the performance enthusiast, the Stage
2 features more aggressive programming to make the
most horsepower and torque available. Fuel and timing
curves are extensively modiﬁed for peak performance
and drivability. Requires use of 91 octane fuel, 180
degree thermostat and free ﬂow exhaust. Also works
well with aftermarket intake systems, mass air sensors,
TBI spacers, etc.
5.7L - LT1
JT19314S 1993
AT................... 164.99 ea
JT19315S 1993
MT.................. 164.99 ea
JT19414S 1994
AT................... 259.99 ea
JT19415S 1994
MT.................. 259.99 ea
JT19514S 1995
AT................... 259.99 ea
JT19515S 1995
MT.................. 259.99 ea
JT19614S 1996
AT................... 259.99 ea
JT19615S 1996
MT.................. 259.99 ea
JT19714S 1997
AT................... 259.99 ea
JT19715S 1997
MT.................. 259.99 ea
5.7L - LS1
JT19814S 1998
AT................... 259.99 ea
JT19815S 1998
MT.................. 259.99 ea
JT19914S 1999
AT................... 259.99 ea
JT19915S 1999
MT.................. 259.99 ea
JT10014S 2000
AT................... 259.99 ea
JT10015S 2000-02
MT.................. 259.99 ea
JT10114S 2001-02
AT................... 259.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1999-02 LS1 Performance Programmer
The JET Performance Programmer lets you take control
and program your own vehicle computer just the way
you like it. Modify air and fuel ratios, ignition timing,
shift points, shift ﬁrmness, speed limiter, and rev limiter
settings. Exclusive JET Tri-Power tuning technology lets
you tune for economy using lower cost regular fuel, or
tune for performance using mid-grade or premium fuels.
All three modes are designed to operate the engine at
peak efﬁciency to maximize horsepower and mileage for
the given octane level. The programmer will also correct
your speedometer and turn off the ABS system trouble
light if you change tire size or gear ratios, modify the
temperature that the cooling fan turns on and bypasses
the skip shift mechanism on manual transmissions.
A built in scan tool reads and clears diagnostic codes
when your check engine light comes on, saving you a
trip to the dealer. The programmer simply plugs into
the vehicle’s diagnostic port under the dash and allows
you to make your changes by answering simple yes or
no questions. Take the next step in performance tuning
with the JET Performance Programmer!
JT15029 1999-02
AT or MT ........ 339.99 ea

Hypertech Power Chip
Hypertech power chips increase performance and,
in most cases, increase fuel efﬁciency in stock,
unmodiﬁed vehicles. Simply replace the stock chip
with the Hypertech Power Chip. Street Runner chips
are designed to maximize street performance. Thermo
Power chips are designed for high heat environments
and hard competition driving.
Important: All Hypertech power chips require premium
unleaded fuel of 91 octane or higher. Not legal for
emissions controlled vehicles. Check local laws and
regulations before ordering.
Note: Thermo Master chips require a low temperature
thermostat (160 degree or 180 degree recommended).
Special order only. 8th digit of VIN required when ordering.

Street Runner AT/MT
PC212 1981-92 except TPI and LT1
PC213 1985-92 TPI and LT1 ............
Thermo Master AT/MT
PC214 1981-92 except TPI and LT1
PC215 1985-93 TPI and LT1 ............

Performance Products

119.99 ea
199.99 ea
129.99 ea
199.99 ea
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Heavy-Duty Remote Starter Switch
Start and crank engine from under the hood or from
either side of the vehicle. Ideal for compression test
or bumping engine onto TDC (top dead center) timing
marks for valve, distributor or camshaft adjustment.
Convenient hot circuit red indicator light glows when
starter switch is ready, light goes off when switch is
depressed. Heavy-duty push button trigger switch, 5
foot heavy-duty leads, 12 gauge conductors. 20 amp,
high current clips open to an extra wide 5/8" for easy
hookup. Protective rubber boots prevent electrical shorts.
Soft, non-slip rubber grip. Made in USA.
AC7854
............................................... 52.99 ea

JET Performance modules offer the most horsepower
available for your car when using a donor engine and
computer system from a crate engine! Add up to 23
horsepower instantly with simple, plug-in installation!
Only JET Performance programming provides
exclusive, full range dynamic spectrum tuning of
the air/fuel ratio, ignition advance, transmission and
various other parameters. Each program is track and
dyno-tested to ensure the most possible horsepower and
drivability from each application. 50 state smog legal!

LS Conversion Components

G13038

LS3 6.2L/376ci
The LS3’s aluminum block is ﬁlled with a sturdy
reciprocating assembly that combines with L92 type
rectangular port heads to deliver 10.7:1 compression.
A high lift, hydraulic roller cam complements the
LS3’s tremendous airﬂow capability and enhances its
broad torque curve. Out of the crate, our LS3 includes
430HP. If that’s not enough, our LS376/480 includes a
hot cam and bigger valves to dial up 495HP and 473
ft lb torque. Last, but not least, the most powerful
naturally aspirated LS3 we offer is the third choice
on the list, our LS375/525 that comes out of the crate
with 525HP and 486 ft lb of torque!
LS3 6.2L/376ci
G13038
LS3/430HP ...................... 7546.99 ea
G13039
LS376/495HP .................. 7876.99 ea
G13151
LS376/525HP .................. 9193.99 ea

Each Supercharger Assembly Features:
G13176

DR525 LSX Racing Engine
The DR525 is designed as the spec engine for NMCA’s
LS Stock racing class in the LSX Showdown Challenge
Series. The 6.2L (376 cubic inches) naturally aspirated
engine is rated at 525 horsepower with 498 ft lb torque,
and features several tamper-proof seals to ensure
class compliance. And while it is the spec engine for
the LS Stock class, it is legal in other NMCA/LSX
Showdown Challenge classes and other drag racing
series. It is offered with 2 part #s: G13176 includes
Chevrolet Performance’s fourth generation F-Body
oil pan while G13177 includes the muscle car oil pan
for earlier models... your choice!
Important: This Chevrolet Performance racing crate engine
is purpose built for racing only, and has no warranty.

G13177
G13176

DR525 w/musclecar pan ..... 9376.99 ea
DR525 w/fourth gen oil pan 9322.99 ea

Supercharged!

Two Eaton Twin Vortex High Helix Rotors
Built-in Water-to-Air Intercooler with Front Facing Lines
Intake with Injectors
Throttle Body
Front Pulley
Ribbed Cast Cover
Gasket Set

ZL1 Supercharger
Get more power out of your LS engine with a 1.9L
supercharger lifted straight from the ZL1 production
line! This supercharger is original equipment for
the 6.2L LSA powered 2012-13 Camaro ZL1 and
will bolt onto any LS engine using rectangular L92
heads. Produces approximately 9 pounds of boost on
a 6.2L engine.
Important: Requires a liquid cooling system with heat
exchanger, coolant pump, and coolant tank, as well as a
high pressure high volume fuel pump, and reprogramming
or replacing the engine management system. Not legal for
highway use on pollution controlled vehicles in all 50 States.
Note: Special order, must be prepaid.

G19300

............................................. 8398.99 ea

LS376/515 Carbureted
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Using the LS3 engine as its foundation, the LS376/515
crate engine adds Chevrolet Performance’s racing
derived ASA Hot Cam and a carbureted intake system
to produce 533 horsepower at a high revving 6600
RPM and 477 ft lb of torque at 5200 RPM. It’s a great
engine for resto-mod classic and late model muscle
cars. The assembly includes an SS oil pan and LS3
cylinder heads, with high ﬂow, rectangular port intake
passages, as well as our unique, spider-type carburetor
intake manifold. It’s a great engine for resto-mod classic
and late model muscle cars.
G13052
LS376/515 ........................ 8573.99 ea

LSA 2L/556HP

LSA Supercharger

The supercharged 6.2L LSA engine from the Cadillac
CTS-V and Camaro ZL-1 in a fully dressed crate engine
package! This cousin of the Corvette LS9 produces
556 horsepower at 6100 RPM with 551 lbs of torque
at 3800 RPM. It’s a rare engine that offers smooth and
well-balanced performance.
G25011
LSA/6.2L....................... 12,919.99 ea

Add horsepower to any LS engine with rectangular port
L92 style heads! This is the same 1.9L supercharger found
on the 6.2L LSA, in the CTS-V and Camaro ZL1 with a
slightly different intercooler cover. A pair of Eaton four
lobe high helix rotors makes this unit extremely efﬁcient
at lower RPM but sustains the output into high RPM.
On a 6.2L engine it produces about 9 lbs of boost but
boost pressure may vary with engine displacement and
compression ratio. Set includes: intake, fuel injectors,
cast cover, intercooler, front pulley, throttle body, and
gaskets. Installation requires proper tuning of the vehicle
computer system along and a high pressure, high volume
fuel pump. Intercooler requires a liquid cooling system
consisting of a heat exchanger, a coolant tank and a
coolant pump.

Supercharged!

Important: May not be legal for highway use in all 50 states.

G25018

LS7 427ci/505HP
With its classic 427ci displacement and racing features,
including featherweight titanium connecting rods, the
505HP LS7 7.0L made its mark in the Corvette Z06 and
advanced its legacy in the ﬁfth gen Camaro Z/28. This
powerful LS7 crate engine is based on the production
speciﬁcations of the Gen 5 Z/28 application, including
unique Tri-Y exhaust manifolds, which are designed
to take advantage of the engine’s ﬁring order to
deliver a combination of pulse separation of adjacent
ﬁring cylinders and improved scavenging – all for
optimal performance.
LS7 427ci/505HP
G9364
LS/427/505HP................ 10,900.00 ea
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LSA supercharger set ......... 7769.99 set

For Drivetrain Components
Refer to Section M

LS9 6.2L/638HP
The Corvette ZR1 LS9 6.2L engine in a fully
dressed crate engine package! The LS9’s lightweight
reciprocating mass, sixth generation supercharger
and high ﬂow cylinder heads combine to provide 638
horsepower at 6500 RPM with a neck breaking 604 ft
lbs of torque, making it the most powerful standard
production motor GM has ever produced.
LS376/515
G25010
LS9/6.2L ....................... 18,149.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Transmission
Controllers

Torque
Converters

Transmission
Install Kits

Transmissions

Toll Free 800.854.1280

LS Conversion Components
LSA & LS9 Intercooler Fluid Pump
This factory engineered
mechanical pump circulates
coolant between the intercooler
on top of the supercharger and
heat exchanger for 6.2L LSA
and 7.0L LS9 engines. It can
also be installed with any
forced induction system that
uses a liquid to air intercooler.
G25015
LSA/LS9 ............................ 289.99 ea

174014
G58675

G25014

LS Engine Controller Sets
The LS crate engines are some of the most advanced
crate motors available, and if you’re installing one of
these supercharged 6.2 liter beasts, you’ll need the
electronics to keep these formidable engines under
control. These sets include the hardware needed to
wire and run LS crate engines. Each set includes an
engine speciﬁc ECM, wiring harness and fuse box,
as well as MAF sensor with mounting boss, a pair of
oxygen sensors with weld-in sensor bungs, an electronic
accelerator assembly, and instructions.

G34401

Important: This engine controller is a stand-alone retroﬁt
system for pre-1976 vehicles. Not for use with pollution
controlled vehicles.

G13178
G13179
G13180
G13181
G13182
G13183
G25014
G19299

for L96 # G13174 ..............
for LS3 # G13038 ..............
for LS376/480 # G13038 ...
for LS376/525 # G13151 ...
for DR525 # G13176, 77 ...
for LS7 # G9364 ................
for LSA # G25011 .............
for LS9 # G25010 ..............

1660.99
1525.99
1525.99
1573.99
1766.99
1515.99
1784.99
1890.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
set
set

G34394

LS Engine 4 Barrel Intake Manifold
Chevrolet Performance 4 barrel intake manifolds make
it possible to install a modern, lightweight LS engine
without fuel injection. These high ﬂow intake manifolds
were designed by GM to maximize performance
potential. Manifolds are machined for 4150 style
square ﬂange carburetors. Includes mounting bolts
and instructions.
G58675
LS1, LS2, LS6 4 barrel ....... 621.99 ea
G34401
LS3 4 barrel......................... 442.99 ea
G34394
LS7 4 barrel......................... 442.99 ea

Front Runner Drive
Vintage Air’s front runner drive features include a
block mounted truss CNC-machined from T-6061 billet
aluminum available in a bright ﬁnish with machined
ﬁnished truss or black hard coat ﬁnish. The black hard
coat sets include black hard coated pulleys, and black
anodized bracket, clutch and tensioner covers. Exclusive
Front Runner spring tensioner provides continuous
SAE-spec static and dynamic belt tensioning for OEM
quality belt life. Hard coated aluminum pulleys are
precision machined, reduce weight and wear like steel.
Pulley sizes are engineered and matched for optimum
component speeds. This is a very compact package that
does not have any of the accessories hanging way past
the engine. Each drive uses the compact GM Type II
power steering pump (if applicable), high-performance
water pump and GM 140 amp alternator. The Vintage
Air TiteFit Line/compact compressor package is perfect
for that nice tight and clean look
Important: Not compatible with any LT1 engine.
Note: Shipped oversize.

OS1

Bright Front Runner Drive
LS1/2
174014
with ps (includes pump) .... 2850.99 set
174016
with ps (without pump) ..... 2763.99 set
175015
without ps .......................... 2688.99 set
LS7
174012
with ps (includes pump) .... 2909.99 set
174019
with ps (without pump) ..... 2763.99 set
175012
without ps .......................... 2688.99 set
L92 LS Front Runner Spacer Set
176005
L92 LS ............................... 197.99 set
Black Hard Coat Front Runner Drive
LS1/2
174011
with ps (includes pump) .... 2759.99 set
174017
with ps (without pump) ..... 2663.99 set
175011
without ps .......................... 2587.99 set
LS7
174013
with ps (includes pump) .... 2808.99 set
174018
with ps (without pump) ..... 2663.99 set
175013
without ps .......................... 2587.99 set
L92 LS Front Runner Spacer Set
176005
L92 LS ............................... 197.99 set

G25012

Front engine accessory drive system for the 6.2L
and the CTS-V LSA engine with or without AC. The
drive system assembly includes: alternator, power
steering pump, brackets, bolts, tensioner, pulleys,
belts, and instructions. AC add-on set sold separately
and includes mounting bracket, belt, AC compressor,
hardware, and instructions.
For LS3 Engine
G13184
for LS3 with AC ............... 1069.99 ea
For LSA Engine
G25012
for LSA without AC ......... 1246.99 set
G25013
AC add on set for LSA..... 389.99 set

SP3026C

LS Series Carbon Fiber Engine Covers
detail – installed

LS Engine Coil Pack Shield
LS engine coil pack shield. Prevents premature coil
failure due to overheating, eliminating the need to
relocate. Semi-ridged construction made from double
sided aluminum and high temperature foam core. They
easily install under the coil brackets and work with
factory and aftermarket coils. Fits LS1, 2, 3, and 7.
DE011001
LS coil shields ................... 37.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Give your LS series engine a cool custom look with
these smooth top covers. These engine covers are real
carbon ﬁber custom ﬁt to your speciﬁc LS engine and
accessory drive pulley setup and the option of a precut
oil ﬁller hole.
Note: Specify vehicle year/model, type of LS engine and
accessory belt drive setup and specify precut oil ﬁller hole
option and desired color. Special order.

LSX Ignition Coil Covers
SP3026C
carbon ﬁber ..................... 431.99 pr
LS9 Engine Cover
SP3026C9
carbon ﬁber ..................... 449.99 ea

LS Conversion
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SP3026C9

G25013

LSA 6.2L Accessory Drive System

LS Conversion Components

A9700123

LS Valve Cover Conversion Set
Billet Specialties LS valve cover conversion set. This set
allows the use of perimeter style small block Chevrolet
valve covers on an LS motor. The coils, harnesses, and
plug wires are all concealed underneath for a clean
classic look. Precision machined from 6061-T6 billet
aluminum to accommodate the large LS3 coils (AC
Delco D514A). They retains the factory LS gasket
for a leak free seal and feature a hidden oil ﬁll cap on
both sides. Stainless hardware included. Made in USA.
Important: Will not work on 1997 LS1 heads casting
numbers 806 or 933.

LS Coil Covers
Fabricated Aluminum LS Valve Covers
These valve covers are sure to dress-up any LS1 or LS6
engine that have center bolt heads. Made from formed
and welded aluminum with coil mount provisions, these
valve covers will stand out. Valve covers include an oil
cap, mounting hardware with gaskets, and are available
in clear anodized or polished ﬁnishes.
A9700122
clear anodized ................. 111.99 pr
A9700123
polished ........................... 109.99 pr

Chevrolet Script
B95037
LS ......................................... 496.99 set

Elegantly hides LS coil packs. Fits GM LS engines
utilizing existing coil bracket mounting points. Has a
cutout for the oil ﬁller. Designed to ﬁt LS crate motors
and will not clear factory high mount alternators
(such as those found on Corvettes) unless a cutout is
fabricated or aftermarket alternator and brackets are
used. Best suited for aftermarket serpentine pulley
systems. Machined from 6063-T6 aluminum. Can
be used with relocated coil packs for a lower proﬁle
appearance. Dimensions 19-1/2" x 5", available in
black or mill ﬁnish. Made in USA.
P130
black ﬁnish ............................. 238.99 pr

A9700120

LS Valve Cover Adapters
Billet Specialties LS valve cover adapters. This kit
allows the use of perimeter style small block Chevrolet
valve covers on an LS motor. This kit requires the
relocation of the coil packs. Machined from 6061-T6
aluminum to utilizes an OEM LS valve cover gasket on
bottom and cork gasket on the top. Stainless hardware
included. Made in USA.
Important: Will not work on 1997 LS1 heads casting
numbers 806 or 933.

K
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Chevrolet Script
B95030
LS ......................................... 169.99 pr

Fabricated Aluminum LS Coil Covers
These fabricated aluminum covers hide the unsightly
coil packs on LS1 and LS6 engines with center bolt
valve covers. Made from formed and welded aluminum
they include a billet aluminum oil ﬁll extension and
mounting hardware. Coil covers are available in clear
anodized and polished ﬁnishes.

LS Coil Relocation Set
Relocation brackets allow you to remotely mount your
coil packs. Made from 6061 black anodized aluminum.
Designed to work with LS-2,3,7 and 9. Easy-to-install.
Set includes 4 brackets and all mounting hardware,
including spacers (required when using Delphi coils).
Made in USA.
Note: Will not work with truck or LS-1 coils.

P128

all ............................................ 180.99 set

Note: Some applications may require modiﬁcation.

A9700120
A9700121

clear anodized ................. 119.99 pr
polished ........................... 119.99 pr

B95050
E7118

Performer RPM LS1

B95059

Billet Aluminum LS Valley Cover

LS Coil Covers – Big Block Style

Clean up the engine compartment of your carbureted LS
powered Camaro with this billet aluminum valley cover
from Billet Specialties. The highly polished ribbed
design is a perfect compliment to Billet Specialties’
valve covers. They are engineered to ﬁt LS2, LS3,
LS7, and LSX blocks and accepts the OEM breather
and gasket. Made in USA.

These coil covers from Holley Performance give
modern LS engines a classic big block appearance.
Made from a lightweight, durable composite that can
be painted to match any color scheme and designed to
ﬁt on LS2, LS3 and LS7 and other LS family engines
using LS3 style valve covers and coils. Set includes:
covers, OE style ball mount snap on studs, oil cap,
oil ﬁll adaptor, and detailed installation instructions.

Note: Will not work with D.O.D. blocks.

B95050
B95059
B95059B
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LS
LS
LS

ribbed – polished ... 179.99 ea
plain – raw ............. 72.99 ea
plain – black .......... 92.99 ea

LS Conversion Parts

Important: Covers are a universal ﬁt and require trimming
for proper installation.

H2421

LS coil covers ....................... 205.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Looking to install a carburetor on an 1997-02 LS1?
Edelbrock has you covered. This performer RPM
manifold set comes with the major components needed
to install a 600-800 cfm carburetor on a modern LS1,
LS6, LM7, LR4, and LQ4, maximizing maximum
horsepower and torque from 1500 to 6500 RPM. The
system includes a 4 barrel non-EGR manifold, MAP
sensor, wiring harness, and MSD ignition controller for
LS1 24X ignition systems (offers choice of 6 timing
curves), along with throttle and trans cable brackets.
Note: 600-800 cfm carburetor recommended. Not legal for
pollution controlled vehicles.

E7118
E71187

manifold w/ignition control .. 789.99 set
manifold only non-EGR ....... 319.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

LS Conversion Components
A9700210

1993-02 LS Swap Engine Brackets
1060256

1984-92 LS Swap Trans Crossmembers

1061880

LS swap mounting system for 1984-92 Camaro models.
Designed to provide an optimized balance of weight,
stiffness and strength. Direct installation capability for
4th Gen Camaro aftermarket Tremec T56 Magnum
transmissions. Installation of a 4L60-4L70, 4L80/4L85
automatic transmission can also be accomplished
using this crossmember and the Hooker adapter kits
A9700214 for 4L60-4L70 transmissions or A9700215
for 4L80/4L85 transmissions. Plate steel construction.
A9700209 1984-92 ............................. 331.99 ea

Perform an LS engine swap in any GM 4th-gen F-Body
without having to swap out the stock LT1/LT4 engine
K-member for a factory or aftermarket LS K-member.
These brackets are designed for bolt-in installation onto
the existing LT1/LT4 engine cradles. Provides same
as factory LS engine and transmission location and
inclination angle. Bracket to frame hardware included.
A9700210 1993-97
LT1/LT4 ........ 223.99 pr
A9700211 1993-02
3.4L/3.8L V6 223.99 pr

Adjustable LS Motor Mount Adapter Set
A9700212

2061860

1967-92 Camaro LS Conversion Sets
This unique conversion system takes the guesswork
out of installing an LS engine into a 1967-92 Camaro.
The 1967-69 sets are designed to use the LH8 oil
pan, the 1970-81 sets are designed to use the CTS-V
or 1998-02 Camaro oil pan, and the 1982-92 sets
are designed to use the 1998-02 Camaro oil pan,
positioning the engine and transmission with room for
most accessory drives, heater boxes, power steering
and brakes, and exhaust systems. The motor mounts
and transmission crossmember bolt directly to the
factory mounting locations. Sets are available for T56,
4L60E, and 4L80E transmissions with your choice of
red or black urethane transmission and motor mounts.
Each set includes a transmission crossmember, engine
and frame mounts, detailed instructions and mounting
hardware. All mounts are protected by a manufacturer’s
lifetime replacement warranty. Made in USA.

1993-02 LS Swap Trans Crossmembers
LS swap transmission crossmembers and accessories
provide for installation of a 4th generation T-56 or
aftermarket T56 Magnum transmission in behind
an LS engine in any 1993-02 Camaro. Transmission
installation coverage can be expanded to include 4L604L70, or 4L80/4L85 transmissions through the use of
available Hooker adapter brackets. Optional Hooker
adjustable bolt-on torque arm bracket available to
divorce stock torque arm from the stock transmission
case mounting. The 4L80-4L85 installations will
require notching/modiﬁcations to the body bracing on
the driver side of transmission tunnel, the body notch
panel is needed for this.
Transmission Crossmembers
A9700212
1993-97 ........................... 266.99 ea
A9700213
1998-02 ........................... 266.99 ea
Trans. Crossmember Adapter Bracket
A9700214
4L60-4L70 ...................... 29.99 ea
A9700215
4L80-4L85 ...................... 29.99 ea
Transmission Torque Arm Bracket
A9700216
......................................... 79.99 ea
Body Notch Panel
A9700236
4L80-4L85 ........................ 55.99 ea

Conversion with T-56 Transmission Mount
1060256 1967-69 with black mounts 499.99
1061856 1967-69 with red mounts.... 499.99
2060256 1970-81 with black mounts 499.99
2061856 1970-81 with red mounts.... 499.99
3060256 1982-92 with black mounts 489.99
3061856 1982-92 with red mounts.... 489.99
Conversion with 4L60E Transmission Mount
1060260 1967-69 with black mounts 499.99
1061860 1967-69 with red mounts.... 499.99
2060260 1970-81 with black mounts 499.99
2061860 1970-81 with red mounts.... 499.99
3060260 1982-92 with black mounts 489.99
3061860 1982.92 with red mounts.... 489.99
Conversion with 4L80E Transmission Mount
1060280 1967-69 with black mounts 499.99
1061880 1967-69 with red mounts.... 499.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

Note: Some aftermarket motor mounts may require
mounting holes enlarged to 7/16". Some OEM style mounts
may require additional clearance of the cast rubber portion
to allow full front to back adjustment of the adapter. Not for
use with “clamshell” type mounts.

A9750010

adapter ............................. 171.99 set

LS700201

FitRiteTM LS Engine Mount Set
Set assists with swapping an LS series engine into
your 1967-97 Camaro. The long adapter set allows the
engine to move from 1/2" rearward (great for oil pan
to crossmember clearance) or up to 3-1/2" forward for
a full 3-1/2" of travel with a completely custom range
of positions. Short adapter set moves the engine from
2-1/4" forward to 3-3/4" forward for a total of 1-1/2"
of travel. These exclusive design, no-weld brackets are
CNC laser cut steel and feature a durable black powder
coated ﬁnish. Includes POLYPLUS™ engine mounts.
Note: The short adapter works well with the low mounted
air compressor.

Long Adapter
LS700200
1/2" rear – 3-1/2" forward 129.99 set
Short Adapter
LS700201
2-1/4" fwd – 3-3/4" fwd .. 129.99 set

1982-92 LS Swap Engine Brackets
LS swap engine brackets for 1982-92 Camaro models.
Broad transmission compatibility allows installation
of GM 200R4, TH400, 4L60-4L70, 4L80/4L85
automatic transmissions and Tremec T56/T56 Magnum
manual transmissions. These brackets also maintain
the factory designed engine inclination angle (when
used in conjunction with A9700209 crossmember).
Plate steel construction.
Note: Installation of these brackets requires the use of OE
4th generation F-Body engine mounts G5544.

A9700208

1982-92 ............................. 139.99 pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

4592

LS1/LS6/Vortec Engine Mount Plates
These engine mount plates are needed when installing
an LS1, LS6 or Vortec engine into a vehicle that
was originally equipped with a small block engine.
Available in a 4 piece set that includes the plates and
motor mount pads or the plates can be purchased
separately. Includes Grade 8 hardware.
4592
2 plates with 2 pads ................... 74.99 set
4572
2 plates only............................... 56.99 set

LS Conversion Parts
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Important: Transmission tunnel modiﬁcation may be
required for T56 applications. Vehicles that did not
originally have a V8 engine may require drilling new frame
bracket mount locations.
Note: Notching the frame is required when using 1998-02
Camaro accessory drive with low mount AC compressor.
Some modiﬁcation may be required.

Adapter allows the installation of LS engines into
1967-72 Camaro models using a standard 3 bolt
motor mount. Position the engine in either the original
location or 1"-2" forward to allow for transmission
bellhousing clearance. Mounting locations allow
proper driveline alignment and an additional 1/2" of
adjustment. Includes: engine mounting plates, adjuster
plates, hardware, and instructions.

LS Conversion Components

453961

These headers are designed for the LS engine mounting sets and are available in
a variety of sizes and styles for 4.8L, 5.3L and 6.0L LS engines. A silver ceramic
coating keeps temperatures under control and provides a great long-lasting appearance.
Designed to clear the factory AC box, power steering, power brakes, crossmember,
and oil pan when installed with a LS conversion set. Made in USA.

Oil Pan with Gasket, Stock Bafﬂe, Drain Plug and Mounting Hardware
Oil Dipstick
Oil Dipstick Tube
Oil Pickup Tube
Windage Tray PF48E Oil Filter (required oil ﬁlter)

Note: Some modiﬁcation may be necessary when used with 4L80E transmissions or column
shifters. Not legal on pollution controlled vehicles.

Oil Pan Swap Kit for LS1 Camaro/Firebird
The F-Body oil pan is the pan of choice for most engine swaps as it provides the
most steering rack clearance of any GM pan as well as generous ground clearance.
Using a factory GM pan allows you to retain the structural rigidity of a cast aluminum
pan. This pan bolts up to all GM Gen III and IV LS family engines. All parts are
genuine GM factory parts.
Important: Oil pan will work on most engine swaps. Always check measurements for oil pan
clearance before ordering. Oil pan measurements are on our website.

R74210
R74210

1998-02
all

Camaro with LS1....................................... 431.99 kit
GM Gen III & IV LS family engines ........ 431.99 kit

1026200

454061

1967-92 LS Headers

Kit Includes:

Mid-Length Headers
453661
1967-69
1-3/4" ........................................................
451261
1970-81
1-3/4" ........................................................
457261
1982-92
1-3/4" ........................................................
Long Tube Headers
453761
1967-69
1-3/4" ........................................................
453961
1967-69
1-7/8" ........................................................
454161
1967-69
2" ..............................................................
451361
1970-81
1-3/4" ........................................................
451561
1970-81
1-7/8" ........................................................
451761
1970-81
2" ..............................................................
457361
1982-92
1-3/4" ........................................................
457561
1982-92
1-7/8" ........................................................
457761
1982-92
2" ..............................................................
Stepped Long Tube Headers
453861
1967-69
1-3/4" to 1-7/8" .........................................
454061
1967-69
1-7/8" to 2" ...............................................
451461
1970-81
1-3/4" to 1-7/8" .........................................
451661
1970-81
1-7/8" to 2" ...............................................
457461
1982-92
1-3/4" to 1-7/8" .........................................
457661
1982-92
1-7/8" to 2" ...............................................

629.99 set
629.99 set
629.99 set
839.99
864.99
939.99
839.99
839.99
939.99
839.99
839.99
939.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

939.99
939.99
939.99
939.99
939.99
939.99

set
set
set
set
set
set

1026102 – detail

LS Oil Pans for Conversion Sets
These OE pan sets include the gasket, windage tray, oil pickup tube, and mounting
hardware. An optional oil pump pickup tube girdle corrects the ﬁt and seal of the
pickup tube in the oil pump with an extra bolt to clamp it in place.

Billet LSX Oil Supply Adapter Plate

Note: Must be used in conjunction with LS conversion sets.

K
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1026100
1026102
1026200
1026000

LH8 oil pan ..................................................................... 279.99 set
LH8 machined for bypass valve ..................................... 329.99 set
1998-2002 Camaro oil pan ............................................. 409.99 set
oil pickup tube girdle ...................................................... 26.99 ea

B90134

Oil supply adapter plate for LS1/LS2/
LS3/LS6 (except LS7) engines. This
is ideal for installing custom turbo or
supercharger setups on LSX engines.
Bolts above oil ﬁlter and supplies oil
to your power-adder. Made from 6061
aluminum and is anodized black.
Includes hardware.
Note: Adapter plates are tapped for a 1/4"
NPT ﬁtting.

A9701329

....................... 16.99 ea

B90334B
H3021

H3022

1955-87 Retroﬁt LS Oil Pans
Holley’s Retro LS oil pans are designed for maximum chassis and ground clearance
on 1955-87 GM rear wheel drive V8 applications originally equipped with a rear
sump oil pan. Each pan is made from machined cast aluminum and uses an original
style oil ﬁlter and gasket. Features provisions for a factory style oil cooler and
attachment points for the factory bellhousing. Set includes: sump bafﬂe, pickup
tube, sump plug, oil ﬁlter stud, and oil passage cover. H3021 LS Retroﬁt oil pan is
designed for LS engine retroﬁt installation in a variety of GM muscle/classic car
and truck models. H3022 LS Gen 1 F-Body Retroﬁt oil pan is designed speciﬁcally
for LS engine installation in 1967-69 Camaro/Firebird models. The H3022 oil pan
may also ﬁt other muscle/classic car and truck chassis where more engine to chassis
clearance is required near the front half of the oil pan.
Note: Requires the use of LS3 dipstick and dipstick tube.

H3021
H3022
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universal .......................................................... 356.99 set
direct ﬁt............................................................ 356.99 set
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Aluminum LS Thermostat Housings
Billet Specialties aluminum thermostat
housings for Chevy LS with 1-1/2"
radiator hose. These water necks are
precision machined from 6061-T6
billet aluminum to accommodate LS
style thermostats and seals. Available in
straight or 15 degree swivel designs and
in polished or black anodized ﬁnishes.
Made in USA.
B90134 polish straight .... 41.99 ea
B90134B black straight ..... 46.99 ea
B90334 polish 15 degree 77.99 ea
B90334B black 15 degree 82.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1982-92 Fuel/Brake
Line Heat Shield
The fuel/brake line heat shield is
specifically designed to shield the
factory fuel and brake lines for a LS
swap, attaches to the inside of the driver
side subframe rail. This protects lines
from radiant header/exhaust heat. Made
from 304 stainless steel.
A9700217 1982-92 ........ 55.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

LS Conversion Components

BK1709

BK5004

G9361

BK5006

1982-92 LSX Cold Air Intake Kit

LS1 and LS6 Intake Manifold
Boost horsepower and low end torque with this intake
manifold from BBK. Designed for LS1 and LS6
engines, this intake improves the Z06 Corvette intake
design with an 85mm straight through throttle inlet with
rounded low restriction intake runners to allow an 18-24
horsepower increase on a base LS1 engine. Features a
titanium powder coated ﬁnish and is available in sets
with BBK Power Plus series 80mm throttle bodies
with cable or electronic throttle controls. Uses factory
rubber o-ring gaskets and includes mounting hardware
and instructions.
BBK Manifolds
Manifold Only
BK5004 1997-04 .............................. 899.99 ea
With Cable 80mm Throttle Body
BK5005 1997-04 .............................. 799.99 set
With Electronic 80mm Throttle Body
BK5006 1997-04 .............................. 799.99 set
BBK Throttle Body Only
BK1709 1998-02 80mm .................... 359.99 ea
BK1710 1998-02 85mm .................... 369.99 ea

G3888

1997-06 Crankshaft Balancer

Cold air intake kit for 1982-92 Camaro models with
an LSX engine. This intake kit features 4" silicone
tubing and works with various sizes of throttle bodies
and mass air ﬂow sensors. This kit also allows the
air ﬁlter to be located on either driver or passenger.
Includes red cotton element air ﬁlter.
A9701309 1982-92 ............................. 199.99 ea

You’ll need to know what balancer you have to be able
to order the right belt system. Corvette is the thinnest
while truck balancers are the thickest.
G9361 1997-05 Corvette-LS1, LS6 138.99 ea
G3888 1998-02 IROC/TA ............... 100.99 ea
G9363 2003-06 C/K truck............... 169.99 ea

A9701349

1998-02 LS1 High Flow Air Box Lid
High ﬂow air box lid for 1998-02 Camaro models
equipped with an LS1 engine. This easy bolt-on air box
eliminates the restrictive stock bafﬂes and resonator
assembly to add up to 12 horsepower.

1998-02 LS1 Alternator Mounting Set
Eliminate excess belt length and tensioner. This set
mounts the alternator with a shorter, manually adjusted
belt. To use smaller pulleys, simply change belts. Black
anodized aluminum construction. Includes hardware.
For use with electric water pump without ps or AC.
BX50004
1998-02 ............................. 169.99 set

85010

These Hooker cast iron exhaust manifolds are designed
to hug the engine block closely so they will work with
a variety of LS engine swaps or as a replacement. The
contoured shape increases ﬂow and performance over
stock manifolds with a traditional look. Fits all LS
engines up to 500 horsepower except LS7 and LS9
and have been proven to ﬁt 1970-81 F-Bodies, 198288 G-Bodies, and 1968-72 A-Body vehicles. Made
from hi-silicon ductile iron for years of durability
and corrosion resistance. Available in a range of
different ﬁnishes.
Important: Not C.A.R.B. certiﬁed and may not be legal for
use in some states on pollution controlled vehicles.

85010
85013
85011
85014
85015

raw ﬁnish..............................
black ceramic ﬁnish .............
silver ceramic ﬁnish .............
titanium ceramic ﬁnish.........
cast iron gray ceramic ﬁnish

330.99
440.99
440.99
440.99
440.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

Alternator Conversion Adaptor
This easy to use alternator conversion harness is
designed to adapt your wire harness to upgrade your
charging system with a later model, internally regulated
alternator. This harness adapts external regulator
harnesses to 1985 and earlier “SI” type alternators
CA27555
ext. to int. reg .................... 19.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

A9701349
A9701350

1998-99 ............................ 89.99 ea
2000-02 ............................ 89.99 ea

LS30 Synthetic Oil
This LS30
synthetic
5W-30 oil is
speciﬁcally formulated
for high-performance
LS series engines such
the 6.2L LS3 found
in the 5th generation
Camaro SS or the 6.2L
supercharged LSA under
the hood of the new
ZL1. Using advanced
synthetic-based oils,
LS30 delivers high
temperature and high
shear protection, making
it ideal for highperformance LS engines,
especially those that have been turbocharged
or supercharged.
JG1320
5W30
quart .................... 11.99 ea
JG1321
5W30
case of 12 quarts.. 129.99 cs
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LS Cast Iron Exhaust Manifolds

Note: Not approved for sale or use in California or other
states that require a CARB EO number.

March Performance Pulleys
“Revolver” Serpentine Sets for Short
Water Pump

“Ultra Drive” Front Mount Serpentine Sets
This system has been designed to mount
accessories below the valve covers and
between the width of the heads.
Precision CNC-machined from 6061-T6
aluminum for strength and perfect ﬁt,
hard coated on high wear areas and clear
coated to eliminate polishing in those
hard to reach places to look great for
years to come. Set is designed to ﬁt Ram
Jet, TPI, Single and multi-carb engines
and includes an oversize crank pulley
that aids in driving your alternator, AC
and water pump at idle, where it counts.
Note: Serpentine belts are not included in any of the sets, however the belt length is included below for information purposes.
All sets include short reverse water pump.

Serpentine Belt Custom Sets
Includes non-polished AC compressor, non-polished
140 amp alternator, aluminum reverse rotation water
pump, GM type 2 power steering pump (sets without
power steering available. Hoses and reservoir not
included), spring loaded tensioner, AC, alternator, and
power steering brackets, crankshaft pulley, water pump
pulley, power steering pulley, alternator pulley with
standard steel bladed fan, wing cross emblem, AC line
ﬁttings, and Grade 8 mounting hardware.
Small Block Custom Sets
Alternator and AC Only – 61" Serpentine Belt
MP202751
clear powder coated ..... 1499.99 set
MP202754
black powder coated .... 1602.99 set
Alternator, AC and Power Steering Pump –
62" Serpentine Belt
MP202851
clear powder coated ..... 1749.99 set
MP202854
black powder coated .... 2344.99 set
Big Block Custom Sets
Alternator and AC Only – 62.3" Serpentine Belt
MP203751
clear powder coated ..... 1769.99 set
MP203754
black powder coated .... 1769.99 set
Alternator, AC and Power Steering Pump –
64" Serpentine Belt
MP203851
clear powder coated ..... 2049.99 set
MP203854
black powder coated .... 2049.99 set

K
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Serpentine Belt Deluxe Sets
Includes chrome AC compressor, chrome 140 amp
alternator, aluminum reverse rotation water pump,
GM type 2 power steering pump (sets without power
steering available. Hoses and reservoir not included),
spring loaded tensioner with housing cover, AC,
alternator, and power steering brackets with power
steering housing cover, crankshaft pulley, water pump
pulley, alternator pulley with aluminum fan, power
steering pulley, wing cross emblem, AC line ﬁttings,
and Grade 8 mounting hardware.
Small Block Deluxe Sets
Alternator and AC Only – 61" Serpentine Belt
MP202701
clear powder coated ..... 1799.99 set
MP202704
black powder coated .... 1822.99 set
Alternator, AC and Power Steering Pump –
62" Serpentine Belt
MP202801
clear powder coated ..... 2079.99 set
MP202804
black powder coated .... 2079.99 set
Big Block Deluxe Sets
Alternator and AC Only – 62.3" Serpentine Belt
MP203701
clear powder coated ..... 1989.99 set
MP203704
black powder coated .... 1989.99 set
Alternator, AC and Power Steering Pump –
64" Serpentine Belt
MP203801
clear powder coated ..... 2259.99 set
MP203804
black powder coated .... 2259.99 set
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clear powder
coated ﬁnish

chrome ﬁnish

This serpentine
conversion
offers the same
combination of
style and low
price as the popular
Style Track alternator,
AC and power steering
set, but cool Revolver
styling. The highly styled 1
piece bracket provides a rigid
support for the alternator and AC
compressor. A separate bracket allows the option of
power steering or no power steering. The Revolver
uses a unique, easy to use belt tension adjustment tool.
Once the belt tension has been set, the adjustment
tool is easily removed and stowed away until the next
time the belt requires adjustment. The Revolver offers
a much cleaner appearance as a result. Includes all
instructions and hardware. Features maintenance-free
clear, black or black onyx powder coated or chromed.
Includes chrome AC compressor, chrome 105 amp
alternator, aluminum reverse rotation water pump, GM
type 2 power steering pump (hoses and reservoir not
included) or chrome Saginaw pump, AC, alternator
and power steering brackets, crankshaft pulley, water
pump pulley, AC compressor nose cover, alternator
pulley with machined fan and nose cover, power
steering pulley and cover, belt tensioning tool, and
Grade 8 mounting hardware
Note: No cylinder head accessory holes needed for mounting.
Serpentine belt is not included with any set. Length of belt is
listed below, and is also included in the instructions.

Small Block Revolver Serpentine Sets
black powder
coated ﬁnish

black onyx powder
coated ﬁnish

Sets w/Alternator and AC Only
Note: Small block revolver sets without power steering are
for 59" serpentine belts.

MP211101 clear powder coated ......... 1484.99 set
MP211102 chrome ............................. 1959.99 set
MP211103 black onyx powder coated 1634.99 set
MP211104 black powder coated ........ 1484.99 set
Sets w/Keyway Saginaw Pump & Canister
Note: Small block revolver sets with Keyway Saginaw
Power Steering are for 64" serpentine belts.

Serpentine Belt Ultra Sets
Includes chrome AC compressor, chrome 140 amp
alternator, aluminum reverse rotation water pump,
GM type 2 power steering pump (sets without power
steering available. Hoses and reservoir not included),
spring loaded tensioner with housing cover, AC,
alternator and power steering brackets with power
steering housing cover, crankshaft pulley, water pump
pulley with nose cover, alternator pulley with machined
fan, and nose cover, power steering pulley with nose
cover, air conditioning nose cover, wing cross emblem,
AC line ﬁttings, and Grade 8 mounting hardware
Small Block Ultra Sets
Alternator and AC Only – 61" Serpentine Belt
MP202501
clear powder coated ..... 2019.99 set
MP202502
chrome ......................... 2559.99 set
MP202504
black powder coated .... 2042.99 set
Alternator, AC and Power Steering Pump –
62" Serpentine Belt
MP202601
clear powder coated ..... 2289.99 set
MP202602
chrome ......................... 2924.99 set
MP202604
black powder coated .... 2059.99 set
Big Block Ultra Sets
Alternator and AC Only – 62.3" Serpentine Belt
MP203501
clear powder coated ..... 1979.99 set
MP203502
chrome ......................... 2782.99 set
MP203504
black powder coated .... 2344.99 set
Alternator, AC and Power Steering Pump –
64" Serpentine Belt
MP203601
clear powder coated ..... 2479.99 set
MP203602
chrome ......................... 3113.99 set
MP203604
black powder coated .... 2479.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

MP211651 clear powder coated ......... 1899.99 set
MP211652 chrome ............................. 2259.99 set
MP211653 black onyx powder coated 1949.99 set
MP211654 black powder coated ........ 1770.99 set
Sets w/Remote Power Steering Pump
Note: Small block revolver sets with remote power steering
are for 62" serpentine belts.

MP211601
MP211602
MP211603
MP211604

clear powder coated .........
chrome ..............................
black onyx powder coated
black powder coated ........

1794.99
2294.99
1949.99
1794.99

set
set
set
set

Big Block Revolver Serpentine Sets
Sets w/Alternator and AC Only
Note: Big block revolver sets without power steering are
for 65" serpentine belts.

MP212101 clear powder coated ......... 1549.99 set
MP212102 chrome .............................. 2069.99 set
MP212103 black onyx powder coated 2109.99 set
MP212104 black powder coated ........ 1549.99 set
Sets w/Keyway Saginaw Pump & Canister
Note: Big Block Revolver Sets with Keyway Saginaw Power
Steering are for 69" serpentine belts.

MP212651 clear powder coated ......... 1959.99 set
MP212652 chrome .............................. 2484.99 set
MP212653 black onyx powder coated 2134.99 set
MP212654 black powder coated ........ 1959.99 set
Sets w/Remote Power Steering Pump
Note: Big block revolver sets with remote power steering
are for 67.5" serpentine belts.

MP212601
MP212602
MP212603
MP212604

clear powder coated .........
chrome ..............................
black onyx powder coated
black powder coated ........

1859.99 set
2114.99 set
2034.99 set
1884.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

March Performance Pulleys
“Mid Mount” Alternator and Power
Steering Serpentine Conversion Ultra Sets
for Long Water Pump
Simple yet exceptionally styled, this new “Mid Mount”
Alternator and Power Steering serpentine set from March
Performance offers an exciting new look. A new higher
mounted power steering pump bracket helps clear the steering
gear box in some vehicles. Retains your standard rotation water
pump. Available with performance pulleys which increase horsepower
or high water ﬂow ratio pulleys for increased cooling. CNC-machined
from solid billet 6061-T6 aluminum for a spectacular machined ﬁnish with
perfect ﬁt and extra high strength. Designed for a great appearance from any
angle, these brackets are even machined on the engine facing side. All billet pulleys
and brackets have a “No Polishing” maintenance-free clear powder coating. Also available black
powder coated.

MP211251

Note: Serpentine belts are not included with sets. Length of belt is listed below, and is listed in the instructions also. All
alternator belts are 6 rib. Shipped overweight.
clear powder
coated ﬁnish

black powder
coated ﬁnish

chrome ﬁnish

black onyx powder
coated ﬁnish

Crankshaft Pulley
Water Pump Pulley with Nose Cover
Alternator Pulley with Fan and Nose Cover
Alternator Bracket with Relocation Arm
Alternator Bracket Adjustment Tool
Stainless Steel Tensioning Rod

Chromoly Rod Ends
Mounting Hardware
Power Steering Bracket
Power Steering Pulley
Power Steering Pulley Nose Cover (Big Block)

Mid-Mount
Performance Serpentine Ultra Sets

Mid-Mount
High Water Flow Serpentine Ultra Sets
Small Block without Power Steering
Note: All small block non-power steering sets are for 42.5"
alternator belt.

Ultra Set without Power Steering
MP220131 clear powder coated ........... 399.99 set
MP220134 black powder coated .......... 399.99 set
Small Block with Power Steering

Ultra Set without Power Steering
MP220431 clear powder coated ........... 399.99 set
MP220434 black powder coated .......... 399.99 set
Small Block with Power Steering

Note: All small block power steering sets are for 42.5"
alternator belt and 33.5" 5 rib power steering belt.

Note: All small block power steering sets are for 42.5"
alternator belt and 33.5" 5 rib power steering belt.

Ultra Set w/1966-74 Keyway Saginaw Pump & Canister
MP220231 clear powder coated ........... 584.99 set
MP220234 black powder coated .......... 584.99 set
Ultra Set w/1978-87 Press Fit Saginaw Pump w/Canister
MP220331 clear powder coated ........... 584.99 set
MP220334 black powder coated .......... 584.99 set
Ultra Set w/1978-87 Press Fit Saginaw Metric Pump
MP220381 clear powder coated ........... 584.99 set
MP220384 black powder coated .......... 584.99 set
Big Block without Power Steering

Ultra Set w/1966-74 Keyway Saginaw Pump & Canister
MP220531 clear powder coated ........... 584.99 set
MP220534 black powder coated .......... 584.99 set
Ultra Set w/1978-87 Press Fit Saginaw Pump w/Canister
MP220631 clear powder coated ........... 593.99 set
MP220634 black powder coated .......... 584.99 set
Ultra Set w/1978-87 Press Fit Saginaw Metric Pump
MP220681 clear powder coated ........... 584.99 set
MP220684 black powder coated .......... 584.99 set
Big Block without Power Steering

Note: All big block non-power steering sets are for 41.5"
alternator belt.

Note: All big block non-power steering sets are for 41.5"
alternator belt.

Ultra Set without Power Steering
MP230131 clear powder coated ........... 409.99 set
MP230134 black powder coated .......... 409.99 set
Big Block with Power Steering

Ultra Set without Power Steering
MP230431 clear powder coated ........... 419.99 set
MP230434 black powder coated .......... 421.99 set
Big Block with Power Steering

Note: All big block power steering sets are for 41.5"
alternator belt and 39.5" 5 rib power steering belt.

Note: All big block power steering sets are for 41.5"
alternator belt and 39.5" 5 rib power steering belt.

Ultra Set with 1966-74 Keyway Saginaw Pump w/Canister
MP230231 clear powder coated ........... 649.99 set
MP230234 black powder coated .......... 649.99 set
Ultra Set w/1978-87 Press Fit Saginaw Pump w/Canister
MP230331 clear powder coated ........... 649.99 set
MP230334 black powder coated .......... 649.99 set

Ultra Set w/1966-74 Keyway Saginaw Pump w/Canister
MP230531 clear powder coated ........... 609.99 set
MP230534 black powder coated .......... 649.99 set
Ultra Set w/1978-87 Press Fit Saginaw Pump w/Canister
MP230631 clear powder coated ........... 649.99 set
MP230634 black powder coated .......... 649.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Note: Serpentine belt is not included with any set,
however length of belt is listed below and included in the
instructions. Belt tensioning tool included.

Pro-Track Serpentine Sets w/o Power Steering
Small Block Sets
Serpentine Sets For 59" Belts
MP211151 clear powder coated .........
MP211152 chrome .............................
MP211153 black onyx powder coated
MP211154 black powder coated ........
Big Block Sets
Serpentine Sets for 65" Belts
MP212151 clear powder coated .........
MP212152 chrome .............................
MP212153 black onyx powder coated
MP212154 black powder coated ........

1584.99
2084.99
1734.99
1584.99

set
set
set
set

1769.99
2269.99
2269.99
1749.99

set
set
set
set

Pro-Track Serpentine Sets w/Power Steering
Small Block Sets
Remote Type Reservoir Power Steering – 62" Belt
MP211201 clear powder coated ......... 1894.99 set
MP211203 black onyx powder coated 2044.99 set
MP211204 black powder coated ........ 1894.99 set
Saginaw Type Reservoir Power Steering – 64" Belt
MP211251 clear powder coated ......... 1994.99 set
MP211252 chrome ............................. 2299.99 set
MP211253 black onyx powder coated 2119.99 set
MP211254 black powder coated ........ 1994.99 set
Big Block Sets
Remote Type Reservoir Power Steering – 67.5" Belt
MP212201 clear powder coated ......... 2084.99 set
MP212202 chrome ............................. 2549.99 set
MP212203 black onyx powder coated 2234.99 set
MP212204 black powder coated ........ 2084.99 set
Saginaw Type Reservoir Power Steering – 69" Belt
MP212251 clear powder coated ......... 2184.99 set
MP212252 chrome ............................. 2549.99 set
MP212253 black onyx powder coated 2334.99 set
MP212254 black powder coated ........ 2184.99 set

Performance Pulleys
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Small Block without Power Steering
Note: All small block non-power steering sets are for 42.5"
alternator belt.

“Pro-Track” Serpentine Systems
March Performance’s new billet aluminum ProTrack serpentine system features a 1" thick one
piece alternator and air conditioning bracket.
A separate bracket allows the option of remote or
canister style power steering. Adjustment tool is
removable and included. Available powder coated in
clear, black, black onyx or chromed. Includes chrome
AC compressor, chrome 105 amp alternator, aluminum
reverse rotation water pump, GM type 2 power steering
pump (hoses and reservoir not included) or chrome
Saginaw pump, AC, alternator and power steering
brackets, crankshaft pulley, water pump pulley, AC
compressor nose cover, alternator pulley with machined
fan and nose cover, power steering pulley and cover,
and Grade 8 mounting hardware

Crankshaft Pulleys
V Drive Pulley System

A9711112

A9721113

Sets include:
• Water Pumps Either “As Cast” or Polished per Application
• LS1,2,3 and 6 Engines Have a Choice of Tuff Stuff or
Edelbrock Water Pumps
• 140 Amp, 1 Wire Alternator “As Cast”
• Peanut Style AC Compressor (if AC set)
• Aluminum Type II Power Steering Pump (if PS set)
• Power Steering Reservoir (if PS set)
• Tensioner with Aluminum Cover
• 6061-T6 Aluminum Pulleys
• 6061-T6 Brackets
• Gates 6 Groove Belt and Stainless Steel Hardware

174015

K
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Serpentine Systems
All American Billet serpentine sets are a great way to
clean up any engine compartment. You have a choice of
machined ﬁnished, polished, or black silverline – black
anodized with machined highlights for an aggressive
modern look. Sets include high-performance
accessories and are made in the USA. Brackets and
pulleys are made from 6061-T6 aluminum.
Polished System
Small Block
A9711112 w/AC and power steering 2199.99 set
A9711102 w/AC, no power steering .. 2099.99 set
A9711012 no AC, w/power steering .. 1999.99 set
A9711002 no AC, no power steering 1899.99 set
LS1, 2, 3, and 6 with Tuff Stuff Water Pump
A9721113 w/AC and power steering 2399.99 set
LS1, 2, 3, and 6 with Edelbrock Water Pump
A9721114 w/AC and power steering 2599.99 set
Big Block
A9731112 w/AC and power steering 2199.99 set
A9731102 w/AC, no power steering .. 2099.99 set
A9731012 no AC, w/power steering .. 1999.99 set
A9731002 no AC, no power steering 1899.99 set
Black Silverline System
Small Block
A9712111 w/AC and power steering 2299.99 set
A9712101 w/AC, no power steering .. 2199.99 set
A9712011 no AC, w/power steering .. 2099.99 set
A9712001 no AC, no power steering 1999.99 set
LS1, 2, 3, and 6 with Tuff Stuff Water Pump
A9722113 w/AC and power steering 2499.99 set
LS1, 2, 3, and 6 with Edelbrock Water Pump
A9722114 w/AC and power steering 2699.99 set
Big Block
A9732111 w/AC and power steering 2299.99 set
A9732101 w/AC, no power steering .. 2199.99 set
A9732011 no AC, w/power steering .. 2099.99 set
A9732001 no AC, no power steering 1999.99 set
Machine Finish System
Small Block
A9713111 w/AC and power steering 1899.99 set
A9713101 w/AC, no power steering .. 1799.99 set
A9713011 no AC, w/power steering .. 1699.99 set
A9713001 no AC, no power steering 1599.99 set
LS1, 2, 3, and 6 with Tuff Stuff Water Pump
A9723113 w/AC and power steering 2099.99 set
LS1, 2, 3, and 6 with Edelbrock Water Pump
A9723114 w/AC and power steering 2299.99 set
Big Block
A9733111 w/AC and power steering 1899.99 set
A9733101 w/AC, no power steering .. 1799.99 set
A9733011 no AC, w/power steering .. 1699.99 set
A9733001 no AC, no power steering 1599.36 set
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174058

Front Runner Drive
Vintage Air’s Front Runner Drive provides the ease
of a modern serpentine belt system. This engineered
package solves issues with premature belt failures
caused by mechanical tensioning, excessive belt length
runs, awkward component placement, and cylinder
head mount bolt variations. Features include a block
mounted truss CNC-machined from T-6061 billet
aluminum available in a bright ﬁnish with machined
ﬁnished truss or black hard coat ﬁnish. The black hard
coat sets include black hard coated pulleys and black
anodized bracket, clutch and tensioner covers. Exclusive
Front Runner spring tensioner provides continuous
SAE-spec static and dynamic belt tensioning for OEM
quality belt life. Hard coated aluminum pulleys are
precision machined, reduce weight and wear like steel.
Pulley sizes are engineered and matched for optimum
component speeds. This is a very compact package that
does not have any of the accessories hanging way past
the engine. Each drive uses the compact GM Type II
power steering pump (if applicable), high-performance
water pump and GM 170 amp alternator. The Vintage
Air TiteFit Line/compact compressor package is perfect
for that nice tight and clean look.
Important: On Chevy ZZ4 engine, composite timing
cover mounting bolt must be modiﬁed or timing cover
may be replaced with steel cover (GM part #12523317 or
equivalent), for standard short water pump clearance. Not
compatible with any LT1 engine.
Note: Shipped oversize.
OS1

Bright Front Runner Drive
Small Block – Except LS and LT
174015
with ps (includes pump) 2236.99 set
174020SCA with ps (without pump) 2110.99 set
175020SCA without ps ...................... 2085.99 set
Big Block
174058
with ps pump ................. 2336.99 set
174060BCA with ps (without pump) 2226.99 set
175060BCA without ps ...................... 2200.99 set
Black Hardcoat Front Runner Drive
Small Block – Except LS and LT
174008
with ps (includes pump) 2177.99 set
174010SCA with ps (without pump) 2060.99 set
175010SCA without ps ...................... 2035.99 set
Big Block
174048
with ps pump ................. 2329.99 set
174050BCA with ps (without pump) 2175.99 set
175050BCA without ps ...................... 2150.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Complete V Drive
systems for small
block Chevrolets
with power
steering pump
with attached
billet aluminum
reservoir or
attached plastic
reservoir or
ps for remote
reservoir, with or
without AC, and
alternator. Includes
all new components:
Tuff Stuff short water
pump, Maval power
steering pump, Sanden style SD7 AC compressor,
Powermaster 140 amp alternator, Gates V-belts,
and all necessary stainless steel fasteners. Polished
sets include a polished ﬁnish AC compressor and
alternator. Colored sets include natural cast ﬁnished
components. Specify ﬁnish wanted, the ﬁnishes
offered are in bright polished, gloss black anodized,
gloss black powder coated, clear anodized, clear
coat, and matte black powder coated ﬁnish. All
brackets and pulleys are made of CNC-machined
billet aluminum.

Small Block – Bright Polished Only
With Alt, AC, and PS
A980020 w/attached plastic reservoir 1474.99 set
A980021 w/attached alum reservoir .. 1669.99 set
A980022 w/remote reservoir ............. 1394.99 set
With Alt and AC
A980023 no power steering ............... 1219.99 set
With Alt, PS (No AC)
A980024 w/attached plastic reservoir 1324.99 set
A980025 w/attached alum reservoir .. 1519.99 set
A980026 for remote reservoir............ 1244.99 set
With Alt Only
A980027 ............................................ 1244.99 set
Big Block – Bright Polished Only
With Alt, AC, and PS
A980028 w/attached plastic reservoir 1524.99 set
A980029 w/attached alum reservoir .. 1719.99 set
A980030 w/remote reservoir ............. 1444.99 set
With Alt and AC
A980031 no power steering ............... 1269.99 set
With Alt, PS (No AC)
A980032 with attached reservoir ....... 1374.99 set
A980033 w/attached alum reservoir .. 1569.99 set
A980034 for remote reservoir............ 1294.99 set
Small Block – Specify Finish
With Alt, AC, and PS
A980020 w/attached plastic reservoir 1574.99 set
A980021 w/attached alum reservoir .. 1789.99 set
A980022 w/remote reservoir ............. 1494.99 set
With Alt and AC
A980023 no power steering ............... 1319.99 set
With Alt, PS (No AC)
A980024 w/attached plastic reservoir 1424.99 set
A980025 w/attached alum reservoir .. 1639.99 set
A980026 for remote reservoir............ 1344.99 set
With Alt Only
A980027 ............................................ 1344.99 set
Big Block – Specify Finish
With Alt, AC, and PS
A980028 w/attached plastic reservoir 1624.99 set
A980029 w/attached alum reservoir .. 1839.99 set
A980030 with remote reservoir ......... 1544.99 set
With Alt and AC
A980031 no power steering ............... 1369.99 set
With Alt, PS (No AC)
A980032 with attached reservoir ....... 1474.99 set
A980033 w/attached alum reservoir .. 1689.99 set
A980034 for remote reservoir............ 1394.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Crankshaft Pulleys

MN2659

MN2661

MN2662
T9602

MN2663
MN2664

MN2666

MN2668
MP6110

Air Cleaners for
March Performance Pulley Systems
Billet aluminum valve cover emblems and air cleaners
for March Performance pulley systems. Complement
the style of your engine’s pulley system with these
accessories. Fits 5-1/8" standard carburetor necks.
Made in USA.
MN2659 Grande Style Track, chrome 879.99 ea
MN2660 Grande Revolver, chrome ... 879.99 ea
MN2662 Style Track, chrome ............ 909.99 ea
MN2663 Revolver, chrome ............... 849.99 ea
MN2664 Pro Track, chrome ............... 889.99 ea
MN2665 Pro Track, black onyx ......... 889.99 ea
MN2666 Pro Track Fuelie, chrome .... 1299.99 ea
MN2667 Futura, clear powder coated 469.99 ea
MN2668 Futura, chrome ﬁnish .......... 619.99 ea

MN2656

MN2658

Style Track and Revolver
Billet Valve Cover Emblems

Warning Concerning Crankshaft Pulleys
Stock replacement, aftermarket stamped steel or cast iron
pulleys are not designed to exceed 400 horsepower or 6000
RPM. Using reproduction pulleys on engines in excess of
these limits may result in catastrophic disintegration of
the pulley causing severe damage to the engine, cooling
system and body parts. Classic Industries® assumes no
liability for damages caused by improper usage of pulleys.
Please be sure to install the pulley properly to avoid
damages that could occur from improper installation or
exceeding the recommended RPM limitations.

Important: *Requires 1980’s style water pump for clearance
or any aftermarket water pump.

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

T9608

Dress-up your small block or big block engine with
a chrome crankshaft pulley from Classic Industries®.
These beautiful chrome aftermarket pulleys are
manufactured with great attention to detail and are
highly polished for a show quality shine. Applications
are available for small block or big block engines.
Small Block
1955-68 Short Water Pump Style
T9602
single groove 6-3/4" .............. 19.99 ea
T9603
double groove 7-3/8" .............. 28.99 ea
1969-85 Long Water Pump Style
T9606
single groove 6-7/8" .............. 39.99 ea
T9607
double groove 6-7/8" .............. 39.99 ea
T9608
triple groove 7-3/4" .............. 41.99 ea
Big Block
1969-85 Long Water Pump Style
T9724
triple groove 7-5/8" .............. 41.99 ea

KW970

KW457

K1055

KW396

K1085

set
set
set
set
set
set
set

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

set
set
set
set
set
set
set

set
set
set
set
set
set
set

3972180

1959-86 Repro Crankshaft Pulleys
Choose a reconditioned GM pulley or one of our
quality reproductions. Our reproduction pulleys are
manufactured with great attention to detail and feature
correct markings as original. Available for small block
or big block engines.
Note: *Use K1067 with K1069 power steering drive pulley
to drive power steering pump. Casting # where applicable.

Small Block – Single Groove
Short Pump
KW970 1967-68 6-3/4" #3755820 62.99
Small Block – Double Groove
Short Pump
3744043 1967
6-3/4" #3744043 69.99
Long Pump
KW457 1969-72 6-3/4" #3956668 79.99
K1055 1969-74 6-7/8" #3956666 109.99
Small Block – Triple Groove
Long Pump
3972180 1969-86 7-11/16" ................ 72.99
Big Block – Single Groove
Short Pump
K1067* 1965-68 6-7/8" #3874412 45.99
Big Block – Double Groove
Short Pump
K1042 1959-67 6-7/8" #3766987 159.99
K10481 1965-67 6-3/4" #363108 .. 230.99
Long Pump
KW396 1969-70 6-3/4" #3955291 89.99
Big Block – Triple Groove
Short Pump
K1085 1965-68 6-3/4" #3869978 294.99
Long Pump
3937787 1969-75 7-7/8" ................ 66.99

Performance Pulleys

ea
ea
ea
ea

ea

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
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Style Track and Revolver billet aluminum valve cover
emblems. Add these emblems to your valve covers,
make a great add-on to our Futura, Style Track, or
Revolver bracket kits and billet air cleaners.
MN2656 Futura w/carbon ﬁber insert .. 319.99 pr
MN2657 Circle Track emblem ............. 269.99 pr
MN2658 Revolver emblem .................. 269.99 pr

Performance V-Belt Pulley Sets
March Performance underdrive V-belt pulleys can
free up 12-15 horsepower at the rear wheels. March
performance pulleys eliminate belt throwing and reduce
accessory drag. They also aid in cooling by increasing
water pump speed. Designed with “no polishing needed”
clear powder coated. All sets include: crank pulley,
water pump pulley, and alternator pulley with cover.

Performance Ratio Pulley Sets
Short Water Pumps
Small Block
MP6010
1V crank, 1V pump, 1V alt 199.99
MP6015
2V crank, 1V pump, 1V alt 226.99
MP6030
2V crank, 2V pump, 1V alt 243.99
MP5090
3V crank, 2V pump, 1V alt 239.99
Big Block
MP7510
1V crank, 1V pump, 1V alt 214.99
MP7530
2V crank, 2V pump, 1V alt 229.99
MP7550
3V crank, 2V pump, 1V alt 249.99
Long Water Pumps
Small Block
MP6050
1V crank, 1V pump, 1V alt 214.99
MP6070
2V crank, 1V pump, 1V alt 219.99
MP6090
3V crank, 2V pump, 1V alt 224.99
MP6095
3V crank, 3V pump, 1V alt 244.99
Big Block
MP7005
1V crank, 1V pump, 1V alt 226.99
MP7015
2V crank, 1V pump, 1V alt 219.99
MP7020
2V crank, 2V pump, 1V alt 219.99
MP7040* 3V crank, 2V pump, 1V alt 221.99
MP7050* 3V crank, 1V pump, 1V alt 212.99
High Flow Ratio Pulley Sets
Short Water Pumps
Small Block
MP6110
1V crank, 1V pump, 1V alt 209.99
MP6120
2V crank, 2V pump, 1V alt 224.99
MP6130
2V crank, 1V pump, 1V alt 229.99
MP6140
3V crank, 2V pump, 1V alt 242.99
Big Block
MP7710
1V crank, 1V pump, 1V alt 229.99
MP7730
2V crank, 2V pump, 1V alt 244.99
MP7750
3V crank, 2V pump, 1V alt 246.99
Long Water Pumps
Small Block
MP6160
1V crank, 1V pump, 1V alt 231.99
MP6170
2V crank, 1V pump, 1V alt 234.99
MP6190
3V crank, 2V pump, 1V alt 239.99
Big Block
MP7105
1V crank, 1V pump, 1V alt 237.99
MP7115
2V crank, 1V pump, 1V alt 244.99
MP7140* 3V crank, 2V pump, 1V alt 263.99
MP7150* 3V crank, 1V pump, 1V alt 244.99

T9603

1955-85 Chrome Crankshaft Pulleys

MP6090

Harmonic Balancers

K5007

K5011

1967-74 Reproduction Harmonic Balancer
Reproduction harmonic balancers for 1967-74
Chevrolet models. These are accurate reproductions
of the original GM harmonic balancers with all the
correct markings for the serious restorer.
Small Block
K5007 1967
Z28, 8" ............... 397.99 ea
K5013 1968
Z28, 8" ............... 268.99 ea
K5014 1969
Z28, 8" ............... 268.99 ea
K5011
1967-68
283-307, 6-1/8".. 129.99 ea
K5012 1967-72
350, 6-3/4" ......... 129.99 ea
Big Block V8
K5100 1967-70
396, 7-1/16" ....... 159.99 ea
K5102 1967-70
396-427, 8" ........ 224.99 ea
K5104 1970-74
454, 8" ............... 159.99 ea
G7190

G7194

1963-69 GM Replacement
Power Steering Drive and Crankshaft Pulleys
Replace the damaged or missing original crankshaft
and power steering drive pulley on your small block
or big block engine with a Genuine GM service part.
Note: *Use reproduction 3744043 with G7190 power
steering drive pulley to drive power steering pump.
**Use G7194 with our K1059 reproduction power steering
drive pulley to drive power steering pump.

PS Drive Pulley – 6-3/4" Diameter
1967-69 – Single Groove, 62 amp Alternator
G7190* small block, AC, A.I.R., w/o ps 168.99 ea
Crankshaft Pulley – 6-3/4" Diameter
1963 – Double Groove, 62 amp Alternator
G7194** 283 .......................................... 129.99 ea

Harmonic Balancer Puller
G2125

G2126

1969-79 GM Replacement Harmonic Balancer

Note: *Without special high-performance.
**With special high-performance.

6 Cylinder
G5089 1967-70
Small Block V8
G2125* 1969-70
G2124* 1969-75
G2126** 1970-74
G2124* 1985-92

230...........................

78.99 ea

350 4 barrel, 8" dia 108.99 ea
350, 6-3/4" dia........ 87.99 ea
350.......................... 392.99 ea
305/350, 6-3/4" dia 87.99 ea

Engines & Components
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Important: Belt is not included with set. Number and type of
pulleys will vary per application.
Note: *Includes 2 pulleys.
JT90106* 1985-87 350 TPI ............. 174.99 set
JT90108* 1985-95 3.4L................... 144.99 set
JT90107* 1988-92 350 TPI ............. 174.99 set
JT90140* 1993-97 350 LT1............. 309.99 set

Harmonic Balancers

Harmonic Balancer Tool
This tool makes installing the harmonic balancer
simple. Just thread the proper end into the crankshaft,
and then rotate the nut which presses the bearing
against the balancer.
66515
................................................. 30.99 ea

Woodruff Key
Genuine GM replacement crankshaft woodruff keys.
These are designed for a 1/8" groove depth.
G9283 3/16" x 3/4" 2 required ............ .99 ea

1985-97 Underdrive Pulley Set
The JET underdrive pulley set reclaims lost horsepower
and mileage by reducing the drag placed on the engine
to drive the accessories such as the air conditioning,
power steering and water pump. The JET pulleys
slow down these accessories to allow the engine to
turn with less effort without any adverse effect on
the operation of AC, power steering, charging or
cooling systems. Installation consists of simple bolt-on
replacement of the stock pulleys. Sets include: pulleys,
hardware, complete instructions, and part number
for new serpentine belt (most sets will require use of
smaller size belt).

Removes balancers, pulleys, and gears with tapped
holes. A ﬂoating swivel prevents damage to the
shaft end. 4 slots in the yoke allow for 2 or 3 hole
applications. Includes: 3/8"- 24 UNF, 5/16"-18 UNC,
3/8"-16 UNC and 10mm screws for most American
and imported cars.
TX141
................................................. 13.99 ea

Replace your worn, damaged or missing harmonic
balancer with a Genuine GM service part and enjoy
peace of mind knowing that the vibration from your
engine is being controlled with genuine GM parts
manufactured to original factory specs.

JT90140
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Harmonic Balancer Tool
Works with all Ford, GM, and Chrysler engines. This
heavy-duty, professional tool, equipped with roller
thrust bearings, can also be used as a universal puller!
Includes 7/16"-20, 5/8"-18, and 3/4"-16 adapters
and various removal hardware. May also be used for
steering wheel and pulley installation and removal.
Maximum recommended torque is 150 ft lbs.
66514
................................................ 72.99 set

66510

66511

Replacement Harmonic Balancer
This damper is an excellent replacement unit for
the mild street engine that does not require an exact
reproduction or high-performance race damper.
A perfect choice for the daily driver and easy on
the budget.
Small Block – 6-3/4" Diameter
66509
350ci, center timing mark ......... 74.99 ea
66510
350ci, internal balance .............. 72.99 ea
66513
400ci, external balance. ............ 76.99 ea
Small Block – 8" Diameter
66511
small block, internal balance. ... 69.99 ea
Big Block
66512
454ci, pre-1989, external balance 81.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

G5886

G7922

Harmonic Balancer Hardware
Genuine GM replacement bolt (7/16"-20 x 2-1/4") and
washer for a variety of sb or bb applications.
1967-81 – Small Block
G5886 bolt ........................................... 3.99 ea
G9287 washer ...................................... 4.99 ea
1967-75 – Big Block
G7922 washer ...................................... 19.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Harmonic Balancers

black

billet

chrome

Harmonic Balancer Cover
Add a custom high-performance look to your harmonic balancer by installing this
aftermarket cover. Your choice of black, billet, or chrome. Available for 6-3/4" or
8" balancer.
6-3/4" Diameter
66517BKC
black ........................................................................... 27.99 ea
66517BLTC
billet ........................................................................... 29.99 ea
66517CC
chrome........................................................................ 28.99 ea
8" Diameter
66518BKC
black ........................................................................... 30.99 ea
66518BLTC
billet ........................................................................... 34.99 ea
66518CC
chrome........................................................................ 27.99 ea

HD100001

HD100012

Chevrolet Pro/Race Harmonic Damper
Pro/Race high-performance harmonic dampers are direct replacements for factory
cast iron units which may fracture or disintegrate at high RPM. Pro/Race dampers
are ideal for the additional torque loads from belt driven superchargers. The STREET
damper features special splines to enhance bonding between the elastomer, inner
hub, and outer ring to prevent any outer ring radial movement, perfect for engines
making between 350 to 400 horsepower. On the RACE damper, the elastomer is
bonded to the steel hub and ring to endure sustained high RPM conditions. Externally
balanced balancers feature weights bolted in place which may be removed for neutral
or internally balanced application. Internally balanced balancers can be used on
an external application simply by ordering the correct engine speciﬁc weights and
bolting them in place.
Important: Pro/Street or Pro/Sport counterweights are not interchangeable with
Pro/Race counterweights.
Note: *HD100016 and HD100019 are NOT drilled to accept counterweights.

1720111

1620101

Performance Harmonic Damper
Fluidampr performance harmonic balancers and dampers contain no rubber or
elastomers. Instead, they are ﬁlled with a viscous silicone based liquid that doesn’t
wear out after time. The liquid absorbs virtually all torsional harmonic vibrations
at almost any frequency and constantly adjusts itself for optimum performance at
all RPM ranges. Fluidampr products are made from CNC-machined and balanced
steel with a black zinc chromate ﬁnish. All dampers are SFI 18.1 certiﬁed and are
designed to last a lifetime without being rebuilt. Made in USA.
Note: Small block dampers are not for use with 1992 and later LT1 engines.

Small Block Chevy
1620101 262-350 V8
1620101 409 V8
1720101 262-350 V8
1720111 400 V8
Big Block Chevy
1620111 396-427 V8
1720121 396-427 V8
1800101 396-427 V8
1800111 454-502 V8

internal balance
internal balance
internal balance
external balance

6-1/4" o.d.
6-1/4" o.d.
7-1/4" o.d.
7-1/4" o.d.

7.90 lbs
7.90 lbs
12.2 lbs
14.0 lbs

294.99
294.99
434.99
329.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

internal balance
internal balance
internal balance
external balance

6-1/4" o.d.
7-1/4" o.d.
8" o.d.
8" o.d.

9.00 lbs
12.3 lbs
15.5 lbs
17.3 lbs

349.99
379.99
354.99
399.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

38691

SFI speciﬁcation harmonic balancers are a must for high RPM engines and required
on most tracks. These small block balancers have been tested for two hours at 12,000
RPM to meet or exceed all SFI speciﬁcations. All balancers feature laser etched
degree marks for timing adjustments.
Note: *Has removable weights and works with internally or externally balanced engines.

38681
38691*

6-5/8" x 1-1/2" 283/327/350ci internal balance ................. 139.99 ea
6-3/4" x 1-3/8" 400ci internal/external balance ................. 139.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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89.99
89.99
94.99
99.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

269.99 ea
289.99 ea
329.99 ea
329.99 ea
169.99
169.99
189.99
204.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

11.99 ea
39.99 ea
19.99 ea

124.99 ea
134.99 ea
309.99
344.99
359.99
389.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

409.99 ea
209.99 ea
229.99 ea

12.99 ea
49.99 ea
19.99 ea
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38681

SFI-Approved Harmonic Balancer

Small Block Dampers
PRO/STREET Bonded Nodular Iron
HD100001
283-350 V8 street/internal balance 6.10" x .760" ..
HD100002
283-350 V8 street/internal balance 6.75" x 1.32" ..
HD100005
283-350 V8 street/internal balance 8.00" x 1.47" ..
HD100006
400 V8
street/external balance 8.00" x 1.47" ..
PRO/RACE All Steel
HD100007
283-350 V8 street/internal balance 6.61" x 1.54" ..
HD100010
283-350 V8 race/internal balance
6.61" x 1.54" ..
HD100011
400 V8
race/external balance
6.61" x 1.54" ..
PRO/RACE All Steel for Supercharged
HD100014
283-350 V8 race/internal balance
6.61" x 1.54" ..
PRO/SPORT High Carbon Steel
HD100016* 283-350 V8 sport/internal balance 6.10" x 1.52" ..
HD100019* 283-350 V8 sport/internal balance 6.61" x 1.52" ..
HD100022
283-350 V8 sport/internal balance 6.61" x 1.52" ..
HD100023
400 V8
sport/ external balance 6.61" x 1.52" ..
Small Block Counterweights
PRO/STREET
HD10028
for HD100005 & HD100006 models only....................
PRO/RACE
HD10029
for HD100007, HD100010 & HD100014 models only
PRO/SPORT
HD10030
for HD100022 & HD100023 models only....................
Big Block Dampers
PRO/STREET Bonded Nodular Iron
HD100003
396-427 V8 street/internal balance 8.00" x 1.93" ..
HD100004
454 V8
street/external balance 8.00" x 1.93" ..
PRO/RACE All Steel
HD100008
396-427 V8 street/internal balance 7.01" x 1.73" ..
HD100012
396-427 V8 race/internal balance
7.01" x 1.73" ..
HD100009
454 V8
street/external balance 7.01" x 1.73" ..
HD100013
454 V8
race/external balance
7.01" x 1.73" ..
PRO/RACE All Steel for Supercharged
HD100015
396-427 V8 race/internal balance
7.01" x 1.73" ..
PRO/SPORT High Carbon Steel
HD100020
396-427 V8 sport/internal balance 7.01" x 1.73" ..
HD100021
454 V8
sport/external balance 7.01" x 1.73" ..
Big Block Counterweights
PRO/STREET
HD10031
for HD100003 model only ............................................
PRO/RACE
HD10032
for HD100008, HD100012 & HD100015 models only
PRO/SPORT
HD10033
for HD100020 & HD100021 models only....................

Timing Components

T9000

Timing Cover Sets
Stamped steel timing cover sets for 262-400 small block
or 396-454 big block applications. Highly polished
chrome-plated and black EDP black cover sets include
all necessary mounting hardware including gaskets,
seal, bolt set, and chrome timing tab.
T9000
small block chrome ............... 18.99 ea
T9002
small block black EDP ........... 9.99 ea
T9001
big block chrome .................... 19.99 ea

1955-86 Two Piece Billet Timing Cover
The sturdy two piece billet timing cover allows the
camshaft to be serviced without disturbing the oil
pan seal. The cover is machined from high grade
billet aluminum and is compatible with almost all
water pumps and gear drives. Includes: roller cam
button, cam plate, shims, a timing pointer, hardware,
and instructions.
21101 1955-86 small block Chevy 281.99 set

A9700127

A9700126

LS Engine 2 Piece Timing Chain Cover
This 2 piece aluminum timing chain cover with ﬁt any
LS1, LS2, LS3, LS6 engine. This has the sensor hole
where applicable. With 2 pieces you can change cams
without taking off the harmonic balancer. Includes
mounting hardware. You can reuse the cover gasket.
Sold as a set. Available in polished or black.
Important: Set does not include the crankshaft seal. Use
G13214 LS front crankshaft seal – all LS engines.
Note: Covers will not ﬁt the LS7 engines.

65500
D141753

Chevrolet Bow Tie Timing Cover

Engines & Components

Stamped steel timing covers for small and big block
Chevy in a variety of ﬁnishes and colors to meet your
speciﬁc needs. Matching valve covers and air cleaners
are also available in our engine section.
Small Block
Black Crinkle Finish
D141753
red lettering.......................... 29.99 ea
Metallic Gray Finish
D141363
blue Bow Tie, red lettering .... 29.99 ea
Chrome Finish
D141215
chrome Bow Tie & lettering 25.99 ea
D141904
red Bow Tie, black lettering 34.99 ea
Big Block
Chrome Finish
D141216
chrome Bow Tie & lettering 35.99 ea

K

65604

D141215

Heavy-Duty Timing Cover
These Milodon timing covers feature OE quality
stamping from high-quality, heavy-duty materials. All
covers are precision formed including the seal recess
to ensure a precise leak free ﬁt.
Small Block Chevy
65500
chrome ﬁnish........................... 17.99 ea
65501
gold ﬁnish................................ 21.99 ea
65502
black ﬁnish .............................. 25.99 ea
Big Block Chevy
65600
chrome ﬁnish........................... 28.99 ea
65605
gold ﬁnish................................ 33.99 ea
65604
black ﬁnish .............................. 35.99 ea
348/409 Chevy
65615
gold ﬁnish................................ 42.99 ea

2 Piece Timing Chain Cover
Without Sensor Hole
A9700127 LS1, LS6 polished ............. 34.99 set
A9700128 LS1, LS6 black .................. 39.99 set
2 Piece Timing Chain Cover
With Sensor Hole
A9700125 LS2, LS3 polished ............. 36.99 set
A9700126 LS2, LS3 black .................. 36.99 set
Front Crankshaft Seal
ACDelco GM OE front crankshaft seals are highquality seals, which seal in lubricant and keep dirt
and water out. Made from rubber or plastic composite
materials, they conform to the sealing surface to provide
leak free operation.
G13214
all LS engines....................... 19.99 ea

1955-95 Timing
Chain and Gear Sets
You asked for them, so
here they are! A complete,
single row, link type timing
chain and gearset to fully
replace your originals.
Includes: a new timing
chain, camshaft gear, and
TC499S
crankshaft gear.
TC499S
TC501SA

1955-95
1965-95

small block ..... 22.99 set
big block......... 30.99 set

G8325

1967-97 GM Timing Chain
E4240

E4241

D141217

Aluminum Timing Cover

1955-90 Timing Cover

Striking die-cast aluminum timing covers, supplied
with GM production oil seal. Bow Tie emblem
directly cast into the upper surface. Your choice of
highly polished aluminum ﬁnish or chrome-plated.
Fits 262-400 small block.
D141217
polished ............................. 65.99 ea
D141218
chrome-plated .................... 76.99 ea

Edelbrock die-cast polished aluminum timing covers
come with pan seal, Allen head bolts, gaskets, and
washers. These timing covers are a great way to dress
any Chevy engine up. Complete the look with Edelbrock
valve covers and air cleaners.
E4240
1955-86
small block .......... 62.99 ea
E4241
1965-90
big block.............. 87.99 ea
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When it comes to quality, you can’t beat Genuine GM
parts. The timing chains offered are Genuine GM all
the way! If you’re restoring your Chevrolet, or simply
need to replace your original timing chain, make sure
the replacement is manufactured with the quality your
car deserves. Replacing a timing chain takes time.
Make sure you only have to do it once.
Small Block
G8325
1967-86
........................... 73.99 ea
G8328
1990-92
LT1 1st design ... 79.99 ea
G8327
1990-92
LT1 2nd design .. 57.99 ea
G8327
1993-97
LT1..................... 57.99 ea
Big Block
G8329
1965-90
link type ............. 130.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Timing Components
Toss the Timing Chain for a Belt Driven
System! Gain Accuracy, Durability,
and Adjustability in One Set!

1965-92 Crankshaft
Timing Gears
Genuine GM crankshaft
timing gears. Get it right the
ﬁrst time when rebuilding
your existing engine or
replacing damaged originals with
these high-quality crankshaft timing gears.
18 Tooth Small Block Crankshaft Gear
G8318 1968-73
307 early link ........ 52.99
G8318 1965-69
327 early link ........ 52.99
G8318 1969-86
350......................... 52.99
G8318 1977-81
305......................... 52.99
G8318 1975-80
400 4 barrel ........... 52.99
G8318 1990-92
350HO 2nd design 52.99
G8318 1990-92
ZZ1 2nd design ..... 52.99

Small Block
1256653
1969-80
1256654* 1969-82
Big Block
1256655
1969-74

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1256653

Small Block Chevy Dry Timing Belt System

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Get more performance out of your small block with
the Magnum dry timing belt system! This system
absorbs crankshaft harmonics and is more durable
and more accurate than traditional timing chains or
aftermarket gear drive systems, especially at high
RPM. The Magnum belt drive system is ideal for street
performance and budget minded race applications.
Make quick timing modiﬁcations at the track without
the hassle of removing a timing chain cover! Includes:
main plate, gears, belt, shims, mounting hardware,
and instructions.
Note: Minor block modiﬁcation may be required.

61100
61100B

dry timing belt system ........ 563.99 set
replacement timing belt ...... 69.99 set

1256607

................................................ 21.99 ea

Small Block Chevy Wet Timing Belt System

Important: Not for stock Chevy hydraulic roller lifter cam
equipped engines. Accu-Drive® gears are not recommended
for use above 7000 RPM or on computer controlled vehicles
with knock sensors. On some late model small block engines,
it will be necessary to check clearance behind the cam gear
at the engine block at the 12 o’clock position. Make sure
gear clears oil galley bosses on block when in the most
rearward position. Grind or machine block for clearance.

E7890
E7891

51100
51100B

Note: Minor block modiﬁcation may be required.

wet timing belt system ........ 409.99 set
replacement timing belt ...... 85.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

T4960

T9179

Chrome Timing Tab
Bolt-on timing tabs in chrome to add a touch of class
to your engine. Will economically replace damaged or
missing original timing tabs. Simply bolts on using the
factory timing cover bolts. A variety of applications
are available for 6, 7, or 8" balancers. Your choice of
tab with or without pointer.
With Pointer
T9178
small block with 7" ............... 2.99 ea
T9179
small block with 8" ............... 2.99 ea
T9180
big block tab with 8" ............ 2.99 ea
Without Pointer
T4960
small block with 6"-7" .......... 2.99 ea
D141202
small block with 8" ............... 9.99 ea
T4961
big block with 8" .................. 2.99 ea

66303
51100

Get more performance out of your small block with the
Magnum wet timing belt system! This system absorbs
crankshaft harmonics, keeping the timing accurate
with virtually no ﬂuctuation. It is also more durable
than traditional timing chains or aftermarket gear
drive systems, especially at high RPM. The Magnum
belt drive system is ideal for street performance and
budget minded race applications. Designed to work
with billet timing cover #21101 but works with most
late model ﬂat covers. Includes: upper and lower timing
gears, belt, cam timing bushings, shims, cam button,
mounting hardware, and instructions.

small block ........ 245.99 set
big block ............ 260.99 set

Maintain an original appearance with
this reproduction timing tab for
small block and big block engines.
For high-performance engines
with 8" balancer as listed.

AR4151

Timing Cover Bolt Sets
Complete set of timing cover bolts in a variety of ﬁnishes
and styles to meet your speciﬁc needs. Available in Hex
head or 12 point head conﬁguration. Each set will ﬁt
all small block and big block applications.
Hex Head Bolts with Star Washers
K0142
original ﬁnish ........................ 7.99 set
AK127A chrome .................................. 16.99 set
AK127B
stainless ................................ 34.99 set
Hex Head Bolts with Bow Tie Logo
56464CD chrome .................................. 19.99 set
56464SD stainless ................................ 9.99 set
Hex Head Self Locking Bolts
AR2152
black oxide ........................... 12.99 set
AR4152
stainless ................................ 17.99 set
12 Point ARP Bolts with Washers
AR4151
stainless ................................ 17.99 set
AR2151
black oxide ........................... 12.99 set

Timing Components
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Replace Your Stock Timing
Chain with a Precision
Gear Drive System
from Edelbrock! The
Accu-Drive® camshaft
gear drive set replaces
a stock timing chain
with a precision gear
drive system. The gear
drive can be easily
installed. Just replace
the stock crank and
camshaft sprockets with
Accu-Drive® gears and
slip in the idler assembly.
E7890
Most Accu-Drives require no
modiﬁcations to the engine block, although some
ﬁtting of the axles and front cover may be required.
®
The Accu-Drive gear system transmits power from
the crankshaft gear to a full ﬂoating main idler gear
which drives the camshaft gear. A unique feature of
the Edelbrock Accu-Drive® system is the ability of
the main idler gear to ﬂoat to an optimum position
between the crankshaft and camshaft gears.

9.99 ea
8.99 ea

• 1965 BB 396ci with Sp. Hi. Perf.
• 1966-69 427 with Sp. Hi. Perf.
• 1966-69 327 & 350 w/Sp Hi. Perf.
• 1967-69 302 with Sp. Hi. Perf.

61100B

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

with high-perf...
350....................

all...................... 19.99 ea

Weld-on Timing Tab
61100

Accu-Drive® Camshaft Gear Drives

1957-95
1965-90

Bolt-on service part to
economically replace
damaged or missing
original timing tabs.
Simply bolts on using the
factory timing cover bolts.
Note: *Except high-performance engine.

1965-92 Camshaft
Timing Gear
OEM factory replacement
camshaft timing gears.
Excellent GM replacements
for use when rebuilding an
existing engine or replacing a
broken original!
G8314
36 Tooth Iron Camshaft Timing Gear
G8314 1968-73 307 early link........... 78.99
G8314 1965-69 327 early link........... 78.99
G8314 1969-86 350 early link........... 78.99
G8314 1977-81 305 ........................... 78.99
G8314 1975-80 400 four barrel ......... 78.99
G8314 1967-74 double roller hi-perf 78.99
38 Tooth Iron Camshaft Timing Gear
G8315 1968-70 396, 325/350HP....... 58.99
G8315 1970-72 402 four barrel ......... 58.99
G8315 1967-69 427 w/o spec. hi-perf 58.99
G8315 1973-86 454 ........................... 58.99
G8317 1990-92 ZZ1 2nd design ....... 85.99
G8317 1990-92 350HO 2nd design... 85.99

1969-82 Bolt-on Timing Tab

Cowl Induction Components

The 1969 Cowl Induction
Air Cleaner Base, Filter, and Lid!

valve retainers
lid
hood grommet

valve frame

ﬁlter
KW260

valve ﬂap

extension
solenoid

rubber seal

relay

ted or
of Black Pain
Your Choice rome-Plated Lid!
Ch
nt
ia
Brill
1969 Basic Cowl Induction Air Cleaner
Reproduction cowl induction air cleaner including correct black lid, base, and ﬁlter.
This air cleaner is a direct replacement for the original cowl induction style air cleaner
optional on 1969 Camaro models with 302 (Z28), SS350, SS396 427 (ZL1) or Iron
Block 427 (COPO 9561) Camaro models. This option was also included on other
dealership performance specials such as Yenko, Berger, Dana, Nickey, or BaldwinMotion. The air cleaner requires a cowl induction hood for correct installation. This
air cleaner does not include the extension or the ﬂange. See part #C671 or C672 below
for cowl induction air cleaners which include these items.
Note: Air cleaner extension, ﬂange and hood seal are available separately. Valve cover to
air cleaner elbow and hose must be purchased separately, see valve cover section for correct
elbow and hose application. Also may be used on 1967-68 Camaro models with a cowl
induction hood.

throttle arm

KW260
KW261
ﬂange

1969
1969

black lid ............................................................ 142.99 ea
chrome lid ......................................................... 154.99 ea

The Air Cleaner Base, Filter, Lid, Air Cleaner to
Hood Extension and Flange!

air cleaner
wiring

K
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Air cleaner base
Air cleaner lid
Air cleaner extension ring
Air cleaner ﬂange
Air cleaner ﬁlter
Air cleaner to hood rubber seal
Air cleaner arrestor screen
Cowl induction relay assembly
Cowl induction wire harness
Hood grommet

ﬂange

Accelerator throttle arm
Hood valve frame
Hood valve ﬂap assembly
Valve retainers
Solenoid
Solenoid switch and retainer
Valve cover grommets
Valve cover elbow
Includes detailed installation
instructions for each system

air cleaner lid

air cleaner ﬁlter

1969 The Ultimate Cowl Induction System
A reproduction cowl induction air cleaner package for 1969 Camaro models. Each set
is offered for the original engine and includes the correct parts for each application.
This air cleaner is a direct replacement for the original cowl induction style air
cleaner which includes everything you need to completely install a functional cowl
induction system. The original cowl induction style air cleaner system was optional
on 1969 Camaro models with 302 (Z-28), SS-350, SS-396, 427 (ZL-1) or the Cast
Iron Block 427/425HP (COPO 9561) Camaro models. The cowl induction system
was also installed on dealership performance specials such as Yenko, Berger, Dana,
Nickey or Baldwin-Motion. This air cleaner system requires a cowl induction hood
to complete a fully functional system.
Note: The cowl induction system requires a cowl induction hood for installation. If your
Camaro wasn’t originally equipped with a cowl hood, you can install the correct hood and
add the cowl induction system to your vehicle. Also may be used on 1967-68 Camaro models
with an owner installed cowl induction hood. Some items included in kit are
OS1
not shown. Shipped oversize.

C687
C688
C689
C689
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1969
1969
1969
1969

302 c.i.d...............................................................
350 c.i.d...............................................................
396 c.i.d...............................................................
427 c.i.d...............................................................

Cowl Induction

386.99
386.99
354.99
354.99

set
set
set
set

air cleaner
air cleaner extension

Cowl Induction Air Cleaner with Extension and Flange
Reproduction cowl induction air cleaner including correct black lid, base, ﬁlter, air
cleaner to ﬂange extension, and the ﬂange. The extension for a 302 is shorter than
the extension on the 350. This was due to a high rise intake manifold which was
factory installed on all 302 (Z28) engines. This air cleaner is a direct replacement
for the original cowl induction style air cleaner which was optional on 1969 Camaro
models with 302 (Z28), or SS350 engines.
Note: This air cleaner does not include the air cleaner ﬂange to hood seal (available separately).
Valve cover to air cleaner elbow and hose must be purchased separately, see valve cover section
for correct elbow and hose application. Also may be used on 1967-68 Camaro models with a
cowl induction hood. Big block air cleaner does not include an extension since its not required.

C671
C672
C678

1969
1969
1969

302..................................................................... 189.99 set
350..................................................................... 189.99 set
396, 427............................................................. 169.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Cowl Induction Components
C674

1969 Cowl Induction Air Cleaner Extension
Reproduction air cleaner extensions used to raise the
ﬂange and seal upward to seal the air cleaner against
the hood. The unit sits directly onto the air cleaner.
Applications are available for the 2" tall Z28 302
models and for the 2-3/4" tall SS350 model.
C674
Z28 with 302, 2" tall ............... 27.99 ea
C675
SS350, 2-3/4" tall ................... 30.99 ea

1969 Cowl Hood to Flange Seal
Reproduction cowl induction hood seal which attaches
directly to the air cleaner ﬂange. The rubber seal wraps
around the ﬂange and acts as a seal between the air cleaner
and the hood. The seal is correct for all cowl induction
models including Z28, 350, and 396 big block models.
CC080
1969 ........................................ 24.99 ea

1969 Cowl Induction Air Cleaner Flange
The ﬂange unit is the round steel ring that the air
cleaner to hood seal attaches to. This unit mounts on
top of the extension and enables the seal to meet the
underside of the hood.
C673
1969 .......................................... 26.99 ea

1969 Cowl Induction Valve Frame
Valve frame inserts in cowl induction hood and acts
as a support for the valve ﬂapper on the hood to open
and shut when the accelerator is pressed. The valve
assembly can be installed on all cowl induction hoods
systems regardless of engine size.
C682
1969 .......................................... 27.99 ea

1969 Cowl Induction Air Cleaner Hose
Correct replacement hose designed to ﬁt
models with cowl induction. Hoses are
from fuel resistant materials. Small block
cowl induction.
K0066
1969 ........................................

the 1969
produced
Z28 with

Throttle Solenoid Switch Retaining Clip
Correct reproduction of the throttle solenoid
switch retaining clip. This clip is designed for .60"
diameter switches.
A9700101
1969 retaining clip .......... 4.99 ea

15.99 ea

1969 Cowl Induction Flapper Screen

1969 Cowl Induction Solenoid

The ﬂapper valve will insert directly to the valve frame
on the hood using 3 original style valve retainers. The
ﬂapper will open accordingly when the gas pedal is
depressed increasing air ﬂow to the air cleaner.
C683
1969........................................... 13.99 ea

Correct reproduction of the original cowl induction
solenoid assembly which allows the hood valve
assembly to open and shut when the accelerator is
depressed. Manufactured to exact speciﬁcations, each
solenoid will install and function same as original.
153474 1969 .......................................... 44.99 ea

1969 Cowl Induction Valve Retainers

1969 Cowl Induction Throttle Arm

Reproduction valve retainers which are designed to
hold the valve assembly onto the valve frame. Three
retainers are required per vehicle. 3 included in set.
C684
1969............................................. 4.99 set

Reproduction throttle arm which is used in conjunction
with the accelerator pedal to open and close the hood
valve assembly. Manufactured as a steel reproduction
including correct ﬂat black paint.
3959113 1969 ....................................... 20.99 ea

1967-69 Custom Cowl Induction Screen
This is a really cool idea for cowl induction hoods.
You can now cover the opening in the back of the
hood on your non functional cowl hood with this
made in the USA stamped steel screen. This can be
painted to match your vehicles color and can easily be
mounted without removing the hood. Fits original and
reproduction cowl hoods. Includes mounting screws.
14345
1967-69 .................................... 24.99 ea

1969 Cowl Induction Relay
Reproduction of the original cowl induction relay
assembly designed for use on all 1969 Camaros with
cowl induction option.
4540898 1969
reproduction ............ 23.99 ea

1969 CI Valve Frame Seal

C686

1969 Cowl Induction Solenoid Switch
1969 Cowl Induction Frame Screw Set
Correct replacement screws for installing or
remounting the cowl induction hood frame unit.
Includes a set of 6 screws.
E205
1969 ............................................ 2.99 set

1969 Cowl Induction Hood Grommet
When this grommet is installed on
the under side of the hood, the cowl
induction harness solenoid wire
passes through grommet in route to
the solenoid. Features correct steel
insert an authentic appearance.
C634
1969 ............................................ 7.99 ea

Reproduction switch which attaches to accelerator
lever and allows the hood valve assembly to open and
shut when the accelerator is depressed.
Note: Retainer clip not available.

KW176

1969 ...................................... 20.99 ea

1967-70 Cowl Induction
Air
Cleaner Stud
This is a correct SAE threaded stud used on models
equipped with cowl induction system. This stud is
used for all 1967-70 big block models.
Measures 2" overall length.
3747933
1967-70 ................................. 6.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1969-81 Cowl Induction Wire Harness
Reproduction cowl induction wiring harnesses for
1969-81 models with functional cowl induction. The
1969 harness is a complete assembly providing all
original connections for the solenoid, relay, throttle
arm switch, and fuse panel power leads for the 1969
ZL2 cold air (cowl induction) option. Can be used for
replacing your original or if installing a cowl induction
system. Installation instructions included.
C686
1969 cowl induction horns.... 44.99 ea
CA05715 1980 air induction kick down 28.99 ea
CA05965 1980 air induct. sol ext hrnes 15.99 ea
CA05965 1981 air induct. sol ext hrnes 15.99 ea
CA16382 1981 air induct. kick down ... 28.99 ea
CA16383 1981 air induct. temp switch 20.99 ea

Cowl Induction
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To guard against possible water or other elements from
entering the hood area, be sure to replace your original
valve frame seal. This correct sponge seal inserts
between the cowl induction hood and the valve frame.
E201
1969
reproduction .............. 6.99 ea

Make a Big Statement with Die-Cast Air Cleaner Emblems!
Install these beautiful chrome-plated
die-cast emblems for an upscale
custom look for your big block
Camaro! These emblems
capture the appearance of the
air cleaner decals originally
installed on big block vehicles
of the era. Manufactured from
die-cast metal, these colorful
triple chrome-plated emblems
are speciﬁcally designed to ﬁt the
contours of the stock 1967-73 big block
14" diameter open element air cleaner lid.
Installation is simple! Each emblem is adhesive
backed for easy peel-and-stick application.

Emblems Fit This
Open Air Cleaner Lid

3874909

3874910

3874911

6422188
6423907

Crossed Flags Die-Cast Air Cleaner Emblems
These quality die-cast air cleaner emblems are similar in shape and size to the
crossed ﬂag decals used on the air cleaners of various big block equipped vehicles
of the era. Designed with modern adhesive backing for simple, secure application
to our open element air cleaner lid.
3874908
396 ..................................................................................... 69.99 ea
3874909
427 ..................................................................................... 69.99 ea
3874910
454 ..................................................................................... 69.99 ea
3874911
502 ..................................................................................... 69.99 ea

1967-70 Open Element Air Cleaner
Reproduction open element air cleaner form models with a 302 engine, 396, or 427
with special high-performance engines. Each air cleaner includes the base, ﬁlter
element, and a high polished chrome lid. Neck size 5-1/8" and dimensions are 14"
x 4". This air cleaner includes a recessed base for carburetor clearance. Can also
be used with other 4 barrel carbureted engines. The air cleaner ﬁlter features the
correct square mesh design and the correct AC212CW verbiage on top of the ﬁlter.
Note: Valve cover to air cleaner elbow, hose and ﬂame arrestor must be purchased
separately, see valve cover section for correct elbow and hose application.

Air Cleaner Assembly
6423907
1967-69
6485239
1970
Components
729891
1967-69
6422188
1967-69

K
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3874912

curved imprint
square imprint

302/396/427 ....................... 99.99 ea
427 ..................................... 109.99 ea

air ﬁlter only
base only

...........................................
...........................................

23.99 ea
59.99 ea

3874913

3874914

6421832 – curved imprint
die-cast

3874915

Turbo-Jet Horsepower Die-Cast Emblems
These quality die-cast air cleaner emblems are similar in shape and size to the TurboJet decals used on the air cleaners of various big block equipped vehicles of the era.
Designed with modern adhesive backing for simple, secure application to our open
element air cleaner lid. The curvature of the emblem was designed for the open
element style air cleaner lid and may not ﬁt other lids where curvatures are different.
3874912
375 HP ............................................................................... 49.99 ea
3874913
400 HP ............................................................................... 49.99 ea
3874914
425 HP ............................................................................... 49.99 ea
3874915
450 HP ............................................................................... 49.99 ea

490
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6421833 – square imprint

1968-70 Open Element Air Cleaner Lid
More accurate than other reproductions available on the market, these chrome lids
feature the correct AC Delco silk screened “Air Filter Service Instruction” information
imprint in the square or curved design on the underside. Will ﬁt all 14" open element
air cleaners. Correct printing and fonts are used to ensure accuracy and originality.
6421833
1968-69 curved imprint.................................................. 79.99 ea
6421832
1970
square imprint .................................................. 79.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Air Cleaners & Parts
Air Cleaner Crankcase Vent Filter
3923260
3868842

KW724

1969-73 Valve Cover Elbow
Elbow inserts into the RH passenger side valve cover
and completes the connection to the air cleaner hose.
1969-73 Small Block
3923260
3/4" o.d. x 3-1/2" L w/90˚ bend.. 12.99 ea
1965-70 Big Block
3868842
1" i.d. x 3-1/2" long.............. 12.99 ea

KW461

This is a small
plastic ﬁlter
with a ﬁbrous
insert that ﬁts
onto the side of
the air cleaner housing and
helps to ﬁltrate vapors from
the engine ventilation system.
G7285
.................................................. 2.99 ea

KW462

1968-72 Dual Snorkel Air Cleaner
Reproduction factory dual snorkel air cleaner and
replacement parts for 1968 327 four barrel and 196972 350 with 4 barrel carburetors. This reproduction
air cleaner is a closed element style which includes
the base, ﬁlter, lid, and ﬂame arrestor. Also available
are replacement lids in black or chrome.
Important: Valve cover to air cleaner elbow and hose must
be purchased separately, see valve cover section for correct
elbow and hose application.

Complete Assembly
KW724 1968-72
KW725 1968-72
Replacement Parts
KW462 1968-72
KW461 1968-72
3849856 1968-72
C676
1968-72

assy w/chrome lid 209.99 ea
assy with black lid 193.99 ea
black lid with seal
chrome lid w/seal..
ﬂame arrestor ........
replacement ﬁlter ..

48.99
62.99
5.99
9.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

Open Element Air Cleaner Lid
Excellent quality air cleaner lid will ﬁt 14" open
element air cleaners. This black reproduction will
replace your original lid.
KW244A 1967-69 black ................... 30.99 ea

Chrome Air Cleaner Shroud
K0161

K0082

Valve Cover to Air Cleaner Hose
Correct replacement hose designed to ﬁt from valve
cover to air cleaner. Hoses are produced from fuel
resistant materials. Hoses which are not produced with
this material are not recommended due to their poor
resistance to chemicals which cause them to deteriorate.
High-Performance Engine
K0161
3/4" i.d. and 5-1/2" L with 90˚ ......... 20.99 ea
Small Block with Dual Snorkel Air Cleaner
K0160
5/8" i.d. and 7/8" i.d. x 5-1/2" w/60˚.. 13.99 ea
Small Block with Cowl Induction
K0066
5/8" i.d. and 7/8" i.d. x 4-1/2" w/20˚.. 15.99 ea
Big Block with Open Element Air Cleaner
K0082
7/8" i.d. x 3" L.............................. 4.99 ea
Big Block with Closed Element Air Cleaner
K0162
7/8" i.d. x 4-1/2"L with 90˚ bend. ..... 14.99 ea

Keep dirt out of your air cleaner without losing
breathing capacity. Fits 14" air cleaners with 3"
elements. This shroud will dress your engine
compartment and compliment your chrome air cleaner.
T2337
................................................ 11.99 ea

1967-81 Carburetor to
Air
Cleaner Stud
Replacement carburetor stud for all 1967-81
Rochester and Carter carburetors. 1/4" - 20 stud
measures 2-5/16" overall length.
3851738
1967-81 .................................. 6.99 ea

Air Cleaner Flame Arrestor
This small domed mesh cap, commonly
known as the ﬂame arrestor screen is an
exact reproduction of the original. This
item is usually missing or dented. Installs
on the upper edge of the air cleaner tube where it
protrudes through the inside of the air cleaner base.
3849856
1967-69 ................................... 5.99 ea

1967 Crankcase Vent Tube
Reproduction crankcase vent tube for early 1967
Camaro models. This tube installs on the rear most
section of the block directly behind the distributor.
Installation stud included.
PR111K
1967..................................... 124.99 ea

219281

A13258

1/4"-20 Air Cleaner Wing Nut
Correct wing nut used with all carburetors with 1/4"
carburetor studs. After years of use your original air
cleaner can become rusted or broken. These wing nuts are
the perfect replacement for a rusty or damaged original.
219281
chrome reproduction............... 4.99 ea
A13258
universal design ...................... 1.99 ea

G4256
D141327

1993-02 V8 Rear Air Duct
Genuine GM air duct that connects the mass air ﬂow
sensor to the intake manifold on 1993-02 Camaro
V8 models.
G4254 1993-94
with AC............... 288.99 ea
G4255 1993-94
without AC ......... 96.99 ea
G4257 1995
without AC ......... 166.99 ea
G4256 1995-97
w/AC (96-97 all) 219.99 ea

Air Cleaner Adaptor
detail

Air Cleaner Lid Seal
Reproduction air cleaner lid seal.
K2017
................................................... 9.99 ea

Utilize your existing air
cleaner by adding an adapter
that will work with your year
and model. Adapts 5-1/8" to
4-7/32" carburetor neck.
66315 ..................................................... 6.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

D141323

66200

D141333

High Tech Air Cleaner Wing Nut
These special wing nuts are manufactured in a variety
of styles to meet your speciﬁc needs. Each wing nut is
available in a large or small size which will ﬁt either
1/4"-20 or 5/16"-18 carburetor studs.
GM Logo Spinner
D141327
large ................................... 15.99 ea
D141332
small .................................. 16.99 ea
Bow Tie Logo Spinner
D141323
large ................................... 15.99 ea
D141328
small .................................. 13.99 ea
Tri-Star Style Spinner
66200
large ................................... 2.99 ea
66201
small .................................. 1.99 ea
Die-Cast Bow Tie
D141333
large ................................... 14.99 ea
D141322
small .................................. 13.99 ea

Air Cleaner Parts
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327 Four Barrel Air Cleaner Assembly
Reproduction air cleaner assembly for Camaro models.
Original style equipment for models with a 327 and 4
barrel Rochester carburetor. For open crankcase vent
systems, as there are no vent tubes on the bottom of
the air cleaner housing. Includes air ﬁlter.
M3361 4 barrel Rochester .................. 149.99 ea

PERFORMANCE FILTERS
E1650

K
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Air Filter Element for OEM Air Cleaner
E1650
E1650
E1500
E1070
E1650
E1450
E1070
E1450
E1650
E1500
E1500
E1650
E1450
E1070
E1650
E1450
E1450
E1070
E1070
E1500
E1500
E1070
E1070
E1450
E1500
E1500
E1065
E1065
E1117
E1940
E1030
E1015
332008
E1450
332008
E1450
332008
332008
E1450
332008
332008
332008
E1450
332008
332008
E0890
332042
332042
332042
332118
332118

1967
1968
1968
1967-68
1967-69
1969
1967-69
1970
1970
1970
1968-70
1968-69
1971-72
1969-73
1971-74
1971-74
1975-78
1979
1967-79
1975-80
1980
1980
1980
1980
1981
1981
1981
1981
1982-83
1982-83
1982-84
1982-86
1985-87
1982-87
1988
1988
1985-88
1987-89
1989
1989
1990
1990
1989-90
1991-92
1991-92
1990-92
1993-95
1993-97
1995-97
1998-02
1998-02

327, 350 4 barrel .........
327 high-perf. .............
327 4 bbl. w/o hi-perf
230 1 barrel .................
396 4 barrel .................
350 2 barrel .................
327 2 barrel .................
350 4 bbl Rochester ....
350 4 barrel Holly.......
350 4 bbl early prod....
350 2 barrel .................
302 4 barrel .................
396 4 barrel (402) .......
307 2 barrel .................
350 4 barrel (Z28).......
350 4 bbl. (w/o Z28) ...
305 2 barrel .................
305 2 barrel .................
250 L6 1 barrel ...........
350 4 barrel .................
305 4 barrel .................
367 2 barrel .................
231 2 barrel Chevy .....
229 2 barrel Chevy .....
5.7 4 barrel ..................
5.0 liter 4 barrel ..........
4.4L 2 barrel ...............
3.8L 2 barrel ...............
5.0L FI ........................
L4 2.5 L, 2 barrel ........
V6 2.8, 2 barrel ...........
2.5L FI ........................
5.0L FI ........................
5.0L, 4 barrel ..............
5.0L, FI .......................
5.0, FI .........................
2.8L.............................
5.7, FI .........................
5.0L, TBI ....................
2.8L, FI .......................
5.7L, FI .......................
5.0L.............................
5.0L, EFI.....................
5.7L, TPI .....................
5.0L, TPI .....................
3.1L, FI .......................
3.4L, FI .......................
5.7L, FI, non SS..........
3.8L, FI .......................
5.7L, FI .......................
3.8L, FI .......................

64.99
64.99
55.99
61.99
64.99
58.99
61.99
58.99
64.99
55.99
55.99
64.99
58.99
61.99
64.99
58.99
58.99
61.99
61.99
55.99
55.99
61.99
61.99
58.99
55.99
55.99
49.99
49.99
59.99
67.99
61.99
54.99
61.99
58.99
61.99
58.99
61.99
61.99
58.99
61.99
61.99
61.99
58.99
61.99
61.99
51.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
74.99
74.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

This air cleaner raises the element 9/16" above the
carburetor ﬂange. 5-1/8" ﬂange ﬁts all popular 4
barrel carburetors. Your choice of 4 element heights
are offered to ﬁt a wide variety of applications. Will
clear HEI distributors. Vent kit is included. Total height
listed below is the minimum clearance needed above
the carburetor ﬂange.
9/16" Raised Proﬁle Complete Assembly, w/Vent Kit
601263 2-1/4" element, 3.87" total ht 119.99 ea
601264 3" element, 4.62" total ht ....... 104.99 ea
601260 4" element, 5.62" total ht ....... 134.99 ea
601270 5" element, 6.62" total ht ....... 145.99 ea

The K&N Filtercharger Injection Performance set (FIPK)
dramatically reduces intake restrictions as it smooths and
straightens air ﬂow. This allows your vehicle’s engine
to inhale a larger volume of air. Designed to replace the
original air ﬁlter case without jeopardizing important
emission standards. These sets are washable, reusable
and backed by K&N’s unique 10-Year Million Mile
Limited Warranty.
5730101 1993-95 3.4L FI .................. 267.99 set
5730101 1993-97 5.7L w/oRA or TC 267.99 set
5730222 1998-02 5.7L w/o Ram Air 417.99 set

Breathe a little life into your engine compartment!
This triangular air cleaner will set your underhood
area apart from the norm. The 5-1/8" ﬂange ﬁts all
popular 4 barrel carburetors. Element height is 3"
while 3.62" is the minimum clearance needed above
the carburetor ﬂange.
14" Triangular Complete Assembly, with Vent Kit
601470
3" element, 3.62" total ht ...... 131.99 ea

14" Low Proﬁle Chrome Air Cleaner
This air cleaner provides a low proﬁle by dropping the
ﬁlter 7/8" or 1-1/4" below the carburetor ﬂange. 5-1/8"
ﬂange ﬁts all popular 4 barrel carburetors. Your choice
of 4 element heights are offered to ﬁt a wide variety
of applications. The 7/8" drop will ﬁt carburetors with
electric choke mechanisms. Optional vent kit, item
#851190 is available and sold separately. Total height
listed below is the minimum clearance needed above
the carburetor ﬂange.
Important: *Items marked with asterisk will not ﬁt Edelbrock
carbs with electric choke.

7/8" Drop Complete Assembly, without Vent Kit
601430
3" element, 3.12" total ht .... 116.99 ea
601440
4" element, 4.12" total ht .... 119.99 ea
601450
5" element, 5.12" total ht .... 127.99 ea
601460
6" element, 6.12" total ht .... 129.99 ea
1-1/4" Drop Complete Assembly, without Vent Kit
601280
3" element, 2.75" total ht .... 95.99 ea
601290
4" element, 3.75" total ht .... 131.99 ea
601300*
5" element, 4.75" total ht .... 125.99 ea
601310*
6" element, 5.75" total ht .... 123.99 ea

14" Raised Proﬁle Chrome Air Cleaner

5730101

Performance Filters

11" Stainless Steel Air Cleaner
This air cleaner is perfect when high-performance is
desired but space is at a premium. 5-1/8" ﬂange ﬁts all
popular 4 barrel carburetors. Your choice of 4 element
heights are offered to ﬁt a wide variety of applications.
3/4" vent kit is included. Total height listed below is
the minimum clearance needed above the carburetor
ﬂange. Top is made of long-lasting polished stainless
steel while bottom is an attractive chrome ﬁnish.
11" Diameter Complete Assembly, with Vent Kit
601170 2-1/8" element, 3.12" total ht 135.99 ea
601180 3-1/2" element, 4.75" total ht 111.99 ea
601200 5" element, 6.00" total ht ....... 123.99 ea
601210 6" element 7.00" total ht ........ 122.99 ea

13976

601260

Fuel Injection Performance Sets
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601180

14" Triangular Chrome Air Cleaner

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Custom Air Cleaner Lid
Make a statement in your engine compartment with
this great custom air cleaner lid. K&N, the leader in
automotive air cleaners, offers this beautiful round 14"
billet aluminum 5- or 10-spoke air cleaner lid with a
carbon ﬁber insert.
13975
5-spoke
lid only ................ 196.99 ea
13976
10-spoke lid only ................ 188.99 ea

Air Filter Oil & Clean/Degreaser Set!
K&N Air Filter Oil and
Cleaner/Degreaser is
the only oil and cleaner/
degreaser specially
formulated to work in
combination with the
cotton fabric in the
K&N ﬁlter. The use of
any other could void
the ﬁlter’s warranty and
potentially harm the air
ﬁlter’s cotton material.
The cleaner/degreaser
works to dissolve the dirt build
up and old oil ﬁlter oil and can be washed away with
water. It is environmentally friendly, and when used
as directed, is safe on paint, chrome, cast aluminum,
plastic, rubber and vinyl. Each set includes: oil,
cleaner/degreaser, and service decal. Your choice of
6-1/2 oz. aerosol spray or 8 oz. squeeze oil
bottle is offered.
995000 set w/6-1/2 oz. aerosol oil .... 14.99 set
995050 set with 8 oz.
squeeze oil... 14.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Air Cleaner Parts

C676

14" Replacement Air Cleaner Element

Vintage Corvette Style Air Cleaner

Replacement air ﬁlters for air cleaners that require a
14" diameter element.
C676
14" x 3" element...................... 9.99 ea
T2287
14" x 5" element...................... 18.99 ea

Dress-up your engine with this 14" louvered design
air cleaner which is similar to the 1955-57 Corvette.
Features a 3" tall element and recessed base. Fits 5-1/8"
carb necks. Give your car a custom appearance by
adding this uniquely designed air cleaner.
T2293
.................................................. 35.99 ea

52391

53391

Aluminum Street Scoops
Carburetor Cover
The K&N Carburetor Cover is used on 5-1/8" carburetors
eliminating the risk of dropping bolts, nuts, screws or
other items down the throat and into the intake manifold.
Also works well in keeping dirt, dust, and other elements
out of your carb during times you must store your engine
or vehicle with the air cleaner assembly removed.

detail

CL8500 – front view

Note: Please specify: black, red, or orange when ordering.

858913C

5-1/8" carburetor cover........ 38.99 ea

These aluminum street scoops add an old school
performance look to almost any engine, especially if
it has a tunnel ram or dual carburetors. Each 20" scoop
is made from polished cast aluminum with 3 fully
functional reversible round butterﬂies. Designed for
carburetors with a 5-1/8" neck and includes both dual
and single carburetor mounting plates, 6-3/8" x 2-1/2"
paper element air ﬁlters, hardware, and instructions.
53391
smooth housing scoop ........... 222.99 set
52391
ribbed housing scoop ............ 219.99 set

polished rim

blue rim

CL8500 – 3/4 view
52351

red rim

663060

XStream Air Flow Top and Assembly

Manufactured in heavy gauge steel and powder coated
in a semi-gloss black ﬁnish, these custom air cleaners
ﬁt most carburetors and throttle bodies with a 5-1/8"
mounting ﬂange. The lower rear section of the air cleaner
has clearance for HEI distributors. Available in a full scale
18-1/4" wide version that uses a 14" x 4" ﬁlter element
and a 7/8 scale 15-21/32" wide version that uses a 12"
x 3" ﬁlter element. Both sizes include a ﬁlter element,
chrome rocket-shaped wing nut and an air cleaner decal.
CL8510
7/8 scale 15-21/32" wide.... 149.99 ea
CL8500
full scale 18-1/4" wide ....... 149.99 ea

52461

Street Scoop

Note: All scoops ﬁt only carburetors with 5-1/8" neck.

Full Size Street Scoops
52351
ﬁnned, single 4 barrel........... 154.99 ea
52331
ﬁnned, 2 x 4 barrel ............... 164.99 ea
Mini Street Scoops
52451
smooth .................................. 135.99 ea
52461
ﬁnned.................................... 99.99 ea

215840

Concept II 14" Air Filter
Features a lightweight
aluminum curved top
to enhance air ﬂow
and provide additional
clearance for the
carburetor ﬂoat bowl
vents. Also features
a new base that enhances
air ﬂow. The new element features SynthaMax
material, a 100% synthetic, non-oiled, color fast,
classic red media. Billet tool and key
fob included. Universal ﬁt.
AR801461
5" element ....................... 171.99 ea

52451

These aluminum street scoops add an aggressive
performance look to any custom street or show car
engine. They are polished and available in ﬁnned or
smooth ﬁnishes. Full size scoops measure 20" long
by 5" tall and are available for single or dual 4 barrel
applications. Mini scoops measure 13-1/2" long by
4-1/2" tall and are only available for single carburetor
applications. Includes necessary hardware and a 6-3/8"
x 2-1/2" paper element air ﬁlter.

215650

Ribbed Billet Air Cleaner

Air Filter Sealing Grease

Manufactured from machined billet aluminum with a
mirror polished ﬁnish, each air cleaner includes a K&N
ﬁlter, stainless steel mounting hardware and detailed
instructions. Available in a 14" round version or a dual
quad conﬁguration with adjustable base plate to allow
for variations in carburetor spacing. Made in USA.

K&N Air Filter Sealing Grease seals the air cleaner
assembly, eliminating the possibility of dirt, dust and
other particles from entering your carburetor from
between the air ﬁlter element and air cleaner assembly.
This is especially important if you will be operating
your vehicle off-road or in extremely dusty conditions
such as construction sites, etc. K&N Air Filter Sealing
Grease resists heat and will not melt or run off.
990704
6 ounce tube............................ 9.99 ea

Note: Not for use with Dominator carburetors.

215840
215650

14" round air cleaner ........... 706.99 ea
oval dual quad air cleaner .... 294.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Air Cleaners
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Put an end to restrictive elements and stock ﬁlter
housings choking off critical airﬂow with K&N’s
XStream Air Flow Top or the XStream Air Flow
Assembly for 5-1/8" neck ﬂange. Cleanable and
reusable. Total height listed below is the minimum
clearance needed above the carburetor ﬂange.
Top Only
661401
14" black rim .................... 72.99 ea
661401XP 14" polished rim ............... 81.99 ea
661401XB 14" blue rim ...................... 89.99 ea
661401XR 14" red rim ........................ 89.99 ea
Assembly 7/8" Drop
663050
3" element – 3-1/8" height 172.99 ea
Assembly 1-1/4" Drop
663040
3" element – 2-3/4" height 131.99 ea
663060
4" element – 3-3/4" height 141.99 ea
663070
5" element – 4-3/4" height 187.99 ea
Assembly Raised 9/16" Base
663010
3" element – 4-5/8" height 141.99 ea
663020
4" element – 5-7/8" height 187.99 ea
663030
5" element – 6-7/8" height 204.99 ea

Retro Style Air Cleaner

Performance Induction
SP71017B

SP71014A

SP98801

1998-02 Cool Air Intake

SP98891

ProFab Low Proﬁle Air Cleaner
Looking to add a high tech look to your engine
compartment? Check out these Spectre ProFab low
proﬁle oval inlet polished air cleaners. Available in
single, 90 degree dual, or 180 degree dual inlet styles.
Fits all carburetors or TBI with 5-1/8" neck. Includes
Spectre’s HPR air ﬁlter.
SP98801 single ................................... 229.99 ea
SP98891 90 degree dual ..................... 229.99 ea

This intake draws cool air from outside the HOT engine
compartment! This provides the coolest air charge to your
fuel injection and creates the most horsepower possible.
Prevents excessive engine noise while still providing the
optimum performance. Volant connects the components
using high-performance silicone couplers. 50 state legal.
V15958
1998-02
5.7L ................ 274.99 ea

A – blue

B – black

SP71013D

C – red

D – white

®

ProFab Cowl Induction Air Cleaner

black

red

white

®

HPR Cone Air Filter

SP98302A

These Spectre ProFab aluminum cowl induction
air cleaners are designed to ﬁt cowl induction hood
Chevy’s. Draws air form the high pressure area at the
base of the windshield. Available in round or straight
back opening design. Fits all carburetors or TBI with
5-1/8" neck. Includes Spectre’s HPR air ﬁlter.
Straight Back Style
SP98303A 3" tall 4.219" height ....... 292.99 ea
SP98424A 4" tall 5.219" height ....... 335.99 ea
Round Style
SP98302A 3" tall 4.219" height ....... 229.99 ea
SP98521A 5" tall 6.219" height ....... 298.99 ea

blue

HPR Air Filter

SP71010A

SP98303A

SP71018C

These Spectre HPR® air ﬁlters are the most versatile of
their kind on the market! Designed to ﬁt 3", 3-1/2", and
4" tubes. Washable and reusable, these lifetime ﬁlters
provide more power and performance by allowing
more air ﬂow into your engine than ordinary paper
ﬁlters. Specify color when ordering.
Note: *Will only ﬁt 3" inlet tubes. Also features all-rubber
construction, no chrome ﬁnish.

SP71011
SP71010*
SP71012
SP71013

3.7" tall ...............................
6.5" tall ...............................
6.7" tall ...............................
10.5" tall .............................

19.99
19.99
29.99
39.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

Speed By Spectre HPR® (high-performance racing) air
ﬁlters – the world’s fastest air ﬁlters! Washable and
reusable, these lifetime ﬁlters are designed to provide
you with more horsepower and quicker acceleration by
allowing more air ﬂow into your engine than ordinary
paper ﬁlters.
Round Filter – 14" x 4"
SP71014A
blue.................................. 39.99 ea
SP71014B
black ................................ 39.99 ea
SP71014C
red ................................... 39.99 ea
SP71014D
white................................ 39.99 ea
Round Filter – 14" x 5"
SP71015A
blue.................................. 61.99 ea
SP71015B
black ................................ 61.99 ea
SP71015C
red ................................... 61.99 ea
SP71015D
white................................ 61.99 ea
Oval Filter – 11-1/2" x 8" x 2"
SP71016A
blue.................................. 29.99 ea
SP71016B
black ................................ 29.99 ea
SP71016C
red ................................... 29.99 ea
SP71016D
white................................ 29.99 ea
Oval Filter – 15" x 8" x 2"
SP71017A
blue.................................. 39.99 ea
SP71017B
black ................................ 39.99 ea
SP71017C
red ................................... 39.99 ea
SP71017D
white................................ 39.99 ea
Triangle Filter – 14" x 3"
SP71018C
red ................................... 49.99 ea
SP71018D
white................................ 49.99 ea

Blade Style MAFS Conversion
SP74762C
SP70228A

A – blue

B – black

C – red

D – white

K
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Extraﬂow 14" Air Cleaner
SP70338A

These muscle car air cleaners combine a modern
appearance with the classic style of the past. Washable
and reusable, these lifetime ﬁlters provide more power
and performance by allowing more air ﬂow into your
engine than ordinary paper ﬁlters. Includes: the top, base,
and Spectre HPR® air ﬁlter. Specify color when ordering.
SP74762
3" tall ﬁlter ...................... 112.99 ea
SP74763
4" tall ﬁlter ...................... 141.99 ea

Universal 14" Air Box
Direct cool air into your engine with these universal
air boxes. Includes components and hardware for
installation in most vehicles. 180, 135, and 120 degree
versions are available. Available in 14" black ducting.
Fits standard 5-1/8" carb neck.
SP70228A black duct 180 degree .... 175.99 ea
SP70328A black duct 135 degree .... 175.99 ea
SP70338A black duct 120 degree .... 167.99 ea
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Accucharge Precision
Air Filter Oiling System
The Accucharge precision oiling
system applies the correct amount
of oil for optimal performance
– no more, no less. Designed
speciﬁcally for cleaning and oiling
of Spectre HPR® ﬁlters. As simple
to use as a measuring cup! Includes 12 oz.
of cleaner and 8 oz. of oil.
SP704820 ............................................. 12.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Convert a 3 wire or 5 wire
boot-in GM style MAFS (Mass
Air Flow Sensor) to a drop-in
blade style MAFS with these
conversions. Includes: 1 GM
blade style MAFS, weld-on
MAFS mount, 2 screws, and
conversion harness.

SP72001A

Important: Requires computer reprogramming.
Note: This product is not CARB exempt.

SP72001A
SP72001B

3 wire ............................. 349.99 ea
5 wire ............................. 349.99 ea

Cool-Air Tube Heat Shield
The Cool-Air tube heat shield features a unique lace
up design. This unique design allows this heat shield
to ﬁt air tubes from 2-1/2" to 4" in diameter, up to 3
feet in length. Like most of Thermo-Tec’s products, it
blocks more than 90% of radiant heat from the exhaust,
protecting the air tube and the fresh air within from
the destructive effects of high heat. For an added kick,
Cool-Air tube heat shield includes laces in 4 cool
colors – white, blue, red, and yellow!
TT14500 ............................................... 46.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Edelbrock Engine Dress-Up

E4449

E4204
E4405

Valve Cover Breathers
Elite Series II Valve Covers
Features a design that is inﬂuenced by the original Elite
Series released in 1985, but with a new modern take
on this classic look. They’re made from heavy gauge,
die-cast aluminum and are ﬁnished off with a show
quality high luster polished ﬁnish. The raised ﬁns are
accented by a contrast gloss black ﬁnish between the
ﬁns for the deﬁnitive Elite Series look. Edelbrock’s
tall proﬁle valve covers are 2" taller than stock, and
clear most roller rockers and valvetrain components.
Our low proﬁle valve covers clear all air conditioning,
alternator brackets, and aluminum rockers. Overall
height is measured from gasket ﬂange to top at the
highest point.
1959-86 Small Block 262-400ci
E4263
tall – polished ﬁnished ........... 151.99 pr

Elite Series
Elite series breathers are die-cast aluminum with a
foam element. 3 styles are available. The side mount
and top mount breathers require drilling to install.
E4204
push-in style with logo ........... 24.99 ea
E4201
90º side mount with logo ....... 27.99 ea
E4202
30º top mount with logo ......... 28.99 ea
Signature Series
Signature Series inscribed breathers come with rubber
grommets and match the Signature Series chrome valve
covers. Fit any 1-1/4" hole.
E4403
black pwder coated w/o nipple 10.99 ea
E4405
chrome without nipple ........... 10.99 ea
E4410
chrome with 90º nipple .......... 10.99 ea

E4443

Signature Series Valve Covers
These quality bafﬂed valve covers accept all emissions
equipment including PCV valve. Rubber grommets for
the breather and PCV holes are included. Matching
breathers are sold separately. Applications are available
in chrome or black powder coated ﬁnish.
Important: Tall valve covers are 1-1/4" taller than stock,
and clear most roller rockers and valvetrain components
except stud girdles. Low proﬁle valve covers clear AC and
alternator brackets.

1967-86 Small Block
E4449
low proﬁle
chrome ...........
E4443
low proﬁle
black ..............
E4649
tall proﬁle
chrome ...........
E4643
tall proﬁle
black ..............
1967 and Later Big Block
E4480
low proﬁle
chrome ...........
E4483
low proﬁle
black ..............
E4680
tall proﬁle
chrome ...........
E4683
tall proﬁle
black ..............

45.99
45.99
56.99
62.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

62.99
71.99
67.99
75.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

E1207

E4266

E4145

Elite Series II Air Cleaners
E1223

Elite Series II air cleaners offer a new modern take
on the classic Elite Series look. They’re made from
heavy gauge, die-cast aluminum and are ﬁnished off
with a show quality high luster polished ﬁnish. The
raised ﬁns are accented by a contrast gloss black ﬁnish
between the ﬁns for the deﬁnitive Elite Series look. Fits
all popular 5-1/8" diameter carburetors and includes a
black anodized knurled nut.
Important: Use E4266 with all Edelbrock square bore
carburetors and Q-jets.
Note: If using on vehicles with electric choke carburetor, a
spacer is required. Use part #E8092.

E41453
E1222

E41443 – oil ﬁll hole detail

Classic Aluminum Valve Covers
Edelbrock ﬁrst made these valve covers in the late
1950’s and they’re still a classic. Made of heavy gauge,
sand cast aluminum, they have enough height to clear
roller rockers. Polished or black powder coated ﬁnish.
Important: Breathers E4201 or E4211 can be added if desired.

1959-86 Small Block 262-400ci
E4145
polished ............................
E4144
polished with oil ﬁll hole ..
E41453 black
............................
E41443 black
with oil ﬁll hole ..
1965 and Later Big Block
E4185
polished ............................
E41853 black
............................

246.99
272.99
265.99
299.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

296.99 pr
280.99 pr

Top off your engine with a good looking Pro-Flo air
cleaner. The Edelbrock signature and styling coordinate
beautifully with Edelbrock Signature Series valve
covers. These air cleaners are stamped from 18 gauge
steel and triple chrome-plated for a high-quality ﬁnish
and good looks. They’ll work with all popular 5-1/8"
diameter carburetor necks.
Important: Use E1121 with all Edelbrock square bore
carburetors and Q-jets.

Round 14" Diameter with 3" Element
E1207
chrome with logo .................. 35.99
E1121
chrome with logo, low proﬁle 34.99
E1223
black with logo, low proﬁle .. 37.99
Round 10" Diameter with 2" Element
E1208
chrome with logo .................. 26.99
E1203
black powder coated w/logo 28.99
Round 6" Diameter with 2" Element
E1209
with logo ............................... 32.99
Triangular with 2-1/2" Washable Element
E1222
with logo ............................... 117.99
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

E8093

Air Cleaner Spacer
These 5-1/8" diameter plastic spacers from Edelbrock
get you the clearance you need between the carburetor
and air cleaner base. Available in 1/2" and 3/4" sizes.
Made in USA.
E8093
1/2" tall spacer ...................... 13.99 ea
E8092
3/4" tall spacer ...................... 8.99 ea

Engine Dress-Up
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Round 14" Diameter with 3" Element
E4266
with logo ............................... 126.99 ea
E4268
with logo ............................... 140.99 ea

Signature Series Air Cleaner

Engine Dress-Up

H241240

H120156

H120160

Vintage Series Air Cleaners

H241244

Vintage Series air cleaners are 14" in diameter and are available in both 3" and 4"
heights. They can also be had with either paper (white) or premium reusable cotton
gauze (red) ﬁlter elements. All air cleaners include color matched bases with knock
out provisions for a fresh air adapter. The carburetor gasket and all mounting hardware
necessary for installation is also included. Fits Holley 4150 and 4160 with 5-1/8"
diameter neck. Lid is made from die-cast aluminum, with a stamped steel base.
14" Paper Filter Elements
H120150
3" tall
polished ﬁnish.............................................. 163.99 ea
H120152
3" tall
black ﬁnish .................................................. 129.99 ea
H120158
3" tall
natural ﬁnish ................................................ 124.99 ea
H120154
4" tall
polished ﬁnish.............................................. 168.99 ea
H120156
4" tall
black ﬁnish .................................................. 134.99 ea
H120159
4" tall
natural ﬁnish ................................................ 129.99 ea
14" Premium Filter Reusable Element
H120151
3" tall
polished ﬁnish.............................................. 168.99 ea
H120153
3" tall
black ﬁnish .................................................. 134.99 ea
H120160
3" tall
natural ﬁnish ................................................ 129.99 ea
H120155
4" tall
polished ﬁnish.............................................. 173.99 ea
H120157
4" tall
black ﬁnish .................................................. 140.99 ea
H120161
4" tall
natural ﬁnish ................................................ 134.99 ea

H241245

Vintage Series SB Valve Covers
Vintage Series valve covers are designed to ﬁt all 1958-86 small block Chevrolet
engines with perimeter bolt patterns. The die-cast aluminum construction ensures
superb detail and reduces the chance of warped valve cover ﬂanges and oil leaks.
The valve covers stand 3-1/2" tall with preinstalled internal oil bafﬂes on emission
compliant models. The oil ﬁll and PCV grommets are also included.
Note: If your engine has non-standard valvetrain components, such as a high lift camshaft,
roller tip rocker arm, higher lift ratio rocker arms, stud girdles, etc., there may be
insufﬁcient clearance.

1958-86 Small Block 262-400ci
H241240
natural
with oil ﬁll hole .......................................
H241243
natural
.................................................................
H241241
polished
with oil ﬁll hole .......................................
H241244
polished
.................................................................
H241242
black
with oil ﬁll hole .......................................
H241245
black
.................................................................

129.99
129.99
163.99
163.99
145.99
145.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

T3047 – big block dress-up set with timing cover
R1124 – black

Chrome Engine Dress-Up Sets

K
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Dress-up your engine in brilliant show quality chrome with engine dress-up sets in a
variety of conﬁgurations to meet your speciﬁc needs. Each set is available for small
block or big block applications and with your choice of tall or short valve covers.
Important: Tall valve covers are 1-1/4" taller than stock, and clear most roller rockers
and valvetrain components except stud girdles. Low proﬁle valve covers clear AC and
alternator brackets.

Dress-Up Set with Timing Cover
Each set includes: valve covers, timing chain cover, timing tab, breather cap, breather
grommet, PCV grommet, oil dipstick, and tube.
Small Block 262-400ci
T3043
low proﬁle .......................................................................... 49.99 set
T3048
low proﬁle with twist-on oil cap ........................................ 49.99 set
T3042
tall proﬁle........................................................................... 49.99 set
Big Block 396-454ci
T3047
low proﬁle .......................................................................... 54.99 set
T3046
tall proﬁle........................................................................... 59.99 set
Dress-Up Set with T-Bolts
Each set includes: valve covers, T-bolts and retainers, breather cap, breather grommet,
PCV grommet, oil dipstick, and tube.
Small Block 262-400ci
T3041
low proﬁle .......................................................................... 59.99 set
T3101
low proﬁle with twist-on oil cap ........................................ 59.99 set
T3040
tall proﬁle........................................................................... 52.99 set
Big Block 396-454ci
T3045
low proﬁle .......................................................................... 69.99 set
T3049
tall proﬁle........................................................................... 69.99 set
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orange
metallic gray

chrome

Ofﬁcially Licensed Engine Dress-Up Sets
Complete engine dress-up sets for 262-400ci small block Chevrolet engines. Each
set features a Bow Tie and Chevrolet wording. Sets include: valve covers, valve
cover breather, valve cover nuts, valve cover hold down clamps, 14" air cleaner,
and timing cover. Most sets are available with your choice of short or tall internally
bafﬂed valve covers.
Note: *Does not include Bow Tie Wing Nut.

Dress-Up Set with Short Valve Covers
Small Block 262-400ci
R1123
black crinkle ﬁnish .......................................................
R1125*
chrome ﬁnish ................................................................
Dress-Up Set with Tall Valve Covers
Small Block 262-400ci
R1124
black crinkle ﬁnish .......................................................
R1127
metallic gray ﬁnish .......................................................
R1126
chrome ﬁnish ................................................................
D141780
orange ﬁnish .................................................................

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

235.99 set
275.99 set

197.99
207.99
215.99
238.99

set
set
set
set

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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D141116

D141117

Bow Tie Die-Cast Aluminum Valve Covers
These unique valve covers feature an embossed Bow Tie and the word “Chevrolet”
for a distinctive appearance. Tall proﬁle design allows for clearance of roller rockers.
Your choice of three ﬁnishes.
Small Block 262-400ci
D141108
polished ......................................................................... 138.99 pr
D141116
black crinkle ﬁnish ........................................................ 147.99 pr
D141117
chrome........................................................................... 257.99 pr

D141001 –
small block dress-up set with
timing cover

D141002 –
small block dress-up set
with T-bolts

Chrome Bow Tie Center Bolt Valve Covers
Ofﬁcially Licensed Engine Dress-Up Sets

These Proform stamped steel bafﬂed valve covers for late model center bolt small
blocks sport a brilliant chrome ﬁnish and include grommets. Feature a unique ﬁnned
look with Bow Tie and racing stripe accent in bright red to add a touch of style to
your engine compartment.
1987-up Small Block 305-350ci
G7198
center bolt valve covers ................................................... 131.99 pr

Dress-up your engine in brilliant show quality chrome with these ofﬁcially licensed
engine dress-up sets. Each set features the Bow Tie and Chevrolet logo stamped into
the valve cover and matching accessories.
Dress-Up Set with Timing Cover
Each set includes: valve covers, timing chain cover, timing tab, breather cap, breather
grommet, PCV grommet, spark plug wire retainers, oil dipstick, and tube.
Small Block 262-400ci
D141001
low proﬁle ........................................................................ 127.99 set
Dress-Up Set with T-Bolts
Each set includes: valve covers, T-bolt set and retainers, breather cap, breather
grommet, PCV grommet, spark plug wire retainers, oil dipstick, and tube.
Small Block 262-400ci
D141002
low proﬁle ........................................................................ 147.99 set

T9842

T9841

T9843

Chrome Valve Cover Sets with Logo

Carbon Fiber Style Engine Dress Set
Now your small block Chevy engine can have the expensive look of carbon ﬁber
without breaking the bank. These carbon style dress-up products are made from
high-quality stamped steel with carbon ﬁber ﬁlm adhered to the exterior surface.
Each set includes: a pair of tall valve covers with bafﬂes, a pair of rubber grommets,
a 14" classic style open element air cleaner with ﬁlter and Bow Tie center nut, and
a 3" breather cap.
D141710
carbon ﬁber style .......................................................... 292.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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T9844

Dress your engine compartment with these beautiful chrome valve covers for small
block or big block engines. Each set features your choice of engine logos embossed
directly on top of valve cover for maximum visibility.
Small Block
Each valve cover features a 1.25" diameter hole for valve cover grommets that are
sold separately.
T9854
low proﬁle with “327” logo ............................................... 42.99 pr
T9853
tall proﬁle with “327” logo ................................................ 22.99 pr
T9842
low proﬁle with “350” logo ............................................... 39.99 pr
T9841
tall proﬁle with “350” logo ................................................ 39.99 pr
Big Block
Each valve cover features a 1.25" diameter hole for valve cover grommets that are
sold separately.
T9855
tall proﬁle with “396” logo ................................................ 43.99 pr
T9844
low proﬁle with “454” logo ............................................... 49.99 pr
T9843
tall proﬁle with “454” logo ................................................ 49.99 pr

Engine Dress-Up
T9233
T9342
T9216B

Chrome Valve Covers for Straight Six
Dress-up your engine in brilliant show quality chrome.
Fits all 194, 230, 250, 292 engines (except engines
equipped with heads with integral intake manifolds).
Valve cover requires K0083 grommets and ST10072
oil plug sold separately.
Straight Six 194-292ci
T9233
bafﬂed valve cover ................. 19.99 ea
T9342
block side plate ....................... 7.99 ea

VC1220

T9518

T9503

Polished Aluminum LT1 Valve Covers
T9215

These premium valve covers are designed speciﬁcally
for 1993-97 GM LT1 engines. Manufactured from cast
aluminum and polished to a high luster. Valve covers
include: new bolts, bafﬂes, and grommets.
Note: Gaskets not included.

6045

1993-97

LT1 valve covers ... 134.99 pr

Valve Cover Bolt Sets
VC1212
66710

T9504

K
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OE Style Big Block Valve Cover Sets
One of a kind reproduction of the original type bafﬂed
valve covers for 396-454ci big block. Each set features
correct OE style plug wire retainer tabs, correct diameter
grommet holes, and oil ﬁller cap holes. Applications are
available for power or manual brakes and with original
factory type oil drippers or without oil drippers. Choose
triple chrome-plated ﬁnish or unﬁnished paintable covers.
Manual Brakes
Each bafﬂed valve cover features correct diameter
hole for valve cover grommets that are sold separately.
Note: Not for vehicles with factory disc brakes.

Big Block 396-454ci
VC1220
natural
with oil drippers.. 69.99 pr
VC1210
chrome
with oil drippers.. 69.99 pr
T9503
chrome
w/o oil drippers ... 79.99 pr
Power Brakes
Each bafﬂed valve cover set features indentation on
corner of one valve cover for clearance of power
brake booster.
Big Block 396-454ci
VC1216
natural
with oil drippers.. 69.99 pr
VC1212
chrome
with oil drippers.. 69.99 pr
T9504
chrome
w/o oil drippers ... 79.99 pr
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66716

Chrome Valve Cover Sets
Dress-up your engine in brilliant show quality chrome
with bafﬂed valve covers in a variety of conﬁgurations
to meet your speciﬁc needs. Small block and big
block applications come in your choice of tall or
short valve covers.
Small Block
Each bafﬂed valve cover features a 1.25" diameter
hole for valve cover grommets that are sold separately.
Note: *T9518 features a hole for twist-on oil cap
sold separately.

Small Block 262-400ci
T9216B
low proﬁle ............................ 39.99 pr
T9518*
with twist-on oil cap hole..... 39.99 pr
T9215
tall proﬁle ............................. 24.99 pr
Big Block
Each bafﬂed valve cover features a 1.25" diameter
hole for valve cover grommets that are sold separately.
Note: Not for vehicles with factory disc brakes.

Big Block 396-454ci
66710
low proﬁle ............................ 34.99 pr
66716
tall proﬁle ............................. 27.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Available in chromoly steel with
a black oxide ﬁnish or corrosion
proof polished stainless steel.
Choose between conventional Hex
head bolts and nuts or compact,
easy access 12 point designs. The
heads feature a wide base for better
load distribution and sealing, while
the compact head is easily accessed.
AR1757
Sets are shipped with the required ﬂat
washers. All sets include 1/4"-20 bolts.
With Cast Aluminum Covers
Small Block – Black Oxide
AR1757
Hex head 8 piece .............. 10.99
AR1753
12 point
8 piece .............. 10.99
Big Block – Black Oxide
AR1754
Hex head 14 piece ............ 17.99
AR1758
12 point
14 piece ............ 16.99
Small Block – Stainless
AR4757
Hex head 8 piece .............. 16.99
AR4753
12 point
8 piece .............. 17.99
Big Block – Stainless
AR4758
Hex head 14 piece ............ 25.99
AR4754
12 point
14 piece ............ 29.99
With Stamped Steel Covers
Black Oxide Finish
AR1755
Hex head 8 piece .............. 10.99
AR1756
Hex head 14 piece ............ 16.99
AR1751
12 point
8 piece .............. 11.99
AR1752
12 point
14 piece ............ 16.99
Polished Stainless Steel
AR4755
Hex head 8 piece .............. 15.99
AR4756
Hex head 14 piece ............ 24.99
AR4751
12 point
8 piece .............. 16.99
AR4752
12 point
14 piece ............ 27.99
With Center Bolt Covers
Black Oxide Finish
AR1759
Hex head 8 piece .............. 16.99
AR1760
12 point
8 piece .............. 19.99
Polished Stainless Steel
AR4759
Hex head 8 piece .............. 24.99
AR4760
12 point
8 piece .............. 25.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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D141841

D141842

H890010B
H890010

D141844

D141845

1967-02 Chevrolet Performance Slant Edge Valve Covers

H890004B
H890004

Fabricated Aluminum Valve Covers
Sniper’s fabricated aluminum valve covers gives you an excellent way to add a high
end fabricated look without the high end price. They offer you a lightweight and
tough valve cover for your favorite street, off-road,or racing machine. These valve
covers are constructed of 6061-TS sheet aluminum and precision TIG welded for
a proper ﬁt. Available in silver anodized or black coated ﬁnishes. Covers include
mounting hardware for quick and simple installation.
Natural Finish
1958-86
H890010
283-400 small block ........................................................ 129.99 pr
1965-00
H890004
396-454 big block ............................................................ 140.99 pr
Black Finish
1958-86
H890010B 283-400 small block ........................................................ 134.99 pr
1965-00
H890004B 396-454 big block ............................................................ 145.99 pr

D14920

Chevy “Bow Tie” logo Slant Edge perimeter bolt valve cover kits for 1955-86
Chevrolet 262-400ci engines. These die-cast aluminum valve covers feature a
unique Slant Edge design with the Chevrolet and “Bow Tie” emblems either raised
or recessed into the aluminum. They have generous internal clearance for most
valve train setups. Just like the rest of the Slant Edge Series, these valve covers are
available in a variety of high-quality ﬁnishes to compliment your engine compartment.
This is an Ofﬁcially Licensed Chevrolet Performance Part product. Sold in pairs.
1987-02 262-400ci Engines – Center Bolt
D141840
black with milled .......................................................... 242.99 pr
D141841
orange with milled ........................................................ 243.99 pr
D141842
gray with milled............................................................ 242.99 pr
D141843
polished with red/black ................................................ 240.99 pr
D141844
chrome with red/black .................................................. 294.99 pr
D141845
black with red ............................................................... 250.99 pr
D141846
polished – plain ............................................................ 245.99 pr

D141263
D141262

D14921

D141264

D141257

1955-86 Chevrolet Performance Slant Edge Valve Covers
LS Aluminum Slant Edge Valve Covers
Cast aluminum slant edge valve covers for GM LS V8 motors. Give your stock LS a
totally personalized look. Taller than stock valve covers, and can accommodate a wide
variety of large valvetrain applications. Available in different styles and emblems.
Unique mounting studs and oil restricting bafﬂes included. Threaded mounting holes
for integrated ignition coil brackets are included. The passenger side valve cover has
an oil ﬁller hole (we suggest oil ﬁller cap part #D141630). Proform also suggests
using Fel-Pro valve cover gaskets for best seal, our part number is A9700110. Valve
covers are sold in pairs.
Important: LSX-DR owners will need to purchase a LSX-DR mounting bolt kit part #D66330.
Note: The following rocker conﬁgurations will require the valve cover to be slightly
modiﬁed: Jesel part #KSS-317070, KSS-317575, and KSS-318080.

Covers with Raised Chevrolet Emblem
D141261
Chevy orange ................................................................
D141262
black crinkle ..................................................................
D141263
cast gray ........................................................................
Covers with Raised LSX Emblem
D141257
Chevy orange ................................................................
Covers Polished with Recessed Chevrolet Emblem
D141264
red and black emblem ...................................................
D141266
no emblem.....................................................................
Covers Chrome with Recessed Chevrolet Emblem
D141265
red and black emblem ...................................................

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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262.99 pr
262.99 pr
266.99 pr
262.99 pr
263.99 pr
259.99 pr
340.99 pr
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Chevy “Bow Tie” logo Slant Edge perimeter Volt valve cover kits for 1955-86 Chevrolet
262-400ci engines. These die-cast aluminum valve covers feature a unique Slant Edge
design with the Chevrolet and “Bow Tie” emblems either raised or recessed into the
aluminum. They have generous internal clearance for most valve train setups. Just like the
rest of the Slant Edge Series, these valve covers are available in a variety of high-quality
ﬁnishes to compliment your engine compartment. This is an Ofﬁcially Licensed Chevrolet
Performance Part product. Sold in pairs.
1955-86 262-400ci Engines
D141920
polished with blackﬁeld ................................................ 239.99 pr
D141921
black with white ............................................................ 225.99 pr
D141922
chrome with blackﬁeld.................................................. 300.99 pr
D141923
gray with red/blue ......................................................... 234.99 pr
D141924
orange with white.......................................................... 212.99 pr
D141925
gray with white ............................................................. 228.99 pr
D141926
polished – plain ............................................................. 224.99 pr
D141927
polished with red/black ................................................. 244.99 pr
D141928
black with red................................................................ 232.99 pr
D141930
chrome with black ......................................................... 298.99 pr
D141931
red with white ............................................................... 262.99 pr
D141932
blue with white.............................................................. 263.99 pr
D141933
green with white............................................................ 258.99 pr
D141934
yellow with white.......................................................... 281.99 pr
D141935
white with white............................................................ 274.99 pr
D141939
unﬁnished with raised ................................................... 205.99 pr

Engine Dress-Up
A26019

A26018
D141102

Bow Tie Chevrolet Valve Covers
Embossed Bow Tie and the word “Chevrolet” provide
for a distinctive appearance. Available in a low proﬁle
designed to clear factory rocker arms or a tall proﬁle
for engines equipped with roller rockers.
Small Block 262-400ci
D141102
low proﬁle........................... 62.99 pr
D141103
tall proﬁle ........................... 72.99 pr

Reproduction Small Block Valve Covers

CL8002

Reproduction 1964-67 valve covers correct for standard
327 or L79 special high-performance engines. Available
in either painted cast steel or bright polished chrome.
Small Block
A26019
painted ............................... 99.99 pr
A26018
chrome............................... 119.99 pr

“shown painted for illustration purposes”

1968 SB Chevrolet Valve Covers
Reproduction small block valve covers for various
high-performance Chevrolet models including 1968
Z28 Camaro. Manufactured to original factory
speciﬁcations with correct bright chrome ﬁnish.
C482
1968
Z28 ........................ 193.99 pr

C480

D141751

CL8001

Fauxsmobile Valve Covers
C481

1959-67 Chevrolet Script Valve Covers

K
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D141361

Reproduction Chevrolet script valve covers. These
quality valve covers are manufactured to original
factory speciﬁcations and feature the original style
1959-67 Chevrolet script. Available in chrome or black.
C480
1959-67
chrome................ 183.99 pr
C481
1959-67
black ................... 139.99 pr

These vintage style valve covers are modeled after the
valve covers of the 1949-50 Oldsmobile Rocket engine
and ﬁt any small block Chevy motor with center bolt
heads or used with an adapter on 1955-85 ﬂange bolt
heads. Made from die-cast aluminum with original style
Olds style spark plug wire looms which hide the oil ﬁll
and PCV plumbing underneath. Includes special chrome
acorn nuts and all required hardware. Wire looms are
available in paintable raw cast or triple chrome-plated.
“OLDSMOBILE ROCKET” decals included.
Paintable Raw Cast Covers
CL8002
with raw cast wire looms .. 154.99 set
CL8003
with chrome wire looms.... 181.99 set
Polished Covers
CL8004
with chrome wire looms.... 207.99 set
Valve Cover Adapters
CL8100
includes hardware ............. 129.99 set

G7200

D141905 logo

Bow Tie Chevrolet Valve Covers
These valve covers are made of heavy gauge steel,
20% thicker than typical aftermarket valve covers,
greatly reducing the likelihood of leakage around
the valve cover ﬂange area caused by fasteners being
over torqued. All valve covers bear the powerful Bow
Tie and Chevrolet emblems. Valve covers are sold in
pairs, equipped with air breather and PCV grommets.
Low Proﬁle Valve Covers
Small Block 262-400ci
D141750
black crinkle ﬁnish ............ 68.99 pr
D141899
chrome ﬁnish ..................... 66.99 pr
Tall Proﬁle Valve Covers
Small Block 262-400ci
D141751
black crinkle ﬁnish ............ 77.99 pr
D141361
metallic gray ﬁnish ............ 79.99 pr
D141905
chrome ﬁnish ..................... 78.99 pr
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H24183
G7203

1959-86 Aluminum Valve Cover
Original style valve covers for small blocks with the
factory option engine dress-up kit. These are polished
cast aluminum “ﬁnned” valve covers that are also
available in black powder coated. Can be used with any
small block 1959-86. The LH valve cover includes the
PCV valve hole and the oil ﬁller hole. The RH valve
cover includes the air cleaner to valve cover elbow
hole and the crossed ﬂags emblem.
Note: These valve covers require special hold down bolts
sold separately K0070.

G7201
G7203

LH
RH

black powder coated .. 169.99 ea
black powder coated .. 165.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

H24184

M/T Valve Covers
Each die-cast valve cover is precision manufactured
with knock-out plugs for stock PCV (smog control)
and oil ﬁll installations. Available in either polished
or krinkle black ﬁnish.
Small Block
H24182
polished ............................. 193.99 pr
H24183
krinkle black...................... 166.99 pr
Big Block
H24184
polished ............................. 204.99 pr
H24185
krinkle black...................... 177.99 pr

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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Clear Vue Valve Covers

VC3003

polished

1986-00 Valve Cover Gasket
This OER® reproduction rubber gasket ﬁts small block
1987 and later 305-350ci engines with center bolt valve
covers. Sold individually. 2 required.
80608 1986-92
gasket only 2 req’d .... 19.99 ea

A7700211

also available in black

Finned Aluminum Valve Covers
These reproduction ﬁnned aluminum valve covers
were part of a factory option dress-up kit for small
block Corvette and Camaro models. Valve covers are
made from heavy cast aluminum featuring oil drippers
and bafﬂes. Sets are available in both black powder
coated and polished ﬁnishes. Left side covers feature
an oil ﬁll hole and a hole for a PCV valve. Right side
covers have a hole for the air cleaner elbow. Covers
are sold in pairs and include gaskets.

black

Quality die-cast aluminum replicas of the popular
ﬁnned valve covers are available in various styles for
a cool custom look. Grommets are included.
Small Block
Polished Aluminum
VC4002
350 .................................... 224.99 pr
Smooth Orange Powder Coated
VC6004
plain .................................. 174.99 pr
VC6007
ﬁnned (no holes) ............... 174.99 pr
Big Block
Polished Aluminum
VC1002
427 .................................... 224.99 pr
VC1003
454 .................................... 224.99 pr
VC1005
plain .................................. 224.99 pr
VC1006
SS...................................... 224.99 pr
Black Wrinkle Powder Coated
VC2005
plain .................................. 174.99 pr
Smooth Orange Powder Coated
VC3002
427 .................................... 174.99 pr
VC3003
454 .................................... 174.99 pr
VC3005
plain .................................. 174.99 pr

Note: Installation requires bolts made speciﬁcally for
aluminum valve covers. Use K0070. Emblems and
grommets not included.

A7700210 1959-86
A7700211 1959-86

orange

Finned Aluminum Valve Covers

Clear Vue valve
covers are
manufactured
from a heat
resistant clear
material that
will not warp,
haze, or become
yellow over time.
Oil sheets off after high
RPM in about 30 seconds. This
valve cover is NHRA certiﬁed for Sportsman Gas
Class vehicles. Set includes: 2 clear valve covers,
2 stainless steel deﬂector plates, and 1 chrome
breather cap with grommet. Made in USA.
Important: Spreader bars are recommended for installation.
Note: Bolts and spreader bars are not included.
Not for use on methanol supercharged engines.

10110

1958-86

small block ............ 289.99 set

952240

961241

Streamline Series Valve Covers
These tall valve covers are manufactured from
cast aluminum with polished 2 piece billet accents.
Available with a satin black powder coated or bead
blasted and ready to paint. Includes stainless steel
hardware and bafﬂes. A great complement to Streamline
series air cleaners! Made in USA.
952240
small block black pdr coated 224.99 pr
952241
small block ready to ﬁnish.... 224.99 pr
961240
big block black pdr coated.... 244.99 pr
961241
big block ready to ﬁnish ....... 244.99 pr

710430C

black pdr coated 260.99 pr
polished ............. 260.99 pr
95460
710413B
C482

B95485
A – cast

B – black

C – orange

D – polished

A9500105

Valve Cover Stencil Set
These stencils will make repainting your smooth valve
covers an easy task. For valve covers without holes
for PCV and breather vents.
VCS001
Chevrolet script stencils ....... 11.99 pr

Aluminum Valve Covers
Strong sand cast aluminum construction, thick walls
and gasket ﬂanges that will not bend when bolts
are tightened. Available “As Cast”, polished, or
powder coated in Chevrolet orange or black. Includes
mounting hardware.
Note: Gaskets not included. When ordering, add color code
sufﬁx to end of part number.

Early SB 262-400ci
With Chevrolet Script
710430
choose ﬁnish........................
LS1/LS3
Without Chevrolet Script
710413
choose ﬁnish........................
1956-90 Big Block
Standard Style – with Chevrolet Script
79737
choose ﬁnish........................
Tall Style – with Chevrolet Script
79739
choose ﬁnish........................

274.99 pr

304.99 pr

399.99 pr
399.99 pr

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Give your LS engine a clean, classic look with these
billet valve covers! Their modular design incorporates
billet tops to cover the ignition coils and the oil cap to
provide the appearance of traditional ribbed aluminum
valve covers. Available in black anodized or mirror
polished ﬁnish for LS1 and LS3 engines. Includes:
billet oil cap, polished ARP stainless steel hardware,
and installation instructions. Made in USA.
Important: Must be used with engine model speciﬁc OEM
GM ignition coils.

Ribbed
95460
LS1
95465
LS1
95470
LS3
95475
LS3
Smooth
B95471 LS1
B95476 LS1
Chevrolet Script
B95480 LS1
B95485 LS1

polished .................
black ......................
polished .................
black ......................

1094.99
1249.99
1134.99
1376.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

polished ................. 1112.99 pr
black ...................... 1269.99 pr
polished ................. 1212.99 pr
black ...................... 1376.99 pr
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1968 Z28 and SS Valve Covers
Reproduction chrome and painted valve cover for
Camaro models. Original design valve covers for Z28/
SS-350 in chrome or ready for paint. Correct wire
retainers and factory stamping mark included as original.
C482
1968
chrome............... 193.99 pr
A9500105
1968
black .................. 139.99 pr

Billet Aluminum LS Modular Valve Covers

Engine Dress-Up

66816
158240

66801

Chrome Air Cleaners with Tri-Star Nut

158241

14" Chevrolet Chrome Air Cleaner
Classic air cleaner assembly including an AC air ﬁlter
with a special die-cast Bow Tie center nut. The top lid
and base are triple chrome-plated to a high luster giving
your engine compartment a custom look! Features the
word “Chevrolet” in raised lettering on the lid. Tube
and attachment hardware are included. Fits carbs with
5-1/8" or 4-7/32" neck.

Top off your engine with an open element air cleaner
for the ultimate in looks and maximum airﬂow. Each
triple chrome-plated air cleaner comes with a handsome
tri-star wing nut to ﬁnish the look in style. Available
for a variety of applications and sizes as listed.
Note: 66315 adaptor must be purchased for models with
4-7/32" neck.

154240
154241

Note: 66315 adaptor must be purchased for models with
4-7/32" neck.

D141302

14" air cleaner...................... 71.99 ea
153240

153241

Streamline Series Air Cleaner
These billet aluminum air cleaners are machined for
style, featuring a mirror polished billet strip on top
with integrated wing nut. Designed to ﬁt standard four
barrel carburetors. Each air cleaner includes stainless
steel hardware and detailed instructions. Made in USA.
D141752

Round 14" Diameter
With 3" Tall Element, Low Proﬁle
66801
ﬁts 5-1/8" and 4-7/32" neck ....
With 3" Tall Element
66807
ﬁts 5-1/8" neck ........................
With 5" Tall Element
T2286
ﬁts 5-1/8" neck ........................
Round 10" Diameter
With 2-7/8" Tall Element
66802
ﬁts 5-1/8" and 4-7/32" neck .....
Round 9" Diameter
With 2-7/8" Tall Element
66817
ﬁts 5-1/8" and 4-7/32" neck ....
Round 6-3/8" Diameter
With 2-3/8" Tall Element
66803
ﬁts 5-1/8" and 4-7/32" neck ....
Round 4" Diameter
With 1-7/8" Tall Element
66816
ﬁts 2", 2-5/16", 2-5/8" necks ...

32.99 ea
34.99 kit
46.99 ea

19.99 ea

23.99 kit

14.99 ea

14.99 ea

Note: Not for use with Dominator carburetors.

158240
158241
154240
154241
153240
153241

black 14" round ...................
ready to ﬁnish 14" ...............
black large oval ...................
ready to ﬁnish large oval .....
black small oval ..................
ready to ﬁnish small oval ....

254.99
254.99
199.99
219.99
182.99
182.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
141692
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D141362

141693

D141830

D141906

Bow Tie Chevrolet Air Cleaner
Top off your engine with a matching open element air
cleaner for the ultimate in looks and maximum airﬂow.
Each air cleaner measures 14" in diameter and comes
with a handsome Bow Tie wing nut to ﬁnish the look
in style. Available for a variety of applications as
sizes as listed. Fits carbs with 5-1/8" or 4-7/32" neck
Important: *Does not include Bow Tie wing nut.
Note: 66315 adaptor must be purchased for models with
4-7/32" neck.

D141752
D141362
D141906*
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black crinkle ﬁnish ............ 76.99 ea
metallic gray ﬁnish ............ 76.99 ea
chrome ............................... 81.99 ea

Engine Dress-Up

D141835

Performance Slant Edge Air Cleaner Kits
Chevy “Bow Tie” logo Slant Edge air cleaner kits for
5-1/8" and 4-7/32" neck carburetors. These 14" diecast aluminum air cleaners feature a cast-in threaded
boss eliminating the need for a center nut. They are
available in a variety of high-quality ﬁnishes with
milled-in contrasting emblems either raised or recessed
on the lid. This is an Ofﬁcially Licensed Chevrolet
Performance Parts product and includes a genuine
GM AC Delco air ﬁlter.
D141830 1948-86
black/milled..... 134.99 ea
D141831 1948-86
orange/milled .. 137.99 ea
D141832 1948-86
gray/milled ...... 134.99 ea
D141833 1948-86
polished/red ..... 126.99 ea
D141834 1948-86
black/red.......... 134.99 ea
D141835 1948-86
chrome/red ...... 170.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

141690

141691

Super Light 14" Aluminum Air Cleaner
In a black or aluminum anodized ﬁnish, plus a 3" tall
genuine AC air ﬁlter, a color matched, super deep
aluminum base for maximum hood clearance when
using optional, extra tall air ﬁlter elements. Supplied
with necessary mounting hardware and center nuts.
Choose with or without Chevrolet Bow Tie logo.
With Chevrolet and Bow Tie Logo
141692
black ................................... 85.99 ea
D141693
aluminum ........................... 87.99 ea
Without Logo
141690
black ................................... 74.99 ea
141691
aluminum ........................... 74.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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PCV Hose Retainer Clip
PCV17

PCV20

Reproduction of the late
1960’s-70’s PCV hose
retainer clip which holds the PCV hose in place on
models with Holley carburetors. Mounts on RH
forward carburetor stud.
Note: Holley only.

K0133

Sniper EFI Air Cleaner Base

PCV100

Holley Sniper EFI air cleaner 1" drop base for 14" air
cleaners. This base was speciﬁcally designed for use
with the Sniper EFI 4 barrel throttle body. It features
two reliefs stamped into the steel to clear the Snipers
dual fuel inlets. Compatible with -6AN to 3/8" 90
degree ﬁttings and available in chrome or black.
H120510
all V8 chrome ..................... 26.99 ea
H120511
all V8 black......................... 21.99 ea

PCV hose retainer clip ............. 15.99 ea

PCV77

K0051

K0058

PCV82

PCV68

1962-72 PCV Valve Hose and Clamp
Excellent quality thick walled hose with 90 degree
bend as original. Clamp available separately.
K0058
1962-72
hose only............ 14.99 ea
K0051
1962-72
clamp only .........
.99 ea

PCV52

PCV76

PCV224

1967-02 PCV Valves

Reproduction crankcase vent tube assembly for all
1967 Camaro models equipped with a small block
engine. Manufactured to factory specifications
featuring the correct 1/2" hose outlet, with mounting
hardware included.
153781 1967......................................... 45.99 ea

It is recommended to replace your PCV valves every
tune-up. Fits 1967-02 six and eight cylinder Camaro
models. This valve is essential in making sure your
engine runs clean, and smoothly.
6 Cylinder
Reproduction
PCV17
1967
283......................... 7.99 ea
PCV20
1967
6 cyl. without AIR 2.99 ea
PCV100 1967-68 6 cyl. with AIR ...... 3.99 ea
PCV100 1969-70 all........................... 3.99 ea
PCV100 1971-73 all........................... 3.99 ea
PCV180 1974-79 all........................... 3.99 ea
PCV82
1980-81 229......................... 6.99 ea
PCV100 1980-81 231......................... 3.99 ea
PCV117 1982
2.8-1 ...................... 3.99 ea
PCV82
1983-84 2.8-S ...................... 6.99 ea
PCV82
1983-85 2.8-1 ...................... 6.99 ea
PCV68
1985-89 2.8-S ...................... 4.99 ea
PCV68
1990-91 3.1-T ...................... 4.99 ea
PCV82
1993-95 3.4-S ...................... 6.99 ea
PCV68
1995-02 3.8-K ..................... 4.99 ea
Delco
CV770C 1973
all........................... 6.95 ea
CV781C 1974-79 all........................... 6.95 ea
PCV82
1980-81 229......................... 6.99 ea
CV770C 1980-81 231......................... 6.95 ea
CV311
1983-84 2.8-S ...................... 6.99 ea
CV311
1983-85 2.8-1 ...................... 6.99 ea
CV312
1985-89 2.8-S ...................... 5.99 ea
CV312
1990-91 3.1-T ...................... 5.99 ea
CV311
1993-95 3.4-S ...................... 6.99 ea
CV312
1995-02 3.8-K ..................... 5.99 ea
8 Cylinder
Reproduction
PCV20
1967
327, 350 4 barrel ... 2.99 ea
1256634 1967
327 screw-in .......... 49.99 ea
PCV52
1967-68 396 with 375 HP ... 5.99 ea
PCV73
1968-69 302......................... 4.99 ea
PCV73
1970-71 350 with hi-perf..... 4.99 ea
PCV52
1970-72 all........................... 5.99 ea
PCV73
1973
all, without hi-perf 4.99 ea
PCV73
1973
350 with hi-perf..... 4.99 ea
PCV76
1974-75 all........................... 2.99 ea
PCV76
1976-88 all........................... 2.99 ea
PCV76
1989-92 5.0-E ...................... 2.99 ea
PCV82
1989-92 5.0-F, 5.7-8 ............ 6.99 ea
PCV224 1998-02 5.7-G ..................... 3.99 ea
Delco
CV311
1989-92 5.0-F, 5.7-8 ............ 6.99 ea
CV948C 1998-02 5.7-G ..................... 5.99 ea

DF1700

DF1701

Dual Flow Adjustable PCV Valve
Stock PCV valves aren’t designed for modiﬁed highperformance engines and their altered vacuum proﬁles.
A mismatched PCV valve can cause oil leaks or oil
contamination. Manage your crankcase pressure with
this billet dual ﬂow PCV valve. Once adjusted, the
valve will provide optimal crankcase ventilation at all
times. Valve ﬁts 3/4" i.d. valve cover grommets and
3/8" i.d. PCV valve lines. An available adapter allows
for use on 3/8" i.d. inline applications. PCV valve set
includes: valve, vacuum gauge ﬁtting, Allen wrench,
and detailed instructions. Made in USA.
Note: Not intended for use on pollution controlled vehicles.

DF1700
DF1701
DF1702

adjustable PCV valve ........ 128.99 ea
billet inline adapter ........... 24.99 ea
PCV valve rebuild set ....... 15.99 set

T6068

T6067

Aluminum PCV Valve
This aluminum housed PCV valve is just what you
need to ﬁnish your engine bay detailing project.
Manufactured with a 3/4" neck for 3/4" i.d. grommets.
Note: Rubber grommet not included.

T6068
T6067

polished PCV valve............... 19.99 ea
chrome PCV valve ................ 21.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

G9095

9776721

1970-79 Valve Cover Grommet
G9095
1970-79
4091870 1976-79
9776721 1975-79

3/4" i.d. x 3/16" o.d. 3.99 ea
3/4" i.d. x 1-1/4" o.d. 3.99 ea
all with 1" dia. hole.. 2.99 ea

Small Block Valve
Cover Grommet
Correct small block
valve cover grommet
for insertion into
3989348
3989349
the PCV valve hole
or the valve cover to air cleaner elbow hole. One
each required per car. For all aluminum or black
magnesium “Z28” style valve covers.
Both have 3/4" i.d. x 15/16" o.d.
3989348
elbow grommet–OER® repro.. 4.99 ea
3989349
PCV grommet–OER® repro .... 3.99 ea

Big Block Valve
Cover Grommets
Grommets for various
K0083
applications including
1968-72 big block models. Included in the set is
a 3/4" i.d. x 1- 1/4" o.d. PCV valve grommet and
a 7/8" i.d. x 1-1/4" valve cover to air
cleaner elbow grommet.
K0083 PCV and elbow set of grommets 8.99 pr
T4998 PCV only, 3/4" i.d. x 1-1/4" o.d. 2.99 ea

Specialty Grommet
This is a rubber oil
bafﬂe and breather
grommet all in one!
The angled slots on
the bottom and foam
G7229
T9358
insert stop oil seepage
and act as a bafﬂe. Installs on all steel valve covers
with 1-/14" diameter breather holes. Utility plug
manufactured in rubber for valve covers with 1-1/4"
diameter holes. Will plug up the opening hole when
not using PCV or oil ﬁller cap applications.
T9358
T9359
G7229

rubber bafﬂe, each .................... 1.99 ea
rubber bafﬂe, pair ..................... 2.99 pr
utility plug ................................ 6.99 ea
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1967 SB Crankcase Vent Tube

Valve Cover Hardware
Z28 Valve Cover Bolt Set
This set includes
reproduction “M” bolts
which were stock on all
1969-74 models that used
the black powder coated
aluminum or the polished
aluminum valve covers.
These bolts were slightly longer than
the standard valve cover hold down
bolts which allowed correct installation
onto the cylinder heads. Each retaining
bolt features the original “M” in
circle markings for an authentic
appearance. Set of 8.
K0070 for aluminum covers 15.99 set

VCS2001

LSX-DR Valve Cover Bolts
Center Bolt Valve Cover Hardware
Replacement bolt and washer set for
center hold down valve covers. Each set
is for 1986 and up small block engines
equipped with center bolt style valve
covers. Includes: 8 bolts and 8 washers.
141133 ............................ 18.99 set

These mounting bolts are necessary to
mount ProForm Chevrolet/Bow Tie LS
valve covers (part #D141257 through
D141266) to LSX-DR cylinder heads.
D66330
......................... 32.99 set

VCS2003

1" Valve Cover Spacers

features Bow Tie
logo on head

Crankcase Evacuation System
K0146

Bow Tie Valve Cover Bolt Sets
1256611

Valve Cover Hardware
Replace rusty, missing or damaged
valve cover hardware with the correct
replacement hardware. A variety of
sets are available for small block or
big block applications depending on
your speciﬁc needs. These sets feature
authentic looking hardware with correct
markings as original.
Valve Cover Bolt and Retainer Set
K0146 small block “TR” 16.99 set
K0100 big block “TR” ... 21.99 set
Retainers Only Set
1256614 small block ......... 9.99 set
1256613 big block............. 18.99 set
Small Block Bolts Only Set
1256610 marked “M” ....... 12.99 set
1256611 marked “RBW” .. 12.99 set
Big Block Bolts Only Set
1256609 large “TR” .......... 14.99 set
1256612 marked “RBW” .. 16.99 set

Add a unique custom touch with a set of
these stylish valve cover bolt sets. Each
chrome-plated or polished stainless steel
bolt is emblazoned with the Bow Tie
logo. Sold in sets of 8 for small block
applications or sets of 14 for big block
applications. Applications are available
for aluminum or steel valve covers.
Small Block
For Aluminum Valve Covers
56466CD chrome ............ 11.99 set
56466SD stainless .......... 6.99 set
For Steel Valve Covers
56463CD chrome ............ 9.99 set
56463SD stainless .......... 5.99 set
Big Block
For Aluminum Valve Covers
56486CD chrome ............ 19.99 set
56486SD stainless .......... 11.99 set
For Steel Valve Covers
56485CD chrome ............ 19.99 set
56485SD stainless .......... 11.99 set

K
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Chrome Valve Cover Bolt Sets
Each set includes the original
style bolts for use with steel
or aluminum valve covers
(as indicated). These bolts are
available for small block or big block
valve covers in your choice of polished
stainless steel or polished chrome.

Small Block
For Aluminum Valve Covers
AK131A chrome ........... 13.99 set
AK131B
stainless ......... 19.99 set
For Steel Valve Covers
AK132A chrome ........... 13.99 set
AK132B
stainless ......... 19.99 set
Big Block
For Aluminum Valve Covers
AK129A chrome ........... 16.99 set
AK129B
stainless ......... 31.99 set
For Steel Valve Covers
AK130A chrome ........... 17.99 set
AK130B
stainless ......... 31.99 set
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VCS2002

This universal crankcase evacuation
system replaces the standard PCV to
air cleaner system by connecting to
the exhaust system allowing exhaust
pressure to pull the from the crankcase.
Includes two simple pipes with one
way valves that weld to the header
collectors and are connected to dual
valve cover breathers.

These 1" cast aluminum spacers are
used to give extra rocker arm clearance.
Small Block – 1" Tall
VCS2001 aluminum ..... 89.99 pr
VCS2002 black wrinkle 89.99 pr
VCS2003 smooth orange 89.99 pr
Big Block – 1" Tall
VCS1001 aluminum ..... 89.99 pr
VCS1002 black wrinkle 89.99 pr
VCS1003 smooth orange 124.99 pr

Note: Not for pollution controlled vehicles.
For valve covers with 1-1/4" holes. Hoses
are not included.

20501

66292R

........................... 39.99 set

Valve Cover
Hold Downs and Wire Looms

D141757

D141366

D141903

Valve Cover Spreader Bars
By spreading the load over a wider area,
this clamp minimizes distortion of the
valve cover ﬂanges, thereby decreasing
the possibility of oil leakage.
Small Block (Set of 4)
D141757 black/red/red .... 18.99 set
D141366 gray/red/blue .... 15.99 set
D141903 chrm/black/red 18.99 set
T4993
chrome w/o logo 4.99 set
Big Block (Set of 7)
T9640
chrome w/o logo 9.99 set

These innovative valve cover hold downs
are ideal to prevent leakage for stamped
small block Chevy valve covers. They
are easy-to-install and by applying even
pressure on the entire mounting ﬂange,
they’ll eliminate the possibility of leaks.
Hold downs with wire looms also offer
the advantage of attached spark plug
wire looms for an ultra clean engine
compartment. Your choice of with or
without looms in a variety of colors.
With Spark Plug Wire Looms
66292C
chrome............ 17.99 pr
66292B
blue................. 24.99 pr
66292K
black ............... 17.99 pr
66292R
red .................. 34.99 pr
Without Spark Plug Wire Looms
66291C
chrome............ 17.99 pr
66291K
black ............... 17.99 pr
66921R
red .................. 17.99 pr

LS Valve Cover Gaskets
Valve cover gasket set for vehicles with
LS engines. Fel-Pro® PermaDryPlus®
valve cover gaskets feature advanced
technologies designed to provide a
superior leak free seal, easy installation,
and an accurate fit. Features rigid,
aluminized steel or composite carrier
to resist high heat and vacuum/pressure.
Precision edge molded silicone rubber
sealing beads prevent leaks, while
built-in torque limiters avoid over
compression of the gasket. Locating tabs
ensure proper alignment, and Bolt HoleLocks™ greatly reduce installation time.
A9700110 ....................... 14.99 pr

Valve Cover Hardware

T4936

66038

66650

Valve Cover Hold Down Nuts
Various styles of chrome hold down bolts sold in sets of 4 pieces.
66005
T-bar wing nuts
3-1/2" tall, 1/4"-20 studs
T4936
T-bar wing nuts
5" tall, 1/4"-20 studs.......
41371
chrome wing nuts
3-1/2" tall, 1/4"-20 .........
41381
chrome wing nuts
3-1/2" tall, 5-16"-18 .......
66006
deluxe wing nuts
4" tall, 1/4"-20 studs.......
66036
deluxe wing nuts
4" tall, 5/16"-18 studs.....
D141600 2 piece Bow Tie wing nuts
5" tall, 1/4"-20 studs.......
66038
mini nuts
1/4"-20 studs ..................
66650
mini nuts & stain steel washers 1/4"-20 ...........................

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

12.99 set
12.99 set
9.99 set
9.99 set
9.99 set
13.99 set
25.99 set
6.99 set
13.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Oil Caps and Breathers
T4871

ST10066

ST10072
3851735

96963

1967-75 GM Oil Fill Cap
Authentic reproduction oil ﬁll cap
for various GM models. This cap is
manufactured to factory speciﬁcations
and designed for total originality.
Features the correct shape, color, and
“S” markings as original. Available in
zinc coated or chrome-plated.
1967-68 396
3851735
zinc coated ..... 14.99 ea
3851736
chrome-plated 19.99 ea
1969 302, 396
3851735
zinc coated ..... 14.99 ea
3851736
chrome-plated 19.99 ea
1970 with Hi-Perf 350, 396, 454
3851735
zinc coated ..... 14.99 ea
3851736
chrome-plated 19.99 ea
1973 350 Z28
3851735
zinc coated ..... 14.99 ea
3851736
chrome-plated 19.99 ea
1973-75 with Hi-Perf 350
3851735
zinc coated ..... 14.99 ea
3851736
chrome-plated 19.99 ea

1987-02 Screw-In Oil Cap
ST10077

ST10099

Replacement Oil Cap
High-quality Stant service replacement
oil caps in a variety of styles for small
block and big block engines.
Push-in Style for 1.25" Hole
ST10072 OIL.................... 2.19 ea
Twist-on Style with Tabs
ST10066 with ears ........... 3.99 ea
ST10077 ENGINE OIL FILL 11.99 ea
1996-02 Plastic 1-17/32" Cam Twist
ST10099 with o-ring ........ 5.99 ea
1989-92 Plastic 1-9/32" Threaded
ST10105 .......................... 3.99 ea

Fits most 1987-02 GM valve covers
with a screw-in style cap. Available in
chrome-plated plastic or polished and
chrome-plated billet aluminum.
96961 chrome-plated plastic 6.99 ea
96962 polished billet alum 17.99 ea
96963 chrome-plated billet 21.99 ea

T9242

Push-In Chrome Breather Cap
Chrome-plated oil breather caps in a
variety of styles for small block and
big block engines. Includes grommet to
ﬁt valve covers with 1.25" hole. T9242
has 5/8" diameter PCV tube.
T4871
without PCV tube 4.99 ea
T9242
with PCV tube ..... 6.99 ea

twist-on

push-on
ST10061
66018

D141856

D141631

D141858

D141630

G7219

1958-67 OE Style Oil Breather
This is a paintable service replacement
cap which offers an early original
equipment look. Will ﬁt a variety of
applications as listed.
6 Cylinder Engines
ST10064 twist-on style .... 7.99 ea
8 Cylinder Engines
ST10061 push-on style .... 6.99 ea

66008

D141617

Chrome Oil Cap

D141859

D141860

1965-73 Performance
Slant Edge Breather Cap

D141619

D141754

D141365

Each cap features
the original style “S”
marking on head of rivet.

D141621

D141622

Push-In Valve Cover Breather
PR1254

1256594

Reproduction “S” Oil Cap
Reproduction oil ﬁller cap featuring the
original style “S” rivet on top.
1964-68 327, 350 with 4 Barrel Carb
PR1254
hi-perf. engines 14.99 ea
1967-68 283, 307, 327 Std. Engines
1256594 black ﬁnish ..... 12.99 ea

These push-in valve cover breathers
are just the ﬁnishing touch your engine
needs. The breather is 3" diameter
and features a stamped Bow Tie. Fits
all 1.22" diameter holes. Matches air
cleaners, valve covers, and timing
covers found in our engine section.
Your choice of traditional style or open
element design.
Traditional Style
D141754 black crinkle ..... 15.99 ea
D141365 metallic gray..... 15.99 ea
Open Element Design
D141621 with heat shield 25.99 ea
D141622 w/o heat shield 21.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

GM Licensed Oil Breather Cap
High-quality 3" diameter round or
rectangular chrome-plated oil breather
caps in a variety of styles for small block
and big block engines. Available with
or without Bow Tie.
Round
Push-In Style Breathers
For 1" I.D. Grommet
66008
plain ................ 4.99 ea
D141616 with Bow Tie .. 13.99 ea
For 7/8" I.D. Grommet
66017
with pcv tube .. 8.99 ea
For 3/4" I.D. Grommet
66035
plain ................ 6.99 ea
With Tabs for 1-15/16" Hole
66009
plain ................ 5.99 ea
D141617 with Bow Tie .. 13.99 ea
Twist-on Style Breathers
66010
plain ................ 9.99 ea
66012
with pcv tube .. 7.99 ea
D141618 with Bow Tie .. 12.99 ea
Rectangular
Push-in Style Breathers
For 1" I.D. Grommet
D141619 with Bow Tie .. 16.99 ea

Oil Caps . Breathers
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Chevrolet Performance 2-1/2" die-cast
aluminum breather caps. These pushin style breathers feature a unique
Slant Edge design with the “Bow Tie”
emblem either raised or recessed into
the aluminum. They are available in
a variety of high-quality ﬁnishes to
complete the look of your Slant Edge
valve covers and air cleaner. Designed
to ﬁt 1.33" valve cover holes. This
is an Ofﬁcially Licensed Chevrolet
Performance product. Sold individually
and the grommet is not included.
Smooth Style
D141850 polished – plain 29.99 ea
D141851 chrome – plain.. 29.99 ea
Bow Tie
D141852 chrome w/black 29.99 ea
D141853 chrome w/red ... 29.99 ea
D141854 polished w/black 29.99 ea
D141855 polished w/red .. 29.99 ea
D141856 black w/chrome 29.99 ea
D141857 black w/polished 29.99 ea
D141858 black w/white ... 29.99 ea
D141859 orange w/white 29.99 ea
D141860 gray w/white..... 29.99 ea
D141861 black w/red ....... 29.99 ea
D141862 polished w/black 29.99 ea

High-quality chrome-plated oil caps in
a variety of styles for small block and
big block engines.
Push-in Style for 1.25" Hole
66018
OIL logo ......... 5.99 ea
D141630 Bow Tie Logo 11.99 ea
Twist-on Style with Tabs
D141631 GM logo ......... 15.99 ea
T4804
plain OE look 4.99 ea
G7219
Oil Fill decal .. 19.99 ea

Engine Hardware
Your choice of polished chrome or
stainless steel Hex head bolts.

PR13662K

Small Block Head Bolt Sets

AK107A

Chevy V8 Engine Fastener Sets
Dress your engine with OEM style bolts in stainless
steel or high polished chrome. Each set will contain
the correct bolts for the application you choose. The
bolts included in the small block set are: the intake
manifold, valve cover, water neck, water pump, timing
cover, fuel pump, oil pan distributor hold down, and
exhaust manifold.

Reproduction head bolts featuring correct “Double
Circle” or “TR” head markings. For all factory cylinder
heads. This bolt set is reproduced speciﬁcally for a
restorer who wants cosmetically correct bolts for a
totally original appearance. Sets include 34 bolts.
Washers are not included.
PR13660K 1955-58 “double circle” ... 59.99 set
PR13661K 1959-82 “double circle” ... 59.99 set
PR13662K 1959-82 “TR” ................... 59.99 set

Note: For use with single or dual exhaust without headers.

Small Block with Aluminum Valve Covers
AK107A
polished chrome ............... 139.99
AK107B
polished stainless ............. 274.99
Small Block with Steel covers
AK108A
polished chrome ............... 139.99
AK108B
polished stainless ............. 274.99
Big Block with Aluminum Valve Covers
AK103A
polished chrome ............... 164.99
AK103B
polished stainless ............. 329.99
Big Block with Steel Valve Covers
AK104A
polished chrome ............... 164.99
AK104B
polished stainless ............. 329.99

set
set
set
set
set
set

AR5951

Each complete engine bolt set contains 12 groups of
fasteners: intake manifold bolts, valve cover bolts,
thermostat housing bolts, alternator bracket bolts,
distributor bracket bolts, motor mount bolts, oil pan
bolts, coil bracket bolts, header bolts, front cover bolts,
water pump bolts, and fuel pump bolts. Your choice of
Hex head or 12 point bolts in black oxide or polished
stainless steel ﬁnish.
350-400 Small Block – Black Oxide
AR5981
Hex head ............................ 101.99 set
AR5971
12 point .............................. 97.99 set
350-400 Small Block – Stainless
AR5961
Hex head ............................ 124.99 set
AR5951
12 point .............................. 146.99 set
396-454 Big Block – Black Oxide
AR3981
Hex head ............................ 121.99 set
AR3971
12 point .............................. 115.99 set
396-454 Big Block – Stainless
AR3961
Hex head ............................ 145.99 set
AR3951
12 point .............................. 149.99 set
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Avoid the chance of rusted leaking freeze plugs with
these brass freeze plug sets. Intended for high corrosion
marine applications, they are perfect for vehicles that
sit for long periods and are a superior material for the
every day driver. Available for small block and big
block Chevy engines.
64812
small block ............................... 26.99 set
64822
big block ................................... 31.99 set

set
set

Complete Engine Bolt Sets

K

64812

Freeze Plugs

Bow Tie logo on head

AR124361

Head Bolts
High-performance head bolts are available with a
reduced wrenching Hex or 12 point and wide area
ﬂanged head retorquing. All high-performance series
bolts are 180,000 psi (which is 15% stronger than
Grade 8) and sets are complete with hardened parallel
ground washers.
Hex Head Bolts
Chevy Small Block
AR134361 23 degree cast iron head ...... 81.99 set
12 Point Head Bolts
Chevy Small Block
AR134371 23 degree cast iron head ...... 93.99 set

Cylinder Head Bolts – Big Block
These bolts are GM replacement bolts for both iron and
aluminum heads. These are high-quality bolts and hardened
washers. Use thread sealant on all big blocks except 502,
due to blind bolt holes. Sold individually or in a set.
80 Piece Bolt Set
G67779 bolts with washers 80 piece 106.99 set
Individual Bolts and Washers
G60334 7/16"-14 x 2.08"
8 req .....
7.99 ea
G60333 7/16"-14 x 4.060"
24 req ...
1.99 ea
G60332 7/16"-14 x 5.06"
8 req .....
5.99 ea
G61040 hardened washers
40 req ...
1.99 ea

56492SD

1978-97 Engine Dress-Up Bolt Sets
Polished stainless steel or chrome-plating, these
hardware sets feature the Bow Tie logo stamped into
the heads of the bolts. Sets contain: attaching hardware
for the intake manifold, valve cover, water neck, water
pump, timing cover, fuel pump, oil pan, distributor hold
down, and either header bolts or standard exhaust bolts.
Washers are supplied where applicable.
1978-87 Small Block
56492CD
with std exhaust, chrome .. 144.99 set
56490CD
with headers, chrome ........ 134.99 set
56492SD
with std exhaust, stainless 85.99 set
56490SD
with headers, stainless ...... 129.99 set
1978-87 Big Block
56491CD
chrome .............................. 169.99 set
56491SD
stainless ............................ 101.99 set
1993-97 LT1
56495CD
chrome .............................. 145.99 set
56495SD
stainless ............................ 97.99 set

G50820

D141232

D141233

1962-79 Engine Freeze Plugs and Inserts
G68526

G11421

G68525

Cylinder Head Bolts – Small Block
These bolts are GM replacement bolts for both iron
and aluminum heads. These high-quality bolts include
a built-in washer and thread sealer on each one. Sold
individually or in a set.
G11421 7/16"-14 x 1-3/4"
16 req. .. 3.99 ea
G68526 7/16"-14 x 3-1/16" 4 req. .... 3.99 ea
G68525 7/16"-14 x 3-13/16" 14 req. .. 3.99 ea
G95499 head bolt set
.............. 51.99 set
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32 Hex head bolts with
correct “M” markings

Big Block Head Bolt Set
Reproduction head bolts featuring correct “M” head
markings with washer incorporated into head. For all
factory cylinder heads. This bolt set is reproduced
speciﬁcally for a restorer who wants cosmetically
correct bolts for a totally original appearance. This
32 bolt set ﬁts 1965-90 big block engines.
PR1888K .............................................. 84.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Genuine GM freeze plugs and aftermarket inserts for
use in the hole sizes and locations listed below. Freeze
plugs are cup type and will ﬁt 4 and 6 cylinders, small
blocks or big blocks. Inserts are available in a raised
emblem with black or a recessed red emblem. Inserts
ﬁt all Chevrolet small block engines except LS series.
Note: *This is not a freeze plug replacement.

Block Rear Freeze Plugs
G5080
4 and 6 cylinder
Block Side Freeze Plugs
G5082
4 and 6 cylinder
Block Side Freeze Plugs
G5082
small block
Freeze Plug Inserts
D141232*
black emblem
D141233*
red emblem

2" ....... 16.99 ea
1-5/8"

4.99 ea

1-5/8"

4.99 ea

........... 28.99 pr
........... 25.99 pr

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Intake Manifolds
Intake Manifold Bolts
ARP intake manifold bolts are
designed for precision and strength.
Available in choice of black oxide
ﬁnished chromoly or corrosion
resistant stainless steel, as well
as Hex or 12 point heads. Both
materials are nominally rated at
170,000 psi. Washers included.

AR43421
Note: *On all Vortec applications the bolt sets will ﬁt most
aftermarket aluminum intakes.

Oil Return Screen Set
This oil return screen set is inexpensive insurance on
any modiﬁed small block Chevy engine. The screens
install in and over the oil drain holes in the lifter valley,
trapping debris from valvetrain failure, keeping it out
of the oil pan. Includes: galley plugs, screens, and a
special epoxy for installation.
225000
oil return screen.................... 29.99 set

225050

Small Block – 265-400
AR13421
black
Hex ............... 19.99
AR34211
black
12 point ........ 20.99
AR43421
stainless Hex ............... 33.99
AR44211
stainless 12 point ........ 35.99
Small Block – Vortec
AR13422*
black
Hex ............... 19.99
AR13413*
black
12 point ........ 19.99
AR43422*
stainless Hex ............... 25.99
AR43412*
stainless 12 point ........ 27.99
Small Block – Tuned Port
AR13424
black
Hex ............... 73.99
AR13414
black
12 point ........ 84.99
AR43424
stainless Hex ............... 108.99
Big Block – 396-454
AR13521
black
Hex ............... 26.99
AR13511
black
12 point ........ 26.99
AR43521
stainless Hex ............... 44.99
Big Block – 502
AR13522
black
Hex ................. 36.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

14964

1968-70 Reproduction Intake Manifold
Reproduction aluminum intake manifolds.
1968-69 396/375HP
Note: Fits big blocks with high-performance cast iron or
aluminum rectangular intake port heads.

14964

1968-69

casting #3933163 .. 349.99 ea
1970 396

Note: For models with optional RPO LS6, L78 or L89.

14438

1970

casting #3963569 .. 317.99 ea

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
E27161

Lifter Valley Oil Bafﬂe
This aluminum lifter valley bafﬂe simply snaps into
place in the lifter valley, shielding the bottom of the
intake manifold from hot oil to keep incoming air
cool and dense. It also keeps excess oil out of the
valve covers and holds lifters in their bores in case
of pushrod or rocker arm failure.
Note: Due to minor variations in block castings minor
trimming may be required. Not for use with roller lifters.

225050
225100

small block Chevy bafﬂe ........ 43.99 ea
big block Chevy bafﬂe ........... 43.99 ea

1967-69 Small Block Fitting
Fitting for 4 barrel carburetor, 4-speed
transmission and power brakes.
Guaranteed to ﬁt exactly as original.
K0121 1967-69 .................................... 19.99 ea

AK121A

Chrome Intake Manifold Bolt Sets
Your choice of polished stainless steel or chrome.
Available in Hex head or Allen head conﬁgurations.
Small Block
AK122A Hex head polished chrome .. 26.99 set
AK122B Hex head polished stainless 44.99 set
66351
Allen head polished chrome .. 19.99 set
Big Block
AK121A Hex head polished chrome .. 34.99 set
AK121B Hex head polished stainless 59.99 set

Performer EPS Vortec Manifold
Available for small block Chevrolet with Vortec or
Edelbrock E-Tec cylinder heads, the performer EPS
dual plane manifold is optimized to deliver superior
performance with Edelbrock square bore Performer
Series or Thunder Series AVS carburetors. The runner
design is “tuned” for peak torque around 3500 RPM
on a 350 inch engine and it’s ideal for off-idle through
5500 RPM. Dyno-tests showed gains averaging 5+
ft lbs of torque from 3000 to 4500 RPM for more
performance where you need it most. Match with
a dependable Edelbrock square bore carburetor for
maximum performance gains.
E27161
Vortec w/natural ﬁnish .......... 288.99 ea
E27164
Vortec w/EnduraShine ﬁnish 403.99 ea

Bow Tie logo
on head

1967-70 SB and BB Fitting
Fitting for small block and big block
engines with air conditioning and
automatic transmissions.
K0123 1967-70 .................................... 19.99 ea

Fitting for small block and big block
engines with 4 barrel carburetors and
automatic transmissions.
K0167
1967-70 ................................... 19.99 ea

1964-70 SB and BB Fitting
Fitting for small block and big block
engines with 4 barrel carburetors and
4-speed transmissions.
K0122 1964-70 .................................... 19.99 ea

K0079

Intake Manifold Bolt Sets

1968-69 R with 4-Speed Fitting

Reproduction intake manifold bolts featuring correct
head markings. For all factory aluminum intake
manifolds. These bolt sets are reproduced speciﬁcally
for a restorer who wants cosmetically correct bolts for
small block or big block engines.

Fitting for all models which
include a 4-speed transmission
without air conditioning.
K0124
1968-69 ................................... 19.99 ea

1967-69 Small Block
K0079 1967-69 all ............................. 25.99 set
1967-68 Big Block
K0117* 1967-68 with cast iron intake 23.99 set

Note: *Models with cast iron intake and 325HP or 350HP.

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

H8120

1955-86 Black Ceramic Coated Intake
Holley introduces select intake manifolds in an all
new carbon black ceramic coating that provides an
aggressive yet subtle look that goes perfectly with
the understated build styles that are popular today.
Provides the added beneﬁts of corrosion protection,
heat resistance and ease of cleaning. These dual
plane, square bore, non-EGR manifolds ﬁt 262-400
small block Chevrolet engines. The Street Warrior
manifold is 3.5" in the front and 4.5" in the rear and
has a power band from idle – 5500 RPM. The Speed
Warrior manifold is a high rise that is 4.19" in the
front and 5.27" in the rear and has a power band from
1500 - 6700 RPM.
H8120 1955-86
Street Warrior ..... 223.99 ea
H8150 1955-86
Speed Warrior..... 236.99 ea

Intake Manifolds
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1967-70 SB and BB Fitting

Intake Manifold Bolt Sets
Bow Tie logo is stamped directly onto the head of the
bolts, which are available in attractive chrome-plated
or polished stainless steel versions.
Chrome
56469CD
thru-87
small block ...... 25.99 set
56479CD
thru-87
big block .......... 34.99 set
Stainless Steel
56469SD
thru-87
small block ...... 15.99 set
56479SD
thru-87
big block .......... 22.99 set

Intake Manifolds

E5419

1955-86 Three-Deuce Intake Manifold
Designed for 1955-86 262-400ci small block Chevrolet
engines, this manifold features a balanced 180 degree
ﬁring order port runner arrangement, an exhaust gas
heat riser, and offers excellent performance potential.
Carb center-to-center: 5-1/2". Accepts E4803 oil ﬁll
tube and breather. Made in USA.
Important: Carburetor Recommendations: Rochester 2GC
(small 1-7/16" bore) for E5419, Stromberg, Holley, Demon 3
bolt (with 1-1/4" bore) for E5418. Will not ﬁt with HEI.

E5418
E5419

1955-86
1955-86

3 bolt carbs ........ 432.99 ea
4 bolt carbs ........ 387.99 ea

Performer RPM

E2601

E7101

Performer RPM manifolds are dual plane, high rise
intake manifolds with a 180 degree ﬁring order to
produce incredible top end horsepower while retaining
good throttle response. Their larger plenums and
runners match the free ﬂowing exhaust, and high
lift cams, and other modiﬁcations of a high output
engine. They are intended for high-performance
street or competition engines that run up to 6500
RPM. Not intended for emissions controlled vehicles.
Made in USA.
1955-86 Small Block
Important: Will ﬁt cast iron Chevrolet Bow Tie cylinder
heads, but will not ﬁt 1987 and later cast iron cylinder heads.

Performer

E2104

Edelbrock Performer manifolds are dual plane, low
rise intake manifolds with a patented runner design
that you won’t ﬁnd on other brands. This patented
design greatly improves throttle response and torque
over a wide RPM range, especially from idle through
the mid-range. Manifolds are offered in EGR and nonEGR versions for most GM V8s, and most Performer
intakes are 50 state street legal when used with the
correct carb and application. Made in USA.
1955-86 Small Block

Performer Air Gap
The Air Gap design features an open air space that
separates the runners from hot engine oil, resulting
in a cooler, denser intake charge that delivers more
power. Performer Air Gap manifolds are ideal for street
performance from idle to 5500 RPM. Made in USA.
1955-86 Small Block
Natural Finish
E2601
262-400ci
non-EGR .......... 307.99 ea
EnduraShine Finish
E26014 262-400ci
non-EGR .......... 469.99 ea

Natural Finish
E7101
square bore non-EGR ......... 228.99 ea
E7104
spread bore non-EGR ......... 268.99 ea
EnduraShine Finish
E71014 262-400ci
non-EGR ......... 423.99 ea
1996-up Small Block w/Iron Vortec Heads
Important: Will also ﬁt Edelbrock E-Tec heads.

Natural Finish
E7116
262-400ci
non-EGR .........
EnduraShine Finish
E71164 262-400ci
non-EGR .........
396-502ci Big Block
Natural Finish
E7161
square bore oval port heads
E7163
square bore rect port heads
E7164
spread bore oval port heads
EnduraShine Finish
E71614 square bore oval port heads

281.99 ea
402.99 ea

326.99 ea
326.99 ea
338.99 ea

E20254

527.99 ea

Important: Will also ﬁt 1987 and later stock aluminum cylinder
heads. Will not ﬁt Chevrolet Bow Tie cast iron cylinder heads.

Natural Finish
E2101 262-400ci
non-EGR ........... 192.99 ea
E3701 262-400ci
with EGR .......... 269.99 ea
1987-95 Small Block w/Cast Iron Heads
Important: Not for 1987 and later stock aluminum cylinder
heads. Will not ﬁt Chevrolet Bow Tie or LT1 cylinder heads.

Natural Finish
E2104 262-400ci
non-EGR ........... 264.99 ea
E3706 262-400ci
with EGR .......... 312.99 ea
1996-up Small Block w/Iron Vortec Heads
Important: Will also ﬁt Edelbrock E-Tec heads.
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Natural Finish
E2116 262-400ci
Endurashine Finish
E21164 262-400ci

E27014

non-EGR ........... 263.99 ea
non-EGR ........... 404.99 ea

Performer EPS

This manifold has a revolutionized runner design that
is tuned for peak power around 3500 RPM on a 350
V8, and has a solid power range off idle to 5500 RPM.
Match it with a Performer Series carb for maximum
performance gains. For non-EGR applications. Made
in USA.
Important: Not for 1987 and later cast iron Chevrolet Bow
Tie cylinder heads. Will ﬁt 1987 and later stock aluminum
cylinder heads.

E2701
E27014

508

262-400ci
262-400ci

natural ﬁnish.. 149.99 ea
EnduraShine .. 347.99 ea

Edelbrock Products

E7525
E75014

RPM Dual Quad Air Gap

Performer RPM Air Gap
The Air Gap design features an open air space that
separates the runners from hot engine oil, resulting
in a cooler, denser intake charge that delivers more
power. RPM Air Gap manifolds are modeled after
Performer RPM intakes for street power from 1500
to 6500 RPM. Made in USA.
1955-86 Small Block
Natural Finish
E7501
262-400ci non-EGR .......... 289.99 ea
Endurashine Finish
E75014 262-400ci non-EGR .......... 491.99 ea
1996-up Small Block w/Iron Vortec Heads
Important: Will also ﬁt Edelbrock E-Tec heads.

Natural Finish
E7516
262-400ci non-EGR .......... 356.99
EnduraShine Finish
E75164 262-400ci non-EGR .......... 520.99
396-502ci Big Block (non-EGR)
Natural Finish
E7561
square bore oval port heads 335.99
E7562
square bore rect port heads .. 375.99
EnduraShine Finish
E75614 square bore oval port heads 594.99
E75624 square bore rect port heads .. 579.99

ea
ea

ea
ea
ea
ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

RPM Air Gap manifolds are ideal for street
performance from idle to 5500 RPM. The full set
up provides everything you need to run dual quads,
including an RPM Air Gap Dual Quad intake manifold
for oval port heads, two 500 cfm Thunder Series AVS
carburetors (one manual choke, one electric choke),
throttle linkage, fuel line, and intake gasket set for
a complete installation. Manifold also available
separately. Choose from satin cast ﬁnish or chrome
like EnduraShine ﬁnish.
Note: Complete setups are shipped overweight.

Complete Setup
1955-86 Small Block
E2025
265-400
natural .............
E20254
265-400
EnduraShine ...
396-502 Big Block
E2065
396-502
natural .............
E20654
396-502
EnduraShine ...
Manifold Only
1955-86 Chevrolet Small Block
E7525
265-400
natural .............
E75254
265-400
EnduraShine ...
396-502 Chevrolet Big Block
E7520
396-502
natural .............
E75204
396-502
EnduraShine ...

1377.99 set
1644.99 set
1451.99 ea
1692.99 set

398.99 ea
536.99 ea
461.99 ea
572.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Engine Components
Small Block Heads

Big Block Heads

1955-86 Small Block Performer Heads

Edelbrock cylinder heads are made from A356 aluminum
and heat treated to T-6 specs. They are manufactured using
the latest CNC programmable machining centers for a high
degree of accuracy, and quality is assured using Coordinate Measuring Machines
(CMM). These street high-performance heads provide out of the box, bolt-on
performance with no additional porting required. They offer improved power
throughout the RPM range for great throttle response and top end horsepower. The
intake and exhaust runners are CNC proﬁled for superior ﬂow and performance.
Standard port locations allows the use of a wide variety of intake manifolds. Stock
location of the exhaust ﬂange allows the use of stock exhaust or headers. Hardened
interlocking valve seats are compatible with leaded or unleaded fuel. All Performer
and Performer RPM heads are assembled with high-quality stainless steel, swirl
polished valves with undercut stems, 2 ring positive oil control seals, rocker studs,
hardened steel guide plates, valve springs, retainers, and keepers. In most cases
these heads are directly interchangeable with the factory heads. Performer heads
have provisions for all exhaust emissions related components and are street legal.
Performer RPM heads are for non-emission vehicles.

E60719

Designed for 1955-86 small block Chevys, these heads have the same powerful
design and combustion chambers as the straight plug Performer RPM heads
plus an exhaust crossover passage for emissions equipment compatibility.
These are 50 state street legal heads. Performer heads with 64cc combustion
chambers improve performance and retain stock compression ratio on
1970 and earlier small blocks. Hardened pushrods required. Made in USA.
Important: When using hot air choke carburetors and Performer manifolds with these heads,
choke set E1932 is required. When using stock rockers on these heads .100" longer pushrods
are required. These heads may not be used on engines with less than 4" bore except with cams
having less than .450" valve lift.
Note: Shipped overweight.

60759
E60759
60909
E60909
E1932
E8550

1955-86
70cc chambers .............................................. 849.99 ea
1955-86
70cc chambers .............................................. 1699.99 pr
1955-86
64cc chambers .............................................. 829.99 ea
1955-86
64cc chambers .............................................. 1659.99 pr
1955-86
choke set....................................................... 100.99 set
SB head bolt set (for Edelbrock heads only) ................... 150.99 set

60459

1987-95 Small Block Performer Centerbolt Heads

1965-90 Big Block Performer RPM Oval Port Heads

Designed for 1987-95 5.7L Chevy engines (except LT-1, LT-4, and LT-5) originally
equipped with center bolt valve covers and the 1987 and later intake manifold bolt
pattern. The high velocity intake runner is designed to work with either T.B.I. or T.P.I.
systems. The 60cc combustion chambers maintain stock compression ratio when
used with the recommended gaskets. These are 50 state street legal heads. Hardened
pushrods required Available in straight plug conﬁguration only. Made in USA.

Designed for non-emissions oval port big block Chevys. The unique intake port
design produces ﬂow close to rectangular port heads, but with the smaller port size
and velocity of an oval port for excellent seat of the pants performance and crisp
throttle response. The semi-open chamber design maximizes combustion efﬁciency
with streetable compression ratios. The stainless steel 2.19" intake and 1.88" exhaust
valves have smaller than stock 11/32" valve stems to promote excellent ﬂow and
lighter valve weight. The deck surface and water jackets were specially designed
to work with all big block Chevy engines. Heads include high-quality ARP rocker
studs, bronze guides, and hardened ductile iron valve seats. Hardened pushrods
required. Made in USA.

Important: When using stock rockers on these heads, 1.00" longer pushrods are required.
These heads may not be used on engines with less than 4" bore except with cams
having less than .450" valve lift.
Note: Shipped overweight.

60859
E60859
E8550

1987-95
60cc chambers .............................................. 829.99 ea
1987-95
60cc chambers .............................................. 1659.99 pr
SB head bolt set (for Edelbrock heads only) ................... 150.99 set

1955-86 Small Block Performer RPM Heads
Designed for non-emissions 1955-86 small block Chevys. Performer RPM heads
with 64cc combustion chambers improve performance and retain stock compression
ratio on 1970 and earlier small blocks. Available in straight plug conﬁguration to
clear all types of exhaust headers or in angled plug conﬁguration. Hardened pushrods
required. Made in USA.
Important: When using stock rockers on these heads .100" longer pushrods are required.
These heads may not be used on engines with less than 4" bore except with cams having less
than .450" valve lift.
Note: Shipped overweight.

60739
E60739
60899
E60899
E60719
60999
E60999
E8550

1955-86
70cc chambers/straight plugs .......................
1955-86
70cc chambers/straight plugs .......................
1955-86
64cc chambers/straight plugs .......................
1955-86
64cc chambers/straight plugs .......................
1955-86
70cc chambers/angled plugs ........................
1955-86
64cc chambers/angled plugs ........................
1955-86
64cc chambers/angled plugs ........................
SB head bolt set (for Edelbrock heads only) ...................

829.99
1659.99
719.99
1439.99
1499.99
829.99
1659.99
150.99

ea
pr
ea
pr
pr
ea
pr
set

Note: Shipped overweight.

60459
E60459
E8551

396-502
110cc chambers ............................................ 969.99 ea
396-502
110cc chambers ............................................ 1939.99 pr
BB head bolt set (for Edelbrock heads only) ................... 237.99 set

1965-90 Big Block Performer RPM Rectangular Port Heads
Performer RPM rectangular port heads have specially designed intake and exhaust
ports for increased ﬂow and velocity over stock big block heads. These heads feature
a highly efﬁcient 118cc open style combustion chamber and high velocity 315cc
long/300cc short intake ports. Designed for street/high-performance big blocks
operating from 2500 to 7000 RPM. Stainless steel hardened tip 2.19" intake/1.88"
exhaust valves have 11/32" valve stems for excellent ﬂow and lighter weight. Heads
include high-quality ARP rocker studs, bronze guides, and hardened ductile iron
valve seats. Hardened pushrods required. Made in USA.
Important: The spark plug has been moved closer to the center of the bore and will interfere
with high dome pistons designed for stock Chevy open chamber heads.
Note: Shipped overweight.

60559
E60559
E8551

396-502
118cc chambers ............................................ 969.99 ea
396-502
118cc chambers ............................................ 1939.99 pr
BB head bolt set (for Edelbrock heads only) ................... 237.99 set

E5087

E-210 Small Block Cylinder Heads
The new E-210 cylinder head for small block Chevy engines feature larger runners
for increased airﬂow, revised exhaust ports and larger diameter springs for higher
lift camshafts, making them ideal for a spec series racer and larger displacement
engines. The exhaust port ﬂange is in the stock location to allow for the use of off
the shelf headers and hardware, while the enlarged valves and ports support the
power needed to compete at engine speeds of up to 6500 RPM. The E-210 cylinder
head is capable of supporting more than 500 naturally aspirated horsepower, and
even more in forced induction applications. Made in USA.
E5085
max valve lift .575" ......................................................... 1299.99 pr
E5087
max valve lift .650" ......................................................... 1299.99 pr

Precision machined high-performance pistons
with original dome design and ﬂoating wrist
pin for 2nd design 1968 and 1969 stock
compression 302 engines (11:1 with 64cc
heads). These hypereutectic pistons will also
ﬁt 1967 and 1st design 1968 engines with no
modiﬁcations, and are available in standard,
.030", .040", and .060" overbore sizes. Cast with 16-18% silicon alloy, and T-6
hardened for performance applications, new tooling was speciﬁcally made for
these pistons featuring an exclusive computer designed under structure allowing
dome machining (0.143") to safely reduce the compression ratio to 10:1 while
maintaining balance. Wrist pin and spiro-lock retainers are included. Individually
plastic sleeved after factory sorting in sets of eight by size and weight to balance
and blueprint tolerances (+/- .0004" and 1.5 grams or better). Warranted for 2 full
years in street cars. Set of 8 pistons with pins and locks.
Note: Piston rings not included. Not recommended for extreme performance engines.

KWP630
KWP631
KWP632
KWP633

1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1967-69

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

standard bore ..............................................
+ .030" bore ................................................
+ .040" bore ................................................
+ .060" bore ................................................

Edelbrock Products

535.99
535.99
535.99
535.99

set
set
set
set
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Z28 302 Hypereutectic High-Performance Pistons

Your Choice of Four Convenient Sets to Meet Your Speciﬁc Needs!
Important: On small block applications, High Energy™ Cams may be used with stock valve
springs and lifters. However, these components must be in good operating condition. In order to
protect your camshaft warranty and for maximum performance beneﬁt, we recommend replacing
stock valve springs and lifters with a high-performance set from Classic Industries®.

A – Camshaft Only

B – Cam and Lifters

C – Small Set

D – Full Set

The camshaft only set includes camshaft,
instructions, assembly lube and decals.

Order the cam and lifter set to add a
matched set of lifters to your camshaft.

Order the small set for cam
and lifter set plus timing chain
and gear.

Full set includes cam, lifters, timing
chain and gear valve springs and
retainers, valve locks, valve stem seals.

High Energy™ Cams for Your Daily Driver!
All High Energy™ designs are totally streetable cams. They will produce 10 to 30%
more power than a stock cam throughout the RPM range. Each cam has a particular
RPM range in which it works best. By selecting the cam that best suits your driving
needs, exceptional power increases can be expected. High Energy™ Cams work
great for everyday driving without the “bad” side effects normally found with other
Item #
222002
222003
222004
222030
222031
222032

Application
262-400ci
262-400ci
262-400ci
396-454ci
396-454ci
396-454ci

RPM Range
800-4800
1200-5200
1500-5500
800-4800
1200-5200
1500-5500

Adv. Dur.
252˚/252˚
260˚/260˚
268˚/268˚
252˚/252˚
260˚/260˚
268˚/268˚

Lift
.425"
.440"
.454"
.460"
.475"
.485"

A – Camshaft
129.99 ea
128.99 ea
129.99 ea
142.99 ea
142.99 ea
142.99 ea
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Factory Muscle Cams Replicate
Genuine GM Cams of the Era!

Camshafts

B – Cam & Lifters
191.99 set
204.99 set
189.99 set
218.99 set
214.99 set
201.99 set

C – Small Set
245.99 set
246.99 set
246.99 set
223.99 set
255.99 set
255.99 set

D – Full Set
350.99 set
320.99 set
356.99 set
417.99 set
386.99 set
386.99 set

CAMS for your High-Performance Street Machine!

Give your stocker a dose of factory muscle
with a Muscle Car™ cam from COMP
CAMS®. Designed to replicate the Genuine GM
cams of the era, The Muscle Car Cams™ produce the
power and performance your car missed out on. Each
set includes: camshaft, lifters, assembly lube, instructions, and decals.
300HP/350ci Factory Muscle Cam
Known to GM as part #3896929, this is the hydraulic cam that provided 275/300HP
to the 327 from 1965-68. It was also used from 1967-69 in the 350ci providing
295HP. Then in 1970, it was the cam used in the 300HP 350ci Super Sport
Item #
Description GM Item # Adv. Dur.
Lift
Price
222050B cam & lifters 3896929
195˚/202˚
.390"/.410" .. 213.99 set
222050D full set
3896929
195˚/202˚
.390"/.410" .. 381.99 set
300HP/327ci Factory Muscle Cam
Referred to by GM as part #3863151, this is Comp Cams’ version of the hydraulic
cam that provided 350HP to the 327 from 1965-68.
Item #
Description GM Item # Adv. Dur.
Lift
Price
222051A camshaft
3863151
222˚
.447" .......... 142.99 ea
222051B cam & lifters 3863151
222˚
.447" .......... 205.99 set
222051D full set
3863151
222˚
.447" .......... 381.99 set
Z28 Solid Lifter Factory Muscle Cam
This is the solid lifter cam that GM installed in the 67-69 Z28 Camaro’s 302,
providing it with 290HP. In 1964-65, it provided the Corvette 327 with 365-375 HP.
Item #
Description GM Item # Adv. Dur.
Lift
Price
222052A camshaft
3849346
254˚
.485" .......... 143.99 ea
222052B cam & lifters 3849346
254˚
.485" .......... 232.99 set
222052D full set
3849346
254˚
.485" .......... 410.99 set
375HP/396ci Solid Lifter Factory Muscle Cam
This solid lifter cam provided 375HP to the 1967-69 396ci engine, 375HP to the
1970 402ci engine and 425/435HP to the 1967-69 427ci engine. Then in 1970, the
LS6 454ci engine used this cam to produce 450/465HP!
Item #
Description GM Item # Adv. Dur.
Lift
Price
222053A camshaft
3863143
242˚
.520" .......... 142.99 ea
222053B cam & lifters 3863143
242˚
.520" .......... 252.99 set
222053D full set
3863143
242˚
.520" .......... 469.99 set
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cams. High Energy™ cams produce more power, are more efﬁcient, and do not affect
the engine’s idle characteristics to the point of making your car undriveable. High
Energy™ Cams will not affect any vacuum or power accessories such as power
brakes, air conditioning or steering.

The Magnum™ Cam is a great cam
for high-performance driving in street
machines. Provides 30-70% more
horsepower and a rough and ready to
rumble idle in small block or big block
Chevy applications. The Magnum™
will not affect power accessories, but
should be used with headers. This is the
perfect cam for cruising.
Xtreme Energy™ Cams are Comp
Cams® series of hydraulic cams.
They are designed to take advantage
of the latest improvements in valve
train components and the newest
developments in camshaft design.
Xtreme Cams can be used in any street
or street/strip application where both
throttle response and top end horsepower are desired. Increases horsepower from
20-70% over stock.
Full set – includes camshaft, lifters, chain set, valve springs, valve spring
retainers, valve locks, valve stem seals, assembly lube, instructions, and decals.

Magnum™ Cams
Item #
222005D
222033D

Application
262-400ci
396-454ci

Item #
222006D
222007D
222034D
222035D

Application
262-400ci
262-400ci
396-454ci
396-454ci

RPM Range
1800-5800
1800-5800

Adv. Dur.
270˚/270˚
270˚/270˚

Lift
Price
.470" .......... 363.99 set
.510" .......... 400.99 set

Xtreme Energy™ Cams

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

RPM Range
1300-5600
1600-5800
1300-5600
1600-5800

Adv. Dur.
262˚/270˚
268˚/280˚
262˚/270˚
268˚/280˚

Lift
.462"/.469"
.477"/.480"
.504"/.510"
.515"/.520"

Price
371.99
359.99
414.99
395.99

set
set
set
set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

For Computer Controlled Engines!
If you have a late model computer controlled engine, you have to
be very careful when selecting a high-performance aftermarket
cam! The wrong cam could “throw off” the computer, spelling real
trouble for your vehicle’s driveability and performance.
Comp Cams® has engineered this line of camshafts speciﬁcally for
these engines, ensuring that you get a camshaft that works with
your computer, providing exceptional performance and driveability
out of your late model Chevy engine!

Performer Plus Camshaft Sets
Designed for optimum torque from the low-end to the mid-range, Performer®-Plus
camshaft packages match with Performer® manifolds for vehicles operating from idle
to 5500 RPM. They are smooth idling cams that provide for a major improvement
in throttle response and torque. All camshafts include hydraulic lifters, assembly
lube, and instructions. Most Performer® cams are 50 state street legal. Made in USA.
Note: *These cams are 50 state legal.
Note: **Not for 1965-66 396 or 427 Chevys requiring a grooved rear cam journal.

Item #
E3702*
E2102*
E2103*
E2162**

Camshaft Only

Cam and Lifters

The camshaft only set includes camshaft,
instructions, assembly lube and decals.

Order the cam and lifter set to add a
matched set of lifters to your camshaft.

Full Set

Year
1987-95
1955-86
1970-81
1965-90

Application
305/350 TBI
262-350
400 small block
396-454

Duration
194˚/214˚
204˚/214˚
214˚/214˚
218˚/228˚

Lift
.398"/.442" ...
.420"/.442" ...
.442"/.442" ...
.500"/.500" ...

Price
210.99 set
191.99 set
236.99 set
218.99 set

Performer RPM Camshaft Kits
Designed for street high-performance applications, Performer® RPM cams provide
power from 1500 to 6500 RPM. These hydraulic lifter camshafts are dyno-matched to
Performer® RPM manifolds for high RPM horsepower while maintaining acceptable
low end torque. With 10-12 inches of manifold vacuum at idle, Performer® RPM
cams have more lift and duration than most street camshafts. Made in USA.
Item #
Year
Application
Duration
Lift
Price
E7102 1955-86
262-350
234˚/244˚
.488"/.510" ... 258.99 ea
E7162 1965-90
396-454
240˚/246˚
.560"/.573" ... 286.99 ea

Full set includes: cam, lifters,
timing chain and gear valve
springs and retainers, valve locks,
valve stem seals.

E2208

Cams for Your TBI/Crossﬁre or Carbureted Late Model!
Designed for use with throttle body, or crossﬁre injected and carbureted 305ci engines.
Your choice of 3 sets to suit your speciﬁc needs: Camshaft only, Cam and lifters or
full set. The ful set includes: camshaft, lifters, chain set, valve springs, valve spring
retainers, valve locks, valve stem seals, assembly lube, instructions, and decals.
Item #
Description RPM Range
Adv. Dur.
Lift
Price
222008A camshaft
1000-5000
252˚/260˚ .425"/.440" 150.99 ea
222008B cam & lifters 1000-5000
252˚/260˚ .425"/.440" 232.99 set
222008D full set
1000-5000
252˚/260˚ .425"/.440" 410.99 set

Rollin’ Thunder Performer Plus Camshaft
Designed for street high-performance applications, Performer® RPM cams provide
power from 1500 to 5500 RPM. These hydraulic roller lifter camshafts reduce
friction, virtually eliminate break-in problems and permit higher valve velocities
for increased performance. Intended for use with OEM or Edelbrock hydraulic
roller lifters sold separately. Made in USA.
Item #
Year
Application
Duration
Lift
Price
E2208 1957-86
265-350
212˚/222˚
.462"/.479" ... 397.99 ea
E2209 1987-99
305-350
212˚/222˚
.462"/.479" ... 384.99 ea

Cams for Your 1987-98 Tuned Port Injection Engine!
E2210

Important: This cam will not work with stock valvetrain components. To retain your camshaft
warranty and prevent damage to your engine, you must replace the stock components with a
matched set from COMP CAMS®.

STOCK COMPUTER
Item #
Description RPM Range
222009A camshaft
1000-5000
222009B cam & lifters 1000-5000
222009D full set
1000-5000

Adv. Dur.
262˚/264˚
262˚/264˚
262˚/264˚

Lift
Price
.450"/.480" 315.99 ea
.450"/.480" 522.99 set
.450"/.480" 785.99 set

MODIFIED COMPUTER
Item #
Description RPM Range
222010A camshaft
1200-5200
222010B cam & lifters 1200-5200
222010D full set
1200-5200

Adv. Dur.
264˚/274˚
264˚/274˚
264˚/274˚

Lift
Price
.480"/.480" 289.99 ea
.480"/.480" 496.99 set
.480"/.480" 759.99 set

Rollin’ Thunder Performer RPM Camshaft
Designed for street high-performance applications, Performer® RPM cams provide
power from 1500 to 6500 RPM. These hydraulic roller lifter camshafts reduce
friction, virtually eliminate break-in problems and permit higher valve velocities
for increased performance. Intended for use with OEM or Edelbrock hydraulic
roller lifters sold separately. Made in USA.
Note: *Non-LT1, Non-GEN III. **Wide center EFI.

Item #
E2201
E2210
E2204
E2205
E2261

Year
1957-86
1957-86
1987-99
1987-99
1965-90

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Application
283-400
283-400**
283-400*
283-400**
396-555

Duration
234˚/238˚
234˚/238˚
234˚/238˚
234˚/238˚
236˚/245˚

Lift
.539"/.548" .....
.539"/.548" .....
.539"/.548" .....
.539"/.548" .....
.625"/.639" .....

Camshafts

Price
322.99 ea
330.99 ea
305.99 ea
362.99 ea
349.99 ea
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Designed for use with TPI 305, 350ci engines (Except LT1 and LT4), This cam is
designed for 1987-98 engines originally equipped with hydraulic roller camshaft.
Your choice of 3 sets to suit your speciﬁc needs: Camshaft only, Cam and lifters
or full set. The full set includes: camshaft, lifters, chain set, valve springs, valve
spring retainers, valve locks, valve stem seals, assembly lube, instructions, and
decals. Applications are available for use with stock computer or modiﬁed computer.

Valvetrain Components
Poly Locks for Roller Rockers
Poly locks designed for full roller rockers featuring
a set screw locking device to ensure they remain
secure. Set of 16.
66935
for 3/8" studs ........................... 23.99 set
66936
for 7/16" studs ......................... 25.99 set

Small Block Pushrods
Heat treated 5/16" diameter pushrods with welded
ball ends for small block applications through 1986.
Includes 16 pushrods in a clamshell package.
66890C
stock length........................... 29.99 set
66889C
+.100" ................................... 30.99 set

GM Valve Spring
Replace your valve springs
with Genuine GM parts and
enjoy the peace of mind that
only original equipment GM
parts can provide. A variety of
applications are available.
Note: *Without high-perf. 350 engine.

G5073
G5073
G5073
G5073*

1967-69
1969-73
1967-69
1967-71

302 ......................
307 ......................
327 ......................
350 ......................

11.99
11.99
11.99
11.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

Replacement Lifter
Replacing your lifters
is an essential part
of
camshaft replacement,
TVL817
helping prevent possible camshaft or
engine damage. These lifters will ﬁt 1963-91 small
block or big block engines and are available
for hydraulic and mechanical applications.
TVL817
hydraulic ............................... 4.99 ea
TVL43
mechanical ............................ 6.99 ea

Stamped Rocker Arm Sets
Stamped steel rocker arms
featuring long slots for use
with cams that have lift
specs higher than stock for
additional clearance at the rocker
stud. Fits small blocks through 1986
with stock 1.5:1 pivot ratio and 3/8"
rocker studs. Set of 16 rockers with
66905
pivot balls and nuts, or add a set of 16 stock
length, high-performance 5/16" pushrods with
welded ball ends and save.
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Note: Check for pushrod clearance and alignment, spring
coil bind, piston to valve clearance and valve timing when
modifying the valvetrain to exceed factory specs.

1.5:1 Ratio for 3/8" Stud
66905
............................................. 69.99 set
66923C
with pushrods ...................... 97.99 set

Stamped Roller Rocker Sets
These steel rocker arms
feature roller tips for
reduced friction and long
slots for high lift cams to
provide clearance at the rocker
stud. Available in the stock 1.5:1
pivot ratio or 1.6:1 for enhanced
performance. Fits under stock valve
covers on small blocks through 1986
66906C
with 3/8" rocker studs. Set of 16 rockers with
pivot balls and nuts.
Note: Check pushrod clearance and alignment, spring coil
bind, piston to valve clearance and valve timing
when modifying the valvetrain.

66906C
66922C

1.5:1 ratio ............................... 89.99 set
1.6:1 ratio ............................... 113.99 set
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Valvetrain Parts

66907C

Aluminum Roller Rockers

Valvetrain Oil Deﬂectors

The needle bearing fulcrum and roller tip design
unleashes power while lengthening valve train
life and reducing valve stem tip wear. Small block
sets are available for engines with stock 1.5:1
ratio arms, or performance enhancing 1.6:1 arms.
For small blocks through 1986, a combination of eight
1.5:1 arms and eight 1.6:1 arms is available to allow greater
air ﬂow on either the intake or exhaust ports. Big block
sets for engines through 1984 feature high-performance
1.7:1 ratios. Sets include 16 rockers with poly locks.

Use this lightweight aluminum deﬂector to redirect
oil from your small block Chevy pushrods directly
to the rocker arm fulcrum balls for better lubrication,
less wear and longer valvetrain life. Mounts easily to
stock rocker arm studs with the supplied hardware.
Sold in pairs.
Note: Installation requires poly locks and tall valve covers.

267700

small block oil deﬂectors ....... 35.99 pr

Note: Check pushrod clearance and alignment, spring
coil bind, piston to valve clearance and valve timing when
modifying the valvetrain.

Early Small Block Sets for 3/8" Stud
66907C
1.5:1 ...................................
66908C
1.6:1 ...................................
66920C
1.5:1/1.6:1 ..........................
Early Small Block Sets for 7/16" Stud
66909C
1.5:1 ...................................
Late Small Block Sets for 3/8" Stud
66914C
1.5:1 ...................................
66915C
1.6:1 ...................................
Big Block Sets for 7/16" Stud
66913C
1.7:1 ...................................

158.99 set
156.99 set
188.99 set

207.99 set
220.99 set
196.99 set

Early HD Roller Rockers
Set of 16 full roller rockers designed for up to 10,000
RPM. This heavy-duty design features an oversized
body and fulcrum with a triangulated proﬁle for
additional rigidity and strength. Will accommodate
most oversized valve springs. American-made roller
bearings are in self-contained bearing cups for extra
low friction wear. Available in the stock 1.5:1 pivot
ratio, or, 1.6:1 ratio for increased horsepower and
torque. Fits small blocks through 1986 with 3/8" or
7/16" rocker studs.
Note: Check for pushrod clearance and alignment, spring
coil bind, piston to valve clearance and valve timing when
modifying the valvetrain to exceed factory specs.

Small Block Sets for 3/8" Stud
66928C
1.5:1 ....................................
66929C
1.6:1 ....................................
Small Block Sets for 7/16" Stud
66930C
1.5:1 ....................................
66931C
1.6:1 ....................................

66950

167.99 set

184.99 set
199.99 set
199.99 set
202.99 set

Aluminum Stud Girdles
These girdles reduce rocker arm stud ﬂex and help
prevent breakage under high stress. Valvetrain rigidity
helps minimize energy loss. Fits small blocks with
full roller rockers through 1986. Includes 2 girdles
and 16 poly locks.
66950
for 3/8" studs ........................ 119.99 set
66951
for 7/16" studs ...................... 112.99 set

Permatex®
Gasket Maker
Makes reliable formed in place
gaskets that resist cracking,
shrinking and migrating. Coats
precut gaskets to increase reliability.
Resists auto and shop ﬂuids. Great
for valve covers, intake manifold
end seals, timing covers, water
pumps, and thermostat housings.
3 oz. tube.
S80022
S81160
S81878

blue #6B .................................. 3.99 ea
red #26B .................................. 3.99 ea
copper #101B .......................... 5.99 ea

Form-a-gasket Sealant
AR135711

Rocker Arm Studs
Made of 8740 chromoly forgings and heat treated to
180,000 psi. Tip ground ﬂush for optimum adjuster
seating. Available in 3/8"-24 and 7/16"-20 with a length
of 1.750". Includes 16 studs. Made in USA.
AR134711
SB
3/8"-24 ................. 43.99 set
AR135711
BB
7/16"-24 ............... 43.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Slow drying, non-hardening sealant
designed for sealing cut gaskets
and stamped parts. Allows for easy
disassembly if required. Temperature
range of -65 degrees F to 400 degrees
F. Use where sealing is more important
than adhesion. Resists shop ﬂuids and
fuels. Great for valve cover gaskets
and oil pan gaskets.
S80016
3 oz. .......................................... 3.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Gasket Sets

75801

Performance Head Gasket
MR7101

Replacement Engine Gaskets
If you have a Chevy engine to reassemble, you will need new gaskets. Made from
durable materials that meet or exceed OE speciﬁcations, these gaskets are perfect
for stock or mild performance vehicles. Sets include: gaskets for cylinder heads,
intake, exhaust, valve covers, oil pan, timing cover, and water pump. Valve seals, rear
main seals, and front timing cover seals are also included, along with all necessary
gaskets and seals for their listed applications. Individual gaskets are also available.
Note: Sets do not include carburetor or FI intake plenum gaskets.

Engine Overhaul Gasket Sets
Small Block 305ci
MR7148
1980-85
.................................................................... 70.17 set
MR7146
1987-93
.................................................................... 106.99 set
Small Block 283-350ci except 305
MR7104
1957-74
with steel shim head gaskets ...................... 49.99 set
MR7100
1957-79
with standard head gaskets......................... 47.99 set
Small Block 350ci
MR7101
1980-85
.................................................................... 53.99 set
MR7103
1987-92
.................................................................... 123.99 set
Small Block 400ci
MR7108
1970-80
.................................................................... 58.99 set
Big Block 396-454ci
MR7106
1965-79
with oval port heads ................................... 70.99 set
Valve Cover Gaskets
Small Block 262-400ci (Except 1987 and Later with Center Bolt Valve Covers)
G7221
GM
cork, 2 required .......................................... 24.99 ea
T4323
repro
cork/rubber compound ............................... 12.99 pr
Small Block 305-350ci (1987 and Later with Center Bolt Valve Covers)
80608
OER®
rubber, 2 required ....................................... 19.99 ea
Big Block 396-454ci
G7222
GM
rubber, 2 required ....................................... 43.99 ea
T4324
repro
cork ........................................................... 36.99 pr
K0053
repro
cork OE style silver for high-perf. engines 21.99 pr
Timing Cover Gasket Sets
T4364
small block ....................................................................
9.99 set
T4366
big block
.................................................................... 14.99 set

Mr. Gasket head gaskets are one of the most advanced, tested and proven in the
performance market today and earned the respect of many professional engine
builders. A variety of gasket materials are available to meet your speciﬁc needs.
Each provides excellent stability and reduces cylinder bore distortion.
Mr. Gasket Ultra Seal
Features a ﬁve layer composite construction and is coated with high temperature
silicone to ensure seal of engine ﬂuids. It’s graphite core has excellent thermoconductivity transfers heat away from hot spots in head to coolant passages,
preventing gasket burn-out. Will not indent aluminum heads.
71134 1955-91 283-350 4.130" bore .028" comp. thickness.. 42.99 ea
75801 1970-80 400
4.190" bore .038" with steam holes 44.99 ea
75804 1991-99 454-502 4.520" bore .038" comp. thickness.. 50.99 ea
Mr. Gasket MLS (Multi-Layered Steel)
Manufactured from Viton rubber coated stainless steel layers and is stress formed
embossments seal extreme cylinder pressure. Ideal for supercharged, turbo charged,
nitrous, and extreme compression ratios.
73130 1955-91 283-350 4.060" bore .040" comp. thickness.. 79.99 ea
73131 1955-91 283-350 4.125" bore .040" comp. thickness.. 79.99 ea
73132 1955-91 283-350 4.165" bore .040" comp. thickness.. 79.99 ea
73133 1955-91 283-350 4.200" bore .040" comp. thickness.. 77.99 ea
73140 1992-97 350 LT1 4.040" bore .040" comp. thickness.. 79.99 ea
73141 1992-97 350 LT1 4.100" bore .040" comp. thickness.. 79.99 ea
73143 1997-03 346 LS1 4.125" bore .054" comp. thickness.. 79.99 ea
73144 1997-03 346 LS1 4.160" bore .054" comp. thickness.. 79.99 ea
Mr. Gasket Steel Shim
The Steel Shim head gasket is manufactured from .020" steel shim stock and is stress
formed embossments seal extreme cylinder pressure. Made thinner than OE head
gasket, increases engine compression and coated with high temperature silicone to
ensure seal of engine ﬂuids.
Note: Do not use with lightweight 305 heads.

71130
71131

1955-91 283-350 4.100" bore .020" comp. thickness.. 23.99 ea
1965-90 396-454 4.370" bore .020" comp. thickness.. 23.99 ea
Mr. Gasket Copper (Dead Soft)
Manufactured from dead soft solid copper. Provides excellent stability and reduces
cylinder bore distortion and can be used with or without stainless steel o-rings. The
Copper head gasket is ideal for supercharged, turbo charged, nitrous, and extreme
compression ratios.
Note: Do not use with lightweight 305 heads. Gaskets do not include steam holes. O-rings
are recommended to seal combustion pressures.

71052

1955-91

283-400

4.140" bore

.020" comp. thickness.. 57.99 ea

E7201

E7203

Intake Manifold Gaskets
High-quality intake manifold gaskets for V6 and small block engines. Produced
by OE manufacturers from premium non-asbestos materials to meet or exceed
original speciﬁcations.
V6 Models
43150 1982-86
2.8L
carbureted ...................................... 12.99 set
41520 1985-95
2.8-3.4L
fuel injection ................................. 14.99 set
Small Block Models
43220 1967-68
302-350ci
carbureted ...................................... 13.99 set
43221 1969-86
302-350ci
carbureted ...................................... 14.99 set
43226 1985-92
305-350ci
tuned port injection ....................... 33.99 set
43230 1987-92
305-350ci
throttle body injection ................... 9.99 set
43670 1993-97
350ci LT1
....................................................... 18.99 set

1958-90 Intake Manifold Gaskets
These gaskets are matched to Edelbrock Performer, Performer RPM and Victor Jr.
cylinder heads and manifolds and designed to optimize performance and ﬂow. New
micro-pore synthetic ﬁber composite construction makes these gaskets impervious
to most chemicals with high recovery under compression. They will conform to
imperfections on sealing surfaces at lower ﬂange pressures and include a nitrile
bead around each port opening for a durable seal. Made in USA.
E7201
1958-86
SB 302-400 w/1.28" x 2.09" ports ..................... 19.99 set
E7202
1965-90
BB 396-502 w/1.82" x 2.54" rectangular ports.. 25.99 set
E7203
1965-90
BB 396-454 w/1.82" x 2.05" oval ports ............. 19.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Engine Gaskets
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43230

Oil Pumps and Pans

238315

Small Block Rear Seal Adapter
Planning to use an older style crankshaft in a small
block Chevy engine newer than 1986? You’ll need this
billet aluminum adapter to convert to the original 2
piece rear seal design. Available for 1986 or newer style
oil pans with the driver side dipstick or for pre-1980
oil pans with the passenger side dipstick. Includes
installation hardware.
238315
for 1986 or newer oil pan .... 179.99 ea
238415
for pre-1980 oil pan ............ 200.99 ea

1955-79 Small Block Oil Pan Bafﬂe
This semicircular oil splash shield (windage tray)
separates the oil in the pan sump from the rapidly
spinning crank assembly. It reduces aeration of the
oil, aids in oil control, and minimizes oil slosh under
hard braking or quick turns.
G7287 1955-79
small block ........... 40.99 ea

1993-97 Replacement Oil Pan
Replacement oil pan for 1993-97 GM 5.7L engines.
This pan is made from the same heavy gauge steel
as the GM originals, with drain plug and oil level
sensor bung.
Note: Does not include gaskets.

12557557

1993-97 ............................ 64.99 ea

T5100

T50054

T50029

G7299
T9294

1965-94 Oil Pump
Reproduction or a GM service replacement for engines
with rear sump oil pan.
Standard Pump
T50029 1955-86 small block – repro 24.99 ea
T50054 1965-76 big block – repro ... 39.99 ea
Hi-Volume Pump
G6042 1955-86 small block – GM .. 160.99 ea
T50135 1955-86 small block – repro 54.99 ea
T50058 1965-76 big block – repro ... 59.99 ea
G6042 1965
w-block 409 – GM 160.99 ea
Nylon Shaft Guide
T54117 1965-86 all ...........................
1.25 ea

1955-93 Replacement Oil Pan
Replacing your original oil pan with a chrome or painted
reproduction can enhance the appearance as well as
add a high-performance look! Each pan is designed to
ﬁt as original and holds a 4 quart capacity. Add 1 quart
when changing ﬁlter. Drain plug included. Features a
driver side dipstick unless noted.
Small Block Oil Pans – Aftermarket
T5100 1955-79 4 qt. orange ............ 64.99 ea
T9410 1955-79 4 qt. unplated ......... 59.99 ea
66164 1955-79 7 qt. orange ............ 64.99 ea
T9092 1980-84 4 qt. dipstick on RH 69.99 ea
T9414 1985-91 4 qt. w/large rear seal 54.99 ea
Big Block Oil Pans – GM Service Replacement
G7298 1967-74 bb – LS7 on RH..... 209.99 ea
G7299 1991-93 454, 502–6 qt. on RH 272.99 ea

1955-90 Four Quart Chrome Oil Pan
Aftermarket replacement chrome oil pan that will
look great on any 1955-90 Chevrolet. Each pan is
designed to replace the original and holds an equal
amount of required oil.
T9005
1955-79
small block .......... 61.99 ea
T9294
1965-90
big block .............. 79.99 ea

66157

1955-90 Six & Seven Quart Chrome Oil Pans
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1965-76 Big Block Oil Pump Cover

Aftermarket replacement chrome oil pan that will
look great on any modiﬁed Chevrolet. Each pan is
designed to replace the original and holds an equal
amount of required oil.
66167
1955-79 7 quart, small block 64.99 ea
66157
1965-90 6 quart, big block .... 99.99 ea

Genuine GM big block oil pump cover. This original
GM cover installs correctly onto any 1967 through
1976 big block engine. For big block models only.
G7289 1965-76 without high-perf. .. 44.99 ea

1982-02 Genuine GM Oil Pan

G7286

G8637

1965-81 Oil Pump Intake Screen
A screened oil pump pickup protects the oil pump
gears against damage from metal fragments which
may have found there way into the oil pan. This pickup
also prevents the formation of a vortex in the oil sump.
G7286 1965-81
small block ........... 23.99 ea
G8637 1965-76
big block ............... 24.99 ea
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Production Camaro V8 engines were redesigned in
1986 with a leak resistant 1 piece rear seal. This change
required a revised oil pan design to ﬁt a new rear seal
retainer which is bolted to the back of the engine block.
As a result of these changes, oil pans and gaskets are
not interchangeable between 1955-85 and 1986-up
engines. If you have installed a crankshaft seal adapter
on a block which is machined for a 1 piece rear seal,
you must use an oil pan and gasket designed for 1986
and newer engines.
Note: Gaskets not included with oil pans and must be
purchased separately.

G9079
G12915
G12916
G12917

1982-86
1986-92
1993-97
1998-02

2.5...........................
5.0-F, 5.7-8, 305-H
5.7L ........................
5.7L ........................

135.99 ea
204.99 ea
140.99 ea
388.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

T9164

1955-88 Oil Pan Gasket Sets
Tired of the mess from your leaky oil pan? Get these
complete oil pan gasket sets! These gaskets should be
replaced whenever the oil pan is removed.
Note: The drain plug gasket is not included.

T4340
T9013
T9164
T4341

1955-74
1975-79
1980-85
1967-88

small block ...........
small block ...........
small block ...........
big block...............

14.99
21.99
19.99
24.99

set
set
set
set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Oil Pans & Parts
ML32500

ML32100
30401

41000
23050, 23060
81150

Oil Components

30900

18750

18311

22000

Street/Strip Oil Pans
Extra capacity oil pans that are ideal for use with the
high volume oil pumps typically used on hi-revving
street/strip engines. Extended pickup is required and
sold separately. Small block engines require use of a
special thicker oil seal, item #40100 sold separately.

40100

If you’re ordering a Milodon pan, we offer a variety
of accessories to go with it.
Solid Louvered Windage Trays
ML32100
350 with LH dipstick ........ 34.99 ea
ML32101
400 small blk w/LH dipstick 36.99 ea
ML32102
350 with RH dipstick ........ 36.99 ea
ML32200
big block, Mark IV, V, VI 33.99 ea
Diamond Stripper Screen Windage Trays
ML32250
350 and 400 small block ... 104.99 ea
ML32260
big block, Mark IV, V, VI 104.99 ea
Windage Tray Install Sett
81150
small block ....................... 89.99 set
81151
big block ........................... 61.99 set
4130 Chromoly Oil Pump Driveshaft
23050
small block ....................... 14.99 ea
23060
big block ........................... 15.99 ea
Oil Pan Bafﬂe
ML32500
small block .......................
6.99 ea
ML32505
big block ...........................
6.99 ea

Oil Pan Gaskets and Seals
If you’re ordering a Milodon pan, you’ll need a
Milodon gasket and seal to go with it. Choose from a
reusable steel reinforced molded design or a multi-piece
crushproof version made of virtually indestructible
materials. A variety of applications and conﬁgurations
are available.
One Piece Molded Gasket
41000
1955-79 SB............................. 32.99 ea
41010
1955-79 SB stroker gasket ..... 44.99 ea
41001
1986-02 SB............................. 37.99 ea
ML41002 1991-02 BB Mark V & Gen VI 40.99 ea
Multi-Piece Crushproof Gasket Sets
40100
1955-79 SB 5 piece ................ 20.99 set
41105
1955-79 SB 4 piece stroker.... 22.99 set
40200
1965-90 BB Mark IV............. 19.99 set

Note: *Will ﬁt up to 4" stroke with steel Carillo or Eagle style rods.

30700
85000

Throw Away the Old Hardware!
30710

Stock Replacement Oil Pans
These stock replacement oil pans feature a distinctive
gold plating that is not only cosmetic, but also
provides long-lasting protection against corrosion,
inside and out. Every pan is 100% leak checked and
block checked to assure the high standard of quality
that Milodon is famous for. Flat, unwarped pan rails
and proper bolt hole alignment provide for a ﬁt and
function that is unmatched in the industry. All pans
are speciﬁcally designed for use only with Milodon
gaskets, sold separately. Sold separately is Milodon’s
“crushproof” gasket seal set, item #40100 for 1955-85
small block or item #40200 for 1964-90 big block.
Also offered is Milodon’s new 1 piece gasket item
#41000 for 1955-85 small block or item #41001 for
1986-02 small block. For use with original stock oil
pickup screen also sold separately.
Oil Pans
Small Block 262-400ci
30700
1955-79 .................................. 117.99 ea
30701
1980-85 .................................. 135.99 ea
30702
1986-02 .................................. 139.99 ea
Mark IV Big Block 396-454ci
30710
1965-90 .................................. 149.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Forget about cleaning up your old outdated hardware.
These complete hardware sets contain everything you
need for a quick and accurate installation of your oil
pan. Designed especially for ﬁrmly holding oil pans
in place without loosening up. Bolts feature a builtin serrated washer face that eliminates the need for
washers and facilitates the use of a socket wrench
during installation. Construction is such that they can
be used time and time again. Choose from plated ﬁnish
or show quality chrome.
Plated Oil Pan Hardware Sets
85000
small block plated .................... 6.99 set
85005
big block plated ........................ 8.99 set

81300

Stud and Nut Set
Undoubtedly the most professional method of attaching
an oil pan is through the use of Milodon’s pan stud and
nut set which includes heat treated studs with rolled
threads and special nuts with built-in serrated washer
face. The set provides easy pan installation, prolongs
gasket life and the special serrated nuts guard against
pan loosening during operation.
81300
small block ............................. 26.99 set
81305
big block ................................. 34.99 set

Milodon Oil Pans
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Oil Pans
1955-79 Small Block 262-400ci
31503
5 qts, LH dipstick, 7-1/2" deep 199.99 ea
30401
6 qts, LH dipstick, 8-1/2" deep 168.99 ea
30900
7 qts, LH dipstick, 8-1/4" deep 199.99 ea
1955-79 Small Block 262-400ci Stroker Engines
30908*
6 qts, LH dipstick, 8-1/4" deep 259.99 ea
1980-85 Small Block 262-400ci
ML31502 5 qts, RH dipstick, 7-1/2" deep 199.99 ea
30901
7 qts, RH dipstick, 8-1/4" deep 217.99 ea
1986-up Small Block 262-400ci
31501
5 qts, RH dipstick, 7-1/2" deep 199.99 ea
30902
7 qts, RH dipstick, 8-1/4" deep 219.99 ea
1986-up Small Block 262-400ci Stroker Engines
30909*
6 qts, RH dipstick, 8-1/4" deep 289.99 ea
Mark IV Big Block 396-454ci
30950
1965-90, 7 qts, 8-1/2" deep .... 279.99 ea
31100
1965-90, 7 qts, 9-1/2" deep .... 259.99 ea
Mark V and VI Big Block
30955
7 qts, 8-1/2" deep.................... 349.99 ea
31105
7 qts, 9-1/2" deep.................... 374.99 ea
Dipstick for Street/Strip Oil Pan
1955-79 Small Block 262-400ci
22000
LH for 30401, 31503, 30900, 30908 64.99 ea
1986-up Small Block 262-400ci
22005
RH for 31501, 30902, 30909 ... 65.99 ea
Big Block Mark IV, V, VI
ML22010 30950, 30955 ......................... 69.99 ea
Milodon High Volume Oil Pump
1955-79 Small Block 262-400ci
18750
hi volume/hi pressure pump ..... 75.99 ea
Mark IV Big Block 396-454ci
18760
hi volume/hi pressure pump ..... 90.99 ea
Extended Pickup for Stock Oil Pump
1955-79 Small Block 262-400ci
18311
for 30401, 30900, 30901, 30902 51.99 ea
Extended Pickup for Hi-Volume Oil Pump
1955-79 Small Block 262-400ci
18314
for 30401, 30900, 30901, 30902 51.99 ea
18314
for 30908, 30909 .................... 51.99 ea
1980-85 Small Block 262-400ci
18307
for 31501, ML31502, 31503 .... 50.99 ea
Mark IV Big Block 396-454ci
18301
for 30950, 30955 ...................... 59.99 ea

Oil Pan Hardware
head detail

D-Bow Tie

Includes:
Fourteen 1/4"-20 x 1/2" Four 5/16"-18 x 5/8"

1956-82 Small Block Oil Pan Bolt Set
Reproduction style oil pan bolts used on all early
small block engines. Zinc-plated with the “L” head
markings as original, with external tooth lock washers.
1256657
1956-82 ................................ 16.99 set

G-350

H-454

head detail

Includes:
Two 1/4"-20 x 9/16"

Twenty 5/16"-18 x 5/8"

1965-74 Big Block Oil Pan Bolt Set
Reproduction oil pan bolts used on all early big block
engines. Zinc-plated with the “TR” and “L” head
markings as original, with external tooth lock washers.
1256656
1965-74 ............................... 16.99 set

56487C

Bow Tie Oil Pan Bolt Sets
If you want to dress-up the bottom side of your engine,
you’re sure to want a set of these beautiful polished
stainless steel or chrome-plated oil pan bolt sets that
feature bolt heads with popular Chevrolet Bow Tie
logo inscribed into them. This is one very simple,
very stylish custom touch!

head detail
head detail

Note: Must specify logo sufﬁx after part number: D – Bow
Tie, G – 350 H – 454.

T9271

AK124A

Chrome
56465C
small block ...........................
56487C
big block ...............................
Stainless Steel
56465S
small block ...........................
56487S
big block ...............................

35.99 set
45.99 set
19.99 set
24.99 set

T9272

Small Block Includes:
Fourteen 1/4"-20 x 1/2"
Four 5/16"-18 x 1/2"

Big Block Includes:
Two 1/4"-20 x 1/2"
Twenty 5/16"-18 x 1/2"

Oil Pan Bolt Sets
When replacing your oil pan, replace your original
greasy, worn out bolts with a set of chrome-plated
bolts to dress-up your engine.
T9271
small block ............................ 11.99 set
T9272
big block ................................ 12.99 set

AK123A

Small Block Includes: Big Block Includes:
Fourteen 1/4"-20 x 1/2" Twenty-Two 5/16"-18 x 3/4"
Four 5/16"-18 x 5/8"

Oil Pan Bolt Sets
Polished and chromed, or polished stainless steel oil
pan bolts will add a custom look to your oil pan while
assuring high-quality. Includes all necessary ﬂat and
internal tooth lock washers.
Small Block
AK124A
polished chrome ............... 41.99 set
AK124B
polished stainless ............. 81.99 set
Big Block
AK123A
polished chrome ............... 51.99 set
AK123B
polished stainless ............. 104.99 set

K0129
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K0129 –
head detail

Oil Pan Battery Cable Clip
This clip is installed between an oil pan bolt and the oil
pan to provide a guide for the battery cable to the starter.
C2555
................................................. 6.99 ea

G7301

1967-02 Oil Pan Drain Plug
A magnetic drain plug is cheap insurance for a highperformance engine. This plug will catch and hold small
pieces of metal before they cause damage.
G8756
1967-81 non-magnetic 1/2"-20 ... 6.99 ea
G7301
1976
magnetic 1/2"-20 ...... 24.99 ea
G9405
1979-95 M12 x 1.75 ............... 4.99 ea
G8756
1988-96 1/2" - 20 .................... 6.99 ea
G3739
1995-02 non-magnetic M12 x 1.75 5.99 ea
ML17000
magnetic 1/2"-20 ..... 5.99 ea

AR23482

Oil Pan Bolts
K0128

Small Block Includes:
Fourteen 1/4"-20 x 3/8"
Four 5/16"-18 x 5/8"

K0128 –
head detail

Big Block Includes:
Two 1/4"-20 x 7/8"
Twenty 5/16"-18 x 5/8"

1957-80 Oil Pan Bolt Sets
If you want complete originality, you’ll want to
replace your oil pan bolts with these high-quality
reproduction bolts. Each bolt is manufactured in the
correct style SEMS head bolts used on all big block
or small block models.
K0129 1957-80
small block ........... 11.99 set
K0128 1965-74
big block............... 15.99 set
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ARP’s premium grade pan bolts combine sealing
efﬁciency with good looks. They are available in black
oxide ﬁnished chromoly steel or rustproof stainless
steel. Also, take your pick from conventional Hex bolt
heads and a space saving 12 point design. Includes
washers. Made in USA.
Small Block
AR23482 black oxide
Hex head ..... 24.99 set
AR23481 black oxide
12 point ....... 25.99 set
AR43482 stainless
Hex head ..... 35.99 set
AR43481 stainless
12 point ....... 37.99 set
Big Block
AR23582 black oxide
Hex head ..... 31.99 set
AR23581 black oxide
12 point ....... 33.99 set
AR43582 stainless
Hex head ..... 44.99 set
AR43581 stainless
12 point ....... 48.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

No-Mess Drain Plug
Replacement oil pan drain plug designed to help
eliminate the messy aspects of draining your oil.
Includes a special gasket on the end of the plug to help
keep the oil where it belongs while draining.
66960
1/2"-20........................................ 4.99 ea

Oil Pan Drain Plug Gasket
This is a correct GM replacement gasket which is used
to seal the oil pan drain plug and keep it from leaking.
G8757
.................................................... 4.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Oil Dipsticks & Components
T4957

1966-68 Chrome Oil Filler Tube
Each reproduction chrome-plated oil ﬁller tube is
designed to ﬁt early OEM small block, big block,
and aftermarket manifolds. Use push-on style oil cap.
T4955 1966-68
chrome-plated .......... 5.99 ea

T4958
G8427
T9420

1967-02 Oil Dipstick Tube Seal
Genuine replacement dipstick tube gasket which
allows the a tight seal when the oil dipstick is inserted
into the tube. Helps keep foreign substances from
entering the tube.
G8427
1967-69
all........................... 8.99 ea
G8428
1992-02
all........................... 4.99 ea

T9231

1955-90 Chrome Oil Dipstick and Tube
PR1251

PR1252

N3710

1966-68 Small Block Oil Filler Tube
Reproduction of the oil ﬁller neck for 1956-67
Chevrolet small block engines. 1956-65 tube includes
bracket. 1966-67 tubes include correct threaded outlet
for PCV valve.
PR1251 1966-67
black – short ........ 41.99 ea
PR1252 1966-67
chrome – short..... 48.99 ea
N3710
1966-68
chrome – tall ....... 38.99 ea

Dress your Chevrolet with beautiful, high-quality
chrome-plated original style dipsticks. Includes triple
chrome-plated dipstick and tube. Now offered for all
small block or big block models. Replaces the original
factory dipstick and tube. See the listing below for
current availability.
T4957 1955-79 small block, 19"....... 10.99 set
T4958 1965-90 big block, 21" .......... 12.99 set
T9420 1980-85 small block, 23"....... 7.99 set
T9231 1982-85 small block, 24-1/2" 4.99 set

50031

50021

Oil Fill Tube and Breather

1967-79 Flexible Engine Oil Dipstick

Oil ﬁll tube and matching push-in breather replicates
the original tube for vintage manifolds with a 1-1/4"
oil breather hole.
E4803
................................................. 19.99 set

These ﬂexible engine oil dipsticks are designed to
bolt to the block between the headers and the block.
They feature an aluminum handle, braided housing,
and stainless steel dipstick. Available for small block
and big block.
50021 1967-79 small block, 17"....... 32.99 ea
50031 1967-72 big block, 18 -1/2" ... 24.99 ea

G8407

G3895

1967-02 Oil Level Dipstick
We offer a variety of Genuine GM oil level dipsticks for
early or late model Camaro. This listing includes the all
models which are now available in a variety of original
styles. Check listing below for the correct application.
G8407 1969-79 small block ............. 5.99 ea
G8408 1967
big block ................. 13.99 ea
G8409 1968-72 big block ................. 19.99 ea
G8410 1982-84 2.8-1 (blue handle).. 15.99 ea
G3895 1993-94 8 cylinder ................ 27.99 ea
G3883 1993-95 6 cylinder 3.4L........ 22.99 ea
G3896 1995-97 8 cylinder ................ 24.99 ea
G3897 1998-02 8 cylinder ................ 22.99 ea

One Pour Boy Fits All These Containers!
14706

Flexible Engine Dipstick

Billet Aluminum Push-In Engine Dipstick

Pour Boy All Purpose Filler Spout
Pour Boy all purpose ﬁller spout takes the place of
funnels. With its unique multiple thread design, Pour Boy
ﬁts a variety of containers from oil bottles to antifreeze,
windshield washer ﬂuid to gas treatments, all with an
airtight seal! Flow of the ﬂuid is easily controlled by
simply bending the spout. No more mess! No more
fuss... and... no more funnels! 3 per package.
RM1003
3 piece................................... 7.99 kit
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1958-67 Road Draft Tube Mounting Set
Hardware and gaskets to mount the road draft tube
on your early pre-smog classic, or to plug that hole
in the back of your block when switching to a PCV
system. Includes: bolt, washer, 2 gaskets as pictured.
DMK001
1958-67
all V8 .................. 7.99 set

Oil Pan Dipsticks
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We offer the largest selection of early and late model
dipstick tubes available! If you are replacing your
original dip stick tube, be sure to get exactly what your
Camaro needs with OER® reproduction or original GM
tubes. Choose from 6 cylinder, 8 cylinder, or even big
block models.
OER® Reproduction
3828073 1967-76 6 cylinder ................ 22.99 ea
GM Service Replacement
G8418 1967-79 small block curved.. 19.99 ea
G8419 1969-79 small block straight 24.99 ea
G8420 1968-72 big block ................. 98.99 ea
G8421 1982-84 2.8-1 ........................ 41.99 ea
G8426 1988-92 5.0E, 5.0F, 5.7-8 ..... 74.99 ea
G3899 1995-97 8 cylinder ................ 22.99 ea
G3916 1998-02 8 cylinder ................ 15.99 ea

Flexible engine dipstick designed with billet aluminum
handle to coordinate with Lokar’s ﬂexible transmission
dip sticks. Slim design allows mounting between header
tubes, they can also be used with factory or Sanderson
cast manifolds. Easy-to-read ﬂexible inner dipstick
measuring cable for accurate measure of engine oil.
Small Block
14704 1967
front sump, 17-1/2"... 75.99 ea
14705 1979 & earlier rear sump, 17"......... 75.99 ea
14706 1980 & earlier rear sump, 16-1/2" .. 75.99 ea
14708 all
Vortec ...................... 75.99 ea
14707 LS1
18" .......................... 75.99 ea
Big Block
14709 1967-91
18-1/2" .................... 75.99 ea
14710 all 502
18-1/2" .................... 75.99 ea

Billet aluminum handle with a stainless steel dipstick
for pre-1980 small block Chevrolet engines. Installs
straight into the engine block, no tube necessary.
Seals at the bottom of the handle with 2 o-rings. Billet
aluminum handle designed to coordinate with Lokar’s
ﬂexible transmission dipsticks.
14711 1979 and earlier rear sump, 12"... 36.99 ea

3828073

1967-02 Dipstick Tubes

Oil System Components
Break-in Oil
PS133

WE140

PS220

PS115

PS154
25031

1967-02 Oil Pressure Sending Unit
An oil pressure sending unit is an electrical or
mechanical sensing device that sends information to the
pressure gauge or light. Fits 1967-02 Camaro models.
Note: *1st design **2nd design.

For Vehicles Equipped with Gauges
PS327 1982-83 5.0-7 with 60 psi ..........
PS133 1982-83 5.0-7 with 80 psi ..........
PS133 1982-85 5.0-H with 80 psi .........
PS327 1983
5.0-S with 60 psi .........
WE140 1983-87 5.0-H with 60 psi .........
PS133 1984-85 5.0-G with 80 psi .........
WE140 1984-86 5.0-G with 60 psi .........
WE140 1985-88 5.0-F with 60 psi .........
WE140 1987-88 5.7-8 with 60 psi ..........
PS207 1989-92 5.0, 5.7 .........................
PS168 1990-91 3.1 ................................
PS220* 1993-94 5.7-P, 1/4"-18 thd.........
5.7-P, 1/8"-27 thd.........
PS168** 1994
PS220 1994
3.4-S, without ground..
WE140** 1994-95 3.4-S, w/ground conn ..
PS168** 1995-97 5.7-P (3 blade terminal)
PS227 1995-96 3.8-K, 4 prong .............
PS352 1998
5.7-G ............................
PS391 2000-02 5.7-G ............................
For Vehicles Equipped with Lights
PS115 1977-79 250-D ...........................
PS115 1980
all .................................
PS113 1980-81 231-A ...........................
all, 1/8"-27thd. .............
PS115* 1981
all, 1/4"-18 thd. ............
PS134** 1981
PS114 1985-86 5.0-F, 5.0-G .................
PS154 1987-88 5.0-F, 5.7-8 1/4"-18 thd
PS154 1988
5.0-E 1/4"-18 thd. ........
PS207 1989-92 5.0-E, F, 5.7-8 (f/p switch)
PS168 1990-91 3.1-T ............................
PS188 1992
3.1-T ............................
10045707 1967-85 5.0-H, 1 terminal ........

64.99
34.99
34.99
64.99
29.99
34.99
29.99
29.99
29.99
24.99
24.99
29.99
24.99
29.99
33.99
24.99
21.99
44.99
51.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

6.99
6.99
8.99
6.99
8.99
8.99
11.99
11.99
24.99
24.99
7.99
6.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
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Engine Oil Coolers
Engine oil is designed to
act as a coolant as well
as a lubricant for your
motor. If the engine oil
is allowed to get too
hot, horsepower drops,
varnishes form, and
the oil starts to break
down, which can lead to
FL700021
premature engine wear.
Flex-a-lite heavy-duty oil coolers can help prevent
this by keeping oil temperatures down, helping
to ensure longer life to engines and components,
and reduce the stress created by high-performance
engine modiﬁcations. Also suitable as a heavy-duty
transmission ﬂuid cooler. Includes: -8, -10, and -12
interchangeable AN ﬁttings with o-rings.
Important: Depending on application and setup, additional
ﬁttings or adapters maybe required.
Note: Dimensions: width = 11"; depth without fan = 1-3/4";
with fan = 4-1/4"; height varies.

7/8" -14 Fine Thread Fitting
Without Fan
FL500007 2-3/4" high 7 row ............ 201.99
FL500017 5-3/4" high 17 row .......... 249.99
FL500021 7-1/2" high 21 row .......... 269.99
FL500028 10" high
28 row .......... 291.99
With 6.5"Fan
FL700021 7-1/2" high 21 row .......... 401.99
With 10"Fan
FL700032 11" high
32 row .......... 484.99
With Dual 6.5" Fans
FL700040 14" high
40 row .......... 584.99
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BR is used by Joe Gibbs Racing
to break-in and dyno all their
NASCAR Nextel Cup and Busch
Series engines. This petroleum
based oil provides superior break-in
properties for ﬂat tappet engines.
The special additive package
promotes ring seal and provides
maximum protection for cams and
lifters during initial break-in. BR can
also be used to break-in roller cam
engines, and as a general purpose dyno oil.
BR106
15W50
quart .....................
9.99 ea
BR107
15W50
case of 12 quarts .. 102.99 cs
BR114
15W50
5 gallon pail ......... 89.99 ea

Synthetic Oil

Oil pressure sending unit wire
lead brass elbow. Needed on cars
with gauges to connect to the wiring harness.
1253514
1967-72 .................................. 4.99 ea

Royal Purple Motor Oil delivers
superior protection and improves
performance in four cycle gasoline
and diesel engines. It increases
horsepower and torque, saves
fuels and reduces heat, wear and
emissions. It has unsurpassed
oxidation stability that allows for
extended oil drains and fewer oil
changes, which saves time, money
and reduces the impact on the environment. Royal
Purple’s motor oils for passenger cars and trucks
are API licensed. Performance advantages come
from a blend of synthetic oils plus Royal Purple’s
proprietary Synerlec technology. Compatible with
other mineral and synthetic motor oils.
Quarts
RP01030 SAE30 quart ..................... 11.99 ea
RP01520 5W20
quart .....................
9.99 ea
RP01530 5W30
quart .....................
9.99 ea
RP01130 10W30 quart .....................
9.99 ea
RP01140 10W40 quart .....................
9.99 ea
RP01250 20W50 quart .....................
9.99 ea
5 Quart Bottles
RP51520 5W20
5 quarts ................ 44.99 ea
RP51530 5W30
5 quarts ................ 44.99 ea
RP51130 10W30 5 quarts ................ 44.99 ea
Cases
RP12030 SAE30 case of 12 quarts .. 129.99 cs
RP12520 5W20
case of 12 quarts .. 107.99 cs
RP54520 5W20
case of 4-5 quarts 188.99 cs
RP12530 5W30
case of 12 quarts .. 107.99 cs
RP54530 5W30
case of 4-5 quarts 188.99 cs
RP12130 10W30 case of 12 quarts .. 107.99 cs
RP54130 10W30 case of 4-5 quarts 188.99 cs
RP12140 10W40 case of 12 quarts .. 107.99 cs
RP12250 20W50 case of 12 quarts .. 107.99 cs

Hot Rod Vintage Car Oil

Engine Break-In Oil

25131

Oil Catch Tanks
An oil catch tank works as a ﬁlter for the PCV system,
reducing emissions and carbon buildup. These
fabricated aluminum tanks include mounting tabs,
barbed inlet/outlet ﬁttings, a drain plug, and a sight
glass to let you know when it is full.
25031 round 34 oz. sealed tank ............ 74.99 ea
25051 round 17 oz. tank w/breather ﬁlter 77.99 ea
25131 rectangular 68 oz. sealed tank ... 124.99 ea

Oil Pressure Switch Socket
Easily remove oil pressure
sending units! This socket
designed with extra recess to
accommodate most oil pressure
switches and many brake lamp switches. This 3/8"
drive socket features a 1-1/16" Hex opening
and a durable black oxide coating.
X3923
.................................................. 5.99 ea

1967-72 Oil Pressure Lead

From the leader in racing
lubricants, now comes a lubricant
designed speciﬁcally for hot rods,
street rods, and vintage cars. Joe
Gibbs Driven Hot Rod Oil builds
on the formulation that is used by
thousands of racers while adding
critical additives to protect engines.
What can you do? If the oil you
currently use carries an API donut,
it probably lacks the amount and
type of formulated anti-wear
chemistry that historic or racing
engines need. Designed speciﬁcally for older style
historic car and hot rod engines, Joe Gibbs Driven
Hot Rod Oil features high levels of zinc for wear
protection as well as U.S. Military grade rust
and corrosion inhibitors for storage protection.
HR1506 10W30 quart .................... 11.99 ea
HR1507 10W30 case of 12 quarts.. 129.99 cs
HR1606 15W50 quart .................... 11.99 ea
HR1607 15W50 case of 12 quarts.. 129.99 cs
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Engine builders have grown
increasingly concerned that many
modern motor oils do not provide
adequate wear protection for new
engines, particularly those using
ﬂat tappet cams. Royal Purple has
developed a new engine break-in
oil formulated to allow optimal ring
seal and protect rotating assembly
components such as the camshaft and
valve train from initial start up wear.
Combines highly reﬁned mineral oil, preferred for
engine break-in, with advanced additives containing
high levels of zinc and phosphorus to optimize
protection in ﬂat tappet and roller engines. Fully
formulated and does not require the use of any other
chemical additives. Royal Purple recommends using
their high-performance motor oils after the engine is
broken in for maximum engine performance.
RP11487
RP11497

quart .................................. 10.99 ea
case of 12 .......................... 113.99 cs

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Oil Filters & Components
Chrome Oil Filter Cover
1956-67 Bypass Valve Bolts
Reproduction of the correct bolts
used to attach the oil bypass valve.
Manufactured in Grade 5 metal and
include correct “Delta” headmark. 2
bolts included.
1256593
1956-67 ............ 3.99 pr

Swivoil Filter Wrench
Hard to reach oil ﬁlters will come off
easily with this swivel handle oil ﬁlter
wrench. Swivel tension is adjusted
easily using the nut and bolt on the
handle. Range 3-1/2" to 3-7/8".
X3082 .............................. 9.99 ea

Add protection to your
ﬁlter while achieving a
high-performance look!
The same concept as the
aluminum versions, this
chrome-plated beauty
installs quickly and
looks great. Each cover
includes triple chromeplating for an extra bright ﬁnish.
3-11/16" i.d. x 5-3/16" tall.
T1067
............................. 7.99 ea

1964-67 Filter Bypass Valve
Reproduction bypass valve includes
gasket and mounting bolts.
1256589 1964-67 .......... 39.99 ea

1967-85 Oil Filter Connector
1968-92 Oil Filter Adapter
Genuine GM replacement oil ﬁlter
adapter for all 1968-92 small block
and big block models. The adapter is
essential because the oil ﬁlter attaches
directly to this item. The adapter also
includes the ﬁlter bypass valve.
G7300 1968-92 V8 ...... 56.99 ea

Correct replacement
of the connector that
installs on the engine
block which the oil ﬁlter
cartridge attaches to.
Improperly ﬁtted oil ﬁlters can cause
engine problems and make for a nasty
cleanup. 13/16"-16 x 1/2" on one
end, 1"-12 x 7/16" on the other.
G9147 1967-85 .............. 10.99 ea

Oil Bypass Eliminator
PF454

Oil Filter

1956-67 Oil Filter Adapter
This adapter will convert all 1956-67
small block Chevrolet V8 engines
(except Chevy II) that came with a
canister style oil ﬁlter to a spin on type
ﬁlter. It includes a 13/16"-16 nipple
which will accept a PH-30 or equivalent
Chevrolet spin on type oil ﬁlter.
Note: Requires the use of the OEM
bypass valve.

T1059

1956-67 .............. 24.99 ea

1986-91 Oil Cooler Lines

FilterMag
FilterMag’s
powerful rare
earth magnets
trap and hold
wear inducing
metal particles
FRA300
smaller than 40 microns down
to 1 micron that the ﬁlter cannot
stop. FilterMags are reusable and
will reduce maintenance costs by
extending the life of your oil.
1.90" Tall
FSS300 2.90"-3.20" ...... 61.99 ea

PF25

PF35

Genuine AC Delco oil filters for
Chevrolet engines. Designed with a steel
core and a traditional mounting plate,
each ﬁlter offers enhanced efﬁciency and
consistent ﬂow management to provide
exceptional ﬁltering performance for
classic vehicles. Features a anti-drain
back valve to keep the oil cooler full
of oil (on cooler equipped vehicles).
This way oil is in the cooler upon
start up without waiting for the cooler
to reﬁll and pressurize. The Classic
Series ﬁlters offer you the original size
and speciﬁcations of the original ﬁlter,
but with a modern day, blue AC Delco
canister. The Professional Series is
the modern day, blue AC Delco ﬁlter
currently being offered by GM. Fits 6
cylinders as well as small block and big
block engines as indicated.
Classic Series
Small Block
PF454CL 1968-86 V8 ..... 7.99 ea
Big Block
PF1218CL 1965-91 V8 ..... 5.99 ea
Professional Series
Small Block
PF454
1964-86 6 cyl .. 6.99 ea
PF454
1964-86 V8 ..... 6.99 ea
PF46
1998-02 5.7 V8 5.99 ea
Big Block
PF1218
1965-91 V8 .... 4.99 ea

Original Style Oil Filters
Genuine AC Delco original style oil
ﬁlters for Chevrolet engines. Designed
with a steel core and a traditional
mounting plate, each filter offers
enhanced efﬁciency and consistent ﬂow
management to provide exceptional
filtering performance for classic
vehicles. Features original specs and
sizes along with a anti-drain back valve
to keep the oil cooler full of oil (on cooler
equipped vehicles). This way oil is in the
cooler upon start up without waiting for
the cooler to reﬁll and pressurize.
Note: *Without anti-drain back valve.

Small Block
PF25* 1968-86 V8 ........... 14.99 ea
Big Block
PF35 1965-91 V8 ........... 19.99 ea

1950-69 Canister Oil Filter
These ﬁlters are for use with canister
style ﬁlters. Replace your oil ﬁlters with
these high-quality canister elements.
Approximately 5-3/8" tall.
Note: The oil ﬁlter is a service replacement
product which although maintains the
canister style, may differ cosmetically from
the originally installed unit.

51143

8 cylinder .............. 9.99 ea

1256591

1256590

1958-67 Oil Filter Canister
Engine Saver Preﬁlter Screen
Add life to your engine with a
preﬁlter screen for your oil ﬁlter. This
stainless steel screen installs on top of
conventional spin-on oil ﬁlters and traps
debris down to the 280-micron range
without restriction or loss in oil pressure,
letting you examine particles from
failing bearings that would normally
be trapped in a ﬁlter, unseen.
223845
.......................... 18.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

For the last word in a correctly restored
1958-67 engine, install this original
style oil ﬁlter canister. This style canister
used a larger PF141 ﬁlter for increased
oil capacity. Includes correct black
electrostatic powder paint and white
silk screened lettering. 6-3/4" tall, uses
5-3/8" canister ﬁlter.
Note: Includes ﬁlter, o-ring and bolt.

Canister
1256590
1958-67 ........ 107.99 ea
Replacement O-ring
1256591
1958-67 ........
3.99 ea

Oil Filters and Parts
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Replacement engine oil cooler lines for
1986-91 Camaro models equipped with
a 305/350. Made from aluminum for
durability and rust prevention.
A9701352 1986-91 V8 .. 94.99 pr

PF1218

Oil Filters

The K&N
Performance
Gold® Oil
Filter provides
up to 550 psi hydrostatic burst,
and helps reduce the risk of rock or
stone damage. The inner ﬁlter element
traps contaminants as small as 10 to
20 microns in size. Metal top end caps
are used instead of paper to ensure
that no unﬁltered oil can get back into
the system. High volume positive oil
ﬂow with low restriction coupled with
exacting engineering standards results
in the right balance between engine
protection and low oil pump drag.
All
HP1011 L6 & V8, 3" tall 15.99 ea
HP2002 L6 & V8, 4" tall 12.99 ea
HP3002 L6 & V8, 5" tall 12.99 ea
HP1001 V6, 3" tall .......... 11.99 ea
HP2001 V6, 4-1/4" tall ... 11.99 ea
1998-02
HP1007 5.7L V8 FI ......... 11.99 ea

An oil bypass valve lets oil bypass the
ﬁlter if pressure gets too high or the ﬁlter
becomes plugged. For performance
engines that often see increased oil
pressure at high RPM. This anodized
billet aluminum adapter eliminates
the bypass valve, preserving your
expensive engine. For small block and
big block applications.
223775
......................... 39.99 ea

Performance Ignition
Pro-Billet Distributors

Noise Filter

These distributors
feature a ﬂawless
lightweight CNCmachined 6061-T6
billet aluminum
housing and a
polished steel
shaft that receives a
QPQ, or Tuftride coating.
This process produces
a durable ﬁnish that
reduces friction and resists
corrosion. To accurately
guide this shaft, MSD uses
a sealed ball bearing located at the top of the
housing. At the bottom of the housing, an extra long
sintered bushing controls the shaft. This combination
keeps the shaft spinning smooth and accurately
throughout 10,000+ RPM. Other features include
an iron drive gear, Rynite® distributor cap with
brass terminals and a high output magnetic pickup
to trigger the ignition. Choose from the “standard”
Pro-Billet distributors that utilize the MSD 6, 7, 8 or
10 series ignition control box or from our “Readyto-Run” distributors that are internally controlled.
“Ready-to-Run” distributors do not require an
external controller and are the “Plug and Play”
alternative to more expensive computer controlled
systems. Made in USA.

If you experience radio
noise after installing the
MSD Ignition, you may
need to install an MSD
Noise Filter. Electro
Magnetic Interference
(EMI) is occasionally generated from the MSD power
cables and can be easily eliminated by installing the
Noise Filter on the heavy power supply wires coming
from the MSD. It is recommended that the Noise
Filter be used on installations with the MSD 7 and 8
Series Ignitions to prevent this interference.
Includes noise ﬁlter cover. Made in USA.
8830
MSD noise ﬁlter with cover ....... 48.99 ea

“Standard” Pro-Billet Distributor
For use with MSD 6, 7, 8 or 10 series ignition.
1955-86 Chevrolet 262-454ci
8361
with vacuum advance ................ 304.99
85551
with mechanical advance ........... 287.99
84891
with low proﬁle ﬂat top crab cap. 441.99
85701
small diameter .......................... 331.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

“Ready-to-Run” Pro-Billet Distributor
“Ready-to-Run” distributors are designed as a “Plug
and Play” distributor. No external ignition control
box is needed. Optional vacuum advance is included
in select kits and can be used at your discretion to
improve economy.
1955-86 Chevrolet 262-454ci – Except 348/409
8360
with optional vacuum advance 369.99 ea
83651
HEI w/hi-energy module and coil ... 457.99 ea
8394
Digital E-Curve w/adj. timing 500.99 ea
1957-65 Chevrolet 348/409ci
8393
with optional vacuum advance 466.99 ea
1987-93 Chevrolet V6 and V8
83661
V8 with dual connector coil ..... 350.99 ea
1993-97 Chevrolet LT-1 Engines
8381
1993-94 .................................. 577.99 ea
83811
1995-97 .................................. 577.99 ea

K
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Replacement Parts for MSD Distributor
Replacement parts for MSD Pro-Billet Distributors.
1955-86 Chevrolet 262-454ci – except 348/409
8433
dist. cap for 8360, 8361, 85551... 41.99 ea
84111
dist. cap for HEI dist. 83651....... 49.99 ea
8433
dist. cap for 8394 w/male term.... 41.99 ea
8437
dist. cap for 8394 w/female term 28.99 ea
8431
dist. cap for 85701 small dia. dist. 41.99 ea
8541
dist. cap for Flat-Top crab cap dist. 62.99 ea
8467
rotor for 8360, 8361, 8394, 85551 11.99 ea
8467
rotor for 85701 small dia. dist. .... 11.99 ea
84101
rotor for 83651.......................... 18.99 ea
8531
dist. drive gear........................ 35.99 ea
1957-65 Chevrolet 348/409ci
8433
dist. cap for 8393 ...................... 41.99 ea
84101
rotor for 8393 ........................... 18.99 ea
8531
dist. drive gear........................ 35.99 ea
1987-93 Chevrolet V6 and V8
8406
cap and rotor for 83661.............. 34.99 set
84301
cap and rotor for 83671.............. 31.99 set
1993-97 Chevrolet LT-1 Engines
8481
cap and rotor for 8381 ............... 180.99 ea
84811
cap and rotor for 83811 .............. 177.99 ea
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Digital 6A/6AL
Ignition Control
MSD’s Digital 6A is
the base model of the
capacitive discharge
6425
multiple spark 6 Series
design. Same footprint as the traditional 6A and
6AL but with a lower proﬁle for a sleek look. The
6A will work with virtually any vehicle as long
as it has a 12-18 Volt electrical system. It can be
triggered using breaker points, a magnetic pickup or
the output of an electronic ampliﬁer. All necessary
parts and wiring instructions are included. Will
work on 4, 6, and 8 cylinder engines. The Digital
6AL shares the same proven circuitry of the Digital
6A with the addition of a built-in adjustable rev
limiter with 2 top mounted rotary dials.
Made in USA.
6201
all V8 ...................................... 237.99 ea
6425
all V8 with rev limiter ............ 275.99 ea

6LS Ignition Controller
The 6LS-2 Ignition
Controller allows
you to map a timing
advance curve, as
well as program a 2
step rev limiter, a vacuum
advance curve, and even a step
retard in case you want to add nitrous to
the mix. The 6LS-2 is designed speciﬁcally
for LS2/LS7 type engines with a 58 tooth wheel and
gray crank sensor connector. This 6LS-2 ignition
controller uses factory style connectors for a direct
installation and is compatible with carburetors and
EFI. Includes software CD, six timing modules,
harness, and instructions. Made in USA.
Note: Does not control fuel injection.

6012

LS2/LS7 ignition controller..... 364.99 ea

Street Fire HEI Distributor
We know the importance of a
centrifugal advance in a distributor
so our engineers made sure that the
Street Fire received an advance
assembly with coated weights
and welded weight pins (not
just pressed in like other models).
The Street Fire is ﬁt with the same gear
that is used on our Pro-Billet models. The
metallurgy of this gear has been reﬁned
for years to perform through the harshest
conditions. Inside, the ignition module and
coil work together to produce a stout spark
to light the fuel mixture for great performance. The
high voltage is transferred through a new rotor to the
brass terminals of the distributor cap and out to the
plugs. One-year warranty. Made in USA.
8362
Street Fire HEI......................... 171.99 ea
8411
cap ........................................... 35.99 ea
8410
rotor .........................................
8.99 ea
8402
coil cover ................................. 23.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Ignition System Coil
Upgrade your stock coil or
complement the performance
of your MSD 6 Series
ignition, these coils are the
right choice! The following
Blaster coils share the same
special windings and high
voltage output as the other
Blaster 2 coils, but do not
include a ballast resistor.
When you are using an MSD
ignition control, the ignition
is responsible for delivering
the voltage to the coil so a ballast is not necessary. The
Blaster 3 coil features an extra tall tower design to
improve the coil wire attachment and spark isolation
and is supplied with a 90 degree terminal
and boot. Made in USA.
8202
Blaster 2 ................................... 54.99 ea
8223
Blaster 3 ................................... 55.99 ea

Blaster Performance Coil
With a stock points style
ignition, a ballast resistor
must be placed in-line
with the positive terminal
of the coil. The following
Blaster coils are supplied
with a 0.8 Ohm ballast
resistor plus a terminal
and boot to ﬁt most
applications. Mallory
Unilite applications also
require the ballast resistor.
Available in chrome or red.
Made in USA.
Important: The ballast is not necessary if an
MSD 6 or 7 series ignition control is being used
with the points distributor.

8200
8203

Blaster 2
Blaster 2

chrome ................. 56.99 set
red ........................ 61.99 set

Blaster SS Coil
Don’t let the compact size of
the Blaster SS coil fool you
because it is packed with
performance. The efﬁcient
E-core windings are designed
to produce high amounts of
current without sacriﬁcing the
voltage output. In fact, when
used with an MSD 6 Series
Ignition, the Blaster SS produces
300 milliamps with a maximum voltage output of
40,000 Volts. The secondary windings are wound
on a segmented bobbin which reduces the chance
of voltage breakdown between the primary and
secondary windings. For more protection, these
windings are encased in a polyurethane compound
for complete protection against vibration. The
Blaster SS features brass terminals and a sturdy
Rynite housing. It is supplied with a 90 degree boot,
terminal and vibration mounts. A great addition to
CD ignitions and some stock applications.
Made in USA.
8207
................................................. 61.99 ea

Spark Guard
MSD’s spark guard
is a dielectric grease that stops voltage
leaks, eases boot removal, prevents
moisture buildup inside the spark plug
wire boots, and even helps protect
against radio noise (EMI). It also
simpliﬁes the installation of MSD
universal spark plug wire sets. Will not dry up or
harden so it retains spark isolating capabilities.
Made in USA.
8804
spark guard ............................... 20.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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35051

3508

Pro-Crimp Tool
The Pro-Crimp features interchangeable jaws allowing
for a variety of different style crimps with one heavy-duty
tool. The Pro-Crimp features a hardened steel frame with
comfortable molded hand grips. The slick ratchet action
provides secure, factory quality crimps every time. The
tool is supplied with precision crimping/stripping jaws
for MSD’s spark plug wire terminals. Made in USA.
Pro-Crimp Tool
35051
Pro-Crimp tool II .................... 93.99 ea
Replacement Dies
3506
amp pin terminal dies ............. 37.99 ea
3507
amp lug terminal dies ............. 37.99 ea
3508
plug wire terminal dies ........... 32.99 ea
3509
weather tight terminal dies ..... 48.99 ea
3510
Deutsch terminal dies ............. 48.99 ea

8.5mm Super
Conductor Spark Plug Wires
The MSD 8.5mm super conductor is the
ultimate performance wire. It’s extremely
low resistance combined with the ability
to suppress electro magnetic interference
is a combination that deﬁes the common
laws of physics. Less resistance means
more energy is going to make it to the
spark plug to ignite the air/fuel mixture.
The super conductor uses a copper alloy
conductor resulting in less than 50 Ohms
per foot of wire. This ensures that the most energy
possible makes it to the spark plug. This combination
is encased in a heavy-duty sleeve that will withstand
abrasion and high temperatures. Cap off each end
with our dual crimp terminals. Available in red or
black wire. Made in USA.

Universal Super Conductor wires
shown with multi-angle boots

2-in-1 Universal Wire Sets
These universal spark plug wires sets are made from
MSDs super conductor performance wire. Universal wire
sets have only the spark plug boot and terminal installed.
These boots and terminals are available in your choice of
a 90 degree boot or a multi-angle boot. The distributor
end boots and terminals are supplied, but not crimped
on. Both sets include terminals for engines with either
the early style (socket) and late style (HEI) distributor
caps. The wires are extra long so they can be cut-to-ﬁt
any application. Each set includes a MSD mini-stripper
crimper for easy installation. Available with wires in
either black or red. Made in USA.
90 Degree Angle
31233
black .................................... 115.99 set
31239
red ........................................ 115.99 set
Multi-Angle
31193
black .................................... 115.99 set
31199
red ........................................ 115.99 set

101.99
111.99
96.99
112.99

set
set
set
set

101.99 set
105.99 set

101.99 set
111.99 set
96.99 set

8910E

8920

Tachometer Adapter
MSD tach adapters will correct the operation of most
voltage triggered tachometers or fuel injection systems
that do not work directly off the tach output terminal of
the MSD ignition unit. If you are triggering an MSD
Blaster, 5, 6, SCI, or 7 series ignition with its white
wire or points terminal, you will need item #8910 or
8910E. For applications using green and violet wires for
magnetic pickup input, use item #8920. Made in USA.
Important: *For use on non-current limiting ignitions,
originally equipped with a ballast resistor. **For use on
current limiting ignitions, not originally equipped with a
ballast resistor.
8910*
points or ampliﬁer ................. 59.99 ea
8910E** points or ampliﬁer ................. 61.99 ea

8920

magnetic pickup .................... 76.99 ea

101.99 set
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Keep plug wires in a tidy order and away from engine
heat sources. Each separator features secure grooves
for each wire and a top bracket snaps in place to
sandwich the wires in place. Each base has a hole
for a retaining screw if desired and a tab that will
help hold it in position. The set is supplied with two
4 wire separators, two 3 wire separators and four 2
wire separators. Made in USA.
8843
Pro-Clamp separators ............... 24.99 set

6 Series Vibration Isolating Mounts
In performance applications such as off-road, racing,
and marine applications, strong vibrations can be
transmitted through the chassis to the MSD unit.
To protect the MSD from excessive vibration, we
recommend this vibration mount set. Made in USA.
8823
isolating mounts ........................ 17.99 set

8991

8990

Pro-Clamp Spark Plug Wire Separators

Important: *18" long, straight female socket coil terminal
and boot on one side with a straight female socket
distributor cap socket terminal and boot on the other.
**18" long, 90 degree male coil terminals and boots are
installed on both sides to connect to an HEI style terminal.
A terminal adapter is also supplied to adapt to a female
socket style distributor cap.
84049* 8.5mm Super Conductor.......... 18.99 ea
84039** 8.5mm Super Conductor, red... 17.99 ea
84033** 8.5mm Super Conductor, black 18.99 ea

8910

Important: *With wires over valve covers.

Red Wires
Small Block
35659*
1971-74
with HEI ..........
31659*
1971-74
without HEI .....
31359*
1975-82
with HEI ..........
31409
1978-82
with HEI ..........
Big Block
31379
1969-74
without HEI .....
35379
1969-74
with HEI ..........
Black Wires
Small Block
35653*
1971-74
with HEI ..........
31653*
1971-74
without HEI .....
31353*
1975-82
with HEI ..........
Big Block
31373
1969-74
without HEI .....

Coil Wire
If you’re changing a coil or cap to a new design, you
could ﬁnd yourself searching for different terminals
for the coil wire. MSD offers these 2 style coil wires
to make the change easy. Also, remember that the coil
wire sees 8 times the use of each plug wire so changing
the coil wire as a maintenance through the race season
is recommended. Made in USA.

Timing Light
These timing lights are designed and built for superior
accuracy and ease of use. Solid state circuitry provides
stable and accurate timing signals up to 8000 RPM. A
battery powered version, accurate up to 5000 RPM, is
also available. Each durable lightweight timing assembly
has a super bright strobe that makes timing adjustments
simple, even in direct sunlight. Both include a detachable
inductive pickup for easy storage.
8990
standard timing light ................ 186.99 ea
8991
battery powered timing light .... 247.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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400

265M

25042X

366

Power Pack Ignition System
401
209M

401

Breaker Point Distributor Parts
Tune-up parts for Mallory breaker point distributors.
Performance Points
25042X all series .................................... 24.99 ea
Condenser
400
all series (except 27) ................. 8.99 ea
401
27 series .................................... 10.99 ea
Distributor Cap
209M
all 8 cylinder series ................... 28.99 ea

607

Tune-Up Parts for GM Distributors
If your vehicle is equipped with a Chevrolet V8
engine and a GM factory distributor, upgrade to
Mallory components during your next tune-up.
You’ll enjoy increased performance, longer life and
maximum dependability.
Distributor Cap
265M 1987-95 V8 with FI exc. LT-1 ... 29.99 ea
Rotor Cap
366
1987-93 V8 with FI exc. LT-1 ... 9.99 ea
Distributor Condenser
401
1957-74 V8................................ 10.99 ea
Ignition Control Module
607
1974-87 V8 HEI., 4 prong......... 43.99 ea

This ignition system includes everything needed for a
dependable high-performance ignition in one package.
The system included a Pro Billet distributor which
features a billet aluminum housing with adjustable
collar, sealed ball bearings, mechanical advance with
extra springs for multiple curves, and a multi-polymer
distributor cap with brass contacts. The system also
includes a 50 kV power coil and a high output digital
6AL multiple spark capacitive discharge power box
with adjustable rev limiter.
Note: Not for use with 348-427 W-series engines.

A7700203

Chevrolet 262-454ci V8 ... 341.99 ea

A7700200

335

605

Power Coil
322

29349

Breakerless Distributor Parts
Tune-up parts for Mallory breakerless distributors.
Module
605
all series (except 50 and 57) ... 124.99 ea
Distributor Cap
209M
all 8 cylinder series ................ 28.99 ea
Distributor Rotor
335
37 and 38 series ...................... 15.99 ea
322
47 series 8 cylinder ................ 18.99 ea
Harness
29349
all series ................................. 19.99 ea

1957-74 E-Spark Conversion Set
Are you tired of constantly having to adjust and replace
points in your distributor? Eliminate those pesky points
altogether with Mallory’s new, low cost E-Spark
conversion sets. This self-contained conversion set ﬁts
neatly within a stock GM or Mallory distributor cap,
so it looks like original from the outside. Thanks to
specialized electronic circuitry and an infrared signal,
you’ll never again have moving parts to wear out, and
you gain better performance, drivablity, and throttle
response, plus improved fuel efﬁciency!
Delco Distributor
61001M 1957-74 all w/window cap .... 88.99 set

The TSP power coil is capable of delivering a longer
and hotter spark with up to 70% more spark energy
than stock ignition coils. Its convenient design easily
mounts to ﬁre walls, core supports and fender wells.
It features an aluminum heat sink keeping it cooler for
more efﬁcient energy output at lower temperatures.
Coils have an HEI style output tower and are rated at
50 kV maximum voltage with 260 mA peak current
with 0.35 Ohm primary resistance. Coils include
installation hardware, a coil wire boot with terminal
and a wiring harness.
A7700200
red coil ............................. 39.99 ea
A7700201
blue coil ........................... 39.99 ea
A7700202
black coil ......................... 39.99 ea

110128
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Unilite Electronic Ignition
Unilite Electronic Ignition
distributors use Mallory’s Unilite
module and can trigger either
a HyFire capacitive discharge
ignition or be run with just a coil.
Each distributor features an easy
3 wire hook up. Choose from our
mechanical advance or vacuum
advance models. Also available for
those running a mechanical tach
is a Unilite mechanical advance
model with mechanical
tach drive output.

120123

35361

Unilite Conversion for GM Distributors
3859001

Mechanical Advance Distributors
Big Block V8
8393
348ci, 409ci ....................... 466.99 ea
Mechanical Advance With Tach Drive
Big Block V8
3859001
366ci, 427ci tall block ....... 564.99 ea
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35362

Tune-Up Parts for GM Distributors

Performance Ignition

Unilite conversion sets for point distributors put an end
to high maintenance point ignition systems by installing
a proven Mallory Unilite ignition conversion set. By
utilizing specialized electronic circuitry and an infrared
signal, ignition timing is stable from 1 RPM through
10,000! Features include more accurate ignition timing
than any other type of system, improves performance
and fuel efﬁciency, easy-to-install with simple hand
tools, reduced maintenance (never change points
again) and latest thermal clad based surface mount
construction for maximum dependability and long-life.
501 1957-74
8 cylinder. ................ 172.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

If your vehicle is equipped with a Chevrolet V8 engine and
a GM factory distributor, upgrade to Accel components
during your next tune-up. You’ll enjoy increased
performance, longer life, and maximum dependability.
Distributor Cap
120123 1955-56 V8 breaker point .. 42.99 ea
Points
110128 1957-74 high-performance 32.99 ea
110128 1957-74 high-performance 32.99 ea
Ignition Control Module
35361
1974-87 HEI, 4 prong......... 50.99 ea
35363
1981-90 HEI, 7 prong......... 64.99 ea
35362
1986-90 GM dist #103749 61.99 ea
35370E 1990-95 GM dist #1103880 96.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Performance Ignition
High Density,
8.0mm High Gloss
High Durometer Yellow, Blue, Black or
Red 450 Degrees F

Fiberglass/
Kevlar
Stranded

Conductive High Resistance
Carbon Graphite

Fiberglass/
Kevlar
Stranded
Inner Core

High Density,
High Temperature,
High Durometer

Silicone Insulation

8.8mm High Gloss
Yellow 550 Degrees
F Silicone Jacket

Carbon
Graphite
Semi-Reactive
Fiberglass
Element
Heavy Gauge
Braid
Stainless Steel
Alloy Conductor Conductive Coating

Fiberglass Braid

All Kevlar
Stranded
Inner Core

High Density, High
Temperature
High Durometer
Silicone Insulation

8.8mm High Gloss
Black 600 Degrees F
Silicone Jacket

Ferrite
EMI/RFI
Suppression
Fiberglass Braid
Heavy Gauge
Element
Copper Nickel Alloy
Conductor
Conductive Coating

Superstock

8.8mm Spiral

EXTREME 9000 Ceramic Wires

Applications: Performance upgrade to OE type/
replacement type.
Features: Silicone spark plug boots, yellow, blue,
red, and black silicone wire, zinc-plated steel spark
plug terminals.
Beneﬁts: Efﬁcient transmitter of ignition energy,
popular priced performance, oversized upgrade
where OE is 7mm.
Construction: 8mm, 450 degree F silicone and
EPDM rubber construction with a ﬁberglass braid.
Core: Carbon/graphite conductive material, high
resistance suppression, ﬁberglass/Kevlar, 3000-7000
Ohms per foot resistance.

This ACCEL 8.8mm wire set feature a carbon/
graphite element that virtually eliminate RFI noise
while providing maximum conductivity for ultimate
performance in any race or street application. Double
silicon insulation eliminates leakage and misﬁre.

Increase ignition energy with these incredibly low
resistance severe duty spark plug wires! These 8mm
wires are designed for forced induction, HD truck,
and racing applications. These wires can withstand
up to 600 degrees F while offering a mere 500 Ohm/
ft of resistance and complete EMI/RFI suppression.
The ceramic plug boots and stainless steel terminals
withstand temperatures up to 2000 degrees F.
Compatible with both pre- and post-HEI systems.

Note: Available in yellow, blue, black, or red. Specify color
when ordering.

4040
4041

8mm
8mm

Fiberglass/
Kevlar
Stranded
Inner Core

specify color ............. 45.99 set
specify color ............. 45.99 set

High Density,
High Temperature,
High Durometer
Silicone Insulation

8.0mm High Gloss
Yellow, Blue, Black
or Red 550 Degrees
F Silicone Jacket

Applications: Performance street/strip.
Features: 8.8mm oversized wire, oversized 8.8mm
silicone spark plug boots, high gloss yellow wire,
stainless steel spark plug terminals.
Beneﬁts: True performance upgrade, increased
ignition energy due to lower resistance.
Construction: 8.8mm, 550 degrees F double silicone
construction with a ﬁberglass braid.
Core: Spiral wound stainless steel alloy conductor,
magnetic suppression, semi-reactive material,
ﬁberglass/Kevlar core, 500 Ohms per foot resistance.
Spiral Core
8031
8.8mm yellow .................... 101.99 set
8033
8.8mm yellow .................... 96.99 set
All Kevlar
Stranded
Inner Core

Carbon
Graphite
Semi-Reactive
Element
Heavy Gauge
Stainless Steel
Alloy Conductor

Superstock Spiral

Year
1950-75
1975-89
1982-93
1987-94
1987-93
1958-65
1955-75
1974-86
1965-75
1974-79

8.0mm High Gloss
Black 600 Degrees
F Silicone Jacket

specify color ............ 59.99 set
specify color ............ 64.99 set

Engine, Model, & Notes
6 cylinder with point ignition
6 cylinder 250, 292 with HEI
V6 2.8L
V6 4.3L with six 90 degree boots
small block exc. Corvette
348, 409 with point ignition
small block with point ignition
SB w/HEI with eight 90o boots
big block with point ignition
big block with HEI

8145

8145C

Fiberglass Braid

300+ Race Wire
Applications: Race engine configurations.
Features: Silicone spark plug boots, black wire,
stainless steel spark plug terminal.
Benefits: Maximum energy to spark plug, heaviest
gauge conductor in the industry, 8.8mm oversized
racing wire, complete suppression of EMI/RFI
(radio noise).
Construction: 8.8 mm, 600 degrees F double
silicone construction with a fiberglass braid.
Core: HD gauge spiral wound copper/nickel alloy
conductor, magnetic suppression and fully reactive
ferrite material, all Kevlar core, 150 Ohms per
foot resistance.
7030
8.8mm spiral core – black ... 120.99 set

5040
5040
5040
•
•
5040
5041
5041
5040
5040

Extreme 9000
A8700197
A8700197

8031
8031
8033
7030
8031
8033
8033

8140HV

Conductive Coating

SuperStock SuperStock Spiral 8mm Spiral 300+ Race

•
•
4040
4041
4041
4040
4040

8140C

A8700198

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

140001

140005

140011

High-Performance Coil
Replace your stock coil with an Accel highperformance coil for increased performance, longer life
and maximum dependability. A variety of applications
are available for breaker point and breakerless ignition.
Ignition Coil
42,000 Volt Coil – Breaker Point or Breakerless Ignition
8140C
1955-74 chrome................... 35.99 ea
8140
1955-74 yellow.................... 30.99 ea
45,000 Volt Coil – Breaker Point or Breakerless Ignition
140001 1955-74 super coil ............... 76.99 ea
45,000 Volt Coil for Breakerless Ignition
8145C
1955-74 chrome................... 46.99 ea
8145
1955-74 yellow.................... 39.99 ea
8140HV 1955-74 high vibration ........ 59.99 ea
45,000 Volt HEI In-cap Super Coil with Cover
140003 1974-87 w/red & yellow wires 76.99 ea
140005 1974-87 w/red & white wires 76.99 ea
48,000 Volt HEI In-cap Super Coil
140013 1974-87 w/red & yellow wires 76.99 ea
48,000 Volt HEI Remote Mount Super Coil
140011 1984-95 .................................. 51.99 ea
45,000 Volt AC/Delco Style DIS Super Coil
140017 1986-01 .................................. 46.99 ea

Performance Ignition
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Note: Available in yellow, blue, black, or red. Specify color
when ordering.

8mm
8mm

With Straight White Ceramic Boots
A8700197 8mm black .................... 118.99 set
With 90 Degree White Ceramic Boots
A8700198 8mm black .................... 118.99 set
With 45 Degree White Ceramic Boots
A8700199 8mm black .................... 118.99 set

8140
Ferrite
EMI/RFI
Suppression
Element
Heavy Gauge
Stainless Steel
Alloy Conductor

Fiberglass Braid
Conductive Coating

Applications: Late model coverage.
Features: Color matched silicone spark plug boots,
high gloss blue, black, red, and yellow wire stainless
steel spark plug terminals.
Beneﬁts: Increased ignition energy due to lower
resistance, oversized upgrade where OE is 7mm.
Construction: 8mm, 550 degrees F double silicone
construction with a ﬁberglass braid.
Core: Spiral wound stainless steel alloy conductor,
magnetic suppression and semi-reactive material,
ﬁberglass/Kevlar core, 500 Ohms per foot resistance.

5040
5041

High Density,
High Temperature,
High Durometer
Silicone Insulation

Important: Universal 8 cylinder sets can be used for 6
cylinder applications.

Performance Ignition
NEVER CHANGE
POINTS AGAIN!

Ignitor shown
here installed

by

Pertronix
30 Month
Limited
Warranty

K
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The Ignitor II electronic ignition goes an extra step
beyond for even more power and efﬁciency! It senses
levels of current in the coil, and uses a powerful micro
controller to adjust the dwell to maintain peak energy
throughout the entire RPM range. As engine RPM and
operating conditions change, dwell time is increased
or decreased to provide more energy at higher RPM,
reducing misﬁres while improving engine performance.
Ignitor II develops nearly 4 times more available energy
between 3000 and 5000 RPM, and double the available
plug voltage! The Ignitor II’s higher RPM performance
is maximized when used with the new Flame-Thrower
II super low resistance (0.6 Ohms) 45,000 Volt coil,
but the system is compatible with any induction coil.
Includes a 30-month warranty and is emissions legal
in all 50 states and Canada!
6 Cylinder
PX91162 1963-74 6 cylinder .......... 113.99 set
8 Cylinder with Hall-Effect Style Sensor
PX91181 1957-74 8 cylinder .......... 111.99 set

Ignition box performance without the box. The Ignitor
III is the most advanced points replacement set. It
is literally an ignition box inside your distributor. It
features multiple sparks throughout the entire RPM
range and a REV limiter accurate to +/- 50 RPM
which is set by you with an LED user feedback for rev
limit conﬁrmation. The Ignitor III module generates 5
times more spark than points. This means more spark
energy creating more horsepower and better mileage.
The Ignitor III features include: adaptive dwell which
maintains peak energy throughout the entire RPM
range, reducing misﬁres while improving engine
performance. Peak current level is reached just prior to
spark for maximum energy without the heat build-up,
increasing coil performance and module reliability.
Legal in all 50 states and Canada. Fits GM V8 single
point type distributors.
Note: Not available for 6 cylinder.

524

An optimized
winding design
to maximize
spark gap
current and
available
PX3000
PX3002
voltage. When teamed
with the Flame-Thrower module, they produce 100%
more energy across the spark plug gap compared to
the OEM coil. Select the matching Flame-Thrower
module for your application to create a proven
performance combo! Note: Replaces OEM coils with the
same color wires listed.

Eliminates points and moving parts that wear out,
while delivering twice the voltage to the spark plugs
over stock to increase horsepower, fuel economy
and plug life! Optimal performance can be achieved
when used with the Flame-Thrower 40,000 Volt coil.
Ignitor is concealed entirely within the distributor so
you have no unsightly black box to clutter up your
engine compartment. Easily installs in minutes with no
complex wiring, is compatible with 12 Volt negative
ground systems, and it’s smog legal in all 50 states
and Canada! Includes a 30-month warranty.
6 Cylinder
PX1162A
1963-74 6 cylinder ....... 88.99 set
8 Cylinder with Point-Lobe Style Sensor
PX1181LSC 1957-74 8 cylinder ....... 77.99 set
8 Cylinder with Hall-Effect Style Sensor
PX1181
1957-74 8 cylinder ....... 77.99 set

PX71181

50,000 Volt HEI Coil

1957-74 .............................. 132.99 ea

Performance Ignition

HEI In-Cap Mounted Coil
PX3000
black/yellow/red wire............ 46.99 ea
PX3001
black/white/red wire.............. 50.99 ea
HEI Remote Mounted Coil
PX3002
1985-95 ................................. 50.99 ea

Performance Coil
Complete your ignition
upgrade with a Flame-Thrower
high-performance coil. Best
when used with the Ignitor
Electronic Ignition Conversion,
the Flame-Thrower highperformance coil ﬁts existing
PX45001
PX45011
coil brackets for a clean,
factory look. Enables larger plug gaps for greater
fuel efﬁciency and more power. Available with
either a chrome or black ﬁnish. Choose from a
variety of voltages and primary
resistance ratings.
40,000 Volt Coil – 1.5 & 3.0 Ohm
These Flame-Thrower coils are compatible with breaker
point ignition systems or vehicles equipped with the
original Ignitor system. Choice of 6 or 8 cylinder.
Chrome Oil Filled
PX40501 6 cylinder 3.0 Ohm ........... 40.99 ea
PX40001 8 cylinder 1.5 Ohm ........... 35.99 ea
Black Oil Filled
PX40511 6 cylinder 3.0 Ohm ........... 31.99 ea
PX40011 8 cylinder 1.5 Ohm ........... 31.99 ea
Black Epoxy Filled
PX40611 6 cylinder 3.0 Ohm ........... 44.99 ea
PX40111 8 cylinder 1.5 Ohm ........... 44.99 ea
45,000 Volt Coil – 0.6 Ohm
The Flame-Thrower II coils are for use on vehicles
equipped with the Ignitor II system.
Chrome Oil Filled
PX45001 4, 6 or 8 cylinder................... 39.99 ea
Black Oil Filled
PX45011 4, 6 or 8 cylinder................... 38.99 ea
Black Epoxy Filled
PX45111 4, 6 or 8 cylinder................... 49.99 ea
45,000 Volt Coil – 0.32 Ohm
The Flame-Thrower III coils are for use on vehicles
equipped with the Ignitor III system.
Chrome Oil Filled
PX44001 8 cylinder ......................... 49.99 ea
Black Oil Filled
PX44011 8 cylinder ......................... 39.99 ea

HV 60,000 Volt Coil
The Flame-Thrower
HV (high voltage)
coil have an E-Core
design which is rated
at a sizzling 60,000
Volts and operates with
no degradation of energy
throughout the temperature
ranges. Made from 6063-T5
aluminum, it efﬁciently transfers heat to optimize
energy output, and the housing is black anodized
for increased corrosion resistance. Available in 3
different resistances for compatibility with most
points and electronic ignition systems. Standard
threaded connections and mounting hardware
are included.
PX60104
0.45 Ohm ........................... 82.99 ea
PX60115
1.5 Ohm ............................. 78.99 ea
PX60130
3.0 Ohm ............................. 82.99 ea

HC 60,000 Volt Coil
The Flame-Thrower HC
(high current) coils have
an E-Core design which
is rated at 60,000 Volts
with an ultra low .32
primary resistance and
has a high current design
for a rapid charge rate. Made
from 6063-T5 aluminum, it
efﬁciently transfers heat to optimize energy output.
The housing is black anodized for increased corrosion
resistance and has a precision machined male high
tension terminal and brass primary terminals. It is
compatible with Ignitor II and Ignitor III systems as
well as most capacitive discharge boxes. Standard
threaded connections and mounting hardware
are included.
PX60103
0.32 Ohm ............................ 71.99 ea

HyperSpark Ignition Coil
Sniper EFI HyperSpark
ignition coil from Holley
Performance. This coil
features an innovative
connector and
integrated bracket for
a secure connection
and simpliﬁed
mounting. Its powerful
135MJ of spark ensure
complete combustion
and improved performance.
Like the rest of the HyperSpark line of ignition
products, this coil is designed to be “Plug and
Play” with Sniper EFI Systems.
H556152
............................................. 37.99 ea

Ignition Modules

HyperSpark CD Ignition Box

These performance
ignition modules are direct
PX20011
replacements for GM computer
controlled distributors. These
modules provide enhanced high
RPM performance and increase
spark plug voltage when used
with a corresponding
PX20021
Flame-Thrower coil.
Pertronix Flame-Thrower Modules
PX2000
1974-88 4 pin, 6.9 amp ..... 48.99
PX20011 1980-91 7 pin, 6.0 amp ..... 59.99
PX20021 1987-91 8 pin, 6.0 amp ..... 57.99
Proform Modules
66944C
1974-88 4 pin .................... 22.99

Sniper EFI HyperSpark
ignition box from
Holley Performance.
This box features a
sealed and powder
coated housing, and
an external LED to
verify 12V, cranking
RPM, and low battery
voltage. Its powerful 135MJ
of spark ensure complete combustion and improved
performance. Like the rest of the HyperSpark line
of ignition products, this coil is designed to be
“Plug and Play” with Sniper EFI Systems.
H556151 all V8 ................................... 199.99 ea

ea
ea
ea
ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Magnetic Trigger Billet
Distributor
red

blue

black

HEI Distributor
HEI systems rely on a great module and
a great coil. Available in machined or
cast ﬁnishes. Operates without misﬁres
up to a minimum of 7500 RPM. That’s
3000 RPM higher than most enthusiasts
report with their stock HEI. Produces
67% more energy in the coil, delivers
twice the energy across the spark gap
allowing wider plug gaps (.050-.055).
12-month limited warranty.
Note: Please specify red, blue or
black cap when ordering.

PX101
PX102

machined dist. .. 248.99 ea
cast distributor.. 205.99 ea

“Plug and Play”
Billet Distributor
“Plug and Play”
billet distributors are
designed for maximum
ignition performance and
easy installation, all at a
price that you can afford.
Replace your outdated points
or electronic distributor with
this performance proven
PX100711
distributor. These vacuum
advance standard deck height
distributors feature the patented
Ignitor II electronics and a CNCmachined 6061-T6 billet housing.
Fits Chevrolet small block or big
block engines.
Female Terminals
PX100700
black cap .. 235.99 ea
PX100701
red cap ...... 235.99 ea
Male Terminals
PX100710
black cap .. 235.99 ea
PX100711
red cap ...... 235.99 ea

These Flame-Thrower
billet slip-collar
distributors are designed to
give maximum ignition
performance and
easy installation.
Designed for small
block or big block
Chevrolet engines, D105810
these distributors provide all
the features and beneﬁts that
the complete line of FlameThrower distributors offer. The
slip-collar design ﬁts either standard
deck or tall deck applications.
D105810
D105811

black cap ...... 333.99 ea
red cap .......... 333.99 ea

Performance Advance Curve Set
H565304

Note: Must be used with an ignition box.
Not legal for use on pollution
controlled vehicles.

PX300810
PX300811

black cap .. 232.99 ea
red cap ...... 232.99 ea

Cast Stock Look
Distributor
These FlameThrower distributors
are disguised as
stock point type
distributors. Featuring
a hardened precision
ground gear with
adjustable vacuum
advance and a tailored
advance curve, these
PX710460
distributors are built
to last. Available with standard Ignitor
ignition or with the high-performance
Ignitor III high energy multi-spark
module with adjustable RPM limiter.
Includes brass contact high dielectric
cap and rotor. 50 state legal.
Made in USA.

This Performance Advance Curve
Set features precision machined
chromoly weights and center plate to
eliminate erratic timing. Three sets of
springs, guide bushings, and complete
installation instructions make recurving
your distributor easy.
66948C
........................... 8.99 ea

HyperSpark Distributor
Sniper EFI HyperSpark distributor
from Holley Performance. This
high-performance billet aluminum
distributor features a unique “noise
free” Hall-Effect crank trigger with
a welded shutter wheel for years of
reliable, accurate service. Hall-Effect
triggers provide a clean RPM signal
required for EFI systems like the Sniper
EFI. This distributor makes adding
timing control to a Sniper EFI system
a “Plug and Play” procedure. Includes
wire retainer and a patented clear
installation cap for an easy installation.
H565300 SBC/BBC .... 249.99 ea

HEI Wire Harness and Capacitor
When upgrading your distributor, don’t
overlook this essential component.
66946C
......................... 17.99 ea

Note: Fits non computer controlled small
block and big block Chevrolet engines
except 305 and “W series” 348 - 409.

PX104600
PX710460

w/Ignitor ..... 181.99 ea
w/Ignitor III 214.99 ea

66947BKC

HEI Cap and Rotor Set
66945BKC

H565200

66947BC
66947BKC
66947RC

blue.............. 24.99 set
black ............ 27.99 set
red ............... 31.99 set

HEI Distributor Tune-Up Set
Perk up the performance of your stock
Chevrolet HEI distributor! These sets
include: a street/strip 4 pin module
and coil combination, rotor and
cap, coil cover, adjustable vacuum
advance canister, high-performance
advance set, wire harness with
capacitor, and hardware.
Note: For use on Chevrolet V8 with a red/
yellow coil wire.

Pertronix Flame-Thrower Set
PX8000
black cap ... 127.99 set
PX8001
red cap ...... 127.99 set
PX8002
blue cap..... 127.99 set
Proform Set
66945BKC black cap ... 76.99 set
66945RC
red cap ...... 77.99 set
66945BC
blue cap..... 79.99 set

Dual Sync Distributor
Holley EFI Dual Sync distributor
for small and big block Chevrolet
engines. These high-quality “Plug and
Play” distributors are constructed of
CNC-machined billet aluminum and
come with a hardened steel distributor
gear. They feature Hall-Effect sensors
for cam and crankshaft position for
sequential fueling operation. The
precision machined shutter wheel
ensures an accurate RPM signal well
beyond 8000 RPM. Designed for simple
“Plug and Play” installation with Holley
EFI systems.
H565200 SBC/BBC ...... 362.99 ea
H565204 tall deck BBC 362.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

66942R

HEI High Power Distributor Coil Set
Get this 50,000 Volt high power
distributor set in your choice of
colored caps.
66942B
w/blue cap..... 49.99 set
66942BK w/black cap ... 49.99 set
66942R
w/red cap ...... 49.99 set

Performance Ignition
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Billet Slip-Collar
Distributor

These magnetic
triggering billet
distributors for sb/bb Chevy
engines contain a precision
magnetic pickup coil and
reluctor that produce a strong
crisp signal even at extremely
low RPM. The over molded
pickup coil has excellent
corrosion resistance and a
standard Tyco mate plug for
easy wiring. This distributor PX300811
is compatible with most
capacitive discharge and magnetically
triggered ignition systems. Distributors
have a mechanical centrifugal advance.
Available with black or red caps.

Ignition Wires
Limitede
Lifetim y
Warrant

OEM Style Spark Plug Sets
Designed to Replace the
Original Plug Wires for
1967-02 Camaro Models.

36454

Includes correct coded production dates!
Available from 1967 through 1974
Correct Packard TVR Suppression markings
Ofﬁcially Licensed by General Motors

1967-74 Date Coded Spark Plug Wire Set
Classic Industries® stocks reproductions of the original
style Delco Packard plug wires used with 1967-74
Camaro models. Each wire includes the original style
lettering with the wording Packard TVR Suppression.
All wires are date coded based on the production
quarter of the vehicle. “1-Q” indicates the ﬁrst half of
the production model year and “3-Q” indicates the 2nd
half of the production year. Wiring sets are produced
for Camaros with original exhaust manifolds.
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Note: These are not for use with after market type headers
or aftermarket manifolds. Wiring may be applicable
for use with other manifolds or headers but are not
guaranteed to fit. 3Q dated plug wires may be correct
for use on vehicles manufactured in the first months of
the succeeding years production.

36453
36454
36429
36430
36543
36544
36508
36509
36455
36456
36431
36432
36545
36546
36510
36511
36457
36458
36433
36434
36547
36548
36512
36513
36435
36436
36549
36550
36514
36515
36437
36438
36552
36551
36516
36517
36439
36440
36553
36554
36518
36519
36441
36442
36520
36521
36443
36444
36522
36523
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1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1968
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1969
1970
1970
1970
1970
1970
1970
1971
1971
1970
1971
1971
1971
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1972
1973
1973
1973
1973
1974
1974
1974
1974

L6
L6
L6
L6
V8
V8
V8
V8
L6
L6
L6
L6
V8
V8
V8
V8
L6
L6
L6
L6
V8
V8
V8
V8
L6
L6
V8
V8
V8
V8
L6
L6
V8
V8
V8
V8
L6
L6
V8
V8
V8
V8
L6
L6
V8
V8
L6
L6
V8
V8

3-Q-66 all with AC
1-Q-67 all with AC
3-Q-66 all w/o AC
1-Q-67 all w/o AC
3-Q-66 all BB ........
1-Q-67 all BB ........
3-Q-67 all SB.........
1-Q-67 all SB.........
3-Q-68 all with AC
1-Q-68 all with AC
3-Q-67 all w/o AC
1-Q-68 all w/o AC
3-Q-67 all BB ........
1-Q-68 all BB ........
3-Q-67 all SB.........
1-Q-68 all SB.........
3-Q-68 all with AC
1-Q-69 all with AC
3-Q-68 all w/o AC
1-Q-69 all w/o AC
3-Q-68 all BB ........
1-Q-69 all BB ........
3-Q-68 all SB.........
1-Q-69 all SB.........
3-Q-69 all ..............
1-Q-70 all ..............
3-Q-69 all BB ........
1-Q-70 all BB ........
3-Q-69 all SB.........
1-Q-70 all SB.........
3-Q-70 all ..............
1-Q-71 all ..............
3-Q-70 all BB ........
1-Q-71 all BB ........
3-Q-70 all SB.........
1-Q-71 all SB.........
3-Q-71 all ..............
1-Q-72 all ..............
3-Q-71 all BB ........
1-Q-72 all BB ........
3-Q-72 all SB.........
1-Q-72 all SB.........
3-Q-72 all ..............
1-Q-73 all ..............
3-Q-72 all ..............
1-Q-73 all ..............
3-Q-73 all ..............
1-Q-74 all ..............
3-Q-73 all ..............
1-Q-74 all ..............
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54.99
54.99
54.99
54.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
55.99
55.99
55.99
55.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
55.99
55.99
55.99
55.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
55.99
55.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
55.99
55.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
55.99
55.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
55.99
55.99
74.99
74.99
55.99
55.99
74.99
74.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

PX708101

Custom Fit for Your Application!
7.0mm to Fit Original Wiring Looms!
Plain Black Wires without Script for a Stock Look!
Hi-Temp Silicone Jackets!

QW892

1967-74 Spark Plug Wires
These Flame-Thrower high-performance spark plug
wires were created with the classic car in mind. They
are manufactured in original 7mm size jackets to ﬁt
stock wiring looms. With no markings or script of any
kind on the wire, they maintain a stock appearance yet
give you all the beneﬁts of a high-performance wire
set including: 2 current paths spiral wound stainless
steel alloy winding and carbon impregnated ﬁberglass
center core, low 500 Ohm per foot resistance, silicone
jackets to resist high temperatures, moisture, oil
and chemicals. They also have EPDM rubber inner
insulation for superior heat resistance and prevention
of arcing and voltage leaks. Fiberglass reinforcing
braid is added for strength and ﬂexibility. Lifetime
Warranty, Made in USA.
PX706101 1967-73 6 cylinder all ..... 49.99 set
PX708101 1967-70 SB ..................... 50.99 set
PX708103 1971-74 SB without HEI 48.99 set
PX708102 1967-74 BB without HEI 48.99 set

1967-87 Spark Plug Wire Sets
The replacement Delco spark plug wires are a service
replacement product and do not include the original
style lettering or date codes. Each spark plug wire
will replace your original help keep your car running
smoothly. Available for all 8 cylinder Camaro models.
Includes set of 8 plug wires and the coil wire.
D604 1967-74 big block..................... 34.99 set
D649 1974
Z28 with HEI ............. 49.99 set
D649 1975-77 small block with HEI 49.99 set
D650 1982-83 2.5F (LQ8) 2.5-2 (LL1) 36.99 set
D651 1984-86 2.5-2 (LQ9) ................ 33.99 set
D653 1982
5.0-7 (LV5)................. 50.99 set
D654 1982-86 5.0H (LG4)................. 46.99 set
D654 1983-86 5.0G (L69).................. 46.99 set
D655 1987
5.0H (LG4)................. 48.99 set
D656 1985-87 2.8S (LB8).................. 41.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

QW795

1967-02 Spark Plug Wires
Spark plug wires are a major component in the vehicles
ignition system. Electrical failure can be greatly
hastened by loose connections at the ignition coil(s),
distributor, or spark plugs causing telltale corrosion
at connectors. Over time this loosening can develop
from quality variations in the wires themselves,
or through normal engine vibration. Other causes
include retainer failure, ﬂuid leakage onto the wires
causing the wires to swell and soften, or even poor
original routing (too close to exhaust components or
components with sharp edges). When these conditions
exist, and they may or may not cause a noticeable
misﬁre, the wires must be replaced immediately or
they will wreak havoc on other components such as
ignition coils and nearby electronics or exhaust system
components such as oxygen sensors and catalytic
converters. These replacement wires are tailored to
ﬁt your speciﬁc application.
6 Cylinder
QW833
1980-81
231-A ............ 28.99 set
QW842
1980-81
3.8-K ............. 34.99 set
QW849
1982-84
2.8-1 .............. 29.99 set
QW868
1985-89
2.8-S ............. 28.99 set
QW923
1990-92
3.1-T ............. 26.99 set
QW795
1993-95
3.4-S ............. 24.99 set
QW1123
1995-99
3.8-K ............. 24.99 set
QW1375
2000-02
3.8-K ............. 29.99 set
8 Cylinder
QW823
1974-79
all .................. 31.99 set
QW925
1980
305-H ............ 19.99 set
QW823
1980
267, 350 ........ 31.99 set
QW925
1981
267, 305 ........ 19.99 set
QW893
1985-86
5.0-F ............. 37.99 set
QW892
1987
5.0-H ............. 37.99 set
QW986
1993
5.7 ................. 52.99 set
QW1066
1994-95
5.7 ................. 68.99 set
QW1117
1996-97
5.7 ................. 69.99 set
QW1219
1998-02
5.7 ................. 51.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Ignition Wires
Thunder Volt 50 Ignition Wires

A970101K

A970105B

Thunder Volt 8.2 Ignition Wires

A9720025

SST Shielded Ignition Wires
Taylor SST Shielded 8mm wires complement any engine
with chrome, polish, or braided lines. A spiral wound
conductor layered in two layers of a synthetic silicone
blend jacketed with a braided tin coated copper cover and
blue silicone boots offers protection up to 550 degrees.
Note: Installation requires the use of an included
grounding kit.

Small Block
Over Valve Cover Wires
A9720023 1961-74 socket & 90° boots .
A9720024 1974-80 HEI & 90° boots.....
A9720025 1974-90 HEI & 135° boots...
A9720026 1978-86 HEI & 90/180° boot
Around Valve Cover Wires
A9720027 1975-82 HEI & 90° boots.....
Under Header Wires
A9720028 1955-74 socket & 90° boots .
Big Block
Over Valve Cover Wires
A9720029 1964-75 socket & 135° boots
A9720025 1974-90 HEI & 135° boots...

76.99
76.99
79.99
80.99

set
set
set
set

80.99 set
74.99 set

80.99 set
79.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

A970114R

A970122B

409 Pro Race Ignition Wires
Taylor 409 Pro Race 10.4mm high-performance ignition
wires are designed for street and track performance.
Featuring tightly woven heat treated ﬁberglass braid over
a 100% silicone Spiro-Pro ignition wire providing a 3
layer jacket these wires have a 102,000 Volt dielectric
strength and thermal protection to 600 degrees. The
spiral wound core with 350 Ohm resistance per foot
has excellent EMI and RFI suppression making them
perfect for extreme electronic ignition systems.Available
in black, red, and blue with low proﬁle silicone Pro
Boot spark plug boots. Universal wire sets include both
standard socket and HEI boots with the appropriate
terminals. Made in USA.
Universal Fit 8 Cylinder Sets
A970112K black 90° boots .................. 118.99 set
A970112R red 90° boots .................. 111.99 set
A970112B blue 90° boots .................. 115.99 set
A970113K black 135° boots ................ 116.99 set
A970113R red 135° boots ................ 116.99 set
A970113B blue 135° boots ................ 119.99 set
A970114K black 180° boots ................ 123.99 set
A970114R red 180° boots ................ 110.99 set
A970114B blue 180° boots ................ 121.99 set
Custom Race Fit Over Valve Cover Sets
Small Block
A970115R red socket & 90° boots .. 126.99 set
A970115B blue socket & 90° boots .. 124.99 set
A970116R red HEI & 90° boots ...... 110.99 set
A970116B blue HEI & 90° boots ...... 99.99 set
Big Block
A970119R red socket & 135° boots 120.99 set
A970119B blue socket & 135° boots 131.99 set
A970120R red HEI & 135° boots .... 106.99 set
A970120B blue HEI & 135° boots .... 118.99 set
Custom Race Fit Under Header Wire
Small Block
A970117R red socket & 90° boots .. 121.99 set
A970117B blue socket & 90° boots .. 119.99 set
A970118R red HEI & 90° boots ...... 104.99 set
A970118B blue HEI & 90° boots ...... 125.99 set
Big Block
A970121R red socket & 90° boots .. 114.99 set
A970121B blue socket & 90° boots .. 116.99 set
A970122R red HEI & 90° boots ...... 107.99 set
A970122B blue HEI & 90° boots ...... 119.99 set
Custom Fit Model Speciﬁc Sets
Red Wire Sets
A970123R 1993-97 5.7L LT1 ....... 119.99 set
A970124R 1999-02 5.7L LS1 ....... 63.99 set
Blue Wire Sets
A970123B 1993-97 5.7L LT1 ....... 117.99 set
A970124B 1999-02 5.7L LS1 ....... 68.99 set

Ignition Wires
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Taylor Thunder Volt 8.2mm ignition wires are dynotested and proven to increase horsepower and torque.
Designed with a Ferrite spiral wound core coated with
a blend of copper/nickle bonded with a conductive
acrylic cover for only 40 Ohms per foot of resistance
with optimum RFI and EMI suppression. A 2 layer
100% Zimplex silicone outer jacket for heat protection
up to 600 degrees. Available in black, red, or blue with
gray silicone spark plug boots. Universal wire sets
include both standard socket and HEI boots with the
appropriate terminals. Made in USA.
Universal Fit 8 Cylinder Sets
A970101K black 90° boots ................ 75.99 set
A970101R red
90° boots ................ 75.99 set
A970101B blue
90° boots ................ 76.99 set
A970102K black 135° boots .............. 70.99 set
A970102R red
135° boots .............. 77.99 set
A970102B blue
135° boots .............. 67.99 set
A970103K black 180° boots .............. 67.99 set
A970103R red
180° boots .............. 77.99 set
A970103B blue
180° boots .............. 77.99 set
Custom Race Fit Over Valve Cover Sets
Small Block
A970104K black socket & 90° boots 77.99 set
A970104R red
socket & 90° boots 75.99 set
A970104B blue
socket & 90° boots 78.99 set
A970105K black HEI & 90° boots .... 69.99 set
A970105R red
HEI & 90° boots .... 62.99 set
A970105B blue
HEI & 90° boots .... 77.99 set
Big Block
A970108K black socket & 135° boots 76.99 set
A970108R red
socket & 135° boots 75.99 set
A970108B blue
socket & 135° boots 71.99 set
A970109K black HEI & 135° boots .. 70.99 set
A970109R red
HEI & 135° boots .. 70.99 set
A970109B blue
HEI & 135° boots .. 70.99 set
Custom Race Fit Under Header Wire
Small Block
A970106K black socket & 90° boots 74.99 set
A970106R red
socket & 90° boots 68.99 set
A970106B blue
socket & 90° boots 69.99 set
A970107K black HEI & 90° boots .... 62.99 set
A970107R red
HEI & 90° boots .... 65.99 set
A970107B blue
HEI & 90° boots .... 83.99 set
Big Block
A970110K black socket & 90° boots 88.99 set
A970110R red
socket & 90° boots 73.99 set
A970110B blue
socket & 90° boots 74.99 set
A970111K black HEI & 90° boots .... 75.99 set
A970111R red
HEI & 90° boots .... 83.99 set
A970111B blue
HEI & 90° boots .... 76.99 set

Taylor Thunder
Volt 10.4mm
ignition wires
are dyno-tested and proven
with increases up to 5
horsepower and 7 pounds
of torque. Designed
with a Ferrite spiral
wound core coated
with a blend of
copper/nickel bonded
with a conductive acrylic
cover to provide low
resistance at only 40 Ohms per A9720015
foot with optimum RFI and
EMI suppression. Features a tightly woven
heat treated ﬁberglass braid and a 3 layer 100%
Zimplex silicone outer jacket for heat protection up to
600 degrees with a 102,000 Volt dielectric strength.
Available in black with gold lettering and low proﬁle
color coordinated silicone boots. Universal wire sets
include both standard socket and HEI boots with
the appropriate terminals. Made in USA.
Universal Fit 8 Cylinder Sets
A9720010
90° boots ........................ 123.99 set
A9720011
135° boots ...................... 147.99 set
A9720012
180° boots ...................... 144.99 set
Custom Race Fit Over Valve Cover Sets
Small Block
A9720013
socket and 90° boots ...... 139.99 set
A9720014
HEI and 90° boots .......... 118.99 set
Big Block
A9720017
socket and 135° boots .... 142.99 set
A9720018
HEI and 135° boots ........ 121.99 set
Custom Race Fit Under Header Wire
Small Block
A9720015
socket and 90° boots ...... 141.99 set
A9720016
HEI and 90° boots .......... 134.99 set
Big Block
A9720019
socket and 90° boots ...... 133.99 set
A9720020
HEI and 90° boots .......... 117.99 set
Custom Fit Model Speciﬁc Sets
A9720021
1993-97
5.7L LT1 ...... 137.99 set
A9720022
1999-02
5.7L LS1 ...... 78.99 set

Ignition Wire Accessories

MN2417

TT14200

Spark Plug Gapper
Gauges and gaps all types of spark plugs from 0.20"
to .100" (.50mm to 2.53mm) Includes tapered edge
for gauging spark plugs. Specially designed hole with
ﬂange adjusts side wire of plug without pressuring
center electrode.
Y67870
................................................ 2.49 ea

Spark Plug Wire Heat Shield
This heat shield offers spark plug wires and boots
the ultimate protection from conductive and radiant
heat. The dual purpose sleeving has an aluminized
outer surface that reﬂects 90% of radiant heat, up to
2000 degrees F, with a formulated silica based fabric
inside that prevents conductive heat from penetrating.
TT14200 two 6" x 1-1/2" ...................... 15.99 pr
TT14250 four 6" x 1-1/2" ...................... 31.99 set
MN2418

Spark Plug Wire Support Sets
D141638

Keeps wires away from hot underhood parts, insulates
the plug wires, and reduces shorts and crosstalk.
Available with or without stands to keep wires away
from hot engine components.
MN2417
V8
without stands ........... 2.99 set
MN2418
V8
with stands ................ 5.99 set

1955-91 Bow Tie Linear Wire Looms

Spark Plug Terminal Pliers

K
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Using the valve cover mounting bolts, these handsome
chrome-plated looms are positioned along the valve
cover to hold the wires in a neat parallel arrangement.
One pair per package.
D141638
1955-86
small block ....... 72.99 pr
D141639
1965-91
big block........... 95.99 pr

Safely removes spark plug cables. Prevents damage
to cables when replacing. The handles and jaws are
coated with heavy plastic for a sure grip.
X135
.................................................. 12.99 ea

Bow Tie Wire Retainers

Spark Plug Wire Tester

These unique Bow Tie wire retainers feature the red
Bow Tie emblem along with the word “Chevrolet”
molded onto the black nylon head of each wire loom.
The head is mounted on a high polished chrome
stem. For small block or big block engines. Includes
2 retainers per package.
D141636
.............................................. 14.99 set

When you want to quickly locate faulty plug wires,
you need this tester. Now you can check spark plug
wires without piercing or ruining the wires. If the
light ﬂashes, you have a sound and intact wire. If not
it’s time to replace.
Y26900
............................................... 11.99 ea

Spark Plug Wire Puller
This handy tool is great for pulling spark plug wires
quickly and easily without damage to the wire or the
rubber boots.
Y51250 metal puller with plastic handle 8.99 ea

T4009

Chrome Wire Separators
Aftermarket chrome wire separators are perfect when
replacing wires. Include triple chrome-plating in
various styles as listed. Each separator is designed for
8mm standard wires. Available in tall or short as listed.
T9097
hi lift – 4 hole ............................. 5.99 pr
T4009
standard – 4 hole ........................ 3.99 pr
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Spark Plug Hole Thread Chaser

Small Block Spark Plug Wire Retainer

Cleans and threads directly in the spark plug hole!
Double ended for both 14mm and 18mm threads. Use
with 13/16" spark plug socket.
Y20200
.................................................. 6.99 ea

Spark plug wire retainer for small block engines. These
2 slot spark plug wire retainers mount on the valve
cover to keep the plug wires separated.
KW972
set of 4 ................................... 29.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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K0165

K0118

C111

K0141

14662

1968-72 Spark Plug Wire Retainer
1958-69 Rear Spark Plug Wire Retainer

Reproduction spark plug wire retainers used on various
Chevrolet engines.
Note: The K0118 holds the spark plug wires and
temperature wire.

1969-70 Small Block
K0165 ﬁts LH rear of valve cover .........
K0118 ﬁts LH front of valve cover ........
1968-72 Big Block
K0165 ﬁts LH 3rd bolt hole ...................
K0141 ﬁts RH 2nd bolt hole from front

E294
E365

17.99 ea
19.99 ea
17.99 ea
15.99 ea

B516

1964-69 SB Plug Wire Stand

Reproduction of the rear spark plug wire retainer used
with small block engines. This 4 wire retainer mounts
on the upper rear edge of the block below the heads
to keep the spark plug wires separated. Fits both LH
or RH side.
CX1845 1958-69
rear retainer ........... 7.99 ea

Reproduction spark plug wire retainer stand speciﬁcally
designed for various 1964-69 small block engines to
route the wires correctly and prevent premature failure
due to wear on moving parts or engine and exhaust heat.
C111
1964-67
LH ........................ 38.99 ea
14662
1964-67
LH ........................ 21.99 ea
E365
1964-67
RH ........................ 26.99 ea
E294
1968
LH ........................ 28.99 ea
E366
1969
LH ........................ 28.99 ea

K0071
A970125C

K0087

1967-74 Plug Wire Stand and Retainers

A970125K

A970126R

Clamp Style Wire Separators

1965-70 Spark Plug Wire Heat Shields
Reproduction spark plug wire heat shields. This 4 piece
set includes two shields with spot welded attachment
designed to replace GM part #3845622 and #3845621,
and two shields with bolt-on attachment brackets
designed to replace GM part #3845717.
K0140
1965-70 small block ............ 32.99 set

Organize your engine bay with Taylor clamp style wire
separators Manufactured from nonconductive type 6/6
nylon that won’t melt, distort, fade, or crack. Each 6
piece set includes: two 4 wire separators, two 3 wire
separators, and two 2 wire separators. Available in 4
different colors. Stainless steel hardware included.
7-8.2mm Wire Separators
A970125C
chrome ............................. 11.99 set
A970125K
black ................................ 14.99 set
A970125R
red .................................... 15.99 set
A970125B
blue .................................. 14.99 set
10.4mm Wire Separators
A970126K
black ................................ 14.99 set
A970126R
red .................................... 16.99 set
A970126B
blue .................................. 15.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1958-72 Lower Spark Plug Wire Retainer
Reproduction of the lower spark plug wire retainer used
on small block engines with Ram Horn style exhaust.
This 2 wire retainer mounts on the lower side of the
block using an oil pan bolt and keeps the spark plug
wires in place. Fits both LH and RH side.
CX1847 1958-72
lower retainer ........ 7.99 ea

Wire Accessories
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Reproduction of the commonly missing 1967-74 spark
plug wire stand and retainers. This wire retainer stand
mounts to the RH side at the rear of the intake manifold
using a manifold to block bolt. Includes an original
style plastic wire separator. The stand is ﬁnished in a
natural color and is ready to paint to the desired color.
B516
1967-70
stand and retainer... 14.99 set
K0071 1967-74
small block ............ 17.99 set
K0087 1967-74
big block ................ 11.99 set

1958-72 Side Spark Plug Wire Retainer
Reproduction of the side spark plug wire retainer used
on small block engines with Ram Horn style exhaust.
This 2 wire retainer mounts on the side of the block
using the heat shield bolt and keeps the spark plug
wires separated. Fits both LH or RH side.
CX1846 1958-72
side retainer .......... 3.99 ea

Distributors

ND1010

ND1008

66940C

G6000

D1895

D1665

Chevy V8 HEI Electronic Distributor
ND1005

1955-97 New Distributor
D1865

D1833

1967-97 Remanufactured Distributor
Classic Industries® now offers a full line of distributors
for your Camaro. If your Camaro is having problems
starting, has a rough idle or the performance is not
what it use to be, it could be time to change your
distributor. Each distributor is remanufactured and
tested to guarantee you get the best quality distributor
your money can buy.

Get consistent spark for maximum efﬁciency, accurate
timing, and peak performance at all RPM ranges!
Made from 100% new parts that meet and exceed OE
speciﬁcations, each distributor and it’s components
have been tested for signal strength, spark intensity,
and wiring polarity assuring quality and endurance that
can be trusted. All distributors come complete with an
OE quality distributor cap and rotor.
ND1010 1955-74 V8 points, w/o tach 77.99 ea
ND1008 1974-81 V8 HEI w/vac. adv 101.99 ea
ND1008 1982-86 5.0L HEI w/vac. adv 101.99 ea
ND1004 1987-92 5.0L and 5.7L ......... 86.99 ea
ND1022 1993-94 5.7L w/vented cap .. 149.99 ea
ND1005 1995-97 5.7L ........................ 132.99 ea

If your HEI equipped Chevy V8 is having problems
starting, has a rough idle or the performance is not what
it use to be, it could be time to change your distributor.
This distributor is speciﬁcally designed for 5.7L high
output engines. This distributor may be used for most
high-performance applications.
With Cap and Rotor
G6000
black cap ............................ 175.99 ea
66940C
brown cap .......................... 113.99 ea
Without Cap and Rotor
66940WO ........................................... 78.99 ea

DV1836
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Note: Distributor cap and rotor not included.

6 Cylinder Engines
D1612 1967-69
D1612 1967-70
D1637 1971-74
D1692 1975-76
D1691 1977
D1697 1978-79
D1695 1980
D1694 1980
D1671 1980-81
D1655 1981
D1695 1981
D1665 1982
D1630 1982-84
D1631 1983-84
D1633 1985
D1631 1985
D1630 1985
D1633 1986-89
D1633 1990-92
8 Cylinder Engines
D1895 1974-79
D1895 1976-79
D1895 1980
D1865 1980
D1895 1980-81
D1865 1980-81
D1865 1981
D1895 1981-87
D1865 1982
D1865 1983
D1865 1984-86
D1867 1985-86
D1830 1987
D1830 1987-91
D1830 1988-92
D1830 1992
D1832 1993
D1832 1994
D1803 1995
D1833 1996-97
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170072

230 ......................... 59.99 ea
250 ......................... 59.99 ea
250 ......................... 114.99 ea
250 ......................... 99.99 ea
250 ......................... 104.99 ea
250 ......................... 114.99 ea
229 VIN code K .... 99.99 ea
231 w/vac adv, w/o turbo 99.99 ea
231 w/o vac adv .... 99.99 ea
229 VIN code K .... 109.99 ea
229 Canada ............ 99.99 ea
2.8L........................ 119.99 ea
2.8L Canada........... 109.99 ea
2.8L........................ 84.99 ea
2.8L VIN code S or W 91.99 ea
2.8L VIN code X ... 84.99 ea
2.8L VIN code X Can. 109.99 ea
2.8L........................ 91.99 ea
3.1L........................ 91.99 ea
350 with HEI .........
305 .........................
305, 350 w/vac adv
305, 350 w/o vac adv
267 with vac adv ...
267 w/o vac adv ....
305, 350 .................
305 Canada ............
5.0L VIN code H,7
5.0L VIN code H,S,7
5.0L VIN code G,H
5.0L VIN code F ....
5.0L VIN code F,H
5.7L........................
5.0L........................
5.7L VIN code 8 ....
5.7L dist. #1103947
5.7L........................
5.7L........................
5.7L........................

Distributors

119.99
119.99
119.99
104.99
119.99
104.99
104.99
119.99
104.99
104.99
104.99
109.99
109.99
109.99
109.99
109.99
219.99
219.99
199.99
249.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-81 Vacuum Advance
170073

HEI Battery and Tach Pigtail
When installing an HEI distributor or repairing a
broken lead, don’t use single spade connectors that
come loose. Use one of these positive locking HEI
pigtails. Pigtails are available in both a dual connection
single plug and dual single plug conﬁgurations. They
both feature red and green wires for easy installation
and connection to the distributor.
170072 single dual plug pigtail .............. 5.99 ea
170073 dual single plug pigtails ............. 3.99 pr

66941BC

The vacuum advance is a mechanism attached to the
distributor which moves the breaker point or pickup
coil plate when it receives vacuum generated by
the engine. A worn vacuum advance can cause the
vehicle to run poorly.
DV1465 1967-68 all.............................. 11.99 ea
DV1465 1969
327............................ 11.99 ea
DV1465 1969-70 350 w/4 barrel carb.. 11.99 ea
DV1760 1969-70 350 w/2 barrel carb.. 8.99 ea
DV1465 1970
402............................ 11.99 ea
DV1760 1970-72 307 w/MT, 1112002 8.99 ea
DV1760 1971
350 with AT, 2 barrel 8.99 ea
DV1465 1971-72 307 w/AT, 1112039 .. 11.99 ea
DV1465 1972
all, exc. 307 .............. 11.99 ea
DV1808 1973
307-F ........................ 9.99 ea
DV1807 1974
350 w/4 barrel carb.. 14.99 ea
DV1836 1975
350 w/1112880, 888 16.99 ea
DV1853 1976
350-L 4 bbl 1112905 19.99 ea
DV1836 1976
350-L w/1112880, 888 16.99 ea
DV1859 1978
305-U with 1103282 14.99 ea
DV1859 1979
305-G with 1103282 14.99 ea
DV1856 1980
350-L with 1103284 34.99 ea
DV1859 1980
350-L with AT .......... 14.99 ea
DV1874 1980
267-J......................... 20.99 ea
DV1874 1981
350-L with 1103339 20.99 ea

66941BKC

Chevy V8 HEI Electronic Distributor
Aftermarket distributors in your choice of any highperformance color. Each distributor includes a coil and
colored cap. For use with HEI V8 engines.
66941BC
polished
blue cap .. 108.99 ea
66941BKC
polished
black cap 108.99 ea
66941RC
polished
red cap .... 108.99 ea
66941BKUC unpolished black cap 114.99 ea
66941TUC
unpolished tan cap .... 108.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Chrome Vacuum Advance Cover
Chrome-plated steel cover that slides over factory
vacuum advance units. Attaches with double sided tape.
T4973
.................................................... 5.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Distributor Components
G6001

PX9010

Vacuum Advance Lockout

Oil Pump to Distributor Shaft

This vacuum advance lockout mounts to the distributor
and is used when switching from a vacuum advance
to a mechanical advance.
PX9010 clockwise distributor ................ 7.99 ea
PX9011
counterclockwise distributor .... 6.99 ea

If you are rebuilding your original distributor, then
stay with Genuine GM parts.

HEI Adjustable Vacuum Advance
This adjustable vacuum advance canister allows you to
optimize ignition advance for maximum part throttle
performance and cruise speed efﬁciency.
66952C
............................................... 17.99 ea

DR1077
U1511

Note: Not for use with front sump oil pump.

G6001
G6002
G6003

1971
1968-86
1959-78

454 HO ................. 38.99 ea
big block............... 21.99 ea
small block ........... 34.99 ea

1955-87 Distributor Gear Assembly
Replacement distributor gear assembly for 1955-87
models with V8 engines.
D6008 1955-87 w/o roller cam, FI.. 44.99 ea

1963-74 Points and Condensers
Service replacement and premium quality points and
condensers for 1963-79 for 6 and 8 cylinder engines.
The points sets feature a nickel-plated copper strip for
higher conductivity. The condensers are double plated
with precision windings, brass terminals and insulated
multi-strand copper wire for optimum energy.
Points Sets
DR1077
1963-74
6 cylinder ........... 12.99 set
DR1075
1957-73
8 cyl (exc 454) ... 7.99 set
DR1080
1957-73
8 cyl (uni-set)..... 14.99 set
Condensers
U1515
1962-74
4 or 6 cylinder.... 3.99 ea
U1511
1957-73
8 cylinder ........... 10.99 ea

Distributor Washer and Gasket
Distributor Housing Shims
When an engine block has been decked or heads have
been resurfaced, shims are needed under the distributor
to maintain correct clearance. If the distributor sits too
low, it can cause damage to the oil pump or camshaft.
These shims are made to exact GM gasket specs from
high impact nylon to ensure a leak free ﬁt. Each set
contains .030", .060", and .100" thick shims.
226150
distributor shims....................... 6.99 set

K0054

G6009
3932344

Correct clamp designed to hold the distributor housing
assembly. For all 1962-79 L6 models.
G9425 1962-79 ...................................... 8.99 ea

all
all

Reproduction vacuum advance metal tube for all 196772 small and big block high-performance engines.
Includes clip for intake and hose.
K0054
1967
Z28 302 ................. 23.99 ea
K0054A 1968-69 small block ............ 21.99 ea
K0054A 1968-72 big block w/Q-jet .. 21.99 ea
K0054B 1968-70 big block w/Holley 21.99 ea

1958-74 Distributor Lead
This replacement distributor lead for 1958-74
Chevrolet V8 models
12338662
1958-74 ................................. 6.99 ea

AR43171

Premium grade studs, which are
equipped with vibration resistant
J-form threads, in your choice of
black oxide ﬁnished chromoly or
rustproof stainless steel. Select from
conventional Hex or space saving 12
point nuts. Washers included. Made in USA.
AR13172
black oxide
Hex head .... 6.99
AR13171
black oxide
12 point ...... 7.99
AR43172
stainless
Hex head .... 9.99
AR43171
stainless
12 point ...... 11.99

DR100

DR124

DR140

DR178

set
set
set
set

Ignition Control Module
Replacement ignition control modules for 1975-00
GM vehicles.

Distributor Hold Down Clamp

1957-74 Distributor Wire Grommet

Ideal to hold distributor in place for accurate timing.
This extra bright chrome-plated bracket replaces the
original unit. For all small block models.
T4116
.................................................... 3.99 ea

This grommet is used to insulate and hold the wire
lead coming out of the distributor in place and help
to seal out the elements.
TF700623
1957-74 ................................ 2.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Note: Because of the many applications of control modules,
use the photo to identify the module, or if you cannot identify
by photo, call for more detailed application listings.

DR100
DR124
DR140
DR178

1975-86
1983-86
1987-95
1996-00

6 and 8 cylinder....
6 and 8 cylinder....
6 and 8 cylinder....
6 and 8 cylinder....

Distributor Parts

19.99
29.99
39.99
74.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
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1964-75 Distributor Hold Down Clamp
Reproduction of the distributor clamps used on GM
small and big block engines from 1964-75. Correct
replacement for this commonly bent or worn clamp.
K1665 1964-75
sb/bb ..................... 10.99 ea

G6009

washer ....................... 1.99 ea
gasket ........................ 1.99 ea

Distributor Studs
K0054A

1967-72 Vacuum Advance Metal Tube
1962-79 L6 Distributor Hold Down Clamp

The distributor washer and gasket
are an integral part in maintaining
proper clearance between the gear and
housing assembly. Helps keep the shaft
from shifting when properly installed.

Ignition Components
1957-98 Spark Plugs

G6010
DR2003

DR2028G
G7241

G6043

1967-86 GM Tune-Up Parts
Genuine GM tune-up parts for a variety of applications.
These are Genuine GM service replacement parts which
may differ cosmetically from the originally installed
part. Your choice of 6 cylinder or 8 cylinder models.
Distributor Caps
G7239
1967-74
6 cylinder ............ 9.99 ea
G7240
1967-74
8 cylinder ............ 14.99 ea
G7241
1974-85
8 cylinder, HEI ... 14.99 ea
G7242
1985-86
305-F .................. 18.99 ea
Rotor Caps
G6010
1967-74
8 cylinder ............ 5.99 ea
Points
D1060
1967-74
8 cylinder ............ 23.99 ea
Condensers
G6043
1967-74
8 cylinder ............ 7.49 ea
Tune-Up Kit – Points, Condenser, Rotor Cap
R303
1967-74
8 cylinder ............ 35.99 kit

Q1002

1962-74 Tune-Up Kit

K
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Why replace just one component when you can buy
peace of mind and save money at the same time! Our
kits come complete with OE quality distributor cap
and rotor, OE quality points and OE quality condenser.
Q1001 1962-74 6 cylinder ................. 29.99 kit
Q1002 1958-74 8 cylinder (exc 454) 31.99 kit

DR2004

DR2004G

1967-92 Cap and Rotor Sets
Service replacement and premium quality cap and
rotor sets. Caps and rotors feature solid brass or
copper inserts for longer life and maximum resistance
to corrosion and electrical pitting. Their high mineral
content and glass reinforced molding compounds offer
outstanding dielectric strength. Solid brass rotor blades
with coating reduce radio interference.
Breaker Points Ignition Systems
Service Replacements
DR2027
1967-74
6 cylinder ....... 17.99 set
DR2028
1967-74
8 cylinder ....... 19.99 set
Premium Quality Replacements
DR2028G
1967-74
8 cylinder ....... 20.99 set
HEI Systems
Service Replacements
DR2003
1975-77
6 cylinder ....... 24.99 set
DR2004
1978-81
6 cylinder ....... 29.99 set
DR2001
1974-87
8 cylinder ....... 29.99 set
Premium Quality Replacements
DR2004G
1978-81
6 cylinder ....... 42.99 set
DR2001G
1974-87
8 cylinder ....... 36.99 set
Late Style Ignition Systems
Service Replacements
DR2008
1982-84
V6 2.8L .......... 20.99 set
DR2012
1985-92
6 cylinder ....... 16.99 set
DR2009
1985-86
5.0L-F............. 26.99 set
DR2015
1987-92
8 cylinder ....... 29.99 set
Premium Quality Replacements
DR2008G
1982-84
V6 2.8L .......... 24.99 set
DR2012G
1985-92
6 cylinder ....... 19.99 set
DR2009G
1985-86
5.0L-F............. 34.99 set
DR2015G
1987-92
8 cylinder ....... 31.99 set

Plug Wire Sleeves

1958-74 Quality Tune-Up Kit
Why replace just one component when you can buy
peace of mind and save money at the same time! This
kit comes complete with premium quality distributor
cap and rotor, premium quality points, and premium
quality condenser.
GQ1002 1958-74 8 cylinder (exc 454) 31.99 kit
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This unique spark plug and ignition wire protector
comes in 4 colors: red, blue, black, and silver. These
dual purpose sleeves enhance performance, reduce
misﬁres, extend plug wire life and will not react with
petroleum products. The double wall construction keeps
the wire and boot cooler in a high temperature engine.
Its universal size ﬁts most boots, is easy-to-install and
– most importantly – is non-ﬂammable. Cool It plug
wire sleeves can be used in any temperature environment
from street vehicles to race cars. Sold in packs of 6.
TT14262
black ................................... 29.99 set
TT14261
red ...................................... 29.99 set
TT14263
blue..................................... 29.99 set
TT14260
silver................................... 29.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1/4" to 3/8"
Accel’s patented race
Shorter
proven spark plugs are
now available in a “shorty”
conﬁguration. The overall
length of each plug has
been reduced 1/4" to 3/8"
(depending on the speciﬁc
spark plug) to gain critical
air gap space between the
spark plug boot and the
exhaust manifold or header
tube. This helps eliminate
burning the spark plug boot
or dimpling the header
tube. The shorter spark plug length also can make
it easier to install and remove the spark plugs in
certain applications where there is not a lot of room
to work with a socket or wrench.

Note: Standard Header plugs are sold in sets of 8.

8 Cylinder
8197 1957-67
8199 1976-82
8199 1983-85
8198 1986
8198 1987-95
8197 1968
8199 1971
8199 1971
8199 1976-83
8199 1984-86
8198 1987-96
8199 1990-98
8199 1978-80
8199 1971
8198 1990-98
8198 1971
8199 1976-80
8198 1987-97

283 ................................
305 5.0L........................
305 5.0L-F,G,H.............
305 5.0L-F,H ................
305 5.0L-H,F TBI .........
307 ................................
307 5.0L........................
350 5.7L 250HP............
350 5.7L........................
350 5.7L-L ....................
350 5.7L-K,R TBI, EFI
366 6.0L-B,L,P .............
400 6.6L........................
402 6.6L........................
427 7.0L-B,E,M TBI ....
454 7.4L........................
454 7.4L LD .................
454 7.4L-N TBI, EFI ....

35.99
35.99
35.99
42.99
42.99
35.99
35.99
35.99
35.99
35.99
42.99
35.99
35.99
35.99
42.99
42.99
35.99
42.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

1967-02 Spark Plugs
Want to unlock more power from
your engine and actually burn less
gas? Through an intensive R&D
process, E3 has created a spectacular
new spark plug that creates the
industry’s fastest spark growth and
fastest combustion pressure rise,
meaning it burns fuel more efﬁciently
to give you more power and increased
fuel economy. E3’s patented design
forces the spark discharge from
one sharpened edge to another, and
projects the spark forward into the
combustion chamber, unlike traditional spark plugs,
for the most consistent, powerful and efﬁcient burn
possible! Sold individually.
6 Cylinder
E3342 1967
250................................ 6.99 ea
E3346 1967-69 230................................ 6.99 ea
E3346 1968-69 250................................ 6.99 ea
E3342 1970-79 250................................ 6.99 ea
E3342 1980-81 229, 231........................ 6.99 ea
E3341 1982-89 2.8L .............................. 6.99 ea
E3341 1990-92 3.1L .............................. 6.99 ea
E3341 1993-95 3.4L .............................. 6.99 ea
E3362 1995-02 3.8L .............................. 6.99 ea
8 Cylinder
E3346 1967-70 396................................ 6.99 ea
E3342 1970-72 402................................ 6.99 ea
E3342 1971-73 307................................ 6.99 ea
E3342 1971-81 350................................ 6.99 ea
E3342 1980-81 267................................ 6.99 ea
E3342 1976-84 305................................ 6.99 ea
E3342 1985-86 5.0L, VIN code G, H .... 6.99 ea
E3342 1987
5.0L, VIN code H......... 6.99 ea
E3341 1985-87 5.0L, VIN code F ......... 6.99 ea
E3348 1987-88 5.7L, w/alum. heads ..... 6.99 ea
E3342 1988-92 5.0L .............................. 6.99 ea
E3342 1989-92 5.7L, w/cast iron heads 6.99 ea
E3362 1993-02 5.7L .............................. 6.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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Chrome Coil Cover
X2756

X2757

Calibrated Ignition Tester
Accurately check for spark in ignition systems without
removing the spark plugs from the engine. Attach the
spark plug wire to tester end, clamp tester to engine
as ground, then crank the engine and test for spark.
X2756
HEI ignition tester .................. 10.99 ea
X2757
standard ignition tester ........... 10.99 ea

Deluxe Feeler Gauges
Feeler gauge set consists
of 31 blades, including
a brass 0.010 blade
for use on electronic
ignitions. Precision
blades ensures
accurate
measurement.
Blades from 0.0015" to 0.035" (0.038mm to
0.889mm) are approximately 1/2" x 3-1/2".
Y68100
................................................. 7.99 set

Dress your engine up
with this all chrome coil
cover. Fits most early
model coils. Includes cover and
attaching bracket. For small
block engines.
66120
small block ............................... 6.99 ea

Ignition Coil Resistor

G0881
Reproduction resistors feature
the Delco Remy logo as
original and correct Ohm
rating for high-performance or
standard engines. GM service
replacement parts will offer
years of service and long-lasting dependability.
Primary blue strip, 1.8 Ohms.
Reproduction Delco Remy
D1110A 1967-74 6 or 8 cyl, exc. hi-po 21.99 ea
D1111
1967-74 8 cyl with hi-po ....... 21.99 ea
D1111A 1967-74 w/2nd design bracket 21.99 ea
GM Service Replacement
G0881 1967-74 1.8 Ohms ................. 12.99 ea

Brass Non-Magnetic
Feeler Gauges
Includes 6 brass blades, 0.006"
to 0.016". This nonmagnetic
feeler gauge is designed to
measure the clearance on
electronic ignition systems
where a non-magnetic gauge is required.
1/2" x 3-5/16".
X2223
.................................................. 3.99 ea

T9366

Each ignition coil features
new cans embossed with the
correct part number along
with an original DelcoRemy top as shown.
K6006E

K6006E – detail

1959-67 Correct Ignition Coil
Remanufactured ignition coils are now available for
the discriminating restorer or purist who is looking
for a ignition coil to correctly match his engine build
date. These V8 coils are remanufactured using new
windings and new ceramic insulators. They feature
new cans embossed with the correct part number along
with an genuine Delco-Remy Phenolic top.
Important: 3 digit # represents the last 3 digits of the GM
casting number.

E276

K6006E 1959-61 #107, 348ci Hi-Po .. 224.99 ea
K6006E 1961-62 #107, 409ci............. 224.99 ea
K6013 1965-67 #204, before 8/1/66 191.99 ea

1955-75 Coil Mounting Bracket
This coil bracket is designed to fit all 1955-75
small block or big block engines without HEI.
Available in zinc-plated or chrome-plated finish.
Cinch bolt included.
T9366
1955-75
chrome-plated .... 4.99 ea
1970344 1955-75
zinc-plated .......... 17.99 ea

Coil Bracket Bolt Sets

Distributor Clamp Wrench
Reach around obstructions to turn distributor lock nut
with this double ended wrench. Fits 1/2" and 9/16"
lock nuts. Use adapter to join wrenches together or
attach to 3/8" ratchet or extension.
X104
................................................ 27.99 ea

Available in black oxide
ﬁnished chromoly or rustproof
stainless steel, as well
as with a conventional
AR43232
Hex head or compact 12
point. Washers included.
Black Oxide
AR13232
Hex head .............................. 5.99
AR13231
12 point ................................ 5.99
Stainless
AR43232
Hex head .............................. 9.99
AR43231
12 point ................................ 9.99

C833

set
set
set
set

Conduit T-Fitting

Chrome Ignition Coil

Conduit Clip Mounting Bracket

Replacement high
voltage 60,000 Volt
chrome ignition coil
is just what you’ll
need to keep your
breaker point ignition
system operating
efﬁciently and looking
good. Includes 1.4 Ohm resistor.
T9324 1967-74 60,000V ................... 66.99 ea

Keep the installation clean and
professional looking. The clips can
be combined in installation with
the universal chrome-plated mounting
brackets that allow spacing from fender
wells, ﬁre walls or can even be used on the
engine. The universal mounting brackets include
stainless steel mounting hardware and can
be used in many applications.
42555
universal mounting bracket ..... 5.99 ea

Ignition File

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

C846
C1098

1967-02 Replacement Ignition Coil
Service replacement and premium quality ignition
coils for 6 and 8 cylinder engines. These oil ﬁlled
coils feature an increased number of wire windings
for greater output voltage and a heavy-duty insulator
for longer life. Double outer laminations create a
stronger magnetic ﬁeld for higher output voltage and
spark energy. Available for breaker points ignition,
HEI and late style ignition.
HEI Systems
Service Replacements
C834
1974-84 red, yellow, blk wires 16.99 ea
C833
1978-92 red, white, blk wires 17.99 ea
Late Style Ignition Systems
Service Replacements
C846
1987-95 6 and 8 cylinder ....... 19.99 ea
C1098 1996-97 8 cylinder ................. 34.99 ea
C849
1993-02 6 cylinder (3 req.) .... 24.99 ea
C1144 1998-02 8 cylinder (1 per cyl) 57.99 ea

Ignition Components
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Files ignition points and other small objects. Thin
blade with ﬁne grid on both sides is ideal for removing
carbon from points.
X2153
.................................................. 3.99 ea

Organize your stainless steel
conduit with these chrome-plated
terminators! These connectors
and terminators accent your engine bay while
protecting wires and hoses from engine heat, dirt,
and debris. Available in three diameters with a
common thread size for each to ﬁt the
end caps and tees.
42558
T-ﬁtting .................................... 7.99 ea

Starters
DynaForce Starters

G7244
3510S

K
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1967-92 Remanufactured Starter
Replace your worn out starter with these quality
remanufactured starters. They are remanufactured to
original speciﬁcations and will install and function
as original.
3664S
1967-69 L6 230 .................... 64.99 ea
3664S
1967-74 L6 250 .................... 64.99 ea
3664S
1975-76 L6 250 with MT ..... 64.99 ea
3508S
1975-76 L6 250 with AT ...... 64.99 ea
3664S
1977-79 L6 250 .................... 64.99 ea
3664S
1980
L6 229 .................... 64.99 ea
3664S
1980-81 V6 231.................... 64.99 ea
3664S
1981
V6 229.................... 64.99 ea
3664S
1982
L4 151 .................... 64.99 ea
3664S
1983
L4 151 early1983 ... 64.99 ea
3664S
1983
L4 151 mid-1983.... 64.99 ea
3510MS 1982-83 V6 173.................... 69.99 ea
3664S
1984-86 L4 151 .................... 64.99 ea
6313MS 1984-89 V6 173.................... 69.99 ea
6313MS 1990
V6 189.................... 69.99 ea
3664S
1967-69 V8 302.................... 64.99 ea
3664S
1967-69 V8 327.................... 64.99 ea
3689S
1967-68 V8 350.................... 71.99 ea
3689S
1969
V8 350 w/MT & PG 71.99 ea
3664S
1969
V8 350 w/350 trans 64.99 ea
3664S
1969
V8 350 w/400 trans 64.99 ea
3664S
1969-73 V8 307.................... 64.99 ea
3689S
1967-70 V8 396.................... 71.99 ea
3689S
1969
V8 427.................... 71.99 ea
3689S
1970-81 V8 350 with MT..... 71.99 ea
3510S
1970-81 V8 350 with AT ...... 66.99 ea
3689S
1970
V8 454 with MT..... 71.99 ea
3510S
1970
V8 454 with AT ...... 66.99 ea
3689S
1970-72 V8 402 with MT..... 71.99 ea
3510S
1970-72 V8 402 with AT ...... 66.99 ea
3689S
1976-79 V8 305 with MT..... 71.99 ea
3510S
1976-79 V8 305 with AT ...... 66.99 ea
3664S
1980-81 V8 267.................... 64.99 ea
3504S
1980
V8 305.................... 49.99 ea
3508S
1980
V8 305 Calif. cars .. 64.99 ea
3664S
1980
V8 305 all w/o Cal. 64.99 ea
3664S
1981
V8 305.................... 64.99 ea
3689S
1982
V8 305 with MT..... 71.99 ea
3664S
1982
V8 305 with AT ...... 64.99 ea
3664S
1983
V8 305.................... 64.99 ea
3664S
1984
V8 305.................... 64.99 ea
3664S
1985
V8 305 w/MT early 64.99 ea
6313MS 1985
V8 305 w/MT late .. 69.99 ea
3664S
1985
V8 305 with AT ...... 64.99 ea
3664S
1986-90 V8 305 with MT..... 64.99 ea
3664S
1986-90 V8 305 with AT ...... 64.99 ea
3664S
1987-92 V8 350.................... 64.99 ea
6482
1998-02 V8 350.................... 184.99 ea

1993-02 Brand New Starter
Classic Industries® now offers direct replacement brand
new starters for your 4th generation Camaro. Designed
to replace your worn out or non-working starter these
will install and function just like original.
N6431 1995-97 V6 231 ................. 134.99 ea
N6484 1998-00 V6 231 ................. 121.99 ea
N6442 1993-94 V8 350 PG250 ..... 145.99 ea
N6470 1995-97 V8 350 PG260 ..... 154.99 ea
N6482 1998-02 V8 350 PG260 ..... 139.99 ea
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1967-80 Genuine GM Rebuilt Starter
Genuine GM remanufactured starter motor. Replace
your original worn out starter with a Genuine GM
starter. We now offer these original style rebuilt
starters for 1st or 2nd generation models. Maintain
originality along with the reliability of a factory
replacement. Aftermarket starters are good but they
don’t offer a cosmetically correct appearance. Each
starter is completely remanufactured and tested before
leaving the factory.
G7243 1967-69 big block 396 iron .. 171.99 ea
G7244 1970-72 big block 396 alum 113.99 ea
G7244 1970-76 350, 400, 402 w/AT 113.99 ea
G7244 1977
305 with AT ............ 113.99 ea
G7244 1977
350 with MT........... 113.99 ea
G7244 1978-79 305 with AT ............ 113.99 ea
G7244 1979-80 350 with AT ............ 113.99 ea
G7243 1979-80 350 with MT........... 171.99 ea

MSD DynaForce starters are
designed for severe duty, high
compression applications.
The 3.4 HP motors use
a 4.4:1 gear reduction
to easily start even
an 18:1 engine with
a lower current draw
5095
than traditional
starters. Features a red
powder coated ﬁnish and nickel-plated solenoids
with a 3 position adjustable mounting block so they
can be clocked for easier installation. Small and
big block models have a straight mount bolt pattern
and work with 153 and 168 tooth ﬂywheels. Made
in USA.
Note: LS1/LS7 starter not compatible with
GTO LS engines.

5095
5096

small block/big block starter .... 302.99 ea
LS1/LS7 starter ........................ 319.99 ea

S3197

High Torque Gear Reduction Mini Starter
This high-performance gear reduction starter is
manufactured with die-cast aluminum and weighs only
10 pounds! Fits small block and big block Chevy V8
models with 153 and 168 tooth ﬂywheels, standard or
automatic transmissions.
Note: Modiﬁcation to stock starter wiring may be required.

S3196
S3197
S3168

3.0 HP
1.6 HP
1.4 HP

3 position ............... 206.99 ea
3 position ............... 149.99 ea
4 position PMGR... 167.99 ea

K7009

1967-71 Date-Coded Starter
Remanufactured starter motors are now available for
the discriminating restorer or purist who is looking for
a starter to correctly match his engine build date. To
order, call us with your engine assembly date and we
will provide you with a starter that is correct within
all judging standards for that particular date. Starters
come complete with solenoid.
Important: Each starter is available on a special order basis
and is therefore non-returnable. Please be sure you are ordering
correct part before placing your order.

GM Part #1107320
K7006 1967
327............................
GM Part #1107496
K7010 1967
Z28 ...........................
GM Part #1108338
K7015 1967-68 350............................
K7015 1969-70 350, 4-speed .............
GM Part #1107365
K7009 1967-68 396............................
GM Part #1108361
K7017 1968
327, 4 barrel .............
K7017 1969
350............................
GM Part #1108367
K7018 1968-69 Z28 ...........................
K7018 1968-70 307............................
GM Part #1108400
K7020 1969
ZL-1, COPO, auto ....
GM Part #1108418
K7021 1969-71 396/427/454 4-speed
K7021 1970-71 Z-28 ..........................
GM Part #1108427
K7022 1970
350, auto...................
GM Part #1108430
K7024 1970-71 396/454, auto............

High Torque Small Case Starter
This all new high torque small case starter is just what
you’ll need if you have a high-performance engine
with headers.
66268
all with 168 tooth ﬂywheel..... 133.99 ea

231.99 ea
304.99 ea
307.99 ea
307.99 ea
427.99 ea
307.99 ea
307.99 ea
333.99 ea
333.99 ea
422.99 ea
441.99 ea
441.99 ea
307.99 ea
307.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

S9526

Performance High Torque Starter
High torque starters that will replace your original with
upgraded performance. These high torque, lightweight
performance starters which feature 200 ft lbs of torque,
4.4:1 gear reduction, billet aluminum adapter blocks,
and only weigh 8 lbs!
Straight Mounting Starters
S9502 153 tooth 12-3/4" ﬂywheel .. 209.99 ea
S9500 168 tooth 14" ﬂywheel ........ 219.99 ea
Staggered Mounting Starters
S9526 168 tooth 14" ﬂywheel ........ 229.99 ea
Driver Side Mounting Starters
S9518 168 tooth 14" ﬂywheel ........ 311.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Starter Components
Starter Motor Replacement Brushes

361443

1967-72 Starter Heat Shield

FC2014

1998-02 LS1, LS2, and LS6 Starter
Bench tested to meet or exceed stated speciﬁcations,
these high torque starters for use with LS1, LS2,
and LS6 engines feature a 1.9 HP motor to easily
crank high compression engines. Available in your
choice of chrome or gold zinc ﬁnish, these starters
offer easy bolt-in installation. Made in the USA with
100% new components.
FC2014
1998-02
chrome.............. 177.99 ea
FC2015
1998-02
gold zinc ........... 140.99 ea

This heat shield is used for all big block truck models
from 1967-72. Its stamped to the correct conﬁguration
and is produced using galvanized steel for a longlasting fresh look!
361443
1967-72
heat shield ........... 17.99 ea
K0174
1967-72
retaining nut ........ 9.99 ea

When rebuilding your original starter motor, it is
usually necessary to replace the brushes. The brushes
are the most commonly worn out part of the starter
which can cause failure. These brushes are stamped
945 and contain a 13/64" diameter hole. 4 required per
starter motor. Each set includes 4 brushes.
RX6004 1955-81 .................................... 3.99 set

1998-99 Starter Relay
Reproduction of the original relay designed to replace
non-functional originals.
19307
1998-99 ...................................... 5.99 ea

Starter Heat Shield Set
SS304

1967-90 Replacement Starter Solenoid
This starter motor solenoid commonly wears out and
needs replacing due to heavy use and heat which is
generated from the engine and exhaust manifolds.
Choose from standard replacement or gold series. The
gold series solenoids are manufactured with a high
temperature insulated wire for better heat resistance,
a nickel-plated mounting bracket for better ground and
an increased contact area on studs for higher electrical
current capacity and longer life.
SS304
1967-81
repro................... 24.99 ea
SS304G
1967-81
gold series repro 43.99 ea
SS327
1982-90
repro................... 19.99 ea
SS327G
1982-90
gold series repro 33.99 ea

In today’s high heat environment, starters take in a
lot of damaging heat that destroys the windings of the
starter and solenoid. To combat this problem, we offer
a non-conductive strap-on heat shield with a highly
reﬂective Mylar surface. The Starter Heat Shield™
will reﬂect over 90% of radiant heat, adding life to the
starter and assuring reliable starts. The Starter Heat
Shield™ is a universal set that ﬁts all starters.
TT1002
with straps.............................. 24.99 set

Starter Wire Harness Retainer
Reproduction of the commonly discarded starter wire
harness retainer. Clamps to the main body of the starter
solenoid and helps keep the power and negative wires
from coming in contact with the exhaust manifolds.
HC82
................................................. 19.99 ea

Starter Shims for GM Starters
Five piece GM starter shim set for Chevrolet and
Pontiac models. One 1/16" shim, two 1/32" shims
and two 1/64" shims. Used to shim the starter to the
engine block.
TA4021 5 piece ...................................... 8.99 set

Remote Starter Solenoid

G5110

Allows you to position the starter solenoid any place
you need to in order to make maintenance easier.
Includes of extra wire and connectors to do the job right.
30203
................................................. 59.99 ea

G0102
G5112

GM Starter Motor Brace

Starter Solenoid
Heat Shield
Reproduction Starter
Solenoid Heat Shield
to guard against high
temperatures from exhaust system
components. This is for all standard (nonmetric) solenoids on V8 truck models. Features
easy mounting and produced in stainless steel.
DK1107
V8
non-metric ............... 17.99 ea

Starter Motor Attachment Bolt
Correct Genuine GM service replacement shouldered
bolts for mounting various OE style starters. The
straight across bolt pattern nose uses 1 long and 1
short bolt. The aluminum staggered pattern nose uses
2 long bolts, while the cast iron staggered pattern nose
uses 2 medium bolts.
Note: *GM #09000852 and #10465167.

G0102
G0101
G0103*
G0104

3/8" -16 x 1-27/32" (short) ......
3/8"-16 x 4-21/64" (long) ........
for 502 engine, 2 required .......
GM #104665293......................

4.99
7.99
1.99
8.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

Hot Shot Starter Solution
K0172

Starter Mounting Sets
Mount your starter using correct hardware. The set
includes the required bolts for small block or big block
applications. Small block set is for starters with straight
across bolt pattern. Big block set is for starters with
cast iron nose and staggered bolt pattern.
K0172
small block (straight across) ... 12.99 set
K0173
big block (iron nose, staggered) 12.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

The solution for vehicles with GM starters that are
hard to start when hot, or vehicles with old or worn
out electrical systems. Works by boosting available
amperage to the starter solenoid. The “Hot Shot” Plus
model includes an engine bump switch which allows
you to turn over the engine while working in the
engine compartment (adjusting valves, etc.) Includes:
stainless steel mounting bracket, 30 amp heavy-duty
relay, 24" wire length, wire leads, terminals, and
easy-to-follow instructions.
30201
with engine bump switch ......... 44.99 ea
30202
without bump switch ................ 28.99 ea

Starter Components
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Over a period of years, the starter motor braces are often
discarded when the starter is replaced. Without this
brace, undue strain will occur to the starter motor body
causing wear or damage. Applications are available for
vehicles with small block engine and 153T or 168T
OE style starter.
Small Block
G5110
brace for 153T starter ............. 10.99 ea
G5111
brace for 168T starter ............. 6.99 ea
Big Block
G5112
brace for 168T starter ............. 9.99 ea

Alternators

Internal and External
Regulator Alternator Identiﬁcation Guide
External Regulator Internal Regulator
“SI” Type
connector
socket

connector
socket

Internal Regulator
“CS” Type
connector
socket

Restore Your Charging System with a Quality
Remanufactured Alternator!
Direct replacement for your worn-out
or non-working original alternator.
These quality remanufactured
alternators will install and
function as original. We offer
a wide selection of different
applications depending on your
year and model. If your late
model Chevrolet is not listed
here, check our listings for
brand new units.

Note: Part numbers with a “U”
sufﬁx followed by a number refers to a
clock position of the terminal socket on
the alternator case. Looking at the back of
the alternator with the pivot ear at the bottom,
or 6 o’clock position, note the clock position of
the terminal socket on your original alternator, and
match it to the replacement listings.

7127U3

1967-84 Six Cylinder
battery terminal

1963-74

battery terminal

1969-85

battery terminal

1986-Present

K
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Clocking Position Identiﬁcation Guide
The Delco SI series
adjusting ear
12 o’clock
alternators are
manufactured so that the
rear half of the alternator
terminal socket
case can be assembled
to the front half of the
case in any one of four
positions. These positions
are referred to as the
“clock” positions. Clock
3 o’clock
positions are determined 9 o’clock
by viewing the alternator
from the rear with the
threaded mounting hole
(adjusting ear) straight
up. With this view, the
terminal socket for the 2
wire, plug-in connector
will point to any one of
6 o’clock
the 4 available “clock”
pivot ear
positions. Straight up is
12 o’clock, to the right is 3 o’clock, straight down is 6 o’clock and to the left
is 9 o’clock. Having the different clock positions allows for the alternator to be
mounted on the left side or right side of the engine. It can also be mounted right
side up or upside down depending on the clock position. This allows for the SI
series alternator to be used on many different applications.

Smooth Look Alternator
This is a beautiful new look in
alternators. The sharp lines on the
back of most alternators have
been replaced with a smooth
domed surface. The sharp lines
around the side have been
eliminated and the air vents have
been reworked to optimize cooling
and surface finish. This chrome
alternator is sure to brighten
up your engine compartment.
This all new alternator will add a
custom appearance to your Camaro
while maintaining a high degree of
dependability and performance.
S674611
chrome
140 amp, one wire ........................................ 229.99 ea
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External Regulator
7122
1967-68
7122
1969
7122
1967-71
7133
1972
Internal Regulator
7127U6
1982
7137U6
1982
7127U6
1983-84
7273U6
1983-84
7273U6
1983-84
7273U6
1985
7273U9
1985-86
7127U3
1980-81
7137U3
1980-81
7127U3
1980
7137U12 1980
7127U3
1981
7137U6
1981
7137U12 1981
7127U9
1973-75
7127U3
1973-75
7127U9
1976-79
External Regulator
7122
1967-68
7122
1969
7122
1969-71
7133
1972
7122
1967-68
7122
1969
7122
1967-68
7122
1969-71
7133
1972
7122
1967-68
7122
1969-70
7122
1970-71
7133
1972
7122
1969
7122
1970
Internal Regulator
7127U3
1973
7127U3
1976
7127U3
1977-78
7127U3
1979-80
7127U3
1981-82
7137U3
1981-82
7137U3
1982-83
7134U3
1982-83
7127U3
1983
7273U3
1983
7137U3
1983
7134U3
1983
7273U3
1984
7273U9
1985-86
7273U9
1985-86
7127U3
1973-81

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

55A
55A
55A
55A

230
230
250
250

all ..................................
all ..................................
all ..................................
all ..................................

54.99 ea
54.99 ea
54.99 ea
64.99 ea

63A
2.8L/173
without AC ...................
70A
2.8L/173
with AC.........................
63A
2.8L/173
without AC ...................
78A
2.8L/173
without AC – HD option
78A
2.8L/173
with AC.........................
78A
2.8L/173
without AC – 1st design
78A
2.8L/173
without AC – 2nd design
63A
3.8L/229
with or without AC .......
70A
3.8L/229
with AC and HD option
63A
3.8L/231
with or without AC .......
70A
3.8L/231
with HD option .............
63A
3.8L/231
without AC ...................
70A
3.8L/231
with AC – 1st design ....
70A
3.8L/231
with AC – 2nd design ...
63A
250
without AC ...................
63A
250
with AC.........................
63A
250
all ..................................
1967-86 Eight Cylinder

64.99 ea
74.99 ea
64.99 ea
91.99 ea
91.99 ea
91.99 ea
91.99 ea
69.99 ea
74.99 ea
69.99 ea
74.99 ea
69.99 ea
74.99 ea
74.99 ea
56.99 ea
69.99 ea
56.99 ea

55A
55A
55A
55A
55A
55A
55A
55A
55A
55A
55A
55A
55A
55A
55A

302
302
307
307
327
327
350
350
350
396
396
402
402
427
454

all ..................................
all ..................................
all ..................................
all ..................................
all ..................................
all ..................................
all ..................................
all ..................................
all ..................................
all ..................................
all ..................................
all ..................................
all ..................................
all ..................................
all ..................................

54.99 ea
54.99 ea
54.99 ea
64.99 ea
54.99 ea
54.99 ea
54.99 ea
54.99 ea
64.99 ea
54.99 ea
54.99 ea
54.99 ea
64.99 ea
54.99 ea
54.99 ea

63A
63A
63A
63A
63A
70A
70A
85A
63A
78A
70A
85A
78A
78A
78A
63A

307
5.0/305-Q
5.0/305-U
5.0/305-H
5.0/305-H
5.0/305-H
5.0/305-7
5.0/305-7
5.0/305-H
5.0/305-H
5.0/305-S
5.0/305-S
5.0/305-H
5.0/305-H
5.0/305-G
350

all ..................................
all ..................................
all ..................................
4 barrel all .....................
4 barrel without AC ......
4 barrel with AC ...........
TBI standard .................
TBI with HD option .....
4 barrel without AC ......
4 barrel with AC ...........
TBI standard .................
TBI with HD option .....
4 barrel all .....................
4 barrel standard ...........
HO engine without AC
all ..................................

69.99 ea
69.99 ea
69.99 ea
69.99 ea
69.99 ea
74.99 ea
74.99 ea
74.99 ea
69.99 ea
89.99 ea
74.99 ea
74.99 ea
89.99 ea
91.99 ea
91.99 ea
69.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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N7294U3

1983-02 Brand New Alternator

S7127

These brand new alternators will install and function as
original. Appearance may differ slightly from original.
If your earlier model Camaro is not listed here, check
our listings for remanufactured units.
Note: Part numbers with a “U” sufﬁx followed by a number
refers to a clock position of the plug-in terminal on the
alternator case. Looking at the back of the alternator with the
pivot ear at the bottom, or 6 o’clock position, note the clock
position of the plug-in terminal on your original alternator,
and match it to the replacement listings. Be sure to check the
8th digit of the VIN code on 5.0L/305 engines.

6 Cylinder
Internal Regulator
N7294U6 1983-84 94A 2.8L........
without AC, HD option ...... 93.99
N7294U6 1983-84 94A 2.8L........
with AC, HD option ........... 93.99
N7294U6 1985
94A 2.8L........
without AC, 1st design ....... 93.99
N7294U6 1985-86 94A 2.8L........
without AC, 2nd design...... 93.99
N7860U11 1987-89 105A 2.8L all ... 89.99
N7860U11 1990-92 105A 3.1L........ 89.99
N8114U3 1993-95 105A 3.4L........ 89.99
N8200U11 1995-99 105A 3.8L all ... 99.99
N8272U11 2000-02 105A 3.8L all ... 129.99
8 Cylinder
Internal Regulator
N7294U3 1983-84 94A 5.0-H, 4 bbl,
with HD option .. 94.99
N7294U3 1984
94A 5.0-G, HO,
with HD option .. 94.99
N7294U9 1986
94A 5.0-G, HO
without AC ......... 79.99
N7294U9 1985-86 94A 5.0-G, HO
with AC .............. 79.99
N7858U11 1987
105A 5.0-H ...... 91.99
N7858U11 1987
105A 5.0-F ...... 91.99
N7917U11 1988-89 105A 5.0-F ...... 89.99
N7917U11 1988-89 105A 5.0-E ...... 89.99
N7861U11 1990-92 105A 5.0-F ...... 89.99
N7861U11 1990-92 105A 5.0-E ...... 89.99
N7858U11 1987
105A 5.7 all ..... 91.99
N7917U11 1988-89 105A 5.7 all ..... 89.99
N7861U11 1990-92 105A 5.7 all ..... 89.99
N8119
1993-94 124A 5.7-P....... 119.99
N8172U7 1994-97 140A 5.7-P....... 129.99
N8242U5 1998-02 102A 5.7-G ...... 104.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

These 1998-02
LS1 alternators are
available in stock
105 amp rating or
high output 140 amp
rating. Available
in chrome, cast,
polished aluminum, or
black ﬁnishes. Made in the
USA with 100% new components.
FC2001 1998-02 105 amp chrome..
FC2002 1998-02 105 amp polished
FC2003 1998-02 105 amp cast .......
FC2004 1998-02 140 amp chrome..
FC2005 1998-02 140 amp polished
FC2006 1998-02 140 amp black .....

1967-97 Replacement
and Performance Alternator
Classic offers quality replacement alternators
for the 1967-97 Camaro models. We also offer
performance alternators that offer higher amp
output than stock replacements.
OEM
External Regulator
S7102 1967-71 60 amp ...................... 124.99 ea
Internal Regulator
S7127 1972-82 60 amp ...................... 121.99 ea
S8002 1983-84 100 amp w/o CFI ...... 129.99 ea
S7806 1983
140 amp with CFI ..... 259.99 ea
S7802 1985-86 105 amp 2.5L ............ 149.99 ea
S8002 1985-86 100 amp w/o TPI ...... 129.99 ea
S7806 1985-86 140 amp 5.0L w/TPI 259.99 ea
S7860 1987-92 105 amp 2.8L, 3.1L .. 154.99 ea
S7861 1987-92 105 amp 5.0L, 5.7L .. 149.99 ea
S8114 1993-97 105 amp 3.4L ............ 149.99 ea
S7805 1993-97 140 amp 5.7L LT-1 ... 259.99 ea
Performance Internal Regulator
S8002 1967-82 100 amp all ............... 129.99 ea
S47294 1983-84 140 amp all w/o CFI 159.99 ea
S47806 1983
200 amp with CFI ..... 329.99 ea
S47802 1985-86 140 amp 2.5L ............ 169.99 ea
S47294 1985-86 140 amp 5.0L w/o TPI 159.99 ea
S47806 1985-86 200 amp 5.0L w/TPI 329.99 ea
S47860 1987-92 140 amp 2.8L, 3.1L .. 164.99 ea
S47861 1987-92 140 amp 5.0L, 5.7L .. 169.99 ea
S48114 1993-97 140 amp 3.4L ............ 169.99 ea
S47805 1993-97 200 amp 5.7L LT-1 ... 329.99 ea

S17294

1973-86 One Wire GM Alternator
Standard or chrome ﬁnish 1 wire alternators are now
available in 70, 100, and 140 amp versions. Improve
the overall appearance of your engine compartment
with a chrome alternator. These alternators are a 1 wire
design, with an internal regulator but can be used for
1 wire or 3 wire operation.
Internal Regulator
S7127
1973-86 standard 70 amp .. 121.99 ea
S17127 1973-86 chrome 70 amp .. 141.99 ea
S17294 1973-86 chrome 100 amp 141.99 ea
S37293 1973-86 chrome 140 amp 181.99 ea

S17102

1967-95 Chrome Alternator
High-quality, new chrome-plated alternators will
enhance the look of your engine compartment.
Available to ﬁt most Camaro models from 1967-95.
Give your engine a custom look while retaining
originality. These alternators are available for 6 cylinder
or V8 engines. Note: ci = crossﬁre injection.
External Regulator
S17102 1967-71 70 amps .................... 149.99 ea
Internal Regulator
S17127 1972-82 70 amps all ............... 141.99 ea
S17294 1983-84 100 amps all w/o ci .. 141.99 ea
S17290 1983-84 140 amps all w/o ci .. 199.99 ea
S17802 1985-86 105 amps 2.5L.......... 189.99 ea
S17294 1985-86 100 amps 5.0L w/o TPI .. 141.99 ea
S17806 1985-86 140 amps 5.0L TPI ... 349.99 ea
S17860 1987-92 105 amps 2.8L, 3.1L 189.99 ea
S17802 1987
105 amps 5.0L, 5.7L 189.99 ea
S17861 1988-92 105 amps 5.0L, 5.7L 189.99 ea
S18114 1993-95 105 amps 3.4L.......... 159.99 ea
S17805 1993-95 140 amps 5.7L.......... 349.99 ea

D141656

1973-86 Bow Tie Chrome Alternator

FC2001

195.99
185.99
182.99
216.99
216.99
191.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

It is now possible to obtain four sought after and
popular features in one alternator! 100% new with
absolutely no rebuilt components. Assured quality with
generous, over spec amperage, a machined pulley, an
the popular Chevy Bow Tie emblem in red. Each unit
is supplied with its own individual quality assurance
graph documenting its operating performance. For a
new level of functionality, insist on these 100% new
Bow Tie alternators.
D141656 1973-86 70 amp, internal reg 132.99 ea
D141657 1973-86 100 amp, 1 wire ..... 136.99 ea
D141658 1973-86 60 amp, 1 wire ....... 137.99 ea
D141659 1973-86 80 amp, 1 wire ....... 142.99 ea
D141660 1973-86 120 amp, 1 wire ..... 159.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

S82071

S182071

115 Amp Mini Alternator
This all new 115 amp mini alternator is a great addition
to any modiﬁed or high-performance engine. Available
in standard or chrome style. Includes internal regulator.
S82071
standard ............................. 169.99 ea
S182071
chrome............................... 219.99 ea

Alternators
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1998-02 Camaro
LS1 Alternator

S8002

Alternator Components
K0063

B400

1967-76 Alternator Belt
1119519

VR635C

1962-72 Voltage Regulator
OER® reproduction voltage regulator which replaces
the original units on 1962-72 models. These regulators
are available in electromechanical or solid state
style. Electromechanical uses the coiled wire type
electronics and the solid state features a modern
circuit board. Choose from a black cover with the
“Delco Remy” markings as original. For a custom
look use the model with a chrome cover. For use with
external regulator models.
Electromechanical Style
1119519 1962-72 with Delco logo .. 49.99 ea
Solid State Electronics
VR635C 1962-72 chrome cover ...... 49.99 ea

VR781

G7236

K
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1967-97 Voltage Regulator
A voltage regulator is an electrical device used
to control the output of a generator or alternator.
Regulators are either external or internal. External
regulators are normally located on the fender wall in the
engine compartment. Internal regulators are mounted
in the alternator housing. Fits 1967-97 Camaro models.
G7236 1971-81 internal 62 amp GM ... 19.99 ea
G7236 1973-85 internal ....................... 19.99 ea
G7236 1986-87 w/42,56,66,70,78,94 amp 19.99 ea
G7236 1986-87 w/97,108 amp. alternator 19.99 ea
VR781 1987-88 w/85,100,105,120 amp ... 42.99 ea
G7236 1988
all with 78, 94 amp..... 19.99 ea
VR781 1989-97 all................................ 42.99 ea

We now offer correct replacement belts for your 1st or
2nd generation Camaro. Choose from the applications
below and save yourself the hassle of replacing the
belt after it starts to wear or cause problems. Licensed
reproductions of the original belts including the correct
part numbers stampled on each belt in the same style
and font as original.
1967 Camaro Alternator Belts
B400
sb V8 ....................................... 33.99 ea
B401A
396ci 325HP (L35) ................. 36.99 ea
B401B
396ci 375HP (L78) ................. 36.99 ea
1968 Camaro Alternator Belts
B420
sb without AC ......................... 33.99 ea
B421
sb with AC .............................. 34.99 ea
B422
396 with MT ........................... 36.99 ea
B423
396 with AT ............................ 36.99 ea
1969 Camaro Alternator Belts
B440
sb without AC, with MT ......... 31.99 ea
B441
sb with 63 amp, MT, w/o AC 31.99 ea
B442
sb without AC, with AT .......... 31.99 ea
B443
sb with 63 amp, AT, w/o AC ... 31.99 ea
B444
sb with AC and MT ................ 31.99 ea
B445
sb with 63 amp, MT, w/AC .... 31.99 ea
B446
sb with AC and AT.................. 31.99 ea
B447
sb with 63 amp,AT, with AC .. 31.99 ea
B448
bb (396) without 63 amp ........ 31.99 ea
B589C
bb (396) with 63 amp ............. 31.99 ea
B450
sb with Z28 ............................. 31.99 ea
B451
bb 427 CI COPO .................... 31.99 ea
1970 Camaro Alternator Belts
B460A
sb without Z28 ........................ 31.99 ea
B460B
sb with Z28 ............................. 31.99 ea
B461
396/350 HP ............................. 31.99 ea
B462
396/375 HP ............................. 31.99 ea
1971-72 Camaro Alternator Belts
B480
sb V8 ....................................... 31.99 ea
B482
350 Z28................................... 31.99 ea
B483
396 (LS3) ................................ 31.99 ea
1972 Camaro Alternator Belts
B481
V8 with smog, NOX EC......... 31.99 ea
1976 Camaro Alternator Belts
YE15480 305U, 350L ............................. 9.99 ea

Delco Alternator Pigtail
A replacement pigtail with plug for the popular
“Delcotron” alternator. Supplied preterminated with
the ignition input wire and the voltage sensing wire.
WE205
.................................................. 3.99 ea

1969-78 Alternator Mounting Bolts
Includes the lower bolt and upper bolt with washer
and stud where applicable. OEM type.
K0063
1969-78
small block ........... 8.99 set
K0064
1969-75
big block............... 9.99 set

CA27555

Alternator Conversion Adaptor
Easy to use conversion plugs are designed to adapt
your wire harness to upgrade your charging system
with a later model, internally regulated alternator.
CA27555 external regulator to 1985 and earlier
“SI” type alternator ................ 19.99 ea
CA37787 external reg. harness to 1986 &
later “CS130” type alternator 26.99 ea
CA37796 1985 & earlier “SI” harness to
“CS130” type alternator ........ 22.99 ea

1966-86 Chrome Alternator Case Set
Replace the alternator case with this all new alternator
case set. For use with external or internal regulators.
66441
1973-86 .................................... 59.99 set

1967-72 Deep Groove
Alternator Pulley
These deep groove pulleys
are correct replacements for
1967-69 302 small block,
1967-69 396/375HP, and
1970 402/375HP models.
KW608 is 3.6" in diameter
and 1970831 is 3.2" in
diameter. Made in USA.
KW608
1967
302, repro ............
1970831 1967
396, repro ............
1970831 1968-69 302, repro ............
1970831 1968-70 396/375HP, repro
1970831 1970-71 350 (Z28) repro ...
1970831 1971-72 402, repro ............

KW608

41.99
34.99
34.99
34.99
34.99
34.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

AR352

Alternator Stud Sets
1967-68 Voltage Regulator Ground Wire
Correct replacements for the original ground wires.
These wires are necessary to help eliminate engine
noise from coming through the speakers.
CA01655 1967-68 voltage regulator .... 11.99 ea
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Alternator Parts

ARP’s “bulletproof” alternator studs are made from
a premium grade 8740 chromoly steel alloy and heat
treated to a nominal 200,000 psi tensile strength.
They are very rigid and won’t bend under the stress
of competition, eliminating problems with alternator
pulley alignment. Available in 5" and 5-1/4" lengths.
Includes a 12 point nut and ﬂat washer. 1" coarse
thread on one side and 1" ﬁne thread on the other side.
AR351
7/16" stud, 5" long ................. 11.99 set
AR352
7/16" stud, 5-1/4" long .......... 9.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

14716

14717

Terminal Cap and Retainer
Alternator wire terminal cap and retainer for models
with GM threaded post type alternator. The retainer
attaches behind the alternator post lead and has the
clip edge to accept the cap. These protective pieces
are made of injected molded plastic and each retainer
is color coded to match the cap.
14716
black cap and retainer ............ 14.99 set
14717
red cap and retainer ............... 14.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Alternator Brackets
1989-92 Alternator Bracket

1967-72 Alternator Rubber Boot
Reproduction of the rubber boot which is located on
the wiring loom where it plugs into the rear of the
alternator. This is an excellent reproduction of the
original rubber boot.
K0105 1967-72 ...................................... 2.99 ea

Correct replacement alternator bracket found on all
1989-92 Camaro models with the 5.0E, 5.0F, and
5.7-8 engines.
G7265 1989-92 ...................................... 4.99 ea
T9316

T9234

T9008

Header Adapter Bracket
Universal lower alternator pivot bracket can be used
for LH or RH applications on small block engines with
a short water pump and factory exhaust manifolds with
mounting bosses. Header adaptor bracket is necessary
for use on vehicles equipped with headers. The use
of GM bushings and spacers will vary depending
on application.
T9008
pivot
chrome................ 6.99 ea
T9254
adaptor
chrome................ 8.99 ea
T4869
pivot
black ................... 17.99 ea
T9234
adaptor
black ................... 13.99 ea

1969-86 Bracket Sets

1967-68 Alternator Support
This is the correct support brace which is used on
1967-68 models with a small block engine. This bracket
mounts on the leading edge of the driver side exhaust
manifold and supports the bottom of the alternator.
Note: Not for use with 62 amp alternator.

K6565

1967-68 .................................... 19.99 ea

T9079

T9581

1969-76 Alternator Bracket Sets

HB800001

HB800004

HB800002

HB800003

HB800005

HB800006

HB800001
HB800002
HB800003
HB800004
HB800005
HB800006
HB800007
HB800008
HB800009
HB800010

left header bracket ................
left extended header bracket
right header bracket..............
right extended header bracket
spacer, smooth satin ﬁnish ...
spacer, smooth polished .......
spacer, ball milled satin ﬁnish
spacer, ball milled polished ..
spacer, ribbed satin ﬁnish .....
spacer, ribbed polished .........

34.99
39.99
34.99
39.99
34.99
54.99
39.99
59.99
44.99
64.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

T9638

T9502

1967-86 Chrome Aftermarket Alternator Brackets and Spacers

E368

A26096

HC73
KW436

3932410

C515741

C782561

K0119

1967-86 Reproduction OE Style Alternator Brackets and Spacers
When originality counts, choose an exact reproduction alternator bracket or spacer from Classic Industries®.
We’ve scoured the globe to source the most complete and accurate selection of original style alternator brackets
available anywhere for your classic Camaro. A wide variety of applications are available as listed. For use with
original exhaust manifolds unless noted otherwise.
Note: *Must drill heater hose and battery cable clamp. **With 305H/42 amp and 305ci/78 amp alt. †Can also be used with headers.

Small Block – Upper
E368
1967-68 exc Z28...................
HC73
1967-68 Z28, 2 piece............
3932410* 1969-72 ................................
14081227** 1976-86 ................................
Small Block – Lower
C782561 1967-68 all............................
C515741 1969-71 spacer bracket.........

28.99
79.99
26.99
24.99

ea
set
ea
ea

Big Block – Upper
A26096
1967-68
K599
1969-74
Big Block – Lower
KW436† 1967-68
K0119
1969-72

exc with 62 amp alt 24.99 ea
1970-71 style.......... 39.99 ea
................................ 49.99 ea
spacer and bracket .. 17.99 set

46.99 ea
23.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Alternator Brackets
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Engines & Components K

Note: For 1967-68 models with small block V8 and short
water pump.

66647

Replace your damaged or missing alternator bracket with a chrome aftermarket bracket to dress-up your engine
compartment with a brilliant shine.
Note: *Bracket features stylized holes.
Small Block – Upper
Big Block – Upper, for Factory Intake
T9079 1967-68 universal ﬁt................ 9.99 ea
T9581 1967-68 for short water pump 18.99 ea
T9319 1967-68 short water pump....... 14.99 ea
T9318 1969-72 for long water pump .. 15.99 ea
T9323* 1969-75 for long water pump .. 16.99 ea
66647 1969-72 for long water pump ... 19.99 ea
T9326 1976-86 long water pump ....... 14.99 ea
Big Block – Lower
T9312 1976-86 all............................... 14.99 ea
T9502 1967-68 for short water pump 31.99 ea
T9638 1969-72 for long water pump .. 6.99 ea

1967-68 Alternator Brackets for Headers
Exhaust headers often use extra thick ﬂanges and tight
bends making it difﬁcult to mount an alternator bracket.
These ceramic coated steel alternator brackets mount
to the left or right side of the engine using header bolts
that surround the front cylinder to allow the alternator
to be attached without interference. These brackets close
mount the alternator toward the vehicle center line. For
those who want to retain the existing alternator position,
a matched billet aluminum spacer, offered separately,
allows you to retain the original belt. Three spacer styles
are offered with either a polished or satin ﬁnish.

Chrome-plated reproduction alternator brackets.
Designed for original style intake and long water
pump. Includes the upper bracket and the lower
“L-shaped” bracket.
Small Block – Solid Style
T9316
1969-76 .................................... 14.99 set
T9317
1976-86 TPI ............................. 15.99 set

T9323

T9318

Reproduction 5 piece alternator mounting set.
E329
1969-74
big block .............. 74.99 set
153663 1969-76
small block .......... 59.99 set

T9317

Replacement Fuel Tanks
These reproduction fuel tanks are manufactured to factory speciﬁcations from stamped
steel and are available in a variety of ﬁnishes to suit your build. Basic zinc coated
steel tanks are a great value, offering strong corrosion resistance at a reasonable
price. Ni-terne steel tanks provide an OE quality appearance for discerning restorers.
For show quality builds, stainless steel tanks offer superior corrosion resistance with
a spectacular polished ﬁnish.

s steel
Now available in stainles

• 1 Gas Tank – 1967-69
• 1 Tank to Filler Neck Hose – 1967-68
• 1 Fuel Tank Upper Neck – 1967-68
• 1 Filler Neck Sleeve – 1967-68
• 1 Anti-Squeak Kit – 1967-69
• 2 Fuel Tank Straps – 1967-69
• 1 Strap Mounting Bolt Kit – 1967-69
• 1 Gas Tank Lock Ring – 1967-69
• 1 Fuel Tank O-ring Gasket – 1967-69

Zinc Coated Fuel Tanks
R301

Quality Replacement Tank
Standard Corrosion Resistance
Manufactured to Factory Speciﬁcations

1967-69 Camaro Fuel Tank Kits
Replace all the necessary components for your 1967-69 Camaro with Classic
Industries® fuel tank kits. Each kit provides the individual components needed for a
complete replacement. Fuel tank sending units are sold separately due to differences
in engines, options, etc. Save over 10% off normal individual pricing!
OS2

Note: Shipped double oversize.

Ni-Terne Steel Fuel Tanks

R301
R321
R302
R322

OE Quality Replacement Tank
Exceptional Corrosion Resistance
Manufactured to Factory Speciﬁcations

1967-68
1967-68
1969
1969

zinc coating ....................................................
stainless steel .................................................
zinc coating ....................................................
stainless steel .................................................

Stainless Steel Fuel Tanks

1967-73 Stainless Steel Fuel Injection Fuel Tank
Stainless steel gas tanks are a direct replacement for the OE tanks. Each tank is
hand formed from 304 Grade stainless steel and TIG welded. All tanks feature a
unique bafﬂe system running front to rear, side-to-side, and around the fuel pickups
to eliminate fuel starvation during acceleration and hard braking. All ﬁttings and
mounting ﬂanges are CNC-machined from 304 stainless steel stock to a thickness
of 3/8" to ensure a proper seal. All tanks include an installed fuel pump, stainless
mounting straps and hardware. All tanks have a brushed ﬁnish for easy up keep.

1967-97 Camaro Fuel Tank

Important: Fuel sending unit is not included with tank.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

Correct reproduction fuel tanks for 1967-97 Camaro models. These reproduction
gas tanks are manufactured to exact speciﬁcations and are available in zinc coated
steel, ni-terne steel or stainless steel.
OS2

L

Fuel & Exhaust

Note: Shipped double oversize. *Shipped triple oversize.

1967-68
1969
1970
1970-73
1974-78
1979-81
1982-87
1982-92
1993-97

FT1000B
FT1001B
FT1002B
FT1003B
FT1004B
FT1005B
FT1006B
FT1007B
FT1008B*

1967-68
1969
1970
1970-73
1974-78
1979-81
1982-87
1982-92
1993-97

FT1000C
FT1001C
FT1002C
FT1003C
FT1004C
FT1005C

1967-68
1969
1970
1970-73
1974-78
1979-81

540

Zinc Coated Steel
without fuel ﬁller neck .............................
attached fuel ﬁller neck ............................
without EEC .............................................
with EEC ..................................................
all models .................................................
all models .................................................
with fuel pump on engine ........................
with fuel pump in tank .............................
all models .................................................
Ni-Terne Coated Steel
without fuel ﬁller neck .............................
attached fuel ﬁller neck ............................
without EEC .............................................
with EEC ..................................................
all models .................................................
all models .................................................
with fuel pump on engine ........................
with fuel pump in tank .............................
all models .................................................
Stainless Steel
without fuel ﬁller neck .............................
attached fuel ﬁller neck ............................
without EEC .............................................
with EEC ..................................................
all models .................................................
all models .................................................

Fuel Tanks

kit
kit
kit
kit

14258

Show Quality Replacement Tank
Superior Corrosion Resistance
Stainless Steel Polished Finish
Manufactured to Factory Speciﬁcations

FT1000A
FT1001A
FT1002A
FT1003A
FT1004A
FT1005A
FT1006A
FT1007A
FT1008A*

228.99
368.99
164.99
304.99

OS3

139.99
139.99
139.99
139.99
129.99
129.99
139.99
139.99
139.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

169.99
169.99
219.99
219.99
199.99
199.99
239.99
259.99
239.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

299.99
299.99
299.99
319.99
329.99
299.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

14257
14258
14259
14260

1967-68
1969
1970-73
1967-73

OS2

fuel tank ....................................................... 1299.99 ea
fuel tank ....................................................... 1349.99 ea
fuel tank ....................................................... 1319.99 ea
0-90 Ohm fuel sending unit .........................
84.99 ea

A9718658

1967-73 Fuel Tank
These tanks bring modern fuel system technology to your classic muscle car. By
placing the fuel pump inside the tank, hot fuel issues such as vapor lock and cavitation
are eliminated. We have all heard the stories of hot rodders being stuck on the side
of the road with a fuel system or an engine that stumbles under braking, acceleration
or hard cornering. These issues are related to fuel pump location, plumbing, and lack
of proper bafﬂing. You can now have an in-tank fuel pump that is properly vented
and submerged in fuel at all times. These new reproduction steel tanks feature a
durable silver powder coated ﬁnish. In addition, they feature an internally bafﬂed
system with an in-tank performance fuel pump capable of supporting up to 1000
HP. Deep sump tanks include new fuel tank straps. Choose the bypass regulator
that best serves your vehicle application.
A9718657
1967-68
stock capacity
18 gallon ........... 727.99 ea
A9718658
1969
stock capacity
18 gallon ........... 716.99 ea
A9718328
1970-73
1" deeper than OEM 21-1/2 gallon..... 744.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Replacement Fuel Tanks
FT1100A
FT1104A

FT1102A

FT1101B

1967-02 Fuel Tank Mounting Straps
A9719108

EFI Conversion Fuel Tanks with Fuel Pumps
Holley and Sniper are here to help you to complete your EFI swap with new EFI
Conversion Fuel Tanks. Each tank is a direct ﬁt for your application ·no modiﬁcations
necessary. The kit includes: the tank, a 255 lph fuel pump, internal bafﬂing, a
correct Ohm range fuel level sender, and the ﬁller neck. The tank is powder coated
for corrosion resistance and great looks. These tank kits are a complete solution
for your EFI project!
OS2
Note: Shipped double oversize.

A9719100
A9719101
A9719104
A9719103
A9719108

1967-68
1967-68
1969
1969
1970-73

standard corners ......................................
narrow corners ........................................
standard corners ......................................
narrow corners ........................................
standard corners ......................................

560.99
611.99
560.99
611.99
560.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

before

Reproduction fuel tank mounting straps for 1967-02 models produced using heavyduty preformed steel for an original appearance or long-lasting stainless steel for
corrosion resistance.
OE Material
FT1100A
1967-69 ........................................................................... 24.99 pr
FT1101A
1970-73 ........................................................................... 24.99 pr
FT1102A
1974-75 ........................................................................... 34.99 pr
FT1103A
1976-81 ........................................................................... 29.99 pr
FT1104A
1982-02 ........................................................................... 27.99 pr
Stainless Steel
FT1100B
1967-69 ........................................................................... 39.99 pr
FT1101B
1970-73 ........................................................................... 43.99 pr
FT1102B
1974-75 ........................................................................... 43.99 pr
FT1103B
1976-81 ........................................................................... 43.99 pr
FT1104B
1982-02 ........................................................................... 43.99 pr

C2057

C2480W

C2056
after

Gold Standard Fuel Tank Sealer Set
Our 3 step fuel tank sealer set contains almost everything you might need to seal a tank
of up to 25 gallons. The Gold Standard Tank Sealer is speciﬁcally formulated to stop
rust and corrosion by forming a tough, fuel impervious coating while simultaneously
sealing small pinholes and weld seams. The prep products are formulated to extend
storage times by leaving a zinc phosphate ﬁlm that prevents rust until you have a
chance to seal the tank with the sealer. Complete set and individual items available.
3 Step Fuel Tank Sealer Set
Reﬁll Components
Buy our fuel tank sealer set and save!
KBS Klean – Degreaser
Each fuel tank sealer set includes:
KB2400 one quart........ 12.99 ea
2 quarts of Klean (a water based,
KB2500 one gallon ...... 22.99 ea
heavy-duty, cleaner/degreaser), 1 quart
KBS RustBlast Rust Remover
RustBlast (a powerful rust remover/
KB3400 one quart........ 17.99 ea
metal etch), 1 quart Gold Standard
KB3500 one gallon ...... 34.99 ea
Tank Sealer, gloves, instructions, and
KBS Fuel Tank Sealer
a stir stick.
KB5400 one quart........ 39.99 ea
KB53000 prep/sealer set 69.99 set
KB5500 one gallon ...... 119.99 ea

1967-81 Fuel Tank Mounting Braces
These correct reproduction fuel tank mounting braces are just what you need to
properly and securely mount your fuel tank. Each is constructed from original gauge
steel and stamped to ﬁt as original. EDP coated for corrosion resistance. Gas tank
straps will attach to these braces and securely hold the gas tank in place.
EDP Coated
C3480
1967-68
LH or RH (2 req.).................................... 44.99 ea
C2057
1969
LH ........................................................... 53.99 ea
C2056
1969
RH ........................................................... 53.99 ea
C2480
1970-73
4 piece set................................................ 129.99 set
153251
1974-81
4 piece set................................................ 129.99 set
Weld-ThruTM Coated
C2480W
1970-73
4 piece set................................................ 159.99 set

1967-69 Fuel Tank Anti-Squeak Set

1976-81 Tank Strap Hardware

1967-69 Fuel Tank
Strap Mounting Bolt Set

Universal Fuel Tank Anti-Squeak Felt

Reproduction fuel tank strap hardware
set for 1976-81 Camaro models. This
set is recommended when replacing
fuel tank straps.
153351 1976-81 ................ 6.99 set

It’s easy to replace your fuel tank straps
with fuel tank strap carriage bolts, nuts
and washers. This set is recommended
when replacing fuel tank straps.
K561
1967-69 10 piece 6.99 set

Universal gas tank anti-squeak inserts. These felts insert between the gas tank and
the mounting straps to eliminate any noise from tank movement and vibration
which may occur. Felts measure 36" x 1-3/4" and are ﬂat with no edges. Highly
recommended when replacing your gas tank or mounting straps.
UK915
universal ﬁt........................................................................ 15.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Fuel Tanks
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Fuel & Exhaust L

Highest quality reproduction on the market! Includes precision die-cut 1/2" sponge
neoprene tank to ﬂoor cushion and 2 strap to tank inserts. Each sponge is inserted
between the gas tank and the mounting straps or body. These sponges will eliminate
any tank movement which may occur. Highly recommended when replacing your
gas tank or mounting straps.
K915
1967-69 .................................................................................. 21.99 set

Fuel Tank Components
K404

1967-68 Fuel Tank Upper Neck
Steel neck unit that runs from the gas cap down to
the ﬁller neck hose unit. Gas cap ﬁts directly to outer
portion of neck.
K963 1967-68 reproduction ............ 29.99 ea

G6980

A8700161

A8700159

A8700193

A8700164

1967-89 Fuel Tank Pickup Tube Filter

1967-68 Gas Tank Filler Neck Sleeve
Correct reproduction gas tank ﬁller neck sleeve helps
keep the gas tank neck from corroding as it passes
through the trunk to the gas tank. The rubber sheath
covers the gas tank ﬁller neck tube which extends from
the rear body tail panel to the trunk ﬂoor on its way to
the gas tank. Manufactured with correct molded rubber
including predrilled holes for screws.
7707772
1967-68 .............................. 24.99 ea

Correct replacement fuel tank pickup tube strainer used
to help keep contaminants in the fuel from entering
into the fuel lines. This part attaches directly to the
fuel tank pickup tube.
OER® Reproduction
K404
1967-81
5/16" OEM style 11.99 ea
K405
1967-81
3/8" OEM style ... 11.99 ea
Genuine GM Replacement
G6980
1982-83
2.5 F .................... 5.99 ea
G6980
1982-85
w/o fuel injection 5.99 ea
G6980
1984-85
305 G................... 5.99 ea
G6980
1986
without 305 H ..... 5.99 ea
G6980
1987
2.8 S, 5.0 F, 5.7-8 5.99 ea
G6980
1987
305 H................... 5.99 ea
G6980
1988-89
5.0 F, 5.7-8 .......... 5.99 ea

Max-Clean Fuel Cleaner
153845

1974-97 Fuel Tank Filler Necks
Reproduction fuel tank ﬁller necks for 1974-97 Camaro
models. Manufactured to factory specifications,
featuring the correct gas cap opening for proper ﬁt,
and function.
153844
1974-78 ................................. 12.99 ea
153845
1979-81 ................................. 12.99 ea
153846
1982-92 ................................. 29.99 ea
153847
1993-97 ................................. 34.99 ea

Max-Clean targets and cleans deposit build
up in the intake system and combustion
chamber and is effective on the entire
spectrum of engines on the road. Royal
Purple’s Max-Clean can restore internal
engine surfaces, recovering lost fuel
economy and performance.
RP11722
20 oz. can ............................. 15.99 ea
RP11723
case of 6 – 20 oz. cans ......... 86.99 cs

Driven Carb Defender
1967-68 Tank to Filler Neck Hose
Seals inlet ﬁller neck to tank stub neck. This hose will
eliminate gas fumes from entering in the interior or trunk
area when properly installed. Each hose is produced
with correct high-quality neoprene and will last much
longer than other hoses of inferior quality materials.
K630
1967-68 ...................................... 9.99 ea

This additive controls combustion
chamber residue, cleaning and protecting
fuel system and intake tract surfaces to
keep carburetors functioning properly.
Fuel Defender is ideal for everyday drivers
or classics that spend time in storage
between cruises and special events. One
bottle treats up to 25 gallons of ethanol
blended fuel.
JG1340
4.5 oz. bottle.......................... 9.99 ea
JG1341
case of 6 – 4.5 oz. bottles ...... 53.99 cs

L

Fuel & Exhaust

Driven Defender+Booster
1967-68 Fuel Neck Sleeve to Floor Clamp
Reproduction of the original 1967-68 fuel neck sleeve
clamp used to hold the sleeve to the trunk ﬂoor.
7707773
1967-68 ................................... 8.99 ea

1968-70 Fuel Tank Vent Valve
Reproduction plastic gas tank vent valve that mounts
on the frame rail. One vapor line comes off of gas tank
and goes to this valve. Put one cotton ball in the valve
to keep dirt from entering the gas tank.
14987
1968-70 .................................... 30.99 ea

542

Fuel Tank Parts

Raises the octane in unleaded fuels,
reduces valve seat wear and protects
against the corrosion deposits common
with today’s gasoline. This product
features corrosion inhibitors that
control combustion chamber residue,
as well as clean and preserve surfaces
of the fuel system. By cleaning and
controlling combustion chamber and
intake valve deposits, Defender +
Booster Fuel Additive protects against
detonation and improves fuel economy.
The additive is ideal for all carbureted
and fuel injection vehicles, including motorcycles
and marine engines. Each 10 ounce bottle treats up
to 25 gallons of gasoline, and regular use has
been proven to lower emissions.
JG1342
10 oz. bottle.......................... 9.99 ea
JG1344
case of 6 – 10 oz................... 53.99 cs
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

A8700158
A8700166

1964-81 GM Fuel Hose Stamp
These stamps were used to identify hose size and
placement. 1/4" hose was used for fuel return hose,
5/16" and 3/8" was used for main fuel lines.
A8700160 1964-81 GM 1/4 stamp ...... 13.99 ea
A8700161 1964-81 GM 5/16 stamp .... 13.99 ea
A8700162 1964-81 GM 3/8 stamp ...... 13.99 ea
This stamp was used by hose supplier SWAN on all
rubber fuel hose that connected the main fuel line to
the fuel sending unit and fuel pump.
A8700159 1967-79 SWAN GAS stamp 16.99 ea
This stamp was used to identify fuel hoses and was
stamped about every inch.
A8700193 1967-79 GAS stamp .......... 13.99 ea
These stamps were used to identify emissions hose
size and placement.
A8700163 1970-81 EVAP 1/4 stamp... 13.99 ea
A8700164 1970-81 EVAP 5/16 stamp 13.99 ea
A8700165 1970-81 EVAP 3/8 stamp... 13.99 ea
This stamp were used to identify hose on GM vehicles
with an in trunk fuel ﬁller neck vapor system.
A8700166 1965-70 VAPOR ................ 13.99 ea
No authentic restoration is complete without attention
to every detail. These inspection stamps were placed
on fuel tanks to show they had passed pressure
safety testing and quality inspections. Each stamp is
aesthetically accurate and includes a bottle of correct
red paint.
Note: Black ink was occasionally used in place of red ink.

A8700157
A8700158

1967-72 Inspector 3 stamp 39.99 ea
1968-72 20 insp ok stamp .. 39.99 ea

Hose Marking Ink Pad
This pre-inked ink pad is
the correct frost white ink
for marking hoses. The
slow drying water based
ink makes mistakes easy
to correct before the ink
becomes permanent.
A8700167
white ink stamp pad .......... 16.99 ea

Fuel Hose Pinch Clamp
Reproduction style green pinch clamp for
3/8" gas hose. These clamps are found on
the hose connecting the fuel tank ﬂoat to
the main fuel line leading to the engine.
K0050
................................................... 1.19 ea

Fuel Line Vapor Return Hose Line Clamp
Reproduction style red pinch
clamp for 1/4" gas hose. These
clamps are commonly found on the
fuel vapor return line connecting
the fuel tank ﬂoat to the fuel pump
vapor return line.
K0052
................................................... 1.19 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Replacement Gas Caps

3910043

1982-92 Fuel Door Lock

3910044
ST10506

1969-02 Replacement Gas Cap

3910045

3910189

1967-68 Gas Cap
OER® reproduction gas caps for 1967-68 Camaro
models. Standard gas caps come painted in a factory
primer and are ready to be painted to your desired color.
SS 350, SS, and RS caps feature the correct semi-ﬂat
black trim with polished chrome exterior and include
correct ﬁller neck to rear body panel attachment cable.
Note: The 1968 Camaro was not originally equipped with an
“SS-350” gas cap. However, this cap will ﬁt on all 1968 models.

3910043
3910044
3910045
3910189

G6954

1967-68
1967-68
1967-68
1967-68

standard ...........
SS 350..............
SS.....................
RS ....................

21.99
46.99
46.99
46.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-68 Bow Tie
Locking Gas Cap
Reproduction 1967-68 optional
Bow Tie locking gas cap. Each
cap is ﬁnished in a high-quality
polished chrome exterior
with the correct semiﬂat back trim. The center
includes the Chevrolet Bow
Tie emblem in polished
chrome. Also includes
two precoded keys.
K25000
1967-68 ................................. 34.99 ea

1969-70 OE Style Vented Gas Cap
This reproduction GM
cap is meticulously reverse
engineered from the OEM
cap. Features correct shape,
color, and markings. The
quality and materials
are manufactured to exact
specification for the demanding
restorer. High-quality representation
of the original vented gas cap.
3931449
1969-70
without EEC ..... 24.99 ea

A9700202

A9700204

These beautiful billet gas caps are CNC-machined
to perfection. Available with either with a machined
or polished ﬁnish. Your choice of SS, RS, or plain
without logo.
Plain Cap
A9700201 1967-68 machined ﬁnish 109.99 ea
A9700202 1967-68 polished ﬁnish .. 126.99 ea
RS Engraved Cap
A9700203 1967-68 machined ﬁnish 109.99 ea
A9700204 1967-68 polished ﬁnish .. 126.99 ea
SS Engraved Cap
A9700205 1967-68 machined ﬁnish 109.99 ea
A9700206 1967-68 polished ﬁnish .. 126.99 ea

1967-68 Billet Fuel Filler
Assembly
These billet fuel
ﬁller assemblies
will add a custom
look to any 1967-68
Camaro. Made from
machined aluminum
they offer OEM quality
81000032
sealing and no modiﬁcation installation. Assemblies
include: billet ﬁller neck, custom billet locking
cap with two keys, all necessary hoses, clamps
and fasteners. Assemblies are available for direct
ﬁt and universal applications in both clear and
black anodized ﬁnishes. An optional vent kit is also
available for applications where venting is required.
Note: Universal assemblies do not include hoses
or clamps.

Direct Fit
81000032 1967-68
81000033 1967-68
Universal Fit
81000034
81000036
81000038

344330

1969-77 Rear Fuel Tank Filler Door
Correct replacement bracket and hinge assembly which
installs on the rear and covers the gas cap. The license
plate attaches to the bracket.
344330
1969
reproduction........ 24.99 ea
B1019
1970-77
reproduction........ 26.99 ea

5970789

1978-81 Fuel Door with Hinge
Reproduction ﬂush mount fuel door for 1978-81
Camaro, Z28 and 1979-81 Berlinetta models.
These exact reproductions feature the correct grain,
appropriate holes to attach the rear emblem. The
Berlinetta fuel door is properly ﬁnished with a chrome
and black accent bar as shown.
5969507 1978-81 standard and Z28 99.99 ea
5970789 1979-81 Berlinetta ............ 109.99 ea

1982-02 Fuel Door
Fuel tank ﬁller door makes replacing the worn out or
missing original easily.
20638651 1982-92 OER® repro. ....... 59.99 ea

clear anodized ... 249.99 ea
black anodized .. 259.99 ea
clear anodized ... 209.99 ea
black anodized .. 219.99 ea
vent kit ..............
9.99 ea

1993-02 Fuel Pocket
Genuine GM fuel pocket for all
1993-02 Camaro models. This is
a commonly damaged part due to
excessive use.
G4576
1993-02 .................................. 95.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

3937590

G6663

10257216

1969-98 Fuel Door Rubber Bumpers
These fuel door bumpers attach directly to the rear
body panel and eliminates contact between the fuel
ﬁller door and the body.
3937590 1969-77 OER® original style 4.99 pr
G6663
1985-87 12mm, 2 required .... 2.99 ea
10257216 1993-98 on fuel ﬁller pocket.. 3.99 ea

Gas Caps
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1967-68 Camaro Billet Gas Cap

These service replacement fuel caps may differ from
the original in appearance but will ﬁt and function as
original. A low cost replacement that is designed to
operate correctly.
Original GM Replacement Caps
G6954 1969-70 w/o E.E.C. ............... 30.99 ea
G6956 1980-81 ................................. 10.99 ea
G6957 1982-97 ................................. 10.99 ea
G4676 1998
231, w/FI, vin K ...... 25.99 ea
G4676 1998
350, w/FI, vin G ...... 25.99 ea
G4677 1999-00 231, w/FI, vin K ...... 22.99 ea
G4677 1999
350 ........................... 22.99 ea
G5490 2001-02 ................................. 18.99 ea
Stant Replacement Caps
Non-Locking Gas Caps
ST10646 1969-70 exc. 1970 Calif. models 11.99 ea
ST10806 1970
Cal. models only ....... 10.99 ea
ST10807 1971-74 .................................. 11.99 ea
ST10817 1975-81 non vented ................ 7.99 ea
ST10819 1975-81 vented ....................... 8.99 ea
ST10822 1982-97 non vented ................ 7.99 ea
ST10823 1982-97 vented ....................... 12.99 ea
ST10836 1999-02 .................................. 11.99 ea
Locking Gas Caps
ST10484 1967-68 vented ...................... 12.99 ea
ST10492 1969-70 exc. 1970 Calif. models 21.99 ea
ST10583 1970
Calif. models only ... 21.99 ea
ST10571 1971-74 ................................. 21.99 ea
ST10591 1975-81 non vented ............... 11.99 ea
ST10501 1975-81 vented ...................... 13.99 ea
ST10594 1982-97 ................................. 14.99 ea
ST10506 1999-02 ................................. 11.99 ea

Protect your gas cap and fuel supply with this “easyto-install” key type fuel door lock. This lock can be
installed on all 1982-92 Camaro models and can be
used in addition to your factory installed remote fuel
door lock!
TK1029A
1982-92 chrome face ..... 24.99 ea
TK1029B
1982-92 black face ......... 21.99 ea

Fuel Tank Components
H12300
6428844

FT5030
25000309

1967-81 Fuel Tank Sending Unit
Reproduction or Genuine GM fuel tank sending units
for 1967-81 models.
With 5/16" Fuel Lines
OER® Reproduction
6428069 1967
230, 250............. 49.99 ea
6428069
1967
V8 with 2 barrel 49.99 ea
6428844
1968-69 6 cylinder .......... 54.99 ea
With 3/8" Fuel Lines
Note: *With 1/4" return line.

OER® Reproduction
6428068
1967
6428845
1968
6428845
1969
6428845
1969
6428845
1969
6428322* 1969
6428800
1970-73
153158*
1970-73
6428800 1970-73
153158*
1970-73
153248
1974-75
25000309 1976-81
25000308 1976-81
Genuine GM
G6970
1968
G6970
1969
G6970
1969
G6970
1969

V8 with 4 barrel
V8......................
V8 with 2 barrel
396 with HP ......
302 Z28 .............
350, 396 w/o HP
307, 350.............
307, 350.............
396.....................
396.....................
V8......................
with 1 line .........
with 2 lines ........

49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
54.99
54.99
59.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

V8......................
V8 with 2 barrel
396 with HP ......
302 Z28 .............

179.99
179.99
179.99
179.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-81 EFI Fuel Pump/Sender Modules

1967-02 Fuel Sender Lock Ring and Gasket

Holley 255 lph OEM style in-tank fuel pump conversion
modules are designed as a direct replacement for the
factory pickups and sending units in 1967-81 Camaro
models. These modules will install exactly like the
factory assembly with no modiﬁcations required. This
system is hands down the simplest way to convert a fuel
tank for electronic fuel injection. They are internally
regulated to 58 psi and capable of supporting engines
up to 550 horsepower.
H12300
1967-69 ............................... 348.99 ea
H12301
1970-73 ............................... 348.99 ea
H12304
1974-81 ............................... 348.99 ea

Install the sending unit on your vehicle with a new
reproduction sending unit lock ring and gasket set. Lock
ring is manufactured from steel with zinc coating. Each
set includes the lock ring and rubber o-ring gasket.
Lock Ring and Gasket Sets
FT5031 1967-69 ................................. 4.99 set
FT5030 1970
without EEC ............ 11.99 set
FT5030 1970-73 with EEC ................. 11.99 set
FT5031 1974-81 ................................. 4.99 set
FT5032 1982-87 fuel pump on engine 14.99 set
FT5032 1982-92 fuel pump in tank .... 14.99 set
FT5035 1993-97 ................................. 11.99 set
Lock Ring Only
3774937 1967-69 OER® reproduction 2.99 ea
G7001
1970-73 GM .......................... 7.99 ea
3774937 1974-81 OER® reproduction 2.99 ea
G4691
1999-02 GM .......................... 7.99 ea
Gasket Only
3825206 1967-69 OER® reproduction 2.50 ea
G6978
1970-73 GM .......................... 8.99 ea
3825206 1974-81 OER® reproduction 2.50 ea
G6978
1982-92 GM .......................... 8.99 ea
G4692
1993-98 GM .......................... 8.99 ea
G4693
1999-02 GM .......................... 6.99 ea

CA71184

1967-81 Fuel Sender Harness
This is the correct power feed harness which activates
the fuel tank ﬂoat sending unit located in the gas tank.
We recommend replacing this harness when installing
a new gas tank sending unit to ensure an accurate fuel
gauge reading.
CA71184 1967-68 1/2" grommet ..... 14.99 ea
CA97607 1969
3/4" grommet ..... 14.99 ea
CA01600 1970-71 ........................... 15.99 ea
CA21772 1972-73 ........................... 15.99 ea
CA36272 1974-77 from 11/30/1973 15.99 ea
CA36269 1978-81 ........................... 20.99 ea

1985-92 Fuel Tank Sending Unit

L
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After years of use, your fuel sending unit can corrode,
its ﬂoat can ﬂood and it can simply stop working,
causing your fuel gauge to read incorrectly or even
not at all. This Delco Service Replacement will
replace your original in both ﬁt and function though
it may differ cosmetically. Fits vehicle models with
an in-tank fuel pump.
153249 1985-92 ................................... 74.99 ea

1967-76 Fuel Sending Unit Float
Is your fuel sending unit not reading correctly? Does
your sending unit ﬂoat have a crack or hole in it?
Classic Industries® offers a brass sending unit ﬂoat
that helps send accurate readings to your fuel gauge.
479312
fuel sending unit ﬂoat............... 9.99 ea

A handy tool used to remove the fuel tank sending unit
lock ring on 1967-69 Camaro models.
CX4879
1967-69 ................................ 16.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

1985-97 Fuel Tank Sending Unit
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In-Tank Fuel Pump Retroﬁt Kit
Holley 450 lph universal in-tank return less retroﬁt fuel
module. Use this module to convert to an in-tank EFI
fuel system with no welding or fabrication. Installs
in any fuel tank from 7" to 12" deep. Includes a low
proﬁle die-cast pump hanger bracket to control pump
vibration low proﬁle and an integrated fuel pump
capable of supporting up to 875 EFI or 1100 carb HP.
This is the easiest way to convert your vehicle to an intank EFI fuel system, ideal for Terminator EFI, Sniper
EFI, MSD Atomic EFI, or any TBI of EFI conversion.
Module Kit with Return
H12136
255 lph ................................ 433.99 ea
H12136L 450 lph ................................ 538.99 ea
Module Kit without Return
H12158
255 lph ................................ 486.99 ea
H12158L 450 lph ................................ 591.99 ea

G4681

These are Genuine GM fuel tank sending units for
1985-97 models.
G6962
1985-92
all models ........ 394.99 ea
G13113
1993-95
......................... 286.99 ea
G4681
1996-97
8 cylinder ......... 338.99 ea

H12136

1967-69 Fuel Tank Sender Lock Ring Tool

Fuel Pumps

40524

G6985

M4513

1967-70 Remanufactured Fuel Pumps

G6987
M6626

1967-87 Carter Replacement Fuel Pump
High-quality new replacement fuel pumps speciﬁcally
designed for each year and engine size. Some fuel
pumps may differ slightly in appearance from original
but will ﬁt and function correctly offering years of
satisfactory service.
Note: *Early 1967. **High Output. †Mechanical and
electric pump required.

1967-69 230 ........................... 24.99 ea
1967-74 250-D....................... 24.99 ea
1975-79 250-D....................... 21.99 ea
1980-81 229-K....................... 15.99 ea
1980-81 231-A....................... 17.99 ea
1982-84 173-1 ....................... 49.99 ea
1967
1967
1967-68
1967-69
1968-72
1969
1969
1969
1970
1970
1970-75
1970-75
1971-72
1971-72
1971-72
1971-72
1971-72
1971-72
1971-72
1971-72
1973-76
1976-79
1976-79
1977
1977-80
1977-80
1978-80
1980
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1982-83
1982-83
1984
1984-87
1985
1986
1986-87

327, 5/16" outlet ......
350, 5/16" outlet ......
350, 3/8" outlet ........
327, 3/8" outlet ........
396 ...........................
307, 3/8" outlet ........
307 ...........................
350 ...........................
307 ...........................
350 with 4 barrel .....
350H,K w/2 barrel ...
350L,T w/2 barrel....
307F.........................
350H with Holley ....
350K with Holley ....
350L with Holley.....
350H w/Rochester ...
350K w/Rochester ...
350L w/Rochester....
402U ........................
350H,K,L w/4 bbl....
305Q,U ....................
305G,H ....................
350L AT with AC ....
350L all without AC
350L MT with AC ...
350L AT with AC ....
267J .........................
267J .........................
305H all w/o AC......
305H MT with AC...
305H AT with AC ....
350L all w/o AC ......
350L MT with AC ...
350L AT with AC ....
305H w/mech pump
305-7 w/mech pump
305G w/mech pump
305H w/mech pump
305G w/mech pump
305G ........................
305H without FI ......

21.99
21.99
16.99
16.99
19.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
21.99
25.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
25.99
25.99
25.99
19.99
25.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
25.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
25.99
16.99
16.99
25.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
16.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-81 Fuel Pump Pushrod
Reproduction fuel pump pushrod for all V8 engines.
3704817
1967-81 .................................. 9.99 ea

1967-81 Replacement Fuel Pump
Choose from a wide range of fuel pumps speciﬁcally
designed for each year and engine size. Some fuel
pumps may differ slightly in appearance from original
but will ﬁt and function correctly offering years of
satisfactory service.
Note: *Early 1967.

V8
M4513*
M4513*
G6983
G6983
G6985
G6983
G6988
G6988
M4513
G6989
G6988
G6988
G6983
G6988
G6988
G6988
G6989
G6989
G6989
G6985
G6988
G6989
G6988
G6988
G6988
G6988
G6989
G6988
G6983
G6983
G6983
G6989
G6983
G6983
G6989

1967
1967
1967-68
1967-69
1967-72
1969
1969
1969
1970
1970
1970-75
1970-75
1971-72
1971-72
1971-72
1971-72
1971-72
1971-72
1971-72
1971-72
1973-75
1973-76
1976-79
1976-79
1977-80
1977-80
1978-80
1980
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981

327, 5/16" outlet ...
350, 5/16" outlet ...
350, 3/8" outlet .....
327, 3/8" outlet .....
396 ........................
307, w/3/8" outlet
302 ........................
350 ........................
307 ........................
350 with 4 bbl .......
350H,K with 2 bbl
350L,T with 2 bbl
307F ......................
350H with Holley
350K with Holley
350L with Holley ..
350H w/Rochester
350K w/Rochester
350L w/Rochester
402U .....................
350 with 2 bbl .......
350H,K,L w/4 bbl
305Q,U .................
305G,H .................
350L all w/o AC ...
350L MT with AC
350L AT with AC ..
267J ......................
267J ......................
305H all w/o AC ...
305H MT with AC
305H AT with AC
350L all w/o AC ...
350L MT with AC
350L AT with AC ..

21.99
21.99
48.95
48.95
33.99
48.95
33.99
33.99
21.99
33.99
33.99
33.99
48.95
33.99
33.99
33.99
33.99
33.99
33.99
33.99
33.99
33.99
33.99
33.99
33.99
33.99
33.99
33.99
48.95
48.95
48.95
33.99
48.95
48.95
33.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

These hard-to-ﬁnd fuel pumps are just what your
Camaro needs. Using original housings with the AC
logo, factory correct markings and crimped inlet/outlet
base, these are remanufactured with new components
and will install and function to factory speciﬁcations.
40503 1967 302, 327, 350 pre-02/67 186.99 ea
40524 1967 302, 327, 350 after 02/67 224.99 ea
40468 1967 396/325HP...................... 239.99 ea
40470 1967 396/350HP, 396/375HP .. 244.99 ea
40524 1968 302, 327, 350 .................. 224.99 ea
40468 1968 396/325HP (L35)............ 239.99 ea
40470 1968 396 pre-11/67 ................. 244.99 ea
40568 1968 396 after 11/67................ 252.99 ea
40669 1969 302, 350 .......................... 231.99 ea
40568 1969 396/325HP, 396/350HP .. 252.99 ea
40727 1969 396/375HP, 427/425HP .. 233.99 ea
40731 1969 427/425HP (ZL1) ........... 441.99 ea
40725 1970 302, 350 .......................... 239.99 ea
40727 1970 396/350HP (L34)............ 233.99 ea

E1721

Performer RPM 110 GPH Fuel Pump
Designed for all Edelbrock carburetors used in
Performer or Performer RPM applications. These highperformance street fuel pumps feature a high-quality
three stage polished ﬁnish. The unique valve design
improves ﬂow quantity and quality, and will support
engines up to 600 HP. High volume, 3/8" NPT inlet and
outlet surpasses the capacity of conventional models.
Produces 6 psi and does not require a regulator. For
gasoline only. Clockable lower housing can be rotated
for best inlet/outlet alignment.
E1721
small block .......................... 133.99 ea
E1722
big block .............................. 141.99 ea

Fuel Pump Pressure Tester
12834

1967-78 Chrome Fuel Pump
Replace your original fuel pump with genuine Holley
chrome fuel pumps. Each mechanical fuel pump is
triple chrome-plated and ﬂows 60 gallons per hour
at 7-1/2 psi. Includes an adjustable lower housing
allowing 360 degree rotation of fuel inlet-outlet ﬁttings
for custom installation.
12834
1967-78
small block .......... 93.99 ea
12835
1967-76
big block .............. 93.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Tests for fuel line
pressure and vacuum
leaks. Check for
leaky valves, timing,
fuel pump, vacuum,
pressure, and gas line
leakage. Easy-to-read
gauge with 3 foot
hose and vacuum hose
adapter ﬁtting. Gauge
measures vacuum from 0 to 28" HG in 1" increments.
(0 to 700mm HG in 50mm increments). Measures
pressure from 0 to 15 psi in 1/2 psi increments
(0-1Kg/cm2 in .1 Kg/cm2 increments).
Y20300
................................................ 24.99 ea

Fuel Pumps
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Inline 6
M4503
M4503
M6738
V6
M60086
M6951
M60280
V8
M4513*
M4513*
M4685
M4685
M4530
M4685
M6624
M6624
M4513
M6101
M6624
M6624
M4685
M6624
M6624
M6624
M6101
M6101
M6101
M4530
M6101
M6624
M6624
M6626
M6624
M6624
M6101
M6624
M4685
M4685
M4685
M6101
M4685
M4685
M6101
M6626
M6626
M6626**
M6626
M6626**
M6626
M6626†

40669

Fuel Pump Components
1256637

1967-72 Fuel Pump Mounting Bolts
Includes correct small head 3/8" bolts with lock
washers. Fits all 8 cylinders.
1256637
1967-72
small block ......... 5.99 pr
1256638
1967-72
big block............. 5.99 pr

FPC6702

1967-87 Fuel Pump to Carburetor Line
G6990

G6993

1967-87 Fuel Pump Mounting Plate

AR43161

Used to mount fuel pumps on 1967-87 Camaro models.
Features 1 large slot and 4 mounting attachment holes.
For all V8 small block engines. Includes chrome plate
to block gasket.
Mounting Plate
G6990 1967-87 all V8 sb ................... 3.99 ea
Paper Type Gasket
G6993 1967-87 sb or bb .................... 2.99 ea

Fuel Pump Bolt Sets
Make sure that mechanical fuel pumps stay properly
aligned by using ARP’s durable black oxide ﬁnished
chromoly or rustproof stainless bolts (both materials
are rated at 170,000 psi and considerably stronger than
Grade 8 hardware). Your choice of either conventional
Hex heads or 12 point head. Washers are included.
Made in USA.
AR13162
black oxide Hex head ..... 8.99 set
AR13161
black oxide 12 point ....... 8.99 set
AR43162
stainless
Hex head ..... 9.99 set
AR43161
stainless
12 point ....... 10.99 set

D141210

Bow Tie Fuel Pump Block Off Plate
Covers the hole on engine where fuel pump normally goes
when using a tank mounted fuel pump. Available for big
blocks and small blocks. Includes non-asbestos gasket.
D141210
small block ......................... 15.99 ea
D141211
big block............................. 15.99 ea

C
D
Flames Bow Tie

E
SS

F
RS

G
350

H
450

1978-87 Fuel Pump Bolt Sets
Normal is so, well, normal. Stand apart with a set of
designer hardware for your 1978-87 small block fuel
pump. These bolts, available in either a chrome-plated
or polished stainless steel ﬁnish, have traditional Chevy
logos stamped directly into the head of the bolts. A
great choice when the details really count!
Note: Must specify logo sufﬁx: C–Flames, D–Bow Tie, E–
SS, F–RS, G–350, H–454.

L
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Chrome
56460C
1978-87
Stainless Steel
56460S
1978-87

small block ............ 9.99 set
small block ............ 4.99 set

AK116A

Fuel Pump Bolt Sets
These are the original style Hex head bolts for all small
block or big block Camaro fuel pumps. Includes a
complete set for installation of one fuel pump.
AK116A
polished chrome .................. 9.99 set
AK116B
polished stainless ................. 17.99 set

546
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A8700142

A8700149

A8700154

Fuel Tank and Mufﬂer Stencils
The steel sheets used to produce fuel tanks and mufﬂers
featured manufacturer name and date code markings.
These stencils make it possible to correctly mark
mufﬂers and fuel tanks for an accurate restoration.
Armco Steel
A8700141 1968 fuel tank or mufﬂer 20.99 ea
A8700142 1969 fuel tank or mufﬂer 20.99 ea
A8700143 1970 fuel tank or mufﬂer 20.99 ea
A8700144 1971 fuel tank or mufﬂer 20.99 ea
A8700145 1972 fuel tank or mufﬂer 20.99 ea
Pittsburgh Steel
A8700146 1968 fuel tank or mufﬂer 19.99 ea
A8700147 1969 fuel tank or mufﬂer 19.99 ea
A8700148 1970 fuel tank or mufﬂer 19.99 ea
A8700149 1971 fuel tank or mufﬂer 19.99 ea
A8700150 1972 fuel tank or mufﬂer 19.99 ea
USS Steel
A8700151 1967 fuel tank ................. 20.99 ea
A8700152 1968 fuel tank ................. 20.99 ea
A8700153 1969 fuel tank ................. 20.99 ea
A8700154 1970 fuel tank ................. 20.99 ea
A8700155 1971 fuel tank ................. 20.99 ea
A8700156 1972 fuel tank ................. 20.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

These lines are the correct size line with original
bends making installation easier. You can choose from
the original style material or our upgraded stainless
steel material.
OEM Material
FPC6701 1967
230 6 cyl, 5/16" ....... 17.99 ea
FPC6702 1967
327/210HP, to 4/67 .. 17.99 ea
FPC6703 1967-68 327/210HP, from 4/67 17.99 ea
FPC67ZZ 1967-68 302 4 barrel Z28 ...... 44.99 ea
FPC6705 1967-68 327/275HP, 5/16" .... 17.99 ea
FPC6707 1967-68 327/275HP, 3/8" ...... 17.99 ea
FPC6705 1967-68 350/295HP, 5/16" .... 17.99 ea
FPC6707 1967-68 350/295HP, 3/8" ...... 17.99 ea
FPC6709 1967-68 396/325HP, 3/8" ...... 17.99 ea
FPC6801 1968-70 250 6 cyl, 5/16" ....... 17.99 ea
FPC6902 1969
307, 327 2 bbl, 5/16" 17.99 ea
FPC6901 1969
350 2 barrel, 3/8" ..... 17.99 ea
350/255 or 300HP ...... 27.99 set
FPC6905 1969
FPC6903 1969
396/325-350HP, 4 bbl .. 27.99 set
FPC6975 1969
396/375HP, 4 barrel 44.99 set
FPC69ZZ 1969-72 302, 350 4 bbl Z28 .. 44.99 set
FPC69NN 1969-02 sb w/Edelbrock carb 17.99 ea
FPC7001 1970-72 350/300HP............... 17.99 ea
FPC7005 1970
bb Q-jet.................... 17.99 ea
FPC7203 1971-72 bb Q-jet.................... 27.99 set
FPC72ZZ 1972-74 350 Q-jet.................. 17.99 ea
FPC7701 1977
250 2 barrel ............. 17.99 ea
FPC7801 1978
V-8 2 barrel.............. 17.99 ea
FPC7802 1978
305 Q-jet.................. 17.99 ea
FPC8001 1979-81 350 Q-jet.................. 17.99 ea
FPC8701 1987
4 barrel .................... 17.99 ea
Stainless Steel
FPC6701S 1967
230 6 cyl, 5/16" ....... 23.99 ea
FPC6702S 1967
327/210HP, to 4/67 .. 23.99 ea
FPC6703S 1967-68 327/210HP, from 4/67 23.99 ea
FPC67ZZS 1967-68 302 4 bbl Z28 .......... 53.99 ea
FPC6705S 1967-68 327/275HP, 5/16" .... 23.99 ea
FPC6707S 1967-68 327/275HP, 3/8" ...... 23.99 ea
FPC6705S 1967-68 350/295HP, 5/16" .... 23.99 ea
FPC6707S 1967-68 350/295HP, 3/8" ...... 23.99 ea
FPC6709S 1967-68 396/325HP, 3/8" ...... 23.99 ea
FPC6801S 1968-70 250 6 cyl, 5/16" ....... 23.99 ea
FPC6902S 1969
307, 327 2 bbl, 5/16" 23.99 ea
FPC6901S 1969
350 2 bbl, 3/8" ......... 23.99 ea
FPC6905S 1969
350/255 or 300HP ...... 36.99 set
FPC6903S 1969
396/325-350HP, 4 bbl .. 36.99 set
FPC6975S 1969
396/375HP, 4 bbl. .... 53.99 set
FPC69ZZS 1969-72 302, 350 4 bbl Z28 .. 53.99 set
FPC69NNS 1969-02 sb w/Edelbrock carb 23.99 ea
FPC7001S 1970-72 350/300HP............... 23.99 ea
FPC7005S 1970
bb Q-jet.................... 23.99 ea
FPC7203S 1971-72 bb Q-jet.................... 36.99 set
FPC72ZZS 1972-74 350 Q-jet.................. 23.99 ea
FPC7701S 1977
250 2 barrel ............. 23.99 ea
FPC7801S 1978
V-8 2 barrel.............. 23.99 ea
FPC7802S 1978
305 Q-jet.................. 23.99 ea
FPC8001S 1979-81 350 Q-jet.................. 23.99 ea
FPC8701S 1987
4 barrel .................... 23.99 ea

FPC6775

1967-68 Pump to Carb Lines
Reproduction fuel pump to carb lines and Y-block for
1967-68 396-375 HP models with Holley 4 barrel carbs.
OEM Material
FPC6775
1967-68 8-5/8" on centers 44.99 set
Stainless Steel
FPC6775S 1967-68 8-5/8" on centers 53.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Fuel Pump Components

FPC67Y

1967-72 Dual Feed Holley Line
Reproduction of the dual feed fuel lines for Holley
dual feed carbs. Includes 2 lines and Y-block.
OEM Material
FPC67Y
1967-72 9-3/8" on centers 28.99 ea
FPC68Y
1967-72 8-5/8" on centers 28.99 ea
Stainless Steel
FPC67YS 1967-72 9-3/8" on centers 33.99 ea
FPC68YS 1967-72 8-5/8” on centers 33.99 ea

1969 Fuel Filter Bracket
Reproduction fuel ﬁlter bracket for all big block 1969
Camaro models with quadrajet carburetor. Produced
from original material electro-plated and galvanized.
K0112
1969 .......................................... 15.99 ea

1967-69 Fuel Line Support Bracket
Reproduction fuel line support bracket for all 1967-69
Camaro models.
C125381
1967-69 ................................ 14.99 ea

G3203

W33044
T9212

1969-70 Fuel Line Support Bracket
E206

1969 Crossram Fuel Line Set
Reproduction of the 5 piece fuel line set originally
installed by the dealer on models equipped with the
rare Crossram option. Y-block not included.
E206
1969
OE material............ 44.99 set
E206SS
1969
stainless steel ......... 54.99 set

1967-80 Single Line Fuel Hose Set
Correct replacement fuel hose for all models equipped
with 4 barrel carburetors. Not for models with
vapor return line. Includes correct 3/8" hose with 2
mounting clamps.
K0061 1967-80 ...................................... 4.99 set

1969-74 Double Line Fuel Hose Set
Correct replacement fuel hose for all models equipped
with 4 barrel carburetors. For models equipped with
vapor return lines. Includes correct 3/8" fuel line and
1/4" vapor return line hose with 4 mounting clamps.
K0096 1969-74 ...................................... 8.99 set

T9245

T9407

1969-96 Replacement Fuel Filter
Replace the dirty or clogged fuel ﬁlter on your
classic vehicle with one of our service replacement
or aftermarket ﬁlters. We carry a variety of ﬁlters to
meet your speciﬁc needs.
Service Replacement
W33044 1967-75 for carb fuel inlet .. 3.99 ea
GM
G3203
1992
5.7L V8 with TBI 12.99 ea
G3203
1993-96 4.3L, 5.0L 5.7L w/TBI 12.99 ea
G3203
1993-96 7.4L V8 with TBI 12.99 ea
In-Line Fuel Filters – Disposable
T9177
chrome
3/8" inlet & outlet 4.99 ea
T9212
chrome
5/16" inlet & outlet 4.99 ea
T9245
glass
3/8" inlet & outlet 8.99 ea
T9247
glass
5/16" inlet & outlet 8.99 ea
In-Line Fuel Filters – with Bronze Element
T9407
chrome
3/8" inlet & outlet 9.99 ea

1967-81 Fuel Filter Spring

1967-68 BB Fuel Line Bracket
Reproduction fuel line bracket for 1967-68 Camaro
models equipped with a big block engine. Attaches to
the RH motor mount.
KW549
1967-68 RH big block ........ 9.99 ea

71560

B42520

Fuel Filters and Mounts
Billet Specialties aluminum in-line fuel ﬁlters for
carbureted applications. This compact 4-1/2" x 1-3/8"
design is available with smooth and ribbed housing
and with a 3/8" barb or -6AN ﬁttings.
B42320
3/8" inlet and outlet ............. 28.99 ea
B42420
-6AN inlet and outlet ........... 34.99 ea
B42520
mounting bracket ................. 16.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Inline Fuel Pressure Gauge
Set and monitor fuel pressure with these easy to use
gauges! Simply splice into the existing carburetor
line to with the anodized aluminum fuel block and
3/8" nipples. Each gauge measures 1-1/2" in diameter
with a 0-15 psi range in 1/2 lb increments. Gauges are
available in standard form or liquid ﬁlled for better
vibration resistance and readability.
71560
standard gauge ....................... 44.99 ea
71564
liquid ﬁlled gauge .................. 46.99 ea

Fuel Hoses . Filters
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B42420

1969 Z-28 Fuel Hose Set

1969 Big Block Fuel Line Y-Block
Excellent reproduction of the OEM style L-78 396 and
COPO 9560/9561 427-425 engine fuel line Y-block.
This brass ﬁtting mounts to the intake manifold where
the 2 carburetor fuel inlet lines meet. Includes correct
mounting bracket for correct installation.
YB38B
1969 ...................................... 39.99 ea

Replacement spring which ﬁts the Rochester carburetor
body and keeps the fuel ﬁlter in the fuel line. Will ﬁt the
1967-71 two barrel and 1967-81 four barrel carburetors.
JT16001 1967-71 two barrel .............. 1.99 ea
JT16001 1967-81 four barrel.............. 1.99 ea

B42320

This set is designed to replace the fuel hoses on 1969
Z28s. Includes correct 12" forward fuel line hose (near
fuel pump) and 5-1/4" rear fuel line hose (near fuel
tank) with 4 clamps.
K0152
1969........................................... 8.99 set

This reproduction bracket was used on mid-year 1969
Z28 Camaro models and 1970 Z28 (350) Camaro
models. It attaches to the rear carburetor stud and
loops around the fuel line. Each bracket includes the
correct mounting screw.
K0115
1969-70 .................................... 41.99 ea

Fuel Pump Components
G4272

G6991

1974-02 Fuel Vapor Charcoal Canister
Genuine GM or replacement fuel vapor charcoal
canister used to help cut down or eliminate fuel
vapor emissions. Mounts near ﬁrewall on LH side
of engine compartment.
6 Cylinder
G4272 1993-97 all – GM............... 100.99 ea
G4273 1998
all – GM............... 118.99 ea
VC122 1998
all – repro............. 120.99 ea
G4274 1999-02 all – GM............... 130.99 ea
VC123 1999-02 all – repro............. 155.99 ea
8 Cylinder
G6991 1974-77 350 ....................... 119.99 ea
G6991 1976-77 305 ....................... 119.99 ea
G6997 1980
305H CA. – GM .. 144.99 ea
VC105 1980
305H CA. – repro 129.99 ea
G4272 1993-97 all – GM............... 100.99 ea
G4273 1998
all – GM............... 118.99 ea
VC122 1998
all – repro............. 120.99 ea
G4274 1999-02 all – GM............... 130.99 ea
VC123 1999-02 all – repro............. 155.99 ea

P74037

P74006

S20194

S20192

S88536

1982-02 Electric Fuel Pump
The ﬁt and form of a fuel pump is critical to getting the job done right. Our direct replacement electric fuel pumps
feature cutting edge turbine technology, which makes them quieter, more tolerant of debris, and more efﬁcient.
They also exceed manufacturer’s tolerances for the ethanol found in today’s fuel blends. Buy with conﬁdence,
these fuel pumps are backed by a manufacturer’s 12-month/12,000-mile warranty for defects a workmanship.
Note: New strainers must be used on electric pumps for warranty compliance. Fuel pump strainers are included on electric pumps
without notation. If a strainer is listed in the pump description, you must order it separately. Due to electrical requirements on
certain fuel pumps, models denoted with 1 or 2 asterisks (* or **) require a strainer and wire harness adaptor for installation.
*Use S20194 strainer and S88536 wire harness.
**Use S20197 strainer and S88536 wire harness.
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Electric Pumps
Inline 4
P60288
P60293
P60288
P60288
P60869
V6
P74006*
P74037**
P74782M
P74762M
P74920M
V8
P60288
P60293
P74006*
P74209HP*
P60488
P60488
P74006*
P74209HP*
P74006**
P74209HP**
P74000*
P74006**
P74209HP**
P74000**
P74131
P74131
P74782M
P74783M
P74921M

1982
1982-83
1983
1984
1985-86

151/2.5-2
151/2.5-F
151/2.5-2
151/2.5-2
151/2.5-2

TBI without cruise control ........................................
...................................................................................
except Canada ...........................................................
use S20194 strainer ...................................................
...................................................................................

31.99
27.99
31.99
31.99
31.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1985-89
1990-92
1996-97
1998
1999-02

173/2.8-S
189/3.1-T
231/3.8-K
231/3.8-K
231/3.8-K

................................................................................... 33.99 ea
................................................................................... 32.99 ea
pump and sender assembly ....................................... 197.99 ea
pump and sender assembly ....................................... 160.99 ea
pump and sender assembly ....................................... 202.99 ea

G4806

A defective fuel pump relay can be the cause of starting
problems in your Camaro. When you turn the key to the
“on” position, you should hear the fuel pump “whirr” for
a few moments as it pressurizes the system. If not, (and
the pump is good) that may be an indication that you have
a bad fuel pump relay. We now offer these Genuine GM
or reproduction fuel pump relays for 1982-02 models.
G4805 1982
GM......................... 19.99 ea
19868
1982
5.0L (replacement) 19.99 ea
G4806 1983
GM......................... 15.99 ea
19844
1983
305-S ..................... 11.99 ea
19842
1984-86 305-G ..................... 9.99 ea
19842
1984-86 GM......................... 9.99 ea
19844
1985-86 305-F ..................... 11.99 ea
19844
1987-89 all (replacement) .... 11.99 ea
19856
1990-92 all (replacement) .... 14.99 ea
G4803 1990-92 GM......................... 14.99 ea
19265
1993-97 all 5 pin (black)...... 17.99 ea
19264
1998-02 all 4 pin (gray) ....... 14.99 ea

305/5.0-7,S
with electric pump..................................................... 31.99 ea
305/5.0-G
with electric pump..................................................... 27.99 ea
305/5.0-F
OE replacement ......................................................... 33.99 ea
305/5.0-F
optional high-performance ........................................ 63.99 ea
305/5.0-G
high output with electric pump ................................. 40.99 ea
305/5.0-H
without FI, use S20194 strainer ................................ 40.99 ea
350/5.7-8
................................................................................... 33.99 ea
350/5.7-8
optional high-performance ........................................ 63.99 ea
350/5.7-8
................................................................................... 33.99 ea
350/5.7-8
optional high-performance ........................................ 63.99 ea
305/5.0-E
................................................................................... 32.99 ea
305/5.0-F
OE replacement ......................................................... 33.99 ea
305/5.0-F
optional high-performance ........................................ 63.99 ea
305/5.0-E
................................................................................... 32.99 ea
350/5.7-P
use S20197 strainer ................................................... 134.99 ea
350/5.7-P
use S20192 strainer ................................................... 134.99 ea
350/5.7-P
pump and sender assembly ....................................... 197.99 ea
350/5.7-G
pump and sender assembly ....................................... 222.99 ea
350/5.7-G
pump and sender assembly ....................................... 287.99 ea
Strainers and Harness
New strainers must be used on electric pumps for warranty compliance. Due to electrical requirements on certain
fuel pumps, models noted above with 1 or 2 asterisks (* or **) require a strainer and wire harness adaptor for
installation.
S20192
strainer.................................................................................................................................. 7.99 ea
S20194
strainer.................................................................................................................................. 6.99 ea
S20197
strainer.................................................................................................................................. 6.99 ea
S88536
wire harness ......................................................................................................................... 8.99 ea

Reproduction fast idle cut-off relay designed to replace
non-functional original relays.
19844
1983
5.0L, 305 -7 ....... 11.99 ea
19868
1983-84
5.0L, 305 -H ...... 19.99 ea
19844
1985-86
5.0L, 305 -H ...... 11.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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1982-83
1984
1985-87
1985-87
1985
1986-87
1987
1987
1988-92
1988-92
1988-89
1988-92
1988-92
1990-92
1993-94
1995
1996-97
1998
1999-02

G4805

1982-02 Fuel Pump Relay

Electric Fuel Pumps

19868

19844

Fuel Evaporation Relay
Reproduction fuel evaporation relay designed to
replace non-functional original relays.
19868 1982-83 2.8L.......................... 19.99 ea
19844 1983
all, air cleaner door .. 11.99 ea

19844

19868

Fast Idle Cut-Off Relay

Electric Fuel Components
In-Line Electric Fuel Pump

H128011

This in-line electric fuel pump is
continuous duty rated and is ideal for
EFI applications that require additional
pumping capabilities for upgraded
modiﬁcations. Works superbly as either
an in-line booster pump or as a stand
alone unit. Use with EFI regulator part
#E1728 for adjustability from 35 to 90
psi. 57 gph, 3/8" hose barb ﬁttings.
E3594
........................ 256.99 ea

Micro Electric Fuel Pump
This compact electric fuel pump
features a solid state design that has a
low current draw of around one amp
and makes a good stand alone pump or
booster pump. Designed for carbureted
vehicles with a 12 Volt negative ground
electrical system, this pump supports
4-7 psi at up to 35 gph. Includes: ﬁttings,
mounting hardware, and instructions.
Note: Not for diesel applications.

71211

Electric Fuel Pump
We offer externally mounted Holley
electric fuel pumps. They all feature
the proven rotor and vane design and
are available in ratings from 97 gph to
140 gph. The 97 gph “red” pump is set
at 7 psi and does not require a regulator.
The 110 gph “blue” pump is set at 14
psi and includes a regulator. The 140
gph “black” pump is also set at 14 psi
and can be used for gas or alcohol fuel.
Red Pump
H128011 97 gph ........... 130.99 ea
Blue Pump
H128021 110 gph ......... 162.99 ea
Black Pump
H128151 140 gph ......... 205.99 ea
Regulator
H12803
4-1/2 to 9 psi 33.99 ea

............................ 44.99 ea

H12886

EFI Fuel Pressure Regulators
Holley 3/8" die-cast aluminum EFI
bypass fuel pressure regulators. These
regulators are fully adjustable between
15-60 psi. They feature an EFI return
port, an 1/8" gauge port and an 1/8"
1:1 boost reference port perfect for fuel
injection conversions with or with power
adders. 1/8" hose barb ﬁtting included.
H12882
polished ........... 64.99 ea
H12886
black ................ 64.99 ea

Fuel Pump Safety Switch
This safety feature is a must have for
any electric fuel pump vehicle. This
safety switch monitors the tach signal
to limit when an electric pump can
operate. When the key is ﬁrst turned
on, the fuel pump is allowed to run for
three seconds, priming the fuel system.
After that, it only operates if the engine
is running. If the engine stops, so does
the fuel pump. No plumbing into the oil
lines or no extra priming button under
the dash is required.
RE12003 ........................ 69.99 ea

Quiet-Flo Electric Fuel Pump
This anodized aluminum EFI fuel
pump offers maximum performance in
a compact package. The in-line design
keeps the pump motor and components
cool even under harsh conditions.
Features -10AN inlet/outlet with a
ﬂow rate of up to 80 gph at 45 psi for
high HP fuel injected applications. This
fuel pump supports 835 HP at 12 Volts
with a current draw of 12 amps at 45
psi. 10AN inlet/outlet 80 gph at 45 psi.

H12879

H12880

Important: Dimensions: 6-7/8" x 3-1/4".

E1790

........................ 617.99 ea

Fuel Pump Safety Switch
This fuel pump safety switch shuts off
fuel ﬂow whenever oil pressure drops
below 15 psi. This adds a safety factor
in case of an accident or engine stall.
Designed for 12 Volt electrical systems
and can be teed into the oil pressure
sending unit with an 1/8" NPT tee.
77872
........................... 23.99 ea
62531

Electric Fuel Pump
These externally mounted electric
fuel pumps are ideal for most street
and strip applications. Proven rotary
vein technology provides high ﬂow
and stable pressures with minimal
vibration and sound. Each pump
features 3/8" NPT inlets and outlets
along with an externally accessible
pressure relief valve.

Chrome Housing
100 gph
62531C 7 psi .................. 89.99 ea
120 gph
62541C 14 psi ................ 89.99 ea
140 gph
62561C 9 psi .................. 89.99 ea
Cadmium Housing
100 gph
62531
7 psi .................. 69.99 ea
120 gph
62541
14 psi ................ 79.99 ea
140 gph
62561
9 psi .................. 69.99 ea

Quiet-Flo Electric Fuel Pump
State-of-the-art electric fuel pumps
offer maximum performance in a
compact package for carbureted
applications. Anodized aluminum
housing and high-quality internals make
it both strong and extremely durable.
The E1791 electric fuel pump is factory
set to 6.5 psi does not require a regulator.
3/8" inlet/outlet, 120 gph free ﬂow,
up to 600 HP. The E1792 electric fuel
pump is preset to 12 psi and requires an
external regulator. 1/2" inlet-outlet, 160
gph free ﬂow, up to 1000 HP.
Important: For proper installation and
voltage requirements, use fuel pump
relay E1795.

E1791
E1792

6.5 psi ............. 224.99 ea
12 psi .............. 226.99 ea

These fuel pressure regulators are
machined from aircraft quality aluminum
and have ﬂuorosilicone diaphragm
material for high temperature protection
and extended life. Fully adjustable.
160 gph
With 3/8" NPT Inlet/Dual Outlets
E1727
5-10 psi........... 136.99 ea
180 gph
With -6AN Inlet/Outlet/Bypass
E1728
35-90 psi......... 160.99 ea
With -10AM Dual Inlets/Outlet,
-6AN Bypass
E1729
35-90 psi......... 165.99 ea

Holley billet aluminum bypass fuel
pressure regulators. Each one is
precision machined from 6061-T6
billet aluminum with a black anodized
base and a clear anodized top. These
regulators are fully adjustable between
4-60 psi for either carbureted or fuel
injected applications. They feature
an dedicated bypass/return port, an
1/8" gauge port and an 1/8" 1:1 boost
reference port perfect for fuel injection
conversions with or with power adders.
1/8" hose barb ﬁtting included.
H12879 3/8" inlet/outlet 64.99 ea
H12880 6AN inlet/outlet 140.99 ea

Fuel Pump Relay
This universal
fuel pump relay
will ensure
proper wiring
which reduces
the risk of
damaging the
fuel pump,
and offers
consistent fuel pressure. This relay is
used with fuel pump part #E1791
or #E1792.
E1795 universal relay .... 64.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Perfect Flow Fuel Delivery System
The Perfect Flow fuel delivery system is a
fuel pump system designed to support up
to 1000 horsepower in naturally aspirated
engines. It can also be conﬁgured as a
main and secondary pump to support
up to 500 horse power in situations
where a redundant fuel delivery system
is needed, such as off-road or racing. Set
includes wiring and relays. Due to the
multiple plumbing options, ﬁttings are
not included with this set.
65100
.......................... 649.99 set

Electric Fuel Pumps
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Note: Not for fuel injected engines. Pumps
that produce more than 7 psi should be
used with a pressure regulator.

E1791

E1728

Fuel Pressure Regulator

Billet Fuel Pressure Regulators

Fuel Lines
FGL8507

FGL6909

1982-93 Front to Rear Line

FGL6701

1967-69 Front to Rear Line
Reproduction fuel feed lines for 1967-69 models.
Extends from the fuel tank to the fuel pump and features
the correct bends. Choose between OEM material or
stainless steel lines. 1 piece lines.
OEM Material
6 Cylinder
FGL6701
1967-68 5/16" feed line .. 61.99 ea
FGL6905
1969
5/16" feed line .. 61.99 ea
Small Block
FGL6701
1967-68 5/16" feed line .. 61.99 ea
FGL6703
1967
3/8" feed line .... 61.99 ea
FGL6803
1968
3/8" feed line .... 61.99 ea
FGL6907
1969
3/8" feed line .... 61.99 ea
Big Block
FGL6704
1967
3/8" feed line .... 61.99 ea
FGL6805
1968
3/8" feed line .... 61.99 ea
FGL6907
1969
3/8" feed line .... 61.99 ea
Stainless Steel
6 Cylinder
FGL6701S 1967-68 5/16" feed line .. 94.99 ea
FGL6905S 1969
5/16" feed line .. 94.99 ea
Small Block
FGL6701S 1967-68 5/16" feed line .. 94.99 ea
FGL6703S 1967
3/8" feed line .... 94.99 ea
FGL6803S 1968
3/8" feed line .... 94.99 ea
FGL6907S 1969
3/8" feed line .... 94.99 ea
Big Block
FGL6704S 1967
3/8" feed line .... 94.99 ea
FGL6805S 1968
3/8" feed line .... 94.99 ea
FGL6907S 1969
3/8" feed line .... 94.99 ea

FGL7001

Reproduction fuel feed lines for 1982-93 models.
Extends from the fuel tank to the fuel pump and
features the correct bends. Choose between OEM
material or stainless steel lines. Each is guaranteed
to ﬁt perfectly. 1 piece lines.
OEM Material
With Carbureted Engine
FGL8503 1985-87 3/8", LH .............. 61.99 ea
With Fuel Injected Engine
FGL8203 1982-84 3/8", RH .............. 61.99 ea
FGL8507 1985-92 3/8", ﬁlter to tank 61.99 ea
FGL8506 1985-92 3/8", ﬁlter to hose 61.99 ea
FGL8508 1985-92 3/8", hose to rail .. 28.99 ea
FGL9301 1993
3/8", feed to ﬁlter 47.99 ea
Stainless Steel
With Carbureted Engine
FGL8503S 1985-87 3/8", LH .............. 94.99 ea
With Fuel Injected Engine
FGL8203S 1982-84 3/8", RH .............. 94.99 ea
FGL8507S 1985-92 3/8", ﬁlter to tank 94.99 ea
FGL8506S 1985-92 3/8", ﬁlter to hose 94.99 ea
FGL8508S 1985-92 3/8", hose to rail .. 56.99 ea
FGL9301S 1993
3/8", feed to ﬁlter 66.99 ea

E8126

Fuel Lines for Edelbrock Carburetors
These fuel line and ﬁlter sets ﬁt Thunder Series or
Performer Series Carburetors. Features chromed hard
steel line and Russell fuel ﬁlter.
Single Feed Lines for Square Bore Carbs
E8134 with blue anodized fuel ﬁlter ... 38.99 ea
E8131 with polished fuel ﬁlter ............ 40.99 ea
E8126 w/3/8" barbed hose end, no ﬁlter 26.99 ea
Dual Feed Lines for Thunder Series AVS Carbs
E8133 with blue anodized fuel ﬁlter ... 120.99 ea
E8128 with polished fuel ﬁlter ............ 108.99 ea
E8132 w/3/8" barbed hose end, no ﬁlter 104.99 ea
Replacement Fuel Filter
E8130 blue anodized fuel ﬁlter only ... 29.99 ea
E8129 polished fuel ﬁlter only ............ 32.99 ea

FGL8204

1969-91 Fuel Return Lines
These fuel return lines are designed to replace the
original lines exactly. Includes original size line with
correct bends for ease of installation. Choose from
original style material or upgrade to stainless steel.
All lines are 1/4" unless noted. Check below for the
correct application for your year and model.
Note: *5/16" tubing. Shipped double oversize.

OEM Material
FGL6909
1969
FGL7002
1970-73
FGL7504
1975-76
FGL7802
1977-79
FGL8002
1980-81
FGL8006
1980-81
FGL8204
1982-84
1982-84
FGL8205*
FGL8505*
1985-91
FGL8512
1985-91
FGL9302*
1993
Stainless Steel
FGL6909S
1969
FGL7002S
1970-73
FGL7504S
1975-76
FGL7802S
1977-79
FGL8002S
1980-81
FGL8006S
1980-81
FGL8204S
1982-84
FGL8205S* 1982-84
FGL8505S* 1985-91
FGL8512S
1985-91
FGL9302S* 1993

OS2

1 piece V8 .......
2 piece.............
2 piece.............
2 piece.............
2 pc exc Z28 ...
2 piece Z28 .....
1 piece LH ......
1 piece RH ......
1 pc LH w/carb
1 piece RH ......
1 piece V6 .......

61.99
61.99
61.99
61.99
61.99
61.99
61.99
61.99
61.99
61.99
47.99

ea
set
set
set
set
set
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1 piece.............
2 piece.............
2 piece.............
2 piece.............
2 pc exc Z28 ...
2 piece Z28 .....
1 piece LH ......
1 piece RH ......
1 pc LH w/carb
1 piece RH ......
1 piece V6 .......

94.99
94.99
94.99
94.99
94.99
94.99
94.99
94.99
94.99
94.99
66.99

ea
set
set
set
set
set
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1970-91 Fuel Vapor Line
These fuel vapor lines are designed to replace the
original lines exactly. Includes original size line with
correct bends for ease of installation. Choose from
original style material or upgrade to stainless steel.
All lines except some smaller pieces of sets are 5/16"
unless noted. Check below for the correct application.
Note: *1/4" tubing. Shipped double oversize.

FGL7705

1970-81 Front to Rear Line
Reproduction fuel feed lines for 1970-81 models.
Extends from the fuel tank to the fuel pump and features
the correct bends. Choose between OEM material or
stainless steel lines. 2 piece lines unless noted.

K0093
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Note: *1 piece line.

OEM Material
FGL7006
1970-74
FGL7001
1970-74
FGL7201
1972
FGL7506
1975-76
FGL7705* 1977
FGL7801
1977-79
FGL8001
1980-81
FGL8005
1980-81
Stainless Steel
FGL7001S 1970-74
FGL7006S 1970-74
FGL7201S 1972
FGL7506S 1975-76
FGL7705S 1977
FGL7801S 1977-79
FGL8001S 1980-81
FGL8005S 1980-81

550

3/8", V6 only .....
3/8" ....................
3/8", 396 only ....
3/8" ....................
5/16", crossover
3/8" ....................
3/8", exc. Z28 ....
3/8", Z28 ...........

61.99
61.99
61.99
61.99
36.99
61.99
61.99
61.99

set
set
set
set
ea
set
set
set

3/8" ....................
3/8", V6 only .....
3/8", 396 only ....
3/8" ....................
5/16", crossover
3/8" ....................
3/8", exc. Z28 ....
3/8", Z28 ...........

94.99
94.99
94.99
94.99
46.99
94.99
94.99
94.99

set
set
set
set
ea
set
set
set

Fuel Lines

K0094

1967-81 Fuel Line Clip Sets
Reproduction clips used to mount the steel fuel lines
to the frame on various GM models. Available for
single 3/8" fuel line applications and for a 3/8" line
with a 1/4" return line.
Note: *6 piece set. **7 piece set.

Small Block
K0093*
1967-69
K0094** 1969-81
Big Block
K0093*
1967-69
K0094** 1969-81
Individual Clips
K22163
1969-81

w/single 3/8" line 17.99 set
w/3/8" and 1/4" ... 17.99 set
w/single 3/8" line 17.99 set
w/3/8" and 1/4" ... 17.99 set
w/3/8" and 1/4" ...

2.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

OEM Material
FEM04
1970-73
FEM03
1970-74
FGL7202* 1972
FEM74
1974
FEM05
1975-77
FGL7603
1976
FGL7704
1977
FEM08
1978
FEM10
1979-81
FGL8206
1982-84
FGL8510
1985-91
FGL8509
1985-91
FGL8504* 1985-91
Stainless Steel
FEM04S
1970-73
FEM03S
1970-74
FGL7202S* 1972
FEM74S
1974
FEM05S
1975-77
FGL7603S 1976
FGL7704S 1977
FEM08S
1978
FEM10S
1979-81
FGL8206S 1982-84
FGL8510S 1985-91
FGL8509S 1985-91
FGL8504S* 1985-91

OS2

4 piece.............
1 piece 6 cyl ....
2pc 396 only ...
4 piece.............
1 piece.............
2 piece.............
1 piece.............
2 piece.............
2 piece.............
1 piece LH ......
1 piece LH ......
1 piece RH ......
1pc LH w/carb

93.99
61.99
61.99
93.99
61.99
61.99
61.99
93.99
93.99
61.99
61.99
61.99
61.99

set
ea
set
set
ea
set
ea
set
set
ea
ea
ea
ea

4 piece.............
1 piece 6 cyl ....
2pc 396 only ...
4 piece.............
1 piece.............
2 piece.............
1 piece.............
2 piece.............
2 piece.............
1 piece LH ......
1 piece LH ......
1 piece RH ......
1pc LH w/carb

131.99
131.99
94.99
131.99
131.99
94.99
94.99
131.99
131.99
94.99
94.99
94.99
94.99

set
ea
set
set
ea
set
ea
set
set
ea
ea
ea
ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Carburetors

2523
HC3021

E1906

1967-79 SB 2 Barrel Carburetor
These 2 barrel carburetors are excellent replacements
for your Camaro. These Rochester carburetors are
manufactured to original speciﬁcations and have a
remote, or climatic style choke. These are replacement
carburetors which include a current production date.
2523
1967-68
283, 307, 327 ..... 229.99 ea
2527
1969
307 ..................... 229.99 ea
2526
1969
327, 350 ............. 229.99 ea
2539A 1970
307 ..................... 229.99 ea
2537
1970
350 ..................... 229.99 ea
2540
1971
307 ..................... 229.99 ea
2538A 1971
350 ..................... 229.99 ea
2549
1972
307 ..................... 209.99 ea
2550
1972
350 ..................... 259.99 ea
2573
1973
307 ..................... 239.99 ea
2574A 1973
350 ..................... 239.99 ea
2572
1974
350 ..................... 239.99 ea
2567
1975-76
262 ..................... 189.99 ea
2568
1975-76
305, 350 ............. 239.99 ea
2568
1977
305 Federal ........ 239.99 ea
2569
1977
305 California .... 239.99 ea
2614
1978
305 Federal ........ 219.99 ea
2615
1978
305 California .... 239.99 ea
2601
1979
305 ..................... 369.99 ea

CR101
14318
E1905

1968-69 Cross Ram
Induction Systems and Components

Thunder Series Carburetor

The ultimate Camaro induction system is available
as a reproduction. This system is correct in every
detail and includes a GM licensed intake manifold,
cast from the original tooling with correct part
number and Winters Foundry markings, twin Holley
carburetors with correct list and part numbers, Heim
jointed throttle linkage and throttle cable, throttle
cable bracket, cable type throttle pedal arm, gaskets,
all fuel lines and Y-block, oil ﬁller tube, air cleaner
elbow, complete oval or wide base style air cleaner
with hood seal, heater hose ﬁttings, throttle return
spring, and bracket. This is a perfect recreation of
the original Cross Ram intake setup manufactured in
original detail. Assembly required.
Note: Cross Ram hood is available separately. See hood
section for details.

4395

1967-87 SB 4 Barrel Carburetor

1967-72 BB 4 Barrel Carburetor
These 4 barrel Rochester carburetors are manufactured
to original speciﬁcations and have a remote or climatic
style choke. These are replacement carburetors which
include a current production date.
4325
1967
396..................... 319.99 ea
4334
1968-69
396, 427............. 319.99 ea
4362A
1970
396, 402............. 319.99 ea
4363A
1971
402..................... 319.99 ea
4372A
1972
402..................... 319.99 ea

Note: *Off-road vehicles only.

Standard Finish
E1905
650 cfm
E1906
650 cfm
E1825*
650 cfm
E1826*
650 cfm
E1812
800 cfm
E1913
800 cfm
EnduraShine Finish
E19054
650 cfm
E18124
800 cfm
E18134
800 cfm

manual choke ...
electric choke ...
manual choke ...
electric choke ...
manual choke ...
electric choke ...

345.99
378.99
411.99
447.99
442.99
413.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

manual choke ... 544.99 ea
manual choke ... 571.99 ea
electric choke ... 622.99 ea

Performer Series Carburetors

TB101

1992-97 Performance Throttle Bodies
With larger ports in the throttle body your engine will
receive a greater volume of air which will allow it to
make more potential horsepower and less likely to be
a restriction in the system. This is why we offer the
52mm and 58mm high ﬂow throttle bodies. Designed
for outstanding throttle response and wheel spinning
torque, these throttle bodies have been meticulously
cast and ﬂow bench tested for optimum airﬂow.
It provides supreme power when mated with high
ﬂow intake systems, exhaust systems, headers, or
superchargers. 50 state legal.
Note: No Core Required.

TB100
TB101
TB102
TB103

1992-93
1994-97
1992-93
1994-97

52mm ..............
52mm ..............
58mm ..............
58mm ..............

319.99
319.99
319.99
329.99

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

ea
ea
ea
ea

By design, Performer Series square bore carburetors
are reﬁned to provide the widest possible torque range
when matched with Edelbrock Performer, Performer
RPM, RPM Air Gap or Torker II manifold and
camshaft combinations. However, these carburetors
are not limited to these applications, they also match
well with most stock and other manifolds of similar
design. Performer Series square bore carburetors are
all aluminum, ball burnished and lightweight. There
are no power valves to blow out or plastic parts to
break. The 2 piece construction resists warping and
the metering rods can be changed in seconds without
removing the carburetor. All Edelbrock carburetors
come with an installation kit and owners manual.
Note: *50 state legal for all 1980 and earlier GM V8 engines.

Standard Finish
E1404
500 cfm
E1403
500 cfm
E1400*
600 cfm
E1405
600 cfm
E1406
600 cfm
E1407
750 cfm
E1411
750 cfm
E1412
800 cfm
E1413
800 cfm
EnduraShine Finish
E14054
600 cfm
E14064
600 cfm

manual choke ....
electric choke ....
electric choke ....
manual choke ....
electric choke ....
manual choke ....
electric choke ....
manual choke ....
electric choke ....

367.99
417.99
422.99
334.99
364.99
382.99
418.99
456.99
475.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

manual choke .... 471.99 ea
electric choke .... 529.99 ea

Carburetors
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These 4 barrel Rochester carburetors are manufactured
to original speciﬁcations and have a remote, or climatic
style choke. These are replacement carburetors which
include a current production date.
Note: 4324 and 4333 must use FP60731 heat shield.
4324
1967
327, 350 ................ 319.99 ea
4333
1968
327, 350 ................ 319.99 ea
4335
1969
350 ........................ 319.99 ea
4362
1970
350 ........................ 319.99 ea
4363
1971
350 ........................ 319.99 ea
4372
1972
350 ........................ 319.99 ea
4401
1973
350 ........................ 329.99 ea
4400
1974
350 ........................ 319.99 ea
4399
1975-77 350 ........................ 349.99 ea
4344
1978-79 305, 350 ................ 349.99 ea
4380
1980
305 CA emission .. 549.99 ea
4391
1980
305 ........................ 489.99 ea
4395
1981-90 all clsd loop choke 419.99 ea
4396
1981-86 all .......................... 369.99 ea
4397
1986-87 all .......................... 514.99 ea

Complete Cross Ram Induction Sets
HC3021 1968-69 w/oval air cleaner .. 7894.99 set
HC3022 1968-69 w/wide air cleaner 7994.99 set
Cross Ram Induction Components
E203
1968-69 1-3/4" air & base ... 545.99 ea
E202
1968-69 1-3/4" air element.. 1644.99 set
CR102 1969
2-1/2" air element.. 154.99 ea
HC331 1968-69 air cleaner seal.......
69.99 ea
E208
1969
return spring bkt ....
26.99 ea
E207
1969
throttle cable.......... 254.99 ea
E204
1969
carburetor linkage 119.99 ea
14318
1968-69 acc ped throttle rod
59.99 ea
CR101 1969
air elbow and nut... 209.99 ea

Edelbrock Thunder Series carburetors share all the
performance advantages of the popular Performer
Series but with innovative new features. These
carburetors include all of the performance features
of the Performer Series carburetors and also include
distinctive black hardware, dual fuel inlets (shipped
with left side plugged), lightweight ball burnished and
CNC proﬁled body, and the Quick-Tune secondary.
They’re available in 650 cfm and 800 cfm sizes
with manual or electric choke. There’s even a 650
cfm version specifically designed for off-road
vehicles. These Edelbrock carburetors bolt-on and
run right out of the box! Simply dependable, proven
performance for almost any carbureted vehicle. All
Edelbrock carburetors come with an installation kit
and owners manual.

Performance Carburetors
H300521

1955-86 Chevrolet Tri-Power
Holley Tri-Power intake manifold and carburetor
system for small block Chevy engines. It was factory
equipment under the hood of the legendary big block
L71 and L89 Corvettes. With a Tri-Power system you
can cruise around economically on the 350 cfm center
carburetor or unleash all 1000 cfm at wide open throttle
to truly have the best of both worlds. Systems include a
dual plane medium rise 3 x 2 Wieand intake manifold,
three Holley 2 barrel carburetors (one 350 cfm center
carb with electric choke and two 325 cfm outboard
carbs) in either a dichomate or cast shiny ﬁnish, steel
fuel lines, progressive throttle linkage, and reusable
air ﬁlters with polished housings.

H3310

Vacuum Secondary Carburetor

750 CFM Carb Main Body

These classic Holley 4160 Series carburetors are
available in several sizes and with manual or electric
choke. These carburetors feature vacuum secondaries
and power valve blow out protection. All are bright
chromate ﬁnish.
H1850
600 cfm manual choke .... 335.99 ea
H80457
600 cfm electric choke .... 348.99 ea
H3310
750 cfm manual choke .... 369.99 ea
H80508
750 cfm electric choke .... 365.99 ea

Replacement carburetor main body for Holley 750 cfm
(#3310) vacuum secondary carburetors. This all new
main body replacement will help to enhance the look
and performance of your Holley carburetor without a
complete replacement.
67101C
........................................... 116.99 ea

Note: Carburetors do not have a provision to connect an
automatic transmission kick down cable or linkage. Overall
height is 11-1/2" front and 12-1/2" rear with air cleaners
installed. HEI distributors will need to use a standard cap
style small body distributor, the large caps with coils on top
are too large to ﬁt.

H300521
H300522

cast dichromate ﬁnish ..... 2141.99 ea
cast shiny ﬁnish .............. 2034.99 ea

HC4777A

Aluminum Double Pumper Carburetor
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Holley’s new series of aluminum double pump
carburetors are constructed from aluminum, which
compared to their zinc counterpart offer a 38% weight
savings. Holley’s aluminum double pump carburetors
will hold their shine longer and also can be hand
polished for a custom look. These Holley 4150 Series
double pump carburetors are available in several sizes
and with manual choke. These carburetors feature
mechanical secondaries, center hung ﬂoat bowls and
power valve blow out protection. The double pumper
is designed for use on lightweight vehicles with a
manual or automatic transmissions with a high stall
and low rear end gears.
HC4776A 600 cfm manual choke ... 502.99 ea
HC4777A 650 cfm manual choke ... 502.99 ea
HC4778A 700 cfm manual choke ... 549.99 ea
HC4779A 750 cfm manual choke ... 535.99 ea
HC4781A 850 cfm manual choke ... 569.99 ea

600 CFM Carburetor

H4779

Mechanical Secondary Carburetor
These classic Holley 4150 Series double pump
carburetors are available in several sizes and with
manual or electric choke. These carburetors feature
mechanical secondaries, center hung ﬂoat bowls
and power valve blow out protection. All have
manual choke.
H4776
600 cfm
manual choke ..... 576.99 ea
H4777
650 cfm
manual choke ..... 555.99 ea
H4778
700 cfm
manual choke ..... 611.99 ea
H4779
750 cfm
manual choke ..... 599.99 ea
H4780
800 cfm
manual choke ..... 649.99 ea
H4781
850 cfm
manual choke ..... 649.99 ea

Remanufactured 600 cfm Holley carburetor featuring
an original ﬁnish, vacuum secondaries, and power
valve blowout protection. These replacements are
similar to the units installed on 1967-69 Z28’s with
crossram induction and can be used to replace list
numbers 3810S, 4410A, and 4295.
Important: Throttle solenoid used on some models not
included. Order separately. Carburetor is stamped with
current manufacturing date.

80457

600 cfm replacement carb ...... 362.99 ea

650 CFM Carburetor
H80670

This Holley 4150 Series 650 cfm 4 barrel carburetor
is ideal for most moderate performance small block
V8 engines. It features center hung ﬂoat bowls, a
universal throttle lever, vacuum secondaries, and an
electric choke.
H80783
650 cfm electric choke ..... 527.99 ea

H80770

Street Avenger Carburetor
390 CFM Carburetor
This Holley 4160 Series 390 cfm 4 barrel carburetor
is ideal for small displacement V8 or V6 engines. It
features side hung ﬂoat bowls, a universal throttle
lever, vacuum secondaries, and an electric choke. This
is one of the simplest ways to get more performance
from your engine.
H8007
390 cfm
four barrel ......... 587.99 ea
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The Holley 4150 Series Street Avenger™ Series
carburetors are dyno-tested, and calibrated for
performance on the street. They feature the No Trouble™
adjustable vacuum secondary, 4 vacuum ports, electric
choke, external ﬂoat adjustment, and the new Gen
IV Power Valve. If you’re looking for better throttle
response, quicker acceleration, enhanced fuel economy
and superior driveability, the Street Avenger™ carbs
are your answer.
H80570
570 cfm
4 barrel ............. 480.99 ea
H80670
670 cfm
4 barrel ............. 480.99 ea
H80770
770 cfm
4 barrel ............. 480.99 ea

Manufactured with original Holley tooling! Used on
1968-69 Camaro models equipped with a 302 and the
crossram dealer option. This 585 cfm double pump
carburetor includes mechanical secondaries and the
Holley list #4295. Fits front or rear location. 2 required.
HC330
1968-69 ............................... 924.99 ea
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1968-69 Crossram Carburetor

Performance Carburetors
D1904
CB710600

1968-69 780 CFM Carburetor

Technology Slayer Carburetor

Street Demon Carburetor

Manufactured with original Holley tooling! Used on
1968-69 Camaro models equipped with a 302, 1968 or
1969 models with a 396/375HP, or 1969 427/425HP
equipped models. This is a 780 cfm carburetor. Part
#HC369 is stamped with the GM #3923289-DZ and
the Holley list #4053-DZ, while part #HC370 is
stamped with the GM #3959164-GE and the Holley
list #4346-GE.
HC369
1968-69
302.................... 849.99 ea
HC369
1968
396/375HP ....... 849.99 ea
HC370
1969
396/375HP ....... 899.99 ea
HC370
1969
427/425HP ....... 899.99 ea

Affordable, vacuum secondary street carburetors
featuring all aluminum construction and hand built
quality. They are designed with a secondary metering
plate with changeable jets, eliminating the need for a
costly secondary metering block.

The Street Demon redeﬁnes the street carburetor with
clean looks, brisk performance, and universal design.
Available in 625 and 750 cfm, the Street Demon
supports stock and mildly modiﬁed V8’s with smooth,
crisp throttle response. A dual bolt pattern works
with most 4 barrel spread bore and square ﬂange
intake manifolds. Includes integrated 700R4/200R4
transmission kick down location and electric choke.
Choose from all-aluminum construction or a polymer
main body design. Made in USA.
625 CFM Carburetors
D1900
ball burnished ﬁnish ............ 327.99 ea
D1901
with polymer main body ..... 327.99 ea
D1902
hand polished ﬁnish ............ 505.99 ea
750 CFM Carburetors
D1903
ball burnished ﬁnish ............ 363.99 ea
D1904
with polymer main body ..... 363.99 ea
D1905
hand polished ﬁnish ............ 494.99 ea

Note This product is not CARB exempt. May not be used in
California or states with similar emissions laws except on
pre-1976 vehicles.

CB710600
CB710750

600 cfm
750 cfm

electric choke 347.99 ea
electric choke 377.99 ea

CB711780

Technology Hot Rod Carburetor
1969 850 CFM Carburetor
Manufactured with original Holley tooling! Used on
1969 Camaro models equipped with a 427 ZL1. This
is a 850 cfm double pump carburetor with mechanical
secondaries and the Holley list #4296.
HC422
1969
427/425HP ZL1 ... 1169.99 ea

Made from lightweight aluminum castings and packed
full of features, these carburetors are sure to make your
hot rod run its best! Hand assembled and engine tested
in the USA! Available in both vacuum and mechanical
secondary conﬁgurations.
Note This product is not CARB exempt. May not be used in
California or states with similar emissions laws except on
pre-1976 vehicles.

Mechanical Secondary Carburetors
CB711600
600 cfm .........................
CB711650
650 cfm .........................
CB711750
750 cfm .........................
CB711850
850 cfm .........................
Vacuum Secondary Carburetors
CB711580
580 cfm .........................
CB711680
680 cfm .........................
CB711780
780 cfm .........................

501.99 ea
501.99 ea
554.99 ea
589.99 ea
499.99 ea
482.99 ea
499.99 ea

H4492

1970 Carburetor
This Holley carburetor assembly for 1970 Camaro
models is for LS6, L78, L89, 396, and 454 highperformance engines. Each carburetor is manufactured
from the original Holley tooling ensuring an authentic
and powerful replacement of the original factory
installed carburetor. Replaces GM part #3969898 for
automatic or part #3967477 for manual transmissions.
Important: Carburetor is stamped with current
manufacturing date.

H4492
H4557

1970
1970

auto trans ............... 769.99 ea
manual trans .......... 749.99 ea

CB712651

Super Street carburetors are available with vacuum
secondaries, which use fuel bowls with single sight
glass windows, or a mechanical secondary design
featuring dual inlet, dual sight glass 4500 style fuel
bowls with links to tune the secondary opening rate.

Important: Carburetor is stamped with current
manufacturing date.

H4555

1970

auto or manual trans 749.99 ea

Mechanical Secondary Carburetors
CB712650 650 cfm ..........................
CB712651 650 cfm annular booster
CB712652* 650 cfm annular booster
CB712653 650 cfm E85 compatible
CB712750 750 cfm ..........................
CB712751 750 cfm annular booster
CB712752 750 cfm E85 compatible
CB712830 830 cfm ..........................
CB712850 850 cfm ..........................
Vacuum Secondary Carburetors
CB712680 680 cfm ..........................
CB712735 735 cfm ..........................
CB712780 780 cfm ..........................
CB712880 880 cfm ..........................

674.99
691.99
866.99
691.99
674.99
702.99
740.99
674.99
674.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

627.99
627.99
627.99
627.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
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67200

Race Series Carburetor
PROFORM’s Race Series Carburetors are hand
assembled in Bowling Green, Kentucky utilizing
PROFORM high ﬂow carburetor main body, durable
billet metering blocks, aluminum fuel bowls, and a
high-performance billet throttle base plate. These dual
fuel feed inlet carburetors are equipped with a square
bore base plate.
Mechanical Secondaries
67199
650 cfm
no choke .......... 534.99 ea
67200
750 cfm
no choke .......... 539.99 ea
67201
850 cfm
no choke .......... 609.99 ea
67202
950 cfm
no choke .......... 619.99 ea
Vacuum Secondaries
67204
650 cfm
no choke .......... 563.99 ea
67205
750 cfm
no choke .......... 569.99 ea

Performance Carbs
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1970 LT1 Z28 Carburetor

PROFORM street carburetors are constructed with
lightweight aluminum, featuring provisions for a
choke assembly and changeable idle air bleeds for
easy, non-permanent calibration changes if necessary.
Fine tuning is accomplished by simply changing air
bleeds, not opening up calibration restrictions with
a drill bit! These dual fuel feed inlet carburetors are
hand assembled in the USA.
Mechanical Secondaries
67211
600 cfm
electric choke .... 420.99 ea
67212
650 cfm
electric choke .... 424.99 ea
67213
750 cfm
electric choke .... 434.99 ea
67214
850 cfm
electric choke .... 444.99 ea
Vacuum Secondaries
67206
600 cfm
electric choke .... 424.99 ea
67207
650 cfm
electric choke .... 433.99 ea
67208
750 cfm
electric choke .... 446.99 ea

Super Street Carburetor

Note *Features blow through annular booster. This
product is not CARB exempt. May not be used in
California or states with similar emissions laws except on
pre-1976 vehicles.

This brand new Holley carburetor assembly for
LT1 equipped 1970 Z28 Camaro models is an exact
reproduction equipment, manufactured by Holley
themselves, using their original tooling. Replaces
GM part #3972121 on both automatic and manual
transmission cars.

67213

Street Series Carburetor

Carburetor Parts
67454

H37485

Carburetor Set
Standard Rebuild Sets
These sets are just what you need to make your Holley
carburetor perform like new again. They include: new
gaskets, o-rings, pumps, diaphragms, needles, and seats,
power valves, and detailed instructions to help you
step-by-step through the rebuilding process.
With Vacuum Secondaries
H37720 390 cfm 4160 series .............. 31.99 set
H37119 600 cfm 4160 model carbs ... 32.99 set
H37754 750 cfm 4160 model carbs ... 31.99 set
With Mechanical Secondaries
H37485 4150 double pump carbs....... 43.99 set
Performance Rebuild Set
This set contains all the parts you’ll
need to perform a complete rebuild
on your Holley vacuum secondary or double
pumper carburetor. Plus its got extra parts related to
carburetor calibration that are required to accomplish
a real performance tune. These include accelerator
pump discharge nozzles, accelerator pump cams,
vacuum secondary springs, and extra gaskets. A
carburetor exploded view and detailed tuning guide
are also included.
H37933 Holley Trickit Set®................ 134.99 set

H10851

H10889

Carburetor Gasket
We now offer a selection of the most commonly needed
Holley carburetor gaskets.
Base Gasket and Studs
H10851
4150 & 4160 carbs, .250" ...... 28.99 ea
H10812
4150 & 4160 carbs, 5/16" ...... 23.99 ea
Base Gasket
H10858
4150 & 4160 carbs, .204" ...... 25.99 ea
H10818
4150 & 4160 carbs, 5/16" ...... 20.99 ea
H10810
4150 & 4160 carbs, 1/16" ...... 8.99 ea
H10825
4165 & Quadrejet carbs, 1/4" 22.99 ea
Metering Block
H10889
4150, 4160 & 4165 carbs ....... 11.99 pr
H10890
4150, 4160 & 4165 carbs ....... 12.99 pr
H10891
4150, 4160 & 4165 carbs ....... 12.99 pr
Fuel Bowl
H10883
4150, & 4160 carbs ................ 11.99 pr
H10892
4165 carbs .............................. 8.99 pr
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1256633

Power Valves and Installation Tool
The power valve is a key component of the power
enrichment system of Holley performance carburetors.
These power valves incorporate “power valve blow
out protection”. Power valve installation tool is also
available, and sold separately.
Power Valve – Standard Flow
H12525
2.5" Hg.............................. 11.99 ea
H12535
3.5" Hg.............................. 11.99 ea
H12545
4.5" Hg.............................. 11.99 ea
H12555
5.5" Hg.............................. 11.99 ea
H12565
6.5" Hg.............................. 11.99 ea
H12585
8.5" Hg.............................. 11.99 ea
H125105
10.5" Hg............................ 11.99 ea
Power Valve – High Flow
H125125
2.5" Hg.............................. 17.99 ea
H125135
3.5" Hg.............................. 17.99 ea
H125145
4.5" Hg.............................. 17.99 ea
H125155
5.5" Hg.............................. 17.99 ea
H125165
6.5" Hg.............................. 17.99 ea
H125185
8.5" Hg.............................. 17.99 ea
H1251005
10.5" Hg............................ 17.99 ea
Installation Tool
67454
anodized aluminum .......... 28.99 ea

Street Demon TPS Set
When using an electronic overdrive transmission, such
as a 4L60E, with a carbureted engine, the transmission
control unit requires a throttle position signal. This
sensor bolts on to the carburetor and sends the proper
signal to the computer. The simple design allows for
easy calibration and voltage adjustments. Includes
all necessary installation hardware. Made in USA.
D1951 Street Demon TPS .................. 176.99 set

Carburetor Installation Set
This set contains installation hardware for most Demon
4 barrel carburetors, including mounting studs, washers,
nuts, air cleaner studs, vacuum caps, throttle cable balls
with bushing adapters for throttle levers and three types
of base gaskets for square and spread bore carburetors,
and a gasket for the Street Demon.
D160049
.............................................. 22.99 set

H4674

H2657
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H209

Some vehicles require a throttle solenoid to be used
with Holley carburetors. This is a replacement unit
manufactured by Holley. Also available are the solenoid
bracket #H209, and nut #H2657.
H4674
Holley throttle soleniod........... 95.99 ea
H209
bracket ..................................... 11.99 ea
H2657
nut ........................................... 8.99 ea

E1489

Carburetor Calibration Set
These sets include a selection of metering rods, jets, and
step up springs that allow ﬁne tuning and calibration of
Edelbrock Performer and Thunder Series carburetors
for mildly to extremely built motors, especially motors
with performance camshafts that cause low intake
manifold vacuum. Made in USA.

297331

Carburetor Parts

Street Demon Calibration Set
This calibration set allows ﬁne tuning of Street Demon
carburetors. Although the carburetors are already ﬁne
tuned other adjustments and modiﬁcations may be
necessary for optimal performance in built engines with
large cams. This set includes an assortment of primary
jets, metering rods and step-up springs along with
secondary jets all in a convenient plastic storage case.
D1921
.................................................. 88.99 set

Throttle Solenoid

Carburetor Air Cleaner Gasket
This gasket is installed between the carburetor body
and the base of the air cleaner. Available in die-cut
material or molded rubber, each gasket measures
5" in diameter. Die-cut gaskets are available in your
choice of 2 thicknesses. Designed for air cleaners with
a straight lip, the molded rubber gasket has a groove
that ﬁts over the lip for a superior seal against dust and
debris. It can also be ﬂipped and used on air cleaners
with a rolled lip.
Die-Cut Gaskets
1256633 5" diameter
.060" thick ...... 4.99 ea
H10862 5" diameter
.200" thick ...... 11.99 ea
Molded Rubber Gasket With Groove
297331
5" diameter
molded rubber 9.99 ea

H12565

Carburetor Gaskets
These are reproductions of the gaskets used on Holley
dual ﬂoat carburetors. This is a 2 piece set consisting
of the base gasket as well as the air cleaner gasket. A
must when rebuilding your Holley dual ﬂoat carburetor.
14306
.................................................... 4.99 pr

Note: Not legal for pollution controlled vehicles.

Street Demon Throttle Solenoid Set
Some vehicles, especially vehicles with air conditioning,
require a throttle solenoid to automatically increase
engine RPM. This throttle solenoid set from Demon
Fuel systems includes the solenoid, bracket, and
mounting nut. Made in USA.
D1950 Street Demon.......................... 119.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Performer Series Sets
E1479 1405 .............................................
E1480 1407, 1410, 1412 & 1413............
E1486 403,1404,1801,1802,1803&1804
E1487 1406 .............................................
E1488 1409 .............................................
E1489 411 ...............................................
Thunder AVS Series Sets
E1840 1805 & 1806 ................................
E1841 1812 & 1813 ................................
E1842 1826 .............................................

74.99 set
72.99 set
69.99 set
50.99 set
68.99 set
58.99 set
66.99 set
81.99 set
67.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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H12140
K385

Jet Assortment Set
The Holley jet assortment set is the professional way to
track tune your Holley carburetor for top performance.
The set consists of two 2 each of 36 different jet sizes
ranging from #64 to #99. The jets are contained in
a plastic case that keep them separated and make
them easily accessible. Jet sizes selected will give the
broadest range of adjustment and performance for most
performance carburetor applications.
H36181
jet assortments...................... 66.99 set

1967-74 Rochester Carburetor Repair Set
You’ve got the original carburetor but it needs work.
What do you do? You get a carburetor repair set and
ﬁx it! This OE style repair set is fabulous for repairing
minor problems associated with original Rochester
carburetors. Each repair set includes: gaskets pump,
needle and seat, ﬂoat gauge, guide, ball, spring, and
retainer. Perfect for off the car repair.
K385
1967
MT with 2 barrel ..... 22.99 ea

H122 47 = Main Jet Size # 47
Desired Main Jet Size
Part Number

H34150
center to center

Carburetor Main Jets

Fuel Lines

Holley jets are the professional way to track tune your
Holley carburetor for top performance. They are sold
in sets of 2 and are available in jet sizes ranging from
#40 to #110. The jets will give the broadest range of
adjustment to get the most performance out of your
Holley carburetor.

We offer chromed copper fuel lines for Holley
carburetors. The hard lines are manufactured with
seamless copper tubing and are double ﬂared at the
ends with 5/8"-18 inverted ﬂare inlets.
H3439 adjustable 4150 & 4500 carbs 271.99 ea
H34150 4150 carbs .............................. 39.99 ea
H34160 4160 carbs .............................. 39.99 ea

Important: Please specify jet size at the end of the part
number when ordering. See chart above for more information.

H122

Accelerator Pump Squirters
We offer several sizes and styles of accelerator pump
squirters. Choose from straight type or tube style to
ﬁt 4150, 4160 and 4500 series carburetors. All include
2 gaskets.
Straight Type
H121125
.025
straight.................... 14.99 set
H121128
.028
straight.................... 14.99 set
H121131
.031
straight.................... 14.99 set
H121135
.035
straight.................... 14.99 set
H121137
.037
straight.................... 14.99 set
H121140
.040
straight.................... 14.99 set
H121142
.042
straight.................... 14.99 set
H121145
.045
straight.................... 14.99 set
Tube Type
H12125
.025
tube......................... 24.99 set
H12128
.028
tube......................... 24.99 set
H12131
.031
tube......................... 24.99 set
H12135
.035
tube......................... 24.99 set
H12137
.037
tube......................... 24.99 set
H12140
.040
tube......................... 24.99 set
H12142
.042
tube......................... 24.99 set
H12145
.045
tube......................... 24.99 set

1967-81 Holley Fuel Inlet Nut

specify jet size, #40 to #110 ....... 8.99 pr

Correct replacement fuel inlet nut for 1967-81 models
with Holley carburetor and 5/16" fuel lines.
K0171 1967-81 2 required ............... 17.99 ea

66635

center to center

Dual Feed Fuel Line
Accelerator Pump Cam Set
This set will allow you to “tailor” accelerator pump
performance to the engine’s actual requirements. Each
cam has a different shape to give different results. The
shape of each cam directly affects the accelerator pump
stroke and pump capacity. A steeply rising cam shape
will give a fast, heavy fuel shot right off idle. Conversely,
a gentle sloping ramp will spread the pump action over
a longer period of time.
H2012 includes 8 pump cams .............. 30.99 set

Chrome dual feed fuel line for use on Holley carbs
with 3/8" inlet. High-quality gas lines speciﬁcally
designed for use on Holley dual feed carburetors. Each
gas line will replace the original exactly. Stainless
steel construction for a performance appearance and
long-lasting dependability.
66635
Holley
8-21/32" centers ..... 17.99 ea
66636
Holley
9-5/16" centers ....... 11.99 ea

Carburetor Clear Fuel Sight Plugs
These plugs will enable you to view the fuel level
without having to remove the sight plug.
H6057 clear fuel sight plugs ................ 10.99 pr

Carb Dual-Feed Fuel Line

1967-89 Quadrajet Carburetor Rebuild Set

1967-86 Carburetor Cover

Bring your carburetor back to original working order
by replacing the crucial components with this complete
rebuild set for use with original or Edelbrock replacement
Quadrajet carburetors. Each part is manufactured to exact
speciﬁcations assuring a quality part and an authentic
rebuild. Includes all parts and gaskets necessary for a
complete rebuild. Available for 1967-89 models.
ED1920 1967-78 750 cfm ................. 39.99 set
ED1921 1975-89 795 cfm ................. 39.99 set

Keep dirt and contaminants
out of your carburetor
while working on your
engine with the air cleaner
removed. Produced using
tough plastic construction.
For use on all 4 barrel
carburetors. 5-1/8" diameter.
T2012
1967-86
4 barrel ................... 4.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Carburetor Ball Stud Set
Install your Holley carburetor and hook it up right
with these throttle ball studs.
H202
set of four ................................. 14.99 set

Transmission Kick Down Stud
Install your Holley carburetor and hook it up right
with this transmission kick down stud.
H2040
transmission kick down stud .... 8.99 ea

Carburetor Parts
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Fuel & Exhaust L

ED1920

Made from aircraft quality Buna-N neoprene hose
encased in braided stainless steel, this fuel line is
temperature, gas and oil resistant. Made for 3/8"
NPT ﬁttings, the fuel line is adjustable between the
carb bowls from 7-1/2" to 11-1/2". Includes 1/8" pipe
ﬁtting and plug for optional fuel pressure gauge, etc.
Hose inlet nipple not included.
E8101
................................................ 103.99 ea

Carburetor Parts
A9747389

A9747397

Assorted Vacuum Caps
Assorted vacuum caps for almost any automotive repair
job. Each vacuum cap is constructed from durable,
heat resistant vinyl, and provides a tight ﬁt to prevent
vacuum leaks. Excellent for capping lines and hoses
while testing carburetors, emission control systems,
vacuum lines, and more.
5/32" Vacuum Cap – For 4 Barrel Holley Carb
3928101
1 piece 5/32" black ............. 2.99 ea
Assortment – Colored
Includes four each: 1/8" yellow, 3/16" blue, 1/4" red,
5/16" white, 3/8" black.
A9747397
4 each assorted colors ........ 3.99 set
Assortment – Black
Includes: 5/32", 7/32", 5/16", 3/8", 3/16" x 2, 1/4" x 2.
A9747396
8 piece assortment .............. 4.49 set
A9799350
30 piece assortment ............ 6.99 set
4 Pack – Black
A9747394
5/16" ................................... 2.99 set
5 Pack – Black
A9747393
1/4" ..................................... 2.99 set
10 Pack – Black
A9747389
1/8" ..................................... 6.49 set
A9747392
7/32" ................................... 6.49 set
A9750003
1/4" ..................................... 4.99 set
A9747395
3/8" ..................................... 6.49 set

A970137A

A970138A

A970139C

1985-97 Custom Throttle Body Plates
Custom throttle body plates for 1985-97 Camaro
models equipped with a LT1 or TPI engine. Made from
billet aluminum and anodized in your choice of black,
red, or blue. Includes stainless screws for installation.
Designed to ﬁt any 1985-92 TPI or 1993-97 LT1 engine.
Note: Please specify color when ordering.

L

Fuel & Exhaust

IROC-Z Logo
A970136A 1985-92
A970136B 1985-92
A970136C 1985-92
Z28 Logo
A970137A 1985-97
A970137B 1985-97
A970137C 1985-97
Bow Tie Logo
A970138A 1985-97
A970138B 1985-97
A970138C 1985-97
SS Logo
A970139A 1993-97
A970139B 1993-97
A970139C 1993-97

T2063

Carburetor to manifold adapter sets. These adapters
take the hassle out of many common intake, carburetor,
and throttle body swaps. They are constructed of diecast aluminum and include the necessary gaskets and
hardware to mount it all up.
Note: Additional modiﬁcations my need to be made to
achieve proper ﬁt and function.

Holley 2300 to Rochester 2G ..
Holley 2300 to Quadrajet ........
2300/2G to square bore ...........
square bore to spread bore .......

21.99
22.99
21.99
21.99

set
set
set
set

black .............. 32.99 ea
red .................. 32.99 ea
blue ................ 32.99 ea

black .............. 32.99 ea
red .................. 32.99 ea
blue ................ 32.99 ea

Carburetor Spacers
Carburetor spacer sets are now available for Holley
carburetors. Each set includes mounting hardware
and gaskets.
Open Center
T2063
3/8" tall, “Hiker” .................... 24.99 set
T2091
3/8" tall, with vacuum tube .... 29.99 set
T2094
3/8" tall, w/vacuum tube, cap 29.99 set
T2084
1" tall ...................................... 15.99 set
T2103
1" tall, w/3/8" ﬁtting for PVC 19.99 set
T2081
2" tall ...................................... 29.99 set
Ported
T2280
3/8" tall ................................... 49.99 set
T2048
2" tall ...................................... 28.99 set

1974-75 Rochester Carburetor Heat Shield
Reproduction carburetor to intake manifold heat shield.
This shield when applied to intake manifold, will keep
fuel in carburetor from reaching high temperatures
due to engine block heat. Excellent for use on highperformance engines. For use with 4 barrel with
Rochester bolt pattern.
354310 1974-75
Rochester ................ 4.99 ea

black .............. 32.99 ea
red .................. 32.99 ea
blue ................ 32.99 ea

black .............. 32.99 ea
red .................. 32.99 ea
blue ................ 32.99 ea

Easily optimize the ﬂow rates of air and fuel in your
car with this modular 1" carb spacer set! Since various
engine combinations have different fuel and air delivery
requirements for maximum performance, each spacer
set includes 1 frame and 2 popular inserts: open, 4
hole, and tapered 4 hole. This way, you can dial in
exactly the right ﬂow to get the most from your motor.
67160
carburetor spacer ...................... 35.99 set

Carburetor to Manifold Adapter Sets

MG1933
MG1929
MG1937
MG1932
A970136B

Carburetor Spacer Set

Spread Bore Sealing Plate
Holley EFI spread bore sealing plate. This plate adapts
a dual bolt pattern square bore carburetor or throttle
body to a spread bore manifold and seal properly.
Includes a 1/16" thick plate and 2 gaskets.
H90060
.............................................. 23.99 ea

Carburetor Wedge Plate
During hard acceleration the ﬂoat bowls in a carburetor
become uneven, causing moderate fuel starvation. This
aluminum spacer tilts the carburetor forward 5 degrees
to help keep it level. This spacer measures .830" at its
thickest point and has a dual bolt pattern for standard
Holley, Carter AFB, and Edelbrock carburetors.
Note: Not legal for use on pollution controlled vehicles.

265030

.............................................. 41.99 ea

Carburetor Heat Shield
Heat shield for all GM models with Holley Carburetors.
This heat shield will help cool the intake charge for
better performance. Excellent reproduction of the
original Holley heat shield.
3969835 Holley 4 barrel carb ............... 36.99 ea

Vacuum Secondary Diaphragm
This vacuum secondary diaphragm ﬁts most 4150 and
4160 square bore Holley carburetors.
H1354
diaphragm ............................... 12.99 ea

Float Adjustment Tool
Carburetor Adapter
Adapt a Holley or AFB 4 barrel carburetor to a
Quadrajet 4 barrel manifold with this adapter plate.
Includes all necessary hardware.
E2696
.................................................. 29.99 ea
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Convert from carburetion to TBI without having to
replace your manifold. This adapter bolts on any square
or spread bore manifold and accepts any 43mm bore
throttle body from 4.3L, 5.0L, and 5.7L GM engines.
60118
.................................................. 97.99 ea

No more slight-of-hand
tricks! Easily adjust
your carburetor ﬂoat
level with this hand ﬂoat
adjustment tool. 5/8" socket and builtin screwdriver blade protects your engine and
hands from fuel spray.
67443
.................................................. 28.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Throttle Body Adapter

Carburetor Parts
H45229

Manual Choke Cable Mount Hardware
Carburetor Linkage Plate
Each plate is triple chrome-plated for a beautiful
and custom ﬁnish. For GM cables. Can be used with
part #T2334.
T2333
Holley/AFB .............................. 17.99 ea

This universal bracket mounts inside the vehicle under
the dashboard to secure the choke control cable. The
cable clamp set is for use on Holley model 4010, 4150,
and 4160 carburetors only.
Cable Bracket
H45229
universal ............................... 22.99 ea
Cable Clamp Set
H45456
4010/4150/4160 carbs .......... 16.99 set

1967-79 Carburetor Rod Clip

Chrome Carb Return Spring Bracket

Reproduction carburetor rod to accelerator rod clip for
1967-79 Camaro models. Manufactured to original
speciﬁcations for a correct replacement.
3962782
1967-79 ................................... 2.99 ea

This replacement chrome universal carb return
bracket is designed to replace the original bracket
for most carburetors. Adds a high-performance touch
to any carburetor.
66180
.................................................... 2.99 ea

Carburetor Quick Change
Secondary Spring Housing
Make changing your vacuum secondary spring a simple
job with this quick change housing. It is simple to
install on any vacuum secondary Holley carburetor.
H2059
................................................. 21.99 set

Carburetor Secondary Spring Set
This set will allow you to adjust the opening of your
secondaries. Includes seven color coded springs from
light to heavy.
H2013
set of 7 ..................................... 16.99 set

H6506

Morse Cable Bracket
Chrome-plated bracket for Holley or Quadrajet
carburetor linkage plates. Can be used with part
#T2333.
T2334
................................................... 5.99 ea

K0135

Carburetor Needle and Seat

1967-69 Carb Return Springs

We offer several needle and seat assemblies for Holley
carburetors. The seat size determines how much fuel
can ﬂow at a certain pressure. Larger sizes ﬂow more
fuel. Tune your Holley carburetor to ﬂow the right
amount of fuel at the proper pressure with a new
Viton-tipped needle and seat.
H6506
.97
adjustable ................ 15.99 ea
H6504
.110
adjustable ................ 17.99 ea
H6518
.120
adjustable ................ 29.99 ea
H6513
.97
off-road ................... 29.99 ea

Correct reproduction carburetor return spring found
on all 1969 302 and 396 models.
HC89
1967
396 ............................. 8.99 ea
HC89
1968
302, 396 ..................... 8.99 ea
K0135
1969
302, 396 ..................... 5.99 ea

H2037

Carburetor Throttle Stud
Install your Holley carburetor and hook it up right with
these throttle studs. Measurement based on diameter
of throttle stud.
H2037
7/32" diameter .......................... 8.99 ea
H2038
1/4" diameter ............................ 7.99 ea

D1953

D1952

Cable Brackets

Carburetor Float Bowl Screws
These are reproductions of the screws for Holley dual
ﬂoat carburetor bowls. This is a set of eight 2-1/2" ﬂat
blade screws. A must when rebuilding your Holley
dual ﬂoat carburetor.
14305
................................................. 14.99 set

HC295

1968-70 Holley Carburetor Air Cleaner Stud
Correct reproduction stud used to retain the air
cleaner to the carburetor. This stud is for all 1967-70
big block models.
3747933
1968-70 .................................. 6.99 ea
HC295
universal ................................ 9.99 ea

T2046
H2637

1967-69 Servo Mounting Bracket
Correct reproduction servo mounting bracket for 196769 models with cruise control. Authentic reproduction
of original.
HC87
1967-69 .................................... 89.99 ea

H10897

Transfer Tube O-Ring Seals
These fuel resistant o-rings will help prevent dangerous
fuel leaks at your carburetors fuel transfer tube. Both
old and new style o-rings are available.
H2637
old style .................................. 6.99 pr
H10897
new style ................................ 7.99 pr
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Carburetor Stud Set
We offer a variety of stud sets to ﬁt just about any
Holley or Rochester carburetor. Each set includes: 4
studs, 4 nuts, and 4 washers.
T2046
1-3/8" ....................................... 4.99 set
T2047
2" .............................................. 4.99 set
T2106
3" .............................................. 5.99 set

Carburetor Parts
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Fuel & Exhaust L

These brackets remove the guesswork when installing a
Street Demon carburetor in almost any carbureted GM
application. All brackets have a clear zinc coating for
corrosion protection and include installation hardware.
Throttle Rod Adapter
D1952
mechanical linkage ................. 16.99 ea
Throttle and Transmission Kick Down
D1953
bracket set ............................... 25.99 set

Carburetor Parts
T9620

T9619

Carburetor Mount Linkage Bracket

K0107

Manual Choke Cable

1968-72 Choke Sets
Replace your damaged or worn choke assembly with
these complete sets. Reproduced with authenticity
in mind. Sets include: the cover, rod, choke spring,
screw, and clip on rod.

This cable can be used with all manual choke Holley
carburetors. Cable length is 6 feet and the control knob
has the Holley name prominently displayed.
H45228
6 ft. length ............................. 22.99 ea

These brightly polished, chrome-plated brackets can be
installed on vehicles equipped with Holley carburetors.
For use with GM cables.
Manual Transmission
T9619
.................................................... 8.99 ea
Automatic Transmission
T9620
.................................................... 8.99 ea

Note: *With Quadrajet.

K0062
K0106
K0107*
K0108*
K0109
K0110*

1968-69
1968-69
1968-69
1968-69
1970-71
1970-72

all with Holley carb
396/375HP L78 .......
327/350HP...............
396/325HP or 350HP
L78 engine ...............
396, 402 ...................

29.99
31.99
29.99
34.99
44.99
44.99

set
set
set
set
set
set

Throttle Cable Bracket
TH350 Kick Down Cable
3864866

K0041

1967-72 Remote Choke Thermostat Cover
Reproduction remote choke thermostat covers for
1967-72 Camaro models with Rochester 4 barrel
carburetors with the choke thermostat mounted to
the intake manifold.
3864866 1967-70 ................................ 5.99 ea
K0041
1970-72 L78, 396, 402 w/QJ 9.99 ea

Stainless steel transmission kick down cable kit
that ﬁts TH350 transmissions with carburetor kick
down cable. For 4 barrel type carburetors and small
block Chevrolet engines. Includes extender for more
versatility in adjusting cable length where needed.
153666 TH350 ...................................... 24.99 ea

1970-72 Throttle Cable Bracket
1967-72 Universal Accelerator Throttle Rod

1256604

1256652

1967-72 Thermostatic Choke Coil
Over many years of driving, the choke coil winding
can suffer undue distortion causing incorrect operation.
Will install as original and will ensure countless hours
trouble-free driving.
E389
1967-69
Holley 4 barrel ... 14.99 ea
E390
1967-69
Quadrajet ............ 14.99 ea
1256604 1967
396...................... 24.99 ea
1256652 1971-72
Z28, LT1............. 24.99 ea

Fuel & Exhaust
L

This mounting screw is used to hold the thermostatic
choke assembly to the intake manifold.
1256603
1967-70 ................................... 1.99 ea
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T9756

Note: Not for cable operated applications.

AL124

1967-72 .................................... 14.99 ea
T9757

Throttle Cable & Kick Down Brackets
1967-69 Carb and Throttle Arm Bushing

1967-70 Choke Rod

1967-70 Choke Thermostat Mounting Screw

Reproduction throttle cable bracket for use on 197072 Firebird models. This quality bracket is for highperformance cars with a Holley carburetor.
14876
1970-72 .................................... 17.99 ea

This rod is for use when modiﬁcations will not allow
the use of the original rod between the accelerator
pedal lever and the carburetor. Bend and shape as
needed. 14-1/2" long.

Use this rubber bushing/plastic sleeve combo for either
the carb or throttle arm.
K521
1967-69 ...................................... 3.99 set

During a multitude of years and mechanics
modiﬁcations, these choke rods can become damaged
or missing. Replacing this choke rod will allow your
carburetor to function correctly and keep your engine
running smooth. Also includes correct attachment clip.
1967-68
1256602
327/275HP w/o smog ......... 12.99 ea
1969
1256602
350 w/2 bbl. Rochester ....... 12.99 ea
1970
1256602
350/400 2 bbl. w/o EEC ..... 12.99 ea

This chrome throttle cable bracket can be used with all
4150 and 4160 model square bore Holley carburetors. It
includes dual stainless steel return springs.
H2088 with springs .............................. 30.99 ea

Chrome-plated bracket set small block Chevy with cable
type linkage. May be used with either round or square
mounts. You do not have to remove the carburetor to
install. Allows full adjustment.
Note: Use T9757 also if you have a TH350 transmission.

Throttle Cable Bracket
T9756
small block ................................. 9.99 set
Kick Down Bracket
T9757
350 trans. .................................... 4.99 ea

TH350 Kick Down Bracket
DC2083

Throttle Spring Return Set
Mounts to intake manifold on driver side. Required by
many race sanctioning bodies and a great idea for any
high-performance car, these intake manifold mounted
throttle return spring and bracket sets provide positive
throttle return. Includes: chrome brackets, springs,
bushings, and fastener.
Holley 2 Barrel
DC2083
2300, 2305........................... 9.99 set
Holley 4 Barrel
DC2083
4150, 4160........................... 9.99 set
Tall for Use with Carb Spacers
T2386
big block.............................. 19.99 set
T2387
small block .......................... 19.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

This bracket is designed to
bolt to a small block V8
intake manifold and provides
a convenient mounting point
for the transmission kick
down bracket.
H2045
................................................ 16.99 ea

TH700-R4 Trans. Cable Bracket
This bracket is designed to be used
on Holley 4150 and 4160 square
bore carburetors only. It bolts onto
the carburetor ﬂange ear and provides
a convenient mounting point for
transmission and throttle cable.
H2095

.................................................. 26.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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SR4015
SR4008
DP10001A
stainless

TF800159
SR4000

Throttle Cable Brackets

DP10001B

black stainless

Lokar throttle cable brackets are available for a variety
of different motors including carbureted setups,
LS1, Ram Jet 350, 502, and more. Finishes include
stainless steel, black stainless steel and billet aluminum
were available. Carburetor brackets only ﬁt Holley,
Edelbrock, AFB, Quadrajet, Demon, and In-line Dual
Quad carbs and mounts to the rear. Brackets for Tuned
Port Injection are available with a single hole stud
for throttle only, a dual hole stud for throttle and kick
down, and a triple hole stud for a throttle, kick down
and cruise control cables. Made in USA.
Important: Ram Jet 350 uses LS1 throttle cable TC30036
or TC30048.
Note: *Cruise control bracket set only.

DP10001C

Duo-Pak Throttle Cable Set
black nylon

Universal Throttle Cable
All Lokar throttle cables are designed with a specially
extruded liner to extend the life of the cable. Cables
are equipped with aluminum ﬁttings and aluminum
ferrule to eliminate fraying. These cut-to-ﬁt cables are
available in 24", 36", or 48" lengths with a stainless
steel inner wire, and your choice of a stainless steel,
black stainless steel, or black nylon housing. Clevis
is designed to eliminate cotter pins and set screws.
Includes installation instructions.
Important: Remember to pull inner wire out before cutting
outer housing.
Note: For 1986-93 EFI use TC10024.

Note: Duo-Pak only available for carbureted applications
with Holley, Edelbrock, AFB, Quadrajet and In-Line Dual
Quad carbs.

DP10001A
DP10001B
DP10001C
DP10002A
DP10002B
DP10002C

24"
24"
24"
36"
36"
36"

stainless .............. 94.99 set
black stainless ..... 103.99 set
black nylon ......... 84.99 set
stainless .............. 102.99 set
black stainless ..... 112.99 set
black nylon ......... 92.99 set

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Universal Throttle Cable
OER® Authorized throttle cables are designed with a
specially extruded liner to extend the life of the cable.
Cables are manufactured in stainless steel and feature
aluminum ﬁttings and aluminum ferrule to eliminate
fraying. Clevis is designed to eliminate cotter pins
and set screws. Includes installation instructions.
Measures: 36". Cut-to-ﬁt.
153665A
stainless .............................. 19.99 ea
153665B
black ................................... 24.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Carburetor Parts
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Universal Hi-Tech Throttle Cable – Carbureted
TC10024A 24" stainless steel .......... 61.99
TC10024B 24" black stainless steel 67.99
TC10024C 24" black nylon ............. 51.99
TC10036A 36" stainless steel .......... 69.99
TC10036C 36" black nylon ............. 59.99
TC10048A 48" stainless steel .......... 77.99
TC10048B 48" black stainless steel 84.99
TC10048C 48" black nylon ............. 67.99
Tuned Port Injection 1985-91 and LT1/LT4
TC20024A 24" stainless steel .......... 61.99
TC20024B 24" black stainless steel 67.99
TC20024C 24" black nylon ............. 51.99
TC20036A 36" stainless steel .......... 69.99
TC20036B 36" black stainless steel 76.99
LS1/Ram Jet 350
TC30036C 36" black nylon ............. 59.99
TC30048A 48" stainless steel .......... 77.99
TC30048B 48" black stainless steel 84.99
Ram Jet 502
TC40024A 24" stainless steel .......... 61.99
TC40024B 24" black stainless steel 67.99
TC40024C 24" black nylon ............. 51.99
Vortec
TC50036B 36" black stainless steel 76.99
TC50048A 48" stainless steel .......... 77.99

Lokar Duo-Pak throttle cable sets will easily adapt
to most gas pedals and throttle assemblies. Sets
feature Lokar’s Hi-Tech throttle cable, stainless steel
carburetor bracket, and return spring set. Cables
designed with aluminum ﬁttings and aluminum ferrules
to eliminate fraying and feature a “U-Cut-to-Fit”
stainless inner wire and outer housing. Available in
your choice of stainless steel, black stainless steel,
or black nylon.

Carburetor
Stainless Steel
SR4000 bracket and springs................. 35.99 set
SR4001 bracket only ............................ 19.99 ea
SR4002 springs only ............................ 19.99 ea
Black Stainless Steel
SR4003 bracket and springs................... 38.99 set
SR4004 bracket only .............................. 21.99 ea
SR4005 springs only .............................. 21.99 ea
LS1 with 3" Throttle Body Linkage Cam
1998-99 Brushed Billet Aluminum
SR4006 single hole stud throttle only .... 48.99 ea
SR4007 dual hole stud throttle & cruise 48.99 ea
1998-99 Black Billet Aluminum
SR4008 single hole stud throttle only .... 53.99 ea
SR4009 dual hole stud throttle & cruise 53.99 ea
LS1 with 3 1-2" Throttle Body Linkage Cam
2000-02 Brushed Billet Aluminum
SR4018 single stud – throttle only ......... 48.99 ea
SR4011 dual stud – throttle and cruise .. 48.99 ea
2000-02 Black Billet Aluminum
SR4012 single stud – throttle only ......... 53.99 ea
SR4013 dual stud – throttle and cruise .. 53.99 ea
Ram Jet
SR4014 SB 350 stainless ................... 75.99 set
SR4015 SB 350 black stainless .......... 83.99 set
SR4016 BB 502 stainless ................... 72.99 set
SR4017 BB 502 black stainless ......... 79.99 set
Tuned Port Injection 1985-91
Brushed Billet Aluminum
TF800158 single hole stud .................... 48.99 ea
TF800159 double hole stud................... 48.99 ea
TF800160 triple hole stud ..................... 48.99 ea
Polished Billet Aluminum
TF800161 single hole stud .................... 91.99 ea
TF800162 double hole stud................... 91.99 ea
TF800163 triple hole stud ..................... 91.99 ea
Black Billet Aluminum
TF801164 single hole stud .................... 53.99 ea
TF801165 double hole stud................... 53.99 ea
TF801166 triple hole stud ..................... 53.99 ea
LT1 and LT4
Stainless Steel – Includes Kick Down Bracket
TF801167 1992-93 LT1 ........................ 75.99 set
TF801168 1994 and later LT1 & LT4 ... 75.99 set
TF801169* 1992 and later LT1............... 75.99 set
Black Stainless Steel – Includes Kick Down Bracket
TF801170 1992-93 LT1 ........................ 83.99 set
TF801171 1994 and later LT1 & LT4... 83.99 set

Electronic Fuel Injection

FF32003

FF30002

2900

Go EFI 4 600HP Fuel Injection System
Atomic EFI Set
The MSD Atomic EFI set ﬁts all engines making
up to 525 horsepower at the crankshaft. The annular
ring charge injection design produces a better air/fuel
mixture and distributes it evenly among the cylinders.
As a result, engines idle, start, and drive better with the
Atomic EFI set. Throttle bodies feature 80 lb. injectors
and a self-calibrating throttle position sensor. They also
feature an internal fuel rail for no-leak, no-hassle fuel
delivery. The master set is complete and ready to use out
of the box. It includes the EFI throttle body, electric fuel
pump, fuel line and ﬁlter with hardware, power module
with wide band O2 sensor, and handheld controller.
Also available are the throttle body set which includes
everything except for the fuel system components. Or
purchase the fuel components separately.
Note: Atomic EFI sets are California emissions approved
for carbureted General Motors vehicles 1987 and older.
E.O number D-722.

Atomic EFI Master Set
2900
.............................................. 1274.99 set
Throttle Body Set
2910
.............................................. 1019.99 set
Fuel System Components for Up to 525HP
2920
.............................................. 463.99 set

FF30005

FF30008

Street Series Fuel Injection System
FiTech Street Series “Ready-to-Run” throttle body EFI
systems. These self-tuning, bolt-on systems will increase
reliability, horsepower, and fuel efﬁciency. Available
in 3 performance levels, ranging from 250 to 800 HP.
Important: For naturally aspirated engines only.

Go Street EFI Basic Set
FF30003 ........................................... 858.99 set
Go Street EFI Master Set with Inline Pump
FF31003 ........................................... 1093.99 set
Go Street EFI Master Set with Fuel Command Center
FF32203 ........................................... 1189.99 set
Easy Street EFI Basic Set
FF30005 ........................................... 858.99 set
MeanStreet EFI Basic Set
FF30008 ........................................... 1099.99 set
MeanStreet EFI Master Set w/Fuel Command Center
FF32208 ........................................... 1414.99 set

The Go EFI 4 self-tuning fuel injection is rated at up to
600 HP and is suitable for engines from 250 HP thru 600
HP. It ﬁts any 4 barrel intake manifold and is the most
self-contained and full featured unit of this type. It has
a built-in fuel pressure regulator and includes handheld
touch screen controller for a quick and easy setup.
Go EFI 4 Basic Set
FF30001
bright aluminum .............. 999.99 set
FF30002
matte black ...................... 999.99 set
Go EFI 4 Master Set with Inline Pump
FF31001
bright aluminum .............. 1236.99 set
FF31002
matte black ...................... 1236.99 set
Go EFI 4 Master Set with Fuel Command Center
FF32201
bright aluminum .............. 1319.99 set
FF32202
matte black ...................... 1319.99 set

Throttle Return Spring
This set will provide a throttle return spring for any
FiTech 4 barrel throttle body. Includes: bracket, springs,
and mounting hardware.
FF60011 ............................................... 31.99 set

FF40003

H120510

Atomic EFI High Horsepower Fuel Set

L

Fuel & Exhaust

High horsepower fuel components set for MSD Atomic
EFI sets. This set supports 620 horsepower at the
crankshaft and supplies more fuel to the Atomic EFI
throttle body than the standard Atomic EFI fuel pump.
Includes: 15' of 3/8" fuel line, in-line electric fuel pump,
fuel ﬁlter, brackets, and EFI speciﬁc fuel line clamps.
2921
.................................................. 697.99 set

Oxygen Sensor Bung Set
Oxygen sensor bung set. A quick and easy way to install
an oxygen sensor onto your exhaust without welding.
FF60012 ............................................... 16.99 set
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FF40005

Go EFI Fuel System
FiTech offers 2 convenient options to convert your
vehicle’s low pressure fuel system to a high pressure
system capable supporting fuel injection. The Fuel
Command Center is a return less reservoir style system
while the frame mount set utilizes a more traditional
conﬁguration with a return line.
Fuel Command Center
FiTech’s Fuel Command Center can be mounted in
your engine compartment. Your stock carbureted fuel
pump feeds low pressure fuel to a sump tank housing
a 340 lph that then supplies high pressure fuel to the
EFI throttle body.
FF40004 ............................................. 394.99 set
Inline Frame Mount Fuel Delivery Set
This set features a 255 lph inline high pressure, high
volume EFI pump that will provide enough fuel
delivery for up to 600 HP. Included are: the fuel lines,
ﬁttings, 2 billet fuel ﬁlters, and enough premium quality
hose for an inlet and return line.

Sniper EFI Air Cleaner Base
Holley Sniper EFI air cleaner 1" drop base for 14" air
cleaners. This base was speciﬁcally designed for use
with the Sniper EFI 4 barrel throttle body. It features 2
reliefs stamped into the steel to clear the Snipers dual
fuel inlets. Compatible with -6AN to 3/8" 90 degree
ﬁttings and available in chrome or black.
H120510
all V8 chrome ....................... 26.99 ea
H120511
all V8 black .......................... 21.99 ea

EFI Fuel Return Adapter

............................................. 244.99 set

This adapter creates a return system simply by cutting
a 2-3/4" section out of any standard 2" fuel ﬁller tube.
Made from aluminum with a 3/8" ﬁtting that points 90
degrees downward to direct fuel back to the bottom
of the tank. Each set includes the adapter with 2
Buna rubber sleeves and 4 stainless steel clamps for
a leakproof seal.
265385 .................................................. 53.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Important: Requires return ﬁtting to be installed in fuel tank.

FF40005

EFI Conversion Kits

H550867

Quadrajet 4 Barrel Sets
H550849

Sniper EFI Fuel Injection Conversion Sets
Holley Sniper EFI universal self-tuning fuel injection
conversion sets. Converting to EFI will put an end to the
cold start issues, hesitations, vapor lock, and ﬂooding
associated with most carbureted engines. Sniper sets
feature numerous styles of throttle body and are
available in polished, black ceramic, and classic gold
ﬁnishes. Master sets include the most complete fuel
system on the market. Holley just brought EFI within
range and Classic Industries® carries the complete
Sniper line with sets for nearly any application.

Sniper EFI Features:
Easy 4 Wire Hoop Up
Throttle Body Mounted ECU
Supports Up to 650 HP
Integrated Ignition Timing Control & Coil Driver
High Resolution Full Color Touchscreen
Simple Calibration Wizard – No Laptop Needed
OEM Style Sensors
Clamp-on Oxygen Sensor Bung

2300 Two Barrel Sets
Holley 2300 two barrel sets easily adapt to most 2 and
4 barrel intake manifolds. They feature an internal fuel
pressure regulator, and two 100 lb injectors capable
of supporting up to 350 horsepower.
Note: Vehicles not originally equipped with a 2300 series
carburetor will require an adapter.

Standard Sets
H550849
H550850
H550851
Master Sets
H550849K
H550850K
H550851K

polished/shiny .............
black ceramic ..............
classic gold .................

849.99 set
899.99 set
899.99 set

polished/shiny ............. 1109.95 set
black ceramic .............. 1159.99 set
classic gold ................. 1159.99 set

Note: Spread bore/Rochester Q-jet applications require
sealing plate part #H90060.

Standard Sets
H550510
H550511
H550516
Master Sets
H550510K
H550511K
H550516K

polished/shiny .............
black ceramic ..............
classic gold .................

999.99 set
999.99 set
999.99 set

polished/shiny ............. 1259.99 set
black ceramic .............. 1259.99 set
classic gold ................. 1259.99 set

Note: Requires external fuel pressure regulator.

H550867
H550868
H550869

polished/shiny ................. 1199.99 set
black ceramic .................. 1249.99 set
classic gold ...................... 1249.99 set

H550408

Terminator TBI Sets
Holley Terminator EFI 4 barrel throttle body fuel injection
system with transmission control. This high-performance
system includes a 950 cfm 4150 ﬂanged throttle body
based on Holley’s Nascar TBI with four 80 lb/hr injectors.
The Terminator ECU is virtually maintenance-free
and fully self-tuning – no laptop required. The base
kits include a 4150 style square bore throttle body, a
Terminator ECU, a handheld EFI monitor, and with or
without transmission control. Master Sets include the
most complete fuel system on the market.
Stealth Base Sets
H550405
polished/shiny ............. 2238.99 set
H550406
hardcore gray .............. 2296.99 set
Stealth Base Sets with Trans Control
H550407
polished/shiny ............. 2910.99 set
H550408
hardcore gray .............. 2967.99 set
Stealth Master Sets
H550405K
polished/shiny ............. 2620.99 set
H550406K
hardcore gray .............. 2675.99 set

HP ECU and Harness Sets
Holley HP EFI ECU and harness sets are a “Plug
and Play” alternative for stock or high-performance
GM TPI and LS engines. This set includes: HP ECU,
harnesses, communication cable, software, and a wide
band 02 sensor designed to be used with GM engines
with factory GM coils. The HP ECU is equipped with
4 programmable inputs and 4 programmable outputs
allowing the user to conﬁgure the system to support
a wide range of controls including boost control,
progressive nitrous, water/methanol injection, speed
inputs, fuel pump control, AC inputs, timing retard
inputs, and various other uses.
TPI and Holley Stealth Ram™ – HEI Ignition
H550601
Bosch O2 sensors ....... 1939.99 set
H550601N
NTK O2 sensors ......... 2103.99 set
LS1 and LS6 w/24X Crank Sensor – Bosch Injector
Harness Connectors
H550602
Bosch O2 sensors ....... 2004.99 set
H550602N
NTK O2 sensors ......... 2176.99 set
LS2, LS3, and LS7 w/58X Crank Sensor – EV6
Injector Harness Connectors
H550603
Bosch O2 sensors ....... 2004.99 set
H550603N
NTK O2 sensors ......... 2176.99 set
LS2, LS3, and LS7 w/58X Crank Sensor – Bosch
Injector Harness Connectors
H550607
Bosch O2 sensors ....... 2004.99 set
H550607N
NTK O2 sensors ......... 2176.99 set

Terminator Stealth 4 Barrel Sets
Holley Terminator Stealth
EFI conversion sets.
The Terminator
Stealth EFI system
has the same great
self-tuning features
as other Terminator
EFI systems but with
the stealthier looks of a
carburetor. This system
is easy-to-install and tunes
itself – no laptop required.
H550440
The base sets include a 4150 style square
bore throttle body, a Terminator ECU, a handheld
EFI monitor, and with or without transmission
control. Master sets include the most complete fuel
system on the market. The ECU is fully upgradable
to laptop control for more advanced
tuning options.
Stealth Base Sets
H550440
polished/shiny .................. 2183.99 set
H550441
hardcore gray ................... 2238.99 set
H550444
classic gold ...................... 2173.99 set
Stealth Base Sets with Trans Control
H550442
polished/shiny .................. 2838.99 set
H550443
hardcore gray ................... 2893.99 set
H550445
classic gold ...................... 2808.99 set
Stealth Master Sets
H550440K polished/shiny .................. 2620.99 set
H550441K hardcore gray ................... 2675.99 set
H550444K classic gold ...................... 2596.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

H5267

EFI Fuel System Sets
Holley EFI fuel system sets are available in a number
of conﬁgurations, with and without fuel pumps or
return lines. Every set includes 20 feet of 3/8" Earl’s
Vapor Guard fuel hose, a post ﬁlter, and the necessary
ﬁttings for installation. Sets with fuel pump include
pre-ﬁlters and return style sets include an extra 20 feet
of hose and a fuel tank bulkhead ﬁtting.
Note: Additional components may be necessary for
some applications.

Without Return Line
H5269
without pump .......................
H5265
with pump ............................
With Return Line
H52610
without pump .......................
H5267
with pump ............................

EFI Systems

144.99 set
364.99 set
237.99 set
364.99 set
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4150 Four Barrel Sets
Holley 4150 four barrel sets feature dual bolt patterns
(square and spread bore), an internal fuel pressure
regulator, and four 100 lb injectors capable of
supporting up to 650 horsepower.

Holley Quadrajet 4 barrel sets are designed to deliver
that Rochester roar at wide open throttle. They feature a
spread bolt pattern and multiple fuel inlet conﬁgurations
that allow for a stock appearing installation under
the stock air cleaner. Includes a GM brake booster
adapter, throttle lever provisions for TH350/TH400 and
200R4/700R4 transmissions, and a kick down bracket.
Capable of supporting up to 500 horsepower. Brake
booster adapter also included, if required

Exhaust Headers

1967-02 Hedman Hedders

Classic Industries® stocks a full line of Hedman Hedders for
1967-02 Camaro models. These units are designed to replace
the heavy restrictive factory manifolds with tubular steel
manifolds to increase horsepower and torque. Includes
collector and header to head gaskets, collectors, and
bolts. We offer Hedman Hedders™ for or without
air injection (smog tubes). Get more performance
from your Camaro without breaking the bank and
do it with a name you can trust in the header
business “Hedman”.

68600

68270

Important: Available in black only. Be sure to
read the important notes listed on the bottom of
this page pertaining to each header system for
correct application.
Note: Shipped oversize.

Part#

Year

OS1

Engine

See Notes

AC

PS

AT Column

Smog
AT Floor MT Column MT Floor Notes

Price

Unit
set

68270

1967-81

283-400

1, 6, 45, 49, 104, 121

7,26

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

D,*

1-5/8"

3"

211.99

1967-81

283-400

4, 5, 6, 45, 49, 104, 121

7,26

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

F,J

1-5/8"

3"

371.99

68277

1967-81

283-400

1, 4, 6, 49, 104, 121

7,26

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

C,J

1-5/8"

3"

294.99

set

68600

1967-81

283-400

1,6,15,45,49,103,121

7,26

Y

Y

Y

N

N

D,*

1-5/8"

3"

196.99

set

68601

1967-81

283-400

4, 5, 6, 15, 45, 49, 103

N

Y

N

N

68607

1967-79

283-400

1, 4, 6, 15, 49, 103, 121

7,26

Y

Y

Y

N

N

C,J

1-5/8"

3"

279.99

set

65003

1967-69

283-400

1, 6, 45, 49, 103

26

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

D,*

1-3/4"

3"

254.99

set

67104

1970-81

283-400

1, 6, 45, 103

26

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

D,*

1-3/4"

3"

244.99

set

1967-69

Y

Y

F,J

1-5/8"

3"

384.99

set

set

396-502

1, 4, 6, 20, 49, 208

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

C

1-3/4"

3"

321.99

set

68610

1967-81

396-502

1, 6, 15, 20, 45, 49, 208

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

D,*

1-3/4"

3"

209.99

set

68611

1967-81

396-502

4, 5, 6, 15, 20, 49, 208

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

F,M

1-3/4"

3"

404.99

68617

1967-81

396-502

1, 4, 6, 15, 20, 49, 208

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

C,L

1-3/4"

3"

279.99

set

65001

1967-69

396-502

1, 6, 45, 49, 208

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

C

2"

3"

279.99

set

65105

1970-81

396-502

1, 6, 45, 208

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

D,*

2"

3"

285.99

set

68460

1982-92

1,6,45,103,109,121,135

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

D,*

1-5/8"

3"

205.99

set

1982-92

283-400

1, 6, 15, 45, 103, 121

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

D,*

1-5/8"

3"

189.99

set

68474

1982-92

283-400 tork step

1, 6, 15, 16, 45, 103, 121

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

D,*

1-1/2"-1-5/8"

3"

279.99

set

68471

1982-92

283-400

5, 6, 15, 45, 103, 121, 167

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

†

1-5/8"

3"

389.99

set

68481

1982-92

283-400

4, 5, 15, 103, 121, 140, 144

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

†

1-5/8"

stock 491.99

set

LS1

1, 6, 45, full length, stepped

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Y

D,*

1-5/8"-1-3/4"

68534

283-400

set

68470

1998-02

Hedman Hedder Notes
1)
4)
5)
6)
15)
20)
26)
45)
49)
103)
104)
109)
121)
135)
140)
144)
167)

Fuel & Exhaust

Coll
Dia.

68271

68197

L

Tube Dia.

3"

354.99

set

Hedman Hedder Notes

Without smog injection or injection heads.
Includes parts necessary to retain emission devices. (50 state).
With A.I.R. system.
Modiﬁcation to stock exhaust required to retain catalytic converter.
Shortie hedder (Max. ground clearance).
Not recommended for aluminum heads.
70 or later only – AC equipped vehicles require bracket #201110. (A6 compressor).
Not legal for sale or use in California on pollution controlled motor vehicles.
Will not ﬁt Saginaw close ratio PS with 825 power steering box, 1967-69.
Will ﬁt with angle plug heads (Chevy alum. only)
It may be necessary to remove Z bars (SS).
Dual exhaust only. Limited ground clearance.
Must modify rotary AC bracket.
Transmission limited to 700R4 and TH350.
Replace Y-pipe available.
Complete with Y-pipe to single catalytic converter.
Must use 21107 oxygen sensor reducers, not supplied with hedders.

208)

Due to cylinder heads (aluminum) generation 6 engines, 502 BB Chevy will have clearance
problems with some applications. Bottom of hedder ﬂanges may hit head bolts. Notching may
be necessary.

Hedman Emission Notes
*)
†)
C)
D)
F)
J)
L)
M)

Not applicable or intended for street or highway use. Legal only for racing vehicles
which may never be used upon a street or highway.
Currently in E.O. approval processing and not currently covered by any existing E.O.
number at this time.
For vehicles 1964 through 1974 without A.I.R. system, considered as OE
replacement parts when existing emission controls are not removed from vehicle.
Not legal for sale or use in California.
For vehicles 1964 through 1974 with A.I.R. system, considered as OE replacement
parts and do not require an E.O. number, when existing emission controls are not
removed from vehicle.
1975-80 265-400 cid without A.I.R., non feedback only.
1975-80 396-454 cid without A.I.R., non feedback only.
1975-80 396-454 cid non-feedback only.

1967-69 Camaro Big Block Headers
Pypes big block headers feature large 2" primary tubes and 3-1/2" collectors with power
spikes. Constructed of 304 mandrel bent stainless steel and fully TIG welded they include
stainless collector reducers, premium hardware, and gaskets. Big block frame mounts
and motor mounts must be used to ensure proper engine location and header ﬁtment. Fits
6-speed ZF transmission and standard 5-speed Chevy 502 big block generation 6 engines
with aluminum cylinder heads will have clearance problems on some applications. Bottom
of header ﬂanges may hit head bolts requiring notching to clear the bolts.

Get the power and torque you’ve been looking for! These Borla headers provide
maximum power, efﬁciency, and stunning looks. These headers feature 2" primary
tubes and 3" collectors. Includes 2-1/2" collector adapters. Manufactured from
stainless steel and backed by a 1,000,000-mile warranty.

Note: Will not ﬁt Saginaw close ratio power steering with 825 power steering box.

Note: Shipped oversize.

A9700106

BA17278
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1967-69

OS1

1967-69

396/427 cid............................................... 1249.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

396-502 ...................................................... 644.99 set

Exhaust Headers

1967-69 Stainless Steel Headers

Exhaust Headers

1967-81 Doug’s Headers
Doug’s headers are carefully developed to
ﬁt each speciﬁc vehicle application.
Doug’s headers are available for
1967-81 Camaro models with small
block or big block V8 engines, with
and without air injection ports, and
with console or column shifters. Heavyduty machined and ﬁnished header ﬂanges, the
smooth mandrel bends tubes, and a protective Metallic
Ceramic Thermal Barrier Coating (MCTBC) make Doug’s
Headers an excellent choice for exhaust system performance.

RH150079

1967-81 Full Length
Stainless Steel Racing Headers

8304

Important: These headers are intended for off-highway use only and are not designed for California vehicles with pollution
control devices. Be sure to read the important notes listed on the bottom of this page pertaining to each header system for
correct application. Note: Shipped oversize.
OS1

265-400 Engine
Smog

Tube
Cell
Diameter Diameter

Rectangular Port
8323 1967-69 A 1-7/8" 3-1/2"
Same as Cylinder Head Port
8368 1967-69 A 1-3/4"
3"
8324 1970-81 A 1-3/4"
3"
8326 1970-81 A 1-7/8" 3-1/2"
Oval Port
8375 1967-74 A 1-5/8"-2" 2-1/2"
8304 1967-81 A 1-5/8"
3"
8308 1967-81 A 1-5/8"
3"

AC

PB

PS

AT AT MT MT See Notes
Col. Floor Col. Floor

N

Y

Y Y

Y

N Y

92 .......................................... 832.99 set

N
Y
N

Y
Y
Y

Y N
Y Y
Y Y

Y
Y
Y

N Y
N Y
N Y

36,52,92,93 ........................... 708.99 set
92,95,96 ................................ 730.99 set
92 .......................................... 832.99 set

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y N
Y Y
Y N

Y
Y
Y

Y Y
N N
N Y

36,61,92,96,126,133 ............. 719.99 set
5,36,52,61,92,93,96,202,214 577.99 set
36,61,92,93,96,214 ............... 626.99 set

N

Y

N Y

Y

N Y

69 .......................................... 767.99 set

Y
N
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

N
N
N
N

69,227 ...................................
69 ..........................................
52,69,202 ..............................
5,52,69,202 ...........................

Note: *Stepped headers.

396-502 Engine
Round Port
8319 1967-69 A 2-1/8" 3-1/2"
Same As Cylinder Head Port
8320 1967-69 A
2"
3-1/2"
8328 1967-69 A 1-7/8" 3-1/2"
8313 1967-74 A 1-3/4"
3"
8306 1967-81 A 1-3/4"
3"

Y
Y
N
N

Y
Y
N
Y

765.99 set
767.99 set
649.99 set
706.99 set

Doug's Headers Notes
5)
36)
52)
61)
69)
92)
93)
95)
96)

Shorty design for maximum ground clearance.
Fits D-port cylinder heads including ZZ4 crate engines.
Will not ﬁt with Saginaw close ratio 825 steering box.
Does not ﬁt 67-69 Camaro with AC
Big block frame stands and motor mounts must be used
to insure proper engine location and header ﬁt.
Will ﬁt most angle plug heads including factory Chevrolet
“Bow Tie” heads.
Requires removal or modiﬁcation of locking steering
columns if equipped.
Reducers available with O2 sensor ﬁttings.
Installation requires a left side AC bracket 7608. 1979
and later vehicles with short compressors can use the
stock bracket.

ARH full length stainless steel headers for 1967-81
Chevrolet Camaro. They are fabricated from aircraft
quality T304 stainless steel and feature 3/8" thick
round port ﬂanges with hand ported inlets and fully
welded custom sized merge collectors with scavenger
with spikes standard. American Racing Headers will
provide excellent ground clearance and are a direct
bolt-in installation for General Motors F-Body vehicles.

126) Tri-Y design.
133) Does not ﬁt with power glide transmission.
202) Will ﬁt with Detroit Speed & Engineering front subframes
with rack and pinion steering.
214) Must use non-shell type motor mounts.
227) Will ﬁt with Saginaw close ratio 825 steering box.
A)
The product accompanying this document is legal only
for off-highway use (except in California or states that have
adopted California emission standards), racing use or for
pre-emission controlled motor vehicles/motor vehicle engines
(pre-1974 domestic vehicles certiﬁed to California standards,
pre-1974 domestic vehicles certiﬁed to federal standards
and all pre-1974 foreign vehicles), per the manufacturer’s
application guide.

Small Block
1967-69
RH150089
RH150088
RH150090
RH150091*
1970-81
RH150083
RH150082
RH150084

1-5/8" with 3" collector ..
1-3/4" with 3" collector ..
1-7/8" with 3" collector ..
1-7/8"-2" w/3" collector

1286.99
1307.99
1338.99
1989.99

set
set
set
set

1-5/8" with 3" collector .. 1286.99 set
1-3/4" with 3" collector .. 1307.99 set
1-7/8" with 3" collector .. 1338.99 set
Big Block

1967-69
RH150066 1-7/8" with 3" collector .. 1359.99 set
RH150067 1-7/8" with 3" collector .. 1412.99 set
RH150068 2" with 3-1/2" collector .. 1517.99 set
RH150069 2" with 4" collector ......... 1517.99 set
RH150070 2-1/8" w/3-1/2" collector 1622.99 set
RH150071 2-1/8" with 4" collector .. 1622.99 set
LS Swap w/Stock Front Suspension
1967-69
RH150073 1-3/4" with 3" collector .. 1254.99 set
RH150076 1-7/8" with 3" collector .. 1296.99 set
RH150079 2" with 3" collector ......... 1359.99 set
RH150081 2" with 3-1/2" collector .. 1412.99 set
1970-81
RH150085 1-3/4" with 3" collector .. 1254.99 set
RH150086 1-7/8" with 3" collector .. 1296.99 set
RH150087 2" with 3" collector ......... 1359.99 set
LS Swap w/Detroit Speed Front Suspension
1967-69
RH150072 1-3/4" with 3" collector .. 1275.99 set
RH150075 1-7/8" with 3" collector .. 1317.99 set
RH150078 2" with 3" collector ......... 1422.99 set
RH150080 2" with 3-1/2" collector .. 1475.99 set
LS Swap w/Art Morrison Front Suspension
1967-69
RH150074 1-7/8" with 3" collector .. 1359.99 set
RH150077 2" with 3" collector ......... 1464.99 set

1998-02 Full Length Stainless Steel Racing Headers

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

P1044

P1046

Header Collector Reducers
These welded, 12" extended length reducers connect
your headers directly to your Pypes X-pipe to eliminate
unnecessary seams, clamps and extra work. They are
constructed of polished 304 stainless steel. Limited
lifetime warranty.
P1044
3" header ﬂange to 2.5" pipe ... 84.99 pr
P1045
3" header ﬂange to 3" pipe ...... 84.99 pr
P1046
3.5" header ﬂange to 3" pipe ... 84.99 pr
P1047
3.5" header ﬂange to 2.5" pipe 84.99 pr

Exhaust Headers
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ARH full length stainless steel header and Y-pipe sets
for 1998-02 Chevrolet Camaro. The headers are
fabricated from aircraft quality T304 stainless
steel and feature 3/8" thick round port ﬂanges with
hand ported inlets and fully welded custom sized
merge collectors with scavenger with spikes standard.
American Racing Headers will provide excellent ground
clearance and are a direct bolt-in installation for General
RH150291
Motors 4th Generation F-Body vehicles. Includes: gaskets,
clamps, O2 extension harness, and hardware.
RH150288
1998-99
1-3/4" and 3" Y-pipe
without catalytic converters ...................... 1517.99 set
RH150289
1998-99
1-3/4" and 3" Y-pipe
with catalytic converters ........................... 1667.99 set
RH150290
1998-99
1-7/8" and 3" Y-pipe
without catalytic converters ...................... 1543.99 set
RH150291
1998-99
1-7/8" and 3" Y-pipe
with catalytic converters ........................... 1693.99 set
RH150280
2000
1-3/4" and 3" Y-pipe
without catalytic converters ...................... 1517.99 set
RH150281
2000
1-3/4" and 3" Y-pipe
with catalytic converters ........................... 1667.99 set
RH150282
2000
1-7/8" and 3" Y-pipe
without catalytic converters ...................... 1543.99 set
RH150283
2000
1-7/8" and 3" Y-pipe
with catalytic converters ........................... 1693.99 set
RH150284
2001-02
1-3/4" and 3" Y-pipe
without catalytic converters ...................... 1517.99 set
RH150285
2001-02
1-3/4" and 3" Y-pipe
with catalytic converters ........................... 1667.99 set
RH150286
2001-02
1-7/8" and 3" Y-pipe
without catalytic converters ...................... 1543.99 set
RH150287
2001-02
1-7/8" and 3" Y-pipe
with catalytic converters ........................... 1693.99 set

Exhaust Manifolds

85010

1970-81 LS Cast Iron Exhaust Manifolds
1968 Small Block Exhaust Manifolds

These Hooker cast iron exhaust manifolds are designed
to hug the engine block closely so they will work with
a variety of LS engine swaps or as a replacement. Their
contoured shape aims exhaust gases for increased
ﬂow and performance over stock manifolds with a
traditional old school look. Fits all GM LS engines up
to 500 horsepower except LS7 and LS9’s and have been
proven to ﬁt 1970-81 F-Bodies, 1982-88 G-Bodies,
and 1968-72 A-Body vehicles. Made from high silicon
ductile iron for years of durability and corrosion
resistance. Available in a range of different ﬁnishes.

EMBB16P

There’s no better feeling than knowing you’re
replacing an integral part of your engine with correct
reproductions! Each reproduction exhaust manifold is
speciﬁcally designed to replace the original exactly,
including correct part numbers cast into each manifold.
This reproduction is regarded as the early style and
does not include smog tube holes. Sold in pairs only
for a complete replacement.
E303
1968
small block ............... 401.99 pr

Important: Not C.A.R.B. certiﬁed and may not be legal for
use in some states on pollution controlled vehicles.

85010
85013
85011
85014
85015

“As Cast” ﬁnish....................
black ceramic ﬁnish .............
silver ceramic ﬁnish .............
titanium ceramic ﬁnish.........
cast iron gray ceramic ﬁnish

330.99
440.99
440.99
440.99
440.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

EMBB17P
A7700102

1968-72 BB Exhaust Manifolds
E316

Reproduction exhaust manifolds for 1968-72 big
block models. These extremely high-quality manifolds
are designed and manufactured to exact original
speciﬁcations including the correct casting numbers
for 1968-70 models. The manifolds are also correct for
1971-72 big blocks with the exception of the casting
numbers, which were different. Reproduction manifolds
were “outﬂow” tested to ensure factory equivalent
speciﬁcations. Manifolds are sold in pairs only.
Without Air Injection Tube Holes
EMBB16P
1968-72
big block..... 427.99 pr
With Air Injection Tube Holes
EMBB17P
1968-72
big block..... 427.99 pr

Before

Ram’s Horn Exhaust Manifolds
These exhaust manifolds are based on the famous
high-performance small block Chevy Ram’s Horn
manifolds from the 1950’s and 60’s. Manufactured
from heavy cast iron without air injection ports or
alternator/generator bracket provisions. Available in
raw cast iron, black ceramic, silver ceramic, or with
a heavy chrome ﬁnish. Includes mounting hardware
and gaskets. Sold in pairs.
Note: Not legal for use on pollution controlled vehicles.

A7700103
A7700102
A7700104
A7700105

raw cast manifolds ...........
chrome manifolds.............
black ceramic manifolds ..
silver ceramic manifolds ..

144.99
209.99
206.99
206.99

pr
pr
pr
pr

After

L
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EMSB15P

1969-70 SB Exhaust Manifolds
There’s no better feeling than knowing you’re
replacing an integral part of your engine with correct
reproductions! Each reproduction exhaust manifold is
speciﬁcally designed to replace the original exactly,
including correct part numbers cast into each manifold.
This reproduction is regarded as the early style and
does not include smog tube holes. Used on 1969-70
small block engines. Sold in pairs only for a complete
replacement. Available with or without holes for Air
Injection tubes.

Cast Iron Manifold Dressing

Fenton Small Block Headers

w/Air Injec. ... 429.99 pr

Apply this non-toxic manifold dressing to your
manifolds with a cloth and polish them to a silvery
shine. One 3 ounce container will do approximately
3 sets of manifolds. Burn proof up to 1800 degrees F.
CY1001
3 ounce can ......................... 15.99 ea

Classic Fenton cast iron small block headers split
dual exhaust systems into a unique, high ﬂow quad
exhaust system. Universal ﬁt for 265-283, 327, and
350 cid engines.
AJ5314
Fenton sb headers................. 519.99 pr

Exhaust Manifolds

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Note: *For automatic transmission only.
E316*
1969-70
w/o Air Injec. 401.99 pr

EMSB15P
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Exhaust Manifold Parts

E246

E247

1967-69 Exhaust Flange
Correct replacement exhaust ﬂange for big block or
small block applications to secure the head pipe to the
exhaust manifold.
E246
1967-69
small block .......... 8.99 ea
E247
1967-69
big block.............. 11.99 ea

Oxygen Sensor Fitting
This is a weld-in oxygen sensor ﬁtting for all fuel
injection systems.
60406
.................................................... 7.99 ea

Oxygen Sensor Plug

1967-75 SB Exhaust Manifold Heat Riser

When retroﬁtting a carburetor on late model engines,
an oxygen sensor is not necessary. This plug seals the
oxygen sensor bung on headers and exhaust manifolds.
Made from trivalent chromium-plated steel with a M-18
thread size to ﬁt most stainless headers.
222734
M-18 thread plug.................. 10.99 ea

Heat riser valves are located between the exhaust
manifold and the head pipe and are used to hasten
the warm up of a cold engine. A malfunctioning
or frozen valve can cause loss of power or exhaust
manifold damage. Fits Chevrolet small block models
with 2" head pipe.

1970-81 Air Heat Stove Mounting Stud
This is the factory stud used to mount the air heat
stove to the exhaust manifold. Fits 1970 307, 1971
307, 350, and all 1976-81 models.
G7020
.................................................... 6.99 ea

Note: Images are shown from the bottom (pipe) side.

3887023

1967-75

1969-81 Lower Heat Stove
This lower heat stove was originally installed on
1969-81 models. For V8 small block engines as listed.
338473 1969
with TH350 ........... 19.99 ea
338473 1969
with PG ................. 19.99 ea
338473 1971
402, 454................. 19.99 ea
338473 1972
without 402, 454 ... 19.99 ea
338473 1973-75 without 454 ........... 19.99 ea
338473 1977
305U, 350L ........... 19.99 ea
338473 1978-79 305U, 305G, 350L 19.99 ea
338473 1980-81 267, 350H, 350L ... 19.99 ea

small block ........ 59.99 ea

1967-71 Exhaust Pipe Packing Gasket
Genuine GM pipe packing gasket. This unit installs
between the head pipe and exhaust manifold outlet.
Heat resistant gasket which helps prevent exhaust
leaks. Measures: 2-1/32" i.d. x 2-1/2" o.d.
G5136 1967-71 ...................................... 4.99 ea
3890382

3890689

1967-70 Head Pipe Tube Extension

1967-76 Manifold Bolt and Stud

These is the short extension pipe which slips in between
the exhaust manifold and the main header pipe and
supports the exhaust pipe packing gasket. This item is
manufactured in original material. Sold individually.
Small Block
3890382
1967-70
2" o.d. ............... 12.99 ea
Big Block
3890689
1967-70
2-1/4" o.d. ........ 12.99 ea

Correct style exhaust manifold bolt and stud set will
replace the rusted or broken originals. Includes: 1 long
bolt, 3 medium length bolts, 7 short bolts and 1 stud.
1256623 1967-76 small block AC .. 29.99 set

Exhaust Pipe Packing Gasket
This heat resistant gasket installs between the head
pipe and exhaust manifold outlet. Measures: 2" i.d.
x 2-1/2" o.d.
31400
gasket ....................................... 3.99 ea

Socket Assist Set

Dual Drive Oxygen Sensor Wrench
Tool includes both 1/2" and 3/8"
drive. Attach a 1/2" breaker bar
on the end of the tool to initially
loosen stuck sensors. Use a 3/8"
ratchet on the top for fast removal
and installation. Fits oxygen sensor applications
with a heat shield. Slotted body allows clearance
for wire harness. Forged, heat treated steel with
six point design will withstand high torque
removal applications.
12390
................................................. 18.99 ea

K0168

1969-76 Upper Heat Stove
Exhaust manifold upper heat stove which is used with
the air heat tube to preheat the air cleaner thermosensor.
This item mounts on the RH (passenger side) exhaust
manifold. The air tube is inserted into this item. For
V8 models only.
338471
1969
with TH350 ............ 8.99 ea
338471
1969
with PG .................. 8.99 ea
338471
1970
307, 350 ................. 8.99 ea
338471
1971
without 454 ............ 8.99 ea
338471
1972
without 402, 454 .... 8.99 ea
338471
1973-75 without 454 ............ 8.99 ea
338471
1976
305, 350, 400 ......... 8.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

K0092

1967-69 OE Manifold Bolt Sets
If you’re seeking originality for your underhood
restoration, don’t settle for anything less than this
complete set of OE type bolts and stainless steel
washers to mount your exhaust manifolds. Available
for small block or big block.
K0168 1967-69 SB
24 piece...... 27.99 set
K0092 1967
BB
32 piece ...... 27.99 set

Manifold Components
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Essential tool for bolts with tight clearance like spark
plugs and header bolts! 12 point for maximum ﬁnger
traction. Set of three including: 1/4" x 1/4", 1/4" x
3/8", 3/8" x 3/8" (12 point x socket drive size). These
belong in every tool box.
67575
3 piece ........................................ 9.99 set

Exhaust Components

1968-75 Exhaust Bolts
Reproduction of the exhaust manifold
bolts for big block engines from 196875 These are black, hardened bolts that
feature the correct ﬂanged head, just
like original. Set of 16 bolts.
14312 1968-75 bb...... 24.99 set

1965-72 Manifold to Pipe Stud
Reproduction studs and nuts used to
attach the exhaust pipes to exhaust
manifold. Each set includes a complete
set of studs for the installation of both
exhaust manifolds. Includes 3 short and
3 long studs.
K0157 1965-72 .............. 26.99 set

AK118A

Header Bolt Set
Includes all original style Hex head bolts
for small block or big block headers.
Choose from polished stainless or
chrome. Small block sets include 12
bolts and big block sets include 16 bolts.
AK119A sb
chrome .. 16.99 set
AK119B sb
stainless 29.99 set
AK118A bb
chrome .. 21.99 set
AK118B bb
stainless 41.99 set

66342

Small Head Header Bolt Sets
Wedge Locking Header Bolts
PROFORM Grade 8 (12.9 steel), Hex
type header bolts were designed to
keep bolts from backing off. These
permanently assembled bolts feature
special washers with super hardened
serrated teeth that, when sufﬁciently
torqued, the washers bite into and
grab the bottom of the bolt head and
the top surface of the header. After
being self-locked in this manner, any
bolt loosening rotation is blocked by
a wedge locking action created by the
washers interfacing, matching cams.
Engine vibration increases the tension,
making them even more secure! They
are reuseable and you can count on them
to not fail. Available in different sizes.
Note: Image for illustration purposes.
*1979-earlier, small block 265-400. **Big
block 396-502/exc 348, 409.

3/8"-16 Thread Diameter – 3/4" Long
66751*
set of 12 ........... 29.99 set
66752** set of 16 ........... 33.99 set
3/8"-16 Thread Diameter – 1" Long
66753*
set of 12 ........... 30.99 set
66756** set of 16 ........... 33.99 set
Collector Nuts and Bolts
66757
set of 6 ............. 24.99 set

G – 350

H – 454

Fuel & Exhaust
L

Dress-up your Camaro with these one of
a kind dress-up bolt sets. The Chevrolet
Bow Tie, SS, or ﬂames logo is stamped
directly onto the head of the bolts. They
are available in decorative chromeplated or polished stainless steel.
Note: Must specify logo preﬁx: C –
Flames, D – Bow Tie, E – SS.

Chrome Header Bolts
56461C 1978-87 sb ........ 19.99 set
56418C 1978-87 sb 1" ... 21.99 set
56477C 1978-87 std exh 29.99 set
56488C 1978-87 bb........ 29.99 set
56498C 1993-97 LT-1 .... 21.99 set
Stainless Steel Header Bolts
56461S 1978-87 sb ........ 29.99 set
56418S 1978-87 sb 1" ... 14.99 set
56477S 1978-87 std exh 22.99 set
56488S 1978-87 bb........ 19.99 set
56498S 1993-97 LT-1 .... 14.99 set

566

PR1027K

1967-80 Exhaust French Locks
Beautiful reproduction of this
commonly removed or discarded engine
component. This item is necessary to
help keep exhaust manifold bolts from
backing out and possibly being lost. A
must for the true engine detailer.
PR1027K 1967-72 bb ... 19.99 set
PR1161K 1967-80 sb ... 19.99 set

A9701313

1993-97 LT1 Smog Plugs
Billet aluminum smog/air block off
plugs for 1993-97 Camaro models with
a LT1. Made from 6061 aluminum and
designed to plug the air injection ports
in both exhaust manifolds.
Note: For 1995 cars, please check your
manufacture date before ordering.

A9701313
A9701312

1993-95 E95 32.99 pr
1995-97 L95 32.99 pr

The compact 12 point nut version lets
you easily slip a socket close to the pipe.
Each ARP bolt set includes the speciﬁc
number of parts for your application,
plus premium quality washers and
Hex or 12 point nuts, as required. Each
small block set contains 12 bolts and
each big block set contains 16 bolts.
Made in USA.
Small Block – 3/8" Dia. Hex Head Bolts
AR1111
black
3/4" 18.99 set
AR4111
stainless 3/4" 19.99 set
AR11111 black
1" ... 19.99 set
AR41111 stainless 1" ... 31.99 set
Small Block – 3/8" Dia. 12 Point Bolts
AR1121
black
3/4" 15.99 set
AR4121 stainless 3/4" 20.99 set
AR11211 black
1" ... 20.99 set
AR41211 stainless 1" ... 31.99 set
Big Block – 3/8" Dia. Hex Head Bolts
AR1112
black
3/4" 18.99 set
AR4112
stainless 3/4" 26.99 set
AR11112 black
1" ... 24.99 set
AR41112 stainless 1" ... 39.99 set
Big Block – 3/8" Dia. 12 Point Bolts
AR1122
black
3/4" 19.99 set
AR4122 stainless 3/4" 25.99 set
AR11212 black
1" ... 26.99 set
AR41212 stainless 1" ... 42.99 set

Exhaust Hardware

67923

AR1111

Header Bolt Sets

1978-97 Exhaust Bolt Sets

1985-88 EGR Delete Set
EGR and cold start delete set for
1985-88 Camaro models equipped
with an L98 TPI 305/350. The 5 piece
set allows you to delete the EGR
valve and cold start injector from
your TPI intake, and also includes a
custom aluminum throttle body plate.
The cold start delete set includes
injector delete plate and fuel rail plug.
Made from 6061-T6 aluminum with
a machined finish. Includes gaskets
and mounting hardware.
Complete EGR/Cold Start Delete Set
A9701344 1985-88 305 82.99 set
A9701344 1987-88 350 82.99 set
Cold Start Delete Set
A9701345 1985-88 305 32.99 set
A9701345 1987-88 350 32.99 set

67921

AR4111

C – Flames D – Bow Tie E – SS

These 12 piece small head bolt sets are
designed to replace regular Hex head
bolts for easier access and fewer skinned
knuckles. Available in both black oxide
and zinc ﬁnishes.
Black Oxide Hex Head
66341
3/8"-16 x 3/4" ..... 4.99 set
Zinc Hex Head
17970
3/8"-16 x 3/4" ..... 7.99 set
17973
3/8"-16 x 1" ........ 9.99 set

Aluminum Header Gasket Set
Soft conforming aluminum gaskets
easily conform to the header ﬂanges
for a superior seal. Each set includes
2 gaskets
67921
sb square port 22.99 pr
67923
bb round port 28.99 pr

1993-97 LT1 EGR Block Off Set
Billet EGR block off plate set for 199397 Camaro models equipped with a LT1.
This set includes the 3 necessary plates
needed for the elimination of the EGR
system. Machined from 6061 aluminum
for a precise ﬁt and clean ﬁnish. Includes
gaskets and mounting hardware.
A9701330
1993-97 ....... 43.99 set

A9701335

1995-02 3.8L EGR Block Off
EGR intake and exhaust block off
plates for 1995-02 Camaro models
with a 3.8L V6. This set includes 2
EGR plates, 1 for driver side exhaust
manifold and 1 for the intake manifold.
Available with either a machined
or black anodized ﬁnish. Includes
installation hardware.
A9701335 1995-02 ......... 43.99 set
A9701336 1995-02 black 43.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1987-92 L98 EGR Delete Set
EGR delete set for 1987-92 Camaro
models equipped with an L98 TPI
305/350. This EGR block off set
includes both the EGR and exhaust tube
block off plates. Made from 3/8" thick
6061-T6 aluminum. Includes gaskets
and mounting hardware.
A9701343
1987-92 ....... 32.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Exhaust Components
1968-72 Smog Pump Pulley

1967-93 Replacement Smog Pump
These remanufactured smog pumps will replace the
original exactly. Choose from 6 or 8 cylinder pumps.
Classic Industries® offers the largest selection of
smog parts anywhere! Pulley not included.
11132A
6 Cylinder
11132A
1967
...................................................................
11113
1968-71
...................................................................
11118
1972-79
...................................................................
V6
32241
1980
231, 3.8L....................................................
32410
1980-81
229, 3.8L....................................................
32406
1982-84
229, 3.8L....................................................
32207
1981-84
231, 3.8L....................................................
V8
11110
1967
327..............................................................
11132A
1967
283, 396, 427..............................................
11113
1968-69
307, 327, 396, 427......................................
11113
1970-71
350, 400, 454, 402......................................
11114
1972-79
305, 350, 400, 454......................................
32207
1980-81
267, 305, 350..............................................
32212
1982
267..............................................................
32406
1982-84
305 without police/taxi ..............................
32207
1982-84
305 with police/taxi....................................
32207
1982
350 with FD stamp .....................................
32212
1982
350 with FC stamp .....................................
32207
1983-84
350 except with ML stamp .........................
32406
1983-86
350 with ML stamp ....................................
32406
1985-86
305..............................................................
32207
1986
307 without AC ..........................................
32220
1986
307 with AC ...............................................
32262
1987-88
307 without AC ..........................................
32257
1987-88
307 with AC ...............................................
32429
1987-88
350..............................................................
32257
1989-90
307..............................................................
32431
1989-93
305, 350......................................................

A970142B

A970143B

169.99 ea
149.99 ea
134.99 ea
89.99
144.99
134.99
134.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

164.99
169.99
149.99
149.99
144.99
134.99
159.99
134.99
134.99
134.99
159.99
134.99
134.99
134.99
134.99
144.99
144.99
139.99
144.99
139.99
129.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Billet EGR smog block off plate set for
1998-00 Camaro models equipped with
an LS1. The complete set includes:
one intake block off, 1 EGR block
off plate for the RH exhaust manifold,
and 2 smog block off plates for both
LH and RH exhaust manifolds.
Components can also be purchased
separately. Offered with machined or
black anodized ﬁnish. Includes gaskets
and mounting hardware.
Note: *1 required. †2 required

R34752

sb no AC .......
V8 AC ..........
396 no AC ....
sb no AC .......
V8 AC ..........
396 no AC ....
sb MT noAC
sb MT AC ....
sb MT AC ....
bb .................
bb .................
sb 228 ..........
bb .................
V8 ................
V8 ................

31.99 ea
29.99 ea
31.99 ea
31.99 ea
29.99 ea
31.99 ea
31.99 ea
31.99 ea
31.99 ea
31.99 ea
31.99 ea
31.99 ea
31.99 ea
31.99 ea
31.99 ea

1967-69 Smog Tubes
Also known as air injection reactor
tubes (A.I.R. tubes), these reproduction
smog tubes are manufactured from zinc
plated steel to factory speciﬁcations
with correct bends and outlets and
semigloss black finish. A correct
threaded outlet head is installed for
easy installation of the smog pump
check valves.
R34751 1969 302 ......... 89.99 pr
R34751 1969 327 ......... 89.99 pr
R34752 1969 396 no AC 89.99 pr

14314

1982-96 Smog Pump Bracket

SH69

1967-70 Air Injection Hoses
Sets include hoses to check valve on
AIR tube. Correct lengths of thick
walled hoses to replace missing or
cracked originals. Includes 4 correct
tower hose clamps for mounting.
Note: *Check valve style.

K0111

1967-96 Smog Check Valve
GM replacement or reproduction of the
smog pump check valve used on many
1967-96 Chevrolet models.
K0111 1967-69 repro..... 59.99 ea
E2041 1968-79 repro..... 15.99 ea
G1809 1976
sb ......... 31.99 ea
G5840 1980-93 exc. 307 26.99 ea
E2041 1986-90 307 ....... 15.99 ea
G1809 1994-96 350 ....... 31.99 ea

1967-68 Extension Tube
Reproduction A.I.R. extension tubes
which ﬁt in the exhaust manifold port
under the main A.I.R. tube assembly.
E251
1967-78 sb ....... 4.99 ea

Reproduction or original GM smog
pump bracket for 1969-96 models. Used
to support the smog pump.
Reproduction
14314 1969-75 sb ........ 41.99 ea
Genuine GM
G5749 1991-93 5.0, 5.7 239.99 ea

Reproduction diverter elbow for the
smog pump. This is the OEM aluminum
elbow that bolts to the smog pump,
and the diverter valve mounts on the
opposite side. Used on most 1969-76
Chevrolet applications LS6, LS5, L78,
L89, 302, 350, 396, and 454 engines.
14674 1969-76 .............. 44.99 ea

Air Injection Eliminator Plug
Correct block off plug
used when converting
currently produced
exhaust manifolds with
holes for air injection
tubes back to pre-smog usage.
EMP330
all..................... 1.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Complete Hose Sets
SH69
1969-70
K0138
1969
K0158
1970
Hose Only
3889356 1967
3902348* 1967
3902348* 1967

sb .... 39.99 set
bb .... 32.99 set
bb .... 32.99 set
396 .. 30.99 ea
396 .. 39.99 ea
427 .. 39.99 ea

1967-02 Hose Tower Clamp
Reproduction tower design smog pump
hose clamp for all 1967-02 vehicles.
Featuring the correct 5/8" diameter
size. As required.
0857
1967-02 ................. 2.99 ea

Warning: Concerning
Smog Pump Pulleys
Stock replacement, aftermarket stamped
steel or cast iron pulleys are not designed to
exceed 400 horsepower or 6000 RPM. Using
reproduction pulleys on engines in excess
of these limits may result in catastrophic
disintegration of the pulley causing severe
damage to the engine, cooling system and
body parts. Classic Industries® assumes no
liability for damages caused by improper
usage of pulleys. Please be sure to install the
pulley properly to avoid damages that could
occur from improper installation or exceeding
the recommended RPM limitations.
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Complete Set
A970140A 1998-00 plain 82.99 set
A970140B 1998-00 blk ... 82.99 set
3 Piece Exhaust Block Off Set
A970141A 1998-00 plain 54.99 set
A970141B 1998-00 blk ... 54.99 set
Intake Block Off Plate
A970142A* 1998-00 plain 21.99 ea
A970142B* 1998-00 blk ... 21.99 ea
Exhaust Air-Injection Block Off Plate
A970143A† 1998-02 plain 21.99 ea
A970143B† 1998-02 blk ... 21.99 ea
Exhaust EGR Block Off Plate
A970144A* 1998-00 plain 21.99 ea
A970144B* 1998-00 blk ... 21.99 ea

B407 1967
B408 1967
B409 1967
B430 1968
B431 1968
B432 1968
B441 1969
B444 1969
B445* 1969
B448† 1969
B449* 1969
B460B 1970
B462 1970
B481 1971
B481 1972

1973-75 Diverter Valve Tee
Genuine air injection valve tee for
1973-75 models.
G5135 1973-75 all........ 2.99 ea

1969-76 Smog Diverter Elbow

1967-72 Smog Pump Belt
Correct reproduction A.I.R. smog pump
belts for 1967-72 Camaro models.
These unique reproduction belts are
designed to offer an original style
replacement that includes the correct
markings for an authentic and original
reproduction replacement. Each belt is
Ofﬁcially Licensed by General Motors
as an authentic replacement.
Note: *With 63 amp alternator. †Without
63 amp alternator.

1998-00 LS1 EGR Block Off Set

Quality reproduction of
the deep groove A.I.R.
(air injection reactor)
pump pulley for highperformance small
block and big block
models. Single groove,
K1132
5-3/4" o.d.
K1034 1968
396/325HP 94.99 ea
K1036 1968
396/375HP 89.99 ea
K1036 1968
Z28 .......... 89.99 ea
K1132 1969
Z28 .......... 89.99 ea
K1132 1969-70 396/375HP 89.99 ea
K1132 1970-72 Z28 .......... 89.99 ea

Exhaust Components

P1011
67920

Soft Conforming Aluminum Collector Gasket Set
Soft conforming aluminum gaskets easily conform
to the collector ﬂanges for a superior seal. Each set
includes: 2 gaskets, six nuts, and bolts.
67920
2-1/2" collector ....................... 13.99 set
67927
3" collector .............................. 14.99 set
67928
3-1/2" collector ....................... 13.99 set

Not all performance enthusiasts use collector style
headers, so Pypes has designed 2-1/2" down pipes for
log style, rear exit exhaust manifolds to ﬁt your Pypes
header back systems. These down pipes are made from
409 stainless steel and mandrel bent 16 gauge tube
that ﬁt directly onto factory cast iron manifolds, and
slip into the header back systems. Manifold ﬂanges
are already installed.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

Small Block Models
P1006
1967-77
P1058
1978-81
Big Block Models
P1011
1967-81

OS2

2-1/2", 3 bolt ..... 154.99 pr
2-1/2", 2 bolt ..... 159.99 pr
2-1/2", 3 bolt ...... 141.99 pr

P1065
P1067

1967-74 Manifold Pipes
Manifold pipes designed to ﬁt OEM exhaust manifold
and facilitate the installation of a performance exhaust
system. Pipes are manufactured in corrosion resistant
stainless steel. Features 2-1/2" tubing and a 3 bolt
ﬂange connection. Made in USA.
16434

1967-74

1967-81 Tunnel X-Crossover
Since a V8 ﬁres alternately, exhaust exits in pulses
rather than a steady ﬂow. While one pipe is ﬁlled with
pressure the other pipe is relatively pressureless, but
connecting the 2 pipes in a Siamese pattern allows
pressure to be equalized between the 2 tailpipes. This
action allows the exhaust to pass through quicker for
better breathing that increases horsepower. The Pypes
crossover product line is deﬁned by a high-quality,
exceptionally versatile design. They are a proven
winner when it comes to bumping up the horsepower of
your daily driver or race car. Pypes tunnel X-crossover
ﬁts a variety of 1967-81 Camaro models with easy
installation. All crossovers are made of 409 stainless
steel with dual reinforcement plates at the welds where
they are needed most. All pipes are mandrel bent to
allow for the maximum ﬂow of exhaust gasses, which
boosts acceleration. Limited lifetime warranty.
Important: Modiﬁcation to the body pan brace is required
on 1967-69 convertible models. In order to utilize this
X-pipe, it is necessary to either add a body pan designed
to allow clearance for the X-pipe assembly, or remove the
body pan and install subframe connectors. If using stock,
cast iron manifolds, add a set of down pipes to connect
your original manifolds to the header back system.
OS1
Note: Shipped oversize.

16434

OS1

Note: Shipped oversize.

P1065

1967-81 Manifold Down Pipes

small block .......... 236.99 set

1967-81
1967-81

2-1/2" ............... 199.99 ea
3" ...................... 239.99 ea

F15920

Universal Balance Pipe Set
Flowmaster offers a pre-fabricated universal balance
pipe set to ease the installation of a crossover pipe in a
dual exhaust system. Set includes: T-pipe connectors,
balance pipe and clamps.
F15920
2-1/2" ..................................... 82.99 set

P1077

10792

1967-81 X-Crossover Dump Legs & Cutouts
1975-89 Manifold Y-Pipe

L
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These Y-pipes are manufactured in 100% stainless
steel and designed to complement crossmember back
exhaust systems. Mates to OEM manifolds and ﬁts to
2.5" tubes. Made in USA.
16450
1986-89
small block ......... 215.99 ea

F15923

Header Collector Ball Flange Set
This header collector set takes the place of messy
three bolt, ﬂange type connections and allows for a
leak free and gasket free ball ﬂange type connection.
F15923
3-1/2" collector to 3" system 121.99 set
F15925
3" collector to 2-1/2" system 113.99 set
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10781

10778

Tru-X and Y-Pipes
The more gentle radius of these X- and Y-pipes allow
for better exhaust gas scavenging, noise cancellation
and better balance between cylinder banks. The result
is a signiﬁcant increase in power and torque, but a
reduction in dB sound levels.
X-Pipe
10781
2-1/2" dual in/out x 9.5" long 117.99 ea
10782
3" dual in/out x 13.2" long ..... 123.99 ea
Crossover
10790
2-1/4" dual in/out x 12" long.. 105.99 ea
10791
2-1/2" dual in/out x 12" long.. 105.99 ea
10792
3" dual x in/out x 14" long ..... 111.99 ea
Y-Pipe
10748
2-1/2" single, 2" dual.............. 33.99 ea
10758
2-1/2" single, 2-1/4 dual ......... 33.99 ea
10768
2-1/2" single, 2-1/2 dual ......... 33.99 ea
10778
3" single, 2-1/2 dual ............... 33.99 ea
10798
3" pipe, 3" dual....................... 33.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Pypes dump legs are made to replace the front legs of the
X-pipe crossover on 1967-81 Camaro models, making
installation of electric exhaust cutouts simpler. Each
dump leg is strategically located for maximum ground
clearance and includes block-off plates and hardware, and
is manufactured from 409 stainless steel with mandrel
bends to allow maximum exhaust ﬂow. Add the optional
electric exhaust cutouts and make uncorking your exhaust
as easy as ﬂipping a switch. Electric cutout set includes:
two electric exhaust cutouts, wiring harness with switch,
stainless steel mounting hardware, extra thick gaskets,
and Pypes lifetime limited warranty. Available with or
without dump legs. Electric exhaust cutouts ﬁt 2-1/2"
or 3" dump legs. Made in USA.
Note: *Connects to any 2-1/2" exhaust with an
approximately 12" straight section and enough clearance for
the motor/valve assemblies.

X-Crossover Dump Legs
P1077
1967-81
2-1/2" ........... 129.99 set
P1078
1967-81
3" ................. 139.99 set
Electric Exhaust Cutout Set Only – For Use with
2-1/2" or 3" Dump Legs
P1074
universal
..................... 379.99 set
Electric Exhaust Cutout Set – Includes 2-1/2" Dump Legs
P1074K*
universal
..................... 499.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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HC92

HC94

1967-69 OEM Style Mufﬂer Clamp
Correct replacement mufﬂer clamps are designed to
replace the factory originals. Each clamp includes
hardware. Either 2" or 2-1/4" pipes.
Standard Clamp
HC92
1967-69
with 2" ................... 9.99 ea
HC93
1967-69
with 2-1/4" ............. 9.99 ea
Guillotine Clamp
HC94
1967-69
with 2" ................... 9.99 ea
HC95
1967-69
with 2-1/4" ............. 9.99 ea

1967-69 3" Camaro Tailpipe Set
Flowmaster’s 3" mandrel bent tailpipe set covers 196769 Camaro models. This tailpipe set is designed so you
can create a mandrel bent custom high-performance
exhaust for any Camaro including convertibles.
Designed to exit between the tires and rear bumper
on either side of the vehicle.

1967-79 Replacement Style
and Stainless Clamps

Note: Hardware and hangers are not included.

F15822

............................................. 153.99 set

318.99 kit
305.99 kit

Correct replacement style
clamps for 1967-79 applications.
Each clamp is listed as standard
35794
style or heavy-duty.
Replacement Style
35408 2" clamp
std 5/16" U-bolt 2.99
35335 2" clamp
HD 3/8" U-bolt 2.99
35413 2-1/4" clamp std 5/16" U-bolt 1.99
35336 2-1/4" clamp HD 3/8" U-bolt 2.99
35337 2-1/2" clamp HD 3/8" U-bolt 2.99
35794 3" clamp
HD 3/8" U-bolt 4.99
Stainless Steel
E240
2" clamp
stainless ............ 17.99
E241
2-1/4" clamp stainless ............ 15.99
E242
2-1/2" clamp stainless ............ 22.99
E243
2" clamp
plated ................ 4.99
E244
2-1/4" clamp plated ................ 4.99
E245
2-1/2" clamp plated ................ 2.99

426.99 kit
413.99 kit

1967-81 Genuine GM Exhaust Clamp

DF110

1983-91 Direct Fit Exhaust Systems

1967-69 Borla Dual Exhaust
Give your Camaro a deep throaty growl to match
its aggressive looks with a Borla high ﬂow exhaust
system. Featuring 2-1/2" mandrel bent tubing with
H-pipe and low restriction single ﬂow mufﬂers, these
systems reduce back pressure to improve performance.
Use with factory exhaust manifolds or Borla headers.
Manufactured from high-quality stainless steel and
backed by a 1,000,000-mile warranty.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

BA100414

1967-69

396/427 cid.. 1097.99 set

43989

1967-87 Aluminized Tailpipe

Installing a high-performance exhaust system for
your later model Camaro has never been easier! This
2-1/2" direct ﬁt system follows the OEM routing and
mounting points exactly so you don’t have to cut
and weld brackets and pipes. Now you can bolt-on
a complete high-performance system featuring your
choice of the power boosting Super Turbo mufﬂer or
the Ultra Flo SS mufﬂer.
Important: *Except dual catalyst converter models.
Note: Engine is the 8th digit of the VIN.
Shipped oversize.

Super Turbo Systems
DF110 1983-90 code H or E (exc HO)
DF112* 1986-91 code G, F or 8 .............
Ultra Flow SS Systems
DF114 1983-90 code H or E (exc HO)
DF116* 1986-91 code G, F or 8 .............

OS1

1969 Exhaust Hanger Mount Plate
Reproduction stamped
steel exhaust hanger
mount plate for 1969
Camaro models with
factory dual exhaust.
This bracket mounts to
the frame rail providing a mounting location for
the rear exhaust hanger.
KW673
1969
LH ........................... 11.99 ea

OEM style tailpipes which are aluminized offering
a superior appearance to the coated style originals.
Long-lasting and effective against salt road winters.
Note: *With dual chrome tips.

43243

1983-92 Super Turbo Exhaust Components
High-performance pipe which is aluminized offering
a superior appearance and was designed to follow
the OEM routing and mounting points exactly. This
intermediate pipe runs from the mufﬂer to the tailpipe
Important: Your Camaro’s engine is the 8th digit of the VIN.
Note: Shipped oversize.

Intermediate Pipes
47638
1983-92
46669
1986-91
Tail Pipes
43244
1983-92
43243
1983-92

OS1

code H or E ........ 129.99 ea
code G or F ........ 98.99 ea
LH ......................
RH .....................

46.99 ea
41.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Genuine factory
replacement exhaust
pipe clamps which
are superior to
aftermarket clamps.
These clamps
include the U-bolt,
clamp closeout and 2 attachment nuts. Excellent
for the “hard core” restorer.
G731
1967-81
2-1/2" clamp ......... 22.99 ea

Tailpipe Expander
Used to remove
clamp grooves and
round out crushed
or bent exhaust pipes
to ensure a tight ﬁt, eliminating
exhaust leaks. The Hex end allows the use of
a combination wrench to remove clamp grooves or small
imperfections, or an impact wrench to expand pipes.
Imperfections are forced outward rather than forward,
eliminating possible damage to component parts. No
holding ﬁxture is necessary.
X3442
1-13/16" to 2-1/2" pipes ......... 34.99 ea

Exhaust and Tailpipe Cutter
Cuts pipes
3/4" to 3"
(19mm to
76mm) in
diameter.
15 blades
effectively
cut pipe so only 1/4" turn is needed for complete cut.
Works great in hard to reach areas.
X2031
.................................................. 51.99 ea

Exhaust Components
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Intermediate Pipes
43745
1977-81
LH ....................... 28.99 ea
43744
1977-81
RH ...................... 28.99 ea
Tailpipes, Single Exhaust
43664
1970-74
............................ 29.99 ea
43502
1975-79
6 cylinder ............ 25.99 ea
43502
1975-79
............................ 25.99 ea
43502
1980
267 ...................... 25.99 ea
43502
1980-81
305 ...................... 25.99 ea
Tailpipes, Dual Exhaust
E254
1967-68
LH ....................... 44.99 ea
E253
1967-68
RH ...................... 44.99 ea
E258
1969
LH and RH ......... 109.99 pr
43663
1977-81
LH ....................... 44.99 ea
43662
1977-81
RH ...................... 53.99 ea
43821* 1977-81
LH ....................... 95.99 ea
43822* 1977-81
RH ...................... 96.99 ea
43831
1982-87
LH, 305H 4bbl .... 10.99 ea
43846
1982-87
RH, 305H 4bbl ... 10.99 ea
43989
1984-86
LH, 305G,F 4bbl 25.99 ea
43988
1984-86
RH, 305G,F 4bbl 20.99 ea

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Mufflers

21536

F842515

1982-92 Terminator Mufﬂer
22354

1967-87 Transverse Dual Exhaust Mufﬂer
Correct replacement transverse mounted dual exhaust
mufﬂers for 1967-86 models.
With Dual Inlet
21536
1967-69 small block ........... 119.99 ea
E249
1967-81 28" o.l. .................. 89.99 ea
With Single Inlet
22253
1982-87 305H w/4 barrel ... 83.99 ea
22354
1984-86 305G,F w/4 barrel 98.99 ea

Flowtech’s Terminator is constructed entirely of
super thick, black aluminized steel, fully welded for
strength and durability with 3" inner pass tubes that
reduce back pressure and increase horsepower like
no other mufﬂer can.
Note: Dimensions: 15" x 11" x 5".

1982-92 Direct Fit
50162
2-1/2" offset/offset dual.......... 110.99 ea

Super 10 Series Mufﬂer
Looking for the most aggressive sound available?
Flowmaster’s new Super 10 series mufﬂers are so
aggressive, they aren’t recommended for street driven
vehicles. Best suited to racing applications, these
feature the same Delta Flow performance technology
used in the highly popular Super 40 and Super 44
series Flowmaster mufﬂers. Manufactured from
durable 409S stainless steel for long-life and offered
in a variety of conﬁgurations. Backed by a limited
lifetime manufacturer’s warranty, these short, single
chamber mufﬂers deliver the closest thing to open
pipe sound possible. If you want high impact sound,
the Super 10 series mufﬂers are the answer. Measures:
6-1/2" x 9-1/2" x 4".
Note: These mufﬂers are recommended for off-highway use,
not for street driven vehicles.

F842515
F8425152
F842518
F843015
F8430152

F42583

2-1/2"

center in/center out 81.99 ea

2-1/2"/2-1/4" center in/dual out.. 81.99 ea

2-1/2"
offset in/offset out 81.99 ea
3"
center in/center out 81.99 ea
3"/2-1/2" center in/dual out.. 81.99 ea

Transverse 80 Series Mufﬂer
1980-81 Z28 Mufﬂer
Correct replacement dual exhaust mufﬂers for 1980-81
Z28 models with 305 or 350 V8. Single, offset inlet
and outlet. Fits LH or RH side.
21598
1980-81
LH or RH .............. 44.99 ea

1975-97 Ultra Flo SS Mufﬂer

The 80 Series is designed for applications where the
mufﬂer must be mounted transversely (cross ﬂow)
behind the rear end. It provides an aggressive muscle
car sound both inside and outside the vehicle. A
replacement for early and late model Camaro models.
Constructed of 16 gauge aluminized steel and fully
MIG welded for maximum durability.
Center Inlet/Center Outlet
F42582
2-1/2"
4" x 9.75" x 24" ... 152.99 ea
Single Inlet/Dual Outlet
F42583
2-1/2"
4" x 9.73" x 21" ... 122.99 ea
F43083
3"/2-1/2" 4" x 9.73" x 21" ... 122.99 ea

Designed for street rods, customs and vehicles where
undercarriage space is tight, the Flowmaster Super
HP-2 provides the exhaust performance you need in
a compact package that ﬁts wherever you need it. The
Super HP-2 has a moderate tone with the appearance,
durability, and sound control to suit daily drivers,
weekend cruisers, and world-class show vehicles.
Available with a 409S stainless steel case or polishable
304S stainless steel case in sizes from 2", 2-1/4", and
2-1/2". Made in USA.
409S Stainless Steel Case
F12012409
2"
4" x 5" x 12" ... 122.99 ea
F12018409
2"
4" x 5" x 18" ... 152.99 ea
F12412409
2-1/4" 4" x 5" x 12" ... 122.99 ea
F12418409
2-1/4" 4" x 5" x 18" ... 152.99 ea
F12512409
2-1/2" 4" x 5" x 12" ... 122.99 ea
F12518409
2-1/2" 4" x 5" x 18" ... 152.99 ea
304S Polishable Stainless Steel Case
F12512304
2-1/2" 4" x 5" x 12" ... 152.99 ea
F12518304
2-1/2" 4" x 5" x 18" ... 183.99 ea

Magnaﬂow’s wide open performance mufﬂers outﬂow
OEM chamber style mufﬂers by as much as 167%! This
reduces engine heat and back pressure and improves
exhaust scavenging from the combustion chamber.
Magnaﬂow minimizes the power robbing effects of
the OEM system to restore torque and horsepower to
the engine. Magnaﬂow is the straight through, wide
open performance mufﬂer with a smooth, deep tone.
Made in USA.
Stainless Steel Mufﬂers
Center Inlet/Center Outlet
12214
14"
2" .............................. 93.99 ea
12215
14"
2-1/4" ....................... 93.99 ea
12216
14"
2-1/2" ....................... 93.99 ea
122191
14"
3" .............................. 105.99 ea
Center Inlet/Offset Outlet
12224
14"
2" .............................. 88.99 ea
12225
14"
2-1/4" ....................... 93.99 ea
12226
14"
2-1/2" ....................... 93.99 ea
12229
14"
3" .............................. 105.99 ea
Offset Inlet/Dual Outlet
12266
18"
2-1/2"/2-1/4" ............ 127.99 ea
12265
18"
2-1/2"/2-1/2" ............ 131.99 ea
12267
18"
3"/2-1/2" ................... 131.99 ea
Polished Stainless Steel Mufﬂers
Center Inlet/Center Outlet
142141
14"
2" .............................. 125.99 ea
142151
14"
2-1/4" ....................... 125.99 ea
142161
14"
2-1/2" ....................... 125.99 ea
142191
14"
3" .............................. 137.99 ea
141511
14"
3-1/2" ....................... 158.99 ea
141531
14"
4" .............................. 166.99 ea
Offset Inlet/Dual Outlet
14266
18"
2-1/2"/2-1/4" ............. 176.99 ea
114288
18"
3"/2-1/2" ................... 184.99 ea
Center Inlet/Offset Outlet
142251
14"
2-1/4" ....................... 125.99 ea
142261
14"
2-1/2" ....................... 125.99 ea
142291
14"
3" .............................. 137.99 ea
Offset Inlet/Offset Outlet
142351
14"
2-1/4" ....................... 125.99 ea
142361
14"
2-1/2" ....................... 125.99 ea
142391
14"
3" .............................. 137.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

F12018409

Uses a unique straight through design that maximizes
ﬂow and power. Made from all stainless steel
materials for corrosion resistance. Includes high
chromium content, high luster T-304 cover and heads.
Continuous perf design maximizes sound absorption,
minimizes turbulence and gives a deep powerful
true performance sound. All universal mufﬂers are
reversible for custom installation.
1975-97 V8, 1983-92 V6
17266 2-1/2" inlet offset/dual outlet 192.99 ea

F12518304
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Super HP-2 Mufﬂer

1975-97 Super Turbo Mufﬂer
Exclusive patented ﬂow directors channel exhaust
ﬂow and eliminate turbulence, larger diameter internal
tubes for maximum ﬂow, along with ﬁberglass matting
that delivers a mellow, true performance sound. All
aluminized materials, double wrapped and arc-welded
for longer life and sharper appearance. All universal
mufﬂers are reversible for custom installation.
1975-97 V8
17739
2-1/2" inlet offset/dual outlet 99.99 ea
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12266

Oval Case Mufﬂer

Mufflers
144161

Circular Mufﬂer

50130

Magnaﬂow circular case mufﬂers. Available in 2
sizes and regular or mirror ﬁnish stainless steel.
Made in USA.
Stainless Steel Mufﬂers
4" x 4" Mufﬂers
10416
14"
2-1/2" ...................... 79.99 ea
5" x 5" Mufﬂers
12866
14"
2-1/2" ...................... 109.99 ea
12867
14"
3" ............................. 116.99 ea
Polished Stainless Steel Mufﬂers
4" x 4" Mufﬂers
144161
14"
2-1/2" ...................... 90.99 ea
144191
14"
3" ............................. 97.99 ea
5" x 5" Mufﬂers
148661
14"
2-1/2" ...................... 124.99 ea
148671
14"
3" ............................. 135.99 ea

17282

T-304 SS Ultra Flo Mufﬂer
Terminator Mufﬂer
Flowtech’s Terminator is constructed entirely of super
thick, black aluminized steel, fully welded for strength
and durability with 3" inner pass tubes that reduce
back pressure and increase horsepower like no other
mufﬂer can. Dimensions: 15" x 11" x 5".
Universal Fit
Inlet /Outlet
50121
2-1/4"
center/offset .......... 91.99 ea
50122
2-1/2"
center/offset .......... 91.99 ea
50130
3"
center/offset .......... 91.99 ea

Uses a unique straight through design that maximizes
ﬂow and power. Made from all stainless steel
materials for corrosion resistance. Includes high
chromium content, high luster T-304 cover and heads.
Continuous perf design maximizes sound absorption,
minimizes turbulence and gives a deep powerful
true performance sound. All universal mufﬂers are
reversible for custom installation.
Important: This mufﬂer comes in two styles: Sport model
measures: 4" x 9-3/4" x 18-1/2", Street model measures:
4" x 9-3/4" x 25-1/2".

Sport
17282
17283
17519
Street
17289

2-1/4" inlet offset/center outlet.. 98.99 ea
2-1/2" inlet offset/center outlet.. 98.99 ea
3"
inlet ctr/2-1/2" offset dual outlet 114.99 ea
2-1/2" inlet offset/center outlet 222.99 ea

24214

Glasspack Mufﬂer

50051

Thrush mufﬂers have a straight through, smooth
ﬂowing, perforated center tube design for maximum
ﬂow and power. Made of a heavy gauge shell for
durability. Feature expandable bushings for custom
applications. Enjoy the unmistakable sound of a Thrush
glasspack mufﬂer today.
Note: Dimensions are: overall length x shell length x
shell diameter.

24200
24202
24204
24201
24203
24205
24214

2"
2"
2"
2-1/4"
2-1/4"
2-1/4"
2-1/2"

25" x 20" x 3-1/2" ...
27" x 22" x 3-1/2" ...
31" x 26" x 3-1/2" ...
25" x 20" x 3-1/2" ...
27" x 22" x 3-1/2" ...
31" x 26" x 3-1/2" ...
28" x 23" x 4"..........

36.99
36.99
36.99
36.99
36.99
30.99
34.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Universal Fit Raptor Mufﬂer
Flowtech’s new Raptor turbo performance mufﬂer
features a unique sound rib case design and aluminized,
lock seal construction. Low restriction, reduces back
pressure and increases performance. Dimensions 13"
x 10" x 4-1/2" with offset-inlet/center-outlet.
50050
2" ............................................. 31.99 ea
50051
2-1/4" ...................................... 30.99 ea
50052
2-1/2" ...................................... 30.99 ea

P1030

409 Stainless Mufﬂer
17734

18124

Magnaﬂow Glass Pack Mufﬂers feature a free ﬂowing,
straight through perforated core, and Rockwool
acoustical packing material to deliver a smooth, deep
tone to ensure long-life and no sound degradation
over time. Available in sizes from 2"-3" diameter.
Made in USA.
18124
2"
22" x 18" x 3-1/2" .. 33.99 ea
18134
2"
26" x 22" x 3-1/2" .. 34.99 ea
18144
2"
30" x 26" x 3-1/2" .. 37.99 ea
18125
2-1/4"
22" x 18" x 3-1/2" .. 34.99 ea
18135
2-1/4"
26" x 22" x 3-1/2" .. 35.99 ea
18145
2-1/4"
30" x 26" x 3-1/2" .. 37.99 ea
18146
2-1/5"
30" x 26" x 4"......... 38.99 ea
18129
3"
22" x 18" x 4"......... 49.99 ea

Exclusive patented ﬂow directors channel exhaust
ﬂow and eliminate turbulence, larger diameter internal
tubes for maximum ﬂow, along with ﬁberglass matting
that delivers a mellow, true performance sound. All
aluminized materials, double wrapped and arc welded
for longer life and sharper appearance. All universal
mufﬂers are reversible for custom installation.

Complete Permatex exhaust repair
kit for repairing cracks and splits
in mufﬂers tailpipes and exhaust
pipes. Withstands temperatures over
1000 degrees F. The kit contains
ready to use foil packed bandage
and support wire.
S80334
.................................................. 4.99 ea

Important: Sport model from 2" to 2-1/2" measures: 4" x
9-3/4" x 18-1/2" and 3" measures: 4" x 9-3/4" x 20", Street
model measures: 4" x 9-3/4" x 25-1/2".

Sport
17730
17736
17731
17732
17733
17734
17797
17744
17743
Street
17747
17767
17748
17749
17758

2"
2"
2-1/4"
2-1/4"
2-1/2"
2-1/2"
2-3/4"
3"
3"

inlet offset/center outlet .. 69.99
inlet offset/offset outlet... 77.99
inlet offset/center outlet .. 67.99
inlet offset/offset outlet... 55.99
inlet offset/center outlet .. 59.99
inlet offset/offset outlet... 65.99
inlet offset/center outlet .. 101.99
inlet offset/center outlet .. 55.99
inlet offset/offset outlet .. 58.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

2-1/4"
2-1/4"
2-1/2"
2-1/2"
2-1/2"

inlet center/offset outlet .. 74.99
inlet offset/center outlet .. 107.99
inlet center/offset outlet .. 73.99
inlet offset/offset outlet... 82.99
inlet cntr/offset dual outlet 101.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Pypes Street Pro mufﬂers are chambered to maintain
rich sound without resonance. Race Pro have a straight
through design, while Violator mufﬂers have an internal
louvered tube with mini sound deﬂector chambers,
making it ﬂow like a straight through mufﬂer but
with the sound of a chambered mufﬂer. Each mufﬂer
measures: 4" x 9" x 14".
Street Pro 409 Stainless Steel
P1021
2.5"
offset/offset ................. 89.99 ea
P1022
2.5"
offset/center ................ 89.99 ea
P1023
3"
offset/offset ................. 89.99 ea
Race Pro 409 Stainless Steel
P1029
2.5"
offset/offset ................. 89.99 ea
P1030
2.5"
offset/center ................ 89.99 ea
P1031
3"
offset/offset ................. 89.99 ea
Violator 409 Stainless Steel
P1038
2.5"
offset/offset ................. 89.99 ea
P1039
2.5"
offset/center ................ 89.99 ea
P1040
3"
offset/offset ................. 89.99 ea

Mufﬂer & Tailpipe Repair
Putty and sealer seals holes and leaks
in mufﬂers, tailpipes and around
joints. Makes new installation more
secure. Resists temperatures up to
2000 degrees F. Epoxy impregnated
ﬁberglass bandage chemically welds
mufﬂers and tailpipes. Great for
mufﬂers, tailpipes, joints and
catalytic convertors.
S80335
sealer
3 oz. tube ............. 2.99 ea
S80333
putty
4 oz. pouches....... 2.99 ea
S80331
bandage
84 sq. in. .............. 2.99 ea

Mufﬂers
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Glasspack Mufﬂer

Universal Super Turbo Mufﬂer

Permatex Exhaust Repair Kit

P1021

Mufflers

F42441

40 Series – Original Flowmaster Tone
This is the most “aggressive” sounding street/strip
mufﬂer that Flowmaster offers. If you’re looking for
attention, this one will get you noticed. The standard
40 series has an “aggressive rumble” and will generally
resonate inside the vehicle around 1800-2000 RPM’s,
and again at 2400-2600 RPM’s. Constructed of 16
gauge aluminized steel and fully MIG welded for
maximum durability
Offset Inlet/Center Outlet
F42441
2-1/4" ................................... 81.99 ea
F42541
2-1/2" ................................... 81.99 ea
Center Inlet/Offset Outlet
F42442
2-1/4" ................................... 101.99 ea
F42542
2-1/2" ................................... 101.99 ea
Offset Inlet/Offset Outlet
F42443
2-1/4" ................................... 81.99 ea
F42543
2-1/2" ................................... 81.99 ea
Center Inlet/Dual Outlet
F430402 3"/2-1/2" .............................. 81.99 ea

F52556

F842541

50 Series Mufﬂer
Delta Flow 40 Mufﬂer
This 2 chamber design incorporates Flowmasters
patented “Delta Flow” technology. The “Delta”
deﬂectors result in increased scavenging for better
performance and reduced interior resonance over
the standard 40 series with a nice growl outside the
vehicle. Sounds great on late model performance cars
with catalytic converters. Constructed of 16 gauge
steel and fully MIG welded for maximum durability.
Center Inlet/Center Outlet
F842440
2-1/4" ............................... 109.99 ea
Offset Inlet/Center Outlet
F842541
2-1/2" ............................... 112.99 ea
F843041
3" ...................................... 112.99 ea
Center Inlet/Offset Outlet
Offset Inlet/Offset Outlet
F842543
2-1/2" ............................... 112.99 ea

The SUV/Performance mufﬂer is a larger version
of Flowmasters 50 Series Delta Flow mufﬂer and is
specially designed for trucks, light SUVs and high
horsepower vehicles. The larger H-chamber reduces
interior resonance to a minimum. Constructed of 16
gauge aluminized steel and fully MIG welded for
maximum durability.
Center Inlet/Center Outlet
F52555
2-1/2" .................................. 142.99 ea
F53055
3" ........................................ 142.99 ea
Offset Inlet/Center Outlet
F52556
2-1/2" .................................. 142.99 ea
F53056
3" ........................................ 142.99 ea
Center Inlet/Offset Outlet
F52557
2-1/2" .................................. 142.99 ea
F53057
3" ........................................ 142.99 ea
Offset Inlet/Offset Outlet
F52558
2-1/2" .................................. 142.99 ea
F53058
3" ........................................ 142.99 ea

F952546
F842453
F942545

Delta Flow 50 Series
F952445
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Super 40 Series Mufﬂer
The Super 40 gives you a deeper tone that retains our
classic 40 Series sound and feel. Increased ﬂow path
radius for optimum internal ﬂow using the latest in Delta
Flow technology. Flowmaster state-of-the-art robot
assembly technology assures a product that exceeds
OEM auto manufacturers’ speciﬁcations. To achieve
such critical quality, Flowmaster performs extensive
R&D at the track and in-house with our own engine
and chassis dyno facilities. Flowmaster Super 40 is
aluminized, black in color and is the most aggressive,
deepest sounding street two chamber mufﬂer they’ve
ever built. Enjoy some American Thunder today!
Center Inlet/Center Outlet
F952445
2-1/4" ............................... 101.99 ea
F952545
2-1/2" ............................... 101.99 ea
F953045
3" ..................................... 101.99 ea
Offset Inlet/Center Outlet
F952446
2-1/4" ............................... 101.99 ea
F952546
2-1/2" ............................... 101.99 ea
F953046
3" ..................................... 101.99 ea
Center Inlet/Offset Outlet
F952447
2-1/4" ............................... 101.99 ea
F952547
2-1/2" ............................... 101.99 ea
F953047
3" ..................................... 101.99 ea
Offset Inlet/Offset Outlet
F952448
2-1/4" ............................... 101.99 ea
F952548
2-1/2" ............................... 101.99 ea
F953048
3" ..................................... 101.99 ea
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F942448

Super 44 Delta Flow Mufﬂer
The Super 44 is the most aggressive, deepest toned
street and strip mufﬂer Flowmaster has ever made!
The Super 44’s offer maximum performance, an
improved ﬂow path radius, and generates more torque
and more power than ever before! If you really want
to hear your exhaust system inside as well as outside,
the Super 44 is for you!
Center Inlet/Center Outlet
F942445
2-1/4" .................................. 86.99 ea
F942545
2-1/2" .................................. 86.99 ea
F943045
3" ........................................ 86.99 ea
Offset Inlet/Center Outlet
F942446
2-1/4" .................................. 86.99 ea
F942546
2-1/2" .................................. 86.99 ea
F943046
3" ........................................ 86.99 ea
Center Inlet/Offset Outlet
F942447
2-1/4" .................................. 86.99 ea
F942547
2-1/2" .................................. 86.99 ea
F943047
3" ........................................ 86.99 ea
Offset Inlet/Offset Outlet
F942448
2-1/4" .................................. 86.99 ea
F942548
2-1/2" .................................. 86.99 ea
F943048
3" ........................................ 86.99 ea
Center Inlet/Dual Outlet
F9430452
3" ........................................ 86.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

This is the latest design of the 50 series muffler
that utilizes Flowmasters patented “Delta Flow”
technology along with an “H-Chamber” to eliminate
most all interior resonance and still have that
famous Flowmaster sound outside the vehicle.
Constructed of 16 gauge steel and fully MIG welded
for maximum durability.
Offset Inlet/Center Outlet
F842451
2-1/4" ............................... 132.99 ea
F842551
2-1/2" ............................... 132.99 ea
F843051
3" ..................................... 132.99 ea
Center Inlet/Offset Outlet
F842452
2-1/4" ............................... 132.99 ea
Offset Inlet/Offset Outlet
F842453
2-1/4" ............................... 132.99 ea
F842553
2-1/2" ............................... 132.99 ea

Mufﬂer Heat Shield
Formed aluminum heat shield designed to mount on
mufﬂer for added protection in reducing heat radiated
from mufﬂers and reducing interior noise. Attaches
easily with included straps. Fits 5" x 10" x 17" mufﬂers.
F51017 ................................................. 36.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Exhaust Systems
1967-69 Chambered Exhaust System
For the last word in
a correct show car
quality restoration,
we offer the ﬁnal
solution! We stock a
complete chambered
exhaust systems for
your early model
small block or big block
CE679SB
Camaro. This reproduction will replace the long ago
discontinued, and highly sought after GM originals! Chambered
exhausts were offered late in the 1969 model run and were optional on Z28, big
block or COPO Camaro models. This “free ﬂow” exhaust system will allow your engine
to properly breathe with a minimum amount of back pressure and no performance loss! Though originally
available only for special engine applications, this exhaust system can be installed on any 1967-69 V8 coupe
Camaro, but will not ﬁt convertible models! Unlike the originals, these exhaust systems are manufactured
with an aluminized ﬁnish for longevity. Installation set available separately.

1967-68 Dual Exhaust Hanger Set
Reproduction hanger set for 1967-68 Camaro models
with dual exhaust. These are the original style hangers
unlike the aftermarket replacements currently being
offered. 4 piece set, zinc-plated.
Note: Not for chambered exhaust. Clamps not included.

K0182

1967-68 .................................... 74.99 set

Note: Shipped truck freight.

AE779SB
CE678BB
CE679SB
CE679BB
CEH69BB

1967-68
1967-68
1969
1969
1967-69

small block
big block
small block
big block
small/big block

2" headpipe, 2" intermediate and tail pipe ................
2-1/4" headpipe, 2" intermediate and tail pipe..........
2" headpipe, 2" intermediate and tail pipe ................
2-1/4" headpipe, 2" intermediate and tail pipe..........
hanger set includes 3 2" clamps, 2 2-1/4" clamps.....

499.99 set
719.99 set
499.99 set
499.99 set
139.99 set

1969 Dual Exhaust Hanger Set
Reproduction hanger set for 1969 Camaro models
with dual exhaust. These are the original style hangers
unlike the aftermarket replacements currently being
offered. 4 piece set, zinc-plated.
Note: Not for chambered exhaust. Clamps not included.

K0183

1969

OE style .................... 74.99 set

CE169
AE69SB1

1967-69 Aluminized Exhaust Installation Set

1967-74 Aluminized Exhaust System
If you are seeking an original appearance with extended life in an exhaust system, then look no further! Classic
Industries® now offers this high-quality, aluminized exhaust system. Aluminizing of exhaust pipes means the
pipes may outlast the rest of your car! This system uses the correct angle cut tips with factory styled ﬂattened
tail pipes and lead pipes and a original style transverse mufﬂer. Available for both small block and big block
applications. Not available for additional discounts.
Important: Aluminized exhaust sets are for coupe models only.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

AE678SB3
AE678BB2
AE69SB1
AE69BB2
AE70SB1
AE70BB1

1967-68
1967-68
1969
1969
1970-74
1970-74

small block
big block
small block
big block
small block
big block

2" head pipe ...........................................................
2-1/4" head pipe .....................................................
2" head pipe ...........................................................
2-1/4" head pipe .....................................................
2" head pipe ...........................................................
2-1/4" head pipe .....................................................

339.99 set
339.99 set
339.99 set
339.99 set
336.99 set
336.99 set

This installation will enable even the shade tree
mechanic the ability to install a complete aluminized
exhaust system on 1967-69 Camaro coupes regardless
of the engine size. This set includes all clamps and
hangers necessary to install a full system.
Note: Not for chambered exhaust.

K0187
CEI69

1967-68
1969

installation ........ 119.99 set
installation ........ 92.99 set

1967-69 Chambered Exhaust Hanger Set
Reproduction hangers for the chambered style exhaust
system. These are correct for chambered only and not
for standard aluminized or stainless steel exhaust sets.
CEH69BB
1967-69 all (sb/bb) ....... 139.99 set

When it comes to selection, Classic Industries® can’t be beat! These new stainless steel exhaust systems are not
manufactured for the every day driver. This extremely high-quality reproduction is just what a perfect restoration
needs. Get years of long-lasting dependability with a stainless steel exhaust system. Available for both small
block and big block applications.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

SE678SB1
SE678BB1
SE69SB1
SE69BB1

1967-68
1967-68
1969
1969

small block
big block
small block
big block

2" head pipe ................................................................
2-1/4" head pipe ..........................................................
2" head pipe ................................................................
2-1/4" head pipe ..........................................................

979.99
979.99
979.99
979.99

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

set
set
set
set

140025

1970-73 Exhaust Hanger
Reproduction exhaust hangers for 1970-73 models.
140025 1970-73
all
LH ............ 29.99 ea
140026 1970-73
all
RH ............ 29.99 ea

Exhaust Systems
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SE69SB1

1967-69 Stainless Steel Exhaust System

Performance Exhaust

P1060

11101

1970-81 Performance Exhaust Systems

1967-81 Header Back Crossﬂow System
Pypes has designed a 2-1/2" crossﬂow system for 1967-81 Camaro models needing
maximum ground clearance. The Race Pro mufﬂer is the ﬁrst maximum ﬂow,
straight through, transverse mounted crossﬂow mufﬂer system that doesn’t need to
sacriﬁce any performance or aggressive growl to give you clearance. This system
also features a horsepower freeing X-pipe designed to ﬁt into the driveshaft tunnel,
which contributes to it’s ability to glide over the nastiest speed bumps. Available in
409 stainless steel or 304 polished stainless, including X-pipe, mufﬂer, intermediate
pipes and tailpipes. Limited lifetime warranty.
Important: Modiﬁcation to the body pan brace is required on 1967-69 convertible models.
In order to utilize this X-pipe, it is necessary to either add a body pan designed to allow
clearance for the X-pipe assembly, or remove the body pan and install subframe connectors.
If using stock, cast iron manifolds, add a set of down pipes to connect your original
manifolds to the header back system.
OS2
Note: Shipped double oversize.

P1060
P10601

1967-81
1967-81

From the makers of Holley performance products comes this great Super Street
exhaust system. Get more power and sound out of your Chevy small block. Made
from 2-1/4" 16 gauge, heavy-duty steel, this is a high-quality, dual exhaust system
that offers the maximum in versatility. All Flowtech Super Street dual kits are
designed to locate all components above the frame and feature OEM exit locations.
This kit includes your choice of the Terminator mufﬂer or the Raptor mufﬂer. Kits
come complete with installation hardware and instructions.
OS2

Note: Shipped double oversize.

11100
11101

1970-81
1970-81

with Terminator mufﬂers .................................. 357.99 kit
with Raptor mufﬂers ......................................... 241.99 kit

2-1/2" 409 stainless steel – 1/4 exit ............. 599.99 set
2-1/2" 304 polished stainless – 1/4 exit ....... 799.99 set

BA140028

1984-02 Cat-Back Dual Exhaust Systems
Get a deep, bold growl from your 3rd or 4th Gen with a Borla high ﬂow Cat-Back
exhaust system! Features 3" mandrel bent tubing to reduce back pressure and improve
performance. Includes: mufﬂer, connection pipes, tailpipes, chrome exhaust tips,
and mounting hardware. Manufactured from high-quality stainless steel and backed
by a 1,000,000-mile warranty.

P1063V

Note: *Features 5 adjustable sound settings. AT/MT. Shipped oversize.

L
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1970-81 Crossmember Back Dual System
Pypes has designed a crossmember back dual exhaust system for 1970-81 V8 models
that incorporates a 16 gauge, mandrel bent stainless steel X-pipe to maximize exhaust
gas ﬂow and boost horsepower. This system features a Siamese designed X-pipe,
a pair of Street Pro, Race Pro, or Violator mufﬂers, tailpipes, cad-plated clamps,
and hangers. The combination of the crossover and the mufﬂers deliver a perfect
balance of sound and performance. Features 409 stainless steel X-pipe, mufﬂers,
intermediate pipes, and tailpipes. Limited lifetime warranty.

With Chrome Dual Round 2-1/2" Angle Cut Exhaust Tips
BA14888
1984-92
5.0/5.7L ...................................................
With Chrome Square Intercooled Angle Cut Exhaust Tips
BA14464*
1993-97
5.7L LT1 with single cat .........................
BA14555*
1995-97
5.7L LT1 with dual cat ............................
BA14780*
1998-02
5.7L LS1..................................................
With Chrome Single Round Angle Cut Exhaust Tips
BA140028 1998-02
5.7L LS1..................................................

OS1

1014.99 ea
1014.99 ea
1014.99 ea
1014.99 ea
802.99 ea

Important: If using stock, cast iron manifolds, add a set of down pipes to connect your
original manifolds to the header back system.
Note: Shipped double oversize.
OS2

With X-Pipe
P1019S
1970-81
2-1/2" with Street Pro mufﬂers, rear exit ......
P1019R
1970-81
2-1/2" with Race Pro mufﬂers, rear exit .......
P1019V
1970-81
2-1/2" with Violator mufﬂers, rear exit .........
P1020S
1970-81
3" with Street Pro mufﬂers, rear exit ............
P1020R
1970-81
3" with Race Pro mufﬂers, rear exit ..............
P1020V
1970-81
3" with Violator mufﬂers, rear exit ...............
True Dual, without X-Pipe
P1063S
1970-81
2-1/2" with Street Pro mufﬂers, rear exit ......
P1063R
1970-81
2-1/2" with Race Pro mufﬂers, rear exit .......
P1063V
1970-81
2-1/2" with Violator mufﬂers, rear exit .........
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499.99
499.99
499.99
579.99
579.99
759.99

set
set
set
set
set
set

499.99 set
499.99 set
499.99 set

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Performance Exhaust

15896

1967-74 Crossmember Back Exhaust
Magnaﬂow’s Camaro systems start with mufﬂers
speciﬁcally designed with internal paths that ensure
fast, equalized exhaust ﬂow so that both sides ﬂow
the same. The crossmember back systems are built
with fast ﬂowing mandrel bent stainless steel tubing
that feature Magnaﬂow’s Tru-X crossover pipe. For
V8 models only. Made in USA.
Note: Requires modiﬁcation for convertible.
Shipped truck freight.

Dual Exhaust
15895
1967-69
15896
1967-69
15899
1967-74

2-1/2", transverse 821.99 set
2-1/2" .................. 645.99 set
3" ......................... 850.99 set

1967-74 Dual Pipe Cross Flow Exhaust
American Thunder Series dual 2-1/2" system with
H-pipe assembly and a transverse mounted 80 Series
Cross Flow Delta Flow mufﬂer. Features direct out
rear stock exit tailpipes. Extends from transmission
crossmember back. Not for 1967-69 convertibles.

11105

1982-89 Performance Exhaust Systems

Note: Shipped double oversize.

F17104

1967-74

OS2

V8 2-1/2"............ 545.99 set

Made from 2-1/4" 16 gauge, heavy-duty steel, this
is a high-quality, dual exhaust system that will add
horsepower to your Chevrolet small block. This kit
comes with your choice of Ultra Flo SS mufﬂer or
Super Turbo mufﬂer. Kit comes complete with all
necessary hardware and instructions.
Note: For 305 models only. Shipped double oversize.

11104
11105

1982-89
1982-89

OS2

with Ultra Flo SS ... 481.99 kit
with Super Turbo ... 391.99 kit

F17139

1983-92 Cat-Back Exhaust Systems

1967-73 True Dual Exhaust

Cat-Back systems are built with fast ﬂowing mandrel
bent stainless steel tubing. A Magnaﬂow wide open
performance mufﬂer reduces engine heat and back
pressure and improves exhaust scavenging from the
combustion chamber for much stronger performance.
For V8 models only. Made in USA.

F17333

Note: Shipped truck freight.

American Thunder Series dual 2-1/2" system with
H-pipe assembly and two Delta Flow mufﬂers. Direct
out rear stock exit tailpipes. Extends from transmission
crossmember back. 1969-73 tailpipes feature stainless
steel tips. Not for 1967-69 convertibles.
Note: Shipped double oversize.
OS2
With 44 Series Mufﬂers
F17129
1967-68
V8 2-1/2".......... 491.99 set
F17139
1969
V8 2-1/2".......... 560.99 set
With 50 Series Mufﬂers
F17149
1970-73
V8 2-1/2 ........... 611.99 set

168291 1983-92 2-1/2" dual rear exit 604.99 set

16723
F17358

1993-02 Cat-Back Exhaust Systems

Note: *Z28 and SS models only. Shipped truck freight.

V6 Engine
15694
1993-97
15693
1998-02
5.7L V8 Engine
15620
1993-97
15684
1998-02
16846* 1998-02
16723* 1998-02

5 x 8 x 14" mufﬂer 651.99 set
5 x 8 x 14" mufﬂer 583.99 set
5 x 8 x 18" mufﬂer
5 x 8 x 18" mufﬂer
center quad outlet ..
dual rear exit ..........

529.99
619.99
998.99
916.99

set
set
set
set

F15937

1986-02 Single In/Dual Out Exhaust
American Thunder Series exhaust systems feature
aluminized pipes with stainless steel tips and an 80
Series Crossﬂow Delta Flow mufﬂer. Available for
1986-02 models.
Important: *With resonator. **Without stainless steel tip.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

2.5" In-Out
F17133** 1995-97
F17358* 1998-02
3" In – 2.5" Out
F17143** 1993-95
3" In-Out
F17233
1986-91
F17234
1986-91
F17274
1993-95
F17199
1998-02

OS2

5.7 dual cat ........ 379.99 ea
3.8 slip-ﬁt cat .... 509.99 ea
5.7 3" cat ........... 407.99 ea
V8 3" cat ...........
V8 2.5" cat ........
5.7 3" cat ...........
5.7......................

509.99
467.99
519.99
509.99

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

ea
ea
ea
ea

U-Fit Dual Pipe Sets
These sets come complete with all the pipes you need
to build a custom dual exhaust system in 2-1/4", 2-1/2",
or 3" pipe diameters. These U-Fit sets include: the front
adapter pipes, intermediate pipes, H-pipe assembly and
over the axle pipes. Each piece has a slip-ﬁt connection,
for easy assembly and built from mandrel bent, 16
gauge aluminized steel tubing.
Important: Hardware not included.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

F15935
F15936
F15937

OS2

2-1/4" ................................. 314.99 set
2-1/2" ................................. 337.99 set
3" ........................................ 362.99 set

Performance Exhaust
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These systems are built with fast ﬂowing mandrel bent
stainless steel tubing and include long 3-1/2" diameter
polished stainless steel tips. The Camaro V6 system
is designed to look just like the V8 with split dual out
tips. Magnaﬂow’s wide open performance mufﬂers
outﬂow OEM chamber style mufﬂers by as much as
167%. This reduces engine heat and back pressure and
improves exhaust scavenging from the combustion
chamber. Made in USA.

Exhaust Cutouts

MN2443
MN2446

MN2447

MN2450

Electric Cutouts

MN2453

Electric Exhaust Cutout
Don’t crawl under your car to uncork your exhaust ever again by switching to electric cutouts. Keep them closed
and quiet for the street, wide open for the strip, or anywhere in between with the ﬂip of a switch. You control the
volume and the power! Available in sizes 2-1/4" to 4" and a low proﬁle oval design for applications with limited
ground clearance. Fits 2-1/4" to 3" round exhaust pipe. Built with high-quality materials – CNC 6061 aluminum
body and motor plate, stainless steel shaft and butterﬂy plate, high torque DC gear driven motor, weather tight
wiring connectors, and custom illuminated toggle switch.

The optional electric exhaust cutouts and make uncorking your exhaust as easy as ﬂipping a switch.
Electric cutout set includes: 2 valves, wire harness,
switch, mounting hardware, and 2 gaskets. Limited
lifetime warranty. Electric exhaust cutouts ﬁt 2-1/2"
or 3" dump legs.
P1074
3" electric exhaust cutouts ..... 379.99 set

Note: Match valve size with cutout size for optimal ﬁt and performance.

Part#
MN2443
MN2444
MN2445
MN2446
MN2447
MN2448
MN2449
MN2450
MN2451
MN2452
MN2453
MN2454
MN2455
MN2456

Electric Cutout Valves – Individual
Additional Notes
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
includes connector, ﬁts 2-1/2" to 3" round pipe .....................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
includes 4" three bolt ﬂange...................................................
Electric Cutout Valve Sets
two 2-1/4" valves
................................................................................................
two 2-1/2" valves
................................................................................................
two 3" valves
................................................................................................
two oval valves
includes connector, ﬁts 2-1/2" to 3" round pipe .....................
two 3-1/2" valves
................................................................................................
two 4" valves
................................................................................................
two 4" valves
includes 4" three bolt ﬂange...................................................
Cutout Size
2-1/4" valve
2-1/2" valve
3" valve
oval valve
3-1/2" valve
4" valve
4" valve

MN2457
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MN2460

Price
186.99 ea
186.99 ea
186.99 ea
204.99 ea
186.99 ea
204.99 ea
229.99 ea
25054

369.99 pr
369.99 pr
369.99 pr
419.99 pr
369.99 pr
409.99 pr
455.99 pr

MN2459

Universal Exhaust Turn Down
Universal exhaust turn downs for electric cutouts. The
round tips feature a 360 degree ﬂoating ﬂange which
allows turning in any direction. Manufactured from
stainless steel with a polished ﬁnish.
MN2457
2-1/2" turn down ................ 26.99 ea
MN2458
3" turn down....................... 26.99 ea
MN2459
oval turn down ................... 22.99 ea

Stainless Steel Electric Cutout
These cutouts feature a rugged 12 Volt DC motor
and rotating gate for a leakproof seal every time the
cutout is opened and closed. When fully opened,
these cutouts do not create exhaust ﬂow obstructions
that can create a leaky gasket sound, unlike butterﬂy
style cutouts. A prewired harness with an illuminated
rocker switch is supplied for easy installation. Uncork
your exhaust with the ﬂip of a switch from your dash.
The cutouts are ideal for race tracks that don’t require
mufﬂers. Cutouts are available individually, in pairs,
or in complete sets with Y-Pipes for easy installation.
Made in USA.
Important: Not recommended for vehicles equipped with
catalytic converters.
Note: May not be legal for highway use or use on emission
controlled vehicles.

Single Cutouts and Pairs
25052
2-1/2" single electric cutout
25053
2-1/2" pair electric cutouts..
25055
3"
single electric cutout
25056
3"
pair electric cutouts..
Buy the Complete Set and Save!
25054
2-1/2" .................................
25057
3"
.................................

202.99
365.99
212.99
386.99

ea
pr
ea
pr

451.99 set
441.99 set

MN2461

25058

Stainless Steel Cutout Pipe
Stainless steel exhaust cutout pipes for all models.
Manufactured from 304 stainless steel with a polished
ﬁnish. They feature a TIG welded construction with
a 3/8" ﬂange for a proper seal. Includes: the end cap,
gasket, and hardware for an easy installation.
MN2460
2-1/4" cutout ...................... 54.99 ea
MN2461
2-1/2" cutout ...................... 54.99 ea
MN2462
3" cutout ............................. 54.99 ea
MN2463
3-1/2" cutout ...................... 54.99 ea
MN2464
4" cutout ............................. 85.99 ea
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Stainless Steel Cutout Turn Down
Remote control for your electric cutout system. When
space is a premium this control box gives you the
ﬂexibility you need. Includes 2 wireless key fobs for
100% control over your cutouts at the push of a button.
MN2466
............................................. 85.99 set

Easily route your cutout exhaust ﬂow away from
the ﬂoor boards or in any direction with these easily
installed 304 stainless steel turn downs. These turn
downs are made speciﬁcally for Doug’s electric
cutouts and included stainless band clamps for weld
free attachment. Made in USA.
25058
2-1/2" turn down pipe ............. 37.99 ea
25059
3" turn down pipe ................... 39.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Electric Cutout Remote Control System

Exhaust Tips
INC.

P1048

A

F15361
F15364

P1049
B

P1050
F15362

C

Stainless Rolled Edge Tip

We’ve Got a Hot Tip for You!
P1052

Stainless Exhaust Tips
35180

35106

351471

Stainless Steel Exhaust Tip

These tips add the ﬁnal personal touch to your custom
exhaust! The extensive line of stainless steel Pypes
exhaust tips will provide years of eye-popping looks
and excellent durability.
For 2.5" Pipes
P1048
dual 3-1/2" splitters .............. 134.99 pr
P1049
6" x 3" oval tip ..................... 94.99 pr
P1050
8" x 2" rectangle tip ............. 134.99 pr
P1051
9" slash cut tip ...................... 39.99 pr
P1052
3-1/2" rolled edge tip ........... 59.99 pr
P1053
4" x 2" oval tip ..................... 101.99 pr
P1072
2-1/2" long slash cut tip ....... 101.99 pr
For 3" Pipes
P1081
6" x 3" oval tip ..................... 94.99 pr
P1082
8" x 2" rectangle tip ............. 139.99 pr
P1083
9" slash cut tip ...................... 49.99 pr
P1084
3-1/2" rolled edge tip ........... 64.99 pr
P1085
4" x 2" oval tip ..................... 119.99 pr
P1073
3" long slash cut tip .............. 101.99 pr

ST778C

A – Ball Milled
Polished
2002P
2-1/2" square ﬁts 2"............... 49.99 ea
2001P
3" square ﬁts 2-1/4"............... 49.99 ea
2000P
3" square ﬁts 2-1/2"............... 49.99 ea
Brushed Finish
2002B
2-1/2" square ﬁts 2"............... 49.99 ea
2001B
3" square ﬁts 2-1/4"............... 49.99 ea
B – Powered By Chevrolet (Bow Tie)
Polished
9002P
2-1/2" square ﬁts 2"............... 54.99 ea
9001P
3" square ﬁts 2-1/4"............... 54.99 ea
Brushed Finish
9002B
2-1/2" square ﬁts 2"............... 54.99 ea
9001B
3" square ﬁts 2-1/4"............... 54.99 ea
9000B
3" square ﬁts 2-1/2"............... 54.99 ea
C – Flamed
Brushed Finish
4002B
2-1/2" square ﬁts 2"............... 54.99 ea
4001B
3" square ﬁts 2-1/4"............... 54.99 ea
4000B
3" square ﬁts 2-1/2"............... 54.99 ea

C2505

C2506

Bow Tie Exhaust Tip
8" length ﬁts 2-1/4" pipe. Universal to ﬁt nearly any
Camaro. The ultimate dress tip for street or show.
Manufactured in the United States using 1/8" thick
carbon steel (or 409L chrome-plated stainless steel).
Your choice of triple chrome-plated carbon steel or
triple chrome-plated 409L magnetic stainless steel.
Made in USA.
Ofﬁcially Licensed by General Motors

ST778C
ST778SC

chrome-plated 8" ................. 29.99 ea
chrome-pltd stnlss steel 8"... 29.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Chevrolet Exhaust Deﬂector
Add vintage style to your Chevrolet and protect your
paint at the same time with these stainless steel exhaust
deﬂectors. Exhaust deﬂectors clamp on the tailpipe to
deﬂect the exhaust downward, preventing the exhaust
from discoloring your chrome or paint.
C2505
Bow Tie logo with Chevrolet .. 20.99 ea
C2506
Bow Tie logo only................... 19.99 ea

Exhaust Tips
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Made of T-304 stainless steel this tips will stand out
on any vehicle. Made in USA.
Dual Rectangular Tips
35150
2" x 8" dia., 11" long, 2-1/4" i.d. .. 186.99 pr
Turn Down Tips
MF35179 2-1/2" dia., 13" long, 2.75" i.d. .. 54.99 ea
MF35180 3" dia., 13" long, 3" i.d.......... 62.99 ea
15 Degree Slash Cut Tips
35101
3" dia., 12" long, 3" o.d......... 35.99 ea
35102
3" dia., 18" long, 2-1/2" i.d. .. 40.99 ea
35103
3" dia., 22" long, 2-1/2" i.d. .. 52.99 ea
35104
3-1/2" dia., 12" long, 3" i.d. .. 40.99 ea
35105
3-1/2" dia., 18" long, 2-1/2" i.d. .. 50.99 ea
35106
3-1/2" dia., 22" long, 2-1/2" i.d. .. 61.99 ea
35107
4" dia., 12" long, 3" i.d.......... 46.99 ea
35108
4" dia., 18" long, 2-1/2" i.d. .. 56.99 ea
35109
4" dia., 22" long, 2-1/2" i.d. .. 70.99 ea
45 Degree Slash Cut Tips
35140
3" dia., 18" long, 2-1/4" i.d. .. 40.99 ea
35138
3" dia., 18" long, 2-1/2" i.d. .. 44.99 ea
35141
3" dia., 22" long, 2-1/4" i.d. .. 52.99 ea
35139
3" dia., 22" long, 2-1/2" i.d. .. 52.99 ea
3-1/2" dia., 18" long, 2-1/4" i.d. .. 44.99 ea
35216
351431 3-1/2" dia., 18" long, 2-1/2" i.d. .. 51.99 ea
35144
3-1/2" dia., 22" long, 2-1/2" i.d. .. 62.99 ea
35146
4" dia., 18" long, 2-1/2" i.d. .. 53.99 ea
351471
4" dia., 22" long, 2-1/2" i.d. .. 70.99 ea

Top off your exhaust system with a handsome T-6
billet aluminum exhaust tip. Steel slip-on mount is
included to provide for easy clamp-on or weld-on
installation. Available in your choice of brushed or
polished ﬁnish. Made in USA.
Note: Exhaust clamps are not included and are sold separately.

P1053

35150

C

P1051

Stainless exhaust tip that is designed with your choice
of a rolled edge or angle cut tip. Finished with an
embossed Flowmaster logo. Sold individually.
Clamp-on Rolled Edge Tip
F15361
3" dia. for 2-1/2" pipe -12" L 56.99 ea
F15363
3-1/2" dia. for 3" pipe - 12" L 54.99 ea
Clamp-on Double Wall Rolled Edge Tip
F15364
3-1/2" tip ﬁts 2-1/4" pipe ...... 60.99 ea
F15365
4" tip ﬁts 2-1/2" pipe ............. 59.99 ea
Weld-on Angle-Cut Tip
F15362
3" dia. for 2-1/2" pipe - 13" L 48.99 ea

Exhaust Components

DE010128

DE010005

Titanium Exhaust Wrap
12 oz.
aerosol
can

half pint
(8 oz.)

02 – jet
black

pint

05 – cast iron
gray

03 – aluminum

quart

08 – offwhite

06 – rocket
red

XTC primer
12 oz. aerosol
can

gallon

10 – ﬂame
blue

07 – Pontiac
metallic blue

25 – charcoal
metallic

23 – stainless
steel

28 – pure
white

Xtreme Temperature Coating
XTC is a high temperature/heat resistant coating formulated speciﬁcally to protect
metal surfaces operating at temperatures from 500 to 1500 degrees F. With proper
preparation, XTC provides outstanding adhesion, ﬁlm integrity, weathering, and
thermal shock resistance throughout this entire temperature range, and is guaranteed
not to burn off! Available in your choice of a wide variety of colors and sizes.
Note: 8 oz. will coat approximately 3 sets of automotive exhaust manifolds with 2 coats or
coat a set of shorty headers with 2 coats. Pints will coat a set of full size headers with 2
coats or coat a complete automotive exhaust system with 2 coats.

Heat Sleeves

Titanium exhaust wrap from DEI.
Withstands 1800 of direct, and 2500 of
intermittent heat. Extremely pliable for
an easy install with no wetting necessary.
Very durable with high resistance
to abrasions, oil and chemicals, and
thermal breakdown.
Titanium Exhaust Wrap
DE010128 1" x 15' ........ 15.99 ea
DE010126 1" x 50' ........ 32.99 ea
DE010129 2" x 15' ........ 19.99 ea
DE010131 2" x 25' ........ 24.99 ea
DE010132 2" x 35' ........ 34.99 ea
DE010127 2" x 50' ........ 49.99 ea
Black Titanium Exhaust Wrap
DE010005 2" x 15' ........ 21.99 ea
DE010004 2" x 25' ........ 29.99 ea
DE010003 2" x 50' ........ 54.99 ea

Silicone coated ﬁberglass heat sleeving
protects wires, cables and hoses from
intense heat exposure, liquid spills
and even occasional ﬂame exposure.
Withstands continuous 500 degrees F
temperatures and short term exposure
up to 2200 degrees F. Available in either
silver or black, and diameters of 1/2",
3/4", and 1". Made in USA.
Black
TT1031
1/2" x 3' ...... 21.99 ea
TT1032
1/2" x 10' .... 84.99 ea
TT1033
1/2" x 50' .... 289.99 ea
TT1034
3/4" x 3' ...... 27.99 ea
TT1035
3/4" x 10' .... 104.99 ea
TT1036
3/4" x 50' .... 364.99 ea
TT1037
1" x 3' ......... 39.99 ea
TT1038
1" x 10' ....... 109.99 ea
TT1039
1" x 50' ....... 431.99 ea
Silver
TT1040
1/2" x 3' ...... 29.99 ea
TT1041
1/2" x 10' .... 71.99 ea
TT1042
1/2" x 50' .... 329.99 ea
TT1043
3/4" x 3' ...... 26.99 ea
TT1044
3/4" x 10' .... 84.99 ea
TT1045
3/4" x 50' .... 365.99 ea
TT1046
1" x 3' ......... 39.99 ea
TT1047
1" x 10' ....... 129.99 ea
TT1048
1" x 50' ....... 431.99 ea

TT13101

Stainless Steel Strap Sets
Quality stainless steel straps with a
dependable multi-lock system are
available in standard lengths. The
narrow width, standard length straps
come with the multi-lock already
attached – just insert the end and pull
to tighten.
Sets with Variety of Sizes
TT13105 (6) 9" & (4) 18".. 24.99 set
TT13101 (8) 9" & (4) 18".. 27.99 set
Bulk Pack of Single Sizes
TT13150 (12) 9" straps .... 24.99 set
TT13160 (6) 18" straps .... 16.99 set

Xtreme Temperature Coating
Important: When ordering, select the part number for the size of the can you need, then add
the two digit numerical color code to the end of the part number to specify your desired color.
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Jet Black, Charcoal Metallic, Flame Blue, Cast Iron Gray, or Off-White
KB651
12 oz. aerosol can
specify color .............................. 21.99 ea
KB652
half pint (8 oz.)
specify color .............................. 21.99 ea
KB653
one pint
specify color .............................. 34.99 ea
KB654
one quart
specify color .............................. 59.99 ea
KB655
one gallon
specify color .............................. 179.99 ea
Aluminum, Rocket Red, Pure White, or Stainless Steel
KB651
12 oz. aerosol can
specify color .............................. 21.99 ea
KB652
half pint (8 oz.)
specify color .............................. 29.99 ea
KB653
one pint
specify color .............................. 41.99 ea
KB654
one quart
specify color .............................. 79.99 ea
KB655
one gallon
specify color .............................. 249.99 ea
Xtreme Temperature Primer
XTC Silicone Zinc Primer prevents corrosion of metal surfaces exposed to high
heat, high humidity, condensation, and salt air. It functions much like galvanizing
as it locks itself to bare metal surfaces leaving a perfect primed surface for top
coating. Available in a wide variety of sizes.
KB65100
12 oz. aerosol can
primer ........................................ 21.99 ea
KB65400
one quart
primer ........................................ 104.99 ea
KB65500
one gallon
primer ........................................ 349.99 ea

Hi-Heat Coating

Gen II Copper Header Wrap

The coating will protect
the wrap from abrasion and
harmful liquid spills. Extra
resins and binders toughen
the surface, extend the
life of wrap by protecting
it from friction, and seal
the pores to minimize the
penetration of harmful
liquids. The coating also
works excellent as a paint
directly on metal surfaces.

Copper
Header Wrap
improves
heat
resistance
up to 30%.
Generation
II Copper
Exhaust
Wrap creates more horsepower and
reduces underhood temperatures,
increases exhaust scavenging,
withstands continuous heat up to 2000
degrees F, contains
no asbestos.
TT11031
1" x 50' .......... 29.99 ea
TT11032
2" x 50' .......... 49.99 ea

Note: Shipped within the continental
U.S. only. Shipped ground only.

TT12001 11 oz. black ...... 11.99 ea
TT12002 11 oz. aluminum 11.99 ea
TT12003 11 oz. copper .... 12.99 ea
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TT1020

Thermo-Sleeve
Thermo-Sleeve is the combination of a
high temperature fabric laminated to a
highly reﬂective Mylar foil. It provides
protection from radiant heat for hoses
and wires. Thermo-Sleeve’s ultra
lightweight construction provides more
insulation than traditional bulky rubber
coated fiberglass. The aluminized
sleeve reflects more than 90% of
radiant heat, plus it is ﬁreproof and oil
resistant! Thermo-Sleeve is available
in 3' or 12' lengths.
3' Foot Lengths
TT1020 1/4" to 1/2" i.d. 12.99 ea
TT1021 5/8" to 1" i.d. ... 15.99 ea
TT1022 1-1/8" to 1-1/2" i.d. 19.99 ea
TT1023 1-5/8" to 2" i.d. 24.99 ea
TT1024 2-1/8" to 2-1/2" i.d. 34.99 ea
12' Foot Lengths
TT1026 1/4" to 1/2" i.d. 46.99 ea
TT1027 5/8" to 1" i.d. ... 61.99 ea
TT1028 1-1/8" to 1-1/2" i.d. 75.99 ea
TT1029 1-5/8" to 2" i.d. 111.99 ea
TT1030 2-1/8" to 2-1/2" i.d. 105.99 ea

SS719101

HiTemp Stainless Steel Cable Tie
High temperature stainless steel cable
ties are great for harsh environments.
Perfect for installing heavy-duty and
high temp sleeving. Available in 7-1/2"
or 14-1/2" lengths.
Individual
SS719101 7-1/2" ...........
.99 ea
SS719102 14-1/2" ......... 1.19 ea
5 Pack
SS729101 7-1/2" ........... 4.99 kit
SS729102 14-1/2" ......... 5.99 kit
10 Pack
SS729103 7-1/2" ........... 8.99 kit
SS729104 14-1/2" ......... 10.99 kit

DE010219

Stainless Steel Locking Tie and Tool Set
All the ties you need to securely fasten your exhaust wrap to your headers or exhaust.
Set includes: eight 9 inch locking ties, four 14 inch locking ties, and a 1/4" locking
tie tightening tool.
DE010219
13 piece tie and tool set................................................ 31.99 set
DE010220
1/4" drive tightening tool ............................................. 8.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Exhaust Components
Micro Louver Air Shield

DE010408

DE050501

Floor and Tunnel Shield II
Ten mil aluminum bonded to woven glass ﬁber with
a hi-temp adhesive backing. Designed to withstand
temperatures up to 1750 degrees F. The adhesive
backing adhere to almost anything while withstanding
temperatures over 450 degrees F. Ideal for ﬁrewalls,
ﬂoor pans, transmission tunnels, and underhoods.
Note: Cool-Tape recommended for seams and edges.

Floor & Tunnel Shield with Adhesive Backing
DE050501
21" x 2' .......................... 34.99 ea
DE050502
21" x 4' .......................... 67.99 ea
DE050503
42" x 4' .......................... 119.99 ea
Floor & Tunnel Shield without Adhesive Backing
DE050506
42" x 2' .......................... 32.99 ea
DE050520
42" x 4' .......................... 59.99 ea
Cool-Tape
DE010408
1-1/2" x 15' roll ............. 15.99 ea
DE010416
1-1/2" x 30' roll ............. 34.99 ea
DE010468
2" x 30' roll.................... 34.99 ea

Reduce Underhood Temperatures!
Increased exhaust scavenging is produced, along with
lower intake temperatures. Exhaust Insulating Wrap™
withstands continuous heat up to 2000 degrees F, and
contains no asbestos. Will not over insulate a system
when properly installed due to a proprietary coating
developed by Thermo-Tec® Thermal Conduction
Technology (TCT) that conducts heat across the
wrap’s surface. The 1/16" thick wrap is available in 1
inch or 2 inch widths in 15' or 50' rolls. Choose from
off-white or graphite black.
Off-White Exhaust Wrap
TT1009
1" x 15' short roll.................. 9.99 ea
TT1011
2" x 15' short roll.................. 19.99 ea
TT1010
1" x 50' long roll................... 25.99 ea
TT1012
2" x 50' long roll................... 41.99 ea
Graphite Black Exhaust Wrap
TT1053
1" x 15' short roll.................. 9.99 ea
TT1054
2" x 15' short roll.................. 15.99 ea
TT1013
1" x 50' long roll, black ........ 27.99 ea
TT1014
2" x 50' long roll, black ........ 46.99 ea

Lightweight yet
durable, the aluminum
Micro Louver Air
Shield features micro
air louvers, which
allow air to ﬂow
through the metal
shield. The movement
of the vehicle creates
dynamic air ﬂow, cooling by natural convection.
The textured surface created by the micro air
louvers creates more area for heat dissipation. The
Micro Louver Air Shield is ﬂexible yet durable;
it bends and ﬂexes easily by hand, making a
custom ﬁt trouble-free.
TT11710
12" x 24" ............................. 39.99 ea

An Extremely Versatile Heat Barrier™!
The Aluminized Heat
Barrier™ is made up
of woven silica with
a ﬂexible aluminized
ﬁnish. The highly
reﬂective surface of the
material is capable of
withstanding radiant temperatures in excess of 2000
degrees F. Installed using standard rivets with a
backup washer, or with weather strip adhesive.
The Snap Straps (sold separately) can be used
to hold the blanket in place for manifolds or
exhaust systems.
TT1008
36" x 40", 10 sq. ft. ............... 81.99 ea

Keep Cool! Reﬂect Radiant Heat!
natural

black

This Flexible Heat Shield Clips Into Place!

Vermiculite Coated Header Wrap

The Header Manifold Blanket™ provides excellent
heat retention for exhaust headers and manifolds.
This ﬂexible heat shield simply clips into place on
the upper portion of the header. The fabric side of
the material should be facing the heat source, and the
aluminized side facing away – offering protection
from abrasion and harmful liquid spills. The Header
Manifold Blanket™ is available in 2 sizes: two 20" by
24" blankets for V6 and V8 applications, and one 36"
by 40" blanket for straight 6 and 4 cylinder engines.
TT1017 V6-V8 applications.................. 86.99 pr
TT1018 straight 6 or 4 cylinder models 74.99 ea

Insultherm Header Wrap is an extremely high
temperature resistant wrap used to insulate hot gases
in automotive exhausts. Manufactured from texturized
ﬁberglass yarns that are woven into a strong, ﬂexible
wrap with vermiculite coating. Resists gasoline and
engine chemicals and withstands temperatures up to
1200 degrees F (maximum continuous temperature
of 1000 degrees F). Available in black or natural in
50' or 25' rolls.
1" Header Wrap
HW719301
black
1" x 50' ......... 19.99 ea
HW719302
natural
1" x 50' ......... 18.99 ea
HW719303
black
1" x 25' ......... 9.99 ea
HW719304
natural
1" x 25' ......... 8.99 ea
2" Header Wrap
HW719311
black
2" x 50' ......... 26.99 ea
HW719312
natural
2" x 50' ......... 25.99 ea
HW719313
black
2" x 25' ......... 16.99 ea
HW719314
natural
2" x 25' ......... 15.99 ea

Shield Plastic or Rubber Hoses and Wiring
from Radiant Heat!
The new quick wrap, high velocity Exhaust Jackets™
are an innovative way to insulate and block radiant heat.
The jackets cover the header tubes vertically allowing
for a consistent ﬁt. The ﬁt allows the exhaust system
to expand as it comes up to operating temperatures
without restrictions and provides air space for added
insulation. This product uses Thermal Conduction
Technology (TCT), developed by Thermo-Tec®, and
can be applied with the headers in the vehicle.
TT1015
4-6 cylinder.......................... 64.99 ea
TT1016
8 cylinder ............................. 81.99 ea

Thermo-Shield™ protects
hoses and wires from radiant
heat. Unprotected, rubber
hoses and plastic or rubber
insulated wiring can dry out, melt
or crack over time. Thermo-Shield™ is
used in applications where it is difﬁcult or not
practical to disconnect one end of the hose or wire. The
adhesive backed composite construction tape can easily
be wrapped around the hose or wire to make a clean,
professional appearance. Reﬂects radiant heat up to
2000 degrees F. Provides a barrier against the extreme
conditions that underhood components are exposed to.
Wrap your fuel lines and say good-bye to vapor lock.
TT1019
1-1/2" x 15' feet ................... 19.99 ea
TT1051
2" x 50' feet .......................... 41.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Clamp-On Heat Shield
The ﬂexible Clamp-On Heat
Shield blocks more than 90%
of damaging radiant heat
from the exhaust. Silica based
clamp-on shields are available
TT11600
in 1', 2', and 3' lengths ClampOn Shields are available in 1', 2', and 3' lengths.
Kits come complete with all clamps and install
easily in minutes.
Silica Based Fabric Clamp-On Heat Shield
TT11650
4" x 1' ................................ 24.99 set
TT11660
4" x 2' ................................ 49.99 set
TT11600
6" x 1' ................................ 29.99 set
TT11620
6" x 2' ................................ 41.99 set
TT11630
6" x 3' ................................ 55.99 set
Stainless Steel Clamp-On Heat Shield
TT1103
6" x 1' ................................ 42.99 set
TT1104
6" x 2' ................................ 59.99 set

Turbo Insulating Set
The turbo insulating
set is designed to
protect and improve
performance of the
TT15002
turbo. This universal set
will help reduce turbo lag. The cut-to-ﬁt set comes
with a substantial amount of material to cover
turbos from the smallest automotive application
to heavy-duty truck applications.
TT15002
6 or 8 cylinder set............... 109.99 set
TT15003
turbo insulation cover only 39.99 ea
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Fuel & Exhaust L

Reduce Underhood Temps Up to 70%!

The Mufﬂer/Catalytic
Converter Heat Shield™
is made up of woven
silica with a flexible
Mylar ﬁnish. The highly
reﬂective heat shield can
be installed between the
catalytic converter, mufﬂer,
or any other component to reflect
radiant heat away from the undercarriage of the car.
Kit includes one 24" x 40" mylar heat
shield and all necessary fasteners.
TT1007
mufﬂer heat shield................ 56.99 ea

Automatic Transmissions

Fifty Years of Expertise!
G13209

Performance SuperMatic Transmissions
Chevrolet Performance SuperMatic transmissions
are built with the highest quality OEM parts is
designed to compliment high-performance engines
with exceptional strength and the shift characteristics
enthusiast demand. Durable, easy cruising automatic
transmissions, electronically controlled for more
precise, fuel saving performance.

B&M has been building transmissions for extreme duty use for almost 5 decades. From the
famous B&M Hydrostick of the 50’s to the Torkmasters and Clutchﬂites of the 60’s, B&M has
been the yardstick to which all other performance automatics have been measured. Transmissions
unequalled in quality, features and durability.
Note: All transmissions are special order, must be prepaid.

Street/Strip TH350 & TH400
B&M’s Street/Strip Transmission is a complete “Ready-to-Run” unit (less converter) for high-performance
street and mild strip use. The transmission provides ﬁrm shifts and features a standard shift pattern. These are
the ﬁnest available for street/strip use.

Street TH-700-R4/4L60

Note: Special order and must be prepaid.

G13154
G13209
G13173
G13162

4L65E four-speed reman .....
4L70E four-speed reman .....
4L75E four-speed reman .....
4L85E four-speed reman .....

3734.99
3761.99
4285.99
4241.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

This transmission is suitable for use behind engines producing up to 450 ft lb of torque, which covers most small
blocks and mild big blocks. A low ﬁrst gear ratio and overdrive 4th make these very desirable units.
Note: Will not replace 4L60E applications (post 1993).

Traveler Transmissions
This is a rugged model and has a medium/ﬁrm shift compared to the hard shift of the Street/Strip model. The
Traveler features increased oil ﬂow which provides for cooler operation under heavy-duty use. The Traveler
would be a good selection for towing applications.

GM TH350 Key Features:
G13163

SuperMatic Transmission Controller
Designed for LS powered vehicles using 4L60 or
4L80 series electronically controlled transmissions,
including GMPP SuperMatic transmissions. Designed
to operate with GMPP’s E67 based engine controller.
For LS Engines
G13210 4L60E, 4L65E, 4L70E ........ 1449.99 ea
G13211 4L80E, 4L85E, 4L85E ........ 1463.99 ea
For Carbureted SB/BB/Ram Jet Engines
G13155 4L60E .................................. 1679.99 ea
G13163 4L80E .................................. 1679.99 ea

2.52:1 ﬁrst gear ratio, 1.52:1 second gear.
Extra wide direct drum bushing.
Machined forward and direct pistons.
All new B&M high-performance friction plates.
New intermediate roller clutch.
New kick down band with welded anchors.
All new thrust bearings and races.
New adjustable modulator.
New detent control link w/new breather & ﬁlter.
Recalibrated valve body.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

223030A

Street/Strip with 6" tail shaft ........................................................................................ 1286.99 ea

M
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GM TH400 Key Features:

G13156

Install Kit for SuperMatic SB/BB Engines
Chevrolet Performance SuperMatic transmission
installation kit and ﬂexplate dust cover for 4L60/4L70
or 4L80 series. Designed to ﬁt 4L60, 4L65, 4L70
and 4L75-E, or 4L80 transmissions on various small
block, LS, and big block engines. To be used with
SuperMatic™ converters. Does not include ﬂexplate.
4L60/4L70 Series to Small Block/Big Block
G13156 for 6 bolt crankshaft ﬂange .... 216.99 ea
4L80 Series to Big Block Engines
G13186 for 6 or 8 bolt crankshaft ﬂange 113.99 ea

Install Kit for SuperMatic to LS Engines
Chevrolet Performance
SuperMatic transmission
installation kit to mate 4L60,
4L65 and 4L70 transmissions
with LS engines with 6
bolt or 8 bolt crankshaft
ﬂange. Includes: ﬂexplate,
ﬂexplate covers, fasteners,
and instruction sheet. Fits
LSA, LSX454, LT1.
4L60/4L70 Series to LS Engines
G13187 for 8 bolt crankshaft ﬂange ..... 122.99 ea
G13188 for 6 bolt crankshaft ﬂange ..... 260.99 ea
4L80 Series to LS Engines
G13185 for 6 or 8 bolt crankshaft ﬂange 187.99 ea
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2.48:1 ﬁrst gear ratio, 1.48:1 second gear.
Rebuilt front pump utilizes B&M pressure
regulator spring and shims.
All new B&M high-performance friction plates.
New intermediate roller clutch.
New kick down band with welded anchors.
Machined center support w/new case saver ring.
All new thrust bearings and races.
New adjustable modulator and silencer ring.
New external electric connector and kick down solenoid.
Recalibrated valve body.
Note: Shipped truck freight.

223031A

Street/Strip with large diameter bushing, for use with large 1-7/8" diameter yoke ..... 1286.99 ea

GM TH700-R4/4L60 Key Features:
4-speed GM transmission.
3.06:1 ﬁrst gear ratio, 1.63:1 second, 1:1 third and
70:1 overdrive ratio.
Rebuilt front pump and governor with new gear.
New thrust washer kit, races, thrust bearings
bushings, and 2-4 band.
All new B&M high-performance friction plates.
New overdrive sprag assembly.
High-performance reaction carrier assembly.
Corvette 2-4 servo assembly.
New external electric connector.
Recalibrated valve body
Note: Shipped truck freight.

223032A
223032D

Street (except Corvette, 60° V6, or 1984 or later 30 tooth spline converter) ............... 2045.99 ea
Traveler (all except Corvette) ....................................................................................... 2350.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Automatic Transmissions

27161

Includes:
P20104

System Transmission
Performance Automatic Racing’s Street Smart transmissions aren’t your run of the
mill gearboxes. Street Smart transmissions are remanufactured from the best parts
available. Each is dyno-tested for function, performance, and calibration. Includes:
torque converter, dipstick with ﬁller tube, transmission mount, TV cable, inspection
cover, and bolt package. Backed by a manufacturer’s lifetime warranty.
Note: Special order, must be prepaid. Shipped truck freight.

TH200-4R and 700R4
Features 12" 2400 RPM lockup stall converter, high-performance racing clutches,
high-performance band/servo pack, high-performance 10 vane pump, larger booster
valve, valve body shift package.
P20104
200-4R
+450 HP, Street Smart stage 2 system ....... 3398.99 ea
P70104
700-R4
+550 HP, Street Smart stage 2 system ....... 3516.99 ea
TH350 and 700R4
Features 11" 2500 RPM stall converter, high-performance racing clutches, street
strip valve body, heavy-duty sprag (TH400), hardened race (TH350), aluminum
pan with drain.
P35104
TH350
+550 HP, Street Smart stage 2 system ...... 2275.99 ea
P40104
TH400
+650 HP, Street Smart stage 2 system ...... 2931.99 ea

TCI 6X Transmission
Transmission Cooler
Max Shift Transmission Fluid
EZ-TCU Controller and Harness

Handheld Programmer
Outlaw Shifter (optional)
Paddle Shifter (optional)
Dipstick and Tube

6X Transmission Package
The innovative TCI 6X six-speed automatic transmission, based on the 4L80E, is
designed for Chevy small block, big block, and LS engines to handle both everyday
driving and race vehicles up to 850 HP. Six forward gears allow breakneck acceleration
as well as fuel efﬁcient low RPM cruising, while a handheld programmer allows
shift point adjustment. Each transmission is dyno-tested and supplied with a serial
numbered spec sheet with performance test scores.
Important: 4-speed automatic shifter is required for standard operation. Electronic manual
shifting requires the optional paddle shifter or TCI Outlaw Shifter. Paddle shifter is designed
for 5 or 6 bolt steering wheel adaptors.
Note: Some modiﬁcation may be required. Special order, must be prepaid.
Shipped truck freight.

Includes:
27161
6X package without shifter ............................................... 5869.99 set
27162
6X package with Outlaw shifter ....................................... 6439.99 set
27163
6X package with paddle shifter......................................... 6349.99 set

A9800100

Automatic Transmission
Whether you have a stock engine or one that’s built to the hilt, you don’t want an
automatic transmission that just slides into gear. You need one that shifts positively
into each gear, especially at wide open throttle. That is what you get from California
Performance Transmission. Each transmission is dyno-tested to ensure accurate
shifting and pressure and backed by a 2-year manufacturer’s limited warranty.
Note: Special order. Shipped truck freight.

TH350 and TH400
Built with heavy-duty clutches and bands to withstand the rigors of the street and
strip use. Modiﬁed from stock design for improved lubrication. Hi-Tech valve body
offers the choice between manual and fully automatic shift control.
Important: Do not use torque converters with a stall speed in excess of 2600 RPM.

Chevrolet V8 Engines
AC13300
TH350 Street/Strip ................................................... 1899.99 ea
AC13420
TH400 Street/Strip ................................................... 1899.99 ea
Buick, Pontiac, Oldsmobile V8 Engines
AC13301
TH350 Street/Strip ................................................... 1899.99 ea
AC13421
TH400 Street/Strip ................................................... 1899.99 ea
TH200-4R
Reduces cruise RPM for better mileage and longer engine life. Easily installs in TH350
and 1965 and up Powerglide applications with crossmember relocation. Multiple
bolt pattern that ﬁts Buick, Oldsmobile, Cadillac, Pontiac and Chevrolet engines.
Important: Do not use torque converters with a stall speed in excess of 2600 RPM.

AC12021
AC12025

400+ HP Extreme Duty ............................................ 2699.99 ea
250-400 HP Heavy-Duty ......................................... 2199.99 ea

1-year warranty
New clutches, seals, and gaskets
Updated boost valve system
New overdrive & lower roller sprag
Updated servo piston
Hardened forward clutch hub

300M billet input shaft
Updated shift valve springs
Wide kick down band

Electronic speed sensor
New valve body separator plate
Improved lubrication system
All new Torrington bearings
All new thrust washers
New ﬁll tube and indicator
Energy suspension transmission mount
Custom billet internals stall converter
Bowler dependability and durability

4L80E 4-Speed Automatic Transmission
If your GM produces 650 to 1000 ft lbs of torque, you need a Bowler custom 4L80E
performance transmission. Bowler transmissions are built to order, tailored to your
speciﬁcations, and unlike assembly built transmissions, every Bowler unit is built
by an individual technician start to ﬁnish and dyno-tested before shipping. Includes
ﬂexplate, converter, computer, and accessories. Modiﬁcations may be needed for
ﬁtment. Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for your custom transmission to be built.
Important: Does not come with driveshaft or crossmember.
Note: Special order, must be prepaid. Shipped truck freight.

Small Block/Big Block Chevrolet
A9800100
1967-81 4L80E rated at 650 ft lbs torque rating .. 7821.99 ea
A9800101
1967-81 4L80E rated at 800 ft lbs torque rating .. 9319.99 ea
A9800102
1967-81 4L80E rated at 1000 ft lbs torque rating 10,564.99 ea
LS1-7
A9800103
1967-81 4L80E rated at 650 ft lbs torque rating .. 7821.99 ea
A9800104
1967-81 4L80E rated at 800 ft lbs torque rating .. 9319.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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AC13300

Torque Converters
Chevrolet Performance
SuperMatic™ Torque Converter
Performance SuperMatic Torque Converters from
Chevrolet Performance are designed to provide long
life when matched with a SuperMatic Transmission.
Each converter incorporates the following features:
steel billet front cover, custom stator, fully furnace
brazed pump and turbine, heavy-duty lockup
clutch, all internal components static balanced,
fully vector balanced as an assembly, designed for
Chevrolet Performance crate engines and automatic
transmissions, no external adapters needed to ﬁt
Chevrolet Performance crate engines.
Note: *Will not ﬁt 153 tooth ﬂexplate.

2400-2800 RPM Stall Speed
G13217* Gen 1 SB/BB 4L60/65/70/75-E
G13192 Gen 1 SB/BB 4L80/4L85-E
G13190 Late LS V8
4L60/65/70-E
G13193 Late LS V8
4L80/4L85-E
3000-3400 RPM Stall Speed
G13159* Gen 1 SB/BB 4L60/65/70/75-E
G13160 Gen 1 SB/BB 4L80/4L85-E
G13191 Late LS V8 4L60/65/70-E
G13194 Late LS V8 4L80/4L85-E

AC16030

These converters offer a slightly higher stall speed that will allow greater torque
bands at medium and high speeds, and increased lockup at higher RPM ranges.
The 10" Super Torque converter is recommended for vehicles in excess of 450HP.
You’ll get 52 extra horsepower over stock converters.

G13160

10.75"/11.5" bolt pattern
10.75"/11.5" bolt pattern
11.062" bolt pattern.......
11.062" bolt pattern.......

1016.99
1164.99
1026.99
1164.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

10.75"/11.5" bolt pattern
10.75"/11.5" bolt pattern
11.062" bolt pattern ......
11.062" bolt pattern ......

1016.99
1164.99
1026.99
1164.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

Includes:
New alloy steel pump drive tube
Needle thrust bearing when factory equipped
New thrust washer between turbine and cover when required

Transmission, Shifters & Clutch
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1965-96 HoleShot™ Torque Converter
A higher than stock stall speed as delivered by the HoleShot™ converter will provide
several advantages and beneﬁts in vehicles with modiﬁed engines. Big cams tend
to reduce low end power and torque. The high stall converter allows the engine
to launch the car at higher RPM where more torque is available. The HoleShot™
is a very good choice for the typical street car that is looking for better launch
capability. Not recommended for N2O equipped engines. Stall speed listings are
based on engines producing 230 ft lb of torque at 2500 RPM. More torque at 2500
RPM will give you a higher stall speed, less torque at 2500 RPM will give you a
lower stall speed than the stall speed ratings indicated.
Note: *Items denoted with asterisk require small 10-3/4" bolt circle ﬂexplate or dual
pattern ﬂexplate.

HoleShot™ 2000 – 1900-2100 RPM Stall Speed
223055*
1965-91
TH400, TH425, TH375 ................................
1968-81
TH350, TH375B ..........................................
223055*
223057
1984-93
TH700-R4, TH200C, TH200-4R, 30 spline
223057
1993-96
TH700-R4, 30 spline....................................
™
HoleShot 2400 – 2300-2500 RPM Stall Speed
1965-91
TH400, TH425, TH375 ................................
223058*
223058*
1968-81
TH350, TH375B ..........................................
223060
1984-93
TH700-R4, TH200C, TH200-4R, 30 spline
223060
1993-96
TH700-R4, 30 spline....................................
HoleShot™ 3000 – 2800-3200 RPM Stall Speed
223061
1965-91
TH400, TH425, TH375 ................................
223061
1968-81
TH350, TH375B ..........................................
HoleShot™ 3600 – 3400-3800 RPM Stall Speed
223065
1965-91
TH400, TH425, TH375 ................................
223065
1968-81
TH350, TH375B ..........................................

Torque Converters

Important: These converters have a full 90-day warranty, and are guaranteed against
defective workmanship for two years from purchase date. After 90 days, for 2-years, CPT
will completely repair or replace, at its option, at a cost in relationship to the original cost
of the torque converter. Standard repair will be $225.00. Shipping to and from California
Performance Transmission for any warranty repairs is the responsibility of the buyer.
Note: *Non-lock dual pattern.

12" Diameter Torque Converters, 2200-2400 Stall
AC88230
TH200-4R
27 spline, non-lock, 82-89 ...................
AC14220
TH350
Super Torque ........................................
AC14220
TH400
Super Torque ........................................
AC88230
TH700-R4
27 spline, non-lock, 82-89 ...................
AC88240
TH700-R4
30 spline, non-lock ...............................
10" Diameter Torque Converters, 2400-2600 Stall
TH200-4R
Super Torque, 27 spline .......................
AC16030*
AC16020
TH350
Super Torque ........................................
AC16020
TH400
Super Torque ........................................
AC16040*
TH700-R4
Super Torque, HD 30 spline .................

274.99
299.99
299.99
274.99
289.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

589.99
589.99
589.99
589.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

223050

1965-96 Tork Master™ Torque Converter

Similar in performance characteristics to the HoleShot™ series, the Tork Master™ is
B&M’s lowest cost performance torque converter. The Tork Master™ is an excellent
all-around performance street converter for small block Chevy. The Tork Master™
torque converter is not recommended for big block or supercharged applications.
Tork Master™ 2000 – 1900-2100 RPM Stall Speed
223050
1965-91
TH400, TH425, TH375 ................................. 180.99 ea
223050
1968-81
TH350, TH375B ............................................ 180.99 ea
223051
1984-93
TH700-R4, TH200C, TH200-4R, 30 spline .. 312.99 ea
223051
1993-96
TH700R4, 30 spline ...................................... 312.99 ea
™
Tork Master 2400 – 2300-2500 RPM Stall Speed
223052
1965-91
TH400, TH425, TH375 ................................. 246.99 ea
223052
1968-81
TH350, TH375B ............................................ 246.99 ea
223053
1984-93
TH700-R4, TH200C, TH200-4R, 30 spline .. 327.99 ea
223053
1993-96
TH700-R4, 30 spline ..................................... 327.99 ea
™
Tork Master 3000 – 2800-3200 RPM Stall Speed
223054
1965-91
TH400, TH425, TH375 ................................. 372.99 ea
223054
1968-81
TH350, TH375B ............................................ 372.99 ea
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AC88240

Transmission Torque Converter

277.99
277.99
393.99
393.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

361.99 ea
361.99 ea
463.99 ea
463.99 ea
547.99 ea
547.99 ea
581.99 ea
581.99 ea

223131

223130

1955-97 Flexplate
B&M SFI spec 29.1 approved ﬂexplates ensure that the ring gear or ﬂexplate center
will not fail (explode) at high RPMs. Dual bolt patterns accommodate a variety of
transmission applications. 153 tooth ﬂexplates feature 10-3/4" bolt circle. 168 tooth
ﬂexplates feature both 10-3/4" and 11-1/2" bolt circles. Ideal for street applications
to extreme duty racing and high RPM use, above 6000 RPM.
6 Cylinder Flexplates
168 Tooth Flexplates
223131
1955-85
90 degree V6.............................................. 112.99 ea
223134
1986-95
4.3L V6 ...................................................... 132.99 ea
Small Block Flexplates
153 Tooth Flexplates
223130
1955-85
except 400.................................................. 109.99 ea
223133
1986-97
externally balanced .................................... 132.99 ea
168 Tooth Flexplates
223131
1955-85
except 400.................................................. 112.99 ea
223132
1955-85
400 only ..................................................... 120.99 ea
223134
1986-95
externally balanced .................................... 132.99 ea
Big Block Flexplates
168 Tooth Flexplates
223131
1965-90
exc. 454 ..................................................... 112.99 ea
223135
1970-90
454, ext. balanced ...................................... 109.99 ea

Switch-On High-Performance Driving Fun!
The ShiftPlus™ shift ﬁrmness not only makes driving
more fun and pleasurable, but slippage and heat are
reduced – extending the life of your transmission! This new
design allows you to improve the transmission’s shifting
performance without removing the transmission pan or valve
body. The B&M ShiftPlus™ electronically enhances shift
quality and is adjustable. A simple ﬂip of the switch allows the
transmission to operate in the performance mode. Flip it back and
you are back to stock! Fits 4L60E GM rear wheel drive and 4 wheel drive with
trans code MT1 or M30 (RPO code found in glove box).
223101
4L60E transmissions ......................................................... 56.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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1965-01 Shift Improver Kit

1965-93 Transmission in a Box!

The B&M Shift
Improver Kit™ is the
easiest way to get the
stout performance
you’ve always wanted
out of your automatic
transmission – and
you get two modes of
performance to select
from: Heavy-Duty, or
Street/Strip.
Stage 1 – Heavy-Duty
Firm positive shifts
without loss of driver
comfort for improved
223070
performance in all street
vehicles. Recommended for
regular passenger vehicles.
Stage 2 – Street/Strip
Provides very positive shifts for highperformance street use or for competitive events.
This model is for the enthusiast who wants the
hardest, quickest possible shift.

This is the most
comprehensive kit
available. Provides
parts or necessary part
numbers to upgrade
your transmission into
a true performance
transmission.
Kits available for
TH350, TH400, 375,
375B, M40, M38
and TH-700R4. The
TH-700 is a desirable
transmission due to
it’s extra low ratio ﬁrst
gear (for better off the
line performance) and
overdrive fourth gear
for better fuel economy.
Comes with instruction
223080
sheets that provide
the do-it-yourselfer with
all the information needed to
completely overhaul a TH-700R4 to B&M specs.
Easy to understand even if you have no experience
in this area!

Key Features:
• Provides crisp shifts on any stock automatic
transmissions.
• Elimination of soft sluggish shifts, shift overlap,
and excess wear on clutches and bands due
to slippage.
• Improves transmission life.
• Transmission removal not required.
223070
223071
223072
223093
223074
223075
223077

1965-87
1988-94
1968-81
1968-81
1981-90
1982-93
1993-01

TH400, 375, M40 ...
TH400, 3L80 ..........
TH350, 375B, M38
TH350C lockup ......
TH200-4R ...............
TH700-R4/4L60 .....
4L60E .....................

46.99
46.99
46.99
97.99
46.99
55.99
55.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1962-01 Transpak

60109

Key Features:
Same quality and components used in a B&M Street/
Strip Transmission in a do-it-yourself kit.
Transpak modiﬁcation components including special
replacement valves and springs.
Improved shift feel, retains full automatic features.
Complete overhaul gasket set and Drain plug.
TH400, 375, M40 Super Transkit
223080 1965-87 kit........................... 285.99 ea
TH350, 375B, M38 Super Transkit
223081 1968-81 kit........................... 285.99 ea
TH-700R4 (Not for 4L60E) Super Transkit
223084 1987-93 kit w/o instructions 365.99 ea

Pour In Performance!
Trick Shift™ was originally developed
by B&M for racing applications.
It’s become so successful that
it’s the most popular highperformance ﬂuid on the street
also! Not an additive, this is the
best performance ATF available!
Trick Shift™ is the easiest way
to measurably improve the
transmission performance of your
vehicle. Trick Shift™ works with
all automatic transmissions when a
ﬁrmer shift is desired. “Pour in Performance” isn’t
just a catchy phrase – it’s reality! It can be mixed
with stock type transmission ﬂuids, however to
attain maximum improvement you should use Trick
Shift™ exclusively. Ideal for towing, light trucks
and RV applications as well as racing.
Important: Not recommended for electronically
controlled automatic transmissions.

223040
Original Trick Shift™ – 1 qt..... 6.99 ea
Buy a Case and Save!
223041
Original Trick Shift™ – 12 qts. 64.99 cs

Electronic Speed Sensor Lead
These OE quality wire leads
plug directly into the factory
electronic speed sensors on
late model transmissions.
Their weatherproof plugs are
a perfect ﬁt to the sensor aiding
installation of transmissions and
electronic speedometers.
500619
500619
700R4 ................................... 16.99 ea
500620
4LE60/4LE80 ....................... 15.99 ea
500621
4L60...................................... 15.99 ea
500951
T56........................................ 8.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Torque Converter Lockup Controls
These units provide control over torque converter
lockup through vehicle speed on GM transmissions
with a lockup converter. These are designed for use
on carbureted engines. Eliminate converter lock
cycling and unwanted converter lockup avoiding
engine lugging and spark knock. Allows lockup at
highway speeds for fuel economy. Can be used when
converting a non-lockup equipped vehicle to a lock
up style transmission and converter.
B&M
The B&M set provides a dash
mounted control to govern converter
lockup at any speed between 30 and
90 MPH. LED dash indicator displays when converter
is locked or unlocked. Set includes: an adjustable
control box with locked and unlock indication,
speed sensor with cable adaptor for mechanical
speedometer, wiring, and complete instructions.
223314
electronic speedometer....... 239.99 set
223308
mechanical speedometer .... 230.99 set
Painless
The Painless set uses a vacuum
controlled switch and a 4th gear pressure
switch to control the torque converter lockup solenoid,
locking it into 4th gear. Includes: vacuum switch, 4th
gear pressure switch, brake switch, torque converter
lockup solenoid, wire harness, new transmission pan
gasket, mounting hardware, and instructions.
60110
TH200-4R .......................... 209.99 set
60109
TH700-R4 .......................... 209.99 set
Bowler
The Bowler lockup set uses a pressure
switch, not vacuum like Painless or
a speed sensor like B&M. Their set
allows engine to regain proper RPM before allowing
the converter to lockup. Usually lock up occurs
immediately after shifting into 4th gear, which can
lug down the engine and cause poor performance.
Module works off of pressure to allow a 8-12 second
delay after shifting into 4th gear before the converter
locks up. Converter locks up with adequate RPM
gain after 4th gear and unlocks automatically with
down shift or touch of brake. It will not allow lockup
in any gear except 4th. Set includes: single wire
lockup control module, 4th gear pressure switch, new
internal wiring harness with lockup solenoid for 700R4 and 200-4R, brake switch, pan gasket and ﬁlter
with detailed instructions.
A9800115 200-4R................................ 189.99 set
A9800116 700R4 ................................. 189.99 set

Transmission Shift Kits
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The next step-up from the
Shift Improver Kit™ is
the Transpak™. It has all
the features in the Shift
Improver Kit™, plus
it provides additional
driver manual control
(TH400, TH350 only).
With the Transpak™, you
can downshift at any
speed, and you can hold
the transmission in ﬁrst
gear to any speed that
you want!
Stage 1 – Heavy-Duty
For street rods, normal
passenger vehicles or other
heavy-duty use. Firmer
shift feel but not harsh.
Improves transmission
223095
performance and life
dramatically without loss of comfort. Normal
automatic operation when in “Drive”.
Stage 2 – Hi-Performance Street
For full performance street use. Essentially the
same as Heavy-Duty mode except shift is much
quicker. Retain full automatic features and standard
shift points with selector in “Drive”.
Key Features:
• Select the mode that best suits your application.
• Improves transmission life.
• Transmission removal not required.
223091 1965-87 TH400, 375, M40... 97.99 ea
223092 1968-81 TH350, 375B, M38 97.99 ea
223093 1980-86 TH350C lockup...... 97.99 ea
223094 1981-90 TH2004R................ 84.99 ea
223095 1982-93 TH700-R4, 4L60 .... 116.99 ea
223097 1993-01 4L60E..................... 116.99 ea

223314

Transmission Pans

Universal Torque Converter Cover
This plastic universal converter cover ﬁts Chevrolet
small block and big block models through 1981,
Chevrolet small blocks 1982-up, 6.2L diesel 1982-up,
Cadillac built engines, Buick built 231 and 252, most
Pontiac and Oldsmobile gas engines, and Olds 5.7L
diesel. Used with TH200C, 250, 250C, 350C, 4L60,
4 bolt 200, 200-4R, 350, 400, 700-R4 and 4L60E.
Includes 4 mounting screws.
AC17780
............................................. 39.99 ea

T9122B

Aluminum Torque Converter Cover
Add a durable, custom touch to your engine with a
polished and ﬁnned aluminum dust cover on your
transmission. Heavy gauge polished aluminum
construction will not break easily, like plastic, or be
vulnerable to rust like steel.
86071
TH350/TH400 .......................... 69.99 ea

T9121B

Chrome Transmission Oil Pan
Replace your original transmission pan with a chrome
transmission pan. Each pan is manufactured to exact
factory specs and is ﬁnished in beautiful triple chromeplating. Available in ﬁnned chrome style. Includes
drain plug. Gaskets available separately.
T9122B
TH350 .................................. 29.99 ea
T9121B
TH400 .................................. 29.99 ea

T9417

Chrome Flywheel Converter Cover
Add the ﬁnishing touch to your engine with these
triple chrome-plated dust covers used with all
Chevrolet engines.
T9417 all Powerglide ............................. 31.99 ea
T9340 TH350/TH400 w/2-3/8" starter slat 19.99 ea

223114

223120

M
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3933089

1967-81 Torque Converter Cover
Genuine GM or reproduction converter covers for
1967-81 models with automatic transmission.
Genuine GM
With TH350 Transmission
465471
1968-73
307..................... 54.99 ea
465471
1968-69
327..................... 54.99 ea
465471
1968-69
350..................... 54.99 ea
465471
1968-69
396..................... 54.99 ea
G9295
1970-75
350..................... 141.99 ea
G9295
1976-81
all....................... 141.99 ea
With TH400 Transmission
G7328
1968-69
307..................... 28.99 ea
G7328
1967-69
327..................... 28.99 ea
G7328
1968-69
350..................... 28.99 ea
G7328
1968-69
396, 427............. 28.99 ea
G2208
1970-72
307..................... 118.99 ea
G2208
1970-74
350..................... 118.99 ea
G2208
1970-74
400..................... 118.99 ea
OER® Reproduction
Note: *With Torque Drive or Powerglide

With Powerglide Transmission
3933089* 1967-72
6 cylinder ..........
3933089 1967-72
283.....................
3933089 1967-72
307.....................
3933089 1967-72
327.....................
3933089 1967-72
350.....................
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49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99
49.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Converter Covers

223116

223121

Bolt-on Extra Cooling Capacity and
Add Years of Life to Your Transmission!
Additional oil capacity means more cooling ability for
your transmission. Lower temperatures coupled with
proper maintenance and care will provide you years of
additional service from your automatic transmission.
B&M cast aluminum deep pans feature built-in drain
plugs, includes the ﬁlter adapter and requires no
modiﬁcation to the dipstick. Filters are included in
TH350 and Powerglide deep pan kits only.
Important: *Filter included.

223112
223113*
223114*
223116

adds 2 qts.
adds 3 qts.
adds 2 qts.
adds 3 qts.

TH400 ...............
TH350, 250 .......
Powerglide ........
4L60E & 4L60..

173.99
190.99
184.99
265.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1968-79 Chrome Steel Deep Pan
Additional oil capacity means more cooling ability for
your transmission. Lower temperatures coupled with
proper maintenance and care will provide you years of
additional service from your automatic transmission.
B&M chrome steel deep pans feature built-in drain
plugs, includes the ﬁlter adapter and requires no
modiﬁcation to the dipstick. Filters are included in
TH350 deep pan kits only.
Important: *Filter included.

223120 1968-79
223121* 1968-79
223121* 1968-79

adds 2 qts. TH400 65.99 ea
adds 3 qts. TH350 67.99 ea
adds 3 qts. TH250 67.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Transmission Parts

711070BK

T9113

No More Messy Oil Splash!
79683AC

79589BK

Cast Aluminum Transmission Oil Pan
Fight high transmission temperatures with these
specially cast transmission oil pans. The sand cast
aluminum construction features raised heat sink ﬁns
for improved cooling, its 3/16" thick wall construction
to add strength to the transmission case, and it includes
a special 3/8" thick gasket ﬂange that will not bend
as the bolts are tightened. The gasket surface is also
machined for a secure seal, and the transmission
pan is designed with a magnetic drain plug for easy
maintenance. Available in either standard capacity
or deep sump for added capacity and powder coated
black, “As Cast” or polished, there is a pan to suit every
need. Each transmission pan includes all necessary
mounting hardware.
Note: Gasket and ﬁlter not included.

“As Cast” ..
black ..........
polished .....
“As Cast” ..
black ..........
polished .....

259.99
324.99
484.99
259.99
324.99
484.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

“As Cast” ..
black ..........
polished .....
“As Cast” ..
black ..........
polished .....

229.99
294.99
484.99
229.99
294.99
485.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

“As Cast” ..
black ..........
polished .....
“As Cast” ..
black ..........
polished .....

229.99
294.99
484.99
229.99
294.99
485.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

FTM180

FTM360

Transmission Pan FilterMag
FilterMag’s powerful rare earth magnets trap and hold
wear inducing metal particles smaller than 40-microns
down to 1-micron that the ﬁlter cannot stop. The super
strong magnetic force holds FilterMag to a steel trans
pan, is reusable, and will reduce maintenance costs
by extending the life of your oil. The super strong
automatic transmission FilterMag mounts to the outside
bottom of the pan and will keep metal particles from
harming your transmission.
FTM180
2.93" x 1.93" ...................... 39.99 ea
FTM360
3.18" x 2.93" ....................... 69.99 ea

TM59

1967-83 Transmission Modulator Valve

223200
TF171

Our extra capacity deep pans includes an adapter
to make sure the ﬁlter achieves proper depth in the
transmission pan. If you’ve lost or damaged the ﬁlter
adapter that goes with your B&M deep pan, we’ve
got the replacement for you.
Replacement Adapters
223200
TH400 ................................... 34.99 ea
223201
TH350, TH250 ...................... 29.99 ea
223203
TH700R4/4L60 ..................... 39.99 ea
Replacement Filter for B&M Pans
223204
Powerglide, TH350, TH250 .. 17.99 ea

Max ATF is a
synthetic, high-performance,
automatic transmission
ﬂuid. Its low co-efﬁcient
of friction and high
ﬁlm strength help to
dramatically reduce heat
and wear. Reduces heat
to extend the life of your
transmission. Max ATF
is fully compatible and
can be mixed with other
automatic transmission
ﬂuids, however, for the best
results drain or ﬂush the
current oil and then ﬁll with
Max ATF.
RP01320
quart ................................. 15.99 ea
RP12320
case of 12 quarts .............. 172.99 cs

TM15

TF231

Replacement Extensions and Filter

Max ATF

Automatic Transmission Filter Sets
To maintain performance and extend their life,
transmissions need oil changes and ﬁlters replaced, just
like an engine. These sets are designed speciﬁcally for
GM transmissions to strict speciﬁcation and include
an OE quality ﬁlter, gasket, and all necessary seals.
TF231
TH400 ﬁlter ........................... 16.99 ea
TF171
TH350 ﬁlter ........................... 26.99 ea
TF233
TH200C ﬁlter ........................ 11.99 ea
TF235
700R4 ﬁlter ............................ 25.99 ea
TF289
4L60E ﬁlter............................ 20.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

The modulator valve is a device that regulates
hydraulic line pressure in a transmission to meet
varying load conditions.
Powerglide Transmission
TM15
1967-73 all ........................... 29.99 ea
TH250 Transmission
TM60
1973-75 all ........................... 14.99 ea
TM60
1980-81 4.4L........................ 14.99 ea
TM65
1981
3.8L-A.................... 29.99 ea
TM60
1981
3.8L-K ................... 14.99 ea
TM60
1982-83 5.0L........................ 14.99 ea
TH350 Transmission
TM54
1969-72 all ........................... 15.99 ea
TM60
1973
all ........................... 14.99 ea
TM60
1975
all ........................... 14.99 ea
TM60
1976-79 250 ......................... 14.99 ea
TM59
1976-79 305-U, 350-L ......... 39.99 ea
TM60
1977-78 305-U ..................... 14.99 ea
TM59
1979
305-G, red stripe .... 39.99 ea
TM59
1979
Z28, red stripe........ 39.99 ea
TM60
1979
305-G, pink stripe .. 14.99 ea
TM60
1980
all ........................... 14.99 ea
TM59
1981
5.7L........................ 39.99 ea
TM60
1981
3.8L, 4.4L .............. 14.99 ea
TM60
1982-83 5.0L........................ 14.99 ea
TH375 Transmission
TM60
1973-75 all ........................... 14.99 ea
TH400 Transmission
TM54
1967-75 all ........................... 15.99 ea

Trans Pans . Gaskets
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200-4R Transmission
711070AC
low proﬁle
711070BK
low proﬁle
711070PL
low proﬁle
79917AC
deep pan
79917BK
deep pan
79917PL
deep pan
TH 350 Transmission
79589AC
low proﬁle
79589BK
low proﬁle
79589PL
low proﬁle
79684AC
deep pan
79684BK
deep pan
79684PL
deep pan
TH 400 Transmission
79591AC
low proﬁle
79591BK
low proﬁle
79591PL
low proﬁle
79683AC
deep pan
79683BK
deep pan
79683PL
deep pan

End the messy job of draining transmission ﬂuid forever
with a Transmission Drain Plug Kit from B&M. Only
a few automatic transmissions are equipped with drain
plugs from the factory. If you’re not one of the lucky
few, then you can install one yourself very easily. Simply
remove the pan once, drill a hole, bolt the B&M Drain
Plug Kit in, and eliminate messy oil splash forever.
Non-magnetic. Universal ﬁt.
223300
drain plug ................................. 9.99 ea

T9112

Transmission Pan Gasket
Reproduction transmission pan gaskets for the most
popular early model transmissions. Choose from
TH350 or TH400.
T9113
TH350 ....................................... 7.99 ea
T9112
TH400 ....................................... 6.99 ea

Transmission Parts
T9421
5671515

AC77804

Locking Transmission Dipstick and Tube

T4995

Chrome Transmission Dipsticks
These chrome-plated dipsticks with tubes for the GM
hydramatic transmissions are an OEM design which
will ﬁt most applications without modiﬁcation. For
some vehicles, modiﬁcation may be necessary for
proper installation.
T9421
TH350
27" ......................... 11.99 ea
T4994
TH350
34" ......................... 11.99 ea
T4995
TH400
24" ......................... 11.99 ea

The locking transmission dipstick is designed for the
transmissions listed below. The “ﬂip-over” locking
handle keeps the dipstick in place and road elements
out of your transmission.
AC77804 TH200-4R w/Chevy engine 49.99 ea
AC77805 TH350
w/Chevy engine 49.99 ea
AC77800 TH400
w/Chevy engine 49.99 ea

1745000

5671510

Roll Control
Used primarily in drag racing to provide positive locking
action to the front wheels of race cars. In tests, the Hurst
Roll Control has proved a 1/100,000 of a second release
time and vibration tests have seen up to 30 G’s applied
without mechanical failure. For all Camaro models.
Roll Control installation set is sold separately. 199302 models require the use of Roll Control adapter set
#5671515 sold separately.
1745000
Hurst Roll Control set........ 133.99 ea
5671510
installation set .................... 50.99 set
5671515
1993-02 metric adapter set 17.99 ea

10031
14694

14684

M
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Flexible Transmission Dipstick
Get the unlimited ﬂexibility of Lokar’s Teﬂon lined
ﬂexible braided stainless steel transmission dipstick!
Designed for push-in style transmissions, the billet
aluminum handle and ﬁttings complement Lokar’s
ﬂexible engine dipsticks. The inner cable is molded
with appropriate ﬂuid levels markings. Includes
dipstick funnel adapter, seals, and o-rings. Available in
both ﬁrewall mount and trans mount. Firewall mount
measures 24" in length. Transmission mount length
is sized for each speciﬁc bellhousing.
Transmission Mount
14684
Powerglide.............................. 101.99 ea
14687
TH200 .................................... 101.99 ea
14685
TH350 .................................... 101.99 ea
14686
TH400 .................................... 101.99 ea
14690
200-4R .................................... 101.99 ea
14688
700-R4 .................................... 101.99 ea
14691
4L60 ....................................... 101.99 ea
14692
4L60E ..................................... 101.99 ea
14693
4L80E ..................................... 101.99 ea
Firewall Mount
14694
Powerglide.............................. 108.99 ea
14697
TH200 .................................... 108.99 ea
14695
TH350 .................................... 108.99 ea
14695
TH400 .................................... 108.99 ea
14699
200-4R .................................... 108.99 ea
14698
700-R4 .................................... 108.99 ea
14701
4L60 ....................................... 108.99 ea
14702
4L60E ..................................... 108.99 ea
14703
4L80E ..................................... 108.99 ea

50043

50053

50063

Flexible Transmission Dipstick
These ﬂexible transmission dipsticks feature an
aluminum handle, steel braided housing and a Teﬂon
dipstick. They ﬁt push-in style transmissions with an
o-ring seal. Available for mounting to the bellhousing
or the ﬁrewall. Includes a clear plastic tube with ﬁtting
to adapt a regular transmission ﬂuid funnel to ﬁt the
dipstick housing.
Bellhousing Mount
50043 TH350 ........................................ 37.99 ea
50053 TH400 ........................................ 29.99 ea
50063 700R4 ........................................ 29.99 ea
Firewall Mount
51041
TH350/400 ............................... 39.99 ea
51061
700R4 ....................................... 29.99 ea

1967-81 Camaro
Automatic Transmission Bolts & Bolt Sets
Reproduction bolt sets for various locations on automatic
transmissions. Available in a variety of ﬁnishes.
1967-75 Flexplate to Crankshaft Bolts
Note: Sold individually, 6 required.

G8455
G8455

1967-75 6 cylinder AT ........ 3.99 ea
1967-75 V8 AT.................... 3.99 ea
1969-72 Bellhousing Bolt Set

Note: Includes six 3/8" x 1-1/4" shouldered bolts.

K0102
1969-72 set of 6 .................. 9.99 set
1967-81 Transmission Pan Bolt Sets
Note: For use on Turbo 350 and 400. Includes fourteen
5/16"-18 x 3/4" Hex head bolts.

T9692
1967-81 chrome ..................
AK128A 1967-81 chrome ..................
AK128B 1967-81 polished stainless ..
Universal Transmission Bolt

Note: For use on TH350, TH400 and Powerglide. Includes
14 5/16"-18 x 1/2" cad-plated self-locking bolts.

10031

14 piece

..............................

C-Flames D-Bow Tie E-SS

1967-79 Transmission Dipstick

Note: Length is measured from the bottom of the inside of
the dust cap to the end of the blade.

A8800100
A8800101
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1967-79
1967-79

TH350 27-1/8" 19.99 ea
TH400 24-1/8" 19.99 ea

Transmission Dipsticks

8.99 set

56474C

A8800100

These reproduction automatic transmission dipsticks
have been manufactured with obsessive attention to
detail, featuring stamped ﬁll level, instructions, and
ﬂuid type markings as original. Dipsticks are available
for TH350 and TH400 transmissions.

11.99 set
31.99 set
61.99 set
Set

Powerglide Flexible Transmission Dipstick
Flexible transmission dipstick for GM Powerglide
transmissions. This ﬁrewall mount dipstick features a
ﬂexible stainless steel braided cable, aluminum knob,
and a ﬁll tube. Each dipstick comes complete with
braided stainless outer housing and heat resistant E-Z to
read ﬂexible inner dipstick measuring cable. Inner cable
is molded with appropriate trans ﬂuid levels marked.
Designed for “push-in” style transmissions. Dipstick
seals with double o-rings and measures 24" in length.
153668 Powerglide .............................. 29.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

F-RS

G-350

H-454

Custom Transmission Pan Bolt Sets
If you want to dress-up the bottom side of your drivetrain,
you’re sure to want a set of these polished stainless steel or
chrome-plated transmissions pan bolt sets. Each 5/16"-18
x 3/4" bolt head is inscribed with your choice of popular
Chevrolet logos. This is one very simple, very stylish
custom touch! Set includes 13 bolts and 13 washers.
Fits TH200, TH350, TH400 Powerglide.
Note: Must specify logo sufﬁx C-Flames, D-Bow Tie, E-SS,
F-RS, G-350, H-454 logo.

56474C
56474S

chrome..................................... 26.99 set
stainless steel........................... 14.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Transmission Parts

FL400117

Transmission Oil Cooler/Filter

FL600117

This automatic transmission oil cooler and ﬁlter combination assembly uses a ﬁnned
aluminum heat sink design to dissipate heat in racing applications. It can also be
used as an inline auxiliary cooler in conjunction with the stock cooler. It’s compact
one pound 3" x 12" aluminum body gives it excellent heat transfer capabilities. An
internal ﬁlter with magnet traps particles over 5-microns to reduce transmission
wear. Includes: ﬁlter cartridge and two 1/4" NPT to 3/8" line ﬁttings.
241200
ﬁlter cooler assembly ....................................................... 108.99 ea
FL600017

FL400017

Transmission Fluid Coolers
Transmission ﬂuid is designed to act as a coolant as well as a lubricant for your
transmission. If the transmission ﬂuid is allowed to get too hot, performance drops,
varnishes form, and the ﬂuid starts to break down, which can lead to premature wear.
Flex-a-lite heavy-duty coolers can help prevent this by keeping the temperatures down,
helping to ensure longer life to transmissions and components, and reduce the stress
created by high-performance transmissions. Also suitable as a power steering cooler.

FTC6701S

Important: Depending on application and set up, additional ﬁttings or adapters maybe required.
Note: Dimensions: width = 11"; depth without fan = 3/4" , with fan = 3-1/4"; height varies.

1967-86 Stainless Steel Automatic Transmission Cooler Lines

3/8" Barbed Fitting
Without Fan
FL400117 6" high
FL400123 7-7/8" high
FL400130 10" high
With Fan
FL600117 6" high
FL600029 9-5/8" high

17 row ..................................................... 84.99 ea
23 row ..................................................... 101.99 ea
30 row ..................................................... 109.99 ea
17 row includes 6-1/2" fan ...................... 219.99 ea
29 row includes 10" fan .......................... 261.99 ea
-6AN Fitting

Without Fan
FL400008 3-1/4" high 8 row
FL400017 6" high
17 row
FL400023 7-7/8" high 23 row
FL400030 10" high
30 row
With Fan
FL600017 6" high
17 row

.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................

104.99
129.99
144.99
219.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

includes 6-1/2" fan ...................... 239.99 ea

Replace your original transmission cooler lines with these reproductions which are
prebent to the correct conﬁgurations. These lines will replace originals which are
commonly cut when doing engine or transmission repairs. Each line features the
correct ﬂare nut ﬁtting and original thread sizes. For a “show quality” look, choose
from either the original galvanized material or the new longer-lasting stainless steel
material. For V8 engines only.
Note: Shipped oversize.

Stainless Steel
FTC6701S
FTC6703S
FTC6705S
FTC7005S
FTC7006S
FTC8003S
OE Material
FTC6701
FTC6703
FTC6705
FTC6705
FTC7006
FTC8003

OS1

1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1970-74
1970-74
1974-86

Powerglide .................................................
TH350 ........................................................
TH400 ........................................................
TH400 – 1/2" ﬁtting at radiator .................
TH400 – 5/8" ﬁtting at radiator .................
TH350 ........................................................

71.99
71.99
71.99
71.99
71.99
71.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

1967-69
1967-69
1967-69
1970-74
1970-74
1974-86

Powerglide .................................................
TH350 ........................................................
TH400 ........................................................
TH400 – 1/2" ﬁtting at radiator .................
TH400 – 5/8" ﬁtting at radiator .................
TH350 ........................................................

42.99
42.99
42.99
42.99
42.99
42.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

1967-70 Stainless Steel Automatic Transmission Modulator Vacuum Line

30 Row Transmission Cooler
Transmission ﬂuid is designed to act as
a coolant as well as a lubricant for your
transmission. If the transmission ﬂuid
is allowed to get too hot, horsepower
drops, varnishes form, and the oil
starts to break down, which can lead
to premature engine wear. Flex-a-lite
heavy-duty coolers can help prevent
this by keeping ﬂuid temperatures
down, helping to ensure longer life
to transmissions and components,
and reduce the stress created by
high-performance transmissions. Also
suitable as a power steering cooler.
Note: Depending on application and
setup, additional ﬁttings or adapters
maybe required.

FL400130 universal ....... 109.99 ea

Hi-Tek Transmission Cooler
The Hi-Tek automatic transmission
cooler is perfect for demanding street/
strip and even towing applications.
At 175 degrees, a thermal switch
activates the high ﬂow 12 Volt 7"
electric fan. Durable, oven brazed
aluminum construction promises years
of performance. The 1/2" NPT ﬁttings
are easily adaptable to AN ﬁttings
and steel braided cooler lines, or can
be used with standard rubber or steel
lines. Measures 10" x 7-1/2" x 4" and
includes electrical connectors and
detailed instructions.
70298 ............................ 337.99 ea

Our transmission vacuum lines are reproduced in the correct conﬁguration for an
original appearance and ﬁt. These vacuum lines ﬁt between the transmission vacuum
modulator and the intake manifold ﬁtting. For a “show quality” look, choose from
either the original galvanized material or the new longer-lasting stainless steel
material. For V8 engines only.
Note: Shipped oversize.

Stainless Steel
FTV6701S
FTV6703S
FTV6705S
FTV6903S
FTV7005S
OE Material
FTV6701
FTV6703
FTV6705
FTV6903
FTV7005

OS1

1967-69
1967-68
1967-69
1967-69
1970

Powerglide .................................................
TH350, left side modulator ........................
TH400 ........................................................
TH350, right side modulator ......................
TH400 ........................................................

36.99
36.99
36.99
36.99
36.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-69
1967-68
1967-69
1967-69
1970

Powerglide .................................................
TH350, left side modulator ........................
TH400 ........................................................
TH350, right side modulator ......................
TH400 ........................................................

27.99
27.99
27.99
27.99
27.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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FTV6701S

Transmission Parts
3956765
CL5000
CL5200A

G8468

1968-02 Camaro
Automatic Transmission Shifter Cable
full length spline shaft – A

short spline shaft – B

1992-02 Camaro
Mechanical Speedometer Conversion Sets
Retroﬁt a late model GM overdrive transmission and
keep your mechanical speedometer! Each set will
convert your overdrive automatic transmission to a
factory mechanical speedometer while retaining a
functional VSS capability. Includes the correct length
tail housing, new GM speedometer sleeve with new
gear, new GM VSS sensor, new GM reluctor/drive
gear bushing, and bolts.
Important: Specify rear axle ratio and tire size for correct
speedometer gears.
Note: Special order, must be prepaid.

CL5000
CL5100

4L60E, 4L65E, 4L70E
1993-97 ............................ 525.99 set
1998-up w/billet adaptor .. 638.99 set
4L80E, 4L85E

Note: Check output shaft photos to see which spline you
have before ordering.

CL5200A 1992-up
CL5200B 1992-up

full length spline 720.99 set
short spline ......... 624.99 set

28803

M
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1962-93 Pro Super
Transmission Overhaul Sets
TCI Pro Super sets are a performance overhaul for
automatic transmission based on the same components
in TCI Street Fighter transmissions. These sets include:
gaskets, seals, performance frictions, steel clutches,
bands, adjustable modulator, high volume ﬁlter, a
drain plug kit, and bushings as well as a TCI TransScat valve body set to allow for manual/automatic
shifting, giving solid shifts suitable for towing and
drag racing applications.
28801 1962-73 Pwrglide alum case... 331.99 set
28802 1966-91 TH400 ................... 245.99 set
28803 1968-79 TH350 non-lockup 231.99 set
78801 1982-86 700R4 27 spline .... 331.99 set
78901 1986-93 700R4 30 spline .... 311.99 set

Correct replacement shifter cables for 1968-02 Camaro
models with consoles.
3956765
1968-72
OER® ............ 49.99 ea
G8468
1968-72
GM................ 101.99 ea
498467
1973-81
OER® ............ 29.99 ea
G8469
1973-81
GM................ 74.99 ea
AT100001 1983-92
aftermarket.... 49.99 ea
G11005
1993-02
GM................ 53.99 ea

1968-78 Transmission Lever Stud Set
This pin is designed for vehicles with cable operated
shifting linkage and a ﬂoor shifter. It connects the shift
cable to the transmission shift lever on TH350 and
TH400 transmissions. Each set includes: a hardened
pin stud, lock washer, nut and retaining clip.
152920
TH350 ..................................... 9.99 set

342486

1262620

1968-92 Camaro
Transmission Throttle Valve Control Cable
Genuine GM or OER® reproduction transmission throttle
valve control cables will replace your frayed or broken
“kick down” cable on the applications listed below.
Genuine GM
G8486
1968-71 with TH350 .............. 27.99 ea
G8486
1972
250, 350 w/TH350 ... 27.99 ea
G8486
1973-75 250 w/TH350 ........... 27.99 ea
G8524
1982-83 5.0-7 (code FM) ....... 30.99 ea
G8526
1982-83 305-H w/TH200C .... 36.99 ea
G8524
1983
5.0-S (code FM) ....... 30.99 ea
G8529
1983-84 305 w/4-speed AT..... 34.99 ea
G8530
1984-85 2.5-2 (code FT) ........ 52.99 ea
G8529
1985-87 305-H w/4-speed AT 34.99 ea
G8533
1988-91 5.0-E (LO3) .............. 31.99 ea
G8535
1989-92 5.0-F (LB9) 5.7-8 ..... 58.99 ea
G8533
1992
5.0-E w/4-speed AT.. 31.99 ea
Reproduction
342486 1968-74 TH350 ...................... 24.99 ea
342486 1968-75 V6 w/TH250 ............ 24.99 ea
1262620 1976
350 (M38) ................ 16.99 ea
1262620 1977
305, 350L ................. 16.99 ea
1262620 1977
TH350 (M38) ........... 16.99 ea
1262620 1978
305U, 350L .............. 16.99 ea
1262620 1978
TH350 (M33) ........... 16.99 ea
1262620 1978-79 305, 350.................... 16.99 ea
1262620 1978-79 TH350 (M38) ........... 16.99 ea
1262620 1980
267, 305, 350............ 16.99 ea
1262620 1980
TH350 (M38) ........... 16.99 ea

Snap Ring Pliers
A handy combination tool for the removal or installation
of internal and external snap rings.
Y46000
............................................... 12.99 ea

31130R

1967-81 Poly Motor and Transmission Mounts
For the people that would much rather do a complete
mount replacement, this set is just the thing for you.
Sets include: 2 motor mounts and 1 transmission
mount available in the chrome or the zinc ﬁnish. All
mounts are made of superior Hyper-Flex performance
polyurethane material. This material is impervious to
vehicle chemicals, road salt, and oils.
Chrome Finish
1967-72
31133G black short/wide motor mount 192.99 set
31133R red short/wide motor mount 192.99 set
1969-72
31134G black tall/narrow motor mount .. 202.99 set
31134R red tall/narrow motor mount .. 202.99 set
Zinc Finish
1967-72
31120G black short/wide motor mount .. 115.99 set
31120R red short/wide motor mount .. 115.99 set
1969-72
31122G black tall/narrow motor mount .. 125.99 set
31122R red tall/narrow motor mount .. 125.99 set
1973-81
31130G black ....................................... 86.99 set
31130R red ....................................... 86.99 set

A9700102

700-R4/200-4R Throttle Bracket System

Automatic Transmission Adapter Set
Chevrolet Performance set allows installation of Gen
III/IV style 4L60-E/4L65-E/4L70-E transmission on to
Gen I and II engines with 1 piece rear main seal only.
Includes: spacer ring, shims, dowels, bolts, and ﬂexplate.
G13216 automatic trans adapter set .... 347.99 set
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31108G

This throttle bracket system provides precise cable
adjustment for 700-R4 and 200-4R transmissions.
When properly adjusted this system allows proper
shifting in city trafﬁc and during full throttle operation.
Includes: auto adjusting detent cable, cable arm, cable
bracket and throttle cable brackets. All sets include
throttle brackets for Lokar and GM throttle cables.
Can also be used with factory rod style throttle
linkage. Available for Holley, Edelbrock and Demon
Carburetors and MSD Atomic EFI.
A9700102 Holley ................................. 259.99 set
A9700103 Demon ................................ 259.99 set
A9700104 Edelbrock............................ 259.99 set
A9700105 MSD Atomic....................... 259.99 set

Chemicals, excessive movement and overall time in
general can take its toll on one of the most crucial
components of your driveline, the transmission mount!
Once available only in degradable rubber compound,
these mounts are now available in a longer-lasting and
very durable polyurethane material. For automatic or
manual transmissions.

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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1967-97 Polyurethane Transmission Mount

Note: Not for 1990-92 Camaro 5-speed.

31108G
31108R

1967-97
1967-97

black ................. 29.99 ea
red .................... 34.99 ea

Transmission Parts
T82224

T82268

T82360

1967-02 Original Style Replacement Transmission Mount
These are replacement transmission mounts which are used to cushion the transmission
tail shaft from the crossmember to eliminate vibration.
T82224 1967-69 230, 327 automatic and manual .......................... 14.99 ea
T82224 1967-69 302 manual .......................................................... 14.99 ea
T82268 1967-69 302 automatic ...................................................... 4.99 ea
T82224 1967-70 396 TH350 and manual ....................................... 14.99 ea
T82268 1967-70 396 TH400 .......................................................... 4.99 ea
T82224 1967-72 350 TH350 and manual ....................................... 14.99 ea
T82268 1967-72 350 TH400 .......................................................... 4.99 ea
T82224 1968-73 307 automatic and manual .................................. 14.99 ea
T82224 1968-74 250 4-speed manual (without Z28) ..................... 14.99 ea
T82224 1968-75 250 automatic ...................................................... 14.99 ea
T82224 1970-71 400 manual and TH350 ....................................... 14.99 ea
T83095 1970-71 400 TH400 .......................................................... 9.99 ea
T82224 1970-72 402 with 4-speed manual or TH350.................... 14.99 ea
T82268 1970-72 402 TH400 .......................................................... 4.99 ea
T82224 1973-74 350 TH400 .......................................................... 14.99 ea
T82224 1973-75 350 manual .......................................................... 14.99 ea
T82268 1975
350 TH400 .......................................................... 4.99 ea
T83119 1975
250 manual .......................................................... 9.99 ea
T82360 1976-79 250 manual .......................................................... 5.99 ea
T82360 1976-81 350 automatic and manual .................................. 5.99 ea
T82360 1979-81 305 automatic and manual .................................. 5.99 ea
T82392 1980
302 automatic and manual .................................. 9.99 ea
T82360 1980-81 229, 267 automatic and manual .......................... 5.99 ea
T82379 1980-81 231 automatic and manual .................................. 9.99 ea
T83161 1982-87 173 automatic, 4-speed manual, 5-speed manual 4.99 ea
T83161 1982-92 305 automatic and manual .................................. 4.99 ea
T82672 1986
305 with MC-4 Sport Shift ................................. 9.99 ea
T82360 1987-92 350 automatic and manual .................................. 5.99 ea
T82672 1990-92 189 4-speed automatic ........................................ 9.99 ea
T82672 1993
350 4-speed automatic ........................................ 9.99 ea
T82881 1993-00 207 with Hydraulic Mount .................................. 38.99 ea
T82880 1993-00 207....................................................................... 25.99 ea
T82881 1993-02 231 with Hydraulic Mount .................................. 38.99 ea
T82880 1993-02 231....................................................................... 25.99 ea
T82817 1994-98 350 4-speed automatic ........................................ 14.99 ea

3912573

1967-69 Tubular Transmission Crossmembers
This Chassisworks’ transmission crossmember has been carefully fabricated to
provide maximum exhaust clearance and is ﬁnished in a black powder coated.
The Chassisworks’ subframe already has the proper mounts welded to the frame
assembly. Tubular transmission crossmembers designed to be used with Chris
Alston’s Chassisworks subframes. Can be used with OEM subframe with adapters.
Made in USA.
1967-69 Chassisworks Crossmember
K6080 Turbo 400 ............ 231.99 set
K6067 4-spd/TH350/PG 199.99 set
K6081 Rich. 5 o.d./6 ....... 251.99 set
K6068 700R/TKO/Rch 5 209.99 set
K6082 T-56 ..................... 261.99 set
K6069 Turbo 400 ............ 219.99 set
K6083 4L80E/4L85E...... 284.99 set
K6070 Rich. 5 o.d./6 ....... 241.99 set
Stock Subframe Adapters
K6075 T-56 ..................... 261.99 set
K6084 1970-73 adapter .. 89.99 pr
K6076 4L80E/4L85E...... 284.99 set
K6073 1967-69 V8 ......... 89.99 pr
1970-81 Chassisworks Crossmember
K6074 1967-69 LS ......... 99.99 pr
K6078 4-spd/TH350/PG 209.99 set
Transmission Tunnel Cap
K6079 700R/TKO/Rch 5 219.99 set
K6077 1967-69 for T-56 104.99 ea

A980101

1967-81 Transmission Crossmember
The G-Force Camaro Performance Racing Crossmember is a heavy-duty, double hump
transmission crossmember that was designed and fabricated exclusively for 1967-81
Camaro models. It is manufactured new from 2" x 3" (1/8" wall) rectangular and 1/2" plate
steel and black powder coated. It is designed to bolt-in, have clearance for dual exhaust,
and be able stiffen your frame for big block horsepower. No ﬂoor pan modiﬁcations are
necessary. Includes mounting hardware. Made in USA.
1967-69
1970-74 – Continued
A980104 T56............... 234.99 ea
A980107 4L80............. 289.99 ea
A980100 TH350 .......... 234.99 ea
A980108 TH700-R4 .... 234.99 ea
A980101 TH400 .......... 234.99 ea
1975-81
A980102 4L80............. 289.99 ea
A980114 T56............... 234.99 ea
A980103 TH700-R4 .... 234.99 ea
A980110 TH350 .......... 234.99 ea
1970-74
A980111 TH400 .......... 234.99 ea
A980109 T56............... 234.99 ea
A980112 4L80............. 234.99 ea
A98010
TH350 .......... 234.99 ea
A980113 TH700-R4 .... 234.99 ea
A980106 TH400 .......... 234.99 ea

3964819W
G4238

1967-74 Transmission Crossmember
These exceptionally crafted reproduction crossmembers are outstanding replacements
for factory equipment and are compatible with most popular transmission swaps.
Available with traditional EDP coating or in a Weld-Thru™ Primer that requires
minimal preparation, eliminates corrosion between overlapped panels, and promotes
superior weld characteristics.
3912573
1967-69 TH400 transmission – big block .................. 67.99 ea
E374
1967-69 Powerglide, TH350, 4-speed w/small block 79.99 ea
HC109
1967-69 4-speed with big block, EDP coated ............ 139.99 ea
HC109W
1967-69 4-speed with big block, Weld-Thru™ .......... 144.99 ea
3964819
1970-74 TH400 trans, EDP coated, OER® ................. 79.99 ea
3964819W 1970-74 TH400 trans, Weld-Thru™ .......................... 99.99 ea

1967-69 Trans. Tunnel Cap

G4239

1998-02 Transmission Support
Genuine GM replacement transmission
supports for 1998-02 models.
G4238
6 cyl, MT........... 79.99 ea
G4239
6 cyl, AT ............ 73.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Transmission tunnel cap for models
with T-56 Magnum Transmission.
Replaces top of transmission tunnel
from ﬁrewall to seat cross member to
provide additional clearance for T-56
Magnum Transmission. Use with
transmission crossmember K6075.
K6077 1967-69 ............ 104.99 ea
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E374

K6078

Auto Transmission Shifters

1968-72 Horseshoe Shifter Handle Assembly
1968-69 Horseshoe Shifter Assembly
1967 Universal Floor Shifter

M

Transmission, Shifters & Clutch

This replacement universal shifter has the look of
the factory shifter, but with functionality for modern
transmissions. Mounts to the ﬂoor with much of the
body below the ﬂoor to clear factory consoles. Comes
complete with neutral safety/back-up switch, all rod
linkage components and factory like reverse lockout and
detents for each gear. Functions exactly like a 60’s era
factory shifter, not intended for use as a racing shifter.
Setup for 3-speed TH350/TH400 or GM overdrive
transmissions (700-R4, 200-4R, 4L60, 4L65 or 4L80).
SW280
1967 ..................................... 399.99 ea

Reproduction console shifter handle assembly for
1968-72 Camaro models with automatic console
shifter. Featuring a bright chrome ﬁnish and a correct
grain plastic handle cover with chrome accent bands.
Includes pull-up mechanism.
3922577 1968-72
PG or TH ........... 69.99 ea

Reproduction automatic shifter assembly for all 196869 Camaro models with Turbo-350 or Turbo-400
automatic transmissions. This shifter will replace the
original exactly. Includes chrome-plated shifter handle
along with correct base for an exact replacement.
3920267 1968-69 ................................ 149.99 ea
CM6724

S501

1967 Auto Floor Shift Release Button
Reproduction release button for the 1967 automatic
ﬂoor shift handle.
CM6724
1967
release button ...... 14.99 ea
S501
1967
spring................... 5.99 ea

1973-81 Automatic Gearshift Knob
Correct gearshift control knob installed on all 1973-81
Camaro models with automatic transmissions. Designed
for Camaro models equipped with factory console
assemblies. The gearshift button is available separately.
332616
1973-81 with console ......... 29.99 ea

3920278

3984550

1968-72 Horseshoe Shifter Base
Reproduction shifter base plate for 1968-72 Camaro
models with a ﬂoor console and automatic horseshoe
shifter. Includes: base plat, pivot pins, and bushings.
3920278
1968-69 ............................... 44.99 ea
3984550
1970-72 ............................... 39.99 ea
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1970-72 Horseshoe Shifter Assembly

1973-81 Auto Gearshift Knob Button

Reproduction automatic transmission console shifter
for 1970-72 Camaro models. Factory correct in every
detail with a triple chrome-plated handle and injection
molded black plastic grip. Lockout button and springs
are preinstalled.
3972240 1970-72 TH with console 149.99 ea

Correct button that inserts into the shift knob which
when pressed allows the shifter to engage. This knob
was very common on 2nd generation models and was
used for virtually all automatic transmission models
from 1973 through 1981.
332617
1973-81
ﬂoor shift ............ 14.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Auto Transmission Shifters

1984-86 Auto Gearshift Knob Button
Correct button that inserts into the shift knob which
when pressed allows the shifter to engage.
14089480
1984-86 standard ............. 11.99 ea

1967 Console Gearshift Bushings
This is a reproduction of the plastic bushings used on
the pivot shaft of the console shifter equipped 1967
Camaro with the T-handle style shifter. Replacement
of these often worn out bushings can improve the
tightness and feel of the shifter.
S504
1967 .......................................... 16.99 pr
AC12071

Transmission Gate Shifters
1977-86 Shift Knob Attachment Clip

stitching detail

1982-89 Leather Wrapped AT Shift Knob
OER® reproduction of the factory original leather
wrapped shift knob that will ﬁt 1982-89 Camaro
models but is correct for 1984-85 Z28 models. Each
handle is manufactured in injection molded plastic
and then hand wrapped in genuine leather for an
authentic appearance.

Reproduction clip for automatic shift levers. Attaches
shift knob to lever on the factory GM automatic
transmission console shifter. A necessary part required
to install the shift knob.
9797188
1977-86 ................................... 2.89 ea

Built for street, competition or off-road use, these
extra heavy-duty shifters are made with heavy metal
gates and precision engineered to enable fast, positive
shifts, making it virtually impossible to jam or miss
a gear. Includes all the necessary mounting hardware
for easy installation and a strong marine grade cable.
AC11580
Powerglide stock pattern 289.99 ea
AC12071 TH200-4R stock pattern 289.99 ea
AC11571
TH350
stock pattern 289.99 ea
AC11071
TH400
stock pattern 289.99 ea
AC11072
TH400
reverse pattern 289.99 ea
AC17071 TH700-R4 stock pattern 289.99 ea

Note: Correct for 1984-85 Z28 models, but will ﬁt 1982-89
Camaro models with AT.

14073099

1982-89

with leather....... 79.99 ea

1973-81 Shift Knob Snap Ring
Correct snap ring which holds the control knob to the
shift lever. Use when replacing 1973-81 shift knobs.
A1022
1973-81 ..................................... 1.29 ea

stitching detail

H2095

H20100

Throttle Valve Cable Bracket

OER® reproduction shift knob for 1987-02 Camaro
models with automatic transmission. Manufactured
in injection molded material and hand wrapped in
genuine leather as original. Great care has been taken
to produce an exact replica of the original in every
aspect of the part. For vehicles originally equipped with
optional leather package, and the perfect companion
for a leather wrapped steering wheel.
12563173 1987-02
with leather....... 79.99 ea

G7596

Transmission Shifter Cable
Extra heavy-duty marine grade replacement shifter
cable for CPT gate shifter.
AC75705
5' replacement shifter cable 59.99 ea

AC12280

AC15601

Throttle Valve Carburetor Bracket

1987-02 RS Auto Gearshift Knob
These knobs are for 1987 Rally Sport models and 198702 Camaro models which were originally equipped
with the leather wrapped steering wheel option NP5,
or 1990-01 simulated leather steering wheel NK3.
G7603 1987
RS ............................. 88.99 ea
G7603 1987-02 w/NP5 steering wheel 88.99 ea
G7596 1990-01 w/NK3 steering wheel 22.99 ea

AC15599

Universal Cable
These heavy-duty replacement cables are used to
control transmission functions as dictated by the throttle
position and load demands on the applications listed.
AC12280 TH200-4R throttle valve .. 59.99 ea
AC13515 TH350
kick down ....... 59.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

The throttle valve carburetor bracket is designed for
speciﬁc carb and transmission setups to correct the
linkage geometry at the carburetor for proper upshifts
and downshifts.
AC15599 200-4R/700-R4 for Holley 49.99 ea
AC15600 200-4R/700-R4 for Q-Jet .. 49.99 ea
AC15601 200-4R/700-R4 Edelbrock 49.99 ea
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The throttle valve cable bracket is designed for speciﬁc
carb and transmission setups to mount the cable to the
carburetor for proper upshifts and downshifts. For
200-4R/700-R4 transmissions.
H2095
for Holley 4150 and 4160 .... 26.99 ea
H20100
for Holley 4011.................... 42.99 ea
H20100
for Edelbrock spread bore ... 42.99 ea

1987-02 Leather Wrapped AT Shift Knob

Transmission Parts
1967 Powerglide Floor Shifter Rod
Reproduction shifter rod for 1967 Camaro models
with a ﬂoor shifted Powerglide.
C598551 1967 Powerglide............... 39.99 ea

1968-69 Camaro Shift Lever
LR67692

Reproduction shift lever for 1968-69 Camaro models.
For all ﬂoor mounted TH350/TH400 automatic shifters.
KW632
1968-69 ................................. 15.99 ea

Shift Cable Bracket
When installing a B&M shifter on vehicles with a
PRNDL switch it may be necessary to replace the shift
cable bracket. This bracket is designed to work with
4L60E, 4L65E, 4L80E, and 4L85E transmissions.
223312
B&M cable bracket............... 20.99 ea

LR67694

1967-72 Powerglide Upper Kick Down Rod
Reproduction satin-plated steel upper kick down linkage
rod and swivel for 1967-72 Camaro models with a
Powerglide transmission. Connects from the throttle
lever on 2 or 4 barrel carburetors to the bellcrank.
LR67692 1967-72 2 barrel carb ..... 28.99 ea
LR67694 1967-70 4 barrel carb ...... 29.99 ea

C535781

G6025

1968-72 Shift Cable Support Bracket
Reproduction Powerglide shift cable support bracket
used with ﬂoor mounted shifters and consoles. This
bracket mounts to the underside of the transmission
pan and correctly positions the shift cable.
C535781
1968-72
Powerglide ..... 24.99 ea
G6025
1968-72
bolt ................. 3.99 ea

1969-72 Swivel and Rod Assembly
This swivel and rod assembly connects the steering
column to the transmission to control the steering
wheel locking mechanism, the back-up lamps and
neutral safety switch on automatic transmissions, and
the back-up switch on manual transmissions.
A8700140
1969-72 swivel and rod .. 95.99 ea

1967-69 Powerglide Kick Down Rod Clip
This is a reproduction of the clip which is used to attach
the upper kick down rod to the bellcrank assembly.
C133
1967-69 ...................................... 1.99 ea
G6025
C454901

1967-72 Powerglide Lower Kick Down Rod

M
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Reproduction steel lower kick down linkage rod
for 1967-72 Camaro models with a Powerglide
transmission. Connects from the bellcrank to the
transmission case kick down arm.
3830310 1967-72 ................................. 19.99 ea

Transmission Shift Lever

1969-72 TH350 Shift Cable Bracket
Reproduction TH350 shift cable support bracket used
with ﬂoor mounted shifters and consoles. This bracket
mounts to the lower LH side of the transmission case
and correctly positions the shift cable.
C454901
1969-72
bracket ........... 24.99 ea
G6025
1969-72
bolt ................. 3.99 ea

1967-69 TH400 Lower Linkage Rod
Reproduction lower linkage rod for 1967-69 Camaro
models with a column shifted TH400 transmission.
Connects from the bellcrank to the selector arm on
the transmission case.
C148051
1967-69 ............................... 24.99 ea

This universal shift lever replaces the original detent
on the side of GM transmissions to allow installation
of B&M shifters. Compatible with TH200, TH250,
TH350, TH400, TH200-4R, TH700R4, 4L60E, and
4L80E transmissions.
223313
B&M shift lever ................... 16.99 ea

1968-69 Kick Down Cable Bracket
9793193

Reproduction kick down cable bracket for all 1968-69
Chevrolets with TH350 transmissions.
C475141
1968-69 ............................... 19.99 ea

9795915

1967 Trans Linkage Rod Swivel Set
Correct reproduction swivel assembly for rod linkage
in 1967 Camaro models with automatic ﬂoor shifters.
Includes: a swivel, grommet, 2 washers, and retainer.
Use with TH350, TH400, TH2004R and TH700R4.
SW404
1967 ...................................... 14.99 ea
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1968-81 Shift Cable Support Bracket

1968-69 Kick Down Switch Mounting Bracket

Genuine GM or OER® reproduction cable brackets
for the applications listed below.
G8475 1968-69 TH400 ..................... 15.99 ea
G8475 1970-72 TH400 with console 15.99 ea
9793193 1973-74 TH400 – OER® ....... 37.99 ea
9793193 1973-81 TH350 – OER® ....... 37.99 ea
9795915 1973-81 TH350 with console 9.99 ea

Reproduction kick down switch bracket for big block
1968-69 Camaro models with TH400 transmission.
These brackets are sometimes missing or broken due
to engine, or carburetor swaps. This bracket is used
to secure the kick down switch. Mounts behind the
carburetor accelerator lever.
C244104
1968-69
except 375HP .. 29.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Transmission Parts

1967 Powerglide Shifter Conversion Rod
Shifter rod designed to transfer column shift to
floor shift on Powerglide models.
CC952689
1967................................. 63.99 ea

1968-72 Three-Speed Shifter Conversion Set
1967 TH350 Shifter Conversion Rod

This is a ﬂoor shifter installation set used on 196872 Camaro when converting from a Powerglide to a
TH350 or TH400. This set includes: a new 3-speed
detent, trans control bracket, and lever as well as all
necessary hardware. Cable sold separately.
C3513
1968-72 .................................. 74.99 ea

1968-72 Three-Speed Shifter Detent
This is the correct 3-speed detent used when converting
from a 2-speed console automatic shifter to a 3-speed
automatic shifter on 1968-72 Camaro models.
S640
1968-72 .................................... 29.99 ea

Classic Industries® offers this shifter rod that is designed
to allow the use of Powerglide shifter linkage with a
TH350 transmission. Can be used for column to ﬂoor
or ﬂoor shift conversion.
Note: Use with SCK105 shifter conversion set to convert a
Powerglide ﬂoor shifter to use with a TH350.

K159

1967 .......................................... 49.99 set

SCK3511

1967 TH400 Shifter Conversion Rod

1968-72 Shifter Conversion Set

Classic Industries® offers this shifter rod that is designed
to allow the use of Powerglide shifter linkage with a
TH400 transmission. Can be used for column to ﬂoor
or ﬂoor shift conversion.

Unique new set designed to enable the conversion of
factory stock automatic console shifters to operate
correctly with updated overdrive transmissions.
Includes: a new detent, trans. control bracket, and
lever, and all necessary hardware for installation. For
TH200 R4 and TH700 R4 transmissions.
SCK224
1968-72 ............................... 89.99 set

Note: Use with SCK105 shifter conversion set to convert a
Powerglide ﬂoor shifter to use with a TH400.

CC126149

1967................................. 59.99 ea

1968-69 Cable Installation Set
When changing a Powerglide transmission to a TurboHydromatic transmission you will need to change cable
mounting hardware. This conversion comes complete
with all brackets and hardware to easily make the
necessary conversion. Available for TH350 or TH400.
SCK3511
1968-69
TH350 ............ 49.99 set
SCK401
1968-69
TH400 ............ 59.99 set

1967 Transmission Shift Actuator Lever
Reproduction of the actuator lever for 1967 Camaro
models with a Powerglide transmission. For all models
with ﬂoor shifter, with or without console.
C420901
1967................................. 39.99 ea

1968-72 Horseshoe Shifter Installation Set
Reproduction shifter installation set for 1968-72
Camaro models with a ﬂoor console and automatic
horseshoe shifter. Includes: correct factory style clips to
attach the shift cable to the base and all necessary bolts,
screws, and washers to mount the shifter to the ﬂoor.
K3075 1968-72 .................................... 18.99 set

SCK105C

1967 Shifter Conversion Sets
An updated conversion set for the 1967 Camaro style
Powerglide factory shifter. This conversion is good for
the TH350/400, TH200-4R, TH700-R4, and 4L60.
The conversion now incorporates parts, versatility,
and functionality previously only available with the
SW280. Optional offset and shorter arms, improved
handle travel, new rotating shaft and bearings, a new
neutral safety/back-up switch, and rod linkage with
ball joint ends for improved ease of alignment with
different transmissions, are all included.
Note: Requires use of factory original shifter body and
handle in working order.

TH350 and 400
SCK105C
1967................................ 184.99 set
All Overdrives
SCK105D
1967................................ 184.99 set

DT4

1968-72 Ratchet Detent for Staple Shifter
Never miss 2nd gear again! This detent plate for 196872 models with the horseshoe ﬂoor shifter bolts in to
provide positive locks like a ratchet shifter, including
a neutral lockout. When shifting the transmission
manually, the shifter will stop in the correct position
for every gear, every time.
Note: *Must be used with overdrive conversion kit SCK224.

DT3
DT4*
DT4*

Powerglide, TH350, TH400 ..... 83.99 ea
200-4R, 700-R4........................ 83.99 ea
4L60E, 4L65E, 4L80E ............. 83.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1968-72 Horseshoe Shifter Hardware
Reproduction shifter hardware set for 1968-72 Camaro
models with a ﬂoor console and automatic horseshoe
shifter. Includes: all the necessary brackets, bushings,
bolts, spacers, washers, and screws to rebuild a
horseshoe shifter.
K3077
1968-72 .................................. 29.99 set

Trans Conversion Kits
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1973-81 AT Overdrive Detent Conversion Set
This unique set allows conversion from a factory
3-speed automatic to usage on the new turbo 700-R4 or
the 200-R4 4-speed overdrive automatic. Includes: new
detent, instructions, and all cable installation hardware.
SC226 1973-81 .................................. 101.99 set

Shifters

Key Features:
• Unique multi-positioned trigger for user
comfort in various shifter positions.
• Base can be trimmed to custom ﬁt any ﬂoor.
• Reverse lockout feature meets NHRA and
IHRA requirements.
• Neutral safety switch, back-up light switch,
lighted gear indicator, polished
aluminum T-handle and cable.
• Can be used with a reverse pattern valve body.

The Most Comfortable Shifter We Offer!
The B&M Hammer™ shifter may just be the most
comfortably operated automatic shifter you can buy.
Grab the handle of a Hammer™ shifter and it feels like it
was molded to your hand. The unique design easily ﬁts
small to large hands and provides the appropriate wrist
angle. The multi-position trigger is spoon shaped for
easy ﬁnger operation in a multitude of grip positions.
Ratchet shifter for TH400, 350, 250, 200, 700R4, 2004R, 3- and 4-speed automatic transmissions.
Important: Not for original consoles.

M
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223016

Hammer™ shifter .................... 255.99 ea

Key Features:
• Universal ﬂoor mount application. Base can
be trimmed to custom ﬁt any ﬂoor.
• Cable operated for quick installation and
accurate shifting.
• Neutral safety switch, back-up light switch,
lighted gear indicator, polished
aluminum T-handle, and cable.
• Can be used with a reverse pattern valve body.

Key Features:
• Universal ﬂoor mount application.
Base can be trimmed to custom ﬁt any ﬂoor.
• Cable operated for quick installation and
accurate shifting. You can’t miss a gear.
• Neutral safety switch, back-up light switch,
lighted gear indicator, chrome knob and cable.
• Can be used with a reverse pattern valve body.

Classic Style and Stout Performance!
You want style and stout performance wrapped up in
a classic package? The B&M QuickSilver™ shifter is
your answer! This top of the line ratchet action shifter
provides performance shifting without a trigger. To
get into park or reverse from drive, just lift the knob/
stick assembly and move it forward into position! And
it’s cable operated for easy installation and precise
shifting. For TH400, 350, 250, 200, 700R4, 200-4R
3- and 4-speed automatic transmissions.
Important: Not for original consoles.

223018

QuickSilver™ shifter ............ 337.99 ea

Key Features:
• Base can be trimmed to custom ﬁt any ﬂoor.
• Neutral safety switch, back-up light switch,
lighted gear indicator, black T-handle and cable.

Key Features:
• Base can be trimmed to custom ﬁt any ﬂoor.
• Cable operated for quick installation and
accurate shifting.
• Reverse lockout feature meets NHRA and
IHRA requirements.
• Neutral safety switch and polished aluminum
T-handle and cable.

Straight Line Detent Shifter
The B&M StarShifter is one versatile 3- speed automatic
shifter – wrapped up in a clean, timelessly styled
package! In the normal mode the StarShifter is a straight
line detent shifter. When the lever is in low, lift the
trigger all the way and pull the stick back to convert to
ratchet action. Move the stick forward for the 1-2 and
2-3 shifts. Cannot be used with reverse pattern valve
body. For TH400, 350, 250, 200 automatic transmissions.
Important: Not for original consoles.

223020

StarShifter™ shifter ................. 231.99 ea

Key Features:
• Base can be trimmed to custom
NHRA and IHRA requirements.
• Neutral safety switch, back-up light switch,
black T-handle and cable.

The Perfect Shifter for Your Daily Driver!

More Bang for the Buck!

The Megashifter™ is one of B&M’s all-time classic
designs due to it’s timeless good looks and highperformance ratchet action. And, it’s ideally suited
for most popular universal applications. For TH400,
350, 250, 200, 700R4, 200-4R 3- and 4-speed
automatic transmissions.

The Sport Shifter™ may be a low cost alternative to
B&M’s top of the line MegaShifter™ – but it performs
as if it was twice the price! The Sport Shifter™ is
not a ratchet shifter and not intended for racing
applications, but it makes a perfect addition to any
street machine – making daily driving something
to look forward to. Utilizing a simple detent action
between ﬁrst, second, high, and neutral, it features a
lighted gear indicator, black plastic T-handle, neutral
safety switch, back-up light switch and ﬂat aluminum
stick. For TH400, 350, 250, 200, 700-R4, 200-4R,
3- and 4-speed automatic transmissions.

The B&M Z-Gate™ shifter combines classic styling,
performance and a popular price. If you’re building
a project on a budget, or just want to upgrade your
automatic shifter, the Z-Gate™ is the only choice!
Great for most 3-speed automatics, the patented ‘Z’
shaped architecture eliminates the possibility of over
shifting and missing a gear. Even more, this easy to
operate shifter has many of the features found in our
top of the line units, and it includes a T-handle and
T-trigger – so you get the most bang for your buck!
For TH400, 350, 250, 200 automatic transmissions.

Important: Not for original consoles.

Important: Not for original consoles.

Important: Not for original consoles.

High-Performance Ratchet Action!

223017
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Megashifter™ shifter............ 372.99 ea

B&M Shifters

223019

Sport Shifter™ shifter ........... 247.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

223021

Z-Gate™ shifter ................... 215.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Shifters
Ratchet Action for the Console!

Hammer Head T-Handle
This stylish hammer head T-handle ﬁts all B&M shifters and most aftermarket and
OEM (SAE or USS thread) shifters with 1/2"-20, 3/8"-24, 3/8"-16, and 5/16"-18
thread pattern. Also available is a metric thread hammer head T-handle to ﬁt 1983-96
Camaro applications. The same ergonomically designed handle featured on B&M
Hammer™ shifters. Chrome-plated aluminum ﬁnish.
Universal Fit SAE or USS thread
223014
hammer head T-handle....................................................... 48.99 ea

223104

Key Features:
• OEM style installation and smooth operation.
• Designed to ﬁt factory console applications
• Factory cable operated for quick installation and accurate shifting.
• Reverse lockout feature meets NHRA and IHRA requirements.
Includes:
• Back-up light switch
• Neutral safety switch
• Lighted gear indicator
• Plastic chrome knob.
• Cable and all required mounting hardware
• Chrome-plated bezel

1968-81 Console Quicksilver™ Shifter
Get the polished look of the QuickSilver™ shifter for your Camaro! The B&M
QuickSilver™ shifter is available for your console and when installed, looks just like
factory equipment! It features everything the universal QuickSilver™ does – top of
the line ratchet action giving you performance shifting without a trigger. And like the
QuickSilver™, it’s cable operated, so it’s easy-to-install and you won’t miss a shift!
1968-69 Camaro – Includes Shifter Cable
Fits TH400, 350, and 700-R4
223104
Console Quicksilver™ shifter .......................................... 329.99 ea
1973-81 Camaro – Does Not Include Shifter Cable
Fits TH400, 350, and 700-R4
223004
Console Quicksilver™ shifter .......................................... 329.99 ea

Add Classic Looks to Your Shifter!
This classic looking white shift knob includes a B&M logo and clear lens. Thread
adapters ﬁt 1/2"-20, 3/8"-24, 3/8"-16, and 5/16"-18 threads. Fits most B&M and
other shifters with SAE or USS threads. High impact stain resistant white.
White Ball Shift Knob
223007
........................................................................................... 28.99 ea

This Auto Shifter Looks Like a 4-Speed!

223011

1973-92 Console Megashifter

223009

Key Features:

Got a Camaro with a console shifter? This shifter features full ratchet action
performance, a lighted gear position indicator, chrome stick and trigger assembly,
as well as a satin aluminum B&M T-handle. Cable operated for quick installation
and accurate shifting. You can’t miss a gear. Includes: neutral safety switch, backup light switch, lighted gear indicator, polished aluminum T-handle, and cable.
1973-81 Camaro
Fits TH400, 350, 200, and 700-R4
223002
Console Megashifter™ .................................................... 377.99 ea
1982-92 Camaro
Fits TH400, 350, 200, and 700-R4.
223003
Console Megashifter™ .................................................... 349.99 ea

• Fits all B&M shifters and most aftermarket and

OEM (SAE or USS thread) shifters.

Grab A T-Handle for Positive Shift Results!
T-Handles include thread inserts to ﬁt 1/2"-20, 3/8"-24, 3/8"-16, and 5/16"-18
thread shifters.
223009
T-handle chrome aluminum ............................................... 39.99 ea
223010
T-handle brushed aluminum .............................................. 32.99 ea
223011
T-handle black plastic ........................................................ 23.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Billet Knob Provides an Updated Look!
This CNC-machined billet aluminum knob includes an engraved insert featuring
the B&M logo. Choose from the 223012 with SAE 1/2"-20 thread and adapters to
convert to 3/8"-24, 3/8"-16, and 5/16"-18 threads. Or, for those with metric thread,
choose the 223013 with M12-1.25 thread pattern.
223012
SAE thread......................................................................... 66.99 ea

Transmission Parts
Premium Lokar Floor Mounted
Shifters for Bucket or Bench Seats!
brushed
aluminum

Floor Mount Shifter

FMB71

M
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Upgrade your classic with one of these premium Lokar
ﬂoor mounted shifters. All shifters include a neutral safety
switch with positive safety lockout in park and neutral,
while the shift knobs feature a Teﬂon lined button for
smooth operation. Designed to operate on solid adjustable
linkage, each shifter also includes gold irradiated brackets.
For models with bucket seats we offer the 8" handle. For
bench seat models the 16" bench bend shifter is available
and includes all the same features listed above. The bench
bend shifters have been manufactured and shaped to clear
most bench seat applications. Shifter levers are available
in chrome or black and the mushroom shift knob in either
brushed aluminum or a black anodized ﬁnish. All shifters
include mounting hardware and instructions.

Floor Mount Shifter Boot & Ring
Floor mount shifter boots and retaining ring are
the perfect match for Lokar’s ﬂoor mount shifters.
Available with a stunning stainless steel, brilliant billet
aluminum, or beautiful black billet aluminum mounting
ring. Inner ring dimensions measure: 5-1/2" x 4". Outer
ring dimensions are: 6-3/4" x 5-1/4".
FMB70
stainless steel ......................... 45.99 ea
FMB71
billet aluminum...................... 77.99 ea
FMB72
black billet aluminum ............ 77.99 ea

black
anodized

bucket seat shifter

bench seat shifter

Bucket Seats

Bench Seat

8" Chrome Handle w/Brushed Aluminum Mushroom Knob

16" Chrome Handle w/Brushed Aluminum Mushroom Knob

FM60011
FM62001
FM63501
FM64001
FM62011
FM67001
FM64601
FM64611
FM64801

BB600002
BB600003
BB600004
BB600005
BB600006
BB600007
BB600008
BB600009
BB600010

aluminum Powerglide only
TH200 ................................
TH350 ................................
TH400 ................................
TH200-4R ..........................
TH700-R4 ..........................
4L60 ...................................
4L60E.................................
4L80E.................................

259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

TH350 ................................
TH400 ................................
TH700-R4 ..........................
4L60 ...................................
TH200-R4 ..........................
TH200 ................................
4L60E.................................
4L80E.................................
aluminum Powerglide only

308.99
308.99
308.99
308.99
308.99
308.99
308.99
308.99
308.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

8" Chrome Handle with Black Anodized Mushroom Knob

16" Chrome Handle with Black Anodized Mushroom Knob

FM60012
FM62002
FM63502
FM64002
FM62012
FM67002
FM64602
FM64612
FM64802

BB600011
BB600012
BB600013
BB600014
BB600015
BB600016
BB600017
BB600018
BB600019

aluminum Powerglide only
TH200 ................................
TH350 ................................
TH400 ................................
TH200-4R ..........................
TH700-R4 ..........................
4L60 ...................................
4L60E.................................
4L80E.................................

259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

aluminum Powerglide only
TH350 ................................
TH400 ................................
TH700-R4 ..........................
4L60 ...................................
TH200-R4 ..........................
TH200 ................................
4L60E.................................
4L80E.................................

308.99
308.99
308.99
308.99
308.99
308.99
309.99
308.99
308.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

8" Black Handle with Black Anodized Mushroom Knob

16" Black Handle with Black Anodized Mushroom Knob

FM60014
FM62004
FM63504
FM64004
FM62014
FM67004
FM64604
FM64614
FM64804

BB600021
BB600022
BB600023
BB600024
BB600025
BB600026
BB600027
BB600028
BB600029

aluminum Powerglide only
TH200 ................................
TH350 ................................
TH400 ................................
TH200-4R ..........................
TH700-R4 ..........................
4L60 ...................................
4L60E.................................
4L80E.................................

259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99
259.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

aluminum Powerglide only
TH350 ................................
TH400 ................................
TH700-R4 ..........................
4L60 ...................................
TH200-R4 ..........................
TH200 ................................
4L60E.................................
4L80E.................................

309.99
308.99
309.99
308.99
309.99
308.99
309.99
308.99
308.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

AC1804

Column Shift Cable Linkage
This column cable shift linkage allows you to route the
cable around numerous transmission types, exhaust,
crossmember and brake pedals. Billet aluminum mounting
arm can be mounted on either side of the column. Hardware
and brackets included. Fits factory or aftermarket GM
style columns and TH350, TH400, TH200, 200R4,
700R4 transmissions.
AC1804
2" ....................................... 166.99 ea
AC1805
2-1/4" ................................ 166.99 ea

LED Gear Indicator

KD2400

Features a billet
aluminum bezel or boot ring with LED illumination.
Available with a brushed aluminum or black powder
coated ﬁnish, in a vertical or horizontal orientation.
Sending unit can be mounted in a variety of locations
such as on the transmission, frame rail, ﬂoor pan,
LK1781
ﬁrewall, under the hood or the inner fender well. A
remote mounting kit is included for those out of the way
locations inside the vehicle such as under the dash, behind the seat or in the trunk.
Compatible with all Lokar automatic shifters and many other aftermarket shifters.

Dash Mounted
Brushed Aluminum Finish
LK1715
horizontal TH350/TH400 246.99
LK1717
horizontal 700-R4/4L60 .. 246.99
LK1716
vertical
TH350/TH400 246.99
LK1718
vertical
700-R4/4L60 .. 246.99
Black Powder Coated Finish
LK1715B horizontal TH350/TH400 246.99
LK1717B horizontal 700-R4/4L60 .. 246.99
LK1716B vertical
TH350/TH400 246.99
LK1718B vertical
700-R4/4L60 .. 246.99
Floor Mounted
Round Base – Brushed Aluminum Finish
LK1747
horizontal TH350/TH400 283.99
LK1749
horizontal 700-R4/4L60 .. 283.99
LK1748
vertical
TH350/TH400 283.99
LK1750
vertical
700-R4/4L60 .. 283.99
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ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

ea
ea
ea
ea
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Hi-Tech TH400 Electric Kick Down
LK1750

Floor Mounted – Continued
Round Base – Black Powder Coated Finish
LK1747B horizontal TH350/TH400 296.99
LK1749B horizontal 700-R4/4L60 .. 296.99
LK1748B vertical
TH350/TH400 296.99
LK1750B vertical
700-R4/4L60 .. 296.99
Rectangle Base – Brushed Aluminum Finish
LK1779
horizontal TH350/TH400 294.99
LK1781
horizontal 700-R4/4L60 .. 294.99
LK1780
vertical
TH350/TH400 294.99
LK1782
vertical
700-R4/4L60 .. 294.99
Rectangle Base – Black Powder Coated Finish
LK1779B horizontal TH350/TH400 308.99
LK1781B horizontal 700-R4/4L60 .. 308.99
LK1780B vertical
TH350/TH400 308.99
LK1782B vertical
700-R4/4L60 .. 308.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
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Cable operated and the electric switch is housed in a billet
aluminum or black box that mounts with transmission
pan bolts. Includes “U-Cut-to-Fit” stainless steel outer
housing designed with a specially extruded liner for
extended life of the cable, aluminum ﬁttings, stainless
steel inner wire and stainless steel mounting bracket.
Outer housing available in stainless steel, black stainless
steel, or black nylon. Eliminates mounting electrical
switches on the carburetor, manifold, or near throttle
pedal. Can be mounted in a variety of locations within
48" of the carburetor. Complete installation instructions
are included. Mount the throttle end of the kick down with
the stainless steel carburetor bracket and return spring set.
Important: Throttle cable bracket/spring set #SR4000 or
SR4003 is required for installation.

KD2400
KD2401
KD2402
SR4000
SR4001
SR4002
SR4003
SR4004
SR4005

billet box SS housing ........... 106.99 ea
billet box blk nylon housing 106.99 ea
black box black SS housing 116.99 ea
stnls bracket and springs set 35.99 set
stainless bracket only........... 19.99 ea
stainless springs only ........... 19.99 ea
black bracket and springs .... 38.99 set
black bracket only................ 21.99 ea
black springs only ................ 21.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Transmission Parts

TH350 Kick Down Bracket & Cable

1300041

Standard adjustable GM detent with Lokar’s stainless
mounting bracket mounts onto the 2 back manifold
bolts. Designed for 4 barrel type carburetors for small
block Chevrolet engines. Includes extender for more
versatility in adjusting cable length where needed.
Important: Cable housing cannot be cut-to-ﬁt.

KD2350

bracket and cable............... 56.99 ea
1300055

Style One – Plastic Cover Set:

Adjustable Transmission Shift Arm
This 3/4"-48 spline is designed for 360 degree
rotation, allowing proper ratio adjustment between
the transmission and the indicator on the column.
AC1802
shift arm only ...................... 56.99 ea

• Adds a “factory option” look to your Hurst shifter.
• Textured black plastic can be trimmed to ﬁt any
ﬂoor contour.
• Mounting plate and button head screws are included.

Style Two – Aluminum Cover Set:

Quarter Stick Shifter Cover
One of the nice features of the Hurst Quarter Stick
Shifter is the ability for you to choose the ﬁnished
look you want through the availability of 2 distinctive
cover set designs.
Important: For vehicles without factory consoles.

1300055
1300041

plastic cover ........................ 97.99 set
aluminum cover .................. 83.99 set

Key Features:

Adjustable Column Shift Linkage Set

Key Features:
• Forged aluminum stick.
• One hand operated, spring loaded reverse
lockout mechanism.
• Factory installed neutral safety switch.
• Cable operated.
• Optional cover kits sold separately.

Floor Mount Quarter Stick Shifter
The Hurst quarter stick automatic shifter is designed
to provide positive gear change control for street or
strip applications. Detent activation is controlled by
a chrome-plated trigger contoured to ﬁt comfortably
into the driver’s hand. Optional shifter cover can be
trimmed to ﬁt any ﬂoor pan. For a stock console look,
choose the distinctive black textured plastic cover kit.
Or, for a racier look, pick the aluminum cover kit that
attaches to the shifter with 2 quick release pins. Both
are sold separately. The Hurst quarter stick shifter ﬁts
TH250, 350, 375, 400 transmissions.

• Forged aluminum stick.
• CNC-Machined Billet Pistol-Grip handle.
• Snap action thumb switch for
operating roll control, nitrous
or trans brake.
• One hand operated, spring loaded
reverse lockout mechanism.
• Factory installed neutral safety switch.
• Cable operated.
• Optional cover kits sold separately.

Important: For vehicles without factory consoles.

3162001

Forward or Reverse Valve Body
3160001 Powerglide (w/aluminum case) 319.99 ea
Forward Valve Body
3160006 TH250, 350, 375, 400 .......... 319.99 ea
Reverse Valve Body
3160001 TH250, 350, 375, 400 ........... 319.99 ea

Pistol Grip Quarter Stick Shifter!
1630050

1530003

Competition Knobs/T-Handles with Switch
The Hurst competition knob and T-Handle features a
heavy-duty, quick release 12 Volt normally open switch
with 24" long wire lead. Ideal for Roll Control, trans
brake, nitrous, or other 12 Volt accessory. Choose round
solid plastic black knob or brushed ﬁnish aluminum
T-Handle with embossed Hurst logo.
Round Plastic Knob with Switch
1630050
black knob 7/16-20 thread .... 81.99 ea
Aluminum T-Handle with Switch
1530003
Hurst T-Handle 3/8-16 thread 74.99 ea

The Hurst pistol grip quarter stick automatic shifter is
designed for a ﬁrm comfortable natural grip, providing
a positive feel when shifting. The pistol grip handle
is CNC-machined from billet aluminum and features
a precision snap action thumb switch that is ideal for
operating a Hurst Roll Control, nitrous system or
trans brake. Optional shifter cover can be trimmed
to ﬁt any ﬂoor pan. For a stock console look, choose
the distinctive black textured plastic cover kit. Or,
for a racier look, order the aluminum cover kit that
attaches to the shifter with 2 quick release pins. Both
are sold separately. The Hurst pistol grip quarter stick
ﬁts TH250, 350, 375, 400 transmissions.
Important: For vehicles without factory consoles.

Forward or Reverse Valve Body
3162001 Powerglide (w/aluminum case) 419.99 ea
Forward Valve Body
3162006 TH250, 350, 375, 400 ............. 419.99 ea
Reverse Valve Body
3162001 TH250, 350, 375, 400............. 419.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Hurst Equipped Emblem
Based on original Hurst blueprints, this Hurst Equipped
emblem is an authentic reproduction of the one used
on the late 60’s muscle cars. Equipped with a factory
Hurst shifter. Made of durable ABS plastic with 3M
adhesive tape backing for permanent mounting.
Measures: 1-1/4" x 5-1/4".
1361000
Hurst Equipped emblem ...... 21.99 ea

Transmission Parts
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Make connecting your column shift to your
transmission as simple as possible with this adjustable
column shift linkage set. Set includes: all hardware,
including column bushings, and rod ends. Cut-to-ﬁt
stainless connecting rod and no threading necessary.
Fits GM TH350, TH400, TH200, 700R4 transmission.
AC1800
.............................................. 74.99 set

3160006

• Adds a “race car” look to your Hurst shifter.
• Attaches to shifter with 2 quick release pins.

Transmission Conversions
EXTERNAL FEATURES
SuperCase
We began with the strongest 356T6
aluminum alloy. We thickened the case
walls, added additional material to
support a stronger, full width 307 main
drive bearing and a countershaft sealing
soft plug, and we reinforced and thickened the mounting ears. As a ﬁnal touch,
user-friendly straight thread ﬁll and magnetic drain plugs with
sealing o-rings were added. Despite these improvements, we
preserved the look of a 1960’s design so our new case won’t
look out of place under your classic muscle car. No ﬂex, no
leaks, no broken ears.

Muncie

Roller Side Cover
We noticed that we sell more side cover
oil seals for Muncies than synchronizer
rings, and although the oil seals are
inexpensive and easy to replace, this
bothered us. When we investigated
we discovered that the shifter shafts in
many high mile side covers are running
in elongated bores, causing new oil seals to fail prematurely.
Obviously, a new side cover with round bores would solve the
problem temporarily, but we wanted a permanent solution, so
we made our shifter shafts a true .750" and supported them
with needle bearings. It’s standard on our new transmissions.

Extension Housing
If you’ve been looking, you know that
good extensions for thirty-year old
Muncies are hard to come by. When
we set out to eliminate that little
problem, we also thought about what
you’re planning to do with it. We added
a backbone rib, stiffened the reverse shift
tower, and enlarged the oil seal shroud. This housing is
produced with a passenger side speedometer drive housing.
So whether all you need is an extension better than yours
or you’re thinking your monster motor might need the big
output to handle all that torque, you can stop looking. We’ve
got you covered.

INTERNAL FEATURES

M
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Gearsets
For over ﬁfty years Auto Gear has
delivered the highest quality manual
transmission gears. Our Muncie M22
gearset is typical. Some vendors
purchase the “unimportant” gears in
India or China. They must be smarter
than we are – we think they’re all important,
so all six of our gears are manufactured for us in
Italy by Antonio Masiero S.p.A. For General Motors cars from
1963-74, we offer the most complete range of Muncie gearing
available. Every piece meets our standards before we put our
name on it. You can buy cheaper gears elsewhere, but you
can’t buy better gears anywhere.

Muncie

Saginaw

1967-74 The Ultimate SuperCase 4-Speed
There are exotic transmissions designed for quarter miles or circle tracks, but if your Muscle Car sees city streets
or country lanes you need a heavy-duty, synchronized, close ratio gearbox with a helical gearset and, to be honest,
until now you haven’t had too many good options. Each new Auto Gear transmission is built from genuine Auto
Gear parts – the highest quality available – and includes all the goodies: SuperCase, ductile iron mid-plate, your
choice of three heavy-duty gearsets (each with roller 1st) and a roller side cover. Best of all, it’s ready-to-install
and it’s available at a less than exotic price. No core required!
Note: All transmissions are special order and must be prepaid. Special shipping rate applies.

SPECIAL
SHIPPING!

SuperCase with M22 Gearset with 2.20 1st
If your only concern is taming the biggest, meanest motor on the block, you want an M22-based gearset. All
three of ours feature the legendary ‘Rock-Crusher’ gear geometry and run with the signature whine. And, while
they cost a little more, most owners ﬁnd that they raise the value of their automobile by the difference or more.
The M22 is as GM intended and was originally paired with a 4.11 axle. Street cars used only in the wide open
ﬂat places may successfully run something faster. This approach off loads more of the 1st gear stress onto the
axle and makes the gearbox more durable, but the fuel economy is frightening.
TR1012
1967-68
10/27 spl
stud levers ....................................................................... 2229.99 ea
TR1013
1969-70
10/27 spl
bolt levers ....................................................................... 2229.99 ea
TR1014
1970-74
26/32 spl
........................................................................................ 2229.99 ea
SuperCase with M22W Wide Ratio Gearset with 2.56 1st
The M22W is our answer to the price of gas. Pair it with a faster axle, say a 3.54 for street or a 4.11 for the strip,
and you’ll have a competitive combo that’ll show your wallet a little mercy. It’s a little less strong, but it’s far
from weak.
TR1015
1967-68
10/27 spl
stud levers ....................................................................... 2229.99 ea
TR1016
1969-70
10/27 spl
bolt levers ....................................................................... 2229.99 ea
TR1017
1970-74
26/32 spl
........................................................................................ 2229.99 ea
SuperCase with M22X Road Racing Gearset with 2.20 1st
The M22X is for road racing and tracks where second and third gears need to be just a bit tighter. If you don’t
road race and know why this would be advantageous, you don’t need this purpose designed
gearset for road racing only.
TR1018
1967-68
10/27 spl
stud levers ....................................................................... 2319.99 ea
TR1019
1969-70
10/27 spl
bolt levers ....................................................................... 2229.99 ea
TR1020
1970-74
26/32 spl
........................................................................................ 2229.99 ea

Roller 1st Gear Option
When you’re not in low (and how
much time is that?) your gearbox is
spinning your 1st gear on the shaft.
That’s horsepower that’s not going
to your tires, and for years racers
have minimized that loss by squeezing
a bearing between modiﬁed 1st gears
and sleeves, an expensive, one piece at a time solution. Our
roller 1st upgrade uses a specially cut gear and sleeve for the
ultimate in accuracy, coolest running, and lowest cost. It’s
standard in our new transmissions.
Note: Not for use in drag racing applications, or street use
when hard launches will be the normal. or even occasional,
driving style.

Ductile Iron Midplate
Every time you shift your Muncie’s
heavy main shaft assembly is thrown
back and forth, restrained only by two
snap rings and your mid-plate. Think
of it as a slide hammer and it’ll be no
surprise that many aluminum mid-plates
are distorted at the snap ring groove. We
make the mid-plate you should be hammering on... our midplate is made from shock resistant ductile iron. It’s standard in
our new transmissions.
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1967-75 Remanufactured 4-Speed Transmission
Finding an original transmission in good condition is next to impossible. Even when you ﬁnd one, you don’t always
know what you’re getting. We offer these replacement Muncie and Saginaw transmissions, which are completely
remanufactured and ready-to-install! Each transmission is fully rebuilt with OEM quality parts. Classic Industries®
offers these quality transmissions for your Camaro, which are guaranteed against defects in workmanship and
materials for a full 90 days. Speedo driven gear and housing adaptors are not included. No cores are required!
Important: All transmissions are special order and must be prepaid. An additional $100.00 fee is charged for crating and
shipping within the contiguous 48 United States. Shipping to Alaska, Hawaii, Canada, or foreign countries must be rated.
Please contact our sales department for additional information.

Muncie M20 Wide Ratio – 7 Bolt Side Cover – Aluminum Case
TR202
1967-68
2.52 1st
10/27 spl
stud lever
RH speedo ................................
TR200
1969-70
2.52 1st
10/27 spl
bolt lever
RH speedo ................................
TR203
1970-74
2.52 1st
26/32 spl
bolt lever
RH speedo ................................
Muncie M21 Close Ratio – 7 Bolt Side Cover – Aluminum Case
TR206
1967-68
2.20 1st
10/27 spl
stud lever
RH speedo ................................
TR204
1969-70
2.20 1st
10/27 spl
bolt lever
RH speedo ................................
Muncie M22 HD Close Ratio – 7 Bolt Side Cover – Aluminum Case
TR210
1967-68
2.20 1st
10/27 spl
stud lever
RH speedo ................................
TR208
1969-70
2.20 1st
10/27 spl
bolt lever
RH speedo ................................
Saginaw – 7 Bolt Side Cover – Cast Iron Case

1549.99 ea
1549.99 ea
1729.99 ea
1549.99 ea
1549.99 ea
2340.99 ea
2340.99 ea

Note: Not recommended for any high-performance use.

TR216
TR215

1967-75
1966-72

3.11 1st
2.54 1st

10/27 spl
10/27 spl

bolt lever
bolt lever

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

LH speedo – 6 cylinder apps .... 929.99 ea
LH speedo – V8 to 250HP ....... 929.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Transmission Conversions

TR7540

TR7538

Six-Speed Tremec Transmission
1967-81 Six-Speed Conversion Sets
Each American Powertrain Conversion sets include the
components required to convert your vehicles manual
driveline to a high-performance Tremec T56 Magnum
6-speed overdrive transmission. Magnum T56 offers 2
different gear ratios to choose from and is rated at 700 ft
lbs torque. Combo includes T56 Magnum transmission,
offset shifter mechanism, bolt-in crossmember, slip
yoke, reverse light/lockout and VSS wiring harnesses,
transmission mount, conversion pilot bearing, shift
knob, hardware, and instructions. Compatible with
OE console or non-console applications.

TR7524

Important: Requires engine speciﬁc bellhousing or bell
adapter, 26 spline clutch disc (not included).
Note: Transmission set contents vary by model. Special
order, must be prepaid. Shipped overweight. Some
modiﬁcations may be necessary. Photos for illustration
purposes only.

Wide Ratio T-56 Magnum
TR7540 1967-69 2.97 1st-.50 o.d. ...
TR7541 1970-74 2.97 1st-.50 o.d. ...
TR7542 1975-81 2.97 1st-.50 o.d. ...
Close Ratio T-56 Magnum
TR7543 1967-69 2.66 1st-.63 o.d. ...
TR7544 1970-74 2.66 1st-.63 o.d. ...
TR7545 1975-81 2.66 1st-.63 o.d. ...

New high-performance Tremec Magnum 6-speed
for most Camaro models. These premier T-56
transmissions offers two different setup gear
ratio and double overdrive ratio, rated at 700 ft lb
torque capacity and for up to 700HP applications.
With multiple shifter locations for various console
applications. Bolts directly to most LS style T-56
bellhousing, wide alloy gears, 26 spline input and 31
spline output shafts, upgraded internals for stronger,
longer-lasting transmission, electric and mechanical
speedometer pickups. Modern technology for much
greater performance capabilities.
Important: Some modiﬁcations may be required.
Note: Special order, must be prepaid. Photos for illustration
purposes only. Shipped overweight.

Magnum – 700 ft lbs
TR7538 2.66 1st-.63 6th close ratio .. 3221.99 ea
TR7539 2.97 1st-.50 6th wide ratio .. 3194.99 ea

4638.99 set
4343.99 set
4699.99 set
4499.99 set
4499.99 set
4605.99 set

TR7528

1967-81 Five-Speed Driveline Conversion

Important: Compatible with 4-speed bellhousing. Requires
26 spline clutch disc (not included).
Note: Transmission set contents vary by model. Special order,
must be prepaid. Shipped overweight. Some modiﬁcations
may be necessary. Photos for illustration purposes only.

TKO-500 Quick Launch
TR7522 1967-69 3.27 1st-.68 o.d. ...
TR7523 1970-74 3.27 1st-.68 o.d. ...
TR7524 1975-81 3.27 1st-.68 o.d. ...
TKO-600 Road Race
TR7525 1967-69 2.87 1st-.82 o.d. ...
TR7526 1970-74 2.87 1st-.82 o.d. ...
TR7527 1975-81 2.87 1st-.82 o.d. ...
TKO-600 Street and Strip
TR7528 1967-69 2.87 1st-.64 o.d. ...
TR7529 1970-74 2.87 1st-.64 o.d. ...
TR7530 1975-81 2.87 1st-.64 o.d. ...

3745.99 set
3745.99 set
4109.99 set
3879.99 set
3764.99 set
3615.99 set
3879.99 set
3998.99 set
3782.99 set

TR7535

5-Speed Tremec Transmissions
These American Powertrain Tremec TKO 5-speed
series overdrive high-performance transmissions.
Come in 3 available editions (Quick Launch, Road
Race, Street/Strip) and offers a variety of ﬂexibility
features and is rated at 500/600 ft lbs, includes a
unique internal shaft rail system, 26 spline 1-1/8"
input and 31 spline output shafts, upgraded internals
for stronger, longer-lasting transmission, multiple
shifter locations, mounting conﬁgurations, gearing
options, and speedometer pickups (mechanical and
electrical). Design to ﬁt most Camaro applications.
Important: Some modiﬁcations may be required.
Note: Special order, must be prepaid. Photos for
illustration purposes only. Shipped overweight.

TKO-500 – Quick Launch
TR7535 500 ft lbs 3.27 1st-.68 o.d. .. 2594.99 ea
TKO-600 – Road Race
TR7536 600 ft lbs 2.87 1st-.82 o.d. .. 2594.99 ea
TKO-600 – Street/Strip
TR7537 600 ft lbs 2.87 1st-.64 o.d. .. 2594.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

T56 Super Magnum
Six-Speed Manual Transmission
Chevrolet Performance high-torque capacity TREMEC
six-speed manual designed for custom, retro-fit
installations with Chevrolet Performance crate engines.
700 ft lb maximum torque capacity, exterior case
similar to fourth generation F-Body transmission with
the stronger, high-capacity gear sets, input shaft and
output shaft used in the TREMEC TR6060. Features
include 26 spline input shaft, 31 spline output shaft,
Gear ratios: 2.66 (1), 1.78 (2), 1.30 (3), 1.00 (4), 0.80
(5), 0.63 (6), Slip yoke design, 40 tooth reluctor ring
that’s necessary for use with electronic vehicle speed
sensors used with Chevrolet Performance controllers.
Two position shifter plate included, with third position
built into the transmission. Kit includes shifter handle
and Chevrolet Performance logo ball type shift knob.
Measures approximately 33.6 inches long with
bellhousing attached. (bellhousing and installation
kits are sold separately).
Important: Some modiﬁcations may be required.
Note: Special order, must be prepaid.

T56 Super Magnum Six-Speed – Street/Strip
G13158 700 ft lbs 2.66 1st-.63 o.d. ... 4947.99 ea

Transmission Kits
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American Powertrain ProFit Conversion combo sets
included the components required to convert your
vehicles manual driveline to a modern Tremec TKO
5-speed manual overdrive transmission. Each combo
includes a TKO-500/600 5-speed transmission rated at
500/600 ft lbs, with 3 available editions (Quick Launch,
Road Race, and Street/Strip) offset shifter mechanism,
bolt-in crossmember, slip yoke, speedometer solution
(mechanical or electronic), transmission mount,
conversion pilot bearing, weather seal reverse light
and VSS wiring harness, tunnel patch and template,
shift knob, hardware, and instructions. Compatible
with OE console or non console applications.

Transmission Conversions

BX50010B

1967-72 MT Rebuild Gasket Set

AT2001

1967-69 Modular Trans. Crossmembers
Swap nearly any GM transmission into your 196769 Camaro with a conversion crossmember from
BMR! These modular crossmembers provide 9.75"
of adjustment to accommodate Powerglide, TH350,
Muncie 4-speed, TH400, TH700R4, 4L60E, T-56,
TR6060, Magnum, and 4L80E transmissions.
Manufactured from 1.25" diameter heavy wall
tubing and 1/4" laser cut mounting plates. These
crossmembers provide a bolt-in solution to upgrading
your transmission for modern fuel economy and gear
ratios. Includes polyurethane transmission mount and
Grade 8 hardware. Choose from red or black powder
coated ﬁnishes. Made in USA.
Crossmembers for Muncie 4-Speed, PG, TH350,
700R4, 4L60E
BX50009A 1967-69 red .................... 329.99 set
BX50009B 1967-69 blk hammertone 329.99 set
Crossmembers for T56, TR6060, TH400, 4L80E
BX50010A 1967-69 red .................... 329.99 set
BX50010B 1967-69 blk hammertone 329.99 set

1967-74 T56 Installation Kits

The Muncie gasket set G8457 includes: the front and
rear bearing retainer gasket, transmission cover gasket,
clutch gear bearing retainer, and o-ring.
T6238
1967-72 Muncie 4-speed ..... 24.99 set

This T56 installation kit is the perfect solution to
installing most LS1 or LT1 style T56 into your
1967-74 Camaro model. Each set is comprised of
all the custom fabricated pieces needed to bolt most
small block, big block, and LSX engines. These kits
feature a 3 piece tubular crossmember kit, a ﬁrewall
mounted hydraulic bracket, modiﬁed GM hydraulics,
and if needed block to bellhousing adapter plates, also
instructions are included.
1993-97 LT1 Style T56
AT2001
1967-69 ............................. 370.99 kit
AT2003
1970-74 ............................. 370.99 kit
LSX 1998-02 LS1 Style T56
AT2002
1967-69 ............................. 922.99 kit
AT2003
1970-74 ............................. 370.99 kit

This factory GM ﬁne spline driveshaft yoke for Muncie
4-speed, 3-speed with 27 spline standard transmission.
G13114 1967-68 27 spline yoke .... 102.99 ea

1967-68 Fine Spline Driveshaft Yoke

BX22105B

1967-96 Kevlar Pilot Bushings
RAM now produces pilot bushings which signiﬁcantly
reduce wear over time versus bronze or needle
bearing bushing.
BU656K
1967-96 ................................ 49.99 ea

BX20113B

Roller Pilot Bearing

M
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BX50008A

BX20115A

1982-02 Trans Conversion Crossmember
BX50008B

1967-69 Six-Speed Crossmember Conversions
Install nearly any 6-speed transmission into a 1967-69
Camaro with minimal effort. This crossmember uses
bolt-in brackets with a wide range of adjustments to
allow the installation of T-56, TR-600 or Magnum
transmissions in both big block and small block cars.
Each crossmember is manufactured from 1-1/4"
diameter thick wall tubing with laser cut mounting
plates. Includes: a polyurethane transmission mount,
a bolt-in clutch master cylinder mounting plate for the
ﬁrewall, a weld-on mounting tab for the clutch pedal
linkage, and all Grade 8 hardware. Available in red
or black hammertone ﬁnish.
BX50008B
black ............................. 379.99 set
BX50008A
red ................................ 379.99 set
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BMR transmission conversion crossmembers allow
you to swap your choice of transmissions into your
Camaro. Bolts to OE frame points using existing
mounting holes. This crossmember only mounts the
transmission and eliminates the factory torque arm
mount, requiring a short torque arm conversion such as
the BMR Trak Pak torque arm. If a full length torque
arm is desired, use the BMR torque arm relocation
crossmembers.
Note: Add sufﬁx: A for red, B for hammertone ﬁnish.

BX22105
BX22106
BX22107
BX22109
BX23110
BX20111
BX20113
BX20112
BX20114
BX20115
BX20116

1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1982-92
1993-97
1998-02
1993-97
1998-02
1993-97
1998-02

TH350/PG ............
TH400 ..................
700R4/4L60 .........
T-5 manual ...........
T-56/M6 manual ...
LT1 w/TH350/PG
LS1 w/TH350/PG
LT1 with TH400...
LS1 with TH400...
LT1 with 4L80E ...
LS1 with 4L80E ...

129.99
129.99
79.99
129.99
129.99
179.99
179.99
179.99
179.99
179.99
179.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Replacement pilot bearing
for all 1967-96 V8 Camaro
models. Worn pilot bearings can
cause hard shifting and increase
transmission wear. When changing
your clutch be sure to use a new pilot
bearing for best results. This bearing should be used
in high-performance vehicles and is a signiﬁcant
upgrade from the stock bronze bushing.
LW15977
1967-96 ............................... 44.99 ea

1967-69 Transmission
Case Drain Plug
This drain plug is used on the
transmission case. Not to be
mistaken for the oil pan drain plug.
G7128
1967-69
1/2" ........................ 2.99 ea

1969-72 Bellhousing Bolt Set
Reproduction
bellhousing bolts
for 1969-72
Camaro models
with small block
or big block. Includes a total of six
3/8" x 1-1/4"shouldered bolts.
K0102
1969-72 .................................... 9.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Transmission Components
1967-79 11" HD Aluminum Bellhousing
Looking to replace a cracked
or damaged original “621”
bellhousing, or converting to
a 4-speed? This reproduction
bellhousing is a permanent
mold, low pressure casting
from A356.2 aluminum that
is thicker, weighting 3 pounds
heavier than the original, while
maintaining a factory appearance.
CNC-machined and heat treated to T6
speciﬁcations, this bellhousing features
extensive reinforced webbing, clutch fork
opening, threaded pivot bolt hole and GM casting
number. Accepts Saginaw, Muncie, BorgWarner
and Tremec TKO/T56 transmissions with a 4-5/8"
pilot bore. Fits up to 11" clutch on a 168 tooth
ﬂywheel. Also ﬁts 153 tooth ﬂywheel when used in
conjunction with the proper starter. Made in USA.

G7326

1967-81 Muncie/Saginaw Safety Housing
Fits 1967-81 Chevrolet, most V8 and 90 degree V6
engines with block mounted starter. Designed for
mechanical clutch linkage and includes special pilot
bearing. Fits Muncie/Saginaw, BorgWarner T-10
transmissions. Bore diameter 4.684". Depth with block
plate 6.45". Fork opening 2.125" x 3.300".
LW15000 1967-81 Muncie/Saginaw .... 535.46 ea

Important: Pivot ball sold separately.

3899621
3899621
3899621

1967-70
1971
1971-79

with HD clutch .. 269.99 ea
all big block....... 269.99 ea
all small block ... 269.99 ea

1967-79 11" Aluminum Bellhousing
A reproduction “621” 11"
bellhousing used on various
Chevrolet models with
big block or small block
engines equipped with
an 11" clutch. This
high-performance option
aluminum bellhousing
featuring the casting number
and GM mark will look and
ﬁt just like original. Accepts
Saginaw, Muncie, BorgWarner and Tremec TKO/
T56 transmissions with a 4-11/16" pilot bore. Fits up
to 11" clutch on a 168 tooth ﬂywheel. Also ﬁts 153
tooth ﬂywheel when used in conjunction with the
proper starter.
1967-70
1971
1971-79

Correct cover plate which is located on the back of
the engine block and is used to cover the ﬂywheel.
Note: 3843943 is for use with Chevrolet 621 or similar 11"
bellhousings. Not for use on GM truck 11" bellhousings.

10-1/2" Bellhousing Covers
K4497
1967-69
302, 327...........
K4497
1969-73
307...................
K4497
1970
350...................
11" Bellhousing Covers
3843943
1967-81
.........................
G7326
1967-69
350...................
G7326
1970
350 (with Z28)
G7326
1971-74
350...................
G7326
1967-69
396...................
G7326
1970-72
402...................

23.99 ea
23.99 ea
23.99 ea
21.99
30.99
30.99
30.99
30.99
30.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

LW8020

QuickTime Bellhousing
Designed for circle track, strip, and street applications.
QuickTime bellhousings are built from high grade steel,
with a spun cone, not rolled or stamped. This allows
QuickTime bellhousings to be the most dimensionally
stable and accurate for today’s high-performance
vehicles. Made in USA.
LW6023 gen1 SBC/BBC/LT1 to T56 ... 736.99 ea
LW8020 LS1 to T56.............................. 719.99 ea
LW8072 buick/olds/pontiac to LS1/T56 739.99 ea

1975-81 T10 Bellhousing Cover
Correct cover plate which is located on the back of
the engine block and is used to cover the ﬂywheel.
340252
1975-81
350................... 29.99 ea
340252
1976-81
305................... 29.99 ea

Important: Pivot ball sold separately.

14053
14053
14053

1967-74 Bellhousing Cover

with HD clutch .. 169.99 ea
all big block....... 169.99 ea
all small block ... 169.99 ea

1967-79 LS Aluminum Bellhousing

Important: Pivot ball sold separately.

621113

1967-79

11" ..................... 269.99 ea

LW15940

T56 Bellhousing Kit for Crate Engines
Allows T56 Super Magnum transmission to bolt-up to
Gen I small block, big block, or LS and LT engines.
Features SFI steel bellhousing. Includes Block-Saver
Plate and attaching hardware. Clutch kit not included
but available separately. Designed for use with
hydraulic concentric slave cylinder release bearing
sold separately.
G13157 Gen I SB/BB Engines ......... 953.99 ea
G13189 Gen III/Gen IV LS or LT .... 1149.99 ea

Offset Bellhousing Dowel Pins
These offset dowels are a must when accurately dialing
in the bellhousing. Adjustable dowel pins correct for
improper register bore alignment of the bellhousing to
the engine crankshaft center line. Available in different
offsets as well as stock conﬁguration.
LW15920
.007" offset ....................... 43.99 pr
LW15930
.014" offset ....................... 25.99 pr
LW15940
.021" offset ....................... 28.99 pr

Install a Steel Bellhousing!
Designed to replace the stock
aluminum bellhousing, this
bellhousing/transmission
adapter is made from .25"
thick hydro-formed steel for
extra strength and is perfect
for engine swaps. Fits most
Chevrolet V8 and 90 degree
V6 applications with block
mounted starters and conventional
clutch linkage. Accepts the standard GM Muncie,
Saginaw, and BorgWarner T-10 transmissions.
Important: Not for use as a safety bellhousing.
Does not meet SFI speciﬁcations.

HY77150

......................................... 518.99 ea

Hydraulic Concentric
Release Bearing
Chevrolet Performance
hydraulic concentric slave
cylinder release bearing.
Gen 4 F-Car (LS1) release
bearing used for Chevrolet
Performance bellhousings and
clutch packages.
G13108

hydraulic release bearing ...... 228.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Adjustable Bellhousing Dowel Pins
This adjustable offset dowel pin slips into the engine
block dowel pin holes with ease and are designed to
easily turn with an open-end wrench. No drilling,
welding, or thread tapping is required.
LW15907
.007" offset ..................... 112.99 pr

Bellhousings
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This bellhousing is modeled
after the famous “621” model
and designed to bolt to
Gen III LS engines. This
bellhousing, along with a
168 tooth ﬂywheel and 11"
clutch, allows the use of an
original 4-speed Saginaw,
Muncie, or BorgWarner
transmission, including
the original clutch linkage and starter.
Made from CNC-machined heavy cast
aluminum, heat treated to and reinforced
with extensive thick webbing, this is one of
the strongest cast aluminum bellhousings available.
Made in USA.

Transmission Components
1967-02 Billet Aluminum Flywheel

G7319
A98198581

1967-02 Aluminum Flywheels
Get faster throttle response, quicker acceleration, and
smoother shifting with a Fidanza billet aluminum
ﬂywheel! Fidanza billet aluminum ﬂywheels are CNCmachined from the highest quality 6061-T6 aluminum
to deliver optimum tensile strength, heat dissipation
and weight reduction. The replaceable friction surface
is made from 1050 steel and attached with military
grade aerospace fasteners for smooth engagement
and durability. Fidanza billet aluminum ﬂywheels
also feature a 1050 heat treated steel ring gear that’s
pressed on and secured with Grade 8 button screws.
V8 with 168 Ring Gear
A98198681
1967-86 .......................... 359.99 ea
V8 with 153 Ring Gear
A98198541
1982-86 .......................... 418.99 ea
V8
A98198531
1986-92 .......................... 418.99 ea
LT1 5.7L
A98198581
1993-97 .......................... 473.99 ea
GF8198571
1998-02 .......................... 340.99 ea

G7325

1967-92 Original GM Flywheel
Genuine GM ﬂywheels for various 1967-92 Camaro
models. Available for 10.5" and 11" clutches.
GM Flywheel – Small Block Models
With 10.5" Clutch
G7318 1984-85 305 H.O. VIN G .... 271.99 ea
G7320 1986
305 H.O. ................ 635.99 ea
G7320 1987-92 305 TPI VIN F/G... 635.99 ea
G7321 1986-87 305 std carbureted 563.99 ea
G7321 1988-92 305 TPI VIN E/H .. 563.99 ea
With 11" Clutch
G7319 1967-74 350 HP ................... 236.99 ea
G7319 1977-80 350 with M21 ........ 236.99 ea
G7319 1981
Z28 with 305 ......... 236.99 ea
GM Flywheel – Big Block Models
With 11" Clutch
G7319 1967-72 internally balanced 236.99 ea
GM Flywheel Gear
6 Cylinder or V8 engines
G7325 1967-97 153 tooth................ 73.99 ea
G9293 1967-81 168 tooth................ 100.99 ea

Aluminum ﬂywheels are CNCmachined from certiﬁed materials
and exceed SFI speciﬁcations.
The Ram true balance
aluminum ﬂywheel has a 1/4"
steel friction insert to give it
enough mass to absorb the heat
generated by slippage without
distortion, ensuring maximum
clutch life and consistent
performance. Each ﬂywheel is
22501
precision ground after the steel insert
is installed to ensure the friction surface is parallel
with the crankshaft ﬂange for minimum run out and
to provide the optimum mating surface for your
choice of clutch disc.
Important: For use with Ram clutch sets only.
Note: *With 1 piece rear main seal.

10.5" Diameter, 153 Tooth Flywheels
22511 1967-76 283-350 w/3-speed 369.99
22511 1967-76 283-350 with M20.. 369.99
22511 1977-79 350 with M20 ......... 369.99
22511 1979-81 305 exc. 1981 Z28.. 369.99
11" Diameter, 168 Tooth Flywheels
22501 1967-76 350, 396, with M21 379.99
22523 1967-74 40 with M21 ........... 399.99
22501 1977-81 350 with M21 ......... 379.99
22501 1981
305, Z28 ................. 379.99
22530* 1986-02 SB, ext. balance ...... 399.99
22532 1986-02 BB, ext. balance ..... 399.99
22554 1993-97 LT1 ......................... 429.99
22550 1998-02 LS1 ......................... 409.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-02 Billet Steel Flywheel

A98298752
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1967-02 Steel Flywheels
Fidanza performance billet steel ﬂywheels are CAD
designed/engineered and precision CNC-machined from
1045 billet steel forgings to strict tolerances for optimum
performance and reliability. Available for 1967-02
models all ﬂywheels are balanced and thoroughly
inspected for quality and ﬁtment. SFI certiﬁed.
A98292682 1967-86 w/168 tooth ring 365.99 ea
A98298752 1998-02 V8 ...................... 324.99 ea

1998-02 Nodular Flywheel
Fidanza performance nodular flywheel is an
inexpensive way to improve over a stock cast iron
ﬂywheel. Nodular iron is denser due to graphite
content being better distributed in the form of
nodules as opposed to ﬂakes. Particles are also
better aligned and magnesium content is increased
to produce greater strength than a standard casting.
Flywheels are balanced and thoroughly inspected
for quality and ﬁtment.
A98298750
1998-02
attribute ....... 254.99 ea
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Flywheels

Ram True Balance billet
steel ﬂywheels are the ideal
replacement for factory cast
ﬂywheels in high-performance
and racing vehicles. Cast
ﬂywheels are not explosion
proof and can be dangerous
when used in highperformance applications at
higher RPMs. Ram billet steel
ﬂywheels are CNC-machined
11501
from certiﬁed materials and exceed
SFI speciﬁcations. After machining, the ﬂywheels
are Blanchard ground parallel to the crankshaft
mounting surface, ensuring minimum run out
and an optimum mating surface for the variety of
friction materials offered. Use steel ﬂywheels in
heavier drag race cars or for the best drivability in
street driven vehicles.
Important: For use with Ram Clutch Sets only.
Note: *With 1 piece rear main seal.

10.5" Diameter, 153 Tooth Flywheels
11511 1967-76 283-350, 3-speed ..
11511 1967-76 283-350, M20 .......
11511 1977-79 350 with M20 .......
11511 1979-81 305 exc. 1981 Z28
11" Diameter, 168 Tooth Flywheels
11501
1967-76 350, 396, M21 ......
11523
1967-74 400, M21 ..............
11501
1977-81 350, M21 ..............
11501
1981
305, Z28................
11530* 1986-02 SB, ext. balance ....
11532
1986-02 BB, ext. balance....
11550
1998-02 LS1 .......................
11501
572 crate, int. bal.

239.99
239.99
239.99
239.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

239.99
259.99
239.99
239.99
309.99
314.99
274.99
239.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-87 Flywheel to
Crankshaft Bolts
Reproduction or Genuine GM
mounting bolts for manual
transmission ﬂywheels. Available
as a set of six with serrated
washers or individually. 7/16"-20 x 15/16". 1256643
G8454
1967-87 individual, GM .. 1.99 ea
1256643
1967-81 set of six, repro .. 11.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Install Kit for T56 to GM Crate Engines
Chevrolet Performance install kit/attachment packages
for T56 Super Magnum 6-speed manual transmission
to a variety of different Chevrolet Performance crate
engines. Each kit includes: the bellhousing, clutch
release bearing, ﬂywheel, high strength clutch disc,
pressure plate, dust covers, pilot bearing, hardware,
and instructions. Does not include transmission or
clutch master cylinder.
G13200 T56 to LS with 6 bolt ﬂange 1303.99 ea
G13220 T56 to SB with 1pc rear main 1794.99 ea
G13222 T56 to SB with 2pc rear main 2018.99 ea
G13221 T56 to 454/502 big block ...... 2048.99 ea
G13222 T56 to 427/572 big block ...... 2018.99 ea
G13223 T56 to LS/LT w/8 bolt ﬂange 3108.99 ea
G13224 T56 to LS w/6 bolt ﬂange ..... 3329.99 ea
G13225 T56 to LS9 w/9 bolt ﬂange ... 3192.99 ea

Clutch Kit for Crate Engines
Chevrolet Performance clutch kits
for performance crate engines.
Select the correct kit for your
speciﬁc engine. Kits for Gen
I small block and big block
engines include clutch disc,
pressure plate and related
hardware. Kits for the LS/LT,
LS9, LS3/LS7 engines include
the clutch disc, pressure plate,
ﬂywheel, and related hardware.
G13195
Gen I small block .............. 504.99 ea
G13196
Gen I big block .................. 679.99 ea
G13197
LS/LT 8 bolt crank ............. 2294.99 ea
G13198
LS9 9 bolt crank ................ 2069.99 ea
G13199
LS3/LS7 6 bolt crank ........ 2180.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Transmission Components

HY85112 –
organic friction
material

1967-02 Street Clutch

98760

1967-02 Powergrip Performance Clutches

88760H

1967-02 HDX Performance Clutch Sets
HDX is the perfect entry level performance clutch
set! HDX sets include a premium grade organic disc,
increased clamp load pressure plate, release bearing,
and alignment tool. Providing up to a 40% increase
in holding power, the HDX is the natural choice for
smooth engagement and spirited driving!
10.5" Clutches
1-1/8"-10 Spline
88760H 1979
4.1L .................. 299.99 set
88760H 1980-81 3.8L .................. 299.99 set
88760H 1967-78 250
.................. 299.99 set
88760H 1967-69 230
.................. 299.99 set
88760H 1967-70 283
.................. 299.99 set
88760H 1967-70 302
.................. 299.99 set
88760H 1967-70 327
.................. 299.99 set
88760H 1968-73 307
3-spd 2 bbl 299.99 set
88760H 1969-77 350
Saginaw .... 299.99 set
88760H 1976-77 305
3-spd 2 bbl 299.99 set
88760H 1977-78 5.0L .................. 299.99 set
88760H 1977-79 5.7L M20 .......... 299.99 set
88760H 1979-81 5.0L 4-speed...... 299.99 set
1-1/8"-26 Spline
88730H 1982-92 5.0L .................. 349.99 set
11" Clutches
1-1/8"-10 Spline
88762H 1967-70 350
.................. 289.99 set
88762H 1967-70 396
.................. 289.99 set
1-1/8"-26 Spline
88764H 1971
396
.................. 289.99 set
88764H 1971-77 350
Muncie ...... 289.99 set
88764H 1977
400
.................. 289.99 set
88764H 1977-81 5.7L M21 .......... 289.99 set
88764H 1981
5.0L Z28............ 289.99 set
88516H 1993-97 5.7L w/bearing .. 489.99 set
88931H 1998-02 5.7L modular ..... 389.99 set

Hydraulic Release Bearing
This hydraulic release
bearing for stock style
clutch applications
is designed for
GM applications
utilizing the 1.375"
transmission collar
size. The bearing is
a ﬂoating design,
and installation is simple and quick.
78125
Use this bearing in any project car in which
ﬁtting a mechanical linkage is not possible. The
bearing requires a minimum 7/8" bore master
cylinder and a -4AN feed line to run from the
master to the bearing. A remote bleeder system is
available to make bleeding simple from the outside
of the bellhousing.
78125
bearing assembly.................. 135.99 ea
78510
remote bleeder system.......... 34.99 ea
78015
replacement bearing only ..... 37.99 ea
78505
replacement o-ring set .......... 14.99 ea

RA510

An excellent upgrade from the stock unit, the Hays
Street Clutch far exceeds OE speciﬁcations in material,
construction and performance. Light pedal pressure
and quick release make the Hays diaphragm pressure
plate the most popular choice for today’s street driven
vehicles. Hays Street discs feature organic friction
material that is riveted to a Marcel backing which
acts as a shock absorbing material. The sprung center
hub absorbs driveline torque, eliminating shock and
vibration to ensure chatter free engagement. The
Hays high-performance throwout bearing has been
developed to withstand the high spring pressure and
high RPM operation common to performance clutches.
Each bearing face is heat treated and Blanchard ground
to ensure trueness. The collars are heat treated for
strength and machined to close tolerances for secure
bearing fork attachment. The ball bearing race is
packed with heat resistant moly-based grease for better
lubrication and longer life. A nylon liner and bearing
retainer is also featured for cooler and quieter operation.
Hays Street Clutch sets include a Hays performance
pressure plate, Hays performance clutch disc, hays
performance throwout bearing, bolt kit, and a handy
splined clutch pilot tool to aid in installation of set.
Important: Stock clutch linkage may require reinforcements.
Part #HY85125 does not include bolt kit. Part #HY85105 does
not include bolt set or throwout bearing, must use factory
throwout bearing.
Note: *With ﬂat ﬂywheel.

10.4" Clutches
1-1/8"-10 Spline
HY85100 1967-69 230, 3-spd, 2 bbl
HY85100 1977
250 .....................
HY85100 1977
231, 3-spd, 2 bbl
HY85100* 1979
250/4.1L.............
HY85100 1980-81 229/3.8L.............
HY85100 1980-81 231/3.8L.............
HY85100 1967-69 302 .....................
HY85100 1967-69 327 .....................
HY85100 1969-73 307, 3-spd 2 bbl
HY85100 1969-77 350 w/Saginaw ..
HY85100 1976-77 305, 3-spd 2 bbl
HY85100 1977-78 305/5.0L.............
HY85100 1977-79 350/5.7L.............
HY85100 1979-82 305/5.0L.............
1-1/8"-26 Spline
HY85102 1982-88 305/5.0L.............
11" Clutches
1-1/8"-26 Spline
HY85112 1971
396 .....................
HY85112 1971-77 350, M22/T10 ....
HY85112 1977
400, 4-spd 4 bbl
HY85112 1977-81 350/5.7L.............
HY85112 1981
305/5.0L, Z28 ....

373.99
373.99
373.99
373.99
373.99
373.99
373.99
373.99
373.99
373.99
373.99
373.99
373.99
373.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

460.99 set

460.99
460.99
460.99
460.99
460.99

set
set
set
set
set

1967-82 Street/Strip Clutch Sets
RA520

1998-02 LS1 Adjustable Master/Slave
An adjustable master cylinder is required for
installation of the RAM Street Dual on any LS
application so you can limit your clutch travel and
avoid shifting problems. When installing the new
clutch hydraulics, it is essential to ﬂush the system of
old ﬂuid and rebleed with new ﬂuid. Bleeding MUST
be done by vacuum method or using a power bleeder
such as a Mityvac.
RA510
1998-02
master cylinder .. 194.99 ea
RA520
1998-02
slave cylinder .... 161.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

The clutch disc is engineered speciﬁcally for high
horsepower street vehicles in addition to occasional
dragstrip use. Manufactured with premium quality,
high burst strength woven lining to withstand heat and
higher engine RPM and riveted to a Marcel backing
which acts as a shock absorbing material.
Important: Stock clutch linkage may require reinforcements.

10.4"
HY85103
HY85103
HY85103
HY85103
HY85103
HY85103
HY85103
HY85103

Clutch with 1-1/8"-10 Spline
1967-69 302 ..................... 396.99
1967-69 327 ..................... 396.99
1969-73 307, 3-spd, 2 bbl 396.99
1969-77 350, Saginaw ..... 396.99
1976-77 305, 3-spd, 2 bbl 396.99
1977-78 305/5.0L............. 396.99
1977-79 350/5.7L............. 396.99
1979-82 305/5.0L............. 396.99

Clutches

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
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As engine power and torque increase you need a
powerful clutch set to stand up strong. Powergrip
utilizes a unique blend of friction materials and
increased clamp loads to give you the holding power
you need for aggressive street driving and occasional
drag strip use. With up to an 80% increase in holding
power, Ram’s powergrip series is a natural for the
aggressive driver.
9.75" Clutches
1-1/8"-26 Spline
98900 1996-02 3.8L 9/95-7/97 .. 479.99 set
10.5" Clutches
1-1/8"-10 Spline
98760 1967-69 230
OE is 10" .. 339.99 set
98760 1967-78 250
OE is 10" .. 339.99 set
98760 1979
4.1L .................. 339.99 set
98760 1980-81 3.8L .................. 339.99 set
98760 1967-70 283
.................. 339.99 set
98760 1967-70 302
.................. 339.99 set
98760 1967-70 327
.................. 339.99 set
98760 1968-73 307
3-spd 2 bbl 339.99 set
98760 1969-77 350
Saginaw .... 339.99 set
98760 1976-77 305
3-spd 2 bbl 339.99 set
98760 1977-78 5.0L .................. 339.99 set
98760 1977-79 5.7L M20 .......... 339.99 set
98760 1979-81 5.0L 4-speed...... 339.99 set
1-1/8"-26 Spline
98730 1982-92 5.0L .................. 339.99 set
11" Clutches
1-1/8"-10 Spline
98762 1967-70 350
.................. 349.99 set
98762 1967-70 396
.................. 349.99 set
1-1/8"-26 Spline
98764 1971
396
.................. 339.99 set
98764 1971-77 350
Muncie ...... 339.99 set
98764 1977
400
.................. 339.99 set
98764 1977-81 5.7L M21 .......... 339.99 set
98764 1981
5.0L Z28............ 339.99 set
98516 1993-97 5.7L w/bearing .. 549.99 set
98931 1998-02 5.7L modular ..... 459.99 set
12" Clutches
98935 1998-02 5.7L modular ..... 435.99 set

HY85103 –
high burst strength
woven lining

Transmission Components
1984-02 Clutch Master Cylinder
1993-97 T56 Clutch Release Fork
88760

M
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1967-92 Replacement Clutch Sets
Each set includes: a clutch disc, matched pressure plate,
and throwout release bearing. The clutch sets offer the
convenience of having all three clutch components in
one package.
229 Six Cylinder
167510 1980-81 ............................... 134.99 set
230 Six Cylinder
88643
1967-69 ............................... 244.99 set
231 Six Cylinder
167510 1980-81 ............................... 134.99 set
250 Six Cylinder
88643
1967-78 ............................... 244.99 set
167510 1979
............................... 134.99 set
2.8L V6
88706
1982-83 4-speed .................. 204.99 set
88706
1983-84 5-speed .................. 204.99 set
88755
1985
5-speed .................. 135.99 set
190201 1986-89 5-speed .................. 131.99 set
302 V8
167510 1968-70 ............................... 134.99 set
305/5.0L V8
167510 1976-78 bent diaphragm ...... 134.99 set
167510 1977-82 4-speed .................. 134.99 set
88760
1977-78 ﬂat diaphragm........ 176.99 set
88764
1977-81 M21 ....................... 174.99 set
88764
1981
with Z28 ................ 174.99 set
167521 1984-92 hydraulic ................ 150.99 set
307 V8
88760
1968-73 ............................... 176.99 set
327 V8
167510 1967-69 ............................... 134.99 set
350/5.7L V8
88762
1967-70 1-1/8" 10 spline ..... 176.99 set
167510 1969-77 with Saginaw ......... 134.99 set
88764
1971-77 with Muncie .......... 174.99 set
167510 1977-79 M20 ....................... 134.99 set
88764
1977-81 M21 ....................... 174.99 set
167505 1982-83 4-spd mech. release 153.99 set
167505 1982-83 5-spd mech. release 153.99 set
396 V8
88762
1967-70 1-1/8" 10 spline ..... 176.99 set
88764
1971
1-1/8" 26 spline ..... 174.99 set

Reproduction clutch release fork for 1993-97 Camaro
and Firebird models with the LT1 5.7L V8 and T56
manual transmission. Each part is heat treated to insure
proper material hardness for a OE quality part and is
designed to ﬁt and function as original.
Note: Clutch forks will have a slight non-uniform discoloration
due to the heat treatment process.

A880107

1993-97

LT1 w/T56 trans 199.99 ea

HK7510

HK7509

Hydramax Hydraulic Clutch Set
The American Powertrain Hydramax hydraulic clutch
sets include the components required to convert
your vehicles mechanical linkage system to smooth
hydraulic system. Sets are design to work with OE
or custom pedals. Includes adjustable ﬁrewall mount,
pre-bled 3/4" bore master cylinder, plastic reservoir
kit remote or local mount (billet upgrade available),
steel braided lines, concentric slave bearing, pedal
rod (speciﬁc by model), ﬁttings, hardware and
instructions. Available for most OE 4-speed, Muncie,
T10, Saginaw, Richmond, Tremec TKO 5/6-speed
series, GM/Mopar Magnum T56 or Viper/LS 6-speed
manual transmissions.
Note: Set contents vary by model. Some modiﬁcations may
be necessary. Photos for illustration purposes.

Std. Pedals – TKO/Muncie/T10/Saginaw/Richmond
HK7507 ................................................ 625.99 set
Std. Pedals – 1993-96 LT1 T56 6-Speed
HK7508 ................................................ 508.99 set
Floor Mounted Pedals – Magnum/LS/Viper T56
HK7509 ................................................ 672.99 set
Billet Reservoir
HK7510 ................................................ 135.99 ea
natural

1967-81 Clutch Release Fork
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1982-92 Clutch Master Reservoir Bracket
Reproduction clutch
master cylinder
reservoir bracket for
1984-92 Camaro and
Firebird V8 models
equipped with the T5
manual transmission.
This bracket can also be used on 198283 F-Body models to mount the clutch
master reservoir when installing a T5/
T56 transmission.
A930018 1982-92 T5/T56 trans ........ 24.99 ea

1967-69 LS1 Adjustable Hydraulic
Master/Throwout Assembly

LW15500

Genuine GM, standard replacement, or heavy-duty
replacement clutch forks for 1967-81 models with
manual transmissions.
Genuine GM
6 Cylinder Models
G8554
1967-72
early model...... 62.99 ea
G8555
1973-79
late model ........ 62.99 ea
V8 Models
G8554
1967-72
early model...... 62.99 ea
G8555
1973-81
late model ........ 62.99 ea
Reproduction
6 Cylinder Models
C926321
1967-79
standard ........... 19.99 ea
LW15500
1973-81
heavy-duty....... 56.99 ea
V8 Models
C926321
1967-81
standard ........... 19.99 ea
LW15500
1973-81
heavy-duty....... 56.99 ea

Replacement clutch
master cylinder mounts to
the ﬁrewall and actuates
the clutch slave cylinder
when the clutch pedal is
depressed. Fits 1984-02 Camaro models.
CMA350089 1984-02 .......................... 69.99 ea

black

gray

Factory hydraulic master
assemblies are too long to
bolt-up to the original
pedals used on
the 1967-69
models. This
assembly will
resolve that issue
by machining up
a new pushrod
sleeve, complete
with an adjustable
rod end to shorten
the overall length of the master. The hydraulic
assembly is designed to ﬁt your 1967-69 model in
conjunction with part #AT1011.
AT1014
1967-69 ............................... 419.99 kit

1967-92 Clutch
Pressure Plate Bolt
Genuine GM clutch pressure plate bolts for use
with the applications below.
G8536 1967-92 3/8"-16 x 1", 6 req. .. 2.99 ea

1967-81 Pressure Plate to Flywheel Bolt
Reproduction
pressure plate
bolts for 196781 models.
Grade 5 3/8"-16
x 15/16" with
lock washers.
1256644
1967-81

6 included ............ 9.99 set

1967-72 Clutch Fork Pivot Stud
CB40043

Billet Clutch Reservoir
This billet clutch reservoir will add some high tech
look under the hood. Machined from 6061-T6 billet
aluminum. Replaces the stock GM plastic clutch
reservoir for hydraulic clutches. Accepts 1/8" NPT to
AN ﬁtting. Includes mounting bracket and 5/16" nickelplated hose barb ﬁtting. Available in natural, black and
grey ﬁnish. Can be used for many custom applications.
CB40043
natural .............................. 149.99 ea
CB40044
black ................................ 149.99 ea
CB40045
gray .................................. 149.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Genuine GM stud which attaches
inside the clutch bellhousing to
provide a pivot point for the
clutch fork.
G8537
1967-72 ...................................... 8.99 ea

1967-96 Adjustable Clutch Fork Pivot Ball
This adjustable clutch fork
pivot ball is designed to
allow additional adjustment
of the clutch fork height to
eliminate clutch release problems
when installing a high-performance clutch. Also for
use with Lakewood Safety Bellhousings.
LW15501
1967-96 ............................ 31.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Transmission Components
1976-92 Clutch
Throwout Bearing
Genuine GM clutch throwout
bearings now available for 19761992 models. See below for
G8548
current availability.
G8548
1976-81
V8.........................
G8551
1984
V8.........................
G8551
1985-90
V8.........................
G8551
1990-92
V8.........................

3920262

1967-81 Upper Pushrod
54.99
49.99
49.99
49.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

K511

Reproduction pushrod assembly which connects the
clutch pedal to the bellcrank. Cadmium-plated. One
required per car.
3920262
1967-69
small block ....... 15.99 ea
3920262
1967-69
big block ........... 15.99 ea
KW276
1970-71
sb or bb ............. 17.99 ea
KW277
1972-81
sb or bb ............. 17.99 ea

1967-81 SB Clutch Linkage Sets
Reproduction clutch linkage set for 1967-81 models.
Small Block
Includes: upper pushrod and boot, bellcrank assembly,
frame side mounting bracket, ball stud with felts, lower
push rod assembly, clutch extension wire, pullback
spring, and clutch fork bellhousing boot.
K711
1967
OER® repro ..... 99.99 set
K511
1968-69
OER® repro ..... 109.99 set
Big Block
Includes: clutch fork pushrod and stud, pushrod swivel
and washer, clutch fork bracket, upper pushrod boot,
lower fork bellhousing boot, frame stud spring, lever
shaft ball engine stud, bellcrank assembly, and block
side pivot ball. Also includes stud seal, shaft lever ball
seal, and pushrod clip.
K710
1967
OER® repro ..... 109.99 set
K510
1968-69
OER® repro ..... 114.99 set
Small or Big Block
Includes: upper pushrod and boot, bellcrank assembly,
frame side mounting bracket and ball stud, block side
ball stud, lower rod assembly, clutch return spring,
clutch fork bellhousing boot, and circlips.
KW322 1970-71
all V8 ............... 129.99 set
K712
1972-81
all V8 ............... 124.99 set

1967-82 Throwout Bearing

1967-83 Bellhousing to Clutch Fork Boot
OER® reproduction boot, sized for a snug ﬁt to both fork
and bellhousing. Molded in durable E.D.P.M. stock.
3993851
1967-83 ................................. 6.99 ea

Reproduction lower clutch pushrod for 1967-81
Camaro models. The small block pushrod includes
a lock nut. The big block pushrod includes a swivel.
9779202
1967-69
big block.......... 15.99 ea
9779202
1976-77
6 cylinder ........ 15.99 ea
3849703
1967-81
small block ...... 19.99 ea

1967-74 Clutch Pushrod
Retainer Clip
Reproduction clip that is used to retain the
upper and lower clutch pushrods.
3749084 1967-74
3 required ............. 2.59 ea

Safety Bellhousing Clutch Fork Boot
The clutch fork boot is to help keep unwanted dirt,
dust and moisture from entering the bellhousing which
can cause contamination to the clutch. This clutch fork
boot is made of a soft pliable rubber for Lakewood
safety bellhousings.
LW15510
............................................. 31.99 ea

1972-83 Clutch Pedal Pushrod Bushing
This small bushing is
essential to keep the clutch
pushrod in the proper location.
The bushing is a commonly
worn out part which requires
replacement periodically.
406172
1972-83 6 and 8 cylinder..... 1.99 ea

1253502

1967-72 Clutch Adjustment Rod
3886686

397089

1967-81 Upper Clutch Pushrod Boot
Reproduction pushrod boot for 1967-81 models. These
rubber boots mount on the ﬁrewall and prohibits water,
chemicals, and other elements from entering the drivers
compartment through the clutch rod opening. 1967-69
boot is molded using correct E.D.P.M. stock superior
to original. Fits small block and big block applications.
With Molded Steel Insert
3886686
1967-69................................ 9.99 ea
Without Molded Steel Insert
3973089
1970-81 .............................. 14.99 ea

1967-69 Clutch Rod Cover and Seal
This item is used to
block off the clutch
pushrod opening
on 1967-69
Camaro models with
automatic transmissions.
Die-stamped steel with a die-cut seal included.
KW273
1967-69
cover and seal .... 19.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Reproduction clutch adjustment rod. This rod pushes
against the clutch fork and is needed to adjust free play
in the clutch. Available in the stock length 6-1/4" or
in 7-3/8" for aftermarket clutches.
1253502
1967-72
6-1/4" ................ 9.99 ea
1253503
1967-72
7-3/8" ................ 9.99 ea

RL7000

1967-81 Rod Links HD Clutch Linkage Rods
Eliminate worn, sloppy linkage with these heavy duty
clutch rod sets! These stout, 9/16" diameter aluminum
pushrods feature self-lubricating Teﬂon lined spherical
end links that won’t rattle or squeak. This unique design
offers up to 1-1/2" length adjustment with 15 degree of
pivot to allow for frame and engine mount ﬂex that can
occur under severe conditions. Available for 1967-81 big
block and small block Camaro models. Made in USA.
Note: Upper rod on RL7010 is steel and not aluminum.

RL7000
RL7005
RL7010

1967-69
1967-69
1970-81

small block ...... 113.99 set
big block .......... 113.99 set
small/big block 113.99 set

Clutch Components
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Hays high-performance
throwout bearings
withstand the high spring pressure
and high RPM operation common
to racing clutches. Each bearing
face is heat treated and Blanchard ground
to ensure trueness. The collars are heat treated for
strength and machined to close tolerances for secure
bearing fork attachment. The ball bearing race is
packed with heat resistant moly-based grease for
better lubrication and longer life. A nylon liner and
bearing retainer is also featured for cooler and
quieter operation.
High-Performance Throwout Bearings
Diaphragm Type 10.4"
HY70101 1967-81 229, 230, 231, 250 60.99 ea
HY70101 1967-69 283, 302, 327, 350 60.99 ea
HY70101 1969-73 307 ......................... 60.99 ea
HY70101 1969-77 350 with Saginaw .. 60.99 ea
HY70101 1976-82 305 exc. 1981 Z28 60.99 ea
Diaphragm Type 11"
HY70101 1971
396 ......................... 60.99 ea
HY70101 1971-77 350 with M22, T10 60.99 ea
HY70101 1978-81 350 ......................... 60.99 ea
HY70101 1981
305 Z28.................. 60.99 ea
Self-Aligning Throwout Bearings
Diaphragm Type 10.4"
HY70201 1967-81 229, 230, 231, 250 60.99 ea
HY70201 1967-69 283, 302, 327, 350 60.99 ea
HY70201 1969-73 307 ......................... 60.99 ea
HY70201 1969-77 350 with Saginaw .. 60.99 ea
HY70201 1976-82 305 exc. 1981 Z28 60.99 ea
Diaphragm Type 11"
HY70201 1971
396 ......................... 60.99 ea
HY70201 1971-77 350 with M22, T10 60.99 ea
HY70201 1978-81 350 ......................... 60.99 ea
HY70201 1981
305 Z28.................. 60.99 ea

9779202

1967-81 Lower Clutch Pushrod

Transmission Components
1967-72 Clutch Bellcrank Pivot Set
3899021

1967-75 Return Spring Extension Rod
These rods are used in conjunction with the clutch fork
return spring. Together they connect the clutch fork
to the engine support bracket. The C98 reproduction
rod is phosphate coated in black. We offer later model
extension rods for your 2nd or 3rd generation Camaro.
One required per car.
3899022
1967-75
small block ........ 4.99 ea
3899022
1967-72
big block ............ 4.99 ea

3914896

1967-81 Shift Rod
Retainer Clips

3973088

332521

1967-81 Clutch Fork Return Springs
Reproduction springs which attach from the engine
mounting bracket to the clutch extension wire. Choose
from the early model or later model springs.
3899021
1967-69
small block ..... 4.99 ea
3914896
1967-69
big block......... 5.99 ea
3973088
1970-72
all.................... 6.99 ea
332521
1973-81
6 cylinder ....... 10.99 ea
332521
1973-81
V8................... 10.99 ea

Reproduction of the commonly missing
spring loaded clip which is necessary
to hold the selector rods to the shifter and the
transmission. 2 per rod required.
3749084
1967-81 .................................. 2.59 ea

1969 Shifter Mounting Bracket
Correct reproduction of
the 1969 shifter mounting
bracket designed for 1969
4-speed Camaro models.
For use with original
shifters only.
HC86
HC133

1969
1969

This is the
plastic clutch
Z bar insert
set that allows
the bar to pivot on the clutch ball
These are present on most 1967-72 with a manual
transmission. This 4 piece set which includes 3
nylon bushings and a retainer clip.
748742 1967-72
4 piece..................... 5.99 set

1967-69 Clutch Bellcrank Felt Seals
OER® reproduction die-cut
seal that slips over the
bellcrank pivot studs and
seals against the end of the
bellcrank tube to prevent
dirt and water damage.
3743360
1967-69 .................................. 3.99 pr

1967-81 Block Side Bellcrank Pivot Ball
HC86

OER® reproduction bellcrank pivot ball manufactured
from 1040 steel will help prevent wear. Inserts in
bellcrank assembly. For use with small block or big
block engines.
3866568
1967-81 ............................... 10.99 ea

bb ........................... 124.99 ea
sb ........................... 89.99 ea

1970-81 Frame Side Bellcrank Pivot Ball
1967-69 Clutch Fork Return Spring Bracket

Exact machined reproduction. Heat treated for
hardness. For use with small block or big block engines.
KW319
1970-81 ................................. 14.99 ea

Reproduction of the clutch fork return spring bracket
installed on all 1967-69 Camaro models with factory
installed big block engines. Allows correct function
and mounting of the return spring.
3912606
1967-69
big block ............. 7.99 ea
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1967-69 Shifter Linkage Set

KW914B

Reproduction shift linkage set for 1967-69 Camaro
models. Sets include the correct mounting bracket,
rods, levers, and fasteners.
E299
1967-68 w/Muncie shifter .... 159.99 set
E367
1969
sb w/Hurst shifter ... 143.99 set
E375
1969
bb w/Hurst shifter .. 249.99 set

3899019

3932760

3973086

1967-81 Frame Side Bellcrank Pivot Ball
1969-74 Reverse Lockout Assemblies
Reproduction lockout assemblies for Camaro models
with small or big block engines and with 4-speed
transmissions. This assembly is designed to activate
the ignition/steering interlock when the shifter is put
into reverse. Includes fully assembled bellcrank with
correct upper and lower lockout rods.

Reproduction bracket with correct offset and holes for
1967-81 Camaro models
3899019 1967
sb or bb – OER® ... 17.99 ea
3932760 1968-69 sb or bb – OER® ... 15.99 ea
3973086 1970-81 manual trans ......... 12.99 ea
3998652

Note: *Includes original stamped numerals. †For 302, 350,
396 with 4-speed. C756234 will work on 1975-81 models,
but is not technically correct.

Lockout Assemblies
KW914A* 1969
reproduction sb.... 99.99 set
KW914B* 1969
reproduction bb ... 99.99 set
K578
1969
universal bb/sb .... 82.99 set
A8800102 1970-74 bb/sb w/Muncie... 134.99 ea
Lockout Swivel Assembly Only
KW913† 1969
............................. 58.99 ea
C756234 1970-74 ............................. 66.99 ea
Lockout Upper Rod Only
KW911
1969
............................. 21.99 ea
Lockout Lower Rod Only
K306
1969
small block .......... 29.99 ea
KW912
1969
big block.............. 24.99 ea
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3912602

stamped
HURST

1967-81 Clutch Bellcrank Assemblies

1967-68 Shifter Arm

Reproduction bellcrank assemblies for 1967-81 models
with small or big block engines. Includes a zerk grease
ﬁtting for easy maintenance. Also includes frame side
pivot ball installed in bellcrank. Finished in black
3998652
1967-69
small block 9" ... 39.99 ea
3912602
1967-69
big block 9-3/4" 42.99 ea
KW316
1970-81
sb/bb 10" ........... 54.99 ea

Hurst bolt-on shifter sticks are ideal for use in custom
applications where a particular height or offset is
required. These shifter sticks are constructed from
high strength steel and are stamped with the Hurst
name and has 3/8"-16 threads.
Saginaw/Muncie Transmissions
5386836 1967-68 arm w/OE 1" offset 123.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Transmission Components
1967-81 Indy SSA 3-Speed Shifter
1969 4-Speed Hurst Shifter
Reproduction of the Hurst
4-speed shifter for 1969
models with a Muncie
transmission. This assembly
will replace worn or damaged
originals. This shifter has
the correct round bar and
will work on non-console
and console cars without the
worry of hitting the shift cup
like the ﬂat bars do.
F872
E367

1969
1969

F872

4-speed..................... 429.99 ea
Hurst linkage ........... 143.99 set

This economically priced
shifter is of universal design,
so it will ﬁt a wide variety
of applications. It is ideal
for converting column shift
3-speeds to ﬂoor shift.
Features a spring loaded gate
for ease of operation and
short precise throws for less
stick travel. Chrome-plated
stick with black knob. All
components are plated for
protection. Comes complete
with shifter boot, hardware
and installation guide. Some
modiﬁcation may be necessary
during installation.
Not for use with ﬂoor console.
5010002
1967-81 .............................. 285.99 ea

3934286

1967-68 Four-Speed Shifter
Quality reproduction shifter assemblies for 1967-68
Camaro models with 4-speed transmission. Complete
assembly will replace worn or damaged originals.
Licensed by GM and includes the correct transmission
linkage as shown. Available in early ﬁrst design with
plain lever, or second design style which included the
word Muncie stamped into the shift lever.
3934286 1967-68 w/Muncie on arm .. 279.99 ea
3917586 1967-68 Saginaw ................. 299.99 ea

1967-68 Shifter Stabilizer Rod
Quality reproduction of the shifter stabilizer rod used
on 1967-68 Camaro models. This stabilizer rod goes
from the shifter assembly to the transmission and was
used on 4-speed shifters.
C830
1967-68 .................................... 39.99 ea
3917438

3918794

3914339

1967-82 Competition/Plus Shifter
1969 Hurst Shift Lever Hardware Set
Reproduction 1969 Camaro Hurst shift lever hardware
designed to replace broken, damaged or worn out
originals. Includes high strength steel bolts and
washers as shown.
CP113
1969 ............................................ 5.99 set

Linkage rods and arms are heat treated for strength and
durability. Adjustable gear stops prevent over shifts
to help prolong transmission life. Bolt-on chromeplated stick with attractive white knob for a classic
Hurst look. Shifter assembly and installation sets are
sold separately. Optional Hurst super boot and plate
is recommended for a ﬁnished appearance and also
sold separately.
Note: *With console.

420.99
422.99
414.99
422.99
422.99
414.99
422.99
414.99
414.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

230.99
223.99
236.99
248.99
248.99
211.99
241.99

set
set
set
set
ea
ea
set

Synchromax
HC421

Hurst Shifter Rebuild Set
Rebuild your Hurst shifter with this shifter rebuild set.
This is a 20 piece set that contains all the necessary
components to make your Hurst shifter work like new.
Note: Shifter body sleeve sold separately.

HC421
HC423

Hurst rebuild set ................... 94.99 set
shifter body sleeve ................ 14.99 ea

Increases performance
and the life of your equipment by
lowering operating temperatures and
provides outstanding wear protection for
longer transmission life. Synchromax
is fully compatible with all types of
friction materials, providing excellent
corrosion and oxidation protection without
affecting the soft metals found in manual
transmission synchronizers. Formulated
with Royal Purple’s Synerlec technology
for unsurpassed performance and protection.
RP01512
quart ................................ 20.99 ea
RP12512
case of 12 qts. ................. 205.99 cs
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1993-02 Short Throw Shifter
Reduces your throw from gear to gear by up to 40%
with Fidanza Performance short throw shifter. Based
off the OEM shifter design with a reduced angle in the
shifter shaft. Available for 1993-02 Camaro models
with T-56 transmissions. Manufactured precisely with
6061 aluminum and hardened steel.
F891848
1993-02 ............................. 102.99 ea

Manual Transmission Fluid
This 80W lightweight fully synthetic
manual transmission oil reduces
parasitic drag and provides race
proven protection.
JG1206
JG1207

80W
80W

quart ..................... 19.99 ea
case of 12 quarts... 215.99 cs

Synthetic Gear Oil
Used by Joe Gibbs Racing in every rear
end differential and transmission gear
box. This fully synthetic, unique SAE
75W-110 gear oil reduces operating
temperatures by up to 15 degrees
compared to other brand gear oils.
JG630
JG631
JG617

quart ..................................... 19.99 ea
case of 12 qts........................ 215.99 cs
5 gallon pail.......................... 359.99 ea

Manual Trans Shifters
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1969 Camaro Factory Hurst Shift Lever Set
Correct reproductions featuring stamped text as original.
These levers are for side cover gear selectors with internal
threads, not for gear selector covers with threaded studs.
Reverse lever has 2 rod holes for small block and big
block applications.
RC115
1969........................................ 41.99 set

Competition/Plus Shifters
3914339 1967-68 all .........................
3917438 1969
all .........................
3916848 1970-72 Muncie .................
3918791 1973-74 Muncie .................
3917438 1973-77 Saginaw ...............
3918794 1974-81 Richmond/BW .....
3918791* 1974-81 Richmond/BW .....
3917960* 1982
BorgWarner T-10
3917960* 1982
Saginaw ...............
Installation Sets
3734531 1967-68 Saginaw ...............
3734529 1967-68 Muncie .................
3737437 1969
Muncie .................
3737897 1970-72 Muncie .................
3738605 1973-73 Muncie .................
3738607 1973-77 Saginaw ...............
3738609 1974-81 Richmond/BW .....

Manual Trans Shifters
Manual Transmission Types:

1530041
3922525

Reproduction Shift Handle

9793565

1967-69 Chrome Shift Knob
Saginaw, GM with 7 bolt side cover

Reproduction chrome shift knob. A highly polished
triple chrome-plated steel knob which is now available
for all 1967-69 Camaro models with 3-speed or 4-speed
transmissions. These heavyweight chrome knobs will
add originality to your interior.

This licensed reproduction Hurst T-Handle shifter knob
is embossed with the Hurst “H” logo and 4-speed shift
pattern for a true muscle car look. Your choice of black
or white molded plastic.
Note: Jam nut not included.

1530041
1530043

black handle with 3/8" thread 44.99 ea
white handle with 3/8" thread 44.99 ea

Note: May be installed on aftermarket shifters which have
the correct thread size.

3922525
9793565

1967-68
1969

5/16" Muncie.... 19.99 ea
3/8" Hurst ......... 21.99 ea
1530020

T-Handle Shift Knob

Muncie M-21, early GM, 7 bolt side cover
used through 1968

3921147B

1967-69 Four-Speed Shift Knob
Muncie, GM, 7 bolt side cover used
1969 and later

Beautiful reproduction style shift knob for 3-speed or
4-speed transmissions. The black shift knobs for 196769 consist of the upper shift ball and a lower chrome
lock nut. The white shift knobs are a 1 piece design and
feature an engraved shift pattern highlighted in black.
Note: Manufactured for use with original shifters. May be
installed on aftermarket shifters which have the correct
thread size.

3921147B
3921147W
3961437A
3961437W

1967-68
1967-68
1969
1969

black
white
black
white

5/16"-18
5/16"-18
3/8"-16 ..
3/8"-16 ..

28.99
19.99
19.99
19.99

Add a Hurst T-Handle to your shifter for a ﬁrmer grip
during shifting. Quality die-cast aluminum T-Handle
is embossed with the familiar Hurst logo and comes
in your choice of chrome, polished or brushed ﬁnish.
Order direct ﬁt by the size and ﬁnish. SAE universal
ﬁt includes adapters in 1/4"-28, 5/16"-18, 3/8"-16,
1/2"-20. Metric/SAE universal ﬁt includes: 3/8"-16,
3/8"-24, 7/16:-20, 1/2"-20, M10 x 1.25, M10 x 1.5,
M12 x 1.25 and M12 x 1.75.
Note: *Does not include SAE 3/8"-24 and 7/16"-20.

1530032
1530040
1530020*

chrome SAE ........................ 41.99 ea
polished metric/SAE............ 46.99 ea
brushed metric/SAE ............ 37.99 ea

ea
ea
ea
ea

Muncie M-22, GM, 7 bolt side cover
1970-74

1536210
stitching detail

M
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Saginaw, GM with 7 bolt side cover

Richmond/BorgWarner Super T-10 (AS-9)
1974-81, 9 bolt curved bottom side cover

BorgWarner T-10 Torque tube tailshaft,
1982, 9 bolt curved bottom side cover

Saginaw Torque tube tailshaft, GM, 1982,
7 bolt transmission side cover
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1982-02 Leather Wrapped MT Shift Knob
OER® reproduction leather-wrapped shift ball for various
1982-02 Camaro Z28 models equipped with 5-speed
and 6-speed manual transmissions. Manufactured in
injection molded ABS, then hand wrapped in genuine
leather for an authentic original appearance. An exact
replica of the shift ball GM originally installed on
3rd and 4th Gen Camaros equipped with the NK3 or
NP5 leather wrapped steering wheel option, this shift
ball features the horizontal stitch design and replaces
GM part #14089466. GM originally installed these on
1986-02 models, but will ﬁt and function correctly on
various 1982-92 Camaro models running an original
GM shifter in conjunction with a BorgWarner 5-Speed
manual transmission. Will also ﬁt and function correctly
on various 1993-02 Camaro models with 5-speed or
6-speed transmissions and is a natural companion to the
optional leather steering wheel package found on many
Trans AM, Z28 and IROC-Z models.
14089466 1982-02 with leather .......... 79.99 ea

1531000

Universal Pistol-Grip Shifter Handle
Need a serious grip for power shifts? Wrap your hand
around the Hurst pistol grip shifter handle! It’s designed
to provide a ﬁrm, natural grip to help prevent missed
shifts. Manufactured from aluminum featuring the
Hurst name embossed on both sides. Available with
a 12 Volt 10 amp normally open switch to operate roll
control, nitrous, or other accessories. Choose from
natural and black anodized ﬁnishes. The handle has a
16mm-1.50 internal thread and includes jam nuts as
well as the following SAE and Metric adapters: 3/8"16, 1/2"-20, 10mm-1.25, 10mm-1.50, 12mm-1.25,
and 12mm-1.75.
1531000
natural ﬁnish ....................... 59.99 ea
1536200
natural ﬁnish with switch ... 76.99 ea
1536210
black ﬁnish with switch ...... 76.99 ea

Classic White Shift Knob
These solid white shift
knobs are perfect for
classic vehicles that have
been upgraded with a
modern 5- or 6-speed
transmission. Each 1-3/4" shift knob
features an engraved and inlaid black
1630040
gate shift pattern. 3/8"-16 thread size.
Includes jamb nut.
1630008
5-speed shift knob .............. 46.99 ea
1630040
6-speed shift knob .............. 45.99 ea

Designed for large hole shifter installations, the Hurst
super boot and plate measures 7-3/4" x 8-3/4". Includes
boot, chrome i.d. plate, and mounting hardware.
1147494
for Competition/Plus shifters 60.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Super Shift Boot and Plate
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Solid Colors

01
black

02
red

03
white

05
yellow

06
orange

04
ivory

Billiard Ball Shift Knob
These billiard shift knobs are made from authentic,
2-1/4" diameter billiard balls with precision threaded
adapter inserts to ensure a snug ﬁt in your vehicle.
This unique knob will provide a smooth, solid shift
feeling. Choose the classic 8 ball or the ball of your
favorite color! Shift balls include a built in 16mm x 1.5
threaded insert with jamb nut and detailed instructions
for easy installation. Adaptors for other thread sizes
are available separately.
MN2550
1 ball ................................... 19.99 ea
MN2551
2 ball ................................... 19.99 ea
MN2552
3 ball ................................... 19.99 ea
MN2553
4 ball ................................... 19.99 ea
MN2554
5 ball ................................... 19.99 ea
MN2555
6 ball ................................... 19.99 ea
MN2556
7 ball ................................... 19.99 ea
MN2557
8 ball ................................... 14.99 ea
MN2558
9 ball ................................... 19.99 ea
MN2559
10 ball ................................. 19.99 ea
MN2560
11 ball ................................. 19.99 ea
MN2561
12 ball ................................. 19.99 ea
MN2562
13 ball ................................. 19.99 ea
MN2563
14 ball ................................. 19.99 ea
MN2564
15 ball ................................. 19.99 ea
MN2565
white 8 ball with red center 29.99 ea

Pearl Colors
Solid Colors

01
black

02
red

03
white

05
yellow

06
orange

04
ivory

Pearl Colors

51
black

52
red

53
blue

54
green

Camaro Shift Knob

Important: Please specify knob color when ordering.
MN2566

MN2569

MN2567

MN2570

MN2571

Cue Ball Shift Knob
These cue ball shift knobs are 2-1/4" in diameter and
come with a built-in precision threaded insert that
includes adapters to ensure a snug ﬁt. Made from
authentic unused billiard cue balls. Choose from the
most popular shift patterns. Shift balls include a built in
16mm x 1.5 threaded insert with jamb nut and detailed
instructions for easy installation. Adaptors for other
thread sizes are available separately.
MN2566
4-speed ............................... 44.99 ea
MN2567
4-speed ............................... 44.99 ea
MN2569
5-speed ............................... 44.99 ea
MN2570
6-speed ............................... 29.99 ea
MN2571
6-speed ............................... 44.99 ea

1967 Camaro Logo
Solid
D541
black script .....................51.99
D542
gray script.......................51.99
D543
white script .....................51.99
D544
red script.........................51.99
D545
yellow script ...................51.99
D546
orange script ...................51.99
1968-69 Camaro Logo
D551
black script .....................51.99
D552
gray script.......................51.99
D553
white script .....................51.99
D554
red script.........................51.99
D555
yellow script ...................51.99
D556
orange script ...................51.99
1969 Z28 Logo
D561
black script .....................51.99
D562
gray script.......................51.99
D563
white script .....................51.99
D564
red script.........................51.99
D565
yellow script ...................51.99
D566
orange script ...................51.99
Chrome 1970-74 Camaro Emblem
D506
embedded emblem .........44.99
Gold Bow Tie Emblem
D502
embedded emblem .........44.99
Chrome and White SS Emblem
D503
embedded emblem .........44.99

Pearl
59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99
54.99
54.99
54.99

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

52
red

53
blue

54
green

Camaro 4-Speed Rally Knob
Premium quality 2-1/8" diameter shift knobs with your
choice of logo. Comprised of specially formulated
high impact polymer resin speciﬁcally designed
to meet performance level torque and temperature
requirements. Graphics are subsurface and can not
wear off. Includes a 16mm x 1.50 brass master insert.
Adapter and jam nut sold separately. Purchased from
an authorized GMSPO licensee.
Important: Please specify knob color when ordering.

1967 Camaro Logo
Solid
D641
black script and stripes .......74.99
D642
gray script and stripes ........74.99
D643
white script and stripes.......74.99
D644
red script and stripes ..........74.99
D645
yellow script and stripes.....74.99
D646
orange script and stripes.....74.99
1968-69 Camaro Logo
D661
black script and stripes .......74.99
D662
gray script and stripes ........74.99
D663
white script and stripes.......74.99
D664
red script and stripes ..........74.99
D665
yellow script and stripes.....74.99
D666
orange script and stripes.....74.99
1970-74 Camaro Logo
D681
black script and stripes .......74.99
D682
gray script and stripes ........74.99
D683
white script and stripes.......74.99
D684
red script and stripes ..........74.99
D685
yellow script and stripes.....74.99
D686
orange script and stripes.....74.99

Pearl
74.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
74.99
74.99

Shift Knob Adapter
Brass adapter and jam nut for all licensed shift knobs
and American Shifter shift knobs. Made in USA.
Standard Adapters
D69001
5/16"-18 ................................. 2.99 ea
D69002
3/8"-16 ................................... 2.99 ea
D69003
3/8"-24 ................................... 2.99 ea
D69004
7/16"-20 ................................. 2.99 ea
D69005
1/2"-13 ................................... 2.99 ea
D69006
1/2"-20 ................................... 2.99 ea
Metric Adapters
D69101
8mm x 1.25 ............................ 2.99 ea
D69102
10mm x 1.25 .......................... 2.99 ea
D69103
10mm x 1.50 .......................... 2.99 ea
D69104
12mm x 1.25 .......................... 2.99 ea
D69105
12mm x 1.50 .......................... 2.99 ea
D69106
12mm x 1.75 .......................... 2.99 ea
D69107
16mm x 1.50 .......................... 2.99 ea

Manual Shift Knobs

609

Transmission, Shifters & Clutch M

Premium quality 2-1/8" diameter shift knobs with your
choice of logo. Comprised of specially formulated
high impact polymer resin speciﬁcally designed
to meet performance level torque and temperature
requirements. Graphics are subsurface and can not
wear off. Includes a 16mm x 1.50 brass master insert.
Adapter and jam nut sold separately. Please visit
www.classicindustries.com for more adapter choices.
Purchased from an authorized GMSPO licensee.

51
black

Batteries & Battery Boxes
Keep Your Engine Compartment 100% Original with Reproduction Delco Energizer® Batteries

Billet Battery Box for
Optima 34 Series Batteries
Finally, a battery box
that looks as good
as an Optima battery
performs. Perfect
for trunk mounted
applications.
Featuring polished
aluminum hold down
studs and stainless
steel fasteners, this
battery box will give you
BB700104
a reason not to hide that
Optima battery! Includes predrilled 5/16" holes
in the base for mounting (hardware not included).
Fits only genuine Optima 34 series batteries
and measures 10" x 6.8" x 7.8". Battery not
included. Made in USA.
BB700101
gloss black ..................... 114.99 ea
BB700102
matte black .................... 109.99 ea
BB700103
polished ......................... 109.99 ea
BB700104
red .................................. 109.99 ea
BB700105
blue ................................ 114.99 ea

BY12010
BY12007

Billet Battery Box for
Optima 51 Series Battery
t view
i
BY12007 – top

BY12010 – top view

1967-81 Reproduction Delco Energizer® Battery
Authentic reproduction Delco® Energizer batteries give you true “tar-top” appearance while eliminating the sticky
hot weather disadvantages. Each battery is correct in every detail including acid resistant, screw or push in type
caps featuring Delco full or half circles and are ﬁnished in the proper trim. Also includes reproductions of the
assembly line battery decals featuring white label with red text attached to the battery posts as well as correct
lettering on the top casting. All batteries feature 780 cold cranking amps.
Ofﬁcially Licensed by General Motors
CAUTION: Maintenance-Free batteries are Gel-Cell type batteries and DO NOT require adding electrolyte (battery acid).
Don’t forget to check the battery tray for rust or corrosion, replacement now will ensure cleaner battery installation.
Note: Batteries are shipped overweight.

1967-69 Top Post Maintenance-Free Batteries
BY12007
1967-69
top post (10" x 6-3/4" x 9")
1970-81 Side Terminal Maintenance-Free Batteries
BY12010
1970-81
side post (10" x 6-3/4" x 9")
BY12011
1970-81
side post (10" x 6-3/4" x 9")

780 CCA .............................................. 319.99 ea
780 CCA .............................................. 339.99 ea
780 CCA .............................................. 339.99 ea
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BY13006

BY13003

YellowTop Battery

RedTop Battery

With premium cranking power, low internal resistance,
and unparalleled cycling capability (rechargeability),
the YellowTop AGM battery is a true dual purpose
automotive battery. It handles deep power drains and
recharges to full capacity so it can power plenty of
electronics and still start the engine time after time.
Perfect for vehicles with multiple electronic systems
or high demand audio.

The OPTIMA RedTop high-performance AGM battery
is the ultimate high CCA starting battery designed to
deliver the strongest 5 second ignition power for a
reliable start up every time. The RedTop outperforms
and outlasts traditional batteries in demanding
cranking/starting applications. With ultimate power
delivery and durability, the RedTop is ideal for luxury
cars, hot rods, off-road vehicles and other applications
that require a leakproof starting battery.

Note: Shipped overweight.

BY13005
BY13006
BY13007
BY13008
BY13009

610

620 CCA
620 CCA
750 CCA
450 CCA
450 CCA

Group 35 .....
Group 75/25
Group 34/78
Group 51 .....
Group 51R...

271.99
271.99
281.99
239.99
239.99

Batteries . Boxes

Show off that Optima
battery with one of
these beautifully
CNC-machined
battery boxes.
Perfect for trunk
mount applications.
Designed only
to house genuine
Optima 51 series
batteries, this battery
BB700113
box is available in
both full cover and strap style and in a variety of
ﬁnishes to suit your taste. Includes predrilled 5/16"
holes in base for mounting (hardware not included).
Battery not included. Made in USA.
Full Cover
BB700111
gloss black ..................... 102.99 ea
BB700112
matte black .................... 102.99 ea
BB700113
polished ......................... 102.99 ea
BB700114
red .................................. 89.99 ea
BB700115
blue ................................ 102.99 ea
Strap Style
BB700121
gloss black ..................... 71.99 ea
BB700122
matte black .................... 71.99 ea
BB700123
polished ......................... 71.99 ea
BB700124
red .................................. 71.99 ea
BB700125
blue ................................ 71.99 ea

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Note: Shipped overweight.

BY13001
BY13002
BY13003
BY13004

800 CCA
720 CCA
720 CCA
720 CCA

Group 34/78
Group 25 .....
Group 35 .....
Group 75/25

239.99
234.99
234.99
234.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

FB11301A

Billet Battery Boxes
Add a ﬁnished look to your battery relocation or put
a custom touch to your engine bay with these billet
Optima battery boxes. Designed to ﬁt all Optima battery
models 34 and 34/78. Includes mounting hardware.
Made in USA.
FB11301A
black anodized .............. 209.99 ea
FB11301B
natural ........................... 189.99 ea
FB11301C
polished ........................ 209.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Battery Trays & Hardware
Includes
Coolant Tank!

CA67GS81

1967-81 Ground Straps
Reproduction ground straps for 1967-81 models.
Engine and Subframe Grounding Straps
CA67GS61
1967-68 6 cylinder ...... 8.99
CA67GS81
1967-68 8 cylinder ...... 15.99
CA69GS61
1969
6 cylinder ...... 14.99
CA69GS81
1969
8 cylinder ...... 18.99
Valve Cover Grounding Strap
CA27930
1977-81 ....................... 10.99

1967-69 Battery Tray Kit
Replace your original battery tray with Classic
Industries® complete replacement kit. Your battery
tray can become damaged or corroded. Replacing
the tray will improve the appearance of your engine
compartment. Each kit includes: the battery tray,
battery clamp, and bolt.
R888
1967-69 .................................... 14.99 kit

set
set
set
set
ea

1993-02 Battery Tray
Genuine GM replacement for 1993-02 Camaro models.
This tray includes coolant tank.
G6355 1993-02 .................................... 81.99 ea

Oil Pan Battery Cable Clip
Reproduction clip installed between an oil pan bolt
and the oil pan to provide a guide for the battery
cable to the starter.
C2555
.................................................... 6.99 ea

6270159A

1967-69 Battery Tray
Reproduction battery tray for 1967-69 Camaro models.
Stamped steel reproduction ﬁnished in black primer.
3893882
1967-69 ................................. 11.99 ea

1967-81 Battery Tray Clamp

Battery Cable Cloth Insulator

Correct battery hold down retainer which traps the
lower casing ridge and holds it in place preventing
movement of the battery. This clamp mounts at the
base of the battery only which requires a short 1-1/2"
attachment bolt. Available in black or stainless steel.
6270159
1967-81
black ................. 2.79 ea
6270159A
1967-81
stainless steel.... 4.99 ea

Original style black cloth insulation. 1/2" cloth insulation
is used for positive battery cable. Sold by the foot.
K0169
.................................................... 1.99 ft

G6848

Battery Cable Hardware
1982-97 Battery Tray Clamp
This battery tray clamp is designed for 1982-97
Camaro models. The bracket is designed to ﬁt onto
the battery tray and hold the battery in place, A 1/2"
bolt is required. Bolt not included.
G6851
1982-97 .................................... 8.99 ea

If your cables need to be replaced, you are probably
going to need to replace your battery cable bolts as
well. We offer early or late model cable bolts to give
your engine compartment a detailed look.
Genuine GM
G6848
side mount bolt
GM .......... 2.99 ea
Reproduction
BA227
top mount bolts
repro ........ 1.99 pr
BA275
side mount bolts repro ........ 2.99 pr

1970-81 Battery Tray
Reproduction of the original battery tray is produced
in high-quality factory grade steel and is painted with
a corrosion resistant black ﬁnish.
K318
1970-81
reproduction ......... 14.99 ea

1967-74 Battery Tray Bolt

1982-92 Battery Tray

1967-81 Battery Clamp Mounting Bolt

Exposure to the elements as well as caustic acid from
leaky batteries make the battery tray one of the most
vulnerable pieces of metal in your entire car. Replace
the rusty original in your 1982-92 Camaro.
10092052
1982-92
RH, OER® ...... 39.99 ea

Reproduction battery tray hold down clamp mount
bolt for 1967-81 Camaro models. This bolt secures
the battery to the battery tray by tightening the hold
down clamp.
152939
1967-81 .................................... 1.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

BC900701

Universal Battery Cables
Underhood or trunk mount battery cable sets. Each
cable is 1 gauge and features lead die-cast top post
terminals with a steel ring insert. This feature prevents
cracking or breaking the terminal due to tightening.
Each version comes in either top post or side post
sets. Trunk mount sets measure 18' while underhood
sets measure 6' in length. Negative cables feature preassembled 36" long 6 gauge secondary lead. Each set
includes: crimping tool, extra lugs, and shrink tubing.
Trunk Mount
BC900701
top post ........................... 158.99 set
BC900702
side post ......................... 151.99 set
Underhood Mount
BC900703
top post ........................... 112.99 set
BC900704
side post ......................... 94.99 set

Battery Hardware
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Reproduction battery tray clamp head bolts for various
1967-74 GM models. Sold individually.
X600750
1-1/4" length .......................... .99 ea

Battery Cables

1967-80 Spring Ring Battery Cable
If you want to restore your Camaro to exact factory speciﬁcations, these OEM
type cables are what you need! Each cable is reproduced exactly as original using
the same OEM type spring terminals and connectors. The terminal end includes
the word Spring Ring in the correct type style and size. Each cable is produced for
authenticity and includes the original wire markings. Positive and negative cables
are sold separately, due to the various variety of cables which were used for different
applications. Each reproduction includes the correct length cable and spring ring
terminal end. Ofﬁcially Licensed by General Motors!
Negative Battery Cables
SR09100 1967
6 cylinder
SR05055 1967
6 cylinder
SR09195 1967
8 cylinder
SR04865 1967
8 cylinder
SR09930 1968
6 cylinder
SR04830 1968
6 cylinder
SR05035 1968
6 cylinder
SR04865 1968
6 cylinder
SR04865 1968
8 cylinder
SR09195 1968
8 cylinder
SR04865 1968
8 cylinder
SR04830 1968
8 cylinder
SR18875 1969
6 cylinder
SR12555 1969-70 6 cylinder
SR12560 1969
8 cylinder
SR12570 1969
8 cylinder
SR12565 1969
8 cylinder
Positive Battery Cables
SR10700 1967-69 6 cylinder
SR18820 1967-68 8 cylinder
SR10705 1967
8 cylinder
SR09935 1968
6 cylinder
SR10710 1968
8 cylinder
SR10705 1968
8 cylinder
SR10705 1969
8 cylinder
SR10710 1969
8 cylinder
SR18820 1969
8 cylinder
SR12585 1969
8 cylinder
SR13235 1969
8 cylinder

with AC ........................................
without AC ...................................
all..................................................
with heavy-duty battery ...............
with AC ........................................
with AC, with heavy-duty battery
without AC ...................................
w/o AC, with heavy-duty battery
without AC, from 8/28/1967 ........
without AC, prior to 8/28/1967 ....
with heavy-duty battery ...............
with AC ........................................
......................................................
with AC ........................................
302, 350 with heavy-duty battery
307, with heavy-duty battery .......
396, 427 with heavy-duty battery

49.99 ea
49.99 ea
49.99 ea
49.99 ea
49.99 ea
49.99 ea
49.99 ea
49.99 ea
49.99 ea
49.99 ea
49.99 ea
49.99 ea
49.99 ea
49.99 ea
49.99 ea
49.99 ea
49.99 ea

......................................................
396................................................
small block ...................................
with heavy-duty battery ...............
small block from 8/28/1967 .........
small block prior to 8/28/1967 .....
302, 350 with heavy-duty battery
307 with heavy-duty battery ........
396, 427, top post .........................
396, 427 with heavy-duty battery
small block, side mount ...............

49.99 ea
49.99 ea
44.99 ea
49.99 ea
49.99 ea
44.99 ea
44.99 ea
49.99 ea
49.99 ea
49.99 ea
53.99 ea

N
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Side Mounted Battery Cable
Negative
SR13200
SR15235
SR13195
SR36030
SR15030
SR15035
SR22810
SR22815
SR29445
SR29445
SR22815
SR29445
SR29445
SR29465
SR38838
SR38830
Positive
SR13230
SR13240
SR15020
SR15025
SR22820
SR22805
SR36031
SR22795
SR22800
SR22645
SR22650
SR22795
SR22800
SR22645
SR29455

612

1969
1969
1969
1969
1970
1970
1971-74
1971-72
1971-72
1971-72
1973
1973
1974-80
1975-80
1980
1980

6 cylinder
6 cylinder
8 cylinder
8 cylinder
6 cylinder
8 cylinder
6 cylinder
8 cylinder
8 cylinder
8 cylinder
8 cylinder
8 cylinder
8 cylinder
6 cylinder
6 cylinder
6 cylinder

side mount ....................................
with AC, side mount ....................
307, side mount ............................
396, 427 side mount .....................
side mount ....................................
side mount ....................................
side mount ....................................
side mount ....................................
Z28 or big block, side mount .......
350, special hi-perf., side mount ..
307, side mount ............................
350, side mount ............................
side mount ....................................
side mount ....................................
229 (LC3) .....................................
231 (LD5).....................................

53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea

1969
1969
1970
1970
1971
1971
1971
1972
1972
1972
1973-74
1973
1973
1973-78
1975-78

6 cylinder
8 cylinder
6 cylinder
8 cylinder
6 cylinder
8 cylinder
8 cylinder
6 cylinder
8 cylinder
8 cylinder
6 cylinder
6 cylinder
8 cylinder
8 cylinder
6 cylinder

side mount ....................................
396, 427, side mount ....................
side mount ....................................
side mount ....................................
side mount ....................................
side mount ....................................
Z28 or big block, side mount .......
side mount ....................................
side mount ....................................
Z28 or big block with side mount
side mount, prior to 2/21/1973 .....
side mount, from 2/21/1973 .........
307, side mount ............................
side mount ....................................
side mount ....................................

53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea
53.99 ea

Battery Cables

N112

N153

N215

N740

Replacement Style Battery Cable
Having electrical issues? You may be shocked to realize that the problem may
not be your battery or alternator, but rather your cables. These aftermarket battery
cables are designed to functionally replace the original cables. Though they are not
cosmetically correct, they will ﬁt and install as original on a variety of applications.
All cables are 4 gauge, stranded copper wire and are equipped with an accessory
lead wire. Battery clamp bolt and nut are included.
Positive Battery Cables
Top Post
N112
10" .......................................................................................... 9.99 ea
N112
12" .......................................................................................... 9.99 ea
N220
20" .......................................................................................... 11.99 ea
N325
25" .......................................................................................... 11.99 ea
N330
32" .......................................................................................... 12.99 ea
N338
34" .......................................................................................... 12.99 ea
N338
38" .......................................................................................... 12.99 ea
N343
43" .......................................................................................... 12.99 ea
N153
48" .......................................................................................... 12.99 ea
N353
53" .......................................................................................... 14.99 ea
N356
56" .......................................................................................... 16.99 ea
N365
65" .......................................................................................... 14.99 ea
N372
72" .......................................................................................... 18.99 ea
N378
78" .......................................................................................... 18.99 ea
Side Terminal
N530
30" .......................................................................................... 10.99 ea
N735R
35" .......................................................................................... 10.99 ea
N740
40" .......................................................................................... 14.99 ea
N545
45" .......................................................................................... 11.99 ea
N745
50" .......................................................................................... 16.99 ea
N555
55" .......................................................................................... 12.99 ea
N565
65" .......................................................................................... 13.99 ea
N578
78" .......................................................................................... 16.99 ea
Negative Battery Cables
Top Post
N215
15" .......................................................................................... 11.99 ea
N120
20" .......................................................................................... 11.99 ea
N425
25" .......................................................................................... 12.99 ea
N427
27" .......................................................................................... 12.99 ea
N130
32" .......................................................................................... 12.99 ea
N434
34" .......................................................................................... 13.99 ea
N438
38" .......................................................................................... 13.99 ea
N448
43" .......................................................................................... 13.99 ea
N448
48" .......................................................................................... 13.99 ea
N456
53" .......................................................................................... 13.99 ea
N456
56" .......................................................................................... 14.99 ea
N465
65" .......................................................................................... 14.99 ea
N478
78" .......................................................................................... 16.99 ea
Side Terminal
N620
20" .......................................................................................... 9.99 ea
N725
25" .......................................................................................... 9.99 ea
N730
30" .......................................................................................... 10.99 ea
N735B
35" .......................................................................................... 10.99 ea
N740B
40" .......................................................................................... 14.99 ea
N645
45" .......................................................................................... 11.99 ea
N655
50" .......................................................................................... 12.99 ea
N655
55" .......................................................................................... 12.99 ea
N665
65" .......................................................................................... 13.99 ea
N678
78" .......................................................................................... 14.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Battery Chargers

Priority Start! Battery Protector
The PriorityStart! 12 Volt ProMax has a surge “spike”
protection circuit that adds additional protection to the
electrical system. Transient voltage “spikes” can cause
damage to computers, 2 way radios, MDT equipment,
cameras, and a host of other electrical equipment. The
ProMax can be used on all 12 Volt vehicles including
those with such aftermarket accessories.
PS1002
.............................................. 104.99 ea

The Battery Tender Junior

BT03

Features:

130 amp load
Large, easy-to-read display
Unique clamp design for side and top post batteries
Side clamp mount for cable storage
Convenient zero adjust to reset pointer
Lightweight, comfortable, easy to grip
Multi-mount bracket for easy storage on a wall or tool box

Input: 120VAC, 60Hz
Output: 12 Volts DC @ 750mA
For lead acid, ﬂooded or sealed maintenance-free
batteries
4 step charging (Initialization, Bulk Charge,
Absorption Mode, Float Mode)
Switches to ﬂoat after fully charging the battery
Solid state two color LED indicates stage of charger
Listed in California Appliance Efﬁciency Database
5-Year Manufacturer Warranty
220148

High Efﬁciency Chargers
Battery Tender Junior High Efﬁciency is more than
a trickle charger. It’s lightweight, compact, and fully
automatic; very easy to use, especially in small spaces.
It will keep your battery fully charged so it’s ready to
go when you are!
BT01
Junior ...................................... 39.99 ea
BT02
Plus ......................................... 75.99 ea
BT03
Power Tender Plus .................. 105.99 ea

130 Amp Heavy-Duty Battery Load Tester
Applying a powerful 130 amp load, this heavy-duty
battery tester delivers more accurate results than
conventional 100 amp testers. Use it to determine
a battery’s state of charge as well as cranking and
charging Volts.
AC7614
.............................................. 61.99 ea

Simply attach the ring terminals of the battery tester
connector directly onto your battery and push the
button. The tester will indicate if your battery is weak
or fully charged. If your battery needs charging, simply
attach the Battery Doc Charger (available separately)!
W20040 battery tester ............................. 10.99 ea

12 Volt, 1.25 amp battery charger that is designed to
fully charge and maintain a battery at a proper storage
voltage without the damaging effects caused by trickle
chargers. The micro-chip technology applies the correct
peak charge, then automatically maintains the battery
at the perfect ﬂoat voltage. The Battery Tender Plus
will correctly charge and maintain any type of lead
acid, AGM, sealed calcium or gel batteries. Includes:
ring terminals and alligator clips.
21028
The Battery Tender Plus ........... 49.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

Multiple Battery Management System
Great for multiple battery upkeep, these are 12 Volt,
1.25 amp, 4 step battery charging systems that feature
short circuit protection and are spark proof. The 2 bank
model will keep up to two batteries charged, the 4 bank
will keep up to 4 batteries charged and ready to go.
Can be used as a portable unit or permanent mount.
Your battery will be ready to go when you are! Includes
ring terminals and alligator clips.
220165
2 bank .................................. 104.99 ea
220148
4 bank .................................. 209.99 ea

Cigarette Lighter Adapter
The cigarette lighter adapter allows you to charge
your battery without opening the hood. Simply plug
the adapter into the cigarette lighter (or any hot port
in the vehicle) and then plug into a Battery Tender
charger... nothing could be easier! Extension leads
available separately.
810069
cigarette lighter adapter........ 4.99 ea
8101481
12 foot extension .................. 9.99 ea
8101482
25 foot extension .................. 13.99 ea

Battery Chargers
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The Battery Tender Plus
Battery Doc Battery Tester

12 Volt, .75 amp battery charger that is designed
to fully charge and maintain a battery at a proper
storage voltage without the damaging effects caused
by trickle chargers. The Battery Tender Junior is ideal
for those hard to ﬁt spots. Includes: ring terminals and
alligator clips.
21023
The Battery Tender Junior ........ 28.99 ea

Battery Accessories & Tools
Protect Your Vehicle from Corrosive
Battery Acid!

T70781

Battery Topper
Now you can turn any modern style battery into a
vintage looking one by adding one of these battery
toppers featuring correct special grain just as original.
Battery toppers are designed to be used with any
maintenance free ﬂat top battery, and will work on
any 24/60 series battery as long as the post location
is original.
T70781
top post .................................. 59.99 ea
T70782
side post ................................ 59.99 ea

Prolong battery life
and protect your
vehicle’s battery
tray, underhood
and radiator
support area with
the world’s only
acid-neutralizing
heat barrier mat. It
reﬂects over 90% of radiant heat, traps and neutralizes
battery acid, protects against corrosion, is recyclable,
protects the environment, and is inexpensive and easyto-install. The Battery Heat Barrier™ set is completely
safe to handle before and during installation. So
effective, it is used by all branches of the United States
military. Set consists of: one 8" x 40" acid absorbing/
neutralizing felt and one adhesive backed 8" x 40"
aluminized thermal barrier to wrap around the battery,
plus an 8" x 12" acid absorbing/neutralizing pad to
put beneath the battery. Install one on your vehicle
NOW, before it’s too late.
TT1001
battery heat shield .................. 30.99 set

Battery Mat – Acid Neutralizer
The Battery Mat offers protection against undetected
battery acid leaks. Once installed, the mat will trap
and neutralize any battery acid that leaks from the
terminals or top side of the battery, preventing corrosion
and expensive damage. Each mat is made of super
absorbent polypropylene needle punch felt, with one
side heat treated to give it additional strength. The
mat is inserted under the battery between the battery
and the battery tray. It can easily be installed at any
time either when replacing the battery tray or battery.
BM2427
yellow mat............................. 6.99 ea
BM2428
black mat ............................... 6.99 ea

Wire Crimping Tool
Needed for F-type terminals included in Classic
Update and universal harnesses. Wire sizes ranging
from 10 gauge to 18 gauge, or terminals requiring a
two wire connection.
CA510586
........................................... 91.99 ea

Battery Nut Pliers
Easily loosen and tighten nuts on battery terminal
clamps. Handles are offset for working in cramped
areas. Serrated jaws are designed for sure grip.
X203
................................................. 17.99 ea

Battery Cable Crimping Tool
No matter what the size of your
battery cable job, this is the tool
that will make quick work of it.
By simply selecting the proper
size to match your crimp
and aligning the star with the
battery lug in your vise, you will
gain a professionally strong and
conductive crimp every time!
500665
............................................... 11.99 ea

Battery Terminal Puller
This handy tool is used to
remove battery terminal
clamps without damage to
the battery posts. By simply
placing the jaws of the puller
under the battery cable
clamp, tighten the screw
until the clamp is removed.
Great for removing corroded
battery terminals.
Y54000
professional level puller ........ 19.99 ea

X206
steel

Battery Carrying Strap

N
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This handy tool is a must
for your tool box. Allows
you to easily carry bulky
automotive batteries
without getting acid on
your clothes and hands.
Each end is marked and
sized to ﬁt the positive
or negative terminals
allowing a secure,
tight ﬁt onto the post.
Battery acid won’t harm
the strap! For top post
batteries only.
X205
carries top mount ........................ 6.99 ea

Battery Lifesaver – Corrosion Remover
Lead acid batteries will
discharge, deteriorate and
die without regular use
or recharging because of
corrosion and sulfates on
the plates. This module,
developed speciﬁcally
for vehicles that are not
driven on a regular basis
to keep their battery fully
charged, will actually
recover lost battery
capacity by removing
plate corrosion, and in
turn, extend battery life up
to double or triple the normal life span!
BLS1
................................................. 29.99 ea
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Side Terminal Battery Wrench
Make life easier with this reverse able ratchet. Fits
standard 5/16" side mount battery bolt.
W21020
5/16" ....................................... 5.99 ea

X2173
post and terminal tool

X201
plastic

Battery Post Cleaning Tools
This handy little device will help keep your battery
posts clean and free of corrosion. Won’t corrode or
soften in cleaning solutions. Includes external brush
for cable clamps and an internal brush for battery
terminal posts.
X201
high impact plastic ................... 4.99 ea
X206
heavy-duty steel ....................... 4.99 ea
X2173
post and terminal tool............... 9.99 ea

Battery Terminal Spreader & Cleaner
Clean and spread battery cable terminals with this pliers
type tool. Sharp teeth effectively clean corrosion from
clamp. Squeeze handle to spread clamp.
X204
................................................. 22.99 ea

W20309

Battery Switch
Relay Puller Pliers
Pliers for removing electrical relays on most domestic
and import vehicles. Offset handle and thin tips allow
access to relays in conﬁned areas. Specially designed
tips are angled to ﬁt slots or edge of relay cover.
46950
.................................................. 19.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

These battery switches are easy-to-install on the
negative battery post and disconnect the battery by
simply loosening the knob a few turns. To reconnect
just retighten the knob. The knob can be removed
completely to deter theft. Rated at 500 amps surge and
125 continuous at 12 Volts. Available with a 15 amp
fused bypass that maintains computer settings, radio,
clock etc. while the battery is disconnected.
W20309 top post with fused bypass 11.99 ea
W20308 top post w/o fused bypass .. 9.99 ea
W20307 side post w/o fused bypass .. 9.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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500778

Lifeline Memory Retention System
The Lifeline enables users of a Master Disconnect
Switch to retain a small amount of power for memory
circuits common in fuel injection computers, radio
presets and clocks. The Lifeline is a memory circuit
retainer that will automatically reset after the electrical
load is signiﬁcantly reduced or if the Master Disconnect
Switch has been switched to the on position. Available
for standard or remote battery disconnects.
500778
standard disconnect .............. 22.99 ea
500837
remote disconnect ................. 29.99 ea

Battery Terminal Protectors
Prevent corrosion buildup on the battery terminals with
these color coded green and red anti-corrosion, chemically
treated polyester ﬁber battery terminal protectors.
W215007 battery terminal protectors ..... 1.99 pr

Disconnect Position Ring
For disconnect switches to identify the correct position
of the switch (ON or OFF). Eliminates the question
of which direction is the safe one.
BC900705 .............................................. 4.99 ea

1947-70 Felt Battery Post Washer
This felt washer is designed to go on the positive
battery post under the battery cable as recommended
by GM. The washer helps to prevent corrosion of the
positive battery post and cable.
TF900723 1947-70 ................................... .99 ea

W20314

Water Resistant Master Switch
This water resistant master switch is rated to 100 amps
continuous, 1000 amps surge at 12 Volts, and 50 amps
surge at 24 Volts. 2-1/4" dia. x 2-1/2" deep and 1-1/4"
deep behind panel. Features two 3/16" dia. mounting
holes. Includes 2 keys and a water resistant cover.
Master Switch
W20314 water resistant master switch 15.99 set
Individual Replacement Components
W203167 1 key ...................................... 2.99 ea
W203127 water resistant cover .............. 2.99 ea

Side Post to Top Post Adapters
Set of positive and negative side terminal adapters.
Enables you to convert side terminal style cables to be
used with top post style battery without changing the
cables or cable ends. Includes: 1 positive and 1 negative
terminal adapter, 2 terminal bolts and 2 terminal nuts.
500779
battery post adapters ............... 8.99 set

Quick Release Battery Cable Bolts
10626

SBT1

Battery Cable Terminal

These handy quick release bolts replace standard 5/16"
battery clamp bolts used for most top post batteries.
The cam lever action tightens and loosens the bolts
without tools. They’re constructed from anti-corrosive
stainless steel and padded with color coded red and
black polypropylene.
W20251
top post 5/16" bolts ................ 9.99 pr

Due to the corrosive nature of battery electrolyte, the
original lead cast positive and negative terminal ends
usually require replacement every few years. We offer
these replacement style late model OEM type terminals
for top or side post batteries.
10626
top post terminal ....................... 2.99 ea
SBT1
side post terminal with bolt ....... 2.99 ea

Battery Terminal Protector Boots
These color coded black and red PVC terminal boots
insulate terminals to prevent short circuits and help
reduce corrosion.
NL10470
side post ............................ 12.99 ea

Quick-Disconnect Battery Terminal
Side Terminal Adapters

This brass, quick-disconnect battery terminal isolates
the vehicle’s battery, allowing the clock, radio etc. to
remain functional when combined with a fused bypass.
Designed for both round and square battery lugs.
W203507
............................................... 9.99 ea

Multi-Purpose Quiet Tape
HushMat Quiet Tape is designed to prevent nuisance
rattles by securing loose wires and cables. Strong
adhesive adheres to virtually any surface!
QT01
1" x 20' roll ............................... 22.99 set
W203047

T4988

Battery Cutout Switch
1967-72 Battery Cable Retainer
Reproduction batter cable retainer for 1967-72 models.
Mounts to the alternator bracket to keep the negative
battery cable in place.
3857706
1967-72 ............................... 11.99 ea

Make sure your battery maintains the precious power
you need by disconnecting the battery from the car
during storage. Your choice of an inexpensive standard
duty cutout or a heavy-duty unit. Works on any 12
Volt system or vehicle. Splices into positive battery
cable to provide a switch for turning power on or off.
W203047
standard duty ..................... 24.99 ea
T4988
heavy-duty ......................... 79.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1967-69 Junction Block
This junction block serves as
a connector to tie in your front
headlamp harness to the small
wiring lead leading from your
positive battery cable. Once
installed all of your cars power
runs through this connector. Your
car will not run correctly without this item.
3882795
1967-69 ................................ 6.99 ea

Battery Accessories
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If you are converting a side terminal battery to top
post cable usage, we offer this convenient set which
allows you to install and operate your replacement
battery without unnecessary cutting of your cables.
RCP3L positive and negative .................. 4.99 set

Wiring Accessories

Wiring Harness Tape
71901

Semi-Rigid Wrappable Split Braided Tube
TT1105

TT1109

Thermo-Flex Hose and Wiring Covering
The combination of aluminum, silica, and stainless
steel is combined to produce a sleeve that is ﬂexible
lightweight, and strong. The aluminum-silica combination
can be slit for applications such as wire looms or hose
covering, without disconnecting the ends of the wire or
hoses. Thermo-Flex aluminum can withstand extreme
temperatures up to 750 degrees F.
Natural Finish
TT1105
5/8" x 3'................................ 16.99 ea
TT1106
5/8" x 10'.............................. 41.99 ea
TT1107
3/4" x 3'................................ 19.99 ea
TT1108
3/4" x 10'.............................. 46.99 ea
TT1109
1" x 3' ................................... 16.99 ea
TT1110
1" x 10' ................................. 59.99 ea
TT1111
1-1/4" x 3' ............................ 21.99 ea
TT1112
1-1/4" x 10' .......................... 62.99 ea
TT1113
1-1/2" x 3' ............................ 19.99 ea
TT1114
1-1/2" x 10' .......................... 79.99 ea
TT1115
3" x 3' ................................... 33.99 ea
TT1116
3" x 10' ................................. 114.99 ea
Black Finish
TT1117
5/8" x 3'................................ 14.99 ea
TT1118
3/4" x 3'................................ 25.99 ea
TT1119
1" x 3' ................................... 21.99 ea

Clean up and protect any wiring harness with this
braided wire wrap. The semi-rigid tube opens along
a lateral split to accommodate a variety of harness
configurations, then simply closes without any
need for fasteners. A 25% overlap ensures complete
coverage. Retains shape and rigidity from -94 degrees
to 257 degrees F. Available in black only. For 18-14
gauge wire.
71901
1/8" diameter 25 ft length ........ 11.99 ea
71902
1/4" diameter 20 ft length ........ 14.99 ea
71903
3/8" diameter 15 ft length ........ 15.99 ea
71904
1/2" diameter 10 ft length ........ 15.99 ea
71905
3/4" diameter 8 ft length .......... 16.99 ea
71906
1" diameter 8 ft length ............. 18.99 ea
71907
1-1/4" diameter 4 ft length....... 17.99 ea
71908
1-1/2" diameter 4 ft length....... 17.99 ea
71909
2" diameter 4 ft length ............. 18.99 ea

Express Sleeve
Express sleeving is a combination
of a high temperature
insulation
material
and a highly
reﬂective
Mylar foil
TT1125
with a Velcro
closure. The sleeving is designed to simply and
effectively protect wire, hoses, and cables from
harmful effects of radiant heat. Just pull apart the
Velcro, wrap around the wire, and re-close the sleeve.
Express Sleeves reﬂect over 90% of radiant heat
bursts up to 2000 degrees F, and can easily withstand
direct temperatures up to 750 degrees F.
1/2" - 1" Diameter
TT1125
3' length ............................. 21.99 ea
TT1127
12' length ........................... 86.99 ea
TT1126
50' length ........................... 399.99 ea
1" - 1-1/2" Diameter
TT1128
3' length ............................. 25.99 ea
TT1130
12' length ........................... 99.99 ea
TT1129
50' length ........................... 419.99 ea

DE010663

N
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Easy Loom Split Wire Sleeves
DEI Easy Loom is the answer to those ugly plastic stock
wire looms. These split loom sleeves from DEI offer
a clean, classy way to protect exposed wires, cables,
and hoses. They are easy-to-install and resistant to
abrasion, chemicals, and the elements. Available in 8
different diameters and include a 2 foot roll of silicone
tape to seal the ends.
Individual Rolls
DE010650
3/16"
20 foot roll...... 21.99 ea
DE010651
5/16"
20 foot roll...... 21.99 ea
DE010652
3/8"
20 foot roll...... 25.99 ea
DE010653
1/2"
12 foot roll...... 21.99 ea
DE010654
5/8"
12 foot roll...... 21.99 ea
DE010655
3/4"
10 foot roll...... 29.99 ea
DE010656
1"
10 foot roll...... 31.99 ea
DE010657
1-1/2"
6 foot roll........ 25.99 ea
Easy Loom Master Set
DE010663
master set ....... 104.99 set
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HT719301

HT719307

Fabric Heat Shrink Tubing
Shrinkﬂex fabric tubing is the only product of its kind. The
unique weave of polyoleﬁn and polyester easily installs
over wiring harness bundles, connectors and splices, as
well as rubber hoses and plastic pipes. When heated to
176 degrees, it shrinks to 1/2 the original diameter while
remaining ﬂexible, even at high temperatures!
HT719301
1/2" x 12'........................... 19.99 ea
HT719302
3/4" x 10'........................... 19.99 ea
HT719303
1-3/16" x 8' ....................... 19.99 ea
HT719304
1-1/2" x 6' ......................... 19.99 ea
HT719305
2" x 6' ................................ 19.99 ea
HT719306
2-3/8" x 6' ......................... 19.99 ea
HT719307
2-3/4" x 6' ......................... 23.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

If you want an OEM quality and appearance, this
specially manufactured black, non-stick tape is what
you need! This tape will allow you to rewrap your
existing harness or replace tape which may have
been removed.
K0067
1-1/4 x 100' vinyl ................ 11.99 ea
CA4857
1" x 100' cloth ..................... 16.99 ea

XT101

XT102

X-Treme Tape
X-Treme Tape was developed for the military and has
some very unusual properties. The silicone based tape
will stick only to itself, and only when placed under
tension. Once wrapped around an object, it forms a
non-conductive, air and watertight, insulating seal
that remains ﬂexible within a temperature range of
-60 degrees to 500 degrees F. Insulates to 8000 Volts.
Stretches to 3X’s its length. Conforms to irregular
shapes. When wrapped upon itself, it bonds together
immediately and becomes completely fused after 24
hours at room temperature.
XT100
black
10' ............................. 6.99 ea
XT101
red
10' ............................. 6.99 ea
XT102
gray
10' ............................. 6.99 ea
XT103
white
10' ............................. 6.99 ea

Accessory Wire
Create custom wiring harnesses yourself, to your own
particular speciﬁcations! Coils of 12, 14, 16, and 18
gauge wire in 25 foot increments are available for
installers to make wiring their power accessories much
easier than ever before. This wiring is well marked
for location source, featuring the clearest wire printing
in the industry.
12 Gauge Wire x 25' Coil
500809
yellow
power window .... 14.99 ea
500810
red
power locks......... 14.99 ea
500815
orange
power seats ......... 15.99 ea
500820
brown
heat and AC feed 14.99 ea
500831
black
ground ................. 15.99 ea
14 Gauge Wire x 25' Coil
500807
red
audio-video feed . 13.99 ea
500808
white
power antenna..... 13.99 ea
500811
orange
alarm feed ........... 14.99 ea
500813
dk blue
power trunk......... 12.99 ea
500814
pink
door solenoid ...... 12.99 ea
500821
tan
fuel pump ............ 12.99 ea
500830
black
ground ................. 12.99 ea
16 Gauge Wire x 25' Coil
500819
tan
radio .................... 11.99 ea
18 Gauge Wire x 25' Coil
500812
orange
cell phone feed.... 11.99 ea
500816
pink
back-up feed ....... 11.99 ea
500818
yellow
clock battery ....... 11.99 ea
500822
lt. green
back-up ............... 11.99 ea
500823
tan
electric choke ...... 11.99 ea
500829
black
ground ................. 11.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280
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Electrical Tools
Electrical tools for various uses.
High Low Voltage Tester
Checks 6 Volt and 12 Volt circuits for voltage and spark
plugs for spark. Ground clip and touch probe to point
being tested. Tester bulb will light if power is present.
X126
.................................................. 13.99 ea
Deluxe Low Voltage Circuit Tester
Tests for voltage in 6 and 12 Volt systems. Useful
for headlamps, taillights, turn signals, faulty sockets,
connections, fuses and broken wires.
X2646
.................................................. 6.99 ea
Short Circuit Detector
Locates short circuits in 6 and 12 Volt systems. Connect
the tester across the burned out fuse, move meter along
wire route and the meter needle will oscillate until the
short is found.
X2524
.................................................. 44.99 ea
Circuit Continuity Tester
Safely tests circuits with power off. Ideal for testing
fuses, grounds, shorts, contacts, diodes and open circuits.
Includes 36" cable. AA battery required (not included).
X2647
.................................................. 6.99 ea
Electrical Connector Separator
Quickly disconnect multi-wire and weatherpack style
connectors without damage to the wires or connector.
Y13120 electrical connector separator... 7.99 ea

WC500112

WC500113

AL700102

500548

AL700113

Core Support Connector and Grommet Set
Ever need to pass wires through a panel with no secure
way to do it? We offer the proven disconnect system
which can make this much easier whenever you need
to gain access or troubleshoot a problem.
500548
4 wire .................................... 17.99 set
500564
6 wire .................................... 14.99 set
500547
8 wire .................................... 12.99 set
500566
9 wire .................................... 18.99 set

500179

500181

500182

500180

Universal Wire Grommets
Sometimes you are forced to punch a hole in your
ﬁrewall to get additional wires into the engine
compartment, but that hole you cut is sharp and can
potentially sever wires. To help prevent this, install
one of these universal wire grommets. In addition to
the added protection, these grommets also give the
hole in the ﬁrewall a cleaner appearance.
Note: *Can be drilled out up to 1/4" opening.

500179
500181
500182
500183
500185
500186
500187
500180

1/2" o.d.
3/4" o.d.
7/8"o.d.
1" o.d.
1-1/4" o.d.
1-1/2" o.d.
1-3/4" o.d.
3/4" o.d.

16 gauge i.d. .....
no opening* ......
7/16" i.d. ...........
16 gauge i.d. .....
7/32" i.d ............
15/32" i.d. .........
7/16" i.d. ...........
12 gauge i.d. .....

3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99
6.99
3.99
7.99
4.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

unlit

white

orange

red

yellow

green

blue

Billet Toggle Switches
These stunningly smooth billet switches, with either
Daytona or Retro style bezels, are perfect for power
windows, power door locks, headlights, or anything that
uses a momentary switch. For an added custom touch,
choose from a variety of alluring colors. Switches are
22mm wide by 54mm long by 41mm deep.
Daytona Style Switches
AL700101
non-illuminated ............... 59.99 ea
AL700102
white LED ....................... 69.99 ea
AL700103
red LED ........................... 79.99 ea
AL700104
orange LED ..................... 69.99 ea
AL700105
yellow LED ..................... 69.99 ea
AL700106
green LED ....................... 69.99 ea
AL700107
blue LED ......................... 69.99 ea
Retro Style Switches
AL700111
non-illuminated ............... 59.99 ea
AL700112
white LED ....................... 69.99 ea
AL700113
red LED ........................... 69.99 ea
AL700114
orange LED ..................... 69.99 ea
AL700115
yellow LED ..................... 69.99 ea
AL700116
green LED ....................... 69.99 ea
AL700117
blue LED ......................... 69.99 ea

Universal Wire Connector Plastic Ends
OE style connectors for various wiring applications.
Female Connectors
WC500101 ﬂat 2 way ............................... 4.99 ea
WC500102 2 way ..................................... 4.99 ea
WC500103 1 way ..................................... 3.99 ea
WC500104 3 way ..................................... 4.99 ea
WC500105 2 way sealed beam ................ 5.99 ea
WC500106 3 way sealed beam ................ 5.99 ea
WC500107 2 way GM external alternator 4.99 ea
WC500108 2 way GM integral alternator 5.99 ea
WC500109 4 way GM external regulator 5.99 ea
WC500110 1 way GM HEI ignition ........ 4.99 ea
WC500111 1 way GM HEI tachometer ... 4.99 ea
Male Connectors
WC500112 2 way (mate to WC500107) .. 4.99 ea
WC500113 2 way (mate to WC500108) .. 5.99 ea

1993-97 LT1 Junction Block Box
Reproduction LT1 V8 junction block box for 199397 Camaro models. Injection molded in ABS plastic
to original speciﬁcations, but made with a more
durable hinge.
A9701346
1993-97 .............................. 19.99 ea

AL701101

3 Position Oval Rocker Switch

Reproduction “T” clip used on various late model
GM vehicles to secure the wiring harnesses within
the engine compartment. Can be used on any vehicle
by simply drilling a standard 1/4" hole.
153127
................................................... .99 ea

demonstration of strap being used

Late Model Wiring Harness Tie Strap

Modernize your interior with this handsome 3
position rocker switch. This switch has 6 pins in a
stag conﬁguration, is rated for 20 amps, and has an
amber backlight.
AL701101
........................................ 24.99 ea
AL701100
6 pin harness ................... 11.99 ea

Reproduction tie strap used on various late model
GM vehicles to secure the wiring harnesses within
the engine compartment. Can be used on any vehicle
by simply drilling a standard 1/4" hole.
153128 ................................................... 1.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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WC500115

Universal Metal Blades & Connectors
Universal metal blades and connectors for various
wiring applications. Each set includes 10 pieces.
56 Series Connectors
WC500114
female, .250 terminal ........ 5.99 set
WC500115
male, .250 blade ................ 4.99 set
59 Series Connectors
WC500116
female, .320 terminal ........ 5.99 set

demonstration of clip being used

Late Model Wiring Harness “T” Clip

Wiring Harnesses
OE Style Reproduction Wiring Harnesses
Reproduced using the original General Motors schematics and
feature the correct attachment connectors and wire in the
correct gauge sizes and coloration (when available) to match
your original and maintain authenticity. When ordering
wiring harnesses is it essential to supply as much
information as possible regarding your Camaro’s
optional equipment including the year, engine
size, transmission type, or any and
all factory options. This will
ensure you are getting the
correct harness for
your particular
Engine Wiring B
application.

OE Style or Aftermarket?
Wiring harnesses are labeled either OE style or
Aftermarket. OE style are reproduced using the
original General Motors schematics and feature the
correct attachment connectors and wire in the correct
gauge sizes and coloration (when available) to match
your original and maintain authenticity. Aftermarket
may not be reproduced in this manner, and may
require modiﬁcation to ﬁt your speciﬁc application.

A Front Lamp

A 1967-81 OE Style Front Lamp Harnesses
This OE Style reproduction harness is one of two main harnesses located in the engine compartment. It provides
wiring for the main battery power lead, headlights, headlight doors (1967 RS only), parking lights, 1968-81 side
marker lights, horn relay, alternator, voltage regulator, temperature sensor, brake warning, and ammeter gauge.

N
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Note: *With internally regulated alternator. Harnesses for modiﬁed applications are available by special order. Call with
speciﬁcs for quote.

6 Cylinder Models
With Warning Lights
CA72096 1967
RS .........................
CA72093 1967
standard ................
CA85099 1968
RS .........................
CA85053 1968
standard ................
CA97540 1969
standard or RS ......
CA01392 1970
all ..........................
CA11794 1971
..............................
CA28010 1972
..............................
CA38212 1973
..............................
CA48312 1974
..............................
CA58497 1975
w/seat belt relay ...
CA56228 1975
w/o seat belt relay
CA56228 1976
..............................
CA66447 1977
..............................
CA86672 1978
..............................
CA95482 1979-80 ..............................
CA96281 1981
..............................
With Factory Gauges
CA28010 1972
..............................
CA38212 1973
..............................
CA48312 1974
..............................
CA58497 1975
w/seat belt relay ...
CA56228 1975
w/o seat belt relay
CA56228 1976
..............................
CA66447 1977
..............................
CA86672 1978
..............................
CA95482 1979-80 ..............................
CA96281 1981
..............................
8 Cylinder Models
With Warning Lights
CA72097 1967
RS .........................
CA72097DI* 1967
RS, LH..................
CA72097PI* 1967
RS, RH .................
CA72094 1967
standard ................
CA85100 1968
RS .........................
CA85054 1968
standard ................

618

215.99
170.99
179.99
179.99
179.99
188.99
215.99
179.99
179.99
197.99
206.99
197.99
197.99
197.99
197.99
197.99
197.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

179.99
179.99
197.99
206.99
197.99
197.99
197.99
197.99
197.99
197.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

197.99
220.99
229.99
152.99
161.99
161.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Wiring Harnesses

CA85054PI* 1968
standard, RH.........
CA97541 1969
standard or RS ......
CA97541PI* 1969
standard/RS, RH ..
CA01556 1970
with AC ................
CA01393 1970
..............................
CA11858 1971
..............................
CA28010 1972
..............................
CA38212 1973
..............................
CA48312 1974
..............................
CA58497 1975
w/seat belt relay ...
CA56228 1975
w/o seat belt relay
CA56228 1976
..............................
CA66447 1977
..............................
CA86672 1978
..............................
CA95482 1979-80 ..............................
CA96281 1981
..............................
With Factory Gauges
CA72098 1967
RS .........................
CA72098DI* 1967
RS, LH..................
CA72098PI* 1967
RS, RH .................
CA72095 1967
standard ................
CA72095DI* 1967
standard, LH .........
CA72095PI* 1967
standard, RH.........
CA85101 1968
RS .........................
CA85058 1968
standard ................
CA97542 1969
standard or RS ......
CA97542PI* 1969
standard ................
CA01394 1970
..............................
CA17785 1971
..............................
CA28010 1972
..............................
CA38212 1973
..............................
CA48312 1974
..............................
CA58497 1975
w/seat belt relay ...
CA56228 1975
w/o seat belt relay
CA56228 1976
..............................
CA66447 1977
..............................
CA86672 1978
..............................
CA95482 1979-80 ..............................
CA96281 1981
..............................

193.99
161.99
193.99
179.99
179.99
179.99
179.99
179.99
197.99
206.99
197.99
197.99
197.99
197.99
197.99
197.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

202.99
224.99
233.99
152.99
175.99
184.99
161.99
161.99
161.99
193.99
179.99
179.99
179.99
179.99
197.99
206.99
197.99
197.99
197.99
197.99
197.99
197.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

1969 RS Headlamp Washer Pump Harness
OE Style reproduction headlamp washer pump harness
extension for 1969 Camaro models with RS option.
Provides power to the headlamp washer pump from
the front headlamp harness.
CA97543
1969 .................................... 13.99 ea

30816

Aftermarket Halogen Headlamp Harness
Some factory headlamp wiring is not designed to
handle high power Halogen headlamps, especially
when upgrading to a higher wattage. Our headlamp
harnesses draw power directly from the battery, through
a relay, to the headlamps, providing full power to your
H4 conversion headlamps or Halogen sealed beams.
They are made with TXL high temp wire, weather
resistant 30 amp fuse, and two 40 amp weather
resistant relays capable of handling up to 150 watts.
#30815 and #30816 are for use on vehicles with a 2
headlamp system using dual ﬁlament sealed beams or
H4 headlamp conversions. 30817 is for use on vehicles
with a 9005 and 9006 bulb on each side.
30816
for 9004, 9007 Halogen bulbs 109.99 ea
30817
for 9005, 9006 Halogen bulbs 149.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Wiring Harnesses
B 1967-81 Engine Wiring Harness
Complete engine wiring harnesses which are ready-to-install and include the correct color wires and connectors
making installation as easy as possible. The listing includes exact reproductions of the original engine harnesses
located in the engine compartment which includes wiring for the starter solenoid, heater blower motor, coil,
tachometer optional, windshield wiper motor, oil pressure warning light optional, brake warning light, 1967
only, and idle stop solenoid, 1969 only.
Important: CA28002 & CA28006 require CA28033 extension harness. CA31990 & CA31986 requires CA17365 extension harness.
Note: *With cruise control. **1978 without NB2 California Emissions only. ISS = Idle Stop Solenoid. ICH = Integrated
Cylinder Head. †No windshield wiper motor connection.

94.99
94.99
94.99
152.99
152.99
152.99
152.99
188.99
206.99
206.99
206.99
215.99
215.99
206.99
197.99
197.99
197.99
197.99
215.99
215.99
206.99
206.99
215.99
215.99
215.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

87.99 ea
84.99 ea
84.99 ea
89.99
134.99
134.99
152.99
143.99
143.99
152.99
179.99
188.99
188.99
197.99
197.99
188.99
206.99
197.99
206.99
197.99
188.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

87.99
84.99
84.99
89.99
134.99
134.99
152.99
143.99
143.99
152.99
179.99
188.99
197.99
197.99
188.99
206.99
206.99
179.99
179.99
188.99
197.99
188.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Big Block Models
With Console Gauges
CA71986 1967
..........................
CA85217 1968
..........................
CA95266 1969
..........................
With Factory Gauges
CA97639 1969
with ISS ............
CA01412 1970
with MT ............
CA01414 1970
with TH400 .......
CA11834
1971
with MT ............
CA11897
1971
with TH400 .......
CA28009 1972
with AT .............
CA28008 1972
with MT ............
With Warning Lights
CA71985 1967
..........................
CA85265 1968-69 ..........................
CA97638 1969
396 with ISS .....
CA01412 1970
with MT ............
CA01414 1970
with TH400 .......
CA11834
1971
with MT ............
CA11897
1971
with TH400 .......
CA28004 1972
with MT ............
CA28005 1972
with TH400 .......

89.99 ea
84.99 ea
84.99 ea
89.99
143.99
152.99
152.99
152.99
188.99
188.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

89.99
84.99
89.99
143.99
152.99
152.99
152.99
179.99
188.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

1967-74 HEI Retroﬁt Engine Harness
6 Cylinder Models
CA85051H 1968-69 without ISS .......
CA85189H 1968-69 with ISS ............
Small Block Models
With Console Gauges
CA71982H 1967
..........................
CA85217H 1968
..........................
With Factory Gauges
CA95266H 1969
without ISS .......
CA97639H 1969
with ISS ............
CA01413H 1970
with AT .............
CA01409H 1970
with MT ............
CA01707H 1970
with TH400 .......
CA11922H 1971
with AT .............
CA11832H 1971
with MT ............
CA11898H 1971
with TH400 .......
CA48434 1974
with MT ............
CA48435 1974
with TH400 .......
With Warning Lights
CA71981H 1967
..........................
CA85052H 1968
..........................
CA97524H 1969
without ISS .......
CA97636H 1969
with ISS ...............
CA01413H 1970
with AT .............
CA01409H 1970
with MT ............
CA01707H 1970
with TH400 .......
CA11922H 1971
with AT .............
CA11832H 1971
with MT ............
CA11898H 1971
with TH400 .......
CA48433 1974
with MT ............
CA48436 1974
with TH400 .......
Big Block Models
With Console Gauges
CA71986H 1967
..........................
CA85217H 1968
..........................
With Factory Gauges
CA95266H 1969
..........................
CA97639H 1969
with ISS ............
With Warning Lights
CA71985H 1967
..........................
CA85265H 1968-69 ..........................
CA97638H 1969
396 with ISS .....
With Warning Lights or Factory Gauges
CA01412H 1970
with MT ............
CA01414H 1970
with TH400 .......
CA11834H 1971
with MT ............
CA11897H 1971
with TH400 .......

107.99 ea
107.99 ea

1970 Idle Stop Solenoid Control Wire
Manufactured and produced to replicate the original
wire assembly. Includes correct color wiring and
terminals. Will install correctly into original or
reproduction under dash harnesses. The wire is for
1970 V8 models except manual transmission big
block models.
CA01557
1970 .................................. 10.99 ea

CA97793

1967-69 Transistor Ignition Wire/Harness
OE style reproduction transistor ignition wire or harness
for 1967-69 Camaro models. You can now replace the
entire harness or replace just the wiring to the ignition
coil or extension wire from the transistor switch to the
transistor ignition.
CA97793 1969
coil ground wire...... 8.99 ea
CA97792 1969
extension wire ........ 14.99 ea
CA97688 1969
harness .................... 107.99 ea
32270
1967-69 amp replace module 134.99 ea
CF46913 1967-68 ign swtch to ext. hrns 14.99 ea
CA36053 1969
crct brd to amp cnctr 54.99 ea
CA91973 1969
bulkhead to TI harness
9.99 ea

102.99 ea
99.99 ea
99.99
102.99
148.99
148.99
166.99
157.99
157.99
166.99
206.99
197.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

102.99
99.99
99.99
109.99
148.99
148.99
166.99
157.99
157.99
166.99
206.99
197.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

CA70647

1967-70 Cruise Control Harness
OE style reproduction cruise control harness for 196770 models. It provides the main power lead from the
cruise control activation lever to the cruise control unit.
CA70647
1967 .................................... 62.99 ea
CA85097
1968 .................................... 67.99 ea
CA97641
1969-70 ............................... 62.99 ea

102.99 ea
99.99 ea
99.99 ea
102.99 ea
102.99 ea
99.99 ea
104.99 ea
157.99
166.99
166.99
166.99

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

ea
ea
ea
ea

CA11896

1967-74 Kick Down Harness
OE style reproduction kick down harness for 1st and
early 2nd generation models. The harnesses listed
below are designed for use with TH400 transmissions.
1970 TH400 wires are built into the engine harness.
CA79257
1967 .................................. 30.99 ea
CA89365
1968-69 ............................. 28.99 ea
CA11896
1971-74 ............................. 20.99 ea

Wiring Harnesses
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6 Cylinder Models
With Warning Lights
CA71938 1967
..........................
CA85051 1968-69 without ISS .......
CA85189 1968-69 with ISS ............
CA01410 1970
with AT .............
CA01408 1970
with MT ............
CA11833
1971
with AT .............
CA11831
1971
with MT ............
CA28002 1972
all ......................
CA32790 1973
all ......................
CA48360 1974
w/AT, w/o TCS
CA48359 1974
w/MT, w/o TCS
CA56150† 1975
without ICH ......
CA58440 1975
with ICH ...........
CA66201 1976
..........................
CA76542 1977
without NB2 .....
CA76495 1977
with NB2 ..........
CA85344 1978
without NB2 .....
CA85345 1978
with NB2 ..........
CA95519 1979
without NB2 .....
CA95520 1979
with NB2 ..........
CA05911
1980
229 with AT ......
CA05909* 1980
229 with AT ......
CA05642 1980
229 with MT .....
CA05688 1980-81 231 ....................
CA05642 1981
229 ....................
Small Block Models
With Console Gauges
CA71982 1967
..........................
CA85217 1968
..........................
CA95266 1969
..........................
With Factory Gauges
CA97639 1969
with ISS ............
CA01413 1970
with AT .............
CA01409 1970
with MT ............
CA01707 1970
with TH400 .......
CA11922
1971
with AT .............
CA11832
1971
with MT ............
CA11898
1971
with TH400 .......
CA28006 1972
..........................
CA28007 1972
with TH400 .......
CA31990 1973
..........................
CA38237 1973
with TH400 .......
CA48363 1974
with MT ............
CA48364 1974
with AT .............
CA48375 1974
with TH400 .......
CA58596 1975
with MT ............
CA58444 1975
with AT .............
CA85357 1978
with NB2 ..........
CA05774 1980
267, 305, 350 ....
With Warning Lights
CA71981 1967
..........................
CA85052 1968
..........................
CA97524 1969
..........................
CA97636 1969
with ISS ............
CA01413 1970
with AT .............
CA01409 1970
with MT ............
CA01707 1970
with TH400 .......
CA11922
1971
with AT .............
CA11832
1971
with MT ............
CA11898
1971
with TH400 .......
CA28003 1972
without TH400..
CA31986 1973
..........................
CA38222 1973
with TH400 .......
CA48361 1974
w/MT, w/TCS ...
CA48362† 1974
w/AT, w/TCS ....
CA48370 1974
with TH400 .......
CA58595 1975
with MT ............
CA58442 1975
with AT .............
CA58442** 1976-79 all ......................
CA16128 1981
267, 305, 350 ....
CA85357 1978
with NB2 ..........
CA05774 1980
267, 305, 350 ....

Wiring Harnesses
B Rear Body Lamp Harness
OE Style Reproduction Wiring Harnesses

OE style
reproduction
rear body
light harness
is produced to
exact factory
speciﬁcations
including the
correct color wiring and factory connectors.

Reproduced using the original General Motors schematics and feature
the correct attachment connectors and wire in the correct gauge
sizes and coloration (when available) to match your original
and maintain authenticity. When ordering wiring harnesses
is it essential to supply as much information as possible
regarding your Camaro’s optional
equipment including the year, engine
size, transmission type, or any and
Trunk Lamp D
all factory options. This will
ensure you are getting the
correct harness for
A Under Dash
Rear Defogger C
your particular
application.

Note: *With under dash courtesy lamps. **With seat belt
warning. These harnesses are not for use on 1968-69
Camaro models equipped with the ﬁber optics lamp
monitoring system.

Coupe Models
CA77511* 1967
CA77511
1967
CA77510
1967
CA77512* 1967
CA80069* 1968
CA80067
1968
CA80068* 1968
CA91689
1969
CA91690* 1969
CA91692
1969
CA91693
1969
CA07978
1970-72
CA09276
1970-73
CA26036** 1972-73
Convertible Models
CA77509
1967
CA77508
1967
CA80071
1968
CA80070
1968
CA91691
1969
CA91693
1969
CA91692
1969

B Rear Body

OE Style or Aftermarket?
Wiring harnesses are labeled either OE style or Aftermarket. OE style are reproduced
using the original General Motors schematics and feature the correct attachment
connectors and wire in the correct gauge sizes and coloration (when available) to
match your original and maintain authenticity. Aftermarket may not be reproduced
in this manner, and may require modiﬁcation to ﬁt your speciﬁc application.

A 1967-75 OE Style Underdash Wiring Harnesses
Each OE style reproduction under dash wiring harness is manufactured speciﬁcally to your Camaro’s speciﬁcations.
This includes the model year with each and every option covered to ensure the harness is exactly what you need.
Get exactly what you need without the guess work.
C

N
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Models w/Automatic Transmission

Models w/Manual Transmission
Note: *Requires CA71830 RS extension harness. **With
seat belt interlock relay. †With tach and center fuel gauge.

Floor Shift with Console
CA70650 1967 with warning lights .......
CA70651* 1967 with gauges .................
CA85062 1968 with warning lights .......
CA85064 1968 with console gauges ......
CA97659† 1969 with warning lights .......
CA97557 1969 w/warning lights w/o AC
CA97600 1969 w/warning lights & AC
CA97664 1969 with console gauges ......
CA01544 1970 ..................................
CA17781 1971 ..................................
CA21999 1972 ..................................
CA38215 1973 with gauges .................
CA38214 1973 with warning lights .......
CA48355 1974 with gauges .................
CA48354 1974 with warning lights .......
CA51663** 1975 with warning lights .......
CA58498 1975 with warning lights .......
CA51664 1975 with gauges .................
Floor Shift without Console
CA85244 1968 TH400 w/warning lights
Column Shift
CA70159 1967 with warning lights .......
CA85060 1968 with warning lights .......
CA97555 1969 w/warning lights w/o AC
CA97657† 1969 with warning lights .......
CA97598 1969 w/warning lights & AC
CA01449 1970 all ..............................
CA17781 1971 all ..............................
CA22225 1972 all ..............................

Floor Shift with Console
CA71285 1967 with warning lights .......
CA71286* 1967 with console gauges ......
CA85061 1968 with warning lights .......
CA85063 1968 with console gauges ......
CA97658† 1969 with warning lights .......
CA97556 1969 w/warning lights w/o AC
CA97599 1969 w/warning lights & AC
CA97663 1969 with console gauges ......
CA01543 1970 ..................................
CA17781 1971 ..................................
CA22225 1972 ..................................
CA22225 1972 with seat belt warning ...
CA38215 1973 with gauges .................
CA38214 1973 with warning lights .......
CA48355 1974 with gauges .................
CA48354 1974 with warning lights .......
CA51663 1975 with warning lights .......
CA58498 1975 with warning lights .......
CA51664 1975 with gauges .................
Floor Shift without Console
CA70648 1967 with warning lights .......
CA85059 1968 with warning lights .......
CA97555 1969 w/warning lights w/o AC
CA97657† 1969 with warning lights .......
CA97598 1969 w/warning lights & AC
CA01448 1970 ..................................
CA01545 1970 with AC ......................
CA17781 1971 with AC ......................

620

365.99
365.99
388.99
388.99
388.99
388.99
388.99
388.99
337.99
337.99
346.99
418.99
445.99
490.99
517.99
535.99
517.99
535.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

388.99 ea
365.99
388.99
388.99
388.99
388.99
355.99
337.99
355.99

Wiring Harnesses

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

365.99
365.99
388.99
388.99
388.99
388.99
388.99
388.99
337.99
337.99
355.99
355.99
418.99
445.99
490.99
517.99
535.99
517.99
535.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

365.99
388.99
388.99
388.99
388.99
346.99
337.99
337.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
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130.99
130.99
130.99
130.99
143.99
139.99
139.99
71.99
76.99
116.99
116.99
93.99
121.99
106.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

RS ....................
standard ...........
RS ....................
standard ...........
dash to qtr pnl ..
RS ....................
standard ...........

130.99
130.99
143.99
139.99
85.99
116.99
116.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

CA71668

Note: 1970-72 under dash wiring harnesses must be connected to a dash instrument cluster harness for proper use
(sold separately).

Note: *Requires CA71830 RS extension harness. **With
seat belt interlock relay. †With tach and center fuel gauge.

RS ....................
RS ....................
standard ...........
standard ...........
RS ....................
standard ...........
standard ...........
dash to qtr pnl ..
dash to qtr pnl ..
standard ...........
RS ....................
dash to qtr pnl ..
all .....................
dash to qtr pnl ..

Rear Defogger Harness

OE style reproduction wiring harness which is used
to provide power to the factory rear window defogger
assembly. Manufactured using correct color wiring
and terminal ends. Available for the applications
listed below.
CA71668
1967 ................................... 39.99 ea
CA80028
1968 ................................... 39.99 ea
CA91801
1969 ................................... 39.99 ea
CA09479
1970-78 .............................. 53.99 ea
CA95664
1979 ................................... 80.99 ea

D

1967-82 Trunk Light Assembly

OE style
reproduction
of the original
trunk light
assembly for
use with the
various models
listed below.
Each harness will
CA73100
replace your existing
non-working harness or can be used to install a new
GM type trunk lamp assembly. Convertible and
coupe harnesses include the extension wire.
CA73101 1967-69 convertible........... 31.99 ea
CA73100 1967-69 coupe ................... 28.99 ea
CA03102 1970-81 all......................... 31.99 ea
CA75252 1967-69 exten. wire coupe 9.99 ea
CA75274 1967-69 exten. wire conv. 12.99 ea
CA01601 1970
extension wire ..... 13.99 ea
FB09532 1971-77 exten. harness ...... 17.99 ea

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Wiring Harnesses

CA11885

TCS Switch Harness
30301
10220

Universal Trunk Mounted Chassis Wiring Harness
In many street rods and custom cars there is little or no
room to mount the fuse block under the dash, forcing
modiﬁcations to either the car or the harness. Our trunk
mount wiring harnesses provide additional wire from
the fuse block to the dash and from the fuse block to
the front end, allowing the remote installation of the
fuse block in the trunk or behind the rear seat. Like
all Painless kits, these fuse blocks come completely
prewired and terminated for a simple, painless
installation. Includes GM column mounted ignition
and turn signal plugs.
10120
21 circuit ............................... 474.99 ea
10220
28 circuit ................................ 529.99 ea

CA01440

1970-72 Dash Instrument Cluster Harness
OE Style reproduction dash instrument cluster
harnesses for 1970-72 models. This harness is required
to allow proper installation of the under dash harness.
Models with Warning Lights
CA01440 1970 ................................... 107.99 ea
CA11808 1971 ................................... 107.99 ea
CA28156 1972 w/seat belt warning ... 134.99 ea
CA28000 1972 w/o seat belt warning 125.99 ea
Models with Factory Gauges
CA01891 1970 ................................... 107.99 ea
CA11809 1971 ................................... 107.99 ea
CA28157 1972 w/seat belt warning ... 125.99 ea
CA28001 1972 w/o seat belt warning 116.99 ea

80200

OE style reproduction jumper wire for the commonly
missing transmission control spark device switch.
Features the correct connectors, wiring color, and will
ﬁt your vehicle exactly.
CA11885 1971 w/AC wrng lights dbl trmnl 10.99 ea
CA11884 1971 w/AC wrng lights sngl trmnl 10.99 ea
CA17365 1973 eng hrns to mt switch ..... 32.99 ea

80201
80208

Universal Gauge Harness
If you want to keep your under dash area organized
or you think that you need to remove gauges from
time to time then you need to install our universal
gauge harness. It will connect all major brand gauges
including AutoMeter and VDO and works with most
dash layouts and sizes.
Universal Gauge Harness
30301
for cable driven speedometer... 88.99 ea
30302
for electric speedometer .......... 88.99 ea
1/8" Indicator Lamps
80200
amber ....................................... 6.99 ea
80201
red ............................................ 6.99 ea
80202
green ........................................ 6.99 ea
5/16" Indicator Lamps
80203
amber ....................................... 6.99 ea
80204
red ............................................ 6.99 ea
80205
green ........................................ 6.99 ea
80206
blue .......................................... 6.99 ea
1/2" Indicator Lamps
80208
amber ....................................... 7.99 ea
80209
red ............................................ 8.99 ea
80210
green ........................................ 7.99 ea
80211
blue .......................................... 7.99 ea

CA71260

1967-71 Power Accessory Lead Wire
OE style reproduction specialty wires are for use with
optional equipment. We offer a variety of the most
popular wiring for these options.
Power Window/Power Top Circuit Breaker to Kick Panel
CA71733 1967-68 ................................... 16.99 ea
Horn Relay to Power Window an Power Top Circuit Breaker
CA70627 1967-71 ................................... 9.99 ea
AC, Horn Relay to AC Harness Fuse
CA71260 1967-71 ................................... 14.99 ea
CA28046 1972 ........................................ 14.99 ea
PowerWindow & Power Top Circuit Breaker to Kick Panel Relay
CA91582 1969 ........................................ 11.99 ea
67 RS Headlamp Switch Extension Harness
CA71830 1967 RS extension harness w/diode 35.99 ea

CA71353

1967-69 Speed Warning Harness
1970-74 TCS Switch Wire Retainer

CA6907

1969-81 Tachometer Harness

1973-81 Heater Harness

OE style reproduction tachometer harness for 196981 models. Keep your under dash area cosmetically
correct with this exact reproduction harness. For use
with all tachometers regardless of the red line! Fits
original and reproduction tachometers.

OE style reproduction heater harness assembly is just
what you need for your 1973-81 2nd generation Camaro
especially during those cold winter days! This harness
will replace old non-working harnesses which can make
driving extremely uncomfortable for those in colder
temperature areas. This is a complete harness assembly
which installs directly into the under dash harness.
CA38278
1973-81 .............................. 34.99 ea

Note: Not for use on aftermarket tachometers.

CA6907
CA66126

1969
1976-81

........................... 23.99 ea
tach lead wire .... 20.99 ea

1970-75 TCS Relay
Reproduction of the transmission control spark relay
for 1970-75 Camaro models equipped with a 4-speed
transmission and TCS system.
14926
1970-75 ................................... 56.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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This wire retainer bolts to the side of the transmission
cover and guides the TCS harness to the switch and
prevents the wire from getting caught in the shifter
linkage. Features rubber tabs to secure the harness.
FZ6531 1970-74 M20, M21 & M22 .. 19.99 ea

OE style reproduction speed warning wiring harness
which was used with the rare speed minder option. Each
harness is manufactured with correct terminal ends
and correct color wiring. There are slight differences
between 1967, 1968, and 1969 harnesses.
CA71353
1967.................................... 16.99 ea
CA85111
1968.................................... 16.99 ea
CA97606
1969.................................... 16.99 ea

Universal Wiring Harnesses
Universal Chassis Wiring Harnesses

Painless Wiring
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Starting from a blank slate is a daunting task, especially with wiring. Trying to keep
your electrical systems running smoothly on a patchwork of old wiring can be a
troubleshooting hassle and possibly even a ﬁre hazard. Whether you are planning
a series of electrical upgrades or simply need to replace aging, brittle wiring, build
your electrical system on a fresh foundation with a quality universal harness. For
basic builds, start with a simple kit with wiring provisions for all lamps, horn, fan,
wiper, gauges, and all lamps. For more elaborate builds, choose from a selection of
advanced wiring solutions. Need to integrate your aftermarket air conditioning? Need
extra circuits for a multitude of electronic accessories? With Classic Industries®,
there’s no limit to what you can do with your wiring.
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Keep It Clean Wiring
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Ron Francis Wiring
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18 Circuit Wiring Harness
Includes 25 feet of wire from the
dash back and 16 feet forward.
10307
.............................................. 429.99 ea
10 Circuit Wiring Harness
Includes headlamp switch,
printed/color coded ﬁre
resistant wire and color coded instructions. Setup
for one wire alternators up to 140 amps and above.
Accepts GM fuel injection easily.
TF900214 .......................................... 391.99 set
10 Circuit Wiring Harness
Small fuse block can be mounted in
any position under the dash or seat.
Harnesses includes built-in relay as well
as extra wire. Includes: dimmer switch, ignition
switch, and headlamp switch where noted.
AL701205
without switches............. 139.99 set
AL701206
with switches.................. 184.99 set
AL701207
without switches............. 194.99 set
AL701208
with switches.................. 239.99 set
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x

x
x
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21 Circuit Wiring Harness
Choose from harnesses for
models with or without column
mounted ignition switch. Included are prewired
plugs for headlamps and the dimmer switch.
10102
without column ignition ........ 249.99
10101
with column ignition ............. 284.99
15 Circuit Wiring Harness
Features gauge cluster disconnect for easy
maintenance. Includes: ignition, headlight and
dimmer switches.
500703
.............................................. 377.99
19 Circuit Wiring Harness
Features a slim integrated fuse panel to get
into those tight wiring spots, gauge cluster
disconnect for easy maintenance. Includes:
ignition, headlight and dimmer switches.
510006
.............................................. 377.99
28 Circuit Wiring Harness
For models that use a GM column
mounted ignition switch.
10201
................................................ 344.99

ea
ea

ea

ea

ea
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15

A

x

261.99

15 Circut Wiring
The Route 9 Universal Wiring System
American Autowire has developed an entry
level kit that provides a complete vehicle
electrical solution in a compact package.
510625
............................................ 261.99 ea
22 Circuit Wiring Harness
Features gauge cluster disconnect for easy
maintenance. Includes: ignition, headlight and
dimmer switches, as well as 40 amp fan relay.
500695
............................................. 441.99 ea
24 Circuit Wiring Harness
Features compact fuse block and extra
long leads. Includes: dimmer, headlamp
and ignition switches where noted.
AL701209
without switches ............. 284.99 set
AL701210
with switches .................. 334.99 set
24 Circuit Wiring Harness
Additional wires simply plug
into labeled connectors in
the fuse panel. No hard wiring is necessary to add
accessories or other circuits to the fuse panel.
TF900215 .......................................... 558.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Universal Wiring Harnesses
Instrument cluster wiring
is designed with a “cluster
harness disconnect” system for
easy service and assembly. All
original terminals, connectors,
and light sockets are also
supplied for original cluster
gauges. Any aftermarket gauge
system can be easily and neatly
wired in.

Fuse box and
custom mounting
plate are
designed for a
bolt-in under
dash installation.
Standard ﬂashers
and horn relay
are mounted on
fuse panel.

Engine wiring includes
connectors for points type
and HEI distributors. Power
and tach connectors supplied
for GM HEI distributors.
Alternator connectors supplied
for GM “SI” series internal
regulator alternators.

Steering column connectors
will plug directly into most
aftermarket columns as
well as 1969 and later GM
columns which utilize stock
GM turn signal switches.
The original column can
also be used with the
supplied mating connectors
and terminals.

Engine wiring includes starter
and gauge sender leads for
water temp, oil pressure, and
tach. Heavy 8 gauge alternator
leads are supplied. Power
circuits are fusible
link protected.

Along with wiring for your
original dome/interior
lighting, we have also
included separate under
dash light sockets.
DOES NOT INCLUDE
DOOR JAMB SWITCHES.

New ignition switch
is provided with
indexed connector.
Additional connectors
and instructions are
provided to use the
original switch.

Note: Photo representation not actual harness

1967-80 Classic Series Update Wiring Harness
Bring your classic Camaro into the 21st Century with a complete wiring harness
update set! This set accommodates all the popular accessories you may desire
including, AC, custom gauges, HEI ignition, tilt steering columns, modern charging
systems, and also allows for complete ﬂexibility in the engine compartment. With
this versatile harness, popular accessories, creature comforts or high-performance
modiﬁcations are made very easy! Includes replacement headlight switch with
internal 30 amp circuit breaker included. Retention collar nut, adjustable length
shaft, and custom knob are also included.
Note: 1967 – ﬁrewall modiﬁcations required to mount the fuse box. 1968 – ignition key
warning buzzer circuit is not included. 1968-69 RS models (hidden headlights) must use
original style headlight switch (not included). Ignition switch is included with indexed
connector. Additionally, the system comes with column mounted ignition switch connectors
for adapting late model columns to 1967-68 sets.

500773
500661
500686
510034
510567
510581

1967
1967-68
1969
1970-73
1974-77
1978-80

RS front light accessory harness..................
.....................................................................
.....................................................................
.....................................................................
.....................................................................
.....................................................................

134.99
629.99
647.99
593.99
737.99
827.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
set
set

1994-02 Fuel Injection Engine Swap Wiring Harness Sets
For maximum power with exceptional
driveability nothing beats electronic
fuel injection. And the easiest
way to install a modern fuel
injected engine is with one of
these proven FI engine wiring
harnesses. These harness sets
are designed to allow you to
properly wire your engine swap
from a donor car or crate motor. A
variety of harnesses are available to suit 1994-up LT1, LS1 and GM crate engine
applications. Each of these sets include detailed instructions and illustrations.
The Detail Zone Wiring
Each set includes the sensor connectors installed on 20 foot
lengths of wire for custom installations, connectors for the
sensor wires, and a Telorvek panel with installed wiring and connectors to plug
into the factory computer. Designed to work with a speciﬁc transmission, so be
sure to select the correct application from the listing below. Other non-computer
controlled automatic and manual transmissions can be used but typically
requires ECM reprogramming for best results. 1998-02 ECMs require use of all
emissions sensors or a trouble code will occur unless the ECM is reprogrammed.
Note: *Corvette engines must use the Camaro/Firebird ECM in order to use this wiring
kit. Also requires use of the 1998 Camaro throttle body for accelerator cable control. This
engine utilizes the OBD II diagnostic system and if all emissions sensors are not used,
trouble codes will set in a factory programmed ECM.

TF900637
TF900639
TF900638
TF900640
TF900645*
TF900645*

1994-95
1994-95
1996-97
1996-97
1998-02
1999-02

Camaro/Firebird LT-1 (4L60E or 6-speed).. 750.99 set
Impala/Caprice LT-1 (4L60E) ..................... 779.99 set
Camaro/Firebird LT-1 (4L60E or 6-speed).. 779.99 set
Impala/Caprice LT-1 (4L60E) ..................... 799.99 set
Corvette ....................................................... 911.99 set
Camaro/Firebird LS-1 ................................. 911.99 set
Painless Wiring
The engineers at Painless have worked out all of the
connection and routing problems so all you have to do is
follow the straight forward instructions for a painless installation. Feature TXL
high temp wire that is color coded and labeled with each application for ease of
installation. Harnesses for the LS1 applications require 1998 Camaro computer
G8606 and a mechanical throttle body.
Important: *Includes a module to bypass the vehicle anti theft system (VATS) incorporated in
the computer. Does not include any emissions related connections.

LT1
60502*
60505*
LS1
60508
60509

1994-97
1994-97

standard length ............................................ 649.99 ea
extra length .................................................. 724.99 ea

1999-02
1999-02

standard length ............................................ 549.99 ea
extra length .................................................. 549.99 ea

A9900100

1970-81 Eighteen Circuit Chassis Harness

Ram Jet Crate Motor Wiring Harness Sets

These 18 circuit wiring harnesses feature virtually every connector preinstalled.
Each harness is made up of three sections for ease of installation. The in-depth color
manual contains information for accommodating features such as connections to
an EFI harness, converting to aftermarket ignition systems, late model alternators,
and aftermarket gauges. Includes: power wires for air conditioning switch, electric
windows and door locks (harnesses sold separately).

Replacement harnesses for the GM Ram Jet 350 small block MEFI 3 and 4, Ram
Jet 502 big block MEFI 3 and 4 factory crate motors. Move the controller and other
components off the intake with this Telorvek style replacement harness. Can be used
with any non-computer controlled transmission. Each harness includes optional O2
sensor and speed sensor wiring.
RamJet Gen-1 Harnesses
TF900646
Ram Jet 350.................................................................. 421.99 set
TF900647
Ram Jet 502.................................................................. 431.99 set
RamJet Gen-2 Harnesses
TF900648
Ram Jet 350 2nd Gen ................................................... 471.99 set
TF900649
Ram Jet 502 2nd Gen ................................................... 471.99 set

Important: Does not support TH400 TCS relay, rear window defrosters, cruise control,
power antennas, or computer controlled carburetors.

A9900100
A9900101
A9900102

1970-73 ........................................................................ 849.99 ea
1974-77 ........................................................................ 854.99 ea
1978-81 ........................................................................ 854.99 ea

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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TF900646

Universal Wiring

Circuit Breaker – 30 Amp

Electrical System Surge Protector

Reproduction 30 amp circuit breaker for various GM
applications. Used for many applications that require
a 30 amp circuit breaker including power seats, power
windows, power door locks, power convertible tops,
and the body wire harness extension.
4849847
30 amp ................................. 24.99 ea

Voltage spikes can cause damage to various
components in your vehicle’s electrical system. This
easy-to-install device clips the spikes at 14.5 Volts to
protect sensitive electrical accessories. Installs between
positive and negative battery terminals.
40030
.................................................... 9.99 ea

1998-02 Fuse Panel Covers
Reproduction fuse panel covers for 1998-02 Camaro
models equipped with LS1 engine. Manufactured to
factory speciﬁcations with the fuse and relay location
decals included.
152952 1998-02 with LS1 engine ..... 34.99 pr

30001

Add Fused Circuits with the CirKit Boss!
Add electrical accessories the safe way with a CirKit
Boss! This sets allows you to add three fused circuits to
your existing fuse block. Simply mount the fuse block
and relay, route the 10 gauge wire to the battery, route
the ignition wire, then route the accessory circuits.
Main power wire is 8 feet long from fuse block.
Each accessory circuit has 8 feet of wire length from
fuse block. Includes: one 70 amp SPST relay, relay
base/fuse block with harness, crimp-on terminals and
mounting hardware.
70114
3 circuit .................................... 90.99 set

TF900629

Remote Battery Disconnect
With this setup, one click of the key fob completely
shuts down your car’s entire electrical system. It’s
accomplished by routing your main battery cable
through a remote cutoff solenoid that you’ve stashed in
a place inaccessible to a thief. For even more security,
the 4 channel “Safe-n-Sound” system not only shuts
off all power from the battery, but will also control 3
other items, like closing the windows, triggering the
power door locks, and interrupting electrical power
to the fuel pump, all separate from the main battery
cutoff. The 4 channel package can handle up to 30
amps worth of electrical equipment.
TF900629
single channel .................. 152.99 ea
TF900628
4 channel.......................... 215.99 ea

30204

14 and 20 Circuit Universal Fuse Block
Use these 14 or 20 circuit OEM style prewired fuse
blocks to replace your existing fuse block or as a starting
point for custom wiring. All you have to do is terminate
your circuit wire and attach it to the fuse block. Prewired
and labeled for the following circuits: Air conditioning/
heat, gauges/dash instruments, brake lamps, headlamps,
coil, horn, dome lamp, radio, electric fan, turn signals,
emergency ﬂashers, wipers and alternator. The 20 circuit
fuse block also includes circuits for power windows,
door locks and other optional accessories. Kits includes:
mounting bracket, fuses, ﬂashers, horn relay, terminals,
and full instructions.
Important: No wire included with these kits.

N
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30001
30003

14 circuit ............................... 149.99 ea
20 circuit ............................... 224.99 ea

30206

1970-81 Power Window/Lock Harness
Replacement power window and door lock harness
for 1970-81 Camaro models, featuring GM color
coded wires for window motors, lock switches, and
actuators on the doors as well as console mounted
window switches. This harness features four power
relays to reduce electrical current at the switches for
increased service life.
A9900103 1970-81 ............................. 279.99 ea

24 piece accessory connector set

Accessory Connector Pack
Add power accessories without cutting or splicing. This
24 piece connector set includes a variety of power tap
and connector types to connect any power accessory.
Includes: 2 taps for ATO fuse blocks, 2 taps for ATM
mini fuse blocks, 2 taps for AGS fuses, 2 taps for chassis
or top post battery, 2 taps for chassis or side terminal
battery, 4 red terminals for 18-22 gauge wire, 4 blue
terminals for 14-16 gauge wire, 2 yellow terminals
for 10-12 gauge wire, 2 top post accessory bolts, and
2 side terminal accessory bolts.
W30995
connector set
24 piece .... 15.99 set
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244001

Light Up Smart Fuses
These are blade style “Smart” fuses that light up when
the circuit overloads and the fuse breaks. The 5 piece
set contains: one 10 amp, one 15 amp, one 20 amp,
one 25 amp and one 30 amp fuse. The 10 piece set
contains 2 each of the fuses listed above.
244001
ATO
5 pack ....................... 7.99 set
244031
ATO
10 pack ..................... 15.99 set
241001
mini
5 pack ....................... 7.99 set
241031
mini
10 pack ..................... 15.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

30205

Remote Master Disconnects
Whether your needs are to comply with sanctioning
body requirements for your own safety, car show
rules or simply for your vehicle’s security, Painless
has a battery disconnect for you. We offer two
Master Disconnect sets with 250 amp continuous
duty solenoids designed for use with high amperage
alternators. 30204 uses a small toggle switch to activate
the solenoid. This switch can be hidden anywhere in the
vehicle as a theft deterrent. Set with Emergency Push
Button is perfect for drag race applications as it allows
you to install a large emergency push button in easy
reach if you need to shut down your vehicle’s electrical
system in a hurry. The set with Mechanical Latching
Solenoid is ideal for everyday vehicle applications and
is a simple and effective antitheft deterrent. It uses a
110 amp continuous duty solenoid which is activated
by a momentary push button.
30204
................................................ 94.99 set
30205
with emergency push button .. 149.99 set
30206
with mechanical solenoid ....... 109.99 set

Toll Free 800.854.1280

Universal Wiring

50106

40102

250 Amp Dual Battery Control System
Includes a three position switch to control the second
battery through the operation of the solenoid. Switch
position one isolates the second battery. Position two
connects the battery while the ignition is on. Position
three connects the second battery at all times. Set
includes: solenoid, switch, pre-terminated wire/
connectors, fuse holder, fuse and mounting hardware.
40102
................................................ 149.99 ea
40103
weatherproof .......................... 159.99 ea

Park/Neutral Relay Set
This set uses the stock neutral safety switch to also
provide for ECM park/neutral ground signal needed
when installing factory style fuel injection into older
vehicles. For use with any aftermarket shifter or column
mounted neutral safety switch.
60122
.................................................. 37.99 set

30132

Electric Water Pump Relay
These relays provide maximum battery voltage
to maximize cooling efﬁciency and to protect the
main electrical system from damaging amperage
overloads. Choose from a regular water pump relay or
a weatherproof water pump relay which is perfect for
the harsh weather conditions, this relay set provides
complete protection from the elements and ensure
reliable and dependable performance. These sets utilize
heavy-duty waterproof relays, weatherproof circuit
breaker covers and extreme condition weatherproof
shrinkable crimp-on terminals.
50106
.................................................. 25.99 ea
30132
weatherproof ............................ 33.99 ea

50102

iStartTM Touch Sensitive Starter System
with Advanced Security
This system uses a security module with proximity
sensors to disable the ignition switch and keep the
doors locked until you come into range. Once inside,
a touch sensitive starter button lets you cycle through
accessory, ignition, start/crank, and off modes just like
a typical ignition switch. Skip directly to start/crank
by simply holding the button!
Note: Main control box is 3-1/2" x 6". Security module is 3"
x 4". iStartTM button requires 1-1/4" mounting hole.

RF700101
RF700102

universal ............................ 684.99 ea
w/Ron Francis wiring only 614.99 ea

30131

Universal Fuel Pump Relay Set
A relay will prevent voltage drops at the pump thus
maintaining constant fuel pump pressure, and will
prevent fuel pump amperage overloads from damaging
the electrical system. It’s a good idea to relay your
fuel pump for the street and a must when you’re
racing. Choose from a regular fuel pump relay or a
weatherproof fuel pump relay which is perfect for
the harsh weather conditions, this relay set provides
complete protection from the elements and ensure
reliable and dependable performance. These sets utilize
heavy duty waterproof relays, weatherproof circuit
breaker covers and extreme condition weatherproof
shrinkable crimp-on terminals.
50102
................................................. 31.99 set
30131
weatherproof ........................... 47.99 set

Auxiliary Lamp Relay Set
Install extra driving or fog lamps easily and properly
with our auxiliary lamp relay set. Switch can be wired
to turn lights on per state law requirements: low
beams and auxiliary lamps, high beams and auxiliary
lamps, auxiliary lamp operation only. Complete set
includes: lighted switch, wiring harness, 30 amp
relay and terminals.
30803
................................................. 76.99 set

High Amp Alternator Shutdown Relay Set

Brake Lamp Relay

This set, complete with 250 amp solenoid, will
effectively handle alternator feedback of the highest
amperage alternators. Eliminates engine run-on when
the master disconnect is turned off.
50105
............................................... 116.99 set

When upgrading tail lamps to the new higher wattage
halogens, always use a relay. The Painless set gives
you everything you need to protect your wiring
and switches.
30105
................................................. 22.99 set
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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Universal Integrated Turn Signal Set
A common problem faced by rodders and kit car builders
is where to mount turn signals since many aftermarket
steering columns are not designed to accommodate the
necessary wiring and switches. Problem solved, with
this new integrated turn signal set from Painless. The
toggle switches for both turn signals and ﬂashers can be
mounted anywhere. Because the set is designed to be an
integrated system, turn signals will work in conjunction
with brake lamps.
30120
............................................. 111.99 set

Camaro Model Information
First Generation: 1967-69
Body Styles:
2 door Sport Coupe
Trim Levels:
Standard
Z28

Second Generation: 1970-81
Body Styles:
2 door Sport Coupe
Trim Levels:
Standard
Z28

2 door Convertible
Super Sport
ZL1 (1969 only)

Rally Sport

Third Generation: 1982-92
Body Styles:
2 door Sport Coupe
Trim Levels:
Berlinetta
IROC
IROC-Z

Rally Sport
Berlinetta

Fourth Generation: 1993-2002
Body Styles:
2 door Coupe
2 door Convertible
Trim Levels:
Standard
Z28
RS
Super Sport
Police
30th Anniversary Z28
35th Anniversary Super Sport

2 door Sport Coupe Convertible
Z28
Type LT

Super Sport
Type LT

Z50 Indy Edition
RS

Model Year Production Numbers
1967

220,906

1979

282,582

1991

100,838

1968

235,147

1980

152,005

1992

70,007

1969

243,085

1981

126,138

1993

40,224

1970

124,901

1982

189,735

1994

125,244

1971

114,630

1983

154,381

1995

122,725

1972

68,651

1984

261,591

1996

61,362

1973

96,751

1985

180,018

1997

54,972

1974

151,008

1986

192,219

1998

49,218

1975

145,770

1987

137,760

1999

42,098

1976

182,959

1988

96,275

2000

45,461

1977

218,853

1989

110,739

2001

29,009

1978

272,631

1990

35,000

2002

41,776

O
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Note: These numbers are not exact. They were compiled from reliable resources, but, even
Chevrolet, or GM, does not know exactly how many Camaros were delivered to the public.
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Cowl Trim Plate Identiﬁcation
Chevrolet cowl tags or trim plates were attached various
locations on the body of Camaro models from their
inception in 1967 until 1985. The plates represented
a vehicle’s most basic body characteristics to Fisher
Body, the coachworks for Chevrolet Motor Division.
Codes listed included Model Year, Model Description
(including model and body style), Assembly Plant,
Body Sequence Number, Trim, Body Paint Color,
Build Date, and Accessory Code. In 1967, option
codes were also listed on the cowl tag. For most model
years, the cowl tag was riveted to the body, except in
few cases including 1973 and 1974, where it was screwed to the
body with sheet metal screws. From 1967 to 1969, the tag was located on
the ﬁrewall next to the brake booster. From 1970 to 1981, the tag was attached to
the cowl next to the windshield, facing up toward the hood. From 1982 to the end of their
use in 1985, the tag was afﬁxed to the radiator support.

1967 Models
A

B

C

G

D

I

1968 Models
E

F*

H

A

B

C

D

G

1969 and Later Models
E

F*

A

C

B

H

D

G

E

H

E. Fisher Body Number

G. Interior Trim Code

Last two digits of the model year. For example,
the code for a vehicle body manufactured in
1967 would be “67”.

Up to six digits follow the assembly plant
code and represent the Fisher sequential body
number. Not to be confused with the V.I.N.
sequence, this number was approximately
sequential, but was for Fisher Body’s tracking
purposes only. In 1969, the number was assigned
when the order was accepted, not when the body
was built. This meant that body numbers were
not necessarily sequential.

The three digits of the TR (trim) code are unique
for each year. The combination indicates the color
as well as standard or custom interior style. In
1967, a hyphenated letter sufﬁx indicates seat and
headrest type. For example, “765-Z” represents
the interior trim of standard A50 Strato bucket
seats without headrests, trimmed in black custom
upholstery.

B. Body Build Date Code
Comprised of three digits, 01 through 12
represent each month of the year and A through E
represent alphabetically each week of the month.
For example, 11B would represent a body build
date of the second week of November.

C. Body Style Code
First two digits represent the Camaro model
code (“12”) and the last two are the body code.
Coupes possess the code “37” while convertibles
have the code “67” instead. In 1967, the middle
digit was set to “4” for standard interior and “6”
for custom interior. From 1968-69, the middle
digit had no signiﬁcance and was set to “4” for
all vehicles.

D. Assembly Plant Code
Three letters indicate the assembly plant
code; the Fisher Body plant where the vehicle
underwent primary assembly. Between 1967
and 1969, only two plants assembled Camaro
models: Norwood, Ohio (“NOR”) and Van
Nuys, California (“LOS”). In mid-December
1968, the “LOS” code for the Van Nuys plant
was changed to “VN”.
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov

F. Fisher Body LOS Scheduling Code
The Los Angeles (“LOS”) body scheduling
code consists of a letter followed by one to
three digits. The letter indicates the production
day of the month for the beginning of that
vehicle’s assembly. The letter “A” indicates the
ﬁrst production day of the month, and was reset
the ﬁrst production day of the next month. The
three digits represent the vehicle’s approximate
production number each day. At the start of the
next day, the code was reset to “1”. This number
is exempt from body style, thus a full size vehicle
could be serially located just before a Camaro
or Nova. This code was not used on Norwood
built vehicles.
*For 1967 Norwood built cars only, the code
was shortened to only one letter and represented
the interior paint color code for vehicles built at
the Norwood, Ohio plant. Los Angeles (“LOS”)
cars would retain the common one letter one to
three digit code.

H. Exterior Paint Code
The exterior paint code indicates body paint color
and top color. It included vinyl or convertible top
if equipped. For cars without vinyl or convertible
top, the body color was stamped on the tag twice.
Paint codes had alphabetic codes in 1967-68 and
numeric codes in 1969. Vinyl and convertible top
codes were numeric in 1967-68 and alphabetic in
1969. Two-tone paint was only offered in 1969,
thus the paint code could have two different
numeric codes in 1969.

I. 1967 Body Related Option Codes
This list of option codes was used until 1967 for
Chevrolet models and indicated body related
options that would be relevant to Fisher Body.
The information was eliminated in 1968.

Cowl Trim Plate Identiﬁcation
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A. Model Year Code

VISIT OUR NEW SHOWROOM!
Conveniently Located in Huntington Beach, CA!
• 10 minutes from the beach
• 20 minutes from Knott's Berry Farm
• 20 minutes from John Wayne Airport
• 30 minutes from World-Famous Disneyland

Concept...

...to Reality
Bring the Family!

Step past the featured display car
and take a seat in front of our
entertainment center, designed to
create a comfortable atmosphere for
enthusiasts, their children, and their
signiÀcant others.

Discover Our Products

Browse our unparalleled selection
of restoration, performance parts
and accessories at these convenient
computer ter minals. Discover
the latest products from Classic
Industries® for your project.

Save on Shipping with Will Call

Want to pick up your order at the
showroom and save the shipping
costs? With our immense inventory
of parts, we are SoCal’s biggest
parts store for classic GM and
Mopar models.

Automotive enthusiasts seeking personal service
have always been invited and encouraged to visit
our location in Huntington Beach, California. We
have recently expanded our showroom facility
to make the experience worth the trip for our
customers and their families.
More than mere parts counter, our new showroom
has something for everyone. A rotation of show
cars is on display, including award-winning Classic
Industries restorations such as the “TWISTED” Duster,
“CAMOTION” Camaro, and “INNOVATION” Nova.
Information kiosks let you browse electronically
while our entertainment center keeps spouses and
younger enthusiasts occupied. Naturally, the latest
gift and apparel items are presented along with the newest reproduction parts.
Our friendly, knowledgeable staė is ready and able to help with questions
and ideas to make your restoration project smooth and easy.

18460 Gothard Street
Huntington Beach, CA 92648

Showroom Hours

Monday thru Friday

8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Saturday

10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Sundays and Holidays

Closed

IImproved Account Management!

AAll New Shopping Experience!

M
Managing your account couldn’t be simpler!
Update your information, track your
orders, buildup and modify your wish list,
and more, all at your convenience.

OOur redesigned website is much more than
just a sleek new look. Improved usability
and a streamlined checkout process
eliminate the hassle of ordering parts for
your project!

More Product Detail!
M

IImproved Product Search!

Multiple product views give you the full
M
picture of what you’re ordering. “Also
Fits” information and the “Ask a Tech”
feature ensure that you get the right part
for your project!

NNew search capabilities make it easier than
ever to browse our product line! “Shop by
Brand” lets you check out the latest from the
names you know and the brands you trust!

SSocial Media Integration!

AAt A Glance!

SSocial media updates, news, videos
and articles and easily accessible right
from the main page! See posts from our
upcoming Classic Industries® blog site
blog.classicindustries.com!

SScroll through the most popular items
Classic Industries® has to offer using our
new Most Popular, Top Sellers and Most
Viewed tabs!

Four Ways to Order!
ON-LINE ORDERING

ORDERING BY PHONE

www.classicindustries.com

TOLL FREE 800•854•1280

Classic Industries® offers on-line ordering directly through
our website. Log on to classicindustries.com and order
on-line. On-line ordering is available 24 hours a day 7
days a week for your convenience.

In the continental United States, Hawaii and Alaska. Outside
the U.S. call 714.847.6887.
Mon-Fri 8:00-5:00
Sat 10:00-3:00, P.S.T.
(Closed Sundays and holidays)

Information you’ll need when ordering by Phone:

ORDERING BY MAIL

Customer Number

Mail Your Completed Order Form To:

Found on back cover of your catalog above your name, this number allows
Classic Industries® to quickly access your information. If you do not have a
customer number, a new one will be given to you when placing your order.

Classic Industries®
18460 Gothard St.
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
Attention: Order Dept.

Billing and Shipping Address
Please have the billing and shipping address available. Credit card orders are
veriﬁed by name and address before shipping. Your order can be shipped to a
different address, provided the cardholder’s name and address match the credit
card used. You may be asked to contact your credit card company to have the
shipping address added to your account.

ORDERING BY FAX

Year and Model of Vehicle

TOLL FREE 800•300•3081

To provide the best possible service, we may require the year and model of
your vehicle. This helps verify that the parts you order are correct for your car.

In the continental United States, Hawaii and Alaska. Outside the
U.S. call 714.847.6887.

Part Numbers
All Classic Industries® products are listed with a part number. If possible, please
have the part numbers of the products you’re ordering available before calling
to make the ordering process faster and more convenient.

Important: For assistance with your order form, see
page entitled “How To Fill Out Your Order Form”.

Service Excellence From the Restoration Leaders!
You No Longer Have To:
FREE

ORDER

R
W O RY

Class

ic Industries

W ITH

Pay excessive fees to protect your merchandise
Contact the carrier yourself
File a damage claim yourself to have the carrier
inspect the damaged items
Send the damaged items back at your expense

With Classic Industries® the worry is eliminated!

PROCEDURE FOR RETURNING SHIPPING DAMAGES
We handle the claim so you don’t have to! If any part you receive is damaged during shipping and handling, simply contact our customer service
department toll-free at 800.854.1280 within two business days.
After verifying the damage, Classic Industries® will issue a pickup call tag through the carrier that shipped the products. The carrier will pickup
the damaged goods from your address and return them to us at no expense to you. After the product has been inspected, our customer service
department will send a replacement part.
In order to ensure replacement of damaged products, please return items in their original box and packaging. Failure to do so may result in the
claim being denied. Someone must be available at the pickup address to supply the damaged products when the carrier arrives. If the carrier in
unable to pick up the products for any reason, the customer may be required to return the products at their expense.
Note: Some products are excluded from damage call tag pickup. Call a customer service representative for information about products that are not eligible.
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Order Worry Free From Classic Industries®

ENJOY THE BENEFITS!

Money Back Guaranteee
At Classic Industries®, we take pride in the quality of the
products we offer and back it up with a 100% Money Back
Guarantee. If for any reason you are not satisﬁed with a
product or purchase, you can return the product within 30
days of receipt for a full refund, credit or exchange.
Not all restoration parts are created equal. But at Classic
Industries®, we research each and every product we sell to make
sure our customers are getting the highest quality products in the
market. We have decades of experience in product selection and
we painstakingly scrutinize every product we offer for quality
manufacturing, materials, and craftsmanship before we will offer
it in any of our catalogs. Many of our employees are automotive
enthusiasts themselves. In fact, many were customers prior to
becoming employees, so we understand the needs of the modern
classic car enthusiast. Our product procurement specialists have
made it their goal to select restoration products that have been
manufactured using modern technology and materials with an
emphasis on originality, longevity, and attention to detail. What
else would you expect from the company that started it all?
Classic Industries® is the name you can trust, and we’d like for
you to consider us as your partner in restoration. When a company

continually offers a quality product for a reasonable
price and backs up every sale with the best customer service in
the industry, people come back! That’s why Classic Industries®
has been the leader in restoration for almost four decades. So, if
you haven’t already decided for yourself that Classic Industries®
is the most logical choice as your restoration parts supplier, then
check out our Money Back Guarantee. If for any reason you are
not 100% satisﬁed with a product or purchase, you can return
the product within 30 days of receipt for a full refund, credit,
or exchange.

Lowest Prices Guaranteed!
The Finest Quality Reproductions!
No Fault Product Protection Offer!
100% Satisfaction or Your Money Back!

Price Match Guarantee
If you ﬁnd it for less we’ll match the price!
Classic Industries® will match any competitors current advertised
priceforanidenticalproduct.Simplysendusacopyofthecompetitor’s
current advertised price from a catalog, advertisement or website
(with URL) and we’ll match the price. The price match guarantee is
available at the time the order is placed and for in-stock merchandise
only. Price matching will be determined by a competitor’s most
current retail published price and is limited to competitors within
the Restoration Industry.
Important: In an effort to provide our retail customers with
the most competitive pricing available, we will match our current
competitor’s pricing. Price matching will be determined by a
competitor’s most current retai published price and is limited
to competitors within the “Restoration Industry”. Performance
parts and special orders are exempt from price matching policy.
Classic Industries® reserves the right to decline price matching

if pricing is deemed to be a special offer, a sale or
closeout price, or a non-current price. Competitors sale pricing,
inventory reductions, close outs, special promotional offers, etc.
may be exempt from the “price match” guarantee. The guarantee
is subject to the terms and conditions of Classic Industries®
current policies.
Classic Industries® will generally contact competitors to conﬁrm
that the published price is current due to market changes, demand
or availability. Price matching supersedes all other promotional
offers and on sale pricing. If Classic Industries® matches a price
from a competitor, additional discounts on that product or products
may not apply. If the standard retail price of a product is higher
than the competitor’s price and an applied discount reduces the
price below the competitor’s pricing, the now discounted or sale
pricing will prevail. We reserve the right to change or revoke this
offer at any time without notice. Classic Industries® reserves the
right to decline price matching.

Think of Us as Your Partner in Restoration!
A restoration can take years! We understand the complications
and problems that can occur when ordering precious parts for
your project car. If you are like most people, you want perfection.
The many different elements that make up a restoration isn’t just
limited to the parts you install. You sometimes need to rely on
other outside elements such as body shops, painters, upholstery
specialists and parts suppliers. That’s where we come in. We offer
the quality parts you want without all the guesswork. We carry one
of the largest inventories of restoration products and accessories
the market has to offer. What’s more, you can rely on our nearly

40 years of experience to help you through the rough spots when
you need it. Our tech advisors are always ready and willing to
discuss any problem you may have concerning the parts for your
vehicle and your restoration. Unlike other companies, we give you
knowledgeable sales representatives, one of the largest inventories
in the business, quick and efﬁcient delivery, Toll Free ordering, and
the experience to back it up. If you’re not absolutely 100% satisﬁed
with the products you receive. We’ll refund 100% of your money!
Classic Industries® – your partner in restoration!

Guarantee
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Form of Payment

How to Order
MAIL ORDERS

CREDIT CARDS
Classic Industries® accepts Visa, Mastercard, American Express, Optima, and Discover
for your convenience. When placing your order, be sure to indicate the card holders
name, address, home phone, business phone, credit card number and expiration date
and billing address (if different from person placing order). A security code is required
for credit card purchases. Please have your credit card readily available when placing
your order. Minimum order is $20.00. New or 1st time customers who are paying by
credit card must have the order shipped to the cardholders billing address for the ﬁrst
order. Invalid or non-matching billing addresses could delay your shipment.

CERTIFIED CHECKS
Classic Industries® will accept certiﬁed checks for your mail order. Be sure to include
customer number and/or reference invoice number. Contact your bank to issue a
certiﬁed check in the amount due for your order. All orders paid by certiﬁed check
are held up to 15 days pending clearance.

PERSONAL CHECKS
To use personal checks or business checks on pre-paid orders, the name, address, and
check number must be pre-printed on the check. Be sure to include customer number
and/or reference invoice number. Only ﬁrst party checks will be accepted. All orders
paid by personal check are held up to 15 days pending clearance.

MONEY ORDERS/CASHIERS CHECKS
To use money orders or cashiers checks on pre-paid orders be sure to include customer
number and/or reference invoice number. All orders paid by money order are held
up to 15 days pending clearance. Once released the order will leave within 24 hours
of clearance.
Make Personal Checks or Money Orders payable to:

Classic Industries®
PAYPAL
Classic Industries® now accepts payments via Paypal! Simply
complete your order over the phone with a customer service
representative, get your invoice number and then send your
payment to paypal@classicindustries.com through Paypal’s
“Send Money” feature and select “Goods and Services” for payment reason. Be
sure to include your invoice number in the “Special Instructions” tab at checkout
for fastest service. Orders are generally shipped within 72 hours or less of payment
receipt. Contact our customer service department for additional details.

Fill out the order form located in the back section of this catalog. For
quick service use your credit card, money order, or cashiers check.
Personal checks are held for 15 days from date of receipt pending
clearance. All mail orders must be pre-paid including freight (when
applicable). COD orders through the mail will not be accepted. If
you have any questions regarding product information or availability,
contact our sales representatives during regular business hours at 800.854.1280.
854 1280

ORDER BY PHONE
Classic Industries® employs knowledgeable sales representatives
to assist you when placing your order. Our sales representatives are
trained to answer your questions regarding restoration and the parts
listed in this catalog. Call during regular business hours Mon-Fri
8:00-5:00, Sat 10:00-3:00, P.S.T. Closed Sundays and holidays. Our
convenient Toll Free number allows you to place your order with
conﬁdence to assure you get exactly what you want when you want
it! Inter-continental U.S. 800.854.1280. Outside U.S. country code + 1.714.847.6887

TOLL FREE 800•854•1280
FAX YOUR ORDER
Classic Industries® offers a convenient FAX line for customers
who have access to a Fax machine. Our FAX is available 24
hours a day 7 days a week for your convenience. Fill out the order
form completely and FAX your order. Within U.S. 800.300.3081.
Outside U.S. country code + 1.714.848.9501

TOLL FREE 800•300•3081
ON-LINE ORDERING
Classic Industries® offers on-line ordering directly through our website.
te.
Log on to classicindustries.com and order on-line. On-line ordering iss
available 24 hours a day 7 days a week for your convenience.

WWW.CLASSICINDUSTRIES.COM
FOREIGN ORDERS
All foreign orders must be prepaid before the products can be shipped. The Classic
Industries® staff will check with the various freight companies that deliver to your
country and area to determine the best possible rates available for your order. Once your
order is rated, you’ll be contacted by e-mail or phone to approve the rate. After approval
and payment is received, the order will be shipped. The Shipping & Handling ﬁeld for
foreign orders will state “TBD” (To Be Determined). Rates are subject to change once
the order has been packed and is ready to ship. Rates are calculated based on estimations
of weight, dimensions and other factors. Should changes in freight costs occur once the
order is packed and ready to ship, Classic Industries will notify the customer immediately
before the shipment is sent. If you have any questions or concerns, please direct your
inquiries to info-desk@classicindustries.com

General Information
Sales Tax Information

Color Matches

Classic Industries® collects and remits sales tax based on state and local requirements. The sales tax
laws have changed due to a Supreme Court ruling in 2018. The appropriate sales tax will be applied
to your order and remitted based on your state’s requirements. If your order is shipped, or picked
up in a speciﬁc state that requires sales tax, the appropriate amount will be added to your order.

Due to multiple manufacturers of products Classic Industries® provides, color variations may occur.
Slight color variations are common especially amongst interior products and does not constitute
a defect. These products are not eligible for return for this reason.

Accuracy Of Descriptions

Prices in this catalog were in effect at the time of printing and supersede all prices in any previous
publication. Classic Industries® makes every effort to honor the prices contained herein. However,
due to increased costs of manufacturing, materials, etc., prices can change. We reserve the right
to change prices without notice. For current pricing please contact a Classic Industries® sales
representative during normal business hours. Eligibility of products for discounts are subject to
change without notice.

Classic Industries® makes every effort to verify the accuracy of all information published in this
catalog. Each item is represented with information that is accurate to the best of our knowledge
at the time the catalog is printed. Classic industries® is not responsible or liable for mistakes,
print errors or inaccurate information that may lead to, or result in labor costs or damages to any
vehicle under any circumstances.

Kit Products

All Classic Industries® Parts and Accessories catalogs include kits which contain a variety of
products. On occasion we may run out of an item supplied with a kit. If this happens we will
generally ship what is in stock and back order the item(s) which are not in stock. You may contact
our sales department by phone to verify which items are not in stock at the time the order is placed.
The customer may decide whether to accept the partial kit or have the entire kit back ordered until
the kit is completed and all the items can be shipped at the same time. If the customer decides to
accept partial delivery of the kit, then the full price of the kit will be charged to the customer and
the back ordered items will be shipped no charge when they arrive at our warehouse. Customers
will be charged the appropriate freight fees when applicable. Cancellation of products from a kit
will be accepted at 25% below the actual current retail price of the item. On COD orders the price
of the kit is charged in full and the back ordered items are shipped on a COD freight only basis.

Lefts and Rights
Some items in this catalog are presented as left or right hand products. (left side-driver) (right
side-passenger). Left hand or right hand sides are determined by sitting in the vehicle, not standing
in front of the vehicle.
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General Information

Pricing

Trademark and Copyright

Classic Industries® Parts and Accessories catalog is copyrighted. No part of this publication
including text, photos or illustrations may be reproduced without the prior written permission of
Classic Industries®. The following names and/or symbols: Mopar, Dodge, Plymouth, Barracuda,
Belvedere, Coronet, Challenger, Charger, 'Cuda, Dart, Duster, Fury, GTX, Hemi, Polara, Road
Runner, Six Pack, Super Bee, Scamp, Valiant are registered trademarks of Chrysler Group, LLC
and are used for reference purposes only unless speciﬁed otherwise.

Product Availability
Availability of all items in this catalog are subject to change without notice. We reserve the right
to discontinue products, services or accessories without notice.

Shortages
Always check the contents of your delivery to assure all the parts ordered were received. If you
are missing any item(s) be sure to check for back orders notated on your invoice before calling our
customer service department (see back orders). If a shortage has occurred, contact our customer
service department within 2 working days of delivery to assure a prompt replacement. Classic
Industries® assumes no liability after this period.

Shipping Information
ALASKA, HAWAII, GUAM & PUERTO RICO

EXPRESS SHIPPING

Orders being shipped to Alaska, Hawaii, Guam or Puerto Rico,
are shipped via Ground, Overnight or 2 Day delivery whenever
possible. All orders must be prepaid with credit card, money
order, or check. No COD orders are accepted. Rates depend on the
items being shipped. Contact our sales department for exact rates.

Classic Industries® offers Overnight and 2 Day air delivery service in the Continental
U.S., Alaska, Hawaii, Guam and Puerto Rico. Pre-payment with a credit card is required
before shipments can be sent. Simply call in your order before 2:00 p.m. Paciﬁc Time,
Monday-Friday during regular business hours and your Overnight order will arrive the
following business day (pending availability). Saturday delivery is available only on
Overnight service. A $16.95 fee will be added to Overnight fees for Saturday delivery.
2 Day orders will arrive within 2 business days (pending availability). 3 Day service
is available within the contiguous 48 states. Your order will usually leave within 24
hours and will arrive within 3 business days of ship date (pending availability). A
$9.95 service fee for any of these options will be added in addition to shipping fees.
Contact our sales department for rates regarding air service delivery. Rates depend
on the items being shipped. Some products are charged at dimensional weight as
opposed to actual weight.

Important: Promotional shipping offers do not apply to Alaska, Hawaii, Guam, Puerto
Rico, Canada or any foreign destination.

APO/FPO
Parcel post is the only means of shipping to an APO or FPO address. Due to size
restrictions the maximum shipping box can be no larger than 72" width and girth
combined. All military personnel must write or call to determine what size box will
be used for the shipment. Once this is determined, Classic Industries® will call or write
to let you know if the order can be shipped by Parcel Post, and the correct amount
required. All orders that exceed these limitations will be shipped in accordance with
customer approval.

Important: Air service does not guarantee your order will arrive on the expected date of delivery. Under
normal circumstances, air service is guaranteed. However, due to adverse weather conditions,
natural disasters or unforeseen circumstances, there may be delays. Classic Industries® is not
responsible for deliveries that are delayed. Air service orders are excluded from promotional
shipping offers.

INSURANCE

TRUCK FREIGHT

Each order is charged an insurance fee of $3.50. This fee will insure the entire order
and protect you completely from damages or loss. The order forms located in the rear
of this catalog include this fee in the indicated column when your order is being totaled.

COD ORDERS
COD orders are gladly accepted on all normal ground shipments, excluding truck
freight orders. COD orders will require cash only upon delivery of your order. All
COD orders are shipped by FedEx. Personal checks, business checks, money orders
and certiﬁed checks are not accepted. COD orders are not accepted through the mail.
COD orders must be placed by phone during regular business hours. The appropriate
shipping fees will be added. COD orders are exempt from discounts and free shipping
promotion. The customer will pay all appropriate fees in accordance with current
policies and freight rates. A fee of $11.95 per box will be added to all COD orders.
Oversize and/or overweight boxes will be charged in accordance with the rate chart
located on the order blank. Classic Industries® reserves the right to change shipping
rates in accordance with rate increases by freight companies. COD orders are limited to
$999.00. If the COD order should be returned to Classic Industries® for non acceptance/
non payment, the customer will be responsible to reimburse Classic Industries® for
any and all freight charges related to the order. In addition, a 25% restocking fee will
be applied to the returned products. All outstanding charges must be paid before any
additional orders will be accepted.

SPECIAL RATE SHIPPING FEES/DROP SHIP FEES
Some items we offer may require a mandatory shipping or drop ship
fee. This fee may also apply to products sold over the counter at Classic
Industries® Showroom location. Contact our sales department for actual
additional shipping fees.

SPECIAL
SHIPPING!

Important: Products with special rate shipping fees or drop ship fees are excluded from promotional shipping offers.

Products in this catalog that require truck freight are usually
indicated below the product “Shipped truck freight”. This
indicates that the product is too large for ground delivery and must be shipped by
motor freight. There may be items listed herein that are not indicated as truck freight.
These items must be pre-paid, including freight charges, before the shipment can be
sent. Classic Industries® requires a minimum $125.00 fee for all California orders
and minimum $175.00 fee for all out of state truck shipments. Truck freight rates
could be higher depending on products being ordered and the destination. Residential
deliveries require an additional $40.00 fee. Should the customer's delivery require
special handling (lift gate service, re-routing, additional freight charges, etc.), any
and all additional fees will be billed to the customer’s credit card. Acceptance of
truck freight shipment is acknowledgment that additional charges will be incurred.
Please include a commercial business address whenever possible. For additional
information contact our customer service department during regular business hours.
Important: Truck freight items are excluded from promotional shipping offers.

OVERSIZE-OVERWEIGHT

OS1

OS2

OS3

These are the designations for Ground
or Standard packages that meet one of the following speciﬁcations for billing
purposes: Oversize 1 (OS1) designates a combined length and girth exceeding
84", but less than 108". Actual weight is less than 30 lbs, and is billed at 30 lbs.
Oversize 2 (OS2) designates a combined length and girth exceeding 108" but less
than 130". Actual weight is less than 70 lbs, and is billed at 70 lbs. Oversize 3
(OS3) designates a combined length and girth exceeding 130" but less than 165".
A $40.00 handling fee will be added to all (OS3) orders. Actual weight is less
than 90 lbs, and is billed at 90 lbs. We reserve the right to charge Oversize fees on
any order containing oversize products, even if it is not indicated in the catalog.
Important: Oversize, overweight and dimensional weight items are excluded from promotional shipping offers.

General Information
Back Orders

Sales Errors/Ordering Errors

The invoice located in the packing slip of your order will notate any items that were out of stock
at the time of shipping. The unavailable items will be back ordered unless otherwise speciﬁed on
your order form or verbally to a sales representative when placing your order by phone. Back orders
are usually shipped when the products arrive at our warehouse without prior notiﬁcation. Classic
Industries will make an effort to contact the customer if the backorder is more than 90 days old.
If you wish to cancel a back order, please notify our customer service department immediately.
The customer will be responsible for a 25% restocking fee and freight charges if the back order
is cancelled or returned after the items are shipped.

Returns

Damage Claims
Always check the contents of your shipment in the presence of the person delivering the merchandise.
Should any damage occur, immediately notify Classic Industries® customer service dept. so that
all steps necessary will be taken to ensure a prompt replacement of any damaged goods. Accurate
instructions will be given on damaged goods replacement. Classic Industries® is not responsible
if no notiﬁcation is given within 2 working days of receipt of goods (excluding Sundays and
Holidays). Classic Industries® will ﬁle a claim with the carrier in most cases. If the customer ﬁles
a claim with the carrier, Classic Industries® will not be responsible for replacing damaged products
and the customer will be responsible to pay for any replacements until the carrier pays the claim.
Any replacement parts due to sales errors or customer errors in ordering will be sent using the
same shipping method as the original order when possible. Please follow these instructions to
avoid any problems or misunderstandings associated with damaged products and freight claims.

Refusals

All refused COD orders will be subject to a 25% restocking fee. Classic Industries® will consider
the entire order cancelled and void with no notiﬁcation to the customer. The customer will be billed
25% plus all freight charges to and from the destination. Contact our customer service department
for more information.

Policies

Classic Industries® is not responsible for customer errors or employee sales errors. Every effort
is made to insure that the products you are ordering are accurate. Should an error occur, we will
make every effort to resolve the issue. Replacement products will be shipped the same method
as the original order whenever possible. Classic Industries® assumes no responsibility or liability
for damages, fees, storage charges, or any other inconvenience that may be associated with sales
errors or customer ordering errors.
Products may be returned for a full refund on the product, credit or exchange within 30 days of
receipt. All returns are subject to a 25% restocking fee after 30 days. Should you need to return
a part for refund, exchange or credit, please contact our customer service department for a return
authorization number and instructions. Classic Industries® will not accept returned goods without
prior authorization. Customer will pay freight on all return orders. Allow up to 3 weeks to process
refund or credit.
Important: Gift certiﬁcates have no cash value and must be redeemed for merchandise
only. Literature, CDs, videos, printed materials, stencil kits, stripes, electrical parts,
gauges, wiring harnesses, switches, etc. are non-returnable. All special order products
must be pre-paid in full and are non-returnable. No returns on partial kits or sets. There
is no guarantee on moving parts such as engines, transmissions, rear ends, steering
gears, water pumps, distributors, wiper motors, etc. If any product is modiﬁed, altered,
painted, installed or disassembled in any way without Classic Industries® expressed
written permission, the item is non-returnable. Classic Industries® always recommends
professional installation on all products. Any item which has been altered, painted,
installed or deemed non-resalable by Classic Industries® will be returned to the customer
at the customers expense. Classic Industries® is not responsible or liable for labor fees
associated with the installation, removal, modiﬁcation, painting or repair of any product
purchased regardless of the circumstances. Classic Industries® is not responsible for any
damage or discoloration incurred in relation to chemical products being used including
cleaners, waxes, polishes, paints, etc.

All policies in Classic Industries® current catalog supersede any and all policies in any previous
catalog or publication.

General Information
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Product Index

O

Index, Policies & Order Forms

A
A-Arm Bolt Set .................................................................. 347
AC Air Distributor Duct Vent ............................................ 455
AC Bafﬂe Seal ................................................................... 247
AC Belt ...............................................................442-443, 460
AC Blower Motor .............................................................. 452
AC Blower Motor Resistor ................................................ 453
AC Box Cover Hardware ................................................... 451
AC Bracket Exhaust Brace ................................................ 460
AC Center Outlet Duct Adaptor......................................... 455
AC Compressor...........................................................458-459
AC Compressor Bracket .................................................... 460
AC Compressor Clutch ...................................................... 459
AC Compressor Decal ....................................................... 215
AC Compressor Hose ........................................................ 459
AC Compressor Manifold .................................................. 459
AC Compressor Spacer ...................................................... 460
AC Condenser Mounting Bracket...............................460-461
AC Condenser to Drier Hose ............................................. 460
AC Condenser/Receiver Tube............................................ 461
AC Control Cables ............................................................. 456
AC Delete Cover ................................................................ 452
AC Delete Panel................................................................. 452
AC Duct Hose .................................................................... 454
AC Duct, Center Dash Vent ............................................... 454
AC Evaporator Core .......................................................... 461
AC Evaporator Decal ......................................................... 215
AC Expansion Valve .......................................................... 461
AC Fan Switch ................................................................... 453
AC Hose Brackets .............................................................. 459
AC Hose Bubble Crimper .................................................. 459
AC Hose Clamp ..........................................................459-460
AC Hose Clamp Bracket.................................................... 459
AC Hose Grommet ............................................................ 459
AC Manifold Assembly ..................................................... 460
AC O-Ring Set ................................................................... 459
AC Outlet Assembly .......................................................... 455
AC POA Valve Retroﬁt Kit ................................................ 461
AC Receiver Bracket ......................................................... 461
AC Receiver Drier Fitting.................................................. 461
AC Receiver/Dryer ............................................................ 461
AC Receiver/Evaporator Tube ........................................... 461
AC Relay............................................................................ 453
AC Retroﬁt System ............................................................ 458
AC Seal .............................................................................. 460
AC Switch Cap .................................................................. 453
AC Tube Foam Seal ........................................................... 460
AC Underhood Hardware Set ............................................ 461
AC/Heater Control Assembly .....................................456-458
AC/Heater Control Panel Lens .......................................... 456
AC/Heater Control Switch ................................................. 453
Accelerator Cable............................................................... 141
Accelerator Cable Bracket ................................................. 141
Accelerator Pedal ....................................................... 140, 146
Accelerator Pedal Ball Stud ............................................... 141
Accelerator Pedal Bushing ................................................. 140
Accelerator Pedal Mounting Pin ........................................ 141
Accelerator Pedal Pad ................................................ 140, 238
Accelerator Pedal Rod Support .......................................... 140
Accelerator Pedal Tension Spring ...................................... 140
Accelerator Return Spring ................................................. 141
Accelerator Rod ................................................................. 141
Accelerator Rod Grommet ................................................. 141
Accelerator Rod Sleeve...................................................... 141
Accelerator Rod Swivel ..................................................... 141
Accelerator Spring Bracket ................................................ 141
Accelerator Throttle Lever ......................................... 141, 560
Accessory Connector Pack ................................................ 624
Accessory Drive System .................................................... 474
Accessory Wire .................................................................. 616
Activator, Turn Signal Cam ............................................... 119
Actuator Cylinder, Convertible Top ................................... 305
Actuator Motor, Rally Sport Headlamp Door ............ 249, 251
Actuator Sector Gear, Ignition Switch ............................... 109
Actuator Shield Mounting Set ........................................... 252
Actuator, Neutral Safety Switch ........................................ 110
Actuator, Power Door Lock ............................................... 312
Actuator, Rally Sport Vacuum ........................................... 251
Adapter, AC Center Outlet Duct ........................................ 455
Adapter, Air Cleaner .......................................................... 491
Adapter, Battery Post ......................................................... 615
Adapter, Battery Side Terminal.......................................... 615
Adapter, Carburetor............................................................ 558
Adapter, EFI Fuel Return ................................................... 552
Adapter, Gauge ...............................................................91-92
Adapter, Motor Mount ....................................................... 477
Adapter, Rear Main Engine Seal........................................ 514
Adapter, Seat Mounting ....................................................... 39
Adapter, Steering Wheel .................................................... 116
Adapter, Throttle Body ...................................................... 558
Adapter, Transmission Pan ................................................ 585
Additive, Coolant ............................................................... 445
Adhesive Side Molding...................................................... 241
Adhesive, Emblem ............................................................. 203
Adhesive, Headliner ............................................................. 73
Adhesive, Rear View Mirror ................................................ 67
Adhesive, Spray ............................................................. 13, 73
Adhesive, Weatherstrip ...................................................... 229
Adjustable Electric Fan Thermostat................................... 439
Adjustable Foot Rest .......................................................... 146
Adjuster, Headlamp............................................................ 245
Adjuster, Seat Track ....................................................... 43, 45
Adjusting Sleeve, Tie Rod ..........................................344-345
Aero Windshield Wiper Assembly ..................................... 333
Aerosol Can Trigger........................................................... 197
Aerosol Paint...............................................................194-195
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Air Bafﬂe, Radiator Lower ................................................ 431
Air Box Lid ........................................................................ 479
Air Cleaner ..........................................483, 488, 490-496, 502
Air Cleaner Adaptor ........................................................... 491
Air Cleaner Base ................................................................ 503
Air Cleaner Base Gasket .................................................... 556
Air Cleaner Decal ...................................................... 210, 212
Air Cleaner Emblem .......................................................... 490
Air Cleaner Extension, Cowl Induction ............................. 489
Air Cleaner Filter Oil ......................................................... 492
Air Cleaner Flange, Cowl Induction .................................. 489
Air Cleaner Hose................................................................ 491
Air Cleaner Lid .................................................................. 503
Air Cleaner Lid Seal .......................................................... 491
Air Cleaner Oil & Clean/Degreaser Kit ............................. 492
Air Cleaner Shroud ............................................................ 491
Air Cleaner Spacer ............................................................. 495
Air Cleaner Wing Nut ........................................................ 491
Air Conditioned Window Decal......................................... 215
Air Conditioning Conversion............................................. 458
Air Conditioning Line Clamp ............................................ 451
Air Conditioning Wiring Harness ...................................... 459
Air Dam, Front ............................................188, 198, 266-267
Air Deﬂector Retainer, Front ............................................. 265
Air Deﬂector, Front ............................................................ 265
Air Duct, Rear Crankcase Vent .......................................... 491
Air Filter Cleaner Kit ......................................................... 494
Air Filter Element .......................................................492-494
Air Filter Sealing Grease ................................................... 493
Air Flow Control Cable ..................................................... 454
Air Flow Sensor, Mass ....................................................... 494
Air Induction Decal............................................................ 210
Air Injection Diverter Valve Tee ........................................ 567
Air Injection Extension Tubes ........................................... 567
Air Injection Hose .............................................................. 567
Air Injection Plug............................................................... 567
Air Intake Heat Shield ....................................................... 494
Air Outlet Deﬂector ........................................................... 456
Air Shock Decal ................................................................. 217
Air Vent Shut-Off Elbow Assembly, Side .......................... 454
Alloy Wheels.............................................................. 418, 422
Alternator ....................................................................536-537
Alternator Adapter Plug ..................................................... 479
Alternator Belt ............................................................442-443
Alternator Boot .................................................................. 539
Alternator Bracket ...................................................... 479, 539
Alternator Case .................................................................. 538
Alternator Conversion Wiring Adapter .............................. 538
Alternator Mounting Bolt .................................................. 538
Alternator Pulley ................................................................ 538
Alternator Shut-Down Relay Set ....................................... 625
Alternator Spacer ............................................................... 539
Alternator Terminal Cap .................................................... 538
Alternator Terminal Cap Retainer ...................................... 538
Aluminum Pedal Cover Set ............................................... 141
Aluminum Radiator ........................................................... 430
Aluminum Wheel Instruction Decal .................................. 214
AM/FM Radio.................................................................... 101
Anchor Plate, Spare Tire Clamp ........................................ 327
Angle Finder Tool, Suspension .......................................... 380
Antenna .............................................................................. 106
Antenna Adjust Card .......................................................... 215
Antenna Bezel Nut ............................................................. 106
Antenna Body, Radio ......................................................... 106
Antenna Cable.................................................................... 106
Antenna Ground Bezel ....................................................... 106
Antenna Ground Strap ....................................................... 106
Antenna Location Template ............................................... 106
Antenna Mast ..................................................................... 106
Antenna Mounting Gasket ................................................. 106
Antenna Nut Tool ............................................................... 106
Anti-Theft System.............................................................. 179
Apparel........................................................................148-157
Apparel Patch ..................................................................... 151
Applicator Pad ................................................................... 186
Applique, RS Grill & Headlamp Door .............................. 272
Arm, Console Lid............................................................... 133
Arm, Throttle ..................................................................... 141
Arm, Windshield Wiper ............................................. 333, 335
Armrest ........................................................................ 60, 134
Armrest Base........................................................................ 60
Armrest Base Molding ......................................................... 61
Armrest Base Screw ............................................................. 61
Armrest Bracket ................................................................... 61
Armrest Cup Holder........................................................... 134
Armrest Pad, Console ........................................................ 132
Armrest Pad, Door ..........................................................60-61
Armrest Panels, Rear Inner Side .......................................... 53
Armrest Sleeve ..................................................................... 61
Ashtray ............................................................................... 113
Ashtray Cover Stopper....................................................... 113
Ashtray Lamp Bulb ............................................................ 113
Ashtray Lamp Socket......................................................... 113
Ashtray Lamp Wiring Harness........................................... 113
Ashtray Lid ........................................................................ 133
Ashtray Well Upholstery ...................................................... 52
Astro Ventilation Conversion ............................................. 455
Astro Ventilation Window Decal ....................................... 215
AT Floor Shift Release Button ....................................590-591
AT Modulator Vacuum Line .............................................. 587
AT Shift Actuator Lever ..................................................... 593
AT Shifter Cable................................................................. 588
Audio Wiring Harness........................................................ 104
Automatic Gearshift Knob ..........................................590-591
Automatic Shift Plate Pattern............................................. 136
Automatic Transmission .............................................580-581
Automatic Transmission Cable Installation Kit ................. 593
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Automatic Transmission Cooler Line ................................ 587
Automatic Transmission Filter........................................... 585
Automatic Transmission Fluid ........................................... 583
Automatic Transmission Oil Cooler .................................. 587
Automatic Transmission Pan Bolt ..................................... 586
Automotive DVDs ............................................................. 177
Automotive Literature..................................170-171, 175-177
Auxiliary Lamp Relay Set ................................................. 625
Axle Shaft Lock ................................................................. 380
Axle Shaft, Rear ................................................................. 380
Axle-Tube Spring Perches ................................................. 372

B
B-Pillar Support Bracket .................................................... 297
Back Glass Molding........................................................... 236
Back Seat Brace ................................................................. 296
Back-Up Lamp ................................................................... 262
Back-Up Lamp Gasket ....................................................... 262
Back-Up Lamp Housing .................................................... 262
Back-Up Lamp Lens .................................................. 258, 262
Back-Up Lamp Switch....................................................... 110
Back-Up Lamp Switch Mount Kit ..................................... 110
Backing Plate, Disc Brake ................................................. 403
Backing Plate, Heater Control ........................................... 457
Backing Plate, Rally Sport Headlamp Door ...................... 250
Backing Plate, Rear Brake ................................................. 405
Backing Plate, Shift Lens................................................... 137
Badge Holder ..................................................................... 151
Bafﬂe, Lifter Valley............................................................ 507
Bafﬂe, Oil Pan.................................................................... 515
Bail, Brake Master Cylinder Cover ................................... 395
Balancer, Crankshaft .......................................................... 479
Balancer, Harmonic............................................................ 485
Ball Flange, Header Collector............................................ 568
Ball Joint Bolt .................................................................... 347
Ball Joint Boot ................................................................... 347
Ball Joint Rivet .................................................................. 347
Ball Joint, Control Arm ...............................................344-345
Ball Stud, Accelerator Pedal .............................................. 141
Base, Center Console ......................................................... 130
Base, Dome Lamp................................................................ 68
Base, Horseshoe Shifter ..................................................... 590
Battery ................................................................................ 610
Battery Cable .............................................................. 611-612
Battery Cable Bolt...................................................... 611, 615
Battery Cable Clip, Oil Pan ............................................... 516
Battery Cable Insulator ...................................................... 611
Battery Cable Retainer ....................................................... 615
Battery Cable Terminal ...................................................... 615
Battery Cable Terminal Protector ...................................... 615
Battery Charger .................................................................. 613
Battery Clamp Mounting Bolt ........................................... 611
Battery Cleaning Set .......................................................... 614
Battery Cover ..................................................................... 614
Battery Cutout Switch .................................................614-615
Battery Load Tester ............................................................ 613
Battery Mat ........................................................................ 614
Battery Owners Certiﬁcate ................................................. 216
Battery Post Adapter .......................................................... 615
Battery Protector Tool ........................................................ 614
Battery Side Terminal Adapter ........................................... 615
Battery Side Terminal Wrench ........................................... 614
Battery Tender Adapter ...................................................... 613
Battery Terminal Protector ................................................. 615
Battery Tool.................................................................613-614
Battery Tray ................................................................ 610-611
Battery Tray Bolt................................................................ 611
Battery Tray Clamp ............................................................ 611
Bearing Race & Seal Driver .............................................. 347
Bearing Set, Rear Axle....................................................... 381
Bearing, Clutch Throwout.................................................. 605
Bearing, Front Outer Wheel ............................................... 347
Bearing, Hydraulic Release ............................................... 603
Bearing, Lower Steering Shaft ........................................... 118
Bearing, Packer .................................................................. 408
Bearing, Rear Axle ............................................................. 380
Bearing, Roller Pilot .......................................................... 600
Bellcrank Pivot Ball ........................................................... 606
Bellcrank, Clutch ............................................................... 606
Bellcrank, Rally Sport Headlamp ...................................... 251
Bellhousing Bolt Set .......................................................... 600
Bellhousing Cover ............................................................. 601
Bellhousing Dowel Pin ...................................................... 601
Bellhousing To Clutch Fork Boot ...................................... 605
Bellhousing, Transmission ................................................. 601
Belt Conversion, Serpentine .............................................. 482
Belt Tensioner .................................................................... 443
Belt, AC...............................................................442-443, 460
Belt, Accessory Drive .................................................442-443
Belt, Alternator............................................................442-443
Belt, Fan ......................................................................442-443
Belt, Power Steering .......................................................... 340
Belt, Serpentine .................................................................. 443
Belt, Smog Pump ............................................................... 567
Belt, Water Pump ........................................................442-443
Bezel, Antenna Ground ...................................................... 106
Bezel, Console Gauge ........................................................ 131
Bezel, Console Switch ....................................................... 133
Bezel, Convertible Top Switch .......................................... 108
Bezel, Dash ........................................................................ 108
Bezel, Dash Clock................................................................ 81
Bezel, Dash Knob .............................................................. 108
Bezel, Defogger ................................................................. 108
Bezel, Door Mirror Inner ..................................................... 67
Bezel, Door Panel Grab Handle ........................................... 65
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Brace, Bumper ................................................................... 268
Brace, Dash Cluster ............................................................. 82
Brace, Driveshaft Tunnel ................................................... 353
Brace, Fender Skirt to Firewall .......................................... 288
Brace, Firewall to Floor ..................................................... 296
Brace, Floor Pan................................................................. 296
Brace, Front Floor .............................................................. 296
Brace, Front Lower Frame ................................................. 354
Brace, Front Seat................................................................ 296
Brace, Front Steering ......................................................... 354
Brace, Front Strut Tower .................................................... 354
Brace, Fuel Tank Mounting ............................................... 541
Brace, Instrument Cluster .................................................... 82
Brace, Leaf Spring Bracket ................................................ 319
Brace, Quarter Panel .......................................................... 298
Brace, Rear Seat ..........................................................295-296
Brace, Rear Shock Tower................................................... 376
Brace, Starter Motor........................................................... 535
Brace, Steering Frame ........................................................ 354
Brace, Sway Bar Mount ..................................................... 376
Brace, Tail Panel ................................................................ 329
Braces, Inner Roof Panel ................................................... 299
Bracket / Spring Set, Rally Sport Over Center .................. 251
Bracket Set, Throttle .......................................................... 588
Bracket, AC Compressor ................................................... 460
Bracket, AC Condenser Mounting ..................................... 460
Bracket, AC Hose............................................................... 459
Bracket, AC Hose Clamp ................................................... 459
Bracket, AC Receiver......................................................... 461
Bracket, Accelerator Cable ................................................ 141
Bracket, Accelerator Spring ............................................... 141
Bracket, Alternator ............................................................. 539
Bracket, Armrest .................................................................. 61
Bracket, B-Pillar Support ................................................... 297
Bracket, Back-Up Switch Mounting .................................. 262
Bracket, Brake Cable ......................................................... 407
Bracket, Brake Caliper ....................................................... 403
Bracket, Brake Hose .................................................. 396, 399
Bracket, Brake Lamp Switch ............................................. 110
Bracket, Carburetor Mount Linkage .................................. 559
Bracket, Carburetor Return Spring .................................... 559
Bracket, Center Bumper to Valance ................................... 268
Bracket, Clutch Fork Return Spring .................................. 606
Bracket, Console Mounting ....................................... 130, 132
Bracket, Console Seat Belt ................................................ 133
Bracket, Console To Floor Mounting ................................ 132
Bracket, Convertible Top Switch Mounting ...................... 108
Bracket, Cruise Control Servo Mounting .......................... 559
Bracket, Disc Brake Hose/Caliper ..................................... 399
Bracket, Electric Fan .......................................................... 438
Bracket, Engine .................................................................. 477
Bracket, Engine Frame....................................................... 469
Bracket, Engine Pull .......................................................... 471
Bracket, Fan Shroud........................................................... 434
Bracket, Fog Lamp............................................................. 256
Bracket, Fold Down Rear Seat............................................. 45
Bracket, Frame To Radiator Support ................................. 275
Bracket, Front Brake Hose ................................................. 399
Bracket, Front Bumper........................................265, 268-269
Bracket, Front Sway Bar Sleeve ........................................ 351
Bracket, Fuel Filter ............................................................ 547
Bracket, Fuel Line.............................................................. 547
Bracket, Glove Box Door Stopper ..................................... 114
Bracket, Grill Mounting ..................................................... 271
Bracket, Header-Adapter Alternator .................................. 539
Bracket, Headlamp Mounting ............................................ 247
Bracket, Heater Hose ......................................................... 451
Bracket, Ignition Coil......................................................... 532
Bracket, Interior Rear View Mirror...................................... 67
Bracket, Jack Load Rest ..................................................... 327
Bracket, Jack Mast ............................................................. 329
Bracket, Kick Down Cable ........................................ 559, 592
Bracket, Kick Down Switch Mount ................................... 592
Bracket, Leaf Spring Front Eye ......................................... 373
Bracket, License Plate ................................................ 274, 543
Bracket, Manual Choke Cable Mount ............................... 559
Bracket, Morse Cable......................................................... 559
Bracket, Outer Door Mirror ........................................312-313
Bracket, Park Brake Cable ................................................. 407
Bracket, Power Steering..................................................... 339
Bracket, Proportioning Valve ............................................. 397
Bracket, Radiator Mount............................................ 102, 431
Bracket, Rear Bumper ........................................................ 269
Bracket, RS Actuator ......................................................... 252
Bracket, RS Grill Vertical Divider ..................................... 273
Bracket, RS Headlamp Bellcrank Shaft/Lever .................. 251
Bracket, RS Limit Switch .................................................. 251
Bracket, Seat Shelf Pane .................................................... 322
Bracket, Shift Cable ........................................................... 592
Bracket, Shift Cable Support ............................................. 592
Bracket, Shifter Mount....................................................... 606
Bracket, Shoulder Belt ......................................................... 48
Bracket, Smog Pump ......................................................... 567
Bracket, Speed Warning Cable ............................................ 85
Bracket, Steering Column .................................................. 118
Bracket, Stop Lamp ........................................................... 110
Bracket, Throttle Cable ...................................... 559, 561, 591
Bracket, Tilt Steering Column ........................................... 343
Bracket, Traction Bar ......................................................... 376
Bracket, Transmission Cable ............................................. 559
Bracket, Windshield Washer Jar ........................................ 334
Brackets, Leaf Spring Mounting ........................................ 373
Brackets, Rally Sport Headlamp Door............................... 250
Brackets, Seat....................................................................... 41
Brackets, Sway Bar ............................................................ 351
Brake Adjustment Tool ...................................................... 408
Brake Assembly Fluid ........................................................ 409
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Brake Bleeder Screw.......................................................... 402
Brake Bleeder Screw Dust Cap.......................................... 402
Brake Bleeder Tool ............................................................ 408
Brake Booster..................................................................... 396
Brake Booster Intake Manifold Vacuum Fitting ................ 396
Brake Cable Clip ................................................................ 399
Brake Cable Guide ............................................................. 407
Brake Caliper ..............................................................402-403
Brake Caliper Bit Set ......................................................... 409
Brake Caliper Brackets ...................................................... 403
Brake Caliper Hose Bolt .................................................... 398
Brake Caliper Paint ............................................................ 409
Brake Caliper Piston .......................................................... 403
Brake Check Valve ............................................................. 397
Brake Conversion Set .................................................382-393
Brake Cylinder Hone Tool ................................................. 408
Brake Distribution Block ................................................... 397
Brake Drum........................................................................ 405
Brake Flex Hose................................................................. 398
Brake Fluid......................................................................... 409
Brake Hardware Kit ........................................................... 405
Brake Hold-Off Valve Mounting Bolt ............................... 397
Brake Hose ................................................................. 396, 398
Brake Hose Bracket ........................................................... 399
Brake Hose Tee Fitting ...................................................... 399
Brake Lamp........................................................................ 260
Brake Lamp Relay Set ....................................................... 625
Brake Lamp Switch............................................................ 110
Brake Lamp Switch Bracket .............................................. 110
Brake Lamp Switch Retaining Clip ................................... 110
Brake Line Bracket ............................................................ 399
Brake Line Clamp Bolt ...................................................... 399
Brake Line Clip .................................................................. 399
Brake Line Fittings ............................................................ 387
Brake Line Hose Bolt......................................................... 398
Brake Lines ................................................................ 358, 400
Brake Master Cylinder ................................................393-395
Brake Master Cylinder Cover ............................................ 395
Brake Master Cylinder Cover Bail .................................... 395
Brake Master Cylinder Rebuild Kit ................................... 396
Brake Metering Valve ........................................................ 397
Brake Pad Retainer Spring ................................................. 404
Brake Pad Shim Set ........................................................... 404
Brake Pad Spreader Tool.................................................... 408
Brake Pad Trim Plate ......................................................... 143
Brake Pads ......................................................... 387, 401, 404
Brake Pedal .................................................................142-145
Brake Pedal Pad ......................................................... 143, 238
Brake Pedal Rod Extensions .............................................. 145
Brake Pipe Clip .................................................................. 399
Brake Pressure Gauge Tool ................................................ 409
Brake Proportioning Valve Bleed Tool .............................. 397
Brake Proportioning Valve Dust Boot ............................... 397
Brake Release Pliers .......................................................... 409
Brake Rotor .........................................................386-387, 401
Brake Rotor/Drum Nut Set ................................................ 347
Brake Shoe Guide Plate ..................................................... 405
Brake Shoe Retaining Pin .................................................. 405
Brake Shoe, Drum.............................................................. 405
Brake Shoe, Park................................................................ 406
Brake Spring Removal Tool ............................................... 408
Brake System Bleeder Tool................................................ 408
Brake Tube Bending Tool .................................................. 409
Brake Warning Lamp Socket & Wire ................................ 399
Brake Wheel Cylinder, Drum ............................................ 405
Brake, Parking............................................................ 145, 147
Brake/Clutch Pedal Pin ...................................................... 145
Brakes & Parts Cleaner ...................................................... 409
Breather, Valve Cover ................................................ 495, 505
Brushes, Detailing .......................................................186-187
Brushes, Start Motor .......................................................... 535
Bucket Seat Back Panel ....................................................... 43
Bucket Seat Extender ........................................................... 42
Bucket Seat Frame ............................................................... 43
Bucket Seat Side Bracket Cover .......................................... 43
Bucket Seat Side Cover Fastener ......................................... 43
Bucket Seat Support Springs ............................................... 42
Bucket Seats ....................................................................37-41
Buckle Cover, Seat Belt ....................................................... 47
Buckle, Belt........................................................................ 158
Buckle, Seat Belt.................................................................. 48
Build Sheet, New Vehicle .................................................. 218
Bulb Covers, Light ............................................................... 99
Bulb, Ashtray Lamp ........................................................... 113
Bulb, Clock Lamp ................................................................ 83
Bulb, Console Auto Trans Indicator................................... 134
Bulb, Fog Lamp ................................................................. 256
Bulb, Gauge Lamp ............................................................... 99
Bulb, Glove Box Lamp ...................................................... 115
Bulb, Headlamp ......................................................... 242, 244
Bulb, Instrument Panel....................................................... 109
Bulb, LED .................................................................. 253, 263
Bulb, Replacement Lamp................................................... 263
Bullet Outer Door Mirror ................................................... 313
Bullet Outer Door Mirror Glass ......................................... 313
Bump Stop Set, Front......................................................... 348
Bump Stop Spacer...................................................... 373, 419
Bumper Assembly, Forward Door Glass Stop ................... 316
Bumper Assembly, Rear Door Glass Stop ......................... 316
Bumper Bolt ....................................................................... 265
Bumper Bra ........................................................................ 178
Bumper Brace .................................................................... 268
Bumper Bracket Bolt Kit ................................................... 268
Bumper Bracket Cushion, Front Inner ............................... 268
Bumper Bracket to Body Bolt............................................ 268
Bumper Cover .............................................................265-266
Bumper Decal, Rear ........................................................... 224
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Bezel, Headlamp ................................................................ 246
Bezel, Ignition Indicator .................................................... 109
Bezel, Lower Dash Vent..................................................... 456
Bezel, Park Lamp Trim ...................................................... 255
Bezel, Remote Mirror .................................................. 67, 313
Bezel, Side Marker Lamp .................................................. 257
Bezel, Tail Lamp ................................................................ 258
Bezel, Trunk ....................................................................... 330
Big Block Oil Line Clip ..................................................... 139
Blade, Fan .......................................................................... 435
Blade, Windshield Wiper ................................................... 333
Blaircutter .......................................................................... 337
Bleeder Set, Hydraulic System .......................................... 305
Blower Cutout Relay.......................................................... 453
Blower Fan Motor .............................................................. 452
Blower Fan Switch............................................................. 453
Blower Motor Capacitor .................................................... 103
Blower Motor Mounting Screw Set ................................... 452
Blower Motor Resistor....................................................... 453
Bluetooth Interface............................................................. 103
Body Alignment Shim................................................ 276, 287
Body Dent Removal Tool .................................................. 336
Body Hardware .................................................................. 276
Body Markers and Paint..................................................... 180
Body Mount Hardware ...............................................354-355
Body Pan, Convertible ....................................................... 296
Body Panel, Inner Rear ...................................................... 332
Body Plug Set .................................................................... 297
Body Side Molding Retainer Screw .................................. 240
Body Skeleton .................................................................... 289
Bolt Kit, Bumper Bracket .................................................. 268
Bolt Ring & Pinion Set ...................................................... 381
Bolt Set, A-Arm ................................................................. 347
Bolt Set, Automatic Transmission Pan............................... 586
Bolt Set, Bellhousing ................................................. 586, 600
Bolt Set, Engine ................................................................. 506
Bolt Set, Fan Clutch to Water Pump .................................. 435
Bolt Set, Fan Spacer........................................................... 435
Bolt Set, Flexplate to Crankshaft ....................................... 586
Bolt Set, Motor Mount ....................................................... 469
Bolt Set, Traction Bar ........................................................ 376
Bolt, Alternator Mounting.................................................. 538
Bolt, Battery Cable..................................................... 611, 615
Bolt, Battery Clamp Mounting .......................................... 611
Bolt, Battery Tray............................................................... 611
Bolt, Brake Caliper Bracket ............................................... 403
Bolt, Brake Caliper Hose ................................................... 398
Bolt, Brake Hold-Off Valve Mounting .............................. 397
Bolt, Brake Line Clamp ..................................................... 399
Bolt, Brake Line Hose........................................................ 398
Bolt, Bumper ...................................................................... 265
Bolt, Clutch Pressure Plate ................................................ 604
Bolt, Convertible Rear Control Link ................................. 305
Bolt, Convertible Top Pivot ............................................... 305
Bolt, Coolant Crossover Pipe............................................. 449
Bolt, Cylinder Head ........................................................... 506
Bolt, Door Hinge................................................................ 307
Bolt, Door Lock Switch ..................................................... 312
Bolt, Door Window Upper Stop......................................... 316
Bolt, Exhaust Manifold .......................................565-566, 576
Bolt, Flywheel to Crankshaft ............................................. 602
Bolt, Fuel Pump ................................................................. 546
Bolt, Harmonic Balancer ................................................... 484
Bolt, Hex Head................................................................... 276
Bolt, Hood Hinge ............................................................... 283
Bolt, Hood Latch................................................................ 285
Bolt, Leaf Spring Anchor Plate/Sway Bar Bracket ............ 351
Bolt, License Plate ............................................................. 165
Bolt, Lower Control Arm ................................................... 347
Bolt, Pressure Plate to Flywheel ........................................ 604
Bolt, Rear Brake Hose Mounting....................................... 399
Bolt, Rear Leaf Spring Eye ................................................ 373
Bolt, Seat Belt Anchor ......................................................... 48
Bolt, Steering Box Mounting ............................................. 342
Bolt, Tie Rod Sleeve .......................................................... 345
Bolts, Cylinder Heads ........................................................ 506
Bolts, Differential Cover .................................................... 381
Bolts, Header...............................................................565-566
Bolts, Ignition Coil Brackets.............................................. 532
Bolts, Intake Manifold ....................................................... 507
Bolts, Oil Filter Bypass Valve ............................................ 519
Bolts, Oil Pan ..............................................................515-516
Bolts, Starter Mount ........................................................... 535
Bolts, Tie Rod Sleeve......................................................... 345
Bolts, Timing Cover ........................................................... 487
Bolts, Valve Cover ..................................................... 498, 504
Bolts, Water Neck Mounting.............................................. 449
Bolts, Water Pump ............................................................. 447
Books ..........................................................................168-177
Boost Gauge ......................................................................... 95
Boot and Ring, Floor Shifter.............................................. 596
Boot Kit, Convertible Top .................................................. 303
Boot Snaps, Convertible Top ............................................. 303
Boot, Alternator.................................................................. 539
Boot, Ball Joint .................................................................. 347
Boot, Bellhousing To Clutch Fork ..................................... 605
Boot, Convertible Top ........................................................ 303
Boot, Inner Tie Rod............................................................ 345
Boot, Rear View Mirror Bracket .......................................... 67
Boot, Shift .......................................................................... 138
Boot, Steering Column to Floor Rubber ............................ 118
Boot, Tie Rod End.............................................................. 345
Bows, Headliner................................................................... 73
Brace, AC Bracket Exhaust................................................ 460
Brace, AC Compressor Mounting ...................................... 460
Brace, Alternator Support .................................................. 539
Brace, Back Seat ................................................................ 296

Product Index
Bumper Filler Panel ........................................................... 264
Bumper Inner Extension Bolt ............................................ 268
Bumper Jack Assembly ...................................................... 327
Bumper Sticker .................................................................. 162
Bumper Strip ...................................................................... 264
Bumper to Valance Bracket, Center ................................... 268
Bumper, Clutch Pedal Return ............................................ 145
Bumper, Door Window Stop .............................................. 315
Bumper, Front .................................................................... 264
Bumper, Front Door ........................................................... 309
Bumper, Fuel Door ............................................................ 543
Bumper, Glove Box Door Arm .......................................... 115
Bumper, Header Bow Stop ................................................ 304
Bumper, Headlamp Door ................................................... 250
Bumper, Rear ............................................................. 265, 332
Bumper, Rear Axle Pinion ................................................. 380
Bumper, Traction Bar ......................................................... 376
Bumper, Trunk Lid ............................................................. 323
Bumper, Upper Control Arm ..................................... 345, 348
Bumperette, Rear ............................................................... 269
Bushing Installation/Removal Tool ................................... 345
Bushing Kit, Control Arm .......................... 345, 349, 355, 373
Bushing Set, Body Mount .................................................. 355
Bushing Set, Rally Sport Headlamp .................................. 251
Bushing, Accelerator Pedal ................................................ 140
Bushing, Carburetor & Throttle Arm Linkage ................... 559
Bushing, Clutch Pedal Push Rod ....................................... 605
Bushing, Convertible Rear Control Link ........................... 305
Bushing, Convertible Top Pivot ......................................... 305
Bushing, Front Caliper O-Ring .......................................... 403
Bushing, Manual Transmission Pilot ................................. 600
Bushing, Pedal ................................................................... 145
Bushing, Torque Arm Mount ............................................. 375
Bushings, Radiator Support ............................................... 275
Bushings, Sway Bar ........................................................... 351
Button, AT Floor Shift Release ...................................590-591
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C
C-Clip Axle ........................................................................ 380
C-Clip Eliminator Kit, Axle ............................................... 380
C-Clip, Door Handle ............................................................ 63
Cable and Housing, Kick Panel ........................................... 49
Cable Equalizer, Parking Brake ......................................... 407
Cable Retainer, Park Brake ................................................ 407
Cable Shift Control Set ...................................................... 116
Cable Tension Spring, Park Brake ..................................... 407
Cable Ties........................................................................... 578
Cable, Accelerator .............................................................. 141
Cable, Antenna ................................................................... 106
Cable, Battery ............................................................. 611-612
Cable, Convertible Top Hold Down .................................. 304
Cable, Convertible Top Release ......................................... 305
Cable, Hood Latch ..................................................... 147, 285
Cable, Kick Panel Vent ........................................................ 49
Cable, Parking Brake ......................................................... 406
Cable, Seat Release .............................................................. 45
Cable, Speedometer ..................................................... 85, 147
Cable, Throttle ........................................................... 147, 560
Cable, Transmission Shifter ....................................... 588, 591
Cable, Transmission Throttle Valve Control ...................... 588
Cables, AC Control ............................................................ 456
Caliper Inlet Line, Front Disc ............................................ 398
Caliper Repair Set .............................................................. 403
Caliper, Brake .................................................................... 402
Cam Bearing Installation Tool ........................................... 471
Camera, Inspection ............................................................ 472
Camshaft ..................................................................... 510-511
Camshaft Gear Drive ......................................................... 487
Camshaft Installation Tool ................................................. 470
Camshaft, Crossram ........................................................... 551
Can-Am 302 Fender Decal ................................................ 216
Cancelling Cam, Turn Signal ............................................. 119
Canister, Oil Filter.............................................................. 519
Cap / Hat .................................................................... 148, 150
Cap, AC Switch.................................................................. 453
Cap, Carburetor Tee Connector ......................................... 559
Cap, Distributor.......................................... 520, 522, 525, 533
Cap, Front Wheel Bearing Grease ..................................... 347
Cap, Fuel Filler .................................................................. 543
Cap, Horn ........................................................................... 128
Cap, Oil .............................................................................. 505
Cap, Power Steering........................................................... 339
Cap, Radiator ..............................................................432-433
Cap, Radiator Overﬂow Jar................................................ 433
Cap, Shock Absorber ......................................................... 365
Cap, Vacuum ...................................................................... 558
Cap, Valve Stem ................................................................. 419
Cap, Windshield Washer Jar .............................................. 334
Cap, Yenko Rally Wheel .................................................... 415
Capsule, Fog Lamp ............................................................ 256
Car Care Products .......................................................181-187
Car Cover ....................................................................4-5, 178
Car Cover Gust Guard ........................................................... 4
Car Cover Storage Bag .......................................................... 5
Car Ramps.......................................................................... 190
Car Sealant ......................................................................... 185
Carbon Fiber Manual ......................................................... 176
Carburetor ...................................................................551-555
Carburetor and Throttle Arm Linkage Bushing ................. 559
Carburetor Accelerator Pump Squirters ............................. 557
Carburetor Adapter............................................................. 558
Carburetor Adjustment Set................................................. 556
Carburetor Air Cleaner Stud .............................................. 559
Carburetor Air Heat Plate Support ..................................... 565
Carburetor Ball Stud Set .................................................... 557
Carburetor Bushing ............................................................ 559
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Carburetor Cable Brackets ................................................. 559
Carburetor Calibration Set ................................................. 556
Carburetor Cover ....................................................... 493, 557
Carburetor Float Bowl Screw ............................................ 559
Carburetor Fuel Line .......................................................... 550
Carburetor Gasket .............................................................. 556
Carburetor Hardware ......................................................... 556
Carburetor Heat Shield ...................................................... 558
Carburetor Linkage Plate ................................................... 559
Carburetor Main Body ....................................................... 555
Carburetor Manual ............................................................. 174
Carburetor Mount Linkage Bracket ................................... 559
Carburetor Repair Set ........................................................ 557
Carburetor Return Spring................................................... 141
Carburetor Return Spring Bracket ..................................... 559
Carburetor Rod Clip........................................................... 559
Carburetor Spacer .............................................................. 558
Carburetor Stud Kit ............................................................ 559
Carburetor Tee Connector Cap .......................................... 559
Carburetor Throttle Stud .................................................... 559
Carburetor to Manifold Adapter......................................... 558
Carburetor Wedge Plate ..................................................... 558
Card, Antenna Adjust ......................................................... 215
Carburetor Jet Set............................................................... 557
Cargo Area Side Carpet Set ................................................... 8
Carpet ..................................................................................6-9
Carpet Dye ......................................................................... 194
Carpet Firewall Guard............................................................ 7
Carpet Underlay ..................................................................8-9
Carpet, Door Panel ........................................................... 6, 65
Carpet, Fold Down Rear Seat ................................................ 6
Carpet, Trunk ..................................................................... 327
Carrier Panel, Instrument ................................................80-81
Case, Evaporator Core Outlet ............................................ 451
Case, Instrument Cluster ...................................................... 82
Cast Iron Manifold Dressing.............................................. 564
Catalytic Converter Decal .................................................. 216
Catch Plate, Glove Box ...................................................... 114
Catch, Fold Down Rear Seat Latch...................................... 45
Catch, Seat Back .................................................................. 45
Catch, Trunk Lid ................................................................ 330
Center AC Outlet.........................................................455-456
Center Bumper to Valance Bracket .................................... 268
Center Cap, Steering Wheel ............................................... 126
Center Cap, Wheel .......................412-416, 419, 421, 423-424
Center Console ........................................................... 130, 134
Center Console Base .......................................................... 130
Center Dash AC Outlet ...................................................... 454
Center Dash Air Outlet Screw............................................ 455
Center Dash Bezel Delete Plate ..........................................111
Center Dash Panel ...............................................................111
Center Dash Panel Retainer ................................................111
Center Dash Vent AC Duct ................................................ 454
Center Drag Link ............................................................... 344
Center Grill .................................................................270-273
Center Hood Adjustment Set ............................................. 285
Center Trunk Floor Pan...................................................... 328
Certiﬁcate, Battery Owner ................................................. 216
Certiﬁcate, Warranty .......................................................... 216
Chambered Exhaust System .............................................. 573
Chamois ............................................................................. 186
Charcoal Canister, Fuel Vapor ........................................... 548
Chassis & Drivetrain Manuals ........................................... 175
Chassis Bolt Set ................................................................. 365
Chassis Reinforcement, Convertible.................................. 353
Chassis Wiring Harness ..............................................621-623
Chassis-Max Handle Bars .................................................. 356
Check Valve, Smog ............................................................ 567
Check Valve/Filter Assembly, Reserve .............................. 252
Chip, Hypertech Power ...................................................... 473
Chisel Tool, Seam Buster ................................................... 336
Chocks, Wheel ................................................................... 190
Choke Assembly ................................................................ 560
Choke Cable, Manual......................................................... 560
Choke Coil, Thermostatic .................................................. 560
Choke Rod ......................................................................... 560
Choke Thermostat Mounting Screw .................................. 560
Cigarette Lighter ................................................................ 112
Cigarette Lighter Heating Element .................................... 112
Cigarette Lighter Housing.................................................. 112
Cigarette Lighter Knob ...................................................... 112
Clamp Plate, Steering Column........................................... 118
Clamp, AC Hose .................................................451, 459-460
Clamp, Battery Tray ........................................................... 611
Clamp, Car Cover .................................................................. 4
Clamp, Distributor Hold Down.......................................... 531
Clamp, Evaporator Core Outlet Tube ................................ 460
Clamp, Exhaust .................................................................. 569
Clamp, Fuel Hose............................................................... 542
Clamp, Fuel Tank Neck/Sleeve .......................................... 542
Clamp, Fuel Vapor Line Return Hose ................................ 542
Clamp, Heater Core ........................................................... 451
Clamp, Heater Hose ................................................... 433, 451
Clamp, PCV Valve ............................................................. 503
Clamp, Power Steering Return Hose ................................. 341
Clamp, Radiator Hose ........................................................ 433
Clamp, Smog Pump Hose Tower ....................................... 567
Clamp, Steering Column Strap .......................................... 117
Clamp, Wiring Harness ...................................................... 291
Clay Bar Kit ....................................................................... 182
Clean Park Mat .................................................................. 188
Cleaner, Brakes & Parts ..................................................... 409
Cleaner, Upholstery............................................................ 184
Cleaner, Wheel & Tire ............................................... 185, 424
Cleco Sheet Metal Fastener Set ......................................... 336
Clevis Pin, Master Cylinder ............................................... 145
Clip, Brake Lamp Switch Retaining .................................. 110
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Clip, Brake Line ................................................................. 399
Clip, Carburetor Rod.......................................................... 559
Clip, Clutch Push Rod Retainer ......................................... 605
Clip, Console Seat Belt ...................................................... 133
Clip, Convertible Top Binding End ................................... 303
Clip, Convertible Top Boot Mounting ............................... 303
Clip, Convertible Top Hose ............................................... 305
Clip, Convertible Well Molding......................................... 231
Clip, Dash Pad ..................................................................... 79
Clip, Dome Lamp Wiring .................................................... 69
Clip, Door Inside Locking Rod.......................................... 309
Clip, Door Latch Rod......................................................... 309
Clip, Door Panel................................................................... 61
Clip, Firewall Pad Retainer .................................................. 11
Clip, Fuel Line ................................................................... 550
Clip, Glove Box ................................................................. 115
Clip, Headliner Mounting .................................................... 73
Clip, Heater Box Control Cable ......................................... 457
Clip, Heater Control Lens .................................................. 457
Clip, Heater Core Mounting .............................................. 450
Clip, Hood Latch Release Cable ........................................ 285
Clip, Kick Down Rod ........................................................ 592
Clip, Lower Fan Shroud..................................................... 434
Clip, Oil Pan Battery Cable ............................................... 611
Clip, Outer Door Handle Spring ........................................ 308
Clip, Park Brake Cable Retainer ........................................ 406
Clip, Park Brake Lamp Switch .......................................... 407
Clip, PCV Hose .................................................................. 503
Clip, Rally Sport Actuator Pin ........................................... 251
Clip, Rally Sport Molding.................................................. 239
Clip, Rear Window Molding .............................................. 236
Clip, Rocker Panel Molding Installation ........................... 240
Clip, Roof Rail Weatherstrip .............................................. 228
Clip, Shift Knob Attachment.............................................. 591
Clip, Shift Rod Retainer..................................................... 606
Clip, Speedometer Drive Gear ............................................. 85
Clip, Tail Lamp Wiring ...................................................... 259
Clip, Throttle Solenoid Retaining ...................................... 489
Clip, Trunk Wire Gutter ..................................................... 322
Clips, Door Panel ................................................................. 61
Clips, Fan Shroud............................................................... 434
Clips, Windshield Molding .........................................236-237
Clock Conversion, Quartz.................................................... 83
Clock Lamp Bulb ................................................................. 83
Clock Lens, Dash ................................................................. 82
Clock Reset Knob ................................................................ 83
Clock Wiring Harness ........................................................ 139
Clock, Dash .......................................................................... 87
Clock, Wall......................................................................... 160
Clutch Adjustment Rod ...................................................... 605
Clutch Assembly .........................................................603-604
Clutch Bellcrank ................................................................ 606
Clutch Bellcrank Felt Seal ................................................. 606
Clutch Bellcrank Pivot Set ................................................. 606
Clutch Fluid Reservoir ....................................................... 604
Clutch Fork Pivot Ball, Adjustable .................................... 604
Clutch Fork Pivot Stud....................................................... 604
Clutch Fork Return Spring ................................................. 606
Clutch Fork Return Spring Bracket ................................... 606
Clutch Linkage ................................................................... 605
Clutch Master Cylinder ...............................................603-604
Clutch Pedal ................................................................143-144
Clutch Pedal Pad Trim Plate .............................................. 143
Clutch Pedal Push Rod Bushing ........................................ 605
Clutch Pedal Return Bumper ............................................. 145
Clutch Pressure Plate Bolt ................................................. 604
Clutch Push Rod ................................................................ 605
Clutch Push Rod Boot........................................................ 605
Clutch Push Rod Retainer Clip .......................................... 605
Clutch Release Fork ........................................................... 604
Clutch Reservoir ................................................................ 604
Clutch Reservoir Bracket ................................................... 604
Clutch Rod Cover/Seal ...................................................... 605
Clutch Throwout Bearing................................................... 605
Clutch, AC Compressor ..................................................... 459
Clutch, Fan ......................................................................... 435
Coat Hangar Hook ............................................................... 74
Coating, Clear Coat............................................................ 193
Coating, Exhaust ................................................................ 578
Coating, Frame/Chassis ..................................................... 193
Coating, Top Coat .............................................................. 193
Coil Cover, Ignition ........................................................... 476
Coil Pack Shield................................................................. 475
Coil Spring Decal............................................................... 217
Coil Spring Insulator, Front ............................................... 363
Coil Spring Mount ............................................................. 356
Coil Springs ........................................................362-364, 366
Coil Wire, Ignition ............................................................. 521
Coilover Conversion Brackets ........................................... 364
Coilover Shocks/Struts........................357, 359, 364, 367-368
Coil, Ignition ...................................... 520, 523, 524, 525, 532
Coin Holder, Console ......................................................... 133
Cold Air Intake........................................................... 479, 494
Cold Start Delete Kit.......................................................... 566
Color Bar, Radio ................................................................ 103
Column Lock Plate Retainer .............................................. 118
Column Shift Indicator Lens....................................... 116-117
Column Shift Linkage Set.......................................... 596, 597
Combination Valve, Brake ................................................. 397
Compression Tester ............................................................ 471
Compressor Tool, Valve Spring ......................................... 470
Compressor, AC ..........................................................458-459
Concourse Detail Decal Set ............................................... 217
Condenser Insulator ........................................................... 461
Condenser, Ignition ............................................................ 531
Connecting Rod, Convertible Bow .................................... 305
Connector Tee, Washer Hose Spray ................................... 334
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Convertible Rain Gutter ............................................. 231, 304
Convertible Rear Control Link Bolt .................................. 305
Convertible Rear Control Link Bushing ............................ 305
Convertible Rear Inner Body/Trunk Hinge ....................... 323
Convertible Rear Quarter Access Cover ............................ 314
Convertible Rear Seat/Trunk Divider ................................ 296
Convertible Rear Speaker Housing .................................... 105
Convertible Rear Speaker Screw ....................................... 105
Convertible Rear Well Molding ......................................... 231
Convertible Side Well Panel, Rear ....................................... 53
Convertible Speedster Tonneau Cover ............................... 277
Convertible Top.................................................................. 302
Convertible Top Actuator Cylinder .................................... 305
Convertible Top Binding End Clip .................................... 303
Convertible Top Boot ......................................................... 303
Convertible Top Boot Mounting Clip ................................ 303
Convertible Top Boot Snaps .............................................. 303
Convertible Top Boot Storage Bag .................................... 303
Convertible Top Bow Trim Panel .............................. 231, 305
Convertible Top Decal ....................................................... 215
Convertible Top Frame ...................................................... 304
Convertible Top Frame Pivot Bolts ................................... 305
Convertible Top Frame Rubber Stoppers........................... 304
Convertible Top Glass Rear Window................................. 302
Convertible Top Header Bow .................................... 231, 304
Convertible Top Header Lacing ......................................... 304
Convertible Top Hold Down Cable ................................... 304
Convertible Top Hydraulic Hose Assembly....................... 305
Convertible Top Latch ................................................304-305
Convertible Top Manual .................................................... 171
Convertible Top Motor....................................................... 305
Convertible Top Motor Cover ............................................ 305
Convertible Top Motor Grommet ...................................... 305
Convertible Top Pad........................................................... 304
Convertible Top Piston Rod Bolt ....................................... 305
Convertible Top Pivot Bolt ................................................ 305
Convertible Top Pivot Bushing .......................................... 305
Convertible Top Plastic Rear Window ............................... 302
Convertible Top Pump Assembly ...................................... 305
Convertible Top Pump Cover ............................................ 305
Convertible Top Release Cable .......................................... 305
Convertible Top Seal .......................................................... 230
Convertible Top Switch ..............................................108-109
Convertible Top Switch Bezel ........................................... 108
Convertible Top Switch Housing ....................................... 109
Convertible Top Switch Mounting Bracket ....................... 108
Convertible Top Tack Strip ................................ 231, 303, 305
Convertible Weatherstrip Set ............................................. 230
Convertible Well Liner....................................................... 304
Convertible Well Molding.................................................. 304
Convertible Well Molding Clip.......................................... 231
Convertible Windshield Header Molding .................. 231, 304
Coolant Additive ................................................................ 445
Coolant Bypass Hose ......................................................... 440
Coolant Bypass Kit, Throttle Body .................................... 445
Coolant Crossover Pipe...................................................... 449
Coolant Crossover Pipe Bolt.............................................. 449
Coolant Filter ..................................................................... 445
Coolant Level Sensor ......................................................... 432
Coolant System Protector .................................................. 433
Coolant Temperature Sensor .............................................. 453
Cooler/Filter, Transmission Oil.......................................... 587
Cooling Fan.................................................................435-437
Cooling Fan Control .......................................................... 439
Cooling Fan Shutdown Kit ................................................ 439
Cooling Fan Switch............................................................ 453
Cooling System .................................................................. 429
Cooling System Decal........................................................ 212
Cooling System Thermostat ............................................... 449
Cooling System Zinc Anode .............................................. 438
Core Support To Radiator Seal .......................................... 275
Core Support, Radiator ...................................................... 275
Corner Mount, Front Bumper ............................................ 268
Corner Stiffener, Quarter Panel Trunk Opening ................ 329
Counter Stool ..................................................................... 159
Coupling Joint, Steering..................................................... 342
Courtesy Lamp Set............................................................. 115
Courtesy Lamp Wiring Harness ......................................... 115
Courtesy Lamp, Underdash ............................................... 115
Cover, AC Delete ............................................................... 452
Cover, Bellhousing............................................................. 601
Cover, Bucket Seat Side Bracket ......................................... 43
Cover, Bumper ................................................................... 266
Cover, Console Ashtray ..................................................... 133
Cover, Console Seal ........................................................... 138
Cover, Convertible Rear Quarter Access ........................... 314
Cover, Convertible Top Motor ........................................... 305
Cover, Convertible Top Pump............................................ 305
Cover, Dash .......................................................................... 79
Cover, Differential ............................................................. 381
Cover, Engine..................................................................... 475
Cover, Firewall Relay ........................................................ 315
Cover, Flywheel (Torque Converter) ................................. 584
Cover, Fog Lamp ............................................................... 253
Cover, Fuse Panel ........................................................ 79, 624
Cover, Harmonic Balancer ................................................. 485
Cover, Head Rest ............................................................24-25
Cover, Headlamp................................................................ 253
Cover, Headlamp Door ...................................................... 272
Cover, Ignition Coil ................................................... 476, 532
Cover, Ignition/Trunk Key ................................................. 311
Cover, Lock Housing ......................................................... 118
Cover, Lower Steering Column ............................ 80, 118-119
Cover, Master Cylinder ...................................................... 395
Cover, Oil Filter ................................................................. 519
Cover, Oil Pump ................................................................ 514
Cover, Pedal ................................................................140-142
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Cover, Radiator Filler ........................................................ 431
Cover, Rear Radio Speaker ................................................ 105
Cover, Remote Choke Thermostat ..................................... 560
Cover, Seat Belt Buckle ....................................................... 47
Cover, Shifter ..................................................................... 597
Cover, Spare Tire ............................................................... 326
Cover, Steering Wheel ....................................................... 127
Cover, Tail Lamp................................................................ 253
Cover, Timing .................................................................... 486
Cover, Torque Converter .................................................... 584
Cover, Trunk Lid ................................................................ 327
Cover, Turn Signal ............................................................. 253
Cover, Vacuum Advance .................................................... 530
Cover, Valve ........................................................476, 495-501
Cover/Seal, Clutch Rod ..................................................... 605
Cowl Hood Scoop .............................................................. 280
Cowl Induction Air Cleaner ............................................... 488
Cowl Induction Air Cleaner Extension .............................. 489
Cowl Induction Air Cleaner Flange ................................... 489
Cowl Induction Air Cleaner Hose ...................................... 489
Cowl Induction Decal ........................................................ 210
Cowl Induction Flapper Screen ......................................... 489
Cowl Induction Hood Frame Screw .................................. 489
Cowl Induction Hood Grommet ........................................ 489
Cowl Induction Hood to Air Cleaner Seal ......................... 489
Cowl Induction Relay ........................................................ 489
Cowl Induction Screen....................................................... 489
Cowl Induction Solenoid ................................................... 489
Cowl Induction Solenoid Switch ....................................... 489
Cowl Induction Throttle Arm............................................. 489
Cowl Induction Valve Frame ............................................. 489
Cowl Induction Valve Frame Seal ..................................... 489
Cowl Induction Valve Retainer .......................................... 489
Cowl Induction Wiring Harness......................................... 489
Cowl Panel ..................................................................290-291
Cowl to Hood Weatherstrip................................................ 291
Cowl Top Vent Grill Panel ................................................. 290
Cowl Vent Panel Fastener .................................................. 291
Cowl Vent, Hood ................................................................ 290
Cowl/Windshield Frame Assembly ................................... 290
Crankcase Evacuation System ........................................... 504
Crankcase Vent Filter ......................................................... 491
Crankcase Vent Tube.................................................. 491, 503
Crankshaft Balancer ........................................................... 479
Crankshaft Pulley ........................................................483-484
Crankshaft Tool .................................................................. 470
Crate Engine........................................................462-467, 474
Creeper Stool ..................................................................... 188
Crimp Tool ......................................................................... 521
Cross Bar Extension, Rear ................................................. 329
Crossmember, Torque Arm ................................................ 375
Crossmember, Transmission .............................. 477, 589, 600
Crossover Pipe, Exhaust .................................................... 568
Crossram Camshaft ............................................................ 551
Crossram Carburetor .......................................................... 551
Crossram Fuel Line ............................................................ 547
Crossram Induction Conversion ........................................ 551
Cruise Control Instructions ................................................ 215
Cruise Control Servo Mounting Bracket ........................... 559
Cruise Control System ....................................................... 118
Cruise Control Wiring Harness .......................................... 619
Cruise Control/Turn Signal Switch .................................... 119
Crush Sleeve, Pinion Gear ................................................. 380
Cup Holder, Armrest .......................................................... 134
Cushion, Front Inner Bumper Bracket ............................... 268
Cutout, Exhaust .................................................................. 576
Cylinder Head Bolts........................................................... 506
Cylinder Head Gasket ........................................................ 513
Cylinder Heads................................................................... 509
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Damper, Harmonic ............................................................. 485
Dash Air Vent Bezel ........................................................... 455
Dash Ashtray ...................................................................... 113
Dash Bezel ......................................................................... 108
Dash Carrier Clip ................................................................. 81
Dash Carrier Trim ................................................................ 80
Dash Clock ........................................................................... 87
Dash Clock Bezel................................................................. 81
Dash Clock Lens .................................................................. 82
Dash Cluster Brace .............................................................. 82
Dash Cover........................................................................... 79
Dash Emblem ..................................................................... 455
Dash Gauge Lens ................................................................. 82
Dash Gauges ........................................................................ 99
Dash Grab Handle ................................................................ 80
Dash Instrument Carrier Panel .......................80-81, 88, 90-91
Dash Knob Bezel ............................................................... 108
Dash Knob Bezel Decal ..................................................... 108
Dash Knob Set ................................................................... 107
Dash Lamp Lens .................................................................. 81
Dash Pad .........................................................................78-79
Dash Pad Clip ...................................................................... 79
Dash Pad Support Block ...................................................... 79
Dash Pad Trim Molding ....................................................... 79
Dash Panel ......................................................................... 292
Dash Panel Lower Instrument Trim Panel ........................... 80
Dash Panel Molding Retainer .............................................. 79
Dash Panel, Interior Center .................................................111
Dash Plate, Cherrywood ...................................................... 80
Dash Printed Circuit............................................................. 83
Dash Screws ......................................................................... 81
Dash Side Defroster Grill................................................... 456
Dash Vent Assembly .......................................................... 456
Dash Vent Ball ................................................................... 455
Dash Vent Bezel Retainer .................................................. 455
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Connector, Oil Filter Fitting............................................... 519
Connector, Park Brake Cable ............................................. 406
Connector, Printed Circuit Board......................................... 83
Connector, Vent Duct ......................................................... 454
Console ...................................................................... 130, 134
Console Armrest Pad.......................................................... 132
Console Ashtray ................................................................. 113
Console Ashtray Cover ...................................................... 133
Console Ashtray Lid .......................................................... 133
Console Ashtray Lid Hinge Pin ......................................... 133
Console Ashtray Lid Spring ............................................... 133
Console Center Shift Plate ................................................. 136
Console Clock .................................................................... 131
Console Coin Holder.......................................................... 133
Console Door Latch ........................................................... 133
Console Forward Plate Insert ............................................. 136
Console Gauge ................................................................... 131
Console Gauge Base .......................................................... 131
Console Gauge Bezel ......................................................... 131
Console Gauge Connector ................................................. 131
Console Gauge Conversion Wiring Harness...................... 139
Console Gauge Cover Bezel .............................................. 131
Console Gauge Installation Screw Kit ............................... 131
Console Gauge Lamp Bulb ................................................ 131
Console Gauge Lens .......................................................... 131
Console Gauge Mounting Plate ......................................... 131
Console Gauge Oil Pressure Line ...................................... 139
Console Gauge Pod ............................................................ 131
Console Gearshift Bushing ................................................ 591
Console Glove Box Assembly ........................................... 134
Console Lamp Lens, Rear ...........................................136-137
Console Latch & Button .................................................... 133
Console Lid ........................................................................ 132
Console Lid Arm ................................................................ 133
Console Lid Hinge ............................................................. 132
Console Lid Spring ............................................................ 132
Console Mount Hardware ...................................130, 132-133
Console Panel Plate............................................................ 136
Console Rear Lamp Lens ..................................................... 69
Console Screws .................................................................. 131
Console Seal Cover ............................................................ 138
Console Seat Belt Bracket ................................................. 133
Console Seat Belt Clip ....................................................... 133
Console Shift Plate............................................................. 137
Console Shift Plate Emblem .............................................. 137
Console Shift Plate Insert................................................... 136
Console Shift Plate Screw.................................................. 135
Console Shift Plate Slider .................................................. 137
Console Shifter Button Return Spring ............................... 132
Console Storage Tray ......................................................... 133
Console Switch Bezel ........................................................ 133
Console To Floor Mounting Bracket ................................. 132
Console Trim Plate............................................................. 135
Contacts, Horn Button ....................................................... 129
Control Arm ........................................344, 348-349, 359, 374
Control Arm Brackets ........................................................ 375
Control Arm Bumper ................................................. 345, 348
Control Arm Bushing ..........................344-345, 349, 355, 373
Control Arm Relocation Bracket ....................................... 374
Control Arm Spacer ........................................................... 345
Control Assembly, AC/Heater .....................................456-457
Control Cable, Air Flow..................................................... 454
Control Clip, Kick Panel Outlet ........................................... 49
Control Lever, Heater......................................................... 457
Control Set, AC/Heater ...................................................... 458
Control Set, Cable Shift ..................................................... 116
Control Switch, Heater/AC ................................................ 453
Conversion Crossmember, Transmission ........................... 477
Conversion Kit, Disc Brakes.......................................382-393
Conversion Kit, LS Engine ................................................ 477
Conversion Kit, Mechanical Speedometer ........................ 588
Conversion Kit, Power Steering ........................................ 342
Conversion Kit, Power Window ........................................ 314
Conversion Kit, Rally Sport Headlamp ............................. 248
Conversion Kit, Shifter ...................................................... 593
Conversion Relay, H4 Headlamp ....................................... 244
Conversion Rod, Powerglide Shifter ..........................592-593
Conversion Set, AT Overdrive Detent................................ 593
Conversion Wiring Harness, Console Gauge..................... 139
Conversion, Crossram Induction ....................................... 551
Conversion, Electric Kick Down ....................................... 596
Conversion, Independent Rear Suspension........................ 369
Conversion, Leaf Spring .................................................... 374
Conversion, Manual Brake Master Cylinder ..................... 394
Conversion, Manual Transmission..................................... 599
Conversion, Power Door Lock .......................................... 312
Conversion, RS Electric Headlamp Door .......................... 249
Conversion, RS Front End ................................................. 249
Conversion, Sportback Rear Window ................................ 277
Conversion, Tilt Steering Column ..................................... 343
Conversion, Variable Speed Windshield Wiper ................. 335
Converter, Torque............................................................... 582
Convertible Body Pan ........................................................ 296
Convertible Bow Connecting Rod ..................................... 305
Convertible Chassis Reinforcement................................... 353
Convertible Cover Retaining Pin ....................................... 305
Convertible Door Alignment Wedge.................................. 307
Convertible Driveshaft Tunnel Brace ................................ 353
Convertible Header Bow.................................................... 231
Convertible Header Molding Screw .................................. 231
Convertible Header Weatherstrip ....................................... 230
Convertible Headliner ........................................................ 303
Convertible Inner Header Molding .................................... 305
Convertible Manual Latch Mounting Bolts ....................... 305
Convertible Pillar Post Molding .................................. 76, 239
Convertible Pillar Post Weatherstrip .................................. 230
Convertible Power Top Wiring Harness ............................ 304
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Dash Vent Bezel, Lower..................................................... 456
Dash Vent Deﬂector Retainer............................................. 454
Dash Vent Knob ................................................................. 455
Dash Vent Knob Ferrule..................................................... 455
Dash Vent Outlet ................................................................ 455
Dealer Add-On Accessory Sticker ..................................... 218
Decal Set, Concourse Detail .............................................. 217
Decal Set, Stripe..........................................................220-225
Decal, AC Compressor....................................................... 215
Decal, AC Evaporator ........................................................ 215
Decal, Air Cleaner ...................................................... 210, 212
Decal, Air Shock ................................................................ 217
Decal, Aluminum Wheel Instruction ................................. 214
Decal, Battery Disconnect Position Ring........................... 615
Decal, Black and Gold ....................................................... 211
Decal, Body........................................................................ 218
Decal, Catalytic Converter ................................................. 216
Decal, Caution Fan Radiator Shroud ................................. 212
Decal, Coil Spring.............................................................. 217
Decal, Convertible Top ...................................................... 215
Decal, Cooling System....................................................... 212
Decal, Crossed Flag .................................................... 210-211
Decal, Dash Knob Bezel .................................................... 108
Decal, Dealer Installed Anti Freeze ................................... 212
Decal, Disc Brake Shield ................................................... 217
Decal, Door Jamb............................................................... 216
Decal, Emissions .........................................................212-213
Decal, Fender ..................................................................... 216
Decal, Fuel ..................................................................217-218
Decal, GM Mark Of Excellence ........................................ 216
Decal, Grill......................................................................... 218
Decal, Jack Instructions ..................................................... 214
Decal, Leaf Spring ............................................................. 217
Decal, Maintenance............................................................ 216
Decal, Oil Filler Cap .......................................................... 216
Decal, Orange .................................................................... 211
Decal, Positraction ............................................................. 214
Decal, Push Start Warning ................................................. 216
Decal, Rally Wheel Instruction .......................................... 214
Decal, Rear Bumper ........................................................... 224
Decal, Rear Panel ............................................................... 218
Decal, Service Tag ............................................................. 216
Decal, Shock ...................................................................... 217
Decal, Spare Wheel .....................................................214-215
Decal, Steering Box ........................................................... 217
Decal, Tire Pressure ........................................................... 214
Decal, Trunk Jack............................................................... 214
Decal, Turbo Fire ........................................................ 210-211
Decal, Turbo Jet ................................................................. 210
Decal, Turbo Thrift ..................................................... 210-211
Decal, Valve Cover ............................................................ 211
Decal, Wheel Ornament ..................................................... 415
Decal, Window ........................................................... 215, 216
Decal, Yenko Fan Shroud................................................... 212
Decals, Body ...................................................................... 219
Deﬂector, Air Outlet ........................................................... 456
Defogger Bezel .................................................................. 108
Defogger Switch ................................................................ 108
Defroster Vent Assembly ................................................... 454
Degree Wheel Tool ............................................................ 470
Delay, Radio Off ................................................................ 103
Delayed Cooling System Shutdown .................................. 439
Delete Plate, AC/Heater ............................................. 452, 457
Delete Plate, Center Dash Bezel .........................................111
Delete Plate, Radio..............................................................111
Deluxe Door Handle Screw ................................................. 63
Deluxe Door Panel Bracket ................................................. 60
Deluxe Door Panel Grab Handle Screw Set ........................ 65
Detailing Supplies .......................................................185-187
Detent Plate, Ratchet For Staple Shifters........................... 593
Detent, 3-Speed Shifter ...................................................... 593
Detent, AT Overdrive Conversion Set................................ 593
Dial Indicator Tool ............................................................. 470
Diaphragm, Master Cylinder Cover ................................... 395
Die Cast Engine ................................................................. 159
Dielectric Grease ................................................................ 520
Differential Cover .............................................................. 381
Differential Cover Bolt Set ................................................ 381
Differential Cover FilterMag ............................................. 381
Differential Fill Plug, Posi Traction ................................... 381
Differential, 3rd Member ................................................... 379
Digital Ignition Points Conversion ............................ 522, 524
Digital Instrument Cluster.................................................... 92
Dimmer Switch Actuator ................................................... 119
Dimmer Switch, Headlamp................................................ 107
Dimmer Switch, Instrument Panel ....................................... 91
Dipstick Tube, Engine Oil.................................................. 517
Dipstick, Engine Oil........................................................... 517
Dipstick, Transmission....................................................... 586
Disc Brake Backing Plate .................................................. 403
Disc Brake Conversion ...............................380, 382-393, 401
Disc Brake Pad Spreader Tool ........................................... 409
Disc Brake Shield Decal .................................................... 217
Display Sign/Banner .......................................................... 166
Distributor .................................................. 520, 522, 525, 530
Distributor Advance Curve Set .......................................... 525
Distributor Cap........................................... 520, 522, 525, 533
Distributor Clamp Wrench ................................................. 532
Distributor Gear ................................................................. 531
Distributor Hold Down Clamp........................................... 531
Distributor Housing Shims ................................................ 531
Distributor Lead ................................................................. 531
Distributor Rotor ........................................ 520, 522, 525, 533
Distributor Stud.................................................................. 531
Distributor Washer ............................................................. 531
Distributor Wire Grommet ................................................. 531
Diverter Elbow, Smog ........................................................ 567
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Diverter Valve Tee, Air Injection ....................................... 567
Divider, Convertible Rear Seat/Trunk ............................... 296
Dome Lamp ....................................................................68-69
Dome Lamp Base................................................................. 68
Dome Lamp Brackets .......................................................... 69
Dome Lamp Bulb................................................................. 69
Dome Lamp Dimmer ........................................................... 69
Dome Lamp Housing ........................................................... 69
Dome Lamp Lens................................................................. 68
Dome Lamp Reﬂector .......................................................... 69
Dome Lamp Screw Set ........................................................ 69
Dome Lamp Wiring Clip ..................................................... 69
Dome Lamp Wiring Harness ............................................... 69
Door & Quarter Panel Frame ............................................. 298
Door and Window Crank Handle Removal Tool ................. 63
Door Bottom ...................................................................... 306
Door Bumper, Front ........................................................... 309
Door Edge Guard ............................................................... 190
Door Frame Weatherstrip ................................................... 228
Door Frame, Inner .............................................................. 298
Door Glass Guide Stop Bumper ........................................ 315
Door Glass Hardware ......................................................... 315
Door Glass Holder Tool ..................................................... 234
Door Glass Mounting Set................................................... 316
Door Glass Sash Mount Stud ......................................315-316
Door Glass Stabilizer ......................................................... 315
Door Glass Stop Bumper Assembly, Forward ................... 316
Door Guard, Magnetic ....................................................... 190
Door Handle “C”-Clip ......................................................... 63
Door Handle Gasket ........................................................... 308
Door Handle Mechanism ..................................................... 63
Door Handle Trim ................................................................ 65
Door Handle, Inner .........................................................62-63
Door Handle, Outer.................................................... 308, 312
Door Hinge......................................................................... 306
Door Hinge Adjuster Tool .................................................. 307
Door Hinge Arm, Lower .................................................... 307
Door Hinge Bolt................................................................. 307
Door Hinge Pin Popper Tool .............................................. 307
Door Hinge Repair Set ....................................................... 307
Door Hinge Roller Detent Repair Set ................................ 307
Door Hinge Spring, Lower ................................................ 307
Door Inner Panel Access Hole Plug ..................................... 65
Door Inside Locking Rod Clip........................................... 309
Door Insulation .................................................................... 11
Door Jamb Courtesy Lamp Switch Harness ........................ 69
Door Jamb Decal................................................................ 216
Door Jamb Patch Panel ...................................................... 297
Door Jamb Rubber, Interior ......................................... 58, 228
Door Jamb Switch ................................................................ 69
Door Jamb Vent Grill ......................................................... 321
Door Jamb Windlace ............................................................ 58
Door Jamb Windlace End Cap ............................................. 58
Door Latch Assembly ........................................................ 308
Door Latch Rod Clip.......................................................... 309
Door Latch Screw Set ........................................................ 308
Door Lock .......................................................................... 310
Door Lock Actuator, Power ............................................... 312
Door Lock Cylinder Retainer............................................. 311
Door Lock Knob .................................................................. 62
Door Lock Knob Ferrule ...................................................... 62
Door Lock Pawl ................................................................. 311
Door Lock Pillar Seal......................................................... 228
Door Lock Rod Silencer .................................................... 309
Door Lock Rod, Inner ........................................................ 309
Door Lock Striker .............................................................. 309
Door Lock Switch Bolt ...................................................... 312
Door Lock Switch Panel ...................................................... 65
Door Lock Wiring Harness ................................................ 624
Door Mirror Inner Bezel ...................................................... 67
Door Mirror Mount Screw ..........................................312-313
Door Mirror, Outer ......................................................312-313
Door Opening Rods ........................................................... 309
Door Panel ................................................................25, 50-57
Door Panel Carpet ................................................................ 65
Door Panel Clips ............................................................ 61, 65
Door Panel Emblem ............................................................. 65
Door Panel Grab Handle Bezel ............................................ 65
Door Panel Mounting Screw Set.......................................... 61
Door Panel Remover Tool.................................................... 62
Door Panel Top Rails ........................................................... 60
Door Panel Trim, Upper....................................................... 60
Door Pull Handle Insert ................................. 45, 64, 133, 308
Door Push Button Lock Knob Spring ................................ 308
Door Release Handle Escutcheon ........................................ 64
Door Reveal Molding ........................................................ 240
Door Rod Insulator ............................................................ 309
Door Seals .......................................................................... 228
Door Shell .......................................................................... 306
Door Sill Plate ...................................................................... 10
Door Sill Plate Emblem ....................................................... 10
Door Skin, Outer ................................................................ 306
Door Spring Tool ............................................................... 307
Door Striker ....................................................................... 309
Door Unlocking Tool ................................................... 63, 312
Door Window Crank Handle ..........................................63-64
Door Window Glass Assembly .......................................... 235
Door Window Glass Mount Stud Assembly ...................... 316
Door Window Guide .......................................................... 315
Door Window Guide Stabilizer .......................................... 316
Door Window Plate & Roller ............................................. 316
Door Window Plate Gasket ................................................ 316
Door Window Regulator .................................................... 314
Door Window Regulator Roller ......................................... 316
Door Window Sash Channel .............................................. 315
Door Window Stop Bumper............................................... 315
Door Window Track........................................................... 315
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Door Window Upper Sash Channel ................................... 315
Door Window Upper Stop Bolt & Nut .............................. 316
Door, Fuel .......................................................................... 543
Door, Glove Box ................................................................ 114
Door/Trunk/Rear/Floor Stowage Lock Set ........................ 311
Dowel Pin, Bellhousing ..................................................... 601
Down Pipe, Exhaust Manifold ........................................... 568
Drag Link, Center .............................................................. 344
Drain Plug, Oil Pan ............................................................ 516
Drain Plug, Transmission Case .......................................... 600
Drain Plug, Transmission Pan ............................................ 585
Drain Tubes, Hood Louver ................................................ 281
Drink Holder ...................................................................... 113
Drinking Glasses ................................................................ 149
Drip Rail Molding .............................................................. 238
Drip Rail Support ............................................................... 299
Drive Gear, Distributor ...................................................... 520
Driveshaft........................................................................... 377
Driveshaft Safety Loop ...................................................... 377
Driveshaft Tunnel Brace .................................................... 353
Driveshaft U-Joint.............................................................. 378
Driveshaft Yoke.................................................................. 600
Driveshaft, Oil Pump ......................................................... 515
Driving Lamp ..............................................................255-256
Drop Spindles............................................................. 346, 385
Drum Brake Adjusting Hole Cover.................................... 405
Drum Brake Adjusting Tool ............................................... 408
Drum Brake Kit.......................................................... 380, 405
Drum Brake Shoe Spacer Bar ............................................ 405
Drum Brake Spindle .......................................................... 346
Drum Brake Wheel Cylinder Rebuild Kit.......................... 405
Dual Battery Control System ............................................. 625
Dual Exhaust Hanger Set ................................................... 573
Dual Feed Fuel Line........................................................... 557
Duct Hose........................................................................... 454
Duct, Heater ....................................................................... 450
Dust Boot, Brake Proportioning Valve .............................. 397
DVDs, Automotive ............................................................ 177

E
EFI Air Cleaner Base ......................................................... 552
EFI Conversion Kits .......................................................... 553
EFI Fuel Return Adapter .................................................... 552
EFI Fuel System................................................................. 552
EFI Harness Kits ................................................................ 553
EGR Delete Kit ...........................................................566-567
Elbow, Valve Cover............................................................ 491
Electric Cooling Fan ...................................................436-437
Electric Fan Bracket ........................................................... 438
Electric Fan Relay .............................................................. 439
Electric Fan Switch ............................................................ 453
Electric Fan Wiring Harness ...............................436, 438-439
Electric Fuel Pump......................................................548-549
Electric Headlamp Door Conversion, RS .......................... 249
Electric Kick Down Conversion ........................................ 596
Electric Trunk Latch Release Kit ....................................... 330
Electric Vacuum Pump ....................................................... 399
Electric Water Pump .......................................................... 446
Electric Water Pump Drive Set .......................................... 446
Electric Water Pump Relay ................................................ 625
Electrical Tool ............................................................ 614, 617
Electronic Disc Brake Conversion Set ............................... 392
Electronic Speed Sensor Lead ........................................... 583
Element, Air Filter ......................................................492-496
Emblem Adhesive .............................................................. 203
Emblem Kit .........................................................198-199, 203
Emblem Speed Nuts........................................................... 205
Emblem Template .............................................................. 207
Emblem, Air Cleaner ......................................................... 490
Emblem, Console Shift Plate ............................................. 137
Emblem, Dash .................................................................... 455
Emblem, Door Panel ............................................................ 65
Emblem, Door Sill Plate ...................................................... 10
Emblem, Fender ...........................................204-205, 208-209
Emblem, Forward Console Plate ....................................... 136
Emblem, Fuel Door............................................................ 206
Emblem, Grill .............................................................200-201
Emblem, Header Panel................................................201-203
Emblem, Hood ................................................................... 203
Emblem, Horn .............................................................. 64, 128
Emblem, Hurst Shifter ....................................................... 597
Emblem, Rear Panel....................................................206-207
Emblem, Rocker Panel....................................................... 203
Emblem, Sail Panel ............................................................ 206
Emblem, Seat ....................................................................... 44
Emblem, Spoiler .........................................................206-207
Emblem, Stainless Steel ..............................................208-209
Emblem, Trunk Lid ............................................................ 206
Emblem, Valve Cover ........................................................ 483
Emergency Brake Cable..................................................... 406
Emissions Decal ..........................................................212-213
End Cap, Door Jamb Windlace ............................................ 58
Engine Air Cleaner..............................483, 488, 490-496, 502
Engine Assembly Grease ................................................... 471
Engine Bolt Set .................................................................. 506
Engine Bracket ................................................................... 477
Engine Break-In Oil ........................................................... 518
Engine Controller Set......................................................... 475
Engine Cover ..................................................................... 475
Engine Dress-Up Sets .........................................496-497, 506
Engine Frame Bracket........................................................ 469
Engine Gasket Set .............................................................. 513
Engine Grease .................................................................... 471
Engine Manuals ..........................................................172-173
Engine Mount Kit ...................................................... 357, 477
Engine Oil .......................................................................... 518
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Engine Oil Cooler .............................................................. 518
Engine Oil Cooler Lines .................................................... 519
Engine Oil Dipstick............................................................ 517
Engine Oil Dipstick Tube................................................... 517
Engine Paint ....................................................................... 195
Engine Pull Bracket ........................................................... 471
Engine Rotation Adapter Tool............................................ 470
Engine Tilter Tool (Hoist) .................................................. 471
Engine to Exhaust Crossover Pipe Ring ............................ 565
Engine Wiring Harness .............................................. 619, 623
Engine, Crate.......................................................462-467, 474
Engine, Die-Cast ................................................................ 159
Escutcheon, Door Release Handle ....................................... 64
Escutcheon, Headrest ........................................................... 44
Evaporator Box Seal .......................................................... 460
Evaporator Case Drain Hose .............................................. 451
Evaporator Core Housing Seal........................................... 461
Evaporator Core Outlet Case ............................................. 451
Evaporator Core Outlet Tube Clamp ................................. 460
Evaporator Core Pipe Seal ................................................. 461
Evaporator Core, AC.......................................................... 461
Exhaust Balance Pipe......................................................... 568
Exhaust Clamp ................................................................... 569
Exhaust Crossover ............................................................. 568
Exhaust Cutout ................................................................... 576
Exhaust Deﬂector ............................................................... 577
Exhaust Flange ................................................................... 565
Exhaust French Lock ......................................................... 566
Exhaust Hanger .................................................................. 573
Exhaust Hanger Mount Plate ............................................. 569
Exhaust Header Wrap ........................................................ 579
Exhaust Headers..........................................................562-564
Exhaust Installation Kit...................................................... 573
Exhaust Manifold ....................................................... 479, 564
Exhaust Manifold Bolt ........................................565-566, 576
Exhaust Manifold Downpipe ............................................. 568
Exhaust Manifold Gasket................................................... 566
Exhaust Manifold Heat Riser ............................................. 565
Exhaust Manifold Paint...................................................... 196
Exhaust Manifold Pipes ..................................................... 568
Exhaust Manifold To Headpipe Extension ........................ 565
Exhaust Pipe Packing Gasket............................................. 565
Exhaust System ...................................................569, 573-575
Exhaust Tip ........................................................................ 577
Exhaust Turn Down ........................................................... 576
Exhaust Wrap ..................................................................... 579
Exhaust X-Pipe .................................................................. 568
Exhaust Y-Pipe ................................................................... 568
Expansion Valve, AC ......................................................... 461
Extended Wheel Opening Patch Panel............................... 319
Extender, Bucket Seat .......................................................... 42
Extension Bracket, Inner .................................................... 268
Extension, Front Fender ..................................................... 287
Extension, Rocker Panel .................................................... 277
Extension, Trunk Floor ...................................................... 329
Extensions, Rocker Panel................................................... 266
Exterior Door Molding ...................................................... 241
Exterior Lamp Lens Gasket Set ......................................... 258
Exterior Molding Set.......................................................... 240
Exterior Paint ..................................................................... 196
EZ-Rest Door Hanger Tool ................................................ 307
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Front Bump Stop Set, Polyurethane................................... 348
Front Bumper ..................................................................... 264
Front Bumper Bracket................................................ 265, 268
Front Bumper Guard .......................................................... 269
Front Bumper Guard Mount Bracket ................................. 269
Front Bumper Impact Bar .................................................. 265
Front Caliper O-Ring Bushing ........................................... 403
Front Disc Brake Conversion......................................382-393
Front Door Bumper ............................................................ 309
Front Door Window Glass Inner Guide Pad ...................... 234
Front Door Window Guide Roller ..................................... 316
Front End Mask.................................................................. 178
Front End Rebuild Kit........................................................ 345
Front End Sheet Metal Hardware Kit ................................ 276
Front Fender ................................................................286-287
Front Fender Extension ...................................................... 287
Front Fender Patch Panel ................................................... 287
Front Floor Brace ............................................................... 296
Front Grill .......................................................................... 273
Front Headlamp Support .................................................... 247
Front Inner Bumper Bracket Cushion ................................ 268
Front Inner Fender Skirt..................................................... 288
Front Inner Wheel Bearing ................................................ 347
Front Lamp Wiring Harness............................................... 618
Front Lower Frame Brace .................................................. 354
Front Outer Wheel Bearing ................................................ 347
Front Runner Drive .................................................... 475, 482
Front Seat Brace................................................................. 296
Front Seat Frame Floor Support ........................................ 296
Front Shock Mount, Upper ................................................ 365
Front Side Fender Flare ..................................................... 267
Front Splitter ...................................................................... 267
Front Spoiler ...............................................188, 198, 266-267
Front Spoiler Installation Hardware................................... 267
Front Steering Brace .......................................................... 354
Front Strut Tower Brace ..................................................... 354
Front Subframe ...........................................................357-358
Front Toe Board ................................................................. 295
Front Wheel Bearing Grease Cap ...................................... 347
Front Wheel Bearing Seal .................................................. 347
Fuel Additive...................................................................... 542
Fuel Cap ............................................................................. 543
Fuel Decal .......................................................................... 218
Fuel Door ........................................................................... 543
Fuel Door Bumper ............................................................. 543
Fuel Door Emblem............................................................. 206
Fuel Door Lock .................................................................. 543
Fuel Evaporation Relay...................................................... 548
Fuel Feed Line ................................................................... 550
Fuel Filler Neck ................................................................. 542
Fuel Filler Neck Sleeve...................................................... 542
Fuel Filter ........................................................................... 547
Fuel Filter Bracket ............................................................. 547
Fuel Filter Spring ............................................................... 559
Fuel Gauge ........................................................................... 87
Fuel Gauge Lens .................................................................. 82
Fuel Hose ........................................................................... 547
Fuel Hose Clamp................................................................ 542
Fuel Injection Manuals ...................................................... 174
Fuel Injection Performance Kit .......................................... 492
Fuel Injection System ........................................................ 552
Fuel Inlet Nut ..................................................................... 557
Fuel Line ............................................................ 547, 550, 557
Fuel Line Bracket............................................................... 547
Fuel Line Clip .................................................................... 550
Fuel Line Y-Block .......................................................546-547
Fuel Pocket......................................................................... 543
Fuel Pressure Gauge .......................................................... 547
Fuel Pressure Regulator ..................................................... 549
Fuel Pressure Tester ........................................................... 545
Fuel Pump ............................................544-545, 548-549, 552
Fuel Pump Block Off Plate ................................................ 546
Fuel Pump Bolt .................................................................. 546
Fuel Pump Mounting Plate ................................................ 546
Fuel Pump Pushrod ............................................................ 545
Fuel Pump Relay ........................................................ 548, 625
Fuel Pump Safety Switch ................................................... 549
Fuel Recommendation Decal ............................................. 217
Fuel Sender Wiring Harness .............................................. 544
Fuel Sending Unit .................................................. 89, 92, 544
Fuel Sending Unit Float ..................................................... 544
Fuel Sight Plug................................................................... 557
Fuel System Cleaner .......................................................... 542
Fuel Tank.............................................................370, 540-541
Fuel Tank Anti-Squeak Insert ............................................ 541
Fuel Tank Mounting Strap ................................................. 541
Fuel Tank Mounting Strap Bolt ......................................... 541
Fuel Tank Neck/Sleeve Clamp ........................................... 542
Fuel Tank Pickup Tube Filter ............................................. 542
Fuel Tank Sending Unit Lock Ring Tool ........................... 544
Fuel Tank Vent Valve ......................................................... 542
Fuel Tank, Sealer................................................................ 542
Fuel Vapor Charcoal Canister ............................................ 548
Fuel Vapor Line.................................................................. 550
Fuel Vapor Line Return Hose Clamp ................................. 542
Fuel/Brake Lens ................................................................... 82
Fuel/Brake Line Heat Shield.............................................. 478
Fuel/Volt Gauge Mounting Plate.......................................... 82
Funnel ................................................................................ 517
Fuse Block ......................................................................... 624
Fuse Panel Cover ......................................................... 79, 624
Fuse Panel Wire Harness ................................................... 622
Fuses .................................................................................. 624
Fuzzy Dice ......................................................................... 166
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Faceplate, Radio................................................................. 102
Factory Service Manual ..............................................168-169
Factory Shop Manual CD .................................................. 169
Fan Belt .......................................................................442-443
Fan Clutch .......................................................................... 435
Fan Clutch to Water Pump Bolt Set ................................... 435
Fan Controller .................................................................... 438
Fan Shroud ................................................................. 434, 436
Fan Shroud Bracket............................................................ 434
Fan Shroud Clips................................................................ 434
Fan Spacer.......................................................................... 435
Fan Spacer Bolt Set............................................................ 435
Fan Switch, AC .................................................................. 453
Fan Temperature Sending Unit .......................................... 438
Fan Temperature Sensor..................................................... 438
Fan, Harness....................................................................... 439
Fan, Mounting Bolt ............................................................ 438
Fan, Mounting Bracket ...................................................... 438
Fan, Mounting Gasket........................................................ 438
Fan, Radiator ...............................................................435-437
Fan, Switch ................................................................ 436, 438
Fascia, Front Bumper ..................................................264-265
Fast Idle Cut-Off Relay ...................................................... 557
Fastener Kit, Exterior ......................................................... 276
Fastener Kit, Grill .............................................................. 271
Fastener Kit, Underhood / Trunk ....................................... 276
Fastener Set, Cleco Sheet Metal ........................................ 336
Fastener Set, Hood Insulation ............................................ 284
Fastener Set, Interior ............................................................ 59
Fastener Set, Rally Sport Clevis Pin .................................. 251
Fastener Set, Underhood/Trunk ......................................... 276
Fastener, Bucket Seat Side Cover ........................................ 43
Feeler Gauges..................................................................... 532
Fender .........................................................................286-287
Fender Bib.......................................................................... 178
Fender Braces..................................................................... 288
Fender Corner Edge Molding, Front.................................. 240
Fender Cover...................................................................... 178
Fender Decal ...................................................................... 216
Fender Emblem ....................................148, 204-205, 208-209
Fender Extensions .............................................................. 287
Fender Flare ....................................................................... 287
Fender Skirt Splash Apron ................................................. 288

Fender Skirt to Firewall Brace ........................................... 288
Fender Skirt, Front Inner.................................................... 288
Fender to Side Cowl Seal................................................... 291
Fender Wiring Harness Strap ............................................. 288
Ferrule, Dash Vent Knob.................................................... 455
Ferrule, Door Lock Knob ..................................................... 62
Fiberglass Front End .......................................................... 286
Fiberglass Manual .............................................................. 176
Fiberglass Trunk Lid .......................................................... 323
File, Ignition....................................................................... 532
Filler Panel, Bumper .......................................................... 264
Filler Panel, Lower Deck ................................................... 322
Filler Panel, Radiator Support............................................ 431
Filler Panel, Trunk Floor .................................................... 328
Filler Panel, Upper Deck.................................................... 322
Filler Plate, Header Panel .................................................. 431
Filter Magnet, Transmission .............................................. 585
Filter, Automatic Transmission .......................................... 585
Filter, Fuel .......................................................................... 547
Filter, Fuel Tank Pick-Up Tube .......................................... 542
Filter, Ignition Noise .......................................................... 520
Filter, Oil ............................................................................ 519
Filter, Tachometer Noise ...................................................... 93
FilterMag, Oil Filter ........................................................... 519
Fire Extinguisher................................................................ 189
Fire Extinguisher Mounting Bracket ................................. 189
Firewall Body Mount Patch Panel ..................................... 292
Firewall Cowl Rubber Seal Set .......................................... 229
Firewall Grommet, Speedometer Cable ............................... 85
Firewall Guard, Carpet........................................................... 7
Firewall Insulation Pad ................................................... 11-12
Firewall Pad Retainer Clip ................................................... 11
Firewall Panel .................................................................... 292
Firewall Relay Cover ......................................................... 315
Firewall to Floor Brace ...................................................... 296
Fitting, AC POA Valve ....................................................... 461
Fitting, AC Receiver Drier ................................................. 461
Fitting, Brake Line ............................................................. 387
Fitting, Heater Hose ........................................................... 446
Fitting, Intake Manifold ..................................................... 507
Fitting, Oil Line ................................................................. 139
Fitting, Oil Line Block ....................................................... 139
Fitting, Water Pump Bypass Hose Outlet .......................... 446
Flap, Rocker Panel ............................................................. 298
Flasher ................................................................................ 263
FlatStoppers, Tire Storage Pads ......................................... 190
Flexlines, Stainless Steel Brake ......................................... 387
Flexplate............................................................................. 582
Float, Fuel Sending Unit .................................................... 544
Floor Mats .......................................................................14-17
Floor Mount Accelerator Pedal .......................................... 146
Floor Mount Shifter, Hurst Quarterstick ............................ 597
Floor Mount, Steering Column .......................................... 117
Floor Pan .....................................................................293-295
Floor Pan Brace.................................................................. 296
Floor Pan Patch Panels................................................294-295
Floor Pan Plug.................................................................... 297
Floor Pan To Firewall Extension Panel.............................. 294
Floor Pan, Trunk ................................................................ 328
Floor Shifter ....................................................................... 590
Floor Shifter Rod ............................................................... 592
Floor Stowage Lock ........................................................... 311
Flush Mount Glass ............................................................. 234
Flywheel............................................................................. 602
Flywheel Converter Cover (Torque Converter) ................. 584
Flywheel Ring Gear ........................................................... 602
Flywheel to Crankshaft Bolt .............................................. 602
Flywheel Tool .................................................................... 471
Foam Insulator ................................................................... 151
Foam, Seat.................................................................24-25, 42
Fog Lamp Assembly .......................................................... 256
Fog Lamp Bracket.............................................................. 256
Fog Lamp Bulb .................................................................. 256
Fog Lamp Capsule ............................................................. 256
Fog Lamp Cover ................................................................ 253
Fog Lamp Relay................................................................. 256
Fog Lamp Wiring Harness ................................................. 256
Fold Down Rear Seat Bracket.............................................. 45
Fold Down Rear Seat Latch ................................................. 45
Fold Down Rear Seat Latch Catch....................................... 45
Fold Down Rear Seat Partition ............................................ 45
Fold Down Seat Back Stopper ............................................. 45
Fold Down Seat Latch Trim................................................. 45
Folding Chair ..................................................................... 159
Foot Rest, Adjustable ......................................................... 146
Fork, Clutch Release .......................................................... 604
Forward Console Plate Emblem ........................................ 136
Frame Brace, Front Lower ................................................. 354
Frame Pivot Bolt, Convertible Top .................................... 305
Frame Rail Rear Extension ................................................ 319
Frame Rail/Floor/Trunk Pan Assembly ..................... 293, 328
Frame Rails ........................................................................ 319
Frame To Radiator Support Bracket .................................. 275
Frame, Bucket Seat .............................................................. 43
Frame, Cowl Induction Valve ............................................ 489
Frame, Door and Quarter Panel ......................................... 298
Frame, Inner Door .............................................................. 298
Frame, License Plate .................................................. 149, 166
Frame, Rear Seat .................................................................. 43
Frame, Vent Window Glass................................................ 235
Freeze Plugs ....................................................................... 506
Fresh Air Duct Seal Set ...................................................... 454
Front Air Dam .............................................188, 198, 266-267
Front Air Deﬂector ............................................................. 265
Front Air Deﬂector Retainer .............................................. 265
Front Bolt-On Disc Brake System ..................................... 393
Front Brake Hose Bracket .................................................. 399
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G
Garage Art .......................................................................... 166
Gas Cap .............................................................................. 543
Gas Pedal Pad .................................................................... 238
Gas Tank ............................................................................ 540
Gas Tank Anti-Squeak Insert ............................................. 541
Gas Tank Filler Neck Sleeve .............................................. 542
Gasket Sealant.................................................................... 512
Gasket Set, Door Handle.................................................... 308
Gasket Set, Engine ............................................................. 513
Gasket Set, Exterior Lamp Lens ........................................ 258
Gasket Set, Manual Transmission ...................................... 600
Gasket Set, Paint Seal ........................................................ 229
Gasket, Air Cleaner To Carburetor .................................... 556
Gasket, Antenna Mounting ................................................ 106
Gasket, Back-Up/Reverse Lamp ........................................ 262
Gasket, Brake Backing Plate.............................................. 403
Gasket, Carburetor ............................................................. 556
Gasket, Cylinder Head ....................................................... 513
Gasket, Door Window Plate ............................................... 316
Gasket, Exhaust Manifold.................................................. 566
Gasket, Exhaust Pipe Packing............................................ 565
Gasket, Fan ........................................................................ 438
Gasket, Header Collector ................................................... 568
Gasket, Hood Louver ......................................................... 281
Gasket, Intake Manifold..................................................... 513
Gasket, License Lamp ........................................................ 262
Gasket, Oil Pan ...........................................................514-515
Gasket, Oil Pan Drain Plug ................................................ 516
Gasket, Outer Door Lock Cylinder .................................... 311
Gasket, Outer Door Mirror ................................................ 313
Gasket, Park Lamp Housing .............................................. 254
Gasket, Park Lamp Lens .................................................... 255
Gasket, Rear Bumper End.................................................. 268
Gasket, Side Marker Lamp ................................................ 260
Gasket, Tail Lamp .............................................................. 259
Gasket, Tail Lamp Housing ............................................... 259
Gasket, Tail Lamp Lens ............................................. 258, 260
Gasket, Thermostat ............................................................ 449
Gasket, Timing Cover ........................................................ 513
Gasket, Transmission Pan .................................................. 585
Gasket, Trunk Bezel ........................................................... 330
Gasket, Trunk Lock Cylinder............................................. 330
Gasket, Valve Cover................................................... 504, 513
Gasket, Water Pump To Block ........................................... 445
Gated Transmission Shifter ................................................ 591
Gauge Adapter ................................................................91-92
Gauge Assembly, Console ................................................. 131
Gauge Bezel, Console ........................................................ 131
Gauge Cluster Brace ............................................................ 82
Gauge Copper Tubing .......................................................... 99
Gauge Face Set .................................................................... 83
Gauge Lamp Bulbs .............................................................. 99
Gauge Lens, Dash ................................................................ 82
Gauge Mount Angle Ring .................................................... 92
Gauge Panel ..............................................................88-92, 99
Gauge Pillar Pod .................................................................. 99
Gauge Pod, Console ........................................................... 131
Gauge Wiring Harness ....................................................... 621
Gauge, Console .................................................................. 131
Gauge, Fuel .......................................................................... 87
Gauge, Fuel Pressure ......................................................... 547
Gauge, Speedometer ............................................................ 84
Gauge, Tachometer .........................................................86-87
Gauge, Temperature ............................................................. 87
Gauge, Volt........................................................................... 87
Gauges – Aftermarket .....................................................88-99
Gear Assembly, Distributor ................................................ 531
Gear Indicator Sending Unit ................................................ 91
Gear Indicator, Transmission ............................................. 596
Gear Oil, Synthetic............................................................. 381
Gear Shifter, Transmission ................................................. 596
Gear, Distributor Drive ...................................................... 520
Gear, Timing ...................................................................... 487
Gearbox, Manual Steering ................................................. 342
Gearbox, Power Steering ................................................... 342
Gearshift Bushing, Console ............................................... 591
Glass Assembly, Quarter Window ............................. 233, 235
Glass Assembly, Vent Window .......................................... 235
Glass Cleaner ..................................................................... 184
Glass Kit......................................................................232-233
Glass Molding Clip Installation Tool ................................. 237
Glass Mounting Set, Door.................................................. 315
Glass Roller, Door.............................................................. 315
Glass Rope-in Tool............................................................. 234
Glass Setting Tape .............................................................. 234
Glass Stops ......................................................................... 316
Glass Support, Windshield ................................................. 234
Glass, Back Window .......................................................... 232
Glass, Door Window .......................................................... 233
Glass, Quarter Window ...................................................... 233
Glass, Vent Window ........................................................... 233
Glass, Windshield .............................................................. 232
Glasses, Drinking ............................................................... 149
Glasspack Mufﬂer .............................................................. 571
Glove Box Assembly, Console .......................................... 134
Glove Box Catch Plate ....................................................... 114
Glove Box Clip .................................................................. 115
Glove Box Door ................................................................. 114
Glove Box Door Arm Bumper ........................................... 115
Glove Box Door Stopper ................................................... 115
Glove Box Door Stopper Bracket ...................................... 114
Glove Box Hinge ............................................................... 114
Glove Box Lamp Bulb ....................................................... 115
Glove Box Lamp Wiring Harness ...................................... 115
Glove Box Lock ................................................................. 115
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Glove Box Lock Escutcheon Tool ..................................... 115
Glove Box Screw Set ......................................................... 114
Glove Box Striker .............................................................. 115
Glove Box Support Strap ................................................... 114
Glove Box, Inner................................................................ 114
Gloves, Mechanic .............................................................. 150
Glue, Headliner .................................................................... 73
GM Mark Of Excellence Decal ......................................... 216
GPS Security System ......................................................... 179
Grab Handle, Interior Door .................................................. 65
Grease, Engine ........................................................... 355, 471
Grill .............................................................................270-273
Grill Decal.......................................................................... 218
Grill Emblem ..............................................................200-201
Grill Emblem Retainer ....................................................... 201
Grill Fastener Kit ............................................................... 271
Grill Filler, Rally Sport ...................................................... 264
Grill Insert .......................................................................... 273
Grill Molding ..............................................................272-273
Grill Mounting Bracket ...................................................... 271
Grill Reinforcement ........................................................... 271
Grill Vertical Divider Bracket, RS ..................................... 273
Grill Vertical Divider Rubber Insert, RS............................ 273
Grill, Door Jamb Vent ........................................................ 321
Grill, Kick Panel Speaker .................................................. 105
Grommet, AC Hose............................................................ 459
Grommet, Accelerator Rod ................................................ 141
Grommet, Convertible Top Motor ..................................... 305
Grommet, Core Support ..................................................... 617
Grommet, Cowl Induction Hood ....................................... 489
Grommet, Distributor Wire ................................................ 531
Grommet, Heater Core Pipe ............................................... 450
Grommet, Power Window ................................................. 314
Grommet, Rally Sport Firewall.......................................... 252
Grommet, Rally Sport Park Lamp Wiring ......................... 254
Grommet, Valve Cover ...................................................... 503
Grommet, Windshield Wiper Motor .................................. 335
Grommet, Wire .................................................................. 617
Ground Effects ........................................................... 266, 277
Ground Strap ...................................................................... 611
Ground Strap, Antenna....................................................... 106
Ground Strap, Headlamp/Wiper Switch .................... 107, 333
Ground Wire, Voltage Regulator ........................................ 538
GT-Sport Front Clip ........................................................... 356
GTA Wheels ....................................................................... 417
Guard Kit, Splash ............................................................... 277
Guard, Door Edge .............................................................. 190
Guard, Rear Bumper .......................................................... 269
Guide Plate, Brake Shoe .................................................... 405
Guide Roller, Front Door Window..................................... 316
Guide, Brake Cable ............................................................ 407
Guide, Door Window ......................................................... 315
Gutter, Trunk Weatherstrip......................................... 229, 323

H
H4 Conversion Wiring Harness ......................................... 244
H4 Headlamp Conversion Relay ....................................... 244
Halogen Headlamp Wiring Harness................................... 245
Halogen Headlamps with Adjustment Knobs .................... 242
Handle Mechanism, Door .................................................... 63
Handle, Armrest/Door Pull .................................................. 61
Handle, Dash ........................................................................ 80
Handle, Door Window Crank .........................................63-64
Handle, Interior Door Grab .................................................. 65
Handle, Outer Door ............................................................ 308
Handle, Seat Adjuster........................................................... 45
Handle, Vent Window .......................................................... 64
Hardware Kit, Brake .......................................................... 405
Hardware Set, Console Mount ........................................... 133
Hardware Set, Door Glass Mounting ................................. 316
Hardware Set, Horseshoe Shifter ....................................... 593
Hardware Set, Oil Pan........................................................ 515
Hardware, Body Mount ..................................................... 355
Hardware, Park Brake ........................................................ 406
Hardware, Road Draft Tube ............................................... 517
Hardware, Rocker Panel Molding...................................... 240
Hardware, Shock ................................................................ 365
Harmonic Balancer .....................................................484-485
Harmonic Balancer Cover.................................................. 485
Harmonic Balancer Tool .................................................... 484
Harmonic Balancer Woodruff Key .................................... 484
Harmonic Damper .......................................................484-485
Harness, Fan....................................................................... 439
Harness, Gauge .................................................................... 99
Harness, Headlamp ............................................................ 618
Hat / Cap ..............................................148, 150-151, 156-157
Hat / Lapel Pin ............................................................150-151
Hatch Hinges...................................................................... 331
Hatch Panel Retainer............................................................ 77
Hatch Pull-Down Repair Kit.............................................. 331
Hatch Strut Cover .............................................................. 331
Hazard Lamp Switch Knob ................................................ 119
Head Bolts.......................................................................... 506
Head Rest Cover .............................................................24-25
Header Bolts................................................................565-566
Header Bow Stop Bumper ................................................. 304
Header Bow, Convertible Top .................................... 231, 304
Header Collector Ball Flange............................................. 568
Header Collector Gasket .................................................... 568
Header Collector Reducer .................................................. 563
Header Gasket .................................................................... 566
Header Lacing, Convertible Top ........................................ 304
Header Paint ....................................................................... 578
Header Panel ...............................................................274-275
Header Panel Emblem.................................................201-203
Header Panel Filler Plate ................................................... 431
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Header Panel Molding ....................................................... 273
Header Wrap ...................................................................... 579
Header-Adapter Alternator Bracket ................................... 539
Headers .......................................................478, 507, 562-564
Headlamp Adjuster............................................................. 245
Headlamp Assembly ...................................................242-244
Headlamp Bezel ................................................................. 246
Headlamp Bezel Mount Nut .............................................. 246
Headlamp Bracket .............................................................. 247
Headlamp Bushing Set, Rally Sport .................................. 251
Headlamp Control Module ................................................ 107
Headlamp Cover ........................................................ 245, 253
Headlamp Dimmer Switch................................................. 107
Headlamp Dimmer Switch Wiring Harness ....................... 107
Headlamp Door Actuator Motor, Rally Sport ............ 249, 251
Headlamp Door Assembly, Rally Sport ............................. 250
Headlamp Door Bumper .................................................... 250
Headlamp Door Cover ....................................................... 272
Headlamp Door, Rally Sport .............................................. 250
Headlamp Housing..................................................... 244, 247
Headlamp Mounting Bracket ............................................. 247
Headlamp Mounting Bucket .............................................. 247
Headlamp Mounting Panel ................................................ 247
Headlamp Nut Tool ............................................................ 107
Headlamp Relay ................................................................. 245
Headlamp Repair Kit ......................................................... 249
Headlamp Retaining Ring .................................................. 247
Headlamp Support Bracket ................................................ 247
Headlamp Switch ............................................................... 107
Headlamp Switch Bezel Retainer ...................................... 108
Headlamp Switch Knob ..................................................... 107
Headlamp Switch Nut ........................................................ 107
Headlamp Trim Ring.......................................................... 246
Headlamp Washer Drip Valve Solenoid ............................. 245
Headlamp Washer Hose ..................................................... 245
Headlamp Washer Nozzle .................................................. 245
Headlamp Washer Nozzle Nut ........................................... 245
Headlamp Wiring Harness ......................................... 245, 618
Headlamp, Wire Pigtail ...................................................... 245
Headlamp/Wiper Nut Tool ................................................. 333
Headlamp/Wiper Switch Ground Strap ..................... 107, 333
Headlight Instruction Tag................................................... 215
Headliner .................................................................70-72, 303
Headliner Board ................................................................... 71
Headliner Bows.................................................................... 73
Headliner Corner Trim Molding .......................................... 73
Headliner Glue ..................................................................... 73
Headliner Installation Tool................................................... 73
Headliner Molding ............................................................... 73
Headliner Mounting Clip ..................................................... 73
Headliner Retainer Strips ..................................................... 73
Headliner Trim Clip ............................................................. 73
Headliner Trim Panel ........................................................... 73
Headrest Escutcheon ............................................................ 44
Headrest, Seat ...................................................................... 44
Heat Riser, Exhaust Manifold ............................................ 565
Heat Shield ......................................................................... 579
Heat Shield, Air Intake....................................................... 494
Heat Shield, Carburetor ..................................................... 558
Heat Shield, Fuel/Brake Line............................................. 478
Heat Shield, Mufﬂer................................................... 572, 578
Heat Shield, Starter ............................................................ 535
Heat Shields, Spark Plug.................................................... 529
Heat Stove .......................................................................... 565
Heat Stove Mounting Stud ................................................. 565
Heater and AC Control Lens .............................................. 457
Heater Blower Motor ......................................................... 452
Heater Box Assembly ........................................................ 452
Heater Box Control Cable Clip .......................................... 457
Heater Box Cover Mounting Kit........................................ 452
Heater Box Foam Washer .................................................. 454
Heater Box Resistor Screw ................................................ 453
Heater Box Seal ................................................................. 452
Heater Control Assembly ............................................456-457
Heater Control Backing Plate ............................................ 457
Heater Control Blower Switch ........................................... 453
Heater Control Cable Retainer ........................................... 456
Heater Control Cables ........................................................ 456
Heater Control Lens Clip ................................................... 457
Heater Control Lever ......................................................... 457
Heater Control Mounting Kit ............................................. 457
Heater Control Panel Delete Plate ..................................... 457
Heater Control Panel Lens ................................................. 456
Heater Control Switch Knob.............................................. 457
Heater Control Valve.......................................................... 451
Heater Control Valve Mounting Rivet ............................... 451
Heater Core ........................................................................ 450
Heater Core Clamp ............................................................ 451
Heater Core Mounting Clip ............................................... 450
Heater Core Pipe Grommet ................................................ 450
Heater Core Seal ................................................................ 450
Heater Core Straps ............................................................. 451
Heater Core Tube Seal Retainer......................................... 450
Heater Deﬂector Duct, Lower ............................................ 454
Heater Delete Plate ............................................................ 452
Heater Delete Plate Hardware ............................................ 457
Heater Duct ........................................................................ 450
Heater Duct Mounting Hardware....................................... 454
Heater Hose ........................................................................ 441
Heater Hose Bracket .......................................................... 451
Heater Hose Clamp .................................................... 433, 451
Heater Hose Fitting ............................................................ 446
Heater Lever....................................................................... 457
Heater to Intake Manifold Hose Nipple ............................. 446
Heater Valve ....................................................................... 451
Heater Wiring Harness ....................................................... 621
Heater/AC Control Switch ................................................. 453
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Hydraulic Release Bearing ................................................ 603
Hydraulic System Bleeder Set ........................................... 305

I
Idle Stop Solenoid Control Wire ........................................ 619
Idler Arm ............................................................................ 344
Idler Pulley ................................................................. 443, 447
Ignition Bezel Nut .............................................................. 109
Ignition Box ....................................................................... 524
Ignition Coil ................................................520, 522-525, 532
Ignition Coil Bracket.......................................................... 532
Ignition Coil Bracket Hardware ......................................... 532
Ignition Coil Cover .................................................... 476, 532
Ignition Coil Relocation Set............................................... 476
Ignition Coil Resistor ......................................................... 532
Ignition Coil Wire .............................................................. 521
Ignition Condenser ............................................................. 531
Ignition Control Module .............................520, 524-525, 531
Ignition Controller ............................................................. 520
Ignition Distributor ............................................................ 530
Ignition Distributor Washer................................................ 531
Ignition File........................................................................ 532
Ignition Indicator Bezel ..................................................... 109
Ignition Instruction Sleeve ................................................. 215
Ignition Lock...................................................................... 310
Ignition Module Insulating Mounts ................................... 521
Ignition Noise Filter ........................................................... 520
Ignition Points .................................................................... 531
Ignition Rotor ............................................. 520, 522, 525, 533
Ignition Switch ................................................................... 109
Ignition Switch Actuator Sector Gear ................................ 109
Ignition Switch Bezel Nut Tool ......................................... 109
Ignition System, TSP Power Pack ..................................... 522
Ignition Tester .................................................................... 532
Ignition Wire Separators .................................................... 529
Ignition Wires..............................................521, 523, 526-527
Ignition/Trunk Key Cover .................................................. 311
Impact Bar, Bumper ........................................................... 265
Independent Rear Suspension Conversion......................... 369
Indicator Set, Hi-Beam ...................................................... 110
Inner Door Handle ..........................................................62-63
Inner Door Hardware Mounting Set .................................. 315
Inner Door Lock Rod ......................................................... 309
Inner Door Panel Carpet ........................................................ 6
Inner Door Panel Retainer ................................................. 316
Inner Door Panel Retainer Plate ........................................ 316
Inner Door Window Sash Channel .................................... 315
Inner Door/Quarter Frame ................................................. 298
Inner Extension Bracket ..................................................... 268
Inner Glove Box................................................................. 114
Inner Heater Case Assembly .............................................. 454
Inner Quarter Lower Patch Panel ....................................... 297
Inner Rear Body Panel ....................................................... 332
Inner Rear View Mirror........................................................ 66
Inner Sail Panel .............................................................. 72, 74
Inner Tie Rod ..................................................................... 344
Inner Tie Rod Boot............................................................. 345
Insert, Console Shift Plate.................................................. 136
Insert, Door Pull Handle ................................ 45, 64, 133, 308
Insert, Forward Console Plate ............................................ 136
Insert, Fuel Tank Anti-Squeak ........................................... 541
Insert, Grill ......................................................................... 273
Insert, Molding Channel Quarter Vertical .......................... 241
Insert, Motor Mount (Polyurethane) .................................. 468
Insert, Rally Sport Grill Vertical Divider ........................... 273
Insert, Rally Wheel .................................................... 412, 416
Insert, Rear Storage Box .................................................... 114
Insert, Shift Plate................................................................ 136
Inspection Camera ............................................................. 472
Inspection Sheet, Pre-Delivery .......................................... 218
Inspection Stamp................................................................ 180
Installation Kit, Automatic Transmission Cable ................ 593
Installation Kit, Upholstery.................................................. 42
Installation Set, Bolt Ring & Pinion .................................. 381
Installation Set, Horseshoe Shifter..................................... 593
Installation Set, T-56 Transmission .................................... 600
Installation Tool, Upholstery................................................ 73
Instruction Card, Seat Belt ................................................. 215
Instruction Card, Super Air Lift ......................................... 217
Instruction Sleeve, Ignition ................................................ 215
Instruction Tag, Headlight.................................................. 215
Instruction Tag, Luggage Rack .......................................... 217
Instructions, Cruise Control ............................................... 215
Instructions, Stereo Operating ........................................... 216
Instrument Carrier Panel .................................................80-81
Instrument Cluster.....................................................88, 90-91
Instrument Cluster Brace ..................................................... 82
Instrument Cluster Case ....................................................... 82
Instrument Cluster Lamp Socket ......................................... 83
Instrument Cluster Lens ....................................................... 83
Instrument Cluster Printed Circuit ....................................... 83
Instrument Cluster Wiring Harness .................................... 621
Instrument Lamp Bulb, LED ............................................... 83
Instrument Panel .............................................................88-91
Instrument Panel Bulb........................................................ 109
Instrument Panel Center Lamp Lens.................................... 82
Instrument Panel Dimmer Switch ........................................ 91
Instrument Panel J-Clip........................................................ 83
Instrument Panel lamp Socket Plate .................................... 81
Insulation..................................................11-13, 191, 578-579
Insulation, Hood................................................................. 284
Insulation, Kick Panel .......................................................... 49
Insulation, Tail Lamp Rear Panel ....................................... 260
Insulation, Under Dash .......................................................... 8
Insulator, Battery Cable ..................................................... 611
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Insulator, Condenser .......................................................... 461
Insulator, Door Rod............................................................ 309
Insulator, Firewall ................................................................ 11
Insulator, Foam .................................................................. 151
Intake Block Off Plate........................................................ 567
Intake Manifold...........................474, 476, 479, 507-508, 554
Intake Manifold Bolts ........................................................ 507
Intake Manifold Fitting ...................................................... 507
Intake Manifold Gasket...................................................... 513
Intake, Air .................................................................. 479, 494
Interior Door Grab Handle ................................................... 65
Interior Door Panel .........................................................50-55
Interior Fastener Set ............................................................. 59
Interior Insulation........................................................... 12, 13
Interior Manuals ................................................................. 176
Interior Paint ...................................................................... 194
Interior Rear View Mirror Bracket....................................... 67
Interior Rear View Mirror Screw ......................................... 67
Interior Rear View Mirror Support ...................................... 67
Interior Screw Set ................................................................ 59
Interior Upholstery Kit..............................................18-23, 42
Intermediate Steering Shaft................................................ 342

J
J-Clip, Instrument Panel....................................................... 83
J-Nut................................................................................... 276
Jack Assembly.................................................................... 327
Jack Base............................................................................ 327
Jack Instructions Decal ...................................................... 214
Jack Load Rest Bracket ...................................................... 327
Jack Mast Bracket .............................................................. 329
Jack Storage Bag ................................................................ 326
Jack Wrench Sleeve ........................................................... 327
Jack/Lug Wrench ............................................................... 327
Jacket, Apparel ........................................................... 151, 154
Jar, Windshield Washer ...................................................... 334
Junction Block, Wiring .............................................. 615, 617
Jute Padding, Rear Seat Shelf .............................................. 77
Jute Padding, Trunk Divider ................................................ 77

K
K-Member, Tubular ........................................................... 357
Key Blank .......................................................................... 311
Key Column Wiring Adapter ............................................. 117
Keychain .................................................................... 148, 158
Keyless Entry System ........................................................ 310
Kick Panel .................................................................... 49, 105
Kick Panel Cable and Housing ............................................ 49
Kick Panel Insulation ........................................................... 49
Kick Panel Outlet Control Clip ............................................ 49
Kick Panel Screws ............................................................... 49
Kick Panel Speaker ............................................................ 105
Kick Panel Speaker Bafﬂes.................................................. 49
Kick Panel Speaker Grill ............................................. 49, 105
Kick Panel Vent Control Cable ............................................ 49
Kick Down Bracket.................................................... 559, 597
Kick Down Rod ................................................................. 592
Kick Down Wiring Harness ............................................... 619
Kids T-Shirt ........................................................................ 153
Knob Set, Dash .................................................................. 107
Knob, Cigarette Lighter ..................................................... 112
Knob, Clock Reset ............................................................... 83
Knob, Door Lock ................................................................. 62
Knob, Hazard Lamp Switch ............................................... 119
Knob, Headlamp Switch .................................................... 107
Knob, Heater Control Switch............................................. 457
Knob, Manual Transmission Shifter .................................. 608
Knob, Radio Control .......................................................... 103
Knob, Seat Adjuster ............................................................. 45
Knob, Shifter ................................................590-591, 608-609
Knob, Turn Signal Lever.................................................... 119
Knob, Vent Pull .................................................................. 455
Knob, Window Crank .......................................................... 63
Knob, Windshield Wiper Switch........................................ 333

L
Label, Seat Belt .................................................................... 48
Lacing, Convertible Top Header ........................................ 304
Ladder Bars ........................................................................ 377
Lamp Assembly, Fog ......................................................... 256
Lamp Assembly, License ................................................... 262
Lamp Assembly, Park .................................................254-255
Lamp Bulbs, Colored ......................................................... 263
Lamp Flasher ..................................................................... 263
Lamp Lens Gasket Set, Exterior ........................................ 258
Lamp Socket Plate, Instrument Panel .................................. 81
Lamp Socket, Instrument Cluster ........................................ 83
Lamp, Back-Up/Reverse .................................................... 262
Lamp, Brake....................................................................... 260
Lamp, Driving .............................................................255-256
Lamp, Side Marker .....................................................255-257
Lamp, Tail ...................................................................260-261
Lamp, Underhood .............................................................. 285
Lamps, Indicator ................................................................ 109
Lapel Pin ............................................................................ 151
Latch & Button, Console ................................................... 133
Latch Assembly, Door ........................................................ 308
Latch Assembly, Trunk ...................................................... 330
Latch Pin/Collar, Hood ...................................................... 283
Latch, Console Door .......................................................... 133
Latch, Convertible Top ...............................................304-305
Latch, Fold Down Rear Seat ................................................ 45
Latch, Hood Safety ............................................................ 283
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Heater/De-Icer Lever ......................................................... 457
HEI Battery/Tach Pigtail .................................................... 530
Hi-Beam Indicator Set ....................................................... 110
Hidden Wipers ................................................................... 335
Hinge Pillar To Rocker Panel Reinforcement .................... 297
Hinge Pin, Console Ashtray Lid ........................................ 133
Hinge Repair Set, Door ...................................................... 307
Hinge, Console Lid ............................................................ 132
Hinge, Door........................................................................ 306
Hinge, Glove Box .............................................................. 114
Hinge, Hood ....................................................................... 282
Hinge, Rally Sport Control Opening ................................. 250
Hinge, Trunk Lid................................................................ 323
Hoist, Engine Tilter Tool.................................................... 471
Hold Down, Valve Cover ................................................... 504
Hood............................................................................278-279
Hood & Fender Molding Kit.............................................. 240
Hood Adjustment Set ......................................................... 285
Hood Adjustor Screw ......................................................... 285
Hood Applique ................................................................... 281
Hood Cowl Vent ................................................................. 290
Hood Emblem .................................................................... 203
Hood Hinge .................................................................281-282
Hood Hinge Bolts .............................................................. 283
Hood Hinge Spring ............................................................ 283
Hood Insulation.................................................................. 284
Hood Insulation Fastener Kit ......................................284-285
Hood Latch Assembly ................................................ 283, 285
Hood Latch Bolt................................................................. 285
Hood Latch Cable .............................................................. 285
Hood Latch Pilot Bolt ........................................................ 283
Hood Latch Pin/Collar ....................................................... 283
Hood Latch Release Cable Clip ......................................... 285
Hood Latch Striker............................................................. 283
Hood Latch Support ........................................................... 285
Hood Ledge Molding ......................................................... 240
Hood Louver Drain Tubes ................................................. 281
Hood Louver Gasket .......................................................... 281
Hood Louvers..............................................................280-281
Hood Opening Assist Rod.................................................. 283
Hood Ornament, Z28 ......................................................... 281
Hood Pins ................................................................... 178, 280
Hood Pop-Up Spring.......................................................... 283
Hood Prop Rod .......................................................... 147, 283
Hood Rubber Bumper ........................................................ 285
Hood Scoop................................................................ 280, 493
Hood Seal, Radiator Support ............................................. 431
Hood to Cowl Weatherstrip................................................ 291
Hook, Coat Hangar .............................................................. 74
Hook, Rear Seat Floor........................................................ 297
Horn Assembly................................................................... 129
Horn Button Contacts ........................................................ 129
Horn Button, Steering Wheel ......................................122-128
Horn Cap Mounting Ring .................................................. 129
Horn Cap Retainer ............................................................. 129
Horn Emblem ............................................................... 64, 128
Horn Relay ......................................................................... 129
Horn Relay Wiring Harness Pigtail.................................... 129
Horseshoe Shifter Assembly .............................................. 590
Horseshoe Shifter Base ...................................................... 590
Horseshoe Shifter Handle .................................................. 590
Horseshoe Shifter Hardware Set ........................................ 593
Hose Clamp, Heat-Shrink .................................................. 441
Hose Clamp, Power Steering Return ................................. 341
Hose Retainer, Power Steering .......................................... 341
Hose Set, Rack and Pinion Power Steering ....................... 341
Hose, AC Condenser to Drier ............................................ 460
Hose, AC Duct ................................................................... 454
Hose, Air Cleaner ............................................................... 491
Hose, Air Injection ............................................................. 567
Hose, Brake ........................................................................ 398
Hose, Coolant Bypass ........................................................ 440
Hose, Cowl Induction Air Cleaner ..................................... 489
Hose, Evaporator Case Drain ............................................. 451
Hose, Fuel .......................................................................... 547
Hose, Headlamp Washer .................................................... 245
Hose, Heater ....................................................................... 441
Hose, PCV Valve................................................................ 503
Hose, Power Brake............................................................. 396
Hose, Power Steering ......................................................... 341
Hose, Radiator.............................................................440-441
Hose, Radiator Overﬂow ................................................... 433
Hose, Replacement Defroster Duct.................................... 454
Hose, Tank To Filler Neck ................................................. 542
Hose, Water Pump Bypass ................................................. 445
Hose, Windshield Washer .................................................. 334
Housing, Back-Up Lamp ................................................... 262
Housing, Cigarette Lighter................................................. 112
Housing, Convertible Rear Speaker ................................... 105
Housing, Convertible Top Switch ...............................108-109
Housing, Dome Lamp .......................................................... 69
Housing, Headlamp............................................................ 247
Housing, License Lamp ..................................................... 262
Housing, Park Lamp .......................................................... 254
Housing, Rear Axle ............................................................ 379
Housing, Reverse Lamp ..................................................... 262
Housing, Tail Lamp.....................................................258-259
Housing, Vigilite Bezel Fiber Optic Lamp ........................ 256
Hubcap Insert ..............................................................415-417
Hubcap, Wheel ............................................................412-424
Hub, Wood Wheel .............................................................. 117
Hurst Roll/Control ............................................................. 586
Hurst Shift Lever Set ......................................................... 607
Hurst T-Handle Shifter ....................................................... 597
Hydraulic Brake Assembly Fluid ....................................... 409
Hydraulic Clutch Assembly ............................................... 604
Hydraulic Hose Assembly, Convertible Top ...................... 305
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Lead, Distributor ................................................................ 531
Lead, Electronic Speed Sensor .......................................... 583
Lead, Oil Pressure Sending Unit........................................ 518
Leaf Spring Anchor Plate/Sway Bar Bracket Bolt ............. 351
Leaf Spring Bracket Brace ................................................. 319
Leaf Spring Bushing Set, Polyurethane ............................. 373
Leaf Spring Conversion Shock Extenders ......................... 365
Leaf Spring Decal .............................................................. 217
Leaf Spring Eye Bolt ................................................. 371, 373
Leaf Spring Installation Kit, Rear ...................................... 371
Leaf Spring Liner ............................................................... 371
Leaf Spring Mounting Brackets ......................................... 373
Leaf Spring Pad.................................................................. 371
Leaf Spring Shackle Bushings ........................................... 373
Leaf Spring Shackles ......................................................... 374
Leaf Spring U-Bolt .....................................................372-373
Leaf Springs ............................................................... 371, 374
Leather Upholstery Cleaner ............................................... 181
LED Bulb ........................................................................... 253
LED Headlamp ...........................................................242-244
LED Replacement Bulbs.................................................... 263
LED Tail Lamp .................................................................. 261
Lens, AC/Heater Control Panel.......................................... 456
Lens, Back-Up Lamp ................................................. 258, 262
Lens, Console Gauge ......................................................... 131
Lens, Console Rear Lamp .................................................... 69
Lens, Dash Clock ................................................................. 82
Lens, Dash Gauge ................................................................ 82
Lens, Dome Lamp................................................................ 68
Lens, Fuel Gauge ................................................................. 82
Lens, Heater and AC Control ............................................. 457
Lens, Instrument Cluster ...................................................... 83
Lens, Instrument Panel Center Lamp................................... 82
Lens, License Lamp ........................................................... 262
Lens, Park Lamp .........................................................254-255
Lens, Radio ........................................................................ 102
Lens, Rear Console Lamp .................................................. 137
Lens, Reverse Lamp........................................................... 258
Lens, Shift Plate ................................................................. 136
Lens, Side Marker Lamp.................................................... 257
Lens, Speedometer ............................................................... 82
Lens, Tail Lamp ..........................................................258-260
Lever, Accelerator Throttle ................................................ 141
Lever, Heater ...................................................................... 457
Lever, Shift......................................................................... 592
Lever, Steering Column ..................................................... 119
Lever, Tilt Wheel Release .................................................. 119
Lever, Turn Signal.............................................................. 119
License Lamp Assembly .................................................... 262
License Lamp Gasket ......................................................... 262
License Lamp Housing ...................................................... 262
License Lamp Lens ............................................................ 262
License Lamp Socket ......................................................... 262
License Plate ................................................148-150, 165-166
License Plate Bracket/Fuel Door ............................... 274, 543
License Plate Frame .....................................148-149, 166-167
License Plate Hardware ............................................. 165, 274
License Plate Stopper......................................................... 274
Lid, Air Box ....................................................................... 479
Lid, Ashtray........................................................................ 133
Lid, Center Console ........................................................... 132
Lifter Valley Oil Bafﬂe ...................................................... 507
Lifters ................................................................................. 512
Liftgate Release Switch ..................................................... 331
Liftgate Side Trim Panel .................................................... 331
Liftgate Striker ................................................................... 330
Liftgate Support Strut ........................................................ 331
Liftgate Trim Panel Retainer.............................................. 331
Liftgate/Trunk Lid Finish Welt .......................................... 323
Liftgate/Trunk Lid Latch ................................................... 330
Liftgate/Trunk Lock Solenoid ............................................ 331
Light Bulb Covers ................................................................ 99
Light Bulb, Replacement ................................................... 263
Light, Shift ........................................................................... 99
Lighter, Cigarette ............................................................... 112
Limited Slip Differential .................................................... 379
Line, Fuel Feed .................................................................. 550
Line, Fuel Pump To Carburetor ......................................... 546
Line, Fuel Return ............................................................... 550
Line, Fuel Vapor................................................................. 550
Line, Power Steering Return .............................................. 341
Lines, Brake ....................................................................... 400
Lines, Engine Oil Cooler ................................................... 519
Linkage Rod, Neutral Safety Switch ................................. 110
Linkage, Clutch .................................................................. 605
Linkage, Column Shift ............................................... 596, 597
Linkage, Crossram Carburetor ........................................... 551
Linkage, Door .................................................................... 309
Linkage, Shifter.................................................................. 606
Literature, Automotive ................................................170-177
Lock Conversion Set, Power.............................................. 312
Lock Cylinder Retainer ...................................................... 311
Lock Cylinder Set ....................................................... 310-311
Lock Cylinder, Glove Box ................................................. 115
Lock Cylinder, Outer Door ................................................ 311
Lock Escutcheon Tool, Glove Box .................................... 115
Lock Housing Cover .......................................................... 118
Lock Out Assembly, Reverse ............................................. 606
Lock Strip, Windshield Seal .............................................. 236
Lock Switch Panel ............................................................... 65
Lock-Up Kit, Torque Converter ......................................... 583
Lock, Axle Shaft ................................................................ 380
Lock, Door ......................................................................... 310
Lock, Floor Stowage Compartment ................................... 311
Lock, Fuel Door ................................................................. 543
Lock, Glove Box ................................................................ 115
Lock, Trunk ................................................................ 310, 330
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Locking Differential........................................................... 379
Locking Tie Kit .................................................................. 578
Lockout, Vacuum Advance ................................................ 531
Locks, T-Top ...................................................................... 301
Louvers, Hood.............................................................280-281
Louvers, Quarter Panel ...................................................... 320
Louvers, Rear Window ...................................................... 277
Low Fuel Warning Module .................................................. 87
Low Pressure Hydraulic Brake Switch .............................. 397
Low Temperature Cooling Fan Module ............................. 439
Lower Control Arm ..............................344, 348-349, 374-375
Lower Control Arm Bolt .................................................... 347
Lower Dash Steering Column Cover ................................... 80
Lower Dash Vent Bezel...................................................... 456
Lower Deck Filler Panel .................................................... 322
Lower Door Hinge ............................................................. 306
Lower Door Hinge Arm ..................................................... 307
Lower Door Hinge Roller Detent Repair Set ..................... 307
Lower Door Hinge Spring ................................................. 307
Lower Door Panel ................................................................ 53
Lower Door Weatherstrip Seal ........................................... 228
Lower Fan Shroud Clip...................................................... 434
Lower Grill......................................................................... 273
Lower Headlamp Bracket .................................................. 247
Lower Heat Stove .............................................................. 565
Lower Kick Down Rod ...................................................... 592
Lower Linkage Rod ........................................................... 592
Lower Outer Door Skin ..................................................... 306
Lower Patch Panel, Inner Quarter ...................................... 297
Lower Shift Boot Seal........................................................ 138
Lower Steering Column Cover ................................... 118-119
Lower Trailing Arms .......................................................... 374
Lowering Set, Suspension.................................................. 352
LS Engine Conversion Kit ................................................. 477
LS Exhaust Manifolds........................................................ 564
LS Valley Cover ................................................................. 476
LS Valve Cover Adapters ................................................... 476
LS Valve Cover Conversion Kit......................................... 476
Lubricant, Rear Axle .......................................................... 381
Lug Nut, Wheel ...........................................414, 419, 422-423
Luggage Rack Instruction Tag ........................................... 217

M
Magnetic Door Guard ........................................................ 190
Maintenance Decal............................................................. 216
Manifold, AC ..............................................................459-460
Manifold, Exhaust ...................................................... 479, 564
Manifold, Intake..................................................474, 507-508
Manual Brake Conversion ................................................. 394
Manual Choke Cable.......................................................... 560
Manual Choke Cable Mount Bracket ................................ 559
Manual Convertible Hold Down Latch.............................. 304
Manual Outer Door Mirror ................................................ 313
Manual Shift Knob......................................................608-609
Manual Shift Tunnel .......................................................... 139
Manual Steering Gearbox .................................................. 342
Manual Transmission ..................................................598-599
Manual Transmission Fluid................................................ 607
Manual Transmission Gasket Set ....................................... 600
Manual Transmission Pilot Bushing .................................. 600
Manual Transmission Shift Knob ...................................... 608
Manual Transmission Shifter ......................................606-607
Manual, Carburetor ............................................................ 174
Manual, Chassis & Drivetrain............................................ 175
Manual, Engine ...........................................................172-174
Manual, Fiberglass & Carbon Fiber................................... 176
Manual, Fuel Injection ....................................................... 174
Manual, General Repair ..................................................... 169
Manual, Interior ................................................................. 176
Manual, Paint & Body ....................................................... 176
Manual, Sheet Metal .......................................................... 175
Manual, Shop Service .................................................168-169
Manual, Transmission ........................................................ 175
Manual, Welding ................................................................ 175
Manual, Wiring .................................................................. 174
Marker Lamp, Side .....................................................255-257
Mask, Front End................................................................. 178
Mass Air Flow Sensor ........................................................ 494
Master Cylinder ..........................................................394-395
Master Cylinder Clevis Pin ................................................ 145
Master Cylinder Cover....................................................... 395
Master Cylinder Cover Diaphragm .................................... 395
Master Cylinder Push Rod ................................................. 396
Master Cylinder, Clutch ..............................................603-604
Master Cylinder/Brake Booster ......................................... 394
Mat Tape .............................................................................. 13
Mat, Trunk...................................................................326-327
Mechanic Gloves ............................................................... 150
Mechanical Speedometer Conversion................................ 588
Medallion, Side Marker ..................................................... 257
Memory Circuit Retainer ................................................... 615
Metering Valve, Disc Brake ............................................... 397
Mini-Tub Conversion Kit........................................... 360, 370
Mirror Bezel ....................................................................... 313
Mirror Bracket Mount Screw ............................................. 313
Mirror Glass, Bullet-Style Door Mirror ............................. 313
Mirror Mounting Set .......................................................... 313
Mirror Set, Under Hood ..................................................... 284
Mirror, Inner Rear View ..................................................66-67
Mirror, Outer Door ......................................................312-313
Mirror, Show ...................................................................... 188
Modulator Valve, Transmission ......................................... 585
Module, Coolant Level ...................................................... 432
Module, Headlamp Control ............................................... 107
Module, Ignition Control ............................520, 524-525, 531
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Module, Low Fuel Warning ................................................. 87
Molding Clip, Window Reveal .......................................... 240
Molding Release Tool ........................................................ 240
Molding, Adhesive Side ..................................................... 241
Molding, Armrest Base ........................................................ 61
Molding, Convertible Inner Header ................................... 305
Molding, Convertible Pillar Post ....................................... 239
Molding, Convertible Well......................................... 231, 304
Molding, Convertible Windshield Header ................. 231, 304
Molding, Dash Pad Trim ...................................................... 79
Molding, Door Front Pillar ................................................ 239
Molding, Door Reveal ....................................................... 240
Molding, Drip Rail ............................................................. 238
Molding, Exterior Door ..................................................... 241
Molding, Front Fender Corner Edge.................................. 240
Molding, Grill .............................................................272-273
Molding, Header Panel ...................................................... 273
Molding, Headliner .............................................................. 73
Molding, Hood Ledge ........................................................ 240
Molding, Interior Panel ........................................................ 59
Molding, Interior T-Top ..................................................... 300
Molding, Outer Ledge Reveal............................................ 240
Molding, Pillar Post ............................................................. 76
Molding, Protective Side ................................................... 241
Molding, Quarter Panel...................................................... 241
Molding, Quarter Vertical Chrome .................................... 241
Molding, Rear Panel .......................................................... 241
Molding, Rocker Panel ...................................................... 239
Molding, Roof Drip ........................................................... 238
Molding, Roof Drip Pillar Post .......................................... 238
Molding, Tail Lamp ................................................... 258, 260
Molding, Vinyl Top ............................................................ 238
Molding, Wheel Opening................................................... 237
Molding, Window Reveal .................................................. 240
Molding, Window Trim ..................................................... 238
Molding, Windshield.......................................................... 236
Mono-To-Multi-Leaf Rear Susp. Conversion .................... 372
Morse Cable Bracket.......................................................... 559
Motor Mount ...............................................468-469, 477, 589
Motor Mount Adapter ........................................................ 477
Motor Mount Bolt Set ........................................................ 469
Motor Mount Shims ........................................................... 469
Motor Oil, Joe Gibbs LS30 Synthetic ................................ 479
Motor Slide, Rear Hatch .................................................... 331
Motor, AC Blower.............................................................. 452
Motor, Convertible Top ...................................................... 305
Motor, Heater Blower ........................................................ 452
Motor, Power Window ....................................................... 314
Motor, Rally Sport Headlamp Door Actuator ............ 249, 251
Motor, Windshield Wiper ................................................... 335
Mount Plate, Exhaust Hanger ............................................ 569
Mount, Coil Spring ............................................................ 356
Mount, Front Bumper Corner ............................................ 268
Mount, Transmission.......................................................... 589
Mounting Bolt, Fan ............................................................ 438
Mounting Bolts, Convertible Manual Latch ...................... 305
Mounting Bracket, Fan ...................................................... 438
Mounting Bracket, Fire Extinguisher ................................ 189
Mounting Bucket, Headlamp ............................................. 247
Mounting Hub, Steering Wheel ......................... 117, 126, 129
Mounting Plate, Auto Shift Lamp ...................................... 135
Mounting Plate, Console Gauge ........................................ 131
Mounting Plate, Fuel Pump ............................................... 546
Mounting Plate, Fuel/Volt Gauge......................................... 82
Mounting Plate. Shift Lamp............................................... 137
Mounting Ring, Horn Cap ................................................. 129
Mounting Set, Actuator Shield........................................... 252
Mounting Set, Mirror ......................................................... 313
Mounts, Ignition Module ................................................... 521
Mouse Pad...................................................................150-151
MP3 Adapter ...................................................................... 103
MT Safety Housing ............................................................ 601
Mufﬂer ........................................................................570-572
Mufﬂer Heat Shield.................................................... 572, 578
Mug, Coffee ............................................................... 150, 151
Mug, Tumbler .................................................................... 157
Multi-Leaf Spring Clamp Rebuild Kit ............................... 371
Multi-Meter Tool................................................................ 472

N
Neck, Fuel Filler ................................................................ 542
Neon Wall Sign .................................................................. 160
Neutral Safety Switch Actuator ......................................... 110
Neutral Safety Switch Linkage Rod .................................. 110
Neutral Safety Switch Wiring Harness .............................. 110
Neutral Safety/Back Up Switch Relocation Kit................. 110
Neutral Safety/Back-Up Lamp Switch .............................. 110
New Car Salesroom Brochure ........................................... 170
New Car Window Sticker .................................................. 218
New Vehicle Build Sheet ................................................... 218
Nipple, Heater to Intake Manifold Hose ............................ 446
Nozzle, Fire Hose Type ...................................................... 187
Nozzle, Headlamp Washer ................................................. 245
Nozzle, Windshield Washer ............................................... 334
Nut & Washer, Pitman Arm ............................................... 342
Nut Set, Brake Rotor/Drum ............................................... 347
Nut, Antenna Bezel ............................................................ 106
Nut, Brake Booster to Firewall .......................................... 396
Nut, Door Window Upper Stop ......................................... 316
Nut, Fuel Inlet .................................................................... 557
Nut, Headlamp Beam Adjusting ........................................ 245
Nut, Headlamp Bezel Mount ............................................. 246
Nut, Headlamp Washer Nozzle .......................................... 245
Nut, Ignition Bezel ............................................................. 109
Nut, Master to Booster ....................................................... 396
Nut, Pitman Arm Shaft Lash Adjuster ............................... 342
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Nut, Power Steering Pulley ................................................ 340
Nut, Radiator Mount Well .................................................. 432
Nut, Radio Mount Shaft ..................................................... 103
Nut, Side Marker Lamp ..................................................... 257
Nut, Spare Tire ................................................................... 327
Nut, Wheel Lug ...........................................414, 419, 422-423
Nuts, Emblem Speed.......................................................... 205
Nuts, Lug............................................................................ 414
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Pad Set, Rear Leaf Spring .................................................. 372
Pad, Armrest....................................................................60-61
Pad, Convertible Top.......................................................... 304
Pad, Front Door Window Glass Inner Guide ..................... 234
Pad, Leaf Spring................................................................. 371
Pad, Park Brake Pedal ........................................................ 145
Pad, Radiator Mounting ..................................................... 432
Pad, Rear Spring ................................................................ 372
Pads, Dash ............................................................................ 78
Paint ............................................................................194-195
Paint & Body Manuals ....................................................... 176
Paint and Body Markers..................................................... 180
Paint Gauge Tool ................................................................ 336
Paint Masking Set, SS Wheel ............................................ 415
Paint Seal Gasket Set ......................................................... 229
Paint Spray Gun ................................................................. 197
Paint, Brake Caliper ........................................................... 409
Paint, Factory Black ........................................................... 195
Paint, Header ...................................................................... 578
Paint, Metal-Mimic ............................................................ 195
Paint, Shock Absorber........................................................ 365
Paint, Trunk ................................................................ 197, 327
Pan, Oil .............................................................................. 514
Pan, Transmission .......................................................584-585
Panel Emblems................................................................... 207
Panel Kit, Interior Door ....................................................... 53
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Plate, Oil Supply Adapter .................................................. 478
Plate, Radiator Cover ......................................................... 431
Plate, Rear Console Cover ................................................. 133
Plate, Shift Boot Retainer .................................................. 138
Plate, Shift Lens Backing................................................... 137
Plate, Sun Visor Delete ........................................................ 74
Plate, Throttle Body ........................................................... 558
Pliers, Brake ....................................................................... 409
Pliers, Spark Plug Terminal ............................................... 528
Plug, Alternator Adapter .................................................... 479
Plug, Floor Pan................................................................... 297
Plug, Front Door Inner Panel Access Hole .......................... 65
Plug, Oxygen Sensor.......................................................... 565
Plug, Posi Traction Differential Fill ................................... 381
Plug, Rear Axle Housing Drain ......................................... 380
Plug, Smog/Air Block Off ................................................. 566
Plug, Trunk Pan.................................................................. 329
Plugweld Pliers .................................................................. 336
Plumbing Set, Engine Coolant ........................................... 441
Points, Ignition ................................................................... 531
Polish Ball .......................................................................... 185
Polo Shirt ........................................................................... 148
Polyurethane Bushing Set .......................................... 351, 355
Positive Post Battery Tag ................................................... 212
Posi Traction Decal ............................................................ 214
Poster...........................................................................161-162
Power Accessory Lead Wire .............................................. 621
Power Antenna Relay......................................................... 106
Power Brake Check Valve.................................................. 396
Power Brake Tube .............................................................. 396
Power Buffer ...................................................................... 187
Power Chip......................................................................... 473
Power Disc Brake Tag........................................................ 217
Power Door Lock Actuator ................................................ 312
Power Door Lock Conversion ........................................... 312
Power Door Lock Position Sensor ..................................... 309
Power Door Lock Switch ................................................... 312
Power Door Mirror Switch .................................................. 67
Power Lock Conversion Set............................................... 312
Power Outer Door Mirror .................................................. 313
Power Programmer ............................................................ 472
Power Reverse Opening Hood Hinge Set .......................... 281
Power Seat Switch ............................................................... 45
Power Sprayer .................................................................... 184
Power Steering Belt ....................................................442-443
Power Steering Box Hose Retainer.................................... 341
Power Steering Bracket...................................................... 339
Power Steering Cap............................................................ 339
Power Steering Conversion Kit ......................................... 342
Power Steering Fluid.......................................................... 343
Power Steering Fluid Reservoir ................................. 338, 340
Power Steering Gearbox .................................................... 342
Power Steering Hose .......................................................... 341
Power Steering Hose Retainer ................................... 339, 341
Power Steering Kit ............................................................. 339
Power Steering Pulley Nut ................................................. 340
Power Steering Pump......................................................... 338
Power Steering Pump Mounting Stud................................ 340
Power Steering Pump Pulley ..................................... 340, 484
Power Steering Pump Rebuild Kit ..............................339-340
Power Steering Return Hose Clamp .................................. 341
Power Window Conversion Kit ......................................... 314
Power Window Grommet .................................................. 314
Power Window Harness Boot ............................................ 314
Power Window Motor ........................................................ 314
Power Window Relay ........................................................ 314
Power Window Switch ....................................................... 314
Power Window Switch Retainer ........................................ 314
Power Window Wiring Harness ................................. 314, 624
Powerglide Shifter Conversion .......................................... 593
Powerglide Shifter Conversion Rod ...........................592-593
Pre-Delivery Inspection Sheet ........................................... 218
Pressure Plate to Flywheel Bolt ......................................... 604
Printed Circuit Board Connector ......................................... 83
Printed Circuit, Dash............................................................ 83
Projector Style Headlamp .................................................. 242
Prop Rod, Hood ................................................................. 283
Proportioning Valve ........................................................... 397
Proportioning Valve Bracket .............................................. 397
Protective Side Molding .................................................... 241
Protector, Battery Terminal ................................................ 615
Prying Tool ......................................................................... 336
Pub Table............................................................................ 159
Pulley Nut, Power Steering ................................................ 340
Pulley Set, Serpentine Belt .................................480-482, 484
Pulley, Alternator ............................................................... 538
Pulley, Belt Tensioner ........................................................ 443
Pulley, Crankshaft .......................................................483-484
Pulley, Idler ................................................................ 443, 447
Pulley, Power Steering Pump ............................................. 340
Pulley, Smog Pump ............................................................ 567
Pulley, Water Pump ............................................................ 447
Pump Assembly, Convertible Top ...................................... 305
Pump, Fuel ......................................................... 545, 549, 552
Pump, Intercooler Fluid ..................................................... 474
Pump, Oil ........................................................................... 514
Pump, Power Steering........................................................ 338
Pump, Smog/AIR ............................................................... 567
Pump, Water ................................................................444-445
Pushrod Boot, Clutch ......................................................... 605
Pushrod Tool ...................................................................... 470
Pushrod, Clutch .................................................................. 605
Pushrod, Fuel Pump ........................................................... 545
Pushrod, Manual Brake Master Cylinder........................... 396
Pushrods ............................................................................. 512
Push Start Warning Decal .................................................. 216
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O-Ring Set, AC .................................................................. 459
Offset Bellhousing Dowel Pin ........................................... 601
Offset Control Arm Shafts ................................................. 349
Oil Breather Cap ................................................................ 505
Oil Bypass Eliminator ........................................................ 519
Oil Cap ............................................................................... 505
Oil Catch Tank ................................................................... 518
Oil Cooler, Automatic Transmission .................................. 587
Oil Deﬂector, Valvetrain .................................................... 512
Oil Dipstick ........................................................................ 517
Oil Dipstick Tube Seal ....................................................... 517
Oil Filler Cap Decal ........................................................... 216
Oil Filler Tube .................................................................... 517
Oil Filter ............................................................................. 519
Oil Filter Adapter ............................................................... 519
Oil Filter Bypass Valve ...................................................... 519
Oil Filter Bypass Valve Bolts ............................................. 519
Oil Filter Canister .............................................................. 519
Oil Filter Cover .................................................................. 519
Oil Filter FilterMag ............................................................ 519
Oil Filter Fitting Connector ............................................... 519
Oil Filter Preﬁlter Screen ................................................... 519
Oil Filter Wrench ............................................................... 519
Oil Line Fitting .................................................................. 139
Oil Pan ................................................................478, 514-515
Oil Pan Bafﬂe..............................................................514-515
Oil Pan Battery Cable Clip ........................................ 516, 611
Oil Pan Bolts ...............................................................515-516
Oil Pan Drain Plug ............................................................. 516
Oil Pan Drain Plug Gasket ................................................. 516
Oil Pan Gaskets ...........................................................514-515
Oil Pan Windage Tray ........................................................ 515
Oil Pressure Line, Console Gauge ..................................... 139
Oil Pressure Sending Unit.................................................. 518
Oil Pressure Switch Socket ................................................ 518
Oil Pump ............................................................................ 514
Oil Pump Cover ................................................................. 514
Oil Pump Drive Shaft......................................................... 515
Oil Pump Intake Screen ..................................................... 514
Oil Pump Primer Tool ........................................................ 470
Oil Pump To Distributor Shaft ........................................... 531
Oil Return Screen............................................................... 507
Oil Supply Adapter Plate ................................................... 478
Oil, Engine ......................................................................... 518
Ornament, Rally Wheel.............................................. 412, 416
Outer Door Handle ............................................................. 308
Outer Door Handle Spring Clip ......................................... 308
Outer Door Hardware ........................................................ 250
Outer Door Lock Cylinder ................................................. 311
Outer Door Lock Cylinder Gasket ..................................... 311
Outer Door Mirror.......................................................312-313
Outer Door Mirror Bracket ................................................ 313
Outer Door Mirror Rivet .................................................... 313
Outer Door Skin ................................................................. 306
Outer Headlamp Door, Rally Sport.................................... 250
Outer Ledge Reveal Molding............................................. 240
Outer Rear Body Panel ...................................................... 332
Outer Tie Rod..................................................................... 344
Outer Wheelhouse .............................................................. 293
Outer Wheelhouse Panel .................................................... 321
Outlet Deﬂector, Air ........................................................... 456
Overﬂow Bottle, Radiator .................................................. 433
Owner’s Manual................................................................. 169
Oxygen Sensor ................................................................... 552
Oxygen Sensor Fitting ....................................................... 565
Oxygen Sensor Plug........................................................... 565

Panel, Cowl .................................................................290-291
Panel, Dash ........................................................................ 292
Panel, Dash Instrument ...................................................... 292
Panel, Firewall ................................................................... 292
Panel, Floor Pan To Firewall Extension............................. 294
Panel, Gauge Mount............................................................. 92
Panel, Header ..............................................................274-275
Panel, Instrument Carrier ................................................80-81
Panel, Interior Door ..................................................25, 50-55
Panel, Rear Finish .............................................................. 332
Panel, Rear Seat Back ........................................................ 296
Panel, Rear Side ..............................................................52-53
Panel, Rocker ..............................................................297-298
Panel, Shift Tunnel ............................................................. 297
Panhard Relocation Kit ...................................................... 375
Panhard Rod ................................................................374-375
Park Brake Adjusting Pull Spring ...................................... 407
Park Brake Adjustment Nuts.............................................. 407
Park Brake Cable ....................................................... 147, 406
Park Brake Cable Bracket .................................................. 407
Park Brake Cable Connector .............................................. 406
Park Brake Cable Retainer ..........................................406-407
Park Brake Cable Retainer Clip ......................................... 406
Park Brake Cable Tension Spring ...................................... 407
Park Brake Guide Bar Spring ............................................ 407
Park Brake Hardware ......................................................... 406
Park Brake Lamp Switch ................................................... 407
Park Brake Lamp Switch Clip ........................................... 407
Park Brake Pre-Load Spring .............................................. 407
Park Brake Release Handle ................................................ 407
Park Brake Shield .............................................................. 406
Park Brake Shoe................................................................. 406
Park Lamp Assembly ..................................................254-255
Park Lamp Housing ........................................................... 254
Park Lamp Lens ..........................................................254-255
Park Lamp Lens Gasket ..................................................... 255
Park Lamp Lens Screw ...................................................... 254
Park Lamp Lens Trim ........................................................ 255
Park Lamp Mounting Hardware ........................................ 254
Park Lamp Socket Assembly ............................................. 254
Park Lamp Trim Bezel ....................................................... 255
Park Mat ............................................................................. 190
Park/Neutral Relay Set....................................................... 625
Parking Brake............................................................. 145, 147
Parking Brake Cable .......................................................... 406
Parking Brake Cable Equalizer .......................................... 407
Parking Brake Levers ......................................................... 406
Parking Brake Pedal Pad.................................................... 145
Parking Brake Release ....................................................... 407
Parking Brake Trim Plate ................................................... 143
Parking Guide System, Laser............................................. 188
Partial Floor Pan .........................................................294-295
Partition Holder, Fold Down Rear Seat ......................... 45, 77
Partition, Fold Down Rear Seat ..................................... 45, 77
Parts Tray ........................................................................... 188
Patch Panel, Door Jamb ..................................................... 297
Patch Panel, Firewall Body Mount .................................... 292
Patch Panel, Floor Pan ................................................294-295
Patch Panel, Front Fender .................................................. 287
Patch Panel, Quarter........................................................... 320
Pawl, Door Lock ................................................................ 311
PCV Hose Clip ................................................................... 503
PCV Valve .......................................................................... 503
PCV Valve Hose................................................................. 503
Pedal Assembly ...................................................140, 144-147
Pedal Bushing .................................................................... 145
Pedal Pads ...................................................140-142, 147, 238
Pedal Pin, Brake/Clutch ..................................................... 145
Pedal Rod Support ..................................................... 118, 145
Pedal Support Bracket........................................................ 144
Pedal, Accelerator .............................................. 140, 144, 146
Pedal, Brake ................................................................144-147
Pedal, Clutch ...................................................................... 144
Pedestal, Gauge Mount ........................................................ 92
Pen...............................................................................150-151
Performance Air Cleaners .................................................. 492
Performance Exhaust ......................................................... 569
Performance Gauges .......................................................88-99
Performance Module .......................................................... 473
Performance Programmer .................................................. 473
Performance Rear Disc Brake Set...................................... 369
Performance Rear Suspension Kit ..................................... 369
Performance Suspension .............................................345-377
Pickle Fork Tool Set ........................................................... 345
Pillar Post Molding .............................................................. 76
Pilot Bolt, Hood Latch ....................................................... 283
Pin, Accelerator Pedal Mounting ....................................... 140
Pin, Hat / Lapel ...........................................................150-151
Pin, Hood ........................................................................... 280
Pinion Bumper, Rear Axle ................................................. 380
Pinion Gear Crush Sleeve .................................................. 380
Pinion Wedges.................................................................... 372
Pipes, Exhaust Manifold .................................................... 568
Piston Rod Bolt, Convertible Top ...................................... 305
Piston, Performance ........................................................... 509
Pitman Arm ........................................................................ 344
Pitman Arm Nut & Washer Set .......................................... 342
Pitman Arm Puller.............................................................. 345
Pitman Arm Shaft Lash Adjuster Nut ................................ 342
Pivot Ball, Bellcrank .......................................................... 606
Pivot Ball, Clutch Fork (Adjustable) ................................. 604
Pivot Bolt, Convertible Top ............................................... 305
Plastic Rear Window, Convertible Top .............................. 302
Plastic Repair Kit ............................................................... 191
Plate, Carburetor Linkage .................................................. 559
Plate, Console Forward Panel ............................................ 136
Plate, Intake Block Off....................................................... 567

Product Index
Q
Quarter Dome Lamp Lens ................................................... 68
Quarter Dome Lamp Socket ................................................ 69
Quarter Panel ..................................................................... 318
Quarter Panel & Door Frame ............................................. 298
Quarter Panel Brace ........................................................... 298
Quarter Panel Louver Mount Template ............................. 320
Quarter Panel Louvers ....................................................... 320
Quarter Panel Molding....................................................... 241
Quarter Panel Patch Panel .................................................. 320
Quarter Panel Reinforcement ............................................. 298
Quarter Panel Skin ......................................................318-319
Quarter Panel Trunk Opening Corner Stiffener ................. 329
Quarter Panel Water Shield .................................................. 65
Quarter Panel, Inner ........................................................... 320
Quarter Patch Panel............................................................ 320
Quarter Sail Panel Fastener .................................................. 74
Quarter Vertical Chrome Moldings .................................... 241
Quarter Vertical Molding Channel Insert ........................... 241
Quarter Window Attachment/Roller Assembly ................. 316
Quarter Window Glass ............................................... 233, 235
Quarter Window Lower Guide Roller................................ 316
Quarter Window Regulator ................................................ 314
Quartz Clock Conversion..................................................... 83
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R
Rack and Pinion Steering Shaft ......................................... 343
Rack and Pinion Steering System ...................................... 343
Radiator .......................................................................428-430
Radiator Bushings .............................................................. 275
Radiator Cap ...............................................................432-433
Radiator Cover Plate .......................................................... 431
Radiator Fan ................................................................435-437
Radiator Fan Shroud .......................................................... 434
Radiator Fan Switch........................................................... 453
Radiator Hose..............................................................440-441
Radiator Hose Clamp ......................................................... 433
Radiator Hose Reducers ..................................................... 441
Radiator Lower Air Bafﬂe ................................................. 431
Radiator Mount Bracket..................................................... 431
Radiator Mount Well Nut ................................................... 432
Radiator Opening X-Brace ................................................ 275
Radiator Overﬂow Bottle ................................................... 433
Radiator Overﬂow Hose .................................................... 433
Radiator Overﬂow Hose Retainer ...................................... 433
Radiator Overﬂow Jar Cap................................................. 433
Radiator Petcock ................................................................ 432
Radiator Retainer Pad ........................................................ 432
Radiator Support ................................................................ 275
Radiator Support Bushings ................................................ 275
Radiator Support Filler Panel............................................. 431
Radiator Support to Hood Seal .......................................... 431
Radiator Tag ....................................................................... 432
Radiator/Cooling Fan Relay .............................................. 438
Radio ...........................................................................100-101
Radio Ampliﬁer.................................................................. 104
Radio Antenna.................................................................... 106
Radio Antenna Body .......................................................... 106
Radio Color Bar ................................................................. 103
Radio Control Knob ........................................................... 103
Radio Delete Plate...............................................................111
Radio Faceplate.................................................................. 102
Radio Lens ......................................................................... 102
Radio Module..................................................................... 102
Radio Mount ...................................................................... 102
Radio Mount Shaft Nut ...................................................... 103
Radio Noise Suppressor ..................................................... 104
Radio Off Delay ................................................................. 103
Radio Receiver ................................................................... 102
Radio Retainer Screw ........................................................ 103
Radio Support Bracket ....................................................... 102
Radio Tone Control Knob .................................................. 103
Radio Woodgrain Plate ...................................................... 102
Rag Joint .................................................................... 116, 342
Rain Gutter, Convertible ............................................ 231, 304
Rally Sport Actuator Bracket ............................................. 252
Rally Sport Actuator Pin Clip ............................................ 251
Rally Sport Actuator Shield ............................................... 252
Rally Sport Center Grill ..............................................271-272
Rally Sport Clevis Pin Fastener Set ................................... 251
Rally Sport Electric Headlamp Door ................................. 250
Rally Sport Firewall Grommet........................................... 252
Rally Sport Grill Vertical Divider Bracket......................... 273
Rally Sport Grill Vertical Divider Rubber Insert ............... 273
Rally Sport Headlamp Bellcrank ....................................... 251
Rally Sport Headlamp Bellcrank Bracket .......................... 251
Rally Sport Headlamp Bushing Set ................................... 251
Rally Sport Headlamp Conversion Kit .............................. 248
Rally Sport Headlamp Door Actuator Motor ............. 249, 251
Rally Sport Headlamp Door Assembly .............................. 250
Rally Sport Headlamp Door Backing Plate ....................... 250
Rally Sport Headlamp Door Brackets................................ 250
Rally Sport Headlamp Door Hinge Bolt ............................ 250
Rally Sport Headlamp Door Opening Molding ................. 250
Rally Sport Headlamp Door Stopper ................................. 250
Rally Sport Headlamp Door Trim ...................................... 250
Rally Sport Headlamp Limit Switch .................................. 251
Rally Sport Headlamp Motor Housing .............................. 251
Rally Sport Headlamp Output Arm.................................... 251
Rally Sport Headlamp Pivot Bolt ...................................... 250
Rally Sport Headlamp Relay ............................................. 251
Rally Sport Headlamp Return Cover ................................. 250
Rally Sport Headlamp Shoulder Washer Kit ..................... 251
Rally Sport Headlamp Wiring Diagram ............................. 170
Rally Sport Hose Strap Set ................................................ 252
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Rally Sport Limit Switch Bracket ...................................... 251
Rally Sport Lower Molding Set ......................................... 239
Rally Sport Molding Clip................................................... 239
Rally Sport Molding Mount Template ............................... 239
Rally Sport Over Center Bracket / Spring Set ................... 251
Rally Sport Park Lamp Wiring Grommet .......................... 254
Rally Sport Relay Board Assembly ................................... 251
Rally Sport Relay Mounting Bracket................................. 251
Rally Sport Vacuum Actuator ............................................ 251
Rally Sport Vacuum Headlamp Reservoir ......................... 252
Rally Wheel Insert ..................................................... 412, 416
Rally Wheel Instruction Decal ........................................... 214
Rally Wheel Ornament....................................................... 412
Rally Wheel Ornament Screw............................................ 412
Rally Wheels .......................................................410-412, 415
Ramps, Vehicle................................................................... 190
Rear AC Compressor Bracket ............................................ 460
Rear Ashtray....................................................................... 113
Rear Ashtray Upholstery ...................................................... 53
Rear Axle Bearing .......................................................380-381
Rear Axle Brake Hose Bracket .......................................... 399
Rear Axle Bumper.............................................................. 380
Rear Axle Flange U-Bolt ................................................... 379
Rear Axle Housing ......................................................378-379
Rear Axle Housing Drain Plug .......................................... 380
Rear Axle Lubricant ........................................................... 381
Rear Axle Lubrication ID Tag ............................................ 380
Rear Axle Pinion Bumper .................................................. 380
Rear Axle Shaft .................................................................. 380
Rear Body Lamp Wiring Harness ...................................... 620
Rear Body Panel ................................................................ 332
Rear Body Panel Lock Support.......................................... 330
Rear Brake Hose Mounting Bolt........................................ 399
Rear Brake Regulator Valve............................................... 397
Rear Bumper .............................................................. 265, 332
Rear Bumper Bracket ......................................................... 269
Rear Bumper End Gasket................................................... 268
Rear Bumper Guard ........................................................... 269
Rear Bumper Impact Bar ................................................... 265
Rear Bumper Rivet ............................................................ 268
Rear Bumperette ................................................................ 269
Rear Console Cover Plate .................................................. 133
Rear Control Arm............................................................... 374
Rear Convertible Side Well Panel ........................................ 53
Rear Cross Bar Extension .................................................. 329
Rear Cross Rail .................................................................. 332
Rear Disc Brake Conversion ...............................383-384, 393
Rear Door Glass Stop Bumper Assembly .......................... 316
Rear Drum Brake Spring ................................................... 405
Rear End Cover .................................................................. 381
Rear End Housing .............................................................. 360
Rear End Main Cap Stud ................................................... 380
Rear Finish Panel ............................................................... 332
Rear Hatch Hinge Bolt ....................................................... 331
Rear Hatch Motor Nylon Guides ....................................... 331
Rear Hatch Motor Slide ..................................................... 331
Rear Hatch Weatherstrip .................................................... 229
Rear Inner Body/Trunk Hinge, Convertible ...................... 323
Rear Inner Side Armrest Panels ........................................... 53
Rear Inner Valance Panel ................................................... 332
Rear Leaf Spring Eye Bolt ................................................. 373
Rear Leaf Spring Installation Kit ....................................... 371
Rear Leaf Spring Shackle .................................................. 371
Rear Leaf Spring Shock Plates .......................................... 372
Rear Main Seal Adapter ..................................................... 514
Rear Panel Decal ................................................................ 218
Rear Panel Emblem.....................................................206-207
Rear Panel Molding ........................................................... 241
Rear Park Brake Cable ............................................... 147, 406
Rear Radio Speaker Cover ................................................. 105
Rear Seat Back Panel ......................................................... 296
Rear Seat Brace .................................................................. 296
Rear Seat Console .............................................................. 134
Rear Seat Floor Hook......................................................... 297
Rear Seat Frame ................................................................... 43
Rear Seat Shelf..................................................................... 77
Rear Seat Shelf Jute Padding ............................................... 77
Rear Seat Speaker Shelf Extension .................................... 322
Rear Seat Speaker Shelf Panel ........................................... 322
Rear Seat To Trunk Partitions .............................................. 77
Rear Seat Upholstery, Sport ................................................. 39
Rear Shock Reinforcement Plate ....................................... 329
Rear Shock Tower Brace.................................................... 376
Rear Shock Tower Panel .................................................... 329
Rear Shocks, Mini-Tub ...................................................... 370
Rear Side Panel ...............................................................52-53
Rear Side Panel Molding ..................................................... 59
Rear Speaker Enclosure Retainer....................................... 105
Rear Spoiler ............................................... 188, 198, 266, 277
Rear Spoiler Emblem ......................................................... 206
Rear Spring Pad Set ........................................................... 372
Rear Spring Shackles ......................................................... 374
Rear Storage Box Insert ..................................................... 114
Rear Suspension System, Torque Arm ............................... 375
Rear Suspension, 4-Link .............................................368-369
Rear Tail Panel Cover, Fiberglass ...................................... 332
Rear Upper Shock Mount .................................................. 365
Rear Valance Panel............................................................. 332
Rear View Mirror ............................................................66-67
Rear View Mirror Adhesive ................................................. 67
Rear View Mirror Mount ..................................................... 67
Rear Wheel Opening Molding ........................................... 237
Rear Wheelhouse Panel (Mini-Tub) .................................. 370
Rear Window Defogger Wiring Harness ........................... 620
Rear Window Glass Molding ............................................. 236
Rear Window Louvers ....................................................... 277
Rear Window Molding Clip ............................................... 236
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Rear Window Spoiler ......................................................... 277
Rear Window Track Upper Plate ....................................... 316
Rear Window Wing ............................................................ 277
Rear Window, Convertible Top .......................................... 302
Rebuild Kit, Brake Master Cylinder .................................. 396
Rebuild Kit, Power Steering Pump .............................339-340
Rebuild Kit, Transmission ................................................. 583
Receiver Bracket, AC......................................................... 461
Receiver Drier Mounting Screws....................................... 461
Receiver, Radio .................................................................. 102
Receiver/Dryer, AC ............................................................ 461
Receiver/Evaporator Tube, AC .......................................... 461
Reducer, Header Collector ................................................. 563
Reﬂector, Dome Lamp ......................................................... 69
Regulator, Door Window ................................................... 314
Regulator, Fuel Pressure .................................................... 549
Reinforcement Ring, Shift Hole ........................................ 297
Reinforcement, Grill .......................................................... 271
Reinforcement, Quarter Panel ............................................ 298
Relay Board Assembly, Rally Sport................................... 251
Relay, AC ........................................................................... 453
Relay, Cowl Induction ....................................................... 489
Relay, Electric Fan ......................................................438-439
Relay, Electric Water Pump ............................................... 625
Relay, Fast Idle Cut-Off ..................................................... 557
Relay, Fog Lamp ................................................................ 256
Relay, Fuel Pump ............................................................... 548
Relay, Headlamp ................................................................ 245
Relay, Power Antenna ........................................................ 106
Relay, Power Window ........................................................ 314
Relay, Starter ...................................................................... 535
Relay, Transmission Control Spark.................................... 621
Release Cable, Seat .............................................................. 45
Release Handle, Park Brake ............................................... 407
Release Lever, Tilt Wheel .................................................. 119
Relocation Kit, Neutral Safety/Back-Up Switch ............... 110
Relocation Kit, Panhard ..................................................... 375
Relocation Set, Ignition Coil.............................................. 476
Remote Choke Thermostat Cover ...................................... 560
Remote Control Battery Disconnect .................................. 624
Remote Door Mirror ...................................................312-313
Remote Master Disconnect ................................................ 624
Remote Mirror Bezel Retainer ............................................. 67
Remote Mirror Bracket ...............................................312-313
Remote Starter Solenoid, Universal................................... 535
Remote Starter Switch Tool ............................................... 473
Repair Kit, Hatch Pull-Down............................................. 331
Repair Kit, Windshield Washer Pump ............................... 335
Repair Manual.................................................................... 169
Repair Set, Rag Joint.......................................................... 342
Reserve Check Valve/Filter Assembly ............................... 252
Reservoir, Clutch ............................................................... 604
Reservoir, Power Steering Fluid ................................ 338, 340
Reservoir, Rally Sport Vacuum Headlamp ........................ 252
Residual Pressure Valve ..................................................... 397
Resistor, Blower Motor ...................................................... 453
Resistor, Ignition Coil ........................................................ 532
Restoration Handbook ....................................................... 170
Retainer Clip, PCV ............................................................ 503
Retainer Clip, Speedometer Cable ....................................... 85
Retainer Nut, Tail Lamp..................................................... 259
Retainer Plate, Inner Door Panel ....................................... 316
Retainer, Battery Cable ...................................................... 615
Retainer, Center Dash Panel ...............................................111
Retainer, Column Lock Plate ............................................. 118
Retainer, Cowl Induction Valve ......................................... 489
Retainer, Dash Panel Molding ............................................. 79
Retainer, Dash Vent Bezel.................................................. 455
Retainer, Door Lock Cylinder ............................................ 311
Retainer, Front Air Deﬂector.............................................. 265
Retainer, Front Bumper...................................................... 265
Retainer, Grill Emblem ...................................................... 201
Retainer, Heater Control Cable .......................................... 456
Retainer, Hood Insulation .................................................. 285
Retainer, Horn Cap............................................................. 129
Retainer, Inner Door Panel................................................. 316
Retainer, Liftgate Trim Panel ............................................. 331
Retainer, Lock Cylinder ..................................................... 311
Retainer, Park Brake Cable .........................................406-407
Retainer, Power Steering Hose .................................. 339, 341
Retainer, Power Window Switch ....................................... 314
Retainer, Rear Speaker Enclosure ...................................... 105
Retainer, Remote Mirror Bezel’........................................... 67
Retainer, Shift Plate Bulb................................................... 137
Retainer, Shift Plate Slider ................................................. 137
Retainer, Shoulder Belt ........................................................ 48
Retainer, Side Marker Lamp .............................................. 257
Retainer, Space Saver Tire Inﬂator .................................... 327
Retainer, Starter Wire Harness ........................................... 535
Retainer, TCS Switch Wire ................................................ 621
Retainer, Trunk Lock ......................................................... 330
Retainer, Windshield Molding ........................................... 237
Retaining Pin, Brake Shoe ................................................. 405
Retaining Ring, Headlamp ................................................. 247
Retractor, Seat Belt .............................................................. 48
Return Spring Extension Rod ............................................ 606
Return Spring, Clutch Fork ................................................ 606
Return, Throttle Spring ...................................................... 559
Reverse Lamp Gasket ........................................................ 262
Reverse Lamp Housing ...................................................... 262
Reverse Lamp Lens.................................................... 258, 261
Reverse Lamp Switch ........................................................ 110
Reverse Lock Out Assembly.............................................. 606
Ring & Pinion Installation Kit ........................................... 381
Ring & Pinion Shim Set..................................................... 380
Ring Gear, Flywheel .......................................................... 602
Ring, Gauge Mount Angle ................................................... 92
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Ring, Shift Boot ................................................................. 138
Rivet, Ball Joint ................................................................. 347
Rivet, Outer Door Mirror ................................................... 313
Rivet, Rear Bumper ........................................................... 268
Road Draft Tube Hardware ................................................ 517
Road Side Assistance Kit ................................................... 178
Rocker Arm Locks ............................................................. 512
Rocker Arm Stud................................................................ 512
Rocker Arm Stud Girdle .................................................... 512
Rocker Arms ...................................................................... 512
Rocker Panel ...............................................................297-298
Rocker Panel Emblem........................................................ 203
Rocker Panel Extension ............................................. 266, 277
Rocker Panel Flap .............................................................. 298
Rocker Panel Molding ............................................... 239, 320
Rocker Panel Molding Hardware................................239-240
Rocker Stud Removal Tool ................................................ 470
Rocker Switch .................................................................... 617
Rod Assembly, Door Opening ........................................... 309
Rod Swivel, Accelerator .................................................... 141
Rod, Accelerator ................................................................ 141
Rod, Clutch Adjustment ..................................................... 605
Rod, Hood Opening Assist................................................. 283
Roll Cage ........................................................................... 370
Roller Pilot Bearing ........................................................... 600
Roller, Door Glass.............................................................. 315
Roller, Quarter Window Lower Guide ............................... 316
Roof Drip Molding ............................................................ 238
Roof Drip Pillar Post Molding ........................................... 238
Roof Panel.......................................................................... 299
Roof Panel Braces .............................................................. 299
Roof Rail Weatherstrip............................................... 228, 230
Roof Rail Weatherstrip Clip ............................................... 228
Roof Rail Weatherstrip Retainer Track .............................. 228
Roof Rail Weatherstrip Screw Set...................................... 228
Rotabroach Cutter .............................................................. 337
Rotor, Brake ........................................................386-387, 401
Rotor, Ignition ............................................ 520, 522, 525, 533
RS Front End Conversion .................................................. 249
RS Grill & Headlamp Door Applique................................ 272
Rubber Bumper, Headlamp Door ...................................... 250
Rubber Bumper, Hood ....................................................... 285
Rubber Electric Fan Spacer ............................................... 438
Rubber Stopper Kit ............................................................ 229
Rubber Stoppers, Convertible Top Frame.......................... 304
Rubberized Undercoating .................................................. 196
Rust Prevention .................................................................. 192
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Shift Light ............................................................................ 99
Shift Plate ............................................................137-138, 608
Shift Plate Bulb Retainer ................................................... 137
Shift Plate Insert................................................................. 136
Shift Plate Lens .................................................................. 136
Shift Plate Seal ................................................................... 137
Shift Plate Slider Retainer.................................................. 137
Shift Plate Slider, Console ................................................. 137
Shift Tunnel Boot ............................................................... 138
Shift Tunnel Panel .............................................................. 297
Shift Tunnel, Manual ......................................................... 139
Shifter Arm......................................................................... 606
Shifter Assembly .......................... 590-591, 594-597, 606-607
Shifter Base, Horseshoe ..................................................... 590
Shifter Button Return Spring, Console .............................. 132
Shifter Cable, AT................................................................ 588
Shifter Conversion ............................................................. 593
Shifter Cover ...................................................................... 597
Shifter Detent, 3-Speed ...................................................... 593
Shifter Handle .................................................... 590, 595, 608
Shifter Linkage Set ............................................................ 606
Shifter Mount Bracket........................................................ 606
Shifter Rebuild Set ............................................................. 607
Shifter Rod Retainer Clip................................................... 606
Shifter Rod, Floor .............................................................. 592
Shifter Stabilizer Rod......................................................... 607
Shim Set, Ring and Pinion ................................................. 380
Shim, Body Alignment....................................................... 287
Shim, Motor Mounts .......................................................... 469
Shims, Brake Pad ............................................................... 404
Shims, Distributor Housing ............................................... 531
Shims, Starter ..................................................................... 535
Shock Absorber ...........................................................365-367
Shock Absorber Cap .......................................................... 365
Shock Absorber Paint......................................................... 365
Shock Decal ....................................................................... 217
Shock Extenders, Leaf Spring Conversion ........................ 365
Shock Hardware ................................................................. 365
Shock Mount, Upper Front ................................................ 365
Shock Plates, Rear Leaf Spring ......................................... 372
Shock Tower Brace, Rear................................................... 376
Shock Tower Panel, Rear ................................................... 329
Shocks, Coilover ................................................ 359, 364, 367
Shoe, Park Brake................................................................ 406
Shop Grip Tool ................................................................... 188
Shop Manual .......................................................168-169, 174
Shoulder Belt Bracket .......................................................... 48
Shoulder Belt Harness Retainer ........................................... 48
Show Mirrors+A3787 ........................................................ 188
Shroud, Air Cleaner ........................................................... 491
Shroud, Fan ........................................................................ 434
Side Air Vent Shut-Off Elbow Assembly ........................... 454
Side Bracket Cover, Bucket Seat ......................................... 43
Side Marker Custom Medallion ......................................... 257
Side Marker Lamp ......................................................255-257
Side Marker Lamp Bezel ................................................... 257
Side Marker Lamp Gasket ................................................. 260
Side Marker Lamp Lens..................................................... 257
Side Marker Lamp Mounting Template ............................. 256
Side Marker Lamp Nut ...................................................... 257
Side Marker Lamp Retainer ............................................... 257
Side Marker Lamp Socket ................................................. 257
Side Moldings .................................................................... 241
Side Pane, Trunk Lower..................................................... 329
Side Panel, Interior Rear ...................................................... 52
Side Window Corner Filler Weatherstrip ........................... 227
Sign, Wall ................................................................... 160, 164
Silencer, Door Lock Rod.................................................... 309
Silicone Engine Coolant Plumbing Set .............................. 441
Sill Plate ............................................................................... 10
Sill Plate Screws .................................................................. 10
Sill Plate Wire Harness Guard ............................................. 10
Simulated Hood Pins.......................................................... 280
SiriusXM Radio Tuner ....................................................... 103
Sleeve, Adjusting ............................................................... 344
Sleeve, Armrest .................................................................... 61
Sleeve, Fuel Filler Neck..................................................... 542
Sleeve, Jack Wrench .......................................................... 327
Sleeve, Wiring Protective................................................... 533
Slide Hammer Tool ............................................................ 336
Slip Shaft, Steering Column .............................................. 117
SMD LED Light Bulb........................................................ 263
Smog Check Valve ............................................................. 567
Smog Diverter Elbow ........................................................ 567
Smog Pump ........................................................................ 567
Smog Pump Belt, Reproduction ........................................ 567
Smog Pump Hose Tower Clamp ........................................ 567
Smog Pump Pulley............................................................. 567
Smog Tubes........................................................................ 567
Smog/Air Block Off Plug .................................................. 566
Snap Ring, Shift Knob ....................................................... 591
Snubbers, Traction Bar....................................................... 377
Socket Assembly, Park Lamp ............................................ 254
Socket, Ashtray Lamp ........................................................ 113
Socket, License Lamp ........................................................ 262
Socket, Oil Pressure Switch ............................................... 518
Socket, Quarter Dome Lamp ............................................... 69
Socket, Side Marker Lamp ................................................ 257
Socket, Tail Lamp .............................................................. 259
Solar Wing Rear Window Spoiler ...................................... 277
Solenoid, Cowl Induction .................................................. 489
Solenoid, Headlamp Washer Drip Valve ............................ 245
Solenoid, Liftgate/Trunk Lock ........................................... 331
Solenoid, Starter................................................................. 535
Solenoid, Throttle............................................................... 556
Sound Deadener ........................................................... 13, 191
Space Saver Spare Inﬂator Decal ....................................... 215
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S-Brace, Power Steering .................................................... 339
Safety Housing, MT ........................................................... 601
Sail Panel Emblem ............................................................. 206
Sail Panel Fastener, Quarter ................................................. 74
Sail Panel Trim..................................................................... 74
Sail Panel, Inner ............................................................. 72, 74
Sales Brochure, Super Sport .............................................. 171
Sash Channel, Door Window Upper .................................. 315
Scan Tool............................................................................ 472
Scraping Tool ..................................................................... 336
Screen, Cowl Induction...................................................... 489
Screen, Oil Pump Intake .................................................... 514
Screen, Windshield Washer Fluid Jar................................. 334
Screw Kit, Console Gauge Installation .............................. 131
Screw Set, Door Latch ....................................................... 308
Screw Set, Door Panel Mounting......................................... 62
Screw Set, Exterior ............................................................ 276
Screw Set, Glove Box ........................................................ 114
Screw Set, Interior ............................................................... 59
Screw Set, Wood Wheel ..................................................... 117
Screw, Armrest Base ............................................................ 61
Screw, Blower Motor Mounting ........................................ 452
Screw, Carburetor Float Bowl............................................ 559
Screw, Center Dash Air Outlet ........................................... 456
Screw, Choke Thermostat Mounting ................................. 560
Screw, Console ................................................................... 131
Screw, Console Shift Plate ................................................. 135
Screw, Convertible Header Molding.................................. 231
Screw, Convertible Rear Speaker ...................................... 105
Screw, Cowl Induction Hood Frame .................................. 489
Screw, Deluxe Door Handle ................................................ 63
Screw, Door Mirror Mount .........................................312-313
Screw, Heater Box Resistor ............................................... 453
Screw, Interior Rear View Mirror ........................................ 67
Screw, Mirror Bracket Mount ............................................ 313
Screw, Park Lamp Lens ..................................................... 254
Screw, Radio Retainer ........................................................ 103
Screw, Rally Wheel Ornament ........................................... 412
Screw, Rocker Panel Molding............................................ 239
Screw, Roof Rail Weatherstrip ........................................... 228
Screw, Trim Panel .............................................................. 331
Screw, Upper Outlet Deﬂector ........................................... 456
Screw, Wheel Opening Molding ........................................ 237
Screws, Chrome Sheet Metal ......................................... 49, 58
Screws, Kick Panel .............................................................. 49
Screws, Receiver Drier Mounting...................................... 461
Screws, Windshield/Back Glass Molding Clip .................. 237
Seal Puller .......................................................................... 347
Seal Set, Firewall Cowl Rubber ......................................... 229
Seal Set, Fresh Air Duct ..................................................... 454
Seal Set, Vent Ball.............................................................. 455
Seal, AC Dash Air Vent ...................................................... 454
Seal, AC Tube Foam .......................................................... 460
Seal, Air Cleaner Lid.......................................................... 491
Seal, Bellcrank (Felt) ......................................................... 606
Seal, Core Support To Radiator ......................................... 275
Seal, Cowl Induction Hood to Air Cleaner ........................ 489

Seal, Cowl Induction Valve Frame .................................... 489
Seal, Door Lock Pillar........................................................ 228
Seal, Evaporator Box ......................................................... 460
Seal, Evaporator Core Housing.......................................... 461
Seal, Evaporator Core Pipe ................................................ 461
Seal, Fender to Side Cowl.................................................. 291
Seal, Heater Box ................................................................ 452
Seal, Heater Core ............................................................... 450
Seal, Lower Door Weatherstrip .......................................... 228
Seal, Radiator Support to Hood ......................................... 431
Seal, Shift Boot .................................................................. 138
Seal, Shift Plate .................................................................. 137
Seal, Steering Column ....................................................... 117
Seal, Top Frame To Body................................................... 228
Seal, Windshield Wiper Motor To Firewall ....................... 335
Seal/Retainer, Heater Core Tube ........................................ 450
Sealant, Gasket................................................................... 512
Sealer, Windshield/Back Glass Installation ....................... 234
Sealing Grease, Air Filter................................................... 493
Seam Buster Chisel Tool .................................................... 336
Seam Tape ............................................................................ 13
Seat Adjuster Handle............................................................ 45
Seat Adjuster Knob .............................................................. 45
Seat Back Catch ................................................................... 45
Seat Back Hook.................................................................. 322
Seat Back Panel, Bucket ...................................................... 43
Seat Back Retainers ............................................................. 43
Seat Back Stopper ................................................................ 45
Seat Belt ..........................................................................46-47
Seat Belt Anchor Bolt .......................................................... 48
Seat Belt Bolt Cover ............................................................ 48
Seat Belt Buckle................................................................... 48
Seat Belt Buckle Cover ........................................................ 47
Seat Belt Guide .................................................................... 48
Seat Belt Instruction Card .................................................. 215
Seat Belt Label ..................................................................... 48
Seat Belt Retractor ............................................................... 48
Seat Belt Sleeves .................................................................. 48
Seat Belt Style Belts........................................................... 158
Seat Belt Trim ...................................................................... 48
Seat Brackets........................................................................ 41
Seat Burlap ........................................................................... 42
Seat Emblem ........................................................................ 44
Seat Floor Braces ............................................................... 296
Seat Foam..................................................................24-25, 42
Seat Frame ........................................................................... 43
Seat Headrest ....................................................................... 44
Seat Headrest Vinyl Cover ................................................... 44
Seat Heater Kit ..................................................................... 43
Seat Mounting Adapter ........................................................ 39
Seat Release Cable ............................................................... 45
Seat Shelf ............................................................................. 77
Seat Shelf Panel Bracket .................................................... 322
Seat Track Adjuster ........................................................ 43, 45
Seat Track Trim Cover ......................................................... 45
Seat Tracks ........................................................................... 41
Seat Upholstery ...............................................................25-36
Seat/Shoulder Belt Guide Escutcheon ................................. 48
Seats, Bucket ...................................................................37-39
Security System ......................................................... 179, 625
Sending Unit, Fan Temperature ......................................... 438
Sending Unit, Fuel Tank .................................. 89, 92, 96, 544
Sending Unit, Gear Indicator ............................................... 91
Sending Unit, Oil Pressure................................................. 518
Sending Unit, Speedometer ........................................... 89, 95
Sending Unit, Temperature ................................................ 432
Sensor, Coolant Level ........................................................ 432
Sensor, Coolant Temperature ............................................. 453
Sensor, Fan Temperature .................................................... 438
Sensor, Mass Air Flow ....................................................... 494
Sensor, Power Door Lock Position .................................... 309
Sensor, Throttle Position .................................................... 556
Serpentine Belt ................................................................... 443
Serpentine Belt Pulleys .............................................. 482, 484
Service Manual, Factory .............................................168-169
Service Tag Decal .............................................................. 216
Shackle Bushings, Leaf Spring .......................................... 373
Shackle, Rear Leaf Spring ................................................. 374
Shaft Centering Sphere, Steering Column ......................... 118
Shaft, Oil Pump to Distributor ........................................... 531
Shaft, Trunk Lock Handle .................................................. 330
Shafts, Offset Control Arm ................................................ 349
Shaved Door Handle Set .................................................... 312
Sheet Metal Manuals.......................................................... 175
Shield, Brake Line ............................................................. 399
Shield, Door Panel Water ..................................................... 65
Shield, Park Brake ............................................................. 406
Shield, Rally Sport Actuator .............................................. 252
Shift Actuator Lever, Transmission ................................... 593
Shift Arm, Transmission (Adjustable) ............................... 597
Shift Boot ........................................................... 138, 596, 608
Shift Boot Retainer ............................................................ 138
Shift Boot Retainer Plate ................................................... 138
Shift Boot Ring .................................................................. 138
Shift Boot Seal ................................................................... 138
Shift Cable Bracket ............................................................ 592
Shift Detent Lever .............................................................. 592
Shift Hole Reinforcement Ring ......................................... 297
Shift Indicator, Column............................................... 116-117
Shift Kit.......................................................................582-583
Shift Knob ............................................590-591, 595, 608-609
Shift Knob Attachment Clip............................................... 591
Shift Knob Snap Ring ........................................................ 591
Shift Lamp Mounting Plate.........................................135-137
Shift Lens Backing Plate.................................................... 137
Shift Lever ......................................................................... 592
Shift Lever Set, Hurst ........................................................ 607
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Product Index
Space Saver Spare Warning Decal ..................................... 214
Space Saver Tire Inﬂator Retainer ..................................... 327
Spacer Bar, Brake Shoe...................................................... 405
Spacer, Air Cleaner ............................................................ 495
Spacer, Alternator............................................................... 539
Spacer, Bump Stop ..................................................... 373, 419
Spacer, Carburetor.............................................................. 558
Spacer, Control Arm .......................................................... 345
Spacer, Cooling Fan ................................................... 435, 438
Spacer, Front Coil Spring................................................... 363
Spacer, Steering Wheel ...................................................... 125
Spacer, Valve Cover ........................................................... 504
Spacer, Vent Glass Handle ................................................... 64
Spanner Wrench ................................................................. 366
Spare Tire Clamp Anchor Plate.......................................... 327
Spare Tire Cover ................................................................ 326
Spare Tire Nut .................................................................... 327
Spare Wheel Decal ............................................................. 214
Spark Plug .......................................................................... 533
Spark Plug Gap Tool .......................................................... 528
Spark Plug Terminal Pliers ................................................ 528
Spark Plug Thread Chaser.................................................. 528
Spark Plug Wire Heat Shields ............................................ 529
Spark Plug Wire Puller....................................................... 528
Spark Plug Wire Separators ................................521, 528-529
Spark Plug Wire Tester ...................................................... 528
Spark Plug Wires................................................ 521, 523, 526
Speaker Cover, Rear Radio ................................................ 105
Speaker Shelf Extension, Rear Seat ................................... 322
Speaker Shelf Panel, Rear Seat .......................................... 322
Speakers ......................................................................104-105
Speed Nuts, Emblem.......................................................... 205
Speed Warning Cable Bracket ............................................. 85
Speed Warning Control Cable.............................................. 85
Speed Warning Wiring Harness ......................................... 621
Speedometer......................................................................... 84
Speedometer Cable ...................................................... 85, 147
Speedometer Cable Firewall Grommet ................................ 85
Speedometer Cable Retainer Clip ........................................ 85
Speedometer Calibrator ..................................................... 472
Speedometer Drive Gear Clip .............................................. 85
Speedometer Driven Gear .................................................... 85
Speedometer Gear ................................................................ 85
Speedometer Lens ................................................................ 82
Speedometer Sending Unit ...................................... 89, 92, 95
Speedster Tonneau Cover, Convertible .............................. 277
Spindle Nut and Cotter Pin Kit .......................................... 347
Spindles .............................................................................. 346
Spinner Wheel Center Cap................................................. 423
Splash Apron, Fender Skirt ................................................ 288
Splash Guard ...................................................................... 277
Splitter, Front ..................................................................... 267
Spoiler .................................................................266-267, 277
Spoiler Emblem ................................................................. 207
Spoiler, Rear Window ........................................................ 277
Spoiler, Trunk..............................................................324-325
Spoiler/Fender Welting Seal .............................................. 267
Sportback Rear Window Conversion ................................. 277
Spotweld Cutter ......................................................... 336, 337
Spray Adhesive ................................................................ 8, 13
Spray Gun, Paint ................................................................ 197
Spray-On Acoustic Insulation .............................................. 13
Spread Bore Sealing Plate.................................................. 558
Spring Compressor Tool, Valve ......................................... 470
Spring Shackles, Rear ........................................................ 374
Spring, Accelerator Pedal Tension ..................................... 140
Spring, Accelerator Return................................................. 141
Spring, Brake Pad Retainer ................................................ 404
Spring, Coil .........................................................362-363, 366
Spring, Console Ashtray Lid .............................................. 133
Spring, Console Lid ........................................................... 132
Spring, Console Shifter Button Return .............................. 132
Spring, Door Push Button Lock Knob ............................... 308
Spring, Fuel Filter .............................................................. 559
Spring, Headlamp Beam Adjusting.................................... 245
Spring, Hood Hinge ........................................................... 283
Spring, Hood Pop-Up......................................................... 283
Spring, Park Brake Adjusting Pull ..................................... 407
Spring, Park Brake Cable Tension ..................................... 407
Spring, Park Brake Guide Bar ........................................... 407
Spring, Park Brake Pre-Load ............................................. 407
Spring, Rear Drum Brake .................................................. 405
Spring, Throttle Cable ........................................................ 561
Spring, Throttle Return ...................................................... 552
Spring, Window Crank Handle ............................................ 63
Springs, Bucket Seat Support .............................................. 42
Springs, Valve .................................................................... 512
Sta-Dri Pouch ..................................................................... 186
Stabilizer Bar ..................................................................... 350
Stabilizer Rod, Shifter........................................................ 607
Stabilizer, Door Window Guide ......................................... 316
Stainless Radiator Hose ..................................................... 441
Stainless Steel Brake Flexlines .......................................... 387
Stainless Steel Brake Hose................................................. 398
Stamp, Inspection............................................................... 180
Standard Bumper ............................................................... 264
Starter ..........................................................................534-535
Starter Amperage Booster .................................................. 535
Starter Heat Shield ............................................................. 535
Starter Motor Brace............................................................ 535
Starter Motor Brushes ........................................................ 535
Starter Mounting Bolts....................................................... 535
Starter Relay....................................................................... 535
Starter Shims ...................................................................... 535
Starter Solenoid.................................................................. 535
Starter Wire Harness Retainer ............................................ 535
Steel Stinger Style Hood .................................................... 278
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Steering Arm ...................................................................... 346
Steering Box Decal ............................................................ 217
Steering Box Mounting Bolt .............................................. 342
Steering Column ......................................................... 116-117
Steering Column Bowl Lower Bearing.............................. 118
Steering Column Bracket ................................................... 118
Steering Column Clamp Plate............................................ 118
Steering Column Cover, Lower Dash .................................. 80
Steering Column Floor Mount ........................................... 117
Steering Column Hardware................................................ 116
Steering Column Lever ...................................................... 119
Steering Column Lock Shoe Return Spring....................... 118
Steering Column Seal ........................................................ 117
Steering Column Shaft Centering Sphere .......................... 118
Steering Column Slip Shaft ............................................... 117
Steering Column Strap Clamp ........................................... 117
Steering Column to Floor Rubber Boot ............................. 118
Steering Column Universal Joint ................................ 116-117
Steering Column Wedge .................................................... 118
Steering Column/Dimmer Switch Pigtail .......................... 117
Steering Coupling Joint...................................................... 342
Steering Frame Brace ......................................................... 354
Steering Gear To Pitman Shaft Lock Washer..................... 342
Steering Gearbox, Manual ................................................. 342
Steering Knuckle Spindle Washer...................................... 347
Steering Nut Set ................................................................. 347
Steering Shaft Bearing Set ................................................. 118
Steering Shaft U-Joint ........................................................ 342
Steering Shaft, Intermediate............................................... 342
Steering Shaft, Rack and Pinion ........................................ 343
Steering System, Rack and Pinion ..................................... 343
Steering System, Tru Turn ................................................. 359
Steering Wheel ............................................................120-127
Steering Wheel Adapter .............................. 116, 122-123, 125
Steering Wheel Center Cap ................................................ 126
Steering Wheel Cover ........................................................ 127
Steering Wheel Hardware .................................................. 125
Steering Wheel Horn Button .............................................. 128
Steering Wheel Hub Nut .................................................... 117
Steering Wheel Lock.......................................................... 125
Steering Wheel Mount Kit ......................................... 126, 129
Steering Wheel Mounting Hub .......................................... 117
Steering Wheel Puller Tool ................................................ 124
Steering Wheel Quick Release........................................... 125
Steering Wheel Security System ........................................ 129
Steering Wheel Spacer ....................................................... 125
Stencil Set, Stripe ........................................................220-222
Stencil, Valve Cover........................................................... 501
Stereo Operating Instructions ............................................ 216
Stone Shield, Inner Fender................................................. 288
Stool, Counter .................................................................... 159
Stop Bumper, Door Glass .................................................. 315
Stop Lamp Bracket ............................................................ 110
Stopper Kit, Rubber ........................................................... 229
Stopper, Ashtray Cover ...................................................... 113
Stopper, Bucket Seat Back ................................................... 45
Stopper, Fold Down Seat Back ............................................ 45
Stopper, Glove Box Door................................................... 115
Stopper, Hood .................................................................... 285
Stopper, License Plate ........................................................ 274
Stopper, Lower Window Bumper ...................................... 315
Storage Bag, Car Cover ......................................................... 5
Storage Bag, Convertible Top Boot ................................... 303
Storage Bag, Jack ............................................................... 326
Storage Box Insert, Rear .................................................... 114
Storage Sleeve, Jack Wrench ............................................. 327
Storage Sleeve, T-Top ........................................................ 301
Strap, Brake Hose .............................................................. 399
Strap, Fender Wiring Harness ............................................ 288
Strap, Glove Box Support .................................................. 114
Straps, Heater Core ............................................................ 451
Striker, Door Lock ............................................................. 309
Striker, Glove Box ............................................................. 115
Striker, Hood Latch ............................................................ 283
Striker, Liftgate .................................................................. 330
Stripe Decal Set...........................................................220-225
Stripe Stencil Set .........................................................220-222
Strips, Headliner Retainer .................................................... 73
Strut Tower Brace .............................................................. 354
Strut, Coil-Over.................................................................. 367
Strut, Liftgate Support ....................................................... 331
Stud Assembly, Door Glass Sash Mount ........................... 316
Stud Assembly, Door Window Glass Mount ..................... 316
Stud Girdle, Rocker Arm ................................................... 512
Stud, AC Compressor Mounting ........................................ 460
Stud, Alternator .................................................................. 538
Stud, Carburetor Air Cleaner ..................................... 491, 559
Stud, Clutch Fork Pivot...................................................... 604
Stud, Distributor................................................................. 531
Stud, Door Glass Sash Mount ............................................ 315
Stud, Fan Clutch to Water Pump ........................................ 435
Stud, Heat Stove Mounting ................................................ 565
Stud, Rear End Main Cap .................................................. 380
Stud, Rocker Arm............................................................... 512
Stud, Transmission Lever................................................... 588
Stud, Vent Window Handle Mount ...................................... 64
Stud, Wheel ........................................................................ 347
Subframe Assembly ....................................................356-358
Subframe Body Mount Bushings ....................................... 354
Subframe Body Mounting Plates ....................................... 354
Subframe Connectors ..........................................352-353, 360
Subframe Mount Hole Repair Set ...................................... 355
Subframe Mounting Hardware Kit .................................... 354
Subframe Mounting Nut & Cage ....................................... 354
Subwoofer .......................................................................... 104
Sun Shade........................................................................... 178
Sun Visor Delete Plate ......................................................... 74
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Sun Visor Support ................................................................ 74
Sun Visor Support Screws.................................................... 74
Sun Visor Tip & Bushing Set ............................................... 74
Sun Visors ...................................................................... 72, 75
Super Air Lift Instruction Card .......................................... 217
Super Sport Sales Brochure ............................................... 171
Supercharger ...................................................................... 475
Support Block, Dash Pad ..................................................... 79
Support Bracket, Fuel Line ................................................ 547
Support Bracket, Radio ...................................................... 102
Support Bracket, Shift Cable ............................................. 592
Support, Accelerator Pedal Rod ......................................... 140
Support, Carburetor Air Heat Plate .................................... 565
Support, Convertible Crossbrace ....................................... 353
Support, Drip Rail .............................................................. 299
Support, Front Headlamp ................................................... 247
Support, Front Seat Frame Floor ....................................... 296
Support, Hood Latch .......................................................... 285
Support, Interior Rear View Mirror ..................................... 67
Support, Radiator ............................................................... 275
Support, Sun Visor ............................................................... 74
Support, Transmission........................................................ 589
Surge Protector................................................................... 624
Suspension ..................................................352, 359-360, 368
Suspension Bushing Kit ..................................................... 360
Sway Bar .............................................................350, 359-360
Sway Bar Bushing Set ....................................................... 350
Sway Bar End Links .......................................................... 351
Sway Bar Mount Brace ...................................................... 376
Sweatshirt........................................................................... 154
Switch Convertible Top ..................................................... 109
Switch, AC Fan .................................................................. 453
Switch, AC Pressure........................................................... 459
Switch, Battery Cutout ................................................614-615
Switch, Blower................................................................... 453
Switch, Brake Lamp........................................................... 110
Switch, Convertible Top .............................................108-109
Switch, Cowl Induction Solenoid ...................................... 489
Switch, Cruise Control/Turn Signal ................................... 119
Switch, Defogger ............................................................... 108
Switch, Door Jamb ............................................................... 69
Switch, Fan ........................................................ 436, 438, 453
Switch, Fuel Pump Safety .................................................. 549
Switch, Headlamp .............................................................. 107
Switch, Heater/AC Control ................................................ 453
Switch, Ignition .................................................................. 109
Switch, Liftgate Release .................................................... 331
Switch, Neutral Safety/Back-Up Lamp ............................. 110
Switch, Park Brake Lamp .................................................. 407
Switch, Power Door Lock .................................................. 312
Switch, Power Seat .............................................................. 45
Switch, Power Window ...................................................... 314
Switch, Rocker ................................................................... 617
Switch, Toggle ................................................................... 617
Switch, Trunk Lamp........................................................... 331
Switch, Turn Signal............................................................ 119
Switch, Windshield Wiper ................................................. 333
Swivel and Rod Assembly ................................................. 592
Synthetic Gear Oil.............................................................. 381

T
T-56 Transmission Installation Set ..................................... 600
T-Clip, Wiring Harness ...................................................... 617
T-Shirt .........................................................................148-155
T-Top Handles .................................................................... 301
T-Top Locks ....................................................................... 301
T-Top Moldings, Interior.................................................... 300
T-Top Storage Sleeve ......................................................... 301
T-Top Weatherstrip ............................................................. 301
T-Top Weatherstrip Clip ..................................................... 301
Tab, Timing .................................................................486-487
Tach Adapter ........................................................................ 99
Tachometer ..........................................................86-87, 93, 98
Tachometer Adapter ........................................................... 521
Tachometer Noise Filter ....................................................... 93
Tachometer Wiring Harness ............................................... 621
Tack Strip, Convertible Top ............................... 231, 303, 305
Tag, Power Disc Brake....................................................... 217
Tag, Radiator ...................................................................... 432
Tag, Rear Axle Lubrication ID........................................... 380
Tail Lamp Applique ........................................................... 260
Tail Lamp Bezel ................................................................. 258
Tail Lamp Cover ................................................................ 253
Tail Lamp Gasket ............................................................... 259
Tail Lamp Housing......................................................258-259
Tail Lamp Housing Gasket ................................................ 259
Tail Lamp Lens ...........................................................258-260
Tail Lamp Lens Gasket .............................................. 258, 260
Tail Lamp Rear Panel Insulation........................................ 260
Tail Lamp Retainer Nut...................................................... 259
Tail Lamp Socket ............................................................... 259
Tail Lamp Wiring Clip ....................................................... 259
Tail Lamps...................................................................260-261
Tail Panel Brace ................................................................. 329
Tail Panel, Rally Sport ....................................................... 332
Tail Panel/Rear Bumper Cover, Fiberglass ........................ 332
Tailpipe............................................................................... 569
Tailpipe Cutter Tool ........................................................... 569
Tailpipe Expander Tool ...................................................... 569
Tank To Filler Neck Hose .................................................. 542
Tank, Fuel................................................................... 370, 540
Tank, Oil Catch .................................................................. 518
Tape, Wire Harness .....................................................615-616
TCS Switch Wire Retainer ................................................. 621
TCS Switch Wiring Harness .............................................. 621
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Top Dead Center Tool ........................................................ 470
Top Frame To Body Seal.................................................... 228
Top Frame, Convertible ..................................................... 304
Top Rails, Door Panel .......................................................... 60
Torque Arm ................................................................ 360, 375
Torque Box......................................................................... 295
Torque Converter ............................................................... 582
Torque Converter Cover..................................................... 584
Torque Converter Lockup Control ..................................... 583
Torque Spring, Trunk Lid Hinge ........................................ 323
Torque Wrench Tool........................................................... 471
Towel.................................................................................. 186
Traction Bar Bolt Set ......................................................... 376
Traction Bar Bumper ......................................................... 376
Traction Bar Snubbers ....................................................... 377
Traction Bars ...............................................................376-377
Trans Linkage Rod Swivel Set........................................... 592
Transistor Ignition Wiring Harness .................................... 619
Transmission Bellhousing .................................................. 601
Transmission Cable Bracket .............................................. 559
Transmission Case Drain Plug ........................................... 600
Transmission Control Spark Relay .................................... 621
Transmission Controller ..................................................... 580
Transmission Conversion Crossmember ........................... 600
Transmission Conversion Kit............................................. 450
Transmission Crossmember ............................... 477, 589, 600
Transmission Dipstick........................................................ 586
Transmission Filter Magnet ............................................... 585
Transmission Filter, Automatic .......................................... 585
Transmission Fluid Cooler ................................................. 587
Transmission Fluid, Automatic .................................. 583, 585
Transmission Fluid, Manual .............................................. 607
Transmission Gear Indicator .............................................. 596
Transmission Kick Down Stud .......................................... 557
Transmission Lever Stud ................................................... 588
Transmission Manuals ....................................................... 175
Transmission Modulator Valve .......................................... 585
Transmission Mount .......................................................... 589
Transmission Oil Cooler/Filter .......................................... 587
Transmission Pan ........................................................584-585
Transmission Pan Drain Plug ............................................. 585
Transmission Pan Gasket ................................................... 585
Transmission Rebuild Kit .......................................... 583, 588
Transmission Shift Arm, Adjustable .................................. 597
Transmission Shifter .......................................................... 596
Transmission Shifter Cable ................................................ 591
Transmission Support ........................................................ 589
Transmission Throttle Valve Control Cable ....................... 588
Transmission Ventilator, Rear Axle ................................... 380
Transmission, Automatic ............................................580-581
Transmission, Manual ........................................................ 598
Transmission, Windshield Wiper ....................................... 333
Trim Adhesive ...................................................................... 73
Trim Molding, Headliner Corner ......................................... 73
Trim Panel Screw ............................................................... 331
Trim Panel, Convertible Top Bow ............................. 231, 305
Trim Panel, Dash Panel Lower Instrument .......................... 80
Trim Panel, Headliner .......................................................... 73
Trim Plate, Brake Pad ........................................................ 143
Trim Plate, Clutch Pedal Pad ............................................. 143
Trim Plate, Console............................................................ 135
Trim Plate, Dash .................................................................. 80
Trim Plate, Park Brake ....................................................... 143
Trim Ring, Headlamp ........................................................ 246
Trim Ring, Wheel............................................................... 414
Trim, Dash Carrier ............................................................... 80
Trim, Fold Down Seat Latch................................................ 45
Trim, Headliner .................................................................... 73
Trim, Park Lamp ................................................................ 255
Trim, Seat Belt ..................................................................... 48
Trim, Upper Door Panel....................................................... 60
Trunk Bezel ........................................................................ 330
Trunk Bezel Gasket ............................................................ 330
Trunk Carpet ...................................................................... 327
Trunk Divider Jute Padding ................................................. 77
Trunk Floor ........................................................................ 328
Trunk Floor Extension ....................................................... 329
Trunk Floor Filler Panel ..................................................... 328
Trunk Floor Pan Upper Shroud Panel Plug ....................... 329
Trunk Floor Reinforcements .............................................. 329
Trunk Floor To Tail Pan Brace ........................................... 329
Trunk Hinge ....................................................................... 323
Trunk Lamp Assembly ....................................................... 620
Trunk Lamp Switch ........................................................... 331
Trunk Latch Assembly ....................................................... 330
Trunk Latch Bolt ................................................................ 330
Trunk Lid ....................................................................322-323
Trunk Lid Bumper ............................................................. 323
Trunk Lid Catch ................................................................. 330
Trunk Lid Cover................................................................. 327
Trunk Lid Emblem ............................................................. 206
Trunk Lid Hinge Torque Spring ......................................... 323
Trunk Lid Hinges ............................................................... 323
Trunk Lock ................................................................. 310, 330
Trunk Lock Cylinder ...................................................330-331
Trunk Lock Cylinder Gasket.............................................. 330
Trunk Lock Handle Shaft ................................................... 330
Trunk Lock Retainer .......................................................... 330
Trunk Lower Side Panel .................................................... 329
Trunk Mat ...................................................................326-327
Trunk Paint ................................................................. 197, 327
Trunk Pan ........................................................................... 293
Trunk Pan Plug................................................................... 329
Trunk Panel ........................................................................ 327
Trunk Release, Power Remote ........................................... 310
Trunk Spatter Paint .................................................... 197, 327
Trunk Spoiler ..............................................................324-325
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Trunk To Rear Seat Partitions .............................................. 77
Trunk Weatherstrip............................................................. 229
Trunk Weatherstrip Gutter ......................................... 229, 323
Trunk Wiring Gutter Clip ................................................... 322
TSP Power Pack Ignition System ...................................... 522
Tube, AC Condenser/Receiver ........................................... 461
Tube, AC Receiver/Evaporator .......................................... 461
Tube, Oil Filler Tube .......................................................... 517
Tube, Power Brake ............................................................. 396
Tubular Control Arms .........................................348-349, 359
Tubular K-Member ............................................................ 357
Tumbler Mug ..................................................................... 157
Turn Down, Exhaust .......................................................... 576
Turn Signal Cam Activator ................................................ 119
Turn Signal Cancelling Cam .............................................. 119
Turn Signal Cover .............................................................. 253
Turn Signal Lever .............................................................. 119
Turn Signal Lever Knob .................................................... 119
Turn Signal Switch............................................................. 119
Turn Signal Wiring Harness ............................................... 625

U
U-Bolt, Leaf Spring ....................................................372-373
U-Bolt, Rear Axle Flange .................................................. 379
U-Joint, Driveshaft............................................................. 378
U-Joint, Steering Shaft ....................................................... 342
Under Dash Insulation ........................................................... 8
Under Hood Mirror Set ...................................................... 284
Under Rear Seat Brace ....................................................... 295
Under Dash Courtesy Lamp............................................... 115
Under Dash Wiring Harness .............................................. 620
Underhood / Trunk Fastener Kit ........................................ 276
Underhood Lamp Assembly .............................................. 285
Underhood Paint ................................................................ 196
Underhood/Trunk Fastener Set .......................................... 276
Underlay, Carpet .................................................................8-9
Unibody Assembly ............................................................. 289
Universal Bearing Packer .................................................. 347
Universal Chassis Wiring Harness ..............................621-622
Universal Joint, Steering Column ............................... 116-117
Universal Joint, Tilt Column .............................................. 116
Universal Turn Signal Wiring Harness .............................. 625
Universal Wiring Harness .................................................. 622
Unlocking Tool .................................................................. 179
Upholstery Cleaner .................................................... 181, 184
Upholstery Installation Tool................................................. 73
Upholstery, Ashtray Well ..................................................... 52
Upholstery, Rear Ashtray ..................................................... 53
Upholstery, Seat ........................................................18-36, 39
Upper Ball Joint ................................................................. 345
Upper Control Arm .....................................344, 348-349, 359
Upper Control Arm Bumper .............................................. 348
Upper Control Arm Shaft Kit............................................. 344
Upper Deck Filler Panel..................................................... 322
Upper Door Hinge.............................................................. 306
Upper Door Panel Trim........................................................ 60
Upper Grill ......................................................................... 273
Upper Heat Stove ............................................................... 565
Upper Inner Windshield Trim Molding ............................... 73
Upper Kick Down Rod ...................................................... 592
Upper Outlet Deﬂector Screw ............................................ 456
Upright Wheel C5 Brake Kit ............................................. 385
Urethane Front Grill/Nose Bumper ................................... 264

V
V-Belt ..........................................................................442-443
V-Belt Pulley Set ................................................................ 483
Vacuum .............................................................................. 188
Vacuum Actuator, Rally Sport ........................................... 251
Vacuum Advance ........................................................530-531
Vacuum Advance Cover..................................................... 530
Vacuum Advance Lockout ................................................. 531
Vacuum Advance Metal Tube ............................................ 531
Vacuum Cap ....................................................................... 558
Vacuum Headlamp Reservoir, Rally Sport ........................ 252
Vacuum Hose, RS Headlamp ............................................. 252
Vacuum Line, AT Modulator.............................................. 587
Valance Panel ............................................................. 274, 332
Valve Cover Bolt Set.................................................. 498, 504
Valve Cover Breather ......................................... 491, 495, 505
Valve Cover Decal ............................................................. 211
Valve Cover Elbow ............................................................ 491
Valve Cover Emblem ......................................................... 483
Valve Cover Gaskets .................................................. 504, 513
Valve Cover Grommet ....................................................... 503
Valve Cover Hardware ....................................................... 504
Valve Cover Stencil............................................................ 501
Valve Cover Wire Looms ................................................... 504
Valve Covers .......................................................476, 495-501
Valve Spring Compressor Tool .......................................... 470
Valve Springs ..................................................................... 512
Valve Stem ......................................................................... 419
Valve Stem Cap .................................................................. 419
Valve, AC Expansion ......................................................... 461
Valve, Brake Check............................................................ 397
Valve, Heater ...................................................................... 451
Valve, PCV......................................................................... 503
Valve, Power Brake Check ................................................ 396
Valve, Proportioning .......................................................... 397
Valve, Rear Brake Pressure Regulator ............................... 397
Variable Speed Windshield Wiper Conversion .................. 335
Vehicle Ramps ................................................................... 190
Vehicle Speed Sensor ........................................................... 92
Vent Assembly, Dash ......................................................... 456
Vent Assembly, Defroster................................................... 454
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Teddy Bear ......................................................................... 157
Temperature Gauge .............................................................. 87
Temperature Sending Unit ................................................. 432
Temperature Sending Unit Wire ........................................ 432
Template, Back-Up Lamp .................................................. 262
Template, Emblem ............................................................. 207
Template, Rally Sport Molding Mount .............................. 239
Template, Side Marker Lamp Mounting ............................ 256
Tensioner, Serpentine Belt ................................................. 443
Terminal Pliers, Spark Plug ............................................... 528
Terminal Protector, Battery Cable...................................... 615
Terminal, Battery Cable ..................................................... 615
TH350 Kick Down Bracket/Cable Assembly .................... 597
Thermal Insulation ......................................528, 578-579, 616
Thermometer Radiator Cap................................................ 433
Thermometer, Infrared ....................................................... 472
Thermostat ......................................................................... 449
Thermostat Gasket ............................................................. 449
Thermostatic Choke Coil ................................................... 560
Thread Identiﬁer................................................................. 471
Throttle Arm....................................................................... 141
Throttle Arm, Cowl Induction............................................ 489
Throttle Assembly ...................................................... 140, 146
Throttle Body ..............................................................551-552
Throttle Body Adapter ....................................................... 558
Throttle Body Coolant Bypass Kit..................................... 445
Throttle Body Plate ............................................................ 558
Throttle Bracket Set ........................................................... 588
Throttle Cable .................................................... 147, 560, 561
Throttle Cable Bracket ............................................... 559, 561
Throttle Cable Spring......................................................... 561
Throttle Position Sensor..................................................... 556
Throttle Return Spring ............................................... 552, 559
Throttle Solenoid ............................................................... 556
Throttle Solenoid Retaining Clip ....................................... 489
Throttle Spring Return Set ................................................. 559
Throttle Stud, Carburetor ................................................... 559
Throttle Valve Cable Bracket ............................................. 591
Throttle Valve Carburetor Bracket ..................................... 591
Tie Rod ............................................................................... 344
Tie Rod Adjusting Sleeve .................................................. 345
Tie Rod Boot, Inner ........................................................... 345
Tie Rod End Dust Boot ...................................................... 345
Tie Rod Sleeve Bolts.......................................................... 345
Tie Strap, Windshield Washer Hose................................... 334
Tie Strap, Wiring Harness .................................................. 617
Tilt Column Universal Joint ............................................... 116
Tilt Steering Column ................................................... 116-117
Tilt Steering Column Bracket ............................................ 343
Tilt Steering Column Rag Joint ......................................... 116
Tilt Wheel Release Lever ................................................... 119
Timing Belt Conversion ..................................................... 487
Timing Chain ..................................................................... 487
Timing Chain Cover........................................................... 486
Timing Cover Bolts ............................................................ 487
Timing Cover Gasket ......................................................... 513
Timing Gear ....................................................................... 487
Timing Light .............................................................. 472, 521
Timing Tab ..................................................................486-487
Tip and Bushing Set, Sun Visor ........................................... 74
Tip, Exhaust ....................................................................... 577
Tire and Wheel Cleaner ......................................184-185, 424
Tire Garage Storage System .............................................. 190
Tire Pressure Decal ............................................................ 214
Tire Pressure Gauge ........................................................... 426
Tire Pressure Recommendation Decal ............................... 214
Tire Tote ............................................................................. 190
Tires ............................................................................426-427
Toe Board, Front ................................................................ 295
Toggle Switch .................................................................... 617
Tool Box............................................................................. 157
Tool Set, Valve Lash Wrench ............................................. 470
Tool, Antenna Nut Tool ...................................................... 106
Tool, Battery................................................................613-614
Tool, Battery Load Tester................................................... 613
Tool, Brake Bleeder ........................................................... 408
Tool, Brake Pad Spreader................................................... 408
Tool, Brake Pressure Gauge ............................................... 409
Tool, Brake Proportioning Valve Bleed ............................. 397
Tool, Brake Spring Removal.............................................. 408
Tool, Brake System Bleeder............................................... 408
Tool, Brake Tube Bender ................................................... 409
Tool, Bushing Installation/Removal .................................. 345
Tool, Carburetor Float Adjustment .................................... 560
Tool, Compression Tester................................................... 471
Tool, Crimp ........................................................................ 521
Tool, Degree Wheel ........................................................... 470
Tool, Dial Indicator ............................................................ 470
Tool, Door Unlock ............................................................. 312
Tool, Double Flaring .......................................................... 409
Tool, Drum Brake Adjusting .............................................. 408
Tool, Drum Brake Spring ................................................... 408
Tool, Electrical ........................................................... 614, 617
Tool, Engine Rotation Adapter........................................... 470
Tool, Headlamp/Wiper Nut ................................................ 333
Tool, Ignition Switch Bezel Nut ........................................ 109
Tool, IR Thermometer........................................................ 472
Tool, Mechanics Stethoscope............................................. 471
Tool, Molding Release ....................................................... 240
Tool, Multi-Meter............................................................... 472
Tool, Rocker Stud Removal ............................................... 470
Tool, Shop Grip .................................................................. 188
Tool, Steering Wheel Puller ............................................... 124
Tool, Timing Light ............................................................. 472
Tool, Top Dead Center ....................................................... 470
Tool, Windshield/Back Glass Molding Removal............... 237
Top Actuator Cylinder, Convertible ................................... 305
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Vent Ball Seal Set............................................................... 455
Vent Ball, Dash .................................................................. 455
Vent Duct Connector .......................................................... 454
Vent Glass Frame Hardware .............................................. 235
Vent Glass Handle Spacer .................................................... 64
Vent Glass Rubber Channel ............................................... 235
Vent Grill, Door Jamb ........................................................ 321
Vent Outlet, Dash ............................................................... 455
Vent Pull Knob ................................................................... 455
Vent Tube, Crankcase......................................................... 491
Vent Window Frame .......................................................... 235
Vent Window Frame Weatherstrip ..................................... 227
Vent Window Glass .................................................... 233, 235
Vent Window Handle ........................................................... 64
Vent Window Handle Mount Stud ....................................... 64
Vent Window Hardware ..................................................... 235
Vent, AC Air Distributor Duct ........................................... 455
Vent, Hood Cowl................................................................ 290
Vigilite Bezel Fiber Optic Lamp Housing ......................... 256
Vinyl Dressing ............................................................184-185
Vinyl Top............................................................................ 300
Vinyl Top Molding ............................................................. 238
VIR Eliminator Assembly .................................................. 461
Vise Grip Flange Pliers ...................................................... 336
Visor ..................................................................................... 72
Volt Gauge...................................................................... 87, 98
Voltage Regulator............................................................... 538
Voltage Regulator Ground Wire......................................... 538
Voltmeter ............................................................................ 131
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W
Wall Clock.......................................................................... 160
Wall Sign, Neon ................................................................. 160
Warning Module, Low Fuel ................................................. 87
Warranty Certiﬁcate ........................................................... 216
Wash Mitt ........................................................................... 186
Wash Stick.......................................................................... 187
Washer Bottle/Hose Kit ..................................................... 334
Washer Hose Spray Connector Tee .................................... 334
Washer Pump Wiring Harness, RS Headlamp ................... 618
Washer, Distributor ............................................................ 531
Washer, Door Glass ............................................................ 316
Washer, Harmonic Balancer............................................... 484
Washer, Heater Box Foam ................................................. 454
Washer, Steering Gear To Pitman Shaft Lock.................... 342
Washer, Steering Knuckle Spindle ..................................... 347
Washer, Window Roller Guide........................................... 316
Water Neck......................................................................... 448
Water Neck Mounting Bolts .............................................. 449
Water Outlet Restrictors ..................................................... 445
Water Pump .................................................................444-446
Water Pump Belt .........................................................442-443
Water Pump Bolts .............................................................. 447
Water Pump Bypass Hose .................................................. 445
Water Pump Drive Set........................................................ 446
Water Pump Hose Nipple................................................... 446
Water Pump Hose Outlet Fitting ........................................ 446
Water Pump Idler Pulley .................................................... 447
Water Pump Pulley............................................................. 447
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New Product Showcase

detail view

Features:
• Hot oil durability is improved by elimination of adhesive.
• Cold weather performance (-30 C) with Dexos 1 oil
is excellent.
• Improved level of robustness to water accumulation.
• Nitrile material is used in the sealing gasket and includes
the anti-drain back valve.

PF48E Oil Filter
CM65106

01
black

02
dark red

03
light blue

04
tan

05
gray

06
dark blue

07
red

GM logo
close up

1973-81 Four Piece Rubber Floor Mats
Reproduction rubber floor mats for 1973-81
Camaro and Firebird models. Manufactured from
automotive grade rubber to factory speciﬁcations
and die-cut to ﬁt the original contour of the ﬂoor
pan. Features a GM logo on the front mats, the
correct textures, color and anti-slip carpet grippers
on the bottom. Available in a 4 piece set with 2
front and 2 rear mats.

This is the new “E-core” design replacement oil
ﬁlter used in most GM LS series engine oil pans
manufactured in 2007 and later. It features an
M22 x 1.5mm thread. Element integrity (collapse
strength) is increased by 25%. This is because the
nylon cores are perfectly round. Filter media is no
longer potted in adhesive which blocks ﬁltration
area at each end. Relief value performance is
much improved and statistically more stable.
PF48E ﬁlters meet performance speciﬁcations
as deﬁned by GM Powertrain. PF48E ﬁlters
will be used in OE production in the near future.
Important: This ﬁlter must be used if you are changing
to a G12917 (12628771 GM) oil pan.
Note: The PF48E supersedes the original oil ﬁlter, part
#PF48. PF48E is slightly shorter and has a plastic
“E-core” internal core design.

1970-72 Windshield Washer
Pump with Hidden Wipers
Reproduction windshield washer pump for 197072 Camaro models equipped with hidden wipers.
Features a white nozzle with three straight tips.
153328 1970-72 w/hidden wipers .. 59.99 ea

LS Valve Cover Conversion Set

Important: Will not work on 1997 LS1 heads casting
numbers 806 or 933.

Chevrolet Script
B95037
LS ..................................... 496.99 set

1980-86 Wiper Motor Relay
Reproduction of the original wiper motor relay
designed to replace non functional originals.
19860
1980-86 ............................... 9.99 ea

1974-81 Camaro
Interior Door Panel Emblem Bezel

1973-81 .......................... 119.99 set

Billet Specialties LS valve cover conversion
set. This set allows the use of perimeter style
small block Chevrolet valve covers on an LS
motor. The coils, harnesses, and plug wires
are all concealed underneath for a clean
classic look. Precision machined from 6061T6 billet aluminum to accommodate the large
LS3 coils (AC Delco D514A). They retains
the factory LS gasket for a leak free seal and
feature a hidden oil ﬁll cap on both sides.
Stainless hardware included. Made in USA.

This seam sealer also known as strip caulk can be used
to adhere a variety of parts; air ducts, body openings,
door panels water shields, emblems, fenders, ﬂoor
plugs, kick panels, fuel tank, ﬁller neck, ﬁrewall
openings, heater box, quarter trim panel water
shields, seat mounts, valance, window moldings.
Each 13 ft. roll features 5 x .19" thick beads.
B11608 13 ft. roll 5 x .19" beads ... 26.99 ea

LS Engines
G13030
2006-15 ............................... 4.99 ea
LS Engines with G12917(GM 12628771) Oil Pan
G13030
all......................................... 4.99 ea

Note: Please add two digit color code when ordering.

CM651

Seam Sealer Strip Caulk

Reproduction interior door panel emblem bezel for
1974-81 Camaro models. Manufactured in quality
injection molded ABS plastic featuring a bright
chrome ﬁnish, this bezel, along with the emblem
of your choice is factory correct on vehicles with
power windows. Can also be used to cover the
hole in your door panel where the window crank
handle was removed on cars converted from nonpower windows to power windows. Includes the
backing retainer for installation. Sold individually.
2 required per vehicle. Door panel emblems are
available separately.
3879552
1974-81 ............................ 24.99 ea

12369965

1996-02 SS Front Fender Emblem
Correct reproduction emblems for Camaro
SS models. Located on the front fenders,
these emblems are made of molded plastic
and feature adhesive backing as original.
12369965 1996-02 black w/red ...... 29.99 ea
12369966 1996-02 black w/silver .. 29.99 ea

1987 Wiper Motor Relay
Reproduction wiper motor relay designed to
replace non-functional original relays.
19844
1987................................... 11.99 ea
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harmwww.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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1967-69 EPAS Electric PS Sets
EPAS power steering set for 196769 Camaro models. This complete
set includes a 60 amp electric motor
unit, a prewired control module, and all
the necessary hardware for installation.
Features a built in potentiometer to adjust
the amount of assistance according to
driving conditions.
EP2003
EP2003
1967-68 .................................................................. 1449.99 set
EP2009
1969 ....................................................................... 1449.99 set

C11022

1967-69 Inner Cowl Panel Assembly
This quality reproduction will replace the inner section of the cowl panel. A
complete reproduction of the inner portion of the cowl top vent section. You
can now replace your rusted or damaged original with this superb reproduction.
Available with traditional EDP coating or in a Weld-ThruTM Primer that
requires minimal preparation, eliminates corrosion between overlapped panels,
and promotes superior weld characteristics.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

Models with AC
152755
1967
C11022
1968
C11023
1969
Models without AC
C11021
1967
152756
1968
152757
1969
152757W 1969

Outdoor Use
Four Layers of Protection

OS2

EDP coated ............................................. 299.99 ea
EDP coated ............................................. 299.99 ea
EDP coated ............................................. 299.99 ea
EDP coated .............................................
EDP coated .............................................
EDP coated .............................................
Weld-ThruTM ...........................................

261.99
304.99
299.99
340.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

gray

tan

W
62441
(large duster)

62443
(mini duster)

Pickup Layers of Dust with One Sweep!
An easy way of keeping your vehicle clean and free of dust, looking like it was
just washed. It’s specially treated cotton ﬁbers lift dust off the surface without
scratching the paint, even delicate lacquers. The more you use it, the better
it works! Regular use maintains your car’s appearance while signiﬁcantly
reducing frequency of washings.
62441
large duster .................................................................... 17.99 ea
62443
mini duster ..................................................................... 9.99 ea
62444
buy both dusters and save! ............................................ 23.99 set
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Plus
Our exclusive soft cotton lining
provides added protection
against dings and scratches.
TM

Car Cover

The ultimate combination of protection and value! Designed for outdoor use,
the Weather Blocker© cover is manufactured using a durable non-woven 4
layer material that provides a high level of protection against outdoor elements.
The fourth layer is a soft cotton backing that further protects against scratches
and dings. Each cover is sewn with double stitched seams that are strong and
durable. Neoprene elastic is sewn into the front and rear hems to help secure the
cover in place. Breathable and lightweight, Weather Blocker offers increased
water resistance and protection from the sun’s UV rays. Mirror pockets are
featured on both sides of the cover. Non-scratch grommets are installed on each
cover to allow the use of your tie-strap or lock. Specify gray or tan.
MT2700G 1967 ........................................................................ 149.99 ea
MT2800G 1968 ........................................................................ 149.99 ea
MT6683G 1969 ........................................................................ 149.99 ea
MT1600G 1970-73 ................................................................... 149.99 ea
MT1800G 1974-81 ................................................................... 149.99 ea
MT3100G 1982-92 ................................................................... 149.99 ea
MT3400G 1993-02 ................................................................... 149.99 ea
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